
Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Optional Attendees: 

MDHHS Action Plan 
Flint EBL. DO ... 

DM/EC/JA/RB/JW/JR/HH/SW/DM/DW/NL/GL/DP or DA or ML re Flint next steps 
Governor's Conference Room - 2nd Floor Romney (call in number below) 

Wed 10/14/2015 11:30 AM 

Wed 10/14/2015 12:00 PM 

(none) 

Accepted 

Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Walsh, 

John (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Murray, 

David (GOV); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS); 
Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Ackerman, Darin (GOV); Lange, Michelle (GOV); Rospond, 

Laurie (GOV); Thomet, Ruth (GOV); Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS); 
Hall, Jean (GOV); Vansickle, Michele (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Wells, Eden (DHHS) 



Michigan Department of Community Health (MDHHS) Flint Water Action Plan 

Action Local Lead MD HHS Tasks 
Lead 

Filter/Water Tamara Brickley Sheryl - Coordination of distribution (GCHD) 

Distribution (Genesee County Thompson, - Identify at-risk sub-groups (GCHD) 

Health MDHHS - Tracking filters- uniform registry held by 

Department-GCHD) GCHD 
- Ordering filter replacements (MDHHS) 

Blood Testing Tony LaRocco Dr. Eden - Test all 

(GCHD) Wells/ 0 Students 0-16 

Possible partners: Nancy 0 Priorities: 
- Hurley Peeler • 3 schools 
- Great Flint (CLPPP) • 2 zip codes 

Health • ages 0-15 

Coalition - Convene meeting with GCHD and all 
- MIHP potential partners (MDHHS) 
- LHD 0 Partner with schools-
- Schools information about testing sites 

options distributed through 
school districts to parents 

0 Partner with Great Flint Health 
Coalition-network to develop 

testing sites and information 

about testing to healthcare 

providers 

0 Partner with 

Hurley/McClaren/Genesys 

0 Partner with MIHP/Home 

Visiting Program 
- Confirm that the state lab has capacity 

to handle increase in tests- CON FRI MED 

Case Tony LaRocco Eden - Identification of all current positives-

Management (GCHD) Wells/ confirmatory testing for > 5 mcg/dl (as 

Follow Up Nancy of April 2014) 

Peeler - Maintain registry of all tests performed 

(CLPPP) (-/+) 
- Follow-up all cases >5 mcg/dl with the 

CLPP Case Management protocol 

Elevated Blood Dawn Hallwood Linda - Secure financial resources necessary to 

Level (GCHD) Dykema support environmental health response 
Investigations( - Follow-up CLPPP to see if immediate 

all > 5 mcg/dl) funds available 
- Recommendation to contract with Lead 

Investigation company thru SEMHA-



licensed investigators 

Communications Hilda Mcshane Geralyn - Daily MDHHS and GCHD phone calls 
(GCHD) Lasher (3PM) 

- Provide provider education- links sent 

for Governor's site to GCHD 10/12 
- Provide public education 
- Provide risk education 
- Provide links with lead prevention 

information to Flint 



Subject: DM/EC/JA/RB/JW/JR/HH/SW/DM/DW/NUGUDP or DA or ML re Flint next steps 

Location: Governor's Conference Room - 2nd Floor Romney (call in number below) 

Start: 10/14/2015 11 :30 AM 

End: 10/14/2015 12:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

Meeting Status: Not yet responded 

Organizer: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 

Required Attendees: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) (clemente@michigan.gov); 
Baird, Richard (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV) (WalshJ@michigan.gov); Redford, James 
(GOV); Harvey Hollins (hollinsh@michigan.gov); Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
(Wurfels@michigan.gov); Murray, David (GOV); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Lyon, Nick 
(OCH); Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Ackerman, Darin (GOV) 
(ackermand3@michigan.gov); Lange, Michelle (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV) 
(rospondl@michigan.gov); Thomet, Ruth (GOV); Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); Grijalva, 
Nancy (DHHS); Hall, Jean (GOV); Vansickle, Michele (GOV) 
(vansicklem2@michigan.gov); Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Resources: Governor's Conference Room - 2nd Floor Romney (call in number below) 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Brader, Valerie (GOV) 
Tuesday, September 23, 2014 3:04 PM 
Ackerman, Darin (GOV) 
RE: Phone Msg: Senator Ananich 

Re vitater theft, yes. it exists. 

Re E~;1 crackdown, Is he confusing Detroit with Flint? Probably not .. but I hadn··t heard re Flint either either. 

Here··s the big, underlying issue: Flint wanted to spend less money on 'Nater so they switched away from DWSD. They 
then started to get boiling water advisories. They need more money to upgrade facilities .. do treatment, etc to prevent 
this. That rr,eans rr1ore money, and thefr whole point in the first place is that they needed to spend less. That rr,eans 
water rates go up. Then people don't pay, so water rates for everyone go up to offset that non-payment. It ends up 
being a vicious cycle in which water rates go up. so people can't afford it, so collections go down, so rates go up. In 
normal communities the cycle has a natural break point because vve allow communities to put the equivalent of a tax 
lien on properties, and it is cheaper for people to pay their bill than lose their house. In Flint, Detroit. and a few other 
places, a water bill of a fevv thousand dollars mav exceed the value of a house, so it actual Iv worsens the problem 
instead of stopping a vicious cycle. 

From: Ackerman, Darin (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 23, 2014 2:57 PM 
To: Brader, Valerie (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Phone Msg: Senator Ananich 

Bear with my rattle off the top of my head response, as it was a three minute after session floow 
conversation ... .! tell you what he shared with me and you can decide if you're the right person to have 
a conversation with him or not.. .. 

Basically he said that he doesn't understand the decision of the Flint EM to amp up their efforts to go 
after those who are stealing water (I didn't realize such a thing existed). He thinks that the focus 
should be first and foremost on safe drinking water, as they have had several boil advisories as of 
late. The senator said that at some point he feels as though he needs to come out and chastise the EM 
for prioritizing cracking down on water theft versus providing clean drinking water for citizens, 
thought he is reluctant to do that without an understanding of the thought process behind the 
decision. 

I did not tell him to call Rodney or you - I was going to check with Treasury, but apparently he didn't 
want to wait for that. 

Let me know what you think. 

Darin Ackerman, Deputy Director 
Legislative Affairs Division 
Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
State Capitol 
Lansing, MI 48913 
Phone: 



From: Brader, Valerie (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 23, 2014 2:47 PM 
To: Ackerman, Darin (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Phone Msg: Senator Ananich 

Uh'??"?? 

From: West, Samantha (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 23, 2014 2:43 PM 
To: Brader, Valerie (GOV) 
Subject: Phone Msg: Senator Ananich 

Called this afternoon. He was speaking with Rodney who advised that he should talk with you re water issues in the City 
of Flint. He can be reached at 

Let me know if you would like a call scheduled or if you want to just call him when you have a moment. 

2 



From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Sent: Friday, September 25, 2015 1:28 PM 

To: 
Subject: 

Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Ackerman, Darin (GOV); Lange, Michelle (GOV) 

Fwd: Flint Talking Points 

Attachments: Flint Lead TP 092415.docx; ATTOOOOl.htm 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Murray, David (GOV)" <}!.l!,\E?Y.QJ@.rn.[::.b}B.J.IJ,B.Q.V.> 
Date: September 24, 2015 at 2:21:37 PM EDT 

To: "Wurfel, Sara (GOV)" <Y{tff.f.f:1.f:@.rn.[::.b}_g::1D,£.QY.>, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <_bg}.lJ.D.it:~@.ffJ.\b]DJH,fs!2?-!.>, 
"Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored@rnichig;:1r1cgov>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 

<demente@michif:an.i;;_ov> 
Subject: FW: Flint Talking Points 

From: Minicuci, Angela (DCH) 

Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:21 PM 

To: Murray, David (GOV) <MumwDl(;'Drnk:higan.gov>; Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) <WurfoH1(Wmichig3rLgov> 

Cc: Eisner, Jennifer (DCH) <EbnerJ(&rnichigan,gov> 
Subject: Flint Talking Points 

Hey Brad and Dave, 

MDHHS talking points attached. 

Thank you, 

Angela Minicuci 
Office of External Relations and Communications 
Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 
Office: (517) 241-2112 

Mobile]: ii.iiiiiil 
rninictxia@rnichi_g;3n._gov 

wwv.J.rnichigan.gov/rndhhs 

E-mail Confidentiality Notice: This message, including any attachments is intended solely for the use of the named 
recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
or distribution of any confidential and/or privileged information contained in this e-mail is expressly prohibited. If 
you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy any and all copies of the 
original message. 



Blood Lead Levels in Flint Talking Points 

September 24, 2015 

• The results of the Hurley Children's Hospital are under review by the Michigan 

Department of Health and Human Services. 

• The analysis that Hurley conducted is different from the way MDHHS has analyzed data 

regarding blood lead levels in Flint. 

• MD HHS is looking to see if we can replicate the results of the Hurley study to see how 

they achieved their results. 

Differences in Analysis 

• MD HHS data provides a much more robust picture of the entire blood lead levels for the 

Flint area, and specifically, accounts for data over the full course of the past five years. 

• Looking at the past five years as a whole provides a much more accurate look at the 

seasonal trends of lead in the area. 

• Seasonal exposure is higher in the summer for a variety of reasons including children 

playing outside in the soil, and when windows are open and lead paint is more likely to 

be in the air. This seasonal increase would be unrelated to the water system. 

• Our data includes children from the entire city, including all medical facilities, rather 

than just Hurley, has a larger age group of children, and includes a much larger sample 

size. 

• The MDHHS analysis looks specifically at the first elevated blood lead level for each 

child, which provides an accurate picture of when first exposure occurred. 

• The Hurley data includes a smaller sample size, much more limited time period (January

September of 2013 and 2015 only), and a smaller age group of children. 

WIC Children 

• In homes with infants on WIC, if the household has documentation from an official 

source of unsanitary water supply issues, that family may be eligible to receive ready-to

feed formula. Families should contact WIC to see if they are eligible. 

• Each household would have to be looked at on an individual basis. 

• WIC cannot cover bottled water. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Lange, Michelle (GOV) 
Thursday, October 01, 2015 6:02 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Ackerman, Darin (GOV) 

Phelps press release 

Just FYI- Rep. Phelps put out this press release today. http:/ /hous2dems.cornhrticl2/st0tement·slate--n.':p-,.hil--nhdp:.H:i-

flushing--his-foicH"2£JU2sts-p2rtaining-dtv-flint-water· 

Sally said that Treasury recevied his request on September 8th, sent him a letter to the address listed on the request on 
the 15th saying they would need until the 29th to respond and sent a letter of response on 29th to the address listed. I 

believe she said they were coordinating with DEQ. I don't have a copy of their response, but can get it for you 
tomorrow, if interested. 

Please let me know if you need any other information. Sally has reached out to Rep. Phelps. 

Thanks, 

M. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

Hi all-

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Thursday, October 01, 2015 11 :42 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Agen, Jarrod 
(GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); Priest, Chris (GOV); Ackerman, Darin 
(GOV); Lange, Michelle (GOV); Mcbride, Bill (GOV); Brown, Eric (GOV); Baird, Richard 
(GOV) 
Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Kennedy, Jordan 
(GOV); Brown, Jessica (GOV); Paciorek, Josh (GOV) 
HIGH PRIORITY: Updated Flint water action plan 
NR 151002 - Flint water action plan.docx; lnfographic - Flint Water Action Plan 10-2-15.pdf; 
lnfographic - Flint water tips 10-2-15.pdf; Flint water - talking points (draft 151001).docx 

High 

Attached are several items pulled together to help announce the new comprehensive action plan related to Flint water 
tomorrow. This build upon past efforts and as aimed to be a real collaborative effort with local, state and federal 
agencies, along with city and community leaders. These items are: 

• News release 

• lnfographics - one to summarize action plan and one to help highlight the tips for Flint residents 

• High level points 

The Governor, along with Dan Wyant, Nick Lyon, and Dr. Eden Wells are slated to do an embargoed media conference 
call with select reporters at 11:15 a.m. tomorrow. 

This will be followed by a 1:30 p.m. press conference in Flint led by Directors Wyant and Lyon, moderated by Harvey, 
and including Dr. Wells and Flint Mayor Dayne Walling. EPA Region 5 Administrator Susan Headman dropped out late 
today due to some pending litigation. It's possible that Cong. Kildee and/or State Sen. Anaich and State Reps. Neely and 
Phelps may be participating as well. 

There will also be a clearinghouse of Flint water information available at a new web site -
www.michigan.gov/Flinl\iVater. It will be live at 1 p.m. tomorrow. 

Please review and let us know of any Qs, concerns, last edits, of if anything else is needed at all. 

They are going through last review and refinement now. Please do not share materials until we know they are final. 

Thanks much, 
SW 

Sara Wurfel, APR 
Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
wurfels@michigan.gov 
517-335-6397, office 

obile 
Twitter:@SaraLW 



RICI< SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

CONTACTS: 
Sara Wurfel or Dave Murray 
Governor's Office: 517-335-6397 

Brad Wurfel , 517-284-6713 
or Karen Tommasulo , 517-284-6714 
Department of Environmental Quality 

Jennifer Eisner, 517-230-9804 

STATE OT' MICHIGAN 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE 
Li\NStNO 

Department of Health and Human Services 

BRIAN CALLEY 
L'J'. OOV!ERNOR 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Friday, Oct. 2, 2015 

Gov. Rick Snyder: Comprehensive action plan 
will help Flint residents address water concerns 
Collaborative effort with state, federal and city leaders focuses on testing, assistance 

FLINT, Mich. - Flint residents need to have access to safe, clean, water now and long into the 
future, Gov. Rick Snyder said, announcing a comprehensive action plan created with state, 
federal and city leaders to address concerns about drinking water. 

The water leaving Flint's drinking water system is safe to drink, but some families with lead 
plumbing in their homes or service connections could experience higher levels of lead in the 
water that comes out of their faucets. 

The action plan focuses on increasing water testing, offering additional precautions for families 
with lead plumbing in their homes, and providing long-term solutions to address the city's water 
infrastructure challenges. The plan was created at Snyder's direction by the Michigan 
Departments of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and Health and Human Services (DHHS), the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and the city of Flint. 

"We are focused on helping ensure safe, clean, accessible drinking water and addressing and 
mitigating concerns and protecting public health," Snyder said. "Today's action plan builds upon 
ongoing work with local, state and federal agencies and our partnership with city and community 
leaders. Together, we are working to ensure that all Flint residents have accurate information 
and know that help is available to address potential problems." 

The city and the state also are working together to gather more data to ensure the water that 
leaves the treatment plant as well as the water that arrives in Flint homes is safe for all 
residents. The plan includes: 

• Testing in Flint public schools immediately to ensure that drinking water is safe, with 
testing also available at no cost to any other school in Flint. 

• Offering free water testing to Flint residents to assure their drinking water is safe. 
• Providing free water filters to residents with concerns or who are included in state 

assistance programs. 
• Expanding health exposure testing of individual homes. 



• Accelerating corrosion controls in the Flint drinking water system. 
• Accelerating water system improvements to address replacing lead service lines. 
• Expediting the completion of the Karegnondi Water Authority pipeline. 
• Expanding a Safe Drinking Water Technical Advisory Committee to ensure the best 

technology, practices and science are being followed by adding an expert from the 
Environmental Protection Agency's Office of Research and Development to the group. 

• Naming Dr. Eden Wells, chief medical executive for the Michigan Department of Health 
and Human Services, as the Flint drinking water public health adviser. 

• Boosting a comprehensive lead education program to make sure residents have detailed 
information about how to protect themselves and their homes. 

Residents can have their water tested by calling 810-787-6537 and pressing 1, or emailing 
flintwater@cityofflint.com. The DEQ is covering the cost of this testing. 

State leaders have been working closely with state and federal lawmakers to tap resources at 
all levels of government to address concerns. 

State health experts said there has been an increase in elevated childhood blood lead levels in 
some specific communities. Initial analysis of MDHHS data found that blood lead levels of 
children in Flint have followed an expected seasonal trend. While this analysis for Flint as a 
whole remains true, a comprehensive and detailed review breaking down data by ZIP codes 
with the city revealed that MDHHS data is consistent with a study presented recently by Hurley 
Children's Hospital. 

"While we cannot conclusively say that the water source change is the sole cause of the 
increase, this analysis supports our efforts as we take active steps to reduce all potential lead 
exposures in Flint," MDHHS Director Nick Lyon said. "As part of this, we are working closely 
with our public and private partners to provide Flint residents on MDHHS assistance programs 
with free water filters and inform families about the steps they can take to reduce all lead 
exposures in their home." 

As a part of the action plan, MDHHS is making National Sanitation Foundation certified water 
filters available to clients who are active Family Independence Program, Food Assistance 
Program, Child Development and Care or Social Security Insurance recipients. 

"This action plan offers concrete steps we will take in a local, state and federal partnership to 
ensure all Flint residents have safe water to drink," DEQ Director Dan Wyant said. "The DEQ 
will work closely with the city to gather further data to ensure the water that leaves Flint's system 
as well as the water that arrives in Flint homes is safe to drink." 

Additional information is available at www.michigan.gov/flintwater. 

#"It# 
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Flint Drinking Water Action Plan 
Talking Points 

Overall Messaging 
• Repeated testing shows the water leaving Flint's drinking water system is safe to 

drink and meets all federal guidelines, including lead. 
• After the switch the Flint River, the compliance testing protocol yielded results of 

6 ppb in December 2014 and 11 ppb in June 2015. Both results were below the 
federal action level of 15 ppb. 

• However, we recognize some residents experience higher levels of lead in the 
water that comes out of their faucets because of lead plumbing in the home, and 
that's a concern. 

• Out of an abundance of caution, we want to address the needs of all Flint 
families, and so we have developed an action plan that includes both short- and 
long-term solutions. 

• The state plan focuses on increasing water testing, offering additional 
precautions for families, and providing long-term solutions to address the city's 
water infrastructure. 

Messaging regarding the action plan 
The city and the state are working together to gather more data to ensure the water that 
leaves the treatment plant as well as the water that arrives in Flint homes is safe for all 
residents. 

• Immediately test Flint public schools to ensure that drinking water is safe. 
Testing will also be available at no cost to any other school in Flint. 

o Although Flint's drinking water meets all federal requirements, the state 
wants to take extra steps to ensure that drinking water is safe for the city's 
children. 

o The state will fund this testing (about $30,000) at no cost to the city or the 
local schools, and make the results publicly available. 

• Expand health exposure testing of individual residences. 
o To double-check its data as well as provide residents with an additional 

layer of assurance, the DEQ will conduct more tests at Flint properties. 
o The Technical Advisory Committee will determine the scope of this 

expanded testing. 

• Offer water testing at no cost to Flint residents to assure water is safe. 
o Although all testing indicates water in the city of Flint meets all federal 

standards, we understand some residents are concerned. 
o To ensure water in individual homes is safe, free water testing is available 

to all Flint residents. 
o We encourage anyone with a concern to get their water tested. 
o Contact the city water department to have your water tested. 

• Accelerate optimizing corrosion controls in the Flint drinking water system. 



o A fully optimized corrosion control system can help coat the inside of pipes 
to minimize the amount of lead that enters the drinking water after it 
leaves the treatment plant. 

o This is a helpful step that can help minimize lead system-wide, and we're 
pleased the city is moving to take this step. 

o If asked: This was not initially required because a fully optimized corrosion 
control system is not federally required in many water systems. Even 
today, since Flint is meeting all federal standards, this fully optimized 
system is not required. However, to address public concerns and ensure 
every possible precaution is taken, the city is moving forward with 
installing this corrosion control system. 

• Expand the "Safe Drinking Water Technical Advisory Committee" to 
ensure the best technology, practices and science are being utilized, and 
add an expert from the EPA's Office of Research and Development to the 
group. 

o The Safe Drinking Water Technical Advisory Committee will meet Oct. 7 to 
discuss fully optimizing the corrosion control system, expanding testing of 
at-risk properties, and other topics. 

o Tom Burke, the Deputy Assistant Administrator of EPA's Office of 
Research and Development as well as the EPA's Science Advisor, will 
participate on the committee. Prior to joining EPA, he held prominent 
positions at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and 
founded the Johns Hopkins Risk Sciences and Public Policy Institute. He 
brings substantial expertise, and we're pleased he is able join the 
committee. 

• Accelerate water system improvements to address replacement of lead 
service lines. 

o Regardless of the drinking water source -whether it be DWSD, the Flint 
River or Lake Huron - the only permanent fix for lead is to replace all 
18,000 of the private lead service lines in the city. These are the lines on 
private property that lead from the curb to individual homes. 

o This is a problem in communities statewide, and one we want to address 
with a long-term solution. 

o The state and EPA are working together to find a way for the city to 
access Drinking Water Revolving Loan funds for the work. 

• Expedite completion of Karegnondi Water Authority. 
o The move to the Flint River was always a temporary measure until the 

connection to the 't<M/A and to Lake Huron was completed. 
o This is the ultimate goal of the venture, and the state and locals will work 

together to speed up completion of the connection. 
0 

• Name Dr. Eden Wells as Flint Drinking Water Public Health Advisor. 
o Dr. Wells is the Director for the Preventive Medicine Residency at the 

University of Michigan School of Public Health in Ann Arbor as well as the 
Chief Medical Executive for MDHHS. 



o She brings years of experience in epidemiology and preventative medicine 
to the issue, and we're thrilled to have her expertise. 

o Dr. Wells will coordinate with Hurley Medical Center to share data on 
blood lead levels in children, as well as address other emerging issues. 

• Provide water filters to residents of Flint. 
o As an additional precaution, water filters will be available to low-income 

families. 
o This provides another safeguard to ensure everyone in the city of Flint has 

access to clean drinking water that they feel confident drinking. 

• Expand a comprehensive lead education initiative. 
o Lead plumbing is common in homes built prior to 1986, and anyone in the 

state with lead pipes in their home can take some extra precautions to 
minimize lead in their drinking water. 

o It takes time for lead to accumulate in drinking water from plumbing, and 
so flushing your pipes prior to using them can minimize your exposure. 

• To flush your pipes, run the water until it's as cold as it will go. This 
can take as little as 5 to 30 seconds if you have recently flushed the 
toilet or otherwise used water in your home, or as long as 2 to 5 
minutes if you have not used any water in hours. 

• In the city of Flint, running the water for 5 minutes only costs about 
3-16 cents, depending on your faucet. 

o Additionally, more lead gets into hot water than cold water. Use only cold 
water for drinking, cooking and making baby formula. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lange, Michelle (GOV) 
Friday, October 02, 2015 9:58 AM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Ackerman, Darin (GOV) 

RE: Phelps press release 
phelpsdnl092915.pdf; phelpsext091515.pdf 

Here are the letters from Treasury in case you need them for anything. 

Thanks, 

~/1. 

From: Lange, Michelle (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 1, 2015 6:02 PM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <f:'.!.\!_,}if:'.!.0t~_\i.@.0:1i.1,t:[gf:'_0_,gqy>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <:;_!_f-.OJ.~nt,".®.!T.\:;h}_g)!J,K\?Y.>; 
Posthumus, Dick (GOV) <P.~?~1hi!I!.\!~~J@.rr!.trh.\R?.D_,gqy>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <!\Rf:".Dl@.0Ji.1=-:h[gf:'_0_AIY>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
<\V.wft.\\@m/h.\g?_D_,gqy>; Ackerman, Darin (GOV) 9:;\?!T0.?.D.\H@m/h.\g?_D_:R0Y> 
Subject: Phelps press release 

Just FYI- Rep. Phelps put out this press release today. httP.JihP\!~?r.Jy:r:J,\,r0.0Jl.?1:ti.1=-:\?:h.t?t?:'T'.!.~.m~~tf:itf:".~r..~P~P.tt).~P.b.~).r5:_0_~ 
*1~h\ig_~hh'.:.f.\?i.?.~r?:q11?~t\~P?tt?.\ntng:ti.t.v.:.f!.\nt:.:?!.?.Hr. 

Sally said that Treasury recevied his request on September 8th, sent him a letter to the address listed on the request on 
the 15th saying they would need until the 29th to respond and sent a letter of response on 29th to the address listed. I 

believe she said they were coordinating with DEQ. I don't have a copy of their response, but can get it for you 
tomorrow, if interested. 

Please let me know if you need any other information. Sally has reached out to Rep. Phelps. 

Thanks, 

M. 



R!CKSNYOER 
GOVE!>!NO~ 

Mr. Phil Phelps 
819 Main Street 
Unit A 
Flushing, Ml 48433 

Dear Mr. Phelps: 

STA TE Of M!CWGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 
LANSING 

September 29, 2015 

NICK A. ~~HOURI 
STA<'!; ,ReASURS~ 

This notice is issued in response to your request dated September 4, 2015, which you submitted 
under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), MCL 15.231 et seq. Your request was received 
in the Department of Treasury (Department) by electronic maii on September 8, 2015. As set 
forth in the Department's September 15, 2015 notice, a statutorJ extension of time to respond 
Vias taken through September 29, 2015. 

You have requested records which you describe as: l) All documents the Michigan Department 
of Treasury~ or its agents, has in its possession~ including correspondence, related to any waivers, 
pennits or applications to use the Flint River as a source for water and/or drinking water for the 
City of Flint or any other municipality or municipal entity; 2) All documents the Michigan 
Department of Treasury, or its agents, has in its possession, including correspondence, related to 
any communications between the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality, or its agents, 
and the Michigan Department of Treasury, or its agents, regarding any ·waivers, permits or 
applications to use the flint River as a source for water and/or drinking water for the City of 
Flint or any other municipality or municipal entity; 3) All documents the Michlgan Department 
of Treasury has in its possession, including correspondence, related to any communications 
between the Michigan Department of Treasury. or its agents; and the Office of the Governor of 
the State of Michigan. or its agents, regarding any waivers. permits or applications to use the 
Flint River as a source for water and/or drinking water for the City of flint or any other 
municipality or municipal entity. 

To the extent v.•e understand your description. your request is denied. After a thorough search of 
Department records, to the best of the undersigned's knowledge, infomm.tfon and belief, no such 
records as you describe, or by any other name reasonably known to the Department, regarding 
any "waiversj permits or applications to use the Flint River as a source for water and/or drinking 
water for the City of FHnt or any other municipality or municipal entityt exist in the Department 
of Treasury. 

i,J .O •. sox 30716" LANSINO; MlCHIGAN 4aso& 
•· M~v.~!ctii9M .. Qt:w,'lreast1iy" 517.373.:noo 



Mr. PhH Phelps 
Page2 
September 29. 2015 

In fill effort to be cooperative, you may wish to contact the Deprutrnent of Environmental Quality 
as they may have records responsive to your request. 

As to the denial of your FOIA request, the Department is obligated to inform you that under 
section W of the FOIA, MCL 15240 you may do the folkn:ving: 

I. Appeal this decision in writing to the State Treasurer. Michigan Department of Treasury, 
P.O. Box 30716, Lansing, MI 48909, The \\.nting must spedficaEy state the word 
'"appear'' .m.cl must identify the reason or reasons you beHeve the denial should be 
reversed. The Depart.rnent must respond to your appeal within 10 days of its receipt. 
Under tmusua! drcumstancesr the time for response to an appeal may be extended by 10 
business days. 

2. File an action in the appropriate court within 1 BO days after the date of the final 
detenuination to deny the request ff you prevail in such an action. the court is to award 
reasonable attorney fees, costs, and disbursements. and possible damages. 

Pursuant to section 4 of the FOIA, MCL 15.2341 the Departm.enfs FO!A procedµres, guidelines 
and '<--'vritten summary can be found on the Department's website at the following link: 
http://michfoan.gov/treasurv/0.4679. 7-12 I-72699-357926--.00.htmL 

Sincerely, 

/l · ~ 1 · c:i~:r-"' , __ ,;:,:/}, _,/ c;(l~~. / '-., ... , .... ,·i.-' '{.'..,··'\.-''\;:,-----

Carla M. Robert 
FOIA Coordinator 



RICK SNYDER 
QO\Jl::RNOR 

Mr. Phil Phelps 
819 Main Street 
Unit A 
Flushing, MI 48433 

Dear Mr. Phelps: 

ST ATE OF MtCHlG/1.N 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 
LANSING 

September 15, 2015 

NICK A. KHOURI 
STATE T~EASURE;R 

This notice is issued in response to your request dated September 4, 20 l 5t which you. submitted. 
under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), MCL 15.231 et seq. Your request V«'as received 
in the Department ofTreasu.ry (Department) by electronic mail on September 8, 2015. 

You have requested records 1Nhich you describe as: l) All documents the Michigan Department 
of Treasury, or its agents. has in its possession, including correspondence, related to any waivers, 
permits or applications to use the FHnt River a.-; a source for water and/or drinking water for the 
City of Flint or any other municipality or municipal entity; 2) AH documents the :Michigan 
Department of Treasury, or its agents,, has in its possession, including correspondence, related to 
any communications between the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality, or its agentsi 
and the Michigan Department of Treasuryt or its agents, regarding any waivers~ permits or 
applications to use the Flint River as a source for water and/or drinking water for the City of 
Flint or any other municipality or municipal entity; 3) All documents the Michigan Department 
of Treasury has in its possession, including correspondence, related to any communications 
between the Michigan Department of Treasury. or its agents, and the Office of the Governor of 
the State of Michigan, or its agent.,:;;, regarding any waivers, permits or applications to use the 
Flint River as a source for water and/or drinking water for the City of Flint or any other 
municipality or municipal entity. 

In order to search for records in the possession of the Department that may fall within the scope 
of your request, under section 5(2)(d) of the FOIA~ MCL 15235(2)(d), the Department is 
extending by ten business days the period to respond. We will issue a written notice no later 
than September 29, 2015. 

Sfocerely. 

'' 

.. 

: 

.. _·_·.--_··_·.:·:·:_:._·._:s,:,:, ... ·:· .. -:_,_'_,_._-_,-_.-.'-,'. ·.-_--_-_:,/?": ·. ·=-··'\'} • <-... ~····l~,} ,,~::: ~~</' ··~ /;,/ 
- , . <\ .: ,,,-11 '{ . /(,_ .. (:<//. L-{ .. t'" 

Cada M. Robert 
FOIA Coordinator 

P . .Q SOX ~i:r:rn~" lANS!NG, MICHIGAN 4890g 
www.mttMgan gov>'lreiaisvr-f" 517-~73-3200 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi everyone, 

Starr, Scott (DTMB) 

Tuesday, October 13, 2015 1:29 PM 
Pallone, Maggie (DEQ); Ruest, Karla (DHHS); Hertel, Elizabeth (DHHS); Hanley, Farah 
(DHHS); Ryan, Howard (Treasury); Waters, Frank (LARA); Pohl, Allan (LARA) 
Lange, Michelle (GOV); Ackerman, Darin (GOV) 

HB 4102 Floor Substitute 
H01133'15 (H-2).pdf 

Attached is the House floor sub for HB 4102, the supplemental, which includes the Flint water portion. This bill could 
move in the House as soon as today, so please let me know if your teams see any problems. 

Also, please do not share with the outside, since it's my understanding this has not been introduced or made public 
yet. Thanks. 



HOUSE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE SUBSTITUTE FOR 

HOUSE BILL NO. 4102 

A bill to make, supplement, and adjust appropriations for 

various state departments and agencies for the fiscal years ending 

September 30, 2015 and September 30, 2016; to provide for the 

expenditure of the appropriations; and to repeal acts and parts of 

acts. 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF MICHIGAN ENACT: 

1 PART 1 

2 LINE-ITEM APPROPRIATIONS 

3 FOR FISCAL YEAR 2014-2015 

4 Sec. 101. There is appropriated for the various state 

5 departments and agencies to supplement appropriations for the 

6 fiscal year ending September 30, 2015, from the following funds: 

7 APPROPRIATION SUMMARY 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
· rn:ll 

'}~\~{{)~i'~ 
H01133'15 (H-2) JLB 
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1 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

2 Total interdepartmental grants and intradepartmental 

3 transfers .......................................... . 

4 ADJUSTED GROSS APPROPRIATION ......................... $ 

5 Total federal revenues .............................. . 

6 Total local revenues ................................ . 

7 Total private revenues .............................. . 

8 Total other state restricted revenues ............... . 

9 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 

10 Sec. 102. LEGISLATURE 

11 (1) APPROPRIATION SUMMARY 

12 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

13 Interdepartmental grant revenues: 

14 Total interdepartmental grants and intradepartmental 

15 transfers .......................................... . 

16 ADJUSTED GROSS APPROPRIATION $ 

17 Federal revenues: 

18 Total federal revenues 

19 Special revenue funds: 

20 Total local revenues ................................ . 

21 Total private revenues .............................. . 

22 Total other state restricted revenues ............... . 

23 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 

24 (2) LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 

25 

26 

Criminal justice policy commission 

GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
· rn:ll 

'}~\~{{)~i'~ 
H01133'15 (H-2) 

7,775,000 

0 

7,775,000 

0 

0 

0 

1,000,000 

6,775,000 

50,000 

0 

50,000 

0 

0 

0 

0 

50,000 

50,000 

JLB 
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1 Appropriated from: 

2 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 50,000 

3 Sec. 103. DEPARTMENT OF STATE POLICE 

4 (1) APPROPRIATION SUMMARY 

5 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 7,725,000 

6 Interdepartmental grant revenues: 

7 Total interdepartmental grants and intradepartmental 

8 transfers .......................................... . 0 

9 ADJUSTED GROSS APPROPRIATION $ 7,725,000 

10 Federal revenues: 

11 Total federal revenues 0 

12 Special revenue funds: 

13 Total local revenues ................................ . 0 

14 Total private revenues .............................. . 0 

15 Total other state restricted revenues ............... . 1,000,000 

16 State general fund/general purpose $ 6,725,000 

17 (2) ONE-TIME APPROPRIATIONS 

18 Legal settlement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 7,725,000 
~~~~~~~~ 

19 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

20 Appropriated from: 

21 Special revenue funds: 

22 Risk management revolving fund ...................... . 

23 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 

24 Sec. 104. DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 

25 (1) APPROPRIATION SUMMARY 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
· rn:ll 

'}~\~{{)~i'~ 
H01133'15 (H-2) 

7,725,000 

1,000,000 

6,725,000 
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1 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

2 Interdepartmental grant revenues: 

3 Total interdepartmental grants and intradepartmental 

4 transfers .......................................... . 

5 ADJUSTED GROSS APPROPRIATION $ 

6 Federal revenues: 

7 Total federal revenues 

8 Special revenue funds: 

9 Total local revenues ................................ . 

10 Total private revenues .............................. . 

11 Total other state restricted revenues ............... . 

12 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 

13 (2) ONE-TIME BASIS ONLY APPROPRIATIONS 

14 MSF, special grants $ 

15 MSF, special grants 

16 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

17 Appropriated from: 

18 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 

19 PART lA 

20 LINE-ITEM APPROPRIATIONS 

21 FOR FISCAL YEAR 2015-2016 

22 Sec. 151. There is appropriated for the various state 

23 departments and agencies to supplement appropriations for the 

24 fiscal year ending September 30, 2016, from the following funds: 

25 APPROPRIATION SUMMARY 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
· rn:ll 

'}~\~{{)~i'~ 
H01133'15 (H-2) JLB 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(500,000) 

500,000 

0 

0 
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1 Full-time equated classified positions ............ 3.0 

2 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

3 Interdepartmental grant revenues: 

4 Total interdepartmental grants and intradepartmental 

5 transfers .......................................... . 

6 ADJUSTED GROSS APPROPRIATION $ 

7 Federal revenues: 

8 Total federal revenues 

9 Special revenue funds: 

10 Total local revenues ................................ . 

11 Total private revenues .............................. . 

12 Total other state restricted revenues ............... . 

13 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 

14 Sec. 152. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

15 (1) APPROPRIATION SUMMARY 

16 Full-time equated classified positions ............ 2.0 

17 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

18 Interdepartmental grant revenues: 

19 Total interdepartmental grants and intradepartmental 

20 transfers .......................................... . 

21 ADJUSTED GROSS APPROPRIATION 

22 Federal revenues: 

23 Total federal revenues 

24 Special revenue funds: 

25 

26 

Total local revenues ................................ . 

Total private revenues .............................. . 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
· rn:ll 
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$ 

9,350,100 

0 

9,350,100 

0 

0 

0 

2,200,000 

7,150,100 

7,300,000 

0 

7,300,000 

0 

0 

0 
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1 Total other state restricted revenues 1,000,000 

2 State general fund/general purpose $ 6,300,000 

3 (2) RESOURCE MANAGEMENT DIVISION 

4 Full-time equated classified positions ........... 2.0 

5 City of Flint emergency water services ............... $ 6,000,000 

6 Drinking water and environmental health--2.0 FTE 

7 positions .......................................... . 300,000 

8 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 6,300,000 

9 Appropriated from: 

10 Special revenue funds: 

11 Settlement funds .................................... . 1,000,000 

12 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 5,300,000 

13 (3) REMEDIATION AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION 

14 Laboratory services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1,000,000 

15 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

16 Appropriated from: 

17 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 

18 Sec. 153. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

19 (1) APPROPRIATION SUMMARY 

20 Full-time equated classified positions ........... 0.0 

21 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

22 Interdepartmental grant revenues: 

23 Total interdepartmental grants and intradepartmental 

24 transfers .......................................... . 

25 ADJUSTED GROSS APPROPRIATION 

26 Federal revenues: 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
· rn:ll 

'}~\~{{)~i'~ 
H01133'15 (H-2) 

$ 

~~~~~~~~ 

1,000,000 

1,000,000 

1,850,100 

0 

1,850,100 

JLB 
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1 Total federal revenues 0 

2 Special revenue funds: 

3 Total local revenues ................................ . 0 

4 Total private revenues .............................. . 0 

5 Total other state restricted revenues ............... . 1,000,000 

6 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 850,100 

7 (2) DEPARTMENTWIDE ADMINISTRATION 

8 Rent and state office facilities ..................... $ 100 
~~~~~~~~ 

9 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100 

10 Appropriated from: 

11 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 100 

12 (3) CHILDREN'S SERVICES AGENCY - JUVENILE JUSTICE 

13 In-home community care $ (400,000) 

14 In-home community care 400,000 

15 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 0 

16 Appropriated from: 

17 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 0 

18 (4) PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

19 Emergency services local office allocations .......... $ 1,000,000 
~~~~~~~~ 

20 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

21 Appropriated from: 

22 Special revenue funds: 

23 Total other state restricted revenues ............... . 

24 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 

25 (5) FIELD OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT SERVICES 

26 Full-time equated classified positions ........... 0.0 

27 Michigan rehabilitation services--(526.0) FTE 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
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1 positions $ (130,927,900) 

2 Michigan rehabilitation services--526.0 FTE positions 130,927,900 

3 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 0 

4 Appropriated from: 

5 Federal revenues: 

6 Social security act, temporary assistance for needy 

7 families ........................................... . 0 

8 Capped federal revenues ............................. . 0 

9 Total other federal revenues 0 

10 Special revenue funds: 

11 Local vocational rehabilitation match ............... . 0 

12 Private funds - gifts, bequests, and donations ...... . 0 

13 Rehabilitation service fees ......................... . 0 

14 Second injury fund .................................. . 0 

15 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 0 

16 (6) FAMILY, MATERNAL, AND CHILDREN'S HEALTH 

17 SERVICES 

18 Childhood lead program ............................... $ 850,000 
~~~~~~~~ 

19 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

20 Appropriated from: 

21 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 

22 Sec. 154. DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING AND REGULATORY 

23 AFFAIRS 

24 (1) APPROPRIATION SUMMARY 

25 Full-time equated classified positions ........... 1.0 

26 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
· rn:ll 
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1 Interdepartmental grant revenues: 

2 Total interdepartmental grants and intradepartmental 

3 transfers .......................................... . 0 

4 ADJUSTED GROSS APPROPRIATION $ 200,000 

5 Federal revenues: 

6 Total federal revenues 0 

7 Special revenue funds: 

8 Total local revenues ................................ . 0 

9 Total private revenues .............................. . 0 

10 Total other state restricted revenues ............... . 200,000 

11 State general fund/general purpose $ 0 

12 (2) OCCUPATIONAL REGULATION 

13 Full-time equated classified positions ........... 1.0 

14 Bureau of construction codes--1.0 FTE position ....... $ 200,000 
~~~~~~~~ 

15 GROSS APPROPRIATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 200,000 

16 Appropriated from: 

17 Special revenue funds: 

18 Construction code fund .............................. . 200,000 

19 State general fund/general purpose ................... $ 0 

20 PART 2 

21 PROVISIONS CONCERNING APPROPRIATIONS 

22 FOR FISCAL YEAR 2014-2015 

23 GENERAL SECTIONS 

24 Sec. 201. In accordance with the provisions of section 30 of 

25 article IX of the state constitution of 1963, total state spending 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
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1 from state resources in this appropriation act for the fiscal year 

2 ending September 30, 2015 is $7,775,000.00 and state appropriations 

3 paid to local units of government are $0.00. 

4 Sec. 202. The appropriations made and expenditures authorized 

5 under this act and the departments, commissions, boards, offices, 

6 and programs for which appropriations are made under this act are 

7 subject to the management and budget act, 1984 PA 431, MCL 18.1101 

8 to 18.1594. 

9 DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

10 Sec. 301. (1) From unexpended and unencumbered funds 

11 appropriated in 2010 PA 191 for branch and central operations, 

12 $6,000,000.00 is appropriated for a business application 

13 modernization project and shall be reappropriated for the fiscal 

14 year ending September 30, 2015 in an appropriation line entitled 

15 information technology services and projects. 

16 (2) The funds described in subsection (1) shall remain 

17 available for expenditure to implement provisions of business 

18 application modernization ongoing costs. The unexpended funds 

19 reappropriated into the information technology services and 

20 projects line item are considered work project appropriations, and 

21 any unencumbered or unallotted funds are carried forward into the 

22 succeeding fiscal year. The following is in compliance with section 

23 451a(l) of the management and budget act, 1984 PA 431, MCL 

24 18.1451a: 

25 (a) The purpose of the projects is to modernize the technical 

26 infrastructure to support the business needs of the department. 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
· rn:ll 
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1 (b) The projects will be completed by contract staff and state 

2 employees. 

3 (c) The total estimated cost of all projects is $6,000,000.00. 

4 (d) The tentative completion date is September 30, 2019. 

5 Sec. 302. (1) Unexpended and unencumbered amounts of funding 

6 remaining in accounts appropriated in section 301 of 2011 PA 83, 

7 for implementation of the help America vote act of 2002, 42 USC 

8 15031 to 15545, for the secretary of state, shall be reappropriated 

9 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2015 in an appropriation 

10 line item entitled help America vote act. 

11 (2) The funds described in subsection (1) shall remain 

12 available for expenditure to implement provisions of the help 

13 America vote act of 2002, 42 USC 15031 to 15545, section 37 of the 

14 Michigan election law, 1954 PA 116, MCL 168.37, and other election 

15 reforms. Consistent with the help America vote act of 2002, 42 USC 

16 15031 to 15545, the unexpended funds reappropriated into the help 

17 America vote act line item are considered work project 

18 appropriations and any unencumbered or unallotted funds are carried 

19 forward into succeeding fiscal years. The following is in 

20 compliance with section 451a(l) of the management and budget act, 

21 1984 PA 431, MCL 18.1451a: 

22 (a) The purpose of the projects is to implement provisions of 

23 the help America vote act of 2002, 42 USC 15031 to 15545, section 

24 37 of the Michigan election law, 1954 PA 116, MCL 168.37, and other 

25 election reforms. 

26 (b) The projects will be completed by state employees, by 

27 contracts with private vendors, or by grants to local units of 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
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1 government. 

2 (c) The total estimated cost of these projects is identified 

3 in each line-item appropriation. 

4 (d) The tentative completion date for these projects is 

5 September 30, 2019. 

6 STATE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 

7 Sec. 401. Unexpended and unencumbered amounts of DOT, federal 

8 railroad administration (ARRA) funds appropriated in 2011 PA 157 

9 for high-speed intercity passenger rail (ARRA) shall not lapse 

10 pursuant to section 451a(l) of the management and budget act, 1984 

11 PA 431, MCL 18.1451a, but instead are reappropriated for 

12 expenditure as originally intended and are a work project meeting 

13 the following criteria: 

14 (a) The purpose of the project to be carried forward is to 

15 preserve and invest in transportation infrastructure of the state 

16 of Michigan. 

17 (b) The projects will be accomplished by state employees and 

18 by contract. 

19 (c) The total estimated cost of the project is $26,711,800.00. 

20 (d) The tentative completion date is September 30, 2017. 

21 DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 

22 Sec. 501. (1) From the funds appropriated in part 1 for 

23 special grants, the fund shall allocate $500,000.00 for the purpose 

24 of funding the cost of GED testing and certification as provided by 

25 this section. The workforce development agency shall administer a 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
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1 Michigan GED-to-school program, which shall cover the cost of 

2 providing the GED test free of charge to individuals who meet all 

3 of the following requirements: 

4 (a) The individual has not previously been administered a GED 

5 test free of charge under this section. 

6 (b) The individual meets at least 1 of the following 

7 requirements: 

8 (i) Prior to taking the GED test, the individual successfully 

9 completed a WDA-approved GED preparation program. 

10 (ii) Prior to taking the GED test, the individual completed 

11 the official GED practice test and the individual's score indicated 

12 that he or she is likely to pass. 

13 (2) A WDA-approved GED preparation program shall include all 

14 of the following: 

15 (a) Instructional and tutorial assistance. 

16 (b) GED test practice. 

17 (c) Required attendance at program instructional sessions. 

18 (d) A curriculum that prepares students for opportunities in 

19 postsecondary education and the job market. 

20 (e) Information on potential postsecondary and career 

21 pathways. 

22 (f) Counseling on preparing for and applying to college. 

23 (g) Personal and job readiness skills development. 

24 (h) Comprehensive information on college costs and financial 

25 aid. 

26 

27 

(i) College and career assessments. 

(j) Computer-based instruction, practice, or remediation. 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
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1 (3) By January 1, 2016, the workforce development agency shall 

2 post online an announcement of the Michigan GED-to-school program, 

3 minimum standards for GED preparation program approval, and 

4 approval procedures. 

5 (4) By April 1, 2016, the workforce development agency shall 

6 do all of the following: 

7 (a) Develop procedures consistent with this section under 

8 which individuals can take the GED test without charge. 

9 (b) Provide program information for educators and students on 

10 the workforce development agency website, including explanations of 

11 the procedures developed under this subsection, and contact 

12 information for questions about the program. 

13 (c) Provide an estimate of the full-year cost of the program 

14 to the senate and house appropriations subcommittees on general 

15 government, the senate and house fiscal agencies, and the state 

16 budget director. 

17 (5) By September 30, 2016, the workforce development agency 

18 shall report to the senate and house appropriations subcommittees 

19 on general government, the senate and house fiscal agencies, and 

20 the state budget director on utilization of the GED incentive 

21 program, including numbers of GED certifications issued by 

22 location, year-to-date expenditures, and numbers of participants 

23 qualifying under subsection ( 1) (b) (i) or (ii), or both. 

24 (6) The unexpended funds appropriated for the GED-to-school 

25 program are designated as a work project appropriation, and any 

26 unencumbered or unallotted funds shall not lapse at the end of the 

27 fiscal year and shall be available for expenditure for projects 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
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1 under this section until the projects have been completed. The 

2 following is in compliance with section 451a(l) of the management 

3 and budget act, 1984 PA 431, MCL 18.1451a: 

4 (a) The purpose of the project is to fund the cost of GED 

5 testing and certification for certain individuals as provided by 

6 this section. 

7 (b) The projects will be accomplished by utilizing state 

8 employees or contracts with private vendors, or both. 

9 (c) The total estimated cost of the project is $500,000.00. 

10 (d) The tentative completion date is September 30, 2019. 

11 PART 2A 

12 PROVISIONS CONCERNING APPROPRIATIONS 

13 FOR FISCAL YEAR 2015-2016 

14 GENERAL SECTIONS 

15 Sec. 1201. In accordance with the provisions of section 30 of 

16 article IX of the state constitution of 1963, total state spending 

17 from state resources in this appropriation act for the fiscal year 

18 ending September 30, 2016 is $9,350,100.00 and state appropriations 

19 paid to local units of government are $6,000,000.00. 

20 Sec. 1202. The appropriations made and expenditures authorized 

21 under this act and the departments, commissions, boards, offices, 

22 and programs for which appropriations are made under this act are 

23 subject to the management and budget act, 1984 PA 431, MCL 18.1101 

24 to 18.1594. 
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1 DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

2 Sec. 1251. From the funds appropriated for the city of Flint 

3 emergency water services, the department is authorized to pay up to 

4 $6,000,000.00 for reconnection services to the Detroit water and 

5 sewerage department or its successor. The payments shall only be 

6 made once a legally executable agreement has been reached between 

7 the parties and a successful reconnection has occurred to the Flint 

8 water system. These funds are intended to pay reconnection costs 

9 through June 30, 2016. 

10 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

11 Sec. 1301. From the funds appropriated in part lA for Michigan 

12 rehabilitation services, the department shall allocate 

13 $6,100,300.00, including federal matching funds, to service 

14 authorizations with accredited, community-based rehabilitation 

15 organizations for job development and other community employment-

16 related support services. 

17 Sec. 1302. (1) From the funds appropriated in part lA for in-

18 home community care programs, $400,000.00 shall be used to expand 

19 or create new in-home care and community-based juvenile justice 

20 services to rural counties through a grant making process. Counties 

21 that received funds for the purpose described in section 587 of 

22 article X of 2013 PA 59 are not eligible to receive the funds in 

23 this section. The department shall have contracts in place for the 

24 full amount of funds for the purpose described in this section by 

25 January 15 of the current fiscal year. 

26 (2) By June 30 of the current fiscal year, the department 
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1 shall submit a report that describes the program expansion and 

2 expenditures in detail to the senate and house appropriations 

3 subcommittees on the department budget, the senate and house fiscal 

4 agencies, and the senate and house policy offices. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

REPEALERS 

PA 

252 

Enacting section 

84 are repealed. 

Enacting section 

is 

\~lii;_~·B\it 
· rn:ll 
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1. Sections 587 and 806 of article X of 2015 

2. Section 1069 of article VIII of 2014 PA 
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Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Optional Attendees: 

MDHHS Action Plan 
Flint EBL. DO ... 

DM/EC/JA/RB/JW/JR/HH/SW/DM/DW/NL/GL/DP or DA or ML re Flint next steps 
Governor's Conference Room - 2nd Floor Romney (call in number below) 

Wed 10/14/2015 11:30 AM 

Wed 10/14/2015 12:00 PM 

Tentative 

(none) 

Not yet responded 

Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Walsh, 

John (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Murray, 

David (GOV); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS); 
Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Ackerman, Darin (GOV); Lange, Michelle (GOV); Rospond, 

Laurie (GOV); Thomet, Ruth (GOV); Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS); 
Hall, Jean (GOV); Vansickle, Michele (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Wells, Eden (DHHS) 



Michigan Department of Community Health (MDHHS) Flint Water Action Plan 

Action Local Lead MD HHS Tasks 
Lead 

Filter/Water Tamara Brickley Sheryl - Coordination of distribution (GCHD) 

Distribution (Genesee County Thompson, - Identify at-risk sub-groups (GCHD) 

Health MDHHS - Tracking filters- uniform registry held by 

Department-GCHD) GCHD 
- Ordering filter replacements (MDHHS) 

Blood Testing Tony LaRocco Dr. Eden - Test all 

(GCHD) Wells/ 0 Students 0-16 

Possible partners: Nancy 0 Priorities: 
- Hurley Peeler • 3 schools 
- Great Flint (CLPPP) • 2 zip codes 

Health • ages 0-15 

Coalition - Convene meeting with GCHD and all 
- MIHP potential partners (MDHHS) 
- LHD 0 Partner with schools-
- Schools information about testing sites 

options distributed through 
school districts to parents 

0 Partner with Great Flint Health 
Coalition-network to develop 

testing sites and information 

about testing to healthcare 

providers 

0 Partner with 

Hurley/McClaren/Genesys 

0 Partner with MIHP/Home 

Visiting Program 
- Confirm that the state lab has capacity 

to handle increase in tests- CON FRI MED 

Case Tony LaRocco Eden - Identification of all current positives-

Management (GCHD) Wells/ confirmatory testing for > 5 mcg/dl (as 

Follow Up Nancy of April 2014) 

Peeler - Maintain registry of all tests performed 

(CLPPP) (-/+) 
- Follow-up all cases >5 mcg/dl with the 

CLPP Case Management protocol 

Elevated Blood Dawn Hallwood Linda - Secure financial resources necessary to 

Level (GCHD) Dykema support environmental health response 
Investigations( - Follow-up CLPPP to see if immediate 

all > 5 mcg/dl) funds available 
- Recommendation to contract with Lead 

Investigation company thru SEMHA-



licensed investigators 

Communications Hilda Mcshane Geralyn - Daily MDHHS and GCHD phone calls 
(GCHD) Lasher (3PM) 

- Provide provider education- links sent 

for Governor's site to GCHD 10/12 
- Provide public education 
- Provide risk education 
- Provide links with lead prevention 

information to Flint 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Monday, November 09, 2015 3:48 PM 
Walsh, John (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Ackerman, Darin (GOV); Lange, Michelle 
(GOV); Stoken, Laura (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Mcbride, Bill (GOV) 
FW: Flint water school testing results - TODAY 

School results PR.docx 

High 

Making sure you guys are in the loop too. 

Holler with any Qs or if you need anything else at all. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 3:47 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente@michigan.gov>; 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh@michigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@michigan.gov>; Murray, David (GOV) <MurrayDl@michigan.gov>; Wisniewski, Wendy 
(GOV) <wisniewskiw@michigan.gov>; Scott, Allison (GOV) <scotta12@michigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: Flint water school testing results - TODAY 
Importance: High 

Please see below and attached release per brief convo at senior staff. Sill no exact word on timing of blood lead level 
data from DHHS - hopefully by late this week. 

DEQ also has video that they'll be using for some footage of the testing with TV stations. Link here: 
https://youtu,be/Amy4cD\NlRtA 

Freeman Elementary water testing shows lead 
exposure limited to fixtures 
Experts release water testing results on schools and homes in Flint 

As part of Gov. Rick Snyder's action plan for Flint drinking water, the DEQ today released water testing data 
from nearly 400 homes and businesses in Flint as well as comprehensive sampling results from Freeman 
Elementary School. 

Both sets of data indicate the problems with lead are localized to individual buildings or even individual faucets, 
rather than system-wide issues. 

"The results from this data underline the need for water testing at all homes, businesses, schools and other 
buildings in Flint," said George Krisztian, the DEQ's Flint Action Plan Coordinator. "Problems with lead 
exposure appear to be localized to individual service lines or plumbing fixtures, and we want to see all families 
in Flint take advantage of free water testing from the state." 

Freeman Elementary testing results 



At Freeman Elementary, 31 faucets were tested using a series of four samples each. Twenty-two outlets did 
not show elevated lead exposure, but nine faucets came back with initially high results. 

Those nine outlets involve brass components, indicating the problem involves the fixtures or plumbing 
immediately surrounding the fixture. When the faucets and fountains were operated for several minutes, lead 
levels fell significantly, in some cases to non-detectable levels. 

Additional testing designed to look deep into the school's plumbing did not suggest larger, systemic issues. 

Freeman Elementary has several options for remedying the issues at these nine faucets and fountains. The 
school can elect not to use those particular fountains, or implement a formalized flushing regimen. The 
sampling results indicate that for all but one tap, a 3- to 4-minute flushing period each morning would 
drastically reduce lead exposure. 

For a permanent solution, the school should opt to replace the faucets and fountains of concern. 

"The safety and health of our students are our primary concern at Flint Community Schools, so we will start 
work as soon as possible to replace faucets, aerators and other related components where high lead levels 
were detected," FCS Superintendent Bilal Tawwab said. "Once those fixes have been made, the DEQ has 
offered to provide additional testing of the water at Freeman Elementary to ensure the water from every 
sample is safe for our students. Flint Community Schools appreciates the efforts by the DEQ, working with all 
stakeholders to make sure our water continues to be tested and that our students have access to safe, clean 
drinking water." 

For Freeman Elementary's complete sampling results and more information about how sampling was 
conducted, vis it '.N:&.Yt.r:D.lfb)_ggr_1:_g9.y{fJi.oJ:,N§J§.r. 

The DEQ and the DLARA also have conducted sampling at other Flint schools, and results will soon be 
available on the DEQ's website. Additionally, the state will test every other school in the Flint Community 
Schools district, as well as any school or daycare in the city. Interested schools and daycare centers should 
contact George Krisztian at krisztianq(cvmichigan.gov. 

Homeowner and other customer-requested testing results 
Results from the 381 samples from homes, businesses, schools and other facilities that took advantage of free 
water testing through the state showed similar, localized results. More than 75 percent of the samples 
analyzed demonstrated lead results of 5 parts per billion or less, and more than 91 percent demonstrated lead 
results of 15 parts per billion or less. 

This data suggests that while some homes experience elevated lead level results due to lead service lines or 
in-home plumbing, many other homes experience little to no lead. This can make it difficult for homeowners 
and businesses to predict their lead exposure. 

"Since it's not easy to predict if an individual home's water is at risk for lead, the best thing all residents can do 
is get their water tested," Krisztian said. "It's a free test that provides valuable information for families." 

Testing is available for free by contacting the Flint Water Plant at 810-787-6537 and pressing 1, or by emailing 
flintwater@cityofflint.com. 

For more information about water samples received through the state's free testing program, visit 
vw1w,michigan.gov/flintwater. 

How school sampling was conducted 
To conduct this comprehensive sampling, the DEQ and Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory 
Affairs began on Oct. 23 with a thorough plumbing assessment of the school to gain a comprehensive 
understanding of how water moves through the building and what types of plumbing materials are used. The 

2 



assessment also identified 31 faucets or fountains in the school that provide water for drinking, cooking and/or 
food preparation. 

On Oct. 24, the DEQ and DLARA took four, 125-milliliter samples from each of the 31 identified faucets and 
fountains. The first two samples were taken immediately after turning on the faucet, followed by a 30-second 
flush and then the third sample, followed by a 2-minute flush and then the fourth sample. These samples 
provided information on the impact of any lead sources in or around each specific faucet and fountain as well 
as its connecting plumbing. 

On Oct. 31, the DEQ and DLA RA took an additional 30 samples, 1 O each from three sites in the school. These 
1-liter samples were taken consecutively, and provided information about the impact of any lead sources deep 
in the building's plumbing. 

From: Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 2:44 PM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@michigan.gov>; Murray, David (GOV) <MurrayD1@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: Flint water school testing results - 3 PM 

Saw Dave was on this but since he··s on the road, thought you should definitely see as welL DEQ is planning to issue at 3 
p.m. 

This is the first I've seen a draft but Dave rr1ay have been looped in on the back end. Looks ok and pretty thorough to rr,e. 
If you need help trying to track any background info dov,m let me know. Happy to reach out. 

From: Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ) 
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 2:31 PM 
To: Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) <lasherg@rnichigan.gov>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) <EisnerJ@michigan.gov>; Edgerton, Shelly 
(LARA) <EdgertonS1@michigan.gov>; Dykema, Linda D. (DHHS) <DykemaL@michigan.gov>; Wells, Eden (DHHS) 
<\NellsE.3@michigan.gov>; Murray, David (GOV) <MurrayD1@michigan.gov>; Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
<f:\tQ\•m)5J@.r:o.[rcb)gJ,1.1J,g9.y>; Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) <W!Hf.f:!.l.F,\.@.mtrh.[g~.Q.,gQ_Y.>; Feuerstein, Heather (DEQ) 
<FeuersteinH@michigan.gov> 
Subject: School testing results 

We're planning to put out this press release along with a video and the full results of the school and homeowner testing 
around 3 today. George Krisztian is taking calls. 

Karen Tommasulo 
Public Information Officer 
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 
517-284-6716 I 
tommasulok@michigan._gov 
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Nov. 9, 2015 

For More Information: 

Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 

News Release 

George Krisztian, 517-284-6719, krisztiang@michigan.gov 

Freeman Elementary water testing shows lead 
exposure limited to fixtures 

Experts release water testing results on schools and homes in Flint 

As part of Gov. Rick Snyder's action plan for Flint drinking water, the DEQ today released water 
testing data from nearly 400 homes and businesses in Flint as well as comprehensive sampling 
results from Freeman Elementary School. 

Both sets of data indicate the problems with lead are localized to individual buildings or even 
individual faucets, rather than system-wide issues. 

"The results from this data underline the need for water testing at all homes, businesses, schools 
and other buildings in Flint," said George Krisztian, the DEQ's Flint Action Plan Coordinator. 
"Problems with lead exposure appear to be localized to individual service lines or plumbing 
fixtures, and we want to see all families in Flint take advantage of free water testing from the 
state." 

Freeman Elementary testing results 
At Freeman Elementary, 31 faucets were tested using a series of four samples each. Twenty
two outlets did not show elevated lead exposure, but nine faucets came back with initially high 
results. 

Those nine outlets involve brass components, indicating the problem involves the fixtures or 
plumbing immediately surrounding the fixture. When the faucets and fountains were operated for 
several minutes, lead levels fell significantly, in some cases to non-detectable levels. 

Additional testing designed to look deep into the school's plumbing did not suggest larger, 
systemic issues. 

Freeman Elementary has several options for remedying the issues at these nine faucets and 
fountains. The school can elect not to use those particular fountains, or implement a formalized 
flushing regimen. The sampling results indicate that for all but one tap, a 3- to 4-minute flushing 
period each morning would drastically reduce lead exposure. 

For a permanent solution, the school should opt to replace the faucets and fountains of concern. 

"The safety and health of our students are our primary concern at Flint Community Schools, 
so we will start work as soon as possible to replace faucets, aerators and other related 



components where high lead levels were detected," FCS Superintendent Bilal Tawwab said. 
"Once those fixes have been made, the DEQ has offered to provide additional testing of the 
water at Freeman Elementary to ensure the water from every sample is safe for our 
students. Flint Community Schools appreciates the efforts by the DEQ, working with all 
stakeholders to make sure our water continues to be tested and that our students have 
access to safe, clean drinking water." 

For Freeman Elementary's complete sampling results and more information about how sampling 
was conducted, visit www.mich igan.gov/flintwater. 

The DEQ and the DLARA also have conducted sampling at other Flint schools, and results will 
soon be available on the DEQ's website. Additionally, the state will test every other school in the 
Flint Community Schools district, as well as any school or daycare in the city. Interested schools 
and daycare centers should contact George Krisztian at krisztiang@michigan.gov. 

Homeowner and other customer-requested testing results 
Results from the 381 samples from homes, businesses, schools and other facilities that took 
advantage of free water testing through the state showed similar, localized results. More than 75 
percent of the samples analyzed demonstrated lead results of 5 parts per billion or less, and 
more than 91 percent demonstrated lead results of 15 parts per billion or less. 

This data suggests that while some homes experience elevated lead level results due to lead 
service lines or in-home plumbing, many other homes experience little to no lead. This can make 
it difficult for homeowners and businesses to predict their lead exposure. 

"Since it's not easy to predict if an individual home's water is at risk for lead, the best thing all 
residents can do is get their water tested," Krisztian said. "It's a free test that provides valuable 
information for families." 

Testing is available for free by contacting the Flint Water Plant at 810-787-6537 and pressing 1, 
or by emailing flintwater@cityofflint.com. 

For more information about water samples received through the state's free testing program, 
visit www.michigan.gov/flintwater. 

How school sampling was conducted 
To conduct this comprehensive sampling, the DEQ and Michigan Department of Licensing and 
Regulatory Affairs began on Oct. 23 with a thorough plumbing assessment of the school to gain 
a comprehensive understanding of how water moves through the building and what types of 
plumbing materials are used. The assessment also identified 31 faucets or fountains in the 
school that provide water for drinking, cooking and/or food preparation. 

On Oct. 24, the DEQ and DLARA took four, 125-milliliter samples from each of the 31 identified 
faucets and fountains. The first two samples were taken immediately after turning on the faucet, 
followed by a 30-second flush and then the third sample, followed by a 2-minute flush and then 
the fourth sample. These samples provided information on the impact of any lead sources in or 
around each specific faucet and fountain as well as its connecting plumbing. 



On Oct. 31, the DEQ and DLARA took an additional 30 samples, 10 each from three sites in the 
school. These 1-liter samples were taken consecutively, and provided information about the 
impact of any lead sources deep in the building's plumbing. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Tuesday, December 29, 2015 5:31 PM 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Ackerman, Darin (GOV) 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

RE: Attached Letter from Flint Water Advisory Task Force 

It rnay already be out there. Sikkema said they were considering putting it out in light of G's staternent today. 

From: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 5:23 PM 
To: Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Ackerman, Darin (GOV) 
Cc: Baird, Richard (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Attached Letter from Flint Water Advisory Task Force 

Dick"'" Darin .. 

Here's the letter from our Flint Water Task Force. 

It was received today and they plan to make it public tomorrow. 

If you feel it will help to share with SMl., feel free to do so. 

/'.\dding Rich & Beth in case they feel otherwise. 

Thanks 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Ed Koryzno to Host 

Call in-

Access Code --

Weekly Flint Meetings 
Conference Call - Info Below 

Wed 12/18/2013 9:00 AM 

Wed 12/18/2013 10:00 AM 

Tentative 

Weekly 

Tentatively accepted 

Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) 
West, Samantha (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Maxine 

Murray (mmurray@cityofflint.com); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Koryzno, Edward 
(Treasury); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); 'gambrose@cityofflint.com'; O'Neill, Stephen 

(MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Etue, Kriste (MSP); Sands, Thomas 

(MSP); Pekrul, Daniel (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); 'Elizabeth 

Murphy'; 'James Tolbert'; Darnell Early (dearly@cityofflint.com); Muchmore, Dennis 

(GOV); John Roberts (robertsj9@michigan.gov); Richard Baird; Larkin, Brian (GOV); 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good morning, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:31 AM 

Baird, Richard (GOV); BymeRl@michigan.gov; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Etue, Kriste 
(MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, 

John (GOV); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); West, Samantha (GOV); 

Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Koryzno, Edward 

(Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Hollins, Harvey (GOV); James 

Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, 

Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Weekly Conference Call Agenda - December 18, 2013 

Weekly Phone Conference Agenda Dec..doc 

Attached is the agenda for the Wednesday, December 18, 9:00 am conference call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Weekly 9:00 am Phone Conference Agenda 

6) KW A, Water Plant Preparation, Water/Sewer Rate Study 

Created on 12/4/2013 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:11 PM 

Baird, Richard (GOV); BymeRl@michigan.gov; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Etue, Kriste 
(MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, 

John (GOV); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); West, Samantha (GOV); 

Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Koryzno, Edward 

(Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Hollins, Harvey (GOV); James 

Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, 

Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Weekly Conference Call Agenda 
Weekly Phone Conference Agenda - January 8, 2014.doc 

Attached is the agenda for the Wednesday, January 8, 9:00 am conference call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Weekly 9:00 am Phone Conference Agenda 

8) KWA, Water Plant Preparation, Water/Sewer Rate Study 

Created on O 1/7 /14 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Call In: 

Purpose: Per RB 

Participants: 

RDS/DM/JA/EC/RB/DMurray/HH/DWyant/NLyon/MAnderson - Flint After Action Call 
By Phone 

Tue 11/24/2015 4:30 PM 
Tue 11/24/2015 5:00 PM 
Tentative 

(none) 

Not yet responded 

GovCalendar 
Baird, Richard (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Agen, Jarrod 

(GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Wyant, Dan 
(DEQ); Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Scott, Allison (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); 
Ande~on,Madhu (DEQ) 

Matt Davis, Professor of Pediatrics & Internal Medicine U of M 
Chris Kolb, President - Michigan Environmental Council 
Ken Sikkema, Senior Policy Fellow - Public Sector Consultants 
Eric Rothstein, Principal - Galardi & Rothstein Group 
Larry Reynolds, Pediatrician Mott Children's Health Center 



From: 
To: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Microsoft Outlook 
wisnewskiw@michigan.gov 
Thursday, October 01, 2015 2:26 PM 
Undeliverable: Fwd: City of Flint - correspondence regarding reconnection to Water Supply 
System 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 
wisnewskiv,1(Wmichigan.gov (wisnewskiw(ci)rnichigan.gov) 

The e-mail address you entered couldn't be found. Please check the recipient's e-mail address and try to resend the 

message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

Diagnostic information for administrators: 

Generating server: HCS084EXHAPI001.som.ad.state.mi.us 

wisnewskiw@michigan.gov 

#550 5.1.1 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipNotFound; not found## 

Original message headers: 

Received: from GOVOOOEXCHPE005.som.ad.state.mi.us 
([fe80::ad2d:32b6:d4a5:f463]) by HCS084EXHAPI001.som.ad.state.mi.us 

([fe80::e8a8:3e6d:lfc3:d6c1%19]) with mapi id 14.03.0235.001; Thu, 1 Oct 2015 
14:26:28 -0400 

Content-Type: application/ms-tnef; name="winmail.dat" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: binary 

From: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bairdr@michigan.gov> 

To: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored@michigan"gov>, 

"wisnewskiw@michigan.gov" <wisnewsk1vv@rn1chigan.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: City of Flint - correspondence regarding reconnection to Water 

Supply System 
Thread-Topic: City of Flint - correspondence regarding reconnection to Water 

Supply System 

Thread-Index: AQHQ+8wjcv3/Sn2g9023hFdTB/LLPp5VpF4LgAFRaNE= 
Date: Thu, 1 Oct 2015 14:26:28 -0400 

Message-ID: <241A1CEC9C1D244C87C18DA49CBED3A3293D1Ar-2@GOVOODEXCHPEOD5.som.ad.state.rni.us> 
References: <26030S40.89837.1443650648679JavaMail.root@csf-rnail

zirnbra.dwsd.org>,<425152679.89848.14436S0724998.Javarvlail.root@csf-rnail-zimbra.dv,1sd.org>,<592B18C3-ACDD-

4EB4-A6AF-2072A3E5E468@oakgov.com> 

In-Reply-To: <592B18C3-ACDD-4EB4-A6AF-2072A3E5E468@oakgov.com> 

Accept-Language: en-US 

Conten~Language:en-US 

X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 

X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: <241A1CEC9C1D244C87C180A49CBED3A3293D1AF2@GOVOOOEXCHPEOOS.sorn.ad.state.mi .us> 

MIME-Version: 1.0 



From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2015 2:26 PM 
Subject: Fwd: City of Flint - correspondence regarding reconnection to Water Supply System 

City of Flint - September 2015 Letter - Reconnection to DWSD.pdf; A TTOOOOl.htm Attachments: 

Sen/from my v"erizon 'Wireless 4G LTE DROID 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Daddow, Robert J" <d~dJJQ __ lliI@,OJ1kgQy, __ o;;Qgl> 
Date: Sep 30, 2015 6: 19 PM 
Subject: Fwd: City of Flint - correspondence regarding reconnection to Water Supply System 
To: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <l2--~irdr@n1i__g __ li__igqJJ.__giJy> 
Cc: 

FYI. Received after we talked this pm. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: William Wolfson <v,toLfaon(akhvsd.org> 
Date: September 30, 2015 at 6:05:24 PM EDT 
To: "McKinnon, Ike" <mckinnonI@detroitmi.gov>, "Brown, Gary" 
<BrownGarv(a)detroitmi.gov>, "Nardone, Joseph"<. , "Hood, Ed" 111•••••••••1, "baker, brian" <b __ p __ gk__Qr@~t',';di__11g::lwight~JWJ>, "Daddow, Robert" 
<daddowr(a;oakgov. com> 
Cc: Sue McCormick <rnccormick(rjjdwsd.org> 
Subject: City of Flint - correspondence regarding reconnection to Water Supply System 

Attached is a letter that was sent to the City of Flint today regarding possible reconnection to the 
Water Supply System in response to an initial inquiry by Ms. Henderson, Flint's City 
Administrator and Ms. McCormick As you may imagine the dialog that has begun is at a very 
preliminary stage, available information may be limited and outdated to some degree, and Ms. 
Henderson has asked that we not make a public release at this time. With that request in mind, 
we have asked the communications team to refer all press call to either Ms. McCormick or me. 
We will keep you updated as this issue develops. 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential, may be subject to the attorney
client, attorney-work product or other privilege and are intended solely for the use of the 
addressee(s). If you are not the named addressee, printing, disclosing, copying, distributing or 
taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited; 
immediately notify the sender, by email reply, if you received this message by mistake, delete the 
message from your system and destroy any copies. 
William M Wolfson 
Chief Administrative and Compliance Officer/ 



General Counsel 
Detroit Water and Sewerage Department 
735 Randolph, Room 701 
Detroit, MI 48226 
Phone: 
Fax: (313)842-6510 

Michael E. Duggan, Mayor 
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Cn<i' ovD1::1'!loir 735 RANtXJU;H STki,j~'r 
'\V;(mR iNti Sr,wfi<M1t Dm,\RTMf:.KJ' DiffROlT, MtcHK,AN 48226~2830 

OFFiCE ot "ffl!, DtRRT(JR ----··························--·-······-----------·······---· _ -···········-~.!yw;p1nkon1,iLG(:i\' 

September 30, 2015 

Via enu,m u1temlers0.11@:,eityo/flin.t.com 
and lf.S. lt1ail · · 

Ms. Natasha L. Henderson, City AdmitiistratQr 
City. of Flint ·· 
. . • . . . . 

11 Ql S. Sagh1aw St 
Flil~l, -Michigan 48502. 

Deur Ms. Hendetson: 

--- .. '".······ . 

That1k yott foryottt inquiryregarding the possibiiity ~)f reconnecting the City of Fli11tto the Detroit 
WEtter and Sewerage Department's (DWSD) WatefSupply system. Director McCorn1ick has asked 
me to respond to you and p.tovide a brief outline ofthe basis for tfoit recotmection. J]o\vevet, I 
want to again emphasize what Ms. McCorntick hasJ)reviously stated to yout City Council on this 
issue: DWSD is,villiltgto sh ~:low» a.ndtatk with the City offlint withoutpre~c<mdition\ ifthatis 
tnlltttaUy desirable, · 

I would be remiss if J did not point Out that on Ju11e-l 2J 2015, the City of Detroit and the Gr¢at 
Lakes Water Authority (GLWA) executed a Leas~ Agreerneilt th~t provides for the (H.,W A's 
opetatii.Jli ofthe Regiotiai Water Snpply SY~tem. At prese11t, we are transiti011ing management of 
the system from PWSD to the GLWA while certain CondifronsPrecedentoftheLease Agreement 
are satisfied, We have made substantial progress towatds satisfying these Ctmdhfons Precedent 
with. a goal of havingGLWA ccmunence fhll system operations on pr before Jm:1uary t, 2016, I 
can asstirc you that, like OWSD, the GLWA i$: cortcerned with the challenges F'linfs residents 
haye faced in r¢centrnontlis; ar~d will be willing tQ discuss service to your City. 

Thc:1t sakl, here is a•likely list of issues that would11eed to bead.dressed; 

J) E_ates: ln Sue McCormkk's Ja:nnary 12, 2015 Jetter to Flint, she indic:at~q that the 
rates Flint would pay t<,Jl' the remainder of the then current 2014-2015 Fiscal Year (FY) 
would he "the same rates fljnt was paying as a tem1inated clistomet when it left ·the 
system but modified to hi.elude the 4% increase experieilced by aU other DWSb 
wholesale customers fa 2014," As we are-now in the 2015-16 FY, that offor111ust be 
modified to hwhide 1111 additional ~djustment sil)1ilar to that which was r~ceived by oth~r 
CliStQmer~; In this regard we propose that the rates be adjuste-<l as follows: 

a) Starting with the 2013-2014 FY tenninatcd rate; ai.1d 

b) Adding a 4% adjl+$1rtlent to that rate to account for the 2014~2015 FY increases; and 

c) Adding. an adjustment equal to the averug~ Sub11rhan Wholesale Charge Adjusttne11.t 
for the crirrent2015"'.20J 6 FY. This rate wtrµki remain i11 pl~c:c tn1til June 30, 2016. the -
end ofthe current:2015~'.2016 FY. · 



-'(,,_.J~._i!J'< Ms. Nata•ha L. lfenderson, City Adl!litiiitl'l\tor 
~~--: City of Flint · · · · 
~ September 30, 2015 

'''•"• "• ".SSSS ",",S "~ N ••••••• ••Pa'g.e.2 .. ~. • ,•,•,",",SS SSS '•'•''''•SSss" ••••''' """" ' • " • 

d). Based, upon the ~pove considerations; ·the r~sulting.rate .structure ·is a fixed·111011thiy 
rate of$662,I 00 and a>commodity.rate of$8.93/Mcfforthc(rnttent 20l5-Z016 FY. Please 
11ote that this rate stn.ictui'e is designed to be applicable toincr¢mental wat~t sales overat1d 
above wi)tei· sates tQ the Genesee QountYbtain Commission.J)epending on.how water is 
provideq to the com~ineli GCDC/Flirit ct1sto1i1er, altenmtivc rate structures may be 
. . 

appropria~e. 

e) Additi.ot1ally) TlWSb te<:ently chm1gcd. its whoksaie>cust:omer billing methodology as 
follows: · Flint's cafoulated share of the FY •201 (i Budget is allocated 60% to the Fixed 
Monthly Charge ami . 40% to the Commodity Charge, which is consistent with Jhe 
adopted FY 201S-2016 water wholesaletates 

t) In ext~ndhigthis proposal_,out assumptionisJhat.the servic~ provided is to Flint only 
and con1putations are baseµ on data from our previous customer relatio11ship. 

g} Jt is anticipated that unde:tthen1anagernentofthe GtWA, the tatcs for .the 2016~2017 
FYwiU be computed t1si11g th(;) sam:e 111.ethod()lqg:y as applieq to all otherWater Supply 
System 9u$ti::J111ei'S. · · · · · · 

The proposed ratemethodoJog)'is i:ntended to. ensure that J<''Iintis t:reatedfafrly by usi1~g the ~,~rage 
\Vholesalecuswmer adjustrrtelit iti the c-1.1rtent Fiscal Ye~r, artcUhe same methodology us all other 
customers, 

2) Tmm:: DWSD understands that Flint's cun·ent lot1g..;term <.fosire is to i'eceivc \vater 
servicefrom the KWA. Underthese cin::utn$ta1t¢es, Flint would be expected to remairt)l 
D WSD cttstmner .frotn, the time. of teco11nectio11. unhl tlw time it begit1$ to .1'.eceive service 
from KWA If Flint Wi$hes to cqnsider a longer term relationship with DWSD or 
GLWA,·wewould welcome that discussion. 

3) Recotmection: As prevkrnsly h1dicitte,d by Ms. McCormick in her January 11, 2P15, 
. letter, J)\VSD will 1wt charge an a<f ditionat fee . for Flint to reco1mect to the DWSD W~ter 
System, 1:tt1d is prepa.i:etj to immediately take those steps necessary on its end fo facilitate 
a xeconn~ction. Any ~xpenses incurred would .be billed at actual cost. Because DWSIJ 
lacks suf-flcient infrnm:ation 011 the status ofthe discon1ie.cti<>n, we are unable to provide 
an estimate of those costs atthis time. Nonetheless, we \\.rill work with you in good f~i(ll 
to develop a,11 expedited plan for recot1nection~ and to develpp a mutually agreed good 
faith estimate of the costs associated with that plan. 

Thank you for raising this issue with us. We hope that this letter addr¢sses the concerns you raised 
dutfog yo:u:r tecetit conversation with MS, McCqnnh.lk, and we shmerely appreciate ymw interest 
and the opportunity to serve Flint 



.. ·:.:. 
. .. ·. ···:=. 

Ms, N~ihlslta L, Henderso11, City Administrator 
City ofFlint . . . . . 
September 30, 2015 

Finally, wclookforward to the opportunity to me.et Withyouatyour earliest convertfonce to discuss 
this letter; and ho\;V we inay best assist Flfot in self'ving its tesidcnt:f needs.. Please contact Ms. 
McCoti11ick 's oft1ce at (313) 22:4-470 l to ana11g¢ this 1t1e~ting. 

Best Regards, 

;J J/)/} lhA ;J;.ill! 
1frl!_t(ti&~-,:r1, 1v~~----
w111tam M. Wolfson . 
Chief Administrative and Compliance OHicer/Genera[ Counsel, D WSD 
Interim General Counsel, GL WA 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Vansickle, Michele (GOV) 
Wednesday, October 21, 2015 4:52 PM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Task Force Contact list attached 
Flint Water Task Force Members.docx 

Rich, there are gaps in the information so please take a look and let me know if it is ok to send. 
FYI Beth Clement does not want to be included since Jarrod and Dennis are both on there. 

Michele Vansickle 
Executive Assistant for Richard Baird and Mike Finney 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
(517) 241-5621 
vans!ddem2(o'}mld1igan,gov 



Flint Water Task Force Members 

Name Title Work Cell Email Assistant Phone Email 
Phone Phone 

Rick Snyder Governor Allison Scott 

- - -

Jarrod Agen Director of Wendy 

Communications Wisniewski 
- - -

Matt Davis Professor of 

Pediatrics & 
Internal 

Medicine U of M 
- - -

Dave Deputy Press Jordan 
Murray Secretary Kennedy 

- - -

Dan Wyant Director DEQ Mary Beth 

Thelen 
- - -

Madhu Deputy Director Leigh Copen 

Anderson DEQ 
- - -

Chris Kolb President -

Michigan 

Environmental 

Council 
- - -

Ken Senior Policy 

Sikkema Fellow- Public 

Sector 

Consultants 
- -

Eric Principal -

Rothstein Galardi & 
Rothstein Group 

- -

Nick Lyon Director DHHS Nancy 

-- -- Grijalva 



Rich Baird Senior Advisor . - ... 
Michele 

Vansickle 
-- -

Beth Deputy Chief of Wendy 

Clement Staff Wisniewski 
-- -

Dennis Chief of Staff Wendy 

Muchmore Wisniewski 
-- -

Larry Pediatrician Deborah 

Reynolds Mott Children's Higgins 

Health Center 
-- -

Harvey Director Urban Stacie 

Hollins Initiatives Clayton 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Ande~on,Madhu (DEQ) 
Thursday, October 22, 2015 5:07 PM 
Davis, Matthew (Matt); Ken Sikkema; Chris Kolb; 

Vansickle, Michele (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV) 
RE: Task Force - Email 7: Documents related to KWA 

City of Flint Meeting Minutes 25Mar2013.pdf; 29Mar2013 Adopted Flint Mayor 
Resolution and news articles.pdf; 25Mar2013 Amended Resolution - EM -KWA.pdf 

AH - this last email contains infnrrnatinn on the decisions rer,Jrndin9 the KW/\ by Flint 

Madhu R Anderson 
Deputy Director, Economic & Strategic Initiatives 
ii 5172B4G702j-

an(iersonm30@md,igan.gov 

DIG 



City of Flint, Michigan 

Third Floor, City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street · 
Flint, Michigan 48502 

www.cityofflint.com 

Meeting Minutes - Draft 

Monday, March 25, 2013 

5:33 PM 

Agenda amended to include Board of Hospital Managers appointments 

Council Chambers 

CITY COUNCIL 

Scott Kincaid, President, Ward 9 
Bryant W. Nolden, Vice President, Ward 3 

Claudia Croom, Ward 1 Jacqueline Poplar, Ward 2 
Joshua M. Freeman, Ward 4 Bernard Lawler, Ward 5 
Sheldon A. Neeley, Ward 6 Dale K Weighi/1, Ward 7 

Michael J. Sarginson, Ward 8 

Inez M. Brown, City Clerk 



CITY COUNCIL Meeting Minutes - Draft March 25, 2013 

CALL TO ORDER 
President Scott Kincaid called the meeting to order at 5:33 p.m. 

ROLL CALL 
Councilperson Michael Sarginson arrived at 5:37 p.m. 

Present: Councilperson: Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson 
Freeman, Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, 
Kincaid, Councilperson Weighill and Councilperson Croom 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
Councilperson Sheldon Neeley led the Pledge of Allegiance. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

130217 Special Order/Information & Discussion/Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) 

A Special Order as requested by Council President Scott Kincaid to continue 
discussion and review of information on the Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA). 

Presented 

PETITIONS AND UNOFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

130193 

130199 

130200 

City of Flint, Michigan 

Change to Digital/All Limited Basic Service Channels/Comcast Cablevision 

Communication dated March 6, 2013, from Gerald W. Smith, Government Affairs 
Manager, Comcast, to Flint City Clerk, re: On or shortly after April 9, 2013, Comcast 
will convert all Limited Basic service channels -- including Public, Government and 
Educational Access (PEG) channels to digital format, and will provide customers 
with digital equipment. 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried . 

Certified Letter/Loyst Fletcher, Jr. & Associates 

Communication received from Loyst Fletcher, Jr. to Chief Legal Officer, re: He 
questions the tax-exempt status of Word of Life Christian Church , which received a 
tax bill from the city. 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried. 

Local Approval Notice/Michigan Liquor Control Commission (MLCC)/Time 
Square/Ward 3 

Local Approval Notice dated March 14, 2013, from MLCC to Flint City Clerk, re: The 
MLCC has received a request to transfer all stock in 2012 Class C license with 
Sunday Sales Permit (PM) and Dance Permit, located at 4522 N. Saginaw, 

Page 1 Printed on 4/212013 



CITY COUNCIL 

130202 

130204 

130205 

130207 

Meeting Minutes - Draft March 25, 2013 

Flint, Michigan, 48505, Genesee County, held by the estate of Myra Seals, Inc., 
1028 Cora Dr., Flint, Ml 48532, to Carisa Mays Bishop, Personal Representative. 
[NOTE: Approval order enclosed.] 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried. 

Local Approval Notice/Michigan Liquor Control Commission (MLCC)/D & R Market, 
lnc./Ward 6 

Local Approval Notice dated March 6, 2013, and received March 15, 2013, from 
MLCC to Flint City Clerk, re: The MLCC has received an application from 2 AAR, 
LLC, requesting to Transfer Ownership of a Specially Designated Distributor (SOD) 
and Specially Designated Merchant (SOM) licensed business with Sunday Sales 
permit (PM) and Direct Connection-I to D & R Market, Inc., located at 1402-1404 N. 
Chevrolet, Flint, Michigan, 48504, Genesee County, from 2 AAR, LLC, 3079 
Shattuck Arms Blvd., Apt. 5, Saginaw, Ml 48603. [NOTE: The application was 
cancelled pursuant to a request from an attorney.] 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried. 

Changes/Cable Channel Lineup/Comcast Cablevision 

Communication dated March 18, 2013, from Gerald W. Smith, Government Affairs 
Manager, Comcast, to Flint City Clerk, re: effective on or about May 22, 2013, Fox 
Business Network/Fox Business Network HD (ch. 06/243) will from the Digital 
Preferred Service to the Digital Starter Service. 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried. 

Media Alert/Flint Public Art Project/Announcement of Design Winner 

Media Alert received via e-mail on March 19, 2013, from the American Institute of 
Architects (AIA), re: The Flint Public Art Project and the Flint Chapter of the AIA will 
announce the winner of the $25,000.00 grand prize in the inaugural Flat Lot 
competition to design and build a temporary summer pavilion on Flint's central 
downtown parking lot at 9:30 a.m. Thursday, March 21, 2013, at the John Gazall & 
Associates, Mott Building, 503 S. Saginaw Street, Flint. 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried. 

Damage Claims 

MAYFIELD, LINDA, 2518 Walter Street, Flint, Ml (WARD 2) 
LANE, WILLIE C., 3130 Concord Street, Flint, Ml (WARD 6) 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried. 

COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY OFFICIALS 

130194 Press Release/City of Flint/Hiring of New Police Officers/Recruitment of Others 

Press Release dated March 11, 2013, from Jason Lorenz, City of Flint Public 

City of Flint, Michigan Page2 Printed on 4/212013 



CITY COUNCIL 

130195 

130196 

130201 

130203 

City of Flint, Michigan 

Meeting Minutes - Draft . March 25, 2013 

Information Officer, re: The City of Flint has seven new police officers on the job 
from the public safety millage passed last November by voters. The city's next step 
is to hold a recruitment drive by working with a local college, which will set up a 
Police Academy when the city has gathered sufficient interest from its efforts. 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried. 

Press Release/City of Flint/Sunday Sales of Alcohol Before Noon Not Permitted on 
St. Patrick's Day 

Press Release dated March 12, 2013, from Jason Lorenz, City of Flint Public 
Information Officer, re: The City of Flint will not be able to permit Sunday alcohol 
sales before noon this Sunday, March 17, St. Patrick's Day. While the city adopted 
a resolution to allow a one-time exception to the Sunday morning alcohol ban, the 
Michigan Liquor Control Commission has taken the position that the city cannot 
create a one-day exemption . 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried. 

Flint City Council/Public Notice/Special City Council Meeting/March 18, 2013 

Public Notice posted March 14, 2013, re: The Flint City Council will hold a Special 
City Council Meeting, followed by a Finance Committee Meeting, at 5:30 p.m. 
Monday, March 18, 2013, in the City Council Chambers, 3rd Floor, City Hall, to 
consider a contract with the Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA). 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried. 

Emergency Financial Manager (EFM) Order #10/Grant Applications 

Order #10 issued by Emergency Financial Manager on March 15, 2013, "Grant 
Applications," re: "all city officials, department heads, division heads and employees 
shall adhere to ... requirements regarding the approval of any and all grant 
applications on behalf of the City of Flint or grant applications submitted by others 
which in any way involves the financial , programmatic or personnel support by the 
City of Flint." The five requirements , including the stipulation that only the 
Emergency Financial Manager or City Administrator are authorized to accept grants 
on behalf of the city, are included in the order. 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried. 

Press Release/City of Flint/Flint Lifelines/Meeting Announcement 

Press Release dated March 16, 2013, from Jason Lorenz, City of Flint Public 
Information Officer, re: Flint Lifelines, formerly CeaseFire Flint, will hold community 
meetings on the fourth Thursday of each month , beginning at 1 p.m. Thursday, 
March 28, 2013 at Flint Northwestern High School. The meetings are open to the 
public. 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried. 
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CITY COUNCIL 

130206 

130208 

130209 

Meeting Minutes - Draft March 25, 2013 

Flint City Council/Public Notice/Finance Committee Meeting/March 20, 2013 

Public Notice posted March 19, 2013, re: The Flint City Council will hold a Finance 
Committee Meeting at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 20, 2013, in the City Council 
Committee Room, 3rd Floor, City Hall. 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried. 

Flint City Council/Public Notice/Special Affairs Committee Meeting/March 25, 2013 

Public Notice posted March 22, 2013, re: The Flint City Council will hold a Special 
Affairs Committee Meeting at 5 p.m. Monday, March 25, 2013, in the City Council 
Committee Room, 3rd Floor, City Hall. A regular City Council meeting will 
immediately follow in the Council Chambers. 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried. 

Traffic Engineering/Note for Bulletin/Street-Sidewalk-Lane Closures 

Notes for Bulletin (3) dated February/March 2013, for street, sidewalk, or lane 
closures, re: (1) Harrison Street, Saginaw Street and Second Avenue (cable 
failure-March 11-March 20); (2) First Street, Harrison Street, Wallenberg, Kearsley, 
Crapo, Horrigan, and Harrison (St. Patrick's Day Pot O' Gold 4-Mil Run/Walk-March 
17); and (3) Chevrolet Avenue (University Corner Grand Opening-March 22). 

This matter was Placed on File. The motion carried. 

Passed The Consent Agenda 

A motion was made. The motion carried. 

PUBLIC SPEAKERS 

ROLL CALL 
Councilperson Dale Weighi/1 left at approximately 7 p.m. 

Present: Councilperson: Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson 
Freeman, Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, 
Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: Councilperson: Councilperson Weighill 

APPOINTMENTS 

130169.1 

City of Flint, Michigan 

Amendment/Reappointment/Zoning Board of Appeals/Christine Monk (Ward 6) 

Amended resolution resolving that the Flint City Council recommends the 
reappointment of Christine Monk (821 Frank Street, Flint Ml 48504 - Ward 6), to 
the Zoning Board of Appeals for a three-year term, commencing September 
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CITY COUNCIL 

130211 

130212 

130213 

City of Flint, Michigan 

Meeting Minutes - Draft March 25, 2013 

1, 2011, and expiring September 1, 2014. [By way of background, Ms. Monk's term 
on the Zoning Board of Appeals expired in September 2011, but she has continued 
since that time to serve.] [Resolution amended to fix typographical error in first 
paragraph of resolution from "Board of Review" to "Zoning Board of Appeals."] 

Sponsors: Sheldon A Neeley 

A motion was made by Councilperson Neeley, seconded by Councilperson Freeman, 
that this matter be Approved. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 8 - Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Freeman, 
Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, 
President Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 

AppointmenUZoning Board of Appeals/Chris Zuwala (Ward 4) 

Resolution resolving that the Flint City Council recommends the appointment of 
Chris Zuwala (3510 Whittier Avenue, Flint Ml 48506 - Ward 4) to the Zoning Board 
of Appeals for a three-year term, expiring September 1, 2013. [NOTE: By way of 
background, Gloria Kelly's term as the 4th Ward representative expired in 
September 2007, but she continued to serve until resigning in January 2013.] 

Sponsors: Joshua M. Freeman 

A motion was made by Councilperson Freeman, seconded by Councilperson Poplar, 
that this matter be Approved. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 8 - Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Freeman, 
Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, 
President Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 

ReappointmenUZoning Board of Appeals/Birdie V. Brooks 0fVard 5) 

Resolution resolving that the Flint City Council recommends the reappointment of 
Birdie V. Brooks (1307 Columbia Lane, Flint Ml 48503 - Ward 5), to the Zoning 
Board of Appeals for the remainder of a three-year term, expiring September 1, 
2014. [By way of background, Ms. Brook's term on the Zoning Board of Appeals 
expired in September 2011, but she has continued since that time to serve.] 

Sponsors: Bernard Lawler 

A motion was made by Councilperson Lawler, seconded by Councilperson Neeley, 
that this matter be Approved. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 8 - Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Freeman, 
Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, 
President Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 
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Resolution resolving that the Flint City Council recommends the reappointment of 
Marcia Braden (984 Barney Avenue, Flint Ml 48503 - Ward 8), to the Zoning . 
Board of Appeals for the remainder of a three-year term, expiring September 1, 
2014. [By way of background, Ms. Braden's term on the Zoning Board of Appeals 
expired in September 2011, but she has continued since that time to serve.] 

Sponsors: Michael J. Sarginson 

A motion was made by Councilperson Sarginson, seconded by Councilperson 
Freeman, that this matter be Approved. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 8 - Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Freeman, 
Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, 
President Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 

Reappointment/Zoning Board of Appeals/David C. Veasley (Ward 9) 

Resolution resolving that the Flint City Council recommends the reappointment of 
Davld C. Veasley (2618 Pinetree Drive, Flint Ml 48507 - Ward 9), to the Zoning 
Board of Appeals for the remainder of a three-year term, expiring September 1, 
2015. [By way of background, Mr. Veasley's term on the Zoning Board of Appeals 
expired in September 2009, but he has continued since that time to serve.] 

Sponsors: Scott Kincaid 

A motion was made by Councilperson Freeman, seconded by Vice President Nolden, 
that this matter be Approved. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 8 - Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Freeman, 
Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, 
President Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 

Appointment/Genesee County Land Bank Citizens' Advisory Council/Anthony 
Tucker (Ward 4) 

Resolution resolving that the Flint City Council recommends the appointment of 
Anthony Tucker (2960 Henry Street, Flint Ml 48506 - Ward 4) to the Genesee 
County Land Bank Citizens' Advisory Couricil for the remainder of a three-year 
term, expiring in January 2016. [NOTE: By way of background, Dan Anderson's 
term as the 4th Ward representative expired in January 2013.] 

Sponsors: Joshua M. Freeman 

A motion was made by Councilperson Freeman, seconded by Councilperson Poplar, 
that this matter be Approved. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 8 - Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Freeman, 
Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley,. Councilperson Sarginson, 
President Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 
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Reappointment/Hurley Board of Hospital Managers/Philip W. Shaltz 

Resolution resolving that the Flint City Council approves the reappointment of Philip 
W. Shaltz (14144 Moffet Drive, Fenton, Ml 48430) to an additional five-year term on 
the (Hurley) Board of Hospital Managers, with such term to commence May 1, 
2013, and expire April 30, 2018. 

A motion was made by Councilperson Freeman, seconded by Vice President Nolden, 
that this matter be Approved. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 8 - Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Freeman, 
Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, 
President Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 

Appointment/Hurley Board of Hospital Managers/Delrico Loyd 

Resolution resolving that the Flint City Council approves the appointment of Delrico 
Loyd (2641 Westwood Parkway, Flint, Ml 48507) to a five-year term on the (Hurley) 
Board of Hospital Managers, with such term to commence May 1, 2013, and expire 
April 30, 2018. [By way of background, Carl E. Mason was appointed in June 2008; 
his term expires April 30, 2013.] 

Approved 

Substituted 

A motion was made by Councilperson Neeley, seconded by Councilperson Lawler, 
that this matter be POSTPONED for March 27, 2013. The motion failed by the 
following vote: 

Aye: 3 - Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley and Councilperson Sarginson 

No: 5 - Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Freeman, 
President Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 

Substituted 

A motion was made by Vice President Nolden, seconded by Councilperson Freeman, 
that this matter be Approved. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 5 - Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Freeman, 
President Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

No: 3 - Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley and Councilperson Sarginson 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 

Appointment/Hurley Board of Hospital Managers/Donna Poplar 

Resolution resolving that the Flint City Council approves the appointment of Donna 
Poplar (5277 Kimberly Woods Circle, Flint, Ml 48504) to a five-year term 
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on the (Hurley) Board of Hospital Managers, with such term to commence May 1, 
2013, and expire April 30, 2018. [By way of background, Frances Gilcreast was 
appointed in August 2008; her term expires April 30, 2013.] 

Approved 

Substituted 

A motion was made by Councilperson Lawler, seconded by Councilperson Neeley, 
that this matter be POSTPONED for March 26, 2013. The motion carried by the 
following vote: 

Aye: 7 - Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Lawler, 
Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, President Kincaid and 
Councilperson Croom 

No: 1 - Councilperson Freeman 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 

RESOLUTIONS 

130165.1 

130165.2 

City of Flint, Michigan 

Amended Resolution/Contract/City of Flint/Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) 

Amended resolution resolving that city officials are authorized to enter into a 
· contract with Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) to purchase fifteen (15) units of 
capacity, AND, resolving that the City Administrator is authorized to provide KWA 
information needed to administer the contract, and, with approval of the Chief Legal 

f 

Officer, to make minor (non-material) modifications to the contract. [NOTE: For 
· each unit of capacity that a member purchases, the buyer shall pay to the KWA a 
one-time fee of $32,300. Additionally, the buyer shall pay to the KWA not less than 
$32,300.00 per unit per year until such time as water is made available to the 
buyer. After water is made available, the buyer shall pay to the KWA an estimated 
amount NOT-TO-EXCEED $355,300.00 per unit per year until such time that the 
bonds are paid in full. If it is determined that the costs per unit will exceed 
$355,300.00, the buyer has a right to cancel the contract. Over the next 25 years, it 
is expected that continuing with Detroit will cost the region $2.1 billion, compared to 
$1.9 billion with a pipeline.] [NOTE: Contract not included.] [NOTE: Resolution 
amended from 18 to 15 units of capacity.] 

A motion was made by Councilperson Neeley, seconded by Councilperson Freeman, 
that this matter be Amended. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 5 - Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Freeman, Councilperson Lawler, 
Councilperson Neeley and Councilperson Sarginson 

No: 3 - Councilperson Poplar, President Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 

Amended Resolution/Contract/City of Flint/Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) 

Amended resolution resolving that city officials are authorized to enter into a 
contract with Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) to purchase sixteen (16) units 
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of capacity, AND, resolving that the City Administrator is authorized to provide KWA 
information needed to administer the contract, and, with approval of the Chief Legal 
Officer, to make minor (non-material) modifications to the contract. [NOTE: For 
each unit of capacity that a member purchases, the buyer shall pay to the KWA a 
one-time fee of $32,300. Additionally, the buyer shall pay to the KWA not less than 
-$32,300.00 per unit per year until such time as water is made available to the 
buyer. After water is made available, the buyer shall pay to the KWA an estimated 
amount NOT-TO-EXCEED $355,300.00 per unit per year until such time that the 
bonds are paid in full. If it is determined that the costs per unit will exceed 
$355,300.00, the buyer has a right to cancel the contract. Over the next 25 years, it 
is expected that continuing with Detroit will cost the region $2.1 billion, compared to 
$1 .9 billion with a pipeline.] [NOTE: Contract not included.] [NOTE: Resolution 
amended from 15 to 16 units of capacity.] 

A motion was made by Councilperson Neeley, seconded by Councilperson Freeman, 
that this matter be Adopted. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 7 - Councilperson Poplar, Councilperson Freeman, Councilperson Lawler, 
Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, President Kincaid and 
Councilperson Croom 

No: 1 - Vice President Nolden 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 

Approval/The First Amendment & Restated Rules Governing the Downtown 
Development Authority (DDA) of the City of Flint 

Resolution that the City of Flint hereby approves and The First Amendment & 
Restated Rules Governing the Downtown Development Authority (DDA) of the 
City of Flint, attached hereto. [NOTE: The City of Flint created the DDA, in 
accordance with Public Act 197 of 1975, as amended , and approved The Rules 
Governing the DDA in 1977. Public Act 197 has been amended and revised at 
various times since then, which required the proposed changes.] [NOTE: The First 
Amendment & Restated Rules Governing the Downtown Development Authority 
(DDA) of the City of Flint is attached.] 

A motion was made by Councilperson Freeman, seconded by Vice President Nolden, 
that this matter be Amended. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 8 - Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Freeman, 
Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, 
President Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 

Amended Resolution/Approval/The First Amendment & Restated Rules Governing 
the Downtown Development Authority (DDA) of the City of Flint 

Amended resolution that the City of Flint hereby approves and The First 
Amendment & Restated Rules Governing the Downtown Development Authority 
(DDA) of the City of Flint, attached hereto. [NOTE: The City of Flint created the 
DDA, in accordance with Public Act 197 of 1975, as amended, and approved The 
Rules Governing the DDA in 1977. Public Act 197 has been 
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amended and revised at various times since then, which required the proposed 
changes.] [NOTE: The First Amendment & Restated Rules Governing the 
Downtown Development Authority (ODA) of the City of Flint is attached.] 
[Resolution amended for changes to rules.] 

A motion was made by Councilperson Freeman, seconded by Vice President Nolden, 
that this matter be Adopted. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 8 - Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Freeman, 
Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, 
President Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 

RESOLUTIONS - MAY BE REFERRED FROM S.A. 

-130210 

130210.1 

City of Flint, Michigan 

Resolution/City Council/Mayor Dayne Walling/Request for Appointment of 
Transition Advisory Board 

Resolution resolving that Mayor Dayne Walling and the Flint City Council request 
and recommend to Gov. Rick Snyder that a receivership transition advisory board 
be appointed for the City of Flint under Public Act 436 no later than July 1, 2013. 
[NOTE: On December 1, 2011, Gov. Snyder appointed Michael K. Brown as 
Emergency Manager under Public Act 4 for the City of Flint, due in part to a 
consistent deficit in the general fund, the decline in pooled cash, budget issues and 
unfunded liabilities for post-employment benefits. Due to the suspension and 
subsequent repeal of Public Act 4, Gov. Snyder appointed Edward J. Kurtz as 
Emergency Financial Manager under Public Act 72 for the City of Flint, effective 
August 9, 2012. Both the Emergency Manager and the subsequently appointed 
Emergency Financial Manager were authorized by virtue of their appointment to 
"act for and in the place and stead of the governing body and the office of chief 
administrative officer of the City of Flint." On March 28, 2013, Public Act 436 will 
become effective and provides that an emergency financial manager appointed and 
serving under state law immediately prior to the effective date shall continue to 
serve as an emergency manager under Public Act 436. As an alternative to 
continuation of an emergency manager, and if the financial emergency has been 
rectified, Public Act 436 authorizes the governor to appoint a receivership transition 
advisory board, which serves at the pleasure of the governor and monitors the 
affairs of the local government until the receivership is terminated.] 

No vote was taken on this amendment. 

Amended 

Amended Resolution/City Council/Mayor Dayne Walling/Request for Appointment 
of Transition Advisory Board 

Amended resolution resolving that Mayor Dayne Walling and the Flint City Council 
request and recommend to Gov. Rick Snyder that a receivership transition advisory 
board be appointed for the City of Flint under Public Act 436 no later than July 1, 
2013. [NOTE: On December 1, 2011, Gov. Snyder appointed Michael K. Brown as 
Emergency Manager under Public Act 4 for the 
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City of Flint, due in part to a consistent deficit in the general fund, the decline in 
pooled cash, budget issues and unfunded liabilities for post-employment benefits. 
Due to the suspension and subsequent repeal of Public Act 4, Gov. Snyder 
appointed Edward J. Kurtz as Emergency Financial Manager under Public Act 72 
for the City of Flint, effective August 9, 2012. Both the Emergency Manager and 
the subsequently appointed Emergency Financial Manager were authorized by 
virtue of their appointment to "act for and in the place and stead of the governing 
body and the office of chief administrative officer of the City of Flint. " On March 28, 
2013, Public Act 436 will become effective and provides that an emergency 
financial manager appointed and serving under state law immediately prior to the 
effective date shall continue to serve as an emergency manager under Public Act 
436. As an alternative to continuation of an emergency manager, and if the financial 
emergency has been rectified, Public Act 436 authorizes the governor to appoint a 
receivership transition advisory board, which serves at the pleasure of the governor 
and monitors the affairs of the local government until the receivership is 
terminated.] [Six-page resolution amended for changes proposed by City Council, 
City Clerk and Mayor Dayne Walling.] 

A motion was made by Councilperson Freeman, seconded by Councilperson Poplar, 
that this matter be Adopted. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 8 - Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Freeman, 
Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, 
President Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 

MEETING SCHEDULE 

ADDITIONAL COUNCIL DISCUSSION 

ADJOURNMENT 

City of Flint, Michigan 

Having no further business, Council President Scott Kincaid adjourned the meeting at 8:59 
p.m. 

Respectfully transcribed and submitted, 

Janell Johnson. Administrative Secretarv to Citv CouncH 
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PRESENTED: __ 3_ .... _cL_f __ ... _/ 3 __ 
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RESOLUTION TO PURCHASE CAPACITY FROM 
KAREGNONDI WATER'AUTHORITY 

The Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) is a governmental consortium of cities and 
counties in southeastern Michigan that was created to build a water pipeline that will provide 
water from Lake Huron to interested co:mmunities in Sanilac, Lapeer, and Genesee counties. 
The incorporating bodies that created the KW A a1'e Sanilac County, Lapeer County, Genesee 
County, the City of Flint, and the City of Lapeer. 

The City of Flint is currently in a year to year contract with the City of Detroit for the 
purchase of water. A study was conducted that projected that staying with Detroit will cost the 
1'egion $2, 1 billion over the next 25 years. In contrast, if the region builds its own pipeline, the 
projected costs are $1.9 billion over the same period. After the initial 25 year period, the 
projected costs would be less then 25% of the projected water costs from Detroit. 

i >: i -. : : : , ·::::In:01:clex. to JJuild the pipelin~,- the iwX needs conunitment from its .metnbers reg~rditig · .· -• 
the capacity that each member will pu1'chase in the pipeline. The KWA is allowed to withdraw. 
85 million gallons of water per day. Capacity is available to membets in increments of 1 million 
gallons per day known as units. For each unit of capacity that a member-purchases, the buyer 
shall pay to the KWA a one time fee of $32,300.00. Additionally, the buyer shall pay to the 
KW A not less then $32,300.00 per unit per year until such time as water is made available to the 
buyer. After water is made available, the buyer shall pay to the KW A an estimated amount not 
to exceed $355.300.00 per unit per year until such time that the bonds are paid in full. If it is 
determined that the costs per unit will exceed $355,300.00 the buyer has a right to cancel the 
contract. 

The purchase of capacity along with the payment of other costs necessary to operate the 
pipeline gives the member a right to water for sale to its customers. T11e buyer has a right to 
resell .capacity and water rights. Each party entering into a capacity contl'act shall also be 
entitled to appoint additional board members equal to the party's percentage share of the total 
capacity under contract. 

It is in the long term best interests of the City of Flint to enter into a contract with the 
KW A to purchase up to eighteen (18) units of capacity. 



IT IS RESOLVED that City officials are authorized to enter into a contract with KWA 
to purchase up to eighteen ( 18) units of capacity. 

IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Administrator is authorized to provide 
KWA information needed to administer the contract and, with approval of the Chief Legal 
Officer, to make minor (non-material) modifications to the contrnct. 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: APPROVED AS TO FINANCE: 

fv(Geraltl Ambrose, Finance Dirccto1· 

ENACT __ !/ __ FAIL ------

. ·.: 
· · . . . . · . . . . . . .. . . 
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Flint City Council approves resolution to buy water 
frQm _Karegnondi, s.tate a.ppr()val _still ne.~decl . 

m_ . (http,l/connectmllve,comistafUdadams11lndex.htmij By Domlntc Adams J dadams6@mllve.~Qm (ht1p:1ieonnectmllve.eoml•ta!l/dadams1/posts.htmij 
·/ffct·, Follow on TWltter [http://www,twllter,eom/domlolcadams] 
',. ,,. -~. on March 25, 2013 at 10:45 PM, updated March 26, 2013 at 1:28 AM 

FLINT, MI - Flint is one step closer to getting it,s water from Lake Huron as patt of the Karegnondi Water Authority. 

The vote, approved 7-1 at the Elint City Council meeting Monday, March 25 

[http://www.mlive.com/news/flint/index,ssf/2.013/03/flint_city_council_again_delay.html], may have set in motion the 
end to Flint paying to get its water from Detroit. 

Under the proposal, Flint would get 16 million gallons per day of raw water from Lake Huron, pipe it to Flint for treatment and then sell it 
to customers throughout the city. Another 2 million gallons per day would come from the Flint River and will be treated in Flint. 

Mayor Dayne Walling said the Department of Em1ronmental Quality must approve Flint's getting 2 million gallons per day from the Flint 
RiYer. 

Tuesday's meeting followed weeks of discussions and special meetings surrounding the resolution. 

"We got there," Councilman Joshua Freeman said. "That's the important thing." 

There were more than 50 people at Monday's meeting. 

• :; , _; :''.Going with KaregrJorn;!i _is the \)est <J.ecision. We have no.opinion on the economics of the decision," said Re~cca Fedewa, Flint River .. , 
' ·• : : i:'(watershed C~litio~ ~xec~tive director. ''If we start dra\,1ng water out of the Flint River, we are at risk of having to start releasing water 

from out· reservoirs." 

Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright said the decision must still be approved by a county \Yater and waste advisor/ board. The 
KWA board will then be reconvened for final approval. 

Wright said construction could start in May. 

State treasu1y officials still must approve the city council's move because Flint has an emergency financial manager. All expenditures over 
$50,000 must be approved. 

Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff"Wright has said thut Fliut would pay roughly $6.4 million annually for water service if it joined 
the pipeline - a nearly $4 million savings on what it pays Detroit for water. 

Walling previously said the city would save $19 million over eight years 
[http:/ /www.mlive.com/news/flint/index,ssf/2013/03/flint_ city_ com1ciCdelays_deci.ht111l] by getting water from the 
KWA. 

''It's a hist01ic night in the City of Flint," Walling said. "The sa,1ngs \~111 be less \\1th the capacity level approved by city council because 
there will be increased treatment cost for the river water," 

He said the DEQ told the city it needed to get 18 million gallons per day or there would have to be additional work done at Flint's water 
plant. 

Flint's water plant and the Flint River is currently the backup for Flint and Genesee County; however, the plant only operates four times 
per rear. 

Councilman Bryant Nolden was the lone dissenting vote. 

http://www.mlive.com/news/flint/index.ssf/2013/03/flint_ city_ council_ approves -'re.html 10/7/2015 
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~rt was a protest vote," Nolden said. "I knew they had enough votes. I just feel like the Flint River is ourbestoption.V 

Karengnondi is the regional water authority that includes Genesee; Lapeer and Sanilac counties and the cities of Flint and Lapeer. 

Flint is the second municipality, behind Genesee County, to officially decide to purchase raw water through the KWA. Lapeer city officials 
said they intend to purchase water, but an agreement has been finalized. 

Dominic Adams is a reporterfo1· MLive-FlintJournal. Contact him at dadams5@mlive.com or 810-241-8803. Follow him on 
Twitte1• [http://www.twitte1•.com/donti1lfoadams], Facebook[Ttttp:j/www.facebook.com/dontinic.adams.1865] or 
Google+ [littps·i//plus.google:co111/103690(172506808729tji1.?1·el=ciuthol']. · 

Related Stories 

-=,--:•.-_..,._ :i Price of Detroit water for Flint is $1 .5 
>, l million a month, mayor says ~~i~~~:<· ·:·::~~ 

='""· I .. 
~ ~ti _···.~·-
'~'"'°·'-""···=;::::,:r...::~ 

Here's how that toxic lead gets into Flint 
water 

[htlp:/Jwww .mlive.com/news/fllnt/index.ssf/2015/10/mayor _ city _a (htlp:/Jwww .mlive.com/news/fllnUlndex,ssf/2015/10/see_step _by_~ 
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GEN£SSe COUNTY 

§ a GENESEE COUNTY DRAIN COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE 

JEFFREY WRIGHT 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

March 26, 2013 

COMMISSIONER 

G·4606 BEECHER ROAD, FLINT, Ml 48532 

PHONE (810) 732-1590 FAX (810) 732-1474 

CONTACT: Jeff Wright 

810-287-1925 

What: Jeff Wright Statement on Fllht City Council Approving Resolution to Join KWA. 

When: March 26, 2013 

ORAIN CONIMlSS!ONER 

Additional Info: Jeff Wright, CEO of the KWA today praised the Flint City Council for voting to approve 

a resolution to officially have the City of Flint join the KWA and its' water line. 

"I have said from the beginnlng that this decision must be made by Flint's City Council and Mayor,'1 said 

Wright. 111 appreciate the council voting the way they did, but even more than that, I am glad the 
resjc,lents of Flint were <!Pie.to ri;:1ve H1(;!ir_ v~l~es. hEic1rd vici .thelr elected officials.''. The next step in. the 

· ·-:·: · : proceS
0

S w·m ~9111~\rvith "th~ KW}\ _Boatd exe~uting t.he ·c~ntract for th~·crty. _:.: · .. ·. · .. · · .. · . · 

('The most important aspect from the vote ls the fact that we as an Authority can move forward 
knowing Flint's intentions," said Wright. 

Despite Emergency Manager Ed Kurtz publicly supporting the project, Wright had made a vote by 

council a condition of Flint joining the KWA so the residents would have their say. 

"There is a basic tenet that government is best when it has focal control. We saw that with the council 

vote. Nobody, whether they five In Ftlnt, Grand Blanc, Davison, Fenton, or anywhere in Genesee County, 

should have these types of decisions made by people who five outside of thelr communlty,11 said Wright. 

At the next Water and Waste Advisory Board meeting a vote will be taken to award a contract for 

construction of the intake portion of the water line. All bids were submitted to the board at their last 
meeting for review. 
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RICK SNYDgR 
GOVERNOR 

Mr. Edward Kmtz 
Emergency Manager 
City of Flint 
1101 South Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 

Dear Mr. Knrtz: 

STATE OF MlCl:-llGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 
LANSING 

ANDY DILLON 
STATE TREASURER 

April 11, 2013 

Thank you for your March 29, 2013 letter, which is attached for reference. As the Emergency 
Manager for the City of Flint ("Flint" or "City''), you have asked for my concurrence, pursuant to 
Public Act 436 of 2012, the Local Financial Stability and Choice Act, to authorize a contract in 
excess of $50,000.00 not subject to competitive bidding. This request was related to the City 
entering into an agreement with the Karegnondi Water Authority (KW A) for provision ofraw 
water for the City. 

In considering your request, I took note of the following facts in support of Flint joining KW A. 
First, there is widespread support in the City for this move, including the support of the Mayor, 

. tp.e City Council} and the Emergency Manager. Second, this move will provide a unique · ·. . • , 
:. ·oppQftt111ityfqr the City ~nd Cqunty to paiJ.neron an importaµt projeyt, which will ho~fuUy lead .: ·.· · · 

· < to fi.tture rngional collaboration. Third, the Depattment of Environmental Quality is supportive of 
the City patticipating in the KW A project. Finally, your representations that this deal will lead to 
substantial savings for the City over the coming decades, savings that are desperately needed to 
help with the turnaround of the City of Flint. 

It is my understanding that the Detroit Water and Sewer Department is making a final best offer 
to Genesee County and the City of Flint next Monday, April 15, 2013. As such, this approval 
will be effective at 5 pm on April 16, 2013 after receiving written notice from the City that either 
no such offer was presented to the county and the City or that an offer was received and was 
rejected in good faith based upon specified objections. 

For the reasons described above and subject to the conditions set forth hereinj pursuant to 
Section 12 (3) of PA 436 of 2012, I am authorizing you to proceed with adopting the resolution 
and entering into a contract with KW A. 

P.O. BOX 30716 • LANSING, MICHIGAN 48909 
www.michlgan.gov/lrea$ury, (517) 373-3200 
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Flint council supports buying water from Lake Huron 
through KW A 

, , t1) [hUp:/lconoeet.mllve.comlsta!l/dadams1/lndex.htmlJ By Oomlnfe Adams I dadams6@mllve.com [hltp:l/eonnect.mllve.com/staffldadams1/posts.htmlJ 
-id{{· Follow on Twfltor [http://www.lwlltw.eom/domlnlca<lams] 
· 1 ·"·' on March 25, 2013 at 7:17 PM, updated March 26, 2013 at 7:43 AM 

FLINT, MI -- Flint residents may soon get their water from Lake Huron. 

The Flint City Council voted 7-1 to get 16 million gallons per day from the Karegnondi Water Authority, 

"This is about compromise," said Councilman Sheldon Neeley. 

Neeley got support from Councilman Joshua Freeman, after the two were previously at odds about the amount the city should \\1thdraw 
from Lake Huron, 

Councilman Bryant Nolden was the lone "no" vote. 

"It was a protest vote," Nolden said. "I just feel like the Flint River is our best option." 

Genesee County Drain Commissioner said construction of the pipeline could start in May. 

She city curre1~tly pays to get its w~ter froill Detroit • 

. '< ":T$t~ti:; !~~~; ;o;c~;;~ ~tu:i n1~stap;rove ih~-city com1~U's ~ove be~~s~ FU~t:has ~~:·e~erge~~y fi~ancial ;~anag~r: ~Iex~e~~itur~ ~V~t_.·. '.:: . 
$50,000 must be approved. 

Dominic Adams is a reporter for .MLive-Fl.int ,lo11rnal, Contact him at dadams5@mlfoe.com or 810-241.8803. Follow him on 
nvittel'D1ttp://www.twitter.com/dominicadams], Face book D1t:tp://www,faccbook.com/domi11ic.ada111s.1865] or 
Google+ [ht:tps://plus.google.com/103690672506808729911?rel=autlw1'], 
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Resolution: 130165.2 

Presented: 3-11-13 

Adopted: 3-25-13 

AMENDED RESOLUTION TO PURCHASE CAPACITY 
FROM KAREGNONDI WATER AUTHORITY 

BY THE MAYOR: 

The Karegnondi Water Authority (KW A) is a governmental consortium of cities and 
counties in southeastern Michigan that was created to build a water pipeline that will provide 
water from Lake Huron to interested communities in Sanilac, Lapeer, and Genesee counties. 
The incorporating bodies that created the KW A are Sanilac County, Lapeer County, Genesee 
County, the City of Flint, and the City of Lapeer. 

The City of Flint is currently in a year to year contract with the City of Detroit for the 
purchase of water. A study was conducted that projected that staying with Detroit will cost the 
region $2.1 billion over the next 25 years. In contrast, if the region builds its own pipeline, the 
projected costs are $1.9 billion over the same period. After the initial 25 year period, the 
projected costs would be less then 25% of the projected water costs from Detroit. 

In order to build the pipeline, the KW A needs commitment from its members regarding 
the capacity that each member will purchase in the pipeline. The KW A is allowed to withdraw 
85 million gallons of water per day. Capacity is available to members in increments of 1 million 
gallons per day known as units. For each unit of capacity that a member purchases, the buyer 
shall pay to the KWA a one time fee of $32,300.00. Additionally, the buyer shall pay to the 
KWA not less then $32,300.00 per unit per year until such time as water is made available to the 
buyer. After water is made available, the buyer shall pay to the KWA an estimated amount not 
to exceed $355,300.00 per unit per year until such time that the bonds are paid in full. If it is 
determined that the costs per unit will exceed $355,300.00 the buyer has a right to cancel the 
contract. 

The purchase of capacity along with the payment of other costs necessary to operate the 
pipeline gives the member a right to water for sale to its customers. The buyer has a right to 
resell capacity and water rights. Each party entering into a capacity contract shall also be 
entitled to appoint additional board members equal to the party's percentage share of the total 
capacity under contract 

The City of Flint has decided that it is in its long term best interests to enter into a 
contract with the KWA to purchase SIXTEEN (16) units of capacity; plus TWO (2) units from 
the Flint River. 



IT IS RESOLVED that City officials are authorized to enter into a contract with KW A 
to purchase SIXTEEN (16) units of capacity, plus TWO (2) units from the Flint River. 

IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Administrator is authorized to provide 
KWA infonnation needed to administer the contract and, with approval of the Chief Legal 
Officer, to make minor (non-material) modifications to the contract. 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

APPROVED BY MAYOR: 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

S :\JP\Ordinanccs and Resos\KWA.03.08.13.doc 

APPROVED AS TO FINANCE: 

Gerald Ambrose 
Finance Director 

APPROVED BY CITY COUNCIL 
ON: March 25, 2013 

~£-)1, -~ 
Inez Brown?} 
Clerk, City of Flint 

APPROVED BY 
CITY COUNCIL 

MAR 2 5 2013 

~

· ~c--··--~- . ---



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lawrence Reynolds < 
Friday, October 23, 2015 11:00 AM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Weber, Travis (GOV); Matt Davis; Chris Kolb; Eric Rothstein; 
Re: Open Meetings and FOIA 

There are statements of fact- "we meet standards " , statements of caution and concern - " we are not 
comfortable with an action and disproportionate assignment of the Borden of proof- " I am right and you have 
no proof for insisting a different course. Additionally ,impacts on environmental healthier differ , depending on 
where you are in your life course and when the health issue manifests itself distal to the insult. And the 
reassurance must be in a climate of trust.No such climate exists in Flint. 

On Friday, October 23, 2015, Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov> wrote: 
I agree with Dr. Reynolds and it is sometimes a fine line to walk between discussing preliminary 
findings/conclusions before validation, and providing public insight into the process underway. People will not 
trust silence but neither will their trust be sustained if public statements of "fact" have to be recanted in the light 
of additional evidence. 

The collective experience of this panel gives comfort that you can keep the balance. 

Again, we thank you for taking this on. 

Rich 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 
On Oct 23, 2015 8: 14 AM, Lawrence Reynolds - wrote: 
I am working on getting coverage for our annual conference to participate. I would prefer to call in. 
Please keep in mind, our government agencies have insisted they are operating within the letter of the law and 
regulations. This position has been used to ignore citizen and non- governmental concerns for several months. 
We should consider the balance we must maintain. The last thing we need are the same spokespeople who 
dismissed those concerns speaking for this advisory task force.Perception is based in reality. 
We also need to identify the overlap of our work and the other reviews going on and what will make our review 
distinctive. 

On Thursday, October 22, 2015, Ken Sikkema 
wrote: 
Thank you .. 

Ken 

On Thursday, October 22, 2015, Weber, Travis (GOV) <WeberT 
.gov> wrote: 
I would be happy to do so. 

Travis W. Weber 
Deputy Legal Counsel 
Executive Office of the Governor 

> 



111 South Capitol A venue 
P.O. Box 30013 
Lansing, MI 48909 
517.241.5630 

On Oct 22, 2015, at 12:18 PM, Ken Sikkema 

Travis: 

Would you be available next Wed (Oct 28) at approximately 10 am to provide a briefing to the Flint Water Task 
Force members on the Open Meetings Act and FOIA and answer questions? 

We are planning to meet at PSC offices in downtown Lansing--230 North Washington, 3rd floor.. 

Thank you in advance ... 

Ken Sikkema 

On Thu, Oct 22, 2015 at 10:53 AM, Weber, Travis (GOV) 
<Vv eberT7 (a;michigan.gov<mailto: Vv eberT71g;michigan.gov> > wrote: 
Senator, 
Happy to help with this issue. I would prefer to do so over the phone or in person, but am happy to answer 
questions and give a brief lay of the OMA/FOIA land if you'd prefer over email. 

Travis W. Weber 
Deputy Legal Counsel 
Executive Office of the Governor 
111 South Capital A venue 
P.O. Box 30013 
Lansing , Michigan 48909 
517.24 l .5630<tel:517.24 l .5630>, WeberT7(ZzJrnichigan.gov<mailto:WeberT7@rnichiwm.gov> 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 22 2015 9:49 AM 
To: 'Ken Sikkema' Weber, Travis (GOV) 

1<\VeberT7@michi oan.nov<mailto:WeberT7@.michigan. oov> > -------------------------.... -.• ---------------.z:;t. ....... t;,....... ------------------------,-_-..,.,..·-------------'---------W------

Cc: Chris Kolb ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Matt Davis 
Lawrence Reynolds 

; Eric Rothstei-

Subject: RE: Open Meetings and FOIA 

Ken: 

I think Travis Weber in our Legal Office is best positioned and am copying him here. I believe that this body 
would function under the same EO privilege that the Council for Law Enforcement And Reinvention (CLEAR) 
functions. Because it is advisory to the governor only, and not a body enabled under statute, it is not subject to 
OMA But I am not the Attorney here. Over to Travis. 
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Rich 

From: Ken Sikkema [mailto
Sent: Thursday, October 22, ~ 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Cc: Chris Kolb; Matt Davis; Lawrence Reynolds; Eric Rothstein 
Subject: Open Meetings and FOIA 

Rich: 

I'm feeling the need to have a better understanding of how these statutes apply--or don't apply--to the work of 
the Task Force and what alternatives the Task Force might want to utilize to address any criticism. Could you 
put me in touch with someone who can walk me through this a bit? 

Thanks 

Ken Sikkema 
Senior Policy Fellow 
Public Sector Consultants 
PH: 5 l 7-484-4954<tel: 517-484-4954> 

Ken Sikkema 
Senior Policy Fellow 
Public Sector Consultants 
PH: 517-484-4954 

Ken Sikkema 
Senior Policy Fellow 
Public Sector Consultants 
PH: 517-484-4954 

Lawrence Reynolds 

Lawrence Reynolds 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Flint Water 

Eric Rothstein 
Friday, October , 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 
[Flint Water Advisory Task Force] FW: Open Meetings and FOIA 

11!] ~1 ·· Eric Rothstein posted a new message 

This e-mail is simply to archive the e-mail exchange below on our Basecamp site. 

- Eric 

Eric P. Rothstein, CPA 

GLWA Implementation Planning Program Manager 

Galardi Rothstein Group - Principal 

3300 N. Lake Shore Drive, Unit 6C 

Chicago, IL 60657 

iPhone: 

E-Mail: 

Web: 

From: Laurence Reynolds > 

Date: Friday, October 23, 2015 at 10:00 AM 

To: Rich Baird > 

Cc: "Weber, Travis (GOV)">, "Matthew M. Davis">, Chris Kolb>, Eric Rothstein>, Ken Sikkema> 

Subject: Re: Open Meetings and FOIA 

There are statements of fact- "we meet standards " , statements of caution and concern - " we are not 

comfortable with an action and disproportionate assignment of the Borden of proof- " I am right and 

you have no proof for insisting a different course. Additionally ,impacts on environmental healthier 

differ , depending on where you are in your life course and when the health issue manifests itself distal 

to the insult. And the reassurance must be in a climate of trust.No such climate exists in Flint. 

On Friday, October 23, 2015, Baird, Richard (GOV) > wrote: 

I agree with Dr. Reynolds and it is sometimes a fine line to walk between discussing preliminary 

findings/conclusions before validation, and providing public insight into the process underway. People 

will not trust silence but neither will their trust be sustained if public statements of "fact" have to be 



recanted in the light of additional evidence. 

The collective experience of this panel gives comfort that you can keep the balance. 

Again, we thank you for taking this on. 

Rich 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

On Oct 23, 2015 8:14 AM, Lawrence Reynolds> wrote: 

I am working on getting coverage for our annual conference to participate. I would prefer to call in. 

Please keep in mind, our government agencies have insisted they are operating within the letter of the 

law and regulations.This position has been used to ignore citizen and non- governmental concerns for 

several months. We should consider the balance we must maintain.The last thing we need are the 

same spokespeople who dismissed those concerns speaking for this advisory task force.Perception is 

based in reality. 

We also need to identify the overlap of our work and the other reviews going on and what will make our 

review distinctive. 

On Thursday, October 22, 2015, Ken Sikkema >> wrote: 

Thank you .. 

Ken 

On Thursday, October 22, 2015, Weber, Travis (GOV) wrote: 

I would be happy to do so. 

Travis W. Weber 

Deputy Legal Counsel 

Executive Office of the Governor 

111 South Capitol Avenue 

P.O. Box 30013 

Lansing, Ml 48909 

517.241.5630 

On Oct 22, 2015, at 12:18 PM, Ken Sikkema>> wrote: 

Travis: 

Would you be available next Wed (Oct 28) at approximately 10 am to provide a briefing to the Flint 

Water Task Force members on the Open Meetings Act and FOIA and answer questions? 

We are planning to meet at PSC offices in downtown Lansing-230 North Washington, 3rd floor .. 

2 



Thank you in advance ... 

Ken Sikkema 

On Thu, Oct 22, 2015 at 10:53 AM, Weber, Travis (GOV)>> wrote: 

Senator, 

Happy to help with this issue. I would prefer to do so over the phone or in person, but am happy to 

answer questions and give a brief lay of the OMA/FOIA land if you'd prefer over email. 

Travis W. Weber 

Deputy Legal Counsel 

Executive Office of the Governor 

111 South Capital Avenue 

P.O. Box 30013 

Lansing , Michigan 48909 

517 .241. 5630, .: .. :.:: ... :.: ... :;.:.: .. : .. :.:•.:.:::•.: .. ::.:::.::.,:::•.::.: .. ;.,:.:.::.:. 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:49 AM 

To: 'Ken Sikkema' >>; Weber, Travis (GOV) >> 

Cc: Chris Kolb>>; Matt Davis>>; Lawrence Reynolds >>; Eric Rothstein >> 

Subject: RE: Open Meetings and FOIA 

Ken: 

I think Travis Weber in our Legal Office is best positioned and am copying him here. I believe that this 

body would function under the same EO privilege that the Council for Law Enforcement And 

Reinvention (CLEAR) functions. Because it is advisory to the governor only, and not a body enabled 

under statute, it is not subject to OMA. But I am not the Attorney here. Over to Travis. 

Rich 

From: Ken Sikkema [mailto: 

Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:19 AM 

To: Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Cc: Chris Kolb; Matt Davis; Lawrence Reynolds; Eric Rothstein 

Subject: Open Meetings and FOIA 

Rich: 

I'm feeling the need to have a better understanding of how these statutes apply-or don't apply-to the 

work of the Task Force and what alternatives the Task Force might want to utilize to address any 

criticism. Could you put me in touch with someone who can walk me through this a bit? 

Thanks 

3 



Ken Sikkema 

Senior Policy Fellow 

Public Sector Consultants 

PH: 517-484-4954 

Ken Sikkema 

Senior Policy Fellow 

Public Sector Consultants 

PH: 517-484-4954 

Ken Sikkema 

Senior Policy Fellow 

Public Sector Consultants 

PH: 517-484-4954 

This message was sent to Chris f<_oib, Dana Puiver, Deborah Higgins. Eric Rothstein, Ken Sikkema. Larry Reynolds, Matt Davis, 
Micheie VanSickle, Rich Baird, and Tracey Poteat 

Stop rece:ving emails when comments are posted to this message. Prefer plain text ernaiis? 

Delivered by 
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From: Davis, Matthew (Matt) < 

Sent: Monday, October 26, 2015 9:17 PM 

To: 
Cc: 

Eric Rothstein; Ken Sikkema; Chris Kolb; Lawrence Reynolds 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Goals for Task Force 

Attachments: Flint Water Task Force.draftscope.211015_MMD.docx 

Team -

Please find my initial draft of questions for us to consider, added to Ken's draft that he circulated earlier. 

For our agenda on Wed, I would highlight the importance of: 
1-0MA/FOIA 
2 - Our need for awareness about others' assessments in this same space - although there is virtually no way that we will be 
fully aware of all others' activities (investigatory, journalistic, legal) in this arena, being aware of the "official" inquiries may 
potentially assist us in tapping others' fact-finding (e.g., MDEQ's internal review to be completed within 30 days). We need a 
"map" (or perhaps a Venn diagram). 
3 - As this is still a new group, it may be helpful for us to take 5 mins to share what, for each of us, would represent "success" 
in the deliverables for this task force. 

An additional question about logistics: 
Are we anticipating the need to keep our own minutes - and if yes, should we rotate that role? Or is there the possibility of 
having a staff member dedicated to this purpose - perhaps from PSC, or the Env Council, or my research unit at UM (or 
elsewhere), with modest support for this purpose from the Gav's office? 

Matt 

From: Eric Rothstein -
Date: Monday, October 26, 2015 at 6:44 PM 
To: 'Ken Sikkema' , Chris Kolb 

Cc: Richard Baird <bairdr(@michigan.gov> 
Subject: Re: Goals for Task Force 

Y'all, 

MM Davis 

Without having had an opportunity to review Ken's contribution, I thought I would pass along my initial cut at some thoughts 
on questions I work plan for your review and consideration. I would like to flesh this out further but this may give some idea 
of the questions I approach ideas that arose during my weekend reading sessions. 

As for agenda ideas, a few items - some of which have already been noted: 

• Basecamp orientation (5 min) 
• OMA I FOIA review (already identified) 
• Protocol for addressing issues that may identify potential liabilities 
• Defining how our review differs/complements/ etc the seeming multitude of other reviews 
• Calendar 



Lastly, a couple of clarifications I apologies regarding Basecamp: 

1. By way of apology, I live under the illusion that my home is in Chicago and so my computer is set to Central Standard 
Time. On my calendar, our meeting on Wed. shows up as 10:00 a.m. but I think Basecamp converted it to 11:00 EST 
on your machines. My apologies for the confusion - and thanks to Ken for the correction. 

2. We have set up 2 projects (so far) in Basecamp. The first is just for us - the Flint Water Advisory Task Force (and Rich 
B.). I thought this might be useful if we wanted to be able to have exchanges among the core task force 
membership. The second project, Flint Water Review, includes everyone that was on the earlier distributed roster 
(and their aides). Sorry for any confusion there. 

I will also post the attached to the task force project - and hope to have some further thoughts /revisions tomorrow night. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

-Eric 

Eric P. Rothstein, CPA 
GLWA Implementation Planning Program Manager 
Galardi Rotllstein Group - Principal 
3300 N. Lake Shore Drive, Unit 6C 
Chicago, IL 60657 

iPhone:•••••• 
E-Mail:······
Web: www.gr-rJ-ltd.corn 

From: Ken Sikkema 
Date: Monday, October 26, 2015 at 10:02 AM 

To: Chris Kolb ~~~~:~::::::~·~·M;at~t;h.ew~M~. ~Dlalv~is~" 
Laurence Reynolds 

Cc: Rich Baird <bairdr(d)michigan.gov>, "Madhu R. Anderson" <AndersonM30@michigan.gov> 

Subject: Goals for Task Force 

All: 

Eric Rothstein 

Attached please find my thinking about what should be reviewed under each major goal. .. l am sure this is not complete and 
not wedded to any of this, but wanted to get this in front of everyone as you think about it yourself ... 

Just a reminder .... please do something similar and send to Chris and I prior to end of today ... also, your thoughts on agenda for 
Wed am at lOam .. . 

I'm not up-to-speed on BaseCamp yet, so am doing it this way for now ... 

Thank you. 

Ken Sikkema 
Senior Policy Fellow 
Public Sector Consultants 
PH: 



********************************************************** 
Electronic Mail is not secure, may not be read every day, and should not be used for urgent or sensitive issues 



(DRAFT) 
FLINT WATER ADVISORY TASK FORCE 

AFTER-ACTION REVIEW 

The Flint Water Task Force is an independent advisory panel appointed by Governor 
Rick Snyder charged with reviewing actions regarding water use and testing in Flint and 
with offering recommendations for future guidelines to protect the health and safety of 
all state residents. 

The task force expects to summarize its work in a report to be presented to Governor 
Rick Snyder within ninety (90) days. 

GOALS 

The Flint Water Task Force's goals are as follows: 

• Complete a thorough review of all steps taken by state and local officials 
regarding the decision to switch the City of Flint's water source to the Flint River 
from the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department's system (DWSD). 

Produce a timeline of actions 
i. Include in this timeline the activity and information provided by •- - - -{ Formatted 

~~~~~~~~~~~----

ind iv id u a Is and entities "outside" of government, such as those by 
Marc Edwards, Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha, and others. 

ii. Also include in the timeline: when the decision had been made to 
use DWSD water (ie, for how long had Flint used DWSD); whether 
there had been previous concerns raised about water quality/safety 
in Flint with DWSD as source 

_-_Establish why each action was taken 
i. Were decisions and actions based on adequate and relevant •- - -1 Formatted 

~~~~~~~~~~~----

information? If not, why not? 
ii. Who was responsible for making decisions about the switch to Flint 

River? Were there other individuals who should have been 
involved who were not? 

iii. Were there individuals who were involved in the decision to switch 
to the Flint River who should not have been? 

iv. If decisions and actions were wrong, why were they wrong? 
What steps could have been taken that might have preventing the problem 
from occurring? 
Are there examples from other cities (eg, District of Columbia) that 
could/should have provided guidance or cautionary tales? If yes, were 
there indications that personnel involved in the switch to Flint River were 
aware of such examples?, _____________________________________ _ -1 

~~~~~~~~~~~-----
Deleted:. 

Did "early warning signs" occur that were either ignored or simply not 
viewed as reasons for concern? 

October 21, 2015, Draft 



If "early warning signs" were observed - who observed them and to whom 
were they reported? Were such signs part of routine surveillance or ad 
hoc surveillance/measurements? 
Was there a way to test the switch to the Flint River as a drinking water 
source. including testing at the faucet. prior to full implementation? 
The preceding question presumes that there may be protocols in place to 
test water at its source and also at its destination - did such protocols 
exist in Flint with the switch to Flint River? If yes. were they followed and 
what was found; and if they exist but were not followed, why not? 
What was the status of the Flint Water Treatment Plant prior to the switch? 
Was it being utilized? Sitting idle? What is current status of the plant. now 
that switch has been made back to DWSD? 

• Review the roles of the federal, state, and local officials in the decision-making 
process 

Is it clear who is responsible to ensure safe drinking water? 
Is it clear what should be done and by whom in certain situations - eg. 
when water sources are changed? when concerns are raised about water 
safety/purity? 

_- _ Identify best practices for federal, state, and local officials to work together 
in future similar situations 
Identify existing responsibility I accountability across different agencies 
within government levels (federal. state. local) vis-a-vis HEAL TH (eg. 
MDHHS) versus WATER QUALITY/SAFETY (eg. MDEQ) 
Evaluate where coordination between these entities could have been 
better, and how it could be improved 
How did the hybrid local/state model of decision-making in Flint under a 
state-appointed emergency manager affect the responsiveness and 
decision-making regarding the Flint River?. __________________________ - 1~~-oe_1e_t_ed_=~~~~~~~----

Evaluate federal, state. and local response to other entities and individuals 
who were testing Flint drinking water in substance. timing. and tone 
What would have happened-if anything-if private testing had not been 
done and results made ublic or shared with ublic entities? __ - -{ Formatted: Font: (Default) Arial, 12 pt 

Have other cities in the United States experienced similar problems? How 
did they address them? Can we learn from these other experiences? 

• Review federal, state, and local actions.,._l'.)rote>~~ls, and laws _______________ -~ _ -1 __ o_e_1e_te_d_: _an_d~~~~~~~~ 
_-_Determine whether the proper procedures were followed 

Assuming proper procedures were not followed .... if they had been 
followed. would the problem have been prevented? 
Where proper EXISTING procedures WERE followed ... were there gaps 
in implementation, surveillance, and/or response? 

_- _ Identify which procedures should be changed 

October 21, 2015, Draft 



Identify where federal/state/local law related to drinking water is 
inadequate to protect public health 

i. For example, do public water supplies "meet" federal and state• - - - q Formatted 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

drinking water standards based on testing when water leaves the 
treatment plant versus at the point at which people actually drink 
it-i.e., from the faucet? 

ii. What is the Lead and Copper Rule? 
1. How often has Lead and Copper Rule been updated? When• - - - q Formatted 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

was most recent update? 
2. Is it clear and understandable? 
3. Are testing methods clear? Are there more than one? If more 

than one, why? 
4. Do tests take too long in terms of when and how often they 

are done? If yes, what remedies exist to address the need 
for a) more rapid processing, b) more frequent sampling, c) 
safeguarding human health while testing is being 
completed? 

5. Do any states/local governments have different-Le., 
tougher-standards? Had such standards been considered 
for Flint? if yes, why were they not implemented? If no, why 
not? 

iii. Is therescientific/engineering/public health dispute as to best• - - - q Formatted 
>===~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

approach to ensuring safe drinking water?._ ____________________ _ - q Formatted: Font: (Default) Arial, 12 pt 

• Monitor and review the process, procedures, and protocols being followed as the 
City of Flint returns to the DWSD system 

_-_Ensure that proper corrosion controls and testing are in place 
i. Is it clear what constitutes "proper" corrosion control? Is "proper" •- - - q Formatted 

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

corrosion control the same as "optimized" (current EPA language) 
corrosion control? 

ii. Is "optimized" a measure of corrosion (ie, in the water flowing 
through the pipes) or of the impact on human health? 

iii. How long will such corrosion control be utilized? 
iv. What monitoring is currently in place for potential impact of the 

corrosion control on human health in Flint? 
_-_Highlight the appropriate actions that the City of Flint should follow when 

the future switch is made to the Karegnondi Water Authority's system 
i. Which components of the local/state/federal plans for monitoring 

water safety/quality and impact on human health after the switch back to 
DWSD are appropriate for any future switches in water source (including 
planned switch to Karegnondi)? 

ii. Are there modifications to the current local/state/federal steps 
that would be appropriate for future switches in water source, in the 
judgment of this task force? 

• Assess future practices 
Highlight practices that should change for communities in similar situations 

October 21, 2015, Draft 



_-_Recommend changes in law, procedure, or practice to ensure all 
Michiganders are drinking safe water 

• Is Flint an indication of wider drinking water infrastructure problems in Michigan? ~- - - i~F_o_rm_a_tt_e_d ________ ~ 
• Are there communities in Ml that regularly perform corrosion control on their 

water supply? 
• Does MDEQ regularly perform (or require local water authorities to perform) 

assessments of the quality of local water for human consumption? 
• Does MDHHS or MDEQ regularly perform (or require local water or health 

authorities to perform) assessments of water from the tap in homes within their 
jurisdictions? 

• Does MDHHS or MDEQ regularly perform (or require local water or health 
authorities to perform) assessments of water from fountains in schools 
(especially elementary schools) within their jurisdictions? 

• Does the task force have recommendations regarding routine testing of Michigan 
children for lead? If yes, do such recommendations match federal and state 
recommendations - and if not, how would the task force recommend modifying 
the existing recommendations? 

~ ________________________________________________________________ :::: < -1 Formatted: Font: (Default) Arial, 12 pt 

~ 1 Formatted: Normal, No bullets or numbering 

October 21, 2015, Draft 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

All: 

Ken Sikkema 

Tuesday, October 27, 2015 12:04 PM 

Chris Kolb; Eric Rothstein; Matt Davis; Lawrence Reynolds 

Baird, Richard (GOV); Weber, Travis (GOV); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Anderson, Madhu 

(DEQ) 

Suggested Agenda for 10-28-15 meeting 
Agenda 10-28-15.docx 

See attached for a suggested agenda ... any suggestions are welcome ... we can also review at beginning of 
meeting for any changes ... I'm thinking 2 hour meeting ... 

Ken Sikkema 
Senior Policy Fellow 
Public Sector Consultants 



Flint Water Task Force 

October 28, 2015 

10:00-12:00 

1. Review Agenda 

2. Open Meetings Act and FOIA 

Travis Weber-Governor's Office 

3. Review Goals, Questions, Work Plan 

Q. What Represents "Success" to each of us? (Per Matt Davis) 

Q. Review of comments, questions and suggestions submitted by Task Force members 

• Eric Rothstein's Framework 

• Dr. Reynolds Questions 

• Ken Sikkema Questions 

Q. Calendar-Le., work schedule 

4. Other federal, state, and local assessments-how to coordinate, utilize, and 

complement? Does this Task Force have a unique role? 

5. Logistics of Task Force 

• Minutes 

• Meetings 

• Other? 

6. Basecamp Orientation 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Murray, David (GOV) 

Thursday, November 26, 2015 12:47 PM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Ken Sikkema 

Subject: RE: You may want to invite this lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force 

is transparent 

/\bsolutely. Whatever the task force wants. Happy to help. 

Can I get sorr1e of the specifics about what it wants me to convey? 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, November 26, 2015 12:43 PM 
To: Murray, David (GOV) <MurrayDl@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Ken Sikkema 
Subject: Fwd: You may want to invite this lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force is transparent 

Could we get some social media support for this if Task Force sees it as advisable? Dec. 2. 

Rich 

Sent.from my v"erizon ·wireless 4G LTE DROID 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Lawrence Reynolds 
Date: Nov 26, 2015 9:03 AM 
Subject: Fwd: You may want to invite this lad 
To: Base Camp Email 

to show her our task force is transparent 
'Scorsone, Eric" 

••••••••••••Ken Sikkema 
••••••••••IEric Rothstein 

Happy Thanksgiving all.Looks like there is sneed for a media update. 
You may hear some grumbles about the pre-registration requirement for the Listening Session 12/2 at 
Mott.This was based on logistical considerations - availability, cost, safety and secure parking.Also, to give 40 
people 2-3 minutes to speak will require 80-120 minutes time and this does not lend itself to an open town hall 
meeting format if we are going to effectively listen to and discuss with participants. 
I would suggest that we use funds to record and transcribe these session and a video of it be available on a 
website ,open to the public.See below. 
We will need some help with hosting ,identifying speakers, bringing the microphone to them, registration, 
etc .Would this be a role for MSU? This group should make an effort to reflect the diversity of Flint. 
For video recordin consider Paul Herrin S ectacleProductions, 405 University Blvd ,Flint, 

ell office 
\VVv~v. spectacleproductions. com . 
If we have more registrants than space , we can put them on the list for subsequent meetings which must occur 
in a timely manner. 
If we consider other sites, consider the requirements for public buildings in regard to open meetings. 



It may be time to officially contact Mayor Weaver about our plans and suggest to the Governor that we need 
an official representative to clarify our role and our intent to not conflict with the Mayor's public 
meetings.Perhaps, we need to be available to attend some of her meetings to listen also. 
Finally, our electrical power was shut off for maintenance that had to be completed before freezing weather so 
phones and computers were down. We will be open for business Monday 12/30. 
We are operating on a tight timeline and will need more resources and some media support to reflect the 
Governor's concern adequately to the citizens of Flint. 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Lawrence Reynolds~ 
Date: Thursday, November 26, 2015 
Subject: You may want to invite this lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force is transparent 
To: Kirk Smith <ksrnith@flint.org> 

I agree with most of her statements and I hope her organization will vigorously share their position with the 
Governor and the legislature.It is true that the Flint Water Advisory Task Force has a much more limited 
scope as an advisory body and has no legal authority.I hope Common Cause will also do a legal analysis 
of the emergency manager laws ,policies ,and procedure and inform the public. 

On Wednesday, November 25, 2015, Kirk Smith <ksmith@.flint.org> wrote: 

Here is a link to her phone number: 

http://www.coff1rnoncause.org/state~Jrnichigan/about/staff~directory/ 

Sorry for the duplicate emails, I just don't like how she lumped you and your task force into the "other" bucket. 

From: Kirk Smith <ksrnith@flint.org> 
Date: Wednesday, November 25, 2015 at 11:54 AM 
To: Lreynolds 
Subject: You may want to invite this lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force is transparent 

See the link: 

http:/ hvww.mlive.corn/opinion/index.ssf/2015/lliwhats behind state governrnent.htrnl#incart river horne 

I can't imagine she picked up the phone to call you or the other four people before she wrote this? 

Kirk 

Lawrence Reynolds 

Lawrence Reynolds 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Murray, David (GOV) 
Thursday, November 26, 2015 12:53 PM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 
RE: You may want to invite this lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force is 
transparent 

Happy to help. We prornised full cooperation. 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Sent: Thursday, November 26, 2015 12:51 PM 
To: Murray, David (GOV) <MurrayDl@michigan.gov> 

Cc: Ken Sikkema ••••••••• 
Subject: RE: You may want to invite this lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force is transparent 

I think they need videographer and editing for future posting. Larry's request has not yet been discussed by the 
TF which is why I only cc'd chair Sikkema. 

Sent.from my Verizon FVireless 4G LTE DROJD 
On Nov 26, 2015 11:46 AM, "Murray, David (GOV)" <MurravD1<i:~michigan.gov> wrote: 

Absolutel,t VVhatever the task force wants. Happy to help. 

Can I get some of the specifics about what it wants rr1e to convey? 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Sent: Thursday, November 26, 2015 12:43 PM 
To: Murray, David (GOV) <MurravD1(i.i:imichigan.gov> 

Cc: Ken Sikkema<-
Subject: Fwd: You~ lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force is transparent 

Could we get some social media support for this if Task Force sees it as advisable? Dec. 2. 

Rich 

Sentfrom my Verizon FVireless 4G LTE DROID 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Lawrence Reynolds~ 
Date: Nov 26, 2015 9:03 ~ 



Subject: Fwd: You may want to invite this lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force is transparent 
To: Base Cam Email ,"Scorsone, Eric" 

-'Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bairdr(a>michigan.gov> 
Cc: 

Happy Thanksgiving all.Looks like there is sneed for a media update. 

Ken Sikkema 

You may hear some grumbles about the pre-registration requirement for the Listening Session 12/2 at 
Mott.This was based on logistical considerations - availability, cost, safety and secure parking.Also, to give 
40 people 2-3 minutes to speak will require 80-120 minutes time and this does not lend itself to an open town 
hall meeting format if we are going to effectively listen to and discuss with participants. 

I would suggest that we use funds to record and transcribe these session and a video of it be available on a 
website ,open to the public.See below. 

We will need some help with hosting ,identifying speakers, bringing the microphone to them, registration, 
etc .Would this be a role for MSU? This group should make an effort to reflect the diversity of Flint. 

For video recording ,consider Paul Herring, SpectacleProductions, 405 University Blvd ,Flint, 

•••••••••••••••••••cell office 

\V\V'vv._spect a cleprnducti ons. com . 

If we have more registrants than space , we can put them on the list for subsequent meetings which must 
occur in a timely manner. 

If we consider other sites, consider the requirements for public buildings in regard to open meetings. 

It may be time to officially contact Mayor Weaver about our plans and suggest to the Governor that we need 
an official representative to clarify our role and our intent to not conflict with the Mayor's public 
meetings.Perhaps, we need to be available to attend some of her meetings to listen also. 

Finally, our electrical power was shut off for maintenance that had to be completed before freezing weather so 
phones and computers were down. We will be open for business Monday 12/30. 

We are operating on a tight timeline and will need more resources and some media support to reflect the 
Governor's concern adequately to the citizens of Flint. 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Lawrence Reynolds 
Date: Thursday, November 26, 2015 
Subject: You ma want to invite this lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force is transparent 
To: Kirk Smith 

I agree with most of her statements and I hope her organization will vigorously share their position with the 
Governor and the legislature.It is true that the Flint Water Advisory Task Force has a much more limited 
scope as an advisory body and has no legal authority.I hope Common Cause will also do a legal analysis 
of the emergency manager laws ,policies ,and procedure and inform the public. 
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On Wednesday, November 25, 2015, Kirk Smith <ksmith@flint.org> wrote: 

Here is a link to her phone number: 

http:i /www.cornrnoncause.org/states/rnichiganiabout/staff~directory/ 

Sorry for the duplicate emails, I just don't like how she lumped you and your task force into the "other" bucket. 

From: Kirk Smith <ksmith@flint.org> 
Date: Wednesday, November 25, 2015 at 11:54 AM 
To: Lreynolds 

Subject: You may want to invite this lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force is transparent 

See the link: 

http:i /w1Nw.mlive.com/opinion/index.ssf/2015/11/whats behind state governrnent.html#incart river home 

I can't imagine she picked up the phone to call you or the other four people before she wrote this? 

Kirk 

Lawrence Reynolds 

Lawrence Reynolds 

3 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Murray, David (GOV) 

Thursday, December 03, 2015 10:43 PM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Subject: FW: ACTION NEEDED on Flint water documents 

Sorry I left you off the list on this one, Rich. I'll make sure you get anything Flint rel a led here on out. 

From: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, December 03, 2015 9:47 PM 
To: Murray, David (GOV) <MurravDl@michigan.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: ACTION NEEDED on Flint water documents 

Can you make sure Rich gets all things flint water related? 

Thanks!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bairdr(i11.michigan.gov> 
Date: December 3, 2015 at 5:21 :23 PM EST 
To: "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <ckmente@michigan.gov> 
Subject: Re: Fwd: ACTION NEEDED on Flint water documents 

I would like to be on dist. list. Thanks. 

Sentfrom my Verizon l--Vireless 4G LIE DROID 
On Dec 3, 2015 2:39 PM, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <clernente(ff)J11ichigan.gov> wrote: 

Do you want to be on these emails or do you prefer I forward them separately to you? Trying to be 
respectful of your role with the after action team. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Murray, David (GOV)" <ry[µr:niyPJ@n1iJ;_bigf!n,gQ_y> 
Date: December 3, 2015 at 12:43:51 PM EST 
To: "Snyder, Rick (GOV)" 
Cc: "Scott, Allison (GOV)" <';<.~_QJJ.:JJ)_,q;1_rn_o;;,_Jg1u.LgQ_y>, "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" 
<AgenJ@michigan.gov>, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored@rnichigan.gov>, 
"Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <c1emente@;rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: ACTION NEEDED on Flint water documents 

(3ood afternoon (3overnor, 



Sony for the quick turnaround time on this, but DH}iS is hoping to issue the release this 
afternoon to avoid issuing ne,vs on Friday. The DHHS team has answered the questions 
and n1ade significant revisions lo the press release at my request. 1 think this is fiu- 1nore 
reader friendly and people focused 

Here are the specific ansv,iers to the questions: 

Do the elevated lead levels stick with a person for life? 

We do see blood lead levels decrease after education takes place and exposure to lead 
sources is reduced. The purpose of screening children for lead is to identify those with 
elevated levels. Removing potential sources of lead exposure and ensuring proper 
nutrition and healthcare leads to decreases in blood lead levels in follow-up testing, 
which is an important part of case management. Lead has a half-life in blood of 
approximately 25 days; in soft tissue, about 40 days; and in the non-labile portion of 
bone, more than 25 years. 

Why do the lead levels spike on a seasonal basis? 

When reviewing historical trend data, the risk of lead exposure is highest during the 
third quarter of each year - July through September. Seasonal variation is the result of a 
number of factors including increased exposure to lead in dust and soil in the summer 
months. 

DHHS is requesting to issue this at 2 p.m. with Dr. \Vells available to ansv,ier questions. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Dave 

The notifications will be timed as follows: 

1:30 p.m. 



• Send final embargoed release and summary report to: 

o Genesee County Health Department - Geralyn Lasher 
o Dr. Mona Hannah-Attisha - Geralyn Lasher 
o Task Force Members - Geralyn Lasher 
o City of Flint Mayor's Office - Geralyn Lasher 
o Congress and legislature - Elizabeth Hertel 

2p.m. 

• Issue press release and summary report 
• Post press release and summary report to MDHHS website newsroom and Flint 

Water website, v,/vvw.michigan.gov/flintv-/ater 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions, edits or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Jennifer Eisner 

Public Information Officer 

Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 

Office: 517-241-2112 or Eisner.:?Dmichir!mu!ov 

Cell:-



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Thursday, December 10, 2015 12:35 PM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 

RE: Fwd: FWATF Proposal 

Thanks. I have some questions on what you sent. Should I contact Capt. Kelenske? 

Chris De Witt 
De Witt Communications 
P.O. Box 4952 
East Lansing, MI 48826 
517-339-1700 office 

cell 

-------- Original Message -------
Subject: Fwd: FWATF Proposal 
From: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bairdr@)rnichigan.gov> 
Date: Thu, December 10 2015 11 :28 am 
To: Chris De Witt 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Kelenske, Chris (MSP)" <.K~1-©n$ck©_C_@_r:o_[i.;:.b)_g_i;!JJ,_g_Qy> 
Date: Dec 10, 2015 10: 50 AM 
Subject: FWATF Proposal 
To: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <_p_9_lr_d.t:@JJJj_~_b_i_gf!.O_,_g_QV> 
Cc: "Etue, Kriste (MSP)" <EtueK@m_ichigan.gov>,"Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente@)rnichigan.gov> ,"Gorski, Gary (MSP)" <GorskiG~1,michigan,gov> 

Rich 

I have located $25,000 to assist in paying for the FWATF communications needs. I would like 
added to the scope of work for them to update the Local Emergency Operations Support Plan (Pub 
204) and train and exercise the plan with appropriate personnel. I attached the template we 
provide locals to use in developing the plan. Flint has a plan in place but with everything going on 
and based on interactions recently I am not convinced it is followed or if they even know about it. 
I am certain the new Mayor is not aware of the Local Support Plan. 

Please let me know if you need additional on this or have questions. 

Chris 



Capt. Chris A. Kelenske 

Deputy State Director/Commander 

Emergency Management and Homeland Security Division 

Michigan State Police 

4000 Collins Road 

Lansing, MI 48910 

(517) 333-5042 

"A PROUD tradition of SERVICE through EXCELLENCE, INTEGRITY, and COURTESY." 

[cid: imaqe001. png@Ol D06AF2.CCC978DO] <http://www. mi ,gov/mspjobs>; 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Meegan Holland < 
Wednesday, December 23, 2015 8:10 PM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Re: Role 

DRAFT flint water communicatios plan.docx 

Here is a rough draft of a communications plan for the next several days. I came up with what may be a bizarre 
idea - creating a Healthy Water communications team (potentially made up of Ron and Mel). You'll see it 
addressed in the plan. It'll temporarily fill the vacuum left by Brad and circumvent, frankly, the team in place at 
DHHS. Dave and I have tried to humanize their press releases, to little avail. What ends up going out is 
jargonish and institutional. The Healthy Water team would free the DHHS staff up to message on issues other 
than Flint water, yet Ron and Mel would still work with them to ensure accuracy. 

I'm not easily offended, Rich, so if you think this plan is hooey or it's not what you need, let me know and I'll 
take another shot. 

-Meegan 

On Wed, Dec 23, 2015 at 4:51 PM, Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr(ff)J11ichigan.gov> wrote: 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <b~i_:r_dr:C@_m_ir,:hig1111,_g\:r•v'> 
Date: Dec 23, 2015 1:04 PM 
Subject: Role 
To: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <l}Q_ll_i_11_~h@mi_0h_igm1,_gQy> 
Cc: 

Meegan Holland 
Mobile:••••• 
Twitter: @meholland 



DRAFT: FLINT WATER PLAN 

Thursday, Dec. 24: Gov. calls Karen Weaver to set up a meeting 

Talking points: 

I've read the draft of a report from the state's Office of the Auditor General and I've been briefed on the 

task force's progress in its ongoing investigation. 

I want to work together with you to get this problem solved. As partners, we can get resources in place 

more quickly. 

I want to assure you this isn't a political move on my part - I'm a problem solver and I want to make this 

right. I'm truly sorry that all this has happened. 

It sounds like you have a block of time available on the morning of Jan. 7. Would you be able to come to 

Lansing so we could talk between 9-10 a.m.? If so, I'll make sure Beth Emmitt, my scheduler, confirms 

with Maxine Murray. 

Saturday, Dec. 26, or Monday, Dec. 28: RB and others start organizing action plan 

RB talks to Nick Lyon and Dan Wyant about messaging changes and embedding a healthy water 

communications team - potentially Mel Brown and Ron Leix. This duo would work with those 

departments' respective communications teams, but also free up those teams to work on other 

issues not related to Flint water. The healthy water team would be the point people for anything 

concerning Flint water and lead issues, and will have the authority to assist Harvey Hollins, cut 

red tape for researchers who want access to DHHS and DEQ records, respond to media requests, 

edit and/or write press releases in conjunction with the Governor's communications team and 

more. 

RB explores with Dan whether the in-house choice to take over the Office of Drinking Water and 

Municipal Assistance is the appropriate choice. 

RB or someone else talks to Steve Arwood and Col. Etue about "borrowing" Mel and Ron. We 

need to get the ball rolling. I'd love to put them out there at the January presser saying, "These 

are the folks who will answer questions and provide information to media and stakeholders 

about the Flint water crisis." 

Monday, Dec. 28, or Tuesday, Dec. 29: Harvey Hollins reaches out to researchers 

Harvey Hollins reaches out to Marc Edwards and Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha to serves on a task force that 

includes the state and independent water experts who have worked on Flint water issues. The purpose 

is to share information, compare results and track how those results were reached to ensure best 

practices and accurate reporting. 

Talking points for Hollins in his ask of Edwards and Hanna-Attisha: 

Your research has been eye opening and we're hoping you'll be willing to join an effort to 

ensure Flint's water is safe. 

We'd like you to sit down with state epidemiologists and other researchers so you can discuss 

lead levels and other issues related to the Flint water crisis. There have been variances and we 

want to be as accurate as possible. 



We want you to have as much access to our data as is possible under HIPPA laws so we can 

determine the extent of the problem. 

We want the team to brainstorm ways to get Flint's water back to safe levels for drinking, and to 

help families learn how they can mitigate any effects from lead. 

Once the water is safe, we want your help in showing the people of Flint that their water is 

drinkable. 

In addition, Capt. Chris Kelenske explores ways to help Flint, including the idea of an imminent danger 

declaration. Has MSHDA explored HUD grants to help families who need to upgrade their service lines? 

Tuesday, Dec. 29: Governor releases statement on Flint water 

"I've been briefed on the recent meeting of the task force studying the Flint water situation and I've 

read the report from the Office of the Auditor General on the processes used by DEQ to monitor Flint 

water. 

"While DEQ followed many of the appropriate protocols, it's not surprising at this point to learn that 

corrosion controls should have been maintained when switching from Detroit to Flint River water. I've 

talked with DEQ Director Wyant and have told him I want Michigan to be the state that is known for the 

safest water in the nation. 

"I want to thank the task force for keeping me apprised of their continuing investigation. As they 

uncover more facts, it's clear to me we can do better. The report may take another month or so, but if 

we need to make changes more swiftly, I plan to take immediate action. 

"The bottom line is we'll take responsibility for our part in Flint's water crisis. Moving forward, I vow to 

make sure that Flint citizens will have safe drinking water. And I'm so very sorry that this happened. 

"But I know an apology isn't enough. We've already allocated $10 million to test the water, distribute 

water filters, mitigate high lead levels in affected families and inspect plumbing in schools and health 

facilities. 

"I called Flint Mayor Karen Weaver last Thursday, and we're going to sit down in the next week to 

discuss other ways the state can best offer help. 

"What happened in Flint is inexcusable. I want to assure the residents of Flint that we will work hard to 

make things right." 

Monday, Jan. 4 - Personnel changes 

Dave Murray talking point: "I can't speak to the specifics, but yes, there have been changes in personnel 

at the DEQ. We'll announce soon who you can contact to get information about Flint's water situation. 

For now, you can call me." 

Thursday, Jan. 7 - Meeting between the Governor and Mayor Karen Weaver 

Governor's talking point: "We had a great meeting today. Mayor Weaver had some great ideas that we 

want to flesh out. We'll announce soon how we plan to move forward in solving the problems with Flint 

water." 

Possibly Jan. 11 or 13 - Press conference with the Governor and Mayor Weaver to announce action 
plan 



Also in attendance: Point person Harvey Hollins, Directors Nick Lyons and Dan Wyant, Capt. Chris 
Kesenske, Healthy Water communications team Mel Brown and Ron Leix, Sen. Jim Ananich, Rep. ???, 
Marc Edwards?, Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha, who else? 

Talking points: 

Weaver announces more state money to help Flint and how she looks forward to working with Harvey 

Hollins. 

Harvey talks about how he'll be the boots on the ground in Flint and will coordinate with Lansing 

resources. 

Gov. Snyder reiterates his sadness over the situation and says it calls for extraordinary measures, which 

the state is prepared to make: 

o The state will form a team of independent and state water and lead level experts to go 

over the various results. The team will include Virginia Tech's Marc Edwards and Hurley 

Hospital's Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha, along with state epidemiologists, DEQ experts, etc. 

o The team will have full access to DEQ and DHHS records. 

o Mel Brown and Ron Leix will be the Healthy Wat4er team and serve as point people for 

all things Flint water and lead levels. Their roles will be explained. 

o The state is exploring the best options to provide more help for Flint, including an 

imminent danger declaration, HUD community block grants for infrastructure 

improvements, etc. 

o We will document what we learn from this experience to help other cities with 

water/lead issues. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
Thursday, December 24, 2015 10:48 AM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 

RE: Today's Briefing 
DRAFT Flint water communications plan.docx 

It occurs to me - should he also receive the communications plan we've been working on? I've sent you an updated one 
(with the revised statement). 

-----Original Message----
From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, December 24, 2015 10:24 AM 
To: Snyder, Rick (GOV) Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh@michigan.gov>; Holland, Meegan 
(GOV) <Hollandrv12(i.i:imichigan.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@Jmichigan.gov> 
Subject: Today's Briefing 

Sorry for the late submission. Been trying to work this issue across various stakeholder groups and balance holiday 
commitments. Our Agenda (with Harvey adding under "Other": 

1. Review HH Role and Responsibility as confirmed with FAATF (attachment (with some revision since meeting) 

2. Other AATF Issues 

a) schedule a conference call with Governor outlining current status 

b) follow up with a letter discussing DEQ and leadership culture findings 

c) Imminent Danger Declaration request 

d) Concerns with Leadership appointments about to be made and DHHS recent responses/findings 

e) Shared confidential plan relative to January 4 personnel actions 

3. Discuss communications strategy as envisioned by MH, JA and RB last night (Meegan will be on call--Maybe Jarrod 
too busy not sure about yet) 

4. Other (Harvey Hollins will deal with anything I missed) 



DRAFT: FLINT WATER PLAN 

Thursday, Dec. 24: Gov. calls Karen Weaver to set up a meeting 

Talking points: 

"I've read the draft of a report from the state's Office of the Auditor General and I've been briefed on 

the task force's progress in its ongoing investigation. 

"I want to work together with you to get this problem solved. As partners, we can get resources in place 

more quickly. 

"I want to assure you this isn't a political move on my part - I'm a problem solver and I intend to be your 

partner in addressing this to make it right. I'm truly sorry that all this has happened. 

"I have some ideas on how to get more resources for blood lead level testing and remediation - financial 

as well as state personnel, and I'd like to discuss those with you. 

"It sounds like you have a block of time available on the morning of Jan. 7. Would you be able to come 

to Lansing so we could talk between 9-10 a.m.? If so, I'll make sure Beth Emmitt, my scheduler, confirms 

with Maxine Murray." 

Saturday, Dec. 26, or Monday, Dec. 28: Getting organized 

We need to get the ball rolling on creating a healthy water communications team - potentially Mel 

Brown of TED and Ron Leix of MSP's Emergency Management and Homeland Security Division. Both are 

genuine and empathetic, and can convey information in a reassuring way. 

This duo would work with DHHS' and DEQ's respective communications teams, but also free up those 

teams to work on other issues not related to Flint water. The healthy water team would be the point 

people for anything concerning Flint water and lead issues, and will have the authority to assist Harvey 

Hollins, cut red tape for researchers who want access to DHHS and DEQ records, respond to media 

requests, edit and/or write press releases in conjunction with the Governor's communications team and 

more. 

Rich Baird or another appropriate person needs to discuss with Steve Arwood and Col. Etue about 

"borrowing" Mel and Ron. We would like to introduce these two at the January press conference with 

the Governor and Mayor Weaver, saying, "These are the folks who will answer questions and provide 

information to media and stakeholders about the Flint water crisis." 

Monday, Dec. 28, or Tuesday, Dec. 29: Asking researchers for help 

Nick Lyon reaches out to Virginia Tech researcher Marc Edwards and Hurley Hospital's Dr. Mona Hanna

Attisha to help state lead and water experts who have worked on Flint's issues. The purpose is to share 

information, compare results and track how those results were reached to ensure best practices and 

accurate reporting. 

We'd ask this of Edwards and Hanna-Attisha: 

Your research has been eye opening and we're hoping you'll be willing to join an effort to 

ensure Flint's water is safe. 



We'd like you to sit down with state epidemiologists and other researchers so you can discuss 

lead levels and other issues related to the Flint water crisis. There have been variances and we 

want to be as accurate as possible. 

We want you to have as much access to our data as is possible under HIPPA laws so we can 

determine the extent of the problem. 

We want the team to brainstorm ways to get Flint's water back to safe levels for drinking, and to 

help families learn how they can mitigate any effects from lead. 

Once the water is safe, we want your help in showing the people of Flint that their water is 

drinkable. 

If you're willing to help, we'd like to announce this at a press conference in January and would 

love to have you both attend, if possible. 

In addition, Capt. Chris Kelenske and/or Nick Lyon need to explore more ways to help Flint, including the 

idea of an imminent danger declaration. Has MSHDA explored HUD grants to help families who need to 

upgrade their service lines? Are there other resources we can draw from? 

Tuesday, Dec. 29: Governor releases statement on Flint water 

This statement is meant to manage expectations on the timing of the report (probably another month at 

least) and to signal that action may come sooner than that (the Jan. 4 changes and those to be 

announced at the press conference). 

"I've been briefed on the recent meeting of the task force studying the Flint water situation and I've 

read the report from the Office of the Auditor General on the processes used by DEQ to monitor Flint 

water. 

""The bi-partisan task force has worked tirelessly to interview Flint, Genesee County, state and federal 

officials to complete its independent analysis. They are reviewing hundreds of documents at all levels of 

government and from the public health science community. 

"I'd like to thank the task force for keeping me apprised of their continuing investigation. As they 

uncover more facts, it's clear to me we can do better. Their report may take another month or so, but if 

we need to make changes more swiftly, I plan to take immediate action. 

"No matter what the testing requirements were, they were not enough to prevent this crisis. I want 

Michigan to be the state that is known for the safest water in the nation. 

""When it comes to matters of health and quality of life, there is simply no room for error in testing for 

lead and other toxins. I understand there can be disagreements within the scientific community. That is 

why I have told my directors at MDEQ and DHHS to invite every external scientist who has worked on 

the Flint water issue to the state laboratory facilities to work as partners with us. Together, we should 

be able to affirm that we're using the very best testing protocols to ensure Flint residents have safe 

drinking water and that we're doing proper monitoring and remediation of blood levels and other health 

impacts over the long term. 

"I want the Flint community and all citizens of Michigan to know how very sorry I am that this has 

happened. 

"But I know an apology isn't enough. We've already allocated $10 million to test the water, distribute 

water filters, and help in other ways. On Thursday, I called Flint Mayor Karen Weaver, and we're going 

to sit down in the next week to discuss other ways the state can offer assistance. 



"What happened in Flint is inexcusable. I want to assure residents there that we will work hard to make 

things right." 

Monday, Jan. 4 - Personnel changes 

Dave Murray talking point: "I can't speak to the specifics, but yes, there have been changes in personnel 

at the DEQ. We'll announce soon who you can contact to get information about Flint's water situation. 

For now, you can call me." 

Thursday, Jan. 7 - Meeting between the Governor and Mayor Karen Weaver 

Governor's talking point: "We had a great meeting today. Mayor Weaver had some great ideas that we 

want to flesh out. We'll announce soon how we plan to move forward in solving the problems with Flint 

water." 

Possibly Jan. 11 or 13 - Press conference with the Governor and Mayor Weaver to announce action 
plan 

Also in attendance: Point person Harvey Hollins, Directors Nick Lyons and Dan Wyant, Capt. Chris 

Kelenske, Healthy Water communications team Mel Brown and Ron Leix, Sen. Jim Ananich, Rep. ???, 

Marc Edwards?, Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha, who else? 

Talking points: 

Weaver announces more state money to help Flint and talks about how she's encouraged by the 

Governor's action plan and looks forward to working with Harvey Hollins. 

Harvey briefly describes his role - as the boots on the ground in Flint and the coordinator for state 

resources. 

Gov. Snyder reiterates his sadness over the situation and says it calls for extraordinary measures, which 

the state is prepared to make: 

o The state will form a team of independent and state water and lead level experts to go 

over the various results. The team will include Virginia Tech's Marc Edwards and Hurley 

Hospital's Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha, along with state epidemiologists, DEQ experts, etc. 

o The team will have full access to DEQ and DHHS records. 

o Mel Brown and Ron Leix will be the Healthy Water team and serve as point people for 

all things Flint water and lead levels. 

o The state is exploring the best options to provide more help for Flint, including an 

imminent danger declaration, HUD grants for infrastructure improvements, etc. 

o We will document what we learn from this experience to help other cities with 

water/lead issues. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Rich, 

Mark Henne < mark.henne@henneenv.com > 

Tuesday, December 29, 2015 4:35 PM 
......... Baird, Richard (GOV) 

~roblems within MDEQ 
Mark Henne Resume - Hydrogeologist, Environmental Consultant, Attorney.pdf 

I've been watching from the sidelines as the water problems in Flint have unfolded. If I can help you and the Governor 
in solving the issues at the MDEQ, please don't hesitate to contact me. I'm attaching my resume so that you have some 
understanding about my capabilities. 

Thanks, 

Mark 

Mark S. Henne, M.S., J.D. 
Environmental Consultant, Hydrogeologist and Attorney 
5070 Barton Road 
Williamston, Ml 48895 USA 

Office 517-655-1104 

Fax 855-837-9515 



Mark S. Henne, M.S., J.D. 5070 Barton Road 
Williamston, MI 48895 

Executive-Level Business Leader, Environmental Compliance 
Expert, Hydrogeologist, Environmental Chemist & Attorney 

EXECUTIVE PROFILE 

Executive Leadership 

Science, Law & Finance 

Vision, Strategy & Execution 

Team Leader and Consensus Builder 

Regulatory Compliance 

Global Work Experience 

Multi-cultural Sensitivity 

Bi-Lingual (English & German) 

Water Supply Development 

Hydrogeology Studies 

Environmental Impact Assessments 

Senior environmental compliance specialist with success developing 
and directing programs involving complex environmental protection, 
technical, scientific, financial and legal issues. 

Key member of management teams, and noted for ability to build 
consensus in team decision-making. Successful in leading 
organizations during times of prosperity and trouble. 

Executive level experience as company founder and principal, bank 
director, District Governor for Rotary International, President of trade 
organization, and officer and director of multiple professional, service, 
and charitable organizations. 

Trusted advisor for clients ranging from individuals to Fortune 500 
corporations. 

Senior hydrogeologist and environmental consultant with 35 years' 
experience designing, supervising the construction of, and testing 

production wells, monitoring wells and contaminant extraction wells. Significant experience in aquifer test 
data collection and analysis, and analysis of groundwater and contaminant migration in complex 
hydrogeologic environments. 

Environmental chemist with academic and project-related experience assessing the fate and transport of 
contaminants in groundwater, surface water, and soil. Have investigated and overseen the cleanup of 
properties contaminated with heavy metals, petroleum compounds, industrial solvents, brine and road salt, 
PCBs, pesticides and herbicides, and radionuclides. 

In-house attorney who uses skills to manage in-house risk, and ensure regulatory compliance. 

Writer and public speaker who has authored more than 10,000 technical reports, environmental management 
plans, and business documents, and has spoken more than 200 times to audiences as large as 2,000 on technical 
and non-technical topics throughout the United States, Canada and Germany. 

Risk manager in a high-risk industry for 35 years without threat of a lawsuit. 

Fiscal manager who has helped ensure the financial health of for-profit consulting companies, a $300 million 
bank, and numerous non-profit organizations. 

Crisis manager with experience working through organizational and employee issues such as embezzlement, 
substance abuse, and family crises. 

Humanitarian who volunteers and uses unique knowledge and skills to lead and serve on teams charged with 
providing clean water and improving sanitation in developing countries. 



PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

HENNE ENVIRONMENTAL, Williamston, Michigan 
Hydrogeologist and Environmental Consultant 

Since 2013 

Solo-practice hydro geologic and environmental consulting firm serving clients throughout the North America, and in Africa and Asia. 
Website: w;vw.HenneEnv.com 

Expert in hydrogeologic and environmental consulting with focus on risk studies, environmental compliance, 
groundwater supply studies, groundwater and soil contamination investigations, environmental site 
assessments, air quality studies, environmental compliance, risk management and litigation support. 

DART BANK, Mason, Michigan 
Bank Director 

90-year old bank in the Lansing, Michigan region with assets of $280 million. Website: ,,1ww.dartbank.com 

Since 2007 

Member of nine-person Board of Directors, and Audit and Loan Review Committees, which are responsible for 
bank's financial performance, compliance with banking regulations, and establishing operational policies. 

• Helped make critical decisions needed for bank to remain profitable during era characterized by large 
losses in banking industry. 

• Member of key committees that improve bank's compliance with federal and state banking 
regulations. 

• Provided important oversight of bank's lending activities which reduced underwriting risks and bad 
loan losses, and increased bank's profits. 

PARSONS BRINCKERHOFF, Lansing, Michigan 
Environmental Manager 

A 13,000-person consulting and engineering firm with global operations. Website: w1vw.phwodci.com 

2009-2013 

Manager of newly-established environmental consulting group that investigated and remediated properties with 
contaminated soil and groundwater, investigated environmental risk associated with large transportation 
projects, and developed environmental management plans to reduce risk for projects throughout the United 
States. 

• Established new environmental consulting practice at company. 
• Moved all members of environmental consulting team from former firm (Fitzgerald Henne) to new 

company. 
• Transferred all on-going consulting relationships and projects from former to new firm. 
• Exceeded group's overall sales goal for first year by more than 30 percent. 
• Exceeded group's new-client sales goal by more than 100 percent. 
• Expanded geographic service area, which had mostly been limited to the Midwest, into Utah, 

Maryland, New York, Virginia, Louisiana, Hawaii, and Guam. 
• Increased diversity of projects to include major highway, high speed rail, urban rail, and other 

transportation projects. 
• Authored master environmental management plans for projects with anticipated capital costs 

exceeding $6 billion. 
• Provided opportunities for company's non-environmental groups to work for new clients on 

engineering projects with capital costs exceeding $5 billion. 



FITZGERALD HENNE & ASSOCIATES, Lansing, Michigan 
Founder, President, Vice President (rotating Presidency) 

1992-2008 

A medium-sized environmental consulting, engineering, and surveying firm based in Lansing, Michigan. Website: www.fit::.henrw.r:om. 

Founded and helped grow firm. Responsible for day-to-day operations of environmental consulting group that 
undertook simple ($1,000) to complex ($800,000) projects for corporate, governmental, individual and 
business clients. Significant technical focus on environmental risk management and regulatory compliance. 
As principal of firm, responsible for corporate management, financial monitoring, personnel management, 
corporate risk management, and insurance and banking relationships. 

• Helped grow company from initial staff of four to staff of 32 with annual revenues of $2.8 million. 
• Managed more than 800 projects to evaluate and test sites for contamination, clean up contaminated 

soil and groundwater, develop water supplies, and facilitate Brownfield development. 
• Developed client base, 80 percent of which consisted of repeat clients. 
• Developed expertise in interpreting complex environmental regulations in six-state service area. 
• Led employee motivation and reward programs, resulting in less than 15 percent employee turnover 

per year. 

STS CONSULTANTS, Lansing, Michigan 1990-1992 
Manager, Hydrogeology and Remediation Services 

Midwest engineering firm bought by AECOM, a $6 billion international engineering company. ,,1ww.nsltd.com 

Responsible for marketing, staff management, project management, scheduling, and client retention. 

• Managed 15-person department made up of entry- and mid-level staff. 
• Oversaw all technical and marketing activities of environmental group in conducting $2,000 to 

$5,000,000 environmental studies for contaminated industrial and leaking underground storage tank 
(LUST) sites throughout Michigan. 

• Successfully changed department from one in which single project generated 90% of revenues to one 
with diversified client base with nearly 100 projects, of which none was responsible for more than 
10% of department revenues. 

• Marketing activities made firm fourth largest supplier of environmental consulting services in 
Michigan. 

• Led team of environmental managers in company's other offices in developing company-wide 
standards for emerging environmental site assessment practice area. 

FISHBECK, THOMPSON, CARR & HUBER, Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Senior Hydrogeologist 

Privately held, 320-employee engineering, architectural, and environmental firm. www.fr.ch.com 

1983-1990 

Senior hydrogeologist responsible for technical and financial management of hydrogeological and 
environmental projects, and marketing environmental services. 

• Started as staff hydrogeologist and advanced to level responsible for directing completion of 
hydrogeologic investigations and water supply studies throughout Michigan and in several other states. 

• Grew client base containing diversity of Fortune 500 and small companies. 
• Sold services of other engineering groups along with environmental consulting services. 

KECK CONSULTING SERVICES, Williamston, Michigan 
Hydrologist/Chemist 

Designed and managed hydrogeological and geochemistry studies throughout Michigan. 

1981-1983 



DESERT RESEARCH INSTITUTE, Reno, Nevada 
Hydrological Research Fellow 

1978-1980 

Conducted general water chemistry and hydrogeological research including investigation into the movement of 
groundwater through volcanic tuffs at the Nevada Test Site. 

HEFA FRENON ARZNEIMITTEL, GmbH, Werne, Germany 
Research Pharmaceutical Chemist 

1977-78 

Conducted laboratory research to identify the degradation rates and absorption time of anti-tubercular drug. 

EDUCATION 

J.D., THOMAS COOLEY LAW SCHOOL, Lansing, Michigan 
• Completed work to receive J.D. in 10 terms while working full-time 
• Received "book award" in computer-assisted legal research 

M.S., Hydrology/Hydrogeology, UNIVERSITY OF NEV ADA - RENO 
• Completed course work and wrote Master's thesis while employed by the Desert Research Institute 

B.S., Chemistry, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT SANTA BARBARA 
• Academic studies included significant coursework in Chemistry, along with Geology and German 
• Academic performance allowed for participation in University of California's year-long Education 

Abroad Program in Germany (below) 
• Served as student advisor to faculty committee charged with overseeing Education Abroad Program on 

all UC campuses and at international study centers throughout the world. 

Honors Foreign Study Program, GEORG-AUGUST UNIVERSITAT, Gottingen, Germany 
• Completed all Chemistry, Physics and other coursework and exams in German 
• Participated in inter-cultural activities of the University 

Current and Past Leadership Responsibilities 

• District Governor, ROTARY INTERNATIONAL, July 2012-June 2013. Also Past Club President, 
Group Study Exchange Team Leader, District Friendship Exchange Chair. Member of Rotary delegations 
sent to Kenya and Tanzania to conduct needs and feasibility studies, and identify opportunities to improve 
education, water supplies, and sanitation. 

• Co-Founder and Charter President, MICHIGAN ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS AND 
CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION (MECCA) 

• Charter Vice President, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 

• Director, MID-MICHIGAN ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION COUNCIL 

• Director, GREATER LANSING HOUSING COALITION 

• Commissioner, LANSING REGIONAL SISTER CITIES COMMISSION. Also member of 
delegations that explored creation of a vocational education program in Adamawa State, Nigeria, and 
developed health and sanitation programs for Akuapim, Ghana. 

• Director, CASA (COURT APPOINTED SPECIAL ADVOCATES) OF INGHAM COUNTY. 

• Vice President, BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS OF LANSING. 

• Director and Treasurer, PRO BONO LEGAL SERVICES. 

• Vice President, HA VEN HOUSE (homeless shelter). 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Please keep me posted. 

Mark Henne < mark.henne@henneenv.com > 

Tuesday, December 29, 2015 4:42 PM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 

RE: Offer to help in solving problems within MDEQ 

If you have an advance copy of the Task Force's report, I'd enjoy seeing it. I will keep it confidential, and won't comment 
on it or discuss it with anybody (other than you, and only if you want my opinion). 

Mark 

Mark S. Henne, M.S., J.D. 
Environmental Consultant, Hydrogeologist, and Attorney 
5070 Barton Road 
Williamston, Ml 48895 USA 

Office 517-655-1104 
Home 517-655-2087 
Cell 
Fax 855-837-9515 

-----Original Message-----
From: Baird, Richard(GOV)[mailto:bairdr@rnichigan,gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 4:38 PM 

Thanks Mark. There may be an opportunity. Have some steps to take first. 

Rich 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID On Dec 29, 2015 4:35 PM, Mark Henne< 
wrote: 

Hi Rich, 

I've been watching from the sidelines as the water problems in Flint have unfolded. If I can help you and the Governor 
in solving the issues at the MDEQ, please don't hesitate to contact me. I'm attaching my resume so that you have some 
understanding about my capabilities. 

Thanks, 



Mark 

Mark S. Henne, M.S., J.D. 

Environmental Consultant, Hydrogeologist and Attorney 

5070 Barton Road 

Williamston, Ml 48895 USA 

Office 

Hom 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Kelenske, Chris (MSP) 
Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:16 PM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Etue, Kriste (MSP) 

Subject: Re: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Clear on that. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 30, 2015, at 9:12 PM, Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov> wrote: 

You are spot on. Relax. I will manage this through. Colonel knows how I work. I will send 
you what I just gave Harvey privately. We listen to everyone ... then we decide and expect them 
to support. 

R 

Sentji'om my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 
On Dec 30, 2015 9:09 PM, "Kelenske, Chris (MSP)" <KelenskeC(a;michigan.gov> wrote: 

I think V·/e need to make sure this con1mittee does not become more a com1nittee of discussion 
versus action ... I Y/as thinking it was more a group to get the requests from the City, develop an 
Incident Action Plan and then geLting the tasks completed as identified. 

Nfy ti-ame\vork on this is very disaster/emergency centric '<vhere \Ve have a problem and do our 
best to quickly get it fixed ... I kno1.v this has a lot n1ore political issues I am not as schooled in 
though. 

Chris 

From: Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:01 PM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV); Kelenske, Chris (MSP); Murray, David (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Becker, 
Timothy (DHHS); Creagh, Keith (DNR); Roberts, John (DTMB) 
Cc: Etue, Kriste (MSP); Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Subject: RE: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 



l offer a fov,r thoughts, and some of these nmy be incredibly naive, but \Ve seem to be in a 
brainstorming mode: 

• Should we include MSHDA in the mix of departments involved in this? They administer the 
Community Development Block Grant program and this may call for some of that money. 

• It might be prudent to reach out to Sen. Ananich, Rep. Neeley and U.S. Rep. Dan Kildee to see if 
they would like representatives from their offices on any of these committees. 

• We still need to convey better the extent of the problem. So maybe this is a communications issue 
more than anything else, because I do know testing is going on. I don't know HOW it's going 
on, so I offer these suggestions, realizing they may already be happening or are totally 
unrealistic: 

The goal: Assess the extent of the elevated blood lead levels - the number of those affected and 
the degree to which they're affected 

• Get as many people in the affected zip codes tested as possible - can the Red Cross or some other 
agency with a bus or mobile unit set up for folks to give blood convert over to blood level testing 
and go into neighborhoods that have low testing rates? 

• A public health friend of mine said that Genesee County Health workers are stressed to the 
max. Can we deploy appropriate personnel from other county health agencies to help with 
inspecting homes for possible other causes? In other words, it won't do any good to invest more 
in water infrastructure if we're finding window sills with teeth marks. I say this NOT to 
downplay the role that water lead levels may have played. But can we get Habitat for Humanity, 
for example, to do a massive volunteer effort to eradicate lead paint in homes ... or is that 
beyond their expertise? 

• Gather experts to assess exactly how extensive the problem is and potential causes. And then 
convey this in a much more accessible ways. If you want blood level data, you have to scroll 
down on the DHHS web site, find the headline and then read a long press release. Maybe we're 
conveying this information better on the ground, but if not, we need to communicate conclusive 
findings in multiple ways- graphics, video, informational photo galleries and maybe even a 
"test" that residents can take to see if their home is at risk in other ways. I know that sounds 
awfully MLive-ish, but it can be effective. 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 6:57 PM 
To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenHa;michigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
<i,Jgri_1i,~1_1lt@.ml~'.higfrn,go_y_>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hQ]li1-1,\b@.mkl_1ig~11gQy>; Kelenske, 
Chris (MSP) <J,;;;gl_Qfl.~ktCJg)_m_ir,:l:tig~11,gQy>; Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
<HoUandM2(ff)J11ichigan.gov>; Murray, David (GOV) <MurravDl (a)michigan.gov>; Redford, 
James (GOV) <RedfordJ@michigan.gov>; Becker, Timothy (DHHS) 
<beckert1@michiwm.gov>; Creagh, Keith (DNR) <creaghh~michigan.gov>; Roberts, John 
(DTMB) <RohertsJ9@;rnichigan.gov> 
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Cc: Etue, Kriste (MSP) <Bt11tK@n1i_0h_ig_qf1_ __ gQy>; Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
<L vonN2(11)michigan. gov> 
Subject: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Team: 

Today Harvey and I met with the Flint Water Task Force. It was a good meeting. People were 
pleased with the G's statement from the prior day. Captain Kelenske joined us and we had a 
very good discussion about moving forward with the creation of the Flint Water Crisis Agency 
Coordinating Committee (FIACC). Tim Becker and Captain Kelenske provided me with a fair 
amount of input. I also read the City of Flint Incident Action Plan for a State of Emergency 
which Chris received today ( enclosed for those who wish to read it as well). I have distilled all 
of this into a two page plan that I want your edits and comments on and a one page 
organizational chart (now presented in the "governor's colors" according to our fine people in 
Communications). Spoiler alert-I made Captain Kelenske Vice Chair of the whole shebang 
(with the Colonel's blessing) so Harvey wouldn't get lonely. 

Here is my ask of you: 

1) Within 24 (sooner if you can) hours give me your comments and input 

2) Tomorrow I will turn around a final document for Jarrod to review with the Governor either 
New Year's Day or Saturday 

3) Ideally, Governor will approve Harvey sending it to Mayor Weaver Saturday (Sunday latest) 

4) Mayor needs to know that this is what the Governor wishes to discuss at the meeting January 7 
along with financial resources that we still need some estimates on cost from DHHS for 

5) Meegan and Dave need to noodle how best to get out front with this and change the narrative 
focus on Monday's Genesee County declaration of emergency 

I know we are all working way too hard for what should be a rest and recharge period but I do 
appreciate everyone's efforts and I know the Boss really does as well. 

Regards, 

Rich 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Etue, Kriste (MSP) 

Wednesday, December 30, 2015 11:14 PM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Kelenske, Chris (MSP) 

Re: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

I'm finding all of this discussion very interesting! 

BTW ... Just starting on my second glass of wine, as I read everything:) 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 30, 2015, at 9: 12 PM, Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr(a;michigan.gov> wrote: 

You are spot on. Relax. I will manage this through. Colonel knows how I work. I will send you what I just 
gave Harvey privately. We listen to everyone ... then we decide and expect them to support. 

R 

Sentfrom my Verizon Wireless 4G LIE DROID 
On Dec 30, 2015 9:09 PM, "Kelenske, Chris (MSP)" <KelenskeC@michigan.gov> wrote: 

I think v-,,e need to make sure this committee does not become more a committee of discussion versus action ... I 
\Vas thinking it wa;:i more a group to get the requests from the City, develop an Incident Action Plan and then 
getting the tasks completed as identified. 

My frarno . .vork on this is very disaster/emergency centric V,ihere \Ve have a problem and do our best to quickly 
get it fixed ... 1 know this has a lot more political issues I am not as schooled in though. 

Chris 

From: Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:01 PM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); 
Kelenske, Chris (MSP); Murray, David (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Becker, Timothy (DHHS); Creagh, 
Keith (DNR); Roberts, John (DTMB) 
Cc: Etue, Kriste (MSP); Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Subject: RE: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 



I offer a fov,i thoughts, and some of these may be incredibly naiH:\ but ,;ve seem to be in a brainstorming mode: 

• Should we include MSHDA in the mix of departments involved in this? They administer the Community 
Development Block Grant program and this may call for some of that money. 

• It might be prudent to reach out to Sen. Ananich, Rep. Neeley and U.S. Rep. Dan Kildee to see if they would like 
representatives from their offices on any of these committees. 

• We still need to convey better the extent of the problem. So maybe this is a communications issue more than 
anything else, because I do know testing is going on. I don't know HOW it's going on, so I offer these 
suggestions, realizing they may already be happening or are totally unrealistic: 

The goal: Assess the extent of the elevated blood lead levels - the number of those affected and the degree to 
which they're affected 

• Get as many people in the affected zip codes tested as possible - can the Red Cross or some other agency with a 
bus or mobile unit set up for folks to give blood convert over to blood level testing and go into neighborhoods 
that have low testing rates? 

• A public health friend of mine said that Genesee County Health workers are stressed to the max. Can we deploy 
appropriate personnel from other county health agencies to help with inspecting homes for possible other 
causes? In other words, it won't do any good to invest more in water infrastructure if we're finding window sills 
with teeth marks. I say this NOT to downplay the role that water lead levels may have played. But can we get 
Habitat for Humanity, for example, to do a massive volunteer effort to eradicate lead paint in homes ... or is 
that beyond their expertise? 

• Gather experts to assess exactly how extensive the problem is and potential causes. And then convey this in a 
much more accessible ways. If you want blood level data, you have to scroll down on the DHHS web site, find 
the headline and then read a long press release. Maybe we're conveying this information better on the ground, 
but if not, we need to communicate conclusive findings in multiple ways- graphics, video, informational photo 
galleries and maybe even a "test" that residents can take to see if their home is at risk in other ways. I know that 
sounds awfully MLive-ish, but it can be effective. 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 6:57 PM 
To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgfnJ(q)gliJ;Jijg~n._gQy>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <\";krrigriJ_i,Kq;1xii~:bigm_LgQy>; 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh@michigan.gov>; Kelenske, Chris (MSP) <KelenskeO~michigan.gov>; 
Holland, Meegan (GOV) <HollandIVI2@;rnichigan.gov>; Murray, David (GOV) <tviurrayDl(ff)xnichigan.gov>; 
Redford, James (GOV) <Rr'.dfm:dI@mid:iigrm_,gQ_y>; Becker, Timothy (DHHS) <bg_,;J;;~nJ(gJrn_i_;;;bigm:i,gQy>; 
Creagh, Keith (DNR) <creaghk:@michigan.gov>; Roberts, John (DTMB) <RobertsJ9@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Etue, Kriste (MSP) <fJµ~,_K@1nkl_1Igm_t_gQy>; Lyon, Nick (DHHS) <LyQnN?@_rnii,J1Ig~n,gQy> 
Subject: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Team: 
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Today Harvey and I met with the Flint Water Task Force. It was a good meeting. People were pleased with the 
G's statement from the prior day. Captain Kelenske joined us and we had a very good discussion about moving 
forward with the creation of the Flint Water Crisis Agency Coordinating Committee (FIACC). Tim Becker and 
Captain Kelenske provided me with a fair amount of input. I also read the City of Flint Incident Action Plan for 
a State of Emergency which Chris received today (enclosed for those who wish to read it as well). I have 
distilled all of this into a two page plan that I want your edits and comments on and a one page organizational 
chart (now presented in the "governor's colors" according to our fine people in Communications). Spoiler 
alert-I made Captain Kelenske Vice Chair of the whole shebang (with the Colonel's blessing) so Harvey 
wouldn't get lonely. 

Here is my ask of you: 

1) Within 24 (sooner if you can) hours give me your comments and input 

2) Tomorrow I will turn around a final document for Jarrod to review with the Governor either New Year's Day 
or Saturday 

3) Ideally, Governor will approve Harvey sending it to Mayor Weaver Saturday (Sunday latest) 

4) Mayor needs to know that this is what the Governor wishes to discuss at the meeting January 7 along with 
financial resources that we still need some estimates on cost from DHHS for 

5) Meegan and Dave need to noodle how best to get out front with this and change the narrative focus on 
Monday's Genesee County declaration of emergency 

I know we are all working way too hard for what should be a rest and recharge period but I do appreciate 
everyone's efforts and I know the Boss really does as well. 

Regards, 

Rich 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Rich, 

Chris Kolb < 
Tuesday, January 05, 2016 3:10 PM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Fwd: Flint Water Advisory Task Force Meeting 
Draft Agenda 1-6-16.docx 

Attached is the draft agenda for tomorrow's meeting. I hope to see you there. 

Chris 
---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Chris Kolb < 
Date: Tue, Jan 5, 2016 at 11 :39 AM 
Subject: Flint Water Advisory Task Force Meeting 
To: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <hairdr(~michigan.gov>, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov> 

Rich and Harvey, 

Are you both planning on being at tomorrow's Flint Water Advisory Task Force meeting? If so, I will forward 
you an agenda and let you know that the meeting is at our (MEC) office, 602 W. Ionia, Lansing, MI 
48933. Amble parking in the back, enter from the back parking lot. 

Thanks! 
Chris 

Chris Kolb, President & CEO 
Michigan Environmental Council 
602 W. Ionia 
Lansing, MI 48933 

(office) 
(fax) 
(cell) 

Sign _up_for ourElectronic_Ne\vsletleri 

www.environrnentalcouncil.org 
\V\V'vV. t\vitwr. com/ckolb 
\V'v,r\v.tvv'itter.com/rnichenvcouncil 



Chris Kolb, President & CEO 
Michigan Environmental Council 
602 W. Ionia 
Lansing, MI 48933 

(office) 
(fax) 
(cell) 

Signup.for_our_Electronic_Newsletter! 

\V\V\v.enviromnentalcouncil_org 
'v,F\VW.twitter.corn/ck:olb 
www.twitter.com/michenvcouncil 
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Flint Water Advisory Task Force 

January 6, 2016 
9:30am-12:00pm 

Michigan Environmental Council 

602 W. Ionia, Lansing, Ml 48933 

Call In Number: 

1. Review Agenda 9:30-9:35am 

2. Brief Update since sending the Second Letter to Governor 9:35-9:SOam 

3. Task Force Work Plan 9:50-11:30am 

a. FWATF Workplan Update 

b. Status of Interviews 

C. Report Outline 

d. Major Next Steps 

e. Press Interactions 

f. U.S. Attorney Investigation 

4. Harvey Hollins Report 11:30-11-45am (unless already covered in earlier discussions) 

a. Update on proposed FWIACC 

b. Meeting between Mayor and Governor 

5. "Round Robin"-lssues Task Force Members Want to Raise-11:45-11:SSam 

6. Task Force Logistics-11:55-12:00pm 

a. Next Meetings 

i. January 14, 2016--PSC 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Thank you. 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Isaacs, Carol (AG) 

Tuesday, January 05, 2016 3:56 PM 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

RE: Experts 

Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 3:29 PM 

To: Isaacs, Carol (AG) <lsaacsC@michigan.gov>; Redford, James (GOV) <Redfo(dJ@rnichif;2n.gov>; Creagh, Keith (DEQ) 

<creaghk@n1ichigc1n.gov> 

Subject: Experts 

5'entfrom my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE'DROJD 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Mark Henne <rnark.henne@henneenv com> 
Date: Dec 29, 2015 4:35 PM 
Subject: Offer to help in solving problems within MDEQ 
To: _'J3_;:ii_r_ct, Richard (GOV) 11 <b.s_i_r,;1r{,In:i_i_{;_h_ig_~n_._gg_y> 
Cc: 

Hi Rich, 

I've been watching from the sidelines as the water problems in Flint have unfolded. If I can help you and the 
Governor in solving the issues at the MDEQ, please don't hesitate to contact me. I'm attaching my resume so 
that you have some understanding about my capabilities. 

Thanks, 

Mark 

Mark S. Henne, M.S., J.D. 

Environmental Consultant, Hydrogeologist and Attorney 

5070 Barton Road 



Williamston, MI 48895 USA 

Office 517-655-1104 

Fax 855-837-9515 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Monday, October 12, 2015 5:01 PM 

Darnell Earley 

FW: flint docs 

Flint.pdf 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 4:25 PM 
To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Cc: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Wurfel, Brad 
(DEQ); Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Subject: FW: flint docs 

Harvey, Attached are various docurnents and press reports of the City Council's vote in March 2013 to join KWA. We 

have not located the actual resolution and it is not on the Citis website. It is interesting that the onlv no vote explained 
he vvanted to just use Flint River vvater. Wayne 

iA/ayne L Workman 
Deputy State Treasurer 
Fv1ichigan Department of Treasury 

From: Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 4:20 PM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <'Nm'krnan'N~'iln1ichigan,gov> 
Subject: flint docs 

Revised pdf 

Angela Dempkowski I Senior Executive Management Assistant/Treasury 
State of Michigan I 430 W. Allegan Street, 1st Floor I Lansing, MI 48922 
(517) 373-4415 I (517) 373-0633 (fox) 
dem2kowskia@michigan:9ov 

~ Think Green! Don't print this e-mail unless you need to. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE' This e-mail, and any attachments, is for the sole us·e of the intended recipient(s) 
and may contain information that is confidential and protected from disclosure under the law. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure., or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail, and delete/destroy all copies of the original message and attachments: 
Thank you 



BY THE EMERGENCY MANAGER: 

EM SUBMISSION NO.: fl0t32. /)'} 0 '-// 

PRESENTED: __ 3_ ... _d-_f_ ... _/ 3 __ 

ADOPTED: __ 3~-_Jl_9_ .. _/._~--

RESOLUTION TO PURCHASE CAPACITY FROM 
KAREGNONDI WATER AUTHORITY 

The Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) is a governmental consortium of cities and 
counties in southeastern Michigan that was created to build a water pipeline that will provide 
water from Lake Huron to interested communities in Sanilac, Lapeer, and Genesee counties. 
The incorporating bodies that created the KWA are Sanilac County, Lapeer County, Genesee 
County, the City of Flint, and the City of Lapeer. 

The City of Flint is currently in a year to year contract with the City of Detroit for the 
purchase of water. A study was conducted that projected that staying with Detroit will cost the 
region $2.1 billion over the next 25 years. In contrast, if the region builds its own pipeline, the 
projected costs are $1.9 billion over the same period. After the initial 25 year period, the 
projected costs would be less then 25% of the projected water costs from Detroit. 

-·. •· . ·.__ > ·• ·. -.· · Jn order to build the pipeline, the KWA needs commitment from its members regarding 
the capacity that each member will purchase in the pipeline. The KWA is allowed to withdraw. 
85 million gallons of water per day. Capacity is available to members in increments of 1 million 
gallons per day known as units. For each unit of capacity that a member purchases, the buyer 
shall pay to the KWA a one time fee of $32,300.00. Additionally, the buyer sha11 pay to the 
KWA not less then $32,300.00 per unit per year until such time as water is made available to the 
buyer. After water is made available, the buyer shall pay to the KW A an estimated amount not 
to exceed $355.300.00 per unit per year until such time that the bonds are paid in full. If it is 
determined that the costs per unit will exceed $355~300.00 the buyer has a right to cancel the 
contract. 

The purchase of capacity along with the payment of other costs necessary to operate the 
pipeline gives the member a right to water for sale to its customers. The buyer has a right to 
resell capacity and water rights. Each party entering into a capacity contract shall also be 
entitled to appoint additional board members equal to the party's percentage share of the total 
capacity under contract. 

It is in the long term best interests of the City of Flint to enter into a contract with the 
KWA to purchase up to eighteen (18) units of capacity. 



IT IS RESOLVED that City officials are authorized to enter into a contract with KWA 
to purchase up to eighteen ( 18) units of capacity. 

IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Administrator is authorized to provide 
KWA information needed to administer the contract and, with approval of the Chief Legal 
Officer, to make minor (non-material) modifications to the contract. 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: APPROVED AS TO FINANCE: 

fv(Gerald Ambrose, Finance Director 

1/ DATED __,.,.~'-----~_7,__...,,.__./-=-3"----,. 

· ~:\P. Bude\!!.MZO I 3\I~cs<>luti<>ils\I( W A.QJZt 13.cloc 
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Flin I 

Flint City Council approves resolution to buy water 
from Karegnondi, state approval still n~eded 

. G) [hltp:l/connectmllve.com/staWdadams1/lndex.html] By Dominic Adams J dadams6@mtlve.com (http:l/connectmllve.com/staff/dadams1/posts.html) 
l f f,:-, Follow on Twiner [hltp:llwww.twlUer.comldomlnlcadams) 
; ' i, .. ,. on Marcil 25, 2013 at 10:45 PM, updated March 26, 2013 al 1:28 Ml 

FLINT, MI- Flint is one step closer to getting i\s water from Lake Huron as patt of the Karegnondi Water Authority. 

The vote, approved 7-1 at the Flint City Council meeting Monday, March 25 

[http://ww,.v,mlive.com/news/flint/index.ssf/2013/03/flint_city_council_again_delay.html], may have set in motion the 

end to Flint pa}fog to get its water from Detroit. 

Under the proposal, Flint would get 16 million gallons per day of raw water from Lake Huron, pipe it to Flint for treatment and then sell it 

to customers throughout the city. Another 2 million gallons per day would come from the Flint River and \\ill be treated in Flint. 

Mayor Dayne Walling said the Depattment of Environmental Quality must approve Flint's getting 2 million gallons per day from the Flint 

River. 

Tuesdais meeting followed weeks of discussions and special meetings surrounding the resolution. 

"We got there," Councilman Joshua Freeman said. "That's the important thing." 

There were more than 50 people at Mondays meeting. 

· · .. ·• · · ''.Going with Karegnondi is the best decision. We have no opinion on the economics of the decision," said Rebecca Fedewa, Flint River i · 
·. \watershed Coalition executive director. "Ifwe start drawing water out of the Flint Rh'er, we are at risk of having to start releasing water 

from our resen•oirs." 

Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jcff1Nright said the decision must still be approved by a county water and waste advisory board. The 

KWA board will then be reconvened for final approval. 

Wdght said construction could start In May. 

State treasury officials still must approve the city council's move because Flint has an emergency financial manager. All expenditures over 

$50,000 must be approved. 

Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright has said that Flint would pay roughly $6.4 million annually for water sen1ce if it joined 

the pipeline - a nearly $4 million sa,ings on what it pays Detroit for water. 

Walling pre\~ously said the city would save $19 million over eight years 
[http://www.mlivc.com/news/flint/index,ssf/2013/03/flint_city _council_delays_deci.html] by getting water from the 

KWA. 

"It's a historic night in the City of Flint," Walling said. "The savings will be less \\1th the capacity level approved by city council because 

there will be increased treatment cost for the river water." 

He said the DEQ told the city it needed to get 18 million gallons per day or there would have to be additional work done at Flint's water 

plant. 

Flint's water plant and the Flint River is currently the backup for Flint and Genesee County, however, the plant only operates four times 

per year. 

Councilman Bryant Nolden was the lone dissenting vote. 

http://www.mlive.com/news/flint/index.ssf/2013/03/flint_ city_ council_ approves _re.html 10/7/2015 



Flint City Council approves resolution to buy water from Karegnondi, state approval still ... Page 2 of 2 

"It was a protest vote," Nolden said. "I knew they had enough \'Otes. I just feel like the Flint River is our best option." 

Karengnondi is the regional water authmity that includes Genesee, Lapeer and Sanilac counties and the cities of Flint and Lapeer. 

Flint is the second municipality, behind Genesee County, to officially decide to pmchase raw water through the KW A. Lapeer city officials 

said they intend to purchase water, but an agreement has been finalized. 

Dominic Adams is a reporterfor· MLive-Fli11tJoumal. Contact him at dadams5@mlive.com or 810-241-8803. Follow him 011 
nvitte1° [http://www.twitte1·.com/dominicadmns], Face book [http://wwwJacebook.com/domi1tic.adams.1865J or 
·ooogle+ [Ttttpsi//plus.google;com/103690672506808729cji1?rel=aittfto1•J. 

Related Stories 

Price of Detroit water for Flint is $1.5 
million a month, mayor says 

Here's how that toxic lead gets into Flint 
water 

{http://www.mlive.com/news/flinUindex.ssf/2015/10/mayor_ city _a {htlp:/lwww .mlive.com/news/flinUindex.ssf/2015/10/see_step_by _~ 
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GENFSEe COUNTY 

§~~ 
DRAIN COMMJSSJONSR 

GENESEE COUNTY DRAIN COMMISSIONER1S OFFICE 

JEFFREY WRIGHT 

COMMISSIONER 
G-4608 BEECHER ROAD, FLINT, Ml 48532 

PHONE (810) 732-1590 FAX (810) 732-1474 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE CONTACT: Jeff Wrlght 

March 26, 2013 810-287-1925 

What: Jeff Wright Statement on Flint City Council Approving Resolution to Join KWA. 

When: March 26, 2013 

GENESEE COUNTY 

~~§ 
ORAIN COMMISSIONER 

Additional Info: Jeff Wright, CEO of the KWA, today praised the Flint City Council for voting to approve 

a resolution to officially have the City of Flint join the KWA and Its' water line. 

"I have said from the beginning that this decision must be made by Flint's City Council and Mayor," said 

Wright. ''I appredate the council voting the way they did, but even more than that, I am glad the 

..•. residents of FHnt.were .al:)leto 11ave their volce.s hec1rd via their eleqte~ officials." The next step in the . • .. · 

· ·. ·· process will cQrn7 .with the KW/\ Board executing the contract for the City . . · •· ·. · 

"The most important aspect from the vote Is the fact that we as an Authority can move forward 

knowing Flint's intentions," said Wright. 

Despite Emergency Manager Ed Kurtz publicly supporting the project, Wright had made a vote by 

council a condition of Flint Joining the KWA so the residents would have their say. 

"There is a basic tenet that government is best when it has local control. We saw that with the councll 

vote. Nobody, whether they five in Fllnt, Grand Blanc, Davison, Fenton, or anywhere in Genesee County, 

should have these types of decisions made by people who live outside of their community," said Wright. 

At the next Water and Waste Advisory Board meeting a vote will be taken to award a contract for 

construction of the intake portion of the water line. All bids were submitted to the board at their last 

meeting for review. 
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RICK SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

Mr. Edward Kmtz 
Emergency Manager 
City of Flint 
1101 South Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 

Dear Mr. Kurtz: 

STATE OF MlCHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 
LANSING 

ANDY DILLON 
STATE TREASURER 

April 11, 2013 

Thank you for your March 29, 2013 letter, which is attached for reference. As the Emergency 
Manager for the City of Flint ("Flint" or "City"), you have asked for my concurrence, pursuant to 
Public Act 436 of 2012, the Local Financial Stability and Choice Act, to authorize a contract in 
excess of $50,000.00 not subject to competitive bidding. This request was related to the City 
entering into an agreement with the Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) for provision of raw 
water for the City. 

In considering your request, I took note of the following facts in support of Flint joining KW A. 
First, there is widespread support in the City for this move, including the support of the Mayor, 
t\J.e City Council, and the Emergency Manager. Second, this move will provide a unique 

···•·.opportt1nityfor.the. City and .County to partner.on an important project, which.will hopefully lead 
.to future regional collaboration. Third, the Department of Environmental Quality is supportive of 
the City patticipating in the KW A project. Finally, your representations that this deal will lead to 
substantial savings for the City over the coming decades, savings that are desperately needed to 
help with the turnaround of the City of Flint. 

It is my understanding that the Detroit Water and Sewer Depaiiment is making a final best offer 
to Genesee County and the City of Flint next Monday, April 15, 2013. As such, this approval 
will be effective at 5 pm on April 16, 2013 after receiving written notice from the City that either 
no such offer was presented to the county and the City or that an offer was received and was 
rejected in good faith based upon specified objections. 

For the reasons described above and subject to the conditions set forth herein, pursuant to 
Section 12 (3) of PA 436 of 2012, I am authorizing you to proceed with adopting the resolution 
and entering into a contract with KW A. 

P.O . BOX 30716 • LANSING, MICHIGAN 48\'.109 
www.michlgao.gov/lreasury • (517) 373-3200 
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Flint 

Flint council supports buying water from Lake Huron 
throughKWA 
. G) (http://connect.mllve.comJstaff/dadams1/lndex.htm1J By Dominic AdamsIdadams6@mllve.com{http://connect.mllve.com!staff/dadams11posts.htmlJ 
tf1> Follow on Twitter [http://www.twltter.com!domlnlcadams] 

on March 25, 2013 at 7:17 PM, updated March 26, 2013 at 7:43 AM 

FLINT, MI·- Flint residents may soon get their water from Lake Huron. 

The Flint City Council Yoted 7-1 to get 16 million gallons per day from the Karegnondi Water Authority. 

'This is about compromise," said Councilman Sheldon Neeley. 

Neeley got support from Councilman Joshua Freeman, after the two were previously at odds about the amount the city should withdraw 

from Lake Huron. 

Councilman Bryant Nolden was the lone "no" vote. 

"It was a protest vote," Nolden said. "I just feel like the Flint River is our best option." 

Genesee County Drain Commissioner said construction of the pipeline could start in May . 

.The city currently pays to get its water from Detroit. 

• .• · .. > i State t1~su1y ofiicials still nmst approve thedty council's move because FHnt has an. ein~rgency financial manager. All expenditur~ ~ver •. ·.·· .. · · .•. · .. ·. 

$50,000 must be approved. 

Dominic Ada.ms is a. repm·terfcw .MLive-Flint .!oumal. Contact him at dadams5@mliue.com m· 810-241-8803. Follow him orr 

Twitter[http://www.twitte!'.com/dominicadams], Face book [11ttp:/ /wwwJaccbook.com/dominic.adams.1865] or 
Google+ [https:/ /plus.google.com/10369 067.2506808729911 ?1'el=aut1w1·] . 

Related Stories 

.... _ Enbridge can begin piping tar sands oil 
along Lake Ontario north shore 

Former Detroit American Motors Corp . 
headquarters being auctioned; starting bid 
$500 

[http://www. mlive. com/news/index.ssf/2015/1 Olen bridge_ can_beg [http://www.m live .com/news/detroiVi ndex.ssf/2015/10/former_detn 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Tuesday, October 13, 2015 9:31 AM 
Eric Rothstein 
Fwd: Letter to Wolfson October 12 final 

Attachments: Letter to Wolfson October 12 final.pdf; A TTOOOOl.htm; Request From Flint.pdf; 
ATT00002.htm; Letter to Wolfson Final.pdf; ATT00003.htm 

Can you pursue? See you tonight. 

Rich 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G l. TE DROJD 
---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <Q'.L~!£:h.rD9.!:f9..@m[rh.[g~.Q.,gQ_Y.> 
Date: Oct 13, 2015 9:28 AM 
Subject: Fwd: Letter to Wolfson October 12 final 
To: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <.~J,1jr._gr..@.ml.(bjg~_O_,ggy> 
Cc: 

It would probably be helpful if you could get GLWA's attention to acknowledge this GCDC request. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kevin K. Kilby" 
Date: October 12, 2015 at 12:37:38 PM EDT 

Jansen' 
Subject: Letter to Wolfson October 12 final 

Gentleman-

'David 

I represent the Genesee County Drain Commissioner's Office. The Commissioner requested that 
I send you the attached information regarding DWSD supplying water to Flint. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Kilby 
Partner and Attorney at Law 

2075 W. Big Beaver Road 
Suite 750 
Troy, Michigan 48084 
Office: (248) 502-4000 
Fax: (248 502-4001 
Cellular: 



WV·/W. mcurawmorns. com -----------------------V--------------------------------------

CONFIDENTIAL AND ATTORNEY/ CLIENT PRIVILEGED: 

This e-mail and any attachments are confidential, intended for the 
addressee only and may be attorney/ client privileged. If you are not 
the addressee, then please DO NOT read, copy or distribute the 
message or any attachment. Please reply to the sender that you 
received the message in error and delete it. Thank you. 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE In accordance with U.S. Treasury 
regulations, if this message from McGraw Morris, P.C. (or any 
attachment) contains advice concerning one or more Federal tax 
issues, it is not a formal legal opinion and may not be used by any 
person for the avoidance of Federal tax penalties. 
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McGRAW MORRIS 

THOMAS J. MCGRAW 

G. Gus MORRIS 
CRAIG R. NOLAND 

STACY J. BELISLE 
KEVIN K. f<ILBY 

CHRISTOPHER J. RAm 
JOHN A. MULLETT 

GRAND RAPIDS 

Via Email: wolfson@dwsd.org 
William M. Wolfson 

TROY 

October 12, 2015 

Chief Administrative and Compliance Officer/General Counsel, DWSD 
Interim General Counsel, GL WA 
735 Randolph Street 
Detroit Michigan 48226 

P.C. 

Re: Increase in average day and maximum peak day by GCDC 

Dear Mr. Wolfson: 

SAGINAW 

2075 W. BIG BEAVER ROAD 
SUITE 7.50 

TROY, MICHIGAI~ 48084 
TELEPHOl~E; •••••• 
FACSIMILE: (248) 502-4001 

The Genesee County Drain Commissioner's Office, Division of Water and Waste Services 
("GCDC") has been working diligently to fulfill the demands of the various state and federal agencies, 
Governor Snyder, and the people of the City of Flint ("Flint"), to provide Flint with water from the 
Detroit Water and Sewerage Department ("DWSD"). These efforts include placing approximately seven 
(7) miles of the seventy-two inch (72") water transmission pipeline ("Pipeline") that GCDC purchased 
from Flint back into service, pressurizing the Pipeline, disinfecting the Pipeline, flushing the Pipeline, and 
performing Bac-T testing on the water inside of the Pipeline. Once these efforts have materialized and 
GCDC has received two (2) negative Bac-T tests, GCDC will be in a tactical position to furnish DWSD 
water to Flint as early as midweek. 

On October 8, 2015, I sent you a letter after GCDC received a formal request from Flint for 
GCDC to provide DWSD water to Flint pursuant to a previous written agreement between GCDC and 
Flint. As of today, I have not received your response. In the October 8, 2015, letter I requested the 
following: 

GCDC has received a formal request from Flint to receive DWSD water via GCDC per 
GCDC's contract with Flint. GCDC's rates are currently based on 12 mgd average day 
and 25 mgd maximum peak day. Does DWSD have the capacity to increase demand to 
GCDC to 28.5 mgd average day and 51 mgd peak day? If so, could you please provide 
GCDC with the rates for 28.5 mgd average and 51 mgd peak day through June 30, 2016? 

Attorney Anthony Chubb from Flint has provided me with a proposed WATER SERVICE 
CONTRACT BETWEEN CITY OF DETROIT AND CITY OF FLINT ("Contract"). This Contract 
makes the assumption that Flint has a separate connection to the DWSD water distribution system. The 
interconnect between the DWSD water system and the Flint water system is owned by GCDC. Flint does 
not have a separate connection to the DWSD water distribution system. Any water that Flint receives 

WWW.MCGRAWMORRIS.COM 



MCGRAW MORRIS PoC, 

Mr. Wolfson 
October 12, 2015 
Page2 

from DWSD is required to flow through GN-01. Additionally, GCDC has received no communication 
from DWSD on this subject since the Flint water issue surfaced. Simply stated, DWSD has the ability to 
service Flint with water only through the interconnect owned by GCDC. 

GCDC is working diligently to move forward with Flint receiving DWSD water; however, 
GCDC cannot do anything until it has an agreement with DWSD and Flint as to how the DWSD water 
will be transmitted to Flint. Right now, Flint is requesting GCDC to provide DWSD water GN-01 
pursuant to the written agreement between GCDC and Flint. Additionally, Flint has also request DWSD 
to provide Flint with water with the understanding that DWSD has no way to transmit the water to Flint. 
There is no question that Flint wants and eventually will be serviced with DWSD water; however, DWSD 
and Flint cannot continually ignore the fact that GCDC owns and operates the interconnect between 
DWSD and Flint. 

GCDC has been working diligently to assist Flint in receiving DWSD water; however, DWSD to 
date has been unwilling to provide GCDC the information it needs so that Flint may switch over the 
DWSD water. When you have prepared your response, please send it to kkilby@mcgrawmorris.com or 
contact Director John O'Brien at 810-732-7870. 

Sincerely, 

MCGRAW MORRIS P.C. 

Kevin K. Kilby 
Attorney at Law 

Cc: Jeff Wright, Drain Commissioner, GCDC 
John O'Brien, Director GCDC 
Dennis Muchmore, Chief of Staff, Governor's Office, w/attachments 
Wayne Workman, Deputy Treasurer, Michigan Department of Treasury, w/attachments 
Dan Wyant, Director, MDEQ, w/attachments 
Laurie Koester, DWSD 
Dayne Walling, Mayor, City of Flint 
Anthony Chubb, Attorney, City of Flint 

N:\GCDC\2155-1000 (General)\Contracts and Agreements\Flint Emergency Water Purchase\Letter to Wolfson October 12 final.doc 
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John O'Brien 

Sent: 
To: 
Ct: 

achubb@cityofflint.com 

Thursday; October 08, 2015 1.2:30 PM 

John O'Brfon; Kevin Kilby 
Byrne, Randall {Treasury); vvyantd@rnid119an.gov; workmanw@rnichigan.gov; \Nan-en 

Vyvyan; Dayne Waning; Peter Sade; Natasha Henderson 
Re: DVVSD 

John and. Kevin, 

Per om contract, the City is req u.esting flovv of 16. 5mgd average, 26mgd max flow. Please notify of intent to 
movide and costs as soon as possible. . . 

Anthony Chubb 
Interim Director of Human Resources and Labor Relations 
Deputy City Attorney 
City of Flint 

Sent frorn rny iPhone 

On Oct 8, 2015, at 11 :51 AM~ Jolm 01Brien ·<ifobrien@Q'cdc,x.,"vs.cm;Q> VvTote: 

Tony 

The County and City Have a current contract we wi!I honor that agreement. 

The D\NSD recognizes this issue as identified in the last sentence of paragraph 1 d) 

John 

From: Anthony Chubb [rnai!to:achubb@cityofflint.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2015 l1 :2.5 i\M 
To: John O'Brien <ifobrlen@gcdcwws.com>; Kevin K. Kilby< 

Subject: Fwd: DVv'SD 

See below. l had your old email in my hfatory. 

A.nthony Chubb 
Interim Director of Hurn.an Resources and Labor Relations 
Deputy City Attorney 
City of Flint 
1101 S. Saginmv Street, 3rd Floor 
Flint, Ml 48502 

(810) 237-2078 

This communication, along with any documents, files oi- attachments, is intended only for the use of the 
addressee and may contain !ega!!y privileged and confidential information. If you are not the ir.tendeci 



McGRAW MORRIS 

THOMAS J. MCGRAW 

G. Gus MORRIS 
CRAIG R. NOLAND 

STACY J. BELISLE 
KEVIN K. f<ILBY 

CHRISTOPHER J. RAm 
JOHN A. MULLETT 

GRAND RAPIDS 

Via Email: wolfson@dwsd.org 
William M. Wolfson 

TROY 

October 8, 2015 

Chief Administrative and Compliance Officer/General Counsel, DWSD 
Interim General Counsel, GL WA 
735 Randolph Street 
Detroit Michigan 48226 

P.C. 

Re: Increase in average day and maximum peak day by GCDC 

Dear Mr. Wolfson: 

SAGINAW 

2075 W. BIG BEAVER ROAD 
SUITE 7.50 

TROY, MICHIGAI~ 48084 
TELEPHOl~E; 

FACSIMILE: 

GCDC has received a formal request from Flint to receive DWSD water via GCDC per GCDC's 
contract with Flint. GCDC's rates are currently based on 12 mgd average day and 25 mgd maximum 
peak day. Does DWSD have the capacity to increase demand to GCDC to 28.5 mgd average day and 51 
mgd peak day? If so, could you please provide GCDC with the rates for 28.5 mgd average and 51 mgd 
peak day through June 30, 2016? 

As you are aware, time is of the essence. I would respectfully ask that if at all possible you could 
provide answers to the above two (2) questions stated above by 5:00 p.m. today. It is anticipated that if 
DWSD has the capacity and all of the issues between Flint and GCDC are resolved, GCDC anticipates 
providing Treated Water to Flint within the next seven (7) days. 

If you should have any questions or concerns regarding this communication, please feel free to 
contact me at 810-569-0352 or via email at kkilby@mcgrawmorris.com. 

Sincerely, 

MCGRAW MORRIS P.C. 

Kevin K. Kilby 
Attorney at Law 

N:\GCDC\2155-1000 (General)\Contracts and Agreements\Flint Emergency Water Purchase\Letter to Wolfson Final.doc 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Ken and Team: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:32 AM 
'Ken Sikkema'; 'Chris Kolb'; •••••••••• 

Anderson, Madhu (DEQ); Vansickle, Michele (GOV) 
Roster of Task Force and Supporting Cast 
Flint Water Task Force Members.docx 

I asked my assistant Michele to put this together so that everyone's contact information could be found in a single place. 

Regards, 

Rich 



Flint Water Task Force Members 

Name Title Work Cell Email Assistant Phone Email 
Phone Phone 

Rick Snyder Governor 517-241- N/A Allison Scott 517-241- Scotta12@michigan.gov 

5022 5022 

Jarrod Agen Director of 517-241- Wendy 517-241- wisniewskiw@michigan.gov 

Communications Wisniewski 5601 

Matt Davis Professor of 

Pediatrics & 
Internal 
Medicine U of M 

Dave Deputy Press 517-335- Murrayd1@michigan.gov Jordan 517-241- Kennedyj4@michigan.gov 
Murray Secretary 6820 Kennedy 0061 

Dan Wyant Director DEQ 517-284- wyantd@michigan.gov Mary Beth 517-284- Thelenm2@michigan.gov 
6714 Thelen 6712 

Madhu Deputy Director 517-284- andersonm30@michigan.gov Leigh Copen 517-284- Copenl1@michigan.gov 

Anderson DEQ 6702 

Chris Kolb President -
Michigan 

Environmental 
Council 

Ken Senior Policy 

Sikkema Fellow- Public 

Sector 

Consultants 

Eric Principal - N/A 
Rothstein Galardi & 

Rothstein Group 

Nick Lyon Director DHHS N/A Lyonn2@michigan.gov Nancy 517-241- grijalvan@michigan.gov 
Grijalva 1193 



Rich Baird Senior Advisor 517-241- bairdr@michigan.gov Michele 517-241- Vansicklem2@michigan.gov 

5775 Vansickle 5621 

Beth Deputy Chief of 517-241- Wendy 517-241- wisniewskiw@michigan.gov 

Clement Staff 5603 Wisniewski 5601 

Dennis Chief of Staff 517-241- muchmored@michigan.gov Wendy 517-241- wisniewskiw@michigan.gov 

Muchmore Wisniewski 5601 

Larry Pediatrician reynolds@mottchc.org Deborah (810) 237-

Reynolds Mott Children's Higgins 7594 

Health Center 

Harvey Director Urban 313-456- hollinsh@michigan.gov Stacie 313-456- Claytons3@michigan.gov 

Hollins Initiatives 4997 Clayton 4994 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 
~0159:40AM 

FW: state money for detroit water 

That was never the deal. Whats going on'? 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:35 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) 
Cc: Murray, David (GOV) 
Subject: FW: state money for detroit water 
Importance: High 

Please see below. 

!\lo good deed goes unpunished. This looks like may be next big issue. 

I thought GI..\NA-D\JVSD was NOT going to require the entire sum all up front"? 

From: Ronald Fonger [mailto:RFOI\JCEH1@rnlive.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:28 AM 

To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Y.f..~!!:f.f:'.!5.@.GJi.f:l:\lg~_O_:gQ~> 
Subject: state money for detroit water 

Sara: 
I was at a City Council meeting last night when Flint City Administrator Natasha Henderson said the state has only wired 
Flint $2 million of the $6 million approved by the state Legislature. 
She said the city has been told it will receive an additional $2 million in January and another $2 million in April. 
Henderson said she's asked that the money be sent immediately because the city was required to pay Detroit the entire 

$12 million upfront, before the water was reconnected, and its water and sewer fund balance has dropped significantly 
as a result. 
Several council members also spoke about this, and Council President Josh Freeman called the payment plant "beyond 
ridiculous" given the city's financial position. 

Is there someone who can talk to us about this? 
Thanks, 

Ron Fonger 
MLive Media Group 
Reporter 

mobile 810.347.9963 
email rfon_gerl@l_mlive.com 
address 540 S. Saginaw St. #101, Flint Ml 48502 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:41 AM 
Gary Brown 
Fwd: FW: state money for detroit water 

Gary, I think the Flint administrator is wrong. Correct? 

Rich 

Sentfrom my Verizon FVireless 4G LTE DROID 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Wurfel, Sara (GOV)" <}Yurfol_t(@1:ni_g_li_ig_qn._gQy> 
Date: Oct 22, 2015 9:34 AM 
Subject: FW: state money for detroit water 
To: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored@rnichigan.gov>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente(a>michigan.gov>,"Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" <AgenJ@michigan.gov>,"Baird, Richard (GOV)" 
<l;rninh:.(q)xni_ghig_{rri_._gQy>, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hQ]Ji1-1,\b@xnii,J1Ig~11gQy> 
Cc: "Murray, David (GOV)" <J\.forrayDl@rnichigan.gov> 

Please see below. 

No good deed goes unpunished. This looks like may be next big issue. 

I thought GLiNA--DWSD was NOT going to require the entire sum all up front? 

From: Ronald Fonger [mailto:RFONGER1(@mlive.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:28 AM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels(Wrnichigan.gov> 
Subject: state money for detroit water 

Sara: 
I was at a City Council meeting last night when Flint City Administrator Natasha Henderson said the state has only wired 
Flint $2 million of the $6 million approved by the state Legislature. 
She said the city has been told it will receive an additional $2 million in January and another $2 million in April. 
Henderson said she's asked that the money be sent immediately because the city was required to pay Detroit the entire 
$12 million upfront, before the water was reconnected, and its water and sewer fund balance has dropped significantly 
as a result. 
Several council members also spoke about this, and Council President Josh Freeman called the payment plant "beyond 
ridiculous" given the city's financial position. 
Is there someone who can talk to us about this? 
Thanks, 

Ron Fonger 
Mlive Media Group 



Reporter 

mobile 810.347.9963 
email rfonger1@}mlive.com 
address 540 S. Saginaw St. #101, Flint Ml 48502 
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From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Thursday, October 22, 2015 11:13 AM 
browngary@detroitmi.gov; Eric Rothstein 
Fwd: state money for detroit water 

Guys: 

Found anything out on this? Don't want this to develop a life of its own ... 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wurfel, Sara (GOV)" <W!:!!:f.f:!.li?.@.ml.(bjg~.Q_,ggy> 
Date: October 22, 2015 at 9:57:37 AM EDT 
To: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bairdr(!.vmichigan.gov>, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<muchmored(i.vmichigan.gov>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <clernente(i.vmichigan.gov>, "Agen, Jarrod 
(GOV)" <AgenJ(i.vmichigan.gov>, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh(d)michigan.gov> 

Cc: "Murray, David (GOV)" <MurravDl(d)michigan.gov> 

Subject: RE: state money for detroit water 

Thanks much - that was the last I had knew and understood too about how was supposed to work. 

Just trying to either correct and nip in bud ASAP before this gets out of hand. 

But also imperative that we have facts first. 

p.s. 
Have also talked v,1ith Treasury and 5130 teams and they're looking into from their respective ends as 
welL 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:43 AM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\Nurfels@michigan.gov>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
<muchmored@michigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <demente@michigan.gov>; Agen, Jarrod 
(GOV) <AgenJ@rnichigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh@rnichigan.gov> 
Cc: Murray, David (GOV) <MurrayDl@michigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: state money for detroit water 

The deal was monthly payments. I will get into this as quick as I can but I am sure she has it wrong or 
someone in DWSD is befuddled. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:35 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Cc: Murray, David (GOV) 



Subject: FW: state money for detroit water 
Importance: High 

Please see below. 

No good deed goes unpunished. This looks like may be next big issue. 

I thought GLWA-DWSD was NOT going to require the entire sum all up front? 

From: Ronald Fonger[mailto:RFONGER1@Jmlive.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:28 AM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@)rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: state money for detroit water 

Sara: 
I was at a City Council meeting last night when Flint City Administrator Natasha Henderson said the state 
has only wired Flint $2 million of the $6 million approved by the state Legislature. 
She said the city has been told it will receive an additional $2 million in January and another $2 million in 
April. 
Henderson said she's asked that the money be sent immediately because the city was required to pay 
Detroit the entire $12 million upfront, before the water was reconnected, and its water and sewer fund 
balance has dropped significantly as a result. 
Several council members also spoke about this, and Council President Josh Freeman called the payment 
plant "beyond ridiculous" given the city's financial position. 
Is there someone who can talk to us about this? 
Thanks, 

Ron Fonger 
Mlive Media Group 
Reporter 

mobile 810.347.9963 
email rfonger1@rnlive.com 
address 540 S. Saginaw St. #101, Flint Ml 48502 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Thursday, November 19, 2015 6:29 PM 
Andy Dillon 
Fwd: Privileged Attorney-Client Communication - Outline of Flint Drinking Water 
Issues 
DEQ's Outline of Flint Drinking Water Issues for Flint Water Task Force - Attorney 
Client Privilege Work Product -11-16-2015.pdf 

SentjhJm my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Anderson, Madhu (DEQ)" <Andersonl'vl30(!1>michigan.gov> 
Date: Nov 17, 2015 11:19 AM 
Subject: Privileged Attorney-Client Communication - Outline of Flint Drinking Water Issues 
To: "Ken Sikkema .. -

Cc: "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" <AgtnJ@1:ni_g_li_ig_m1_._gi,:iy>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" 
<hairdr@.rnichhran .gov>,"Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <rnuchmored(a>michigan.gov>,"Weber, Travis (GOV)" 
<W_d,1i,~rIJ@'pxij_~:b1gm1g1y>, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <_b9_]JiJci~h@miJ;_bigf!n,gQ_y>, "Murray, David (GOV)" 
<MurrayDl(~michigan.gov>,"Wurfel, Sara (GOV)" <\Vurfols@michigan.gov>,"Lyon, Nick (DHHS)" 
<LvonN2(!1>rnichigan.gov> 

Ken - Attached is the outline of the Flint Drinking Water issue (in a question and answer format) we have 
prepared for you to share with your colleagues on the Governor's Flint Water Task Force. Please let me know 
if we can provide any other material in preparation for the meeting tomorrow. 

l'vfadhu R . Anderson 

Deputy Director, Economic and Strategic lnhimives 

8 S 17 284 6702 i 

andersonrn30<q)michigan .gov 



Privileged Attorney-Client Communication 

City of Flint Drinking Water 
Outline prepared by the 

November 16, 2015 

Michigan Department of Environmental Quality for the 
Flint Water Task Force 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This document is intended to provide an overview of Michigan's implementation of 
the Safe Drinking Water Act, 1976 PA 399, as amended (Act 399), with respect to 
events in the city of Flint (City), Michigan. 

II. BACKGROUND 

1. How has Flint historically obtained its drinking water? 

The water system in the City was organized and built under private ownership in 
1883 as the Flint Water Works Company to pump raw water from the Flint River to 
their consumers. In 1903, the system was converted to a municipally-owned 
corporation which supplied drinking water to the City. In 1967, the City became a 
customer of the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD) system. 

After the switch to DWSD, the City operated its water treatment plant as a standby 
plant for purposes of reliability in the event of an emergency, such as an interruption 
in service of the single pipeline from DWSD. In the last ten years, the water 
treatment plant was used as an emergency backup during two weeks in 2009: 
June 18 through June 20 and September 10 through September 13. 

As a backup emergency water treatment plant, the City was required to operate the 
water treatment plant quarterly to demonstrate the capability to produce drinking 
water in accordance with Act 399 and to keep mechanical equipment (such as 
valves, rubber seals, etc.) in good working order. Each quarter, the water treatment 
plant was test run and samples were taken of both raw water and finished water 
(post-filters). Since the water treatment plant was upgraded in the early 2000s, 
monitoring showed that the water treatment plant was performing as designed. 

Contractual obligations with DWSD did not allow treated water to be put into the 
City's distribution system during these test runs. Treated water was discharged to 
the Flint River in accordance with a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) Permit. The test runs were for demonstration purposes, to keep the water 
treatment plant operational, and staff familiar with operation in the event it was 
needed in an emergency. 

2. What State and Federal laws or rules exist to ensure safe drinking water is 
provided to City residents? 

The federal Safe Drinking Water Act (federal SOWA) is the primary law that ensures 
the quality of Americans' drinking water. Under the federal SOWA, the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) sets standards for drinking water quality 
and oversees the states, localities, and water suppliers who implement those 
standards. 



Privileged Attorney-Client Communication November 16, 2015 

The federal SOWA was originally passed by Congress in 1974 to protect public 
health by regulating the nation's public drinking water supply. The law was amended 
in 1986 and 1996 and requires many actions to protect drinking water and its 
sources: rivers, lakes, reservoirs, springs, and ground water wells. (The federal 
SOWA does not regulate private wells which serve fewer than 25 individuals.) 

Originally, the federal SOWA focused primarily on treatment as the means of 
providing safe drinking water at the tap. The 1996 amendments greatly enhanced 
the existing law by recognizing source water protection, operator training, funding for 
water system improvements, and public information as important components of safe 
drinking water. This approach ensures the quality of drinking water by protecting it 
from source to tap. 

The most direct oversight of water systems is conducted by state drinking water 
programs. States can apply to the USEPA for "primacy," - the authority to implement 
the federal SOWA within their jurisdictions - if they will adopt standards at least as 
stringent as the USEPA's and enforce those standards. Michigan adopted the Safe 
Drinking Water Act in 1976 through Act 399 and has maintained primacy for the 
program since that time. 

3. What is the USEPA's role as a regulatory agency in implementing the SDWA? 

Federal and state governments share responsibility for administering drinking water 
programs. Under the federal SOWA, the USEPA is given the responsibility for 
developing national standards and regulations that apply to the nation's public 
drinking water systems and enforcing those standards, by working with states. 

Michigan's drinking water program is evaluated annually by the USEPA for 
compliance with the federal SOWA. Based upon these evaluations, the USEPA 
continues to find Michigan's drinking water program to be compliant with the federal 
SOWA. 

4. What is the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality's (DEQ) role as a 
regulatory agency in implementing the SDWA? 

The federal SOWA permits states to accept oversight of the drinking water program 
under an agreement with the USEPA giving states primary enforcement 
responsibilities (or primacy). In addition to this delegation of federal authority to the 
states, states also have the power to create additional regulations and programs 
governing drinking water suppliers through their own legislative and regulatory 
processes. Michigan has had regulatory authority of public water supplies since 
1913 (Waterworks and Sewerage Systems, 1913 PA 98). 

The DEQ has been granted primary enforcement authority in Michigan for the federal 
SOWA under the authority of Act 399. As such, the DEQ, Office of Drinking Water 
and Municipal Assistance, has regulatory oversight for all public water supplies, 
including approximately 1,400 community water supplies and 10,000 noncommunity 
water supplies. A community water supply provides year-round service to 15 or 
more living units (homes, apartments, dorm rooms, etc.) or 25 or more residents. A 
noncommunity water supply has 15 or more service connections or serves 25 or 
more individuals on an average daily basis for not less than 60 days per year. 

2 
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The OEQ engages in a variety of activities to help water systems remain in, or return 
to, compliance. These activities include: conducting surveillance visits (inspections) 
at water systems and reviewing facilities, equipment, and operations; requiring the 
submission of plans and specifications for waterworks system improvements and 
issuing construction permits; providing for the training, examination, certification and 
regulation of persons operating water supplies; helping systems incorporate 
preventive measures; and since 1996, providing financial assistance for system 
improvements. 

5. What is the City's role in implementing the federal SDWA and Act 399? 

State and federal programs develop regulations and perform oversight and 
compliance activities, but do not treat or deliver water to customers. At the local 
level, public and private water utilities collect, treat, and deliver drinking water to 
consumers in compliance with state and federal regulations. 

The federal SOWA and Act 399 set up multiple barriers against contamination. 
These barriers include: source water protection, multiple treatment components, 
distribution system integrity, proper operations oversight, and public information. As 
the owner of a public water system, the City is responsible for knowing and following 
all requirements under Act 399, such as ensuring proper design, construction, 
operations and maintenance, so that contaminants in tap water do not exceed the 
standards established by law. The City treats the water, and must test its water 
routinely for specified contaminants and report the results to the OEQ. If a water 
system is not meeting these standards, it is the water supplier's responsibility to 
notify its customers. 

The federal SOWA and Act 399 recognize that customers have the right to know 
what is in their drinking water and where it comes from. The City, like all water 
suppliers, must notify consumers when there is a problem with water quality. 

The City submits samples of its water for laboratory testing (monitoring) to verify the 
water it provides to residents meets all federal and state standards. How often and 
where samples are taken varies from system to system and from contaminant to 
contaminant. The OEQ provides an annual monitoring schedule to the City setting 
forth these requirements. 

In addition, the City is required to employ properly certified water operators that are 
trained and experienced to operate the treatment and distribution systems 
associated with the City's water system. 

6. What approvals were needed from the DEQ in order for the City to begin using 
its water treatment plant full time? 

The City had long ago been issued construction permits for raw water pumps to 
withdraw water from the Flint River and the City was grandfathered under the water 
withdrawal program (Part 327, Great Lakes Preservation, of the Natural Resources 
and Environmental Protection Act, 1994 PA 451, as amended), as were all existing 
community public water systems at that time. There were no additional OEQ 
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permissions or authorizations required under Act 399 because the City already had 
approval to use the water treatment plant. 

Under Act 399, there are no licenses or permits required to operate public water 
systems. The City did apply for and obtained two construction permits prior to the 
water treatment plant changing from an emergency backup plant to full-time 
operation. These permits were for new chemical feed equipment, changes to the 
electrical service, etc. 

Ill. THE FLINT RIVER - IS IT A SAFE SOURCE OF DRINKING WATER? 

Seventy-five percent of Michigan's population served by a public water supply 
receive their drinking water from surface water sources, the majority of which is 
withdrawn from the Great Lakes. However, several public water supplies in Michigan 
utilize water from inland rivers. All surface water sources require significant 
treatment in order to be safe for consumption. 

While all surface water sources must receive a high level of treatment, inland river 
sources present a greater challenge than water withdrawn from one of the Great 
Lakes because of rapidly changing water quality conditions. Under most 
circumstances, rivers are prone to greater fluctuations in temperature, have higher 
amounts of organic material, greater turbidity (suspended solids), and are more 
vulnerable to microbiological and viral contamination than Lakes Huron, Erie, 
Michigan or Superior. While the water chemistry in the Flint River differs from that in 
Lake Huron, it can still be treated in accordance with the federal SOWA and Act 399. 
The waterworks industry has the technology to treat wide ranging source waters to 
provide potable and palatable drinking water, including direct reuse of treated 
wastewater. Regardless of source water quality, all public water systems must 
comply with the same drinking water standards in the finished water. 

It is not the source water that reacts with the homeowners plumbing in the 
distribution system, but rather the finished water quality that is important. Treated 
water leaving the City's water treatment plant does not contain lead. In addition, the 
treatment process employed by the City includes lime softening to reduce the 
hardness in the river water. The City includes lime softening and pH adjustment 
primarily to improve aesthetic water quality associated with hardness. Lime 
softening is not a process that water supply professionals would expect to increase 
corrosivity of water. The City, however, does practice recarbonation to readjust pH 
at the end of the softening process. 

pH levels of finished water leaving the City's water treatment plant averaged 7.7. 
Expanded water monitoring conducted quarterly at 25 sample sites located 
throughout the distribution system showed the following: 

July - September 2014 
October - December 2014 
January- March 2015 
April - June 2015 

average pH= 7.71 
average pH = 7.88 
average pH= 7.81 
average pH = 7.63 
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The data below was obtained at ten of the sampling locations throughout the City's 
distribution system, while they were still purchasing water from DWSD before the 
City switched to the Flint River as a source: 

January - March 2014 (DWSD) average pH= 7.47 
April 2014 (DWSD) average pH= 7.49 

range: 7.40 - 7.54 
range: 7.42 - 7.59 

Note that the pH of the treated water produced while the City was using the Flint 
River did not differ significantly from pH values seen in the distribution system during 
the time the City purchased water from DWSD. Thus, pH monitoring provided no 
indication of a change in water corrosivity. 

IV. E.COLI AND TOTAL COLIFORM BACTERIA VIOLATIONS 

1. What caused the E. coli and total coliform bacteria violations experienced by 
the City in August and September 2014? 

A number of factors, primarily related to distribution system operation and 
maintenance, likely contributed to the Boil Water Advisories in the City during August 
and September 2014 triggered by exceedances of bacteria standards in limited 
areas of the distribution system. In addition, the coliform detections were confined to 
less than 20 percent of the water system. Had the detections been the result of a 
failure in treatment, detections would have been expected throughout the City rather 
than in such a limited geographic area. 

Instead, the violations seem to have been caused by other factors such as aging 
infrastructure. The City's water distribution system has suffered from a lack of 
infrastructure investment and asset management. Most of the City's over 550 miles 
of water mains are now over 75 years old, and constructed of unlined cast iron 
piping. This cast iron pipe is subject to tuberculation, which thins and weakens the 
pipe walls in some areas and causes a buildup of sediment and debris on the pipe 
walls in other areas. Tuberculation can lead to water quality issues as well as 
reduced flows and pressures. Tuberculation also encourages the development of 
biofilms. Biofilm growth may occur more frequently in areas where little or no 
disinfectant is maintained. 

The City has also experienced decades of a declining customer base and water use, 
with vacant homes, commercial businesses, and industrial property. Declining water 
use leads to excess residence time (water age) within the City's distribution pipes 
and water storage facilities, accelerating tuberculation, biofilm growth, and reductions 
of disinfectant concentration in the distribution system. While the City has recently 
seen an infusion of funding for blight removal, contractors using fire hydrants to 
complete this work have been known to cause hydraulic disturbances that dislodge 
and suspend settled debris, which may contribute to the bacterial contamination. 
These hydraulic disturbances were also believed to be a source of the aesthetic 
water quality complaints both the City and the DEQ were receiving. 

The winter of 2013-2014 was also one of the coldest experienced by the water 
system. The City, which historically has unaccounted water losses of over 
30 percent, saw even greater losses since February 2014 due to an increase in cold 
weather-related water main breaks and leaks (City personnel reported 400 water 
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main breaks in calendar year 2014, with greater than 50 percent in the winter 
quarter). The City has also been lacking a formal maintenance program for its more 
than 7,250 valves, which are critical in limiting the areas impacted during water main 
repairs. As an example, two valves on the transmission line used to supply the area 
of the 2014 Boil Water Advisories were found to be closed during the City's 
investigation of possible sources, causing much longer residence times, reduced 
disinfectant concentrations, and reduced pressures - all potential avenues for 
contamination to enter a distribution system. 

The Boil Water Advisories also occurred during the warmest and relatively wet 
periods of August and September 2014. Warm weather conditions are not only more 
conducive to bacterial growth but also degrade disinfectant concentrations more 
quickly. As already explained, longer residence times, biofilms, and tuberculation 
contribute to lowered disinfectant concentrations. Warm, wet weather conditions 
also allow water contaminated with bacteria to accumulate or pond around piping 
that leaks and breaks. 

During the summer of 2014, the City was actively repairing the distribution system 
(City personnel reported 29 water main breaks in June through August 2014). After 
the switch to the Flint River, it was discovered that there were many broken or closed 
valves in the distribution system (City personnel reported 120 broken valves and 
239 valves in an improper position). As the City began correcting these problems, 
they did detect the presence of coliform organisms in the distribution system in 
testing conducted as a result of the repairs. This sporadic detection is not an 
unusual occurrence. Many communities have experienced similar issues when 
significant repairs are made in the system and/or they suffer water main breaks and 
localized pressure losses. 

2. How were the violations detected? What was the DEQ's response? 

Federal SOWA regulations regarding monitoring and standards for bacteria in water 
distribution systems are incorporated into Act 399. There are a variety of bacteria, 
parasites, and viruses which can potentially cause health problems if humans ingest 
them in drinking water. Testing water for each of these potential pathogens would be 
difficult and expensive. Instead, community water systems are required to test 
monthly for total coliform and E. coli. Total coliform bacteria, while not pathogenic, 
often originate from the same sources as many pathogens. Therefore, the presence 
of total coliform in drinking water indicates there may be a pathway for pathogens or 
other contaminants to enter the system. The absence of total coliforms in the 
distribution system indicates a minimal likelihood that pathogens are present. E. coli 
is itself a pathogen and its detection is considered direct evidence of a health risk. 

The Boil Water Advisories which occurred in the City were associated with bacteria 
monitoring detections and violations of bacteria standards. These advisories were 
issued by the City after consultation with the DEQ. 

Upon receiving information indicating total coliform and E. coli bacteria had been 
detected, the DEQ advised the City to issue a Boil Water Advisory from August 15 
through 20, 2014, for the affected portion of the City. Another Boil Water Advisory 
was issued from September 5 through 9, 2014, due to localized detections of total 
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coliform bacteria in the same and adjacent portions of the City. The advisories 
covered an area of less than 20 percent of the water department's service area. 

Once a Boil Water Advisory has been issued, time is needed to investigate potential 
causes and implement corrective measures. The larger the water system, the more 
time this may take. Once corrective measures have been taken, samples must be 
collected and analyzed to confirm that bacteria are no longer present. Under 
approved analytical methods used by the City, samples must be incubated for 24 
hours before results can be obtained. In situations where the bacterial contamination 
has been confirmed, two consecutive rounds of safe samples collected at least 24 
hours apart are normally obtained before canceling a Boil Water Advisory. Adding 
each of these steps together, a normal response period to rescind a Boil Water 
Advisory under these circumstances would be expected to take 3 to 4 days. 

V. TOTAL TRIHALOMETHANES (TTHM) VIOLATIONS 

1. What caused the TTHM violations experienced by the City beginning in late 
summer 2014? 

Disinfectants are an essential element of drinking water treatment because of the 
barrier they provide against waterborne disease-causing microorganisms. However, 
disinfection byproducts form when disinfectants used to treat drinking water react 
with naturally occurring organic materials in the water (e.g., decomposing plant 
material). The formation of disinfection byproducts continues to occur as water 
travels throughout water distribution systems. 

A major challenge for water suppliers is how to provide protection from pathogens 
while simultaneously minimizing health risks to the population from disinfection 
byproducts. Total Trihalomethanes (TTHM - chloroform, bromoform, 
bromodichloromethane, and dibromochloromethane) and halogenated acetic acids 
(HAAS - monochloro-, dichloro-, trichloro-, monobromo-, dibromo-) are widely 
occurring classes of disinfection byproducts. The amount of TTHM and HAAS in 
drinking water can change depending on the season, water temperature, amount of 
chlorine added, the amount of plant material in the water, and a variety of other 
factors. All community water systems that chemically disinfect or purchase water 
that has been chemically disinfected are required to monitor for disinfection 
byproducts. 

The Flint River has higher levels of organic material than water in the Great Lakes 
and as a result, the water produced by the City developed higher disinfection 
byproducts than the water purchased from DWSD. Because the water treatment 
plant was previously operating intermittently, it was not possible to predict 
disinfection byproduct levels at distribution system compliance points until the City 
began relying on its water treatment plant continuously. 

As mentioned previously, the City became aware that there were numerous broken 
valves and closed valves that should have been open in the distribution system. At 
that time, the City also began a mapping effort to identify "water age" in the 
distribution system. The longer the residence time or "water age" the greater the 
opportunity for the formation of disinfection byproducts. 
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2. How were the violations detected? What was the DEQ's response? 

Disinfection byproducts are monitored at eight sites throughout the distribution 
system. A locational running annual average is calculated for each individual site. 
Because TTHM and HAAS maximum contaminant levels are calculated based on a 
running annual average at specific distribution system locations, the actual violation 
of the standard did not occur until the fall of 2014. However, because it was 
apparent in the summer of 2014 that the standard would eventually be exceeded; the 
DEQ asked the City to proactively implement measures to address the problem 
before the violation required them to do so. 

As a result of maintenance efforts undertaken by the City to repair valves and correct 
improperly closed valves, the City was able to improve water flow in the distribution 
system and thereby reduce residence time or "water age" in the system. Operational 
changes made to reduce the amount of storage in the system also helped reduce 
residence time which contributed to a reduction in disinfection byproduct formation. 

In addition to operational changes to minimize residence time in the distribution 
system, the City added granular activated carbon to its filters in July 2015. Levels of 
TTHMs and HAA5s were reduced and the City returned to compliance on 
September 1, 2015. 

VI. THE TASTE, ODOR, AND COLOR COMPLAINTS RECEIVED BY FLINT 

1. What caused the taste, odor, and color complaints received by the City from 
residents? 

Taste, odor, and color issues are very personalized. While water leaving the water 
treatment plant did not have any unusual taste, odor or color; during the summer 
after the switch to the Flint River, customer complaints increased. Construction in 
the distribution system, hydrant flushing, and changes in flow characteristics are all 
known causes of disturbances within the distribution system that can cause an 
increase in taste, odor, and color complaints. Aesthetics, such as taste, odor, and 
color, while a concern, by themselves are not a threat to public health. 

2. What was the DEQ's response? 

The DEQ consulted with the City regarding these complaints. The City indicated that 
they were offering to investigate such complaints for anyone that had issues; but City 
personnel informed the DEQ that they were not able to recreate these situations in 
the field. In addition, as a result of the repair work that was underway and the 
increased flushing to reduce water age in the system to help control TTHMs, it was 
anticipated that there would be short-term disturbances in the system that would 
cause color and odor complaints. All water supplies are advised to provide notice to 
residents prior to undertaking a flushing program because flushing (even routine 
flushing) often causes temporary problems as described. Based on information from 
City personnel, it appeared that the complaints were related to such operational 
activities occurring in the distribution system. 
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VII. LEAD ISSUES IN THE FLINT DRINKING WATER 

1. What causes lead in drinking water? 

Lead is rarely found in source water. Lead enters tap water through corrosion of 
plumbing materials. Homes built before 1986 are more likely to have lead fixtures 
and solder. Older homes built prior to World War II are more likely to contain lead 
pipes. The most common problem with newer construction is with brass or chrome
plated brass faucets and fixtures which can leach significant amounts of lead into the 
water, especially hot water. The amount of lead in tap water also depends on the 
types and amounts of minerals in the water, how long the water stays in the pipes, 
the amount of wear in the pipes, the pH of the water, and its temperature. 

2. What is the Lead and Copper Rule? 

On June 7, 1991, the USEPA published a regulation to control lead and copper in 
drinking water. This regulation is known as the Lead and Copper Rule (also referred 
to as the LCR). The treatment technique for the rule requires systems to monitor 
drinking water at customer taps. If the 90th percentile for lead exceeds an action 
level of 15 parts per billion (ppb) or the 90th percentile for copper exceeds an action 
level of 1.3 parts per million (ppm), the system must undertake a number of 
additional actions to control corrosion. If the action level for lead is exceeded, the 
water supply must also inform the public about steps they should take to protect their 
health and the water supply may have to replace lead service lines under their 
control. 

3. What is the lead action level? 

For most contaminants, the USEPA sets an enforceable regulation called a 
maximum contaminant level based on the maximum contaminant level goal. 
Maximum contaminant levels are set as close to the maximum contaminant level 
goals as possible, considering cost, benefits, and the ability of public water systems 
to detect and remove contaminants at the water treatment plant using suitable 
treatment technologies. Because lead contamination of drinking water often results 
from corrosion of the plumbing materials belonging to water system customers, the 
USEPA established a treatment technique rather than a maximum contaminant level 
for lead. A treatment technique is an enforceable procedure or level of technological 
performance which water systems must follow to control a contaminant. Although 
the maximum contaminant level goal for lead is zero, based upon the above factors, 
the USEPA has established the action level for lead at 15 ppb. 

The treatment technique regulation for lead requires water systems that produce 
drinking water to control the corrosivity of the water. The regulation also requires 
systems to collect customer tap samples from sites served by the system that are 
more likely to have plumbing materials containing lead. If the 90th percentile action 
level for lead is exceeded, then water systems are required to take additional actions 
including: 

• Optimizing corrosion control treatment (for water systems serving greater than 
50,000 people that have not fully optimized corrosion control). 
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• Educating the public about lead in drinking water and actions consumers can 
take to reduce their exposure to lead. 

• Replacing the portions of lead service lines (lines that connect distribution 
mains to customers) under the water system's control. 

4. Did DWSD have optimized corrosion control treatment? 

After the LCR passed in 1991, DWSD and all of its consecutive customer systems 
conducted two rounds of monitoring for lead and copper. Copper levels were well 
below action level limits, but lead levels exceeded the action level of 15 ppb for 
DWSD and many of its customer communities. As a result, DWSD installed 
corrosion control treatment. DWSD performed a corrosion control study and 
concluded that they could reduce the corrosivity of the water by the addition of an 
orthophosphate, a corrosion inhibitor. 

5. Did the DEQ require the City to have corrosion control in place when it 
switched to the Flint River as its source of drinking water? 

No. There are two ways under the LCR to deem a water supply as providing 
"optimal corrosion control" - either by sampling and determining through a 
calculation that the supply is "optimal" or by installing treatment if it is needed. The 
DEQ requested that the City perform two 6-month rounds of monitoring to 
demonstrate if the City was practicing optimal corrosion control treatment. According 
to state regulations [R325.10604f(2)(b)(iii)], a system can demonstrate optimized 
corrosion controls by sampling in two, consecutive 6-month monitoring periods and 
comparing the results of this monitoring to the lead level in the source. Optimal 
corrosion control under this scenario would be defined as having the 90th percentile 
in each of these monitoring periods lower than the sum of the lead in the source and 
the practical quantification limit for lead of 5 ppb. Since the source water has O ppb 
lead, the City would have been deemed optimal if its 90th percentile of lead was 
5 ppb or less in these two consecutive periods. However, once a system has 
installed treatment, it would also be considered optimized regardless of the 90th 
percentile level achieved, as long as it does not exceed the action level of 15 ppb. 

In this case, the City had been purchasing water from DWSD that was treated for 
corrosion control. It was the DWSD water system that was considered as having 
optimized corrosion control at that point. Since the City water system had not been 
the supplier of water before, the DEQ did not require the City to maintain corrosion 
control for which it was not responsible [R325.10604f(2)(b)]. It could not "maintain" 
operations undertaken elsewhere by a different entity for a different source of water. 
The DEQ's instructions to the City were consistent with past practices afforded to all 
other large water systems. At the beginning of the LCR, all large systems were 
initially granted the option to demonstrate optimal corrosion control treatment through 
full-scale monitoring under the applicable rules. For these reasons, two 6-month 
rounds of monitoring, as required by the LCR, were the required means to determine 
whether or not optimal corrosion control was being achieved. 

6. How does the DEQ calculate the 90th percentile? 

To determine the 90th percentile of a list of lead or copper results, the procedure 
below is followed: 
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Step 1 : Place lead or copper results in ascending order 
Step 2: Assign each sample a number, 1 for lowest value 

November 16, 2015 

Step 3: Multiply the total number of samples by 0.9 - this yields the 90th percentile 
sample. For example: 20 samples x 0.9 = 18th sample. This is the 90th 
percentile level. 

Calculating the 90th percentile is easiest when a supply collects 10 samples (or a 
multiple of 10). Note that the 90th percentile must be interpolated if the number of 
samples is not a multiple of 10. 

7. What was the result of the first round of monitoring conducted by the City? 

The first 6-month round of lead and copper monitoring conducted by the City ended 
on December 31, 2014. One hundred samples were submitted and the 90th 
percentile lead level was calculated to be 6 ppb. The next step required by the DEQ 
was for the City to collect a second round of monitoring. 

8. What was the result of the second round of monitoring conducted by the City? 

The second 6-month round of lead and copper monitoring conducted by the City 
ended on June 30, 2015. Sixty-nine samples that complied with the site selection 
criteria were submitted and the 90th percentile lead level was calculated to be 
11 ppb. The conclusion from these results was that the City, while in compliance 
with the action level, exceeded the level required to be deemed as having optimized 
corrosion control. 

9. Why was the City required to collect 100 compliance samples for lead and 
copper in the first 6-month monitoring period of July through December of 
2014 and then only 60 compliance samples in the second 6-month period of 
January through June of 2015? 

The number of compliance samples required for lead and copper is based upon the 
population served by the water system as identified in the table below, taken from 
Rule 325.1071 Oa of Act 399. 

Suppiy Size 
{Nmnber of People Served\ 

50=1 to 3,3D!J 

f ,:i,..ver than 101 

Number of Sites Number of Sites 
{Reduced Monitming) 

3!J 

The number of samples the City was required to collect in the first round of 
monitoring after they began relying on the Flint River was based on the 2010 census, 
which listed the City's population as more than 100,000 residents. In March of 2015, 
the City provided updated information that indicated the City's population had 
decreased to less than 100,000. Therefore, they were only required to collect 60 
samples. There is no rule prohibiting the collection of additional compliance samples 
- only establishing a minimum number necessary. 
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10. What actions did the DEQ order the City to undertake after the second round of 
monitoring? 

While the City's LCR compliance monitoring continued to meet action level 
requirements, the City exceeded the level required to be deemed as having 
optimized corrosion control. Following receipt of the City's compliance monitoring 
results, the DEQ sent a letter on August 17, 2015, requiring the City to install 
corrosion control treatment. 

Under the LCR, the City has 6 months to let the DEQ know whether it intends to 
conduct a study, then 18 months to perform the study and make its recommendation, 
and 24 months to complete installation of the selected corrosion control. The DEQ 
requested the City accelerate this schedule. The City submitted plans and 
specifications to install corrosion control treatment and a construction permit was 
issued by the DEQ on October 28, 2015. The City is in the process of installing the 
necessary equipment and procuring the appropriate chemicals. Treatment is 
expected to be on-line by the end of November 2015. As of October 16, 2015, the 
City resumed purchasing water from DWSD that is already optimized and provides a 
corrosion inhibitor. The additional treatment by the City will further enhance the 
amount of inhibitor in the system. 

11. What had Michigan Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) advised 
the DEQ regarding blood lead levels prior to the DEQ ordering the City to 
implement optimized corrosion control? 

In an e-mail dated July 28, 2015, regarding blood lead testing, the 
Michigan DHHS indicated that they: 

" ... compared lead testing rates and lead testing results to the 
same time frame for the previous 3 years, to see if there were 
any patterns that suggested that there were increased rates of 
lead poisoning after the water supply was switched. Per the 
attached charts -

Lead testing rates remained about the same from 
year-to-year ... 

Citv of Flint, Children less than 16 years of age 
with First-Time Elevated Blood Lead Levels 
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There was a spike in elevated blood lead tests from July
September 2014 ... 
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However, that pattern was not terribly different from what we 
saw in the previous three years; especially in 2011-2012 (we are 
working with our Epidemiologist to statistically verify any 
significant differences). 

We commonly see a 'seasonal effect' with lead, related to 
people opening and closing windows more often in the summer, 
which disturbs old deteriorating paint on the windows, sills and 
sashes. Window fans frequently blow and spread the lead dust 
from the deteriorating paint to other parts of the room/house. We 
suspected that the summer data spike may be related to this 
effect. 

If the home water supply lines and/or river water were 
contributing to elevated blood lead tests, we expected that the 
increased rates would extend beyond the summer, but they drop 
quite a bit from September to October, stayed low over the 
winter, and are just starting to tail up again in the spring of 2015." 

This e-mail from DHHS in concert with the completion of two 6-month rounds of lead 
compliance sampling data indicating that the City had not exceeded an action level 
for lead provided the basis for the DEQ to maintain that the water in the City 
continued to be in compliance with the federal SOWA and Act 399. 

12. When did the DEQ first become aware of allegations of elevated blood levels 
being detected in certain children? 

The DEQ was notified on August 23, 2015, by a professor from Virginia Tech that 
"over the next few months we will be studying Flint water quality issues ... " Results 
indicating elevated lead levels in homes were reported as part of this study in late 
August. In September 2015, information was reported in news articles that 
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pediatricians in the City had data suggesting an increase in children's blood lead 
levels in two zip codes in the Flint area. 

Prior to these dates, the City had already completed the required two 6-month 
rounds of monitoring and the DEQ had made a determination that the City must 
install corrosion control treatment as documented in correspondence dated 
August 17, 2015. 

VIII. QUESTIONS RAISED REGARDING THE DEQ'S ACTIONS 

1. What was the DEQ's response to the USEPA's inquiry in February 2015 
regarding the optimized corrosion control treatment being implemented by the 
City under the LCR? 

The DEQ indicated that the City was complying with the LCR, the lead 90th 
percentile level was below the action level of 15 ppb, and the City was already 
conducting the second round of monitoring which would provide for a determination 
of whether additional treatment needed to be installed. It should be noted that once 
treatment is designated as optimal, there is no requirement in the LCR that lead 
results be lower than they were before treatment was installed. The 90th percentile 
only needs to be lower than the action level in the LCR. 

2. Did the DEQ attempt to mislead the USEPA in a February 27, 2015, e-mail 
responding to the USEPA's inquiry regarding Optimal Corrosion Control 
Treatment? 

No. There was no attempt by the DEQ to mislead the USEPA. There is an e-mail 
from Steve Busch, Jackson and Lansing District Supervisor, Office of Drinking 
Water and Municipal Assistance, indicating that the City was practicing a corrosion 
control program. What was meant was that the City was performing the required 
monitoring to determine whether or not they were practicing optimized corrosion 
control. The DEQ subsequently clarified its position in follow-up e-mails and 
telephone conversations with the USEPA. 

3. When General Motors announced its intent to terminate water service from the 
City and purchase water from Genesee County, should this have been a sign 
that there were concerns with the quality of the water after the switch to the 
Flint River? 

No. General Motors made a decision regarding the quality of water for its 
manufacturing processes. At the time, the company indicated that the chloride levels 
were above limits acceptable as part of the manufacturing facility's limit for 
production purposes. The level of chlorides in the water treated by the City was not 
a human health or aesthetic concern. 

Chloride does have a secondary maximum contaminant level established by the 
USEPA, not for health-related concerns but rather for taste and aesthetic concerns. 
Concentrations greater than the secondary maximum contaminant level of 
250 milligrams per liter (mg/I) become objectionable due to taste. According to the 
City's records, the chloride concentration in the Flint River water is generally about 
45 mg/I and the treated water chloride concentration leaving the water treatment 
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plant ranges between 55 and 65 mg/I. It should be noted that the City uses ferric 
chloride as its primary coagulant, although this does not add a significant amount of 
chloride to the finished water. 

4. Has the USEPA subsequently admitted that the LCR is subject to differing 
interpretations such as that presented by the DEQ? 

Yes. On November 3, 2015, the USEPA issued a memorandum regarding the "Lead 
and Copper Rule Requirements for Optimal Corrosion Control Treatment for Large 
Drinking Water Systems". This memorandum addresses concerns raised about the 
application of the LCR, specifically the requirements pertaining to maintenance of 
optimal corrosion control treatment, in situations in which a large water system 
ceases to purchase treated water and switches to a new drinking water source. The 
USEPA states that this type of situation rarely arises, that the language of the LCR 
does not specifically discuss such circumstances, and that there are differing 
possible interpretations of the LCR with respect to how the rule's optimal corrosion 
control treatment procedures apply to this situation. The memorandum is intended to 
clarify, on a prospective basis, steps agencies should take or apply in the future. 
USEPA's new guidance provides acknowledgement that the LCR is subject to 
differing interpretations. The DEQ's interpretation and application of the LCR in this 
situation was in compliance with the federal SOWA and Act 399. 

5. Did the DEQ reject any of the samples submitted by the City? 

Yes, samples at two locations were excluded from the compliance calculation in 
conformance with rules issued by the USEPA. 

According to the LCR, compliance samples must be a first draw, 1-liter sample 
collected from a cold water, kitchen or bathroom tap after the tap has stood unused 
for not less than 6 hours. Federal and state rules require community public water 
systems to identify a pool of targeted high-risk sampling sites, called Tier 1 sampling 
sites. For a municipality such as the City, the Tier 1 sampling pool must consist of 
single family structures that are: 

served by a lead service line, 
contain lead pipes, or 
contain copper pipes soldered with lead installed after 1982 but before Michigan 
enacted the ban on solder containing high concentrations of lead (June, 1988). 

As long as a community has Tier 1 sites that contain lead service lines, they are 
required to collect at least 50 percent of their compliance samples from these lead 
service line sites. Finally, federal and state rules specify that "Sampling sites may 
not include faucets that have point of use or point of entry treatment devices 
designed to remove inorganic contaminants." Such treatment devices include home 
softeners, iron filters, etc. Samples collected from multiple family residences, 
commercial buildings, institutional facilities, or single family structures with 
point-of-use or point-of-entry treatment can only be used if the community has 
insufficient Tier 1 sites available. 
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Privileged Attorney-Client Communication November 16, 2015 

One of the samples submitted by the City was excluded from the 90th percentile 
compliance calculation in the latest monitoring period because it was taken from a 
tap at a non-residential site (non-Tier 1 ). The other sample result that was excluded 
was collected from a single family home that has a whole house treatment system. 
Both of these sites are, therefore, excluded from the compliance consideration based 
upon federal and state rules. 

6. Did the DEQ review the information submitted by the City to ensure all 
samples were from Tier 1 sites? 

Yes. The DEQ examined the information submitted and certified by the City that its 
LCR compliance monitoring sites consisted entirely of Tier 1 criteria sites, which met 
the requirements of this rule to maximize sampling of high-risk targeted sites. 

During the initial implementation of the LCR approximately 25 years ago, water 
supplies were required to complete a materials evaluation of their distribution system 
to identify a pool of targeted, high-risk sampling sites. These sites were to be 
categorized into one of three Tiers (1, 2, or 3) based on risk. The DEQ created an 
LCR reporting template for water systems to identify each compliance sampling site 
by Tier, service line material, and building plumbing material. 

If a water system has sufficient Tier 1 sites, they are required to sample them before 
using any lower Tier sites. Furthermore, if they have sufficient sampling sites with 
lead service lines, they are required to use them to make up at least 50 percent of 
their sampling pool each monitoring period. Water supplies are also required to use 
the same sampling sites each time or explain on their LCR reporting form why they 
were unable to do so. Finally, the water system is required to certify all of the 
information they provide on the LCR reporting form is factual. 

The DEQ must rely upon the public water system to identify appropriate sampling 
sites for LCR monitoring. The DEQ public water supply program has no control or 
authority over service lines or domestic plumbing. As a result, we have no records 
on construction standards or materials used by customers for these components. If 
these records exist, they are kept by plumbing code enforcement officials. 

In 2015, City employees again certified that the information submitted on their LCR 
monitoring reports for the two 6-month rounds of monitoring conducted after they 
began treating the Flint River were accurate, and DEQ staff review of that 
information indicated it was in compliance with the monitoring requirements. The 
DEQ had no reason to question the validity of the City's reports until the DEQ heard 
City employees revealing to the media that the City did not know for certain if its 
compliance monitoring was collected from homes with lead service lines. As a 
result, the DEQ began to investigate the City's monitoring sites. As the City began to 
transfer its customer information to electronic records, the DEQ determined from the 
information available that a significant number of these sites that had been listed as 
having lead service lines either did not have them or the information was unavailable. 
On November 9, 2015, the DEQ notified the City in writing that it would be necessary 
to conduct a complete assessment of its sampling pool and report back its findings 
by December 30, 2015. The DEQ is now awaiting the City's response. 
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Privileged Attorney-Client Communication November 16, 2015 

7. Did the DEQ believe the levels of lead found at 212 Browning in April 2015 
were indicative of a system-wide problem? 

High levels of lead were collected in samples taken from this residence. It was 
determined to be coming from an unusually long lead service line. For some reason, 
this home was not connected to the water main that ran in front of the house, but 
rather to a main located on a street several houses away. The City replaced the lead 
service line May 6, 2015. Since the internal plumbing of the house is plastic, it was 
believed that replacement of the lead service line would resolve the problem, and 
subsequent sampling taken at this address showed that replacement of the service 
line did mitigate the problem. There was, therefore, no reason to believe that this 
was indicative of a system-wide problem. 

8. Do the DEQ's sampling instructions comply with the LCR? 

The DEQ continues to seek official clarification from the USEPA regarding the 
sampling protocols. The DEQ's sampling recommendations were developed to 
ensure compliance with the USEPA's guidance provided in the preamble to their lead 
and copper regulations that said that household use should be "typical" for a 
residential customer on the day before sample collection for lead and copper. Early 
in the implementation of the LCR, the DEQ had encountered too many situations 
where compliance samples had been collected from kitchen and bathroom taps that 
had not been used in days and in some cases, even weeks, resulting in excessively 
stagnated water and correspondingly high lead levels that did not represent typical 
exposure expected after overnight stagnation. To incorporate these results into 
further regulatory decision making could have led to actions that were not indicative 
of a true public health threat. Further complicating this issue was the USEPA's direct 
implementation of the LCR in Washington, D.C., where it was learned that some 
"valid" lead results were not always being included in compliance calculations. 
Subsequently, the USEPA made invalidation of samples for any reason much more 
difficult. In order to ensure samples were taken at customer taps representative of 
typical use, the DEQ devised the current recommendations for ensuring appropriate 
but not excessive stagnation for LCR monitoring. 

The DEQ continues to believe it is appropriate to ensure that taps being sampled are 
representative of typical household use and are sampled during the recommended 
stagnation period of 6-18 hours. The LCR does not say the result should represent 
the "absolute worst case" condition - it talks about sampling the highest risk 
locations (lead plumbing, lead service lines, high lead content solder piping, etc.) 
after overnight stagnation and then collecting a first draw sample so as not to flush 
elevated lead from that tap at that point in time. There are a number of other states 
that share the DEQ's interpretation of the rule and the DEQ encourages the USEPA 
to provide official clarification directed at all states with primacy. 
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9. Does the DEQ require the use of small-neck bottles to obtain samples? 

No. The DEQ does not mandate the use of small-neck bottles; it is the sampling 
method that is specified in both the federal SOWA and Act 399. Each certified 
drinking water laboratory provides bottles to their customers upon request for any 
particular analysis in accordance with the specifications in the SOW A. The bottles 
provided by the DEQ Drinking Water Laboratory for a lead and copper corrosion 
control sample meet these requirements. 
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From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Sent: 
To: 

Thursday, November 26, 2015 12:51 PM 

Murray, David (GOV) 

Cc: Ken Sikkema 

Subject: RE: You may want to invite this lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force 

is transparent 

I think they need videographer and editing for future posting. Larry's request has not yet been discussed by the 
TF which is why I only cc'd chair Sikkema. 

Sent.from my Verizon FVireless 4G LTE DROJD 
On Nov 26, 2015 11 :46 AM, "Murray, David (GOV)" <MurrayDl@michigan.gov> wrote: 

Absolutely. Whatever the task force wants. Happy to help. 

Can I get some of the specifics about what it wants rne to convey? 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, November 26, 2015 12:43 PM 
To: Murray, David (GOV) <MurrayDl@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Ken Sikkema <ksikkema@pscinc.com> 

Subject: Fwd: You may want to invite this lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force is transparent 

Could we get some social media support for this if Task Force sees it as advisable? Dec. 2. 

Rich 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Lawrence Reynolds <lrey52@gmail_.con1> 
Date: Nov 26, 2015 9:03 AM 
Subject: Fwd: You may want to invite this lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force is transparent 
To: Base Camp Email ,"Scorsone, Eric" 

I ,Ken Sikkema 
,Eric Rothstein < 



- "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <b_~_ir_g_r@mid1i_g~_11_,gp_y> 
Cc: 

Happy Thanksgiving all.Looks like there is sneed for a media update. 

You may hear some grumbles about the pre-registration requirement for the Listening Session 12/2 at 
Mott.This was based on logistical considerations - availability, cost, safety and secure parking.Also, to give 40 
people 2-3 minutes to speak will require 80-120 minutes time and this does not lend itself to an open town hall 
meeting format if we are going to effectively listen to and discuss with participants. 

I would suggest that we use funds to record and transcribe these session and a video of it be available on a 
website ,open to the public.See below. 

We will need some help with hosting ,identifying speakers, bringing the microphone to them, registration, etc 
.Would this be a role for MSU? This group should make an effort to reflect the diversity of Flint. 

For video recording ,consider Paul Herring, SpectacleProductions, 405 University Blvd ,Flint, 
cell 810-239-2901 office 

vv~vw.spectacleproductions.com. 

If we have more registrants than space , we can put them on the list for subsequent meetings which must occur 
in a timely manner. 

If we consider other sites, consider the requirements for public buildings in regard to open meetings. 

It may be time to officially contact Mayor Weaver about our plans and suggest to the Governor that we need 
an official representative to clarify our role and our intent to not conflict with the Mayor's public 
meetings.Perhaps, we need to be available to attend some of her meetings to listen also. 

Finally, our electrical power was shut off for maintenance that had to be completed before freezing weather so 
phones and computers were down. We will be open for business Monday 12/30. 

We are operating on a tight timeline and will need more resources and some media support to reflect the 
Governor's concern adequately to the citizens of Flint. 

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: Lawrence Reynolds <111•••••••> 
Date: Thursday, November 26, 2015 
Subject: You may want to invite this lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force is transparent 
To: Kirk Smith <ksmith(a;fiint.org> 

I agree with most of her statements and I hope her organization will vigorously share their position with the 
Governor and the legislature.It is true that the Flint Water Advisory Task Force has a much more limited 
scope as an advisory body and has no legal authority.I hope Common Cause will also do a legal analysis 
of the emergency manager laws ,policies ,and procedure and inform the public. 

On Wednesday, November 25, 2015, Kirk Smith <ksmith(izl.tlint.org> wrote: 

Here is a link to her phone number: 
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http://wwvv.commoncause.org/,tates/michigan/about/staff.-directory/ 

Sorry for the duplicate emails, I just don't like how she lumped you and your task force into the "other" bucket. 

From: Kirk Smith <ksrnith(!.vflint.org> 
Date: Wednesday, November 25, 2015 at 11:54 AM 

To: Lreynolds •••••••• 
Subject: You may want to invite this lady to your 12/2 meeting to show her your task force is transparent 

See the link: 

http:i /www.rnlive.com/opinion/index.ssf/2015/11/whats behind ,;tate government.htrnl#incart river home 

I can't imagine she picked up the phone to call you or the other four people before she wrote this? 

Kirk 

Lawrence Reynolds 

Lawrence Reynolds 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Thursday, December 10, 2015 11:29 AM 

Chris De Witt 

Fwd: FWATF Proposal 

Pub_204_Local_Support_Plan_Guide_366759_7.docx 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Kelenske, Chris (MSP)" <Ktlg_11}ktCf21rn_i_;;;bigm1,gQy> 
Date: Dec 10, 2015 10:50 AM 
Subject: FW ATF Proposal 
To: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bairdr@michigan_gov> 
Cc: "Etue, Kriste (MSP)" <EtueK@;rnichigan.gov>,"Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<d_•,mwntr@mi_(·_himm_,gp_y>, "Gorski, Gary (MSP)" <Qw}ki_G@1JJj_.,-;h_igm1,gQy> 

Rich 

I have located $25,000 to assist in paying for the FW ATF communications needs. I would like added to the 
scope of work for them to update the Local Emergency Operations Support Plan (Pub 204) and train and 
exercise the plan with appropriate personnel. I attached the template we provide locals to use in developing the 
plan. Flint has a plan in place but with everything going on and based on interactions recently I am not 
convinced it is followed or if they even know about it. I am certain the new Mayor is not aware of the Local 
Support Plan. 

Please let me know if you need additional on this or have questions. 

Chris 

Capt. Chris A Kelenske 

Deputy State Director/Commander 

Emergency Management and Homeland Security Division 

Michigan State Police 

4000 Collins Road 



Lansing, MI 48910 

(517) 333-5042 

"A PROUD tradition of SERVICE through EXCELLENCE, INTEGRITY, and COURTESY." 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE GUIDE 

I. Purpose 

This document is designed to serve as a guide for municipalities with a population of 10,000 residents or 
above that have elected to incorporate into the County Emergency Management Program and need to 
develop a Support Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) following the Administrative Rules for Section 19, 
1976 PA 390, as amended. In accordance with these rules, the Support EOP shall be consistent with the 
County Emergency Operations Plan and will become part of the county plan. 

The preparation of a Support EOP will increase emergency preparedness through the definition of the 
responsibilities of local departments and agencies. The plan assigns tasks that need to be accomplished 
when an incident occurs, and describes how local and county emergency management efforts are 
related. Maintaining a current Support EOP also establishes eligibility to receive Section 19 funding in 
accordance with Section 19 of 1976 PA 390, as amended. If federal assistance does not become 
available after the Governor has declared a State of Disaster or Emergency, affected counties and 
municipalities can be eligible to receive state assistance up to $100,000 or 10% of their operating budget, 
whichever is less, to cover certain disaster related expenses. To be eligible for Section 19 funding, 
municipalities with a population of 10,000 and above that do not maintain an independent emergency 
management program must develop and submit a Support EOP to the county, and implement that plan in 
a timely manner at the beginning of the incident. 

II.Scope 

This document provides basic guidance and a template for the development of a Support EOP. The 
template (Attachment B) contains general information that can be adapted to any municipality. The 
annexes specify how the municipality will carry out common emergency support functions. 

Also included with this document is a sample Emergency Management Resolution (Attachment B) that 
appoints the County Emergency Management Coordinator as the Emergency Management Coordinator 
of the municipality, and outlines how emergency management efforts on the local level are organized in 
relation to the County Emergency Management Program. 

If either template is used, it should be reviewed and adjusted to the specific needs of each municipality. 
Municipalities that do not utilize the templates can develop individual plans or resolutions. Other available 
guiding materials for the development of EOPs include MSP/EMSHD Pub 201 (Local Planning Workbook) 
and FEMA Comprehensive Preparedness Guide 101. 

Ill. Maintenance 

Pub 204 has been developed by MSP/EMHSD and is maintained to ensure compliance with current 
national planning standards and relevant state laws pertaining to emergency planning. This document 
was last updated in August 2015 and supersedes the October 2011 version. It will be updated every four 
years. 

DEVELOPING THE PLAN 

All stakeholders that are involved in the community response to emergencies and disasters should be 
involved in the development of the Support EOP. The County Emergency Management Program should 
work with the municipality to ensure that the plan is compatible with the County Emergency Operations 
Plan. A standardized planning approach can be used for the development of the Support EOP. 

I. Plan requirements 
The Administrative Rules for Section 19 of 1976 PA 390, as amended, establish four requirements for the 
development of Support EOPs. In accordance with these requirements, Support EOPs shall: 

1. Describe the relationship between the County Emergency Management Program and the 
municipality: 
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The plan should state that the municipality has chosen to incorporate into the county program, 
coordinates emergency management related matters with the county program, and has assigned 
the County Emergency Management Coordinator as the responsible Emergency Management 
Coordinator for the municipality. 

2. Identify the municipality's response procedures in relation to the county response 
procedures: 
The plan should establish annexes that describe common tasks that need to be accomplished 
when responding to an emergency or disaster, and assign responsibility for these tasks to 
municipal departments and other local agencies. The annexes should identify the responsible 
agencies on the local level that coordinate and share information with at the county level, and 
clarify joint responsibilities. Annexes in the Support EOP should also identify which annex or 
annexes they relate to in the County EOP. 

3. Be maintained in accordance with the standards and currentness of the county plan, be 
consistent with the county plan: 
The efforts described in local and county plans should be consistent and complement each other. 
To maintain the Support EOP in currentness with the County EOP, updates to the local plan are 
necessary whenever the county plan is updated. When the County EOP is updated, the Support 
EOP should be revised to ensure that it is still compatible with the county plan. 

4. Contain the signature of the Chief Executive Official (CEO) of the municipality, be 
forwarded to the county: 
After a new Support EOP has been developed or an existing plan has been updated, the 
signature of the CEO (Mayor, Township Supervisor) needs to be obtained. If a change of the 
CEO occurs, the plan needs to be reviewed and the signature of the new official obtained. After 
the plan is signed, a copy must be forwarded to the County Emergency Management Program, 
where it should be filed with the County EOP. 

II. Plan format 

The plan should consist of a Basic Plan section and functional annexes. 

The Basic Plan defines the purpose of the plan, provides a community profile, identifies hazards and 
community vulnerabilities, and describes the relationship between municipality and the County 
Emergency Management Program. 

The annexes identify specific emergency management and response tasks that need to be accomplished 
before, during and after an incident, and assign responsibility for carrying out these tasks to local 
agencies. Annexes should be organized by emergency response functions or tasked agencies and can 
be written in narrative or bulleted style. While municipalities are not required to mirror the format used in 
the county plan, this can be beneficial. The template included with this document uses a bulleted 
"Emergency Action Guidelines" format for its annexes. 

Ill. Planning process 

The following seven step planning process also utilized in County EOP development should be used to 
develop a Support EOP. For additional information on the process steps, please refer to MSP/EMSHD 
Pub 201 (Local Planning Workbook). 

1. Form a collaborative planning team: 
The planning team is the group of individuals responsible for designing, developing, and 
implementing the Support EOP. It should include representatives from all agencies that are 
committed to participate in emergency response activities within the municipality. Other stakeholders 
that should be engaged in the planning process include representation from the municipality's 
executive office, the County Emergency Management Program, agencies that can provide insight into 
necessary accommodations for groups or individuals requiring Functional Needs Support Services 
(FNSS), schools, etc. 
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2. Identify hazards and assess risks: 
The hazard analysis is the foundation upon which the municipality's emergency planning efforts 
should be built. It identifies conditions or situations that have the potential to cause harm to people or 
property in the community. The hazard analysis process involves four steps. 

Step 1: A profile of the community is developed (demographic and economic make-up, geography 
and land-use, key facilities, etc.). 

Step 2: The development of a community profile is followed by the hazard identification, which should 
start with a review of the County Hazard Analysis or Hazard Mitigation Plan. Local resources should 
then be used to identify further hazards that are unique to the community and might not have been 
included in county documents. 

Step 3: The assessment of risks explores how likely it is that a risk will manifest itself in an incident, 
how often this might occur, where it might occur, and what the severity of impact would be. Hazards 
should be ranked based on the expected frequency of occurrence and severity of impact. 

Step 4: The vulnerability determination examines how susceptible citizens, property, infrastructure 
and critical systems are to the identified hazards. 

3. Determine Goals and Objectives: 
Developing clear goals and objectives will help the municipality to identify problems, issues and 
opportunities. Establishing goals outlines the vision of what the community wants to achieve. Goals 
can be pursued in the long-term, but need to be achievable. Objectives are specific and measurable 
strategies to achieve these goals. Often, multiple objectives will need to be established to support one 
goal. 

4. Plan Development: 
This step describes the conceptualization of the plan, which includes the generation and comparison 
of alternate strategies to achieve the established goals and objectives. This involves two tasks: 
Developing and analyzing courses of actions to be conducted during an incident, and identifying the 
resources that determine the capability of the municipality to take these actions. Developing actions 
allows planners to depict how an operation unfolds by building and working through a portrait of a 
potential event, including key decision points and participant activities. This helps to identify actions 
that occur and resources that will be required throughout the progression of an event. 

After identifying potential strategies to achieve established goals, an important sub-step in the 
conzeptualization of the plan is the evaluation of actions to ensure that the actions that are selected 
to be included in the plan are feasible. It is critical to determine if required resources are available or 
easily obtainable during an incident, and if actions are compliant with laws and regulations, such as 
local ordinances and resolutions, legal authorities, law enforcement standards, and Governor's orders 
and directives. 

5. Plan Preparation, Review and Approval: 
When writing the plan, a simple format should be used. The finished plan must be compatible with the 
County EOP. This can be achieved by including references to the county plan, utilizing a similar 
format, or organizing annexes after similar emergency response functions. Feedback should be 
solicited from all stakeholders that are tasked within the plan, the County Emergency Management 
Program, and local elected officials. After the review process, necessary adjustments should be 
implemented. The municipality should adopt the plan by resolution, obtain the signature of the CEO, 
and forward a signed copy of the plan to the County Emergency Management Program. 

6. Plan implementation and update: 
The last step is to implement, maintain and update the plan. Plan updates are required after change 
of the CEO or when the County EOP has been updated. Plan reviews should also be considered after 
plan activations (during incidents or exercises), changes in operational resources, and changes in the 
community and/or hazard profile of the municipality. Lessons learned from actual events and 
exercises are essential to the evaluation of a plan's effectiveness, and help to determine if the plan is: 

• Adequate: The concept of operations identifies and addresses critical tasks effectively. 
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• Feasible: Critical tasks can be accomplished timely and with available resources. 

• Acceptable: The needs and demand driven by an event are met, actions meet the 

expectation of local officials and the public, and are consistent with law. 

• Complete: The plan includes all necessary tasks, steps and required capabilities to reach an 

identified desired end state. 

• Compliant: The plan complies with guidance and doctrine to the highest extent possible. 

FEMA Comprehensive Preparedness Guide 101 established adequacy, feasibility, acceptability, 
completeness and compliance as criteria that allow planners and decision makers to determine the 
efficiency and effectiveness of their plans. 

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT RESOLUTION 

In addition to the development of a Support EOP, it is recommended that municipalities adopt a local 
Emergency Management Resolution. The Emergency Management Resolution should appoint the 
County Emergency Management Coordinator as the Emergency Management Coordinator responsible 
for the municipality, describe the local emergency management organization and its relationship to the 
County Emergency Management Program, and provide a means for the local legislative body to exercise 
the authority vested in them by 1976 PA 390, as amended. Attachment A provides a sample Emergency 
Management Resolution. 
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ATTACHMENT A: SAMPLE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT RESOLUTION 

The following pages provide a sample Emergency Management Resolution. If used as a template, the 
sample resolution should be reviewed by municipality and county, and adjusted to meet local needs. 
Before adoption, the resolution should be reviewed by the municipality's legal counsel. 
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{Municipality) 
Emergency Management Resolution 

A resolution to provide for the mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery from natural and human-made 
disasters within (insert name of municipality) by being part of the (insert name of county) emergency 
management program; to appoint the county emergency management coordinator as the (insert name of 
municipality) emergency management coordinator; to provide for a means for coordinating the resources of the 
municipality with those of the county; and to provide a means through which the (city council? township 
board?) may exercise the authority and discharge the responsibilities vested in them by this resolution and Act 
No. 390 of the Public Acts of 1976, as amended. 

Article 1 - Short Title 

Section 101. This resolution shall be known as the "Emergency Management Resolution". 

Article 2 - Definitions 

Section 201. For the purpose of this resolution, certain words used herein are defined as follows: 

(a) "Act" means the Michigan Emergency Management Act, Act No. 390 of the Public Acts of 1976, 
as amended.(b) "Disaster" means an occurrence or threat of widespread or severs damage, 
injury or loss of life or property resulting from a natural or human-made cause, including but not 
limited to, fire, flood, snowstorm, ices storm, tornado, windstorm, wave action, oil spill, water 
contamination, utility failure, hazardous peacetime radiological incident, major transportation 
accident, hazardous materials incident, epidemic, air contamination, blight, drought, infestation, 
explosion, or hostile military action or paramilitary action, or similar occurrences resulting from 
terrorist activities, riots, or civil disorders. 

(c) "Disaster relief force" means all agencies of county and municipal government, private and 
volunteer personnel, public officers and employees, and all other persons or groups of persons 
identified in the (insert name of county) Emergency Operations Plan as having duties to perform 
or those called into duty or working at the direction of a party identified in the plan to perform a 
specific disaster or emergency related task during a local state of emergency. 

(d) "District Coordinator" means the Michigan Department of State Police District Emergency 
Management Coordinator. The District Coordinator serves as liaison between local emergency 
management programs and the Michigan State Police, Emergency Management Division in all 
matters pertaining to the mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery of emergency and 
disaster situations. 

(e) "Emergency management coordinator" means the person appointed to coordinate all matters 
pertaining to emergency management within the municipality. The emergency management 
coordinator for (insert name of municipality) is the (insert name of county) emergency 
management coordinator. 

(f) "Emergency management program" means a program established to coordinate mitigation, 
preparedness, response and recovery activities for all emergency or disaster situations within a 
given geographic area made up of one or several political subdivisions. Such a program has an 
appointed emergency management coordinator and meets the program standards and 
requirements established by the Department of State Police, Emergency Management Division. 
The (insert name of municipality) has elected to be part of the (insert name of county) 
emergency management program. 

(g) "Emergency operations plan" means the plan developed and maintained by county and political 
subdivisions included in the emergency management program area for the purpose of responding 
to all emergency or disaster situations by identifying and organizing the disaster relief force. 

(h) "Governor's state of disaster" means an executive order or proclamation by the Governor that 
implements the disaster response and recovery aspects of the Michigan Emergency Management 
Plan and applicable local plans of the county or municipal programs affected. 

(i) "Governor's state of emergency" means an executive order or proclamation by the Governor that 
implements the emergency response and recovery aspects of the Michigan Emergency 
Management Plan and applicable local plans of the county or municipal programs affected. 
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(k) 

"Local state of emergency" means a declaration by the (mayor? township supervisor? other 
official designated in municipal charter?)1 pursuant to the act and this resolution which 
implements the response and recovery aspects of the (insert name of county). Emergency 
Operations Plan and authorizes certain actions as described in this resolution. 

"Vital records" means those records that contain information needed to continue the effective 
functioning of a government entity {jurisdiction, agency, department) and for the protection of 
the rights and interests of persons under emergency conditions in the event of an emergency or 
disaster situation. 

Article 3 - Emergency Management Coordinator: Appointment 

Section 301. By the authority of this resolution the (mayor? township supervisor? other official 
designated in municipal charter?) hereby appoints the (insert name of county) Emergency 
Management Coordinator as the emergency management coordinator for (insert name of 
municipality) .2 In addition to acting for, and at the direction of, the (chairperson? county 
executive?) , the Emergency Management Coordinator will also act for, and at the direction of, 
the (mayor? township supervisor? other official designated in municipal charter?).3 

Section 302. A line of succession for the (insert name of county) Emergency Management 
Coordinator has been established and is listed in the (insert name of municipality) Emergency 
Operations Plan. 

Article 4 - Emergency Management Coordinator: Duties 

Section 401. The Emergency Management Coordinator shall comply with standards and requirements 
established by the Department of State Police, Emergency Management Division, under the 
authority of the act, in accomplishing the following 4

: 

(a) Direct and coordinate the development of the (insert name of county) Emergency Operations 
Plan, which shall be consistent in content with the Michigan Emergency Management Plan. 

(b) Direct and coordinate the development of the (insert name of county) Emergency Operations 
Plan, which shall be consistent in content with the Michigan Emergency Management Plan. 

(c) Specify departments or agencies which must provide an annex to the plan or otherwise cooperate 
in its development. 

(d) Identify departments and agencies to be included in the Emergency Operations Plan as disaster 
relief force. 

(e) Develop and maintain a county Resource Manual. 

(f) Coordinate the recruitment, appointment, and utilization of volunteer personnel. 

1 According to Act 390, as amended, sec. 10 (1) (b) any county or municipality that has an appointed emergency 
management coordinator can declare a local state of emergency. This power is given to the "chief executive 
official" (see definitions in the act) or the official designated by charter. 
2 Act 390, as amended, sec. 9 (2-3) states that the coordinator shall be appointed by the "chief executive official" 
(see definitions in the act) in a manner provided in the municipal charter. 
3 Act 390, as amended, sec. 9 (1-3) states that the appointed county coordinator shall act for and at the direction 
of the chairperson or county executive. It also says that a coordinator appointed by a municipality shall act for 
and at the direction of the "chief elected official" (see definitions in the act) or the official designated by the 
municipal charter. 
4 Act 390, as amended, sec. 7a (4) gives the Emergency Management Division the authority to promulgate 
several standards and requirements. 
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(g) Assure the emergency management program meets eligibility requirements for state and federal 
aid. 

(h) Coordinate and/or conduct training and exercise programs for the disaster relief force within the 
county and to test the adequacy of the Emergency Operations Plan. 

(h) Through public information programs, educate the population as to actions necessary for the 
protection of life and property in an emergency or disaster. 

(i) Assist in the development of mutual aid agreements. 

U) Assist the (insert name of municipality) municipal liaison with the development of municipal 
standard operating procedures which are consistent with the county Emergency Operations Plan. 

(k) Oversee the implementation of all functions necessary during an emergency or disaster in 
accordance with the Emergency Operations Plan. 

(I) Coordinate county emergency management activities with those municipalities included in the 
county emergency management program, other municipalities, the state, and adjacent counties. 

(m) Coordinate all preparedness activities, including maintaining primary and alternate Emergency 
Operations Centers. 

(n) Identify mitigation opportunities within the county and encourage departments/agencies to 
implement mitigation measures. 

Article 5 - Emergency Management Liaison: Duties 

Section 501. By the authority of this resolution the (mayor? township supervisor? other official designated 
in municipal charter?) has appointed a liaison for the purpose of assisting the county Emergency Management 
Coordinator in coordinating the emergency management activities within the municipality. The duties of the 
liaison are as follows: 

(a) Coordinate municipal emergency management activities with those of the county jurisdictions. 

(b) Assist the county Emergency Management Coordinator with the development of the county 
Emergency Operations Plan and the incorporation of municipal resources into the plan. 

(c) Identify municipal departments and agencies to be included in the Emergency Operations Plan as 
part of the disaster relief force. 

(d) Identify municipal resources and forward information to the county Emergency Management 
Coordinator for inclusion in the county Resource Manual. 

(e) Coordinate the recruitment, appointment, and utilization of volunteer resources. 

(f) Assist the county Emergency Management Coordinator with administering training programs. 

(g) Coordinate municipal participation in exercises conducted by the county. 

(h) Assist in the development of mutual aid agreements. 

(i) Assist in educating the population as to actions necessary for the protection of life and property in 
an emergency or disaster. 

U) Encourage departments/agencies within the municipality to identify and implement procedures to 
mitigate the effects of potential disasters. 

(k) Assist in the assessment of the nature and scope of the emergency or disaster and collect 
damage assessment information and forward to the county. 

(I) Coordinate the vital records protection program. 

(m) Develop municipal standard operating procedures for disaster response which are consistent with 
the county Emergency Operations Plan. 

Section 502. The (mayor? township supervisor? other official designated in municipal charter?) shall 
appoint a minimum of two persons as successors to the position of the municipal liaison. The line of succession 
shall be supplied to the county Emergency Management Coordinator. 

Article 6 - (Mayor? Township supervisor? Other official designated in municipal charter?): Powers: 
Duties 
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Section 601. On an annual basis, the (mayor? township supervisor? other official designated in municipal 
charter?) shall review the eligibility and performance of the Emergency Management Coordinator and make 
recommendations to the (city council? township board?).4 

Section 602. The (mayor? township supervisor? other official designated in municipal charter?) shall, 
review the effectiveness of the (insert name of county) county Emergency Operations Plan as the plan relates 
to the municipality once every two years. With the assistance of the municipal liaison, he\she shall make 
recommendations to the county Emergency Management Coordinator of any changes which may be needed. 
After this review and incorporation of necessary changes, the (mayor? township supervisor?) shall certify the 
plan to be current and adequate for (insert name of municipality) the ensuing two years.5 

Section 603. When circumstances within the (city? township?) indicate that the occurrence or threat of 
occurrence of widespread or severe damage, injury or loss of life or property from natural or human-made cause 
exists the (mayor? township supervisor? other official designated in municipal charter?) may declare a 
local state of emergency. 1 Such a declaration shall be promptly filed with the (insert name of county} county 
Emergency Management Office, who shall forward it to the Department of State Police, Emergency 
Management Division. This declaration shall not be continued or renewed for a period in excess of 7 days 
except with the consent of the (city council? township board?) .6 

Section 604. If the (mayor? township supervisor? other off icial designated in municipal charter?) invokes 
such power and authority, he/she shall, as soon as reasonably expedient, convene the (city council? township 
board?) for one or more emergency meetings in accordance with the Open Meetings Act to perform its normal 
legislative and administrative duties as the situation demands, and will report to that body relative to emergency 
activities. Nothing in this resolution shall be construed as abridging or curtailing the powers of the (city 
council? township board?) unless specifically provided herein. 

Section 605. The (mayor? township supervisor? other official designated in municipal charter?) may do 
one or more of the following under a local state of emergency: 

(a) Direct the Emergency Management Coordinator to implement the Emergency Operations Plan. 

(b) Issue directives as to travel restrictions on local roads within the municipality. 

(c) Relieve (city? township?) employees of normal duties and temporarily reassign them to other 
duties. 

(d) Activate mutual aid agreements. 

(e) Direct the municipal disaster relief effort in accordance with the county Emergency Operations 
Plan and municipal standard operating procedures. 

(f) Notify the public and recommend in-place or evacuation or other protective measures. 

(g) Request a state of disaster or emergency declaration from the Governor as described in Article 7. 

(h) When obtaining normal approvals would result in further injury or damage, (mayor? township 
supervisor? other official designated in municipal charter?) may, until (city council? 
township board?) convenes, waive procedures and formalities otherwise required pertaining to 
the following: 

(1) For a period of up to 7 days, send the disaster relief force and resources to the aid of 
other communities as provided by mutual aid agreements. 

(2) For a period of up to 7 days, appropriate and expend funds from the disaster contingency 
fund created in Article 9 up to $(insert dollar amount). 

(3) For a period of up to 7 days, make contracts, obtain and distribute equipment, materials, 
and supplies for disaster purposed. 

(4) Employ temporary workers. 

(5) Purchase and distribute supplies, materials, and equipment. 

5 Rule 4 (c) (d-q) of the administrative rules promulgated for Act 390, sec. 19 states that the plan shall be 
considered official upon bearing the signature of the chief executive official of the municipality. The plan must 
be current and adequate (see rule) within two years. 
6 Act 390, as amended, sec. 10 (1) (b) provides for the 7 day limit and disposition of the declaration. 
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(6) Make, amend, or rescind ordinances or rules necessary for emergency management 
purposes which supplement a rule, order, or directive issued by the Governor or a state 
agency. Such an ordinance or rule shall be temporary and, upon the Governor's 
declaration that a state of disaster or state of emergency is terminated, shall no long be in 
effect.7 

Section 606. If a state of disaster or emergency is declared by the Governor, assign and make available for 
duty the employees, property, or equipment of the (city? township?) within or without the physical limits of the 
(city? township?) as ordered by the Governor or the Director of the Department of State Police in accordance 
with the act.8 

Article 7 - Governor Declaration Request 

Section 701. If a disaster or emergency occurs that has not yet been declared to be a state of disaster or a 
state of emergency by the Governor, and the (mayor? township supervisor? other official designated in 
municipal charter?) determines that the situation is beyond control of the municipality, he/she may request the 
Governor to declare that a state of disaster or state of emergency exists in the municipality in accordance with 
the act. This shall be done by immediately contacting the (insert name of county) Emergency Management 
Coordinator. The Emergency Management Coordinator shall immediately contact the District Coordinator. The 
District Coordinator, in conjunction with the Emergency Management Coordinator, shall assess the nature and 
scope of the disaster or emergency, and they shall recommend the state personnel, services, and equipment 
that will be required for its prevention, mitigation, or relief.9 

Article 8- Volunteers: Appointment: Reimbursement 

Section 801. Each municipal department, commission, board, or other agency of municipal government is 
authorized to appoint volunteers to augment its personnel in time of emergency to implement emergency 
functions assigned in the county Emergency Operations Plan. Such individuals are part of the disaster relief 
force and shall be subject to the rules and operational control set forth by the respective department, 
commission, board, or agency through which the appointment was made, and shall be reimbursed for all actual 
and necessary travel and subsistence expenses. 10 

Article 9 - Disaster Contingency Fund 

Section 901. A disaster contingency fund is hereby created in the budget of not less than {enter percent of the 
total operating budget or an amount) . Money may be expended from the fund when a local state of 
emergency has been declared for the purpose of paying the disaster relief force, purchase of supplies and 
services, repair costs, or other needs required specifically for the mitigation of the effects of, or in response to, 
the emergency or disaster. 

Article 1 O - Rights of Disaster Relief Force 

Section 1001. In accordance with the act, personnel of the disaster relief force while on duty shall have the 
following rights: 

(a) If they are employees of the municipality, or other governmental agency regardless of where 
serving, have the powers, duties, rights, privileges, and immunities and receive the compensation 
incidental to their employment. 

(b) If they are not employees of the municipality, or other governmental agency be entitled to the 
same rights and immunities as are provided for by law. 10 

Article 12 - Temporary Seat of Government 

7 Act 390, as amended, sec.12 (2) provides this authority. 
8 Act 390, as amended, sec. 10 (1) (h) provides this authority. 
9 Act 390, as amended, sec.12 states that the "chief executive official" (see definitions in act) of a county or any 
municipality may make this request. However, he/she must do this utilizing the procedures set forth in sec. 14 
of the act which states that the appointed emergency management coordinator and the district coordinator must 
jointly assess the situation and make recommendations. 
10 Act 390, as amended, sec. 11 (1) (a-c) discusses disaster relief force rights and duties. 
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Section 1201. The (city council? township board?) shall provide for the temporary movement and 
reestablishment of essential government offices in the event that existing facilities cannot be use. 

Article 13 - Liability 

Section 1301. As provided for in the act and this resolution, the municipality, or the agents or representatives of 
the municipality, shall not be liable for personal injury or property damage sustained by the disaster relief force. 
In addition, any member of the disaster relief force engaged in disaster relief activity shall not be liable in a civil 
action for damages resulting from an act of omission arising out of and in the course of the person's good faith 
rendering of that activity, unless the person's act or omission was the result of that person's gross negligence or 
willful misconduct. The right of a person to receive benefits or compensation to which he or she may otherwise 
be entitled to under the worker's compensation law, any pension law, or act of congress will not be effected as a 
result of said activity. 11 

Section 1302. As provided for in the act, any person owning or controlling real estate or other premises who 
voluntarily and without compensation grants the municipality the right to inspect, designate and use the whole or 
any part of such real estate or premises for the purpose of sheltering persons or for any other disaster related 
function during a declared local state of emergency or during an authorized practice disaster exercise, shall not 
be civilly liable for the death of, or injury to, any person on or about such real estate or premises under such 
license, privilege or other permission, or for loss of, or damage to, the property of such person. 11 

Article 14 - Sovereignty 

Section 1401. Should any section, clause, or provision of this resolution be declared by the courts invalid for 
any reason, such declaration shall not affect the validity of this resolution as a whole or any part thereof, other 
than the section, clause, or provision so declared to be invalid. 

Article 15 - Repeals 

Section 1501. All resolutions or parts of resolutions inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed. 

Article 16 - Annual Review 

Section 1601. This resolution shall be reviewed annually by the (city council? township board?) and changes 
shall be made if necessary. 

Article 17 - Effective Date 

Section 1701. This resolution shall have immediate effect. 

(The community may choose to adopt either an ordinance or resolution, whichever is the most appropriate 
procedure within the community, and promulgate it according to normal procedures.) 

11 Act 390, as amended, sec. 11 (2-8) discusses liability. 
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ATTACHMENT B: SAMPLE SUPPORT EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN 

The following pages provide a sample Support Emergency Operations Plan. If used as a template, the sample 
plan should be reviewed and adjusted to meet local needs. 
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(Municipality) 

SUPPORT EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN 

An all-hazards plan supporting the (County Emergency Operations Plan/Emergency Action 
Guidelines), for use in the event of disaster or severe emergency of natural, human, wartime, 

technological or terrorism origin. 

{Date) 

The information contained in this template, developed by the Michigan State Police, Emergency 
Management and Homeland Security Division (MSP/EMHSD), should be used to assist in 
developing a Support Emergency Operations Plan which must then be reviewed by the Local 
Planning Team (LPT) and modified based on the community's emergency response capabilities. 
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(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
P1 0111ulgatio1, D0cu111e1,t 

Officials of (Municipality), in conjunction with County and State Emergency Eanagement (EM) agencies, have 
developed this Support Emergency Operations Plan that will enhance the local emergency response capability. 

This plan, when used properly and updated, will assist local government officials to accomplish their primary 
responsibilities of protecting lives and property in their community. This plan and its provisions will become 
official when it has been signed and dated below by the Chief Executive Official (CEO) of the municipality. 

Chief Executive Official 
(Municipality) 

Date 



(Mun icipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
App1 oval a1,d l111ple111e1,tatio1, 

The Support Emergency Operations Plan, referred to in this document as the Support EOP, describes how 
(Mun icipality} will handle emergency situations in cooperation with the (County) Emergency Management 
Program. The Support EOP assigns responsibilities to agencies for coordinating emergency response activities 
before, during, and after any type of emergency or disaster. The Support EOP does not contain specific 
instructions as to how each department will respond to an emergency; these can be found in the plan annexes 
or separate Standard Operating Procedures (SOP). 

The goal of the Support EOP is to coordinate emergency response efforts to save lives, reduce injuries, and 
preserve property. The Support EOP addresses emergency issues before and after an emergency, but its 
primary goals are to assemble, mobilize and coordinate a team of responders that can respond to any 
emergency, and describe response procedures in relation to the county response procedures. 

The Support EOP will use a graduated response strategy that is in proportion to the scope and severity of an 
emergency. (Municipality) will plan, prepare and activate resources for local emergencies that affect the local 
area (or a specific site) and/or widespread disasters that affect the entire state and/or nation. 

The Support EOP was developed by a Local Planning Team (LPT). The LPT consists of key departments 
covering emergency functions such as law enforcement, fire, public works, and public health. The team works to 
establish and monitor programs, reduce the potential for hazard events in the community through planning, 
review, and training, and assist the (County) Emergency Management Program in developing and maintaining 
the County EOP. 

The Support EOP must be signed by the current CEO each time it is updated, with the exception of the following 
activities: 

1. Minor updates e.g. changing system names, grammar, spelling or layout changes 
2. Updates to the annexes 

These activities may be updated in the plan without the CEO signature by the following individuals: 

1 . Emergency Management Liaison 
2. Department head responsible for an annex 

Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD) 5 facilitates a standard management approach to major 
incidents, the National Incident Management System (NIMS). NIMS is administered as part of the National 
Response Framework (NRF) which integrates the federal government into a single, all discipline, and all
hazards plan. NIMS will provide a nationwide approach that enables federal, state, tribal and local government 
agencies to "work effectively and efficiently together to prepare for, respond to, and recover from domestic 
incidents, regardless of cause, size or complexity." This Support EOP has integrated NIMS concepts, including 
the Incident Command System (ICS), and language to help incident management operate in accordance to the 
NIMS using the guidance provided by the Department of Homeland Security (OHS). 

During an emergency, all response personnel will use the ICS to manage the incident and employ emergency 
resources at the site. The Emergency Operation Center (EOC) will coordinate additional resources when 
needed. This EOP will be used during community recovery after an emergency. 

This plan supersedes all previous plans. 
Record of Revisions 
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(Mun icipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
The folloooiflg is a list of revisiofls made to the Support EOP. This chart tracks the date that chaflges ooere 
made, reason for the changes, updated pages, and who made the revision. 
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(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
Reco1 d of Dist1 ibutio1, 

The following is a list of the individuals and facilities that have been provided a copy of the Support EOP in order 
to conduct the assigned tasks addressed in this plan. 

Chief Executive Official 

{Legislative body, e.g. City 
Council/Commission, 

Township Board of 
Commissioners) 

(County) Emergency 
Management Coordinator 

(Municipality) Emergency 
Management Liaison 

Communications and 
Warning Official 

Damage Assessment 
Official 

Fire Services Official 

Mass Care, Emergency 
Assistance, Housing, and 
Human Services Official 

Public Health and Medical 
Services Official 

Public Information Official 

(Municipality) Public 
Information Center 

(Municipality) Emergency 
Operations Center 

iv 



(Mun icipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
Basic pla1, 

Purpose 

(Municipality) has elected to incorporate into the (County) Emergency Management Program. As partners 
in the five phases of emergency management, mitigation, preparedness, prevention, response and 
recovery, (Municipality) and the (County) Emergency Management Program share joint responsibilities. 
The (Municipality) Support EOP has been developed to identify these responsibilities. It is to be used in 
concurrence with the County EOP. In accordance with Section 19 of the Michigan Emergency 
Management Act (1976 PA 390, as amended), activation of this this plan at the beginning of a disaster or 
emergency also establishes eligibility to receive state assistance for disaster related expenses incurred 
during a State of Emergency or Disaster declared by the Governor, for which federal assistance is 
unavailable. 

Scope 

The (Municipality} Support EOP is an adaptable document that can be applied to all hazards. Due to the 
unique nature of emergencies, it may become necessary to deviate from the contents of the plan when 
responding to an incident. Agencies that have been assigned supporting roles in this plan have developed 
and will maintain SOPs that provide systematic instructions for accomplishing their assigned functions. 
The local government conducts additional activities, such as personnel training, participation in exercises, 
public information, land-use planning, etc., to support emergency preparedness, mitigation, and response 
efforts. To facilitate efficient emergency management operations, (Municipality) continues to implement 
the NIMS. 

Authorities and References 

A. Authority of local officials during an emergency: 

1. 1976 PA 390, as amended, 

2. (Municipality) , local Emergency Management resolution, 

3. (Municipality), adoption of the Support EOP, 

4. Executive Directive No. 2005-09, the state adoption of the NIMS, 

5. The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 

6. Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act of 1986 (EPCRA) also known as 

the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorizations Act (SARA), Title Ill, 

7. Good Samaritan Law and Know Act of 1986. 

B. References used to develop the Support EOP: 

1. NIMS, 

2. NRF, 

3. Michigan Emergency Management Plan (MEMP), Michigan State Police, Emergency 

Management and Homeland Security Division (MSP/EMSHD), 

4. Pub 204, MSP/EMHSD. 

Plan Development and Maintenance 

To ensure that this Support EOP addresses the needs of the community and is consistent with the 
(County) EOP, this document was developed in a cooperative, whole community effort between municipal 
government, local community, and the County Emergency Management Program. The Support EOP is 
updated after every change of the municipal CEO or update to the County EOP. After the plan is adopted 
by resolution of the (council/board) and approved by the CEO, it is forwarded to the County Emergency 



(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
Marrngemeflt Program. The plafl ooill be implemeflted, tested through exercises ifl COflCUFFeflce ooith county 
officials, and maintained in accordance with the standards and currentness of the (County) EOP. 

This plan has been provided to all municipal departments, local elected officials, the County Emergency 
Management Program and all agencies tasked within the document. It includes this Basic Plan, which 
provides an overview of the municipality's preparedness and response strategies, and functional annexes 
that describe the actions, roles and responsibilities of participating organizations. 

Situation Overview 

B. (Municipality) has taken various preparedness and incident management steps to enhance 
capabilities in responding to incidents including: 

1 . The mitigation of potential hazards. 

2. Identification of emergency response agencies and mechanisms that will protect life and 

property before, during and after an emergency. 

3. Tasking agencies, organizations, and individuals with specific functions and responsibilities 

relative to emergency operations. Assigned tasks are explained in further detail under 

"Organization and Assignment of Responsibilities." 

4. Integration with the {County) EOP, {County) hazard mitigation plan, MEMP, etc. 

C. Community profile: 

(Municipality) is located in the (geographical area} of (County). The community has a population 
of (number) residents. Approximately (percentage) of residents have been recognized as 
individuals with Access and Functional Needs. Many of the residents that require Functional Needs 
Support Services (FNSS) reside in congregate care centers, while others reside in non-group 
homes where support is provided as needed or on-call. 

D. Hazard and threat analysis: 

According to the {County) (Hazard Mitigation Plan/Hazard Analysis) , communities in the county 
are most vulnerable to: (common hazards). Areas within (Municipality) that are especially 
vulnerable to these hazards are: (locations). Additional hazards that have been identified as 
unique to (Municipality) include: (unique local hazards). 

(Number} sites that contain extremely hazardous materials are located in (Municipality) . Facility 
owners have reported the types of hazardous materials that are stored on-site, as required by the 
Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act (EPCRA). Pursuant to SARA Title Ill 
requirements, off-site emergency response plans have been developed by the Local Emergency 
Planning Committee (LEPC) to prepare fire departments for responding to the release of the 
specific hazardous materials on these sites. 

E. Relationship between municipality and County Emergency Management Program: 

Emergency management and response are primarily local responsibilities. However, disasters and 
emergencies might exhaust the resources and capabilities of local governments. Therefore, 
{Municipality) has chosen to incorporate into the (County) Emergency Management Program. To 
coordinate emergency management related matters with the County Emergency Management 
Program, the (Municipality) has appointed the (title) to serve as the Emergency Management 
Liaision. The Emergency Management Liaison facilitates communication and coordination between 
(Municipality} and county, and is the local point of contact for the County Emergency Management 
Coordinator (EMC). 

Planning Assumptions 
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(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
A. The proper implemefltatiofl of this plafl ooill result ifl saved lives, ifleideflt stabiliz:atiofl, afld property 

protection in {Municipality) . 

B. Some incidents occur with enough warning that necessary notification can be issued to ensure the 
appropriate level of preparation. Other incidents occur with no advanced warning. 

C. Depending upon the severity and magnitude of the situation, local resources may not be adequate 
to deal with an incident. It may be necessary to request assistance through volunteer 
organizations, the private sector, mutual aid agreements (MAAs)/memorandums of understanding 
(MOUs), and/or county, state and federal sources. When provided, these will supplement, not 
substitute for, relief provided by local jurisdictions. 

D. All emergency response agencies within (Municipality) that have been tasked in the plan are 
considered to be available to respond to emergency incidents. Agencies will work to save lives, 
protect property, relieve human suffering, sustain survivors, stabilize the incident, repair essential 
facilities, restore services and protect the environment. 

E. When a jurisdiction receives a request to assist another jurisdiction, reasonable actions will be 
taken to provide the assistance as requested. 

F. Emergency planning is a work-in-progress; the Support EOP is consistently reviewed and updated. 

G. During an emergency or disaster, parts of the plan may need to be improvised or modified, if 
necessary, based on the situation. 

Concept of Operations 

A. Activation of the Support EOP and declaration of a local state of emergency: 

When a threat is perceived, the Emergency Management Liaison activates the this Support EOP 
and the local Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to facilitate activities that ensure the safety of 
people, property and environment. Pursuant to 1976 PA 390, as amended, the (CEO/other official 
designated by charter) may declare a local state of emergency for (Municipality) if 
circumstances indicate that the occurrence or threat of widespread or severe damage, injury, or 
loss of life or property exist. In the absence of the (CEO/other official designated by charter) , 
pursuant to local leglislation, the (title) is authorized to declare a local state of emergency. Upon a 
local declaration, PA 390 authorizes the the (Chief Executive Official/other official designated 
by charter) to issue directives as to travel restrictions on local roads. To facilitate activities that 
ensure the safety of people, property and environment, a local declaration also activates this 
Support EOP and the municipal Emergency Operations Center (EOC). A local state of emergency 
shall not be continued or renewed for a period in excess of seven days except with the consent of 
the governing body of the municipality. 

B. The following procedures are conducted and coordinated with the county in response to an 
incident: 

1. The Emergency Management Liaison will perceive the threat, assess the hazard and 
ensure that municipal emergency response agencies, elected officials and County EMC 
are notified of the situation. 

2. Municipal agencies assess the nature and scope of the emergency or disaster. 

3. If the situation can be handled locally, the following guidelines are used: 

a. The Emergency Management Liaison advises the CEO and coordinates all 

local emergency response actions. 
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(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
b. The Emergerwy Marrngemeflt Liaisofl activates the EOG. The EOG is located 

at {address) . If this location is unavailable, the alternate EOC location is 

(address) . 

c. The CEO declares a local state of emergency. The Emergency Management 

Liaison notifies the County EMC and forwards the declaration to the County 

Emergency Management Program. 

d. Emergency Response Agencies are notified by the Emergency Management 

Liaison to report to the EOC through (identify notification system(s), e.g., 

telephone, smart messaging, etc.). 

e. The CEO directs departments/agencies to respond to the emergency in 

accordance with the guidelines outlined in this plan and its annexes, and issues 

directives as to protective actions and travel restrictions on local roads. 

f. The Emergency Management Liaison keeps the County EMC informed of the 

situation and actions taken. 

4. If the emergency is beyond local control, municipal resources become exhausted, or 
special resources are needed, county assistance is requested through the County EMC. 

5. If county assistance is requested, the County EMC assesses the situation and makes 
recommendations on the type and level of assistance. The county will also take the 
following steps: 

a. Activate County EOC and EOP 

b. Respond with county resources 

c. Activate MAA/MOUs to supplement county resources 

d. Notify MSP/EMSHD District Coordinator 

e. Make available incident information to MSP/EMSHD and statewide agencies 

via the Michigan Critical Incident Management System (Ml CIMS) online 

platform, by submitting and maintaining applicable Ml CIMS boards and logs. 

6. If county resources and capabilities are exhausted, the county requests the Governor to 
declare a State of Emergency or State of Disaster in accordance with procedures set forth 
in 1976 PA 390, as amended. If the emergency occurs solely within the confines of the 
municipality, the county shall not request state assistance or the Declaration of a State of 
Disaster or Emergency unless requested to do so by the municipal CEO. 

Organization and Assignment of Responsibilities 

A. Emergency Management Organization: 

1. The (Municipality) emergency management organization is comprised of (number) 
agencies and departments that are responsible for conducting activities in response to 
emergencies within the community. To facilitate an effective emergency response, these 
departments have been assigned to nine specific emergency functions. All agencies are 
responsible for implementing pre-disaster activities to prevent, mitigate and prepare for the 
various hazards that the community is vulnerable to. These activities include awareness 
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(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
t1ai1ii1,g a1,d public edueatio1,, exe1e1smg, p1epa1iiig Sta1,da1d Ope1ati1,g P1oeedures 
(SOPs) and job aides, hygienic practices to prevent spreading of infectious diseases, 
stockpiling equipment, regulating land-use, etc. 

2. The following table lists the established emergency support functions, assigned agencies, 
primary points of contact, and phone numbers. 

Direction, Control , and 
Coordination 

Communications and Warning 

Damage Assessment 

Fire Services 

Mass Care, Emergency 
Assistance, Housing, and 

Human Services 
Public Health and Medical 

Services 

Public Information 

Public Safety 

Public Works 

3. The following table lists the alternates designated to represent the emergency functions. 

4. (Municipality) maintains (number) fulltime departments. All departments contribute to the 
safety and welfare of the community. Each department employs qualified emergency 
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(Mun icipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
persoru1el ~rnd fflaifltaifls e~uipffleflt that eafl be used ifl effiergeAey respoAse. A list of 
resources available for utilization during incidents can be requested through the 
Emergency Management Liaison. If resource needs exceed the capabilities of the 
community, the CEO may activate MAA/MOUs and pre-disaster contracts, or it may 
become necessary to request county assistance. 

B. Responsibilities: 

1. The following responsibilities have been assigned to each organization that has been 
assigned responsibility in this plan: 

a. Assist in the development, review and maintenance of Support EOP and County 

EOP. 

b. Report to the local EOC when activated for scheduled exercises or emergencies. 

c. Build capabilities and develop/maintain SOPs for specific functions or actions 

identified in the plan. Continuously review and update procedures. 

d. Maintain a list of resources available through the departments. 

e. Establish MAA/MOUs and contracts with other jurisdictions and organizations to 

supplement municipal resources. 

f. Activate MAA/MOUs and contracts with other organizations to supplement 

response activities when local resources become exhausted. 

g. Train personnel in emergency management functions and NIMS/ICS concepts. 

h. Protect vital records and other resources deemed essential for continuing 

government functions and each agency's emergency operations in accordance to 

procedures and policies. 

i. Ensure compliance with this plan and the County EOP, and any pertinent 
procedures and documents that impact the provision of emergency services in the 
municipality. 

2. The annexes attached to this plan further describe nine emergency support functions and 
their associated responsibilities in mitigation, preparedness, prevention, response and 
recovery. Annexes include the organizations that are responsible for carrying out the 
emergency functions, and assign tasks associated with each function. 
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(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
ANNEXES 

The annexes attached to the Basic Plan describe all-hazard functions and include the roles and responsibilities 
that each responsible agency should consider during an emergency for which the Support EOP has been 
activated. Each annex contains: the agencies responsible for carrying out a function, their assigned tasks, and 
the concept of operations. 

The annexes attached to this plan include the following functions: 

Annex A, Direction, Control, and Coordination 

Annex B, Damage Assessment 

Annex C, Communications and Warning 

Annex D, Fire Services 

Annex E, Mass Care, Emergency Assistance, Housing, and Human Services 

Annex F, Public Health and Medical Services 

Annex G, Public Information 

Annex H, Public Safety 

Annex I, Public Works 
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(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 

DIRECTION, CONTROL, AND COORDINATION 

The Direction, Control, and Coordination function is responsible for the activation, organization and operation of 
the local EOC, the facilitation of incident management, response, and recovery efforts, and coordination with the 
County Emergency Management Program. 

Direction, Control, and Coordination officials will maintain liaison and coordinate emergency management and 
response activities with the Direction, Control and Coordination function at the county level. This annex relates 
to the following annex(es) in the (County EOP/EAG): (Applicable county annexes or ESFs; e.g., Direction 
and Control Annex, ESF#5 - Information & Planning) 

Responsible Agency: Executive Office 

Direction, Control, and Coordination Checklist 

Report to the EOC, when activated, for scheduled exercises and disasters, or delegate another 
, vtJ• "'"'";itative from the agency to staff the EOC and implement the plan. 
EOC ... ..., .... ,..~; ..... .., 
Activate the EOC and ensure that appropriate staff is notified. 
Establish a system of coordination, such as ICS (see Figure 1), within the EOC. (Field operations 
at the ICP are required to utilize ICS.) 
Maintain administrative materials for the EOC, i.e., pencils, paper, maps, and status boards. 
Ensure copies of the Support EOP and EOC SOPs are available to EOC staff. 
Coordinate with law enforcement officials for EOC security 
Local - · ... ._ - _, ... auu,v,uy 

Direct and coordinate response activities in accordance with this plan, including prioritizing 
allocation of scarce resources. 
Relieve jurisdiction employees of normal duties and temporarily reassign them to emergency 
duties, and employ temporary workers, as necessary. 
Declare a local state of emergency. 
Issue directives as to travel restrictions on municipal roads. 
Recommend appropriate protective measures to ensure the health and safety of people and 
property 
A .......... "\nce to other ......................... 
Advise the County Emergency Management Coordinator of the situation and maintain liaison with 
the County Emergency Management Program. 
Establish communications with and provide support to the Incident Command Post (ICP). 
Provide frequent staff briefings and ensure all groups function as planned. 
Inform legislative body of measures taken. 
Review and authorize the release of information to the public through the Public Information 
Officer (PIO) 
I - . 

Ensure all resources are made available for response. 
Formulate specific assistance requests to adjacent jurisdictions and the county. 
Activate MAA/MOUs and contracts with other jurisdictions and organizations. 
Provide aid to other communities as provided for in MAA/MOUs. 
Ensure staff maintains logs of actions taken and financial records. 
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(Mun icipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 

Figure 1. ICS Incident Management Structure 

Incident Commander 
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(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
DIRECTION, CONTROL, AND COORDINATION 

The following agency is responsible for this annex: 

The line of succession for the CEO for representing the Direction, Control, and Coordination function during a 
response to an emergency or disaster situation is: 

The line of succession for the Emergency Management Liaison for representing the Direction, Control, and 
Coordination function during a response to an emergency or disaster situation is: 

The CEO and Emergency Management Liaison are responsible for reporting or delegating an individual from 
their agency to report to the EOC during scheduled exercises or emergencies to coordinate and represent the 
Direction, Control, and Coordination function. 
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(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 

COMMUNICATIONS AND WARNING 

The Communications and Warning function is responsible for alerting and notification of key officials, receiving 
and disseminating warning and critical emergency information to the public, and the establishment, 
maintenance, and coordination of communication protocols and links between the EOC and other incident 
facilities. 

The Communications and Warning Official will maintain liaison and coordinate emergency management and 
response activities with the Communications and Warning functions at the county level. This annex relates to 
the following annex(es) in the (County EOP/EAG): (Applicable county annexes or ESFs; e.g., 
Communications Annex and Warning Annex, ESF#2 - Communications and ESF#15 - External Affairs) 

Responsible Agency: (e.g., 911 Dispatch Center, IT Department) 

Communications and Warning Checklist 

Report to the EOC, when activated, for scheduled exercises and disasters, or delegate another 
representative from the agency to staff the EOC and implement the plan . 
Commu, 

. 
·· ii links 

Ensure lines of communication have been established between all agencies represented in the 
local EOC, their department offices and their staff at the incident site. Available channels for 
establishing communications includes {communications channels, e.g. tele~hone, cell ~hone, 
rad ios, (;!agers, etc.} 
Coordinate communications between municipal and county EOC. Available channels for 
establishing communications include {communications channels, e.g. telephone, cell 12hone, 
radios, l,;!agers, etc.} 
Establish communications links with the adjacent communities and higher levels of government. 
Coordinate warning frequencies and procedures with adjacent communities and other 
gm, v, 11111ent agencies. 
C warning and ir.!'~m,auvii 
Activate public warning systems when instructed to do so by the CEO or Emergency 
Management Liaison. Warning methods include (warning methods, e.g., sirens, door-to-door 
not ification, reverse 911, etc.} 
Ensure that warning messages received through the Law Enforcement Information Network 
(LEIN), National Warning System (NAWAS), Emergency Alert System (EAS), local weather 
spotters, or other verifiable means are issued in a timely manner. 
Determine which facilities are endangered by the incident and contact those facilities. Ensure 
they are contacted when protective actions are rescinded. 
Notify special locations (e.g., schools, hospitals, nursing homes, major industries, institutions, 
and places of public assembly). 
Ensure that public warning systems provide notification to residents with Access and Functional 
Needs, such as the elderly, hearing impaired, non-English speakers, individuals with mobility 
limitations, etc. 

' Official notification '' 

Ensure that all necessary officials have been notified and/or updated about the incident. 
Notify neighboring jurisdictions of impending hazard or hazardous situations when instructed to 
do so by the Chief Executive Official or Emergency Management Liaison. 
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(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
COMMUNICATIONS AND \~/ARNING 

The following agency is responsible for this annex: 

The line of succession for representing the Communications and Warning function during a response to an 
emergency or disaster situation is: 

(Title of individual or responsible department) is responsible for reporting or delegating another individual 
from their agency to report to the EOC during scheduled exercises or emergencies to coordinate and represent 
the Communications and Warning function. 
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(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 

The Damage Assessment (DA) function is concerned with the process of documenting damage from 
emergencies in the community. Information gathered may be used to determine the extent of damage and 
impact on the community resulting from an incident to justify future federal funding, declarations of emergency, 
and disaster proclamations. An accurate damage assessment is a necessary part of the recovery phase and 
determines qualification for state and federal disaster aid. 

The Damage Assessment Official will maintain liaison and coordinate emergency management and response 
activities with the DA function at the county level. This annex relates to the following annex(es) in the (County 
EOP/EAG): (Applicable county annexes or ESFs; e.g., Damage Assessment Annex, ESF#5 - lnformtion & 
Planning and ESF#14 - Long-Term Community Recovery) 

Responsible Agency: (e.g., Assessing Office, Build ing Department) 

Damage Assessment Checklist 

Report to the EOC, when activated, for scheduled exercises and disasters, or delegate another 
from the agency to staff the EOC and implement the plan. 
Damaae IL 

Maintain current list of DA field team members. 
Maintain damage assessment field team supplies for contingency purposes, i.e., MSP/EMSHD 
Pub 901 Michigan Damage Assessment Handbook, blank forms, flashlights, cameras, pencils, 
paper, maps, etc. 
Activate DA field teams. 
Collect both public and private damage assessment information. 
Record initial information on damages from first responders. 
Augment DA field teams, as the situation dictates. 
D' . of DA . * • - ·-a11::,-..,-.."'!"'t1\11i.11•·•·11lA\,MJJ• 11:•:•11,::MJ',..,.,..=.,..,. .. = 

Provide an initial DA to EOC staff. 
Provide and verify DA information to the CEO and, if necessary, assist in preparation of a local 
state of emergency declaration. 
Prominently display DA information in the EOC, including maps, situation updates and 
assessment data. 
Provide the PIO with current DA information for release to the public. 
Provide DA data to the Emergency Management Liaison. The Emergency Management Liaison 
will forward information to the County Emergency Management Program for submission in Ml 
CIMS. 
I - --'-~'---
Maintain a status list of requested resources. 
Compile and maintain a record of expenditures for personnel, equipment, supplies, etc. 
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(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 

The following agency is responsible for this annex: 

The line of succession for representing the DA function during a response to an emergency or disaster situation 
is: 

(Title of individual or responsible department) is responsible for reporting or delegating another individual 
from their agency to report to the EOC during scheduled exercises or emergencies to coordinate and represent 
the DA function. 
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(Mun icipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 

FIRE SERVICES 

The Fire Services function is concerned with detecting and suppressing wild land, rural, and urban fires 
and any of these that result from, or occur coincidentally with, an incident response. 

The Fire Services Official will maintain liaison and coordinate emergency management and response activities 
with the Fire Services function at the county level. This annex relates to the following annex(es) in the (County 
EOP/EAG}: (Applicable county annexes or ESFs; e.g., Fire Annex, ESF#4 - Firefighting and ESF#9 -
Search and Rescue, etc.) 

Responsible Agency: (e.g., Fire Department) 

Fire Services Checklist 

Report to the EOC, when activated, for scheduled exercises and disasters, or delegate another 
representative from the agency to staff the EOC and implement the plan. - ... 

·1:J1:~:,r1,•r,:,,•:-:a:,•.i,.ii:,:~;: .. ·•-"""''"~·'"''·'··~·.~· 

Coordinate fire response and search and rescue activities with appropriate personnel at the 
County Emergency Management Program, including assistance to regional special teams such 
as Regional Response Teams, Michigan Urban Search and Rescue (MUSAR), bomb squads, 
etc. 
Respond to hazardous materials spills. 
Coordinate with the County EMC and the State of Michigan in the decontamination of affected 
citizens and emergency workers after exposure to CBRNE hazards. 
Assist in searching for bombs and explosive devices in connection with terrorism or weapons of 
mass destruction (WMD) events . 
A . . ,,:_ to other - _ ·- . -. 
Advise EOC staff about fire and rescue activities. 
Provide communications and other logistical supplies, as needed. 
Assist with evacuations. 
Assist in damage assessment operations. 
Assist in warning the population. Loud speakers on fire vehicles or door-to-door warning may be 
utilized. 
Assist in salvage operations and debris clearance. 
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(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
FIRE SERVICES 

The following agency is responsible for this annex: 

The line of succession for representing the Fire Services function during a response to an emergency or 
disaster situation is: 

(Title of individual or responsible department) is responsible for reporting or delegating another individual 
from their agency to report to the EOC during scheduled exercises or emergencies to coordinate and represent 
the Fire Services Functions. 
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MASS CARE, EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE, HOUSING, AND HUMAN SERVICES 

This function is concerned with issues related to the provision of mass care, emergency assistance, housing, 
and human services to disaster survivors, including those that require FNSS, throughout the prevention, 
preparedness, mitigation, response, and recovery phases of disasters and emergencies. 

The Mass Care, Emergency Assistance, Housing, and Human Services Official will maintain liaison and 
coordinate emergency management and response activities with the Mass Care functions at the county level. 
This annex relates to the following annex(es) in the (County EOP/EAG): (Applicable county annexes or 
ESFs; e.g., Human Services Annex, ESF#2 - Communications and ESF#S - Mass Care, Emergency 
Assistance, Housing, and Human Services) 

Responsible Agency: (e.g., Recreation Department, Housing Office} 

Mass Care, Emergency Assistance, Housing, and Human Services Checklist 

Report to the EOC, when activated, for scheduled exercises and disasters, or delegate another 
representative from the agency to staff the EOC and implement the plan. 
n -,-: .. ~ ..... .::: needs 
Coordinate activities of municipal departments that provide mass care and human services. 
Coordinate with the County Emergency Management Program, the American Red Cross (ARC) 
and other agencies to distribute food, water, and clothing, and meet other basic needs of 
disaster survivors and emergency responders. 
Coordinate to provide transportation for disaster survivors and emergency responders. 
Arrange for the provision of crisis counseling to disaster survivors and emergency responders. 
Coordinate procedures for the tracking of family members and reunification of families. 
Identify and account for personal property that may be lost during a disaster. 
Coordinate with the County EOC to establish procedures for the registration and management 
of volunteers and donations. 
Coordinate with agencies in the community that work with individuals with access and functional 
needs to ensure disaster related needs are met. 
- ··~ action iJI/: ;.\.:/y:),?'."!\'t.':,,r::~:.,:./~:.:i:"°'.:; 

Coordinate the provision of transportation for evacuation. 
Provide staff and resources to manage open shelters. 
Coordinate care for individuals at shelters and for those who have been sheltered-in-place. 
Determine whether shelters must be opened long or short-term. 
Provide guidance/policies for the care of household pets that are brought to shelters by 
evacuees (only service animals are allowed into ARC shelters). 
Pre-identified shelter locations include: {shelter locations; information on ~re-identified 
shelter locations should be available from the County Emergenc~ Management Program 
or ARC} 
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(Municipality) Support Emergency Operations Plan 
MASS CARE, EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE, I IOUSING, AND I IUMAN SERVICES 

The following agency is responsible for this annex: 

The line of succession for representing the Mass Care, Emergency Assistance, Housing, and Human Services 
function during a response to an emergency or disaster situation is: 

(Title of individual or responsible department} is responsible for reporting or delegating another individual 
from their agency to report to the EOC during scheduled exercises or emergencies to coordinate and represent 
the Mass Care, Emergency Assistance, Housing, and Human Services function. 
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PUBLIC HEAL TH AND MEDICAL SERVICES 

The Public Health and Medical Services function is responsible for assessing public health and medical needs, 
health surveillance, and provision of medical care personnel, supplies and equipment. 

The Public Health and Medical Services Official will maintain liaison and coordinate emergency management 
and response activities with the Public Health and Medical Services function at the county level. This annex 
relates to the following annex(es) in the (County EOP/EAG): (Applicable county annexes or ESFs; e.g., 
Emergency Medical Services Annex and Public Health Annex, ESF#8 - Public Health and Medical 
Services) 

Responsible Agency: (e.g., Fire Department, EMS agency) 

Public Health and Medical Services Checklist 

Report to the EOC, when activated, for scheduled exercises and disasters, or delegate another 
representative from the agency to staff the EOC and implement the plan. 
:;:~:., .. ~ . .,1; 1r:t4a:te; 
Coordinate with medical providers and shelter managers to staff medical personnel at shelters. 
Identify the transportation resources and personnel needs to transport disaster survivors to 
temporary care centers. 
Provide transportation of patients and assist hospitals with transfer of patients. 
Ensure identification and notification of disaster survivors and emergency responders in need of 
crisis counseling and/or debriefing. 
Coordinate the monitoring of disaster survivors and emergency responders for exposure to 
chemical, radiological or biological contaminants, and assist in their decontamination. 
Public health 
If necessary, identify a site for a temporary morgue. NOTE: The medical examiner is responsible 
for identifying the deceased. Law enforcement and EMS may provide additional support in 
collecting and transporting. 
Assist with animal and pet control and support the county Animal Control Unit in the quarantine 
and disposal of diseased animals. 
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PUBLIC I IEALTI I AND MEDICAL SERVICES 

The following agency is responsible for this annex: 

The line of succession for representing the Public Health and Medical Services function during a response to an 
emergency or disaster situation is: 

(Title of individual or responsible department) is responsible for reporting or delegating another individual 
from their agency to report to the EOC during scheduled exercises or emergencies to coordinate and represent 
the Public Health and Medical Services function. 
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PUBLIC INFORMATION 

The Public Information function ensures accurate, coordinated, timely, and accessible information is 
disseminated to governments, media, the general public, and the private sector throughout the prevention, 
preparedness, mitigation, response, and recovery phases of disasters and emergencies. 

The Public Information Official will maintain liaison and coordinate emergency management and response 
activities with the Public Information function at the county level. This annex relates to the following annex(es) in 
the (County EOP/EAG): (Applicable county annexes or ESFs; e.g., Public Information Annex, ESF#15 -
External Affairs) 

Responsible Agency: (e.g., Execut ive Office) 

Public Information Checklist 

Report to the EOC, when activated, for scheduled exercises and disasters, or delegate another 
from the agency to staff the EOC and implement the plan. ...,. __ .. 

public_..,,·--'"'--. ·-
Assist the Emergency Management Liaison in developing educational materials on the hazards 
facing the community and explaining what people can do to protect themselves to recover from 
incidents. 
Ensure that written materials are developed for non-English speaking individuals or others who 
require FNSS. 

:I!i'C~;~;,.;~ ..... JI.J\M•ll·•·•··111::;, .. ,,9:{a1·1 Ii:1 .• ::y,.,aa,.,.~~::a 
Develop and release updated EAS messages based on incoming information. 
Document which EAS messages have been delivered over radio and television. 
Ensure that accurate information is disseminated describing such items as the locations of 
shelters, missing persons information hotline, volunteer hotline, rumor control hotline, etc. 
Distribute prepared public educational materials. 
Media ·· -iVMY. IM.lllll'••IIM~al!M II' 

Establish and maintain contact with the EOC and/or the ICP. 
Prepare press releases and ensure that all press releases and official information is reviewed by 
{positions that will review (!ress releases, e.g. CEO, City/Townshi[;! Manager, etc.} . 
Verify that information is accurate before releasing it to the media. 
Schedule media briefings. 
Establish a Public Information Center as the central point from which municipal news releases 
are issued at {location}. 
Assist the county in establishing a Joint Information Center (JIC; the JIC can be used by agency 
representatives for releasing information to the news media). 
Coordinate public information activities with the County PIO and the JIC. 
Schedule interviews between the CEO and media agencies. 
Monitor all forms of media, both traditional and social, for rumors, and address rumors as soon 
as possible 
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PUBLIC INFORMATION 

The following agency is responsible for this annex: 

The line of succession for representing the Public Information function during a response to an emergency or 
disaster situation is: 

(Title of individual or responsible department) is responsible for reporting or delegating another individual 
from their agency to report to the EOC during scheduled exercises or emergencies to coordinate and represent 
the Public Information function. 
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PUBLIC SAFETY 

The Public Safety function is concerned to ensuring the safety of all citizens, maintaining law and order, 
protecting public and private property and providing protection for essential industries, supplies and facilities. 

The Public Safety Official will maintain liaison and coordinate emergency management and response activities 
with the Public Safety function at the county level. This annex relates to the following annex(es) in the (County 
EOP/EAG}: (Applicable county annexes or ESFs; e.g., Law Enforcement Annex, ESF#13 - Public Safety 
and Security) 

Responsible Agency: (e.g., Police Department) 

Public Safety Checklist 

Report to the EOC, when activated, for scheduled exercises and disasters, or delegate another 
from the agency to staff the EOC and implement the plan . - -·- .. 
•~==···II'!"'·•="''"·~~ g~ .. ,.v:altJ.~"1' 

Provide security and access control at critical facilities and incident sites. 
Implement any curfews ordered by the governor or CEO. 
Enforce evacuation orders and assist in evacuations. 
Ensure prisons and jails are notified of potential threat and determine whether proper safety and 
security precautions are being taken. 
Implement urban search and rescue capabilities, including animals. 
Investigate incident and provide ii m::iiiy1:::11ce information to county, state and federal officials. 
I ta" ... ""' .... ~.,.,;-; 

Secure unusable roads. (Use Fire Services and Public Works for support, if necessary). 
Identify routes that need barricades and signs. Request necessary assistance from Public 
Works. 
Ensure vehicles on evacuation routes are removed. If necessary, request that Public Works 
agencies move vehicles off the road. Maintain record of where vehicles are being taken. 
Coordinate with the Road Commission or Public Works in rerouting traffic and putting the 
a..,..,,op,iate signs in place. 
A . 

1ce to other - . -. 
Assist Warning function in warning the public, when necessary. 
Assist the medical examiner with mortuary services. 
Assist families isolated by the effects of the disaster. 
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PUBLIC SAFETY 

The following agencies are responsible for this annex: 

The line of succession for representing the Public Safety function during a response to an emergency or 
disaster situation is: 

(Title of individual or responsible department) is responsible for reporting or delegating another individual 
from their agency to report to the EOC during scheduled exercises or emergencies to coordinate and represent 
the Public Safety function. 
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PUBLIC WORKS 

The Public Works function is responsible for conducting pre- and post-incident assessments, 
ensuring critical services are met through existing contracts, providing technical assistance and 
engineering expertise and construction management, providing emergency repair of damaged 
public infrastructure and critical facilities, and the clearing of debris from public roads. 

The Public Works Official will maintain liaison and coordinate emergency management and response 
activities with the Public Works function at the county level. This annex relates to the following annex(es) 
in the (County EOP/EAG): (Applicable county annexes or ESFs; e.g., Public Works Annex, ESF#1 -
Transportation, ESF#3 - Public Works and Engineering and ESF#12 - Energy} 

Responsible Agency: (e.g., Public Works Department) 

Public Works Checklist 

Report to the EOC, when activated, for scheduled exercises and disasters, or delegate another 
from the agency to staff the EOC and implement the plan 
Response activities 
Coordinate debris removal activities. 
Coordinate activities designed to control the flow of floodwater. 
Damage assessment 
Provide engineering expertise to inspect public structures and determine if they are safe to use. 
Provide DA information for roads, bridges, buildings, infrastructure, etc. to DA function. 
Transportation 
Provide barricades and signs for road closures and boundary identification (to include activating 
MAA/MOUs if additional barricades are needed). 
Provide technical expertise in road weight limits, road capacity, etc., to determine whether 
evacuation routes are adequate for traffic flow. 
Notify law enforcement of the location(s) of disabled vehicles. 
Contact appropriate Michigan Department of Transportation (MOOT) and county transportation 
officials to request travel restrictions on state and county roads, if necessary. 
Assistance to other agencies 
Assist in identifying access control areas. 
Assist with urban search and rescue activities, if necessary. 
Maintain contact with local utilities to determine the extent and cause of damage and outages. 
Report this information and restoration schedules to EOC staff. 
Coordinate with utility companies in the restoration of essential services. 

< < Logistics < 

Provide vehicles and personnel to transport essential goods, such as food and medical 
supplies, when directed by the EOC staff. 
In conjunction with public health, help identify sources of potable water. 
Assist in identifying and obtaining the appropriate construction equipment to support disaster 
response and recovery operations. 
Provide emergency generators and lighting. 
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PUBLIC 'l/ORKS 

The following agencies are responsible for this annex: 

The line of succession for representing the Public Works function during a response to an emergency or 
disaster situation is: 

(Title of individual or responsible department) is responsible for reporting or delegating another 
individual from their agency to report to the EOC during scheduled exercises or emergencies to 
coordinate and represent the Public Works function. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Yes 

5'ent from my Verizon Wire! · · 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Thursday, December 10, 2015 1:35 PM 
Chris De Witt 
RE: Fwd: FWATF Proposal 

On Dec 10, 2015 12:35 PM wrote: 
Thanks. I have some questions on what you sent. Should I contact Capt. Kelenske? 

Chris De Witt 
De Witt Communications 
P.O. Box 4952 
East Lansing, MI 48826 
517-339-1700 office 

ell 

-------- Original Message -------
Subject: Fwd: FWATF Proposal 
From: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bf'!_i_[gr_@_m[i,:l}_i_gg_r_1_,_g_Qy> 
Date: Thu, Decemb 
To: Chris De Witt 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Kelenske, Chris (MSP)" <KelenskeC~:ilmichigan.gov> 
Date: Dec 10, 2015 10: 50 AM 
Subject: FWATF Proposal 
To: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bairdr@)rnichigan.gov> 
Cc: "Etue, Kriste (MSP)" <EtueK@111ichiqan_.gov>,"Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
< _cj_e_mJ;:_nti;;_@rnlcbJ_g_gJl_,_gQy >," Gorski, Gary CM s P)" < Gw_~_k_i_G@mj_c_b_i_gQ_o_,_g_QY > 

Rich 

I have located $25,000 to assist in paying for the FWATF communications needs. I would like 
added to the scope of work for them to update the Local Emergency Operations Support Plan (Pub 
204) and train and exercise the plan with appropriate personnel. I attached the template we 
provide locals to use in developing the plan. Flint has a plan in place but with everything going on 
and based on interactions recently I am not convinced it is followed or if they even know about it. 
I am certain the new Mayor is not aware of the Local Support Plan. 

Please let me know if you need additional on this or have questions. 



Chris 

Capt. Chris A. Kelenske 

Deputy State Director/Commander 

Emergency Management and Homeland Security Division 

Michigan State Police 

4000 Collins Road 

Lansing, MI 48910 

(517) 333-5042 

"A PROUD tradition of SERVICE through EXCELLENCE, INTEGRITY, and COURTESY." 

[cid: imaqe001. png@Ol D06AF2.CCC978DO] <http://www. mi ,gov/mspjobs>; 



From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2015 4:27 PM 
To: Holland, Meegan (GOV); 'Murray, David (GOV)' 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

FW: Meeting with Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha and Flint Water 

#flintwatercrisis Secondary Prevention Recommendations 121415.pdf 

These are all the areas where long term vigilance needs to be happening. 

-----Original Message----
From: Mona Hanna-Attisha [mailto 
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2015 7:40 AM 
To: Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Cc: Baird, Richard (GOV); Laurence Reynolds; Matthew M. Davis; Chris Kolb; Ken Sikkema; Chris De Witt; Eric Rothstein; 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha and Flint Water 

attached 

-----Original Message-----
From: Lyon, Nick (DHHS) [rnanto:LvonN2@michigan.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2015 6:26 AM 
To: Mona Hanna-Attisha 
Cc: Baird, Richard (GOV); Laurence Reynolds; Matthew M. Davis; Chris Kolb; Ken Sikkema; Chris De Witt; Eric Rothstein; 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: Re: Meeting with Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha and Flint Water 

Thank you for the presentation and your approach to this. When you can please share a version of the presentation I can 
pass in to Sue, Eden and the others in my Population Health area. 

Nick 

> On Dec 14, 2015, at 7:05 PM, Mona Hanna-Attisha 

> 
> 
> Mr. Baird and all the other guys, 

> 

wrote: 

> It was a pleasure meeting everyone and a privilege to present to you all. As I said, we have an incredible and unique 
opportunity to mitigate the impact of this population-wide exposure. If we act now, proactively, we can buffer our kids 
from the life-altering impacts of lead poisoning. 

> 
> Flint has many claims to fame (we put the world on wheels, we birthed Mr. Baird!, etc); and now, with your leadership, 
we can continue to build generations of strong, smart, and healthy children. 

> 
> If I can be of any further assistance, please don't hesitate to contact me. Email or cell 

> 
> Thanks again, Mona 



> 
> Mona Hanna-Attisha MD MPH FAAP 
> Program Director Pediatric Residency 
> Hurley Children's Hospital at Hurley Medical Center Michigan State 
> University College of Human Medicine Department of Pediatrics and 

> Human Development························ 
> 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

> From: Baird, Richard (GOV) [bairdr@michigan.gov] 
> Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 2:27 PM 
> Required: Baird, Richard (GOV); Laurence Reynolds; Matthew M. Davis; 
> Chris Kolb; Ken Sikkema; Chris De Witt; 'Eric Rothstein'; Lyon, Nick 
> (DHHS); Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS); Mona Hanna-Attisha 
> Subject: Meeting with Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha and Flint Water 
> When: Monday, December 14, 2015 11:00 AM-12:00 PM. 
> Where: Governor's Conference Room, 2nd Floor Romney Building, 111 S. 
> Capitol Ave., Lansing, Ml 48933 

> 
> Good Morning, 

> 
> This is to confirm the meeting with Rich Baird on Monday, December 14 at 11:00 a.m. in the Governor's Conference 
room, second floor Romney Building, 111 S. Capitol Ave. Lansing, Ml 48933. 

> 
>Weare located at the George W. Romney Building, 111 S. Capitol 
> Avenue, Lansing. The Romney Building is located directly across the 
> street (Capitol Avenue) from the Capitol Building. There is some 
> metered parking around the building. The closest parking facility is 
> one block south at the corner of Capitol Avenue and Allegan Street 
> (enter the parking facility from Capitol Avenue). 
> https://www.parkrne.corn/lot/93032/tower-parking-ramp-lansing-mf 

> 
> You will also want to have a picture I.D. handy for security in the Romney Building. Please let security know who you 
have a meeting with, they will call me and then send you up to the second floor. 

> 
> Please let me know if you have any questions. 

> 
> Thank you! 

> 
> Virginia Manolakoudis 
> Executive Assistant for Richard Baird 
> Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
> (517) 241-5621 

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> <#flintwatercrisis Secondary Prevention Recommendations 121415.pdf> 
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I) Flint Water Timeline 

1: Lead Facts 

I' Hurley Research Findings 

I' Introduction to Toxic Stress 

1° Next steps- Secondary Prevention 



l11 Financial Emergency Managers 
ll1Water switch to Flint River (April 2014) 
l11 Fecal coliform and boil advisories *3 (Sept 

2014) 
~,

1GM stopped using Flint water- corroding 
parts (Oct 2014) 

l11 Disinfectant byproducts TTHM (Jan 2015-Sept 
2015) 



I) Perfect storm for lead leaching 
It Flint water more corrosive 

It Lack of corrosion control 

Ir Aging infrastructure (lead plumbing) 

St Decreased water use - population loss, high water 
rates 



1° High lead levels detected, EPA 
contacted (February 2015) 

ll0 Leaked EPA memo (June 2015) 
•I:· LeeAnn Walters WLL 13,200 ppb {toxic waste} 

a, Dr Marc Edwards, Virginia Tech 
Research (Aug 2015) 

•I'• Flintwaterstudy.org 

I' Corrosion & water lead 

It Hurley Research (Sept 2015) 



~
1 Lead is a potent neurotoxin with lifelong, 

multigenerational impacts 

·a·· Blood lead levels (BLL) 5 ug/dl or more 
considered elevated blood lead levels (EBLL) 

a, Just a few years ago (2012), 10 ug/dl was cutoff 
a· NO safe blood lead level 
a· Disproportionately impacts low income and 

minority children 



=}= "Because no measurable level of blood lead is 
known to be without deleterious effects, and 
because once engendered, the effects appear to 
be irreversible in the absence of any other 
interventions, public health, environmental and 
housing policies should encourage PREVENTION 
of all exposure to lead." 



?= Vast evidence supports increased likelihood of: 
=:=: Decrease in IQ 

'"' An increase in BLL from 1 to 4 ug/dl, drops mean IQ -3. 7 points 

=:=: Small change in mean IQ, shifts entire population IQ 
distribution 

,:;: Reduces high achievers IQs (>130) and increases kids with low 
IQs (<70) 

===· Implications for early intervention, special education services, 
employment, incarceration, life achievement, etc 



':} Increased likelihood of: 
·=::' ADHD behaviors 
:::: Delinquent behaviors and arrests 
?= Total arrests and increased rates of arrests involving 

violent offenses 

} Other health effects: hematologic, cardiovascular, 
immunologic, endocrine, etc 



''==' "For childhood lead poisoning, $5.9 billion in medical care 
costs, as well as an additional $50.9 billion (sensitivity 
analysis: $44.8-$60.6 billion) per year in lost economic 
productivity resulting from reduced cognitive potential from 
preventable childhood lead exposure." 

""' "The present value of Michigan's economic losses 
attributable to lead exposure in the 2009 cohort of 5 year
olds ranges from $3.19 (using U.S. blood lead levels) to 
$4.85 billion (using Michigan blood lead levels) per year in 

I I 



a, Not what medicine/public health used to 
St Lead paint obsessed 

8° "drinking through a lead painted straw" 

a: Soluble metal - ingestion via particulate or 
dissolved in water 

a: Drinking and cooking risks 



81 Disproportionally impacts developmentally
vulnerable formula-fed infants 

•I:•· For about 25% of infants drinkingformula made from tap 
water at 10 ppb, blood lead would rise>= 5 ug/dl 

a: Significant risk to unborn babies 
~·· Increase in fetal deaths and reduced birth weights 



Hurley Children's 
RESEARCH 

I I 



·~· HMC IRB approved 
·~· Data from all blood lead levels processed at Hurley 

Medical Center 
~~ ZIP code based 
·~·· Two periods of comparison (same seasons): 

t· PRE-SWITCH: January 1, 2013 - September 15, 2013 

t POST-SWITCH: January 1, 2015 - September 15, 2015 

> Analyzed 0/o Elevated Blood Lead (EBLL) 



i'= Zip code based (in media) 



:::: N= 1473 for Flint water children (pre n=736, post n=737) 
"" N= 2202 for non-Flint water children (pre n=1210, post n=992) 

Flint results for children 5 years and under: 
')= PRE-SWITCH 0/o EBLL: 2.4o/o 
?= POST-SWITCH 0/o EBLL: 4.9o/o 
"'' p < 0.05; STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT CHANGE 



l~'&tUi::t'&tt rn.t, M"l>ll:d mi, 
<:)tdi~~fy' Ki'l{liti~ 
~~-s:s~l~{i~fa~.s,! ,\;.-!Ml{\<l~ 

• 

• 

Focus on high WLL 
wards (5, 6, 7); ie., those 
with high water lead 
levels 

Note: Hot spots 
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, 
0/o of children with EBLL in Flint zips increased 

······ Most striking increase in areas with highest water lead 
levels 

) Results significantly underestimate exposure: 
······ Infants not screened for lead 
······ BLL may have peaked before being measured (blood 

half life 20-30 days) 
? Kids exposed in different settings throughout city 

liWidened disparities 



81Sept 25 City of Flint Lead Health Advisory 
81Sept 29 GCHD Health Advisory 
810ct 1 GCHD Public Health Emergency 
810ct 2 State filter program, increased water 

testing, expedited corrosion control 
I Oct 3 First filter distribution 

,,
10ct 8 Three schools toxic WLL, announced 
reconnection to DWSD 
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I) Preventable population-wide exposure 

1: Community traumatized 

I' Loss of trust in government and agencies 
8i In 2015, in the middle of the great lakes, no 

guarantee of safe drinking water 

1° Ongoing public health emergency 



a, Currently identifying/labeling exposed 
population 

8° Cohort includes all children less than 6 years 
who at any time lived in Flint water limits 
(geocoded) from April 2014 to end date 
unknown (extend 9 months for fetal exposure). 

8° Per census data, approx. 8,000-9,000 children 



Quick Introduction to 
AC Es/Toxic Stress ••. 



-
• ~~:;tri:, ~~:ig~i:~¥e~t~uo~a~~ca~he~~~ ~:t l~~~i~;~e 
,~, Also referred to as toxic stress or childhood trauma. 
•: As number of ACEs increase, the risk for health 

problems increase in a strong and graded fashion. 
•' An ACE score of 6 or more results in a 20 year 

decrease in life expectancy . 

• , CDC ACE stud 
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ii Many chronic diseases/disparities in 
adults are determined decades earlier, by 
experiences in childhood (0-6 critical) 

ii Lead exposure is an ACE/toxic stress 





ff Now what can we do??? 



• Assess the impact of the exposure 
·~·· Health impact 

·~· BLL 
·~· Longitudinal neurodevelopmental f/u 

·~· Cord blood Pb, brain injury markers, epigenetics 

·I:· Retrospective fetal deaths, IUGR 

•I:·· Nutrition imp act 

a Psychosocial impact 

I:• Water quality/infrastructure impact 



8Unique opportunity to be proactive, to 
regain public trust, and to buffer impact 
of exposure 
&Sh tT \,:,,::: or I er m 
&L T \,:, .. J ong I erm 



I) Consistent, coordinated, multi-method, trusted 
messaging/education/risk comm u n ication/PSAs 

1: Need for central command/hub/emergency 
response 



1° Water still not safe (public health emergency) 

St Corrosion control optimization 

It Ongoing risk from scale disruption 

81' Door to door filter/replacement distribution 
·I:•· # filters distributed approx 1/3 of homes 

St Public education re water precautions (filters, 
flushing, cold water, cooking, infants, etc) 

1· Lead plumbing 



Secondary Prevention 
Evidence Based 
I i 
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Ecology Siot~y 



L,1 Medical/Health 

81 Nutrition 

9, Education 

9: Caregiver capacity 

9: Water quality 



·mi•· Support and education for primary care providers regarding 
aggressive long-term neurodevelopmental screening & testing 

mi Improve access to Developmental and Behavioral (DBP) specialists, 
pediatric psychologists, pediatric psychiatrists 

·~· Preemptive referral to mental health/toxic stress screening 

·~· Support capacity building and/or incentivize recruitment to allow Genesee 
Health System {CMH} to build this capacity which is currently needed and 
lacking 

·~·· Increase recognition and education regarding trauma informed 
care, social determinants of health (SDOH) 



I) Expand state-funded Genesee Health System 
(CMH) services 
8° Infant Mental Health (30 capacity) 

Ir Child case management 
ti H b d . >:,Y ome- ase services 

8 1 Trauma informed care - trauma focused CBT 



1° Role of Medicaid HMO plans: 

81' Support to drive patients to medical home: 
enhanced transportation, case management, 
HEDIS monitoring, pt incentives, mental health 
access, etc 

Ir Reimbursement for integrated social work, 
registered dietician, mental health services, OT/PT 

• services 

II Encourage collaboration/mandate support of .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
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8:: Transportation 
g;: Social work 
8 1 WIC RD/Nutrition 
lt ....... Peds ... Psycho.l ogy ...... . 
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1, Short-term mitigation/protection 
1° Promotion/education of Iron, Calcium, Vit C diets 

ll0 Promote enrollment and participation in pre-existing 
nutrition resources (WIC, SNAP, DUFB, MTA) 

JI: Expand WIC eligibility, access (co-locate with PMD), 
benefits 



1, Improve food access/security efforts 
11 Subsidies, pilots-grocery stores, mobile groceries, urban 

farming, etc 

1, Invest in breastfeeding promotion, education, and 
support services 



8° Subsidize quality childcare options 

1° Automatic referral/assessment by Early Intervention 
(Early On) 

1° Enroll all in early head start, head start 
1: Universal Pre-school/Flint Pre-Promise 

8° Strengthen special education capacity/trained 
personnel 



lt= Invest in school health/wellness/behavioral health 
It School nurse:student ratio - Ml ranked worst in country 
~· 1 750 d d :::::. : recommen e 
,,i 1 6 500 Fl. t ~: : I In 

I= Place MDHHS employee at every school 

lt= Model lead safe school campaigns 
It Proactive water testing, lead plumbing investigations 

I:= Lead mitigating school nutrition 





I) Toxic stress and resilience 

,,,11 ''S f d/ I d 
•

1 trong, requent, an or pro onge 
activation of the body's stress-response 
system in the absence of the buffering 
protection of a supportive, adult 
relationship." 



8) Need to support parents and programs to 
improve parenting skills 

8° Evidence-based parenting programs 
·~· Incredible Years {HCH AAP Grant} 

·~· Triple P 

·~· Everyday Parenting 

·~· Adventures in Parenting 

·~· Home visiting programs 

·~· Strengthening Families Framework 

..................................... I ........ Materna.1 .. 1.nfa.nt .. Healt.h .. Program .. {MI.HP} ..... . 



• 56% reduction in emergency room visits for accidents and 
poisonings in the second year of the child's life 

·~·· 50% reduction in behavioral problems when the children enter 
school. 

9 48% reduction in state-verified reports of child abuse and 
neglect by child age 15 

·8:•· 39% fewer healthcare encounters for injuries or ingesions in the 
first two years of life 

9 Increase in language scores 



a, Increase support for state-funded NFP, Healthy 
Start and MIHP 
8° Hurley-run NFP capacity for 100 



a, Opportunity to model best practices for lead in 
water monitoring to protect public health rather 
than a focus on minimum compliance 
8 1 EPA Flint Safe Drinking Water Taskforce 

8° Flint will change water source and treat water 
again once connected to KWA (2016), should 
not be rushed 

,, F~111~9q pl~OJl:>iog r~pl9c::~0J~ot (c::90 l:>~ 



•

1 Primary prevention failed 
l 1 Preventable population-wide exposure 

•
1secondary prevention must be priority 

•
1 1nvest and prioritize in evidence based 
interventions that mitigate exposure and build 
childhood resilience 
l 0Ages Oto 6 years critical for life course trajectory 



1. Support for emergency response 

2. Increase funding/capacity for home visiting 
maternal-infant support programs 

3. Guarantee Flint Pre-Promise (3-5 year quality 
early education) 

4. Fund RN in every Flint school 

5. Encourage innovative Medicaid HMO plan and 



It's easier to build strong children 
than to repair broken men. 



l'Harvard Center for Developing Child 
~·· http://developingchild.harvard.edu/ 

l'AAP Toxic Stress Resources 
I:•·https://www.aap.org/en-us/advocacy-and-policy /aa p-hea Ith

in itiatives/E BCD/Pages/Pu blic-Hea Ith-Approach .aspx 

l'Strengthening Families: A Protective Factors 
Framework 

I:•· http://www.cssp.org/reform/strengtheningfamilies 

l'CDC ACE Study 
1:, http://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/acestudy/ 

8°Pediatrics articles 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Thursday, December 24, 2015 10:50 AM 

Scott, Allison (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Privileged Attorney Communication--Draft Under review--Fwd: Please provide 

feedback: Governor's statement on Flint water crisis 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <b2irdr@rnichig;:1n.gov> 

Date: December 24, 2015 at 9:48:00 AM CST 

To: "Snyder, Rick (GOV)"< , "Redford, James (GOV)" 
<Redford.; (a rn!chi;z211,gov> 

Cc: "Holland, Meegan (GOV)" <tJ.0.lL1nr:\f.,t.l?@.1TJ.lf:.bJ.g::1D,fs!2?{> 
Subject: Privileged Attorney Communication--Draft Under review--Fwd: Please provide feedback: 
Governor's statement on Flint water crisis 

For our 11am call. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Holland, Meegan (GOV)" <_tg_t)_~.1Jj.V?@!I!.trh.\g_?n,_g_0_v.> 
Date: December 24, 2015 at 9:32:24 AM CST 

To: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <h.?ix.0r@.0JithJg;ln,W?1.> 
Cc: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <h.0_!_U_0,~.0.@.r:J.\hiMn,W?1.>, "Posthumus, Dick (GOV)" 

< P.q~tlwr0.\!5f.J_@.1:-0.\:;h}_g)n,_g_0y>, "Redford, Jam es (GOV)" <R.ff:1f.:wJ.i.@T0.\:;bi2?n,g?y>, 
"Walsh, John (GOV)" <Wil\hJ@.mi<tgf:i_r\gqy>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 

<:;!.?.DJ?:!:0',':@.8.\hig?Jl@Y.>, "Calley, Brian (GOV)" , "Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV)" <Aw~.0:l.@.0/hti1!.D_,g_qy> Client Communication 
Subject: RE: Please provide feedback: Governor's statement on Flint water crisis 

Here is a revised statement incorporating Rich's suggested changes : 

"I've been briefed on the recent meeting of the task force studying the Flint water 

situation and I've read the report from the Office of the Auditor General on the 

processes used by DEQ to monitor Flint water. 

""The bi-partisan task force has worked tirelessly to interview Flint, Genesee County, 

state and federal officials to complete its independent analysis. They are reviewing 

hundreds of documents at all levels of government and from the public health science 

community. 



"I'd like to thank the task force for keeping me apprised of their continuing 
investigation. As they uncover more facts, it's clear to me we can do better. Their report 
may take another month or so, but if we need to make changes more swiftly, I plan to 
take immediate action. 

"No matter what the testing requirements were, they were not enough to prevent this 
crisis. I want Michigan to be the state that is known for the safest water in the nation. 

""When it comes to matters of health and quality of life, there is simply no room for 
error in testing for lead and other toxins. I understand there can be disagreements 
within the scientific community. That is why I have told my directors at MDEQ and 
DHHS to invite every external scientist who has worked on the Flint water issue to the 
state laboratory facilities to work as partners with us. Together, we should be able to 
affirm that we're using the very best testing protocols to ensure Flint residents have 
safe drinking water and that we're doing proper monitoring and remediation of blood 
levels and other health impacts over the long term. 

"I want the Flint community and all citizens of Michigan to know how very sorry I am 
that this has happened. 

"But I know an apology isn't enough. We've already allocated $10 million to test the 
water, distribute water filters, and help in other ways. On Thursday, I called Flint Mayor 
Karen Weaver, and we're going to sit down in the next week to discuss other ways the 
state can offer assistance. 

"What happened in Flint is inexcusable. I want to assure residents there that we will 
work hard to make things right." 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, December 24, 2015 9:53 AM 
To: Holland, Meegan (GOV) <HolbndMH0Jmichi23ti.f'Ov> 
Cc: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh@michif3ti.f;ov>; Posthumus, Dick (GOV) 
<Foslhumusd0Jmichif'aru'ov>; Redford, James (GOV) <EedfordJ@rnichigarLgov>; 
Walsh, John (GOV) <W;;iishJ@michif;an.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
<ck:rnente@rnk:higan,gov>; Calley, Brian (GOV) ; Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@michif3ti.f;ov> 
Subject: Re: Please provide feedback: Governor's statement on Flint water crisis 

This is the best narrative I have seen that actually describes how we feel about the 
situation and our resolve to make things right. A few thoughts: 

We might think about a "lead in" to your second para in the statement. Something like 
"The bi-partisan task force has worked tirelessly to interview Flint, Genesee County, 
State and Federal officials and complete an independent fact based analysis. They have 
reviewed hundreds of documents at all levels of government and from the public health 
science community and continue to do so. 

Para 3 might unintentionally suggest that there are public health stakeholders who are 
not as serious as the governor. This may be an overreach, but may I suggest 
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"When it comes to matters of health and quality of life, there is simply no room for error 
in testing for lead and other toxins. I understand there can be disagreements within the 
scientific community. That is why I have directed my Directors of MDEQ and DHHS to 
invite every external scientist who has worked on the Flint water issue to the state 
laboratory facilities to work as partners with us. Together, we should be able to affirm 
that every testing protocol and conclusion validates that Flint citizens will have safe 
drinking water, and that we are doing everything possible to ensure proper monitoring 
and remediation of blood levels and physical or neurological impacts over the long 
term. And I want the Flint community and all citizens of Michigan to know how very 
sorry I am that this has happened." 

Nick and Dan might not like the "invite" but I spoken with them both and they of course 
will support whatever the Boss decides. 

Thanks, 

Rich 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 24, 2015, at 7:41 AM, Holland, Meegan (GOV) <l·h::l!andfv12@rnk:higan,gov> 

wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Many of us have reached the conclusion that our messaging on the Flint 
water crisis has room for improvement. We haven't conveyed to 
citizens the depth of our concern over the situation. I've crafted a 
statement to be made by the Governor, and would like you to review it. 

This statement is meant to manage expectations on the timing of 
concrete conclusions (the task force report may not come out for 
another month at least) and to signal that action may come sooner than 
that (we plan to reach out to Mayor Weaver, for example, and perhaps 
hold a press conference with her in January announcing some next 
steps). 

Here is the statement: 

"I've been briefed on the recent meeting of the task force studying the 
Flint water situation and I've read the report from the Office of the 
Auditor General on the processes used by DEQ to monitor Flint water. 

"No matter what the testing requirements were, they were not enough 
to prevent this crisis. I want Michigan to be the state that is known for 
the safest water in the nation. 
"I'd like to thank the task force for keeping me apprised of their 
continuing investigation. As they uncover more facts, it's clear to me we 
can do better. The report may take another month or so, but if we need 
to make changes more swiftly, I plan to take immediate action. 
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"The bottom line is we'll take responsibility for our part in Flint's water 
crisis. I'm committed to partnering with all of the stakeholders who are 
as concerned about public health as I am. I vow to make sure that Flint 
citizens will have safe drinking water. And I'm so very sorry that this 
happened. 

"But I know an apology isn't enough. We've already allocated $10 
million to test the water, distribute water filters, and help in other ways. 
On Thursday, I called Flint Mayor Karen Weaver, and we're going to sit 
down in the next week to discuss other ways the state can offer 
assistance. 

"What happened in Flint is inexcusable. I want to assure residents there 
that we will work hard to make things right." 

Thank you, 
Meegan 

Meegan Holland 
Director of Communications for Gov. Rick Snyder 
Office: 517-335-6397 
Mobile: 
Twitter: @meholland 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

FYI. 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Tuesday, December 29, 2015 1:32 PM 

Winters, Jan (MCSC) 

Fwd: Flint water statement 

5'entfrom my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE'DROJD 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Holland, Meegan (GOV)" <Ho1landM2@michigan.gov> 
Date: Dec 29, 2015 1 :21 PM 
Subject: Flint water statement 
To: "Posthumus, Dick (GOV)" <Posthumusd@michigan.gov>,"Walsh, John (GOV)" 
<VbiL~hJ(q}i.ni.\';hig~n._gQ_y>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <b.f!.iuk@1ni,\';J1jgf!n,gQy>, "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" 
<,'\.gQn.J(g).m.irhig;:m,gQy>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <_,;Jtm.Qmt(i:D.mi~~l:tigi'ln,goy>," Scott, Allison (GOV)" 
<scotta12@.rnichigan.gov>, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hoHinsh{f1>rnichigan.gov>, "Calley, Brian (GOV)" 

, "Redford, James (GOV)" <,RQ~Utx.d)Lq;1xii~:b1gm1g1y> 
Cc: 

Here is a statement from the Governor that will go out around 2-2:30 p.m. to the media. We'll also give a heads 
up to executive staffers and some others. - Meegan 

When I became aware that the city of Flint's water showed elevated lead levels and that the state's handling of 
the situation was being questioned, I requested funding to switch the source back to the Great Lakes Water 
Authority and appointed an independent task force to identify possible missteps and areas for improvement. 

The task force has done an exceptional job, reviewing stacks of documents and interviewing scores of Flint, 
Genesee County, state and federal officials. 

Although the task force's final report is not yet completed, it has made me aware of some interim findings and 
corrective steps that I have decided to take immediately in order to restore trust in how the state keeps its 
citizens safe and informed. 

We'll continue to work with the community members to make sure we hear and respond to their concerns. 



In addition, MDEQ Director Dan Wyant has offered his resignation, and I've determined that it's appropriate to 
accept it. I'm also making other personnel changes at MDEQ to address problems cited by the task force. 

But changes in leadership and staff are not enough. I understand there can be disagreements within the scientific 
community. That is why I have directed both the departments of Environmental Quality and Health and Human 
Services to invite every external scientist who has worked on this issue to be our partners in helping us improve 
Flint water. Let's share research on water and blood lead level testing so we can arrive at accurate and mutually 
supported conclusions. Together, we should work to affirm that we're using the very best testing protocols to 
ensure Flint residents have safe drinking water and that we're taking steps to protect their health over the short 
and long term. 

I want the Flint community to know how very sorry I am that this has happened. And I want all Michigan 
citizens to know that we will learn from this experience, because Flint is not the only city that has an aging 
infrastructure. 

I know many Flint citizens are angry and want more than an apology. That's why I'm taking the actions today 
to ensure a culture of openness and trust. We've already allocated $10 million to test the water, distribute water 
filters, and help in other ways. Last week, I called Flint Mayor Karen Weaver, and we're going to meet soon to 
discuss other ways the state can offer assistance. 

These are only initial steps - we fully expect to take more actions following the recommendations of our task 
force. When it comes to matters of health and quality of life, we're committed to doing everything we can to 
protect the well-being of our citizens. 

Meegan Holland 

Director of Communications for Gov. Rick Snyder 

Office: 517-335-6397 

Mobile:••••• 

Twitter: @meholland 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Tuesday, December 29, 2015 4:38 PM 
Mark Henne 

Subject: Re: Offer to help in solving problems within MDEQ 

Thanks Mark. There may be an opportunity. Have some steps to take first. 

Rich 

Sentfrom my Verizon FVireless 4G LTE DROID 
On Dec 29, 2015 4:35 PM, Mark Henne< 

Hi Rich, 

wrote: 

I've been watching from the sidelines as the water problems in Flint have unfolded. If I can help you and the 
Governor in solving the issues at the MDEQ, please don't hesitate to contact me. I'm attaching my resume so 
that you have some understanding about my capabilities. 

Thanks, 

Mark 

Mark S. Henne, M.S., J.D. 

Environmental Consultant, Hydrogeologist and Attorney 

5070 Barton Road 

Williamston, MI 48895 USA 

Office 517-655-1104 

Cell 



Fax 855-837-9515 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Wednesday, December 30, 2015 11:19 AM 

Eric Rothstein 

Subject: Fwd: Offer to help in solving problems within MDEQ 

Attachments: Mark Henne Resume - Hydrogeologist, Environmental Consultant, Attorney.pdf; 

A TTOOOOl.htm 

I would be really keen if you could interview this man for a potential role. He might be a candidate for Water Quality 
Dept. But I have not said that to him yet. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Mark Henne <rn2rk.henne(Whenne0,wxorn> 

Date: December 29 2015 at 4:35:05 PM EST 
To: 
<b2,rdr@n1,chigc1n.gov> 

Subject: Offer to help in solving problems within MDEQ 

Hi Rich, 

"b2,rdr@n1ichigan.gov" 

I've been watching from the sidelines as the water problems in Flint have unfolded. If I can help you and 
the Governor in solving the issues at the MDEQ, please don't hesitate to contact me. I'm attaching my 
resume so that you have some understanding about my capabilities. 

Thanks, 

Mark 

Mark S. Henne, M.S., J.D. 
Environmental Consultant, Hydrogeologist and Attorney 
5070 Barton Road 
Williamston, Ml 48895 USA 

Office 517-655-1104 

Fax 855-837-9515 



Mark S. Henne, M.S., J.D. 5070 Barton Road 
Williamston, MI 48895 

(517) 655-2087 Executive-Level Business Leader, Environmental Compliance 
Expert, Hydrogeologist, Environmental Chemist & Attorney 

EXECUTIVE PROFILE 

Executive Leadership 

Science, Law & Finance 

Vision, Strategy & Execution 

Team Leader and Consensus Builder 

Regulatory Compliance 

Global Work Experience 

Multi-cultural Sensitivity 

Bi-Lingual (English & German) 

Water Supply Development 

Hydrogeology Studies 

Environmental Impact Assessments 

Senior environmental compliance specialist with success developing 
and directing programs involving complex environmental protection, 
technical, scientific, financial and legal issues. 

Key member of management teams, and noted for ability to build 
consensus in team decision-making. Successful in leading 
organizations during times of prosperity and trouble. 

Executive level experience as company founder and principal, bank 
director, District Governor for Rotary International, President of trade 
organization, and officer and director of multiple professional, service, 
and charitable organizations. 

Trusted advisor for clients ranging from individuals to Fortune 500 
corporations. 

Senior hydrogeologist and environmental consultant with 35 years' 
experience designing, supervising the construction of, and testing 

production wells, monitoring wells and contaminant extraction wells. Significant experience in aquifer test 
data collection and analysis, and analysis of groundwater and contaminant migration in complex 
hydrogeologic environments. 

Environmental chemist with academic and project-related experience assessing the fate and transport of 
contaminants in groundwater, surface water, and soil. Have investigated and overseen the cleanup of 
properties contaminated with heavy metals, petroleum compounds, industrial solvents, brine and road salt, 
PCBs, pesticides and herbicides, and radionuclides. 

In-house attorney who uses skills to manage in-house risk, and ensure regulatory compliance. 

Writer and public speaker who has authored more than 10,000 technical reports, environmental management 
plans, and business documents, and has spoken more than 200 times to audiences as large as 2,000 on technical 
and non-technical topics throughout the United States, Canada and Germany. 

Risk manager in a high-risk industry for 35 years without threat of a lawsuit. 

Fiscal manager who has helped ensure the financial health of for-profit consulting companies, a $300 million 
bank, and numerous non-profit organizations. 

Crisis manager with experience working through organizational and employee issues such as embezzlement, 
substance abuse, and family crises. 

Humanitarian who volunteers and uses unique knowledge and skills to lead and serve on teams charged with 
providing clean water and improving sanitation in developing countries. 



PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

HENNE ENVIRONMENTAL, Williamston, Michigan 
Hydrogeologist and Environmental Consultant 

Since 2013 

Solo-practice hydro geologic and environmental consulting firm serving clients throughout the North America, and in Africa and Asia. 
Website: w;vw.HenneEnv.com 

Expert in hydrogeologic and environmental consulting with focus on risk studies, environmental compliance, 
groundwater supply studies, groundwater and soil contamination investigations, environmental site 
assessments, air quality studies, environmental compliance, risk management and litigation support. 

DART BANK, Mason, Michigan 
Bank Director 

90-year old bank in the Lansing, Michigan region with assets of $280 million. Website: ,,1ww.dartbank.com 

Since 2007 

Member of nine-person Board of Directors, and Audit and Loan Review Committees, which are responsible for 
bank's financial performance, compliance with banking regulations, and establishing operational policies. 

• Helped make critical decisions needed for bank to remain profitable during era characterized by large 
losses in banking industry. 

• Member of key committees that improve bank's compliance with federal and state banking 
regulations. 

• Provided important oversight of bank's lending activities which reduced underwriting risks and bad 
loan losses, and increased bank's profits. 

PARSONS BRINCKERHOFF, Lansing, Michigan 
Environmental Manager 

A 13,000-person consulting and engineering firm with global operations. Website: w1vw.phwodci.com 

2009-2013 

Manager of newly-established environmental consulting group that investigated and remediated properties with 
contaminated soil and groundwater, investigated environmental risk associated with large transportation 
projects, and developed environmental management plans to reduce risk for projects throughout the United 
States. 

• Established new environmental consulting practice at company. 
• Moved all members of environmental consulting team from former firm (Fitzgerald Henne) to new 

company. 
• Transferred all on-going consulting relationships and projects from former to new firm. 
• Exceeded group's overall sales goal for first year by more than 30 percent. 
• Exceeded group's new-client sales goal by more than 100 percent. 
• Expanded geographic service area, which had mostly been limited to the Midwest, into Utah, 

Maryland, New York, Virginia, Louisiana, Hawaii, and Guam. 
• Increased diversity of projects to include major highway, high speed rail, urban rail, and other 

transportation projects. 
• Authored master environmental management plans for projects with anticipated capital costs 

exceeding $6 billion. 
• Provided opportunities for company's non-environmental groups to work for new clients on 

engineering projects with capital costs exceeding $5 billion. 



FITZGERALD HENNE & ASSOCIATES, Lansing, Michigan 
Founder, President, Vice President (rotating Presidency) 

1992-2008 

A medium-sized environmental consulting, engineering, and surveying firm based in Lansing, Michigan. Website: www.fit::.henrw.r:om. 

Founded and helped grow firm. Responsible for day-to-day operations of environmental consulting group that 
undertook simple ($1,000) to complex ($800,000) projects for corporate, governmental, individual and 
business clients. Significant technical focus on environmental risk management and regulatory compliance. 
As principal of firm, responsible for corporate management, financial monitoring, personnel management, 
corporate risk management, and insurance and banking relationships. 

• Helped grow company from initial staff of four to staff of 32 with annual revenues of $2.8 million. 
• Managed more than 800 projects to evaluate and test sites for contamination, clean up contaminated 

soil and groundwater, develop water supplies, and facilitate Brownfield development. 
• Developed client base, 80 percent of which consisted of repeat clients. 
• Developed expertise in interpreting complex environmental regulations in six-state service area. 
• Led employee motivation and reward programs, resulting in less than 15 percent employee turnover 

per year. 

STS CONSULTANTS, Lansing, Michigan 1990-1992 
Manager, Hydrogeology and Remediation Services 

Midwest engineering firm bought by AECOM, a $6 billion international engineering company. ,,1ww.nsltd.com 

Responsible for marketing, staff management, project management, scheduling, and client retention. 

• Managed 15-person department made up of entry- and mid-level staff. 
• Oversaw all technical and marketing activities of environmental group in conducting $2,000 to 

$5,000,000 environmental studies for contaminated industrial and leaking underground storage tank 
(LUST) sites throughout Michigan. 

• Successfully changed department from one in which single project generated 90% of revenues to one 
with diversified client base with nearly 100 projects, of which none was responsible for more than 
10% of department revenues. 

• Marketing activities made firm fourth largest supplier of environmental consulting services in 
Michigan. 

• Led team of environmental managers in company's other offices in developing company-wide 
standards for emerging environmental site assessment practice area. 

FISHBECK, THOMPSON, CARR & HUBER, Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Senior Hydrogeologist 

Privately held, 320-employee engineering, architectural, and environmental firm. www.fr.ch.com 

1983-1990 

Senior hydrogeologist responsible for technical and financial management of hydrogeological and 
environmental projects, and marketing environmental services. 

• Started as staff hydrogeologist and advanced to level responsible for directing completion of 
hydrogeologic investigations and water supply studies throughout Michigan and in several other states. 

• Grew client base containing diversity of Fortune 500 and small companies. 
• Sold services of other engineering groups along with environmental consulting services. 

KECK CONSULTING SERVICES, Williamston, Michigan 
Hydrologist/Chemist 

Designed and managed hydrogeological and geochemistry studies throughout Michigan. 

1981-1983 



DESERT RESEARCH INSTITUTE, Reno, Nevada 
Hydrological Research Fellow 

1978-1980 

Conducted general water chemistry and hydrogeological research including investigation into the movement of 
groundwater through volcanic tuffs at the Nevada Test Site. 

HEFA FRENON ARZNEIMITTEL, GmbH, Werne, Germany 
Research Pharmaceutical Chemist 

1977-78 

Conducted laboratory research to identify the degradation rates and absorption time of anti-tubercular drug. 

EDUCATION 

J.D., THOMAS COOLEY LAW SCHOOL, Lansing, Michigan 
• Completed work to receive J.D. in 10 terms while working full-time 
• Received "book award" in computer-assisted legal research 

M.S., Hydrology/Hydrogeology, UNIVERSITY OF NEV ADA - RENO 
• Completed course work and wrote Master's thesis while employed by the Desert Research Institute 

B.S., Chemistry, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT SANTA BARBARA 
• Academic studies included significant coursework in Chemistry, along with Geology and German 
• Academic performance allowed for participation in University of California's year-long Education 

Abroad Program in Germany (below) 
• Served as student advisor to faculty committee charged with overseeing Education Abroad Program on 

all UC campuses and at international study centers throughout the world. 

Honors Foreign Study Program, GEORG-AUGUST UNIVERSITAT, Gottingen, Germany 
• Completed all Chemistry, Physics and other coursework and exams in German 
• Participated in inter-cultural activities of the University 

Current and Past Leadership Responsibilities 

• District Governor, ROTARY INTERNATIONAL, July 2012-June 2013. Also Past Club President, 
Group Study Exchange Team Leader, District Friendship Exchange Chair. Member of Rotary delegations 
sent to Kenya and Tanzania to conduct needs and feasibility studies, and identify opportunities to improve 
education, water supplies, and sanitation. 

• Co-Founder and Charter President, MICHIGAN ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS AND 
CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION (MECCA) 

• Charter Vice President, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 

• Director, MID-MICHIGAN ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION COUNCIL 

• Director, GREATER LANSING HOUSING COALITION 

• Commissioner, LANSING REGIONAL SISTER CITIES COMMISSION. Also member of 
delegations that explored creation of a vocational education program in Adamawa State, Nigeria, and 
developed health and sanitation programs for Akuapim, Ghana. 

• Director, CASA (COURT APPOINTED SPECIAL ADVOCATES) OF INGHAM COUNTY. 

• Vice President, BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS OF LANSING. 

• Director and Treasurer, PRO BONO LEGAL SERVICES. 

• Vice President, HA VEN HOUSE (homeless shelter). 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Team: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Wednesday, December 30, 2015 6:57 PM 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Kelenske, Chris 
(MSP); Holland, Meegan (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Becker, 
Timothy (DHHS); Creagh, Keith (DNR); Roberts, John (DTMB) 

Etue, Kriste (EtueK@michigan.gov); Nick Lyon 
Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 
A Proposal to Create the Flint Water Inter.docx; IA Coard Com Org Chart.jpg; IAP Flint 
Water 2015-12-29.pdf 

Today Harvey and I met with the Flint Water Task Force. It was a good meeting. People were pleased with the G's 
statement from the prior day. Captain Kelenske joined us and we had a very good discussion about moving forward with 
the creation of the Flint Water Crisis Agency Coordinating Committee (FIACC). Tim Becker and Captain Kelenske 
provided me with a fair amount of input. I also read the City of Flint Incident Action Plan for a State of Emergency which 
Chris received today (enclosed for those who wish to read it as well). I have distilled all of this into a two page plan that I 
want your edits and comments on and a one page organizational chart (now presented in the "governor's colors" 
according to our fine people in Communications). Spoiler alert-I made Captain Kelenske Vice Chair of the whole 
shebang (with the Colonel's blessing) so Harvey wouldn't get lonely. 

Here is my ask of you: 

1) Within 24 (sooner if you can) hours give me your comments and input 
2) Tomorrow I will turn around a final document for Jarrod to review with the Governor either New Year's Day or 

Saturday 
3) Ideally, Governor will approve Harvey sending it to Mayor Weaver Saturday (Sunday latest) 
4) Mayor needs to know that this is what the Governor wishes to discuss at the meeting January 7 along with 

financial resources that we still need some estimates on cost from DHHS for 
5) Meegan and Dave need to noodle how best to get out front with this and change the narrative focus on 

Monday's Genesee County declaration of emergency 

I know we are all working way too hard for what should be a rest and recharge period but I do appreciate everyone's 
efforts and I know the Boss really does as well. 

Regards, 

Rich 



A Proposal to Create the Flint Water Inter-Agency Coordinating Committee 
(FIACC) 

In collaboration with the Flint After-Action Task Force, MSP Captain Chris Kelenske, DHHS Chief Deputy 

Tim Becker and DHHS Director Nick Lyon, Harvey Hollins and Rich Baird are recommending the 

immediate creation of the above referenced entity, with its sustained role and responsibility enabled 
under the Governor's Executive Order. 

Statement of Need 

Due to a combination of resource constraints, inexperienced personnel, "silo" bureaucratic processes 

and reactionary approaches to immediate problems, there is a nearly complete lack of coordination, 

communication, and connected management amongst all the departments and stakeholders who must 

work together to ensure Flint's return to clean, safe water and to coordinate mid and long term efforts 

to mitigate and address future health and behavioral consequences from lead ingestion. This group 

MUST be stood up regardless of whether (or when) the conditions required for a declaration of 

emergency are met by the City, County, State or Federal authorizers. This coordinating body must 

include: 

• The creation of a routine information process between all parties. 

• Pursuit of other avenues of funding including federal grants and legislative appropriations. 

• While the Emergency Management Act or the Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act 

may be mechanisms to fix the issues in Flint, portions of the Emergency Management Act outlining 

management of events are applicable and should be implemented without delay (e.g. Local 

emergency operations plans/emergency operations guides as well as emergency operations support 

plans). 

Action Plan and Establishing the FIACCC 

It appears that a request for a Governor's declaration may be from the county as soon as January 4, 

2016. The state's Emergency Coordinator (Capt. Kelenske) will evaluate the request and provide a 

recommendation whether to issue a declaration, following established protocol and due diligence. But 

immediately, we will: 

1. Establish an interagency workgroup Chaired and Vice-Chaired by Harvey Hollins and Chris Kelenske, 

respectively, and be comprised of DHHS, MDEQ, MSP, Treasury, Genesee County, City of Flint, MOE, 

LARA and external Subject Matter Experts (SM Es). Civil Rights may be added at a later time. If 

additional agencies/stakeholders who can assist with accomplishing the action plan are needed, 

they will be added. Personnel must be goal oriented, transparent with findings and measures of 

progress, and able to work toward accomplishing the Incident Action Plan created by the state in a 

timely manner. A draft Organization Chart is attached under separate cover. 

2. This body should be created by Executive Order and it must complement and not replace the 

current system under the Emergency Management Act. In fact, it should demonstrate how to best 

leverage support where existing laws fall short under a man-made emergency. 

3. Utilize the National Incident Management System and Unified/Incident Command as appropriate. 

4. Establish routine communications protocols at the operational, executive, and legislative levels as 
determined appropriate. 

5. Establish interagency workgroup objectives using the following as a starting point. 

lnteragency Workgroup Objectives 

1. Determine and convey acceptable standards for potable water. 



• Identify needed remediation. 

• Convey the remediation plan objectives to all stakeholders and interested parties. 

• Logistics plan for distribution and serving homebound citizens with water and 

filtration 

• Implement the plan. 

2. Determine health impacts for the impacted population. 

• Identify treatment methods. 

• Nutrition education and support 

• Coping with lead exposure (care, monitoring, neurodevelopmental screening, access 
to DBP specialists, psychologists/psychiatrists, expanded county services, etc.) 

• Convey the treatment plan objectives to interested parties. 

• Implement the plan. 

3. Establish a public information protocol to effectively inform the community of the situation 

and actions taken. 

• Identify existing Public Information outlets within the city, county, and state. 

• Establish a Joint Information Center 

• Provide for Emergency Alerts and Updates 

• Leverage public and private education schools 

• Determine official information flow and approval of information. 

• Convey to interested parties. 

4. Assess the status of the infrastructure and determine feasible actions to upgrade the water 

system. 

Final Thoughts 

• Determine current state of the infrastructure. 

• Develop priorities, costs, and potential funding sources for infrastructure upgrades 

as part of a long term recovery plan. 

• Seek partners to assist (NGOs, Foundations, Business, etc.) 

• Implement the plan. 

After the team provides input to this document, I would ask that Governor Snyder review and approve 

the approach, authorize Harvey Hollins to get the plan to Mayor Weaver no later than this weekend, and 

then proactively communicate the plan regardless of whether we get an Emergency declaration or not. 

Also, we do believe setting up an Emergency Command Center which requires 24/7 staffing is sensible 

until AFTER Genesee County has demonstrated they did all they could and couldn't solve the problem. 

That is what is required under the law. 





CITY OF FLINT 

INCIDENT ACTION PLAN 
STATE OF EMERGENCY 



Objectives: 

To provide short term relief and long term solutions in addressing the man-made emergency of 

increased lead levels in the City of Flint (the "City") water system resulting from the switch to Flint River 

as the City's water source as well as the threat to public health related to elevated blood lead levels in 

Flint residents, without interruption of the provision of public safety and other essential public services. 

Due to the fluidic nature of emergencies and the complexity of the City of Flint's declared emergency, 

this plan serves as a framework and may be altered as the emergency develops. 

The Response Framework 

The purpose of this plan is to organize efforts on behalf of the city to assess the extent of the City's 

infrastructure needs and risks to public health, provide immediate relief to those who are at risk, and 

establish long term solutions. In addition, the city must ascertain what immediate relief and long term 

solutions the City is capable of implementing based on what resources are available. For any activities 

that are beyond the resource capacity of the City, external sources of funding, supplies, and manpower 

must be sought. 

There are a number of steps that must be taken in accordance with the Flint Emergency Support 

Operations Plan (SEOP), in order for the City to be compliant with the Genesee County Emergency 

Action Guidelines. These include the activation of the Incident Management Team, the Emergency 

Operation Center, and the sharing of essential documents with the County, including this plan. 

Information must also be shared by the City's Public Information Officer on a regular basis, as required 

by the SEOP. 

This plan calls for the provision of immediate relief to those at risk in our community. Special 

consideration must be given to residents who belong to underserved groups, such as those who are 

homebound, undocumented, in poverty, etc. Additional consideration must also be given to the 

equitable provision of services throughout our community in order to equally protect the health and 

safety of every member of our community. 

Implementation of this plan is to be conducted by the Incident Management Team, which will monitor 

the effective delivery of goods and services in order to address the conditions of the emergency. 

Understanding the Issue: 

October 1, 2015, the Genesee County Health Department issued a Public Health Emergency after 

elevated blood-lead levels were found among children in the City of Flint. This incident correlates with 

elevated levels of lead found in the City's drinking water after the City switched water sources in April of 



2014 to the Flint River. The scope of this problem appears to be limited to Flint City Water Customers 

and their dependents. Public agencies from several levels of government, as well as charitable, nonprofit 

organizations have partnered with the City to provide immediate relief to Flint residents, including the 

expansion of health services, the provision of bottled water and NSF rated water filters. The city is also 

seeking long term infrastructure improvements to eliminate lead and other contaminants from the 

water system. 

Gov. Rick Snyder appointed a task force to review "actions regarding water use and testing in Flint" and 

to make recommendations for future guidelines: Members of the state task force are Ken Sikkema of 

Public Sector Consultants, Chris Kolb of the Michigan Environmental Council, Dr. Matthew Davis of the 

University of Michigan Health System, Eric Rothstein of the Galardi Rothstein Group and Dr. Lawrence 

Reynolds of Mott Children's Health Center. 

In an effort to halt the further escalation of this crisis, the City returned to receiving its water from the 

Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD) on October 16, 2015. Since that time, additional 

corrosion control program has started, estimating a reduction of lead levels over the next six months. In 

light of these efforts, concerns surrounding the quality of water and health of the residents persist to 

the point that Mayor Karen Weaver declared a State of Emergency on December 14, 2015 so as to 

resolve this crisis once and for all. 

The current challenge facing the City is providing immediate relief and long term solutions of the quality 

of the water and health of residents while the City remains in a financially critical condition. It is hoped 

and expected that higher levels of government recognize this emergency as it pertains to the condition 

of the City's infrastructure and health of its residents, and do all things necessary to assist the City in the 

provision of relief and the execution of capital improvement projects that will eliminate the causes of 

this emergency. 

Enhancing Understanding: 

Information Collection 

Essential Elements of Information (EEis) can be qualified as the City's water tests containing lead results, 

the verification of lead water lines (both public and private), and health information. Water testing is 

performed by the City's water plant in cooperation with the M DEQ. The verification of lead water lines is 

being handled by University of Michigan Flint, who is currently digitizing the City's water line 

information and PSI Engineering, who is initiating the effort to verify lead lines by excavating an initial 

150 residential lines. This information allows the Incident Management Team to assess the current 

condition of the emergency by way of determining the water quality and the condition of the water 

distribution infrastructure. 



Information Analysis 

The City has sought partners to assist in the analysis and attenuation of complex data. Wayne State 

University's center for Urban Studies has agreed to assist the City in its efforts to document and track 

lead water lines, water test results, and filter distribution with geographic information system (GIS) 

technology. This allows for easily updateable, digestible information to be presented to officials. 

Assessment of Impacts 

The City will need assistance in determining the total cost of damage done to the public health and 

infrastructure. As of now, only portions of this damage are visible. 

PSI is providing some assistance by excavating 150 residential water lines to verify that they are 

comprised of lead. This is an initial step, but not enough. More resources will be needed to continue this 

process. 

Continuous Situational Awareness 

It is important that the Emergency Management Team receive continuous information regarding water 

testing results, lead water line numbers, and filter distribution information in order to gain a realistic 

and current perspective. Much of his information is currently available on the City's website 

(cityofflint.com) and more is added each week by the PIO team. 

Actions taken in Response to the Emergency 

Activation of the Incident Management Team 

Upon the declaration of Emergency by Mayor Weaver, the Support Emergency Operations Plan (SEOP) 

was activated. The SEOP calls upon the Incident Management Team to generate the Incident Action Plan 

(IAP. Each member of this team serves a specific function as it relates to addressing the causes and 

effects of the emergency. The Emergency Management Team roster can be found in the SEOP on page 

3, with a list of alternates on page 4 in case the need for succession arises. 

Emergency Operations Center 

The Emergency Operations Center (EOC) must be activated upon the declaration of a State of 

Emergency by the Mayor. This center is required by the SEOP and serves as a nerve center for the 

Incident Management Team. Here, emergency relief efforts are coordinated by key members of the 

Incident Management Team. In this case, these relief efforts consist of the distribution of water filters at 



City Hall and community events, the distribution of bottled water throughout the city in conjunction 

with the efforts of community partners, and assisting with the circulation of water testing kits 

throughout the community. The EOC will also be monitoring and managing the inventory of relief 

supplies, such as water filters and bottled water. 

According to the SEOP, the EOC must establish an incident tracking system. This system will serve as a 

work plan for the management of the emergency. In addition, it is essential that the IMT record water 

testing results, lead water line location information, and information about the distribution of water 

filters and bottled water all in one place so that information is readily available for the Incident 

Management Team. This information will also be sent out to the public and media in the form of daily 

regular updates by the City's PIO. 

Communication 

The EOC maintains a telephone system that exists to intake questions about relief efforts and to 

organize relief logistics. It is open from 8am to 5pm, Monday through Friday. A voicemail system and 

eventual email system will exist to handle requests and inquiries that occur outside of the normal 

operating hours. This system will be constructed by the City's IS department. 

Public Awareness and Education 

1. Emergency Alerts and Updates: 

The City's Public Information Officer will make available information as it relates to the 

emergency in the form of press releases, emails, and physical documents. Daily updates 

containing information on the distribution of water filters, bottled water, water testing, blood 

lead testing, and other relief efforts will be available on the City's website for the public to view. 

Information will be available at City Hall for residents. 

2. Joint Information Center: 

The City's PIO will establish a joint Information Center that is organized to coordinate the efforts 

of multiple agencies to communicate with the public. This includes the circulation of joint press 

releases, public health information, educational materials, and updates relating to the State of 

Emergency. This committee is comprised of public information officers and public relations 

personnel to coordinate efforts to keep the public updated and informed. Regular updates to 

the media regarding events and progress will be made as news develops. 

The US EPA has offered assistance in the form of Public Information support. Additional support 

in this area has been provided by the Michigan State Police. 



3. Education: 

Many government agencies and philanthropic organizations are already distributing information 

regarding the effects of lead on public health. It is important that the City assist in these efforts 

so vital information and knowledge is presented to all members of the community. The goal is to 

continue to eliminate misunderstandings and incorrect information as it relates to reducing lead 

in drinking water, pursuing medical help, and maintaining a healthy diet to reduce lead 

absorption in the body. Lead education is currently being performed by the Genesee County 

Health Department, the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services and Medical 

community at-large. 

Assessment of Social Needs 

In order to effectively and equitably provide immediate relief to Flint water customers, the City must 

take into account many of the socio-economic needs and limitations of the community. Some residents 

cannot get to City Hall for a water filter. Some residents do not have internet access. Literacy or a 

language barrier may also pose significant obstacles to the effective distribution of educational 

information and relief to those in need. These will be continuing challenges facing the community. At 

present these are the resources the City has available to mitigate some of those challenges. 

Logistics 

Logistics are being coordinated by the City Emergency Management Team's City's Chief Logistics Officer, 

who is the City Administrator. The CLO is responsible for the coordination, procurement, and 

transportation of goods and services, which is essential for effective implementation of the response 

plan. 

Fixed Distribution Points 

There are several locations throughout the city where residents may acquire a water filter. These 

locations are: 

Flint City Hall 

1101 South Saginaw, Flint Ml 48502 

Genesee County Community Action Resource Department (GCCARD) 

601 North Saginaw, Flint Ml 48502 

and 

2727 Lippencott Blvd, Flint Ml 48507 



Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 

4809 Clio Road, Flint Ml 48504 

and 

125 E. Union Street, Flint, Ml 48502 

Activation of Ward Distribution Centers 

Each of the nine wards will have activated distribution centers that are primarily managed by City 

Council Members or their designees. 

Flint City Council - Water Distribution Sites 

WARD COUNCILPERSON LOCATION ADDRESS 

1 Eric Mays Hasselbring Senior Center 1002 W. Home Avenue 

2 Jackie Poplar Joy Tabernacle Church 2505 N. Chevrolet Avenue 

3 Kerry Nelson Antioch Baptist Church 1083 E. Stewart Avenue 

4 Joshua Freeman Flint Fire Station No. 5 3402 Western Road 

5 Wantwaz Davis Doyle/Ryder Elementary School 1040 N. Saginaw Street 

6 Herbert Winfrey New Community Baptist Church 1375 Lavender Avenue 

7 Monica Galloway Brennan Community Center 1301 Pingree Avenue 

8 Vicki VanBuren Flint Southwestern Academy 1420 W. 12th Street 

9 Scott Kincaid Dort Mall Police Service Station 3600 S. Dort Highway 

Mobile Distribution Centers 

With the help of transportation agencies, like the Metro Transit Authority (MTA), meals on wheels, and 

GCCARD, the city can help establish mobile distribution centers and delivery systems that can provide 

water filters, bottled water, and nutritious foods, among other types of relief accompanied by 

educational materials to neighborhoods and to homes of people who experience limited mobility. 

• Mass Transportation Authority-MT A bus passes: Assisting residents with bus passes to 

improve their mobility will increase their chances of receiving help. Transportation 

services will also improve residents' access to medical care. 

• MTA-Your Ride mobile distribution: 

o Estimated Costs: $25 per hour to deliver water and filters to homes throughout 

the City. 

Problem 1. Public Health Emergency 

The first objective in addressing this emergency is reducing, and eventually eliminating, the danger to 

public health. As City water coming out of faucets continue to contain lead, and copper and other 



harmful contaminants exceeding government guidelines and regulations, it poses a risk to the people of 

our community. Preventative measures must be taken to avoid the effects of toxicosis that are difficult if 

not impossible to completely reverse. 

As far as preventative measures are concerned, education, water filters, and bottled water must be 

provided to every household in the City in order to reduce the chances of lead exposure, especially to 

our most vulnerable members of the community. If lead exposure has occurred, resulting in elevated 

blood lead levels, immediate and sustained medical attention must be available to those affected. 

Health services must be expanded in the area to accommodate increased numbers of case loads and 

specialized care regarding lead poisoning and its effects. 

Immediate Relief for Public Health: 

1. Prevention: Education, water filters and replacement cartridges, free water testing, and bottled 

water must be available to everyone. 

2. Access to nutritious food that reduces the risks of lead absorption by the body. The City can 

coordinate activities with the County Health Department 

Long Term Solutions: Maintaining Public Health and Coping with Lead Exposure 

1. Work closely with the Genesee County Health Department and Michigan Department of Health 

and Human Services in order to provide sustainable care and monitoring of children exposed to 

lead. This care must be available for them for several years-preferably several decades. 

2. Support and education for primary care providers regarding aggressive long-term 

neurodevelopmental screening and testing. 

3. Improved access to developmental and behavioral (DBP) specialists, pediatric psychologists, 

pediatric psychiatrists. 

a. Pre-emptive referral to mental health/ toxic stress screenings. 

b. Support capacity building and or incentivize recruitment to allow Genesee health system 

(CMH) to build this capacity which is currently needed and lacking. 

4. Increase recognition and education regarding trauma informed care, social determinants of 

health (SDOH). 

5. Expand State funded Genesee Health System (CMH) services. 

a. Infant mental health (30 day capacity) 

b. Child case management 

c. Home based services 

d. Trauma informed care- trauma focused CBT 

Problem 2. Lead Contamination in the Water 

Immediate Relief: 



1. Education, water filters and replacement cartridges, free water testing for water customers, and 

bottled water must be available to everyone. Water filters can be obtained at any of the fixed 

distribution points throughout the City. 

2. Identification and verification of lead water service lines throughout the city- both public and 

private. 

3. Assistance to identify lead pipes within buildings and homes. 

Distribution of Bottled Water: 

At this point, we are directing all offers for donations to the Food Bank of Eastern Michigan. It is 

imperative that water be accessible to all members of the community through a variety of distribution 

channels. These channels are explained in the Logistics Section of this plan. 

Distribution of Test Bottles: 

Water testing kits can be picked up at City Hall with instructions. Test results are posted on the City's 

website to raise public awareness and encourage more participation. 

Long term Solutions: Capital Improvements Needs 

The distribution of filters, water, and food to counter the effects of lead are essential response efforts to 

keep people safe. However, long term solutions are required to keep people healthy, to eliminate lead 

from the public and private water distribution system distribution, and to provide affordable clean 

water. Our public infrastructure and utilities must be reliable, sustainable, and equitable in order for this 

community to rebound after this emergency. The following long term solutions must be implemented in 

order to set the City of Flint on a course for recovery. These solutions come at a heavy cost for a City 

that is currently in receivership. The City has experienced financial distress due to this Emergency, in 

addition to a two million dollar loss from switching back to DWSD. The City has diligently applied for 

Fiscally Distressed Cities, Villages, and Townships, Grant in order to supplement funding for capital 

improvement projects. It is essential that these grants be awarded in order to achieve long term 

solutions. 

1. COMPLtTE Transition to a Temporary Safe Water Source until the Completion of KWA: 

This has already occurred. On October 16, 2015, Flint returned to receiving its water from DWSD 

on a 9 month agreement. This agreement will expire in June 2016, when the KWA is projected to 

be complete. The City had to pay $2 million out of its general fund to make this switch. 

2. !N. PROGR§:$§ Additional Corrosion Control added to the Water System: 



This is already occurring. In early December, 2015, Flint began to add additional corrosion 

control to the water coming in from DWSD in attempts to rebuild the protective scale inside its 

pipes. This is estimated to reduce lead levels in two to six months. 

3. Faucet Replacement: 

Replacement of Water faucets, and drinking fountains in the school system. It has been 

determined after state inspections that many sources of lead contamination in the School 

System's water were the faucets themselves. These faucets need to be replaced. 

4. Water Line Replacement: 

Water Line Replacement to reduce antiquated infrastructure and lead service lines. These lines 

must be identified, verified, and replaced. Residents who are facing financial hardships must 

have access to assistance to cover the costs of these replacements through access to grants and 

(forgivable) loans made available through State and Federal agencies. The corrosion damage to 

public and private lines that Flint River water caused is still being determined. 

• Replacement of an estimated fifteen thousand (15,000) lead service lines at an 

estimated cost of three thousand dollars ($3,000) per line. Total costs forty -five million 

dollars ($45,000,000). This project is estimated to be one of the most cost-intensive 

endeavors related to ameliorating water contaminants. 

5. Reimbursement of Critical Expenditures: 

Seeking reimbursement of two million dollar cost of returning to DWSD and forgiveness of 

Water Revolving Loan Debt from the State of Michigan. 

6. KWA Capital Improvements: The City has reconnected to Detroit temporarily until a water line 

from Port Huron is developed. The new water line known as the KWA pipeline or Karegnondi 

Water Authority is expected to bring water to the City from Lake Huron by July. The current cost 

agreement between Flint and DWSD is for nine months, therefore it is imperative that KWA be 

completed as soon as possible. Assistance relating to capital improvements to expedite this 

process will help to achieve long term goals. 

KWA Capital Improvements: 

a. Transfer Station to Dort Reservoir 

b. Raw water line to pump station #4 

c. Phosphoric acid feed system 

d. Alum Feed system 

e. Post filtration system 

Estimated Costs: 

$4,500,000 

$636,000 

$186,000 

$40,000 

$387,289 



f. SCADA Upgrades 

g. Sewer Relining 

Total 

$424,000 

$100,000 

$6,273,289 

Ancillary Considerations: Public Safety during an Emergency 

During a time of emergency public safety agencies need to be prepared to respond to threats to public 

safety and critical infrastructure. The City is facing a man-made emergency that is threatening the public 

health. Resentment and hostility toward local institutions and municipal government is at a significant 

level. 

Critical infrastructure should be safeguarded if the need arises. This includes increasing security at City 

Hall to reduce potential for public safety risks. In the case of credible threats to public infrastructure, it 

may be required to hire private security company for first line of defense. Private Security is lower cost, 

thereby making it the first option. The minimum response is acted upon first, elevating only if the need 

arises. Credible or imminent threats of damage or destruction to critical infrastructure requires an 

elevated response. Such needs may require over-time police officers to address critical situations. 

Mutual aid from surrounding communities can be requested if Flint public safety is overextended. 

Implementation: 

Community Partners 

Financial limitations of the city persist while it confronts this emergency. Many community partners 

have offered their assistance to perform various needed functions. The city is heavily reliant on the 

assistance that government agencies and nonprofit organizations have provided. 

The Mott Foundation 

The Mott Foundation has provided financial assistance, especially in their generous contribution of $4 

million. In addition, the Mott Foundation has recently pledged an additional 

United Way 

The Genesee County United Way has provided significant financial assistance in the way of purchasing 

and helping to distribute water filters since the public health emergency began on October 15
\ 2015. 

Genesee County Community Action Resources Department {GCCARD) 



GCCARD is organized to fight poverty and has been a primary partner in the distribution of water filters. 

It has also regularly supported the city with the logistics and availability of water filters at City Hall. 

Genesee County Health Department 

Has provided educational information to Flint Water customers 

Genesee County Board of Commissioners 

The Board of Commissioners have pledged their support to help Flint seek solutions to this crisis. The 

Board has already assisted in making health and nutrition information available to the public. 

Assistance from Wayne State University 

Wayne State University's Center for Urban Studies will be providing technical GIS support to assist in the 

documentation of emergency relief efforts. 

The US Environmental Protection Agency 

Region 5 EPA has offered assistance with Public Information distribution during the emergency. 

Outside Help is still needed ... 

The City of Flint is forever thankful to our community partners who have given so much to help so many 

people. However the magnitude of this emergency calls for more resources that are beyond the capacity 

of the combined local organizations and government agencies. Long term solutions will require a heavy 

investment in health care and capital improvement projects to upgrade the city's antiquated water 

distribution system. 

• Help with Immediate Relief in terms of assuring allocative efficiency. Distribution should 

be equitable- assistance from other governments required to assure this. 

• Reaching communities for the distribution of water filters, water, and educational 

materials. 

• Help with Water Testing to increase participation and lead education. 

• Increasing the rate of water testing 

• Assistance is required to fund essential capital improvement projects to guarantee clean 

and safe water. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:13 PM 
Kelenske, Chris (MSP) 
Etue, Kriste (MSP) 
Re: FW: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

You are spot on. Relax. I will manage this through. Colonel knows how I work. I will send you what I just 
gave Harvey privately. We listen to everyone ... then we decide and expect them to support. 

R 

Sent.from my v"erizon 'Wireless 4G LTE DROID 
On Dec 30, 2015 9:09 PM, "Kelenske, Chris (MSP)" <KelenskeC@michigan.gov> wrote: 

I think ,ve need to make sure this committee does not become more a committee of discussion versus action ... I 
\Vas thinking it vvas more a group to get the requests from the City,, develop an Incident Action Plan and then 
getting the tasks completed as identified. 

JV[y fran1ev-/ork on this is very disaster/emergency centric where ,;ve have a problem and do our best to quickly 
get it fixed ... I knmv this has a lot more political issues I am not as schooled in though. 

Chris 

From: Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:01 PM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); 
Kelenske, Chris (MSP); Murray, David (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Becker, Timothy (DHHS); Creagh, 
Keith (DNR); Roberts, John (DTMB) 
Cc: Etue, Kriste (MSP); Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Subject: RE: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

I offer a few thoughts, and some of these rnay be incredibly nai"ve,, but we seem to be in a brainstorrning mode: 

• Should we include MSHDA in the mix of departments involved in this? They administer the Community 
Development Block Grant program and this may call for some of that money. 

• It might be prudent to reach out to Sen. Ananich, Rep. Neeley and U.S. Rep. Dan Kildee to see if they would like 
representatives from their offices on any of these committees. 



• We still need to convey better the extent of the problem. So maybe this is a communications issue more than 
anything else, because I do know testing is going on. I don't know HOW it's going on, so I offer these 
suggestions, realizing they may already be happening or are totally unrealistic: 

The goal: Assess the extent of the elevated blood lead levels - the number of those affected and the degree to 
which they're affected 

• Get as many people in the affected zip codes tested as possible - can the Red Cross or some other agency with a 
bus or mobile unit set up for folks to give blood convert over to blood level testing and go into neighborhoods 
that have low testing rates? 

• A public health friend of mine said that Genesee County Health workers are stressed to the max. Can we deploy 
appropriate personnel from other county health agencies to help with inspecting homes for possible other causes 
In other words, it won't do any good to invest more in water infrastructure if we're finding window sills with 
teeth marks. I say this NOT to downplay the role that water lead levels may have played. But can we get Habitat 
for Humanity, for example, to do a massive volunteer effort to eradicate lead paint in homes ... or is that 
beyond their expertise? 

• Gather experts to assess exactly how extensive the problem is and potential causes. And then convey this in a 
much more accessible ways. If you want blood level data, you have to scroll down on the DHHS web site, find 
the headline and then read a long press release. Maybe we're conveying this information better on the ground, 
but if not, we need to communicate conclusive findings in multiple ways- graphics, video, informational photo 
galleries and maybe even a "test" that residents can take to see if their home is at risk in other ways. I know that 
sounds awfully MLive-ish, but it can be effective. 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 6:57 PM 
To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@michigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente(i11.michigan.gov>; 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <bQ_lljxrnb(q}l_ni_\";hig~n .. gQ_y>; Kelenske, Chris (MSP) <K&L~n\l,gC.@.mi~'.higfrn,go.v>; 
Holland, Meegan (GOV) <HQ.11.~.ndM2.@mi.(.J1igm1..gQy>; Murray, David (GOV) <J\J~i.rrnyP.Lf21rn.i_;;;bimm,gQy>; 
Redford, James (GOV) <RedfordJ(ff)J11ichigan.gov>; Becker, Timothy (DHHS) <beckert 1 (a>michigan.gov>; 
Creagh, Keith (DNR) <q;q1ghh(q}Jiti_Qhig~n._gQ_y>; Roberts, John (DTMB) <Ro.b.~ItiJ2(q}l_ni_\";hig~n._gQy> 
Cc: Etue, Kriste (MSP) <EtueK(i11.michigan.gov>; Lyon, Nick (DHHS) <LvonN2(11Jrnichigan.gov> 
Subject: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Team: 

Today Harvey and I met with the Flint Water Task Force. It was a good meeting. People were pleased with the 
G's statement from the prior day. Captain Kelenske joined us and we had a very good discussion about moving 
forward with the creation of the Flint Water Crisis Agency Coordinating Committee (FIACC). Tim Becker and 
Captain Kelenske provided me with a fair amount of input. I also read the City of Flint Incident Action Plan for 
a State of Emergency which Chris received today (enclosed for those who wish to read it as well). I have 
distilled all of this into a two page plan that I want your edits and comments on and a one page organizational 
chart (now presented in the "governor's colors" according to our fine people in Communications). Spoiler 
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alert-I made Captain Kelenske Vice Chair of the whole shebang (with the Colonel's blessing) so Harvey 
wouldn't get lonely. 

Here is my ask of you: 

1) Within 24 (sooner if you can) hours give me your comments and input 

2) Tomorrow I will turn around a final document for Jarrod to review with the Governor either New Year's Day 
or Saturday 

3) Ideally, Governor will approve Harvey sending it to Mayor Weaver Saturday (Sunday latest) 

4) Mayor needs to know that this is what the Governor wishes to discuss at the meeting January 7 along with 
financial resources that we still need some estimates on cost from DHHS for 

5) Meegan and Dave need to noodle how best to get out front with this and change the narrative focus on 
Monday's Genesee County declaration of emergency 

I know we are all working way too hard for what should be a rest and recharge period but I do appreciate 
everyone's efforts and I know the Boss really does as well. 

Regards, 

Rich 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:13 PM 
Etue, Kriste (MSP); Kelenske, Chris (MSP) 

Fwd: RE: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Sen/from my v"erizon 'Wireless 4G LTE DROID 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bairdr@michigan.gov> 
Date: Dec 30, 2015 8:55 PM 
Subject: Fwd: RE: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 
To: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov> 
Cc: 

He's right. We need local engagement but the politics and "other agenda" leave no room at the top for a local in 
my view. If we are going to be accountable for making this work without being political the only folk I trust are 
you and him. 

5'entfrom my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE'DROJD 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Kelenske, Chris (MSP)" <KelenskeC@michigan.gov> 
Date: Dec 30, 2015 8:38 PM 
Subject: RE: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 
To: "Creagh, Keith (DNR)" <creaghk@michigan.gov>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bairdr@michigan.gov> 
Cc: "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" <AgenJ@michigan.gov>,"Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clemente@michigan.gov>, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov>, "Holland, Meegan (GOV)" 
<HollandM2@michigan.gov>,"Murray, David (GOV)" <MurrayDl@michigan.gov>,"Redford, James (GOV)" 
<RedfordJ@michigan.gov>,"Becker, Timothy (DHHS)" <beckertl@michigan.gov>,"Roberts, John (DTMB)" 
<RobertsJ9@michigan.gov>, "Etue, Kriste (MSP)" <EtueK@michigan.gov>, "Lyon, Nick (DHHS)" 
<LyonN2@michigan.gov> 

The concern l have v,ith having a local as a vice chair is that this is being pushed to the state leve! to 
fix. Similar to an emergency that reaches the state level, v-ve need to have one lead to move this forward and 
that should be at the state level. I have run nurnerous state and federal disasters in this manner. The !ocals are 
pushing the requesl for H:!:lources to the state so this is them saying they cannot do anything more and handing 
this off to the state. This is one of the areas 1 mentioned that needs to stay consistent vvith the Emergency 
Management Act and how vve manage incidents. 

Locals still have a voice in this ( one way is that they are generating the requests for resources to assist). 

Chris 



From: Creagh, Keith (DNR) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 8:15 PM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Kelenske, Chris (MSP); Holland, Meegan 
(GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Becker, Timothy (DHHS); Roberts, John (DTMB); Etue, Kriste (MSP) 
Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Subject: Re: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. I agree with Jim that it would be good to have a local entity at least be a 
co vice chair if possible. I would question statement of need wording and ask that it be reflect of the need for 
additional resources, integrated approach, additional professional expertise, enhanced 
communication,coordination and connection ... you get the gist. Rich I would be happy to discuss at your 
convenience if appropriate. This would appear consistent with the request from Flint. Also in my limited ( and I 
stress limited) discussions today I asked what success looked like and it included many of the suggested 
components. The individual I was speaking with wanted to further explore: 

Increased funding/focus for Head start to get ahead of the curve 

School nutrition and distribution systems (year around) 

Fresh produce/local foods 

Individual health screening 

Infrastructure improvements 

I know most if not all are identified in the outline but might want to further explain the nutrition component if 
the Docs in the group say it might be beneficial for those involved. 

Thanks again-Keith 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 30, 2015, at 6:57 PM, Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@rnichiwm.gov> wrote: 

Team: 
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Today Harvey and I met with the Flint Water Task Force. It was a good meeting. People were 
pleased with the G's statement from the prior day. Captain Kelenske joined us and we had a 
very good discussion about moving forward with the creation of the Flint Water Crisis Agency 
Coordinating Committee (FIACC). Tim Becker and Captain Kelenske provided me with a fair 
amount of input. I also read the City of Flint Incident Action Plan for a State of Emergency 
which Chris received today ( enclosed for those who wish to read it as well). I have distilled all 
of this into a two page plan that I want your edits and comments on and a one page 
organizational chart (now presented in the "governor's colors" according to our fine people in 
Communications). Spoiler alert-I made Captain Kelenske Vice Chair of the whole shebang 
(with the Colonel's blessing) so Harvey wouldn't get lonely. 

Here is my ask of you: 

1) Within 24 (sooner if you can) hours give me your comments and input 

2) Tomorrow I will turn around a final document for Jarrod to review with the Governor either 
New Year's Day or Saturday 

3) Ideally, Governor will approve Harvey sending it to Mayor Weaver Saturday (Sunday latest) 

4) Mayor needs to know that this is what the Governor wishes to discuss at the meeting January 7 
along with financial resources that we still need some estimates on cost from DHHS for 

5) Meegan and Dave need to noodle how best to get out front with this and change the narrative 
focus on Monday's Genesee County declaration of emergency 

I know we are all working way too hard for what should be a rest and recharge period but I do 
appreciate everyone's efforts and I know the Boss really does as well. 

Regards, 

Rich 

<A Proposal to Create the Flint Water Inter.docx> 

<IA Coord Com Org Chart.jpg> 

<IAP Flint Water 2015-12-29.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:25 PM 
Kelenske, Chris (MSP) 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Sentfrom my v'erizon --wireless 4G LTE DROID 
---------- For11·arded message ----------
hYJm: "Baird, Richard (GCJV) '' <12gir4r'.:{!}t!J:.If2higq__r_[,gQy> 
Date: Dec 30, 2015 9:22 PAI 
Subject: Re: Attorney Client Work Product (Drajt), Privileged and Confidential 
To: ''Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinshrgJmichigan.gov> 
Cc: 

Please don't confuse engagement 11,1ith leadership, FVe 11,·ill guarantee engagement and partnership, PVe do 
not need to .syndicate leadership. Jf r1•e need to talk real time let me kturw. We are in listen mode right 
now. But I can assure you, -we are going to he held accountable and that means 1'Ve get to retain leadership that 
ensures engagement AND action. Trust me on this amigo. 

Sentfrom my Verizon l-'Vireless 4G LIE DROID 
On Dec 30, 2015 9:17 Plvf, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh(({)michigan.gov> wrote: 

> I know ... but the FPVTAF is correct about having local engagement on this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

>> On Dec 30, 2015, at 8:55 PA!, Baircl, Richard (GOv',! <bairdr@michigan.gov> --wrote: 

> He'.s· right. PVe need local engagement hut the politics and "other agenda" leave no room at the top.for a 
local in my view. ff we are going to he accountable for making this 11,1ork 11,1fthout being political the on~vfolk 1 
trust are you and him. 

Sentfrom my Verizon vVireless 4G LTE DROID 
---------- F(Jrwarded message----------
From: ''Kelenske, Chris (A15'P)" <K?.l?-.!Plk?-.C~1;mirJ1fgq_! __ ?,gQ __ E> 
Date: Dec 30, 2015 8:38 Plvf 

> > Sul?Ject: RE: Attorney Client FVork Product (Draft), Privileged and Cor{/tdential 
>> To: "Creagh, Keith (DNR)" <r:_:r___?__qghk@mirb__igq_! __ ?,gQ __ E>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" 
<bairdr@:michigan.gov> 

> Cc: "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" <d,_gq1cJ{i!}mlc.'.bigr1ngQ __ y__>, "C'lement, E'lizabeth (GOf] 11 

<clemente(a)michigan.gov>, ''Hollins, Harvey (GOT,)'' <hollinsh(a;michigan.gov>, ''Holland. Meegan (GOV) fl 
<Hollandlv12:ri;michigan.gov>, "!14urray, David (GOV)" <AfurravD]:ri;michigan.gov>, flRecfjorcl, James (GOV) fl 
<Rrd[Qr_dJX@,__mirktgw1,gQr>, "Becker, Timotl~v (DHHS)" <!?__g__~lsfrU@mirJ;jg{:P __ ?,gQ __ E>, "Roberts, John (DlMB)" 
<RobertsJW1?1michigan.gov>, "Etue, Kriste (Af5JP)" <EtueK({{)michigan.gov>, "Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 11 

<LyonN2(a)michigan.gov> 



> > The concern I have --with having a local as a vice chair is that this is being pushed to the state level to 
fix. Similar to an emergency that reaches the state level, 11,,·e need to have one lead to move this forward and 
that should be at the state level. I have run numerous state and.federal disasters in this manner. The locals· are 
pushing the request for resources to the state so this is them saying they cannot do anything more and handing 
this qfl to the state. This is one ql the areas I nzentioned that needs- to stay consistent ri·ith the ~Emergency 
1\fanagement Act and how we manage incidents. 

Locals still have a voice in this (one way is that they are generating the requests for resources to assist). 

> > J__;1·om.· Creagh. Keith (DNR) 
>> Sent: fiVednesday, December 30, 2015 8:15 P/1.1 
>> To: Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOT}; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOT}; Kelenske, Chris (A15P); 
Holland, lvfeegan (GOV); lvfurray, David (GOV): Redford, James (GOV): Becker, Timothy (DHHS); Roberts, 
John (DlMB); Etue, Kriste (A15'P); Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 

Su~ject: Re: Attorney Client TYork Product (Draft), Privileged and Cmifidential 

> > Thanks.for the opportuni()i to comment. l agree with Jim that it -would be good to have a local enti~v at 
least be a co vice chair if possible. I -would question statement C!l need-wording and ask that it be reflect of the 
need.for additional resources, integrated approach, additional professional expertise, enhanced 
communication,coordination and connection. .. you get the gist. Rich I vvould be happy to discuss at your 
convenience {l appropriate. This ivould appear consistent with the request from Flint. Also in n~v limited (and l 
stress limiteci,) discussions today I asked -what success looked like and it included many c/ the suggested 
components. The individual I was .speaking with -wanted tofztrther explore: 

> > lncreasedfunding/ocusfor Head start to get ahead c!f the curve 

> > 5'chool nutrition and distribution -~vstems (year around) 

Fresh produce1localfoods 

> > Individual health screening 

> > Jnjrastructure improvements 
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> > I knuw most ?f not all are identified in the outline but might want to further explain the nutrition 
component if the Docs in the J,rroup say it might be beneficial for those involved 

> > ]hanks again-Keith 

> > ,5entfrom my iPad 

> > Todcr;y Harvey and 1 met 11,1ith the !_;lint Water Task Force. It was a good meeting. People 1vere 
pleased with the G 's statement from the prior day. Captain Kelenske joined us and we had a very good 
discussion about moving.forward with the creation qf the Flint fVater C'risis Agem~y Coordinating Committee 
(FIA CC). Tim Becker and C-,aptain Kelenske provided me 1v·ith a.fair amount of input. I also read the City C!l 
Flint incident Action Plan.for a 5'tate of Emergency-which Chris received today (enclosed.for those ri·ho ri·ish to 
read it as vvell). I have distilled all cf this into a two page plan that I want your edits and comments on and a 
one page organizational chart (now presented in the "governor's colors" according to our fine people in 
Communications). Spoiler alert-I made Captain Kelenske Vice Chair f?l the -whole shebang (with the 
Colonel's blessing) so Harvey wouldn 't get lonely. 

>> Here is my ask of you: 

1) FVithin 2 4 (sooner {/'you can) hours give me your comments and input 

> > 2) Tomorrou· 1 will tum around a final document.for Jarrod to reviei,v with the Governor either 
Neiv Year 's Dc~y or Saturday 

3) Ideally, Governor --will approve Harvey sending it to A1ayor PVeaver 5iaturda.y (Sunda.y latest) 

> > 4) Jvfayor needs to know that this is what the Governor wishes to discuss at the meeting January 7 
along with financial resources that-we still need some estimates on costfrom DHHSfor 

> > > 5) A1eegan and Dave need to noodle how best to get out.fhmt with this and change the narrative 
focus on Monda.v 's Genesee County declaration of emergency 

I know -we are all working way too hardfor -what should be a rest and recharge period but I do 
appreciate eve,yone 's efforts and I knoH/ the Boss really does as well. 
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>> Regards, 

>> Rich 

<A Proposal to Create the Flint -water lnter.docx> 

> > <IA Coord Com Org Chartjpg> 

>> > <!AP F'fint Wetter 2015-/2-29.pdj> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:37 PM 

Kelenske, Chris (MSP) 

Fwd: URGENT - DRAFT: FWIACC proposal 

FWIACC document v2.docx; IA Coard Com Org Chart 233264.pptx; FWIACC cover 

letter.docx 

You should review this right away too. Thanks. 

Rich 

,5entfrom my Verizon FVireless 4G LTE DROID 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Holland, Meegan (GOV)" <Hol1andIVI2@;rnichigan.gov> 
Date: Jan 3, 2016 2:31 PM 
Subject: URGENT - DRAFT: FWIACC proposal 
To: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov>, "Calley, Brian (GOV)" 
< . . ,"Scott, Allison (GOV)" <~~~Qtt_9J_J_@mi_(·_hig_m1_._gQy>,"Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente(ff)xnichigan.gov>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bairdr@michigan.gov>, "Murray, David (GOV)" 
<M_m:rny_PJ@1_ni_\";hig_~n-_gQ_y>, "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" <;\g~_nJ@'pxij_~:bigiu.LgQ_y>, "Redford, James (GOV)" 
<RedfordJ@michigan.gov>,"Posthumus, Dick (GOV)" <Posthumusd(i11.michigan.gov> 
Cc: 

Colleagues, 

Here is a cover letter, FWIACC plan and org chart. Harvey is planning on sending this to Mayor Karen Weaver 
today. 

If you have any feedback, please provide it immediately, since I'll be out of pocket starting at 3:15 p.m. (sorry 
for the late notice). 

Meegan 

Meegan Holland 

Director of Communications for Gov. Rick Snyder 

Office: 517-335-6397 



Mobile: 

Twitter: @meholland 



DRAFT: A Proposal to Create the Flint Water Inter-Agency 
Coordinating Committee (FWIACC) 

Statement of Need 

To better coordinate resources and personnel and react with urgency, Harvey Hollins and MSP Capt. 

Chris Kelenske have been tasked with creating FWIACC, subject to the approval and endorsement by 

Flint Mayor Karen Weaver. 

We are also recommending, by executive order, that Gov. Rick Snyder authorizes this committee to help 

restore safe water in Flint and coordinate efforts addressing health/behavioral consequences from lead 

ingestion. 

This inter-agency group will fully engage with all stakeholders committed to solving Flint water issues. 

Equal partners. Equal leadership. Equal responsibility. Equal chance to be part of the solution to an 

important and not fully understood problem. 

FWIACC will be facilitated by Hollins and Kelenske, who represent statewide resources and 

constituencies, with support from senior members of the Governor's office. 

An overview of FWIACC's goals: 

• Create a routine information process between all parties. 

• Pursue other avenues of funding, including federal grants and legislative appropriations. 

• Implement without delay any appropriate mechanisms that are called for in the Emergency 

Management Act or the Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act. These may include 

local emergency operations plans and guides. 

Action Plan 

Immediately, FWIACC will: 

1. Establish an interagency workgroup described in the attached organizational chart. It will be 

comprised of DHHS, MDEQ, MSP, Treasury, Genesee County, City of Flint, MOE, LARA and external 
subject matter experts (SM Es). Other entities may be added as needed. Personnel must be goal

oriented, transparent with findings, and able to accomplish FWIACC Incident Action Plan items 

created by the state in a timely manner. The FWIACC plan would be created with city, county, state 

and federal needs in mind. 

2. Assemble staff with competencies in disaster/emergency planning, operations and finance as 

outlined under the National Incident Management System (NIMS). Staff will be accountable to the 

FWIACC leadership to track resource requests and document progress on the FWIACC incident 

action plan. 

3. Utilize the National Incident Management System and Unified/Incident Command as appropriate. 

4. Establish routine communications protocols at the operational, executive and legislative levels as 
determined appropriate. 

5. Establish interagency workgroup objectives using the following as a starting point. 



lnteragency Workgroup Objectives 

1. Determine and convey acceptable standards for potable water. 

• Identify needed remediation. 

• Convey the remediation plan objectives to all stakeholders and interested parties. 

• Create logistics for distributing water and filters, particularly to homebound citizens. 

• Implement the plan. 

2. Determine health impacts for the impacted population. 

• Identify treatment methods, nutrition education and protocols for monitoring, 
neurodevelopmental screening, access to DBP specialists and 

psychologists/psychiatrists, expanded county services, etc. 

• Convey the treatment plan objectives to interested parties. 

• Implement the plan. 

3. Establish a public information protocol to effectively inform the community. 

• Identify existing public information outlets within the city, county and state, 

including schools, churches and other formal and informal distribution networks. 

• Establish a Joint Information Center. 

• Provide for emergency alerts and updates. 

• Determine the process for approving official information before it's disseminated. 

• Convey to interested parties. 

4. Assess the status of the infrastructure and determine feasible actions to upgrade the water 

system. 

• Determine current state of the infrastructure. 

• Develop priorities, costs and potential funding sources for infrastructure upgrades 

as part of a long term recovery plan. 

• Seek partners to assist (NGOs, Foundations, Business, etc.). 

• Implement the plan. 





January 3, 2016 

To: Mayor Karen Weaver 

From: Harvey Hollins 

Governor Snyder and several members of his team do not believe we can wait for the necessary 

documentation for FEMA to act on any emergency declaration - and that an action plan should be fired 

up now by our State and Local entities and bring together agencies and stakeholders that need to 

communicate and coordinate more effectively regarding next steps and resources. 

Our working draft title is the Flint Water Inter-Agency Coordinating Committee (FWIACC), and it would 

immediately address ways at every level to restore safe water and monitor/mitigate the effects of the 

lead. 

In addition to Governor Snyder, the key officials working on this blueprint were MSP Capt. Chris 

Kelenske, DHHS Chief Deputy Tim Becker, DHHS Director Nick Lyon, Rich Baird and myself. The need for 

engaged central coordination has also been recommended by the Governor's Flint Water After-Action 

Task Force, of which Dr. Larry Reynolds is a member. Governor Snyder has endorsed this approach and 

has asked me to provide you with a draft copy in advance of your meeting with him on January 7. If you 

agree, we will organize this committee immediately, and the Governor will issue an executive order to 

authorize FWIACC to work on the issue for the long term . 

As you know, there is a significant amount of work to be done before the Federal government will 

approve an emergency declaration under the Emergency Management Act. FWIACC could begin its 

work immediately and would be in place to complement, not replace any action group ultimately 

formed by an emergency declaration. And we believe it would demonstrate how to best leverage 

essential support addressing manmade emergencies like this, since existing laws are more oriented 

toward natural disasters. 

We brainstormed who should be included in this initial emergency response, with the idea that you and 

other stakeholders may have recommendations on others who need to be added. 

You will note the organization chart and the proposal description is not a normal hierarchical entity. 

This is a collaborative, stakeholder-driven partnership. Chris and I would facilitate it, but it is a 

partnership of city, county and state viewpoints, and would include outside experts like Marc Edwards 

and Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha. 

All parties will be required to be transparent about their ideas and findings, agreeing to accountability 

measures and reporting on them on a regular basis. 

Please let me know your thoughts on this approach and also other agenda items you wish to see on 

January 7. If you agree, we would also invite the interim DEQ director, Keith Creagh, and the newly 

appointed spokesperson to meet you then. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

I would like to dial in too. 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Tuesday, January 05, 2016 1:02 PM 
Manolakoudis, Virginia (GOV) 
Fwd: Re: Flint Water Advisory Task Force Meeting 
Draft Agenda 1-6-16.docx 

SentjhJm my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 
---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Chris Kolb 
Date: Jan 5, 2016 12: 15 PM 
Subject: Re: Flint Water Advisory Task Force Meeting 
To: "Clayton, Stacie (GOV)" <clavtons3<q)michigan.gov> 
Cc: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <l}Q_ll_i_11_~l:t@1JJj_0h_igm1,_gQy>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <l2.~in1r@mi_g_li_ig_m1_._gi,:iy> 

Attached please find a draft agenda. It has the call-in information on it, and I have included it below: 

Call In Number=•••••• 
Access Code=••• 

If the is a problem connecting have Harvey call my cell phone 

9539. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks! 

Chris 

r the office number (517) 487-

On Tue, Jan 5, 2016 at 12: 10 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <c1avtons3@rnichiwm.gov> wrote: 

Greetings Chris, 

Harvey will participating via phone for tomorrow's meeting. Is there a call in-number and will you 
please send the meeting agenda? 

Thank you, 

-Stacie 



Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 

Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 

Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 

3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 

Detroit, Ml 48202 

313.456.4994 (office) 

claytons3(@rnid1i9an.gov 

From: Chris Kolb [mailto············ 
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 11:40 AM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@rnichigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: Flint Water Advisory Task Force Meeting 

Rich and Harvey, 

Are you both planning on being at tomorrow's Flint Water Advisory Task Force meeting? If so, I will forward 
you an agenda and let you know that the meeting is at our (MEC) office, 602 W. Ionia, Lansing, MI 
48933. Amble parking in the back, enter from the back parking lot. 

Thanks! 

Chris 

Chris Kolb, President & CEO 
Michigan Environmental Council 
602 W. Ionia 
Lansing, MI 48933 

517.487.9539 (office) 

Sign _upJor our Electronic_ N e'vvsletter! 

\V\V'vV. environrnentalcouncil. oro ............................................................................. ;:;) 

vv'.vw.twitter.com/ckolb 
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vv'.vw.twitter.com/rnichenvcouncil 

Chris Kolb, President & CEO 
Michigan Environmental Council 
602 W. Ionia 
Lansing, MI 48933 

517.487.9539 (office) 
517.487.9541 (fax) 

Signup.for_our_Electronic_Newsletter! 

\V\V\v.enviromnentalcouncil_org 
'v,F\V'vV.twitter.corn/ck:olb 
www.twitter.com/michenvcouncil 
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Flint Water Advisory Task Force 

January 6, 2016 
9:30am-12:00pm 

Michigan Environmental Council 

602 W. Ionia, Lansing, Ml 48933 

Call In Number•••••• 
Access Code:-

1. Review Agenda 9:30-9:35am 

2. Brief Update since sending the Second Letter to Governor 9:35-9:SOam 

3. Task Force Work Plan 9:50-11:30am 

a. FWATF Workplan Update 

b. Status of Interviews 

C. Report Outline 

d. Major Next Steps 

e. Press Interactions 

f. U.S. Attorney Investigation 

4. Harvey Hollins Report 11:30-11-45am (unless already covered in earlier discussions) 

a. Update on proposed FWIACC 

b. Meeting between Mayor and Governor 

5. "Round Robin"-lssues Task Force Members Want to Raise-11:45-11:SSam 

6. Task Force Logistics-11:55-12:00pm 

a. Next Meetings 

i. January 14, 2016--PSC 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

fyi 

From: Biehl, Laura (GOV) 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Tuesday, January 05, 2016 4:13 PM 
'Ken Sikkema'; Chris Kolb 
FW: FYI- Release going shortly re: Flint Emergency Declaration 

Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 3:50 PM 
To: Forstner, Nathaniel (GOV); Scott, Allison (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth 
(GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Emmitt, Beth (GOV); Mcbride, Bill (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); 
Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV) 
Cc: Murray, David (GOV); Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
Subject: FYI- Release going shortly re: Flint Emergency Declaration 

Good afternoon, 

Just wanted you all to know that we're issuing the following press release shortly regarding the Governor declaring an 

emergency in Genesee County and activating the State Emergency Operations Center. The declaration will be attached 
with it. 

Thanks! 

Gov. Snyder declares emergency for Genesee County 
State Emergency Operations Center activated to assist with relief efforts 

LANSING, Mich. - Gov. Rick Snyder today declared a state of emergency for Genesee County 
due to the ongoing health and safety issues caused by lead in the city of Flint's drinking water. 

By declaring a state of emergency, Snyder has made available all state resources in cooperation 
with local response and recovery operations. The declaration authorizes the Michigan State 
Police, Emergency Management and Homeland Security Division (MSP/EMHSD) to coordinate 
state efforts. 

"The health and welfare of Flint residents is a top priority and we're committed to a coordinated 
approach with resources from state agencies to address all aspects of this situation," Snyder said. 
"Working in full partnership with the Flint Water Advisory Task Force, all levels of government and 
water quality experts, we will find both short-term and long-term solutions to ensure the health and 
safety of Flint residents." 

In addition to the emergency declaration, Snyder activated the State Emergency Operations 
Center to coordinate state response and recovery activities. State agencies will report to the 
center to coordinate resources, assess the situation and begin providing assets to assist with local 
relief operations. 

"Our staff recognizes the urgency of this situation and is already working closely with local 
officials," said Capt. Chris A Kelenske, Deputy State Director of Emergency Management and 



Homeland Security and commander of the MSP/EMHSD. "We will continue to collaborate with 
state, city and county leaders to coordinate relief efforts, streamline communication and use all 
available resources to help residents." 

On Jan. 4, Genesee County declared a "local state of emergency," which activated local 
emergency response and recovery plans. By requesting a governor's declaration, the county has 
determined local resources are insufficient to address the situation and state assistance is 
required to protect public health, safety and property to lessen or avert the threat of a crisis. 

The city of Flint has been under a local emergency declaration since Dec. 14, 2015. 

The SEOC is the emergency operations center for the state of Michigan. Located in Lansing, the 
center is overseen by the MSP/EMHSD and coordinates response and recovery efforts by state 
agencies and local government. The SEOC is staffed by members of state agencies and other 
partners for decision making and information coordination during disasters or emergencies in the 
state of Michigan. 

Laura BkH 
Ue;:;,Jty Pn::ss Secretary 

L\,,xuLve Office of Michigan Cinv. Rick Snyder 

El S, Capitol Ave. 

lanfrig, [VII 48933 

<Yfice: S1/Tb-G:S9! 
Cdl: 
Sleh; L@fv1lch~f~ar;.gov 

### 
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From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: 
To: 

Tuesday, November 17, 2015 4:45 PM 
Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Subject: FW: request for comment on congressman's letter 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2015 4:44:34 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Mcbride, Bill (GOV) 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Scott, Allison (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Subject: RE: request for comment on congressman's letter 

Very nicely done. Hope you enjoyed rrry editorializing ... 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2015 3:58 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <mcbrideb@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@michigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente@michigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) <hollinsh@michigan.gov>; Scott, Allison (GOV) <scotta12@michigan.gov>; Walsh, John (GOV) 
<WalshJ@michigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: request for comment on congressman's letter 

This is how arr, planning to respond to any rr1edia inquiries on this letter. which is just a couple so far: 

\Ve look forward to continuing work with Congressman Kildee and other officials and stakeholders at the federal, state 
and local levels to bring ideas and resources to bear to ensure public l1ealth in Flint and clean, safe drfnldng water. /\nd 
again, we have the multiple step action plan as well as the independent, bipartisan task force work undervvay. 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2015 3:36 PM 

To: Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <fft:;hr.i.0.?.t.@.DJLhfgf:'_0_,gqy> 
Cc: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\'Y.\!r.f?\@.r.=Jithig;ln,W?-f>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <(W,'Di.@.C-'.!.\hiMn,g;?Y.>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
<.<;:(?:!T.f:.D.t.~.@.0:1/b.\ii?!.D.,g.0y>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <b.\?).U.0,~.0.@.r.=Jithigf:1.r\gqy>; Scott, Allison (GOV) 
<\fPW!V.@.0:1i.1,t:[gf:'_0_,gqy>; Walsh, John (GOV) <\'\'X!.\~h}.@.1:-r_:.(:;h}_g}!J,g?y>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <t.~i.f.0.f.@.C-'.!.\hiMn,g;?1> 
Subject: RE: request for comment on congressman's letter 

I do not believe we should respond to this over the top letter for both legal and philosophical reasons. Responding to 
this just feeds his narrative. How about we not issue a letter in response"? Here's my issues: 

1. First paragraph, top of second page. " ... additional steps that need to be taken to remediate the damage done 
to the people of Flint due to the failures at the state government level, alongside the forgiveness of Flint's 
Revolving Funds loan debt if that becomes available." All of these ernotionally charged and essentially 
unfounded accusations suggest the state's culpability in levying darnages to "the people of Flint". There are 
definitely people in Flint (mostly poor and without many resources but also manv other people) struggling with 
an old svstem, brown water, lead and unsavory health problerns that have been put through several months of 
alarrn and struggle, but let's try to deal ',vith human beings and not political born bast. Let's identify and solve 
problems. Literally hundreds of state employees have worked night and day to resolve these issues. Are we 
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going to blarne state emplovees indiscrirninately when our people were simply trying to do their jobs to the best 
of their ability and were unable to anticipate (for whatever reason) all the consequences? 

2. First bullet poinL " ... and other state resources such as the rainy day and general funds to repair damage 
done ... ". Sorry, but ',ve're not going to comrnit the general fund to repair " ... Flint's v,1ater distribution 
system." What does that mean'? And if we sign on to that then where does it stop and what repairs? 

3. Second paragraph. " ... hundreds of millions of dollars of damage .... ". Where did this come frorn'? I take it the 
Congressman is nmN a self-appointed expert on water systems and their cost? 

4. Second bullet. " ... the state create a fund for ongoing assistance .... " We already have several funds to deal with 

lead exposure and we have rnultiple programs, WIC, Fv1edicaid, health endowment, etc. to assist people in 
need. iA/hv would we create another fund'? 

5. Third paragraph. " ... need for significant investments in the local health system in order to respond ... . ". We 
already make significant investments in the local systern. They were able to identify the danger early and I 
would assume they will be significant players in the future. Additionally, DHHS has a myriad of programs already 
in place to assist the local health system, vvhich I don't need to remind everyone is a city owned hospital and for 
whatever reason never consulted by the city when the KW/l. conversion 'Nas being studied and proposed. That 
system also never objected nor tested the Hint River before, even though the river was always the city's source 
backup. Even the proposal prior to the state's involvement considered using tv,10 million gallons of Flint River 

water and that was a public record. But, that's another issue best left to another time. 
6. Third bullet. " ... rescind Flint's obligation to provide $2 million for the cost of connecting .... ''. The state gave the 

city $2.1 million to help the vvater system during the summer, and part of the agreement to get the $6 million 
from the legislature for the ernergency 'Nas contingent on Flint contributing a share. 

7. Fourth paragraph. " ... for the state's failures is an abdication of clear responsibility .... ". First of all, it's not a 

state's failures, it is a perhaps avoidable mistake made with the corrosives that 'Nas unacceptable to us, the 
Director and Governor are taking actions to fix the problems, the health and wellness of the people of Hint is 
our absolute concern, and it's not an abdication of dear responsibility. The " ... state-appointed emergency 
manager was in charge ... " rnay \,veil be accurate for the physical change, but the decision to leave the Detroit 

system was rnade when the city, the Mayor, the council, the county, local leaders and the KWA was devised and 
that was well before the phvsical change. 

For these reasons and others, I'd prefer Sara's general assistance and aid cornments and not responding to the letter. 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2015 1:19 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rnuchn-1o(ed@michif;an.gov> 

Cc: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfo!s@rnid1igan.gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <mcbridel:,@michigan.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 

<.ts.fenJ@rnichig;;in.fov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <deniente@mkhigan.gov> 
Subject: Re: request for comment on congressman's letter 

That's what I suggested; however after given it second thought, I think a simple reply should go something like: 

"Thank you for your concerns regarding Flint. I've established a task force of experts who will advise us how to proceed, 

and I will be more than happy to send you their findings to you." 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins 111, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 

On Nov 17, 2015, at 11:30 AM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <.0:1!H;h.0:1~?!:?f.J_@.1:r,.(:;h}_g)!J,.R0.V.> wrote: 
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I think vve should ignore the letter. We gain nothing by responding. I ',viii send to Dan separately unless 
you all go crazy. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2015 10:06 AM 
To: Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <md:.::rideb~'ilmichigcm.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <l\genJ~'ilrnichigan.gov>; 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rnuchrnored(@michigan.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(i.Dmichigan.gov>; 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clernente~i::rnichigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh(@rnk:higarLgov> 
Subject: FW: request for comment on congressman's letter 

Please see below. KnmN we talked about this yesterdav briefly at senior staff iA/hat is status of 
response? OthenNise, vvill stick to basics and focus on rnoving forward piece, along with seeing if any 
specific updates frorn DEO.. 

From: Ronald Fonger [r.rt?:<.U.t\?.8f.QN0.f.Rl@.DJ!.\Y!\f:0IJ 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2015 9:53 AM 

To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <.W.i!X.f.f)YS:T0.\:;hi.s?n,K\?1.> 
Subject: request for comment on congressman's letter 

Hi Sara: 
I've attached a copy of a letter Congressman Kildee sent to Gov. Snyder last week concerning Flint water 

issues. 
I didn't know if there has been a formal reply and/or if you would want to comment on it. 
Thanks, 

Ron Fonger 
IV1Live Media Group 
Reporter 

email rfonger·It{Drnlive rnm 
address 540 S. Saginaw St. #101, Flint Ml 48502 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Got it. Thank you! 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Friday, October 03, 2014 3:18 PM 

Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ) 

RE: CITY OF FLINT DRINKING WATER, GOVERNOR'S OFFICE BRIEFING PAPER 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant to the Director 
Harvey Hollins 111, Director 

Governor's Office of Urban and Metropolitan Initiatives 

3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 

Detroit, MI 48202 

313.456.4994 

claytons3@mfchigan.gov 

From: Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ) 
Sent: Friday, October 03, 2014 2:56 PM 
To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Wyant, Dan (DEQ) 
Subject: FW: CITY OF FLINT DRINKING WATER, GOVERNOR'S OFFICE BRIEFING PAPER 
Importance: High 

Harvey, 

Director Wyant asked that I forward you this information. Thank you. 

Mary Beth 

Mary Beth Thelen 
Management Assistant to Director Dan Wyant 
Department of Environmental Quality 
Constitution Hall, 6th Floor South 
Phone: 517-284-6712 or 284-6700 (new numbers) 
Fax: 517-241-7401 
Thelenrn2@rnict1igan.Gov 

From: Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 01, 2014 11:19 AM 
To: Scott, Allison (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Brader, Valerie (GOV) 
Cc: Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Datema, Maggie (DEQ); Sygo, Jim (DEQ); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); West, 
Samantha (GOV) 
Subject: CITY OF FLINT DRINKING WATER, GOVERNOR'S OFFICE BRIEFING PAPER 
Importance: High 

Dear Governor, Dennis, and Val: 

Per your request, the attached briefing paper is on the City of Flint drinking water situation. Director 
Dan Wyant has asked that I send this to you. A Word version as well as a pdf version is 
attached. We have also included a copy of the policy ODWMA-399-022 which specifically provides 



guidance regarding boil water advisory situations, and a chart showing the significant increase in the 
City of Flint's water demands following the extreme conditions experienced this past winter. 

Allison, please forward to the Governor. Thank you. 

If you have any questions or need further information, please let us know. Thank you. 

Mary Beth 

Mary Beth Thelen 
Management Assistant to Director Dan Wyant 
Department of Environmental Quality 
Constitution Hall, 6th Floor South 
Phone: 517-284-6712 or 284-6700 (new numbers) 
Fax: 517-241-7401 
Ttielenrn2@rnichigan ,qov 

Attachments 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

Thank you, everyone. 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Friday, January 30, 2015 10:56 AM 
Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

Hall, Jean (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV) 

RE: Flint Conference Call 

High 

We are going with 1 :30pm. I'll send the appointment now. 

Stacie 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 10:48 AM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV); Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
Cc: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) 
Subject: RE: Flint Conference Call 

1 :30 and 3:00 are the only times that work for both Dennis & Beth 

From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 10:44 AM 
To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV); Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
Cc: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) 
Subject: Flint Conference Call 

Greetings All, 

Harvey would like to schedule a brief conference call today regarding next steps on Flint water 
matters. Please let me know DM. EC, JW, DP and DM availability for a call: 

11 :30am 
12:00pm 
1 :OOpm 
1 :30pm 
2:00pm 
2:30pm 
3:00pm 

Thank you, 
Stacie 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Importance: 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Tuesday, March 03, 2015 12:56 PM 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Clement, 

Elizabeth (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Workman, Wayne 
(TREASURY) 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Vansickle, Michele (GOV); Pleyte, 

Beth (Treasury); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) 

Flint Phone Call 

High 

I'd like to convene a phone call today to discuss a Flint water solution. Please let Stacie know your 
availability for a call today anytime between 2pm and 5pm and she will send out the appointment and 
conference line information. I'll loop in Gerry Ambrose once we reach consensus. 

Best, 
Harvey 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Tuesday, March 03, 2015 2:06 PM 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

RE: Flint Phone Call 

No problem. Harvey said he was getting emails from Dennis on this topic and wanted to keep him in 
the loop. I did not include Dennis when I sent out the meeting notice. Isn't it time for our vacation too 
© 

Stacie 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 03, 2015 2:00 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Flint Phone Call 
Importance: High 

Hey Stacie~ I took Dermis off this email 1.Nhen I answered because l'rn really trying to not bother him while he's 
on vacation ... at least this first vveek. Can you please ask Harvey to run everything by Beth before he goes to 
Dennis on anything. 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 03, 2015 12:56 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Murray, 
David (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Vansickle, Michele (GOV); Pleyte, Beth (Treasury); Dempkowski, 
Angela (Treasury) 
Subject: Flint Phone Call 
Importance: High 

I'd like to convene a phone call today to discuss a Flint water solution. Please let Stacie know your 
availability for a call today anytime between 2pm and 5pm and she will send out the appointment and 
conference line information. I'll loop in Gerry Ambrose once we reach consensus. 

Best, 
Harvey 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Friday, March 06, 2015 2:12 PM 

Baird, Richard (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

FW: Flint Water Meeting 

SomnioGlobal_Ozone disinfection technology.pdf 

Just an FYI - the meeting Rich asked Harvey to arrange will be on Monday at 1 pm in 
Lansing. Please see below. -- Stacie 

From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, March 06, 2015 2:05 PM 
To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV); 'Gerald Ambrose'; 'Maxine Murray'; Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Devereaux, 
Tracy Jo (DEQ); Busch, Stephen (DEQ); 'Natasha Henderson'; Shekter Smith, Liane (DEQ) 
Subject: Flint Water Meeting 

Greetings All, 

Attached is a brief overview of the information to be presented on Monday at the 1 :OOpm meeting with 
Steve Linder of the Sterling Corporation regarding Flint Water. The meeting will be held at the 
Sterling Corporation's offices on 106 W. Allegan, Ste. 2 in Lansing. I have sent the appointment and 
here are the list of attendees: 

Harvey Hollins, Director, Governor's Office of Urban and Metropolitan Initiatives 
Gerald Ambrose, Flint Emergency Manager 
Natasha Henderson, Flint, City Manager 
Liane Shekter Smith, Chief, Office of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance (DEQ) 
Stephen Busch, Office of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance (DEQ) 
Brad Wurfel, Director of Communications (DEQ) 
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Chemica! Free Water Disinfection by Ozone 
Today about 98% of water treatment facilities in the U.S. use some form of chlorine to disinfect 
drinking water supplies. It is a cost effective method for destroying potentially harmful bacteria 
and viruses. However, chlorine's ability to interact with organic compounds in water leads to 
trihalomethanes (THMs) formation. Especially, river or lake water with high level of organic 
matter require heavy chlorination to combat high level of bacteria, resulting in dangerous levels 
of THMs and bad smell. THMs, when ingested can encourage the growth of free radicals that 
can destroy or damage vital cells in the body. Besides cancer, exposure to THMs has been 
linked to other health issues including asthma, eczema, heart disease and higher miscarriage 
and birth defect rates. Further, high level of chlorine also poses serious risk to the aging 
infrastructure. 

Chemical free water disinfection technologies such as UV light and ozone have long been 
recognized to be much safer than chlorination, however, their high cost has prevented wider 
adoption. The basic mechanism of ozone 
generation and disinfection is shown in 
the picture. Ozone has a high oxidation 
potential (much higher than chlorine) and 
a superior response time compared to 
other sanitizing products. Its high 
oxidizing potential enables ozone to break 
down organic matters that chlorine 
cannot. Some pollutants can only be 

Gas Dssch&r"§e 
,,,,::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::, 

0:irygRnilow Oxygen split.tlng Ornne format.ion 

oxidized by ozone. For example, Cryptosporidium Parvum, a drinking water pollutant, is 
resistant to most disinfectants, but is effectively destroyed by ozone. Most importantly, the 
emission from ozone is pure oxygen and it leaves no residues. 

UV light is a competing non-chemical sterilization technique. Intense UV rays break down the 
sensitive RNA and/or DNA of microorganisms, thus preventing the organism from reproducing. 
Ozone, on the other hand, oxidizes the microorganisms, thus destroying their cells completely. 
UV sterilization being a line of sight process, to be effective, one needs to remove most of the 
suspended matter prior to the treatment. In contrast, ozone oxidizes the soil or particulate 
matter, changing or destroying the chemistry of the soiling materials such as organic 
compounds. 

Despite the great benefits of ozone, its widespread adoption is limited due to the high total 
ownership cost of current commercial ozone generators. Somnio's AiR20/M ozone generator is 
a paradigm shift in ozone generation technology. The first and only commercial barrier less 
ozone generator eliminates the requirement of dielectric barriers and highly filtered dried oxygen 
(pure or enriched) supplies, which restrain current commercial ozone generators. This 
groundbreaking technology brings a market-competitive, robust, energy efficient, and scalable 
modular device that offers a financially attractive alternative with the capability of producing 
varying levels of ozone depending on the application at hand. 

Producing ozone cost effectively is only part of the greater story of the far reaching benefits of 
ozone. Applying ozone effectively for a given application requires careful and intelligent design, 
sensing and monitoring. In addition to its revolutionary AiR20/M ozone generator, Somnio 
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collaborates with end users to provide complete and economical turnkey solutions. Somnio's 
current in-house test plant incorporates all necessary safety features and automation. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Thursday, April 09, 2015 3:50 PM 

Cousineau, Sara (Treasury); Stoken, Laura (GOV); Pleyte, Beth (Treasury); Dempkowski, 

Angela (Treasury) 

RE: Meeting: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

Harvey can do the 14th in person. He is unable to do the 16th due to already scheduled meetings in 
Detroit at those times. 

Stacie 

From: Cousineau, Sara (Treasury) 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 3:31 PM 
To: Stoken, Laura (GOV); Pleyte, Beth (Treasury); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Cc: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Meeting: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

From: Stoken, Laura (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 3:22 PM 

To: Cousineau, Sara (Treasury); Pleyte, Beth (Treasury); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Cc: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

Subject: Meeting: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

Hi Team, 

Per the below e-mail, I need to schedule a meeting for early next week to continue this 
discussion. Please let me know if your person is available on any of the following dates/times: 
Stacie, I can have EC dial HH to join the meeting. 

Tuesday, April 14 anytime between 10-12 
Thursday, April 15 from 8-9 or 2-3 

Attendees: 
EC/DM/HH 
Wayne Workman 
Tom Saxton 
Ashley Gelisse 

Please advise. 

Thank you, 

Laura Stoken on behalf of Wendy Wisniewski 
Administrative Services 



Executive Office of the Governor, Rick Snyder 
517 241 5588 

From: Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY) 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 2:58 PM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Cousineau, Sara (Treasury); Pleyte, 
Beth (Treasury); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Stoken, Laura (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

\Vayne and I discussed this further. I think it would be good if this group could meet early next week to have another 
discussion on Flint. 

The purpose of the rr1eeting would be to discuss and finalize Flint RTAB merr1bers, and also to discuss the potential 
ramifications of Rep. Kildee··s recomrr,endation that the state forgive Flint's $27..~;1 water loan: 
http:j /vi1ww. rnl ive.com/ news/fli nt/i ndex.ssfj7..015/04/kildee .. asks ___ feds ___ about .. forgive. htm_l 

If you agree, perhaps 'Wendy (or I.aura, in her absencej and Beth can help us find some time. Thanks rr1uch. 

Ashley 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 6:40 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: Re: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

It is timely to figure that out, because what they is not affordable and they are ignoring the new improvements 
announced today. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 8, 2015, at 5:27 PM, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored@michigan.gov> wrote: 

\JVhy not, we haven't anything else to do except spend our time chasing our tail. This issue isn't going to 
go away until we do some serious comrns work in the city. 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 5:13 PM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY); Muchmore, 
Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Subject: Fwd: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Koryzno, Edward (Treasury)" <KoryznoE@rnichigan<gov> 

Date: April 8, 2015 at 4:35:47 PM EDT 

To: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <WorkmanW@michigan.gov>, "Gelisse, Ashley 
(TREASURY)" <GelisseA@rnichigan<gov> 

Subject: FW: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

FYI 

<image001.jpg> 

Edward R Koryzno, Jr. I Director - Bureau of Local Government Services 
State of Michigan I 430 W. Allegan Street, 3rd Floor I Lansing, MI 48922 
(517) 373-4415 I (517) 373-0633 (fox) 
Kory_:rn0E@michi.9an.gov 

Think Green! Don't print this e-mail unless you need to. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTT CE' This e-mail, and any attachments, is for the sole use 
of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is confidential and 
protected from disclosure under the law. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 
the sender by reply e-mail, and delete/destroy all copies of the original message and 
attachments. 
Thank you 

From: Widigan, Robert (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 4:12 PM 
To: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Cline, Richard (Treasury); 
Vandegrift, Drew (TREASURY) 
Subject: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 
Importance: Low 

FYI - http://videos.rnlive.com/rnlive/2015j04jflint .. Pastors ... vvam ... they11 .. .&o .. Lhtml 

Robert Wldlgan I Office of Fiscal Responsibility 
State of Michigan I Department of Treasury 

430 W. Allegan Street I~ 
Office (517) 335-2130 111111111111111 
WidiganR@michigan.gov 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Morgan, 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Wednesday, April 29, 2015 12:26 PM 
Bedan, Morgan (GOV) 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Flint Briefing 
Flint Emergency Management and Water Briefing .docx 

Please let us know if you need anything else. 

Stacie 



To: Governor Snyder 

From: Harvey Hollins 

Date: 29 April 2015 

Subject: Briefing on the City of Flint 

I. Flint Emergency Management 

Before 2011 

EM Administrations and governing public acts: 

o Ed Kurtz 
o Michael Brown 
o Ed Kurtz 
o Michael Brown 
o Darnell Early 
o Gerald Ambrose 

Emergency Management after 2011 

2002-2004 
2011-2012 
2012-2013 

2013 
2013-2014 

2015 

PA 72 
PA 4 (PA 4 was suspended in 2012) 
PA72-PA436 

PA436 
PA436 
PA436 



Remaining Challenges: 

• The transition to KWA and maintenance of the aging water distribution infrastructure are important 
h II h. h T t f d. d f d I d h. : . : : . 

II. Flint Water 

In November 2012 the Department of Treasury commissioned the firm of Tucker, Young, Jackson & Tull, Inc. 
(TYJT) to analyze options for the City of Flint to either remain a customer of the Detroit Water & Sewer 
Department (DWSD) or to join the Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) in Genesee County. The purpose of this 
study was to provide objective analyses to the State Treasurer and Flint's Emergency Financial Manager (EFM) in 
order to secure future potable drinking water for the City. 

In December 2012, staff from TYJT met with representatives from the Department of Treasury and the City of 
Flint to provide a preliminary report on their findings. At this meeting, options presented were: 1) Flint Water 
Plant will provide 100% water, 2) 100% provision of untreated Lake Huron Water by KWA, 3) 100% provision of 
treated drinking water by DWSD, or 4) provision of variable amounts of water from DWSD using a combination 
of blended DWSD water and Flint River water. 

The Flint EFM eliminated all options except the 100% DWSD option or joining KWA, deciding later to join KWA. 

On April 25, Flint officially ended nearly SO-years of using DWSD to supply water. 

The city currently uses the Flint River until the Karegnondi Water Authority pipeline is built, which will bring 
untreated Lake Huron water to Genesee County. KWA should be operational by winter 2016. 

The Flint River water is harder than DWSD. A number of residents are experiencing discoloration and order with 
the water. In addition there have been a number of citations largely around heightened levels of Total 
Trihalomethanes (TIHM). 
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Given water quality concerns, suggestions have been made that the City of Flint should return to using water 
purchased through the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD). For many reasons, financial and 
otherwise, the City of Flint can ill-afford to switch courses at this point. The estimated cost to go back to the 
water provided by the DWSD is approximately $1 million per month and the City expects to be using the 
Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) Lake Huron water within or before the 151 quarter of 2016. 

The City of Flint is proceeding with a series of actions to ensure the continued safety of Flint drinking water is 
maintained and that issues of discoloration and odor continue to be addressed. Most notably, the installation of 
a Granulated Active Charcoal filter (GAC) at the Water Treatment Plant is expected to be authorized this week 
by Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose. 

The introduction of the GAC to the treatment process at Flint's plant will absorb or reduce the chemical 
precursors which will block or eliminate the formation of TIHM during the filtration process. Engineering and 
design are underway and installation of the GAC is targeted for completion by mid-July. Cost of this 
improvement is projected at $1.5 million and will be paid for by the proceeds from the state approved 
restructuring of the City's Drinking Water Revolving Fund loans. 

In addition to the installation of the GAC, the City of Flint is undertaking a number of other improvements to the 
water system in the coming months, including a water leak detection monitoring, completion of the hydraulic 
model and subsequent targeted hydrant flushing program, and the replacement of two miles of water main pipe 
in a critical area of the city. All of these improvements scheduled to occur within the next six months. 
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From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:25 AM 
To: Wendy Wisniewski (WisniewskiW@michigan.gov) 
Subject: FW: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

FYI. .. looks like they want to go to Flint next week or have the meeting in Lansing. Please let me 
know what Dennis says and I'll work on scheduling. 

Stacie 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:21 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: Re: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

If your schedule permits, let's go to Flint to meet with them next week, or we can ask them to come back to Lansing. We 
should convey the response verbally and in person. If you're open to it, I'll ask Stacie to schedule that meeting next 
week. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 9:03 AM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <murhmored@rnirhiBancgov> wrote: 

Here's the answers to some of the questions. How do you want to approach the pastors and community 
leaders, we owe them answers to the questions they asked. 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 8:36 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DCH); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 
Importance: High 

All, Attached is a memo and water rate summary answering several of the questions raised by the Flint 
pastors. Please let rne know if you have any questions. Wayne 

Wayne L Workman 
Deputy State Treasurer 
fv1ichigan Department of Treasury 

From: Cline, Richard (Treasury) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 8:21 AM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Cc: Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Byrne, Randall (Treasury) 



Subject: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 
Importance: High 

Wayne, 

Attached is the water rate table you asked for and I have updated the memo to reference this as an 
attachment. 

If you need anything else, please let me know. 

Note that Rob, Randy and I will be in Benton Harbor for a portion of today conducting their annual RTAB 
evaluation. 

Eric Cline I Department Manager 
State of Ivfa:hi9a11 ! Mic:hi9an Department of Treasury j Office of Fiscal Responsibility 
4::;o 'JV. A!Iega.n Street, '.3rd Floor La:nsin< MJ 48922 
Lansing Office (51 'l) 335·-20'18 I j Traverse City Office (2:.31) 922--5228 
£--mail clinerl@rnichigan.gov 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tliis e-mail, and any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended rec,pjent(s) and 
may contain inforn1ation that 1s confidentfal and protected from disclosure under the law. Any unauthorized re,rjew. 
use, disclosure, o.r distributk,n is prohibited Ilyou are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender fry reply 
e-man, and delete/destroy all coples of the onghrni message and attachments Thank you. 

<Memo on Water Coalition Questions 111.07-29-15.docx> 

<Flint Water Rate History FIN AL 02. 11. 15. pd±> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:42 AM 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

RE: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

Thank you. Can Dennis do Lansing on Tuesday, August 4, before 3pm? If not, I'll see if Harvey 
wants me to schedule him to do the meeting in Flint another day without Dennis. 

Stacie 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:35 AM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

I don't lhink Denni~, can go to Flint without having to compklely reschedule a day and he is out of the office A.ugust lO 
and then A.ugust 12 -- 25 so I really can't cornpktely redo a day. There's no place lO put things 

From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:25 AM 
To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

FYI. .. looks like they want to go to Flint next week or have the meeting in Lansing. Please let me 
know what Dennis says and I'll work on scheduling. 

Stacie 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:21 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: Re: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

If your schedule permits, let's go to Flint to meet with them next week, or we can ask them to come back to Lansing. We 
should convey the response verbally and in person. If you're open to it, I'll ask Stacie to schedule that meeting next 
week. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 9:03 AM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <n1uchn1ored(oJmichi23ti.f',W> wrote: 

Here's the answers to some of the questions. How do you vitant to approach the pastors and community 

leaders, we ovite them answers to the questions they asked. 



From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 8:36 AM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DCH); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

Importance: High 

All, Attached is a memo and v,1ater rate surnrnarv answering several of the questions raised by the Flint 

pastors. Please let rne know if you have anv questions. VVavne 

VVavne L iA/orkrnan 
Deputy State Treasurer 
l\~ichigan Departrnent of Treasury 

From: Cline, Richard (Treasury) 

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 8:21 AM 

To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Cc: Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Byrne, Randall (Treasury) 

Subject: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 
Importance: High 

Wayne, 

Attached is the water rate table you asked for and I have updated the memo to reference this as an 

attachment. 

If you need anything else, please let me know. 

Note that Rob, Randy and I will be in Benton Harbor for a portion of today conducting their annual RTAB 
evaluation. 

Eric Cline I Department Manager 
State of Michigan ! Michigan Department ofT:rna:m.ry j Office of Fiscal R.espons:ibHHy 
430 W , Allegan Street, :.3rd Floor Lansinc , Ml 48922 
Lansing Office (51 'l) 335--20'18 I j Traverse City Office (2:.3 l) 922--5228 
£--mail clinerl@rnichigan.gov 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tliis e-mail. and any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended rec,pjent(s) and 
may contain inforn1ation that 1s confidentfal and protected from disclosure under the law. Any unauthorized re,rjew. 
use, disclosure, o.r distributk,n is prohibited. Ilyou are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender fry reply 
e-man, and delete/destroy all coples of the onghrni message and attachments Thank you. 

<Memo on Water Coalition Questions 111.07-29-15.docx> 

<Flint Water Rate History FIN AL 02. 11. 15. pd±> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:46 AM 
Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
RE: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

Could we do 11 :30am-1 pm and include lunch? I'll take care of ordering, etc. 

Stacie 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:43 AM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

He could do an hour between 9:00 ··· 11 00 or he could miss lunch and do noon··· 1 :00 

From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:42 AM 
To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

Thank you. Can Dennis do Lansing on Tuesday, August 4, before 3pm? If not, I'll see if Harvey 
wants me to schedule him to do the meeting in Flint another day without Dennis. 

Stacie 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:35 AM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

1 don't think Dennis can go to Flint without having to completely reschedule a day and he is out of the office August 10 
and then August 12 ···· 25 so I really can't completely redo a day. Thcre"s no place lO put things 

From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:25 AM 
To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

FYI. .. looks like they want to go to Flint next week or have the meeting in Lansing. Please let me 
know what Dennis says and I'll work on scheduling. 

Stacie 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:21 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 



Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: Re: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

If your schedule permits, let's go to Flint to meet with them next week, or we can ask them to come back to Lansing. We 
should convey the response verbally and in person. If you're open to it, I'll ask Stacie to schedule that meeting next 

week. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 9:03 AM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <n1uchn1ored(oJmichi23ti.f',W> wrote: 

Here's the answers to some of the questions. How do you vitant to approach the pastors and community 

leaders, we ovite them answers to the questions they asked. 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 8:36 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DCH); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 
Importance: High 

All, /Utached is a memo and water rate summary answering several of the questions raised by the Flint 
pastors, Please let n1e knovit 1f you have any questions. \JVayne 

VVayne L Workman 
Deputy State Treasurer 
Michigan Department of Treasury 

From: Cline, Richard (Treasury) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 8:21 AM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Cc: Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Byrne, Randall (Treasury) 
Subject: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 
Importance: High 

Wayne, 

Attached is the water rate table you asked for and I have updated the memo to reference this as an 
attachment. 

If you need anything else, please let me know. 

Note that Rob, Randy and I will be in Benton Harbor for a portion of today conducting their annual RTAB 
evaluation. 

Eric Cline I Department J\fana.qer 
State of Michigan ! Michigan Department of Treasury j Office of Fiscal Responsibility 
430 W. Allegan Street, 3rd Floo 
Laming Office (517) 335-2078 I 'J'raverne City- Office (231) 922-5228 
E-rnail clinerl@rnichigan.gov 
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CONFIDENTJAUI'Y NOTICE: Th.1s e-mail, and any «ttachments, is far the sole use of the intended recipfont(s) «nd 
may contain information that is confidentfol and protected from disclosure under the lavv. Any unautlwnzec! .revievy~ 
use. disdosu.re. or distnbutfon is prohibited. If you are not tlie intended recip1ent, ple«se contact the sender .by reply 
e~mail, and delete/destroy ail copjes oltlle original mess«g·e «nd attachments Thank you. 

<Memo on Water Coalition Questions 111.07-29-15.docx> 

<Flint Water Rate History FIN AL 02. 11. 15. pd±> 
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From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesda , Jul 29, 2015 1:47 PM 

To: 
Subject: FW: Water Filter 

Hi 

I hope you are doing well and enjoying your summer. Please let me know a convenient time for a 
phone call with you so we can discuss the water filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
claytons3(@rnid1i9an.gov 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 

Best, 
Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh(a;michigan.gov> 
Date: July 27, 2015 at 8:42:42 AM EDT 
To: 
Cc: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<nmdur1Qn\Kq;1xii~:b1gm1wrv>, '' Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)'' <d~nwnt~_@miJ;Jijgf!n,gQ_y> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

Thank you. We will work with-to identify the appropriate entity to receive the filters for 
Flint residents. In addition, we'll keep you out the public eye on this. 

Please know, however, how much we appreciate 

Best, 
Harvey 

and most importantly you for doing this. 



On Jul 27, 2015, at 7:44 AM, 

Harvey -

We are all set. can serve as liaison on this one. The merchant team 
can source 1,500 filters. We will get them to the community at cost. My guess is 
this will be $20k or so, but the team will give you a final number. 

Because we don't want to be a state vendor, we won't sell them to you. ~ill 
work out logistics of whether we make a donation of gift cards to the state that 
you use to purchase them, or whether there is some other entity to which we can 
give them. 

Given all the circumstances, we are not interested in an 
be clear that the state is providing these, not 

Thanks for reaching out. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) [mailto:hollinsh@michigan.gov] 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 12:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you. 

-----Original Message-----

From: 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 10:57 AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Will get back soon. 
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-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) [rnailto:ho!linsh@,rnichigan .gov] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 12:17 PM 

To: 

Subject: Water Filter 

-Per our last conversation, I expressed that we were interested acquiring and 
distributing 1500 water filters to Flint residents to assist with the quality 
(perceived or real) of their drinking water until the KW A pipeline comes online. 

A few weeks ago, you asked me to send you the product ID number so you could 
check with your suppliers regarding price. I apologize for taking long to send you 
product ID; a number of conversations needed to occur in Flint before we could 
proceed. 

The product ID for a Brita Filter for kitchen faucets is: 

Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 

Thank you for taking the time to look into this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, Director 

Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 

313 .456.4994<t~l_}J_},Jj_q_J9_~>A> (office) 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files transmitted with it are confidential 
and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. If you have received this message in error, any unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy 
all copies of the original message. Unless expressly stated in this e-mail, nothing 
in this message should be construed as a digital or electronic signature or writing. 
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NOTE: This electronic message and any files transmitted with it are confidential 
and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. If you have received this message in error, any unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy 
all copies of the original message. Unless expressly stated in this e-mail, nothing 
in this message should be construed as a digital or electronic signature or writing. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Wednesday, July 29, 2015 2:01 PM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: FW: Water Filter 

Importance: High 

Where do I tell them to ship? Is there someone in Flint I need to contact? 

Stacie 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:56 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) Cc:·············· Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We are actually good to go and ready to ship vice copied. the VP over the area and my assistant. 

Just let us know the "ship to" and we are on our way. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 1:47 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <c1aytons3(a).rnichigan._gov> wrote: 

Hi 

I hope you are doing well and enjoying your summer. Please let me know a convenient 
time for a phone call with you so we can discuss the water filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
Glaytons3@rnid1iGan.qov 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 

Best, 



Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh@;rnichigan.gov> 
Date: July 27, 2015 at 8:42:42 AM EDT 
To: 
Cc: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<nmd:11:n_o-1Td(g}m_i~~hi_gi'11:tg_Q_y>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente(a>michigan. gov> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

Thank you. We will work with-o identify the appropriate entity to receive 
the filters for Flint residents. In addition, we'll keep you out the public eye on 
this. 

Please know, however, how much we appreciate 
for doing this. 

and most importantly you 

Best, 
Harvey 

Harvey -

We are all set. can serve as liaison on this one. The 
merchant team can source 1,500 filters. We will get them to the 
community at cost. My guess is this will be $20k or so, but the 
team will give you a final number. 

Because we don't want to be a state vendor, we won't sell them to 
you. ~ill work out logistics of whether we make a donation 
of gift cards to the state that you use to purchase them, or whether 
there is some other entity to which we can give them. 

Given all the circumstances, we are not interested in any 
publicity. We want it to be clear that the state is providing these, 
not 

Thanks for reaching out. 
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-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) [JJJJtiltQJtQlfo_l\h@xni~'.higmLgQ_y] 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 12:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you. 

-----Original Message----

From: 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 10:57 AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Will get back soon. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) [n_wi_HQJ_liJlljxrnl_l(q}JJij_Qhigiu_t_gQ_y] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 12:17 PM 

To: 

Subject: Water Filter 

Per our last conversation, I expressed that we were interested 
acquiring and distributing 1500 water filters to Flint residents to 
assist with the quality (perceived or real) of their drinking water 
until the KW A pipeline comes online. 

A few weeks ago, you asked me to send you the product ID 
number so you could check with your suppliers regarding price. I 
apologize for taking long to send you product ID; a number of 
conversations needed to occur in Flint before we could proceed. 

The product ID for a Brita Filter for kitchen faucets is: 

Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 
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Thank you for taking the time to look into this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, Director 

Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 

313.456.4994<td_J__l} __ J~(:)_J22':t> (office) 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files transmitted with it 
are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
message in error, any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
distribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are not 
the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original message. Unless expressly 
stated in this e-mail, nothing in this message should be construed 
as a digital or electronic signature or writing. 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files transmitted with it 
are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
message in error, any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
distribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are not 
the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original message. Unless expressly 
stated in this e-mail, nothing in this message should be construed 
as a digital or electronic signature or writing. 
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From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 5:24 PM 
To: 
Cc: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you, -for the quick response. Harvey does have an additional question. Is the plan for 
the state to purchase the filters or is donating them? The former is fine and the 
latter is great. If we purchase them we have to determine the process. If they are donated, I will 
identify the location in Flint where they will be shipped. 

Stacie 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:56 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We are actually good to go and ready to ship vice copied-, the VP over the area and my assistant. 

Just let us know the "ship to" and we are on our way. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at I :47 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <claytons3ig;michigan.gov> wrote: 

Hi 

I hope you are doing well and enjoying your summer. Please let me know a convenient 
time for a phone call with you so we can discuss the water filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
Q!f1Y.tQH§.~@.ffl!fh.lmFJ.,99.Y 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 



Best, 
Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <ri_g_lhmib{q)gliJ;J1jgf!n,gQ_y> 
Date: July 27, 2015 at 8:42:42 AM EDT 
To: 
Cc: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<muchmored@michigan_gov>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente(ff)xnichigan.gov> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

WIii will work witi-mllll!lto identify the appropriate entity to receive 
the filters for Flint residents. In addition, we'll keep you out the public eye on 
this. 

Please know, however, how much we appreciate-and most importantly you 
for doing this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

Harvey -

We are all set. can serve as liaison on this one. The 
merchant team can source 1,500 filters. We will get them to the 
community at cost. My guess is this will be $20k or so, but the 
team will give you a final number. 

Beca. don't want to be a state vendor, we won't sell them to 
you. will work out logistics of whether we make a donation 
of gift cards to the state that you use to purchase them, or whether 
there is some other entity to which we can give them. 

Given all the circumstances, we are not interested in any 
publicity. We want it to be clear that the state is providing these, 
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Thanks for reaching out. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) [mf1i_ln:i_JtQ_ll_i_11_~l:t@1JJj_0h_igm1,_gQy] 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 12:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you. 

-----Original Message----

From: 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 10:57 AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Will get back soon. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) [JJJJtiltQJtQlfo_l\h@xni~'.higmLgQ_y] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 12:17 PM 

To: 

Subject: Water Filter 

Per our last conversation, I expressed that we were interested 
acquiring and distributing 1500 water filters to Flint residents to 
assist with the quality (perceived or real) of their drinking water 
until the KW A pipeline comes online. 

A few weeks ago, you asked me to send you the product ID 
number so you could check with your suppliers regarding price. I 
apologize for taking long to send you product ID; a number of 
conversations needed to occur in Flint before we could proceed. 

The product ID for a Brita Filter for kitchen faucets is: 
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Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 

Thank you for taking the time to look into this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, Director 

Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files transmitted with it 
are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
message in error, any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
distribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are not 
the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original message. Unless expressly 
stated in this e-mail, nothing in this message should be construed 
as a digital or electronic signature or writing. 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files transmitted with it 
are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
message in error, any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
distribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are not 
the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original message. Unless expressly 
stated in this e-mail, nothing in this message should be construed 
as a digital or electronic signature or writing. 
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From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 5:32 PM 
To: 
Cc: ollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Excellent! I will have the shipping address for you tomorrow. Have a great evening. 

Stacie 

Cc: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

They are actually being donated. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:23 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <clavtons3<i:~michigan.gov> wrote: 

Thank you, -or the quick response. Harvey does have an additional question. Is 
the plan for the state to purchase the filters or is donating 
them? The former is fine and the latter is great. If we purchase them we have to 
determine the process. If they are donated, I will identify the location in Flint where they 
will be shipped. 

Stacie 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:56 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We are actually good to go and ready to ship vice copied., the VP over the area and my 
assistant. 

Just let us know the "ship to" and we are on our way. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 1 :47 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <claytons3(a;michigan.gov> wrote: 

Hi-, 



I hope you are doing well and enjoying your summer. Please let me know 
a convenient time for a phone call with you so we can discuss the water 
filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
claytons3(@rnid1i9an.gov 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 

Best, 
Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov> 
Date: July 27, 2015 at 8:42:42 AM EDT 
To: . 
Cc: "Muchmore, 
Dennis (GOV)" <rnuchrnored(a)michigan.gov>, "Clement, 
Elizabeth (GOV)" <r,:l.Q.m~nw@.mkhig~_11,go.v> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

Thank you. We will work with-to identify the appropriate 
entity to receive the filters for Flint residents. In addition, we'll 
keep you out the public eye on this. 

Please know, however, how much we appreciate ~nd most 
importantly you for doing this. 

Best, 
Harvey 
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Harvey -

We are all set. --can serve as liaison on 
this one. The m~can source 1,500 
filters. We will get them to the community at 
cost. My guess is this will be $20k or so, but the 
team will give you a final number. 

Because we don't want to be a state vendor, we 
won't sell them to you. ~ill work out 
logistics of whether we make a donation of gift 
cards to the state that you use to purchase them, or 
whether there is some other entity to which we can 
give them. 

Given all the circumstances, we are not interested in 
any publicity. We want it to be clear that the state 
is providing these, not -

Thanks for reaching out. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
[rnailto: hollinsh<i:~michigan.gov] 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 12:20 PM 

To 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you. 

-----Original Message-----

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 10:57 AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 
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Will get back soon. 

-----Original Message----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
[ mail to :hollinshlg;michigan.gov] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 12:17 PM 

To: 

Subject: Water Filter 

Per our last conversation, I expressed that we were 
interested acquiring and distributing 1500 water 
filters to Flint residents to assist with the quality 
(perceived or real) of their drinking water until the 
KW A pipeline comes online. 

A few weeks ago, you asked me to send you the 
product ID number so you could check with your 
suppliers regarding price. I apologize for taking 
long to send you product ID; a number of 
conversations needed to occur in Flint before we 
could proceed. 

The product ID for a Brita Filter for kitchen faucets 
1s: 

Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 

Thank you for taking the time to look into this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, Director 

Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 

313 .456.4994<te1:313 .456.4994> (office) 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files 
transmitted with it are confidential and intended 
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solely for the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
message in error, any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, distribution or copying of this message 
is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. Unless 
expressly stated in this e-mail, nothing in this 
message should be construed as a digital or 
electronic signature or writing. 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files 
transmitted with it are confidential and intended 
solely for the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
message in error, any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, distribution or copying of this message 
is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. Unless 
expressly stated in this e-mail, nothing in this 
message should be construed as a digital or 
electronic signature or writing. 
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From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 3:04 PM 
To: 
Cc: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you, again. Below is the address for delivery of the water filters. Is it possible for me to 
receive a notice when they are shipped and a tracking number? That way I can ensure someone is 
at the church the day of delivery. 

Deliver to: 

Pastor Allen Overton 
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church 
1610 West Pierson Road 
Flint, Ml 48504 
810.397.0219 

Please let me know if you need anything else from me. 

Stacie 
313.456.4994 (office) 
claytons3@michigan.gov 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 6:58 PM 
To: 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We cannot express how much we appreciate this. Thank you!! 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:27 PM, 

They are actually being donated. 

rote: 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:23 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <clavtons3@michigan.gov> wrote: 

Thank you,-for the quick response. Harvey does have an additional 
question. Is the plan for the state to purchase the filters or is 

donating them? The former is fine and the latter is great. If 



we purchase them we have to determine the process. If they are donated, 
I will identify the location in Flint where they will be shipped. 

Stacie 

Cc: 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We are actually good to go and ready to ship vice copied-, the VP over the 
area and my assistant. 

Just let us know the "ship to" and we are on our way. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at I :47 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <claytons3ig;michigan.gov> 
wrote: 

I hope you are doing well and enjoying your summer. Please 
let me know a convenient time for a phone call with you so 
we can discuss the water filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
Glaytons3@rnid1iGan.qov 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 

Best, 
Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" 
<holl in sh(a>michigan. gov> 
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Date: July 27, 2015 at 8:42:42 AM EDT 
To: 
Cc: 
"Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<muchmored{f1>rnichigan.gov>, "Clement, Elizabeth 
(GOV)" <ghmw_nt~{q}l_ni_\";hig_~n-_gQ_y> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

Thank you. We will work with-o identify 
the appropriate entity to receive the filters for Flint 
residents. In addition, we'll keep you out the public 
eye on this. 

Please know, however, how much we appreciate 
~nd most importantly you for doing this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 27, 2015, at 7:44 AM, 

wrote: 

Harvey -

We are all set. -can 
serve as liaison ~he 
merchant team can source 1,500 
filters. We will get them to the 
community at cost. My guess is this 
will be $20k or so, but the team will 
give you a final number. 

Because we don't want to be a state 
vendor, we won't sell them to 
you. -will work out logistics of 
whether we make a donation of gift 
cards to the state that you use to 
purchase them, or whether there is 
some other entity to which we can 
give them. 
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Given all the circumstances, we are 
not interested in any publicity. We 
want it to be clear that the state is 
providing these, not 

Thanks for reaching out. 

-----Original Message----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
[ mailto :hollinsh(ff)J11ichi gan. gov] 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 12:20 
PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you. 

-----Original Message-----

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 10:57 
AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Will get back soon. 

-----Original Message----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
[ mailto:hollinsh@michigan.gov] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 
12:17PM 

To: 

Subject: Water Filter 
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Per our last conversation, I expressed 
that we were interested acquiring and 
distributing 1500 water filters to 
Flint residents to assist with the 
quality (perceived or real) of their 
drinking water until the KW A 
pipeline comes online. 

A few weeks ago, you asked me to 
send you the product ID number so 
you could check with your suppliers 
regarding price. I apologize for 
taking long to send you product ID; a 
number of conversations needed to 
occur in Flint before we could 
proceed. 

The product ID for a Brita Filter for 
kitchen faucets is: 

Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 

Thank you for taking the time to 
look into this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, Director 

Governor's Office ofUrban 
Initiatives 

313.456.4994<tel:313.456.4994> 
(office) 

NOTE: This electronic message and 
any files transmitted with it are 
confidential and intended solely for 
the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you 
have received this message in error, 
any unauthorized review, use, 
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disclosure, distribution or copying of 
this message is prohibited. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original 
message. Unless expressly stated in 
this e-mail, nothing in this message 
should be construed as a digital or 
electronic signature or writing. 

NOTE: This electronic message and 
any files transmitted with it are 
confidential and intended solely for 
the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you 
have received this message in error, 
any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, distribution or copying of 
this message is prohibited. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original 
message. Unless expressly stated in 
this e-mail, nothing in this message 
should be construed as a digital or 
electronic signature or writing. 
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From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 5:11 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you! 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
claytons3@michigan.gov 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 5:03 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Cc: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

I will pass on to - and copy all. 

Thanks, 

On Jul 30, 2015, at 3:04 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <claytons3<q)michigan .gov> wrote: 

Thank you, again. Below is the address for delivery of the water filters. Is it possible for 
me to receive a notice when they are shipped and a tracking number? That way I can 
ensure someone is at the church the day of delivery. 

Deliver to: 

Pastor Allen Overton 
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church 
1610 West Pierson Road 
Flint, Ml 48504 
810.397.0219 

Please let me know if you need anything else from me. 

Stacie 
313.456.4994 (office) 
claytons3@rnichigan.gov 



From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 6:58 PM 

To:······ 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We cannot express how much we appreciate this. Thank you!! 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:27 PM, wrote: 

They are actually being donated. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:23 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <claytons3(~michigan.gov> 
wrote: 

Thank you, -or the quick response. Harvey does have 
an additional question. Is the plan for the state to purchase 
the filters or i donating them? The 
former is fine and the latter is great. If we purchase them we 
have to determine the process. If they are donated, I will 
identify the location in Flint where they will be shipped. 

Stacie 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:56 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We are actually good to go and ready to ship vice copied. 
the VP over the area and my assistant. 

Just let us know the "ship to" and we are on our way. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 1:47 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
<df!yJ1;nrn}(q}uti_o;;higg1_t_gQy> wrote: 

Hi-

I hope you are doing well and enjoying your 
summer. Please let me know a convenient time 
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for a phone call with you so we can discuss the 
water filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
claytons3@mic!1iqan.qov 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 

Best, 
Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" 
<hollinshltVmichi2:an. gov> ____________________ ,._;,; ______________ ,,... _______ ~------

Date: July 27, 2015 at 8:42:42 AM 
EDT 

"Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<muchrnored(a;michigan.gov>, 
"Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente(a),mi chigan _gov> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

Thank you. We will work with 
~o identify the appropriate 

entity to receive the filters for Flint 
residents. In addition, we'll keep you 
out the public eye on this. 

Please know, however, how much 
we appreciate-and most 
importantly y~oing this. 

Best, 
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Harvey 

On Jul 27, 2015, at 
7:44 AM, 

Harvey -

We are all set. 
-can serve as 

liaison on this 
one. The merchant 
team can source 1,500 
filters. We will get 
them to the 
community at 
cost. My guess is this 
will be $20k or so, but 
the team will give you 
a final number. 

Because we don't 
want to be a state 
vendor, we won't sell 
them to you. 
will work out logistics 
of whether we make a 
donation of gift cards 
to the state that you 
use to purchase them, 
or whether there is 
some other entity to 
which we can give 
them. 

Given all the 
circumstances, we are 
not interested in any 
publicity. We want it 
to be clear that the 
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state is providin 
these, not 

Thanks for reaching 
out. 

-----Original 
Message-----

From: Hollins, 
Harvey (GOV) 
[mailto:hollinsh@rnic ·-------------------------------------,~-/ ---------· 

higan.gov] 

Sent: Thursday, July 
23, 2015 12:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Water 
Filter 

Thank you. 

-----Original 
Message-----

Sent: Thursday, July 
23, 2015 10:57 AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Water 
Filter 

Will get back soon. 

-----Original 
Message-----

From: Hollins, 
Harvey (GOV) 
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[ mail to :hollinshlg;mic 
higan.gov] 

Sent: Wednesday, 
July 22, 2015 12:17 
PM 

To: 

Subject: Water Filter 

Per our last 
conversation, I 
expressed that we 
were interested 
acquiring and 
distributing 1500 
water filters to Flint 
residents to assist 
with the quality 
(perceived or real) of 
their drinking water 
until the KW A 
pipeline comes 
online. 

A few weeks ago, you 
asked me to send you 
the product ID 
number so you could 
check with your 
suppliers regarding 
price. I apologize for 
taking long to send 
you product ID; a 
number of 
conversations needed 
to occur in Flint 
before we could 
proceed. 

The product ID for a 
Brita Filter for 
kitchen faucets is: 

Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 
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Thank you for taking 
the time to look into 
this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, 
Director 

Governor's Office of 
Urban Initiatives 

313.456.4994<tel:3_13 

NOTE: This 
electronic message 
and any files 
transmitted with it are 
confidential and 
intended solely for the 
use of the individual 
or entity to whom 
they are addressed. If 
you have received this 
message m error, any 
unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, 
distribution or 
copying of this 
message is prohibited. 
If you are not the 
intended recipient, 
please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies 
of the original 
message. Unless 
expressly stated in 
this e-mail, nothing in 
this message should 
be construed as a 
digital or electronic 
signature or writing. 
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NOTE: This 
electronic message 
and any files 
transmitted with it are 
confidential and 
intended solely for the 
use of the individual 
or entity to whom 
they are addressed. If 
you have received this 
message m error, any 
unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, 
distribution or 
copying of this 
message is prohibited. 
If you are not the 
intended recipient, 
please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies 
of the original 
message. Unless 
expressly stated in 
this e-mail, nothing in 
this message should 
be construed as a 
digital or electronic 
signature or writing. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi Wendy, 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Thursday, September 24, 2015 12:33 PM 
Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Important call today 

I just tried your desk phone. I'm on vacation today. Will you please assist Harvey in setting up a conf call for this 
afternoon regarding Flint water? This is time-sensitive. 

The call should include Muchmore, Clement, Baird, Wyant, Lyon, Saxton, and D. Murray. 

Please let me know. Thank you. 

Stacie Clayton 
Sent from my iPhone 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Optional Attendees: 

MDHHS A:::fon Pian 

DM/EC/JA/RB/JW/JR/HH/SW/DM/DW/NL/GL/DP or DA or ML re Flint next steps 
Governor's Conference Room - 2nd Floor Romney (call in number below) 

Wed 10/14/2015 11:30 AM 

Wed 10/14/2015 12:00 PM 

(none) 

Accepted 

Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Walsh, 

John (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Murray, 

David (GOV); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS); 
Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Ackerman, Darin (GOV); Lange, Michelle (GOV); Rospond, 

Laurie (GOV); Thomet, Ruth (GOV); Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS); 
Hall, Jean (GOV); Vansickle, Michele (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Wells, Eden (DHHS) 



Michigan Department of Community Health (MDHHS) Flint Water Action Plan 

Action Local Lead MD HHS Tasks 
Lead 

Filter/Water Tamara Brickley Sheryl - Coordination of distribution (GCHD) 

Distribution (Genesee County Thompson, - Identify at-risk sub-groups (GCHD) 

Health MDHHS - Tracking filters- uniform registry held by 

Department-GCHD) GCHD 
- Ordering filter replacements (MDHHS) 

Blood Testing Tony LaRocco Dr. Eden - Test all 

(GCHD) Wells/ 0 Students 0-16 

Possible partners: Nancy 0 Priorities: 
- Hurley Peeler • 3 schools 
- Great Flint (CLPPP) • 2 zip codes 

Health • ages 0-15 

Coalition - Convene meeting with GCHD and all 
- MIHP potential partners (MDHHS) 
- LHD 0 Partner with schools-
- Schools information about testing sites 

options distributed through 
school districts to parents 

0 Partner with Great Flint Health 
Coalition-network to develop 

testing sites and information 

about testing to healthcare 

providers 

0 Partner with 

Hurley/McClaren/Genesys 

0 Partner with MIHP/Home 

Visiting Program 
- Confirm that the state lab has capacity 

to handle increase in tests- CON FRI MED 

Case Tony LaRocco Eden - Identification of all current positives-

Management (GCHD) Wells/ confirmatory testing for > 5 mcg/dl (as 

Follow Up Nancy of April 2014) 

Peeler - Maintain registry of all tests performed 

(CLPPP) (-/+) 
- Follow-up all cases >5 mcg/dl with the 

CLPP Case Management protocol 

Elevated Blood Dawn Hallwood Linda - Secure financial resources necessary to 

Level (GCHD) Dykema support environmental health response 
Investigations( - Follow-up CLPPP to see if immediate 

all > 5 mcg/dl) funds available 
- Recommendation to contract with Lead 

Investigation company thru SEMHA-



licensed investigators 

Communications Hilda Mcshane Geralyn - Daily MDHHS and GCHD phone calls 
(GCHD) Lasher (3PM) 

- Provide provider education- links sent 

for Governor's site to GCHD 10/12 
- Provide public education 
- Provide risk education 
- Provide links with lead prevention 

information to Flint 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

RDS/DM/JA/EC/DW/NL/HH/MAnderson - Flint After Action Meeting 
Governor's Office, Romney 

Wed 10/21/2015 9:00 AM 
Wed 10/21/2015 10:00 AM 

(none) 

Accepted 

GovCalendar 
Vansickle, Michele (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Clement, 

Elizabeth (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); 
Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS); Clayton, Stacie 
(GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Anderson, Madhu (DEQ) 

Ken Sikkema, Chris Kolb, Eric Rothstein, Dr. Matt Davis, Dr. Lawrence Reynolds (by phone) 

Agenda: 
1) Introductions 
2) Mission ofTask Force 
3) Background Info 
4) Discussion ofTimeline 
5) Q & A from Task Force Members 
6) Communications Strategy/Review Press Release 

Attachments: 
1. JA Memo 
2. Resumes 
3. Press Release 

~h iiifl>1 
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F!:nt J<Jter /<;doll flint After Acton F!:nt J<Jter /<;(boll 
Meeting.pcif.., Ki:!!b,, Da·,/!s.... Press Relea., . 

*****Staff***** 
Chris Kolb chris@environmentakounciLorg 
Eric Rothstein erothste@gn;;-ltd.corn 
Ken Sikkema ksikkerna@pscinc.corn 
Matt Davis rn3Lldav@rned.urnidu:du 
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Contacts: 
Sara Wurfel or Dave Murray 
517-335-6397 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Wednesday, Oct. 21, 2015 

Gov. Rick Snyder announces formation of Flint Water 
After Action Report Commission 

Experts will provide ongoing monitoring of city water system 

LANSING, Mich. - Gov. Rick Snyder today announced a new task force to review the 
state's actions regarding water usage and testing in Flint. The commission will conduct 
a thorough review and lay out recommendations on future guidelines for water testing. It 
will also monitor the transition of Flint's city water system back to the Great Lakes Water 
Authority, and its eventual transition to the Karegnondi Water Authority pipeline. 

The commission will be co-chaired by Ken Sikkema of Public Sector Consultants and 
Chris Kolb, of the Michigan Environmental Council. Also serving will be Dr. Matthew 
Davis of the University of Michigan Health System, and Eric Rothstein, of the Galardi 
Rothstein Group. 

"As stated previously, transitioning back to the Great Lakes Water Authority is a good 
first step to protecting public health in Flint, but it's not the last step," Snyder said. 
"Bringing in outside experts to evaluate our actions and help monitor and advise on 
technical issues will be key to continuing work on the comprehensive action plan and 
ensuring safe drinking water for all the citizens of Flint." 

Ken Sikkema is a senior policy fellow at Public Sector Consultants, where he 
specializes in public finance, environment, and energy policy. Prior to joining the firm, 
Sikkema served in both the Michigan House and Senate, culminating with four years as 
Senate Majority Leader. He has also served as both an adjunct and visiting professor at 
Grand Valley State University. 

Chris Kolb is president of the Michigan Environmental Council, a statewide coalition of 
70 environmental, public health and faith-based nonprofit groups. Before joining the 
MEC, Kolb represented Ann Arbor in the state House for six years and served eight 
years on the Ann Arbor City Council. He has been president of the MEC for eight years. 

Matthew Davis, M.D., M.A.P.P., is Professor of Pediatrics and Internal Medicine at the 
University of Michigan Health System and Professor of Public Policy at the Gerald R. 
Ford School at the University of Michigan, having joined the faculty in 2000. He is the 
founding Director of the C.S. Mott Children's Hospital National Poll on Children's Health 
and the National Voices Project. Dr. Davis also previously served as the Chief Medical 
Executive of the Michigan Department of Community Health/Department of Health and 
Human Services. 



Eric Rothstein is a national water issues consultant and principal at the Galardi 
Rothstein Group. He served as an independent advisor on the creation of the Great 
Lakes Water Authority. Rothstein also has served as Jefferson County, Alabama's rate 
consultant and municipal advisor for litigation related to the county's bankruptcy and 
issuance of $1.7 billion in sewer warrants and led strategic financial planning for the City 
of Atlanta's Department of Watershed Management. He has more than 30 years of 
experience in water, wastewater and stormwater utility finance and rate-making 
assessments. 

As Gov. Snyder previously stated, reconnecting with the authority will not completely 
resolve the city's problem with lead service lines or aging infrastructure. It will take time 
for pipes in Flint to become coated with the phosphate corrosion control. 

To best protect public health, state and local authorities will continue to carry out steps 
outlined on Oct. 2 in a comprehensive action plan, including continued testing, the use 
of faucet filters and providing residents with accurate information about steps to 
eliminate lead exposure. The Michigan Departments of Environmental Quality is 
continuing to provide free water filters, free lead testing through the state laboratory for 
Flint water customers, and hiring additional staff to conduct health exposure monitoring 
for lead in drinking water. 

#### 



EDUCATION: 

EXPERIENCE: 

Chris Kolb 

The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Bachelor of Science in Natural Resources, GPA 3.55 
Dean' s List, Honors Society 

Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia 
C'JTaduate studies in Political Science focusing on Quantitative Analysis, and Interest Grnup 
Politics; Scholarship, Grant, and Fellowship Recipient. Accepted into advanced studies f()r 
PhD. 

Executive Director, Current 
Unity Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Responsible for the organization and implementation of the new statewide campaign to 
create a progressive Michigan by advancing lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) 
and social justice values and issues. Coordinate and implement the collaborative efforts of 
five leading LGBT and equality organizations; ACLU of Michigan, Affirmations, Michigan 
Equality, SPICE, and Triangle Foundation. Lead the campaign's research and subsequent 
activities in Michigan. Successfully developed and implemented a primary election strategy 
in legislative races. Engage in successful communications with the LGBT community, the 
campaign's supporters and partners, and supportive national groups. Coordinate a broad, 
effective campaign with consultants, including coalition building, list building, voter contact 
and get-out-the-vote activities. Represent the organization at meetings and events with the 
public and press. 

Vice President for Public Affairs, 2007-2008 
Early Childhood Investment Corporation, Lansing Michigan 

Directed all public affairs activities in a statev.ide effort to improve the status of 
Michigan's children, aged zero to five. Developed and implemented pubhc policy at the 
federal, state and local levels working with key decision-makers, staff and public. Educated 
and informed elected officials on the importance of investing in early childhood. Secured 
increased funding over $11 mi11ion, including $5.75 million for ECIC. Helped to develop 
Governor's $30 million early childhood initiative outlined in Fiscal 2009 budget. 
Successfully planned 2008 Star Power Rally at the Capitol for over 500 early childhood 
supporters. Coordinated activities of the Michigan Legislative Children's Caucus; worked 
directly with state departments involved in early childhood development including 
Community Health, Education, Human Services, and Labor and Econonric Growth; provided 
speakers and testimony to legislative hearings to inform and educate Legislature; reviewed 
and monitored all legislation impacting early childhood development; provided training to 
local Great Start Collaboratives to work \Vith their local, state, and federal decision-makers; 
coordinated development of an early childhood public policy agenda; and, worked to 
increase knowledge of Legislature and public on importance of early childhood 
development, advance public education, and increase public and private investment in 
Michigan's children. 

State Representative, 2001-2006 
53nI State House District, Lansing, Michigan 

Three-tem1 State Representative, appointed for two tenns (2003-2006) to the House 
Appropriations Committee served as the Ranking Democrat on four appropriations 



HONORS: 

COMMUNITY 
AC'l'IVITES: 

subcommittees: Economic Development, Departme:nt of Environmental Quality, Higher 
Education, and the Depa..'i:ment of Human Services, and served on the Corrections 
subcommittee (2003-4). In second term, was appointed by Governor Granholm to serve on 
the Michigan Land Use Leadership Council to develop a report and recommendations for the 
Governor and Legislature on land use issues. Appointed Ranking Democrat on the House 
Committee on Land Use and Environment (2001-2002), and served on the House Commerce 
Committee (2001-2002). Authored numerous legislation enacted into law, including 
legislation creating joint planning commissions, Land Bank Fast Track authorities, open 
space ordinance requfrernent for local governments, lead poisoning prevention for children, 
regulation of polybrorninated biphenyl ethers (PBDEs), rene .. val of the baseline 
environmental assessment fee, establishment of the refined petroleum product cleanup 
program to help clean up leaking underground storage tanks, welfare reform and a bill to 
help create the Fire Services Bureau. Legislative focus included land use and planning, the 
environment, natural resources, toxins, children's health, alternative energy, econormc 
development, mental health, higher education, and civil rights. 

Legislative Assistant, 1999-2000 
5" 1111 n· . . I . M. h' .. 1stnct, .. ,ansmg 1 1c 1gan 
Served as a Legislative Assistant to Representative John Hansen, provided policy research, 
constituent services, reviewed legislation and executive budget data, and attended meetings 
on behalf of the Representative in the l)istrict. Contacted constituents and interest groups, 
assisted with amendments and bill development. 

Environmental Consultant 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 1993-1999 

Provided consulting services in the environmental management and compliance fidd to 
businesses in Michigan and Ohio. Consulting services specirlized in solid waste 
management, waste reduction and recycling, environmental compliance and permitting, 
worker safety training, and project management including on-site facility management. 

Legislator of the Year, Michigan Fire Chiefs, 2006 
Presidents Award, Michigan Fire Inspectors Society, 2006 
Co-Chair of the Fire Service Legislative Caucus 
The 2005 Legislative Award from the Michigan Audubon Society 
Liberty Bell Award, Washtenavv County Bar Association, 2004 
Legislative Avvard from the National AHiance on Mental Illness, 2004 
Environmental Stewardship Avvard, Sierra Club, l\ifackinac Chapter, 2004 
Legislator of the Year, U of M Students of Choice and College Democrats, 2003 
Freedom Award, St. Mary's Ch..'i.stian Fellowship, 2002 
Legislative Award from the Michigan League of Conservation Voters, 2002 
Henry Toll Fellowship Leadership Class of 2002, Council of State Governments (CSG) 
Legislator of the Year, A.ssoc.iation for Children's Mental Health, 2001 
Bowhay Institute for Legislative Leadership, CSG--- Midwest, 2001 
Next Generation Leadership Class at East-West Center, University of Hawaii, 1996 

Ann Arbor City Councilmember, 1993-2000, Mayor Pro-tem, 1994-2000., 

HIV/AIDS Resource Center Board of Directors, Chair; Girl Scout Council of Huron 
VaUey, Board of Directors; previously served as Co-Chair of the Affordable Housing Task 
Force, Washtenaw County Solid Waste Planning Commission, and Michigan Municipal 
League's Transp01tation and Environmental Committee; volunteered for organizations 
involving environment, youth, hunger, LGBT, housing, health care, veterans and religious 
organizations. 



Matthew M. Davis, M.D., M.A.P .P. 
Professor of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases 

Professor of Internal Medicine 
Professor of Public Policy 

Professor of Health Management and Policy 

EDUCATION 

HIGH SCHOOL 

University of Michigan 

Email: mattdav@med.umich.edu 

Eden Senior High School (1981-1985) 
Eden, New York 

UNDERGRADUATE Swarthmore College (1985-1989) BA with honors, 1989 
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania 
Major Field: Biology 

PROFESSIONAL Harvard Medical School (1990-1994) MD cum laude, 1994 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Irving B. Harris School of 
Public Policy Studies (1999-2000) 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois 

POSTDOCTORAL TRAINING 

Internship in Internal Medicine and Pediatrics 
Brigham & Women's Hospital and The Children's Hospital 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Residency in Internal Medicine and Pediatrics 
Harvard Combined Residency in Medicine and Pediatrics 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Acting Chief Residency in Primary Care/Internal Medicine 
Brigham and Women's Hospital 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Clinical Scholars Program 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois 

Davis CV 

MAPP, 2000 

June 1994 - June 1995 

June 1995 - June 1998 

July 1997 - November 1997 

July 1998 - June 2000 

Last updated: 10/1/2015 



CERTIFICATION AND LICENSURE 

State of Massachusetts full medical license # 15 5 2 72 
State of Illinois full medical license #0036-098102 
State of Michigan full medical license #J 693073 
Drug Enforcement Administration Certificate #BD5935575 
Diplomate of the American Board of Pediatrics, #064080 

- Recertified through 12/31/2017 
Diplomate of the American Board of Internal Medicine, #194261 

- Recertified through 12/31/2021 

ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS 

1997 - 1998 
1998 - 2001 
2000 -
2000 -
1998 -

1999 -

Lecturer in Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases and July 2000 - February 2002 
Internal Medicine 
University of Michigan 

Core Faculty, Child Health Evaluation and Research (CREAR) Unit July 2000 -
Division of General Pediatrics, 
University of Michigan 

Core Faculty, Pediatric Health Services Research Fellowship Program, July 2000 -
Division of General Pediatrics 
University of Michigan 

Affiliated Faculty, Robert Wood Johnson Clinical Scholars Program July 2000 - June 2004 
University of Michigan 

Assistant Professor in Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases and February 2002 - August 2006 
Internal Medicine 
University of Michigan 

Affiliated Faculty, National Poverty Center, Gerald R. Ford July 2003 -
School of Public Policy 
University of Michigan 

Assistant Professor of Public Policy, Gerald R. Ford School of January 2004 - September 2006 
Public Policy 
University of Michigan 

Core Faculty, Robert Wood Johnson Clinical Scholars Program July 2004 -
University of Michigan 

Associate Professor of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, September 2006 - August 2013 
Internal Medicine, and Public Policy 
University of Michigan 

Professor of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, September 2013 -
Internal Medicine, and Public Policy 
University of Michigan 

Professor of Health Management and Policy January 2014 -
School of Public Health, University of Michigan 

Davis CV 2 Last updated: 10/1/2015 



ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATIVE APPOINTMENTS 

Co-Director, Pediatric Health Services Research Fellowship Program, July 2003 - June 2006 
Division of General Pediatrics, University of Michigan 

Co-Director, Resident Elective in Pediatric Health Services Research July 2003 - June 2005 
for Under-represented Minorities, Division of 
General Pediatrics, University of Michigan 

Director, Resident Elective in Pediatric Health Services Research July 2005 -
for Under-represented Minorities, Division of 
General Pediatrics, University of Michigan 

Director, Fellowship Program in Pediatric Health Services Research, July 2006 -
Division of General Pediatrics, University of Michigan 

Associate Director, Robert Wood Johnson Clinical Scholars Program, July 2007 - June 2008 
University of Michigan 

Co-Director, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Clinical Scholars July 2008 -
Program, University of Michigan 

Co-Director, Child Health Initiative Working Group, Michigan May 2011 - Sep 2011 
Institute for Clinical & Health Research (CTSA), 
University of Michigan 

Director, Child Health Initiatives Working Group, Michigan Sep 2011 - March 2013 
Institute for Clinical & Health Research (CTSA), 
University of Michigan 

Associate Director, Michigan Institute for Clinical & Health Research Jan 2012 - March 2013 
(CTSA), University of Michigan 

Faculty Director, Path of Excellence in Health Policy-Programs, November 2014 -
Systems, and Economics, University of Michigan Medical 
School 

Director, Communities Engagement Core and Participant Recruitment Jan 2015 -
Core, Michigan Institute for Clinical & Health 
Research (MICHR) 

Deputy Director, Institute for Healthcare Policy and Innovation, May 2015 -
University of Michigan 

CLINICAL/HOSPITAL APPOINTMENTS 

Clinical Instructor in Pediatrics and Internal Medicine, 
Harvard Medical School 

Clinical Instructor in Pediatrics and Internal Medicine, 
University of Chicago, Pritzker School of Medicine 

Staff Physician in Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases and 
Internal Medicine, University of Michigan Health System 

PUBLIC HEALTH I HEALTH POLICY APPOINTMENTS 

June 1994 - June 1998 

July 1998 - June 2000 

July 2000 -

Chief Medical Executive, Department of Community Health and March 2013 - April 2015 
Department of Health and Human Services, State of Michigan 
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GRANT SUPPORT 

Current 
Principal Investigator: National Voices Project 

W.K. Kellogg Foundation 
Total cost: $2,135,229. July 2011 - June 2016. 

Principal Investigator: CS. Mott Children's Hospital National Poll on Children's Health 
University of Michigan Health System 
Total cost: $1,868,800. July 2010 - June 2016. 

Principal Investigator: Health Homes Project-Planning and Evaluation 
Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 
Total cost: $272,000. May 2015 - September 2016. 

Co-Investigator (PI: G Mashour): Michigan Institute for Clinical and Health Research 
NIH IN ational Center for Advancing Translational Science 
Total cost: $48,788,667. June 2012 - May 2017. 

Recent 
Principal Investigator: Pediatric Health Services Research Training (T32) 

Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute for Child Health and Human Development 
Total cost: $1,271,100. May 2010 - June 2015. 

Principal Investigator: Coursera Initiative: Understanding and Improving the US Healthcare System. 
University of Michigan Medical School. 
Total cost: $10,000. January 2013 - December 2013. 

Principal Investigator: The Michigan Child Health Research Priorities (M-CHRP) Project 
Department of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases 
Total cost: $20,000. February 2012 - February 2013. 

Principal Investigator: Economics of Vaccines - Tracking Vaccines under Development to Determine 
Cost Drivers of the Vaccine Development and Approval Process 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
Total cost: $498,038. September 2009 - September 2011. 

Principal Investigator: Voices National Poll 
W.K. Kellogg Foundation 
Total cost: $100,000. April 2010 - September 2010. 

Principal Investigator: Innovation Bridge -Linking Biotech Breakthroughs to Emerging Vaccine 
Manufacturers 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 
Total cost: $100,000. October 2008 - September 2009. 

Principal Investigator: Using MEPS Data to Inform Public-Plan Consumerism 
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 
Total cost: $99,999. July 2007 - June 2008. 

Principal Investigator: Insurance Coverage of Child, Adolescent, and Adult Vaccines 
Partnership for Prevention 
Total cost: $124,995. May 2006 - October 2007. 

Principal Investigator: Health Tracking 
Center for Studying Health System Change 
Total cost: $97,171. November 2006 - December 2007. 
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Principal Investigator: Future Costs of Childhood Obesity: Estimates and Implications 
United States Department of Agriculture 
Total cost: $150,000. October 2004 - September 2006. 

Principal Investigator: Market Forces or Misinformation? Exploring the Link Between Self-Insuring 
Employers and Underinsurance 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Generalist Physician Faculty Scholars Program 
Total cost: $299,769. July 2002 - June 2006. 

Principal Investigator: How Adult Diabetes Interventions Affect Children 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Foundation 
Total cost: $10,000. September 2005 - June 2006. 

Principal Investigator: Summer Workshop in Michigan Medicaid Research 
National Poverty Center 
Total cost: $10,000. May 2005 - April 2006. 

Principal Investigator: Increasing Costs of Public-Sector Purchase of Childhood Vaccines 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 
Total cost: $200,693. September 2001 - September 2003. 

Principal Investigator: Evaluation of the Etiologies of Transitions in Children's Insurance Status and 
Effects on Healthcare Utilization and Expenditures 
Economic Research Initiative on the Uninsured (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation) 
Total cost: $63,961. April 2003 - December 2004. 

Co-Investigator: Variation in Immunization Practices 
(PI: Gary L. Freed, MD, MPH) 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
Total cost: $1,400,000. September 2004 - October 2013. 

Co-Investigator: BMI2-Brief Motivational Interviewing to Reduce Child BM! 
(PI: Kenneth Resnicow, PhD) 
Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute for Child Health and Human Development 
Total cost: $3,416,177. April 2008-June 2013. 

Co-Investigator: Mobilizing Peer Support for Effective Congestive Heart Failure Self-Management 
(PI: Michele Heisler, MD, MP A) 
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute 
Total cost: $2,018,444. July 2006 - June 2011. 

Co-Investigator and Faculty Mentor: OB CARES: The Obstetric Clinics and Resources Study 
(PI: Christie Lancaster, MD, MSc) 
Michigan Institute for Clinical & Health Research 
Total cost: $4,644. February 2010 - June 2011. 

Co-Investigator: Pediatric and Managed Care Issues-Medicaid 
(PI: Gary L. Freed) 
State of Michigan Department of Community Health 
Total cost: $1,087,676. October 2005 - September 2006. 

Co-Investigator: Enhancing Private Provider Immunization Recall 
(PI: Kevin J. Dombkowski, DrPH) 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
Total cost: $600,000. October 2006 - November 2009. 

Co-Investigator and Faculty Mentor: A National Study of Health Care Among Foster Children 
(PI: Sandra H. Jee, MD, MPH) 
Ambulatory Pediatric Association 
Total cost: $10,000. July 2003 -June 2004. 
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Co-Investigator and Faculty Mentor: Healthcare Expenditures and Utilization Among Overweight Youth 
(PI: Iris R. Mabry, MD, MPH) 
National Poverty Center 
Total cost: $9,640. July 2003 - June 2004. 

HONORS AND A WARDS 

National Scholar, Swarthmore College 
Garrigues Music Scholar, Swarthmore College 
Ivy Award (for contributions to the college community), 

Swarthmore College 
Phi Beta Kappa, Swarthmore College chapter 
Paul Dudley White Fellowship in International Health, 

Harvard Medical School 
Pediatric Prize, New England Pediatric Society 
Arnold Dunn Award (for compassionate patient care), 

Brigham and Women's Hospital 
Irving B. Harris Fellow in Child Policy, University of Chicago 
Outstanding Educator, Division of General Pediatrics, 

University of Michigan 
Young Investigator Award in Clinical and Health Services Research, 

Department of Pediatrics, University of Michigan 
Milton W. Hamolsky Junior Faculty Award, Society of 

General Internal Medicine, annual national meeting 
Outstanding Abstract, Academy of Health Services Research 

and Health Policy, annual national meeting 
Young Investigator Award in Clinical Research, 

Department of Pediatrics, University of Michigan 
Teaching Honor Roll, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy, 

University of Michigan 
Token of Appreciation from Medical Students, University of 

Michigan Medical School 
National Nemours Award in Child Health Services Research 
Featured Vaccinologist, Human Vaccines 
Associate Chair for Research Award, Department of Pediatrics 

and Communicable Diseases, to support The Michigan 
Child Health Research Priorities (M-CHRP) Project 

Distinguished Mentor Award, Michigan Institute of Clinical and 
Health Research, University of Michigan 

Mentor Recognition for Fellow's Research Award presented to 
Stephen W. Patrick, Ambulatory Pediatric Association 

Principal Investigator, "WellSpringboard" - First Place Winner 
in Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute 
Challenge Initiative 

Principal Investigator, "WellSpringboard" - Second Place Winner 
in Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute 
Matchmaking App Challenge 
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1985 - 1989 
1987 - 1989 
1989 

1989 
1991, 1993 

1994 
1995 

1999 - 2000 
2001 

2001 

2002 

2002 

2003 

2004 - 2006, 2008, 2010, 2012, 
2013, 2015 
2007,2009 

2007 
2010 
2012 

2012 

2012 

2013 

2014 
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Snyder Memorial Lecturer in Medicine and the Humanities, 2014 
Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, PA 

Visiting Professor, Royal Children's Hospital, Melbourne, Australia 2014 
Inaugural Visiting Professor in Internal Medicine and Pediatrics, 2015 

Children's Hospital and Brigham & Women's Hospital, 
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA 

Visiting Professor, Policy Lab, Children's Hospital of Philadelphia 2015 
Philadelphia, PA 

Regents' Award for Distinguished Public Service, University of 2015 
Michigan 

MEMBERSHIPS IN PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES 

Society of General Internal Medicine 
Society for Medical Decision-Making 
Ambulatory Pediatric Association I Academic Pediatric Association 
Association of Teachers of Preventive Medicine 
Academy Health (formerly Association of Health Services 

Research and Health Policy) 
American College of Physicians I American Society of 

Internal Medicine 
Society for Pediatric Research ( elected) 

SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES 

Chair, Planning Committee for the Robert Wood Johnson Clinical 
Scholars Program annual Health Economics Symposium 

Peer Reviewer, Journal of the Ambulatory Pediatric Association/ 
Ambulatory Pediatrics/Academic Pediatrics 

Peer Reviewer, Journal of General Internal Medicine 
Peer Reviewer, Up-To-Date 
Peer Reviewer,Archives of Pediatric and Adolescent Medicine I 

JAMA-Pediatrics 
Peer Reviewer, JAMA 
Peer Reviewer, Journal of Health Policy, Politics, and Law 
Peer Reviewer, Annals of Internal Medicine 
Peer Reviewer,American Journal of Managed Care 
Peer Reviewer, National Poverty Center grants program 
Member, Editorial Board, Ambulatory Pediatrics 
Peer Reviewer, Ambulatory Pediatric Association Young Investigators 

Grants Program 
Peer Reviewer,Journal of Policy and Management 
Peer Reviewer, Health Services Research 
Peer Reviewer, Vaccine 
Lead Author, Guidelines for Prevention of Childhood Obesity, 

American Medical Association and American Academy of 
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1998 -
1999 -
2000 -
2001 -
2001 -

2002 -

2004 -

2000 

2000 -

2000 -
2000 - 2003, 2010 
2001 -

2001 -
2001 -
2002 -
2003 -
2003 - 2006 
2005 - 2007 
2005 - 2007 

2005 -
2005 -
2005 -
2005 - 2007 
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Pediatrics 
Member, Influenza Vaccine Group, American Heart Association 
Peer Reviewer, Health Affairs 
Study Section Member - Health, Behavior, and Context 

Subcommittee, National Institutes of Health 
Senior Health Researcher, Center for Studying Health System Change, 

Washington, DC 
Member, Editorial Board, Archives of Pediatrics and Adolescent 

Medicine I JAMA-Pediatrics 
Founding Director, C.S. Mott Children's Hospital National Poll on 

Children's Health, University of Michigan 
Peer Reviewer,New England Journal a/Medicine 
Founding Web Editor, Archives of Pediatrics and Adolescent 

Medicine I JAMA-Pediatrics 
Study Section Member - Disease, Disability, and Injury Prevention 

and Control Special Emphasis Panel, Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention 

Member, Expert Advisory Committee, Measuring Pediatric Access 
to Specialty Health Care by Insurance Status (PI: Karin 
Rhodes, MD, MS; funded by State of Illinois) 

Co-Guest Editor, Special Issue on "Bridging the Gap Between 
Research and Health Policy," HSR -Health Services Research 

Chair, National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health 
Promotion Special Emphasis Panel, Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention 

Member, Special Advisory Panel to the Director of the National 
Center for Advancing Translational Sciences, National 
Institutes of Health 

Member, Special Review Panel, National Institute of Diabetes and 
and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, National Institutes of 
Health 

TEACHING ACTIVITIES 

Intramural Invited Presentations (selected) 

2006 -
2006 -
2006 

2006 - 2007 

2007 - 2013 

2007 -

2008 -
2008 - 2013 

2009 

2009 - 2012 

2010 - 2012 

2011 

2013 - 2014 

2015 

"Teen problem-solving and its impact on tobacco use." 1999 
Grand Rounds, Department of Pediatrics, Pritzker School 
of Medicine, University of Chicago. 

Health Services Research Seminar (semi-annually), 2000 -
Child Health Evaluation and Research (CREAR) Unit, 
Division of General Pediatrics, University of Michigan 

"Are parental depressive symptoms linked to underimmunization 2001 
of young children?" Grand Rounds, Department of Pediatrics, 
University of Michigan 

"Smallpox: new challenges from an old foe," Grand Rounds, 2002 
Department of Pediatrics, University of Michigan 
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"The Medicare Prescription Drug Improvement and Modernization 2004 
Act of 2003: Policy Implications." Faculty panelist, 
University of Michigan. 

"Obesity trends during childhood and adolescence: insights for 2005 
clinicians and policymakers", Grand Rounds, Department 
of Pediatrics, 
University of Michigan 

"Obesity trends during childhood and adolescence: findings from 2005 
the PSID-CDS", invited speaker, Series on the Panel 
Study of Income Dynamics, Institute for Social Research, 
University of Michigan 

"Are the best vaccines still ahead, or already behind us? Costs, 2008 
contradictions, and controversies in childhood immunization," 
Grand Rounds, Department of Pediatrics and Communicable 
Diseases 

"Health and Health Care in Michigan," Seminars in Medicine for M3 2008 
curriculum, University of Michigan Medical School 

"Health Care Reform Proposals of the 2008 Candidates for President," 2008 
Seminars in Medicine for M3 curriculum, University of 
Michigan Medical School 

"Health Care Platforms of the 2008 Presidential Candidates," 2008 
expert panel convened by the Roosevelt Institution, 
University of Michigan 

"Policy Advice for the Newly Elected President," expert panel 2008 
convened by Dean Susan Collins of the Gerald R. Ford School 
of Public Policy, University of Michigan 

"When Families Refuse Vaccines," presentation to the Health Sciences 2009 
Scholars Program for Undergraduates, University of 
Michigan 

"Dilemmas in Development and Delivery of Vaccines," Bioethics 2009 
Grand Rounds, University of Michigan Health System. 

"Health Care Reform in the US Under President Obama and a 2009 
Democratic Congress," Special Guest Lecturer, Program in 
Public Policy and International Affairs, University of Michigan 

"Fresh Challenges in Development and Delivery of Vaccines," 2009 
Grand Rounds, Department of Pediatrics and Communicable 
Diseases, University of Michigan 

"Health Care Reform: Proposals, Politics, and Prospects," 2009 
Special Panel Symposium, Gerald R. Ford School of Public 
Policy, University of Michigan 

"What Type of Health Care Reform Would be Best for Primary Care?" 2009 
Featured Speaker for Primary Care Week, University of 
Michigan Medical School 

"Financing Development of Drugs and Vaccines for Neglected 2010 
Diseases," Faculty Commentator, Gerald R. Ford School of 
Public Policy, University of Michigan 

"Making Sense of Health Policy Reform: Latest Events, Greatest 2010 
Hopes," Grand Rounds, Department of Pediatrics and 
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Communicable Diseases 
"(False) Summits and (True) Profits: Health Care Reform in the 2010 

United States," Grand Rounds, Department of Internal 
Medicine 

"Public Preferences for Participation in Medical Research," Grand 2011 
Rounds, Department of Pediatrics and Communicable 
Diseases 

"Quality of Health Care and the Affordable Care Act," guest 2011 
speaker in Health Care Reform in the U.S., taught by 
Jill Horwitz at University of Michigan Law School 

"Policy Analysis vs Policy Advocacy," guest speaker in HMP 615- 2011 
Introduction to Public Health Policy at University of 
Michigan School of Public Health 

"Presidents, Precedents, and Healthcare Reform in the United States," 2012 -
Guest Lecturer in History 234 for undergraduate students 
at University of Michigan; lead faculty: Joel Howell, MD, PhD 

"Teen Pregnancy, Infant Mortality and the Public Voice: New 2012 
Approaches to Old Problems at the Nexus of Maternal 
and Child Health," Grand Rounds, Department of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology, University of Michigan Health System 

"Priorities for the Health and Healthcare of Michigan's Children: 2013 
Perspectives from Lansing," Grand Rounds, Department 
of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, University of 
Michigan Health System 

"Presidential Politics for 2016: How Will Health Policy Play a Role?" 2015 
Grand Rounds, Department of Anesthesiology, University 
of Michigan Health System 

"Health Policymaking in Michigan: a View from the Inside," Grand 2015 
Rounds, Department of Pediatrics and Communicable 
Diseases, University of Michigan Health System 

Courses and Seminars 

Primary Care Internal Medicine weekly morning report, 1997 
Brigham & Women's Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts 

Internal Medicine resident journal club, faculty lead, University of 1999 - 2000 
Chicago 

"Introduction to the Patient: Health Policy," small group section leader, 2001 
Year 2 curriculum, University of Michigan Medical School 

"Medical Decision-Making," small group section leader, 2001 - 2003 
Year 2 curriculum, University of Michigan Medical School 

Public Policy 740, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy: 2002 - 2006 
"Issues in Child and Family Health Policy," a full-semester, 
3-credit course for master's level students 

"Threats to Successes in Child Health Policy in the United States," 2003 - 2004, 2008 
instructor for health policy module in the Public Policy and 
International Affairs program for minority undergraduates at 
Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy, University of 
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Michigan 
"Health Economics and Health Policy," lead instructor for segment 2006 -

of Clinical Foundations of Medicine course, Years 1, 2, and 3 
curriculum, University of Michigan Medical School 

Public Policy 700, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy: 2006 -
"Independent Study" for master's level students as 3-credit, 
full-semester course 

Public Policy 768, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy: 2008, 2010, 2012, 2013 
"Efforts at Health Care Reform in the United States -
Past, Present, and Future," a full-semester, 3-credit course for 
master's-level students 

Public Policy 495, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy: 2008 
"Principles and Realities of Health Care Reform," a full-
semester, 3-credit course for upper-level undergraduate 
students 

Health and Health Care Research 740 and 741, Rackham School of 2008 -
Graduate Studies, "Research on Organization, Financing, and 
Delivery of Health Care," two full-semester 3-credit courses 
for physician-investigators-in-training 

"Containing Health Care Costs," originator and lead instructor for 2010 - 2014 
annual M2 elective course, 6 hours of class time 

"History of Health Care Reform in the United States," instructor for 2011, 2013, 2015 
health policy module in the Public Policy and International 
Affairs program for minority undergraduates at Gerald R. 
Ford School of Public Policy, University of Michigan 

"Understanding and Improving the US Healthcare System," 2013 -
lead developer and lead faculty for massive open online course 
provided on the global Coursera platform 

Public Policy 750, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy: "Medicaid 2015 
as an Innovative and Challenging Safety Net," a half-semester, 
I-credit course for master's-level students 

Clinical Mentorship 

Internal Medicine & Pediatrics residency program, weekly 
resident continuity clinic preceptor at Canton Health Center, 
University of Michigan 

Internal Medicine & Pediatrics residency program, ad hoc 
resident continuity clinic preceptor at Canton Health Center, 
University of Michigan 

Research Mentorship 

July 2000 - December 2006 

January 2007 -

Internal Medicine & Pediatrics residency program, July 2000 -
resident research mentor, University of Michigan 
(1-3 residents mentored each academic year) 

Core Faculty, Pediatric Health Services Research Fellowship Program, July 2000 -
Division of General Pediatrics, University of Michigan 
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(1-4 fellows mentored each academic year) 
Affiliated Faculty, Robert Wood Johnson Clinical Scholars Program, July 2000 - June 2004 

University of Michigan (1-2 fellows mentored each academic 
year) 

Core Faculty, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Clinical Scholars July 2004 -
Program, University of Michigan (3-10 fellows mentored 
each academic year) 

COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE 

Admissions Committee, Harvard Medical School 
Residency Selection Committee, Harvard Combined Program in 

Medicine and Pediatrics 
Member, Residency Selection Committee, Departments of Pediatrics 

and Communicable Diseases and Internal Medicine, 
University of Michigan 

Member, Resident Research Committee, Department of Pediatrics, 
University of Michigan 

Member of Judging Panel, Annual Resident Research Day, 
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital, Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Member, 2006 Annual Meeting Planning Committee, AcademyHealth 
Lead Faculty Advisor, Medical School and Gerald R. Ford School 

of Public Policy Dual Degree MD/MPP Program, 
University of Michigan 

Pediatric Clinical Research Committee, University of Michigan 
Member, External Planning Committee, Annual National 

Immunization Conference 
Faculty Lead, Medical School coursework in Health Policy and 

Health Economics, Ml-M3 years, University of Michigan 
Member, Instructional Track Appointments, Promotions, and Tenure 

Committee, Department of Pediatrics and Communicable 
Diseases, University of Michigan 

Member, Grand Rounds Committee, Department of Pediatrics and 
Communicable Diseases, University of Michigan 

Member, Child Health Initiative Working Group, Michigan Institute 
for Clinical and Health Research (MICHR), University of 
Michigan 

Member, Search Committee, Founding Director of the Institute of 
Healthcare Policy and Innovation, University of Michigan 

Member, Harvard Medical School Alumni Council 
Co-Chair, Inaugural Events for the Institute for Healthcare Policy 

and Innovation, University of Michigan 
Member, Research and Policy Committee, Center for Healthcare 

Research and Transformation 
Member, Selection Committee for the Michigan Institute of 

Clinical and Health Research (MICHR) Mentor Award 
Member, Institute Leadership Team, Institute for Healthcare Policy 
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and Innovation, University of Michigan 
Member, Search Committee for Associate Dean for Clinical and 2015 

Translational Research, University of Michigan 

EXTRAMURAL INVITED PRESENT A TIO NS 

"Methodological issues in the application of quality-adjusted June 2001 
life-years to interventions regarding children." Presentation 
at Environmental Protection Agency of white paper submitted 
as background for the Child Health Evaluation Handbook, 
Washington, DC. 

"Vaccine shortages and vaccine economics." Presented at the March 2002 
National Immunization Program, Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA. 

"Increasing costs of public-sector purchase of childhood vaccines." March 2003 
Presented at the National Immunization Program, 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 
Atlanta, GA. 

"Insurance transitions for children and adults." Grand Rounds, June 2003 
Harvard Combined Program in Internal Medicine and 
Pediatrics, Boston, MA. 

"Adult vaccine benefit coverage in employer-sponsored health plans." March 2004 
Presented at the National Immunization Program, 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA. 

"Insurance coverage of vaccines." Presented to the National Vaccine February 2005 
Advisory Committee, Washington, DC. 

"Considering the costs of vaccines." Presented at the National March 2005 
Immunization Program, Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, Atlanta, GA. 

"Old challenges, new opportunities in insurance coverage for November 2005 
adult vaccines." Presented to the National Vaccine 
Advisory Committee, Washington, DC. 

"Addressing children's underinsurance through policy-relevant May 2006 
research." Presented within Pediatric Academic Societies 
Topic Symposium, "From Health Services Research to 
Public Policy," at annual PAS meeting, San Francisco, CA. 

"Counting the costs of childhood obesity." Grand Rounds, October 2006 
Department of Pediatrics, Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak, MI. 

"Vaccine financing strategies and industry research opportunities: April 2009 
the global perspective." Plenary presentation at the World 
Vaccine Congress, Washington, DC. 

"Innovation Bridge: New vaccines, new partnerships." Plenary September 2009 
presentation at the Developing Country Vaccine 
Manufacturers Network 10th annual meeting, Beijing, China. 

"Health care reform in the United States." Featured speaker at October 2009 
town hall meeting, Northville, MI. 

"Opportunities for health care reform during the Obama November 2009 
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administration." Featured speaker at quarterly meeting of the 
Washtenaw County Medical Society, Ann Arbor, MI. 

"A critical examination of legislative options for health care reform." December 2009 
Department oflnternal Medicine Journal Club, Saint Joseph 
Mercy Health System, Ann Arbor, MI. 

"Making sense of health policy reform." Grand Rounds, Department March 2010 
of Internal Medicine, Saint Joseph Mercy Hospital, 
Ann Arbor, MI. 

"Fresh challenges in the development and delivery of vaccines." June 2010 
Grand Rounds, Department of Pediatrics, Beaumont 
Hospital, Royal Oak, MI. 

"Illuminating the global R&D pipeline for prophylactic vaccines." December 2010 
Featured speaker, special presentation, International 
AIDS Vaccine Initiative, New York, NY. 

"Understanding challenges and opportunities in research and March 2011 
development of prophylactic vaccines." Featured guest 
lecturer, Bloomberg School of Public Health, The Johns 
Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD. 

"Characterizing and understanding the R&D pipeline for prophylactic April 2011 
vaccines." Presented at National Center for Influenza 
and Respiratory Diseases, Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, Atlanta, GA. 

"National Voices Project." Featured panel presenter at America May 2011 
Healing national meeting of grantees of the W.K. Kellogg 
Foundation, Asheville, NC. 

"Failings in pediatrics (and what health services research can do September 2011 
about them)." Featured faculty presenter, 1st Annual Child 
Health Services Research Symposium, Indiana University 
Purdue University at Indianapolis, Indianapolis, IN. 

"Addressing significant unmet needs through world class vaccine October 2011 
pipelines." Featured plenary speaker, World Vaccine 
Congress, Lyon, France. 

"Challenges and opportunities in research, development and financing February 2012 
of prophylactic vaccines." Featured guest lecturer, 
Bloomberg School of Public Health, The Johns Hopkins 
University, Baltimore, MD. 

"Challenges and successes in new vaccine development for adults." October 2012 
Grand Rounds speaker, Saint John's Hospital, Detroit, MI. 

"National Voices Project." Featured panel presenter at America April 2013 
Healing national meeting of grantees of the W.K. Kellogg 
Foundation, Asheville, NC. 

"Clinical implications of healthcare reform for academic medical October 2013 
centers." Association of Academic Internal Medicine 
annual meeting, New Orleans, LA. 

"Making progress but losing ground: the quicksand of infant mortality March 2014 
in the United States." Snyder Memorial Lecture, Swarthmore 
College, Swarthmore, PA. 

"The Million Hearts Initiative: Can the Affordable Care Act May 2014 
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deliver?" Million Hearts Initiative Workshop, Okemos, MI. 
"What if we asked the public?" Grand Rounds presentation, Royal August 2014 

Children's Hospital, Melbourne, Australia. 
"Infant mortality as a state health priority and key index of October 2014 

population health in Michigan." Health Policy guest 
lecturer, Oakland University William Beaumont Medical 
School, Troy, MI. 

"Health services research and impact of the field of infant mortality October 2014 
research." Keynote speaker, annual meeting of the Midwest 
Society of Pediatric Research, Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, 
OH. 

"What if we asked the public? Measuring attitudes, influencing policy." January 2015 
Grand Rounds presentation, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA. 

"From affecting to effecting health policy: focusing on population January 2015 
health as a physician, researcher, and government official." 
Grand Rounds presentation, Brigham & Women's Hospital, 
Boston, MA. 

"Importance of addressing neonatal abstinence syndrome in Michigan." May 2015 
Keynote address for statewide symposium: NAS-Primary 
and Secondary Prevention; a Team Approach. Okemos, MI. 

"In the belly of the policy beast: Data, debate, and the value of the May 2015 
academic voice." Policy Lab Seminar presentation, Children's 
Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA. 

"MHA Keystone Pain Management: Why, who, what, how?" May 2015 
Keynote address, Michigan Health and Hospitals Association 
Keystone Symposium, Dearborn, MI. 

SELECTED OTHER PRESENTATIONS 

"Parental depression as a determinant of undervaccination among 
preschool-aged children." Plenary presentation, 
Robert Wood Johnson Clinical Scholars Program 
annual meeting, Ft. Lauderdale, FL. 

"The future of childhood vaccine costs in the public sector." 
Platform presentation, Robert Wood Johnson Clinical 
Scholars Program annual meeting, Ft. Lauderdale, FL. 

"Cost-effectiveness analysis of immunization strategies regarding 
smallpox bioterrorism." Platform presentation, 
Society of General Internal Medicine annual meeting, 
Atlanta, GA. 

"State-level demographic, economic, and political factors associated 
with children's vaccination rates." Oral presentation, 
AcademyHealth annual meeting, Washington, D.C. 

"Factors associated with transitions in children's health insurance." 
Platform presentation, Pediatric Academic Societies 
annual meeting, Seattle, WA. 

"Projected economic impact of childhood vaccine shortages." 
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Platform presentation, Pediatric Academic Societies 
annual meeting, Seattle, WA. 

"Decline in varicella-related hospitalizations and expenditures after May 2004 
introduction of varicella vaccine." Platform presentation, 
Pediatric Academic Societies annual meeting, 
San Francisco, CA. 

"State school and daycare entry laws associated with higher varicella May 2004 
immunization rates." Platform presentation, Pediatric 
Academic Societies annual meeting, San Francisco, CA. 

"Healthcare utilization and expenditures associated with adults' May 2004 
transitions in health insurance status." Platform presentation, 
Society of General Internal Medicine annual meeting, 
Chicago, IL. 

"Preferences and tradeoffs for preventive services in health plans." May 2004 
Platform presentation, Society of General Internal Medicine 
annual meeting, Chicago, IL. 

"Attitudes of medical subspecialists regarding influenza vaccine." March 2004 
Oral presentation, National Immunization Conference, 
Nashville, TN. 

"Benefits coverage for adult vaccines in employer-sponsored March 2004 
health plans." Oral presentation, National Immunization 
Conference, Nashville, TN. 

"Assessing the potential effect of programmatic changes in Medicaid June 2005 
and SCRIP on children's uninsured rates." Research panel 
presentation at the 2005 annual Child Health Services 
Research Meeting of AcademyHealth, Washington, D.C. 

"How many successes and how many failures? Vaccine development March 2009 
in the United States, 1995-2008." Oral presentation, 
National Immunization Conference, Dallas, TX. 

"How many successes and how many failures? Vaccine development May 2009 
in the United States, 1995-2008." Oral symposium 
presentation, Pediatric Academic Societies annual meeting, 
Baltimore, MD. 

"Implications of national health care reform for the University of May 2010 
Michigan Health System." Presentation to the Regents of 
the University of Michigan. 

"Implications of racial/ethnic diversity for health in the United June 2011 
States-2030." Featured speaker, Society 2030 meeting, 
Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan. 

"Focusing on passion, difference, and service." Keynote presentation August 2014 
at graduation of the Michigan Health Sciences Summer 
Institute I Undergraduate Research Academy, University 
of Michigan. 
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Opinion/Editorial Publications in Lay Press (non-peer-reviewed) 

1) Davis MM. Expanding kids' care won't socialize medicine. The Detroit News. October 10, 2007. 
2) Osta AD, Davis MM. 'Going green' means gasping for air. The Detroit News. January 9, 2008. 
3) Tarini BA, Davis MM. Laws won't erase genetic dilemmas. The Detroit News. May 28, 2008. 
4) Davis MM. Use Michigan's existing tobacco laws to cover e-cigarettes. The Detroit Free Press. 
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Eric P. Rothstein, CPA 
Principal 

Education 

MA, Economics, University of California-Davis, 1983 
AB., Economics, Ripon College, 1981 

Distinguishing Qualifications 

• Experienced Project Manager that has established strategic financial plans and designed rates for some of 
the nation's largest, most complex infrastructure programs and has secured acceptance of major, multi
year rate increases in politically charged environments. 

• Expert in regionalization, facilitation of complex decisions affecting diverse stakeholder groups, evaluation 
of public/private partnerships, and strategic business planning. 

• National leadership roles in the water industry including the Water Environment Federation (WEF) Utility 
Management Committee and American Water Works Association's (AWWA) Competitive Practices and 
Rates and Charges Committees. 

Expert Witness Depositions and Testimony 

+ Direct Testimony by Declaration (2014) - Superior Court Of California, County of Los Angeles, Central District, 
Cities of Cerritos, Downey and Signal Hill vs. Water Replenishment District of Southern California, Lead Case 
No. Bs128136 

+ Expert Witness Testimony (2013) - Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board: In the Matter of a Joint Application by 
the Halifax Regional Water Commission and the Halifax-Dartmouth Bridge Commission for a Determination of 
Appropriate Charges Related to the Use of the Angus L. Macdonald. (M06127) 

+ Expert Report (2013) - San Diego County Water Authority v. Metropolitan Water District of Southern 
California, Case No: CPF-10-510830 and CPF-12-512466, Superior Court of California, County of San 
Francisco, regarding rate setting challenges. 

+ Expert Witness Testimony (2013) -Hawaii Public Utilities Commission, In the Matter of the Application of 
Hawaiian Beaches Water Company, Inc., for review and approval of rate increases; revised rate schedules, 
Docket No. 2013-0203. 

+ Deposition And Expert Witness Testimony (2013): United States Bankruptcy Court, Northern District Of 
Alabama, Southern Division, In Re: Jefferson County, Alabama, a political subdivision of the State Of 
Alabama, Debtor, Case No.: 11-05736-Tbb, Chapter 9, The Bank Of New York Mellon as Indenture 
Trustee, et al., Plaintiffs v. Jefferson County, Alabama, Defendant, AP No.: 12-00016-Tbb, 

+ Expert Witness Testimony (2013) - Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board: Application for the Approval of a 
Schedule of Rates and Charges and Schedule of Rules and Regulations for the Delivery of Water, 
Wastewater and Stormwater Services, Matter No. M05463 



+ Expert Witness Testimony (2012) - Public Service Commission of Wisconsin: Application of City of 
Waukesha Water Utility, Waukesha County, Wisconsin, for Authority to Increase Water Rates Docket No. 
6240-WR-107 

+ Expert Witness Testimony (2009-2011) - United States District Court, Northern District of Georgia, Atlanta 
Division, United States of American and the State of Georgia, Plaintiffs v. The City of Atlanta, Defendant, 
Civil Action File No. 1-98-CV-1956-TWT. (various hearings re: Schedule Extension, Service Delivery 
Strategy) 

+ Expert Witness Testimony (2012) - Public Service Commission of Wisconsin: Application of Oak Creek 
Water and Sewer Utility For Authority to Increase Water Rates, Docket No. 4310-WR-104 

+ Expert Witness Testimony (2011) - Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board: Application of the Halifax 
Regional Water Commission for approval of a Cost of Service and Rate Design Methodology (NSUARB-W
HRWC-R-11) 

+ Expert Witness Testimony (2010, 2014) - Public Service Commission of Wisconsin: Application of 
Milwaukee Water Works, Milwaukee Water Works, Milwaukee County for Authority to Increase Water 
Rates, Docket No. 3720-WR-107 and Docket No. 3720-WR-108 

• Deposition (2010): The Bank of New York v. Jefferson County, Alabama, Civil Action No. CV-2009-02318. 

• Expert Witness Testimony (2009) - Illinois Commerce Commission, Illinois-American Water Company, 
Proposed general increase in water and sewer rates, Docket No: 07-0507 

• Expert Witness Testimony (2009) - In the Court of Appeals of Georgia; Fulton County Georgia et al. v. City 
of Atlanta, A08A2364 

Selected Key Project Experience 

For the U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Eastern District of Michigan, Southern Division Eric Rothstein has served 
as an independent utility advisor for mediation related to the creation of the Great Lakes Water Authority 
(GLWA). Following execution of a Memorandum of Understanding and Articles of Incorporation by the 
Incorporating Municipalities (City of Detroit, Macomb, Oakland and Wayne counties, and the State of Michigan), 
Mr. Rothstein was appointed to serve as Implementation Planning Program Manager for the standup of the 
GLWA- a regional utility serving approximately 40% of the population of the State of Michigan. 

For Water Replenishment District of Southern California, Eric Rothstein was engaged to provide an expert 
report related to the consistency of the District's rate setting requirements with industry-standard practices 
contemplating proportionate distribution of cost responsibilities based on cost causation. These practices are 
consistent with prescripts of State of California law. 

For Jefferson County, Alabama, Eric Rothstein has served as the County's rate consultant since 2010. He 
has reviewed cost-of service analyses and alternative rate proposals to address the County's outstanding sewer 
warrant obligations, developed revisions to its sewer rates approved in November 2012, and again in 
September 2013, and is leading strategic financial planning related to the County's bankruptcy Plan of 
Adjustment. Mr. Rothstein has been deposed and provided expert witness testimony in various court 
proceedings stemming from the County's declaration of bankruptcy in 2011, and has led development of a 
Municipal Advisor Report related to a planned Series 2013 Sewer Warrant issue to effectuate the County's exit 
from bankruptcy. 

For the Halifax Regional Water Commission, Eric Rothstein led development of a Cost of Service and Rate 
Design report to the Nova Scotia Utility and Accounting Review Board (NSUARB Docket No. NSUARB-W-



HRWC-R-11 ), in response to the Board's Order and Decision to hold separate hearings to determine 
appropriate ratemaking methodologies for Canada's first regulated water, wastewater and stormwater utility. 
Eric led preparation of the report and the development of cost allocation and rate design models to illustrate the 
implications of alternative methodological approaches. Eric supported development of HRWC's subsequent 
application for water, wastewater and stormwater rates filed with the NSUARB in December 2012 and provided 
expert witness testimony in support thereof in April 2012. In April 2014, Eric prepared a HRWC Cost Shares for 
Use of the Angus L. Macdonald Bridge and provided expert witness testimony in M06127 - Halifax-Dartmouth 
Bridge Commission/Halifax Regional Water Commission: Waterline on the Angus L. MacDonald Bridge - HDBC
G-14 

For the City of Atlanta, since 2004, Mr. Rothstein has served as the Department of Watershed Management's 
primary coordinator for its revenue bond issues used to finance its $3 billion wastewater Consent Decree 
program. This has included issues in 2004, 2008, 2009 (2), 2013 and 2015 and, in 2006, implementation of its 
Tax-Exempt Commercial Paper program with a shelf registration of $1.2 billion. Mr. Rothstein led development 
of the Department's Financial Capability Based Schedule Extension Request Report used to secure the City's 
13-year extension of its wastewater Consent Decree schedule. He prepared each of the Department's Financial 
Capability Assessment filings. He has led the development and updating of strategic financial planning tools for 
water and sewer rate development and policy-level consideration of overall program financing strategies (as 
well as detailed project expenditure, status, and schedule tracking). 

For the Egyptian Ministry of Housing, through a USAID contract, Mr. Rothstein developed guidance on tariff 
setting, capital project prioritization, and strategic planning for the newly established water and wastewater 
sector regulatory agency. The project involved the development of a guidance manual, detailed financial 
planning and cost-of-service analysis modeling, and testing of financial analysis and prioritization tools with four 
major Egyptian utilities. Mr. Rothstein has also provided presentations on financial planning and strategic 
planning principles to USAID staff and Technical Assistance contractors. 

For the Milwaukee Wholesale Customers, through sub-contracts with SHEH, Inc., Mr. Rothstein reviewed the 
Milwaukee Water Works rate increase applications filed in 2010 and 2014, reviewed pre-filed testimony, and 
offered expert witness testimony related to revenue requirements and appropriate rates of return at hearings 
before the Wisconsin Public Service Commission. 

For several wastewater permittees facing Consent Decrees including the City of Akron, East Bay Municipal 
Utility District, Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer Distric~ Metropolitan Sewer District of St. Louis, and the 
City and County of Honolulu, Mr. Rothstein has assisted in the conduct of financial capability assessments 
per EPA prescribed methodologies and in the development of alternative approaches to assessment that more 
appropriately reflect utility capital financing options. These efforts have been used in the formulation of 
negotiation positions related to the scope and schedule of potential Consent Decree provisions. Mr. Rothstein 
is currently engaged with the City of Peoria, IL and with the Guam Waterworks Authority, in similar Consent 
Decree negotiations. 

For the National Association of Clean-Water Agencies, Mr. Rothstein has served as Principal Author for the 
development of several of the association's white papers and publications related to Financial Capability 
Assessments used to develop wastewater Consent Decree schedules. These publications include NACWA's 
Financial Capability and Affordability in Wet Weather Negotiations (2007), and The Evolving Landscape for 
Financial Capability Assessment: Clean Water Act Negotiations and the Opportunities of Integrated Planning 
(2013). These papers provide critical reviews of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) 
established policies and guidance on financial capability assessments for wet weather programs and offers 
practical guidance for negotiations on enforcement policies and practices related to consideration of financial 
capability. 



For the City of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Mr. Rothstein served as Project Manager for a comprehensive cost-of
service rate studies for the City's water, wastewater and stormwater systems conducted in 1997 and 2012. In 
1997, the consulting team facilitated decision-making through an extensive public involvement process that 
featured monthly meetings of a Citizen's Advisory Committee comprised of a diverse set of stakeholder 
representatives. For both studies, detailed cost allocation analyses were conducted and customized computer 
rate analysis models developed to facilitate rate updating for budgetary changes, revision to cost allocations, 
and rate design modifications. 

For Augusta-Richmond County, Georgia, Mr. Rothstein has provided strategic financial planning, bond 
feasibility and comprehensive cost-of-service rate assistance since 2000. Strategic financial planning facilitated 
the City's adoption of a seven-year, 11 percent per annum rate increase schedule to support infrastructure re
investment in excess of $400 million. Mr. Rothstein managed 3 bond feasibility studies over the course of the 
program implementation, helping the County to secure strong credit ratings and favorable financing. A cost-of
service study in 2004 involved special queries of a new billing system for development of user characteristic 
data and consideration of specific cost assignments for previously unsewered portions of the County's 
wastewater system. 

Previous to his work as a utility management consultant, Mr. Rothstein served in several financial management 
positions for the City of Austin, Texas. In this capacity, he directed staffs of up to 22 members in utility 
ratemaking, evaluation of regionalization alternatives and proposed utility investments, analysis of capital 
financing options, internal control evaluation, and revenue forecasting. 

Certifications I Professional Licenses 

Certified Public Accountant 
Oregon License No. 7998, June 1995 

Membership in Professional Organizations 

American Water Works Association 
• Strategic Management Practices Committee 
• Rates and Charges Sub-Committee 

Chair, Water Rate Structures and Pricing, AWWA M34 
Member, Water Rates, AWWA, M1 

International Water Association 
• Economics and Statistics Specialist Group 
• Editorial Board, Utility Management International (2008-2012) 

National Association of Clean Water Agencies 
• Utility Management Committee 

Water Environment Federation 
• Utility Management Committee 

• 
• 
• 

Chair, Finance and Administration Sub-Committee 

Chair, Financing and Charges for Wastewater Systems (M27), Manual of Practice Task Force 

Coordinator, Asset Management Hot Topics Workshops, 2005 - 2007 

• Technical Practice Committee, Vice Chair 

Selected Publications 



Sustainability Reporting Statements for Wastewater Systems, WEF Special Publication, October 2012 (Task 
Force Chair, Chapter 1 Author) 

"The Business Case for Low Income Affordability Programs," Proceedings of the AWWA-WEF Utility 
Management Conference, Miami, FL, February 2012. 

GBMSD's Strategic Planning: A Portfolio Management Approach to Effective Utility Management" with Tom 
Sigmund, Proceedings of the AWWA-WEF Utility Management Conference, Miami, FL, February 2012. 

"Financial Sustainability in an Uncertain World" with Debbie Galardi, Water Utility Management International, 
vol. 6, issue 4 (December 2011) pp. 23-27. 

"Developing A Financially Sustainable Capital Program to Meet Consent Decree Requirements", Proceedings of 
the Water Environment Federation Technology Exposition and Conference (WEFTEC), October 2009 

"Regionalization of Water Service in Central Florida: Capacity Rights Contracting for the Yankee Lake WTF", 
Proceedings of the American Water Works Association (AWWA) Annual Conference and Exposition, June 2007 
and the Florida Water Resources Conference, April 2007 

"Affordability Tools," Section 8: Affordability Special Publication, Water Environment Federation, 2007 

"Tough Choices in Paradise: Capital Project Prioritization on Oahu," with Ross Kaneko, Barry Usagawa, Scott 
Muraoka and Jason Takaki, Proceedings of the American Water Works Association (AWWA) - Water 
Environment Federation (WEF) Joint Management Conference, February 2007 and Proceedings of the 
American Water Works Association (AWWA) Annual Conference and Exposition, June 2007. 

"Financial Sustainability As A Foundation For Infrastructure Development And Management: Best Practices" 
with Debbie Galardi, Water Utility Management International, vol. 2, issue 1 (March 2007) pp. 10-13 

Selected Presentations I Seminars 

"Exit from Bankruptcy: Jefferson County, Alabama's Historic Plan of Adjustment and $1.7 Billion Sewer Warrant 
Issue Sustainability Reporting Statements for Wastewater Systems", Utility Management Conference, Austin, 
TX, February 2015. 

"The Business Case for Sustainability Reporting", Sustainability Reporting Statements for Wastewater Systems 
Special Publication Workshop, WEFTEC 2013, October 2013. 

"Building Support for Rate Increases" Central States Water Environment Federation, May 17, 2013 

"Which Direction is Your Utility Heading", 2012 Illinois City Managers Association, Galena, Illinois, June 28, 
2012 

"Financial Sustainability in an Uncertain World", Illinois AWWA, March 2012 

"Doing More With Less: Financial Planning and Management in Stressful Times", Central States Water 
Environment Federation Wisconsin Government Affairs Seminar, February 23, 2012 

"Financing Water Utilities' Sustainability Initiatives: Challenging Institutionalized Governance and Market 
Failures" with Debbie Galardi, Proceedings of the 2012 AWWA Water Sustainability Conference, Portland, 
Oregon, March 2012. 

"Building Support for Rate Increases", 2012 Central States Water Environment Association (CSWEA) 
Government Affairs Seminar, Madison, WI, February 2012. 

"A Season on The Brink: Atlanta's Financial Capability Based Consent Decree Extension" presented at the 
2011 AWWA-WEF Utility Management Conference, Denver, CO, February 2011. 

"Making Wet Weather Affordable: Never Let A Good Crisis Go To Waste", National Association of Clean Water 
Agencies Winter Conference, Fort Lauderdale, FL, January 2011. 



"Water Efficiency Programs: Risk Management for an Uncertain World", Wisconsin Water Association 
Conservation Seminar, September 2011. 

"Financial Capability Assessment Revisited: Structuring Consent Decrees To Recognize Capital Financing 
Constraints And Market Change" presented at the 2010 AWWA-WEF Utility Management Conference, San 
Francisco, CA, February 2010. 

"Rock River Water Reclamation District Strategic Financial Planning", Illinois Association of Wastewater 
Agencies, September 17, 2009 

"Socially Responsible Investment in Water Quality: Balancing Community Priorities and Pricing", American 
Water Works Association Annual Conference and Exposition, Atlanta, GA, June 2009. 

"Adaptive Financial Management", CSO Partnership, Chicago, April 2009 

"Capital Financing Strategies and Constraints: Lessons of the Political Economy ", National Association of Clean 
Water Agencies Winter Conference, Atlanta, GA, February 2009. 

"Atlanta's Water and Wastewater System Financing: An Update", American Water Works Association Annual 
Conference and Exposition, Atlanta, GA, June 2008. 

"Inside/Outside Rates: Forthcoming Refinements in the M1 Manual", American Water Works Association Annual 
Conference and Exposition, Atlanta, GA, June 2008. 

"Financial Capability Assessments & Affordability: Implications of EPA Criteria", American Water Works 
Association Annual Conference and Exposition, June 2007 

"Proven Financial Management Fundamentals Demonstrated Through National & International Case Studies" 
presented at the Illinois Section, American Water Works Association conference, Springfield, IL, March 2007 

"National Trends Define Strategic Planning Imperatives," presented at the Wisconsin Section, American Water 
Works Association conference, Wisconsin Dells, WI, September 2006, and Wisconsin Water Environment 
Association Government Affairs seminar, Madison, WI, March 2007. 

"Financial Capability and the Cost of Clean" presented at the National Association of Clean Water Agencies, 
Winter Conference, St. Petersburg, FL; February 2007. 



To: Governor Rick Snyder 
From: JA 
Re: Flint After Action Meeting 
Date: October 20, 2015 

Governor, 

Attached is a draft press release to be reviewed with the after action team tomorrow morning. 

In addition, Rich & Harvey are vetting & reaching out to potential Flint resident to join the task force: 

1) Dr. Lawrence Reynolds, MD of Mott Children's Hospital, long standing and respected member of the Flint community, 
speaks his mind and very professional. 

Rich will invite him to the meeting tomorrow by phone or in person. 

Attached are resumes for Kolb, Dr. Davis, and Eric Rothstein. 

Draft Agenda: 

1) Introductions 
2) Mission ofTask Force 
3) Background Info 
4) Discussion of Timeline 
5) Q & A from Task Force Members 
6) Communications Strategy/Review Press Release 

Suggested Goals for Task Force: 

1) Thorough review of all steps taken in Flint regarding switch to Flint River and back GLWA. 
a. Create Timeline of actions 
b. Establish why each action was taken 

2) Review of role of Feds, EM, State, City Council, and Mayor in process. 
a. Establish best practices for Feds, State, Local, and EM to work together in future situations 
b. Indicate where coordination could have been and should be improved 

3) Review of DEQ & DHHS actions & protocols 
a. Did DEQ & DHHS follow the proper procedures? 
b. Do the procedures need to change? 

4) Provide guidance for switch back to GWLA 
a. Ensure proper corrosion controls & testing is in place 
b. Highlight steps for eventual switch to Karegnondi 

5) Testing Beyond Flint 
a. What practices need to change in communities outside of Flint? 
b. What change in law is recommended to ensure all Michiganders are drinking clean water? 

Suggested Timeline: 

The task force members have indicated that 2 months is the earliest possible time to properly conduct a full after action 
report. In reality, they suggest 3 months is more feasible. Given the holidays, a 2 month timeline puts us roughly right 
around Christmas. I would suggest we set a 3 month goal. 



Oct 21: After Action Team Announced 
Jan 8: Preliminary After Action Report Submitted for Internal Review 
Jan 22: Final After Action Report Submitted 
Week of January 25: Report Released 
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Contacts: 
Sara Wurfel or Dave Murray 
517-335-6397 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Wednesday, Oct. 21, 2015 

Gov. Rick Snyder announces formation of Flint Water 
After Action Report Commission 

Experts will provide ongoing monitoring of city water system 

LANSING, Mich. - Gov. Rick Snyder today announced a new task force to review the 
state's actions regarding water usage and testing in Flint. The commission will conduct 
a thorough review and lay out recommendations on future guidelines for water testing. It 
will also monitor the transition of Flint's city water system back to the Great Lakes Water 
Authority, and its eventual transition to the Karegnondi Water Authority pipeline. 

The commission will be co-chaired by Ken Sikkema of Public Sector Consultants and 
Chris Kolb, of the Michigan Environmental Council. Also serving will be Dr. Matthew 
Davis of the University of Michigan Health System, and Eric Rothstein, of the Galardi 
Rothstein Group. 

"As stated previously, transitioning back to the Great Lakes Water Authority is a good 
first step to protecting public health in Flint, but it's not the last step," Snyder said. 
"Bringing in outside experts to evaluate our actions and help monitor and advise on 
technical issues will be key to continuing work on the comprehensive action plan and 
ensuring safe drinking water for all the citizens of Flint." 

Ken Sikkema is a senior policy fellow at Public Sector Consultants, where he 
specializes in public finance, environment, and energy policy. Prior to joining the firm, 
Sikkema served in both the Michigan House and Senate, culminating with four years as 
Senate Majority Leader. He has also served as both an adjunct and visiting professor at 
Grand Valley State University. 

Chris Kolb is president of the Michigan Environmental Council, a statewide coalition of 
70 environmental, public health and faith-based nonprofit groups. Before joining the 
MEC, Kolb represented Ann Arbor in the state House for six years and served eight 
years on the Ann Arbor City Council. He has been president of the MEC for eight years. 

Matthew Davis, M.D., M.A.P.P., is Professor of Pediatrics and Internal Medicine at the 
University of Michigan Health System and Professor of Public Policy at the Gerald R. 
Ford School at the University of Michigan, having joined the faculty in 2000. He is the 
founding Director of the C.S. Mott Children's Hospital National Poll on Children's Health 
and the National Voices Project. Dr. Davis also previously served as the Chief Medical 
Executive of the Michigan Department of Community Health/Department of Health and 
Human Services. 



Eric Rothstein is a national water issues consultant and principal at the Galardi 
Rothstein Group. He served as an independent advisor on the creation of the Great 
Lakes Water Authority. Rothstein also has served as Jefferson County, Alabama's rate 
consultant and municipal advisor for litigation related to the county's bankruptcy and 
issuance of $1.7 billion in sewer warrants and led strategic financial planning for the City 
of Atlanta's Department of Watershed Management. He has more than 30 years of 
experience in water, wastewater and stormwater utility finance and rate-making 
assessments. 

As Gov. Snyder previously stated, reconnecting with the authority will not completely 
resolve the city's problem with lead service lines or aging infrastructure. It will take time 
for pipes in Flint to become coated with the phosphate corrosion control. 

To best protect public health, state and local authorities will continue to carry out steps 
outlined on Oct. 2 in a comprehensive action plan, including continued testing, the use 
of faucet filters and providing residents with accurate information about steps to 
eliminate lead exposure. The Michigan Departments of Environmental Quality is 
continuing to provide free water filters, free lead testing through the state laboratory for 
Flint water customers, and hiring additional staff to conduct health exposure monitoring 
for lead in drinking water. 

#### 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Purpose: Per RB 

Participants: 

RDS/DM/JA/EC/RB/DMurray/HH/DWyant/NLyon/MAnderson - Flint After Action Call 
By Phone 

Tue 11/24/2015 4:30 PM 
Tue 11/24/2015 5:00 PM 

(none) 

Accepted 

GovCalendar 
Baird, Richard (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); 

Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Scott, Allison (GOV); 
Murray, David (GOV); Anderson, Madhu (DEQ) 

Matt Davis, Professor of Pediatrics & Internal Medicine U of M 
Chris Kolb, President - Michigan Environmental Council 
Ken Sikkema, Senior Policy Fellow - Public Sector Consultants 
Eric Rothstein, Principal - Galardi & Rothstein Group 
Larry Reynolds, Pediatrician Mott Children's Health Center 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 
Recurrence Pattern: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Ken Sikkema 
Senior Policy Fellow 
Public Sector Consultants 
PH: 517-484-4954 
ksikkerna(i}'pscjnc.corn 

Flint Water Advisory Task Force 
Conference Call 517-484-4954 

Wed 12/16/2015 9:30 AM 
Wed 12/16/2015 12:00 PM 

Weekly 
every Wednesday from 9:30 AM to 12:00 PM 

Meeting organizer 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 



To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

1. Review Agenda 9:30-9:35am 

Flint Water Advisory Task Force 

January 6, 2016 

9:30am-12:00pm 

Michigan Environmental Council 

602 W. Ionia, Lansing, MI 48933 

2. Brief Update since sending the Second Letter to Governor 9:35-9:SOam 

3. Task Force Work Plan 9:50-11:30am 

a. FWATF Workplan Update 

b. Status of Interviews 

C. Report Outline 

d. Major Next Steps 

e. Press Interactions 

f. U.S. Attorney Investigation 

4. Harvey Hollins Report 11:30-11-4Sam (unless already covered in earlier discussions) 

a. Update on proposed FWIACC 

b. Meeting between Mayor and Governor 

5. "Round Robin"-lssues Task Force Members Want to Raise-11:45-11:SSam 

6. Task Force Logistics-11:55-12:00pm 

a. Next Meetings 



i. January 14, 2016--PSC 



To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 



To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Chris Kolb <chris@environmentalcouncil.org > 
Tuesday, January 05, 2016 12:14 PM 
Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Re: Flint Water Advisory Task Force Meeting 
Draft Agenda 1-6-16.docx 

Attached please find a draft agenda. It has the call-in information on it, and I have included it below: 

If the is a problem connecting have Harvey call my cell phon 

9539. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks! 

Chris 

r the office number (517) 487-

On Tue, Jan 5, 2016 at 12:10 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <davtons3_@michigan.gov> wrote: 

Greetings Chris, 

Harvey will participating via phone for tomorrow's meeting. Is there a call in-number and will you 
please send the meeting agenda? 

Thank you, 

-Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 

Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 

Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 

3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 

Detroit, Ml 48202 



3·13.456.4994 (office) 

g_[9_yt9_o_§J@rn_[g_b_i_g_-sl.O.c.9.9_v. 

From: Chris Kolb [mailto:chris@environmentalcouncil.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 11:40 AM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan_gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh(d)michigan.gov> 

Subject: Flint Water Advisory Task Force Meeting 

Rich and Harvey, 

Are you both planning on being at tomorrow's Flint Water Advisory Task Force meeting? If so, I will forward 
you an agenda and let you know that the meeting is at our (MEC) office, 602 W. Ionia, Lansing, MI 
48933. Amble parking in the back, enter from the back parking lot. 

Thanks! 

Chris 

Chris Kolb, President & CEO 
Michigan Environmental Council 
602 W. Ionia 
Lansing, MI 48933 

,)J}_AQ!._2519 (office) 
517.487.9541 (fax) ----------------------------------· 

Sign up ±!Jr our Electronic Nevv·sletter! 

\VVV\V. environmentalcouncil. orn ----------------------------------------------------------------------------0' 

'v,rw·w.twitter.corn/ck:olb 
\V\V'vV. t\vitwr. com/mi chen vcouncil_ 

Chris Kolb, President & CEO 
Michigan Environmental Council 
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602 W. Ionia 
Lansing, MI 48933 

517.487.9539 (office) 
517.487.9541 (fax) 

Sign up for our Electronic Nevvsletter! 

Vv'>\'W. environmentalcou nci l. org 
v,,rww. twitter. com/ckolb 
V-./'.vw.twitter.com/michcnvcouncil 
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Flint Water Advisory Task Force 

January 6, 2016 
9:30am-12:00pm 

Michigan Environmental Council 
602 W. Ionia, Lansing, Ml 48933 

1. Review Agenda 9:30-9:35am 

2. Brief Update since sending the Second Letter to Governor 9:35-9:SOam 

3. Task Force Work Plan 9:50-11:30am 

a. FWATF Workplan Update 

b. Status of Interviews 

C. Report Outline 

d. Major Next Steps 

e. Press Interactions 

f. U.S. Attorney Investigation 

4. Harvey Hollins Report 11:30-11-4Sam (unless already covered in earlier discussions) 

a. Update on proposed FWIACC 

b. Meeting between Mayor and Governor 

5. "Round Robin"-lssues Task Force Members Want to Raise-11:45-11:SSam 

6. Task Force Logistics-11:55-12:00pm 

a. Next Meetings 

i. January 14, 2016--PSC 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Wednesday, October 07, 2015 4:08 PM 
'Brian Larkin' 

RE: Flint City Council KWA Vote 

Thank you, Brian. Please copy me also when you send the actual resolution. Your help is greatly 
appreciated. 

Stacie 

From: Brian Larkin [mailto:blarkin@flintandgenesee.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 3:38 PM 
To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <claytons3@michigan.gov> 
Subject: Flint City Council KWA Vote 

Still waiting on hearing back from the city to get the original resolution but here are the mlive pieces that covered it 
from March until July. The meeting when the vote was held was March 25, 2013 

March 25th 2013 Flint council supports buying water from Lake Huron through KWA 

h.t.tr..J.!.v.(~'.'{_\'.(!I!.\i.V.t::.(0.0JI.D?Y'{,~it.H.mt.uf:l.f:'.?;,J~f/?QlJ!QJf f.!.tD ... (itY...S.0.\!.Dt0. .. ?lY!.\G ... 0.f:'.\~.Y.:.httJ! 
The Flint City Council voted 7-1 to get 16 million gallons per day from the Karegnondi \Vat.er Authority. 

th ·ward councilperson Dale WeighiU was absent 
:3rd ·ward councilperson Bryant Nolden opposed 
The rest were in favor. 

March 25th, 2013 Flint City Council approves resolution to buy water from Karegnondi, state approval still needed 

h.t.t.P..:!Jw.w.w./!.!i.\Y.?.'.~.9.0./.0g_w.~!.f.H.G.til.G.¢..??(.g;f./.?.P.rt/.G}!.f.\l.G.Le;:.ltLf??.Y..G.i;.lL0.P.P.!:".1?..V.??U'.?,.h.t.mi. 
Under the proposal, Flint would get 16 rnillion gallons per day of raw water from Lake Huron, pipe it to Flint 
for treatment. and then sell it to eustomers throughout the City. Another 2 million gallons per day would come 
from the Flint River and will be treated in Flint, DEQ told the city it needed to get 18 million gallons per day or 
there would have to be additional work done at Flint's water planL Flint's water plant and the Flint River is 
currently the backup for Flint and Genesee County, however, the plant only operates four times per year. 

April 12th State gives Flint OK to join Karegnondi vVater Authority project, but Detroit gets to 
nrnke final offer 

The city of Flint has the state's blessing to join in construction of the planned Karegnondi vVater 
Authoritypipelh1c project once it reviews a final offer from the city of Detroit on I\.fonday, /\.pril 15. 



April 19th Governor steps into water war; set to meet with Genesee, Flint, Detroit today 

http: I! WW\V, rntivccom/nnvsjflint/inck;x,ssf/ 2013/ 04/ governor ___ _steps ___ into __ _1,v<1tcr ___ war, html #incm·t __ _rlver ___ de 
fault 

The meeting comes in the same ·vveek that the Flint and Genesee County rejected a final offer to 
continue buying water from Detroit and two days after Detroit gave Flint a notice of termination of its 
1965 ·water contract 

April 19th Detroit gives notice: It's terminating water contract covering I<'lint, Genesee County in 
one year 

The city of Detroit has given notice that it's terminating a nearly 50-year-old contract for selling water 
to Flint and the county next year. 

July 23"° Flint River now an option for drinking water following Detroit's termination of 

contract 

The Flint River ·vvas not a viable option to provide drinking water to city residents when the \'Vater 

relationship between Flint and Detroit was stable. But river water might be used temporarily as the 

city's 1.vater supply ncrw that Flint signed an agreement ·with the Karegnondi \'Yater Authority and will 

get up to 18 million gallons per day of raw water in 2016 from Lake Huron. The Flint River hadn't 

been an option, city officials previously said, because upgrades to Flint's water plant would be too 

expensive, the river didn't provide enough capacity to serve Flint residents' water needs and the 

Michigan Department of Environmental Quality would not allow it. 
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Brian Larkin 

Director, Core Initiatives 

Flint & C-ienesee Chamber ot Commerce 
519 S, Saginaw Street« Suite 200 « Flint .. Ml 48502 

810o1300J.406 810.600,1461 
WW'NSlintandGenesee.org 0 BLarkin@f'!intandGer:esee.org 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
This email message and any accompanying data or files is confidential and may contain privileged information intended only for the named recipient(s). If you are not 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Importance: 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Wednesday, October 07, 2015 4:26 PM 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

FW: Flint City Council KWA Vote 

KWA Contract (amended) 130165.2.pdf; CC Meeting Minutes 3-25-2013 (l).doc 

High 

Here is the 't<M/A reso. Brian is checking to see if there was an EM order to pull from the Flint river. 

Stacie 

From: Brian Larkin [mailto:blarkin@flintandgenesee.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 4:14 PM 

To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <claytons3@michigan.gov> 

Subject: RE: Flint City Council KWA Vote 

Brian Larkin 

Director. Core Initiatives 

Flint K Genesee Chamber of Cornrr,erce 

519 S. Saginaw Street"' Suite 7..00"' Flint, ~;11 48502 

U:'l 810.600.1406 "UJ 810.600.1.461 

www. Fl i ntandGenesee.org " f.L?:<.f.~i.0.@.f.!.\nt?:<.0.0.0.f!J?:\f?,.0tg 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
This email message and any accompanying data or files is confidential and may contain privileged information intended only for the named recipient(s). If you are not 
the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that the dissemination, distribution, and or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message 
in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please notify the sender at the email address above, delete this email from your computer, and destroy any copies in any 
form immediately. Receipt by anyone other than the named recipient(s) is not a waiver of any attorney-client, work product, or other applicable privilege. 

From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) [m.~i.\t~rt\FJ.Y.t.0.0,~}@.r.=Jithigf:1.f\W?-!.l 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 4:08 PM 

To: Brian Larkin <\?.\?:<.f.~i.0.@.f.!.[ntf:1.fi0.Rt.0.f\f.fJ?.rn> 
Subject: RE: Flint City Council KWA Vote 

Thank you, Brian. Please copy me also when you send the actual resolution. Your help is greatly 
appreciated. 

Stacie 

From: Brian Larkin [=,Eiilto'.bic1rkin@flintc1ndgen2secorg] 

Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 3:38 PM 



To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <holiinsh(i.Drnichigan.gov> 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <d0vtons3(@michig0n.gov> 

Subject: Flint City Council KWA Vote 

Still waiting on hearing back from the city to get the original resolution but here are the mlive pieces that covered it 
from March until July. The meeting when the vote was held was March 25, 2013 

March 25th 2013 Flint council supports buying water from Lake Huron through KWA 

http:i/www,rnlive.corn/n0ws/ffnttndex.ssfi2013/03/flinl city council again delav.htrnl 
The Flint City Council voted 7-1 to get 16 million gallons per day from the Karegnondi \,Yater Authority, 

th vVard councilperson Dale Weighill was absent 
3rd vVard councilperson Bryant Nolden opposed 
The rest were in favor. 

March 25th, 2013 Flint City Council approves resolution to buy water from Karegnondi, state approval still needed 

htti;d/www,mlh;e,wm/riews/fllnt/lndmu;sf/1013/03/fllnt city wursdl 0ppmv2s rnJitml 
lJ nder the proposal, Flint vvould get 16 million gal] ons per day of raw water from Lake Huron, pipe it to Flint 
for treatment and then sel1 it to customers throughout the City. Another 2 million gallons per day would come 
from the Flint River and will be treated in Flint. DEQ told the city it needed to get 18 million gallons per day or 
there would have to be additional work done at Flint's water plant. Flint's water plant and the Flint River is 
currently the backup for Flint and Genesee County, however, the plant only operates four times per year. 

April 12th State gives :Flint OK to join Karegnondi \,Vater Authority project, but Detroit gets to 
make final offer 

The city of Flint has the state's blessing to join in construction of the planned Karegnondi ·water 
Authoritypipeline prnjeet once it reviews a final offer from the city of Detroit on Monday, April 15. 

April 19th Governor steps into 1'vater "\Ivar; set to 111eet with Genesee, Flint, Detroit today 

hitp:/jww'N snlive,r;orn/ news/flint.Jindexs,f! 2013/ 04igoveiT1nr ... stcps __ jntn ... w::: ler ... waditrn1 #inc:::rt ... .ri ver ... de 
fault 

The meeting comes in the same week that the Flint and Genesee County rejected a final offer to 
continue buying water from Detroit and two days after Detroit gave Flint a notice of termination of its 
1965 'Nater contract. 
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April 19th Detroit gives notice: H's terminating ,vater contract covering Flint, Genesee County in 
one year 

b.t.t_p_://_v_,_y<1/{,l_"Hl.i_y_,~,_Q)XD/.D_<;;_vv_·,4fiint/.icFdf,'.:s,,~_fif/.:?QJ3/.04./.d.eJIQi.t _ _g.1ves __ notiCJ.' ___ U,~~ __ terrnic htrnl 

The city of Detroit has given notice that it's terminating a nearly 50-year-old contract for selling water 
to Flint and the county next year. 

July 23"d Flint River now an option for drinking water following Detroit's termination of 

contract 

The Flint River vvas not a viable option to provide drinking water to city residents when the water 

relationship between Flint and Detroit was stable. But river water might be used temporarily as the 

city's water supply now that Flint signed an agreement with the Karegnondi \Vater Authority and ·will 

get up to 18 million gallons per day of raw water in 2016 from Lake Huron. The Flint River hadn't 

been an option, city officials previously said, because upgrades to Flint's water plant would be too 

expensive, the river didn't provide enough capacity to serve Flint residents' -..vater needs and the 

Michigan Department of Environmental Quality would not allo-w it. 
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Brian Larkin 

Director. Core Initiatives 

Flint K Genesee Chamber of Cornrr,erce 

519 S. Saginaw Street"' Suite 7..00"' Flint, ~;11 48502 
U:'l 810.600.1406 ,:,: UJ 810.600.1461 

www. Fl i ntandGenesee.org " f.L?:<.f.~i.0.@.f.!.\nt?:<.0.0.0.f!J?:\f?,.0tg 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
This email message and any accompanying data or files is confidential and may contain privileged information intended only for the named recipient(s). If you are not 
the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that the dissemination, distribution, and or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message 
in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please notify the sender at the email address above, delete this email from your computer, and destroy any copies in any 
form immediately. Receipt by anyone other than the named recipient(s) is not a waiver of any attorney-client, work product, or other applicable privilege. 
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Resolution: 130165.2 

Presented: 3-11-13 

Adopted: 3-25-13 

AMENDED RESOLUTION TO PURCHASE CAPACITY 
FROM KAREGNONDI WATER AUTHORITY 

BY THE MAYOR: 

The Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) is a governmental consortium of cities and 
counties in southeastern Michigan that was created to build a water pipeline that will provide 
water from Lake Huron to interested communities in Sanilac, Lapeer, and Genesee counties. 
The incorporating bodies that created the KW A are Sanilac County, Lapeer County, Genesee 
County, the City of Flint, and the City of Lapeer. 

The City of Flint is currently in a year to year contract with the City of Detroit for the 
purchase of water. A study was conducted that projected that staying with Detroit will cost the 
region $2.1 billion over the next 25 years. In contrast, if the region builds its own pipeline, the 
projected costs are $1.9 billion over the same period. After the initial 25 year period, the 
projected costs would be less then 25% of the projected water costs from Detroit. 

In order to build the pipeline, the KW A needs commitment from its members regarding 
the capacity that each member will purchase in the pipeline. The KW A is allowed to withdraw 
85 million gallons of water per day. Capacity is available to members in increments of 1 million 
gallons per day known as units. For each unit of capacity that a member purchases, the buyer 
shall pay to the KWA a one time fee of $32,300.00. Additionally, the buyer shall pay to the 
KW A not less then $32,300.00 per unit per year until such time as water is made available to the 
buyer. After water is made available, the buyer shall pay to the KWA an estimated amount not 
to exceed $355,300.00 per unit per year until such time that the bonds are paid in full. If it is 
determined that the costs per unit will exceed $355,300.00 the buyer has a right to cancel the 
contract. 

The purchase of capacity along with the payment of other costs necessary to operate the 
pipeline gives the member a right to water for sale to its customers. The buyer has a right to 
resell capacity and water rights. Each party entering into a capacity contract shall also be 
entitled to appoint additional board members equal to the party's percentage share of the total 
capacity under contract. 

The City of Flint has decided that it is in its long term best interests to enter into a 
contract with the KWA to purchase SIXTEEN (16) units of capacity; plus TWO (2) units from 
the Flint River. 



IT IS RESOLVED that City officials are authorized to enter into a contract with KWA 
to purchase SIXTEEN (16) units of capacity, plus TWO (2) units from the Flint River. 

IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Administrator is authorized to provide 
KW A infonnation needed to administer the contract and, with approval of the Chief Legal 
Officer, to make minor (non-material) modifications to the contract. 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

Pet M. Bade 
C ef Legal Officer 

APPROVED BY MAYOR: 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

S:\JP\Ordinanccs and Resos\KWA.03.08.13.doc 

APPROVED AS TO FINANCE: 

Gerald Ambrose 
Finance Director 

APPROVED BY CITY COUNCIL 
ON: March 25, 2013 

~ .. ~-)1, -~ 
Inez Brown?} 
Clerk, City of Flint 

APPROVED BY 
CITY COUNCIL 

MAR 2 5 2013 

~--



City of Flint, Michigan 

Third Floor, City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, Michigan 48502 

www.cityofflint.com 

Meeting Minutes - Draft 

Monday, March 25, 2013 

5:33 PM 

Agenda amended to include Board of Hospital Managers appointments 

Council Chambers 

CITY COUNCIL 

Scott Kincaid, President, Ward 9 
Bryant W. Nolden, Vice President, Ward 3 

Claudia Croom, Ward 1 Jacqueline Poplar, Ward 2 
Joshua M. Freeman, Ward 4 Bernard Lawler, Ward 5 
Sheldon A. Neeley, Ward 6 Dale K. Weighi/1, Ward 7 

Michael J. Sarginson, Ward 8 

Inez M. Brown, City Clerk 



CITY COUNCIL Meeting Minutes - Draft March 25, 2013 

CALL TO ORDER 
President Scott Kincaid called the meeting to order at 5:33 p.m. 

ROLL CALL 
Councilperson Michael Sarginson arrived at 5:37 p.m. 

Present: Councilperson: Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson 
Freeman, Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, 
Kincaid, Councilperson Weighill and Councilperson Croom 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
Councilperson Sheldon Neeley led the Pledge of Allegiance. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

130217 Special Order/Information & Discussion/Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) 

A Special Order as requested by Council President Scott Kincaid to continue 
discussion and review of information on the Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA). 

Presented 

PETITIONS AND UNOFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

City of Flint, Michigan Page 1 Printed on 4/2/2013 



CITY COUNCIL Meeting Minutes - Draft March 25, 2013 

COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY OFFICIALS 
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CITY COUNCIL Meeting Minutes - Draft March 25, 2013 
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CITY COUNCIL Meeting Minutes - Draft March 25, 2013 

PUBLIC SPEAKERS 

ROLL CALL 
Councilperson Dale Weighi/1 left at approximately 7 p.m. 

Present: Councilperson: Councilperson Poplar, Vice President Nolden, Councilperson 
Freeman, Councilperson Lawler, Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, 
Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: Councilperson: Councilperson Weighill 

APPOINTMENTS 

City of Flint, Michigan Page4 Printed on 4/2/2013 
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CITY COUNCIL Meeting Minutes - Draft March 25, 2013 

RESOLUTIONS 

130165.1 

130165.2 

City of Flint, Michigan 

Amended Resolution/ContracUCity of FlinUKaregnondi Water Authority (KWA) 

Amended resolution resolving that city officials are authorized to enter into a 
contract with Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) to purchase fifteen (15) units of 
capacity, AND, resolving that the City Administrator is authorized to provide KWA 
information needed to administer the contract, and, with approval of the Chief Legal 
Officer, to make minor (non-material) modifications to the contract. [NOTE: For 
each unit of capacity that a member purchases, the buyer shall pay to the KWA a 
one-time fee of $32,300. Additionally, the buyer shall pay to the KWA not less than 
$32,300.00 per unit per year until such time as water is made available to the 
buyer. After water is made available, the buyer shall pay to the KWA an estimated 
amount NOT-TO-EXCEED $355,300.00 per unit per year until such time that the 
bonds are paid in full. If it is determined that the costs per unit will exceed 
$355,300.00, the buyer has a right to cancel the contract. Over the next 25 years, it 
is expected that continuing with Detroit will cost the region $2.1 billion, compared to 
$1.9 billion with a pipeline.] [NOTE: Contract not included.] [NOTE: Resolution 
amended from 18 to 15 units of capacity.] 

A motion was made by Councilperson Neeley, seconded by Councilperson Freeman, 
that this matter be Amended. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 5 - Vice President Nolden, Councilperson Freeman, Councilperson Lawler, 
Councilperson Neeley and Councilperson Sarginson 

No: 3 - Councilperson Poplar, President Kincaid and Councilperson Croom 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 

Amended Resolution/ContracUCity of FlinUKaregnondi Water Authority (KWA) 

Amended resolution resolving that city officials are authorized to enter into a 
contract with Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) to purchase sixteen (16) units 

Page8 Printed on 4/2/2013 



CITY COUNCIL 

City of Flint, Michigan 

Meeting Minutes - Draft March 25, 2013 

of capacity, AND, resolving that the City Administrator is authorized to provide 't<M/A 
information needed to administer the contract, and, with approval of the Chief Legal 
Officer, to make minor (non-material) modifications to the contract. [NOTE: For 
each unit of capacity that a member purchases, the buyer shall pay to the 't<M/A a 
one-time fee of $32,300. Additionally, the buyer shall pay to the 't<M/A not less than 
$32,300.00 per unit per year until such time as water is made available to the 
buyer. After water is made available, the buyer shall pay to the KWA an estimated 
amount NOT-TO-EXCEED $355,300.00 per unit per year until such time that the 
bonds are paid in full. If it is determined that the costs per unit will exceed 
$355,300.00, the buyer has a right to cancel the contract. Over the next 25 years, it 
is expected that continuing with Detroit will cost the region $2.1 billion, compared to 
$1.9 billion with a pipeline.] [NOTE: Contract not included.] [NOTE: Resolution 
amended from 15 to 16 units of capacity.] 

A motion was made by Councilperson Neeley, seconded by Councilperson Freeman, 
that this matter be Adopted. The motion carried by the following vote: 

Aye: 7 - Councilperson Poplar, Councilperson Freeman, Councilperson Lawler, 
Councilperson Neeley, Councilperson Sarginson, President Kincaid and 
Councilperson Croom 

No: 1 - Vice President Nolden 

Absent: 1 - Councilperson Weighill 
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RESOLUTIONS - MAY BE REFERRED FROM S.A. 
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CITY COUNCIL Meeting Minutes - Draft March 25, 2013 

MEETING SCHEDULE 

ADDITIONAL COUNCIL DISCUSSION 

ADJOURNMENT 
Having no further business, Council President Scott Kincaid adjourned the meeting at 8:59 
p.m. 

Respectfully transcribed and submitted, 

Janell Johnson. Administrative Secretarv to Citv Council 

City of Flint, Michigan Page 11 Printed on 4/2/2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Thursday, December 10, 2015 4:43 PM 
Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: DRAFT task force response letter 
Attachments: DRAFT Task Force response.docx; ATTOOOOl.htm 

FYI 

Best, 

Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Murray, David (GOV)" <f\'.\\!.f.f.?VPJ@.mi<tgf:1.r\gqy> 

Date: December 9, 2015 at 5:34:03 PM EST 

To: "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" <,ts,f0nJ@rn,chig;;in.gov>, "Holland, Meegan (GOV)" 

<tgt!.?.IJ.\i.V?@!I!.\(h}_@.IJ,2.0.V.>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <.~:F{Uir..@.0:1!.<:-:L[R?.D_,ggy>, "Clement, Elizabeth 
(GOV)" <cl2rn0nte~i::r-r1ichigan.gov>, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <rm.Jchmor2d(::i:>rnichig3n,gov>, "Hollins, 

Harvey (GOV)" <hol!insh@rnichigan,gov> 

Subject: DRAFT task force response letter 

Good evening team, 

Here is a draft response to the task force letter that I think covers the needed ground and designates 

Harvey for the role suggested by the task force members. Please let me know if we are missing anything, 

or if there are points you want me to make, realizing that this letter will be distributed to the public. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Dave 

Flint Water Advisory Task Force Members, 

Thank you for your correspondence on Dec. 7, and, most importantly, for your hard work to promote 

public health and protect our residents as we move forward. Your efforts are both respected and 

appreciated. 

As acknowledged in your letter, we have taken many steps to address the challenges in Flint as they 

relate to reducing lead exposure. I am pleased to see the progress since October, and recognize there is 

more work that must be done to ensure that this progress continues. 

At the state level, there has been a confluence of efforts between Michigan Departments of 

Environmental Quality and Health and Human Services to coordinate with the Genesee County Health 

Department, local schools, and our partners in the non-profit community. 

These partners are making progress, and we know we can always strive to improve practices and 

communication for continual improvement. 



You make a solid suggestion about establishing a person who is independent of any one of the involved 

state agencies or organizations to serve as the point person to coordinate the ongoing work. I am 

recommending that Harvey Hollins, director of the Office of Urban Initiatives, carry out this effort. 

Harvey is well-versed in the issue and the challenges faced by our cities and will be effective in this role. 

I also support your suggestion of a dashboard to make information about our work and progress more 

accessible to the Flint community. It's important that people have confidence that we are working to 

address any problems and will take the necessary actions to improve interaction among city, state and 

federal agencies. 

People in Flint and across our state deserve safe, clean water. I want them to be confident that the 
water coming out of their tap is safe for their families. And I want them to trust that their government -

at all levels - is working effectively to protect them. 

I thank you again for lending your time and expertise to this vitally important effort. 

Regards, 
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Flint Water Advisory Task Force Members, 

Thank you for your correspondence on Dec. 7, and, most importantly, for your hard work to promote 

public health and protect our residents as we move forward. Your efforts are both respected and 

appreciated. 

As acknowledged in your letter, we have taken many steps to address the challenges in Flint as they 

relate to reducing lead exposure. I am pleased to see the progress since October, and recognize there is 

more work that must be done to ensure that this progress continues. 

At the state level, there has been a confluence of efforts between Michigan Departments of 

Environmental Quality and Health and Human Services to coordinate with the Genesee County Health 

Department, local schools, and our partners in the non-profit community. 

These partners are making progress, and we know we can always strive to improve practices and 

communication for continual improvement. 

You make a solid suggestion about establishing a person who is independent of any one of the involved 

state agencies or organizations to serve as the point person to coordinate the ongoing work. I am 

recommending that Harvey Hollins, director of the Office of Urban Initiatives, carry out this effort. 

Harvey is well-versed in the issue and the challenges faced by our cities and will be effective in this role. 

I also support your suggestion of a dashboard to make information about our work and progress more 

accessible to the Flint community. It's important that people have confidence that we are working to 

address any problems and will take the necessary actions to improve interaction among city, state and 

federal agencies. 

People in Flint and across our state deserve safe, clean water. I want them to be confident that the 

water coming out of their tap is safe for their families. And I want them to trust that their government -

at all levels - is working effectively to protect them. 

I thank you again for lending your time and expertise to this vitally important effort. 

Regards, 



Subject: Flint Water Advisory Task Force 
Location: Call In Number: 1 517 999 0409; Access Code: 497786# 

Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 

Wed 1/6/2016 9:30 AM 
Wed 1/6/2016 12:00 PM 
Tentative 

Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every Wednesday from 9:30 AM to 12:00 PM 

Meeting Status: Not yet responded 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Flint Water Advisory Task Force 
January 6, 2016 

9:30am-12:00pm 
Michigan Environmental Council 
602 W. Ionia, Lansing, MI 48933 

1. Review Agenda 9:30-9:35am 

2. Brief Update since sending the Second Letter to Governor 9:35-9:SOam 

3. Task Force Work Plan 9:50-11:30am 

a. FWATF Workplan Update 

b. Status of Interviews 

C. Report Outline 

d. Major Next Steps 

e. Press Interactions 

f. U.S. Attorney Investigation 

4. Harvey Hollins Report 11:30-11-45am (unless already covered in earlier discussions) 

a. Update on proposed FWIACC 

b. Meeting between Mayor and Governor 

5. "Round Robin"-lssues Task Force Members Want to Raise-11:45-11:SSam 

6. Task Force Logistics-11:55-12:00pm 

a. Next Meetings 



i. January 14, 2016--PSC 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Agen/Quebbeman/Weber re Flint task force 
JA 

Fri 11/13/2015 8:30 AM 
Fri 11/13/2015 9:00 AM 

(none) 

Accepted 

Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
Quebbeman, Marsha (GOV); Weber, Travis (GOV); Thomet, Ruth (GOV) 



Message 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Anderson, Madhu (DEQ) [/O=MIGOV/OU=EXTERNAL 

(FYDIBOHF25SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=A88E01CACED2467B9D7604E88895CAAB] 

11/7/2015 12:29:55 AM 

Sikkema Ken [ksikkema@pscinc.com] 

Weber, Travis (GOV) [/O=MIGOV/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDI B0HF23SPDL T)/CN=RECI Pl ENTS/CN=Weber Travisa6c] 

Subject: Fwd: Attorney-Client Privledge Work Product - Events Timeline Draft 

Attachments: image002.png 

Ken - my apologies. I am having technical difficulties trying to send you this information from a remote 
location. I will be sending you the draft timeline events relating to the email below in a subseq uen t 
email. If the link to the electronic files does not come through, just type the information into your 
browser or I wi ll get it to you another way. 

> 
> Ken - Per your request is a draft timeline of the events relating to the Flint Drinking Water issue. 
This work-in-progress timeline lists the date and event. Along with each event, is a document relating 
to the event. 
> 
> Because of the size of the attachments, we cannot send them to you elect ronically. However, we have 
provided an "file transfer protocol site" where you can access the documents. If there are certain 
attachments you wo uld like printed, let me know which documents and I can deliver hard -copy to your 
office. 
> 
> You can access each attachment from the li nk below. (Note, please use Internet Explorer). click on 
the link and you will be prompted to enter the user name and password provided. Once this has been 
submitted, look for a folder named "ANDERSON-SIKKEMA." click on this link. Then you will see a 
directory named "Flint Docs." click on this link, and you will see all of the 55 associated documents. 
You can choose, view, and download/print the documents from here. If you have any trouble, please give 
me a call and I will try to walk yo u through accessing the site. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

• • • ... • - ... u ..... - outgoing 

> (If you cannot see the folders, click on View and then click Open FTP Site in File Explorer. You will 
then have to enter the username and password again.) 
> 
> 
> [cid:image001.png@01CDA7B6.5323BD30J 
> Madhu R. Anderson 
> Deputy Director, Economic and Strategic Initiatives 
> 517 284 6702 I 5 
> andersonm30@michigan.gov<mailto:andersonm30@michigan.gov> 
> 
> [cid:image003.png@01D087Fl.09CAD420] 
> 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) 
Tuesday, November 24, 2015 2:20 PM 
chris@environmentalcouncil.org; ksikkema@pscinc.com; reynolds@mottchc.org; 
Mattdav@med.umich.edu; erothste@grg-ltd.com 

Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Becker, Timothy (DHHS); Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS); Granger, Patricia 
(DHHS); Baird, Richard (GOV); Weber, Travis (GOV) 

Follow up items 
MDHHS Flint Action Plan 11-24-15.docx; Considerations for Use of the ICS (3).docx; 

Gov Task Force on Flint Water Follow Up Lead Abatement.docx 

On behalf of Michigan Department of Health and Human Services Director Nick Lyon, we would like to provide 
documents providing additional information to questions asked of the department last week in our conversation with 
the Task Force. 

Attached you will find: 

--A detailed MDHHS Action Plan on Flint Water Public Health 

--An overview provided by our Bureau of EMS, Trauma and Preparedness giving further detail on considerations for use 
of the Incident Command System or Community Health Emergency Coordination Center (CHECC) 

--Answers to the lead abatement questions posed to the department from the Task Force. 

Please let us know if you have any additional questions or are in need of additional information. 

Thank you, 
Geralyn 

Geralyn Anne Lasher 
Senior Deputy Director for External Relations and Communications 
Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 
201 Townsend Street, Capitol View Building 
Lansing Michigan 48913 
P: (517) 241-2112 

LasherCi@rnich,gancgov 

@glasher 



Filter Distribution 

Filter Replacement 
Distribution 

Public Education 
Proper Filter Use 

Flint Water Public Health Response: MDHHS Action Plan 

Residents may continue to obtain filters from Genesee County Community Action Resource I Since 10/6, 11,355 I Ongoing 
Department (GCCARD) (both sites 9-4PM) and MDHHS clients can continue to obtain filters MDHHS purchased 

at the two MDHHS office locations or the GCCARD sites. 

The procedure is in place for replacement cartridge distribution including an abbreviated 

application for residents to apply for and obtain cartridge replacement. 
Cartridge replacement will occur at same locations as filter sites. 

DHHS is also placing an order for 750 replacement filters for the 8-cup Zerowater filters. 

9000 Brita replacement filters on hand with an additional 10,000 readily available when 

needed. Total available= 19,000 

MDHHS is currently coordinating with GCCARD on publicity for distribution of the 

replacement filters. United Way will provide Pur Filter Replacements. 

United Way will also be purchasing filter units for school water fountains. 

Press release planned Monday 11/2 re: pick up of replacement filters, videos to be posted 

on websites and you tube. 

United Way requested that MDHHS purchase Pur filter replacements. GCCARD requests 
that no more bottled water be donated. They have plenty in stock. Cash is preferred. 
City of Flint set up distribution point in City Administration office building. Genesee 
County Health Department (GCHD) will be providing City of Flint with Pur Filters. The 
Brita filter requires a form for MDHHS be filled out; there are some concerns that 
undocumented members of population will avoid Brita filters for this reason. 
When used improperly, the filters will exceed their capacity limit in a much shorter time 

frame thereby increasing need for filter replacement much sooner than expected. 

Develop NEW public education material about proper use of cartridge AND how to obtain 

filter replacement cartridges, targeted for release week of October 26 during lead 

awareness week. 

water filters and 

200 water pitchers 

have been 

distributed. 

1,418 MDHHS I Ongoing 
purchased 
replacement water 

filters have been 

distributed. 

Jen Eisner will 

work with Hilda 

McShane 

No action 
indicated. 

Completed 11/2 

Completed 
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Lead Testing 
Protocol: 

Blood Lead Testing: 
9/28/15-10/23/15 

Request made for written instructions on filter cartridge replacements for nurse case 

managers to take on home visits. Wes is working to complete a packet for nurse case 

managers which will include information on filters. 

Video created by MDHHS with Home Depot demonstrating replacement of the Brita 

replacement filter. 

DEQ receiving questions about meters on the water filter pitchers delivered to the schools 

which are likely Zerowater Filters. 

Video will be added to nurse training-Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program 

(CLPPP). 

Draft protocol has been completed, undergoing final review. Protocol calls for testing: 
Priority groups-

• Confirmatory venous testing for children who had venous testing (115 children) 

• Children in day care, Head Start 

• children attending 3 schools (Freeman, Eisenhower, Brownell) 

• Children residing in high risk zip codes (03, 04) 

• All other students 
Protocol will be announced in a joint MDHHS/GCHD Press release. 

The video added 

to the 

gov/flintwater 

website. 

CLPPP processed 580 tests from Flint zip codes since 9-28-15; 5 children were reported with I MDHHS has 

elevated lead blood levels. arranged a 

contract with the 

There approximately 200 children that have been identified for follow-up~ I GCHD to provide 

Cross reference list of children with elevated lead levels with filter distribution data to 

ensure household has a filter. (Peeler/Scott) So far only about 20% of approximately 200 

children with EBL are known to have received a filter. GCHD will deliver filters to these 

homes as they are doing the case follow-up. GCHD will provide weekly updates. 

A group will develop reporting metrics and system to track same: Linda Dykema, Wes 

Priem, Michele Bruneau, Bob Scott and group met to discuss metrics. Plan to produce first 
detailed report for internal review the week of Nov. gth. Additional work on the numbers 

was required to ensure accuracy. A simplified version for external dissemination will be 

released after internal review. 

nurses for the 
follow-!!2..:_ 

Send list to Kris S 

(done) 

Completed 

Completed 

Completed 11/2 

Completed 11-10 

Completed 10-28 

Contract 
completed in E
grams as of 10-
23 

In process 

Completed 
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Parent education 

Linda Dykema is working on an analysis of blood lead tests done since 9-28-25. Epi will 

assist with this analysis. Still fine-tuning the report. 

Draft press release, talking points and BLL report (for period 10/1/15-11/13/15) in progress. 

Reach out to Medical Services Administration of MDHHS to discuss maximum effort to 
promote blood lead testing of children 0-6 

Parent education material completed. 

Discuss dissemination of parent material through Flint schools. 

Schools require 6000+ information packets for distribution to all students. 

Print order sent to DTMB. 

Hardcopy will be distributed to GCHD for issuing to the schools, and to Headstart, daycare, 
and other agencies in Flint with children ages 0-5. 

Mark will drop off hard copies at GCHD. 

Toni La Rocco will take the lead in distribution of the materials to the schools and other 
agencies. 

Ensure legislators receive material in advance 

MDHHS 

developing 

strategy to reach 

out to Medicaid 

health plans. 

Call with Flint 

school 

superintendent, 

GCHD, and 

MDHHS scheduled 
10-26-15 to 

discuss 

dissemination 

process. 

MDHHS Geralyn 

Lasher arranged 

for printing. 

Elizabeth Hertel 

coordinate 

legislator 

notification 

Pending 

Sue Moran, Chris 

Priest and Kathy 

Stiffler working 

on this currently. 

Completed 

Completed. 
10/30 printing 

completed and 

Mark dropped 

off 6,000 copies 

at the Flint 

School Admin. 
Building, and 

2,500 to health 

dept. Remainder 

dropped off on 

11/2. 

Completed 
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Provider Education 

Community public 
education and testing 
event 

Public Education 
Materials 

Provider Education material completed. 

Communication to providers will occur through GCHD and MDHHS networks (GCMS, 

GCARD, hospitals, etc).MDHHS will distribute through the Medicaid Health Plans. 

Hurley providers received the packet and the remainder of providers will receive the 

information next week. 

A webinar for health care providers will be held in early December to discuss the Lead 

issue, blood lead testing, Ready to Feed Formula, and answer any questions. It will be co

sponsored by the GCHD medical director. 

McLaren Health Plan in conjunction with GCHD hosted a public testing and awareness 

event on November 5 at the Burton GCHD site. 40 children were tested~ McLaren will have 

providers on site to perform testing for their members; GCHD onsite to perform testing for 

all others. Event will also include Medicaid application assistance. 

Tony Larocco (GCHD) has contacted Molina and Meridian Health Plan regarding 

sponsorship of community testing and awareness event. 

Molina and Meridian Health Plan testing dates to be determined. 

GCHD will be at a community event on Nov. 12, from 2 PM to 7 PM, to focus on testing for 

children 0-5. (Brownell and Holmes Schools)> 

Another testing event was held at Brownell School on 11/12. Many organizations were 

present to provide information and services. 27 children were tested, 60 filters distributed. 

There was only one EBL result from the Brownell clinic (5.5 ppb that will be reported out 
as a 6.0: McLaren results are not available yet.) Flint schools superintendent is interested 
in having another event. 

There will be a combination school testing/townhall/education event, sponsored by Rep. 
Neeley, on Nov. 2nd. 

A telephonic town hall is slated for Oct. 28 by Rep. Neely. Gangwer reported that 4,000 

people participated in this call. 

Mark Johnson, is the regional representative for ASTDR and CDC. He has been designated 

as contact. A call was held with ATSRDR on 11/13 to discuss how to improve outreach 

efforts to the Flint community about lead hazards. It was suggested that state/county 

consider lowering the readability level of the lead materials for the public to 3'd or 4th grade 

Mark Valacek 

Wells/Peeler 

Electronic dist. 

through various 

listservs. 

Dr. Forschee has 

been contacted. 

Tony contacted 

Molina and there 

is interest in a 

future testing 

event. 

FYI 

CLPPP and GCHD 

staff will review 

documents and 

work with the 

communication 

Completed 
10/30 

Completed 11/2 

Pending 

Completed 

Pending 
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Environmental 
Investigation 

Nurse Follow Up 

Water Testing 

reading level. A workgroup is currently reviewing the documents for needed changes. I office on any 

Jim Henry contacted Dr. Suzanne Selig (UMichigan-Flint School of Public Health) who will changes. 

seek community feedback on the materials that have been developed. After readability 
changes. some of the materials will be translated into Spanish and Arabic. 

MDHHS requested a $275,000 contract with ETC on Oct. 2151, 2015. 

About 275 EBL investigations are budgeted for Flint. 

Wes Priem will work with GCHD to coordinate with Flint Housing/other authorities to deal 

with recalcitrant landlords. 

MDHHS Division of Environmental Health (DEH) meeting on 11/5 with MDEQ staff to 

harmonize EBL investigation protocol with water testing protocol. 11/12 The EBL contractor 

met with GCH D staff to coordinate activities with case management0 

The EBL investigation activities require a substantial amount of time (4 hours). less than 
that for the case management activities: however. the team is arranging joint visits where 
possible. 

Project sent to Contracts for inclusion in E-grams 10-23-15. 

10-21-15 Funding for case management nurses will be disseminated to GCHD through new 

project: Flint Water, for $425,000 through the Comprehensive Contract E-grams system, to 

fund the: Follow-up of Children Reported with Elevated Lead Levels: Case Management 

Eden will contact 

Bob to send the 

list to Toni at 

GCHD so they can 

Services. GCHD advised to secure approvals for use of these funds and begin procedures to I facilitate case 

place staff in appropriate positions to conduct the work. 

GCHD has shifted one nurse over for follow-up. That nurse if fully trained on elevated lead 

patient management. 1.5 nurse FTE's will be assigned and trained on 11-10-15. 

Lead Safe Home Program worked with GCHD on protocol to harmonize the flow of 

outreach to families with children with elevated blood levels. 

11/10 Training has been completed for 2.5 FTE nurses. Some follow-up training will be 

scheduled as well. Follow-up training with nurses was completed on 11-17. Weekly calls 
have been set up with CLPPP staff and nurses. 

Weekly status report from GCHD attached in separate file. 
DEQ will be testing at Freeman Elementary the week of 10-26-15, with plans to expand to 

management of 

children with 

elevated lead 

levels (done). 

Contract approved 

10/26 

No action 

Contract 
completed 
10/29 

Completed 
10/27 

Completed 11-10 
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Misc. 

14 schools. Residential testing will have a different protocol. GCHD has been in contact 

with DEQ to possibly assist in sampling. 
Linda Dykema has a draft Executive Summary for Health-Based Drinking Water Lead Levels 

developed. Once testing is completed, this document will serve as a decision guide on 

reopening of school and/or daycare water fountains/faucets for student use. Linda will 

revise the model to include paint chip values/risk levels. GCHD sanitarians are assisting DEQ 

with water sampling. We should anticipate some differences in opinion on actionable pb 

levels. 

Suggested that the following language that DC used be adapted for our use: "The removal 

of lead in drinking water is most effective if the full lead service line is removed from both 

the public and private property. If you choose not to replace your private side pipe, lead 

can continue to dissolve in your drinking water. You should also replace galvanized 

plumbing, older lead soldered pipes, and brass fixtures and use a different plumbing 

material in your home. Until all potential sources of lead in drinking water are removed 

from your private property, be sure to follow the flushing and filter instructions provided." 

"Water is lead-free when it leaves the treatment plant, but lead can be released when the 

water comes in contact with pipes and plumbing fixtures that contain lead. Lead sources 
and lead levels vary between buildings, so it is important to identify and remove any lead 
sources in each household." 

"Pregnant or nursing women and children under age six should use filtered tap water for 

drinking water and cooking until all lead sources are removed. Filters certified for lead 

removal are required to meet National Sanitary Foundation (NSF) Standard 53." 

This language will be incorporated into EBL investigation reports and in the educational 
packets the nurses will distribute. 

City of Flint is asking when the county will lift the emergency order. Jim Henry from GCHD 

mentioned he was hearing some concerns raised again about Legionella. Eden said that Jim 

Collins can help address this. Mark V. said that an extensive data analysis was done on this 

previously and it isn't an issue. 

DEQ gave permission to increase phosphate levels in the water temporarily. Some health 

concerns might be raised about this particularly for infants. Dr. Eden Wells said that it is 

unlikely to cause health problems but we can add information on the FAQ to help reassure 

indicated, 

informational only 
-DEQ. 

Pending 
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citizens. 

DEQ released its Freeman School water testing results this week. EPA released its report 

from its expedited review of the response as well. 

The water testing protocol has been changed to no longer do pre-flushing of the pipes. 
Other schools that are interested in having their water tested should make a request to 
DEQ. LARA will do a plumbing assessment before the water samples are taken. 

The City of Flint is considering taking over the cost of providing the replacement pipes for at 

least some of the high risk homes. 

FYI only 

A call was held on the 101
h with MDHHS staff and the regional USDA staff and congressional I FYI 

staff, on the ready to feed formula issue. Both USDA and Sen. Stabenow's office satisfied 

with client communication and monitoring process in place. Talking points have been 

developed by WIC staff and sent to the communication office for review. 

The talking points have been approved by the Communications Office. There has only been 

one client request for Ready to Feed formula in the Flint WIC clinic. 

There will be a farmers market, in conjunction with a flu clinic, that the GCHD is holding on 
21 November and lead-related information will be provided by GCHD. 

Internal calls will be held once a week on Thursdays at 12:30. FYI 

Completed 

Pending 

Ongoing 
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BUREAU OF EMS, TRAUMA AND PREPAREDNESS 

Considerations for Use of the Incident Command System (ICS) for the 
Flint Lead Contamination Incident 

November 24, 2015 

Basic ICS tenets: 
• Activation oflncident Command System (ICS) is determined by the scope and magnitude of an incident. 
• Commonalities in all incidents include acute harm to the environment, infrastructure or populace by an agent 

such as biological, toxin/poisons, or natural causes (severe weather is most common). 
• The first step is determining the scope & magnitude of the incident with a preliminary assessment. This 

assessment determines if ICS is appropriate for the response and what the response should be for the mitigation 
or containment of the causative agent to minimize negative effects on the environment or public. 

• Following the initial acute response phase, there is both short term and long term recovery. In this situation, 
this could include identification of exposed children, lead testing & treatment if appropriate and monitoring of 
that vulnerable population for negative health consequences in subsequent years. 

Unified Command: 
• This is the ICS method of best efficacy for incidents involving multiple jurisdictions or agencies. 
• Enables institutions and agencies with different legal, geographic, and functional responsibilities to coordinate, 

plan, and interact effectively. 
• The Incident Commanders within the Unified Command make joint decisions and speak as one voice. Any 

differences are worked out within the Unified Command. Unity of command is maintained. Each responder 
reports to a single supervisor within his or her area of expertise. 

• An example of a Unified Command incident in Michigan is the response to the Enbridge Oil Spill. The 
command structure included federal, state and local staffing. 

• Benefits of a unified approach are: 
o A shared understanding of priorities and restrictions. 
o A single set of incident objectives, planning process and incident action plan. 
o Collaborative strategies. 
o Improved internal and external information flow. 
o Less duplication of efforts. 
o Better resource utilization. 

In Michigan, Emergency Management (EM) has ICS command & control of an incident. This is true whether it is local 
emergency management isolated to one jurisdiction or the MSP Emergency Management and Homeland Security 
Division for a multi-jurisdictional (3 or more) incident. Most emergencies occur first locally and therefore are under 
the authority of the local EM and county administration to determine the scope of the incident for utilization of the ICS 
structure and/or request assistance from the state. All other agencies, health, environmental, & agriculture, etc. are 
supporting agencies to the EM command and therefore coordinate their own resources for response. 

The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services (MD HHS) Community Health Emergency Coordination 
Center (CHECC) functions within the Multiagency Coordination System (MACS) of the National Incident 
Management System (NIMS). The CHECC provides coordination and support for the command structure but does not 
function in a command role. Multiagency coordination is a process that allows different disciplines to work together 
more effectively. For the CHECC it includes essentially all of public health & healthcare (human services under 
development). 

The primary benefits of the CHECC are during response for coordination of department resources to: 



• Establish and clarify policy with the Executive Group. 
• Perform a situational assessment 
• Establish a health common operating picture. 
• Set state level public health & healthcare priorities. 
• Facilitate logistics support and resource allocation. 
• Interagency activities. 
• Synchronize health messaging to ensure that we are speaking with one voice. 

Long Term Recovery Planning: 
The Flint lead contamination incident is now in response including short term recovery and rapidly transitioning 
towards long term recovery. Long term recovery could entail community public works redevelopment and 
revitalization. It presents opportunities to restructure the community and simultaneously making it more resilient with 
determination of lead-vulnerable pediatric populations. The recovery process involves cooperation of the local 
agencies, the private sector and non-governmental organizations (such as volunteer organizations, civic organizations, 
healthcare, and the private sector) and the state. The Flint plan for recovery should outline the basic framework under 
which the various recovery agencies will operate, leaving the specific and detailed actions to each agency or 
organization to implement based on the recovery needs of the community and their regulatory authority, fiscal and 
other resources. This plan could be developed using a Unified Command structure under the direction of the local 
jurisdiction. 

Conclusion: 
There are many benefits to the ICS structure for all hazards emergencies. However, utilizing the CHECC at the current 
stage of this incident without a local ICS structure would appear to be more controlling than coordinating and could 
have negative outcomes. The deficits in this incident appear to be too many agencies working in silos and a lack of 
routine, consistent communications horizontally and vertically. A local Unified Command structure could still be 
implemented to correct these issues. 

The CHECC is not required for the state-level assistance that is already being provided by the Michigan Department of 
Health and Human Services, the Chief Medical Executive, Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program, 
Environmental Epidemiology and other staff State level emergency management (SEOC) has not stepped into an 
operational role in the incident and the CHECC normally follows as support to that command lead. All staffs in the 
bureau/administration/department however are available to provide technical assistance to public health and healthcare 
when requested without an ICS structure. If a special team of subject matter experts needs to be assigned it is part of 
the daily operations and planning (for example with public health investigations of disease outbreaks) used to assist our 
partners across the state. 

The MDHHS Action Plan for the Flint Water Public Health Response, demonstrates the numerous areas where the 
department is directly involved with federal, state and local partners and itemizes the issues that are being addressed. 
MDHHS can easily increase the frequency of the Action Plan updates to better ensure appropriate communication of 
activities with partners such as the Governor's Task Force on Flint Water Issues, the DEQ, the Genesee County Health 
Department, and others. 







Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 
Governor's Task Force on Flint Water follow up on lead abatement funding questions 

What is total funding availability for lead abatement- please list by source? 

Current abatement funding available is for abatement of lead-based paint hazards only 

by federal definition and does not include funding for water remediation. 

Currently, the Division of Environmental Health, Healthy Homes Section has $1,239,761 
in state General Funds and approximately $450,000 in U.S. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development (HUD) funds for lead-based paint hazard abatement for Fiscal 

Year 2016. 

The Healthy Homes Section identified 10 target areas throughout the state for this 

funding based on number of children with elevated lead levels and amount of pre-1978 

housing stock to receive priority for this funding. Genesee County is included as a 

designated target area. Also included as a target area is Kent County and the City of 

Grand Rapids as they were not awarded HUD funding during this round. 

Amount of HUD funding that GCHD could have applied for had they chosen to do so? 

In FY 2015, HUD made available lead-based paint hazard control funding in which 

agencies could apply for up to $3,325,000 (3 year funding round) for lead hazard 

abatement. The MDHHS, Healthy Homes Section applied and received $3,231,610 in 
HUD funds in FY 2015. The Genesee County Health Department and/or the City of Flint 
did not apply. 

How much of the lead abatement funding has historically gone to Genesee County? Wayne 
County? City of Flint? 

Federal 
Data from HUD indicates: 

City of Flint 
No grants awarded. 

No history of grants applied for through HUD. 

Genesee County 
2009 $2,070,000 

Applied for grant in 2012, not awarded 

Applied for grant in 2014, not awarded 

Wayne County (excludes City of Detroit) 
1997 $4,994,424 
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2007 $3,000,000 
2012 $2,480,000 

Applied for grant in 2009, not awarded 
Applied for grant in 2010, not awarded 
Applied for grant in 2011, not awarded 

City of Detroit 
1995 $5,917,839 
2002 $2,160,000 
2004 $4,000,000 
2006 $3,996,680 
2009 $3,535,372 
2014 $3,637,000 

State 
Through the Healthy Homes Section, Lead Safe Home Program, since inception of the 
program in 1997: 

Genesee County/City of Flint 
Approximately $1,330,688 has been used to abate lead-based paint hazards in 
approximately 224 homes located in Genesee County, with $1,183,503 (approximately 
203 homes) of this funding going directly to homes located in the City of Flint. 

Wayne County 
Approximately $3,175,249 has been used to abate lead-based paint hazards in 
approximately 528 homes located in Wayne County, with $2,735,645 (approximately 
448 homes) of this funding going directly to homes located in the City of Detroit. 

How many homes in city of Flint abated in FY 15? Any homes abated thus far in FY 2016? 

Through the MDHHS Lead Safe Home Program, of the 177 homes abated statewide in 
Fiscal Year 2015, nine were projects located within the City of Flint. In addition, there 
are currently three enrolled properties within the City of Flint to date in Fiscal Year 

2016. 

Genesee County and/or the City of Flint did not apply for HUD funding in Fiscal Year 
2015 and therefore does not currently have their own funding available for lead-based 

paint hazard abatement. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) 

Thursday, December 03, 2015 2:00 PM 

chris@environmentalcouncil.org; ksikkema@pscinc.com; reynolds@mottchc.org; 

Mattdav@med.umich.edu; erothste@grg-ltd.com 

Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Becker, Timothy (DHHS); Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS); Granger, Patricia 
(DHHS); Baird, Richard (GOV); Weber, Travis (GOV); Wells, Eden (DHHS) 

Summary Data 

Flint EBL Data Press Release FINAL.PDF; Flint Blood Lead Level Summary Report 

December.pdf 

This afternoon at 2:30 p.rn., the rv1ichigan Department of Health and Human Services vvill issue the attached press 
release and surnrnary report detailing the latest data on blood lead levels in FlinL 

Director Lvon wanted to ensure that members of the Governor's Task Force received this inforrnation in advance of the 
press release being issued. 

The surnmary report provides annual historical information on children younger than six years, children between the 
ages of six and seventeen years and adults tested for lead. It also provides detail on the nurnber of test results for these 
categorv groups that have tested above five rnicrograrns per deciliter. The surnrnarv report also provides information on 
the numbers tested and with elevated blood lead levels since the MDHHS Action Plan began in October. 

The preliminary data indicates that 30 of 1,361 adults and children tested in Hint since October 1 had elevated blood 
lead levels. 

Please let us know if there are any additional questions or if you would like to arrange for a conversation with Director 
Lyon, Dr. \Neils or any member of the fVIDHHS learn for additional information. 

Thank you, 
Geralvn 

Geralvn Anne Lasher 
Senior Deputy Director for External Relations and Communications 
Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 
201 Townsend Street, Capitol View Building 
Lansing Michigan 48913 
P: (S17) 241··2112 

LasherCi@rnich,gan.gov 
@)glasher 



RICK SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
LANSING 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
December 3, 2015 

CONTACT: Jennifer Eisner 
(517) 241-2112 

MDHHS releases latest data outlining blood lead levels in Flint 
Follow-up care, case management resources continue for families 

LANSING, Mich. - Preliminary data indicates that 30 of 1,361 adults and children tested in Flint 
since October 1 had elevated blood lead levels, according to a report issued today by the 
Michigan Department of Health and Human Services. 

This marks the first summary report on lead testing called for in the state's action plan related to 
health concerns about Flint's water infrastructure. 

"Our goal is to help families reduce their exposure to lead sources," said Dr. Eden Wells, 
MD HHS chief medical executive. "We have made progress in testing and identifying those with 
elevated blood lead levels, and the department will continue to work closely with the Genesee 
County Health Department to reach these families. We will remain diligent in our ongoing 
outreach and education efforts." 

Information comes from tests administered citywide to 1,361 children and adults since October 
1. Tests showed that 21 of 969 children age 17 or younger and 9 of 392 adults over the age 18 
were identified with elevated blood lead levels. 

The report covers test results reported to MD HHS since the state action plan was put in place 
Oct. 2. It includes the number of tests and number of elevated blood lead levels greater than 5 
micrograms per deciliter, and captures both capillary and venous blood tests that have been 
reported to MD HHS since the beginning of October. People who have had multiple tests are 
counted only once. Five micrograms per deciliter is the level that the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention considers elevated and triggers health care professional follow up with families. 

The full report is posted online at wviw.michigan.gov/fii1mvater and will be updated as more 
data becomes available. 

When reviewing historical trend data, the risk of lead exposure is highest during the third quarter 
of each year - July through September. Seasonal variation is the result of a number of factors 
including increased exposure to lead in dust and soil in the summer months. 

In the third quarter of 2010, 8.3 percent of Flint children 6 and under showed elevated blood lead 
levels. The figure gradually decreased to 4.1 percent in the third quarter of 2013. During the 
same months in 2014, the figure increased to 7.5 percent and decreased to 6.4 percent in the third 
quarter of 2015. 

-MORE-

NICK LYON 
DIRECTOR 
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Last month, MDHHS collaborated with the county health department and local partners to 
distribute educational resources and informational letters to Flint parents regarding lead testing. 
The state is providing funding for GCHD nurses to work with families when an elevated blood 
lead level has been detected. During these follow-up visits, nurses coordinate with environmental 
health investigators to meet with families in their homes to identify lead exposures, address 
questions and provide water filters. People can be exposed to lead from paint, soil, plumbing and 
other sources. 

MD HHS continues to provide free water filters and replacement cartridges to Flint residents at 
four locations, including the MDHHS Flint offices and the Genesee County Community Action 
Resource Department. For a full list of locations and hours of distribution, visit 
\VW\V .michigan. gov /flint\vater. 

To help residents properly install water filters, and to demonstrate how to replace the original 
when it expires, MD HHS has created an instructional video on its Y ouTube channel. For 
updates, visit www.michigan.gov/flintwater. 

### 

201 TOWNSEND STREET• LANSING, MICHIGAN 48913 

www.michigan.gov/mdhhs • 517-373-3740 
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Michigan Department of Health and Human Services (MDHHS} 

Blood lead level Test Results for Flint Zip Codes 48501-48507 

Genesee County, and the State of Michigan 

Summary as of November 13, 2015 
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Children younger than 6 Years Old Children 6 to 17 Years Old 

Michigan 
Genesee Flint Genesee Flint 
County 48501-48507 

Michigan 
County 48501-48507 

Total tested for lead 
1/1/2010 to 12/31/2010: 

152,608 6,932 3,560 17,963 867 463 

Number of test results ~5µg/ d L 
9,509 

1/1/2010 to 12/31/10: 
298 222 907 25 20 

Total tested for lead from 
1/1/2011 to 12/31/2011: 

149,420 6,667 3,093 15,725 1,038 544 

Number of test results ~Sµg/dl 
7,392 250 

1/1/2011 to 12/31/11: 
180 651 20 15 

Total tested for lead 
1/1/2012 to 12/31/2012: 

146,142 7,008 3,112 15,460 1,386 630 

Number of test results :2::Sµg/dl 
6,704 206 

1/1/2012 to 12/31/12: 
127 478 17 12 

Total tested for lead 
1/1/2013 to 12/31/2013: 

145,813 6,986 3,077 13,897 1,241 566 

Number of test results :2::Sµg/dl 
5,647 156 

1/1/2013 to 12/31/13: 
95 342 9 4 

Total tested for lead 
1/1/2014 to 12/31/2014: 

141,355 6,690 3,045 12,936 913 428 

Number of test results :2::Sµg/dl 
4,948 178 

1/1/2014 to 12/31/14: 
122 386 6 5 

* Data for Quarter 4 of 2015 are incomplete and subject to change 



Adults 18 Years and Older Total Number of People of All Ages Tested 

Michigan 
Genesee Flint Genesee Flint 
County 48501-48507 

Michigan 
County 48501-48507 

Total tested for lead 
1/1/2010 to 12/31/2010: 

13,853 602 195 184,424 8,401 4,218 

Number of test results ~Sµg/dl 
1,462 

1/1/2010 to 12/31/10: 
42 18 11,878 365 260 

Total tested for lead 
1/1/2011 to 12/31/2011: 

13,259 542 139 178,404 8,247 2,726 

Number of test results ~Sµg/dl 
1,369 

1/1/2011 to 12/31/11: 
44 16 9,412 314 211 

Total tested for lead 
1/1/2012 to 12/31/2012: 

13,059 556 155 174,661 8,950 3,907 

Number of test results ~Sµg/dl 
1,415 33 

1/1/2012 to 12/31/12: 
11 8,597 256 150 

Total tested for lead 
1/1/2013 to 12/31/2013: 

12,199 498 136 171,909 8,725 3,779 

Number of test results ~Sµg/dl 
1,499 54 

1/1/2013 to 12/31/13: 
16 7,488 219 115 

Total tested for lead 
1/1/2014 to 12/31/2014: 

12,684 441 112 166,975 8,044 3,585 

Number of test results ~Sµg/dl 
1,422 44 

1/1/2014 to 12/31/14: 
12 6,756 228 139 

* Data for Quarter 4 of 2015 are incomplete and subject to change 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Reynolds, Lawrence < LawrenceR@mottchc.org > 
Thursday, December 03, 2015 3:36 PM 

Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS); chris@environmentalcouncil.org; ksikkema@pscinc.com; 

Mattdav@med.umich.edu; erothste@grg-ltd.com 

Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Becker, Timothy (DHHS); Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS); Granger, Patricia 
(DHHS); Baird, Richard (GOV); Weber, Travis (GOV); Wells, Eden (DHHS) 

RE: Summary Data 

This is a good start but maybe lacking context. Would GIS software identify clusters? I am disappointed to see, at this moment 
, that Dr. Edward's study and Dr. Mona's study which have more granular reporting are given no credence. Is there a reason? 
You must understand that the areas with the most problems in blood and water are where I have spent the last 24 years in 
service. 

From: Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) [rnai!to:lasherq(cDrnichigan.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, December 03, 2015 2:00 PM 
To: rhr.i_$.@_1?;n:-!.i.tJ/O.mfo.t0.lr0.wn~.H .. .0.rn; ks.i.k.kfmfa@.P..$.f;_inr,mrn; Reynolds, Lawrence; M.:;Jttd.:;Jv.@.owd.,!)_IJ)J_f;.i},_1?;{1!); 
emthste(:,)ar-g··ltd,corn 
Cc: Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Becker, Timothy (DHHS); Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS); Granger, Patricia (DHHS); Baird, Richard 
(GOV); webertJ(c~1r,1ichioar1.cmv; Wells, Eden (DHHS) 
Subject: Summary Data 

This afternoon at 7..:30 p.rr,., the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services will issue the attached press 
release and surnrr,ary report detailing the latest data on blood lead levels in Flint. 

Director Lyon wanted to ensure that members of the Governor's Task Force received this information in advance of the 
press release being issued. 

The surnrnarv report provides annual historical information on children younger than six years, children between the 
ages of six and seventeen years and adults tested for lead. It also provides detail on the number of test results for these 
category groups that have tested above five micrograms per deciliter. The summary report also provides information on 
the nurnbers tested and vvith elevated blood lead levels since the MOH HS Action Plan began in October. 

The preliminarv data indicates that 30 of 1,361 adults and children tested in Flint since October 1 had elevated blood 
lead levels. 

Please let us know if there are any additional questions or if you vvould like to arrange for a conversation with Director 
Lyon. Dr. Wells or anv rnember of the l\~DHHS team for additional information, 

Thank you, 
Geralyn 

Geralyn Anne Lasher 
Senior Deputy Director for External Relations and Cornrnunications 
rv11chigan Department of Health and Human Services 
201 Tovimsend Street, Capitol View Building 
Lansing rv11chigan 48913 
P: (517) 241-2112 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

From: Heaton, Anna (GOV) 

Heaton, Anna (GOV) 
Wednesday, December 16, 2015 11 :32 AM 
Weber, Travis (GOV) 
FW: re: How people in Flint were stripped of a basic human need: safe drinking water 

Sent: Wednesday, December 16, 2015 11:25 AM 

To: 'lmsmi@umich.edu' <.!.f!\\0Ji.@i!.0Ji.1:-:L,.fr:t~1> 
Cc: 'vduffy@umich.edu' <y;hf.t.Y..@.\!.0:1/0.,?:~!!/>; Murray, David (GOV) <.V\i!TFJ.Y.PJ@.1:r,.(:;h_i_g_~_0,_g_qy>; Holland, Meegan 

( GOV) <jq!J.~.0.0J1.1?:.@T.rd.(0.\R~.0.,g.0y> 
Subject: re: How people in Flint were stripped of a basic human need: safe drinking water 

Hi Lindsey, 

In your Michigan Radio documentary on Flint water, you missed an important piece in your tirneline, where you wrote 
" ... And once Detroit realized Flint was going to leave its system, it jacked Flint's water rates up even more - to the tune of 
$10 million over the two years the new pipeline would be under construction. 

So in the spring of 2013, Detroit kind of had Flint over a barrel. 

It was state treasury officials who got creative. 

Their solution? 

Forget Detroit, Flint's emergency manager said. Let Flint get really cheap water from the Flint River." 

That's not factual information for your readers and listeners. In fact, in the spring of 2013, the Flint City Council, and 
Mayor Walling, made the decision to switch to Karegnondi, and in the meantime, take some of its water from the Flint 
River. This was approved at the city council meeting in a 7-1 vote on Monday, March 25, 2013. Their decision was then 
sent to the emergency manager to approve. In fact, at the time, Flint City Council President Scott Kincaid said "I've never 
been a fan of staying with Detroit." 

It is critical to note that Flint and Genesee Co. had been in discussions to start their own water authority for years before 
this decision was reached. They had been gathering information on a switch and leaning toward that decision far before 
the Gov. was even in office. 

Here is a link to the city council resolutions, as well as a comprehensive story from 2013 on that city council's decision. 
http:/ /v,1ww,rnlive,rnrnir12ws/ffnt/index.ssf/20B/03/flint city council approves r-e,htmi 

This needs to be corrected, and quickly. Please let me know if you'd like any additional information or resources to add 
to the timeline of events published yesterday. 

Thank you, 

Anna Heaton 
Deputy Press Secretary I Gov. Rick Snyder 

o: 517-241-6049 I 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Wayne, 

Weber, Travis (GOV) 

Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:04 AM 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Headen, Frederick (Treasury) 

FW: Local Government Update 

Loe Gov Update May 2015.docx 

Could you add me to this distribution list in the futun.c'? Thank you! 

Travis W. Weber 
Deputy l.egal Counsel 
Executive Office of the Governor 
111 South Capital Avenue 
P.O. Box 30013 
Lansing, Michigan 48909 

517.7..41..5630 (o), .W..~h~r.IZ@.m_[~_bj_g}.IJ,_g_gy 

From: Allard, Claire (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:03 AM 
To: Redford, James (GOV); Weber, Travis (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Local Government Update 

As promised. 

Thanks, 
Claire 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:42 PM 
To: Scott, Allison (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Cc: Baird, Richard (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Khouri, Nick (TREASURY); Saxton, Thomas 
(Treasury); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Roberts, John (DTMB); Allard, Claire (GOV); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Subject: Local Government Update 

Allison, Dennis, and Beth: Attached is the periodic update on distressed local governments. Please pass on to the 
Governor as appropriate. If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to call. Wayne 
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RICK SNYDER 
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STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY NICK A. KHOURI 
GOVERNOR STATE TREASURER 

DATE: May 15, 2015 

TO: Rick Snyder, Governor 

FROM: Wayne Workman, Deputy State Treasurer 

SUBJECT: Status of Financially Stressed Local Governments 

EMERGENCY MANAGER 

Redacted Pages 1-4 
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Page 5 

Redacted 
The City of Flint continues to inform residents that it is in violation of the Clean Water 
Standards Act, after unsafe levels of trihalomethanes (TTHM, a disinfectant by-product) 
were found in the water. Recent testing by the Michigan Department of Environmental 
Quality (MDEQ) Testing Lab showed that the total TTHM levels for the month of March 
are well within the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) guidelines for safe water. 
However, because EPA regulations require that the four month average for all testing 
sites be within certain guidelines, the city is still considered to be non-compliant by the 
MDEQ. Monthly testing remains ongoing and is being conducted by several parties. 
The city hired Veolia to provide an analysis of the water system, including recommended 
improvements and associated costs. Recommendations included water plant 
improvements, distribution system improvements, new policies and procedures, and 
better communication with customers. The city is installing a $I.SM granulated active
charcoal filter to improve water quality. This filter installation will be completed in mid-

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·_J ul y"·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

Redacted 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

fyi 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Wednesday, December 30, 2015 7:01 PM 
Scott, Allison (GOV) 

FW: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 
A Proposal to Create the Flint Water Inter.docx; IA Coard Com Org Chart.jpg; IAP Flint 
Water 2015-12-29.pdf 

Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 6:57 PM 
To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Kelenske, Chris (MSP); Holland, Meegan (GOV); 
Murray, David (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Becker, Timothy (DHHS); Creagh, Keith (DNR); Roberts, John (DTMB) 

Cc: Etue, Kriste (fti!?.K.@.mVhfgf:1.rlg0y); Nick Lyon 
Subject: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Team: 

Today Harvey and I met with the Flint Water Task Force. It was a good meeting. People were pleased with the G's 
statement from the prior day. Captain Kelenske joined us and we had a very good discussion about moving forward with 
the creation of the Flint Water Crisis Agency Coordinating Committee (FIACC). Tim Becker and Captain Kelenske 
provided me with a fair amount of input. I also read the City of Flint Incident Action Plan for a State of Emergency which 
Chris received today (enclosed for those who wish to read it as well). I have distilled all of this into a two page plan that I 
want your edits and comments on and a one page organizational chart (now presented in the "governor's colors" 
according to our fine people in Communications). Spoiler alert-I made Captain Kelenske Vice Chair of the whole 
shebang (with the Colonel's blessing) so Harvey wouldn't get lonely. 

Here is my ask of you: 

1) Within 24 (sooner if you can) hours give me your comments and input 
2) Tomorrow I will turn around a final document for Jarrod to review with the Governor either New Year's Day or 

Saturday 
3) Ideally, Governor will approve Harvey sending it to Mayor Weaver Saturday (Sunday latest) 
4) Mayor needs to know that this is what the Governor wishes to discuss at the meeting January 7 along with 

financial resources that we still need some estimates on cost from DHHS for 
5) Meegan and Dave need to noodle how best to get out front with this and change the narrative focus on 

Monday's Genesee County declaration of emergency 

I know we are all working way too hard for what should be a rest and recharge period but I do appreciate everyone's 
efforts and I know the Boss really does as well. 

Regards, 

Rich 



A Proposal to Create the Flint Water Inter-Agency Coordinating Committee 
(FIACC) 

In collaboration with the Flint After-Action Task Force, MSP Captain Chris Kelenske, DHHS Chief Deputy 
Tim Becker and DHHS Director Nick Lyon, Harvey Hollins and Rich Baird are recommending the 
immediate creation of the above referenced entity, with its sustained role and responsibility enabled 
under the Governor's Executive Order. 

Statement of Need 
Due to a combination of resource constraints, inexperienced personnel, "silo" bureaucratic processes 
and reactionary approaches to immediate problems, there is a nearly complete lack of coordination, 
communication, and connected management amongst all the departments and stakeholders who must 
work together to ensure Flint's return to clean, safe water and to coordinate mid and long term efforts 
to mitigate and address future health and behavioral consequences from lead ingestion. This group 
MUST be stood up regardless of whether (or when) the conditions required for a declaration of 
emergency are met by the City, County, State or Federal authorizers. This coordinating body must 
include: 

• The creation of a routine information process between all parties. 

• Pursuit of other avenues of funding including federal grants and legislative appropriations. 

• While the Emergency Management Act or the Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act 
may be mechanisms to fix the issues in Flint, portions of the Emergency Management Act outlining 
management of events are applicable and should be implemented without delay (e.g. Local 
emergency operations plans/emergency operations guides as well as emergency operations support 
plans). 

Action Plan and Establishing the FIACCC 
It appears that a request for a Governor's declaration may be from the county as soon as January 4, 
2016. The state's Emergency Coordinator (Capt. Kelenske) will evaluate the request and provide a 
recommendation whether to issue a declaration, following established protocol and due diligence. But 
immediately, we will: 

1. Establish an interagency workgroup Chaired and Vice-Chaired by Harvey Hollins and Chris Kelenske, 
respectively, and be comprised of DHHS, MDEQ, MSP, Treasury, Genesee County, City of Flint, MOE, 
LARA and external Subject Matter Experts (SM Es). Civil Rights may be added at a later time. If 
additional agencies/stakeholders who can assist with accomplishing the action plan are needed, 
they will be added. Personnel must be goal oriented, transparent with findings and measures of 
progress, and able to work toward accomplishing the Incident Action Plan created by the state in a 
timely manner. A draft Organization Chart is attached under separate cover. 

2. This body should be created by Executive Order and it must complement and not replace the 
current system under the Emergency Management Act. In fact, it should demonstrate how to best 
leverage support where existing laws fall short under a man-made emergency. 

3. Utilize the National Incident Management System and Unified/Incident Command as appropriate. 
4. Establish routine communications protocols at the operational, executive, and legislative levels as 

determined appropriate. 
5. Establish interagency workgroup objectives using the following as a starting point. 
lnteragency Workgroup Objectives 

1. Determine and convey acceptable standards for potable water. 



• Identify needed remediation. 
• Convey the remediation plan objectives to all stakeholders and interested parties. 
• Logistics plan for distribution and serving homebound citizens with water and 

filtration 
• Implement the plan. 

2. Determine health impacts for the impacted population. 
• Identify treatment methods. 
• Nutrition education and support 
• Coping with lead exposure (care, monitoring, neurodevelopmental screening, access 

to DBP specialists, psychologists/psychiatrists, expanded county services, etc.) 
• Convey the treatment plan objectives to interested parties. 
• Implement the plan. 

3. Establish a public information protocol to effectively inform the community of the situation 
and actions taken. 

• Identify existing Public Information outlets within the city, county, and state. 
• Establish a Joint Information Center 
• Provide for Emergency Alerts and Updates 
• Leverage public and private education schools 
• Determine official information flow and approval of information. 
• Convey to interested parties. 

4. Assess the status of the infrastructure and determine feasible actions to upgrade the water 
system. 

Final Thoughts 

• Determine current state of the infrastructure. 
• Develop priorities, costs, and potential funding sources for infrastructure upgrades 

as part of a long term recovery plan. 
• Seek partners to assist (NGOs, Foundations, Business, etc.) 
• Implement the plan. 

After the team provides input to this document, I would ask that Governor Snyder review and approve 
the approach, authorize Harvey Hollins to get the plan to Mayor Weaver no later than this weekend, and 
then proactively communicate the plan regardless of whether we get an Emergency declaration or not. 

Also, we do believe setting up an Emergency Command Center which requires 24/7 staffing is sensible 
until AFTER Genesee County has demonstrated they did all they could and couldn't solve the problem. 
That is what is required under the law. 





CITY OF FLINT 

INCIDENT ACTION PLAN 
STATE OF EMERGENCY 
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Objectives: 

To provide short term relief and long term solutions in addressing the man-made emergency of 

increased lead levels in the City of Flint (the "City") water system resulting from the switch to Flint River 

as the City's water source as well as the threat to public health related to elevated blood lead levels in 

Flint residents, without interruption of the provision of public safety and other essential public services. 

Due to the fluidic nature of emergencies and the complexity of the City of Flint's declared emergency, 

this plan serves as a framework and may be altered as the emergency develops. 

The Response Framework 

The purpose of this plan is to organize efforts on behalf of the city to assess the extent of the City's 

infrastructure needs and risks to public health, provide immediate relief to those who are at risk, and 

establish long term solutions. In addition, the city must ascertain what immediate relief and long term 

solutions the City is capable of implementing based on what resources are available. For any activities 

that are beyond the resource capacity of the City, external sources of funding, supplies, and manpower 

must be sought. 

There are a number of steps that must be taken in accordance with the Flint Emergency Support 

Operations Plan (SEOP), in order for the City to be compliant with the Genesee County Emergency 

Action Guidelines. These include the activation of the Incident Management Team, the Emergency 

Operation Center, and the sharing of essential documents with the County, including this plan. 

Information must also be shared by the City's Public Information Officer on a regular basis, as required 

by the SEOP. 

This plan calls for the provision of immediate relief to those at risk in our community. Special 

consideration must be given to residents who belong to underserved groups, such as those who are 

homebound, undocumented, in poverty, etc. Additional consideration must also be given to the 

equitable provision of services throughout our community in order to equally protect the health and 

safety of every member of our community. 

Implementation of this plan is to be conducted by the Incident Management Team, which will monitor 

the effective delivery of goods and services in order to address the conditions of the emergency. 

Understanding the Issue: 

October 1, 2015, the Genesee County Health Department issued a Public Health Emergency after 

elevated blood-lead levels were found among children in the City of Flint. This incident correlates with 

elevated levels of lead found in the City's drinking water after the City switched water sources in April of 



-·........ 
2014 to the Flint River. The scope of this problem appears to be limited to Flint City Water Customers 

and their dependents. Public agencies from several levels of government, as well as charitable, nonprofit 

organizations have partnered with the City to provide immediate relief to Flint residents, including the 

expansion of health services, the provision of bottled water and NSF rated water filters. The city is also 

seeking long term infrastructure improvements to eliminate lead and other contaminants from the 

water system. 

Gov. Rick Snyder appointed a task force to review "actions regarding water use and testing in Flint" and 

to make recommendations for future guidelines: Members of the state task force are Ken Sikkema of 

Public Sector Consultants, Chris Kolb of the Michigan Environmental Council, Dr. Matthew Davis of the 

University of Michigan Health System, Eric Rothstein of the Galardi Rothstein Group and Dr. Lawrence 

Reynolds of Mott Children's Health Center. 

In an effort to halt the further escalation of this crisis, the City returned to receiving its water from the 

Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD) on October 16, 2015. Since that time, additional 

corrosion control program has started, estimating a reduction of lead levels over the next six months. In 

light of these efforts, concerns surrounding the quality of water and health of the residents persist to 

the point that Mayor Karen Weaver declared a State of Emergency on December 14, 2015 so as to 

resolve this crisis once and for all. 

The current challenge facing the City is providing immediate relief and long term solutions of the quality 

of the water and health of residents while the City remains in a financially critical condition. It is hoped 

and expected that higher levels of government recognize this emergency as it pertains to the condition 

of the City's infrastructure and health of its residents, and do all things necessary to assist the City in the 

provision of relief and the execution of capital improvement projects that will eliminate the causes of 

this emergency. 

Enhancing Understanding: 

Information Collection 

Essential Elements of Information (EEis) can be qualified as the City's water tests containing lead results, 

the verification of lead water lines (both public and private), and health information. Water testing is 

performed by the City's water plant in cooperation with the M DEQ. The verification of lead water lines is 

being handled by University of Michigan Flint, who is currently digitizing the City's water line 

information and PSI Engineering, who is initiating the effort to verify lead lines by excavating an initial 

150 residential lines. This information allows the Incident Management Team to assess the current 

condition of the emergency by way of determining the water quality and the condition of the water 

distribution infrastructure. 



-·........ 
Information Analysis 

The City has sought partners to assist in the analysis and attenuation of complex data. Wayne State 

University's center for Urban Studies has agreed to assist the City in its efforts to document and track 

lead water lines, water test results, and filter distribution with geographic information system (GIS) 

technology. This allows for easily updateable, digestible information to be presented to officials. 

Assessment of Impacts 

The City will need assistance in determining the total cost of damage done to the public health and 

infrastructure. As of now, only portions of this damage are visible. 

PSI is providing some assistance by excavating 150 residential water lines to verify that they are 

comprised of lead. This is an initial step, but not enough. More resources will be needed to continue this 

process. 

Continuous Situational Awareness 

It is important that the Emergency Management Team receive continuous information regarding water 

testing results, lead water line numbers, and filter distribution information in order to gain a realistic 

and current perspective. Much of his information is currently available on the City's website 

(cityofflint.com) and more is added each week by the PIO team. 

Actions taken in Response to the Emergency 

Activation of the Incident Management Team 

Upon the declaration of Emergency by Mayor Weaver, the Support Emergency Operations Plan (SEOP) 

was activated. The SEOP calls upon the Incident Management Team to generate the Incident Action Plan 

(IAP. Each member of this team serves a specific function as it relates to addressing the causes and 

effects of the emergency. The Emergency Management Team roster can be found in the SEOP on page 

3, with a list of alternates on page 4 in case the need for succession arises. 

Emergency Operations Center 

The Emergency Operations Center (EOC) must be activated upon the declaration of a State of 

Emergency by the Mayor. This center is required by the SEOP and serves as a nerve center for the 

Incident Management Team. Here, emergency relief efforts are coordinated by key members of the 

Incident Management Team. In this case, these relief efforts consist of the distribution of water filters at 
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City Hall and community events, the distribution of bottled water throughout the city in conjunction 

with the efforts of community partners, and assisting with the circulation of water testing kits 

throughout the community. The EOC will also be monitoring and managing the inventory of relief 

supplies, such as water filters and bottled water. 

According to the SEOP, the EOC must establish an incident tracking system. This system will serve as a 

work plan for the management of the emergency. In addition, it is essential that the IMT record water 

testing results, lead water line location information, and information about the distribution of water 

filters and bottled water all in one place so that information is readily available for the Incident 

Management Team. This information will also be sent out to the public and media in the form of daily 

regular updates by the City's PIO. 

Communication 

The EOC maintains a telephone system that exists to intake questions about relief efforts and to 

organize relief logistics. It is open from 8am to 5pm, Monday through Friday. A voicemail system and 

eventual email system will exist to handle requests and inquiries that occur outside of the normal 

operating hours. This system will be constructed by the City's IS department. 

Public Awareness and Education 

1. Emergency Alerts and Updates: 

The City's Public Information Officer will make available information as it relates to the 

emergency in the form of press releases, emails, and physical documents. Daily updates 

containing information on the distribution of water filters, bottled water, water testing, blood 

lead testing, and other relief efforts will be available on the City's website for the public to view. 

Information will be available at City Hall for residents. 

2. Joint Information Center: 

The City's PIO will establish a joint Information Center that is organized to coordinate the efforts 

of multiple agencies to communicate with the public. This includes the circulation of joint press 

releases, public health information, educational materials, and updates relating to the State of 

Emergency. This committee is comprised of public information officers and public relations 

personnel to coordinate efforts to keep the public updated and informed. Regular updates to 

the media regarding events and progress will be made as news develops. 

The US EPA has offered assistance in the form of Public Information support. Additional support 

in this area has been provided by the Michigan State Police. 
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3. Education: 

Many government agencies and philanthropic organizations are already distributing information 

regarding the effects of lead on public health. It is important that the City assist in these efforts 

so vital information and knowledge is presented to all members of the community. The goal is to 

continue to eliminate misunderstandings and incorrect information as it relates to reducing lead 

in drinking water, pursuing medical help, and maintaining a healthy diet to reduce lead 

absorption in the body. Lead education is currently being performed by the Genesee County 

Health Department, the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services and Medical 

community at-large. 

Assessment of Social Needs 

In order to effectively and equitably provide immediate relief to Flint water customers, the City must 

take into account many of the socio-economic needs and limitations of the community. Some residents 

cannot get to City Hall for a water filter. Some residents do not have internet access. Literacy or a 

language barrier may also pose significant obstacles to the effective distribution of educational 

information and relief to those in need. These will be continuing challenges facing the community. At 

present these are the resources the City has available to mitigate some of those challenges. 

Logistics 

Logistics are being coordinated by the City Emergency Management Team's City's Chief Logistics Officer, 

who is the City Administrator. The CLO is responsible for the coordination, procurement, and 

transportation of goods and services, which is essential for effective implementation of the response 

plan. 

Fixed Distribution Points 

There are several locations throughout the city where residents may acquire a water filter. These 

locations are: 

Flint City Hall 

1101 South Saginaw, Flint Ml 48502 

Genesee County Community Action Resource Department (GCCARD) 

601 North Saginaw, Flint Ml 48502 

and 

2727 Lippencott Blvd, Flint Ml 48507 
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Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 

4809 Clio Road, Flint Ml 48504 

and 

125 E. Union Street, Flint, Ml 48502 

Activation of Ward Distribution Centers 

Each of the nine wards will have activated distribution centers that are primarily managed by City 

Council Members or their designees. 

Flint City Council - Water Distribution Sites 

WARD COUNCILPERSON LOCATION ADDRESS 

1 Eric Mays Hasselbring Senior Center 1002 W. Home Avenue 

2 Jackie Poplar Joy Tabernacle Church 2505 N. Chevrolet Avenue 

3 Kerry Nelson Antioch Baptist Church 1083 E. Stewart Avenue 

4 Joshua Freeman Flint Fire Station No. 5 3402 Western Road 

5 Wantwaz Davis Doyle/Ryder Elementary School 1040 N. Saginaw Street 

6 Herbert Winfrey New Community Baptist Church 1375 Lavender Avenue 

7 Monica Galloway Brennan Community Center 1301 Pingree Avenue 

8 Vicki VanBuren Flint Southwestern Academy 1420 W. 12th Street 

9 Scott Kincaid Dort Mall Police Service Station 3600 S. Dort Highway 

Mobile Distribution Centers 

With the help of transportation agencies, like the Metro Transit Authority (MTA), meals on wheels, and 

GCCARD, the city can help establish mobile distribution centers and delivery systems that can provide 

water filters, bottled water, and nutritious foods, among other types of relief accompanied by 

educational materials to neighborhoods and to homes of people who experience limited mobility. 

• Mass Transportation Authority-MT A bus passes: Assisting residents with bus passes to 

improve their mobility will increase their chances of receiving help. Transportation 

services will also improve residents' access to medical care. 

• MTA-Your Ride mobile distribution: 

o Estimated Costs: $25 per hour to deliver water and filters to homes throughout 

the City. 

Problem 1. Public Health Emergency 

The first objective in addressing this emergency is reducing, and eventually eliminating, the danger to 

public health. As City water coming out of faucets continue to contain lead, and copper and other 
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harmful contaminants exceeding government guidelines and regulations, it poses a risk to the people of 

our community. Preventative measures must be taken to avoid the effects of toxicosis that are difficult if 

not impossible to completely reverse. 

As far as preventative measures are concerned, education, water filters, and bottled water must be 

provided to every household in the City in order to reduce the chances of lead exposure, especially to 

our most vulnerable members of the community. If lead exposure has occurred, resulting in elevated 

blood lead levels, immediate and sustained medical attention must be available to those affected. 

Health services must be expanded in the area to accommodate increased numbers of case loads and 

specialized care regarding lead poisoning and its effects. 

Immediate Relief for Public Health: 

1. Prevention: Education, water filters and replacement cartridges, free water testing, and bottled 

water must be available to everyone. 

2. Access to nutritious food that reduces the risks of lead absorption by the body. The City can 

coordinate activities with the County Health Department 

Long Term Solutions: Maintaining Public Health and Coping with Lead Exposure 

1. Work closely with the Genesee County Health Department and Michigan Department of Health 

and Human Services in order to provide sustainable care and monitoring of children exposed to 

lead. This care must be available for them for several years-preferably several decades. 

2. Support and education for primary care providers regarding aggressive long-term 

neurodevelopmental screening and testing. 

3. Improved access to developmental and behavioral (DBP) specialists, pediatric psychologists, 

pediatric psychiatrists. 

a. Pre-emptive referral to mental health/ toxic stress screenings. 

b. Support capacity building and or incentivize recruitment to allow Genesee health system 

(CMH) to build this capacity which is currently needed and lacking. 

4. Increase recognition and education regarding trauma informed care, social determinants of 

health (SDOH). 

5. Expand State funded Genesee Health System (CMH) services. 

a. Infant mental health (30 day capacity) 

b. Child case management 

c. Home based services 

d. Trauma informed care- trauma focused CBT 

Problem 2. Lead Contamination in the Water 

Immediate Relief: 
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1. Education, water filters and replacement cartridges, free water testing for water customers, and 

bottled water must be available to everyone. Water filters can be obtained at any of the fixed 

distribution points throughout the City. 

2. Identification and verification of lead water service lines throughout the city- both public and 

private. 

3. Assistance to identify lead pipes within buildings and homes. 

Distribution of Bottled Water: 

At this point, we are directing all offers for donations to the Food Bank of Eastern Michigan. It is 

imperative that water be accessible to all members of the community through a variety of distribution 

channels. These channels are explained in the Logistics Section of this plan. 

Distribution of Test Bottles: 

Water testing kits can be picked up at City Hall with instructions. Test results are posted on the City's 

website to raise public awareness and encourage more participation. 

Long term Solutions: Capital Improvements Needs 

The distribution of filters, water, and food to counter the effects of lead are essential response efforts to 

keep people safe. However, long term solutions are required to keep people healthy, to eliminate lead 

from the public and private water distribution system distribution, and to provide affordable clean 

water. Our public infrastructure and utilities must be reliable, sustainable, and equitable in order for this 

community to rebound after this emergency. The following long term solutions must be implemented in 

order to set the City of Flint on a course for recovery. These solutions come at a heavy cost for a City 

that is currently in receivership. The City has experienced financial distress due to this Emergency, in 

addition to a two million dollar loss from switching back to DWSD. The City has diligently applied for 

Fiscally Distressed Cities, Villages, and Townships, Grant in order to supplement funding for capital 

improvement projects. It is essential that these grants be awarded in order to achieve long term 

solutions. 

1. COMPLtTE Transition to a Temporary Safe Water Source until the Completion of KWA: 

This has already occurred. On October 16, 2015, Flint returned to receiving its water from DWSD 

on a 9 month agreement. This agreement will expire in June 2016, when the KWA is projected to 

be complete. The City had to pay $2 million out of its general fund to make this switch. 

2. !N. PROGR§:$§ Additional Corrosion Control added to the Water System: 
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This is already occurring. In early December, 2015, Flint began to add additional corrosion 

control to the water coming in from DWSD in attempts to rebuild the protective scale inside its 

pipes. This is estimated to reduce lead levels in two to six months. 

3. Faucet Replacement: 

Replacement of Water faucets, and drinking fountains in the school system. It has been 

determined after state inspections that many sources of lead contamination in the School 

System's water were the faucets themselves. These faucets need to be replaced. 

4. Water Line Replacement: 

Water Line Replacement to reduce antiquated infrastructure and lead service lines. These lines 

must be identified, verified, and replaced. Residents who are facing financial hardships must 

have access to assistance to cover the costs of these replacements through access to grants and 

(forgivable) loans made available through State and Federal agencies. The corrosion damage to 

public and private lines that Flint River water caused is still being determined. 

• Replacement of an estimated fifteen thousand (15,000) lead service lines at an 

estimated cost of three thousand dollars ($3,000) per line. Total costs forty -five million 

dollars ($45,000,000). This project is estimated to be one of the most cost-intensive 

endeavors related to ameliorating water contaminants. 

5. Reimbursement of Critical Expenditures: 

Seeking reimbursement of two million dollar cost of returning to DWSD and forgiveness of 

Water Revolving Loan Debt from the State of Michigan. 

6. KWA Capital Improvements: The City has reconnected to Detroit temporarily until a water line 

from Port Huron is developed. The new water line known as the KWA pipeline or Karegnondi 

Water Authority is expected to bring water to the City from Lake Huron by July. The current cost 

agreement between Flint and DWSD is for nine months, therefore it is imperative that KWA be 

completed as soon as possible. Assistance relating to capital improvements to expedite this 

process will help to achieve long term goals. 

KWA Capital Improvements: 

a. Transfer Station to Dort Reservoir 

b. Raw water line to pump station #4 

c. Phosphoric acid feed system 

d. Alum Feed system 

e. Post filtration system 

Estimated Costs: 

$4,500,000 

$636,000 

$186,000 

$40,000 

$387,289 
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f. SCADA Upgrades 

g. Sewer Relining 

Total 

$424,000 

$100,000 

$6,273,289 

Ancillary Considerations: Public Safety during an Emergency 

During a time of emergency public safety agencies need to be prepared to respond to threats to public 

safety and critical infrastructure. The City is facing a man-made emergency that is threatening the public 

health. Resentment and hostility toward local institutions and municipal government is at a significant 

level. 

Critical infrastructure should be safeguarded if the need arises. This includes increasing security at City 

Hall to reduce potential for public safety risks. In the case of credible threats to public infrastructure, it 

may be required to hire private security company for first line of defense. Private Security is lower cost, 

thereby making it the first option. The minimum response is acted upon first, elevating only if the need 

arises. Credible or imminent threats of damage or destruction to critical infrastructure requires an 

elevated response. Such needs may require over-time police officers to address critical situations. 

Mutual aid from surrounding communities can be requested if Flint public safety is overextended. 

Implementation: 

Community Partners 

Financial limitations of the city persist while it confronts this emergency. Many community partners 

have offered their assistance to perform various needed functions. The city is heavily reliant on the 

assistance that government agencies and nonprofit organizations have provided. 

The Mott Foundation 

The Mott Foundation has provided financial assistance, especially in their generous contribution of $4 

million. In addition, the Mott Foundation has recently pledged an additional 

United Way 

The Genesee County United Way has provided significant financial assistance in the way of purchasing 

and helping to distribute water filters since the public health emergency began on October 15
\ 2015. 

Genesee County Community Action Resources Department {GCCARD) 
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GCCARD is organized to fight poverty and has been a primary partner in the distribution of water filters. 

It has also regularly supported the city with the logistics and availability of water filters at City Hall. 

Genesee County Health Department 

Has provided educational information to Flint Water customers 

Genesee County Board of Commissioners 

The Board of Commissioners have pledged their support to help Flint seek solutions to this crisis. The 

Board has already assisted in making health and nutrition information available to the public. 

Assistance from Wayne State University 

Wayne State University's Center for Urban Studies will be providing technical GIS support to assist in the 

documentation of emergency relief efforts. 

The US Environmental Protection Agency 

Region 5 EPA has offered assistance with Public Information distribution during the emergency. 

Outside Help is still needed ... 

The City of Flint is forever thankful to our community partners who have given so much to help so many 

people. However the magnitude of this emergency calls for more resources that are beyond the capacity 

of the combined local organizations and government agencies. Long term solutions will require a heavy 

investment in health care and capital improvement projects to upgrade the city's antiquated water 

distribution system. 

• Help with Immediate Relief in terms of assuring allocative efficiency. Distribution should 

be equitable- assistance from other governments required to assure this. 

• Reaching communities for the distribution of water filters, water, and educational 

materials. 

• Help with Water Testing to increase participation and lead education. 

• Increasing the rate of water testing 

• Assistance is required to fund essential capital improvement projects to guarantee clean 

and safe water. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Scott, Allison (GOV) 

Tuesday, January 05, 2016 3:31 PM 
Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 

emergency order 
2016-01-05 Flint Water Governor's Declaration Final Draft - No watermark.docx 



PROCLAMATION 

DECLARATION OF EMERGENCY 

WHEREAS, Section 1 of Article V of the Michigan Constitution of 1963 
vests the executive power of the state of Michigan in the Governor; and 

WHEREAS, under the Emergency Management Act, Act No. 390 of the 
Public Acts of 1976, as amended, MCL 30.401 to 30.421, the Governor is 
responsible for coping with dangers to this state or the people of this state 
presented by a disaster or emergency or threat thereof, and may issue executive 
orders and proclamations, having the force and effect of law to implement the 
Act; and 

WHEREAS, under Section 3 of the Emergency Management Act, 1976 
Public Act 390, MCL 30.403, the Governor shall, by executive order or 
proclamation, declare a state of emergency if the Governor finds that an 
emergency has occurred or that the threat of an emergency exists; and 

WHEREAS, on April 25, 2014 the City of Flint, Michigan switched from the 
Detroit water system to the Flint River as a water source, the harmful effects of 
untreated water struck the city's water infrastructure, causing leaching of lead 
into the water which caused damage to the water system and potential negative 
health impacts to the citizens; and 

WHEREAS, the area affected includes parts of the City of Flint, within the 
County of Genesee; and 

WHEREAS, the damaged water infrastructure and leaching of lead into the 
city's water caused damage to public and private water infrastructure, and has 
either caused or threatened to cause elevated blood lead levels, especially in the 
population of children and pregnant women, and causing a potential immediate 
threat to public health and safety and disrupting vital community services; and 

WHEREAS, from October 1, 2015 to this date, the County of Genesee and 
the City of Flint have taken a number of actions to cope with the situation, 
including but not limited to, switching back to the Detroit water system on 
October 16th, declaring local states of emergency, activating the emergency 
response and recovery aspects of their emergency operations plan, marshaling 
and distributing required resources on a city-wide level, and issuing emergency 
public information and bulletins; and 



WHEREAS, local resources have been insufficient to address the situation, 
and additional assistance from voluntary organizations and the state is required 
to protect public health, safety, and property, and to lessen or avert the threat of 
more severe and long lasting impacts to the community; 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, RICHARD D. SNYDER, Governor of the state of 
Michigan, pursuant to the Constitution of the state of Michigan and provisions of 
Act No. 390 of the Public Acts of 1976, as amended, do hereby proclaim that a 
state of emergency exists in the aforementioned county and municipality; and 

FURTHER, the Emergency Management and Homeland Security Division 
of the Department of State Police shall coordinate and maximize all state efforts, 
and may call upon all state departments to utilize resources at their avail to assist 
in the emergency area pursuant to the Michigan Emergency Management Plan; 
and 

FURTHER, termination of this emergency will occur at such time as the 
threats to public health, safety, and property caused by the emergency no longer 
exist and appropriate programs have been implemented to recover from the 
effects of this emergency, but in no case longer than February 1, 2016, unless 
extended as provided by Act No. 390. 

Given under my hand and the 
Great Seal of the State of Michigan this 
5th day of January in the Year of Our 
Lord, Two Thousand and Sixteen. 

RICHARD D. SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

BY THE GOVERNOR: 

SECRETARY OF STATE 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hey Sara: 

Smith, Jennifer (GOV) 

Thursday, September 05, 2013 4:06 PM 
Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
PHONE MESSAGE- Beth Clement 

Beth called for you re: Flint. Said she needs to talk to today because they're already having issues. 

Her cell if it's after hours-

Thank you, 
Jen 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Adler, Ari (GOV) 

Friday, January 23, 2015 4:39 PM 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth 

(GOV); Walsh, John (GOV) 

"Anonymous" threatening to do operation in Flint 

We need to make sure things are buttoned up in Flint as it relates to the water treatment operations, 

apparently. 

Via Twitter just now: 

AnonCorpWatch 

is not dead! 

:::: 

About 

Corporations have been getting way with far too much for far too long. It is time that we, the citizens of the 

world, educate ourselves and take action against these Corporations. We all understand that for past. few 

generations, we have allowed laws to be written, tax incentives to be created and have allowed loop holes to 

be made in environmental policy. We have allowed lobbiests in Washington, and other governments around 

the world, to make this capitalist institution called the "Corporation" get away with practices that are 

unacceptable. We have not understood the consequences until it is too late. We have felt too overwhelmed 

by the do's and don'ts that we have felt we had to respect, that we have allowed these powerhouses to 

benefit from massive profits, while we the majority are struggling. 

It is time that we the people take matters into our own hands. It is time to take responsibility for our 

ignorance. We must forgive ourselves for allowing this economic "Grand Canyon" between the mega wealthy 

and the other 90% of us. We hear our leaders ask us to make further sacrifices by accepting higher interest 

rates in order to pay for the mess they got us into. They have repeatedly tried to take away our voice. It is time 

forgive us our sins and move forward. We will no longer allow these Corporations and Government puppets to 

silence us. 

Like others before us, we are taking matters into our own hands. We are going to start keeping tabs on these 

Corporations. We are going to collect information and share it. We are going to spread the truth as far as we 

can. Most importantly we are going to take action! 



Be a voice in a voiceless world. Share your knowledge of what you know with us so that we can unite and learn 

from each other, and become a source of power and change. 

Hey Corporations! We are watching you! 

We are Anonymous 

We are Legion 

We never Forgive 

We never Forget 

Expect Us! 

2 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Team, 

Murray, David (GOV) 
Friday, January 30, 2015 6:05 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); 
Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Walsh, John (GOV); Brownfield, Michael (GOV); Allard, 

Claire (GOV); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); 
Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Biehl, Laura (GOV) 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV) 
Backgrounder on Tuesday Flint water event 
Briefing Flint grant announcement.docx 

Here is background on the planned Tuesday event in Flint regarding the $2 million Distressed Cities grant and other 
issues connected to the water issue. 

There are plans for two press releases on Tuesday. The first will detail the two Flint grants and will be released by the 
governor's communications office. The other release, which would detail the other grants, would follow from Treasury 
with a quote from the governor. 

Mayor Walling has agreed to speak at the event, with Harvey Hollins and Dan Wyant representing the governor's office. 
Sen. Ananich has asked to speak, and it has been suggested that Rep. Neeley would speak and it might be better to add 
him to the program. Others, such as Deputy Director Workman and Emergency Manager Ambrose, would be present 
and available. 

The attached document includes details about the planned event, as well as background on the grants from Treasury 
and on the entire water issue from DEQ as well as Mayor Walling's Facebook post about the governor and links to the 
stories in the media about the issue. 

We have a room reserved and are working with the communications team in Flint to have microphones and other items 
needed for the event. 

Please let me know if there is any information you think should also be included, or anything that should be changed. 
Once everyone has had the opportunity to review, we can forward to the governor. 

Thank you, everyone, for your assistance. I know there are lots of moving pieces and many people involved. 

Dave 

Dave Murray 
Deputy Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
,v1urrayD1@rnichigan.gpv 

~ffice 
~obi le 

Twitter:@michigandmurray 



Briefing: Grant announcement in Flint 

Tuesday, Feb. 3, 2015, 3-4 p.m. 
Haskell Community Center, 2201 Forest Hills Ave. Flint 
Governor's communications: Dave Murray, murra dl mic 
DEQ communications: Brad Wurfel, wurfelb@m ichigan.gov 
Treasury communications: Terry Stanton, stantont@michigan.gov, 

Purpose 

The state government is providing support for the Flint government as it addresses issues with its water 
system. The state on Tuesday is announcing that Flint is receiving two grants totaling $2 million related 
to water system improvements through the Financially Distressed Cities, Villages and Townships grant 
program. DEQ Director Dan Wyant will address ongoing efforts with his agency to test Flint water and 
explain why the city is facing some of its problems. Senate Minority Leader Jim Ananich, D-Flint, will 
discuss his appreciation for the ongoing support for the city and its residents. 

Attending 

• Harvey Hollins, director of the Michigan Office of Urban Initiatives 
• Dan Wyant, director of the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 
• Wayne Workman, deputy treasurer, Michigan Department of Treasury 
• Jerry Ambrose, Flint emergency manager 
• Dayne Walling, Flint mayor 
• State Sen. Jim Ananich 
• State Rep. Sheldon Neeley 
• State Rep. Phil Phelps 

Agenda 

3:00 PM - 3:05 PM: 
3:05 PM - 3:10 PM: 

3:10 PM - 3:15 PM: 
3:15 PM - 3:20 PM: 
3:20 PM - 3:25 PM: 
3:25 PM - 3:35 PM: 
3:35 PM 

Background 

Harvey Hollins announces that Flint has received two grants totaling $2 million. 
Dan Wyant discusses the state's ongoing role in monitoring Flint's water and 
any assistance that has been provided and will continue to be provided. 
Mayor Dayne Walling remarks about appreciation for state assistance. 
Sen. Jim Ananich remarks about appreciation for state assistance. 

Harvey Hollins closing remarks, opens floor to media questions. 
Event ends, though this might be optimistic. 

• The quality of Flint water has been a high-profile concern in recent weeks, with residents 
complaining about the color, taste and smell of tap water since a switch to Flint River water as a 
temporary source as a pipeline is built to Lake Huron as a water source starting in 2016. 

o Residents have attended meetings with jugs of brownish water. 
o U.S. Kildee has worked with labor and community groups to distribute bottled water. 

• Mayor Walling has issued a letter (included below) calling for state and federal assistance for the 
city, including forgiveness of some $20 million in debt through the Drinking Water Revolving 
Loan Fund and calling for the governor to come to Flint personally. 

o Walling also submitted a guest column to the Flint Journal with similar requests. 



• He said the loan forgiveness is needed for the city to upgrade its water 
treatment process. 

o Governor and Mayor Walling had a telephone conversation on Friday, and the mayor 
has pledged to work together on solutions. 

• Rep. Sheldon Neeley also has sent the governor a letter, saying that his constituents "are on the 
verge of civil unrest." 

• The Department of Environmental Quality has been monitoring the water situation, with a 
detailed backgrounder and talking points attached below. 

• The Treasury Department is announcing Tuesday that Flint is among the cities receiving a 
combined $8 million the Financially Distressed Cities, Villages and Townships grant program. 

o The announcement of the other grants will follow the Flint announcement. 
• The Flint grants are $1.1 million to allow the city to replace the functions of the 

old incinerator with new water pollution control facility allowing for the disposal 
of waste to landfills. 

• The other is $900,000 to allow the city to hire a contractor to perform a leak 
detection survey, which will lead to prioritizing repairs. 

o A breakdown of the grants is included below. 

Treasury breakdown of Flint grants 
Flint Incinerator: The grant project entails shutting down the current Water Pollution Control Facility 
Incinerator (due to the incinerator not being up to new EPA standards). In order to meet EPA standards, 
it would cost roughly $8.8M in upgrades to the current incinerator. The grant funding will allow them to 
replace the functions of the old incinerator by constructing new facilities which will allow for the 
disposal of waste to landfills. 

Budget Breakdown 
Construction Contractor 
Project Management 
Total 

$1,050,000 
$50,000 

$1,100,000 

Flint Leak Detection: The grant project will allow the city to hire a contractor to perform a leak detection 
survey of the city water lines. The city will receive a map of leak locations and an assessment of leak 
severity. This data will allow the city to prioritize leak repair. The project also covers the expense of 
conducting a water pipe line wall thickness condition assessment on a portion of the city's pipes. The 
assessment will guide the city's water main replacement program. 

Budget Breakdown 

Project Planning 

Mobilization of Crew to Site 

Leak Detection < 16" diameter 

Leak Detection 16" diameter or> 

Pipe Condition Assessments 

Total 

DEQ backgrounder on Flint water 

$90,000 

$27,000 

$378,000 

$270,000 

$135,000 

$900,000 



Following the formal approval of Flint into the KWA in 2012, DWSD sent Flint a letter saying their 
contract was thereby terminated (by early 2013). 

Genesee County has been using DWSD water without a contract since May 2014. But Flint took the 
letter to imply a water cutoff, and promptly turned to DEQ with a proposal to use the Flint River (their 
historic backup system). 

This proposed shift was pitched primarily as a money saver. But it put the city in the business of water 
production, where they historically had been in the business of water transmission. DEQ approved the 
use of the river as a source, based on the treatment plant's past performance as a standby facility and 
the improvements we outlined prior to a switchover. 

Several municipalities around the state use surface water supplies (rivers): Blissfield near Monroe, 
Manistique, and Alma to name a few. 

The city completed the upgrades at the water plant the facility and DEQ approved it April 2014. 

There were some initial hiccups. Last summer, there were a couple of 'boil water' notices issued. One 
for a water test that showed e. coli, one for a break in the water main. 

The challenge to using the Flint River as a source is that the condition of the water is variable and 
changes with season and weather. It has substantially more organic matter than deep lake sources like 
Lake Huron. This organic matter is mobilized by high water events, and warm weather also can account 
for more organic material in the water. 

The treatment of the organic matter is done with chlorine. One might conclude that the continual 
answer is just to use more chlorine to achieve water safety. However, at some point on the continuum, 
the chlorine and organic matter create TTHM - total trihalomethanes - as a byproduct. When the 
standard for those is exceeded over several consecutive quarters of testing, the supply is required by 
law to issue public notice and submit an approved plan for addressing the situation. 

You'll note that this regulatory approach means TIHM testing is done quarterly. That means people who 
use the system are exposed to TIHM for several months before the public notice is required. It's 
because TIHM is a chronic health threat. Over the long term (measured in decades), continued 
exposure can contribute to some known health problems. If this were an immediate health threat, 
customers would receive immediate notification to boil their water or not use it. 

Put in context, the EPA (which established the standard and the rule) estimates the existence of the 
TIHM standard prevents an estimated 280 bladder cancer cases each year ... out of more than 330 
million people who use public water supplies around the country. 

It's not "nothing." State and federal law requires quarterly testing for TIHM and that the public be 
informed of it when the annual average of four quarters' worth of consecutive testing shows TIHM 
levels exceeding 80 parts per billion. Flint's results managed to exceed the annual average in three 
quarters, and they must develop a plan to address it. 

But it's not like an eminent threat to public health. Unlike an e. Coli or even total coliform bacteria 
maximum contaminant level, which require immediate public notification and response and are part of 
daily I hourly testing of public water supplies, TIHMs pose a public health concern with chronic, long
term exposure. 

It's clear the nature of the threat was communicated poorly. It's also clear that folks in Flint are 
concerned about other aspects of their water - taste, smell and color being among the top complaints. 



The Safe Drinking Water Act requires public water supplies be tested for more than 90 regulated 
contaminants, including microbial contaminants. The act, and the program here in Michigan, work to 
ensure that water is safe to drink. The act does not regulate aesthetic values of water. Here are some 
factors affecting the aesthetics of water in Flint. 

1. It's the Flint River. The water supplied by DWSD historically came from Lake Huron. It's softer. 
With hard water, you get a different flavor and feel. It's why General Motors suspended use of 
Flint Water- it was rusting their parts. Also, there's the 'organics' factor (discussed previously). 

2. The system is old. Flint has more than 500 miles of water pipes. More than half of those pipe 
miles are more than 75 years old. Much of it is cast iron. Hard water can react with cast iron and 
exacerbates the rusty factor, which creates that brown water that angry residents were holding 
up in jugs for the media cameras last week. Valve failure has also been a key challenge. The 
system has an estimated 7,500+ valves. When they stick open or stick shut, it affects the 
hydraulics of the system and increase areas of stagnation. The city has a backlog of valves that 
need to be addressed. They've done half a dozen or so since November. 

3. Flint is old. Many of the homes served by the system are old. Brown water complaints may also 
be attributable to cast iron pipes in customers' service connection to the city lines. The DEQ has 
been encouraging people with water coloration concerns to contact the city and see whether it 
is the service line or the City's line causing the issue. Again, discoloration is not an indicator of 
water quality or water safety, but we recognize that nobody likes it. 

In summary, the City of Flint has tremendous need to address its water delivery system. We are not 
aware that they have any capital improvement funds for preventative maintenance in place, much less 
line replacement project monies that will require hundreds of millions. 

The City was approved for a Revolving Fund loan in 2008 or 2009. As a Distressed Community, they 
qualified for flexible terms and 2 percent interest rate Revolving Fund Loan. After they were notified 
they were approved for the loan, they declined it. Previous SRF loans from the state to Flint bear an 
outstanding balance of $20.7 million today. 

The DEQ continues working with the city to address the TIHM issue. They can take interim steps - from 
scrubbing the insides of transmission lines to carefully monitoring the hydraulic challenges in their 
system - to address customers' aesthetic concerns. Their TIHM numbers already are showing dramatic 
improvement; the November testing showed only one of seven sample points exceeding the standard. 

The key now is that the standard is an average of three quarters' worth of results. It will be some time 
before they are officially "not in violation." However, depending on weather in 2015, it's not 
unforeseeable that we will be having this conversation again by next Christmas. 

The key to the conversation is that TTHM is not a top health concern. That's key because residents need 
to understand TIHM in context, and it is key because it appears the mayor has seized on the public 
panic (sparked, frankly, by their poor communication of the violation notice) to ask the state for loan 
forgiveness and more money for their infrastructure improvement. 

Another key thing to remember is that once the city connects to the new KWA system in 2016, this issue 
will fade in the rearview. 

Key messages: 

1. The DEQ Drinking Water program works with communities around the state to ensure that 
municipalities provide customers with clean, safe drinking water. 

2. Municipal water supplies are tested rigorously and regularly for more than 90 regulated 
contaminants, including microbial contaminants that pose an immediate public health concern. 



3. Flint's exceedance of the TIHM standard should reassure residents that the testing program is 
effective. 

4. TIHM is not an immediate health threat. It is a chronic concern, one that can be problematic 
over the course of several decades of exposure. The public was notified because the law 
requires the city to make public notification, so that everyone can make informed decisions. This 
is particularly true for people with infants or those with compromised immune systems. 

5. The DEQ is working with the City to address the situation. Recent tests show the TIHM numbers 
dropping rapidly. The department will continue working with the city in the months ahead, and 
residents should feel confident that their water is safe to drink unless the DEQ or City notifies 
them otherwise. 

6. The discoloration and odor issues some Flint residents are experiencing are separate issues from 
the TIHM issue. TIHM is odorless, colorless and measured in parts per billion. 

7. Flint water customers who have questions or concerns about their water should first contact the 
city to get answers and help. They also can contact the Michigan DEQ. 

Mayor Walling's Facebook post 

Friend, 

Access to clean, safe, affordable water is a basic human right. 

That's why I just sent Gov. Snyder my Flint Water Improvement Plan. It focuses on the areas of safety, 
quality, access, investment and education. My letter urges the governor to quickly implement these 
ideas so that Flint's water is 100% safe. 

Please contact Gov. Snyder by calling (517) 335-6397 (or by clicking here) and ask him to take action 
immediately to implement my plan and ensure Flint's water is safe. 

My plan offers new ideas and also builds on successful models of utility, energy and assistance programs 
at the state and federal levels. Here is my plan: 

Safety & Quality 
• 100% Safety is the standard 
• City of Flint releases testing data to assure safety and expands testing to households with 

support from the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 
• Support alternatives for those advised not to drink the water by their doctors through the 

Michigan Health Endowment Fund and community partners to protect the vulnerable like 
seniors and infants 

• Bring on experienced river water treatment operational management in the City of Flint 
• Require water testing data to be released quarterly by law in all Michigan communities 

Access 
• Announce an amnesty program for turn-ans and reduce the turn-on cost in Flint 
• Develop a revised payment plan policy to allow customers to come back on to the Flint system 
• New Federal and State partnership to establish new Drinking Water Emergency Assistance Fund 

for customers (modeled on Federal and State energy utility programs: Low Income Home Energy 
Assistance Program; Michigan Energy Assistance Program; State Emergency Relief) 

Investment 
• Accelerate water system improvements outlined in the City of Flint Capital Improvement Plan 

through Federal and State Investments 
• State approves City of Flint's Distressed Cities Fund applications 
• Federal and State forgiveness of payment to Drinking Water Revolving Loan Fund 



• Federal and State financing for future improvements 
• City Water Department implements budgeted FY15 projects including leak detection, valve 

repairs, new pipes and meter replacements 
Education 

• Develop a community partnership to provide household and business customers with 
information on testing and conservation 

• Ongoing partnership with Michigan Department of Human Services, United Way, Salvation Army 
and community organizations to provide information on water assistance 

• Expand youth energy initiative to assist households with conservation and efficiency (piloted in 
summer 2014 with Northwestern High School students, EcoWorks and Consumers Energy) 

The struggle with our water has gone on for too long. The state must take action and do its part. Please 
ask Gov. Snyder to take action immediately to implement my plan and ensure Flint's water is safe. Thank 

you for your ongoing support. 

Links to coverage 

• Mayor, governor have 'long, productive' talk about Flint's water problems, Jan. 30 
• 2,000 more gallons of water headed to Flint for giveaway, Jan. 30, 2015 
• Flint emergency manager says there are two big reasons not to reconnect Detroit water, Jan. 29 
• Flint Democracy Defense League plans four meetings on city's water problems, Jan. 29 
• Environmentalist sends out new warnings about Flint water, NBC, Jan. 27 

• Erin Brockovich says on Facebook she's prepared to come to Flint, Mlive, Jan. 27 

• Mott Community Col lege not waiting for Flint to ensure safe water, Mlive, Jan. 26 

• Detroit water chief says she's willing to sell emergency water to Flint -- no strings attached, Jan. 

26 

• Mayor says governor needs to visit Flint to see water crisis first hand, Mlive, Jan. 26 

• Need water? Flint groups collect 600 cases, plan distribution this week, Mlive, Jan. 26 

• Incoming Flint water expert would have 'continual oversight' until new pipeline connected, Jan. 

25 

• Looking back at Flint's water problems (photo gallery), Mlive, Jan. 25 

• Flint water problems: Switch aimed to save $5 million -- but at what cost?, Mlive, Jan. 23 

Ill State says its already 'working diligently' on Flint's water problems, Mlive, Jan. 22 

• Officials say Flint water is getting better, but many residents unsatisfied, Mlive, Jan. 21 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Attending: 
Dick Posthumus 
Dennis Muchmore 
John Walsh 
Beth Clement 
Tom Saxton 
Harvey Hollins 
Dave Murray 

Internal Flint Water Meeting 
Executive Conference Room, 2nd Romney 

Wed 1/28/2015 10:00 AM 
Wed 1/28/2015 11:00 AM 

(none) 

Accepted 

Posthumus, Dick (GOV) 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); Wisniewski, 

Wendy (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV); Pleyte, Beth (Treasury); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); 
Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Murray, David (GOV) 



From: Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 

Sent: Friday, March 13, 2015 6:49 PM 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) To: 
Cc: Wyant, Dan (DEQ) 

Subject: Part II 

Attachments: FOIA Request Flint Water.doc 

Importance: High 

This is the second issuEJ I mentioned earlier today. 
In December, our staff became peripherally aware that the hospitals in Genesee vvere seeing an 
uptick in Legionnaires cases. 

Legionnaires is a i.JVater-bome illness. It essentially is a type of pneumonia caused by a bacteria. It is 
treated with antibiotics. Untrnated. it can be deadly. It most often manifests in nursing homes and 
assisted living facilities, because the transmission is through \Nater vapor getting into lungs - via air 
conditionern, vaporizers or low--flow shower heads that prnduce a lot of misting. You can drink water 
with this bactei-ia in it and not gEJt sick - it has to entEJr the lungs in vapor. 

I don't have any details on the cases, but here is what I understand to this point: 

~ More than 40 cases reported since last April. That's a significant uptick - more than all the 
cases in the last five years or more combined. 

~ April I f\/lay is usually tt1e start of Legionnaires season - it proliferates in warmer months - but 
April also is the point at vvhich the city switched to the Flint River as a source. 

~ County Health Departments are supposed to perform epidemiological tracebacks on all 
confirmed cases of this disease, to locate the source and address it Genesee County Health 
had not done this work as of November. At a January meEJting with mea hospitals, MDCH, 
DEQ and others, Nick Lyon reportedly directed the county health folks, in terms not uncertain, 
to get this done as a priority. As I'm sitting here today, it still is not done to my knowledge. 

'l', f\/ly counterparts at MOCH informed me today that they cannot step in unless they are invited 
or unless the outbreak is multi·-county. They've not been invited until, I believe, today. That 
may be in pmt because of the mnail string and letter I've EJnclosed hern, which \Vas unknown to 
MOCH until I shared it over to then1. 

The email thread below is best read bottom-to-top, and read prior to reading the enclosed FOIA to tt1e 
city. 

Essentially, Jim Henry with Genesee County Health is putting up the flare. He's made tt1e leap 
formally in his email that the uptick in cases is directly attributable to the river as a drinking water 
SOlffCEJ - this is beyond irresponsible, given that is his department that has failed to do thEJ necessary 
traceback work to provide any conclusive evidence of where the outbreak is sourced, and it also flies 
in the face of the very thing a drinking 1Nater system is designed to do. 



DEQ did not receive this FO!A \iVhict1 appears designed to buttress his position in the email -- tt1at 
sections of the vvater delivery system may be harborinfJ this bacteria. VVe think it would be highly 
unlikely that anything would be found around the plant, whEJre thEJ water is treatEJd. Most often. this 
bacteria forms at the building I residential point in the system. Legionnaires is NOT among the 90 
water contaminants screened in the Safe Drinking VVatet Act but in the absence of action by county 
health, our staff are now considering taking samples from various points in thEJ system and wmking 
with DC H's lab to test for it if for no other reason than to rule it out 

Regardless, the accusation is serious and tt1e nature of the communication leaves me thinking we 
would be advantaged to brinfJ together all the agencies asap to share what information we have and 
develop a response I screening strategy before the weather gets warm again. 

I realize these are long emails. Thanks for your patience. 
b 

Brad Wurfel 
Communications Director 
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 
517-284-6713 

From: Shekter Smith, Liane (DEQ) 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 8:41 AM 
To: Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Sygo, Jim (DEQ); Howes, Sarah (DEQ) 
Cc: Shaler, Karen (DEQ); Benzie, Richard (DEQ); Devereaux, Tracy Jo (DEQ); Busch, Stephen (DEQ) 
Subject: FW: Information Request and Documentation 
Importance: High 

The district received this late Tuesday. 

Steve Busch has indicated that the district has not received a meeting request from Jim Henry or the Genesee County 
Health Department as indicated in his en1ail below. 

The FOIA is specifically directed to the City of Flint not the DEQ. 

While the change in source may have created water quality conditions that could provide additional organic nutrient 
source to support legionella growth, there is no evidence or confirn1ation of legionella corning directly from the \Nater 

Treatment Plant or in the community water supply distribution system at this time. 

Seems like the next step is to communicate with DCH and possibly develop a joint strategy/response. Not sure who in 
Exec wants to take the lead on this. Steve Busch and Mike Prysby will continue to be lead for us on this. They have been 
in contact v,1ith DCH recently but only to learn that little progress has been made in identifying a source or sources for 

the illnesses. 
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EMAIL FROM DEQ TO HENRY SENT THIS AFTERNOON: 
tv4r. Henry, 

The January 27, 7..015, FOIA request you provided was directed to the City of Flint .. not the Df.Q. The Df.Q has no record 
of a FOIA request frorr1 your office for such information. It is our understanding that the City has responded to your 
FOIA request, has helped you adequately redefine your request within the City"s scope of public record to address such 
ambiguities as "any additional areas of concern\ and provided you with additional inforrr,ation beyond the scope of 
your request. 

The DEQ fully recognizes the public health threat posed to individuals that contract Legionnaires' Disease vitith the 
understanding that the disease is not contracted by ingestion of potable water and therefore not regulated under the 
federal Safe Drinking Water Act. Your email below claims that you have explicitly explained the situation to our 
Department. However. since contacting our office early last October to indicate a rise in cases, we have not received 
any further information regarding your epidemiological investigation into this matter. 

Further, conclusions that legionella is corning from the public water system without the presentation of any 
substantiating evidence from your epidemiologic investigation appears premature and prejudice toward that end. 

It is highly unlikely that legionella '.Nould be present in treated water coming from the City of Flint water treatment plant 
given the treatment plant"s use of ozone along vitith complete treatment and chlorine disinfect contact time to comply 
with federal surface 'Nater treatment rules for potable water. Detections of total coliform or heterotrophic bacteria in 
the Cit·{'s public water distribution system indicate an environrnent where bacterial growth rnay be 
supported. Hovvever, there is no direct correlation that can be made to the presence of legionella. While total organic 
carbon levels in potable water may serve as a food source for bacteria growth in private plumbing system, water 
temperatures in the City's distribution system are below legionella growth range, and chlorine residual levels vvould also 
limit such grmNth. 

Our office agrees that water main breaks, water leaks, and svstem repairs are possible vectors for legionella to enter the 
public v,1ater systern. These should be investigated as part of your epidemiology. DEQ staff can be rnade available to 
assist GCHD and the City regarding such matters, but to date no request bv GCHD for any such meeting has been 
received, let alone declined as alleged in your ernaiL 

If GCHD is seeking assistance to complete its epidemiological investigation regarding this matter, such resource requests 
should be directed to the rv1ichigan Department of Cornrnunity Health. Our Office agrees that a rnulti-agency 
partnership ·,vould be beneficial to move forward and develop a unified response. In that respect, if our Office can be of 
any further assistance you mav contact me directly. 

Stephen Busch, PE 
Lansing and Jackson District Supervisor 
Office of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance 
MDEQ 
517-643-2314 

From: "Henry, James" <_j_]wnr:y(q';g~Jlrl.mi> 
Date: March 10, 2015 at 6:40: 17 PM EDT 
To: Howard Croft <hcroft(f1>citvofflint.com>, "Mike Prysby (DEQ)" <prysbvrn(a>michigan.gov>, Elizabeth 
Murphy <tmw:phy@~~ity_o_fi.1_inu:;._o_m>, "Natasha Henderson" <nbJ,~mh;:rn.o.n(g}.,:;ityQffli_llt.SQm>, Jerry Ambrose 

, Dayne Walling <dwalling@citvot1lint.com> 
Cc: "Valacak, Mark" <MY,'\LA{;_,'\K@g\";h~L~i,';:>, "Cupal, Suzanne" <fiqJI,mJ@g\";h~L~i,';:>, "Hasan, Shurooq" 
<shasan(e"i)R"chd.us> "Childs Bonnie" <BCHILDS:WR"chd.us> "Hallwood Dawn" <dhalhvood(iilR"chd.us> -----------------"<-:...~·~----------------· ' ' ---------------------------·~..,,_:.,..~----------------· ' ' ---------------------------·~..,,_:.,..~----------------- ' 

"Johnson, M.D., Gary" <GJOHNSON(f7)gchd.us> 
Subject: Information Request and Documentation 
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Hello everyone, 

The Genesee County Health Department has made several written and verbal requests for specific information since 
October, 2014, including a Freedom of Information Act Request on January 27, 2015. The information still has not been 
received and the city's lack of cooperation continues to prevent my office from pe1forming our responsibilities. 

The Genesee County Health Department has the responsibility to conduct illness investigations and consider all potential 
sources, this is not optional. In 2014, Genesee County experienced a significant increase of confirmed Legionella 
illnesses relative to previous years. Legionella can be a deadly, waterborne disease that typically affects the respiratory 
system. 

The increase of the illnesses closely corresponds with the timeframe of the switch to Flint River water. The majority of the 
cases reside or have an association with the city. Also, McLaren Hospital identified and mitigated Legionella in their water 
system. This is rather glaring information and it needs to be looked into now, prior to the warmer summer months when 
Legionella is at its peak and we are potentially faced with a crisis. 

This situation has been explicitly explained to MDEQ and many of the city's officials. I want to make sure, in writing that 
there are no misunderstandings regarding this significant and urgent public health issue. The Trihalomethane issues "pale 
in comparison" to the potential public t1ealtt1 risks of Legionella. 

I arn submitting tt1e attached FOIA request again and requesting that the lerJal obli~1ations of tt1e request are met. If the 
information is not available, please let me know. In tt1e past, I have requested to meet with tt1e water plant staff and 
MDEQ regarding LefJionella concerns. I did not receive a response from the water plant staff and MDEQ declined. I tt1ink 
it is in tt1e best interest for all stakeholders that we meet and discuss the issues. 

Respectfully, 

Jirn 

Jim Henry 
Jim Herny RS, MBA 
Environmental Health Supervisor 
Genesee County Health Department vvwvv.gchd.us 
630 S. Saginaw SL Suite 4 
Flint, Ml 48502-· 1540 
Phone (810) 257-3618 Fax (810) 257-3125 
E-mail ihenrv@achd.us 
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Genesee County Health epa me t 
Mark Valacak, MPH, Health Officer 
K. Johnson, MD, MP.II , Medical Director 

January 27, 2015 

FOIA Coordinator, City of Flint 
1101 S. Saginaw Street, 3rd fl oor 

Flint, M l 48502 

RE: Flint Water Plant Information Request 

Dear FOIA Coordinator, 

Under provisions of the Michigan Freedom of Information Act (MCLA 15.231 et seq; MSA 4.1801 (1) et seq) 

please provide copies of the follow ing: 

Provide specific w ater testing locations and laboratory results w ithin the City of Flint pu blic water system for 

Coliform, E-coli, Heterotrophic Bacteria and Trihalomethanes from January 1, 2010 to January 27, 2015. 
Provide any additional water testing that has been conducted for identifying potential public health risks. 

Include any available mapping of the water testing areas. 

Provide a map delineating the boundaries of the City of Flint water distribution system . Include any changes 

to the boundaries, along with corresponding dates from January 1, 2014 to January 27, 2015. 

Provide a map or list of locations, detai ling dead ends, pooling, low pressure and any additional areas of 

concern with in the City of Flint water distribution system . Include any modifications to the water 

distribution system address ing concerns, along with corresponding dates from January 1, 2014 to January 

27, 2015. 

If you determ ine that any of the requested information is exempt from disclosure, please detail what is 

being withheld and cite the exemption under FOIA. I anticipate the request being fil led within five w orking 

days of receipt of th is letter, as provided under FOIA. Please contact me at (810) 257-3618 if there are fees 

associated to comply w ith this request. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Henry 
Jim Henry 

Environmental Health Supervisor 

Genesee County Health Department 

630 S. Saginaw Street 

Flint, Ml 48502 

Better Life Through Better Health 

Floyd J. McCrcc Courts & Human Services Building t 630 S. """'m"rn Street, Ste. 4 t Flint, Michigan 48502-1540 

Burton Branch t G-3373 S. Street t Bmton, Michigan 48529 

Main Phone 810-257-3612 t Visit us at www.gchd.us 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Monday, April 27, 2015 6:20 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); 
Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY); Storberg, Ann Marie (TREASURY); 
Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Headen, Frederick (Treasury) 

Subject: Re: scanned doc 

Nope. But I will tell you that your trusty team worked faster than the US postal service and the wrath of God has been 
forestalled yet again. RPA! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 27, 2015, at 5:43 PM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rr:uchrr:ored@md,i,:;;;;m.,:;;ov> wrote: 

Would someone please explain to me how cutting off water to 10,000 people does anything but bring 
the wrath of God down on all of us? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 27, 2015, at 10:29 AM, Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <VJmkrnan\fJ@n-1,chig;;in.f0v> wrote: 

\Ve received this letter Friday the 241
h. Water shut-off threat continues. 

From: Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2015 10:26 AM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Subject: scanned doc 

Angela Dempkowski I Senior Executive Management Assistant/Treasury 
State of Michigan I 430 W. Allegan Street, 1st Floor I Lansing, MI 48922 

<image001.jpg> (517) 373-4415 I (517) 373-0633 (fox) 
dempkowskio@michiqon.gov 

~ Think Green! Don't print this e-mail unless you need to. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTT CE' This e-mail, and any attachments, is for the sole use 
of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is confidential and 
protected from disclosure under the law. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 
the sender by reply e-mail, and delete/destroy all copies of the original message and 
attachments. 
Thank you 

<DWSD-HP letter.pd±> 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

From: Minicuci, Angela (DCH) 

Murray, David (GOV) 

Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:22 PM 
Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, 

Elizabeth (GOV) 

FW: Flint Talking Points 

Flint Lead TP 092415.docx 

Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:21 PM 

To: Murray, David (GOV) <M.WE::1?1.f:!J@rnL.;:t:.[&i!.DJIQ.Y.>; Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) <.W.\E.f.f:J.f?.@.rn.\bLs?n,?:2Y.> 
Cc: Eisner, Jennifer (DCH) <fl\0.f:!'.:L@rr!.trh.\R~.IJ,2.0.V.> 
Subject: Flint Talking Points 

Hey Brad and Dave, 

MDHHS talking points attached. 

Thank you, 

Angela Minicuci 
Office of External Relations and Communications 
Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 

Office: r.s
1
1,
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Mobile:11 
mi11icucia@michigar..gov 
www.michigan.gov/mdhhs 

E-mail Confidentiality Notice: This message, including any attachments is intended solely for the use of the named recipient(s) and 
may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution of any confidential 
and/or privileged information contained in this e-mail is expressly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 
the sender by reply e-mail and destroy any and all copies of the original message. 



Blood Lead Levels in Flint Talking Points 

September 24, 2015 

• The results of the Hurley Children's Hospital are under review by the Michigan 

Department of Health and Human Services. 

• The analysis that Hurley conducted is different from the way MDHHS has analyzed data 

regarding blood lead levels in Flint. 

• MD HHS is looking to see if we can replicate the results of the Hurley study to see how 

they achieved their results. 

Differences in Analysis 

• MD HHS data provides a much more robust picture of the entire blood lead levels for the 

Flint area, and specifically, accounts for data over the full course of the past five years. 

• Looking at the past five years as a whole provides a much more accurate look at the 

seasonal trends of lead in the area. 

• Seasonal exposure is higher in the summer for a variety of reasons including children 

playing outside in the soil, and when windows are open and lead paint is more likely to 

be in the air. This seasonal increase would be unrelated to the water system. 

• Our data includes children from the entire city, including all medical facilities, rather 

than just Hurley, has a larger age group of children, and includes a much larger sample 

size. 

• The MDHHS analysis looks specifically at the first elevated blood lead level for each 

child, which provides an accurate picture of when first exposure occurred. 

• The Hurley data includes a smaller sample size, much more limited time period (January

September of 2013 and 2015 only), and a smaller age group of children. 

WIC Children 

• In homes with infants on WIC, if the household has documentation from an official 

source of unsanitary water supply issues, that family may be eligible to receive ready-to

feed formula. Families should contact WIC to see if they are eligible. 

• Each household would have to be looked at on an individual basis. 

• WIC cannot cover bottled water. 



From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz <jlorenz@cityofflint.com > 
Friday, September 25, 2015 12:02 PM 

PRESS RELEASE: City of Flint Lead Advisory 

GCHD Lead in Water Fact Sheet.pdf; Lead Advisory Release.pdf 

City of Flint Issues Lead Advisory 

Flint, Michigan -September 25, 2015 -The City of Flint is issuing a Lead Advisory for residents to be aware of 

lead levels in drinking water after hearing concerns from the medical community. While the City is in full 

compliance with the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act, this information is being shared as part of a public 

awareness campaign to ensure that everyone takes note that no level of lead is considered safe. 

The Genesee County Health Department has issued a fact sheet regarding lead precautions for residents. The 

fact sheet can be found on their website at \Y,v\v.gcbd_.us. Here are a few of the suggestions the Health 

Department recommends: 

• Flush your cold-water pipes by running the water for approximately 5 minutes 

• Use only water from the cold-water tap for drinking, cooking, and especially for making baby formula. 

• Install a water filter that is NSF-certified for lead removal. 

Lead contamination can leach into water from a home's lead water service lines, lead solder, and leaded 

plumbing materials including fixtures, faucets, and fittings. Older service lines with pipes and fixtures installed 

before 1986 can sometimes be more susceptible to lead issues due to materials used in the home such as lead 

based paint and lead pipes. 

This message is meant as a precaution to residents and does not mean that all homes in the City will experience 

the same issue. Residents with concerns about lead service lines and lead in home plumbing fixtures are 

encouraged to contact the City's Utilities Division to schedule a free water testing by calling the Water 

Treatment Plant at 810-787-6537 and pressing # 1 after prompted or by emailing fiintvvater(a).cityofflim._com. 



The City of Flint is working proactively along with the County Health Department, the Michigan Department of 

Environmental Quality, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to improve the water system throughout 

the City. An accelerated plan to add a corrosion control agent to our water within 30 to 60 days with expedited 

approval from the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality is already underway. This will reduce 

corrosion which can cause lead in old pipes to leach into the water. 

This plan is in addition to Mayor Walling's letter requesting $30 Million in water infrastructure assistance 

funding from the State of Michigan. $10 Million of that request would be for the replacement of lead service 

lines in households to ensure that lead no longer presents a danger to the drinking water of our residents. As the 

letter states, "It is the City's position that the abatement of lead through the removal of lead containing pipes 

and fixtures in homes is the best long term solution to keeping our residents' water safe." 

Mayor Walling further stated: "I am extremely concerned about the risks around lead with Flint's children and I 

will be working tirelessly to ensure the water is safe and all of our families have the information they need. I 

also will continue to pursue funding for infrastructure improvements and a comprehensive healthy homes 

initiative that addresses lead in paint and pipes. We have to get the lead out of our community to eliminate the 

threat of childhood lead poisoning." 

The City of Flint continues working proactively with the County Health Department, the Michigan Department 

of Environmental Quality, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to improve the water system 

throughout the City. The City remains committed to working with all of our partners in the Water Technical 

Advisory Committee to address all issues of public health and quality concerns that face the 

community. Updates on progress made in addressing this issue will be made during regular public meetings 

including City Council and other scheduled meetings. Information on this and all related matters will continue 

to be posted on the City of Flint's website, cityofflint.com. 

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint ....... 

i!orenz@cityofflint,com 

-END-
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Genesee County Health Department 
Mark Valacak, M.P.R, Health Officer 

Gary K. Johnson, M.D., .M.P.H., 1\fr.dical Director 

How does lead get into mv tap water? 

lJnder typka1 circumstances, lead will dissolve into the water. 'I'he concentrntion of lead in drinking v,1ater 

can vary greatly, depending on the corrosiveness of lhe waler, lhe type and age of lhe plumhi.ng materials 

and the length of time that the water stands k the pipes. The highest levels of lead occur when very 

corrosive v;ater stands motionless in lead or lead soldered pipe for long periods of time. 

How do l km.nv if my tap water is contaminated ,vith lead'! 

The only way to k:no,v whether your tap v;ater contains lead is to have it tested. You cannot see, taste, or 

smell lead in drinking \vater. There are different sarnpHng methods for sampli.ng lead in drinking water. 

·ro determine your horn:.dH.iki rif::.k, it is recommended to take a first draw f::.ample. 

Does lead in my tap water cause health effects? 

Lead: can cause damage to the brain, red blood cells and kidneys. The greatest risk is to young children 

and pregnant women. Amounts of lead that won't hurt adults can slow down normal mental and physical 

development of growing bodies. Lead in water can be a special problem for infants, vvhose diets may be 

mostly liquids, such as baby formulas or concentrated juices mixed with v;ater. Smaller bodies can absorb 

lead more rapidly than bigger ones. A child's mentaJ and physical growth can be permanently harmed by 

too much lead. Risk 'vvill vary, depemii.ng on lhe individua1, the circurnsmnces, and lhe amonm of \Valer 

consumed. 

W'hat. can l do to n~duce or dfminatt~ kad in mv tap water'? 

Flush your cold-water pipes by running the water for approximately 5 minutes. The longer the water has 

been sitting in the pipes, the more lead it may contain. You can fill containers for later use, after the 

flushing process. Use only water from the cold-water tap for drinking, cooking, and especially for 

making baby formula. Hot water is likely to contain higher levels because it dissolves more lead. 

You may choose to install a water filter that is NSF-certified for lead removal. If a water filter is installed, 

replace filters at least as often as recommended by the manufacturer. 

Buy a lead-free faucet. The legal definition of "lead-free" still allows brass faucets to contain up to 8 

percent lead. However, faucets marked with "NSF 61/9" and/or "California Proposition 65" meet stricter 

limits. Regularly clean particles from faucet aerators. 



Is it safe to take a bath or shower, if my water has high lead levels'? 

Yes. Bathing ;md sho'>vering should be safe for you and your children, even if the \vater contains lead over 

EPA's action level. Human skin does not absorb lead in ,1vater. 1l1is i11fom1ation applies to most situations 

and to a farge majority of the population, but individual circumstances rnay vary. Some situations, such as 

cases involving highly corrosive v;ater, may require additional recommendations or more stringent 

actions. 

Who do l contact for more information'? 

The local water authority is always your first source for testing and identifying lead containination in your 

tap \vater. You can vi.sit the City of Flint \Vebsite at w,vv,r.dtyofl:lint.com or contact the Flint Water 

Department at 810-787-6537. 

W\V\V.EPA.GOV 

WWW.MDEQ.GOV 



For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

Office: 810 237-2039 

j!orenz@cityofflint.com 

City of Flint Issues Lead Advisory 

Flint, Michigan - September 25, 2015- The City of Flint is issuing a Lead Advisory for 

residents to be aware of lead levels in drinking water after hearing concerns from the 

medical community. While the City is in full compliance with the Federal Safe Drinking 

Water Act, this information is being shared as part of a public awareness campaign to 

ensure that everyone takes note that no level of lead is considered safe. 

The Genesee County Health Department has issued a fact sheet regarding lead 

precautions for residents. The fact sheet can be found on their website at www.gchd.us. 

Here are a few of the suggestions the Health Department recommends: 

• Flush your cold-water pipes by running the water for approximately 5 minutes 

• Use only water from the cold-water tap for drinking, cooking, and especially for 

making baby formula. 

• Install a water filter that is NSF-certified for lead removal. 

Lead contamination can leach into water from a home's lead water service lines, lead 

solder, and leaded plumbing materials including fixtures, faucets, and fittings. Older 

service lines with pipes and fixtures installed before 1986 can sometimes be more 

susceptible to lead issues due to materials used in the home such as lead based paint 

and lead pipes. 

This message is meant as a precaution to residents and does not mean that all homes in 

the City will experience the same issue. Residents with concerns about lead service lines 
City Hall 

1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 
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and lead in home plumbing fixtures are encouraged to contact the City's Utilities Division 

to schedule a free water testing by calling the Water Treatment Plant at 810-787-6537 

and pressing #1 after prompted or by emailing tlintwater@dtyotf!intcom. 

The City of Flint is working proactively along with the County Health Department, the 

Michigan Department of Environmental Quality, and the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency to improve the water system throughout the City. An accelerated plan to add a 

corrosion control agent to our water within 30 to 60 days with expedited approval from the 

Michigan Department of Environmental Quality is already underway. This will reduce 

corrosion which can cause lead in old pipes to leach into the water. 

This plan is in addition to Mayor Walling's letter requesting $30 Million in water 

infrastructure assistance funding from the State of Michigan. $10 Million of that request 

would be for the replacement of lead service lines in households to ensure that lead no 

longer presents a danger to the drinking water of our residents. As the letter states, "It is 

the City's position that the abatement of lead through the removal of lead containing pipes 

and fixtures in homes is the best long term solution to keeping our residents' water safe." 

Mayor Walling further stated: "I am extremely concerned about the risks around lead with 

Flint's children and I will be working tirelessly to ensure the water is safe and all of our 

families have the information they need. I also will continue to pursue funding for 

infrastructure improvements and a comprehensive healthy homes initiative that 

addresses lead in paint and pipes. We have to get the lead out of our community to 

eliminate the threat of childhood lead poisoning." 

The City of Flint continues working proactively with the County Health Department, the 

Michigan Department of Environmental Quality, and the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency to improve the water system throughout the City. The City remains committed to 

working with all of our partners in the Water Technical Advisory Committee to address all 
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issues of public health and quality concerns that face the community. Updates on 

progress made in addressing this issue will be made during regular public meetings 

including City Council and other scheduled meetings. Information on this and all related 

matters will continue to be posted on the City of Flint's website, cityofflint.com. 

-END-
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 
Monday, September 28, 2015 10:20 PM 
Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

FW: KWA & Water Quality Chronology Timeline 
KWA & Water Quality Chronology Timeline.09-28-15.docx 

High 

Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:57 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Cc: Khouri, Nick (TREASURY); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 
Subject: FW: KWA & Water Quality Chronology Timeline 
Importance: High 

Dennis~ attached is a first draft of a Umeline. We v,1111 refine it tornorrovv. We rec'd some info frorn Brad that we might 
need to incorporate. And Terry & \Nayne's staff are still coming up with dates/events. Please lel us know if lhis is what 
you had in mind. 

Terry found these links; including an article when City Coundl approved the rnove/switch . There are some noteworthy 
quotes. 

http://blm;.mlive.corn/newsnow in:pact/prinLhtml?entrv:::/2013/03/flint citv coundi ;;muroves rchtml 

http://w;Nw.mlive.com/nevvs/fl,nJndex.ssf/2012/10/consLrw:tion permit approved s.html 

Flint City Council approves resolution to buy water from Karegnondi, 

state approval still needed 

Dominic Adams I dm:km,s5@m!hteJ:om By Dominic Adams I d~zkm,sS©m!ive_z::om The Flint Journal 

Follow on Twitter 

on March 25, 2013 at 10:45 PM, updated March 26, 2013 at 1:28 AM 



FLINT, MI - Flint is one step closer to getting its water from Lake Huron as part of the Karegnondi Water Authority. 

ffle votet approved 7: .. 1 at the Flint CityJt:o:uncil:,meeting,,,,Mo:nday;;:,,:M,ar:£h)IS,mmayJtave,,,,s.etJr:tmbt1on)th:e,,,eodJto 

EUt!MP:ii!¥hM1did:liM!HWWii!t.trnfrn!ttmW:1U@i~:; 

Under the proposal, Flint would get 16 million gallons per day of raw water from Lake Huron, pipe it to Flint for 

treatment and then sell it to customers throughout the city. Another 2 million gallons per day would come from the 

Flint River and will be treated in Flint. 

m:ayt1,r:,:Qa:y.n~!t,wa1,11n:g,,,sau:tt1te,,,,11epa,wm1:nt,,,er:,,envh:::onoo1ntat,Qua,11tf:::::must,,,appr::eve::::1n1nes,,,g1:m1ng:::::bttt11:11:on,,,gauensq;,:e,r 

day/·ffum·-tfot·m-1nt··R1vew 

Tuesday's meeting followed weeks of discussions and special meetings surrounding the resolution. 

There were more than 50 people at Monday's meeting. 

"Gp1n:g::::w.ith::::IQ:i)::SQ*lPM:h1S:::thed!$St;J;le¢ISi:On:dW¢df:'iSV¢H!H!j:::t):p:Mi:on:::nn:::the::::S¢(;l:nO:n:l:1¢S:::O:f::th1:;J;lm:t:ISi:O*l;:%Sa#!ld~ieb1:sea 

fM!iW1i!AA!!nt:R!Ygrn\%1!!ttmhMdtPi!li!W!PnJ!Ml:M!d!Y~!tlktt.~9N "If we start drawing water out of the Flint River, we are at 

risk of having to start releasing water from our reservoirs." 
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Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright said the decision must still be approved by a county water and waste 

advisory board. The KWA board will then be reconvened for final approval. 

Wright said construction could start in May. 

State:tr.easuppn~ffitudsrstHkmust:::,appmve:,:tlhms1ty::munsWsn:m0:ven»:e:causedl:1ntdia:s:,an:,:,~nner.ge,rn:::~nffitH:n:1c1a:bmana:g:em 

AUJ:!it1MW'iditUr:Q$::::O:t,$rn$50/000dti#St4MIH!lPPtiN.ed:~ 

Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright has said that Flint would pay roughly $6.4 million annually for water 

service if it joined the pipeline - a nearly $4 million savings on what it pays Detroit for water . 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

r!It(s::,a:JU:sffir::i:e::::nigl@::Jodlbe#llity:::pf:::f:U:nt/M.Ma:11:lmg:::s:a:ltk@]h:e::::savlogs::::wJlkl!i!hless::::w.:itl!hth:e:::mpa:dty.dev:ek:appr:oV:ed:::by::::ei@ 

totitmihbeeause,:,tbem,:::v.ot:1:lktieAtm:teas&l:,:traatr:nertbt®bfotdbe:::tMMA?ot:atetdr 

He said the DEQ told the city it needed to get 18 million gallons per day or there would have to be additional work 

done at Flint's water plant. 

Flint's water plant and the Flint River is currently the backup for Flint and Genesee County, however, the plant only 

operates four times per year . 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

ttt:,:w.as,:,a:,:pmtesbvote/frNohiler:msaidillIAfr1ewdtiew,hact:,:em!lugfov.0:tes,ntdusb@etlike:,:the,JmitbRl:tet4s::::out:,:tiesbo.pt1on/t 

Karengnondi is the regional water authority that includes Genesee, Lapeer and Sanilac counties and the cities of Flint 

and Lapeer. 

******************** 

Massive Karegnondi water project 
m.oving forward after state OKs 
pipeline tap into Lake Huron 
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Print 

[·3y Ron fonger I rt<mger1@mlh1e,com T,,e r:·lint Jouma, 

on Ocwber 01, 20"12 at 700 AM, updated October 01, 20"12 at 732 AM 

0 
Redd it 
Email 

Jeff \/Vnf~ht 

GENESEE COUNTY, MI --The state has approved a critical permit that allows the Karegnondi 

VVater Authority to tap into Lake Huron 'vvith a 1.5-mile underground intake. 

But water authority oi11cials are still waiting for Flint to decide if it will be part of it 

Construetim:1 nn the intake -- estimated to cost $27 million -- might mark the no-turning-back 

point for the massive project, and county Drain Commissioner Jeff ·wright said other developments 

make it necessary Flint to make a final decision on its involvement in the next fe'vv months. 

As control of Flint has shifted from mayors and city councils to emergency managers, the city has 

never committed to buying a minimum volume of water from the K\VA. 

"The only question at this point really is whether Flint is going to be a partner,'' said vVright, who has 

met with emergency financial manager Ed Kurtz and \vants to resolve the question before Kurtz 

leaves his position -- something likely to happen soon after the November election. 

"I'd say 'vve have a couple of months here," \Vright said of Flint's deadline. He described Kurtz as 

positive about the city's potential involvement but said, "There's still some questions Flint is working 

on with Detroit and Lansing." 

Kurtz said he can't predict what -vv:ill happen. 

"vVe're looking at all our options," Kurtz said Friday. 

County Commissioner Ted Henry, D-Clayton Tv,,p., said regardless of the city's participation, the 

pipeline can be built by the remaining partners: Genesee, Sanilac and Lapeer counties and the city of 

Lapeer. 

"The answer is yes," Henry saido "It will be a little different but it can go," 
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The drain commissioner said construction of the pipeline intake, which has already been designed, is 

expected to start this year, after the job is put out for bids and borrovving is authorized by the county 

Board of Commissioners. 

Building the intake vvi11 be specialized ,,vork, part of which must be done from a barge, and vvill require 

building tunnels bekrw the sand bottom of the lake and laying an 84-inch pipe below the surface of 

the water. 

In addition to the state Department of Environmental Quality permit to build the intake, the K\VA 

also needs approval from the U.S .. Army Corp of Engineers, \'Vright said. 

i\ 45-day public comment period on the intake permit has passed and county officials said they expect 

the permit to be approved 'vvithin two weeks . 

. Among other recent developments in the pipeline project: 

s The Genesee County \,V ater and vVaste Advisory Committee, made up of elected and appointed 

city, tovvnship and village officials, has voted unanimously to set a date for accepting public 

bids to build the intake. 

s The same committee has approved negotiating a contract with vVade Trim to act as program 

manager for the pipeline project once all necessary permits have been received. 

s The county has revised its estimate on the cost of the intake portion of the pipeline from $40 

million to $27 million. 

·wright said his oi11ce is ready to negotiate a contract for \\Tade Trim to oversee the pipeline work, and 

said he expects six or seven engineering and surveying companies to assist in getting the job done. 

County officials count those jobs among the 1,000 that they say will be created by building the 

pipeline. 

"I ·want to use loeal (people) ·wherever possible and keep the money here," vVright said. 

The drain commissioner said the selection of\Vade Trim is important to the city of Flint because it 

signals the start of engineering, which includes decisions about the size of pumps, motors and pipes 

that vvill be used to build the pipeline. 

Flint officials have options, including the use of Flint River vvater, or continuing to purchase water 

from the city of Detroit. 
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\Vright said the only choice for the rest of the county is build the pipeline or sign a 30-year contract 

vvi th Detroit. 

A KvVA study claims that continuing to buy water from Detroit will cost the region $2.1 billion during 

the next 25 years. By building a pipeline, that cost 'vvould be $1.9 billion over the same period, the 

K\VA vVeb site says" 

i\fter the initial 25-year period, the cost of water would be less than 25 percent of the projected cost of 

water form Detroit, according to KWA 

Ron Fonger can be reached at 810-347-9963. You can also follow him on T1-vitter @ronfonger or 

subscribe on Faceboolc 
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RICK SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 
LANSING 

Flint Water Timeline (09-28-15) 

NICK A. KHOURI 
STATE TREASURER 

June 26, 2012 - Letter from Flint EM Mike Brown to DWSD for permission to begin blending 
Flint River water with treated water from DWSD. The letter indicates that the DEQ is supporting 
this option and its implementation would save the City between $2M and $3M annually. 

September 20, 2012 - Letter from Flint EM Ed Kurtz to DWSD requesting written permission 
e blendin proval is req d by Octo 

0 

Fe es a fina 
Water Authority (KWA) and DWSD. 
option for the City of Flint. 

March 2013 - DWSD contacts the City of Flint to begin direct negotiations on a contract 
extension. Multiple options are provided to the Flint Emergency Manager (EM) Ed Kurtz. 

March 26, 2013 - The Flint City Council endorses joining KW A 

April 11, 2013 - State Treasurer Andy Dillon authorizes Flint EM Ed Kurtz, pursuant to Section 
12(3) of P.A. 436 of 2012, to enter into a contract with KWA if a final offer from DWSD is 
either not received for rejected in good faith based upon specific objections. 

April 15, 2013 - DWSD provides a best and final offer to the City of Flint. Analyses by Flint 
EM Ed Kurtz, the Department of Environmental Quality and Treasury's Office of Fiscal 
Responsibility independently conclude that the KW A option is cheaper for the City of Flint. 

April 16, 2013 -Flint EM Ed Kurtz informs the State Treasurer that the City will join KW A 
This decision was officially announced May 1, 2013. 

April 17, 2013 - DWSD transmits a letter to Flint EM Ed Kurtz terminating service to the City 
ofFlint, effective April 17, 2014. 

P.O. BOX 30728 • LANSING, MICHIGAN 48909-8228 
www.michigan.gov/treasury • 517-373-3227 
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June 2013 - Groundbreaking for the Karegnondi Water Authority. Flint also requests full time 
use of the Flint Water Treatment Plant with Flint River water as a source. 

June 28, 2013 - Financing Contract between the City of Flint and KW A is approved. Effective 
September 1, 2013. This document was signed by EM Mike Brown. 

February 19, 2014 - The KWA Board of Directors adopts Resolution 2014-01, authorizing 
KW A to bond for water line construction on-behalf of the City of Flint. 

April 17, 2014 - Water service from DWSD officially ends. The City of Flint also conducts two 
separate public forums regarding the use of Flint River water, upgrades to the City's water 
system and the overall cost of the switch to KW A 

April 25, 2014 - City conducts public event marking the transition to the use of Flint River 
water. DEQ information shows that transition complete by May 2015. 

March 3, 2015 - Flint EM Jerry Ambrose provides a memorandum to Deputy State Treasurer 
Wayne Workman stating that a reconnection to DWSD will cost the City $IO. IM/year and that 
water purchases could be as high as $ IM/month. 

March 12, 2015 - The City of Flint hires Veolia to conduct an operational evaluation of the 
City's water system. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 

Wednesday, October 28, 2015 5:51 PM 
Murray, David (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Flint Home Owner's Lead data thru October 28, 2015 

Attachments: Flint Home Owners Data Thru October 28,2015.xlsx; ATTOOOOl.htm 

See enclosed. We will release this along with the DHHS blood lead data and the schools data. Hopefully Thursday. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Krisztian, George (DEQ)" <krisztiang@michigan,gov> 
Date: October 28, 2015 at 4:52:42 PM EDT 
To: "Sygo, Jim (DEQ)" <SvgoJ@michigan.gov>, "Wyant, Dan (DEQ)" <\NyantD@michigan.gov>, "Wurfel, 
Brad (DEQ)" <\NurfelB@rnichigan,gov>, "Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ)" <TomrnasuloK@michigan,gov>, 
"Shekter Smith, Liane (DEQ)" <SHEKTERL@rnichigan,gov>, "Busch, Stephen (DEQ)" 
<.BUSCHS@rnichigan.gov> 
Cc: "Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ)" <THEI.E!\J~v1_2_@_mfchigan.gov>, "Shaler, Karen (DEQ)" 
<SH/\LER_K@_michigan.gov> 
Subject: Flint Home Owner's Lead data thru October 28, 2015 

Attached is the latest data for Homeowner's in Flint. The spreadsheet includes samples 
submitted to the DEQ Lab from September 3rd thru October 26th_ 

Of the 306 samples, 238 (77. 7%) were at levels of 5ppb and lower for lead 
The goth percentile value is 1 O ppb 

George 

George L. Krisztian 
Flint Action Plan Coordinator 
Laboratory Director 
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 
Deskph~ 
Cellph-



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

Biehl, Laura (GOV) 

Thursday, October 01, 2015 5:23 PM 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Friday media briefings 

High 

RDS/JA- LIVE Conference Call with media regarding Flint Water Comprehensive Action Plan 

DATE: Friday, Oct. 2, 2015 

Time: 8:15-8:40 a.m. PST 

Location: Via phone from San Fran 

RDS to call: 

• Call right at 8:30 a.m.; Call will be live immediately. 

• SW will also be on the line to moderate and screen reporter questions. 

Purpose: Media conference call to discuss Flint Water Comprehensive Action Plan 

Possible Topics: 
Flint water Action plan 
Lead in Flint water 

Handling of Flint Water issue 
Reconnecting Flint to Detroit water 

Media invited: 
Flint area media (print, TV and radio) 
Associated Press 

Detroit News 

Detroit Free Press 

Recent Articles: 
Freep: Legislators take action to fix Flint water supply-

http :/ /wwv-1. freep. com/ sto,y/ nev.;s/ politics/ 2015/10/01/1 e_gi sl ators .. t2 ke .. 2cti on .. fix-fl i 11t-'Nater-su pplv f 7315 2S40/ 

WDIV: Public health emergency declared due to lead in Flint water- http:j/v.;ww.dickondetrcd'trnrnjnews/public-health .. 

em erge11cy-ded ared-d ue .. to-! e2d-i 11-f! i nt-w ater/356016 70 

Mlive: Governor says fallout from Flint water switch wasn't fully understood-

http://www.n:live.com/11ewsjflint/index. ssf /2.015/09/snyde, .. s2vs ... he ... hel,:,ed ___ bring. w2chtml 

Freep: Snyder finally says lead in Flint water may be problem- ht:ttdhY.Y!.l"!.JLf:f:E,.f:QffJht:Q1::drm.[Dl.Q:J/..f::2h!:JlHlf?.t~h:fEJ.f:Y.: 
kaffer / 2015/09 /10/ti m e-:gov .. says-! e2d-fl i 11t-v.;ater-m ay-probl em/73088666/ 
Mlive: Legislative Black Caucus urges state of emergency for Flint water

h.ttP.J./.v.(~Y.t.1.:!I!.\iY?:'::.(0.0JI.D?Y'1,~it.H.m/ii0.f:'.?;,J~f/?Qlf0?.0!0Ji.f:hg1.0J ... \?.\~.0 .. 0'~.\!.8!.~ ... !!.U{f:'1 .. 10.,hh:'.!.!. 

Market: Statewide 

Contact: Conference line 

RDS/JA- LIVE Radio interview with Frank Beckmann on WJR Radio 



Date: Friday, Oct. 2, 2015 

Time: 8:45-8:55 a.m. PST 

Location: Via phone 

RDS to call: 

Purpose: To discuss priorities and key issues you are working on in 2015. 

Possible Topics: 

• 
• 
• 
• Flint Water 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Recent articles: 
Freep: Snyder appoints Joan Larsen to Supreme Court-

httP.Ji'r.Y.Y!.'.'!Y.,.\f:1.fi~LIJg~tFJ.tf:"t?!!U1f:1.LfP!Tht:H'.dUf:".'!Y.~!P..\?Ht(:>i?9J.:i/.Q.0/.J.0h!.~.IJ:1~?.t.t\?T..IJ.fY.~.h??;j~,8~.r:'.!.\hLs?!:c~!!P0:1:'.lf.~ 
(.0.\!tt/.7.J.9.~JP.4.11 
AP: Michigan in early talks on taking more Syria, Middle East refugees, Snyder says-

httP.;/l'r.Y.Y!.'.'!Y.,.f!:f:1.[!J~.0.f1!:;?i.t:;_\?m/;lr:t[r\d?PJ.:i.9.i~?')/NfW.:i.9.J/}jQ9.?9.7..0}!.0Ji.fhig;ln~.(n~.f:".?(Y..~t?!.\k.~'.~.0.0.J?k.(ng~_IJJ~?!:?:':~.~'.'i.(?.~ 
!T.(~J~Jl.f.~?:':?.~'.t~tff !!Rf".'?:} 
WILX: Governor Snyder Says Road Talks Going Well- http://wv,1W,\.:\dbu.:orn/horn2ih2adlines/Governor--Snvder-Says
Road-Talks-Going-Weli-3301tA301,htmi 
AP: Snyder acknowledges some mistakes in tapping Flint River-
http:/ hNww,elkhartlmth,com/new,,:,imichigan/2015/09/30/SrntLier·-acknov,1iedg2s-sorne-rnistakes--in-tapping-Hinl· 
River,htr-ni 

Last interview: 5/28/15 at Mackinac 

Market: Southeast Michigan- online at wjr.com 

Contact: Studio: 313-875-4480; Back-up Producer Terri Leib cell: 

Laura BkH 
Con,1,u,1ica::ion~: fvlan2g2r 

f.xenkve Clffite of fvlkhigan Gov. Rkk Snyder 
G2Grge \V, HotrH1f'\l S~JPdlng 

11 l. S. Capitoi /\ve. 
Lan,::ing, rv11 48933 
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From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz <jlorenz@cityofflint.com > 
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:35 AM 

PRESS RELEASE: EM Statement on Flint's Water 

EM Statement on Water 3.24.2015.pdf; EM Letter to Treasury Regarding Water.PDF 

Emergency Manager Statement on Water: Spending Extra $12 Million on Detroit Water 
"Incomprehensible" When Flint Water Just as Safe 

Flint, Michigan -March 24, 2015 -At the City Council meeting held on Monday, March 23, 2015, Flint City 

Council made a motion to "do all things necessary" to return to using water purchased from Detroit and 

discontinue use of the Flint River as a water source. The following statement from Emergency Manager Gerald 

Ambrose addresses that point: 

"Flint water today is safe by all EPA and MDEQ standards and the City is working daily to improve its quality. 

Users also pay some of the highest rates in the state because of the decreased numbers of users and the age of 

the system. 

"It is incomprehensible to me that 7 members of the Flint City Council would want to send more than $12 

million a year to the system serving southeast Michigan, even if Flint rate payers could afford it. Water from 

Detroit is no safer than water from Flint. 

"If $12 million annually were available for discretionary use, it would be far better spent reducing rates paid by 

Flint customers and/or modernizing the City's system." 

-Gerald Ambrose, 

Flint Emergency Manager 



-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 
(810) 237-2039 

j!orenz(Blcityofflintcom 

-END-
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

Emergency Manager Statement on Water: Spending Extra $12 Million 
on Detroit Water "Incomprehensible" When Flint Water Just as Safe 

Flint, Michigan- March 24, 2015- At the City Council meeting held on Monday, March 23, 

2015, Flint City Council made a motion to "do all things necessary" to return to using water 

purchased from Detroit and discontinue use of the Flint River as a water source. The 

following statement from Emergency Manager Gerald Ambrose addresses that point: 

"Flint water today is safe by all EPA and MDEQ standards and the City is working daily 

to improve its quality. Users also pay some of the highest rates in the state because of 

the decreased numbers of users and the age of the system. 

"It is incomprehensible to me that 7 members of the Flint City Council would want to send 

more than $12 million a year to the system serving southeast Michigan, even if Flint rate 

payers could afford it. Water from Detroit is no safer than water from Flint. 

"If $12 million annually were available for discretionary use, it would be far better spent 

reducing rates paid by Flint customers and/or modernizing the City's system." 

-Gerald Ambrose, 

Flint Emergency Manager 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 
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Wayne Workman 
March 3, 2015 
Page2 

This direction of discussion also deviates from what, in my judgment, should be the focus: How 
can we not only operate and maintain a system to assure the delivery of safe and quality water 
dependably, but significantly reduce the cost of water and sewer to the users? At an average of 
$149 per month for water and sewer service for a residential user, the cost is extremely high in 
comparison to surrounding areas, as well as most areas across the state, and creates a significant 
financial burden for many users. In my judgment, we should all be concentrating on how to reduce 
rates by 50% or more. Unfortunately, there are no easy or evident answers, and continuation of 
the status will be an impediment to the sustainable recovery of the City of Flint. It is a conversation 
that I expect we will have with the recently created Water Quality Advisory Committee. 

My reasoning for this conclusion is as follows: . 

One of the decisions made in the context of beginning to eliminate deficits and to restore financial 
stability to the City of Flint was to increase water and sewer rates significantly - the only choice 
available to financially stabilize a system that as of June 30, 2012, had a deficit of $8,758,091. 
Another was to leave DWDS for the KWA because it offered the opportunity to lower future rate 
increases. A third decision was to utilize the Flint River on an interim basis when DWSD 
unilaterally terminated the City's contract for water purchase. That decision was made because it 
also offered an immediate cost savings opportunity which translated into the ability to upgrade the 
Water Treatment Plant without having to seek financing. It was a reasonable decision because of 
our experience in using the river in a back-up capacity, including test runs on a quarterly basis for 
several decades. 

Unfortunately, the switch to the river as a primary source was more challenging than anticipated, 
and the harsh winter of2013-2014 resulted in much more damage to the aging water infrastructure 
than in previous years. The result was the issuance of required notices that water exceeded 
established guidelines for safety as it could affect certain vulnerable populations, and some users 
of the system experienced unpleasant odors and discoloration. Some users also appeared to have 
had some negative reactions to the new source of water. However, as soon as the test results were 
known, City staff took immediate actions to address the concerns. These actions are evidenced 
today by the fact that MDEQ has certified that our most recent testing shows water from all testing 
sites to be well within acceptable guidelines. Additionally, the City is continuing to taking the 
necessary actions to assure that the water supply remains safe and that water quality continues to 
improve. 

As the City has moved to address the situation, the suggestion continues to be made that the City 
should re-engage with DWSD and purchase water at least until the KWA pipeline is supplying 
water. As evidenced by the most recent letter from DWSD, such a decision would immediately 
increase the City's cost by $846,700 per month, or $10,160,400 per year, just for the fixed cost 
portion of the price. The actual purchase of water would be an additional fee, and dependent upon 



Wayne Workman 
March 3, 2015 
Page 3 

the quantity purchased. We estimate the actual water purchase cost to average more than $1 million 
per month, for a grand total of approximately $22 million per year. Finally, the DWSD offer is 
conditioned upon the City ( or presumably the KW A) agreeing to negotiate a long term contract 
(30 years) for back-up. 

The $22 million annual estimate of increased costs to purchase water from DWSD would be 
minimally offset by an approximate $3 million in reduced operating costs, and could be further 
offset by an additional $9 million, but only if all funding for capital improvements to the system 
are eliminated. To eliminate all funding dedicated to repairing, stabilizing, and improving the 
system would be totally irresponsible and would have long term negative consequences to the City 
and to future rate payers. 

As you are aware we have recently brought in outside expert assistance to evaluate the steps we 
have taken to assure that the water is safe and to continue to improve water quality. We are 
expecting specific recommendations within the next few weeks, and are committed to 
implementing those recommendations in a timely manner. Many steps have already been taken. I 
am confident that implementing their recommendations will assure a continuing supply of safe 
water as well as improved quality, and at far less cost than re-engaging DWSD. 

We have also created a 40-member Water Advisory Committee and a 13-member Technical 
Advisory Committee to assure two-way communication with the public and users of the system. 
Those committees will begin to meet this week, and we look forward to answering their questions 
and receiving their input. 

It is unfortunate that problems and concerns with quality have arisen, and we are working every 
day to address the issues that caused them. Maintaining safe water and improving quality is a top 
priority as we work to make the City of Flint an attractive place to live, work, study, and play. 



From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz <jlorenz@cityofflint.com > 
Friday, July 10, 2015 9:21 AM 

PRESS RELEASE: City of Flint Statement on Latest Water Lawsuit 

Water Lawsuit Statement 7.10.15.pdf 

City of Flint Statement on Amended Water Lawsuit 

Flint, Michigan - July 10, 2015 - The Coalition for Clean Water has filed a new lawsuit against the City of Flint 

in which they have abandoned all previous federal claims. In response to the updated complaints, city officials 

issue the following statements: 

"Only one month ago, plaintiffs filed a lawsuit claiming the City violated federal laws. Now they have admitted 

their claims lacked merit, just as the U.S. District Court said. The plaintiffs' new claims are equally baseless and 

devoid of legal merit. The taxpayers of this community can ill afford yet another lawsuit and any assertion that 

water decisions by the City of Flint were made without the public's best interest in mind is misleading and 

damaging to the public trust." 

- Pete Bade, City Attorney 

"Every step has been taken to ensure the safety of the water. The City has worked closely with authorities to 

make certain all safety and quality guidelines are followed. Flint's commitment to providing safe, quality and 

affordable water has not wavered. The City has taken numerous steps and invested a substantial amount, more 

than $30 million over 5 years, to improve its water system. These steps have and will include: 

• Upgrades to the Water Treatment Plant ahead of water source switch 

• Construction of a new intake at the WTP ahead of the KW A connection 

• The regular flushing of hydrants 

• Exercising and repairing of valves 

• Repair of mains damaged during the spring thaw 



• The ongoing hydraulic modeling of the distribution system 

• Creation of both a citizens' and a technical advisory committee in order to share information with the 

community 

• In-home water testing to monitor distribution system 

• On-site testing for TTHM at the Water Treatment Plant 

• Approval of a leak detection system set to begin in August 

• The creation of a dedicated water webpage, complete with documents and timeline of events, to share 

this information with the public 

In addition, the new granulated activated carbon (GAC) filters are being installed at Flint's Water Treatment 

Plant. The first round of filters will be installed by mid-July and will have an immediate impact greatly reducing 

the amount of total organic compound (TOC) and thus reducing the formation of trihalomethanes. These filters, 

along with the others proactive measures being undertaken to address issues in the system, were the concurrent 

recommendation of the various parties who evaluated Flint's treatment operation. 

- Howard Croft, DPW Director 

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 
(810) 237-2039 

j!orenz@icityofflintcom 

-END-
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

City of Flint Statement on Amended Water Lawsuit 

Flint, Michigan - July 10, 2015- The Coalition for Clean Water has filed a new lawsuit 

against the City of Flint in which they have abandoned all previous federal claims. In 

response to the updated complaints, city officials issue the following statements: 

"Only one month ago, plaintiffs filed a lawsuit claiming the City violated federal laws. Now 

they have admitted their claims lacked merit, just as the U.S. District Court said. The 

plaintiffs' new claims are equally baseless and devoid of legal merit. The taxpayers of 

this community can ill afford yet another lawsuit and any assertion that water decisions 

by the City of Flint were made without the public's best interest in mind is misleading and 

damaging to the public trust." 

- Pete Bade, City Attorney 

"Every step has been taken to ensure the safety of the water. The City has worked closely 

with authorities to make certain all safety and quality guidelines are followed. Flint's 

commitment to providing safe, quality and affordable water has not wavered. The City 

has taken numerous steps and invested a substantial amount, more than $30 million over 

5 years, to improve its water system. These steps have and will include: 

• Upgrades to the Water Treatment Plant ahead of water source switch 

• Construction of a new intake at the WTP ahead of the KWA connection 

• The regular flushing of hydrants 

-CONTINUE-
City Hall 

1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 
810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



• Exercising and repairing of valves 

• Repair of mains damaged during the spring thaw 

• The ongoing hydraulic modeling of the distribution system 

• Creation of both a citizens' and a technical advisory committee in order to share 

information with the community 

• In-home water testing to monitor distribution system 

• On-site testing for TTHM at the Water Treatment Plant 

• Approval of a leak detection system set to begin in August 

• The creation of a dedicated water webpage, complete with documents and timeline 

of events, to share this information with the public 

In addition, the new granulated activated carbon (GAC) filters are being installed at Flint's 

Water Treatment Plant. The first round of filters will be installed by mid-July and will have 

an immediate impact greatly reducing the amount of total organic compound (TOC) and 

thus reducing the formation of trihalomethanes. These filters, along with the others 

proactive measures being undertaken to address issues in the system, were the 

concurrent recommendation of the various parties who evaluated Flint's treatment 

operation. 

- Howard Croft, DPW Director 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz <jlorenz@cityofflint.com > 
Tuesday, September 15, 2015 9:37 AM 

PRESS RELEASE: Coalition for Clean Water Lawsuit Dismissed by Circuit Court 

Coalition for Clean Water Lawsuit Dismissed 9.14.15.pdf 

Lawsuit against City of Flint brought by Coalition for Clean Water Dismissed by Circuit 
Court 

Flint, Michigan -September 15, 2015 -The lawsuit brought against the City of Flint by the Coalition for Clean 

Water has been dismissed by Circuit Court Judge Archie Hayman. In his September 14 ruling, Judge Hayman 

determined that the plaintiff did not state a valid cause of action against the City of Flint, the Mayor and the 

City Administrator. Judge Hayman also determined that he did not have jurisdiction to provide the relief sought 

by the plaintiff. All counts of the Coalition's amended complaint were therefore dismissed. 

The City of Flint has maintained communication with both the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 

and the United States Environmental Protection Agency to ensure all proper safety and quality standards have 

been followed. The MDEQ recently notified Flint that it is no longer in violation of the Safe Water Drinking 

Act due to total trihalomethanes (TTHM) following four consecutive quarters of testing showing levels below 

the federal action level. The City of Flint will continue to work to ensure safe, quality and affordable drinking 

water to its residents, businesses and visitors. 

The City of Flint will continue to provide updates on its water progress through its website, cityoftlint.com. 

Anyone with water issues is encouraged to call 810-766-7202 so that they can be addressed. Residents wishing 

to receive a free and independent in-home water test can call 810-787-6537 or email 

flintwater@cityoft1int.com. 

-END-

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 



City of Flint 

-~1z(Olcilyofflint.com 
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

Lawsuit against City of Flint brought by Coalition for Clean Water 
Dismissed by Circuit Court 

Flint, Michigan- September 15, 2015- The lawsuit brought against the City of Flint by the 

Coalition for Clean Water has been dismissed by Circuit Court Judge Archie Hayman. In 

his September 14 ruling, Judge Hayman determined that the plaintiff did not state a valid 

cause of action against the City of Flint, the Mayor and the City Administrator. Judge 

Hayman also determined that he did not have jurisdiction to provide the relief sought by 

the plaintiff. All counts of the Coalition's amended complaint were therefore dismissed. 

The City of Flint has maintained communication with both the Michigan Department of 

Environmental Quality and the United States Environmental Protection Agency to ensure 

all proper safety and quality standards have been followed. The MDEQ recently notified 

Flint that it is no longer in violation of the Safe Water Drinking Act due to total 

trihalomethanes (TTHM) following four consecutive quarters of testing showing levels 

below the federal action level. The City of Flint will continue to work to ensure safe, quality 

and affordable drinking water to its residents, businesses and visitors. 

The City of Flint will continue to provide updates on its water progress through its website, 

cityofflint.com. Anyone with water issues is encouraged to call 810-766-7202 so that they 

can be addressed. Residents wishing to receive a free and independent in-home water 

test can call 810-787-6537 or email rnntwater(mcityofflint.com. 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lange, Michelle (GOV) 
Friday, October 02, 2015 8:23 AM 
Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

RE: HIGH PRIORITY: Updated Flint water action plan 

Good morning-- jusl went through it, doesn't look Hke you need leg to make any calls, but 'Nanted to double check in case 
I'm missing something. 

Thanks! 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 1, 2015 11:42 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rmJChmored@n1ichigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <dernenle@michif;an.gov>; 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hol!insh@michigan.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@michif;an.gov>; Posthumus, Dick (GOV) 
<Foslhumusd0Jmichif'an.f'01t>; Walsh, John (GOV) <\fJa!shJ@rnichigan.gov>; Priest, Chris (GOV) 
<F(:estCl@n-1,chig;;in.gov>; Ackerman, Darin (GOV) <ackermand3(6Jmichi23ti.f'<W>; Lange, Michelle (GOV) 
<LangefvlJ@rnich,garLgov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <mcb(:deb@m=chig;;in.fov>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 
<i:kov\tnU5@michigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@rnichigan.gov> 
Cc: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisniewskivv@rnkh=gan.gov>; Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <d;;ivtons3@michig;;in.fov>; Murray, 
David (GOV) <Mum1vD1@rnich,gan.gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) <l<rnnedyJ4@michigan.gov>; Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
<i:kov\tnJS3@michigan.gov>; Paciorek, Josh (GOV) <Pacimeki@michif3ti.f;ov> 
Subject: HIGH PRIORITY: Updated Flint water action plan 
Importance: High 

Hi all-

Attached are several items pulled together to help announce the new comprehensive action plan related to Flint water 
tomorrow. This build upon past efforts and as aimed to be a real collaborative effort with local, state and federal 
agencies, along with city and community leaders. These items are: 

• News release 

• lnfographics - one to summarize action plan and one to help highlight the tips for Flint residents 

• High level points 

The Governor, along with Dan Wyant, Nick Lyon, and Dr. Eden Wells are slated to do an embargoed media conference 
call with select reporters at 11:15 a.m. tomorrow. 

This will be followed by a 1:30 p.m. press conference in Flint led by Directors Wyant and Lyon, moderated by Harvey, 
and including Dr. Wells and Flint Mayor Dayne Walling. EPA Region 5 Administrator Susan Headman dropped out late 
today due to some pending litigation. It's possible that Cong. Kildee and/or State Sen. Anaich and State Reps. Neely and 
Phelps may be participating as well. 

There will also be a clearinghouse of Flint water information available at a new web site -

\'.1.:,Y.'r.Y.,!Td.(0.\R?.0.,g.0y/f.li.0.tW.?.tfJ:. It will be live at 1 p.m. tomorrow. 
1 



Please review and let us know of any Qs, concerns, last edits, of if anything else is needed at all. 

They are going through last review and refinement now. Please do not share materials until we know they are final. 

Thanks much, 
SW 

Sara Wurfel, APR 
Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
'Nurfels@rnichigan.gov 

-

517-335-6397 office 

mobile 
Twitter:@SaraLW 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Wednesday, October 07, 2015 7:22 PM 
Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 
151008 Flint water release_ V2.docx; A TTOOOOl.htm Attachments: 

meant to send to you. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <b2irdr@rnichig;:1n.gov> 
Date: October 7, 2015 at 7:12:04 PM EDT 

To: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <b.0.Ul.G.f:l:1@.rn.lf:.bi.g::1D,£.QY.>, "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" <:':\&?:.GJ@.ml.f:hl?JD,ggy>, 
"Biehl, Laura (GOV)" <.\?.l?:'t~U"@.ml.f:l1Ls?n,g12Y.>, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <rn.tJthrn.'.?X.?:.0.@.ml.f:hLs?n,Wt-!.>, 
"CI em e nt, EI i za beth (GOV)" <_<;:[f:H:.?:.D.t?:.@.mtt:~[&i!.D.,&f::Y.> 
Subject: Fwd: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

I think this looks good but are we missing an opportunity to shout out all the entities that have stepped 
up to help? GM, Home Depot, etc. etc.? 

If Harvey has the full list, perhaps it could even be attached as an addendum. The point is that a lot of 
people did come together to address the problem, including the private sector and various volunteer 
organizations. I think it says something special about this state rallying to help one of its cities. 

Rich 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Biehl, Laura (GOV)" <f?.t?:hl.\,@T0.\r;bi.s?n,g;?Y.> 
Date: October 7, 2015 at 6:46:28 PM EDT 

To: "Murray, David (GOV)" <f:!.t!.r:r:?:<.Y..9.1@.r:J.\hi.s?n,g?y>, "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" 
<(\g?ni.@.r:'.!ithi.sFln,W?-!.>, "Wurfel, Sara (GOV)" <VV.~1rkl\@.DJi<tW':i.f\gqy>, "Heaton, Anna 
(GOV)" <t\?:f:1.tPGA@.!I!.trh.\R?.0,.R0Y>, "Kennedy, Jordan (GOV)" 
< Kf:'DUf:".0.Y.H@.!I!.\rh.i.@.0,.R0.V.>, "Brown, Jessi ca (GOV)" <f\!:.\?.\>'.(0:L~}@!!I!.trh.\g?_0,.R0Y>, 
"Paciorek, Josh (GOV)" <P.?{!.\?!:.fH@r.rd.(0.\ii?!.D.,R0.Y->, "Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS)" 
<i0shef'g(Wrnichig0n.gov>, "Minicuci, Angela (DHHS)" <tv1inin..1ciAQ'ilrnk:higarLgov>, 

"Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS)" <EisnerJQ'ilrnk:higarLgov>, "Wurfel, Sara (GOV)" 
<Wurfels~'ilr-r1ichigcm.gov>, "Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ)" <TomrnasuloK(&rnichigan.gov>, 

"Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <dementeQ'ilrnid1igan.gov>, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<rnuchrnon.::d(&rnk:higan.gov>, "Posthumus, Dick (GOV)" <PosthurnusdQ'ilrnid1ig0rLgov>, 

"Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bc1irdr(::i:>rnichigi.ln.gov>, "Calley, Brian (GOV)" 
"Forstner, Nathaniel (GOV)" <for·stneml~vmichigan.gov> 

Subject: RE: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 



See new version attached. Srnall revisions made and placeholders added for fv1ayor and 

Fv1ott Foundation Quotes. 

From: Murray, David (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 6:12 PM 

To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(&rnichigan.gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

<Wurfels~'ilr-r1ichigcm.gov>; Biehl, Laura (GOV) <Bieh!L(@michigan.gov>; Heaton, Anna 
(GOV) <Heatoru'\(:i>rnichigan,gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) <Ke:1:1edvYl(@michigan.gov>; 

Brown, Jessica (GOV) <f:kownJS3(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Paciorek, Josh (GOV) 

<Padoreki~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) <bsher·g(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Minicuci, 
Angela (DHHS) dJ1inicuciA~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) 

<Eisner'J(i.Drnichigan,gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Tommasulo, 
Karen (DEQ) <Ton1rnasuloi<(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

<dernente(:i>rnichigan.gov>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rnuchrnored(Wrnichigan,gov>; 

Posthumus, Dick (GOV) <Posthurnusd(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) 
<bairdr(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Calley, Brian (GOV) Forstner, 
Nathaniel (GOV) <forstneml(Wrnichigan,gov 

Subject: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

Team, 

Please review this draft press release for the Thursday announcement in Flint. This 
incorporates some suggested edits to the strong draft from DEQ earlier today. 

Thank you very much. 

Gov. Rick Snyder: Move back to Detroit 
water provides best protection for public 

health in Flint 
State, Mott Foundation and city form partnership to fund 

switch 

FLINT, Mich. - Flint families and children will be better protected by reconnecting 
with the Great Lakes Water Authority as the source of the city's drinking water, 
Gov. Rick Snyder said. 

Snyder said Thursday that he will request the state Legislature to provide a 
portion of the $12 million needed to reconnect with the authority, with the Flint 
city government providing $2 million and the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 
donating $4 million. 

The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of 
Environmental Quality today also committed an additional $3.5 million for water 
filters, free lead testing through the state laboratory for Flint water customers, 
and hiring additional staff to conduct health exposure monitoring for lead in 
drinking water. 

Flint city leaders requested the state's help to fund the reconnection after a 
Wednesday meeting of Flint's Technical Advisory Committee. Flint's move to the 
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Great Lakes Water Authority is expected to cost about $1.3 million per month 
until the Karegnondi Water Authority is completed next summer. 

"All Flint residents need clean, safe drinking water," Snyder said. "The technical 
experts helping the city on its water advisory all agree this move back to the 
Great Lakes Water Authority provides the best public health protection for 
children and families. This effort today is the result of people coming together to 
solve a problem. I appreciate Detroit's willingness to reconnect with Flint, the 
Mott Foundation's generous donation, and the dedication of all parties to come 
together to protect Flint families and children." 

The move to Detroit water, which is drawn from Lake Huron, carries many public 
health benefits. As large bodies of water, the Great Lakes are naturally prone to 
fewer problems from large rain events and other runoff issues that can be 
present in shallower rivers. Additionally, the Great Lakes Water Authority has 
already fully optimized its corrosion control, using phosphates to help coat the 
insides of pipes and prevent lead from leaching into the water. 

However, reconnecting with the authority will not completely resolve the city's 
problem with lead service lines or aging infrastructure. It will take time for pipes in 
Flint to become coated with the phosphate corrosion control. Additionally, some 
households in the city could experience lead in their drinking water until all lead 
pipes and plumbing are replaced. 

To best protect public health, Snyder said state and local authorities will continue 
to carry out steps outlined on Oct. 2 in a comprehensive action plan, including 
continued testing, the use of faucet filters and providing residents with accurate 
information about steps to eliminate lead in water. 

Free filters are available for current MDHHS clients at the 125 E. Union St. or 
4809 Clio Road MDHHS office locations. 

For residents who are not currently enrolled in MDHHS assistance programs, 
free filters are available at the Genesee County Community Action Resource 
Department offices at 2727 Lippincott and 601 North Saginaw in Flint. Staff will 
be at all four locations from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, to distribute 
filters and assist residents who have questions about proper installation. 

At the Lippincott location only, extended hours will be offered this weekend, 
including until 7 p.m. on Thursday and Friday and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on 
Saturday. 

Other good practices for residents concerned about lead include turning on the 
cold water tap and running the water until it's as cold as it will go. Additionally, 
only use cold water for cooking, drinking and especially mixing baby formula. 

School test results released; more investigation planned 

The state today also released the first results from its lead screening program in 
schools and homes. Of 37 total samples taken at 13 buildings, four samples 
spread over three buildings exceeded the federal action level of 15 parts per 
billion. 

However, this sampling provides only an initial screen, and the state is 
committing to further testing water and inspecting plumbing at these schools. 
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Until testing is complete, schools are advised to continue using bottled water and 
filtration as a precaution to protect children. 

In addition, free testing is still available for any other Flint school, including 
daycares and Head Starts. Free testing is also available for any Flint resident. 

Additional information, including more detailed lead screening results, is available 
at wv1..,w.michiqan.qov/flintv,;ate:. 

#"It# 

Dave Murray 
Deputy Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
Mu,ravDl@michir.,;an .2,ov 
~office 
--mobile 
Twitter:@michigandmurray 
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RICI< SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

CONTACTS: 
Sara Wurfel or Dave Murray 
Governor's Office: 517-335-6397 

Brad Wurfel , 517-284-6713 
Department of Environmental Quality 

Jennifer Eisner, 517-230-9804 

STATE OT' MICHIGAN 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE 
Li\NStNO 

Department of Health and Human Services 

BRIAN CALLEY 
L'J'. OOV!ERNOR 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Thursday, Oct. 8, 2015 

Gov. Rick Snyder: Move back to Detroit water 
provides best protection for public health in Flint 

State, Mott Foundation and city form partnership to fund switch 

FLINT, Mich. - Flint families and children will be better protected by reconnecting with the Great 
Lakes Water Authority as the source of the city's drinking water, Gov. Rick Snyder said. 

Snyder said Thursday that he will request the state Legislature to provide half, or $6 million, of 
the $12 million needed to reconnect with the authority. The Flint city government will provide $2 
million and the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation will donate $4 million. 

"All Flint residents need clean, safe drinking water," Snyder said. "The technical experts helping 
the city on its water advisory all agree this move back to the Great Lakes Water Authority 
provides the best public health protection for children and families. This effort today is the result 
of people coming together to solve a problem. I appreciate Detroit's willingness to reconnect 
with Flint, the Mott Foundation's generous donation, and the dedication of all parties to come 
together to protect Flint families and children." 

The Michigan Departments of Environmental Quality and Health and Human Services today 
also committed an additional $3.5 million for water filters, free lead testing through the state 
laboratory for Flint water customers, and hiring additional staff to conduct health exposure 
monitoring for lead in drinking water. 

Flint city leaders requested the state's help to fund the reconnection after a Wednesday meeting 
of Flint's Technical Advisory Committee. Flint's move to the Great Lakes Water Authority is 
expected to cost about $1.3 million per month until the Karegnondi Water Authority is completed 
next summer. 

INSERT MAYOR QUOTE HERE 

The move to Detroit water, which is drawn from Lake Huron, carries many public health 
benefits. As large bodies of water, the Great Lakes are naturally prone to fewer problems from 
large rain events and other runoff issues that can be present in shallower rivers. Additionally, 
the Great Lakes Water Authority has already fully optimized its corrosion control, using 
phosphates to help coat the insides of pipes and prevent lead from leaching into the water. 



However, reconnecting with the authority will not completely resolve the city's problem with lead 
service lines or aging infrastructure. It will take time for pipes in Flint to become coated with the 
phosphate corrosion control. Additionally, some households in the city could experience lead in 
their drinking water until all lead pipes and plumbing are replaced. 

INSERT MOTT FOUNDATION QUOTE HERE 

To best protect public health, Snyder said state and local authorities will continue to carry out 
steps outlined on Oct. 2 in a comprehensive action plan, including continued testing, the use of 
faucet filters and providing residents with accurate information about steps to eliminate lead 
exposure. 

Free filters are available for current MDHHS clients at the 125 E. Union St. or 4809 Clio Road 
MDHHS office locations. For residents who are not currently enrolled in MDHHS assistance 
programs, free filters are available at the Genesee County Community Action Resource 
Department offices at 2727 Lippincott and 601 North Saginaw in Flint. Staff will be at all four 
locations from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, to distribute filters and assist residents 
who have questions about proper installation. At the Lippincott location only, extended hours will 
be offered this weekend, including until 7 p.m. on Thursday and Friday and from 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m. on Saturday. 

Other good practices for residents concerned about lead include turning on the cold water tap 
and running the water until it's as cold as it will go. Additionally, only use cold water for cooking, 
drinking and especially mixing baby formula. 

School test results released; more investigation planned 

The state today also released the first results from its lead screening program in schools and 
homes. Of 37 total samples taken at 13 buildings, four samples spread over three buildings 
exceeded the federal action level of 15 parts per billion. 

However, this sampling provides only an initial screen, and the state is committing to further 
testing water and inspecting plumbing at these schools. Until testing is complete, schools are 
advised to continue using bottled water and filtration as a precaution to protect children. 

In addition, free testing is still available for any other Flint school, including daycares and Head 
Starts. Free testing is also available for any Flint resident. 

Additional information, including more detailed lead screening results, is available at 
www.michigan.gov/flintwater. 

#"It# 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Wednesday, October 07, 2015 7:30 PM 
Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Subject: Re: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

imageOOl.jpg Attachments: 

I thought was part of the team ... :(. Loi. I know your busy. 

When the Mayor sends you the council's contact list, let me know. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Oct 7, 2015, at 7:17 PM, Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels(&rnichigan.gov> wrote: 

Looping in Harvey, Brad and Maggie here too.,. 

From: Biehl, Laura (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 6:46 PM 

To: Murray, David (GOV) <}!.l!,\E?Y.QJ@.rn.[::.b}B.J.IJ,B.Q.V.>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <f.\8.f:.IJ,l@D:.[rb.lKJ.IJ,B.Q.V.>; 
Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Yi.~!rftL~.@.ml.f:h]?JD,ggy>; Heaton, Anna (GOV) <tif:J.t'.?.Gl\@D:.[rb.l&J.IJ,B.Q:~'.>; Kennedy, 
Jordan (GOV) <Kf:'Drn';.0.Y.,[1.@m[rb.l&J.IJ,B.Q.V.>; Brown, Jessica (GOV) <f:\.1:Q.Y!.nl?.J.@.rn.\b]DJH,fs!2?-!.>; Paciorek, 
Josh (GOV) <.2?r[21:f:'t.i.@.1T!.lf:.b)DJH,fs!2?-!.>; Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) <lJ.~ht1:&@.ml.f:h]?J.t:u~Q.~t.>; Minicuci, 
Angela (DHHS) <.MLiJL:JJ.f:)/\.@D:.[::.b}B.J.IJ,B.Q.V.>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) <.f:J.?Df:'.U.@!.mtt:~[g0.c-.,gQ.y.>; Wurfel, 
Sara (GOV) <.W.\E.f.f:h@.ff!.lf:.b)DJH,fs!2?-!.>; Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ) <IQ.[:J.IJP~!,!l.QK@!.mtl:dg0.c-.,g2y.>; 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clernente@michigan.,:;;ov>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

<m.~!.fl:.GJ.QLf:!;l@mL.;:t:.[&J.IJ.:8.9:~'.>; Posthumus, Dick (GOV 
(GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov>; Calley, Brian (GOV) 
(GOV) <forstnern1@michigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

an.gov>; Baird, Richard 
· Forstner, Nathaniel 

See nevit version attached. Srr1all revisions rr,ade and placeholders added for tv4ayor and Mott 

Foundation Quotes. 

From: Murray, David (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 6:12 PM 

To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <f.\8.f:.IJ,l@m[rb.l&J.IJ,B.Q:~'.>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <W!,1J:f.?:':lf?.@!.mtl:d?0.G.,gQ.~!.>; Biehl, 
Laura (GOV) <J;:\l.?:".b.U,.@mtt:~[gJ.D.,&Q.Y.>; Heaton, Anna (GOV) <.tl.?0.tQ.D/\@.rn.[::.b}B::1D,.8.Q.V.>; Kennedy, Jordan 
(GOV) <Etrn:r?:'tl.Y.:11@mL.;:l:.[gJ.IJ.:8.Q:~'.>; Brown, Jessica (GOV) <f:\J::2l".!.DL?.J@.1T!.lf:.bl.g::1D,KQY.>; Paciorek, Josh 
(GOV) <P.J.f:!.Q.Lf:.~J.@!.mtl:dg0.c-.,&Q.Y.>; Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) <l.J,il:.?:".rn@mltl:.[&J.IJ.:8.9:~'.>; Minicuci, Angela 
(DHHS) <M.[nt!J.f:]L@.ff!.lf:.b)DJH,fs!2?-!.>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) <friG.?:'.LL@!mtt:~[&J.D.,&Q.y.>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
<W.!J.t:f.f:L~.@rn.[::.b}B::1D,.8.Q.V.>; Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ) <IQ.ff!.OJ?~!:11.9.Ec@.mtl:d?JD,gQ.y>; Clement, Elizabeth 
(GOV) <::L?:'.GJ.f:D!:t@.rn.[::.b}B::1D,KQY.>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <m!,1rb.OJ!2J:f:::L@m[rb.l&J.IJ,B.Q:~'.>; Posthumus, 
Dick (GOV) <[\?f?.th.~!!Tt1J}r:Hi!!Td.(l:.\ii?!.D.,ggy.>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <f?.?:<.\uh@!I!.trb.[g?_IJ,.RQY>; Calley, Brian 
(GOV) Forstner, Nathaniel (GOV) <\~r~t!Y,~rnJ®.!:-r:.\:;.b}_g_?_IJ,B.QY> 
Subject: URGENT review p ease -- Draft Flint water release 



Team, 

Please review this draft press release for the Thursday announcement in Flint. This incorporates some 
suggested edits to the strong draft from DEQ earlier today. 

Thank you very much. 

Gov. Rick Snyder: Move back to Detroit water 
provides best protection for public health in Flint 

State, Mott Foundation and city form partnership to fund switch 

FLINT, Mich. - Flint families and children will be better protected by reconnecting with the Great 
Lakes Water Authority as the source of the city's drinking water, Gov. Rick Snyder said. 

Snyder said Thursday that he will request the state Legislature to provide a portion of the $12 
million needed to reconnect with the authority, with the Flint city government providing $2 million 
and the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation donating $4 million. 

The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of Environmental 
Quality today also committed an additional $3.5 million for water filters, free lead testing through 
the state laboratory for Flint water customers, and hiring additional staff to conduct health 
exposure monitoring for lead in drinking water. 

Flint city leaders requested the state's help to fund the reconnection after a Wednesday meeting 
of Flint's Technical Advisory Committee. Flint's move to the Great Lakes Water Authority is 
expected to cost about $1.3 million per month until the Karegnondi Water Authority is completed 
next summer. 

"All Flint residents need clean, safe drinking water," Snyder said. "The technical experts helping 
the city on its water advisory all agree this move back to the Great Lakes Water Authority 
provides the best public health protection for children and families. This effort today is the result 
of people coming together to solve a problem. I appreciate Detroit's willingness to reconnect 
with Flint, the Mott Foundation's generous donation, and the dedication of all parties to come 
together to protect Flint families and children." 

The move to Detroit water, which is drawn from Lake Huron, carries many public health benefits. 
As large bodies of water, the Great Lakes are naturally prone to fewer problems from large rain 
events and other runoff issues that can be present in shallower rivers. Additionally, the Great 
Lakes Water Authority has already fully optimized its corrosion control, using phosphates to help 
coat the insides of pipes and prevent lead from leaching into the water. 

However, reconnecting with the authority will not completely resolve the city's problem with lead 
service lines or aging infrastructure. It will take time for pipes in Flint to become coated with the 
phosphate corrosion control. Additionally, some households in the city could experience lead in 
their drinking water until all lead pipes and plumbing are replaced. 

To best protect public health, Snyder said state and local authorities will continue to carry out 
steps outlined on Oct. 2 in a comprehensive action plan, including continued testing, the use of 
faucet filters and providing residents with accurate information about steps to eliminate lead in 
water. 

Free filters are available for current MDHHS clients at the 125 E. Union St. or 4809 Clio Road 
MDHHS office locations. 
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For residents who are not currently enrolled in MDHHS assistance programs, free filters are 
available at the Genesee County Community Action Resource Department offices at 2727 
Lippincott and 601 North Saginaw in Flint. Staff will be at all four locations from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., 
Monday through Friday, to distribute filters and assist residents who have questions about 
proper installation. 

At the Lippincott location only, extended hours will be offered this weekend, including until 7 p.m. 
on Thursday and Friday and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturday. 

Other good practices for residents concerned about lead include turning on the cold water tap 
and running the water until it's as cold as it will go. Additionally, only use cold water for cooking, 
drinking and especially mixing baby formula. 

School test results released; more investigation planned 

The state today also released the first results from its lead screening program in schools and 
homes. Of 37 total samples taken at 13 buildings, four samples spread over three buildings 
exceeded the federal action level of 15 parts per billion. 

However, this sampling provides only an initial screen, and the state is committing to further 
testing water and inspecting plumbing at these schools. Until testing is complete, schools are 
advised to continue using bottled water and filtration as a precaution to protect children. 

In addition, free testing is still available for any other Flint school, including daycares and Head 
Starts. Free testing is also available for any Flint resident. 

Additional information, including more detailed lead screening results, is available at 
'N\NW.rnichigan.Gov!fiintwater. 

#"It# 

Dave Murray 
Deputy Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
l'v1urrayD1@michiy,ar..gov 
517-335-6397, office 

~obi le 
~gandmurray 

<image001.jpg> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Wednesday, October 07, 2015 8:11 PM 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Subject: Re: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

I just saw the email trail. Thanks Sara. 

Best, 

Harvey 

On Oct 7, 2015, at 7:42 PM, Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\Vurfds@rnichigan.gov> wrote: 

On the plus side, the original didn't cmne from me but noticed that you weren't on there. 

['.,1ayor just sent contact info··· making sure you got oK'? 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 7:30 PM 

To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\V.wft.\\@.0:1i.,;Ji[R1.D.,RQ.Y.> 
Subject: Re: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

I thought was part of the team ... :(. Loi. I know your busy. 

When the Mayor sends you the council's contact list, let me know. 

Best, 

Harvey 

On Oct 7, 2015, at 7:17 PM, Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels~i::michigcm.gov> wrote: 

Looping in Harvey, Brad and Maggie here too.,, 

From: Biehl, Laura (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 6:46 PM 

To: Murray, David (GOV) <MwTayD1@m=chigcin.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 

<AgenJ@rnichigan,gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\Nurfois0Jmichi23ti.f'<W>; Heaton, Anna 

(GOV) <Heciton.ts.@rnichigan.gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) <K0nn0dyJ4@rnichigan,gov>; 

Brown, Jessica (GOV) <l:.kownE,3@michig;;in.fov>; Paciorek, Josh (GOV) 

<Fador0ki@n1,chigc1n.gov>; Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) <lash0rg@michif3ti.f;ov>; Minicuci, 

Angela (DHHS) <MinicuciA@m=chigcin.gov>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) 

<Eisner'J(6Jmichi23ti.f'<W>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfds@n1ichigan.gov>; Tommasulo, 

Karen (DEQ) <Ton11m1sulo!<(6Jmichi23ti.f'<W>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

<_<;:[f:H:.?:.D.t?:.@mLr;:t:_[&i!.D.,&Q.Y.>; Mu chm ore, Dennis (GOV) 9J.\!.(l:tffJ.Q.Lf:.9.@!.mttdg0.c-.,&Q.Y.>; 
Posthumus, Dick (GOV) <F'osthumusd@michi0;;m.0ov>· Baird Richard GOV) 

<.h::11.LQ.L@.mtl:d?JD,gQ.y>; Calley, Brian (GOV) Forstner, 
Nathaniel (GOV) <forstnern1{/5.lmich!f:an.i;;_ov> 

Subject: RE: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 



See new version attached. Srnall revisions made and placeholders added for fv1ayor and 

Fv1ott Foundation Quotes. 

From: Murray, David (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 6:12 PM 

To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(&rnichigan.gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

<Wurfels~'ilr-r1ichigcm.gov>; Biehl, Laura (GOV) <Bieh!L(@michigan.gov>; Heaton, Anna 
(GOV) <Heatoru'\(:i>rnichigan,gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) <Ke:1:1edvYl(@michigan.gov>; 

Brown, Jessica (GOV) <f:kownJS3(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Paciorek, Josh (GOV) 

<Padoreki~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) <bsher·g(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Minicuci, 
Angela (DHHS) dJ1inicuciA~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) 

<Eisner'J(i.Drnichigan,gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Tommasulo, 
Karen (DEQ) <Ton1rnasuloi<(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

<dernente(:i>rnichigan.gov>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rnuchrnored(Wrnichigan,gov>; 

Posthumus, Dick (GOV) <Posthurnusd(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) 
<bairdr(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Calley, Brian (GOV) Forstner, 
Nathaniel (GOV) <forstneml(Wrnichigan,gov> 

Subject: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

Team, 

Please review this draft press release for the Thursday announcement in Flint. This 
incorporates some suggested edits to the strong draft from DEQ earlier today. 

Thank you very much. 

Gov. Rick Snyder: Move back to Detroit 
water provides best protection for public 

health in Flint 
State, Mott Foundation and city form partnership to fund 

switch 

FLINT, Mich. - Flint families and children will be better protected by reconnecting 
with the Great Lakes Water Authority as the source of the city's drinking water, 
Gov. Rick Snyder said. 

Snyder said Thursday that he will request the state Legislature to provide a 
portion of the $12 million needed to reconnect with the authority, with the Flint 
city government providing $2 million and the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 
donating $4 million. 

The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of 
Environmental Quality today also committed an additional $3.5 million for water 
filters, free lead testing through the state laboratory for Flint water customers, 
and hiring additional staff to conduct health exposure monitoring for lead in 
drinking water. 

Flint city leaders requested the state's help to fund the reconnection after a 
Wednesday meeting of Flint's Technical Advisory Committee. Flint's move to the 
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Great Lakes Water Authority is expected to cost about $1.3 million per month 
until the Karegnondi Water Authority is completed next summer. 

"All Flint residents need clean, safe drinking water," Snyder said. "The technical 
experts helping the city on its water advisory all agree this move back to the 
Great Lakes Water Authority provides the best public health protection for 
children and families. This effort today is the result of people coming together to 
solve a problem. I appreciate Detroit's willingness to reconnect with Flint, the 
Mott Foundation's generous donation, and the dedication of all parties to come 
together to protect Flint families and children." 

The move to Detroit water, which is drawn from Lake Huron, carries many public 
health benefits. As large bodies of water, the Great Lakes are naturally prone to 
fewer problems from large rain events and other runoff issues that can be 
present in shallower rivers. Additionally, the Great Lakes Water Authority has 
already fully optimized its corrosion control, using phosphates to help coat the 
insides of pipes and prevent lead from leaching into the water. 

However, reconnecting with the authority will not completely resolve the city's 
problem with lead service lines or aging infrastructure. It will take time for pipes in 
Flint to become coated with the phosphate corrosion control. Additionally, some 
households in the city could experience lead in their drinking water until all lead 
pipes and plumbing are replaced. 

To best protect public health, Snyder said state and local authorities will continue 
to carry out steps outlined on Oct. 2 in a comprehensive action plan, including 
continued testing, the use of faucet filters and providing residents with accurate 
information about steps to eliminate lead in water. 

Free filters are available for current MDHHS clients at the 125 E. Union St. or 
4809 Clio Road MDHHS office locations. 

For residents who are not currently enrolled in MDHHS assistance programs, 
free filters are available at the Genesee County Community Action Resource 
Department offices at 2727 Lippincott and 601 North Saginaw in Flint. Staff will 
be at all four locations from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, to distribute 
filters and assist residents who have questions about proper installation. 

At the Lippincott location only, extended hours will be offered this weekend, 
including until 7 p.m. on Thursday and Friday and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on 
Saturday. 

Other good practices for residents concerned about lead include turning on the 
cold water tap and running the water until it's as cold as it will go. Additionally, 
only use cold water for cooking, drinking and especially mixing baby formula. 

School test results released; more investigation planned 

The state today also released the first results from its lead screening program in 
schools and homes. Of 37 total samples taken at 13 buildings, four samples 
spread over three buildings exceeded the federal action level of 15 parts per 
billion. 

However, this sampling provides only an initial screen, and the state is 
committing to further testing water and inspecting plumbing at these schools. 
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Until testing is complete, schools are advised to continue using bottled water and 
filtration as a precaution to protect children. 

In addition, free testing is still available for any other Flint school, including 
daycares and Head Starts. Free testing is also available for any Flint resident. 

Additional information, including more detailed lead screening results, is available 
at wv1..,w.michiqan.qov/flintv,;ate:. 

#"It# 

Dave Murray 
Deputy Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
Mu,ravDl@michir.,;an .2,ov 
517-335-6397, office 

~obi le 
Twitter:@michigandmurray 

<image001.jpg> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Tuesday, October 13, 2015 11:51 AM 

Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Workman, Wayne 
(TREASURY) 

FW: Flint Water Issue: Memorandum RTAB1.PDF 

Memorandum RTAB1.PDF 

High 

Just fyL.. the reconnect to DWSD is hitting the RTAB agenda tomorrow. We are not foreseeing any problerns in terrns 
of its approval. 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2015 10:44 AM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxlonT(Wrnichigan.gov> 

Cc: Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <StantonHvrnichigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: Flint Water Issue: Memorandum RTAB1.PDF 
Importance: High 

\!Jayne L VVorkrnan 

Deputy State Treasurer 
tv4ichigan Department of Treasury 

From: Cline, Richard (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2015 10:40 AM 

To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <W.r::tJ.O:t0.G.W.@.ffJ.\b]DJH,fs!2?-!.>; Byrne, Randall (Treasury) <J;\Y.1Tlf:',B.1@.rn.\bLs?n,g12Y.>; 
Schafer, Suzanne K. (Treasury) <;;;_f:hJ.f.~L~Z@.rn.[::.b}B.J.IJ,B.QY.>; Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <KQ1:Y.?Df::f.@.GJJ.f:11Ls?n,fs!2?-!.> 
Subject: Flint Water Issue: Memorandum RTAB1.PDF 
Importance: High 

FYL 

I just received this from Natasha regarding the City's request to reconnect to DWSD. 

The City is asking that the RTAB consider this tomorrow. I arn in the process of sending this to the Board. 

It appears that the City is planning on laking the $2M frorn Fund Balance. 

Eric Cline ! Department Nianager ! State of Niichigan 
Michi~Fl11 Department ofTreasmy I Local Government Financial Senrices Division ! Fiscal Responsibility Section 
430 1N. A.Hegan Street, 3rd Floor j Larrninq, MI 48922 
Lansing Office (51 'l) 335--20'18 ! ! Traverse City Office (231) 922--5228 
E-mail dinerJ@michigan,qov 



CONF'JDDNTlAf.JTY NOT!Cl': This e--rnJi/. m;d ,·my attachments, is k;.r ihe solr,, use of th1:.' infon(fod recip:r"nt(s) and may confa,n 
wfonn,1f.ion th;;;t is confidenli,,i and p.rofocterl frorn rlisdos,we under the Jav.r. Any rma,dhon;,ed review, use, d.isclos:.m,, c;.r distnf.mtion 
h; prohibited . .!f you are .not the intended rec.ip.ienf, p!e,:sl~ cont1ct lhl~ !£ender .by re.,cfv l~-,.man) and de.lete/d~:!:f.ro,y ;;.!J cop.ies of the 
o.rir;.in«J .m~:.::.:::1fl~? i1nd atfachrne.nfs 7~~ulnk you. 

From: Natasha Henderson [mi.lilto:n0tashalh2nderson(Wgm3iLcorn] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2015 10:16 AM 
To: Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) <D0mpkowskiA~'ilr-nichigan.gov>; Cline, Richard (Treasury) <dinerl(@michig0n.gov> 
Subject: Memorandum RTAB1.PDF 

Hello Eric, 

Per your request, I have attached a request to add two high priority items to the RTAB agenda. 

Thanks, 

Natasha L. Henderson 
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Day:ri:e vYa:Uing 
Nfoyor 

l\llernorc1i1.du1Tl 

CITY CJF FL.INT 

To: Receivership Trat1sitfon Advi?Qty Board 

From: Natasha L.. Henderson, City Adn1ipistrator 

Date: Tue$dciV, October 13th 
Re: Enierger:icv 1\dditfon-s. to thi-2 Agenda 

Me-rnb£>rs ofthe Receiv€rship Transition Advisory Board: · 

Natash~ L Hend~i·son 
()ity A dt1-1iuistrator 

This mernon;induiri 1·0sp~dfuUy requests th.e inclusion of two urgi=l1t items or'rthe. agendi:l for the October· 14 
Receivership Tr;;insition Advisory Board Meeting. 

As you may be avv1.:w, the Gertesee County Hei:ilth D.epartn1ent has issued a public h~a1th advisory in regafd to the high 

arnount of!ead contamination in Citywater in response to the flncHngs of physicians at Hurley HospitaL Th)s was 
foHow2dby a sirnl!ar acNis-ory declared by the City, 

Seekf ng to address this emergency, i req tmsted that the City explore the possibi llty of ceasing the use of the Flint Rlve:r 
as the Cit/s 1/vati~(sourceand to rec::6M\ectto the. Detroit Watera.rid Sewerjge Department (DWSD) untH the KWA 

pipeline can be cornpieted in 2016. This request was followed by a recommend~tion by the M~\<or's Technical Advisory 
Cornmittee to reconrwct to D\1\/SDto improve the Cit{swater quality, thereby S$feguarding-pubiiche;3lth. On October it 
2015 .. the Governor p}edged to provid~ finandal assistance to Hintfor the reconnectlon,fr1 th.e .. arnount ofsix miilion 

daHcirs, The l\1ott Founda.tio.n gradously offf;red to provide an addf.tionaf four million. Combined 1,,vlth tv1io rnHlion doHars 
provided by the Cityi a tota l amount of $12 million can be utilized to reconnect the City to D\JVSD for a ninE: rnonth 

period. 

!n the . interests of t he puhlk heaith and welfare, l request that the first.item added ttl the, <1genda be a resolution 
(tt15Q872) f(iaking available t\·Vo million dollars from gem~ial fund balance to reconnect fo DWSD. The second ltern 
requested to be cidded to the agenda is r.l resolution (#150875_) granting the C:ltv Adrninistrc1tor the Authori ty to enter 
into a contract with D\iVSD.1hese items h,;1ve been 9ttachedforyour revlew. 

l a.polpg1:te for the sudden. request for chariges to the agenda, now~V!'zr the <;:it:y is facJng a c:rftical emergency requiring 
rmrnecHate GJttention. The Administration has had to react with refl~xive speed apd remain aq:aptabie to trv to m1tigate 
the serious con.sequence$ already {Jffectingthe .residents· of this community. i ask that you pl.ease considerrn·y r·equest to 
add and approvethesi~ ite.rns so that we may address this emergency in a ttrneiy ;;ind responsive ma.hoer. 

""""""·····------ --------· -·-···. ··'""""""""'"-
(\ty of .Hin; « H OJ S. Sagij'ia:w SL~ Rn1 HH " Ffoit, I\'liddgiin 485-02 

w,n,,;dtyoffifot~i::<1111 ° {$ll}) 76fi...7346 ~ Fax~ (81(}) 76ii-i218 



PRESENTED;~_. -~-~---~--------

.RESOLUTION AUTl::IORlZlNG A :BlJDGET A:MltNDl\'1:ENT TO INCREASE THE WATER 
AND SE\VER BUDGET BY $12,000,000.00 AND TO ALLOW' FOR EXPENDITURES FROM. 
THOSE FUNDS TO FACILITATE THE S\VJTCH BACK TO THKD\VSD '\-VATER SUPPLY 

BY THE CITY ADl\UNISTRATOR; 

Due to the. serious health threut filcing the residents ofthe City of Fiint1 the Administration has 
o~eri diligently wQrking _t{J\.Vatd a feasible ai1d speedy resolution to the City's water crisis; and 

Th-rough the commitment 9f $6 miliion from the State ofMichigan ~md $4 million from the CS . 
. Mott Foun<lation; u tot.al of $'10 i:niilion i.n contrlfo.:ttions have been pkdgeq to assist the City with the 
cost ofpmchasing ,vateri f1·on1 the Detroit\.Vater and Sewerage Depattmenr and its sticcessor, the Grca.t 
L~lkes Waler Authority~ until the City is ahleto receive ,vater from the Karegnond-i Water Authority ~WN. .· . . . 

The City Administrator a.nd the Mayor have agreed to the acceptanoe. of these ftmds, At thi$ 
time, the KWA reports that construction is on schedule to be completed by. June 30, 2016. The City 
~stimates that the t(>tal ct>st to purchase water thriJtlgh DWSD 'Nill he $12 million for 9 months. The 
bilaric;e of $2 million not coveted by the get1eroQs ple<lg~~ of State i.md Local resolltces is the 
responsihili ty of the City'. · 

A budget amendment is i1ecessary to reflect both an increase in revt."<nue-s for the receipt of$ I 0 
rniUion in assistance and $2 million nfhtidg_eted.Use of Fl1nd Balance and an increase in expenditures 
of $12 million for th~ purchase of DWSb \.vater supply. 

IT IS RESOLVED that the Finance D~partment is authorized to pt:9ce$S a budget amend111~nt 
h} the tlppropriate Vv',H.et and Sewer funds to fodHtate the sw1itch back to the Detroit w,iter system <':JS 
svon as ptacti{.;ahlc. Specific revei1ue ail.d expendit1:;1.r.e line Hems will be provided by the Chief Financial 
Officer. · · 

AP:FROVEU AS TO FINA1'1CE: Al-~PROVE.D BY THE FUNT CITY COUNCIL: 



RE:SOLUTlON STAFF REVIEW 

DATE: Octoher 12, 20'!5 

A ·d It· r·~1 -r H'st ~(·).L ... l f l'I()N ft)·l'lLlr()J'l.J.7:t·KlG' . A DIJS")l"t"I' A fvjr.'.NlD'. f 1l"f·' N, .··1, 1'(). gen a ern . h_g __ . .t,1." -..· . . .. . ,. _ . -1c _ .u -.. ""A . i , n. .. oc .s.. \ .n , , -~ -- .L . ,, . ['_,_ _. _ . 

JNCRE.ASl{THE VfAl'ER AND SE'\VJ1R BlJDGET HY $1210001000,00 AND TO ,\LLOW FOR 
FXPFNDl'HlRESFROl\'l THOSI;' FlTNDSTO FA.CH lTATE TPE··S\L'lTt-'H BA.CK TO THE . •• .· : -' t . . . . -. : ~~ : . . . . ., . . . • . . . - .· ~ .. . ,t;:, •. . . . . ~- . . - .,. .. . . ..J ,'• • ,t- ~.J. .l .... ,... . :' 'r . . . •., . , . . : .. . . . . :-'.'· 

nwsn WATERSUPPLV 

J:repared By: Jody N. Lundquist 

Background/Surnmary of Proposed Apticm,: ,D.,s a resp It ofthe ongoing concern for the health 
?nd wellbeing of the City of FHnfs residents, City Adrninistration has \!Vorked. to negotiate the 
reconnection fo Detroit V'-f~ter ;and Sewerag(:. De:partment (DVVSD) supply unfif the Karegnondi 
VVater Authority O<WA) pipeline construction is complete .. Per KVv'A representativ~s. f<VVA 
constn.iction remains on .sched uJe with a fina! cortip!eUon dat~ of June 30, 2Q·'l 6. 

Financial lmpHcaHons: The purchase of water from DWSD is estimated. to cost approximately $12 
111iHion throu.gh June 30, 2016 based on average usage of ·16 rnH! ion galJons per day. $10 milHon in 
suppoit has bee.h pledged from State cind Locatsources , The City proposes a budget amendment 
for Use of Fund E:3aiance in the Water Fund in the mTJount cf$2 rni!lion to cover the cost of 
purchasing DWSD iNater through flsca.! ye,:,u end .. 

\fVhHe the Cfty continues to grapp.le with the fihancia! impact of the Prelin1inary Injunction Order 
issued on August 1, 2015, in the shortterrn, both the s!1ortfa!! in revenue$ as a result of the Order 
and the additional cost of responding to the health and safety of the City's water' .su.pply. are exactly 
the type of events forwhicl'L the City's Fund 8ata1ice Reserve pqHdeswere designed. To the extent 
that the City Wafer Funci Reserve is projected to fad! below the required balance of 25% ofcun:ent 
year operating expenses and one year's annual debt seNice, the City will propose a .re.$erve 
rep!enrshment p1$n to accon1pan:y ~dopti.qn of the next fiscai yea(s operating budget. 

Budg~teq Expenditure? Yes 1Noi Please explain jf no: Prior ti> the emergent 
concerns regmding the safety of Ffin~{s"water supply, the FY2b·16budget ref!e-cts the cost of 
supplying Flint Rivtit' water. · ·· 

Account No,: nla - . . 

Yes [~-~ . Reql1isifion # n/a 

Other Implications {Le.i cgJ1~£five bargaining); None. 

Staff Recommendation: . 
amendment 



C 

RESOLUTION NO.: ________ _ 

PRESENTED: __________ _ 

ADOPTED: __________ _ 

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR TO TAKE 
NECESSARY ACTION TO CONVERT TO THE DETROIT WATER SYSTEM 

BY THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR: 

In order to promote the health, safety and welfare ofthis community, it is in the best interests of 
the City of Flint for the Detroit Water and Sewer Department (DWSD) to supply the City with treated 
water pending completion of the Karegnondi Water Authority; and 

In order for DWSD to supply the City with water, it will be necessary to 9-tilize pipe owned by 
the Genesee County Drain Commission (GCDC); and 

The City, DWSD and GCDC are actively negotiating the terms of the necessary agreements to 
ensure this transition occurs as soon as possible; and 

IT IS RESOLVED that the City Administrator is hereby authorized to enter into agreements 
with DWSD and GCDC for conversion to the Detroit Water System. 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

APPROVED BY CITY COUNCIL: 

S :\P. Bade\City Administrator\Resolutions\CA DWSD Authority Reso I 0.12.1 S(pmb rev).docx 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:47 AM 
Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

RE: state money for detroit water 

Push back hard on this. Natasha Henderson is becoming a liabiHly. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:35 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rnuchrnored@rnichigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clernente@michigan,gov>; 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@rnichigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <bafrdr@michigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
<hollinsh@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Murray, David (GOV) <MurrayD1@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: state money for detroit water 
Importance: High 

Please see belov,1. 

No good deed goes unpunished. This looks like may be next big issue. 

I thought GLWA·DWSD 'Nas NOT going to require the entire sum all up front? 

From: Ronald Fonger [mailto:RFONGERl(i.vmlive.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:28 AM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: state money for detroit water 

Sara: 
I was at a City Council meeting last night when Flint City Administrator Natasha Henderson said the state has only wired 
Flint $2 million of the $6 million approved by the state Legislature. 
She said the city has been told it will receive an additional $2 million in January and another $2 million in April. 
Henderson said she's asked that the money be sent immediately because the city was required to pay Detroit the entire 
$12 million upfront, before the water was reconnected, and its water and sewer fund balance has dropped significantly 
as a result. 
Several council members also spoke about this, and Council President Josh Freeman called the payment plant "beyond 
ridiculous" given the city's financial position. 
Is there someone who can talk to us about this? 
Thanks, 

Ron Fonger 
IVlLive Media Group 
Reporter 

mobile 810.347.9963 
email rfongerl@mlive,com 



address 540 S. Saginaw St. #101, Flint Ml 48502 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 
Monday, November 16, 2015 3:10 PM 
Ronald Fonger 
Murray, David (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS); Minicuci, Angela 
(DHHS); Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) 

RE: nrdc/aclu lawsuit 

Ron, here's the EPA link to its page on requirements for schools. I excerpted and bolded the important 
language. School;:; that are part of a rnunicipal ;:iupply don't have separate requiremems. Those that have their 
mvn building 1.vater supply are already subject to all the SDWA requirements. 

If there's a requirement fbr education and outreaclt. perhaps DHHS v,.rould kno\v. I've included them here to 
loop them in. 

Our folks are still looking into this, but the day is grmving late. If I come up v,iith something forther,. I'H share it 
along. 

htto •i/,.va ter. eoa yov/infrastructure/ drinking\-vater/schoolsiupload/2006 __ 1 ___ 11 ___ schools ___ Irnd _J,qrg___ 1_q_· __ .s_c:._hQQhLP.d 
f 

"Schools and child care facilities that have their own water supply and are considered non
transient, non-community water systems (NTNCWSs) (emphasis added) are subject to the Lead 
and Copper Rule (LCR) requirements. 

The LCR was developed to protect public health by minimizing lead and copper levels in drinking 
water. The most common source of lead and copper in drinking water is corrosion of plumbing ... " 

From: Ronald Fonger [rnailto:RFONGERJ:i']Jrnlive,co1T1] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2015 12:23 PM 
To: Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 
Subject: nrdc/aclu lawsuit 

Brad: 
I've asked Dave Murray for a comment on the notice of intent to sue that was filed this morning by the ACLU/NRDC, 
naming officials from the state and city as potential defendants. 
Separate from the story about the potential legal action, I'm following up on an allegation that's specific to the DEQ on 
page 14. 
The notice says the SOWA requires each state to establish a program "to assist" schools and day care centers in "testing 
for, and remedying, lead contamination in drinking water." 
The notice says test results must be made available at schools, with notification to parents and teachers. 
It says Michigan does not maintain such a program, which is in violation of SDWA's schools provision. 
Can you or someone from the department talk to me about this claim? 
Thanks, 



Ron Fonger 
Mlive Media Group 
Reporter 

mobile
email rfon;:rerl@iin,live,com 
address 540 S. Saginaw St. #101, Flint Ml 48502 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) 

Friday, November 20, 2015 10:22 AM 
Murray, David (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Minicuci, Angela (DHHS); Lasher, Geralyn 
(DHHS) 

Subject: RE: Flint blood level data 

No problem. We're holding until Monday. 

Jennifer Eisner 
Publ:c lnformaticm Officer 
M:chig,rn Depc,rtment c:f Health and Hun,ar: Sei-vices 

Off:ce: 517-241-2112 o, E,snei-J,iil::iichir.;an.f.'/J\i 

From: Murray, David (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2015 10:02 AM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@michigan.gov>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) <EisnerJ@michigan.gov>; Minicuci, Angela 
(DHHS) <MinicuciA@michigan.gov>; Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) <lasherg@michigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: Flint blood level data 

Jim Redford said legal team also needs to review the release and supporting documents. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2015 10:01 AM 
To: Murray, David (GOV) <MurnvDl~vrnichigan.gov> 
Subject: Re: Flint blood level data 

Talked with Gov about this briefly. He def indicated preference waiting until early next week to ensure best messaging 
and outreach. 

They took this long - let's get this right. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20, 2015, at 9:41 AM, Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) <f.\~!Y,~r}.®.!T.\:;hi.R?!J,K\?Y.> wrote: 

We're talking to the director to and will give you a call soon. 

Jennifer 

From: Murray, David (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2015 9:34:35 AM 
To: Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Brown, Jessica (GOV); Kennedy, Jordan (GOV); Heaton, 
Anna (GOV); Biehl, Laura (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
Cc: Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ); Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS); Minicuci, Angela (DHHS); 
Hertel, Elizabeth (DHHS) 
Subject: RE: Flint blood level data 



I don't think this should happen today at alL Governor is at an important event in Southeast Michigan 

this morning, and I think vve need some direction from him and others on this issue. 

From: Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2015 9:30 AM 

To: Murray, David (GOV) <M.\ff.CJ.V.f:iJ.@!.mtl:d?JD,gQ.y>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <.W.\E.f.f:h@.ffJ.lf:.b)DJH,fs!2?i.>; 
Brown, Jessica (GOV) <.\?.r:0.w.r:U.2J.@n1tt:~[g0.c-.,g2y.>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) <Etrn:1?:'thrLS:@.o:{,;:[::_[gJ.Q.,g.Q_y.>; 
Heaton, Anna (GOV) <tl.f:?tf::t:~!:~@_o:(L,;:[::_[gJ.DJIQ.Y.>; Biehl, Laura (GOV) <\?.[tl:d.!::@.rn.\bjg;g:1,fs!2?{>; Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV) <Agen.;{amk:hi;z,rn.gov> 

Cc: Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) <\iVurfe!B{/5.lmich!f:Jn.i;;_ov>; Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ) 

<IQ.ffJ.OJ?~!:11.9.Ec@.mtl:d?J.t:UIQ.~t>; Lasher, Ge ra I yn (DH HS) <J.J,il:.?:.rn.@rnL.;:t:_[gJ:J.,RQ.Y.>; Mini cu ci, Ange I a 
(DH HS) <.tv.lJ.D.lf:.~!t[!:\.@.Ql].,;t~[gJ.rLRQ.Y.>; He rte I, EI i za beth (DH HS) < tif:J:t?:'JfJ2?.ffJ.lf:.b)DJH,KQ?i.> 
Subject: Re: Flint blood level data 

Thanks Dave. We're talking with population health now and will send around an updated version 
as soon as possible. 

Will be in touch as soon re: timeline but the notifications are not happening right at 9:30. 

Best, 
Jennifer 

From: Murray, David (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 6:24:48 PM 
To: Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Brown, Jessica (GOV); Kennedy, Jordan (GOV); Heaton, 
Anna (GOV); Biehl, Laura (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
Cc: Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ); Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS); Minicuci, Angela (DHHS) 
Subject: Flint blood level data 

Good evening, MDHHS friends, 

Here are suggested changes to the press release. I think it's vitally 

important to have our "people first" approach, and be very up front about 

the results. I also think it's important to show up high what we will do with 

this data. Please consider the changes. I also think it's worth a 

conversation about whether we want to release this on a Friday morning. 

This is a challenging situation to be sure, but I think these results are fairly 

encouraging considering some of the heated rhetoric on this issue. 

Thank you, 

Dave 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Eisner 

DRAFT 
( 51 7) 241-2112 

CONTACT: Jennifer 
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MDHHS releases October data outlining blood lead levels in Flint 
Results show 24 of 963 people tested had elevated levels 

LANSING, Mich. - Blood lead level testing results released today revealed 
that 24 of 963 adults and children tested in Flint in October had elevated 
levels, according to the Michigan Department of Health and Human 
Services. 

MDHHS is working closely with the Genesee County Health Department to 
reach out to families testing with higher levels and help them reduce their 
exposure to lead sources. 

Information was gathered from tests administered citywide to 963 children 
and adults between October 1 and October 30. Eighteen people age 17 or 
younger had elevated blood lead levels. Six adults over the age 18 were 
identified with elevated blood lead levels. 

The report is intended to inform residents about blood lead level testing 
efforts in Flint and provide cumulative total numbers. 

"Our goal is to help families reduce their exposure to lead sources," said Dr. 
Eden Wells, chief medical executive with the MDHHS. "We have made 
progress in testing and identifying those with elevated blood lead levels, and 
the department will continue to work closely with county health department 
to reach these families. We will update these numbers on a regular basis and 
remain diligent in our ongoing outreach and education." 

The data in the report include the total number of tests conducted and the 
total number of elevated blood lead levels greater than 5 micrograms per 
deciliter, and captures both capillary and venous blood tests. People who 
have had multiple tests are counted only once. The full report is posted 
online at v,/\YV</. rnichigaru:wvlflinhvater and will be updated as more data 
becomes available. 

The testing is part of the state's action plan to address health concerns 
related to Flint's water infrastructure. 

Last month, MDHHS collaborated with the county health department and 
local partners to distribute educational resources and informational letter to 
Flint parents regarding lead testing. GCHD nursing staff are conducting 
direct outreach to families when an elevated blood lead level has been 
detected, serving as an important resources by addressing questions and 
concerns, providing information, and meeting them in their home 
environment. 

MDHHS continues to provide free water filters and replacement cartridges 
to Flint residents at four locations including the MDHHS Flint offices and 
the Genesee County Community Action Resource Department. For a full 
list of locations and hours of distribution, visit 
v.:1,vv.:.micbigan.gov/fiintv/ater. 
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To help residents properly install water filters, and to demonstrate how to 
replace the original when it expires, MDHHS has created an instructional on 
the rvn::H-lHS_YouTubecknnH.:l. For additional updates on Flint water 
including updates on blood lead levels and testing results, visit 
"WVv'\V. mi chi ll<'ll1. QOV/flint'cVUter. 

### 

From: Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) 
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2015 3:07 PM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\Nurfels@n1ichigc1n.gov>; Murray, David (GOV) <Mu,TayD1@rn,chigcin.gov>; 

Brown, Jessica (GOV) <i:kov\tnJS3@rnichif;an.gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) <K0nn0dyJ4@rnkhigan,gov> 
Cc: Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) <\!Vurfoi80Jmichi23ti.f',w>; Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ) 
<Ton1mc1sulo!<(6Jmichi23ti.f',w>; Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) <lasherg@rnkhigan,gov>; Minicuci, Angela 

(DHHS) <MinicuciA@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: Flint EBL Data 

Good afternoon: 

Attached, please find the blood lead level test results for Flint zip codes 48501-48507, as well as a 
corresponding press release and talking points. With your approval and edits, we are planning to notify 
external partners tomorrow at 9:30 a.m. then post the report on www.michii;;.ar:.;zov/flintwater and 
issue the press release at 10 a.m. 

Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks and best, 

Jennifer Eisner 
Public Information Officer 
Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 
Office: 517-241-2112 or _[_is_:~::?_::J_@_i-_r,i_ct:g_J_:~:,g_c,,; 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Monday, April 27, 2015 6:20 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Baird, 

Richard (GOV); Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY); Storberg, Ann Marie (TREASURY); Koryzno, 
Edward (Treasury); Headen, Frederick (Treasury) 

Subject: Re: scanned doc 

It cannot help anything 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 27, 2015, at 5:44 PM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <n:uchmored@mk:h1g2n .gov> wrote: 

Would someone please explain to me how cutting off water to 10,000 people does anything but bring 
the wrath of God down on all of us? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 27, 2015, at 10:29 AM, Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <WorknvmW@rnk:hig2n,gov> wrote: 

We received this letter Friday the 7..4th. Water shut-off threat continues. 

From: Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2015 10:26 AM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Subject: scanned doc 

Angela Dempkowski I Senior Executive Management Assistant/Treasury 
State of Michigan I 430 W. Allegan Street, 1st Floor I Lansing, MI 48922 

<image001.jpg> (517) 373-4415 I (517) 373-0633 (fox) 
dempkowskia@michiqan.gov 

~ Think Green! Don't print this e-mail unless you need to. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail, and any attachments, is for the sole use 
of the intended recipient(.,;) and may contain information that is confidential and 
protected from disclosure under the law. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 
the sender by reply e-mail, and delete/destroy all copies of the original message and 
attachments. 
Thank you 

<DWSD-HP letter.pd±> 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Danziger, Rona < rona.danziger@cbsradio.com > 
Thursday, October 08, 2015 12:19 PM 
Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Biehl, Laura (GOV) 

Huber, Zahra; Davidek, Robert P; Mundie, Robert R 
Looking for comment 
Prof Marc Edwards uncut 10-8-2015.mp3 

WWJ's Zahra Huber spoke with Professor Marc Edwards from Virginia Tech regarding his thoughts on the Flint Water 
situation as the lead researcher on the project and he had very harsh words about how the Flint Water situation had 
been handled. He said federal laws had been broken when the switch was made away from the Detroit River to the Flint 
River and that data was manipulated to show that Flint water was safe when it was not. Can we get a comment from the 
Governor on this interview? I've attached the audio, uncut, for you to listen to for comment. 

Let us know. Thanks! 

Rona Danziger 
Senior Managing Editor :VVWJ Newsradio 9501Michigan News Network 

~~:iz~=.t;;!-,~:,~1;,2~~i"'''""'''t~~t'sr,::,m: 2,t8-'HSJH::o 

Rona.danzige;·(iiJcbsrad:o.com 
wv;v;,cbsdetroit.com 







From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

OK. Thanks. 

Danziger, Rona < rona.danziger@cbsradio.com > 
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:16 PM 
Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Biehl, Laura (GOV) 

Huber, Zahra; Davidek, Robert P; Mundie, Robert R 
RE: Looking for comment 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) [mailto:Wu1fels(cDmichigan.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:56 PM 
To: Danziger, Rona; Biehl, Laura (GOV) 
Cc: Huber, Zahra; Davidek, Robert P; Mundie, Robert R 
Subject: RE: Looking for comment 

Greetings, Rona··· 

Just got back from Flint. Various versions of this 0. came up during todw{'s presser. I vvould recornrnend you take a listen. 
http://www.rnichigan.gov/snvder /0,4668, 7-2.77 ~60112.-268720-~ ,00. htrn I 

State was following all nationally set standards and protocols for testing, and has sorne of the rnost dedicated and 
professional drinking water and public health experts in the country working off the best information available at the 
time. \Ve have acted quickly and took detailed concrete actions steps as new information and data came in. 

From: Danziger, Ron a [c-J.~Ht9.I9..IJF:1.,.0}.IJ!.(&tX.@.f:l?.~r.i:1.9.l.0,.f:9.!T.l 
Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2015 12:19 PM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels(Wrnichigan.gov>; Biehl, Laura (GOV) <BiehlL@Jmichigan.gov> 
Cc: Huber, Zahra <zahra.huber@)cbsradio.corn>; Davidek, Robert P <rpdavidek(!.vcbs.corn>; Mundie, Robert R 
<rrrn undie(!.vcbs.corn> 
Subject: Looking for comment 

WWJ's Zahra Huber spoke with Professor Marc Edwards from Virginia Tech regarding his thoughts on the Flint Water 
situation as the lead researcher on the project and he had very harsh words about how the Flint Water situation had 
been handled. He said federal laws had been broken when the switch was made away from the Detroit River to the Flint 
River and that data was manipulated to show that Flint water was safe when it was not. Can we get a comment from the 
Governor on this interview? I've attached the audio, uncut, for you to listen to for comment. 

Let us know. Thanks! 

Rona Danziger 
Senior Managing Editor ,WWJ Newsradio 9501Michigan News Network 
Dit·r:,u· :A?-.:!::7-'.?.ci'.'.O/ Nhvq·;,,;:w :A?·-'1'\S-9-?SO 
'.'.6,]SS t,t:ir:,tlc:.i:, DrLT: Srn.:.th,\,\l, M[ ,J-Wi.'l'\ 
Rcna.danziger@cb~radio.com 
www.cbsdetroit.com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Arthur Delaney <arthur@huffingtonpost.com > 
Monday, November 16, 2015 9:15 AM 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Fwd: Residents of Flint, Michigan, to Sue City, State over Lead in Drinking Water 

Hi, I am filing a short story on this lawsuit -- please let me know if the governor's office would care to 
comment. 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Margie Kelly <mkelly(~nrdc.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 9:00 AM 
Subject: Residents of Flint, Michigan, to Sue City, State over Lead in Drinking Water 
To: jason. cherkis@.lmffin gtonpost. corn 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contacts: Margie Kelly, NRDC, mkelly@nrdc.org, 312-651-7935; Darrell Dawsey, ACLU of Michigan, 
ddawsey@aclurnict1.or9, 313-578-6831 

Residents of Flint, Michigan, to Sue City, State over Lead in Drinking Water 

Natural Resources Defense Council, ACLU of Michigan Start Legal Process to Stop Ongoing Violations of the Safe 
Drinking Water Act 

CHICAGO (November 16, 2015) - Residents of Flint, Mich., together with the ACLU of Michigan and the Natural 
Resources Defense Council, today announced their intention to sue state and city officials for ongoing violations of the 
federal Safe Drinking Water Act amid the city's widespread lead-contamination crisis. A lawsuit would force officials to 
address repeated, systemic failures to follow federal rules designed to protect the public health from dangerous levels of 
lead exposure. 

"The community of Flint is strong and united in our commitment to repair the harm lead exposure has inflicted on our 
children and families. We are taking a stand so that our community can heal the damage that has been done and work 
together so that justice can prevail," said Pastor Allen Overton, a leader of the Concerned Pastors for Social Action. 

"This action is about holding the government accountable for failing to protect the public health of an entire community," 
said Anjali Waikar, an environmental justice staff attorney at the Natural Resources Defense Council. "This case also 
highlights a troubling trend in which the government is willing to cut costs at the expense of its most vulnerable citizens," 
Waikar said. 

"In their short-sighted effort to save a buck, the leaders who were supposed to be protecting Flint's citizens instead left 
them exposed to dangerously high levels of lead contamination," said Michael Steinberg, legal director for the ACLU of 
Michigan. "Not only were the city and state's actions dangerous and misguided. They were illegal, too." 

Dangerous amounts of lead leached out of the city's pipes and into the drinking water of Flint's homes and schools for 
more than a year following a decision by Flint officials to eschew Detroit's water supply in favor of using the Flint River as 
the City's primary drinking water source. Not long after the switch, residents began to complain about the smell and 
discoloration of the water and, later, physical ailments stemming from the tainted water. 

Officials working on behalf of Flint insisted for several months that the water was safe. However, water tests conducted by 
experts from Virginia Tech proved those assurances to be wrong, and a study by a local pediatrician that showed that the 



proportion of Flint kids with elevated blood lead levels had doubled since the City switched water sources. After officials 
could no longer deny that the community's drinking water was contaminated, Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder finally conceded 
that Flint should stop using the river water and return to the Detroit water system. 

Despite this move, though, city and state officials have continued to violate federal legal requirements for monitoring and 
sampling tap water for lead, notifying the public about water-testing results and maintaining corrosion control from Flint's 
lead pipes. 

"So much irreparable harm has been done as a direct result of the failures and lack of oversight perpetrated by the City of 
Flint and Michigan officials who are the very people we relied on to keep us safe. This lawsuit gives me hope that this will 
stop and no other city will have to endure the physical, property, and emotional damage that Flint residents have," said 
Melissa Mays of Water You Fighting For, a Flint-based organization. 

There is no safe level of lead exposure. The toxic effects of lead on virtually every system in the body, and particularly on 
the developing brains of young children, are well documented. It can also contribute to high blood pressure and other 
health problems in adults. Even low levels of lead in the blood have been shown to affect IQ, ability to pay attention, and 
academic achievement, effects that are irreversible. 

The Notice of Intent to Sue was served on behalf of Concerned Pastors for Social Action, an association of religious 
leaders from Flint; Melissa Mays, a Flint resident; the ACLU of Michigan; and the Natural Resources Defense Council. 
The groups assert that since April 2014, the City of Flint and Michigan state officials have failed to monitor and control for 
lead in Flint's drinking water and maintain a program to assist Michigan schools with lead testing and remediation, in 
violation of the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. If City of Flint and Michigan state officials - including Governor Rick 
Snyder and Dan Wyant, Director of Michigan Department of Environmental Quality - do not remedy violations under the 
Safe Drinking Water Act within sixty days, the groups intend to file a lawsuit in federal court. 

Flint and state officials have known since 2011 that choosing the Flint River as a drinking water source could result in lead 
contamination issues, due to its highly corrosive properties. Yet state and city officials insisted that the water was safe to 
drink - even after testing found dangerously high lead levels in some residents' tap water. Citizen concerns about high 
lead levels were dismissed by state and city officials as "near hysteri[cal]" and "irresponsible," despite well-established 
evidence that there is no safe level of lead exposure, and that even low levels of lead in the blood have been shown to 
affect IQ, ability to pay attention, and academic achievement, effects that are irreversible. 

The Notice of Intent to Sue is required under the Safe Drinking Water Act as a prerequisite to filing suit. 

For nearly 100 years, the ACLU has been our nation's guardian of liberty, working in courts, legislatures, and communities to defend and preserve the individual 
rights and liberties that the Constitution and the laws of the United States guarantee everyone in this country. The ACLU of Michigan was officially established in 
1959 as part of that mission. 

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) is an international nonprofit environmental organization with more than 2 million members and online activists. 
Since 1970, our lawyers, scientists, and other environmental specialists have worked to protect the world's natural resources, public health, and the environment. 
NRDC has offices in New York City, Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, Bozeman, MT, and Beijing. Visit us atvvvr,v.nrdc.org and follow us 
on Twitter @NRDC. 

If you would rather not receive future communications from Natural Resources Defense Council, let us know by clicking here. 
Natural Resources Defense Council, 40 West 2oth Street 11th Floor, New York, NY 10011 United States 

Reporter I Huffington Post 
(202) 624-9396 desk I 
Twitter @ArthurDelaneyHP 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Murray, David (GOV) 

Monday, November 16, 2015 1:10 PM 
'Ronald Fonger' 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

RE: seeking comment on lawsuits concerning Flint water 

Hello Ron, Sara will get back to you. 

From: Ronald Fonger [r0.?Jtr.8.F..Qf:i.~~-fR.),.@r.rdiY?://E0l 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2015 9:26 AM 
To: Murray, David (GOV) <MurnvD1~vr-r1ichigan.gov> 
Subject: seeking comment on lawsuits concerning Flint water 

Dave: 
I'm covering a news conference at 11 a.m. concerning a federal lawsuit filed by Melissa Mays and others concerning Flint 

water. 
The lawsuit names city and state officials, including the governor. 
Here is a link to that lawsuit. 
We are seeking your comment. 
http:/ /pi lU0wpc.rnrn/wo-content/uoioadsi2015/11/M ays-vs.--Snyder-et-al. -Corn plai nt-and-J ury--Dern;_ind · Fi nc1i--1. 0df 

I've also attached an intent to sue notice from the ACLU and NDRC, which is also concerning Flint water and which also 
names governor and other state officials. 
Seeking your comment on that as well. 
Thanks, 

Ron Fonger 
MLive Media Group 
Reporter 

mobile 
email rfongerl@lrnlive.mm 
address 540 S. Saginaw St. #101, Flint Ml 48502 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Thanks 

Arthur Delaney <arthur@huffingtonpost.com > 
Monday, November 16, 2015 3:07 PM 
Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Re: Residents of Flint, Michigan, to Sue City, State over Lead in Drinking Water 

On Monday, November 16, 2015, Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfo!s{f1>michigan.gov> wrote: 

Greetings, Arthur -

Sorry for the delay. It's been a bit more crazy busy than normal. 

On this lawsuit, we haven't been served yet so can't comment on specific details. What would say is that we're focused 
on moving forward and ensuring public health and clean, safe drinking water. The governor has outlined a detailed 
multiple step action plan for both immediate, mid and long term. He has also appointed a task force doing a very 
important job of reviewing all past actions. They are a bipartisan group of people of the highest integrity, experts in their 
fields and widely respected who are going to do a very thorough, objective review. 

Just let me know if anything more needed at all. 

Thanks and best, 

SW 

Sara Wurfel, APR 

Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

·wu r-fols@) rnichi~celn .gcv 

517-335-6397, office 

Twitter:@SaraLW 



From: Arthur Delaney [mailto:arthur@Jhuffingtonpost.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2015 9:15 AM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels(Wrnichigan.gov> 

Subject: Fwd: Residents of Flint, Michigan, to Sue City, State over Lead in Drinking Water 

Hi, I am filing a short story on this lawsuit -- please let me know if the governor's office would care to 
comment. 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Margie Kelly <mkelly@nrdc.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 9:00 AM 
Subject: Residents of Flint, Michigan, to Sue City, State over Lead in Drinking Water 
To: j ason. cherkis@huffingtonpost.com 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contacts: Margie Kelly, NRDC, mkelly@nrdc.org, 312-651-7935; Darrell Dawsey, ACLU of Michigan, 
ddawsey@aclumich.org, 313-578-6831 

Residents of Flint, Michigan, to Sue City, State over Lead in Drinking Water 

Natural Resources Defense Council, ACLU of Michigan Start Legal Process to Stop Ongoing Violations of the Safe 
Drinking Water Act 

CHICAGO (November 16, 2015) - Residents of Flint, Mich., together with the ACLU of Michigan and the Natural 
Resources Defense Council, today announced their intention to sue state and city officials for ongoing violations of the 
federal Safe Drinking Water Act amid the city's widespread lead-contamination crisis. A lawsuit would force officials to 
address repeated, systemic failures to follow federal rules designed to protect the public health from dangerous levels of 
lead exposure. 

"The community of Flint is strong and united in our commitment to repair the harm lead exposure has inflicted on our 
children and families. We are taking a stand so that our community can heal the damage that has been done and work 
together so that justice can prevail," said Pastor Allen Overton, a leader of the Concerned Pastors for Social Action. 

"This action is about holding the government accountable for failing to protect the public health of an entire community," 
said Anjali Waikar, an environmental justice staff attorney at the Natural Resources Defense Council. "This case also 
highlights a troubling trend in which the government is willing to cut costs at the expense of its most vulnerable citizens," 
Waikar said. 

"In their short-sighted effort to save a buck, the leaders who were supposed to be protecting Flint's citizens instead left 
them exposed to dangerously high levels of lead contamination," said Michael Steinberg, legal director for the ACLU of 
Michigan. "Not only were the city and state's actions dangerous and misguided. They were illegal, too." 

Dangerous amounts of lead leached out of the city's pipes and into the drinking water of Flint's homes and schools for 
more than a year following a decision by Flint officials to eschew Detroit's water supply in favor of using the Flint River as 
the City's primary drinking water source. Not long after the switch, residents began to complain about the smell and 
discoloration of the water and, later, physical ailments stemming from the tainted water. 

Officials working on behalf of Flint insisted for several months that the water was safe. However, water tests conducted by 
experts from Virginia Tech proved those assurances to be wrong, and a study by a local pediatrician that showed that the 
proportion of Flint kids with elevated blood lead levels had doubled since the City switched water sources. After officials 
could no longer deny that the community's drinking water was contaminated, Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder finally conceded 
that Flint should stop using the river water and return to the Detroit water system. 
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Despite this move, though, city and state officials have continued to violate federal legal requirements for monitoring and 
sampling tap water for lead, notifying the public about water-testing results and maintaining corrosion control from Flint's 
lead pipes. 

"So much irreparable harm has been done as a direct result of the failures and lack of oversight perpetrated by the City of 
Flint and Michigan officials who are the very people we relied on to keep us safe. This lawsuit gives me hope that this will 
stop and no other city will have to endure the physical, property, and emotional damage that Flint residents have," said 
Melissa Mays of Water You Fighting For, a Flint-based organization. 

There is no safe level of lead exposure. The toxic effects of lead on virtually every system in the body, and particularly on 
the developing brains of young children, are well documented. It can also contribute to high blood pressure and other 
health problems in adults. Even low levels of lead in the blood have been shown to affect IQ, ability to pay attention, and 
academic achievement, effects that are irreversible. 

The Notice of Intent to Sue was served on behalf of Concerned Pastors for Social Action, an association of religious 
leaders from Flint; Melissa Mays, a Flint resident; the ACLU of Michigan; and the Natural Resources Defense Council. 
The groups assert that since April 2014, the City of Flint and Michigan state officials have failed to monitor and control for 
lead in Flint's drinking water and maintain a program to assist Michigan schools with lead testing and remediation, in 
violation of the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. If City of Flint and Michigan state officials - including Governor Rick 
Snyder and Dan Wyant, Director of Michigan Department of Environmental Quality - do not remedy violations under the 
Safe Drinking Water Act within sixty days, the groups intend to file a lawsuit in federal court. 

Flint and state officials have known since 2011 that choosing the Flint River as a drinking water source could result in lead 
contamination issues, due to its highly corrosive properties. Yet state and city officials insisted that the water was safe to 
drink - even after testing found dangerously high lead levels in some residents' tap water. Citizen concerns about high 
lead levels were dismissed by state and city officials as "near hysteri[cal]" and "irresponsible," despite well-established 
evidence that there is no safe level of lead exposure, and that even low levels of lead in the blood have been shown to 
affect IQ, ability to pay attention, and academic achievement, effects that are irreversible. 

The Notice of Intent to Sue is required under the Safe Drinking Water Act as a prerequisite to filing suit. 

For nearly 100 years, the ACLU has been our nation's guardian of liberty, working in courts, legislatures, and communities to defend and preserve the individual 
rights and liberties that the Constitution and the laws of the United States guarantee everyone in this country. The ACLU of Michigan was officially established in 
1959 as part of that mission. 

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) is an international nonprofit environmental organization with more than 2 million members and online activists. 
Since 1970, our lawyers, scientists, and other environmental specialists have worked to protect the world's natural resources, public health, and the environment. 
NRDC has offices in New York City, Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, Bozeman, MT, and Beijing. Visit us atvvVvw.nrd,;.crg and follow us 
on Twitter ia>NRDC. 

If you would rather not receive future communications from Natural Resources Defense Council, let us know by clicking here. 
Natural Resources Defense Council, 40 West 2oth Street 11th Floor, New York, NY 10011 United States 

Reporter I Huffington Post 

(202) 624-9396 desk I 
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Twitter @ArthurDelaneyHP 

Reporter I Huffington Post 
(202) 624-9396 desk I 
Twitter @ArthurDelaneyHP 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Murray, David (GOV) 
Monday, November 09, 2015 3:49 PM 
Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Flint water school testing results - TODAY 

Will do. I know they were planning something but didn't realize it was happening today. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 9, 2015, at 3:47 PM, Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@.michigan.gov> wrote: 

Dave - you'll wanl to make sure governor is avvare of this too given today's Urning just in case. These are 
kinds of things we need and want to make sure he and senior staff have a heads up on. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 3:47 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@rnichigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
<clernenle@rnichigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh@michigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) 
<bairdr@rnichigan.gov> 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@michigan.gov>; Murray, David (GOV) <Murray01@michigan.gov>; 
Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisnievvsldw@rnichigan.gov>; Scott, Allison (GOV) 
<scotta12@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: Flint water school testing results - TODAY 
Importance: High 

Please see below and attached release per brief convo at senior staff. Sill no exact word on timing of 
blood lead level data from DHHS - hopefully by late this week. 

DEQ also has video that they'll be using for some footage of the testing with TV stations. Link here: 
https ://youtu. be/Arny4cD\N7 RtA 

Freeman Elementary water testing shows 
lead exposure limited to fixtures 
Experts release water testing results on schools and homes in Flint 

As part of Gov. Rick Snyder's action plan for Flint drinking water, the DEQ today released water 
testing data from nearly 400 homes and businesses in Flint as well as comprehensive sampling 
results from Freeman Elementary School. 

Both sets of data indicate the problems with lead are localized to individual buildings or even 
individual faucets, rather than system-wide issues. 

"The results from this data underline the need for water testing at all homes, businesses, 
schools and other buildings in Flint," said George Krisztian, the DEQ's Flint Action Plan 
Coordinator. "Problems with lead exposure appear to be localized to individual service lines or 
plumbing fixtures, and we want to see all families in Flint take advantage of free water testing 
from the state." 



Freeman Elementary testing results 
At Freeman Elementary, 31 faucets were tested using a series of four samples each. Twenty
two outlets did not show elevated lead exposure, but nine faucets came back with initially high 
results. 

Those nine outlets involve brass components, indicating the problem involves the fixtures or 
plumbing immediately surrounding the fixture. When the faucets and fountains were operated 
for several minutes, lead levels fell significantly, in some cases to non-detectable levels. 

Additional testing designed to look deep into the school's plumbing did not suggest larger, 
systemic issues. 

Freeman Elementary has several options for remedying the issues at these nine faucets and 
fountains. The school can elect not to use those particular fountains, or implement a formalized 
flushing regimen. The sampling results indicate that for all but one tap, a 3- to 4-minute flushing 
period each morning would drastically reduce lead exposure. 

For a permanent solution, the school should opt to replace the faucets and fountains of concern. 

"The safety and health of our students are our primary concern at Flint Community Schools, so 
we will start work as soon as possible to replace faucets, aerators and other related 
components where high lead levels were detected," FCS Superintendent Bilal Tawwab said. 
"Once those fixes have been made, the DEQ has offered to provide additional testing of the 
water at Freeman Elementary to ensure the water from every sample is safe for our students. 
Flint Community Schools appreciates the efforts by the DEQ, working with all stakeholders to 
make sure our water continues to be tested and that our students have access to safe, clean 
drinking water." 

For Freeman Elementary's complete sampling results and more information about how 
sampling was conducted, visit \Af'Mv.michigan.gov/flinhvater. 

The DEQ and the DLARA also have conducted sampling at other Flint schools, and results will 
soon be available on the DEQ's website. Additionally, the state will test every other school in the 
Flint Community Schools district, as well as any school or daycare in the city. Interested schools 
and daycare centers should contact George Krisztian at krisztiangca~michigar-Lgov. 

Homeowner and other customer-requested testing results 
Results from the 381 samples from homes, businesses, schools and other facilities that took 
advantage of free water testing through the state showed similar, localized results. More than 75 
percent of the samples analyzed demonstrated lead results of 5 parts per billion or less, and 
more than 91 percent demonstrated lead results of 15 parts per billion or less. 

This data suggests that while some homes experience elevated lead level results due to lead 
service lines or in-home plumbing, many other homes experience little to no lead. This can 
make it difficult for homeowners and businesses to predict their lead exposure. 

"Since it's not easy to predict if an individual home's water is at risk for lead, the best thing all 
residents can do is get their water tested," Krisztian said. "It's a free test that provides valuable 
information for families." 

Testing is available for free by contacting the Flint Water Plant at 810-787-6537 and pressing 1, 
or by emailing flintwater@cityofflint.com. 

For more information about water samples received through the state's free testing program, 
visit W\N\v.michigan .gov/flintwater. 
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How school sampling was conducted 
To conduct this comprehensive sampling, the DEQ and Michigan Department of Licensing and 
Regulatory Affairs began on Oct. 23 with a thorough plumbing assessment of the school to gain 
a comprehensive understanding of how water moves through the building and what types of 
plumbing materials are used. The assessment also identified 31 faucets or fountains in the 
school that provide water for drinking, cooking and/or food preparation. 

On Oct. 24, the DEQ and DLARA took four, 125-milliliter samples from each of the 31 identified 
faucets and fountains. The first two samples were taken immediately after turning on the faucet, 
followed by a 30-second flush and then the third sample, followed by a 2-minute flush and then 
the fourth sample. These samples provided information on the impact of any lead sources in or 
around each specific faucet and fountain as well as its connecting plumbing. 

On Oct. 31, the DEQ and DLA RA took an additional 30 samples, 1 O each from three sites in the 
school. These 1-liter samples were taken consecutively, and provided information about the 
impact of any lead sources deep in the building's plumbing. 

From: Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 2:44 PM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@)rnichigan.gov>; Murray, David (GOV) <MurrayD1(@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(i.i:irnichigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: Flint water school testing results - 3 PM 

Saw Dave was on this but since he's on the road, thought you should definitely see as well. DEO. is 
planning to issue at 3 p.rn. 

This is the first I've seen a draft but Dave rnay have been looped in on the back end. Looks ok and pretty 
thorough to rne. If vou need help trying to track any background info down let rne know. Happy to reach 
out. 

From: Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ) 
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 2:31 PM 
To: Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) <lasherg@Jrnichigan.gov>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) <EisnerJ@lrnichigan.gov>; 
Edgerton, Shelly (LARA) <EdgertonSl(d)michigan.gov>; Dykema, Linda D. (DHHS) 
<DykemaL@michigan.gov>; Wells, Eden (DHHS) <WellsE3(d)michigan.gov>; Murray, David (GOV) 
<fv1urrav01@lrnichigan.gov>; Brown, Jessica (GOV) <BrownJ53@michigan.gov>; Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 
<WurfelB@Jrnichigan.gov>; Feuerstein, Heather (DEQ) <FeuersteinH@lmichigan.gov> 
Subject: School testing results 

We're planning to put out this press release along with a video and the full results of the school and 
homeowner testing around 3 today. George Krisztian is taking calls. 

Karen Tommasulo 
Public Information Officer 
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 
517-284-6716 I 
tornmasulok@Jmichigan.gov 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Thanks all. 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Tuesday, January 27, 2015 4:11 PM 
Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Dick Posthumus; Beth Clement 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV) 
RE: Flint water issue 

Just asking about DEQ representation - don't know if that might be helpful given the relatively high level of involvement 
they have with this issue - both past and present, or if that was for a reason? 

-----Original Message----
From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 3:11 PM 
To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Murray, David (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Flint water issue 

Greetings All, 

The meetings on Wednesday that Harvey referenced on Senior Staff call regarding the Flint water issue are actually 
being facilitated by Dick Posthumus' Office. They will be held in the Romney building as follows: 

10:00am - 11:00am (Internal Meeting in the 2nd Floor Executive Conference Room) Dick Posthumus Dennis Muchmore 
John Walsh Beth Clement Tom Saxton Harvey Hollins 

2:00pm-3:pm (Full Meeting in the Governor's Conference Room) Jerry Ambrose Mayor Walling Howard Croft, Director of 
the Department of Public Works Tom Saxton Dick Posthumus Dennis Muchmore Beth Clement Sen. Ananich Andy 
Leavitt John Walsh Harvey Hollins 

-----Original Message----
From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 2:30 PM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Flint water issue 

Stacie will set it up. 

-----Original Message----
From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 2:27 PM 
To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: Flint water issue 



Hi there Harvey -

Just following up on this per brief conversation/mention at yesterday's senior staff meeting and Dave's voice mail to you 
as well. 

I believe you had indicated you had a meeting on this tomorrow, yes? 

We need to touch base and get all facts on this situation ASAP. Turning into unfortunate and unnecessary PR issue that 
we're trying to work with Treasury and DEQ to be on top of, stem, find resolution, etc. 

Please call our office today to connect with Dave (as our lead on this) or myself or Jarrod if he's not available for some 
reason. 

Thanks much, 
SW 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

FYI just in case. 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:44 AM 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Dennis Muchmore; Beth Clement 

Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Murray, David (GOV) 
FW: PRESS RELEASE: EM Statement on Flint's Water 

EM Statement on Water 3.24.2015.pdf; EM Letter to Treasury Regarding Water.PDF 

What is latest on our involvement fn this issue and coordination with Flint F.tvP 

From: Jason Lorenz [rnailto:jlorenz@cityofflint.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:35 AM 
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: EM Statement on Flint's Water 

For Immediate Release 

Emergency Manager Statement on Water: Spending Extra $12 Million on Detroit Water 
"Incomprehensible" When Flint Water Just as Safe 

Flint, Michigan -March 24, 2015 -At the City Council meeting held on Monday, March 23, 2015, Flint City 

Council made a motion to "do all things necessary" to return to using water purchased from Detroit and 

discontinue use of the Flint River as a water source. The following statement from Emergency Manager Gerald 

Ambrose addresses that point: 

"Flint water today is safe by all EPA and MDEQ standards and the City is working daily to improve its quality. 

Users also pay some of the highest rates in the state because of the decreased numbers of users and the age of 

the system. 

"It is incomprehensible to me that 7 members of the Flint City Council would want to send more than $12 

million a year to the system serving southeast Michigan, even if Flint rate payers could afford it. Water from 

Detroit is no safer than water from Flint. 



"If $12 million annually were available for discretionary use, it would be far better spent reducing rates paid by 

Flint customers and/or modernizing the City's system." 

-Gerald Ambrose, 

Flint Emergency Manager 

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 
(810) 237-2039 

j!orenz(Blcityofflintcom 

-END-
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

Emergency Manager Statement on Water: Spending Extra $12 Million 
on Detroit Water "Incomprehensible" When Flint Water Just as Safe 

Flint, Michigan- March 24, 2015- At the City Council meeting held on Monday, March 23, 

2015, Flint City Council made a motion to "do all things necessary" to return to using water 

purchased from Detroit and discontinue use of the Flint River as a water source. The 

following statement from Emergency Manager Gerald Ambrose addresses that point: 

"Flint water today is safe by all EPA and MDEQ standards and the City is working daily 

to improve its quality. Users also pay some of the highest rates in the state because of 

the decreased numbers of users and the age of the system. 

"It is incomprehensible to me that 7 members of the Flint City Council would want to send 

more than $12 million a year to the system serving southeast Michigan, even if Flint rate 

payers could afford it. Water from Detroit is no safer than water from Flint. 

"If $12 million annually were available for discretionary use, it would be far better spent 

reducing rates paid by Flint customers and/or modernizing the City's system." 

-Gerald Ambrose, 

Flint Emergency Manager 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 
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Wayne Workman 
March 3, 2015 
Page2 

This direction of discussion also deviates from what, in my judgment, should be the focus: How 
can we not only operate and maintain a system to assure the delivery of safe and quality water 
dependably, but significantly reduce the cost of water and sewer to the users? At an average of 
$149 per month for water and sewer service for a residential user, the cost is extremely high in 
comparison to surrounding areas, as well as most areas across the state, and creates a significant 
financial burden for many users. In my judgment, we should all be concentrating on how to reduce 
rates by 50% or more. Unfortunately, there are no easy or evident answers, and continuation of 
the status will be an impediment to the sustainable recovery of the City of Flint. It is a conversation 
that I expect we will have with the recently created Water Quality Advisory Committee. 

My reasoning for this conclusion is as follows: . 

One of the decisions made in the context of beginning to eliminate deficits and to restore financial 
stability to the City of Flint was to increase water and sewer rates significantly - the only choice 
available to financially stabilize a system that as of June 30, 2012, had a deficit of $8,758,091. 
Another was to leave DWDS for the KWA because it offered the opportunity to lower future rate 
increases. A third decision was to utilize the Flint River on an interim basis when DWSD 
unilaterally terminated the City's contract for water purchase. That decision was made because it 
also offered an immediate cost savings opportunity which translated into the ability to upgrade the 
Water Treatment Plant without having to seek financing. It was a reasonable decision because of 
our experience in using the river in a back-up capacity, including test runs on a quarterly basis for 
several decades. 

Unfortunately, the switch to the river as a primary source was more challenging than anticipated, 
and the harsh winter of2013-2014 resulted in much more damage to the aging water infrastructure 
than in previous years. The result was the issuance of required notices that water exceeded 
established guidelines for safety as it could affect certain vulnerable populations, and some users 
of the system experienced unpleasant odors and discoloration. Some users also appeared to have 
had some negative reactions to the new source of water. However, as soon as the test results were 
known, City staff took immediate actions to address the concerns. These actions are evidenced 
today by the fact that MDEQ has certified that our most recent testing shows water from all testing 
sites to be well within acceptable guidelines. Additionally, the City is continuing to taking the 
necessary actions to assure that the water supply remains safe and that water quality continues to 
improve. 

As the City has moved to address the situation, the suggestion continues to be made that the City 
should re-engage with DWSD and purchase water at least until the KWA pipeline is supplying 
water. As evidenced by the most recent letter from DWSD, such a decision would immediately 
increase the City's cost by $846,700 per month, or $10,160,400 per year, just for the fixed cost 
portion of the price. The actual purchase of water would be an additional fee, and dependent upon 
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the quantity purchased. We estimate the actual water purchase cost to average more than $1 million 
per month, for a grand total of approximately $22 million per year. Finally, the DWSD offer is 
conditioned upon the City ( or presumably the KW A) agreeing to negotiate a long term contract 
(30 years) for back-up. 

The $22 million annual estimate of increased costs to purchase water from DWSD would be 
minimally offset by an approximate $3 million in reduced operating costs, and could be further 
offset by an additional $9 million, but only if all funding for capital improvements to the system 
are eliminated. To eliminate all funding dedicated to repairing, stabilizing, and improving the 
system would be totally irresponsible and would have long term negative consequences to the City 
and to future rate payers. 

As you are aware we have recently brought in outside expert assistance to evaluate the steps we 
have taken to assure that the water is safe and to continue to improve water quality. We are 
expecting specific recommendations within the next few weeks, and are committed to 
implementing those recommendations in a timely manner. Many steps have already been taken. I 
am confident that implementing their recommendations will assure a continuing supply of safe 
water as well as improved quality, and at far less cost than re-engaging DWSD. 

We have also created a 40-member Water Advisory Committee and a 13-member Technical 
Advisory Committee to assure two-way communication with the public and users of the system. 
Those committees will begin to meet this week, and we look forward to answering their questions 
and receiving their input. 

It is unfortunate that problems and concerns with quality have arisen, and we are working every 
day to address the issues that caused them. Maintaining safe water and improving quality is a top 
priority as we work to make the City of Flint an attractive place to live, work, study, and play. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

FYI 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11:33 AM 

Brad Wurfel - DEQ (Wurfe1B@michigan.gov); Terry Stanton - Treasury 

FW: PRESS RELEASE: EM Statement on Flint's Water 

EM Statement on Water 3.24.2015.pdf; EM Letter to Treasury Regarding Water.PDF 

From: Jason Lorenz [mailto:jlorenz(dlcityofflintcom] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:35 AM 
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: EM Statement on Flint's Water 

For Immediate Release 

Emergency Manager Statement on Water: Spending Extra $12 Million on Detroit Water 
"Incomprehensible" When Flint Water Just as Safe 

Flint, Michigan -March 24, 2015 -At the City Council meeting held on Monday, March 23, 2015, Flint City 

Council made a motion to "do all things necessary" to return to using water purchased from Detroit and 

discontinue use of the Flint River as a water source. The following statement from Emergency Manager Gerald 

Ambrose addresses that point: 

"Flint water today is safe by all EPA and MDEQ standards and the City is working daily to improve its quality. 

Users also pay some of the highest rates in the state because of the decreased numbers of users and the age of 

the system. 

"It is incomprehensible to me that 7 members of the Flint City Council would want to send more than $12 

million a year to the system serving southeast Michigan, even if Flint rate payers could afford it. Water from 

Detroit is no safer than water from Flint. 

"If $12 million annually were available for discretionary use, it would be far better spent reducing rates paid by 

Flint customers and/or modernizing the City's system." 



-Gerald Ambrose, 

Flint Emergency Manager 

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 
(810) 237-2039 

j !orenzCiJlcityoffl int, com 

-END-
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

Emergency Manager Statement on Water: Spending Extra $12 Million 
on Detroit Water "Incomprehensible" When Flint Water Just as Safe 

Flint, Michigan- March 24, 2015- At the City Council meeting held on Monday, March 23, 

2015, Flint City Council made a motion to "do all things necessary" to return to using water 

purchased from Detroit and discontinue use of the Flint River as a water source. The 

following statement from Emergency Manager Gerald Ambrose addresses that point: 

"Flint water today is safe by all EPA and MDEQ standards and the City is working daily 

to improve its quality. Users also pay some of the highest rates in the state because of 

the decreased numbers of users and the age of the system. 

"It is incomprehensible to me that 7 members of the Flint City Council would want to send 

more than $12 million a year to the system serving southeast Michigan, even if Flint rate 

payers could afford it. Water from Detroit is no safer than water from Flint. 

"If $12 million annually were available for discretionary use, it would be far better spent 

reducing rates paid by Flint customers and/or modernizing the City's system." 

-Gerald Ambrose, 

Flint Emergency Manager 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 
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This direction of discussion also deviates from what, in my judgment, should be the focus: How 
can we not only operate and maintain a system to assure the delivery of safe and quality water 
dependably, but significantly reduce the cost of water and sewer to the users? At an average of 
$149 per month for water and sewer service for a residential user, the cost is extremely high in 
comparison to surrounding areas, as well as most areas across the state, and creates a significant 
financial burden for many users. In my judgment, we should all be concentrating on how to reduce 
rates by 50% or more. Unfortunately, there are no easy or evident answers, and continuation of 
the status will be an impediment to the sustainable recovery of the City of Flint. It is a conversation 
that I expect we will have with the recently created Water Quality Advisory Committee. 

My reasoning for this conclusion is as follows: . 

One of the decisions made in the context of beginning to eliminate deficits and to restore financial 
stability to the City of Flint was to increase water and sewer rates significantly - the only choice 
available to financially stabilize a system that as of June 30, 2012, had a deficit of $8,758,091. 
Another was to leave DWDS for the KWA because it offered the opportunity to lower future rate 
increases. A third decision was to utilize the Flint River on an interim basis when DWSD 
unilaterally terminated the City's contract for water purchase. That decision was made because it 
also offered an immediate cost savings opportunity which translated into the ability to upgrade the 
Water Treatment Plant without having to seek financing. It was a reasonable decision because of 
our experience in using the river in a back-up capacity, including test runs on a quarterly basis for 
several decades. 

Unfortunately, the switch to the river as a primary source was more challenging than anticipated, 
and the harsh winter of2013-2014 resulted in much more damage to the aging water infrastructure 
than in previous years. The result was the issuance of required notices that water exceeded 
established guidelines for safety as it could affect certain vulnerable populations, and some users 
of the system experienced unpleasant odors and discoloration. Some users also appeared to have 
had some negative reactions to the new source of water. However, as soon as the test results were 
known, City staff took immediate actions to address the concerns. These actions are evidenced 
today by the fact that MDEQ has certified that our most recent testing shows water from all testing 
sites to be well within acceptable guidelines. Additionally, the City is continuing to taking the 
necessary actions to assure that the water supply remains safe and that water quality continues to 
improve. 

As the City has moved to address the situation, the suggestion continues to be made that the City 
should re-engage with DWSD and purchase water at least until the KWA pipeline is supplying 
water. As evidenced by the most recent letter from DWSD, such a decision would immediately 
increase the City's cost by $846,700 per month, or $10,160,400 per year, just for the fixed cost 
portion of the price. The actual purchase of water would be an additional fee, and dependent upon 
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the quantity purchased. We estimate the actual water purchase cost to average more than $1 million 
per month, for a grand total of approximately $22 million per year. Finally, the DWSD offer is 
conditioned upon the City ( or presumably the KW A) agreeing to negotiate a long term contract 
(30 years) for back-up. 

The $22 million annual estimate of increased costs to purchase water from DWSD would be 
minimally offset by an approximate $3 million in reduced operating costs, and could be further 
offset by an additional $9 million, but only if all funding for capital improvements to the system 
are eliminated. To eliminate all funding dedicated to repairing, stabilizing, and improving the 
system would be totally irresponsible and would have long term negative consequences to the City 
and to future rate payers. 

As you are aware we have recently brought in outside expert assistance to evaluate the steps we 
have taken to assure that the water is safe and to continue to improve water quality. We are 
expecting specific recommendations within the next few weeks, and are committed to 
implementing those recommendations in a timely manner. Many steps have already been taken. I 
am confident that implementing their recommendations will assure a continuing supply of safe 
water as well as improved quality, and at far less cost than re-engaging DWSD. 

We have also created a 40-member Water Advisory Committee and a 13-member Technical 
Advisory Committee to assure two-way communication with the public and users of the system. 
Those committees will begin to meet this week, and we look forward to answering their questions 
and receiving their input. 

It is unfortunate that problems and concerns with quality have arisen, and we are working every 
day to address the issues that caused them. Maintaining safe water and improving quality is a top 
priority as we work to make the City of Flint an attractive place to live, work, study, and play. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Good changes, Dave! 

-----Original Message-----

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Tuesday, April 28, 2015 6:15 PM 

Murray, David (GOV) 

FW: Flint Press Release 

Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2015 4:36 PM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
Cc: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Khouri, Nick (TREASURY); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); 
Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
Subject: Flint Press Release 

Very nicely done on the press release on Flint. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Monday, September 28, 2015 5:52 PM 

Dennis Muchmore; Beth Clement; Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Mcbride, 
Bill (GOV) 

Murray, David (GOV); Wendy Wisniewski 
FW: Flint Water Issue - Rep. Kildee Letter Received By Federal Agencies 

09-22-15 Kildee Requesting Temporary Assistance for Lead in Flint Water.pdf; Flint 

Pediatric Lead Concerns REVISED.PDF 

High 

Please see attached and below just in case ... sounds like we should have follow up conversation with ['.,1SP tearr, and 

make sure we're coordinating vitith DEQ. DHHS and Treasury. 

From: Kelenske, Chris (MSP) 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:49 PM 

To: Etue, Kriste (MSP) <fWf:!.K@.f:Q_[r,_bj_g_~!},_g.Q'.{>; Gorski, Gary (MSP) <.0.Q!:~-~!0.@.m_[r,_bj_g_~)}:f;.Q'.{>; Smith, Paul (GOV) 
<Sm_ithP7.9@michigan.gov> 

Cc: Katarsky, Anthony (MSP) <K9.tf:l.r.~lsY.!.\@.[Q_[r,_bj_g_~!},ggy>; Leix, Ron (MSP) <Lf:!.!XR@.m_[r,_bj_g}_Q,_g_gy>; Banner, Shanon (MSP) 
<_\?}.IJ.1Jf!5@.r:o_[r,_bjgi:1_!},g9.y>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wwf.t.l~.@m[rh_[g9..1J_._g_gy>; Murray, David (GOV) 
<I\J1urrayD1@rnichigan._gov> 
Subject: Flint Water Issue - Rep. Kildee Letter Received By Federal Agencies 
Importance: High 

Attached are two documents for your information: 1) A letter from US Representative Kildee to Craig Fugate of FEMA, 
HHS, EPA, and CDC and 2) a PowerPoint on Flint water concerns. Essentially, Representative Kildee is requesting FEMA 
take action to resolve potable water quality issues associated with the Flint water system. 

This is the first we heard of the letter and I actually found out from the FEMA Region V Director when he called me 
about an hour ago. He and I discussed a few things on this and he will respond advising they need to work through the 
local EM system in Ml (engaging the local EM and then EMHSD). They also are working through the local health 
department as I confirmed with Dr. Scott from DHHS. If Flint needs water or want water the first step is to handle it 
locally (at least on the EM side and then push up any gaps they cannot fill to us). We are not aware of any work the local 
EM has done in this regard. I will be with the FEMA Region V Director as well as the FEMA Administrator, Craig Fugate, 
this week if they have questions. 

I have advised Dr. Jackie Scott from DHHS and will be sending her the letter and ppt. 

Chris 

Capt. Chris A. Kelenske 
Deputy State Director/Commander 
Emergency Management and Homeland Security Division 
Michigan State Police 
4000 Collins Road 
Lansing, Ml 48910 
(517) 333-5042 



"A PROUD tradition of SERVICE through EXCELLENCE, INTEGRITY, and COURTESY." 
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Septernber 22, 2015 

Secfetarv Svlvia Matthews Bunve!J 
U.S;QeprutmentofHealth &Human Services 
HHS Qffic~.of the Secretary 
260 rnd~pehd~nce ·,,\ venu~. s. w. 
\Vashington, DC. 20iO 1 •• < ... 

:: {_::: : /:::: :::::: ::: :::· 

Administrator GimrMcCarthv 
Enyfronrtiental. J>rot4ection Agency 
Ofl:ice Of ttx Adgtidistrator 11 O 1 A 
1200 Pennsylvania A,ienue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20460 

Admi.nistrator WiHiam Craig Fugate 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
500 C Street, S.\V. 
Washingtont DC 204 72 

Director Tom Frieden 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
1600 Clifton Road 
Atlanta, GA 30329 

Secretary BurweH. Administrator McCarthy, Administrator Fugate and Director Frieden: 

Recent developments regarding the level of lead in the water in one of the communities l 
repres~rit~ Flint~ Mich,, have raised significant concerns about the safoty of its drinking watero 
For this reason. I am requesting immediate resources to provide safe drinking water to the 
residents of Flint until additional testing can be completed that confirms the water is safe, 
particularly for young children. 

A]thoug]i the city of Flint and the Michigan Department. of Environmental Quahty have 
conducted tests and taken the position that the lead level in the water is safe and below the action 
level, there are significant questions about the efficacy of their testing, In fact~ Dr. Marc Edwards 
of Virginia Tech University, an esta.blished drinking water expert, conducted his own tests as 
part of a study that determined the water in Flint was above the lead action level. 

A<lditionaHy, yesterday the Greater Flint Health Coalition, a group of health professionals in the 
community, released a report showing elevated blood lead levels in residents in flin4 
particularly in young children. In response, the Coalition has requested that the Genesee County 
Health Department release a health advisC1iy indicating that the water in Flint is uns~fu to drink. 



Thusi I am requesting resources from your agency to provide dean drinking water to the 
residents of Flint until additional testing can detennine when the water wm be safe to drink and a 
long-term solution can be implemented. 

This is a serious health issue, particularly for young children, and until the water is demonstrated 
to be safe, immediate action must be taken to ensure Flint's residents have potable drinking 
vvater. 

l look forward to working with you and thank you for your immediate attention. 

Sincerely~ 

Dan Kildee 
MEMBER OF CONGRESS 



Pediatric Lead Exposure In 
Flint, Michigan: 

A Failure of Primary Prevention 



Introducing Makayla* 

• 12 month old girl (DOB 8/15/2014) presented last 
week for her 1 year old check up. No concerns. 

• Lives with single mom and 2 older siblings in west 
side (48504). Formula from WIC; powder mixed with 
warm tap water. 

• Physical exam and development are normal. Makayla 
receives her 1 year old vaccines and routine lead and 
hemoglobin screening. 

• A couple days later; lead level comes back as 6 ug/dL. 

*Hypothetical scenario 



Blood lead level of 6 ug/dl .... 

• Blood lead levels (BLL) above 5 ug/dl are considered 

elevated blood lead levels (EBL) 

• Just a few years ago (2012), 10 ug/dl was cutoff 

• Increasing evidence shows NO safe blood lead level 

• Disproportionately impacts low income, minority 

chi Id ren 

• Primary prevention is most important 



Primary Prevention 

• "Because no measurable level of blood lead is 
known to be without deleterious effects, and 
because once engendered, the effects appear 
to be irreversible in the absence of any other 
interventions, public health, environmental 
and housing policies should encourage 
PREVENTION of all exposure to lead." 

"Low Level Lead Exposure Harms Children: A Renewed Call for Primary Prevention:' 2012 
CDC Advisory Committee on Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention. 



What will happen to Makayla? 

• Vast evidence supports increased likelihood of: 

Decrease in IQ 
• An increase in BLL from 1 to 4 ug/dl, drops mean IQ-3.7 points 

Small change in mean IQ, shifts entire population IQ 
distribution 

• Reduces high achievers IQs {>130} and increases kids with low IQs 
{<70} 

• Implications for special education services, employment, 
incarceration, life achievement, etc 

Lanphear BP et al., Low-level environmental lead exposure and children's intellectual function: an international 
pooled analysis. Environ Health Perspect, 2005. 113:894-9. 
Fewtrell LJ, Pruss-Ustun A, Landrigan P, and Ayuso-Mateos JL, Estimating the global burden of disease of mild mental 
retardation and cardiovascular diseases from environmental lead 
exposure. Environmental Research, 2004. 94:120-33. 



Behavioral Burden 

• Increased likelihood of: 
- ADHD behaviors 

- Delinquent behaviors and arrests 

- Total arrests and increased rates of arrests 
involving violent offenses 

Other health effects: hematologic, cardiovascular, 
immunologic, endocrine, etc 

Wright, JP, KN Dietrich, MD Ris, et al. 2008. Association of prenatal and childhood blood lead concentrations with criminal arrests in early 
adulthood. PLoS Med 5(5): elOl 
Chen, A, B Cai, KN Dietrich, et al. 2007. Lead exposure, IQ, and behavior in urban 5-7 year-olds: Does lead affect behavior only by lowering IQ? 
Pediatrics 119(3): e650-e658. 
Needleman, H L, C McFarland, RB Ness, et al. 2002. Bone lead levels in adjudicated delinquents: A case control study. Neurotoxico!ogy and 
Teratology 24(6):711-717. 



The Cost 

• "For childhood lead poisoning, $5.9 million in medical care costs, as well 
as an additional $50.9 billion {sensitivity analysis: $44.8-$60.6 billion} in 
lost economic productivity resulting from reduced cognitive potential from 
preventable childhood lead exposure." 

• "The present value of Michigan's economic losses attributable to lead 
exposure in the 2009 cohort of 5 year-olds ranges from $3.19 {using U.S. 
blood lead levels} to $4.85 billion {using Michigan blood lead levels} per 
year in loss of future lifetime earnings." 

Leonardo Trasande and Yinghua Liu. Reducing The Staggering Costs Of Environmental Disease In 
Children, Estimated At $76.6 Billion In 2008. Health Affairs, 30, no.5 (2011):863-870 

The Price of Pollution: Cost Estimates of Environment-Related Childhood Diseases in Michigan. 2010 
Report by Michigan Network of Children's Environmental Health 



Lead in Water 

• Increasing as source of lead, because of success in controlling 
other sources. 

• Increasing due to aging water infrastructures, change in water 
sources, disinfectant uses, etc 

• Disproportionally impacts developmentally-vulnerable 
formula-fed infants and pregnant mothers 

For about 25% of infants drinking formula made from tap water at 10 
ppb, blood lead would rise above the CDC level of concern of 5 
micrograms/deciliter {or ug/dl}. 

Increase in fetal death and reduced birth weights 

Triantafyllidou, S., Gallagher. D. and Edwards, M. Assessing risk with increasingly stringent public health goals: the case of water lead and blood 
lead in children. Journal of Water and Health. doi: 10.2166/wh.2013.067 58-68 (2014). 
Edwards, M. Fetal Death and Reduced Birth Rates Associated with Exposure to Lead-Contaminated Drinking Water. Env. Sci. and Tech. 2013 DOI: 
10.1021/es4034952 



Preliminary Results 



Conclusions from BLL analysis 

• % of children with EBL in Flint has increased 
- Most striking increase in zip codes with highest water 

lead levels 

• Results underestimate risk: infants not screened 
for lead and water usage unknown. 
- Accurate exposure largely unknown since national 

childhood lead screening focuses on household lead 
exposure (paint, soil, dust) at later ages {1 and 2 yrs) 

• Results are consistent and concerning. Primary 
prevention has failed. 



Next Steps 

• Immediately limit further exposure 

- Encourage breast feeding 

- No tap water for high risk groups: infants on formula & 
pregnant mothers 

- Declare health advisory: allows WIC to administer water or 
ready-to-feed formula and other resources (Salvation Army 
& United Way water supplies) 

- Distribution of lead clearing NSF-approved filters 

- Public education regarding precautions (flushing, etc) 

- Re-connect to Lake Huron water source ASAP 



And Makayla ... 

• Asymptomatic now 

• But what will her future hold 
and an entire generation of 
Flint children? 

:tt({:: : ]](Th> 
:!::1:ir:!:!:!::::::::::::::1::::::!:!a~,w:!::::~ 





From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Monday, September 28, 2015 6:00 PM 
Mcbride, Bill (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Flint Water Issue - Rep. Kildee Letter Received By Federal Agencies 

imageOOl.png Attachments: 

Go figure huh? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 28, 2015, at 5:54 PM, Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <mcbrideb@rnichigan,gov> wrote: 

He never rnentioned this on the call this morning. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:52 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
<clemente(Wrnichigan.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(Wrnichigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
<hollinsh@michigan.gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <rncbrideb(Wrnichigan.gov> 
Cc: Murray, David (GOV) <fv1urravD1@lrnichigan.gov>; Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
<wisniewskiw@Jmichigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: Flint Water Issue - Rep. Kildee Letter Received By Federal Agencies 
Importance: High 

Please see attached and belmN just in case ... sounds like we should have follmN up conversation ',Nith 
!\~SP team and make sure ·,ve're coordinating vvith DEQ, DHHS and Treasury. 

From: Kelenske, Chris (MSP) 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:49 PM 
To: Etue, Kriste (MSP) <EtueK@michigan.gov>; Gorski, Gary (MSP) <GorskiG(@michigan.gov>; Smith, 
Paul (GOV) <SmithP29(i.vrnichigan.gov> 
Cc: Katarsky, Anthony (MSP) <KatarskvA@michigan.gov>; Leix, Ron (MSP) <LeixR(@michigan.gov>; 
Banner, Shanon (MSP) <BannerS@)rnichigan.gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels(!.vmichigan.gov>; 
Murray, David (GOV) <MurravD1@michigan.gov> 
Subject: Flint Water Issue - Rep. Kildee Letter Received By Federal Agencies 
Importance: High 

Attached are two documents for your information: 1) A letter from US Representative Kildee to Craig 
Fugate of FEMA, HHS, EPA, and CDC and 2) a PowerPoint on Flint water concerns. Essentially, 
Representative Kildee is requesting FEMA take action to resolve potable water quality issues associated 
with the Flint water system. 

This is the first we heard of the letter and I actually found out from the FEMA Region V Director when he 
called me about an hour ago. He and I discussed a few things on this and he will respond advising they 
need to work through the local EM system in Ml (engaging the local EM and then EMHSD). They also are 
working through the local health department as I confirmed with Dr. Scott from DHHS. If Flint needs 
water or want water the first step is to handle it locally (at least on the EM side and then push up any 



gaps they cannot fill to us). We are not aware of any work the local EM has done in this regard. I will be 
with the FEMA Region V Director as well as the FEMA Administrator, Craig Fugate, this week if they have 
questions. 

I have advised Dr. Jackie Scott from DHHS and will be sending her the letter and ppt. 

Chris 

Capt. Chris A. Kelenske 
Deputy State Director/Commander 
Emergency Management and Homeland Security Division 
Michigan State Police 
4000 Collins Road 
Lansing, Ml 48910 
(517) 333-5042 

"A PROUD tradition of SERVICE through EXCELLENCE, INTEGRITY, and COURTESY." 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Friday, October 02, 2015 9:21 AM 
Lange, Michelle (GOV) 
RE: HIGH PRIORITY: Updated Flint water action plan 

No, provided you've connected with and heard frorn tv,aggie Pat DEQ_. They were reaching out to local legislators~ 
Ananich, Neely and Phelps~ to fill them in on plan and invite thern. Just want to make sure everyone is loop and aware 
of everything. 

Haven't heard latest on that yet. 

From: Lange, Michelle (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, October 02, 2015 8:23 AM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfo!s@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: HIGH PRIORITY: Updated Flint water action plan 

Good morning-- just went through it, doesn't look like you need leg to make any calls, but 'Nanted to double check in case 
I'm missing something. 

Thanks! 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 1, 2015 11:42 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rmJChmored@n1ichigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <dernente@michif;an.gov>; 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hol!insh@michigan.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@michif;an.gov>; Posthumus, Dick (GOV) 
<Posthumusd0Jmichif'an.f•ov>; Walsh, John (GOV) <\fJa!shJ@rnichigan.gov>; Priest, Chris (GOV) 
<P(:estCl@n-1,chig;;in.gov>; Ackerman, Darin (GOV) <ackermand3(6Jmichi2an.f'O\f>; Lange, Michelle (GOV) 
<LangefvlJ@rnich,gan.gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <mcb(:deb@m=chig;;in.fov>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 
<i:kov\tnU5@michigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@rnid1igan.gov> 
Cc: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisniewskivv@rnich,gan.gov>; Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <d;;ivtons3@michig;;in.fov>; Murray, 
David (GOV) <Mum1vD1@rnich,gan.gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) <l<rnnedyJ4@michigan.gov>; Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
<i:kov\tnJS3@michigan.gov>; Paciorek, Josh (GOV) <P;;icimeki@michifan.f;ov> 
Subject: HIGH PRIORITY: Updated Flint water action plan 
Importance: High 

Hi all-

Attached are several items pulled together to help announce the new comprehensive action plan related to Flint water 
tomorrow. This build upon past efforts and as aimed to be a real collaborative effort with local, state and federal 
agencies, along with city and community leaders. These items are: 

• News release 

• lnfographics - one to summarize action plan and one to help highlight the tips for Flint residents 



• High level points 

The Governor, along with Dan Wyant, Nick Lyon, and Dr. Eden Wells are slated to do an embargoed media conference 
call with select reporters at 11:15 a.m. tomorrow. 

This will be followed by a 1:30 p.m. press conference in Flint led by Directors Wyant and Lyon, moderated by Harvey, 
and including Dr. Wells and Flint Mayor Dayne Walling. EPA Region 5 Administrator Susan Headman dropped out late 
today due to some pending litigation. It's possible that Cong. Kildee and/or State Sen. Anaich and State Reps. Neely and 
Phelps may be participating as well. 

There will also be a clearinghouse of Flint water information available at a new web site -

'!.1.'!.i.Y.Y.:.O:tL<;:l:.[&J:J.:iIQ.Y./.[ll.G.tWJ.tf:J:. It will be live at 1 p.m. tomorrow. 

Please review and let us know of any Qs, concerns, last edits, of if anything else is needed at all. 

They are going through last review and refinement now. Please do not share materials until we know they are final. 

Thanks much, 
SW 

Sara Wurfel, APR 

Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
wurfels(,3:>michigilr.,gov 
517-335-6397, office 

~obi le 
Twitter:@SaraLW 
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From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 5:17 PM 

To: 'Agen, Jarrod (GOV)'; Murray, David (GOV) 

Subject: RE: Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update - FOIA EXEMPT AND ATTORNEY-CLIENT 

PRIVILEGED 

Great --- thx. 

Do we have tomorrow's 8 a.m. call or meeting details yet? 

From: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 5:09 PM 
To: Murray, David (GOV) <MurrayDl@michigan.gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@michigan.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update - FOIA EXEMPT AND ATIORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

This may be helpful in crafting materials. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wyant, Dan (DEQ)" <WyantD@michigartgov> 
Date: October 6, 2015 at 5:05: 10 PM EDT 
To: "Scott, Allison (GOV)" <scotta12@rnichigan.gov>, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<rnuchmored@michigan.gov>, "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" <AgenJ@rnichipan.gov>, 
"Dickinson, Sarah (GOV)" <DickinsonS@michigan.gov> 
Subject: Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update - FOIA EXEMPT AND 
ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

The Flint Drinking Water Action Plan was announced on October 2, 2015. It included 
the following: 

• Testing in Flint public schools immediately 
• Offered free water testing to Flint residents 
• Provided free water filters to residents with concerns or who are included in state 

assistance programs 
• Expanding health exposure testing of individual homes 
• Accelerating corrosion controls in the Flint drinking water system 
• Accelerating water system improvements to address replacing lead service lines 
• Expediting the completion of the Karegnondi Water Authority pipeline 
• Expanding a Safe Drinking Water Technical Advisory Committee 
• Named Dr. Eden Wells as the Flint drinking water public health advisor 
• Boosted a comprehensive lead education program 

Testing in Flint Public Schools Immediately 



Samples were taken on October 2 and were received at DEQ laboratory over the 
weekend. Test results to date indicate 37 samples tested, 4 of which exceeded a 
federal action level, and 1 of those 4 was a significant outlier. We will be compiling 
detailed information about which schools and area codes the test results came from and 
will be providing that information in our next update. 

We have met with DHHS, and we are working on developing response protocols, a 
communications plan, and guidance for schools when this data is reported. 

Offered Free Water Testing to Flint Residents 

We have received 4 sets of samples from Flint that represent individual residents. We 
will be compiling the total number and the results of those samples and reporting in a 
future report. 

Provided Free Water Filters to Residents with Concerns or Who are Included in State 
Assistance Programs 

DHHS held organizational meetings in Flint on October 5, and filter distribution by 
DHHS started on October 6. Nick Lyon in DHHS is taking the lead in filter distribution. 

Expanding Health Exposure Testing of Individual Homes 

Dr. Wells and Dan Wyant have been in conversations about a protocol for exposure 
testing. Dr. Wells will take the lead on developing the protocol. 

Accelerating Corrosion Controls in the Flint Drinking Water System 

A conference call was held with U.S. EPA Regional Administrator Susan Hedman 
and national corrosion control experts. We asked two questions: 

1. Which is a safer water source - DWSD or Flint River? 
2. If you don't have an opinion on the safer source, what criteria should we 

use for an evaluation? 

EPA staff would not commit to a preference, but their evaluation of the criteria 
clearly lead to the conclusion that DWSD was a safer water source. EPA 
committed to submitting technical assistance to the Safe Drinking Water 
Technical Advisory Committee (Advisory Committee) meeting, which will be held 
on October 7 at 2:00 p.m. in Flint City Hall. 

DEQ met with the Flint Mayor, the city manager, and their water staff. Flint agreed 
to expediting corrosion controls. We discussed the agenda for the Advisory 
Committee meeting. The Advisory Committee will be asked to evaluate two 
respective water sources at their Wednesday meeting. 

We expect the Advisory Committee to recommend the water source that would 
address not only lead safety but also other water safety issues. 

Accelerating Water System Improvements to Address Replacing Lead Service Lines 
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Conversations with Congressman Kildee and EPA have clarified the state would be 
allowed to use Drinking Water Revolving Loan funds to replace private drinking water 
service lines. Senator Ananich has been approached to introduce language clarifying 
the state's authority. 

Expediting the Completion of the Karegnondi Water Authority Pipeline 

Dan Wyant has talked to Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright. Mr. Wright 
has provided a list of issues that would help expedite the completion of the Karegnondi 
Water Authority pipeline. They include truck weight and frost law exemptions, talent 
identification, and expediting permits. 

Expanding a Safe Drinking Water Technical Advisory Committee 

EPA has appointed their national technical expert to the Advisory Committee, and we 
have appointed Alfred Franzblau, M.D., Professor of Environmental Health Services, 
University of Michigan, to the Advisory Committee. 

Named Dr. Eden Wells as the Flint Drinking Water Public Health Advisor 

Boosted a Comprehensive Lead Education Program 

Other Updates 

• Dan Wyant was interviewed on October 6 by CBS Evening News during filter 
distribution in Flint. Questions asked were: 

o Was it a mistake to go to Flint River water? 
Answer: We draw water from the surface waters; we treat it to safe 
drinking water standards. At issue is lead exposure. Lead exposure must 
be addressed. Actions are being taken to address the issue. 

o Did you put kids at risk? 
Answer: Lead exposure is a serious issue, and steps need to be taken to 
limit lead exposure. 

o Why did it take so long? 
Answer: DEQ has been there from the beginning addressing the issue of 
Flint water. Recent tests justify and require the actions taken. Action 
steps address short-term, intermediate, and long-term lead issues to 
ensure public safety and confidence of the drinking water. 

• Dan Wyant also spoke to the Governor about Flint funding needs. A meeting is 
scheduled for October 7 at 8:00 a.m. to further discuss proposals. 

• What we are telling Flint citizens is: 
o Have your water tested 
o Use only cold water for drinking, cooking, and preparing formula 
o Run water before use if it has not been used for several hours 
o Obtain a water filter approved for lead removal 
o Purchase lead-free plumbing components 
o Remove entire lead service lines 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Wednesday, October 07, 2015 7:42 PM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: RE: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

On the plus side, the original didn't come from rne but noticed that you weren't on there. 

rv1ayor just sent contact info~ making sure you gol oK? 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 7:30 PM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@michigan.gov> 
Subject: Re: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

I thought was part of the team ... :(. Loi. I know your busy. 

When the Mayor sends you the council's contact list, let me know. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Oct 7, 2015, at 7:17 PM, Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\Vurfels@rnichigan.gov> wrote: 

Looping in Harvey, Brad and Maggie here too.,. 

From: Biehl, Laura (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 6:46 PM 

To: Murray, David (GOV) <.V\i!TFJ.Y.PJ@.1:r,.(:;h}_g_~.IJ,.R0.V.>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <j_g_~!J:L@rr!.trh.\g_~.IJ,2.0.V.>; 
Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\'Y.\!r.f?\@.0Jithigf:1_r\gqy>; Heaton, Anna (GOV) <H?:f:1.tP.0!.\®.rr!.trh.\g~_0,.R0Y>; Kennedy, 
Jordan (GOV) <KtDUf:'.0.Y.H®.rr!.trh.\@.IJ,_g_q_v.>; Brown, Jessica (GOV) <f?.1:qy1.n}5}@.r:J.\hi.s?n,_g;?y_>; Paciorek, 
Josh (GOV) <.P.?r\:r:t}l@T0.\:;bi.s?n,_g;?y_>; Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) <\f:1.~h?m@.0Jithigf:i_r\gqy>; Minicuci, 
Angela (DHHS) <f:!.1L0i_q1_:;i!.\@.rr!.(:;h}_@_IJ,_g_q_v.>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) <.fh?if:'tl.@.mi.1,t:[gf:'_0_,g_qy>; Wurfel, 
Sara (GOV) <.W.i!X.f.~)YS:T0.\:;hi.s?n,_g;?y_>; Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ) <IQ.C-'.!.0:1f:1.~!!.l.0.K.@.mi<tgf:'_0_,gqy>; 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <r)?.0J?ntt.@.r:J.\hi.s?n,_g;?y_>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
<0J.~!.(0.0J.\?r..~r:i@r.n/b.(g~_0_,g_qy>; Posthumus, Dick (GOV) <P.q~t)W!:"0.!!5f.J_@.!T.\rh}_@.IJ,.R0.V.>; Baird, Richard 
(GOV) <hf:1.[_i:;j_i:_@r.rd.\t.(g~_0_,g_qy>; Calley, Brian (GOV) ; Forstner, Nathaniel 

( Gov) <f.q_r.~t:wm1@.r:J.\hi.s?n,g?1.> 
Subject: RE: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

See nevit version attached. Srr1all revisions rr,ade and placeholders added for tv4ayor and Mott 
Foundation Quotes. 

From: Murray, David (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 6:12 PM 

To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <j_g_~nL@r.rt[rh.\g~_0,.R0Y>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <VV.~1.1:f.tJ\@.mi<tgf:'_0_,gqy>; Biehl, 
Laura (GOV) <Ri.t.h.U,.@.0:1itL[g1_0_,g_qy>; Heaton, Anna (GOV) <.tl.??:<.t0.0!.\®.1:r-.(:;h}_g)n,_g_0_v.>; Kennedy, Jordan 
(GOV) <K?tYW0.Y:H.@r.rd.(0.\R1.0_,g_qy>; Brown, Jessica (GOV) <f\U?'.'!Y.!J:!5.}@T0.\:;bi_g)!J,g?y>; Paciorek, Josh 



(GOV) <Pacioreki(Wmichigan,gov>; Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) <laskrg(@michigan,gov>; Minicuci, Angela 
(DHHS) dJ1inicuciA~'ilrnichigan,gov>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) <EisnerJ(@michigan,gov>; Wurfel, Sara 
(GOV) <Wurfds(Wmichigan,gov>; Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ) <TomrnasuloK(;'Drnk:higan,gov>; Clement, 
Elizabeth (GOV) <dernenle(Wmichigan,gov>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rnuchrnored(Wmichigan,gov>; 
Posthumus, Dick (GOV) <Posthumusd~'ilmichigan,gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <bainfr~vr-r1ichigan,gov>; 
Calley, Brian (GOV) Forstner, Nathaniel (GOV) <forstnernl(@rnichigan,gov> 
Subject: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

Team, 

Please review this draft press release for the Thursday announcement in Flint. This incorporates some 
suggested edits to the strong draft from DEQ earlier today. 

Thank you very much. 

Gov. Rick Snyder: Move back to Detroit water 
provides best protection for public health in Flint 

State, Mott Foundation and city form partnership to fund switch 

FLINT, Mich_ - Flint families and children will be better protected by reconnecting with the Great 
Lakes Water Authority as the source of the city's drinking water, Gov_ Rick Snyder said, 

Snyder said Thursday that he will request the state Legislature to provide a portion of the $12 
million needed to reconnect with the authority, with the Flint city government providing $2 million 
and the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation donating $4 million_ 

The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of Environmental 
Quality today also committed an additional $3_5 million for water filters, free lead testing through 
the state laboratory for Flint water customers, and hiring additional staff to conduct health 
exposure monitoring for lead in drinking water_ 

Flint city leaders requested the state's help to fund the reconnection after a Wednesday meeting 
of Flint's Technical Advisory Committee_ Flint's move to the Great Lakes Water Authority is 
expected to cost about $1,3 million per month until the Karegnondi Water Authority is completed 
next summer_ 

"All Flint residents need clean, safe drinking water," Snyder said, "The technical experts helping 
the city on its water advisory all agree this move back to the Great Lakes Water Authority 
provides the best public health protection for children and families_ This effort today is the result 
of people coming together to solve a problem_ I appreciate Detroit's willingness to reconnect 
with Flint, the Mott Foundation's generous donation, and the dedication of all parties to come 
together to protect Flint families and children_" 

The move to Detroit water, which is drawn from Lake Huron, carries many public health 
benefits_ As large bodies of water, the Great Lakes are naturally prone to fewer problems from 
large rain events and other runoff issues that can be present in shallower rivers_ Additionally, 
the Great Lakes Water Authority has already fully optimized its corrosion control, using 
phosphates to help coat the insides of pipes and prevent lead from leaching into the water_ 

However, reconnecting with the authority will not completely resolve the city's problem with lead 
service lines or aging infrastructure_ It will take time for pipes in Flint to become coated with the 
phosphate corrosion controL Additionally, some households in the city could experience lead in 
their drinking water until all lead pipes and plumbing are replaced_ 
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To best protect public health, Snyder said state and local authorities will continue to carry out 
steps outlined on Oct. 2 in a comprehensive action plan, including continued testing, the use of 
faucet filters and providing residents with accurate information about steps to eliminate lead in 
water. 

Free filters are available for current MDHHS clients at the 125 E. Union St. or 4809 Clio Road 
MDHHS office locations. 

For residents who are not currently enrolled in MDHHS assistance programs, free filters are 
available at the Genesee County Community Action Resource Department offices at 2727 
Lippincott and 601 North Saginaw in Flint. Staff will be at all four locations from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., 
Monday through Friday, to distribute filters and assist residents who have questions about 
proper installation. 

At the Lippincott location only, extended hours will be offered this weekend, including until 7 
p.m. on Thursday and Friday and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturday. 

Other good practices for residents concerned about lead include turning on the cold water tap 
and running the water until it's as cold as it will go. Additionally, only use cold water for cooking, 
drinking and especially mixing baby formula. 

School test results released; more investigation planned 

The state today also released the first results from its lead screening program in schools and 
homes. Of 37 total samples taken at 13 buildings, four samples spread over three buildings 
exceeded the federal action level of 15 parts per billion. 

However, this sampling provides only an initial screen, and the state is committing to further 
testing water and inspecting plumbing at these schools. Until testing is complete, schools are 
advised to continue using bottled water and filtration as a precaution to protect children. 

In addition, free testing is still available for any other Flint school, including daycares and Head 
Starts. Free testing is also available for any Flint resident. 

Additional information, including more detailed lead screening results, is available at 
~wtN.n-iichiqan.gov!flintwatar. 

#"It# 

Dave Murray 
Deputy Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
Mu1TayDl@rnichigan.gov 
517-335-6397, office 

mobile 
Twitter:@michigandmurray 

<image001.jpg> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Wednesday, October 07, 2015 7:55 PM 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Subject: RE: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

Got it- thx! 

I don't think folks v,1111 likely want to be part of this one, but we can double check, We'll also work with Governor to 
include in his com men ls at the presser. That would probably meet this need and go a long way too. 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 7:22 PM 

To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@michigan.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

meant to send to you. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <\?.?ir.f:l.r.@T0.\r;bi.R?!J,K\?Y.> 
Date: October 7, 2015 at 7:12:04 PM EDT 

To: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <h.0.U.05/J@.rr.=.\r;bi.R?!J,K\?Y.>, "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" <'.'\Rt.r.=J.@.r.=Jithfgf:1.r\gqy>, 
"Biehl, Laura (GOV)" <_F,\i?h.!l.@nif0.\MD.:R0.Y.>, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 

<OJ.~!.(0.r.=J.\?T..fr:Hi!m/b.\g?_0_¥0Y>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <_(\?m?.Dtf.@mL0.\MD_,gqy> 
Subject: Fwd: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

I think this looks good but are we missing an opportunity to shout out all the entities that have stepped 
up to help? GM, Home Depot, etc. etc.? 

If Harvey has the full list, perhaps it could even be attached as an addendum. The point is that a lot of 

people did come together to address the problem, including the private sector and various volunteer 

organizations. I think it says something special about this state rallying to help one of its cities. 

Rich 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Biehl, Laura (GOV)" <BiehlL(:i>rnichig:;.in,gov> 

Date: October 7, 2015 at 6:46:28 PM EDT 
To: "Murray, David (GOV)"<fv1urravD1(@michig;.in,gov>, "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" 

<AgenJ(@mid1ig;.in,gov>,"Wurfel, Sara (GOV)" <VJur-fels(&rnk:higarLgov>, "Heaton, Anna 

(GOV)" <HeatonA(i.Dmichigcm.gov>, "Kennedy, Jordan (GOV)" 

<KennedvJ4(i.Dmichigan,gov>, "Brown, Jessica (GOV)" <EkownJS3(i.Dmichigc1n.gov>, 

"Paciorek, Josh (GOV)" <Pa6on.':ki~i::michigan.gov>, "Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS)" 



<icishef'g(Wrnichigcin,gov>, "Minicuci, Angela (DHHS)" <tv1inicuciAQ'ilrnk:higarLgov>, 

"Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS)" <EisnerJQ'ilrnk:higarLgov>, "Wurfel, Sara (GOV)" 

<Wurfels~'ilr-r1ichigcm.gov>, "Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ)" <TomrnasuloK(&rnichigan.gov>, 

"Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <dementeQ'ilrnid1igan.gov>, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 

<rnuchrnon::d(&rnk:higan.gov>, "Posthumus, Dick (GOV)" <PosthurnusdQ'ilrnid1igcir1,gov>, 

"Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bc1irdr(::i:>rnichig3n,gov>, "Calley, Brian (GOV)" 

"Forstner, Nathaniel (GOV)" <for·stneml~vmichigan.gov> 

Subject: RE: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

See new version attached. Small revisions made and placeholders added for ~"1ayor and 

Mott Foundation O.uotes. 

From: Murray, David (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 6:12 PM 

To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ{/5.lmichil;;_aruzov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

<~N!,!J:ff:'.L'i.@rnL.;:t:.[RJ:J.,RQ.Y.>; Bi eh I, Laura (GOV) < f?.[tl:dL@.rn.\b]DJH,fs!2?i.>; Heaton, Ann a 

(GOV) <.tl?:',J.!.Q:J.0.@.ffJ.lf:.b]DJH:fs!2?i.>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) <f?::J:J.f:jY.L1.@.rn.\bLs?n,?:2Y.>; 
Brown, Jessica (GOV) <Brown.LS3@rnichigan:8ov>; Paciorek, Josh (GOV) 

< P.0.f:J.QL?:.U.@.IJlLfl:.[RJ.D.,RQ.Y.>; Lasher, Ge ra I yn (DH HS) <L1f?.b.?:rn.@D:.l::.b}B.J.IJ,B.Q.V.>; Mini cu ci, 
Angela (DHHS) <Minicucit1(cjmichi;zan.gov>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) 

< fi}.IJ.?:!'.L@D:.[::.b}B.J.IJ,.KQ.V.>; Wu rf el, Sara (GOV) <~N!,!J:f?:'.l}.@.IJltt:~[R0.G.,RQ.Y.>; Tom mas u Io, 
Karen (DEQ) <TomrnasuloK@rnich[gan.J;ov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

<f:1.?:.0Jf:J}!;f:<,@.ffJ.\b]DJH,fs!2?i.>; Mu chm ore, Dennis (GOV) <.1Jl!:!::.b.1Jl:2J:tf:l.@.rn.[::.b}_g::1D,KQY.>; 
Posthumus, Dick (GOV) <Posthurnusd@rnichigan .gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) 

<f?.?:<.\Uh@!I!.\:;.b}_g_~.IJ,.RQ.V.>; Calley, Brian (GOV) ; Forstner, 

Nathaniel (GOV) <\~!:}1!J?:rnJ@.1:r,.(:;.b_i.@.IJ,.RQ.V.> 
Subject: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

Team, 

Please review this draft press release for the Thursday announcement in Flint. This 

incorporates some suggested edits to the strong draft from DEQ earlier today. 

Thank you very much. 

Gov. Rick Snyder: Move back to Detroit 
water provides best protection for public 

health in Flint 
State, Mott Foundation and city form partnership to fund 

switch 

FLINT, Mich. - Flint families and children will be better protected by reconnecting 
with the Great Lakes Water Authority as the source of the city's drinking water, 
Gov. Rick Snyder said. 

Snyder said Thursday that he will request the state Legislature to provide a 
portion of the $12 million needed to reconnect with the authority, with the Flint 
city government providing $2 million and the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 
donating $4 million. 
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The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of 
Environmental Quality today also committed an additional $3.5 million for water 
filters, free lead testing through the state laboratory for Flint water customers, 
and hiring additional staff to conduct health exposure monitoring for lead in 
drinking water. 

Flint city leaders requested the state's help to fund the reconnection after a 
Wednesday meeting of Flint's Technical Advisory Committee. Flint's move to the 
Great Lakes Water Authority is expected to cost about $1.3 million per month 
until the Karegnondi Water Authority is completed next summer. 

"All Flint residents need clean, safe drinking water," Snyder said. "The technical 
experts helping the city on its water advisory all agree this move back to the 
Great Lakes Water Authority provides the best public health protection for 
children and families. This effort today is the result of people coming together to 
solve a problem. I appreciate Detroit's willingness to reconnect with Flint, the 
Mott Foundation's generous donation, and the dedication of all parties to come 
together to protect Flint families and children." 

The move to Detroit water, which is drawn from Lake Huron, carries many public 
health benefits. As large bodies of water, the Great Lakes are naturally prone to 
fewer problems from large rain events and other runoff issues that can be 
present in shallower rivers. Additionally, the Great Lakes Water Authority has 
already fully optimized its corrosion control, using phosphates to help coat the 
insides of pipes and prevent lead from leaching into the water. 

However, reconnecting with the authority will not completely resolve the city's 
problem with lead service lines or aging infrastructure. It will take time for pipes in 
Flint to become coated with the phosphate corrosion control. Additionally, some 
households in the city could experience lead in their drinking water until all lead 
pipes and plumbing are replaced. 

To best protect public health, Snyder said state and local authorities will continue 
to carry out steps outlined on Oct. 2 in a comprehensive action plan, including 
continued testing, the use of faucet filters and providing residents with accurate 
information about steps to eliminate lead in water. 

Free filters are available for current MDHHS clients at the 125 E. Union St. or 
4809 Clio Road MDHHS office locations. 

For residents who are not currently enrolled in MDHHS assistance programs, 
free filters are available at the Genesee County Community Action Resource 
Department offices at 2727 Lippincott and 601 North Saginaw in Flint. Staff will 
be at all four locations from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, to distribute 
filters and assist residents who have questions about proper installation. 

At the Lippincott location only, extended hours will be offered this weekend, 
including until 7 p.m. on Thursday and Friday and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on 
Saturday. 

Other good practices for residents concerned about lead include turning on the 
cold water tap and running the water until it's as cold as it will go. Additionally, 
only use cold water for cooking, drinking and especially mixing baby formula. 

School test results released; more investigation planned 
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The state today also released the first results from its lead screening program in 
schools and homes. Of 37 total samples taken at 13 buildings, four samples 
spread over three buildings exceeded the federal action level of 15 parts per 
billion. 

However, this sampling provides only an initial screen, and the state is 
committing to further testing water and inspecting plumbing at these schools. 
Until testing is complete, schools are advised to continue using bottled water and 
filtration as a precaution to protect children. 

In addition, free testing is still available for any other Flint school, including 
daycares and Head Starts. Free testing is also available for any Flint resident. 

Additional information, including more detailed lead screening results, is available 
at \'\-'V,t\N.micr,igan.goviflintvvater. 

#"It# 

Dave Murray 
Deputy Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
:V1 u crayD1@1:1ichigan .gpv 

~office 
--mobile 
Twitter:@michigandmurray 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Greetings, Rona ---

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:56 PM 
'Danziger, Rona'; Biehl, Laura (GOV) 

Huber, Zahra; Davidek, Robert P; Mundie, Robert R 
RE: Looking for comment 

Just got back from Flint. Various versions of this Q came up during today's presser. I would recornrnend you take a listen. 
http://w'NW.michigan.gov/snvder /0,4668. 7-277-60112-268720--,00. htm I 

State was follovving all nationally set standards and protocols for testing, and has sorne of the most dedicated and 
professional drinking vvater and public health experts in the countrv working off the best information available at the 
time. We have acted quicklv and took detailed concrete actions steps as new inforrnation and data came in. 

From: Danziger, Rona [m~_U19..~U?.O.~_,f:!~.O.?:lgfr@rh,ir.~.0.l9.:f.9_QJ] 
Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2015 12:19 PM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@michigan.gov>; Biehl, Laura (GOV) <BiehlL(d)michigan.gov> 
Cc: Huber, Zahra <zahra.huber(a:icbsradio.com>; Davidek, Robert P <rpdavidek@)cbs.com>; Mundie, Robert R 
<rrrnundie@)cbs.com> 
Subject: Looking for comment 

WWJ's Zahra Huber spoke with Professor Marc Edwards from Virginia Tech regarding his thoughts on the Flint Water 
situation as the lead researcher on the project and he had very harsh words about how the Flint Water situation had 
been handled. He said federal laws had been broken when the switch was made away from the Detroit River to the Flint 
River and that data was manipulated to show that Flint water was safe when it was not. Can we get a comment from the 
Governor on this interview? I've attached the audio, uncut, for you to listen to for comment. 

Let us know. Thanks! 

Rona Danziger 
Senior Managing Editor !VIFWJ Newsradio 9501Michigan News Network 
Utrect: 2 :1~1-327--}~L!Oi IN::-;N:;r:')~-::,n: 2 :1~1-)45··')).SO 
hASS Ar:,,:rirn,; Ufr.w ! Sm,fife:d . ~v!l 4GO'.<.J. 
Rorra.d,rnzigen:a1cbsrad,o.com 
·wv,11,v.cbsdctroiLcorn 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:55 AM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

RE: state money for detroit water 

I can - bul I need lo have the facts and details first. This whole issue is one that we cannot afford to be wrong on. 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:47 AM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: state money for detroit water 

Push back hard on this. Natasha Henderson is becoming a liabiHly. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:35 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored(!.vmichigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <demente(a:imichigan.gov>; 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(@michigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr(!.vmichigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
<hollinsh(!.vmichigan.gov> 
Cc: Murray, David (GOV) <MurravD1@michigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: state money for detroit water 
Importance: High 

Please see belov,1. 

No good deed goes unpunished. This looks Hke may be next big issue. 

I thought GLWA·DWSD 'Nas NOT going to requfre the entire sum all up front? 

From: Ronald Fonger [mailto:RFONGERl(i.vmlive.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:28 AM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: state money for detroit water 

Sara: 
I was at a City Council meeting last night when Flint City Administrator Natasha Henderson said the state has only wired 
Flint $2 million of the $6 million approved by the state Legislature. 
She said the city has been told it will receive an additional $2 million in January and another $2 million in April. 
Henderson said she's asked that the money be sent immediately because the city was required to pay Detroit the entire 
$12 million upfront, before the water was reconnected, and its water and sewer fund balance has dropped significantly 
as a result. 
Several council members also spoke about this, and Council President Josh Freeman called the payment plant "beyond 
ridiculous" given the city's financial position. 
Is there someone who can talk to us about this? 
Thanks, 



Ron Fonger 
Mlive Media Group 
Reporter 

mobile 
email rfongerl([JJmlive.com 
address 540 S. Saginaw St. #101, Flint Ml 48502 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Thar's a great point and change. 

From: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Thursday, October 22, 2015 12:33 PM 
'Agen, Jarrod (GOV)'; Baird, Richard (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, 
Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Murray, David (GOV) 
RE: state money for detroit water 

Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 12:30 PM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@michigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov>; Muchmore, Dennis 
(GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente@michigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
<hollinsh@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Murray, David (GOV) <MurrayDl@michigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: state money for detroit water 

Overall it works for me. 
/\lthough, just add some urgency/compassion. 

0 We ',Nant to ensure that there are no complications or interruptions in Flint residents receiving water from 
GWLA, so we are taking steps immediately wire the money to the city. They should have all of the state funds 
within a business day or two. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 12:16 PM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@rnichigan.gov>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@rnichigan.gov>; Clement, 
Elizabeth (GOV) <clernente(i.vmichigan.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(!.vmichigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
<hollinsh@lmichigan.gov> 
Cc: Murray, David (GOV) <fv1urrayD1(Wrnichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: state money for detroit water 
Importance: High 

So sounds like based on conf call that was just had, that for sorne reason the city did indeed agree to all up front. 

Clearly don't want to throw city under the bus as that's certainly not going help situation, but since having thern do that 
to us as has already started, please see below bullets. Fact based and shov,1s state's irnmediate action lo again help 
address. \Nork? Any concerns or changes? 

"" The initial agreement and understanding was tor monthly payments. 

0 Unbeknownst to the state, the city entered into an arrangement for one upfront sum and payment. 

"" Now that we are avvare of this and have confirmed that final arrangement, the state is taking steps to imrnediately 
wire the money to the city. They should have all of the state funds within a business day or two. 

Please weigh in ASAP, 



Thanks much, 
SW 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:58 AM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov>; Clement, 
Elizabeth (GOV) <clernente(i.vmichigan.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(!.vrnichigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
<hollinsh@lmichigan.gov> 
Cc: Murray, David (GOV) <fv1urrayD1(Wrnichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: state money for detroit water 

Thanks much ··· that was the last I had knew and understood too about how vvas supposed to work. 

Just trying to either correct and nip in bud ASAP before this gets out of hand. 

But also imperative that we have facts first 

p.s. 
Have also talked with Treasurv and 580 teams and they're looking into from their respective ends as well. 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:43 AM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels(Wrnichigan.gov>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored(i.vmichigan.gov>; Clement, 
Elizabeth (GOV) <clernente(i.vmichigan.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(!.vrnichigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
<hollinsh@lmichigan.gov> 
Cc: Murray, David (GOV) <MurrayDl(Wrnichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: state money for detroit water 

The deal was rnonthly payments. I will get into this as quick as I can but I arn sure she has it wrong or someone in DiA/SD 
is befuddled. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:35 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) 
Cc: Murray, David (GOV) 
Subject: FW: state money for detroit water 
Importance: High 

Please see below. 

No good deed goes unpunished. This looks like may be next big issue. 

I thought GLiNA-DWSD was NOT going to require the entire sum all up front? 

From: Ronald Fonger [mailto:RFONGER1@mlive.mm] 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:28 AM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels(Wrnichigan.gov> 
Subject: state money for detroit water 
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Sara: 
I was at a City Council meeting last night when Flint City Administrator Natasha Henderson said the state has only wired 
Flint $2 million of the $6 million approved by the state Legislature. 
She said the city has been told it will receive an additional $2 million in January and another $2 million in April. 
Henderson said she's asked that the money be sent immediately because the city was required to pay Detroit the entire 

$12 million upfront, before the water was reconnected, and its water and sewer fund balance has dropped significantly 
as a result. 
Several council members also spoke about this, and Council President Josh Freeman called the payment plant "beyond 
ridiculous" given the city's financial position. 
Is there someone who can talk to us about this? 
Thanks, 

Ron Fonger 
Mlive Media Group 
Reporter 

mobile 
email rfongerl@rnlive.corn 
address 540 S. Saginaw St. #101, Flint Ml 48502 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Monday, November 09, 2015 3:47 PM 
Murray, David (GOV) 
RE: Flint water school testing results - TODAY 

Dave~ you'll vvant to make sure governor is aware of this too given today's timing just 1n case. These are kinds of things 
we need and want lo make sure he and senior staff have a heads up on. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 3:47 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente@michigan.gov>; 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh@michigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@michigan.gov>; Murray, David (GOV) <MurrayDl@michigan.gov>; Wisniewski, Wendy 
(GOV) <wisniewskiw@michigan.gov>; Scott, Allison (GOV) <scotta12@michigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: Flint water school testing results - TODAY 
Importance: High 

Please see below and attached release per brief convo at senior staff. Sill no exact word on timing of blood lead level 
data from DHHS - hopefully by late this week. 

DEQ also has video that they'll be using for some footage of the testing with TV stations. Link here: 
https://youtu.bei Arnv4cDW7RtA 

Freeman Elementary water testing shows lead 
exposure limited to fixtures 
Experts release water testing results on schools and homes in Flint 

As part of Gov. Rick Snyder's action plan for Flint drinking water, the DEQ today released water testing data 
from nearly 400 homes and businesses in Flint as well as comprehensive sampling results from Freeman 
Elementary School. 

Both sets of data indicate the problems with lead are localized to individual buildings or even individual faucets, 
rather than system-wide issues. 

"The results from this data underline the need for water testing at all homes, businesses, schools and other 
buildings in Flint," said George Krisztian, the DEQ's Flint Action Plan Coordinator. "Problems with lead 
exposure appear to be localized to individual service lines or plumbing fixtures, and we want to see all families 
in Flint take advantage of free water testing from the state." 

Freeman Elementary testing results 
At Freeman Elementary, 31 faucets were tested using a series of four samples each. Twenty-two outlets did 
not show elevated lead exposure, but nine faucets came back with initially high results. 

Those nine outlets involve brass components, indicating the problem involves the fixtures or plumbing 
immediately surrounding the fixture. When the faucets and fountains were operated for several minutes, lead 
levels fell significantly, in some cases to non-detectable levels. 



Additional testing designed to look deep into the school's plumbing did not suggest larger, systemic issues. 

Freeman Elementary has several options for remedying the issues at these nine faucets and fountains. The 
school can elect not to use those particular fountains, or implement a formalized flushing regimen. The 
sampling results indicate that for all but one tap, a 3- to 4-minute flushing period each morning would 
drastically reduce lead exposure. 

For a permanent solution, the school should opt to replace the faucets and fountains of concern. 

"The safety and health of our students are our primary concern at Flint Community Schools, so we will start 
work as soon as possible to replace faucets, aerators and other related components where high lead levels 
were detected," FCS Superintendent Bilal Tawwab said. "Once those fixes have been made, the DEQ has 
offered to provide additional testing of the water at Freeman Elementary to ensure the water from every 
sample is safe for our students. Flint Community Schools appreciates the efforts by the DEQ, working with all 
stakeholders to make sure our water continues to be tested and that our students have access to safe, clean 
drinking water." 

For Freeman Elementary's complete sampling results and more information about how sampling was 
conducted, visit v,Nvw.miciligan.gov/flintwater. 

The DEQ and the DLARA also have conducted sampling at other Flint schools, and results will soon be 
available on the DEQ's website. Additionally, the state will test every other school in the Flint Community 
Schools district, as well as any school or daycare in the city. Interested schools and daycare centers should 
contact George Krisztian at krisztiang@michigan.qov. 

Homeowner and other customer-requested testing results 
Results from the 381 samples from homes, businesses, schools and other facilities that took advantage of free 
water testing through the state showed similar, localized results. More than 75 percent of the samples 
analyzed demonstrated lead results of 5 parts per billion or less, and more than 91 percent demonstrated lead 
results of 15 parts per billion or less. 

This data suggests that while some homes experience elevated lead level results due to lead service lines or 
in-home plumbing, many other homes experience little to no lead. This can make it difficult for homeowners 
and businesses to predict their lead exposure. 

"Since it's not easy to predict if an individual home's water is at risk for lead, the best thing all residents can do 
is get their water tested," Krisztian said. "It's a free test that provides valuable information for families." 

Testing is available for free by contacting the Flint Water Plant at 810-787-6537 and pressing 1, or by emailing 
fl i nhvater(Ci? cityoffl int. com. 

For more information about water samples received through the state's free testing program, visit 
'NWW. mid1igan_.qov/flintwater. 

How school sampling was conducted 
To conduct this comprehensive sampling, the DEQ and Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory 
Affairs began on Oct. 23 with a thorough plumbing assessment of the school to gain a comprehensive 
understanding of how water moves through the building and what types of plumbing materials are used. The 
assessment also identified 31 faucets or fountains in the school that provide water for drinking, cooking and/or 
food preparation. 

On Oct. 24, the DEQ and DLARA took four, 125-milliliter samples from each of the 31 identified faucets and 
fountains. The first two samples were taken immediately after turning on the faucet, followed by a 30-second 
flush and then the third sample, followed by a 2-minute flush and then the fourth sample. These samples 
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provided information on the impact of any lead sources in or around each specific faucet and fountain as well 
as its connecting plumbing. 

On Oct. 31, the DEQ and DLA RA took an additional 30 samples, 1 O each from three sites in the school. These 
1-liter samples were taken consecutively, and provided information about the impact of any lead sources deep 
in the building's plumbing. 

From: Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 2:44 PM 

To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <W.\JEf.~).~@!T.[f.b.(g}.IJ,E.QY.>; Murray, David (GOV) <M!:!!Tf:l.Y.QJ@m.[~_bj_g}.IJ,E.QY.> 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) </\&t.QJ@.ml.,;-:b_[g~.Q.,&Q.Y.> 
Subject: FW: Flint water school testing results - 3 PM 

Sav,; Dave v,ras on this but since he's on the road. thought you should definitely see as well. DEQ is planning to issue at 3 
p.111. 

This is the first I've seen a draft but Dave may have been looped in on the back end. Looks ok and pretty thorough to me. 
If you need help trying to track any background info down let rr,e know. Happy to reach out. 

From: Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ) 
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 2:31 PM 

To: Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) <l~.~lJf:'.r.&@.GJi.f:l:\lg~.O.:m~>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) <fii?.1'.W!:).@!T.[~.b)E}.IJ,E.QY.>; Edgerton, Shelly 
(LARA) <.f:f!gf:!.r.t9.0S1:@m[rb.[g~.IJ.,&QY.>; Dykema, Linda D. (DHHS) <.Qy_~f[Q}L@.r!J).f:lJjgr:1.0.:gQy>; Wells, Eden (DHHS) 
<.W..~!.li?.P@m.[~.b)E}.IJ,E.QY.>; Murray, David (GOV) <f.v.1!!!:!:f:l.Y.QJ@m.[~_bj_g}.IJ,E.QY.>; Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
<.\?X.Q?-t.QJ\}@.ml.,;-:b_[g~.Q_,ggy>; Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) <W.\!.f.f.~!.f?.@.r.oi.f:lJlgi:1.!J:g9.y>; Feuerstein, Heather (DEQ) 
<FeuersteinH@michigan.gov> 
Subject: School testing results 

We're planning to put out this press release along with a video and the full results of the school and homeowner testing 
around 3 today. George Krisztian is taking calls. 

Karen Tommasulo 
Public Information Officer 
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 
517-284-6716 I 
tommasulok@michigan.gov 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

Greetings, Arthur -

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Monday, November 16, 2015 2:30 PM 
'Arthur Delaney' 

RE: Residents of Flint, Michigan, to Sue City, State over Lead in Drinking Water 

High 

Sorry for the delay. It's been a bit more crazy busy than normal. 

On this lawsuit, we haven't been served yet so can't comment on specific details. What would say is that we're focused 
on moving forward and ensuring public health and clean, safe drinking water. The governor has outlined a detailed 
multiple step action plan for both immediate, mid and long term. He has also appointed a task force doing a very 
important job of reviewing all past actions. They are a bipartisan group of people of the highest integrity, experts in their 
fields and widely respected who are going to do a very thorough, objective review. 

Just let me know if anything more needed at all. 

Thanks and best, 
SW 

Sara Wurfel, APR 
Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
wurfol~.@rnichi12ar:.gov 
517-335-6397, office 

-mobile 
Twitter:@SaraLW 

From: Arthur Delaney [mailto:arthur@huffingtonpost.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2015 9:15 AM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@michigan.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: Residents of Flint, Michigan, to Sue City, State over Lead in Drinking Water 

Hi, I am filing a short story on this lawsuit -- please let me know if the governor's office would care to 
comment. 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Margie Kelly <rrikQ}ly@.rJJ:d~\_Qrg> 
Date: Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 9:00 AM 
Subject: Residents of Flint, Michigan, to Sue City, State over Lead in Drinking Water 
To: jason_cherkis(rj)mffingtonpost.com 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contacts: Margie Kelly, NRDC, mkelly(ro,nrdc.org, 312-651-7935; Darrell Dawsey, ACLU of Michigan, 
ddawsey(@adumichJJrq, 313-578-6831 

Residents of Flint, Michigan, to Sue City, State over Lead in Drinking Water 



Natural Resources Defense Council, ACLU of Michigan Start Legal Process to Stop Ongoing Violations of the Safe 
Drinking Water Act 

CHICAGO (November 16, 2015) - Residents of Flint, Mich., together with the ACLU of Michigan and the Natural 
Resources Defense Council, today announced their intention to sue state and city officials for ongoing violations of the 
federal Safe Drinking Water Act amid the city's widespread lead-contamination crisis. A lawsuit would force officials to 
address repeated, systemic failures to follow federal rules designed to protect the public health from dangerous levels of 
lead exposure. 

"The community of Flint is strong and united in our commitment to repair the harm lead exposure has inflicted on our 
children and families. We are taking a stand so that our community can heal the damage that has been done and work 
together so that justice can prevail," said Pastor Allen Overton, a leader of the Concerned Pastors for Social Action. 

"This action is about holding the government accountable for failing to protect the public health of an entire community," 
said Anjali Waikar, an environmental justice staff attorney at the Natural Resources Defense Council. "This case also 
highlights a troubling trend in which the government is willing to cut costs at the expense of its most vulnerable citizens," 
Waikar said. 

"In their short-sighted effort to save a buck, the leaders who were supposed to be protecting Flint's citizens instead left 
them exposed to dangerously high levels of lead contamination," said Michael Steinberg, legal director for the ACLU of 
Michigan. "Not only were the city and state's actions dangerous and misguided. They were illegal, too." 

Dangerous amounts of lead leached out of the city's pipes and into the drinking water of Flint's homes and schools for 
more than a year following a decision by Flint officials to eschew Detroit's water supply in favor of using the Flint River as 
the City's primary drinking water source. Not long after the switch, residents began to complain about the smell and 
discoloration of the water and, later, physical ailments stemming from the tainted water. 

Officials working on behalf of Flint insisted for several months that the water was safe. However, water tests conducted by 
experts from Virginia Tech proved those assurances to be wrong, and a study by a local pediatrician that showed that the 
proportion of Flint kids with elevated blood lead levels had doubled since the City switched water sources. After officials 
could no longer deny that the community's drinking water was contaminated, Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder finally conceded 
that Flint should stop using the river water and return to the Detroit water system. 

Despite this move, though, city and state officials have continued to violate federal legal requirements for monitoring and 
sampling tap water for lead, notifying the public about water-testing results and maintaining corrosion control from Flint's 
lead pipes. 

"So much irreparable harm has been done as a direct result of the failures and lack of oversight perpetrated by the City of 
Flint and Michigan officials who are the very people we relied on to keep us safe. This lawsuit gives me hope that this will 
stop and no other city will have to endure the physical, property, and emotional damage that Flint residents have," said 
Melissa Mays of Water You Fighting For, a Flint-based organization. 

There is no safe level of lead exposure. The toxic effects of lead on virtually every system in the body, and particularly on 
the developing brains of young children, are well documented. It can also contribute to high blood pressure and other 
health problems in adults. Even low levels of lead in the blood have been shown to affect IQ, ability to pay attention, and 
academic achievement, effects that are irreversible. 

The Notice of Intent to Sue was served on behalf of Concerned Pastors for Social Action, an association of religious 
leaders from Flint; Melissa Mays, a Flint resident; the ACLU of Michigan; and the Natural Resources Defense Council. 
The groups assert that since April 2014, the City of Flint and Michigan state officials have failed to monitor and control for 
lead in Flint's drinking water and maintain a program to assist Michigan schools with lead testing and remediation, in 
violation of the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. If City of Flint and Michigan state officials - including Governor Rick 
Snyder and Dan Wyant, Director of Michigan Department of Environmental Quality - do not remedy violations under the 
Safe Drinking Water Act within sixty days, the groups intend to file a lawsuit in federal court. 

Flint and state officials have known since 2011 that choosing the Flint River as a drinking water source could result in lead 
contamination issues, due to its highly corrosive properties. Yet state and city officials insisted that the water was safe to 
drink - even after testing found dangerously high lead levels in some residents' tap water. Citizen concerns about high 
lead levels were dismissed by state and city officials as "near hysteri[cal]" and "irresponsible," despite well-established 
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evidence that there is no safe level of lead exposure, and that even low levels of lead in the blood have been shown to 
affect IQ, ability to pay attention, and academic achievement, effects that are irreversible. 

The Notice of Intent to Sue is required under the Safe Drinking Water Act as a prerequisite to filing suit. 

For nearly 100 years, the ACLU has been our nation's guardian of liberty, working in courts, legislatures, and communities to defend and preserve the individual 
rights and liberties that the Constitution and the laws of the United States guarantee everyone in this country. The ACLU of Michigan was officially established in 
1959 as part of that mission. 

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) is an international nonprofit environmental organization with more than 2 million members and online activists. 
Since 1970, our lawyers, scientists, and other environmental specialists have worked to protect the world's natural resources, public health, and the environment. 
NRDC has offices in New York City, Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, Bozeman, MT, and Beijing. Visit us atv,Nvw.nrdG.orq and follow us 
on Twitter @NRDC. 

If you would rather not receive future communications from Natural Resources Defense Council, let us know by clicking here. 
Natural Resources Defense Council, 40 West 2oth Street 11th Floor, New York, NY 10011 United States 

Reporter I Huffington P 
(202) 624-9396 desk I 
Twitter @ArthurDelaneyHP 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Tuesday, November 17, 2015 10:06 AM 
Mcbride, Bill (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Dennis Muchmore; Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Beth 
Clement; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
FW: request for comment on congressman's letter 
111315 Update and Health Fund Request (Snyder).pdf 

Please see belov,1, Know we talked about this yesterday briefly at senior staff. What is status of response? OthenNise, will 
slick to basics and focus on moving forward piece, along vvith seeing if any specific updates frorn DEQ. 

From: Ronald Fonger [mc1Hlo:RFONGl::Rl(i.vr-r1iive,corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2015 9:53 AM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfo!s@rnichigan,gov> 
Subject: request for comment on congressman's letter 

Hi Sara: 
I've attached a copy of a letter Congressman Kildee sent to Gov. Snyder last week concerning Flint water issues. 
I didn't know if there has been a formal reply and/or if you would want to comment on it. 
Thanks, 

Ron Fonger 
IVlLive Media Group 
Reporter 

mobile
email rfor:;~er1;8rnlive,rn,...-·: 
address 540 S. Saginaw St. #101, Flint Ml 48502 
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I would like to provide you an update with some of the work we are doing in response to your 
letter on October 2, 2015 letter. I also have three requests of the state that are necessary to 
provide relief to the victims of the Flint water crisis. 

First, Senator Stabenow, Senator Peters and I wrote a letter to the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) asking for clarification on whether federal law pennits states to use Safe Drinking 
Water State Revolving Funds (Revolving Funds) to finance the replacement of privately owned 
lead water service lines (attached), The EPA responded that the Revolving Funds can in fact be 
used for this purpose. My office immediately notified both your office and the Michigan 
Department of Environment.al Quality ofthis fact 

Secondly, the three ofus also 'Wrote to Secretary Tom Viisack requesting that the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) provide greater darification on the availability ofBReady to 
Feed" formula for recipients of Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants and 
Children (WIC} in Flint Additionally, the Jetter asks to identify resources to improve the 
nutrition of Flint residents specifically as it relates to lead, because a certain diet can reduce 
some of the impact of exposure. The USDA is currently reviewing the letter. 

Third, I have been working with the EPA on important revisions to the Lead and Copper Rule 
that would prevent a public health crisis like the one in Flint from happening again in other 
communities. I wrn be providing testimony at a meeting of the National Drinking \Vater 
Advisory Council next Wednesday, November 18 on what ,Ne have learned firsthand in Fl.int and 
the necessary improvements to the Lead and Copper Rule. 





In addition to .state investments, I encourage the .state to request assistance from fe-deral agencies. 
They have extensive experience working with health, education and nutrition systems nationwide 
and could provide critic.al resources to state officials. SpecificaHy, the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention has offered resources if the state requests it I will work to support any 
efforts for foderal assistance the state makes. 

I look for.vard to working with the state and federal governments to not only provide dean 
drinking water to the people of Flint immediately, but also repair the damage done to the city's 
water system and give local health professionals the resources they need to combat the long term 
impacts of lead exposure. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Kildee 
MEMBER OF CONGRESS 

Cc: 
Senate Republican Leader Arlen Meekhof 
Senate Democratic Leader Jim Ananich 
Speaker of the House Kevin Cotter 
House Democratic Leader Tim Greimel 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Optional Attendees: 

RDS/GT NB - KWA & DWSD (Water) Meeting 
Governor's SE MI Office 

Fri 4/19/2013 3:00 PM 
Fri 4/19/2013 4:30 PM 
Tentative 

(none) 

Tentatively accepted 

GovCalendar 
Hichez, Amy (Treasury); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Rustem, 
William (GOV); Brader, Valerie (GOV); Tedder, Greg (GOV) 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ) 

Host: '111111- SClayton to dial in as Host 

Attendees: 
RDS/GT in person, Val Brader by phone 
Mr. Orr by phone 
Harvey Hollins by phone or in person 
Attending from DWSD: Jim Fausone, Sue McCormick (Director), Nikki Bateson (CFO) 
Attending from Flint: Ed Kurtz and Flint Mayor Dayne Walling 
Attending from Treasury: Andy Dillon, Amy Hichez 
Attending from DEQ: Dan Wyant 
George Karmo from Tucker Young Jackson Tull Inc 



From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, September 10, 2014 11:59 AM 
To: 

Subject: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Fwd: John Gleason correspondence for the Governor 
Attachments: JJG Letter to the Governor - Flint Water Concerns 09-10-14.pdf; A TTOOOOl.htm 

This issue is getting bigger all the time. How do we help the people of Flint? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Raleigh, Leslie" <lr~.lf[gJ:1@.::.Q.,&f::J.f:,~.f:.f:,.GJL!LP 
Date: September 10, 2014 at 11:55:03 AM EDT 
To: "Dennis Muchmore (rnuchrnored{/5.lmichif:Jn.i;;_ov)" <muchmored@michrg2nc3ov>, "Wendy 
Wisniewski (wisniewskiw@michig2nBov)" <wisnievifskiw/ilmichii;;_an.i;;_ov> 

Subject: John Gleason correspondence for the Governor 

Good Morning Mr. Muchmore and Ms. Wisniewski, 

Attached, please find a correspondence from Genesee County Clerk John J. Gleason to Governor 
Rick Snyder. He would appreciate it very much if you could please forward on to the Governor's 
attention. 

Thank you and Best Regards, 

L~A.'R~ 
Chief Deputy Clerk/Administrative Assistant 
900 S. Saginaw St. 
Flint, Mi. 48502 
810-257-3224 



OFFICE OF THE COUNTY CLERK 
GENESEE COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
900 SOUTH SAGINAW STREET 
FLINT, MICHIGAN 48502 

ADMINISTRATION (810) 257-3282 
COURT RECORDS (810) 257-3220 

ELECTIONS (810) 257-3283 
VITAL RECORDS (810) 257-3225 

September 10, 2014 

Governor Snyder, 

The recent water concern in the City of Flint has revealed two actions for future drinking water 

shortages. 

In the past, the Flint area has used the National Guard water tanker for local road races. Also, daily 

water tankers fill our local swimming pools. 

When we have large numbers of citizens that must use the "Boil the Water'' process, why can't we use 

the tankers I mentioned above? 

Flint has gone days without drinking water. 

With such a basic life need, let's try some possible solutions! We could dispense the water at Senior 

Centers, community gathering locations, neighborhood schools and churches. This could be seen as a 

training experience for the National Guard or Reserves. 

Governor, the need is there and the tankers are at hand. 

Thanks for your time and please let me know what you think. 

I hope this note finds you and your family in fine health. 

Genesee County Clerk 

John J. Gleason 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Wednesday, September 17, 2014 10:14 AM 
Smith, Paul (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); West, Samantha (GOV) 

Subject: RE: FEMA request 

I need to get something to Cong. Dingell and Cong. Levin if vve want their help in this. I can't keep them in the dark and 
expect that they will jurnp up and say ok without seeing the requesL I need some lead tirne before it is filed so they feel 
included. The two of thern can get this done on their mNn with Carl if we just help thern. 

From: Smith, Paul (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 17, 2014 10:12 AM 
To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Smith, Paul (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); West, Samantha (GOV) 
Subject: Re: FEMA request 

Cheri, 

Is the request ready to go? 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2014, at 10:10 AM, "Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV)" <wisniewskiw@Jmichigan.gov> wrote: 

Dennis asked me to send you an email asking if the FEMA request is ready to go. 

Wendy Wisniewski 
Executive Assistant to Dennis Muchmore, 

Beth Clement and Greg Tedder 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
George W. Romney Building, 2nd Floor 
111 South Capitol A venue 
P.O. Box 30013 
Lansing, Ml 48909 
(517) 241-5601 
WisniewskiW@michigan.gov 



From: Stibitz, Brom (Treasury) 

Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 4:00 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) To: 

Cc: Dillon, Andy (Treasury) 

Subject: Flint Water Bills 

Attachments: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Dennis, 

Water Forum - Final.ppt; WATER RATES deposits.doc 

Follow up 

Flagged 

There is some information attached on the Flint water issue you asked us about. I summarize a few of the key 
points: 

• The water system has been running at deficits for years. When the previous EFM left the City in 2004, the 
water system has a reserve of approximately $60 million. When Mike Brown was appointed, this had turned 
into a $20 million deficit due to years of not passing along to consumers the rate increases of over 10% 
hitting the system from DWSD. Slides 5 & 6 of the attached power point show this pretty dramatically. 

• Substantial increases over the past few years are an attempt to reflect the actual costs of running the system. 

• Another concern raised by DHS was the increase in the deposit for rental properties. This was necessary 
because renters paid the previous $100 deposit, then racked up water bills in excess of this amount and 
walked away. Of the affidavits currently out there, 82% are past due. I would also note that this is not 
mandatory, it is only required if a landlord is not willing to put the water bill in their name. 

• The bottom line is that they realize it is an issue, but the General Fund doesn't have the money to run 
general City operations, much less subsidize water rates. 

The two page word document (attached) provided by the EFM gives you a good overview of what is going on. 
They believe that a switch to KW A is part of the solution for high water rates in the City. 

Brom 
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City Of Flint Water History Facts 

Current Treatment Plant was put into service in 1954. 

Current 72" main pipeline was completed in 1970. 

Flint signed a 30 year contract with Detroit Water and Sewer Department in the mid 1960's. 

The contract with DWSD has expired and we are currently operating on a yearly extension. 

In 2006 Flint completed a $48,000,000 upgrade of the existing Water Plant (required by the MDEQ & for backup only). 

Flint's Water & Sewer System is approximately a $300,000,000 Enterprise. 

Flint's Water & Sewer System is designed to deliver water to over 200,000 people with over 1,500 miles of infrastructure. 

Flint's most recent census count shows a population of approximately 102,000 in 2010. 

Flint's census population in 2000 was approximately 124,000. 

The water system had over 45,000 customers in June of 1999. 

The water system had just over 36,000 customers by June 2011. 

The "Fixed Costs" that must be covered to maintain the system and deliver quality water have increased over time. 



City Of Flint 
Most Frequently Asked Questions about Water 

D Why are the water rates so high? 

D How does my water bill work (Explanation of charges) ? 

D Why do others in the area pay less for the same amount of water ? 

D Where has all of the water and sewer fund money gone ? 

D What do I do if I think my bill is incorrect ? 

D What effect does leakage or theft have on my bill ? 

D How can I report water theft ? 

D Why don't we go back to using the Flint River like we once did ? 



City ·O·f Flint 
FY 2013 Budget Allocation 

Water & Sewer Funds 

City of Flint 

Budget Allocation and Fund Expenses 
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City of Flint 
Water and Sewer Fund Expenses 

FY 2007 through 2013 

2001 Actual LW8 Actual LW'J Actual 2u10 Actual 2u11 Actual 1012 ;uu Budget 
Prnjerten 

'@; Tran~terSi to Other ftmrt"i 

Cl !nteriast Expense 

• Oepn:dation 

II Adn1inistr.itflie Exµense~ 

iii Oper;itlng Expenses 

I! Personnel costs 

m water Purchased 

2007 Actual 2008 Actual 2009 Actual 2010 Actual 2011 Actual 2012 Projected 2013 Budget 
Operating Revenues 51,090,679 51,100,332 51,906,553 47,926,589 54,385,644 67,983,044 81,734,552 

Other Revenues 2,627,939 3,274,450 1,442,383 764,886 68,645 126,670 455,867 

Annual Revenues 53,718,618 54,374,782 53,348,936 48,691,475 54,454,289 68,109,714 82,190,419 

Water Purchased 16,052,006 16,297,871 17,421,663 17,103,752 20,919,987 21,756,787 24,031,417 

Personnel Costs 17,292,444 26,302,590 27,591,206 28,149,946 28,618,817 29,640,499 28,546,350 

Operating Expenses 5,355,638 6,145,119 6,950,534 8,146,390 6,917,964 6,420,260 7,259,290 

Administrative Expenses 21,300,900 4,229,382 3,403,231 7,327,630 6,221,627 11,465,462 14,140,047 

Depreciation 7,217,142 7,132,870 8,364,022 8,854,889 8,689,809 8,615,000 7,500,000 

Interest Expense 86,632 485,499 868,031 812,270 754,890 705,150 644,314 

Transfers to Other Funds 2,990,000 2,990,000 2,990,000 2,990,000 2,990,000 

Annual Expenses 67,304,762 60,593,331 67,588,687 73,384,877 75,113,094 81,593,158 85,111,418 
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City of Flint 
Unrestricted Net Assets/(Deficit) 

FY 2007through FY 2013 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
Projected Budgeted 

2007 Actual 2008 Actual 2009 Actual 2010 Actual 2011 Actual 2012 Projected 

53,718,618 54,374,782 53,348,936 48,691,475 54,454,289 68,109,714 

67,304,762 60,593,331 67,588,687 73,384,877 

City of Flint Water and Sewer Fund 
Current Assets and Liabilities 

FY 2007 through FY 2011 
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No rate adjustment 

$15.7M Lawsuit settled 

$13.6M Operating loss 

City of Flint 

Recent Timeline of Water and Sewer Funds 

FY 2007 through 2013 

$3M return on Equity 
payment required for 
deficit elimination plan 

$14.2M Operating loss 

$3.8M Water purchase 
cost increase 

$20. 7M Operating loss 

Budgeted use of equity to 

balance budget 

$2.3M Water purchase 
increase 

$8. 7M Projected operating loss 

$3.6M Retiree healthcare, and 

legal cost increases 

No rate Adjustment 
Restoring 

fiscal 
stability $6.3M New OPEB liability 

$6.2M Operating loss 

No rate adjustment 

$24. 7M Operating loss 

$4M Revenue loss from 
recession 

Budgeted use of equity to 
balance budget 

$1M Water purchase cost 
increase 

$15.4M Operating loss 

Budgeted use of equity to 

balance budget 



City of Flint- Water and Sewer System Additional Asset I Revenue Data 

The average annual residential water sewer bill in FY2006 was less than $700 annually 

The average annual residential water/ sewer bill in FY13 will be nearly $1,700 

Expenses have exceeded revenues every year since 2006: 

Revenues Unreserved FACTORS 
FISCAL Rate Minus System IMPACTING COST 
YEAR Base Revenues Expenses Expenses Equity SOLVENCY IMPACT 

2006 2005 I $55,204,242 $50,933,792 $4,270,460 $60,340,013 
(millions) 

2007 2005 I $53,856,857 $67,442,993 ($13,586,136) $46,399,452 No rate adjustment ?? 
$15. 7 million lawsuit settlement 15.7 0 $15.7 

2008 2005 I $54,374.781 $60,593,331 ($6 ,218,550) $36,482,488 No rate adjustment ?? 
OPEB liabilities added 3.6 2.7 $6.3 

2009 c::J $53,488,463 $67,728,218 ($14,239,755) $24,023,065 ROE payment added as part of City [ 1.9 1.1 $3.0 

2010 $48,820,329 $73,513,725 ($24,693,396) $3,531,768 No rate adjustment ?? 
Use of retained earnings budgeted 12.5 0.5 $13.0 

Revenue lost due to recession 2 2 $4.0 

2011 D $54.527.079 $75.185.879 ($20,658,800) ($ 12,866,607) Use of retained earnings budgeted 7.1 3.5 $10.6 

1 Water purchase cost increase 0 3.8 $3.8 

2012 $68,279,187 $83,682,840 ($15,403,653) ($20,884,122) Use of retained earnings budgeted 5.1 0 $5.1 

Water purchase cost increase 0 0.8 $0.8 

2013 2013 $82,220,420 $90,970,420 ($8,760,000) ($23,379,690) Water purchase cost increase 0 2.3 $2.3 
RHC/Legal/Admin Cost Allocation 2.1 1.5 $3.6 

($99,279,840) $68.2 



Calculation of Water and Sewer Rates for FY13 Budget 

March, 2012: 

"Expense Revenue Difference 
Projection Projection Between 
Based on Based on Projected 
FY12 FY12 Revenues and 
Costs Receipts Expenses 

Water $49.9 $44.4 -$5.5 I 12.4% 

Sewer $31.0 $21.4 -$9.6 I 44.9% 

TOTAL $80.9 $65.8 -$15.1 I 22.9% 
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Preliminary Options for Future City of Flint Water Sources 

Consider a New Negotiated Contract with Detroit Water and Sewer Department 

No upfront capital costs 

Possibility to negotiate a lower rate 

Ability to "Blend" water sources to further control costs 

Lack of control over new I fixed changes 

Past practices 

Consider a Contract with the Karegnondi Water Authority 

Voting member of KWA board 

Ability to "Blend" water sources to further control costs 

Raw water is an asset for attracting new buisnesses 

Capital cost (debt service) 

Uncertainty of final costs 

Blended Use of the Flint River 

*** CURRENTLY NO DECISIONS HAVE BEEN MADE REGARDING THE FUTURE WATER SOURCE 



Improvements for City of Flint Water System 

Reduce Leakage 

• Finalize a Preventative Maintenance Plan 
',, (Planning started in January 2012, requires funding, ... part of Operational Costs) 
',, Will help identify repair area's 

• Reduce water theft 

• Replace water meters 
',, We currently have an eighteen month plan to replace all meters with more efficient "Smart Meters" 

• Encourage routine household checks 
',, "Faulty" toilets are a significant reason for household water loss. and unexpected larger bills. 

Other Leakage concerns 

./ Transmission Loss 

./ Fire Hydrants 

./ Incorrect water bills 

./ Non-Payment 



Proprietary Funds Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Net Assets 
Fiscal Year FndedJune 30 

2007 

Current Assets 17,248,277 

Current Liabilities 7,053,131 

Capital Assets, net of accumulated depreciation 34,453,626 

Revenue Bonds, I ong-term portion 33,759,432 

Unrestricted Net Assets/(Defi cit) 12,183,661 

Proprietary Funds Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Net Assets 
Fiscal Year FndedJune 30 

Current Assets 

Current Liabilities 

Capital Assets, net of accumulated depreciation 

Revenue Bonds, I ong-term portion 

Unrestricted Net Assets/(Defi cit) 

Current Assets 

Current Liabilities 

2007 

45,805,754 

17,117,109 

76,913,051 

34,215,792 

2007 
63,054,031 

24,170,240 

2008 

16,155,282 

7,039,015 

57,264,585 

31,804,432 

8,396,496 

2008 

45,515,711 

18,000,968 

73,794,673 

28,085,991 

2008 
61,670,993 

25,039,983 

2009 

13,213,411 

6,796,178 

55,977,802 

30,156,259 

2,694,056 

2009 

39,299,954 

12,928,688 

74,719,675 

21,329,011 

2009 
52,513,365 

19,724,866 

2010 

9,092,746 

8,287,409 

54,419,070 

28,116,259 

(5,795,973) 

2010 

22,199,959 

2,570,710 

70,200,627 

9,327,738 

2010 
31,292,705 

10,858,119 

2011 2012 Projected 2013 Budget 

9,295,966 

11,736,286 

52,253,233 

25,925,336 

(12,443,265) 

2011 

16,496,427 

1,894,249 

65,736,675 

(423,349) 

2011 
25,792,393 

13,630,535 

(13,237,665) (12,733,233) 

2012 Projected 2013 Budget 

(7,646,457) (10,646,457) 

2012 Projected 2013 Budgeted 



Response to Treasury regarding water rates, etc. 

The cost of water and sewer in the City of Flint has become one of the most vexing issues 
facing the Emergency Financial Manager. When the Emergency Manager was appointed 
in December 2011 the water system had a $20 million deficit. In order to address this 
deficit the EM was forced to increase water and sewer rates by over a combined 120% in 
the past 18 months. 

When the previous EFM left the City in 2004, the water system has a reserve of 
approximately $60 million. In the intervening years several things occurred: for three of 
five years (2007-2011) no rate increases were passed along to customers even though 
Detroit charged increases of over 10% per year; in the years when increases were passed 
along those amounts did not equal the actual cost of the system; the City chose to use the 
equity built up in the Water and Sewer funds until that was no longer available; a large 
lawsuit was settled; the City must pay for the $48 million MDEQ upgrades required at 
the Water Treatment Plant; and unbilled or unpaid water and sewer charges increased 
significantly. 

In the past 18 months water and sewer rates have been increased to reflect the actual costs 
to operate the water and sewer system. Major leaks in the distribution system have been 
repaired. Unpaid water and sewer usage is now being addressed and the water affidavit 
process is part of this problem. 

The City of Flint currently allows landlords to put the water and sewer billing in the name 
of the renter. This affidavit process holds the landlord harmless for any water costs. The 
deposit for the affidavit has been set at $100, which is the lowest in the County. The 
deposit fees in the County range from a low of $100 to a high of $500. The City is 
raising its rate to $350, which puts us about in the middle of the range. Depending on 
usage, this will cover 60 to 90 days' water charges and reduce the amount of uncollected 
billing. Keep in mind, any water not paid for is eventually charged to those who do pay 
through increased rates. 

Because the deposit is so low in relation to the current charges, renters quickly owe more 
than the deposit, and find it easier to simply walk away from the rental and forfeit the 
deposit. This results in the City being on the hook for the unpaid bills. Currently there 
are 4,893 affidavits, and 4029 of them (82%) past due. This facctor alone totals to just 
under $3 million. In addition, when the renter walks away, the City has no way of 
knowing that the property is vacant. Many times the landlord rents the property again, 
without filing an affidavit, and the water continues to be charged to the former renter, 
again adding uncollected bills to the City. In the past the collection rate for past due 
accounts, when turned over to a collection agency, has been about 3% on average. Keep 
in mind that this is a deposit, not a fee, and can be refunded when the renter leaves the 
property. Also, the landlord can avoid the renter's deposit requirement by keeping the 
water and sewer billing in his name. 

The City is also studying the potential to hold the landlord accountable for the water 
charges under certain conditions, such as failure to notify the City when a renter leaves 
and then renting the property again without filiing a new affidavit. 



The City recognizes that the high cost of water is a factor which is causing low income 
residents to choose to leave the City and the increase in the deposit fee might accelerate 
that choice. However, many of the surrounding communities charge a higher deposit than 
does the City o Flint. Renters are leaving the City because they can get better housing for 
less money, live in safer neighborhoods with better schools, have their water charges 
decrease by about half, and have their insurance rates reduced by approximately 50%. 

Water and sewer costs have resulted in about 8,000 current customers to be more than 60 
days past due. Many are senior citizens who have lived in Flint their entire life, paid their 
taxes, etc. and now find themselves unable to pay their water bill. This concerns the City 
more than the issue of deposits. We have put in place for this year the ability for citizens 
to direct a part of their city tax refund to help people with their water bills, and we are 
reviewing other options as well as scheduled meetings with agencies involved in helping 
low income people with their bills. 

We further recognize that we have staffing issues and water theft to address. The City is 
able to complete about 120 water shut-offs per week. At that rate we can not keep up 
with delinquent account shut-offs. The city also reconginzes that water theft through 
meter by-pass or unauthorized turn-on must be resolved. 

Ultimately, the City must find a way to hold down future increases in the cost of water, to 
bring them more in line with the Genesee County water customers. To this end the City 
has recommended to Treasury, that the City leave the Detroit Water System and join 
KWA with Genesee County, Lapeer and Sanilac Counties and the City of Lapeer. We 
believe this is the most significant long term factor in stabilizing costs to the water 
customers in the City of Flint. 



From: Dillon, Andy (Treasury) 

Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 8:04 AM 

To: 
Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Rustem, William (GOV); Roberts, John (GOV) 

Fwd: Flint Water 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Saxton, Thomas (Treasury)" <SaxtonT@rnichigaiuzov> 
Date: March 26, 2013 7:57:47 AM EDT 
To: "Stibitz, Brom (Treasury)" <SJiJ2iJzR_(q)gliJ;J1jg;tri_._gi,rf>, "Dillon, Andy (Treasury)" 
<DillonA2@michigan_ gov> 
Subject: Flint Water 

Fyi ... in case you missed it I heard about this on the news this a.m. 

Flint City Council approves resolution to buy water from Karegnondi, state approval still needed 
By Dominic Adams I dadams5(!1>mlive.com 
on March 25, 2013 at 10:45 PM, updated March 26, 2013 at 1 :28 AM 
FLINT, MI - Flint is one step closer to getting its water from Lake Huron as part of the 
Karegnondi Water Authority. 
The vote, approved 7-1 at the Flint City Council meeting Monday, March 25, may have set in 
motion the end to Flint paying to get its water from Detroit. 
Under the proposal, Flint would get 16 million gallons per day of raw water from Lake Huron, 
pipe it to Flint for treatment and then sell it to customers throughout the city. Another 2 million 
gallons per day would come from the Flint River and will be treated in Flint. 
Mayor Dayne Walling said the Department of Environmental Quality must approve Flint's 
getting 2 million gallons per day from the Flint River. 
Tuesday's meeting followed weeks of discussions and special meetings surrounding the 
resolution. 
"We got there," Councilman Joshua Freeman said. "That's the important thing." 
There were more than 50 people at Monday's meeting. 
"Going with Karegnondi is the best decision. We have no opinion on the economics of the 
decision," said Rebecca Fedewa, Flint River Watershed Coalition executive director. "If we start 
drawing water out of the Flint River, we are at risk of having to start releasing water from our 
reservoirs." 
Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright said the decision must still be approved by a 
county water and waste advisory board. The KW A board will then be reconvened for final 
approval. 
Wright said construction could start in May. 
State treasury officials still must approve the city council's move because Flint has an emergency 
financial manager. All expenditures over $50,000 must be approved. 
Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright has said that Flint would pay roughly $6.4 
million annually for water service if it joined the pipeline - a nearly $4 million savings on what it 



pays Detroit for water. 
Walling previously said the city would save $19 million over eight years by getting water from 
the KW A 
"It's a historic night in the City of Flint," Walling said. "The savings will be less with the 
capacity level approved by city council because there will be increased treatment cost for the 
river water." 
He said the DEQ told the city it needed to get 18 million gallons per day or there would have to 
be additional work done at Flint's water plant. 
Flint's water plant and the Flint River is currently the backup for Flint and Genesee County, 
however, the plant only operates four times per year. 
Councilman Bryant Nolden was the lone dissenting vote. 
"It was a protest vote," Nolden said. "I knew they had enough votes. I just feel like the Flint 
River is our best option." 
Karengnondi is the regional water authority that includes Genesee, Lapeer and Sanilac counties 
and the cities of Flint and Lapeer. 
Flint is the second municipality, behind Genesee County, to officially decide to purchase raw 
water through the KW A Lapeer city officials said they intend to purchase water, but an 
agreement has been finalized. 
Dominic Adams is a reporter for MLive-Flint Journal. Contact him at dadarns.5@}rnlive.com or 
810-241-8803. Follow him on Twitter, Facebook or Google+. 

© \'fLi ve. com. All rights reserved. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Dillon, Andy (Treasury) 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 1:36 PM 

Stibitz, Brom (Treasury); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Rustem, 
William (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: DWSD & Flint 

Attachments: [Untitled].pdf 

FYI 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Fausone, Jim" <JFausone((~fo-firrn.com> 
To: "Dillon, Andy (Treasury)" <l)il_!QJL12(q}l_ni_\";hig~n-_gQ_y> 
Subject: DWSD & Flint 

Andy - here is the information you requested. Let me know if you need more information. As 
we move into DWSD 2.0 without federal court supervision, I can hear the chanting "free at 
last ... free at last" .Seriously this should make it easier to work things out with Flint and DWSD 
2.0 if they want to work it out or get told to do it. Jim 

James G. Fausone 

[ cid:image002jpg<i:~O 1CE2BAB.E4A45520] 

41700 West Six Mile Road, Suite 101 
Northville, Michigan 48168-3460 
(248) 3 80-0000 tel. ext. 1818 

(248) 380-3434 fax 

ifausone<q)fb-fi.rrn.corn<mailto:ifausone@Hb-firm.corn> 

vrww.tb-firm.corn<http://v..-\vw.tb-firm.com/> 

Check out our Legal Help for Veterans practice group at 
--wv..'\v. legalhelpforveterans. com<http ://,,-vv..'\v.legalhelpforveterans. corn/> or 
vvwvv .youtube. com/1 egal hel pforveterans<http: //wv--t\V. vou tu be._corn/le_galh elpfixvewrans> 



This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and 
may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure under 
applicable laws. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or 
agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If 
you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by telephone and/or 
reply to the e-mail message. Thank you. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Stibitz, Brom (Treasury) 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 5:59 PM 

Dillon, Andy (Treasury); Roberts, John (GOV); Stibitz, Brom (Treasury); Saxton, Thomas 
(Treasury); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

KWA Background Materials 

KWA SUMMARY FOR GOVERNOR Version I 04-18-13.pdf; KWA and City of Flint.pdf; 
Dillon KWA.PDF; UPDATED FLINT DWSD KWA ASSESSMENT Version VIII 02-21-13.pdf; 

TYJT Recommendaton DWSD vs Flint.pdf 

Follow up 

Flagged 

Additional reading material, per your request. 

Attached: 

1) 2 page summary put together today by Office of Fiscal Responsibility Staff, "KWA SUMMARY FOR 
GOVERNOR ... " 

2) Final Offer from DWSD, "KWA and City ofFlint.pdf' 
3) Letter from Ed Kurtz, declining DWSD offer, "Dillon KWA.PDF" 

And if you are really into reading more ... 

4) Office of Fiscal Responsibility Analysis of Sih1ation (from Febmary), "UPDATED FT JNT DWSD KWA 
ASSESSMENT ... " 

5) One pager from Tucker Young Jackson Tull (from March), "TYJT Recommendation ... " 

Finally, some comments from DEQ staff after the 4/15 offer from DWSD: 

Comment 1: 

From a capacity standpoint, supplying KWA is completely feasible under either proposal with no adverse impact to the rest of 
the DWSD supply network. The proposal lists KWAs contracted max day demand at 40.6 mgd, the design and rated capacity 
of the Lake Huron Plant is 400 mgd. The DWSD service area average and max day are about 650 and 950 mgd; the other four 
water plants combined have a rated capacity of over 1100 mgd. 

I don't know the details of the cost analysis other than what has been reported by DWSD. It is my understanding that over the 
30 year pay back period that full service water provided from DWSD would be more a lot more expensive than what KWA 
has projected if they separate. Several intermediate proposals of varying cost estimates have been presented without success. 
KWA was issued a permit last fall for constructing an intake (independent ofDWSDs) and I think the plan is to start 
construction as early as this fall. Then a treatment plant would be constructed to treat the water. Flint has a water plant that 
draws raw water from the Flint River, but the plan would be to purchase raw water from the KWA intake and treat at their 
plant, using the River as a backup source. KWA has estimated a project cost of $27 4 million, DWSD estimated the project 
cost at $375 million; but I don't know exactly what the scope of work was for those estimates so I'm not sure that it's an 
apples to apples comparison. 

Overall, besides the know impacts to DWSD for loss of revenue and increased cost to the rest of the system users to cover 
fixed cost, debt, etc., there could be other systems revisiting their proposals to separate. Grosse Ile and a few surrounding 
communities had looked into forming a water authority and building a plant to serve them; Grosse Pointe Park had submitted 
incomplete plans a few years back to build their own microfiltration plant. At one point, Grosse Pointe Shores was 



considering a study to see if they could re-work the Grosse Pointe Farms network to purchase water from them rather than 
DWSD through GP Woods. 

Comment 2: 

A response at this point may be moot as Flint and Genesee Co. already held a press conference yesterday rejecting the DWSD 
offer. 

It is also unclear whether DWSD provided its offer directly to Flint and Genesee Co. by the deadline in Treasurer Dillon's 
letter. However, Flint and Genesee Co. still took the offer under consideration. 

Our office concurs with both Flint and Genesee Co. that the offers provided by DWSD were incomplete. 

Of the two scenarios provided by DWSD it appeared that only Scenario 2 was listed as potentially being more cost 
effective. However, this scenario did not address the following: 

1. The DWSD scenarios are based on 40 MGD of service capacity. However, the KWA project is providing 60 MGD 
of initial capacity with potential expansion to 75 MGD in the future. Therefore, in order for a more direct 
comparison the DWSD scenario would need to increase capacity to 60 MGD, which would increase fixed rate 
commodity costs as well as the capital costs for the Huron Plant that DWSD was planning to allocate to Flint and 
Genesee Co., presumably by as much as 50%. 

2. DWSD proposals cover a 30 year period to 2042, but fail to recognize that after this period bond payments for the 
KWA project will be complete and result in a significant reduction in costs for the KWA option. 

3. While DWSD indicates that Flint and Genesee Co. would be given "broadened representation", it remains unclear 
exactly what this means in terms of actual control in the decision making process. 

4. This scenario continues to rely on a single transmission system and would require the City of Flint to maintain its 
WTP for emergency purposes and these costs do not appear to be included. In addition, use of the Flint WTP as an 
emergency backup would leave Genesee Co. without an adequate backup supply to meet their 30 year needs. 

Again, without DWSD providing the specific details of these proposals, it is difficult to provide a true comparative analysis, 
and as such Flint and Genesee Co. appear to be justified in their rejection of these proposals. 

Brom Stibitz 
Senior Policy Advisor 
Michigan Department of Treasury 
517-373-3223 
stibitzb@michigan.gov 
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RICK SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

Summary 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 
LANSING 

SUMMARY REPORT 

Brom Stibitz, Senior Policy Advisor; Department of Treasury 

Eric Cline. Unit Operations Specialist 

Flint Water System Summary 

April 18, 2013 

ANDY DILLON 
STATE TREASURER 

In November 2012 the Department of Treasury commissioned the firm of Tucker, Young, Jackson & Tull, Inc. 
(TYJT) to analyze options for the City of Flint to either remain a customer of the Detroit Water & Sewer 
Department (DWSD) or to join the Karegnondi Water Authority (KW A) in Genesee County. The purpose of this 
study was to provide objective analyses to the State Treasurer and Flint's Emergency Financial Manager (EFM) 
in order to secure future potable drinking water for the City. 

In December 2012, staff from TYJT met with representatives from the Department of Treasury and the City of 
Flint to provide a preliminary report on their findings. At this meeting, five options were presented: These 
options ranged from the Flint Water Plant providing 100% water, to 100% provision of untreated Lake Huron 
Water by KW A, to 100% provision of treated drinking water by DWSD, or provision of variable amounts of 
water from DWSD using a combination of blended DWSD water and Flint River water. 

From the presentation of the preliminary report in December 2012 to the submission of the final report by TYJT 
in January 2013, a number of developments made arriving at a final decision very difficult. 

• DWSD provided the City of Flint with at least two modified proposals to consider. 

• A debate ensued between TYJT and KW A's principal engineering firm regarding the others' conclusions 
and estimates for construction of the KW A pipeline. 

• The Flint EFM eliminated all options except the 100% DWSD option or joining KW A. 

In January 2013, the OFR provided a comprehensive report to the State Treasurer analyzing three questions: 1) 
The projected construction costs and why Treasury believed the projections provided by Flint/KW A were 
acceptable; 2) Identification of the construction contingencies; and 3) Identification of the options Flint will 
utilize in the event of a construction cost overrun or a delay in construction. At the end of this report, the OFR 
recommended to the State Treasurer that KW A presented the best future option for future potable water. The 
OFR also concluded that KW A appeared to be the cheaper option; the quality of water would improve; Genesee 
County appeared willing to assist the City in securing the financing for their portion of the project; the KW A 
project could signify the beginning of better collaboration between the City of Flint and Genesee County; and 
the KW A project had both political and popular support. 

P.O. BOX 30716 • LANSING, MICHIGAN 48909 
www.michigan.gov/treasury • (517) 373-3200 
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Between January and April, intense scrutiny of the various proposals was undertaken by Treasury and Flint 
officials. Treasury officials met with officials from Genesee County to gain a better understanding of the KW A 
project. In February 2013, Genesee County opened bids for construction of the Lake Huron intakes. This bid 
opening represented the first meaningful step toward commencing construction of the KW A system. The bid 
was $3-million less than projected. 

In March 2013, Treasury was notified that DWSD had contacted Flint to negotiate with the City to retain them 
as a customer. On April 12, 2013, the State Treasurer authorized the Flint EFM to join KWA, pending review of 
any final offer from DWSD. A final offer was received from DWSD on April 15, 2013. 

DWSD's final offer provided two options. The first option was for a "supply only" rate schedule. Only water 
treatment costs would be recovered and DWDS would absorb all other delivery costs. Capital and operating 
revenue charges would be calculated based upon KW A's usage relative to the entire demand upon DWSD's 
Lake Huron WTP. KW A would also have the ability to construct and own its own transmission lines. 

The second option was a "full service" rate option. DWSD would provide all production and transmission 
services. Transmission rates would be calculated only on those costs necessary to supply KW A and no 
additional transmission rates would be charged. Capital and operating revenue charges would be calculated 
based upon KW A's usage relative to the entire demand upon the Lake Huron WTP. 

Independent analyses of DWSD' s final offer by the OFR, the Flint EFM, and the Department of Environmental 
Quality (DEQ) generally reached the same conclusions: 

• DWSD's offer was a framework subject to negotiations and was not a firm offer. 

• The off er provided by DWSD was incomplete. 

• DWSD's offer did not include a guaranteed rate beyond year one, nor did it limit maximum annual 
rate increases. 

• The DWSD scenarios were based on 40 MGD of service capacity. However, the KWA project provides 60 
MGD of initial capacity with potential expansion to 75 MGD. 

• DWSD indicates that Flint/ Genesee County would be given "broadened representation," it is unclear 
exactly what this means in terms of actual control in the decision making processes. 

• The DWSD off er relies on a single transmission system and would require the City of Flint to maintain its 
WTP for emergency purposes. In addition, it would leave Genesee County without an adequate backup 
supply to meet their needs. 

• DWSD's offer included an attachment that listed the rank-ordered options (from cheapest to most 
expensive). DWSD Scenario 2 is listed as the least expensive option (but it is unclear how the total cost of 
this option was arrived at). DWSD Scenario 1 was not listed. 

• DWSD provided a summary table of their unit costs but how these figures are arrived at was not clear, so 
analysis proved difficult. 

Without specific details from DWSD on this proposal, a true comparative analysis is difficult to provide. As 
such the Flint EFM rejected the DWSD proposal and agreed to join KW A. 

If further information on this issue is needed, please let me know. 

Copy: Roger Fraser, Deputy State Treasurer; Bureau of Local Government Services 
Edward Koryzno, Administrator; Office of Fiscal Responsibility 
Randall Byrne, State Administrative Manager; Office of Fiscal Responsibility 

S:\OFR\Cities\City ofFlint\KWA Water Authority\KWA SUMMARY FOR GOVERNOR.Version I.04-18-13.doc 



CITY OF DETROIT 

WATER AND SEWERAGE DEPARTMENT 

OrncE OF THE DIRECTOR 

Karengondi Water Authority 
4160 Beecher Rd. 
Flint, Michigan 48532-2617 

Ed Kurtz, Emergency Manager 
City of Flint 
1101 South Saginaw Street 
Flint, Michigan 

Gentlemen: 

April 15, 2013 

735 RANDOLPH STREET 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48226 
WWW.DETROIT Ml .GOV 

Over the last several months, governed by a process laid out by the State of Michigan, the 
Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD) has proposed a number of alternatives 
for long term water supply to the City of Flint. Each alternative was offered in the spirit 
of working in earnest to address the needs, priorities and concerns of the City of Flint and 
each provided an immediate cost reduction when compared to the current costs of water 
purchased from DWSD. In the final analysis conducted by Flint, these proposals did not 
overcome the desire for the Flint/Genesee region to be served by the same system and to 
have a voice in the future decisions governing the provision of water to this region. 

Many of the proposals DWSD has made to Flint during this period are applicable to 
Flint/Genesee County or KWA with adjustments to demand and use requirements and 
would provide similar overall benefit. These options remain available for further 
discussion should the parties' desire. These prior proposals are included in summary 
form in Attachment 1 as an expanded table 6-1 from the February 2013 State of Michigan 
Contract No. 271N3200089, City of Flint Water Supply Assessment, submitted by 
Tucker, Young, Jackson, Tull, Inc. For comparison purposes only, DWSD's new 
proposal (Flint's 30% allocated share) is inserted. 

The proposal scenarios outlined today offer a public/public partnership with options 
tailored to Flint/Genesee County or KW As interests. For ease of writing, the remainder of 
this memo will present this proposal to KW A. Two basic scenarios are presented for 
consideration, both of which contemplate that KWA would enter a multi-year contract. 
Service commitments and usage definitions would be negotiated in the same manner as 
employed that have resulted in new contracts for other customers. 

In brief, the proposal provides a unique opportunity to reserve capacity at DWSD's Lake 
Huron Water Treatment Plant and to participate in decision making for.facility operation 
and capital investment through a joint operating committee. The proposal envisions that 
KWA would enter into a 30-year contract to purchase treated water directly onsite at 
DWSD's Lake Huron Water Treatment Plant. 

1 



In Scenario 1 the purchased water can either be pressurized or unpressurized. This first 
scenario results in a "supply only" rate schedule, with a "standby delivery" component to 
provide for emergency service at the existing Baxter I Potter connection. This scenario 
provides KWA the ability to construct new transmission owned and operated by KW A. 

Scenario 2 maintains the public/public partnership concept and extends it to transmission 
facilities through which the Lake Huron Water Treatment Plant provides water. This 
scenario results in a "full service" rate schedule. The standby delivery component is 
eliminated, since the rate structure to KW A includes costs associated with the 
transmission system between the Lake Huron Water Plant and the Baxter I Potter 
connection. 

DWSD proposes a modified rate schedule for the customers currently served through the 
contract with the City of Flint, which includes Flint and Genesee County. This modified 
schedule is intended to facilitate negotiations for a new water service agreement with the 
Karegnondi . Water Authority (KWA). The scenarios presented herein represent the 
innovative thinking that DWSD and its new leadership are bringing to the table. Our goal 
is to provide the lowest cost water solution for the KWA service area. 

The potential rate structures are introduced in summary form herein, with preliminary 
calculations using the proposed rate structures with FY 2013-14 as a baseline. These 
calculations and the accompanying discussion are based on the assumptions regarding 
contract terms that approximate recent discussions amongst the parties. 

The proposal introduces the concepts, but does not definitively present a11 of the specifics, 
appreciating that such specifics are best addressed through negotiations designed to 
produce a new contractual agreement satisfactory to all parties. 

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank] 
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Scenario 1-Lake Huron Direct Supply Purchase: 
• KWA enters into a long term partnering arrangement with DWSD to purchase all of its 

primary water supply directly at the DWSD Lake Huron water treatment plant. 
• Supply rate schedule is designed to recover only water treatment revenue requirements. 

This rate schedule does not contain any delivery costs (pumping, transmission, storage, 
etc.). 

• Supply rate schedule is computed based on specific costs associated with the Lake Huron 
Plant. No other DWSD revenue requirements, including those associated with other 
DWSD water plants, are included in the rate to KWA. 

• Revenue requirements are separated into capital recovery and operation and maintenance 
expense elements. Baseline revenue requirement data (including operating budget, rate of 
return, depreciation assumptions, etc.) are identical to those developed for all other 
wholesale customers. 

• KW A is allocated Lake Huron Plant capital revenue requirements based on the 
proportion of their contracted max day demand (assumed in these calculations at 40.6 
mgd) relative to the total capacity at the Lake Huron Plant ( 400 mgd). The resulting 
revenue requirements are recovered through a fixed monthly charge. 

• K WA is allocated Lake Huron Plant operating revenue requirements based on the 
proportion of their contracted average daily usage (assumed in these calculations at 24 
mgd) relative to the total average daily usage at the Lake Huron Plant (assumed at 125 
mgd in these calculations). 

• Calculations are conducted for two alternatives. Purchase of pressurized water (after 
high lift pumping) and unpressurized water (KWA takes directly from clearwell.) 

• Contract includes an arrangement for emergency service at the existing Baxter I Potter 
connection, and computes a standby charge related to such service. 

• The standby charge is computed in the manner set for the by the American Water Works 
Association {A WWA) in its Manual of Water Supply Practices Ml - "Principles of Water 
Rates, Fees, and Charges" Manual Ml. 

o KWA is allocated one day's worth of transmission related capital revenue 
requirements. 

Scenario 2 - "Full Service" Lake Huron System 
• Same as the "pressurized" option in Scenario l, except that concept is extended to the 

pumping, storage, and transmission facilities directly served by the Lake Huron Plant 
• Transmission rate schedule is computed based on specific costs associated with these 

facilities. No other DWSD revenue requirements, including those associated with other 
DWSD transmission mains, etc, are included in the rate to KWA. 

• Revenue requirements are separated into capital recovery and operation and maintenance 
expense elements. Baseline revenue requirement data (including operating budget, rate of 
return, depreciation assumptions, etc.) are identical to those developed for all other 
wholesale customers. 

• KW A is allocated Lake Huron "transmission system" capital revenue requirements based 
on the proportion of their contracted max day demand (assumed in these calculations at 
40.6 mgd) relative to the total capacity at the Lake Huron Plant (400 mgd). The resulting 
revenue requirements are recovered through a fixed monthly charge. 
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• K WA is allocated Lake Huron "transmission system" operating revenue requirements 
based on the proportion of their contracted average daily usage (assumed in these 
calculations at 24 mgd) relative to the total average daily usage at the Lake Huron Plant 
(assumed at 125 mgd in these calculations). 

• Standby charge is eliminated. 

The resulting potential proposed rate structures under both Scenarios are summarized 
below. 

Potential Proposed DWSD Water Rate to KWA 
Lake Huron Direct Scenario 

.___1_-_S_u..._PP._1 ..... Y_R_a_te .... @......_L_H_P_I_an_t___,! 2 - Full Service 
Unpressurized Pressurized Wholesale Rate 

Supply Rate 
Fixed Monthly Capital Charge - $ 219,900 316,600 503,200 
Commodity Rate - $/Mcf 2.60 4.16 5.31 
Average Unit Cost - $/Mcf 4.85 7.40 10.46 

Monthly Standby Charge 167,500 110,300 0 

Total Monthly Charge 387,400 426,900 503,200 

Total Average Unit Cost - $/Mcf 6.57 8.53 10.46 

The direct comparison over the period 2013-2042 is demonstrated in Attachment 2. 

As KWA considers this proposal, I offer the following observations for consideration: 

• The Public Partnership requires the least near term capital investment and 
preserves the economy of scale associated with operation of a large regional 
system resulting in an immediate reduction in the cost of water supply for 
Flint/Genesee, making the identified and necessary near term investment in local 
water infrastructure more feasible. 

• The Public Partnership provides the opportunity to optimize service level and 
efficiency through collaborative asset management decision making. 

• The Public Partnership provides representation for critical decision making 
consistent with DWSD newly demonstrated interest in engaging our customers in 
critical decisions impacting them. This formalizes that interest in contractual 
terms. 

• The Public Partnership reduces the risks identified with a 'go alone' solution, 
including further declines in use/sales (see graph), project cost overruns or 
schedule delays and other unforeseen costs inherent in starting a new venture. 
See Attachment 3 

• The DWSD Board of Commissioners has previously approved sale of raw water 
from the Lake Huron facilities for raw water end use. We remain open to further 
discussion about the raw water capacity needs and stand ready to provide an 
affordable commodity option. 
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Attachment 1 

DWSD Water Supply Costs Estimates to Flint 

Water 
Supply 

Costs($) 
through 

Option 2042 
DWSD 4/15/2013 Scenario 2 587,990,650 
DWSD 8 MGD Max Day@ Imlay 634,795,488 
KWA (10/31/12 No Overruns, As Provided)* 649,775,166 
DWSD 8 MGD Max Day@ Baxter I Potter 672,671,705 
KWA-1 (10/31/12 No Overruns with Financing 
Costs) 707,279,715 
DWSD 12 MGD Max Day@ Imlay 725,576,803 
DWSD 12 MGD Max Day@ Baxter I Potter 762,110,308 
KWA-2 (Treasury Estimate) 766,784,313 
DWSD 12 mgd Twin Line Proposal I No 
blending 818,092,150 
DWSD 18 MGD Max Day@ Baxter I Potter 821,226,268 

Italicized Options as presented in TY JT Report 

DWSD Water Supply Costs Estimates to Flint I GCDC 
$ millions 

Option 
DWSD 4/15/2013 Scenario 2 
Estimate of KW A 

All Water 

Costs($) 
through 

2042 
3,282.00 
4,090.06 

Ranking 
by 

Cost 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 

Ranking 
by 

Cost 
1 
2 
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Andy Dillon 
State Treasurer 
P. 0, Box 30116 
Lansing; Ml 48909 

Dear Treasurer DHfort 

CITY OF FLINT 
OFFICE OF EivH3R£H2NCY _fvIA:NAGJtR. 

EPWARD J .. J{IJRTZ. 

flint, QEme~e CoLmty arn:f KWAreceived an eight p~ge fetterfro.m Detroif'Nater ~nd 
sewerage Depa:rtment{DWSD}offeting~ frarn~work for$ !bng-t(?rrn agreernentwith 
our region, Two scenarios were presented; 

Speni?Jip 1; Wat~r from the Lal<e fiµron Piant 

This offorwas dismissed frnrnediate!y because fi':Hnt wou!dstm pe. r$$ponsibte for their 
shareofthe KVVAwater pipeline delivery system e:stlrnated to be.$79 mi!liort. In 
addition F!Int wqtdd not be able to aper.ate. the Fiinf \Nater Plant in which we have 
inve$Jed over $40 -minion per MDf2Q marn:late~ over the past ten years. Finally:, 

~!ri~:hy::!~ fs~!f~~: !!~it~~,~not:~es::;;:gt~r;:~ ;:,t;;,st projecllor1 tor 
$Cenarlo2: "Fttff S~rvice1

; Water Supply 

This offer\'V?s also rejected. DWSD wot1!d supply \¥ater to Flint/Genesee the ~arne \l\lay 
they currently are· today_ Theywou!d .change• the metnoo·. ofoa!cuta:Hng our hi!L The 
offerw'Ou!d•providea $i ,OU per ccfred.uctronon·our usage for the first year, providing a 
$0ye$r coniracfi~. ~ignect · · ·· · 

After review of the offer, F!inttGenesee fo:1$ the following qohterns: 

CityH$.H 
1Jo1 s. fai@t1;;tw street~ ftin:t, Michigan 4&5Q2 

Sl (Jc-76{i~7346 . FA.X: SJQ~ 766~7218: ViW'<'1 &ityoffilnb'xm1 



Andy Dillon, State Treasurer 
April 16, 2013 
Page2 

1. DWSD's offer is a framework subject to negotiations and is not a firm offer. 

2. DWSD's offer is based on 40.6 mgd, the KWA plan is based on 60 mgd. 
Flint/Genesee last summer hit the peak of 40.6 mgd and this DWSD offer 
provides no room for growth. Growth would result in penalties or added cost. 

3. DWSD's offer does not include a guaranteed rate for years two through thirty, nor 
does it provide a maximum annual increase. 

4. DWSD's offer does not provide a redundant supply for GCDC. 

5. DWSD's offer does not allow for the use of Flint's existing water plant. 

6. The offer indicates that the total cost to Flint over the life of the contract would be 
$587,990,665. No indication of what annual rate of increase was used in this 
projection. Flint can only assume it is 4.4% based on the Tucker Young report. It 
is also based on 40.6 mgds. KWA's proposal is for $649,775,166 based on 
60mgds (33% more). Based on 60 mgds DWSD's proposal would be 
$868,950,738. 

On a final note, Flint/Genesee has great concern over the accuracy of the figures 
provided by DWSD. Attachment 1 indicates that our joint annual cost to DWSD is $50 
million; actual cost is less than $25 million. Attachment 2 indicates $800 million in 
savings over the next 30 years. That is greater than the total cost we would pay DWSD. 

Therefore, I will sign the resolution to join K.WA at the close of business today. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Manager 
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RICK SNYDER 
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TO: 
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SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 
LANSING 

ANALYSIS REPORT 

Edward Koryzno, Administrator; Office of Fiscal Responsibility 

Eric Cline. Unit Operations Specialist 

Updated Flint Water System Status Assessment 

February 21, 2013 

Analysis Summary 

ANDY DILLON 
STATE TREASURER 

On November 26, 2012, the Department of Treasury commissioned the firm of Tucker, Young, Jackson 
& Tull, Inc. (TYJT) to analyze options for the City of Flint to either remain a customer of the Detroit 
Water & Sewer Department (DWSD) or to join the Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) in Genesee 
County. The overarching purpose of this study was to provide objective analyses to the State Treasurer 
and to Flint's Emergency Financial Manager (EFM) in order to secure potable drinking water for the City 
for the foreseeable future. The Office of Fiscal Responsibility (OFR) has been the lead office representing 
Treasury in this project. 

On January 14, 2013, the State Treasurer requested responses to three questions: 1) Show the different, 
projected construction costs provided by TYJT and by the City of Flint/KW A. If these costs are different, 
explain why Treasury believes that the projects provided by Flint/KW A are acceptable; 2) identify the 
construction contingencies included in the TYJT and Flint/KW A projections; and 3) identify the options 
Flint will utilize in the event of a construction cost overrun or a delay in construction by KW A. 

This has been a very difficult project to analyze because of the number of proposals to consider, 
differences of opinion about the conclusions of various engineering analyses that have been conducted, 
the fact that the analyses are comparing an existing, operational water system with one that has not yet 
been designed, and conditions within the City of Flint that make it difficult to assess their true water 
needs. 

However, despite these difficulties, I believe that KW A presents the best future option to provide potable 
water for the City of Flint in the future. Long-term, KW A appears to be the cheaper option; the quality of 
water will almost certainly improve; Genesee County appears willing to assist the City in securing the 
financial resources for their portion of the project; this project could signify the beginning of better 
collaboration between the City of Flint and Genesee County; the KW A project has both political and 
popular support. 

The following details how this recommendation was arrived at: 

P.O. BOX 30716 • LANSING, MICHIGAN 48909 
www.michigan.gov/treasury • (517) 373-3200 
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Background: 

On December 21, 2012, staff from TYJT met with representatives from the Department of Treasury and 
the City of Flint to provide a preliminary report on their findings. At this meeting, TYJT outlined 5 
options that they had analyzed. These options were: 1) 100% water provision by the City of Flint Water 
Plant from its water source of the Flint River; 2) 100% provision of untreated Lake Huron Water by 
KWA (which would require treatment by the Flint Water Plant); 3) Effective 100% provision of treated 
drinking water by DWSD; 4) Provision of variable amounts of water from DWSD through the existing 
Potter & Baxter master meter (this option called for Flint to treat and blend river water into DWSD water 
in order to reach their daily needs); and 5) Provision of variable amounts of water from DWSD through 
the 72" Imlay City main (this option also called for Flint to treat and blend river water into DWSD water 
in order to reach their daily needs). Each of the blending options looked at Flint purchasing 4, 8, or 12 
Million Gallons per Day (MGD) from DWSD and blending the balance in river water to achieve their 
maximum daily water needs of 18 MGD. The Imlay City option also provided for DWSD to sell the 72" 
main to the City of Flint, which would then become the operational and maintenance responsibility of 
Flint. 

From the presentation of the preliminary report on December 21 to the submission of the final report to 
the State by TYJT on January 29, 2013, a number of developments occurred that made analysis and 
arriving at a final decision very difficult. They were: 

• DWSD provided the City of Flint with at least two modified proposals to consider. 

• TYJT and Rowe Professional Services Company (Rowe), the principal engineering firm for KW A 
(and Genesee County and the City of Flint), began disputing the others' conclusions and estimates 
regarding the construction of the KW A pipeline. 

• The Flint EFM also disputed several of TYJT's conclusions. At a January 10, 2013, meeting with 
Treasury, the EFM also eliminated the 100% Water Plant option, using the Flint River as a 100% 
water source (which was cheapest option, as determined by TYJT). 

• At a January 10, 2013 meeting, Flint officials eliminated all of the DWSD Imlay City options (which 
were the cheapest DWSD options) over concerns of owning and maintaining the 72" water main. 
They also eliminated consideration of any of the blending options originally proposed to DWSD, in 
part over concerns of added costs to soften the water. This effectively left the only options remaining 
under consideration by Flint to be the 100% DWSD option (which TYJT estimated to be more 
expensive than either of the KWA cost options) or joining KW A. 

I believe that TYJT' s analysis was hampered by the very short timeframe in which they attempted to 
conduct this analysis; which, may have led to be being more conservative in some of their estimates. I 
believe that some of the comparable systems used in their analysis may not have been the best options but 
given that KWA is still in the design phase, may represent the best selection of comparable. I also believe, 
for whatever reasons, that all of the information (from both DWSD and KW A) TYJT needed to 
effectively analyze these options was not provided to them. 

Projected Construction Costs: 

Based upon the provided construction estimates, TYJT estimates the KWA construction costs at $357.6-
million. KW A estimates construction costs at $272.4-million. TYJT states in their final report that they 
received "limited information" from KWA, which might have resulted in more conservative estimates. 

The primary differences between the two estimates center around 1) the cost of constructing the pumping 
stations; 2) land acquisition costs; 3) contingency costs (discussed below); 4) the provision of 
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construction management services; 5) design costs; and 6) redundant power at the pumping stations. Cost 
estimates were reasonably similar by both firms in other areas except for those noted above. 

The cost of constructing the pumping stations is the biggest difference between the two estimates ($24.6-
million vs. $54.5-million). TYJT stated that they believe KW A had not designed the pumping stations to 
the point where more accurate numbers could be achieved. TYJT also stated that their estimates were 
based on construction costs for a similar project in SE Michigan. KW A maintains that construction costs 
in Genesee County are much lower than in SE Michigan and that they have extensive experience in 
construction projects that will help keep costs in-line. KW A has also stated that the construction of the 
transmission pipeline will be done by multiple contractors in order to save time and allow more Michigan 
contractors to bid on the project. 

TYJT added $1.2-million to their estimates for land and easement acquisition. KW A has stated that they 
have already secured nearly all of the land and easement accesses needed for this project. It is likely that 
TYJT was unaware of this when they developed their estimates. 

TYJT also added 5% ($14.4-million) to their estimated base cost for construction management services. 
TYJT has stated that KW A has not taken these costs into account. KW A maintains that they have 
accounted for them and these costs will not be that high. 

Nearly $18-million was added to TYJT's estimates for design costs and legal work for the design of both 
the pumping stations and the transmission pipeline. KW A maintains that they have accounted for these 
expenses. 

TYJT also included $1.3-million in new costs for standby power at the pumping stations. KW A has made 
no provisions for redundant power at the pumping facilities. TYJT included the provision of redundant 
power in their estimates and notes that this is an industry standard. KW A officials have stated that the 
new water plant will have redundant power but that the pumping stations will not. The stated reasons for 
not including redundant power were cost containment, that Flint can use the Flint River as a backup water 
supply in the event of an extended power outage and that the KWA systems' water storage capacity will 
allow for 7 days of reserve supply. KW A has also stated that they will look at installing standby power 
later but can utilize portable generators at the pumping stations, if necessary. 

If the additional costs are not included, then the TYJT and the KWA estimates are within 5% of each 
other. This may/may not be acceptable differences, but I believe the only way to verify the accuracy of 
either estimate would be to utilize a third engineering firm to independently review both TYJT and 
KW A's estimates. 

Project Contingency: 

Construction contingency costs, also known as Engineering, Land, Administration, and Contingency costs 
(ELAC) are summarized in an attached chart developed by Rowe for the City of Flint. KW A/Rowe 
estimates total construction at $272.4-million, with $53.2-million (25%) for ELAC contingencies. County 
Water and Sewer Administrator John O'Brien clarified at a January 28, 2013 meeting that there is a 15% 
contingency for unforeseen issues and 10% "extra." TYJT estimates total construction at $357.6-million, 
with $107.3-million (30%) for ELAC contingencies. 

TYJT stated that they believe that 25% ELAC for a project of this scope that is (at the time of the final 
report) less than 15% designed is insufficient; hence the more conservative estimate. The 5% difference in 
ELAC costs adds nearly $40-million to the TYJT estimate. 
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Construction Cost Overrun/Construction Delay Options: 

The OFR is not aware of any contingency plans developed by either KW A or the City of Flint to address 
construction cost overruns or significant construction delays. The final TYJT Water Supply Assessment 
Report does reference an October 31, 2012 letter from KWA to EFM Kurtz in which KWA anticipates a 
"worse-case scenario" of a 15% cost overrun and a one-year operational delay. KWA projects, under this 
scenario, that water from DWSD would be cheaper than KWA until 2020 as opposed to 2016; reducing 
projected cumulative savings from $19-million to $3.9-million by Year 8 (2020). 

County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright stated at a January 28 meeting that, if necessary, KWA has the 
authority to borrow more funds to complete the project in the event that delays or cost overruns 
necessitate the borrowing of more funds. However, Mr. O'Brien also stated that the January 28 meeting 
that KW A expects to purchase insurance policies to insure against delays to the project. It has been 
suggested that a one-year delay in completion could increase project costs by as much as $20-million. 
Further discussion with Mr. O'Brien reveals that KWA is looking into purchasing a "wrap-around" policy 
against construction delays and a builders' risk policy; the costs of which are still being determined by 
KW A. Drain Commission Wright also indicated at the January 28 meeting that if construction bids come
in significantly higher than estimated that KW A will likely reassess its approach to this project. 

Conclusions: 

It is likely that TYJT's estimates are overly conservative. Their own analysis concludes that KWA's 
projections are cheaper than their estimate of the KWA project. Even with a 15% cost overrun and a one
year delay (Worst-case scenario), KW A's estimate is still lower than TYJT. All estimates for KWA are 
cheaper than the 100% DWSD option (all other DWSD options were eliminated from consideration by 
the EFM). 

That is not to say that the KW A estimates are without fault. KW A is a new venture and the "unknowns" 
exist at the initial phases of the project. KW A has the potential to be the cheaper, long-term cost for the 
City of Flint after the bond debt for construction is retired. Significant construction delays and/or cost 
overruns could greatly add to the cost of this project, which could add to the financial burden on Flint. 

Realistically, the true cost for this project will likely be in the middle of the two estimates. The bids for 
construction of the KWA lake water intake will be opened on February 26, 2013, with the expectation of 
presenting a recommendation for bid award on March 20. Comparison of the bids and the estimates for 
intake construction could be an indicator of the more valid estimate. 

There are also some additional factors that are outside of the three questions asked by the State Treasurer 
that influence a final recommendation on this project. The first is DWSD. DWSD is a "known" entity and 
the system is already in-place and in operation. DWSD may also be the cheaper option in the short term. 
However, selecting DWSD requires a 30-year commitment and the unknown aspect of future rate 
increases is very concerning to Flint officials. EFM Kurtz has stated that the City has experienced rate 
volatility over the history of its relationship with DWSD. According to the EFM, the average historical 
annual rate increase for the City is 6.7%, but over the past 10-years the average annual rate increase has 
been 10.5%. 

All estimates show KW A being cheaper to Flint than DWSD after capital costs are retired. There also 
appears to be considerable local resistance to continuing a relationship with DWSD. 

The upfront costs and the premium water charges assessed by DWSD while KW A is being constructed 
are of great concern to City officials. Flint officials have indicated that approximately $3.5-million in 
capital upgrades is needed for the Water Plant if the KWA option is selected. However, at a January 28, 
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2013 meeting, County Drain Commissioner Wright indicated that Genesee County will permit Flint to 
participate in its revenue bond sale for KW A for Flint's 30% share of capacity in the KW A System and 
for plant upgrades. Given Flint's current financial situation, were this participation to occur, it will be a 
positive development for the City because it is likely Flint would have a very difficult time issuing bonds 
on the strength of its own credit rating. The Drain Commissioner also indicated a willingness to discuss 
how KW A might mitigate the $5- to $6-million cost of the "premium" rate that would be charged to the 
City of Flint by DWSD for the City to purchase water while KW A was being constructed. 

On February 4, 2013, a proposal was received from EFM Kurtz that outlined a two-phased approach to 
resolve the cost of this premium charge. First, the City will transfer six miles of 72" water main owned by 
the City that extends into Genesee County in lieu of the $2.3-million up-front payment the City would 
have to make for construction of the KW A system. The second phase involves KW A entering into 
negotiations with DWSD to purchase their 72" water main that runs from Imlay City to Genesee County 
and agreeing to purchase water from DWSD for redundant purposes in-exchange for DWSD eliminating 
the 15% premium rate to Flint during the three-year KWA construction period. 

Recommendation: 

A recommendation is being made to support the City of Flint joining KW A. Given, the conservatism of 
TYJT' s estimates and the fact that all KW A estimates are cheaper than the 100% DWSD option, KW A 
appears to be the logical choice. EFM Kurtz has stated that he believes the KW A option is the cheaper 
alternative over time. There appears to be public support for the KWA project and EFM Kurtz has also 
stated that he believes that the Flint Mayor and City Council will support the KW A Project. 

Also, the potential inclusion of Flint in the issuance of revenue bonds by Genesee County and the 
potential for KW A to assist the City in mitigating some of the DWSD premium charges could greatly 
reduce Flint's financial concerns. 

There also appears to be good cooperation between City and County officials in discussing this project 
and this level of engagement and dialogue between city and county officials because of this project could 
continue to grow and lead to additional areas of cooperation and collaboration. 

If further analysis on this issue is needed, please let me know. 

Copy: Randall Byrne, State Administrative Manager; Office of Fiscal Responsibility 

Attachment 

S:\OFR\Cities\City ofFlint\KWA Water Authority\UPDAIBD FLINT DWSD KWA ASSESSMENT.Version VIII.02-21-13.doc 



STATE OF MICHIGAN CONTRACT NO. 271N3200089 

CITY OF FLINT WATER SUPPLY ASSESSMENT 

At the request of the Treasurer, Tucker, Young, Jackson, Tull, Inc. (TYJT) makes the following recommendation to the 

Department of Treasury concerning Flint's water supply alternatives. Based on the financial analysis performed of the 

various options presented by DWSD to continue treated water service to Flint compared to Flint being supplied by the 

new KWA untreated water system, TYJT believes that several of the options presented by DWSD are lower in cost 

currently and over the long run than the one offered by KWA. TYJT also believes that DWSD's most recent offer 

(subsequent to the submittal of our report) to build a smaller parallel water main from Imlay to Flint, funded by the 

entire DWSD base of customers, is the best solution offering the least cost alternative and the required redundancy by 

MDEQ. 

Furthermore, since a majority of the KWA system has not been designed and none of the system has been constructed, 

there is an additional risk that the cost of the KWA system may actually be higher than estimated due to potential 

construction delays and unforeseen conditions. This risk to Flint could be substantial since the city is responsible for 30 

percent of the KWA design and construction costs while still having to purchase water from DWSD during the 

construction period. 

Finally, there are other issues that were identified in our report that may result in risks to Flint if it were to join KWA that 

should be considered by the Treasury in determining how Flint's potable water should be supplied. These issues are 

related to redundancy and reliability, other items affecting cost, and Flint's desire to control its own destiny related to its 

water supply. These are described further below. 

• DWSD's supply to Flint is via a 72-inch water main from Imlay City. This main also supplies Imlay City, Mayfield and 

the Greater Lapeer County Utilities Authority (GLCUA). The volume of water contained within the 72-inch main is 

approximately 30 million gallons. If Genesee and Flint move to KWA then the three remaining communities' 

consumption would most likely not be large enough to maintain fresh water in DWSD's pipeline (due to loss of 

chlorine residual). DWSD may consider shutting down the 72-inch line completely due to the water quality 

concerns, which would then create an additional burden for Imlay, Mayfield and GLCUA to finance treated water 

supplies. 

• The KWA supply option is counter to the Treasury's Competitive Grant Assistance Program (Formerly EVIP Grant). 

This program has been put in place to allow for communities to consolidate their services and save money. Two 

existing customers of DWSD (Flint and Genesee County) along with the potential of others customers (GLCUA, 

Mayfield, Imlay City) separating from another water system is in contradiction to the program. 

• There is a concern over the ability of smaller systems (KWA) over larger systems (DWSD) to pay for future unfunded 

mandates and regulations. Obviously, identifying regulation requirements over 30 years is hard to determine. 

However, it is widely accepted that a large system has greater ability to respond to unfunded mandates because the 

cost can be distributed over a large customer base. 

• Although Flint will be responsible for 30 percent of the construction cost, they will only have a minority vote on the 

KWA board. Furthermore, there are other communities (Lapeer County, the City of Lapeer, and Sanilac County) that 

sit on the board and vote. However, they are not purchasing water nor contributing to the construction costs. Their 

position on the KWA Board will not provide them an ability to "control their own destiny," as they have stated to the 

Treasury. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Dennis Muchmore 

----- Forwarded Message -----

Dennis Muchmore <••••••••••••> 
Saturday, April 20, 2013 7:03 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Fw: Fwd: KWA and City of Flint 

KWA and City of Flint.pdf; ATTOOOOl.htm 

From: "Dillon, Andy (Treasury)" <DillonA2@mic!1iqan.qov> 
To: "Wyant, Dan (DEQ)" <VvyantD@.michigan.gov>; Dennis Muchmore >; "Roberts, 
John (GOV)" <roberlsi9@rnichigan.gov> 
Cc: "Stibitz, Brom (Treasury)" <StibitzB@michigan.gov>; "Saxton, Thomas (Treasury)" <SaxtonT@michigan.gov> 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 7:55 PM 
Subject: Fwd: KWA and City of Flint 

FYI 

Dan, any thoughts re the attached? 

We gave dwsd until today to put best offer on table. Flint is to get back to us tmrw. I want to make sure their 
expected rejection is made in good faith. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Debra Ragland" <dJi'J,_gl.0cml@dwf?~LQrg<mailto: drn_gfau1~1.(i'j2~1wf?~LQrg> > 
To: "ekurtz@kityofflint.corn<mailto:ekurtz{f1>citvofflint.com>" 
<ekurtz@cityoff1 int _corn<mailto:ekurtz@cityofflint _corn>> 
Cc: "iwright@co. genesee. mi. us<mailto: hvright(~co. genesee mi. us>" 
<jwright(ff).co.genesee.rni.us<mailto:jvvrighVa>co.genesee.mi.us>>, "Dillon, Andy (Treasury)" 
<DillonA2(a;rnichigan._gov<mailto:DillonA21g;michigan.gov>>, "James Fausone" 
<fausone@d,vsd.org<mailto: fuusone(iz)dwsd. org> >, "orrk(Zz).detroitmi. gov<mailto: orrkl~detroitrni. gov>" 
<rn:rk(q)~h~tr:QiJ.mi,gQy<mailto:Qxik@.d_;,'JUc)1tJnLgQy> >, "Sue McCormick" 
<rnccormick(a;dwsd. org<mailto:mccormick@.:hvsd. org> > 
Subject: KWA and City of Flint 

Please see attached on behalf of Sue F. McCormick 

Faxed copy forwarded to Mayor Dayne Walling and Jeff Wright. 
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CITY OF DETROIT 

WATER AND SEWERAGE DEPARTMENT 

OrncE OF THE DIRECTOR 

Karengondi Water Authority 
4160 Beecher Rd. 
Flint, Michigan 48532-2617 

Ed Kurtz, Emergency Manager 
City of Flint 
1101 South Saginaw Street 
Flint, Michigan 

Gentlemen: 

April 15, 2013 

735 RANDOLPH STREET 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48226 
WWW.DETROIT Ml .GOV 

Over the last several months, governed by a process laid out by the State of Michigan, the 
Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD) has proposed a number of alternatives 
for long term water supply to the City of Flint. Each alternative was offered in the spirit 
of working in earnest to address the needs, priorities and concerns of the City of Flint and 
each provided an immediate cost reduction when compared to the current costs of water 
purchased from DWSD. In the final analysis conducted by Flint, these proposals did not 
overcome the desire for the Flint/Genesee region to be served by the same system and to 
have a voice in the future decisions governing the provision of water to this region. 

Many of the proposals DWSD has made to Flint during this period are applicable to 
Flint/Genesee County or KWA with adjustments to demand and use requirements and 
would provide similar overall benefit. These options remain available for further 
discussion should the parties' desire. These prior proposals are included in summary 
form in Attachment 1 as an expanded table 6-1 from the February 2013 State of Michigan 
Contract No. 271N3200089, City of Flint Water Supply Assessment, submitted by 
Tucker, Young, Jackson, Tull, Inc. For comparison purposes only, DWSD's new 
proposal (Flint's 30% allocated share) is inserted. 

The proposal scenarios outlined today offer a public/public partnership with options 
tailored to Flint/Genesee County or KW As interests. For ease of writing, the remainder of 
this memo will present this proposal to KW A. Two basic scenarios are presented for 
consideration, both of which contemplate that KWA would enter a multi-year contract. 
Service commitments and usage definitions would be negotiated in the same manner as 
employed that have resulted in new contracts for other customers. 

In brief, the proposal provides a unique opportunity to reserve capacity at DWSD's Lake 
Huron Water Treatment Plant and to participate in decision making for.facility operation 
and capital investment through a joint operating committee. The proposal envisions that 
KWA would enter into a 30-year contract to purchase treated water directly onsite at 
DWSD's Lake Huron Water Treatment Plant. 

1 



In Scenario 1 the purchased water can either be pressurized or unpressurized. This first 
scenario results in a "supply only" rate schedule, with a "standby delivery" component to 
provide for emergency service at the existing Baxter I Potter connection. This scenario 
provides KWA the ability to construct new transmission owned and operated by KW A. 

Scenario 2 maintains the public/public partnership concept and extends it to transmission 
facilities through which the Lake Huron Water Treatment Plant provides water. This 
scenario results in a "full service" rate schedule. The standby delivery component is 
eliminated, since the rate structure to KW A includes costs associated with the 
transmission system between the Lake Huron Water Plant and the Baxter I Potter 
connection. 

DWSD proposes a modified rate schedule for the customers currently served through the 
contract with the City of Flint, which includes Flint and Genesee County. This modified 
schedule is intended to facilitate negotiations for a new water service agreement with the 
Karegnondi . Water Authority (KWA). The scenarios presented herein represent the 
innovative thinking that DWSD and its new leadership are bringing to the table. Our goal 
is to provide the lowest cost water solution for the KWA service area. 

The potential rate structures are introduced in summary form herein, with preliminary 
calculations using the proposed rate structures with FY 2013-14 as a baseline. These 
calculations and the accompanying discussion are based on the assumptions regarding 
contract terms that approximate recent discussions amongst the parties. 

The proposal introduces the concepts, but does not definitively present a11 of the specifics, 
appreciating that such specifics are best addressed through negotiations designed to 
produce a new contractual agreement satisfactory to all parties. 

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank] 
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Scenario 1-Lake Huron Direct Supply Purchase: 
• KWA enters into a long term partnering arrangement with DWSD to purchase all of its 

primary water supply directly at the DWSD Lake Huron water treatment plant. 
• Supply rate schedule is designed to recover only water treatment revenue requirements. 

This rate schedule does not contain any delivery costs (pumping, transmission, storage, 
etc.). 

• Supply rate schedule is computed based on specific costs associated with the Lake Huron 
Plant. No other DWSD revenue requirements, including those associated with other 
DWSD water plants, are included in the rate to KWA. 

• Revenue requirements are separated into capital recovery and operation and maintenance 
expense elements. Baseline revenue requirement data (including operating budget, rate of 
return, depreciation assumptions, etc.) are identical to those developed for all other 
wholesale customers. 

• KW A is allocated Lake Huron Plant capital revenue requirements based on the 
proportion of their contracted max day demand (assumed in these calculations at 40.6 
mgd) relative to the total capacity at the Lake Huron Plant ( 400 mgd). The resulting 
revenue requirements are recovered through a fixed monthly charge. 

• K WA is allocated Lake Huron Plant operating revenue requirements based on the 
proportion of their contracted average daily usage (assumed in these calculations at 24 
mgd) relative to the total average daily usage at the Lake Huron Plant (assumed at 125 
mgd in these calculations). 

• Calculations are conducted for two alternatives. Purchase of pressurized water (after 
high lift pumping) and unpressurized water (KWA takes directly from clearwell.) 

• Contract includes an arrangement for emergency service at the existing Baxter I Potter 
connection, and computes a standby charge related to such service. 

• The standby charge is computed in the manner set for the by the American Water Works 
Association {A WWA) in its Manual of Water Supply Practices Ml - "Principles of Water 
Rates, Fees, and Charges" Manual Ml. 

o KWA is allocated one day's worth of transmission related capital revenue 
requirements. 

Scenario 2 - "Full Service" Lake Huron System 
• Same as the "pressurized" option in Scenario l, except that concept is extended to the 

pumping, storage, and transmission facilities directly served by the Lake Huron Plant 
• Transmission rate schedule is computed based on specific costs associated with these 

facilities. No other DWSD revenue requirements, including those associated with other 
DWSD transmission mains, etc, are included in the rate to KWA. 

• Revenue requirements are separated into capital recovery and operation and maintenance 
expense elements. Baseline revenue requirement data (including operating budget, rate of 
return, depreciation assumptions, etc.) are identical to those developed for all other 
wholesale customers. 

• KW A is allocated Lake Huron "transmission system" capital revenue requirements based 
on the proportion of their contracted max day demand (assumed in these calculations at 
40.6 mgd) relative to the total capacity at the Lake Huron Plant (400 mgd). The resulting 
revenue requirements are recovered through a fixed monthly charge. 
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• K WA is allocated Lake Huron "transmission system" operating revenue requirements 
based on the proportion of their contracted average daily usage (assumed in these 
calculations at 24 mgd) relative to the total average daily usage at the Lake Huron Plant 
(assumed at 125 mgd in these calculations). 

• Standby charge is eliminated. 

The resulting potential proposed rate structures under both Scenarios are summarized 
below. 

Potential Proposed DWSD Water Rate to KWA 
Lake Huron Direct Scenario 

.___1_-_S_u..._PP._1 ..... Y_R_a_te .... @......_L_H_P_I_an_t___,! 2 - Full Service 
Unpressurized Pressurized Wholesale Rate 

Supply Rate 
Fixed Monthly Capital Charge - $ 219,900 316,600 503,200 
Commodity Rate - $/Mcf 2.60 4.16 5.31 
Average Unit Cost - $/Mcf 4.85 7.40 10.46 

Monthly Standby Charge 167,500 110,300 0 

Total Monthly Charge 387,400 426,900 503,200 

Total Average Unit Cost - $/Mcf 6.57 8.53 10.46 

The direct comparison over the period 2013-2042 is demonstrated in Attachment 2. 

As KWA considers this proposal, I offer the following observations for consideration: 

• The Public Partnership requires the least near term capital investment and 
preserves the economy of scale associated with operation of a large regional 
system resulting in an immediate reduction in the cost of water supply for 
Flint/Genesee, making the identified and necessary near term investment in local 
water infrastructure more feasible. 

• The Public Partnership provides the opportunity to optimize service level and 
efficiency through collaborative asset management decision making. 

• The Public Partnership provides representation for critical decision making 
consistent with DWSD newly demonstrated interest in engaging our customers in 
critical decisions impacting them. This formalizes that interest in contractual 
terms. 

• The Public Partnership reduces the risks identified with a 'go alone' solution, 
including further declines in use/sales (see graph), project cost overruns or 
schedule delays and other unforeseen costs inherent in starting a new venture. 
See Attachment 3 

• The DWSD Board of Commissioners has previously approved sale of raw water 
from the Lake Huron facilities for raw water end use. We remain open to further 
discussion about the raw water capacity needs and stand ready to provide an 
affordable commodity option. 
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Attachment 1 

DWSD Water Supply Costs Estimates to Flint 

Water 
Supply 

Costs($) 
through 

Option 2042 
DWSD 4/15/2013 Scenario 2 587,990,650 
DWSD 8 MGD Max Day@ Imlay 634,795,488 
KWA (10/31/12 No Overruns, As Provided)* 649,775,166 
DWSD 8 MGD Max Day@ Baxter I Potter 672,671,705 
KWA-1 (10/31/12 No Overruns with Financing 
Costs) 707,279,715 
DWSD 12 MGD Max Day@ Imlay 725,576,803 
DWSD 12 MGD Max Day@ Baxter I Potter 762,110,308 
KWA-2 (Treasury Estimate) 766,784,313 
DWSD 12 mgd Twin Line Proposal I No 
blending 818,092,150 
DWSD 18 MGD Max Day@ Baxter I Potter 821,226,268 

Italicized Options as presented in TY JT Report 

DWSD Water Supply Costs Estimates to Flint I GCDC 
$ millions 

Option 
DWSD 4/15/2013 Scenario 2 
Estimate of KW A 

All Water 

Costs($) 
through 

2042 
3,282.00 
4,090.06 

Ranking 
by 

Cost 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 

Ranking 
by 

Cost 
1 
2 
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Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Attending: 
Dick Posthumus 
Dennis Muchmore 
John Walsh 
Beth Clement 
Tom Saxton 
Harvey Hollins 
Dave Murray 

Internal Flint Water Meeting 
Governor's Conference Room, 2nd Romney 

Wed 1/28/2015 10:00 AM 
Wed 1/28/2015 11:00 AM 

(none) 

Accepted 

Posthumus, Dick (GOV) 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); Wisniewski, 

Wendy (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV); Pleyte, Beth (Treasury); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); 
Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Murray, David (GOV) 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Mtg/call to discuss Flint Water 

Please see dial in information below. 

Thu 7/30/2015 8:00 AM 

Thu 7/30/2015 8:45 AM 

(none) 

Accepted 

Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Conference Call Number -
Access Code -
Host Id-~ 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Call In: 

Purpose: Per RB 

Participants: 

RDS/DM/JA/EC/RB/DMurray/HH/DWyant/NLyon/MAnderson - Flint After Action Call 
By Phone 

Tue 11/24/2015 4:30 PM 
Tue 11/24/2015 5:00 PM 
Tentative 

(none) 

Not yet responded 

GovCalendar 
Baird, Richard (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); 

Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Scott, Allison (GOV); 
Murray, David (GOV); Anderson, Madhu (DEQ) 

Matt Davis, Professor of Pediatrics & Internal Medicine U of M 
Chris Kolb, President - Michigan Environmental Council 
Ken Sikkema, Senior Policy Fellow - Public Sector Consultants 
Eric Rothstein, Principal - Galardi & Rothstein Group 
Larry Reynolds, Pediatrician Mott Children's Health Center 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, January 20, 2015 3:06 PM 

Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (DTMB); Dempkowski, 

Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); Carter, Jerry (MSP); Deasy, Thomas (MSP); 

Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste 

(MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Hill, Darryl (MSP); James Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, 
Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); Smith, Paul (GOV); 

Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); O'Neill, 

Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); West, 
Samantha (GOV) 

Conference Call Agenda for January 21, 2015 

Agenda for Conference Call with Treasury 012115.pdf 

Please find attached the agenda for the Wednesday, January 21st, 9:00 am conference call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Gerald Ambrose, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



January 21, 2015 

1) Public Safety Update -

2) Governor's Office 

Update - R. Baird, H. Hollins, 

B. Clement 

City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 
Access code-

Last Report Status 
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3) Finance and 

Administrative Update 

4) City Council Update 

Last Report Status 
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5) Water Issues 

6) 9-1-1 Reconsolidation Plan 

7) Transition Activities 

a) MDEQ Violation 

Notice 

Last Report 

Violation notice received 12/16/14 maximum contaminant level 

forTIHM exceeded. Public notice required. Notices sent out Jan 

5, 2015. Most recent readings in compliance except one location. 

This issue has become the largest current challenge. Actions: 

community meetings being held, RFP for river water treatment 

consulting firm due back 1/26/15, selected MSU water expert 

will attend 1/21/15 Water Forum. Maor sent a letter to Gov. and 

others with his Flint Water Improvement Plan whic requests 

Federal and State assistance. See attached. 

Page 3 of 5 

Status 

Update 



Last Report Status 
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8) Other Items 

Attachments: 

EM Memo to City Council 

Mayor Walling's Letter on 

Water 

Last Report Status 

Page 5 of 5 
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Flint City Council 
January 15, 2015 
Page2 

I will be working with the City Council, Mayor Walling, City staff and the new City Administrator 
Natasha Henderson to assure that we can achieve these, and other necessary steps. 

There are other issues which we will all continue to address. One primary issue, of course, is the 
issue of water quality. We all know it is a very serious concern, and our staff is working every 
day to improve water quality. The plan articulated by former Emergency Manager Darnell Earley, 
which does not include reconnecting to DWSD, remains in place at this time. This week, as 
promised, the City released an RFP to secure the services of a firm with experience in improving 
water quality where the source of water is a river. We also posted on the City's web site answers 
to some questions which have been raised in the community. We will continue to add information 
as it becomes available. We are also planning on an informational meeting next week to continue 
addressing citizen concerns. 

Another issue is the low level of resources available to address public safety issues in the City. As 
you know, we commissioned an independent study of our police and fire organization in order to 
assess our capacity and to determine how to best organize our police and fire departments in light 
of their diminished resources. The results of that study are being presented next week at the 
Council's Public Safety meeting, and will provide guidance as we consider the upcoming FY16 
and FYI 7 plans and budgets. 

Finally the issues surrounding water and public safety emphasize the tenuous financial situation 
of the City - one which, while significantly improved, will remain tight. The five year financial 
projections done last year, and the adopted budgets for FYI 5 and FYI 6, showed financial stability 
for FYI 5 and FY26, but projected a very significant gat between revenues and expenses for FYI 7. 
Regardless of whether or not the City remains under the control of an Emergency Manager, 
balancing the FYl 7 budget in a financially responsible manner will be a challenging task. If 
decisions become necessary to further reduce the workforce and service levels, they will be very 
difficult, as there are no easy answers. Likewise, responding to demands for high levels of service 
and lower costs in the form of water rates or taxes will also be difficult. 

Achieving our objectives will take time and effort for all involved. In the next week, the Finance 
Committee will be meeting on Wednesday to review the second quarter Progress Report on the 
Strategic Plan, and the same evening will be a City-sponsored forum on water issues. Next 
Thursday, the Public Safety Committee will meet to review the results of the ICMA Police and 
Fire study. The following Monday, January 26, will be the regular Council meeting, where the 
FYl 4 audit will be presented and where the Council will consider adoption of the Capital 
Improvement Plan, as well as second reading and final adoption of the strategic planning and 
budgetary ordinances. 



Flint City Council 
January 16, 2015 
Page3 

Looking further forward, the Council will be engaged in updating the Strategic Plan, beginning 
with a workshop on Wednesday, January 28th. It is anticipated that a special Finance Committee 
meeting will be necessary for February 4th, in order that Council can consider adoption of the 
framework of the updated Strategic Plan on Monday, February 9th. 

Over the next several weeks I will be working with City staff to develop a tentative calendar of 
events which will guide the budget preparation process and other items which I feel need to be 
completed prior to transition. 

This is an aggressive agenda for all of us. I believe it is critical to have in place the many pieces 
necessary to both prepare for a successful transition, and more importantly, so that the City of Flint 
continues on a path of sustainability and financial stability. 
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set-<ifo-;e t~Qntract tJy th~. Deti'oltVifat~r ·and $e\,vernge Dep$tt,nent, the;sti:n:'it) diligent~f~ 

:=:i:!?!:E:~~5:;I!~~iE0;St:!;1:;:~~¥~?~i:h!. 
i:;::;r~:Jiil!::;®;=r:=:;s:::1~J;i:i:~i%\9ry 

t . VVhat ,Masthe pn1c~s$ ~Y which the dedsfon wt$ ti)ade tP $\~·itch rtotn Dettoit 
~v~t~tto FUtit mverWatet?' \l\fh&w.1sre$fH;nsibleforvvfyatded~1onst 



On Aprli if\ 2013 Detroit v•itt¢:r ar1d Sr:r1N$-tage Detiattrnenr(DWSD) sent ,:i letter 
terminating the existirig wtitrn' service cont.r~rltbeh.>veenthe City of PHntand0etto1L 

~!~t!~8bt:!~:t~!~·-~~~l!/1r~=··~~;ri··~f::~·~~·~~~i~~nst!~-~i•[~l--•~~~-!~ a gap.·was.-

On JLlne29t\ 2(H3. f(:HJpi,,vtng menypre!itx,lh$ry i)lsc~issionson.how'th(i City \\'ou!d fill 
the iriter-Wngaµ, a :kwinat alt day n1eeth1g \ivcis held anhe Flint Water Pfamtvdth aB 

~:;::::d(r,~t~~r:·.~?!1i~t:;!~t::o~~:;~-~is.:1f J~g~j: 1i~~r::i:~~:~~<i\et:!;;;il~!~t of. 
2~txiit(itur;eM~i\?t~!{lt?v,lpE<O:; :n~ ~1~~ d~sign/:~".)greers frqrn the)::r.evious. plar:1( 
ljd;irade :.,.QC:K\i,1(JCk~,<,'>/1dra.'Vp,•::::riJ NBs/V1)a:fl') \;--KN..,. 

The puq':lose and agenda of·the meeting w~9 to deterrnJnetl'l? fe~$rq!H1y oft~e fo!lOwlng 
items: 

1 .. _ Using th~: ffintHiver qS a \/Veter S0q1:9e. 

2. !h: ~~J:~~:rNJeerf~r~ ~i~ ir.+:,~~~s~;?upgrafies ta the Treatrn~-rif Plant 
3. iti.-: .. • a~J,1Jy bJ perfurt o ... ~uaL~>· ,..,on b q\ 
4, Th?: ?t}f:!Hy for ~HnHo PfO\iiq¢ WBlEH' t~YJ3en~se~ Qounly 
5: The abWtyto<tneet an Apri!fMay 2014 flhwffne 
6- Devetoprosint of a tXA~t<:in:~fyshi> 

The conV:ersatidii. \N8S gtiidBd \iVttb fQClJ$ CH1 thf engJneer:lng, regu!atqry, . apd {1Ua!ity: 
aspects of E!ach lt$fD fa,ted, Th~ rnsuWt19<ietern1lnatkiti:; Wtire n1ad¢. 

L Y0:s. thiJ G!kit R.!vi~r \:VQl,Hd he rnore cHmcu!t to treat bUt is \ifalb!e as a SOlffC>_S. 
;2 .. \'\3$, • !t\i,;f}~ 1,){)$$ibte, kt er1gin0$fancl ¢Qtl~.ltmct the l.lpgrades rJ$$1Bcl fr:,r foe 

freatrnent process. 
3i ·yf,~~; \ 1vith iUP.Pf)ftftoi:nU\N Bfiglhee.ting Whith~vorksv.lith several w-ater syst~ms. 

<1r11w1d ttre state; qµality corHtot cot.d.d. he addi'es$\'Jd. · 
4.. Nlo, the FHrttreafrn~nt µ!ant woqld not•have ttm capai;;Ity n~~tit¥:f to{rB6lt $ind· 

distribute sufficlent ~Nater to meDt t.be docurne-mted n€--lc'Js ofFHrifand Gen,0see
Cownty, 

5, Possible, (twas 00tEWP'irr1?d that rn~t-rYAbsbJdes needeci t<> be ov$rc:orne hut 
et)mpfftk.in by the Ap rH/&•lsy 2tY-14 targ~t \Nas reach?q!e, 

6 · f\kixt :;teps fr~1in the meeUng v·-1ere f6t LAN to pteserH the City iNifh a P'tipbsa! 
that \NqUld \l'l.()fU<le E>/1Qi11¢EH'if19, prQQ~!(Bti1ptit qpq ¢0l1$U:ttcti¢.n JiCEid$ forth¢ 
prdJBitt4lonnwitri co~t~~tri:n§fosc · 

i\f a result of G:>-!J~nsive. ev$lOi::ition, e:_iisCUl>$iQO&, with the profosslon$.J exigbt!ers, and 

S~!n:::1;::?~!~ri~?}i~==iiE:r~:;1: 
a G('}~1~~tn:§s:;tk"\ntlii~~!kie, a needs a11a!ysis.f0/ resources, aJ1d an FY M sp@'H.iirig plai1 
lo cornpfet\'3 rn.eprqJ9ct 



2. Was it known prior to the switch that there would be problems managing total 
coliform and fecal coliform bacteria levels in the water? 

It was understood that the Flint River would be subject to temperature variations, rain 
events, and have higher organic carbon than Lake Huron water and would be more 
difficult to treat. These facts were balanced against a licensed staff, LAN engineering's 
extensive experience in this field,· advanced equipment that Flint has for treatment, and 
support from the DEQ. 

3. What were the projected costs and benefits of the switch, and what have been 
the actual costs and benefits? 

The engineered costs for upgrading the Flint Plant to treat KWA water from Lake Huron 
were projected to be -$9,000,000. These upgrades need to be in place prior to KWA 
water reaching Flint and are coupled with an additional -$3,500,000 in annual 
operational expenses for workforce additions, electricity costs, and process equipment 
for a total of -$12,500,000. 

The final year that the City of Flint purchased water from DWSD, the cost was 
$12,400,000 and that cost was projected to rise to -$14,400,000 in 2014 and increase 
to -$16,000,000 in 2015. 

The financial benefit for switching to the river was the opportunity to divert that revenue 
towards capitalizing the upgrade expenditures needed to run the plant and the 
development of a capital improvement program for the aged infrastructure without a 
significant increase to the water bill. This aspect was figured into the cost analysis at 
the time of the recommendation. 

Based on the current DWSD rate structure, it appears that the actual costs to purchase 
water this year would have been higher than projected, The fixed cost would have been 
-$5, 100,000 and the additional commodity or water costs would have resulted in 
another -$11,000,000 given the City's current water usage. This would result in an 
estimated "':'$16,000,000 in this year alone. 

The upgrade expenditures stayed close to the engineered projections. The 
improvements at the water plant cost -$7,000,000, the remediation and development of 
Bray Rd for lime disposal cost -$1, 700,000 and the increased operational costs so far 
this year are below the estimates and on target to finish the year at -$3,000,000. These 
changes come to a total of -$11, 700,000 of necessary expenditures in the first year. 

In addition to the ability to capitalize the upgrades, switching to the Flint River has 
allowed us to develop a Capital Improvement Plan for the Utility Department that will 
begin replacing pipe underground this spring and will account for overdue maintenance 
concerns such as valve replacements, and pipe lining extending the useful life of the 
system and allowing us to deliver better quality water. 

• CIJY HALL, 1101 S. SAGINAW STREET, RM $105, FLINT. MICHIGAN 48502 (8101766-7135 Fax (6101766-7249 • 



[t ·\ivoulcl haver0qu.1rsd dbs~t(fa 30Wc raitieJn the v,,-ater andsewEr bill toaccornpHsh 
this \iVithoLitusinfJ tho Flint River as a sgµrce, 

4 •. What\.Vern.th~ .catJs~s of iricrna,sed levefa cltrihaiorn~th,,.HH::is'.? H~v~ U1¢s:e 
c~pses be.en %Mfrfohmtiy a(idr>e§,$$d? tf tio( wh~tfl$$cl$ tti ti* @<me to pret<ehlthlt 
fr¢n-to:ccurrin~ again itithe future.? · 

,,li4$t as 1Q\.\I fowe!s: 11f l\rlk>rin0 f)!Jn produce co!ifotms.~. high hwe!s of .ch!or!mi C<;ln res uH In 
Oisftffec:tEJht Byproducts (D8P} generating inqre£l$Sd t.ev~Js of tr1halonwthane$JTTHfv1), 
TheDEO r~qtikes this te:stingfo qccurqnc:e ~v~ry th.i,€JQinc:ioths Jitear>h of the t~.M\hg 
$il<e$ and k>ok:s ~1rar1 r1vera9e overfo:Utquaders (on e .. year} to deterrnin? · the ievef to 
cotrt¢,are agalnstthe rnaxlrnwn contarr11nant le\%{{!\'JCL), 

R~:-~.a:~~l ~:tY?~S~i:r'i_,feAd~i!s?~ ~o~~d!the r1~t19:r:: (\:!~?:!~?~: S~i8-~C$$, a~9 t!;e . 
U$t:PA .. ~ C~1c1noge1.1 ;~$S~S:'jtnem $r,Jup preartts n~~k ~~~l.Jin"h~w assp:c,.1ted Wkh higb 
levels of TTHM at f~r1 h'K~r~(hehtal tlskof3 to 4 peopfe out ?f 10,000 tf.wt(,sf.ms.ume 2. . 
literti of'v'l<<ah'ir over the tvlCL dally for ro·yeaJ$, 

l"ti& reqult~dte1t,edyforth\s:vrd!$UP:n ls U)pt@sentthe DEO \N-ilh an Z1t~i1~~1Utit~M 

•~:~;,~tt~:~\::~~0···~:~;~:~=~eie0~~ttt!8th~eg:-g·rhtl~!!~~~')tr!~•.i~\~}'.lt~~1.k1~~~:::ses .. 
each ;:lrlS$ .qfthe FHnL\1\later system inc!\Jditig \Nater SOU{C:B'.i treBtrperit p~oceS:E.:, q1:1tj 
dish4butbn systern. Th? evalµidion .v,:as cornpl0ilewlthsbort~r1dfong tetm 
r~corrirn$npaUon$ tq optirtiize G.acfrarf)a afid the beHefthat the items listed ,;,vou1d 

~:71;::~t~rt~::E:f:SiiirJlf i!{~::~=~~1E~~~iisier,t 
$; What Wtu:e th$. ¢~use:$ ¢fincr~a$$d levels oftofaJ cc:Hform and~cat (~dHfqrm 
hacfuda !~vets? Have: tho~a c~qs~~ be~n iutftcJ~mtty· addte,s~e<i? if ripti ~vhat 
n~~tfa; to p~ dtnH.t tq. pt~:s.,~ttt this Wont. occurflnij M the fattH~? · 

V\i'h~t we diScovBn~tl is th<?t.as 'watert%iv~iisthroL1ght:h~~ 600 IT~iles of the City's 

!:"f :!Lii~i17i1i;1~iCii]~!f ~111!f::~!i ::e,~2:;:af J:•.60 

w1thstatitiingthistype of n~ildency fan:e 'l,titt:iin tt}e sY§tern, vVaterct~v~·n frQrn the Flint 
River, ~pe9!tlqaHy fq summ~rtnqnths vvhei1 the ten1µ$r~ture!$f!uctu~Un~1. tsrt,ore 
spsc~ptlb!eto ?elng htipat~tedby vadai::Hes such as high residenr.w tifries and lhcre:a;seq 
chertucaJ reaction, 

J:s~! ::~.;:J~:~:~~f~!!!u::i·;~~:l:~~it~l;:s:~!l:::~t\ih:1e~i80:1r~~~~;1~:ii:o.•·10\<V, .. 
it9root0s ~rr envlronn1ent in vli11c11 kmtteHt1s1ich a$ fecal co!ifotnt barigfo\>'>i. After· 
$\Nitc:hir'ig t<nirces, ~ve encourHered.fosHngsftes in Jqne, 2014 tbabN~r~ consi~tEintl;t 

:~;~r~~~:1~0:.11~~
1
~:i::i~il:,\d ~it:;~;1.!i~f~::!:a:;::~~~1;:~::~~s .·ihat ·tot~f toiiform•· 



Low l\~sfdlJ~l l~vels C1}nton1~th'm)s tdgger ,:1 p~J1.;lt/9e test result for total ctil!tortnwhicli is 
an fo ctfcato.f tif.a fJ()f.)r watef etivironm~nitiut dm:::s notgff\E.WcllfY re:qu{re a hqil water. 

.. ;~~::~dL~.;:i~s;{::~:~1h~~~~etri:·~~,~n~Ii1·K~~==·e1,~
1r~~~:~~~;~~:1!~~\t:::~:~b!1!1tJ•! .e.nd· in· 

•. ~::~:r:;3:s;;;~~!~s:~t~i!'~!sf:(~ir:i~it~::~:~:. G~~°a'i!!~0c:~t~~;f~~l11t~:t::;~:,,1;·ra. 
tltne. nece~s:~ry tq prott~~::t PAtblic hm.~tth . Thl$ information can be fotind.fn 11\e EPA 

·::::1.r~f:.· ;:::,:~;~\~1!t!'.'t;fu~(!~~~'c1:r:0~;;;{~itr:1fh\11~: .. ·to~~~;~~~!~1~:;.·~$~:f~~~~t8 
.~!\d b:Z1ilW$tert,otices, ive il"icn.:iast:.d.the chbrlnation tre<:1tmentqttirnes ln. order to 
cornbat the .low rnskluais. This W$.S ~!;::o· was an u.nsncces$flJ! rem~dy and bn!y aft~t \:V$ 
to\iaterJ anq rep!;Jcectv~!vesthat\,v(;te bt(1ke11inthe dosed positioti on,'ne,1¢.r ·· 
Wci.iW:ltnissiori Hnes l,'i these ara3s drd the reskh,ial \evEi!s. return ti::i norm,si:! ,::,.m¢ h$V$ 
remained that w-ay.sJnc~. 

::~<l!!1.::1:(:::~~!;(;!f T.;!!1t:li~~! t~~:;:~!0.:;;~?\:~~· !~t~:: {1~1~::1:~:;~· 

!~IT1r;~:~(\~f~\:;~r:1,~~~~~.n~:•:.~j;;~.~,:~;1t::): :l:t~~~«1~~t~~~t~:11•1~~~
1~~:i~~t;;1r:~::1·""!i~re.· 

kW./ res1dWf:lft swrface. !;kith oftnes$ ht(1 in progrets of being cteve!ojied by the 
~=mgfriee6ng firm LAN and Potter Consulting v;ho\\/BS a!~ot)ie Euthqr of ou(\iVater 
ffoUatiltity Study; 

6, \\th~t ~re th$ pMhH¢ repqttlnij n~~Wfretrt~n~ futthmt.e iotts .of pnjhfen1si and 
hms me Cihl mef tht)S$ requh:l~m~nfa:7 Whijt can ba dot1e; 1P. cqltm'mt~ic~~~ irt~ 
n:H)t:~ tim~ly rn~-tnn~t u$¢1ut J~1forn1.ath.:m. ~hout $ pi;~~.m(i health thf~at #u~h as th~ 
~tesehce or cancet;.causH1g chem{~~k~. in <Hff Ufin,king 1,;vat~r'? 

The_:~~\;~.- 2{l~l O· {~Re~llte.~. ~~tiliHtt N.t)·~ititt{\tl~1fl ,~t~lt\itli(J{:):k:~r ::nas::.a. $pecifh;: b.r~-cikci:O\,~ln ··:o1 
the e!eq1ents n~qt!ired ln pul)JlC nqtiftc;,aHon$·~nd.lrt¢/ude..s: lclsai::i!~ten1pfoifos, ThG!:::!~J\ 
has three diftE.irE.ii'it tiers a$SQtiatetJ Y.•ith cornn'llinity watetsysrems (CWSL each '""'ith 
specific timefrarnm)'and require:rner\t$Ihat tdgg~r ~tpon l$suanq~ of the vlqk:ttkJn, 

,;;· Tiet' t , C/vVS n'ii.,;;tfm),/ide pU:bHcnoUficatlbri \hithin 24hours .of a viola ton and· 
con{lrme tJJ!s as tjirnct~d by th~ prlm~rv 8{)$D:GY~ 

·is... Tier 2, C\NS rnu$tprov'ide pubHc noHficatkm ·w'tthin :m day$ of a v1ol<=lt100 and 
c0nt/r1pe thls l3Very thrEH;i n1Qnth~ und the vk1Jatk>n is tf.:~,qlved 

i.«·· Tiet 3, C\>VS n\ust prQvtde pul;).Hc notlftratitn1. "Vlthlri one yea,.r anct thQ.f:Pi\ 
recqffHJl$0/fS !"$f)fM:)l OCGtfftin:t:es he ptqVided in an<~tmµai npfiro . 

·rh.e: qt~.rr~~n:t: .SPi~.,~h)-~{lt~~~~; ls ¢t?S:$iff~-~t f1~I a t\~r .2:·v.i~>~~ttkJ:r..r:aJ:ld. \:VO}f tS$<L~~zi 't;)~q~n~fq~r 
t$?\ 20·f4-~ 



MovlnfJ t9r.vsrd, tt}e City of F'HnUs $\tivlng: tq increase c.:omtnunic~ltitm \'\.iith thE.tpOhJk~ ln 
?- varielycifw<1y:s. · · 

!IS The oity's riew ;,veb$:ite ,i1.tm t,avec1Jrter:tnev1s ~ndlnforrn,:1tJotr1,ipd~ted.ona 
regotar basis. 

!IS• lnGrG$1t~ed t±$ta co!!ection vvm be tta:i1sltlnned into rE:isltime abmty to 9orn111upic?te 
v.iitfr Uw·r~skieotsthroughUJt Pl!bficVVotks area tifthe Gffy's he\$/v/ebstte. 

R. Tirn~!y repqrting qf currt"sr1ft$st r@$lJ!fa -:,n the·new Cityv-A:ih$ite:. 

· Tte l:3St?b!i:sttrn?r1t ot thes¢ too-Is !$\n vrogrtss $:fW expected to be irnple11iei1ted in the 
n$affUtl.J('&t-llong VA:th evahJating other·evenites of communlcatton, 

7, hl th~t~$ht·tea:sonto thtnl{ thatttfose {)!" S.imf!arJH)1b{sn;svt4U cortir1u~ 
ev~Jrafter the:. shift fat m~d~ to \~,tater frotrt L.1k~ Huron? 

S, tVho ls n:1sJ>OJ)sH,k~Jor tnaking ~ttte \\'$;} @offth~v~ th$se.l{qrt.s ofitto:hieM$f 
attcldict that per~qn orthq~~ peoµ!e f~Ht~.s11et1f th$lt tG.sp¢ti$1l~HJfi~w'? 

The DtiHty bepartrqf:nt is.q. D!Visiortundern¢~th.·the D,s;:iartrnr.+nt•tif Ptibiic Works, The 
Pul:,.Hc Vilprks Dfrectt)f'c11hhg ~\1fo'1 the Utn We·s . A<lrnin!strator w'lfl continue to vvqrk hand 1n 
bandw1th professional epgfr;reers, c:pnsultartts; ~n~J the St.3t~ . .reguJµtoty.ag'l;incy DSQ lfl 
order tq rpan$Q0 lrrtteas-i::n:l pubHG ¢q.tnrrtunH;st!ott at1d ,3dtkess ahy· lssUes that arise 
Qdk1w forwatd. ·. · · · 

f ~~e;i:~:I=Iti1~E?!1;ig~}1§~::l~s:: 
·~~~~~:;-~~:,:;:1:~:-1:!f_~1

~:Xi•
1bf~?j1:r!~~T;;:~1i~:· ~f :;:~:~.::;~e~~~~it:i;l~~::~~!.~!tt;::;~1ake·. 

;~~!~~!!!?~~d~~~~·!~;!:~:1::~~~i~~~~;~:'.-il levels ar~ br~c\cheq,.Al! i:ir·thes~steps werEi· 



~~/ip~~ 
li,1--~,,~~F r':J:h-, .r1f. ·p•····j: ;~f. n: 4 . .. J·"!-' _._ -1..- ~ .. ~1r .\...::· .· ... ·-~ ,-~ 



i)l:ly~:rn. \VaJl$11g 
.· Mayor ·· 

The Honorable Rick Snyd~T 
Gcve.r.t)<)r.,$tate qf Mk,hlgan 
P ,Q; Box 30013 
LMsi hg, Ml48909 

RE:F!int Water lmproven1tH1t Plan . . . . ... . 

on hehalfof the Hlntcomrrn,mity, l ?m Wdtingto conveyserl6us.concems at>oufw~ter qu.ltity~tiilto 

::;~:?:::;:;1r11ritE¢;;;:z:;:~i:!:?f:r~~:.s;~;a;~~ 
(;@p:er;\itioh to address the c)1a!l¢hge:s here <'H'id to meetth€ need~ of vutfle:r?ble pqpuic,1tiQns~ 

· th~ Fl.irit Water fr:npf ovement Plan is focµsed. in :five a:r~~$: safoty ~ qua! ity,. ac:c~ss, lnvestrne:ntanlJ · 
• etlut~t!Or). The p!a ti puts safety ~ nt:f C!{Js}nw. first pec.iU$€ this fs fur\damentQf, ft (5 <:H~$ign.e:d. t.<rbe ;j 
sµstaJo~ble solution for th~ Cityqfflfnt;;irn:!. the CQtnmllnityaswe movE: fo~ards a n~w pert:nan¢nt 
Wi:it~rsiJpplyfrotn lake Hurontn.rougfl the karegnqcrtdl WaterAuthority; My p!~noff¢rs new idea$ arid 
a!s:q b.t.1itds on successful n.oqels ~f µtilltY, eQetgy ~MassB,tahce. programs atth~ S't?Je and fe<lf;raf 
{ev~Js. 

Saf&tt & Quality 
. • . 100%Safoty. i~the standard 
, City of F!i/1ttl.:!pott$ tecstlng data to the Jiui}Hptp .as$1Jre safety ~n.l'I expanostestJhgsites: and 

frequency 
• Bdngonexpederyce.d rh,#rW\:1tertte?ttnen:t .operatfonal managen,et1t !nth~ City of.Flint 

Access. 
• Ari r:ipunc:e ~ri. amnesty program for Fl1ntwr~t~r se:rvlteJum-pris ?11d tech;ce the forns.onfee 
ill'. D.eveJop rJ te\liS€9 affprdable paymentp!anp.oticyJQ t:!i1COlir~ge ~ltstQtn$r$ tp(~turn 
~. neslgr Feder9l;;nq State partnet$hipt6 esfahHsh newbrfnkfog Water Et:nergentv As5istam:e 

Fl;lndlotthe eldedy and vuhrer?ble tarnHles . . . .. 
Investment 

··~ · Acqeler;:ite:water syst~m improvements out!}ned irl th~ City of Flint Capltal lmprovementPlah 
·tnrtiligh f:ederal and State investmetiJs 

q · Str.ite t1pproveS cHy (}.f ffinVs Clistres%e:d ¢ities Fwnd appJicatiorts 

·".. -.. -~--....,...-.;.C_Jtc...V_I_tf"'""F~ti""n,-t,-i,-J,-j,,-0=1-:-s=, S,-'a-g,-in.;.fil..;..\_'l<'--:S~ti--c-e-.t -., -:F:'.::H~n~{,tA::::1~•id1ig~~;-Jsiii""""""""""""""";:..·· ----'-"
~;~w.dfyt)fnfot.C(l)la' (Sl0}166;.;7J46.' Fa~t{RJO) 7fi&72JW 



0 ::::~:::.;;f!!~t~:~p:u~!o;!:i~ai~:!:t:i:::ti::i:::~::::~::::~.f!~e Drinking 
o Fe.detaland State grilrits fo.( jpfrc:1str1;1ctOre improvement$ in ali~nn1ent\vith the t=Hnt 

Mll~ter P!~ti • ~~iat~:~~:::;::~:t~~f~;:~:~::::ed FYfS proj~c:t$ indudin~foak detBctipr\ valv~ 
Education 

.it Develop a communftypc1ttn¢rs:h.ipwith universities to pr:oyiqe household and husine$s· 
c;ustqrners withlMfom1ation on testfrtg qlid conser~1atio; · · · 

• Ongoing Ptrtner~h!p With Mlchig~rr Oepi:lttrrw~nt ofHuinan Services, Wnfr¢dVJay, Salvation Army 
atidcomm~.mlty· Otg~tlfZcltlQil§to.pfbvide inforrn~fiOI)· a11<f:Water assistance with. trte !(eepth:e 
WaterF10Win{Fundandsupp9(t se:rv:ices 

#.· ::~a;:;;~!:·~~;;~1:::~~~e~:··~,::ts~:::1:~::;:~ic~n::~~n~t~!~:::1~::~:rd i·n 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, April 14, 2015 2:54 PM 

Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (DTMB); Dempkowski, 

Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); Carter, Jerry (MSP); Deasy, Thomas (MSP); 

Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste 

(MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Hill, Darryl (MSP); James Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, 
Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); Natasha Henderson; 

Smith, Paul (GOV); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen 
(MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne 

(TREASURY); West, Samantha (GOV) 

Bi-Weekly Conference Call 

Agenda for Conference Call with Treasury 041515.xlsx; warer quality plan 4 14 15.pdf; 

Update & Transition Progress April 13 2015.pdf; Update & Transition Progress April 

13 2015 Media Release.pdf 

Please find attached the agenda for the 9:00 am conference call scheduled for Wednesday, 
April 15, 2015. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Gerald Ambrose, Emergency Manager 
Natasha L. Henderson, City Administrator 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



A B C D E 

1 City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 
2 April 15, 2015 Access code 

3 Last Report Status 

4 1) Public Safety Update - FPD, MSP, (FFD, if needed) 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 2) Governor's Office Update - R. Baird, H. Hollins, B. Clement 

13 

14 
15 
16 3) Finance and Administrative Update 

17 
18 

19 
20 
21 
22 4) City Council Update 

23 

24 

25 
26 
27 5) Water Issues 
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A 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 6) 9-1-1 Reconsolidation Plan 

33 

34 

35 7) Transition Activities 

36 

37 

38 

39 8) Other Items 

B 

a) MDEQ Violation 

Notice 

b) Drinking Water 

Revolving Fund 

c) Action plan on water 

quality 

C 

Water is within federal/state guidelines. Violation notice and water 

update mailed last week. 

Order #2 was issued to restructure and amend the debt service 

payments on the DWRF Bonds, by postponing the principal 

payments. Funds to be used to finance GAC installation and other 

recommendations 

Action plan based on consultant's recommendations has been 

developed and shared with Council and advisory committees. 

Approval of contract for installation of granulated activated 

charcoal (GAC) filter (primary recommendation) received from 

Treasury. 
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Complete 

Complete 

Update 



Item Cost 

l 

Owner& 
Suppqit 

. i ·-------· . . --·-. . ------ . ___ _,l ___________________ _ 

Clean•Plate·Settlei'.$ N/A! F~1 iDPW 

·. I 
$10;000' EJ !DPW 

lie.mica! Oositt & levels 

· · AC Purchase-& lristallatiM .. St600.000 LANIOPW 

$2J 63 000 s. ·J /DPW 

Total $4,846,700 · 

CityqfFlint 
Water Quality lmplemertf;ition Plan 
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Flint City Council 
April 13, 2015 
Page2 

Much progress has been made in preparing for the transition, including action by the City Council 
to complete the following: 

• Final adoption of the Capital Improvements Plan 
• Final adoption of ordinances regarding planning, budgeting, funds balance, and deficit 

elimination 
• Update of the Strategic Plan's Vison, Mission, and Goals 
• Adoption of budget priorities to guide development of the FY16/FY17 budget 

Additionally, our new City Administrator Natasha Henderson is on board and is assuming duties 
as the experienced and professionally trained chief administrative officer for the City. 

There are several issues which we are continuing to address, including: 

• Water safety, quality, and affordability continues to be a top priority. The City's water 
supply today is safe, as measured by the same MDEQ standards that have been in place for 
years, and steps are being taken to improve treatment and distribution processes in order to 
address issues of discoloration and odor, and to assure continued safety. Reviews of our 
pricing structure are also underway to assure that customers are treated equitably while 
generating sufficient revenue to operate the system. 

Public safety continues to be an area of critical concern. The independent study of our 
police and fire organization provided a number of recommendations focused on how to 
best deploy the resources we have, and also confirmed that the staffing levels afforded by 
our limited resources are extremely low in comparison to comparable municipalities. 
This emphasizes the critical continuing importance of renewing the two voter-approved 
public safety millages and working to assure continuing state support through the 
assignment of state troopers and through :financial support of the City lock-up. Loss of 
any ofthis support would be a disaster for the City. 

• Achieving and then maintaining financial stability will continue to require constant 
attention. Approval of the ordinances regarding financial stability and the anticipated 
approval of the $7 million loan provide additional tools with which to work. Attention will 
need to be paid to not only developing and adopting budgets for FY16 and FYI 7 but doing 
so in the context of understanding the impact of those budgetary decisions into the 
following three years. Essential to this is making the budget decisions which truly address 
achievement of the stated vison, mission and goals for the City as adopted by the City 
Council. Unfortunately, the challenges in doing so will be great, as the City will continue 
to be faced with the reality of a structural deficit, where for the foreseeable future current 
expenditure patterns exceed revenue streams- a difficult position, given the City's already 
low level of services. Complicating this further is the potential impact of the retiree health 
care lawsuit, once the final outcome is decided. 



Flint City Council 
April 13, 2015 
Page3 

• Finally progress continues with modernizing the operations of the City and setting the 
framework for future development. With the Master Plan and Capital Improvement Plan 
in place, focus is now turning to implementation, including updating the Zoning Ordinance. 

As we move forward with preparing for transition, there is much work yet to do. Today I am taking 
three actions consi.stent with our path: 

• Adoption of an updated purchasing policy - I am enacting the revisions to the Purchasing 
policy which were reviewed by Council within the past few months. These changes are 
made with the goal of assuring that the process of obtaining goods and services is consistent 
with the expectations of the Strategic Plan. There must be proper oversight and 
transparency, with a goal of obtaining goods and services that best meet the needs of City 
departments. The process must ensure competitive procurement, conducted in a timely and 
ethical manner. The City Council has an. important role in assuring compliance with the 
policy, which is not the same as conducting purchasing operations. 

• Confirming the role of the City Administrator - Before the search for a new City 
Administrator was begun, it was determined, within the context of the Seven Point 
Transition Plan, that an experienced and professional City Administrator would be selected 
on the basis of an open competitive process, and that the duties of the City Administrator 
would be structured in a manner which assures the ability to manage and direct the 
administrative affairs of the City in a professional manner. While those duties and 
expectations were described in the job description of the City Administrator and in 
recruitment materials, I am now formally enacting them in Emergency Manager Order 
Number 3. 

• Re-establishing salaries for Mayor and Council - As we are moving towards transition, the 
duties and responsibilities of the Mayor and City Council are expanding towards the 
traditional roles of a City operating under home rule. Council meetings are now held twice 
per month, with committee meetings held once per month. The Mayor is now much more 
engaged in a Chief Executive role. Consequently, I have determined to re-establish the 
salaries for Mayor and Council at the levels in place immediately prior to the appointment 
of an Emergency Manager in November, 2011. Continued receipt of the re-established 
salaries, however, is contingent upon attainment of certain training. The re-established 
levels, and the contingency regarding training, is found in Emergency Manager Order 
Number 4. 

Over the next several weeks, there will be much work with respect to finalizing the loan application 
and developing the FYI 6 and FYI 7 budgets along with FYI 8, FYI 9, and FY20 projections. Work 
will also continue with implementing improvements of the water system, and reviewing our 
associated rate structure. Evaluation and implementation of the recommendations for best use of 
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police and fire resources will continue, including corrective action for the police evidence room 
issues. Summer street maintenance and repair programs, as well as sidewalk repairs will soon be 
underway. Public meetings regarding the zoning ordinance are being held, with a recommended 
updated ordinance expected for consideration in late spring. A revision to the City's business 
licensing ordinance is expected soon. These are but a few of the many activities to be expected as 
the City makes the best use of its resources to provide the best level of service it can within the 
resources it has. 

I look forward to working with you as we move towards transition to home rule under the guidance 
of a Receivership Transition Advisory Board. Please contact me if you have any questions. 
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dated February 23, 2015, and is charged with implementing executive and legislative directives 
and policies of the Mayor and City Council, subject to oversight of the Board, including strategic 
planning and budgeting, and with directing the management of day-to-day-administrative 
activities and appointed staff officials. 

Consistent with the City Administrator Employment Agreement and Position Description, 
and subject to the approval and directives of the Board, the City Administrator shall have the 
following authority, duties and responsibilities notwithstanding any provision of the City Charter 
or Code of Ordinances: 

1. Serve, advise and report to the Mayor with respect to the Mayor's executive functions, as 
set forth in Charter §4-101. 

2. Serve and advise the Council with respect to the Council's legislative functions, as set 
forth in Charter §3-101. 

3. Serve, advise and report to the Emergency Manager, as required by Public Act 436, so 
long as an Emergency Manager is in place. 

4. Serve, advise and report to the Board, including: 
a. Advise and report to the Board as required by Public Act 436; 
b. Fully comply and assist the Board in meeting all duties assigned to it by the 

governor pursuant to MCL 141.1563(h); 
c. Provide all budgetary information requested by the Board; 
d. Serve as the primary contact between the Board and the City, including any 

department heads, officers, attorneys, accountants, employees, and any other 
contractors or consultants hired by the City to assist the City Administrator or the 
City in the discharge of powers, duties, functions, and responsibilities; 

e. Promptly and effectively communicate with the Board regarding any matter that 
may have a significant financial impact on the City. 

5. Direct City department heads in carrying out the daily activities of the City, in the 
assembly of financial and management information; and in the gathering and assembly of 
pertinent data and information and recommendations for the Mayor and City Council's 
consideration in making executive determinations and policy. 

6. Translate executive decisions and policies of the Mayor into administrative procedures 
for the cost effective and efficient operation of the City. 

7. Implement legislative action of the City Council. 

s; Monitor and manage the administrative inter-activity of the City departments so the 
delivery of public services represents an efficient, effective, and coordinated effort. 

9. Interact with other governmental agencies as requested by the Mayor or City Council. 

2 



I 0. Prepare and review correspondence, reports, speeches, resolutions, and other material for 
public relations purposes. Answers citizen and official inquiries regarding City policy 
matters. 

11. In consultation with the Mayor, direct the assembly of infonnation and items for 
consideration by the Council, and provide them to the City Clerk for inclusion on the 
appropriate agendas. 

12. Regularly consult with the Mayor in the development of actions with respect to the 
Mayor's executive functions, and with matters relating to the daily administrative 
functions of the City, including the evaluation of the performance of department heads, 
and the resolution of customer service issues. 

13. Except to the extent prohibited by or in material conflict with applicable laws and 
authorities, the City Administrator or designee shall attend all meetings of the City 
Council, both public and closed, with the exception of those closed meetings devoted to 
the consideration of any action or lack of action on, or pursuant to, this Agreement, or 
any amendment thereto, or the City Administrator's evaluation. The City Administrator 
shall advise members, and make recommendations consistent with policy objectives, 
strategic planning and administrative activities. 

14. Attend public meetings and events; give presentations and information to the public 
regarding matters of City business. 

15. Manage and oversee all department heads, division heads, managers and non-elected City 
employees. This shall include an annual written performance evaluation of all 
department heads, including those identified in paragraphs 15, 16 and 17. 

16. Recommend, subject to the Mayor's approval, the following appointments: 

a. Chief of Police; 
b. Fire Chief; 
c. Director of Finance; 
d. Planning & Development Director; 
e. Director of Department of Public Works; 
f. Chief Legal Officer; 
g. Chief Personnel Officer. 

17. Recommend, subject to the Council's approval, the following appointments: City Clerk 
and City Auditor. 

18. With the exception of those positions set forth in paragraphs 16 and 17, appoint all 
department heads, division heads and management positions, including the City 
Treasurer, Purchasing Director and the City Assessor, subject to any collective 
bargaining agreement(s) that may be applicable. 
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19. Ensure that all appointment processes, whether by the Mayor, Council or City 
Administrator, · are open, competitive, and administered by the Human Resources 
Department or a qualified recruitment firm, with selection of the most qualified candidate 
to be based on defined education, experience, and professional standards appropriate to 
the position. 

20. All appointments made pursuant to paragraphs 15, 16 and 17 shall serve at the pleasure of 
the City Administrator based on performance review. 

21. Review current and potential litigation and labor disputes with the City Attorney and 
Mayor, and as needed the Board, and have complete decision making authority on behalf 
of the City, on all matters of litigation and labor disputes, including the ability to settle or 
initiate lawsuits and resolve labor disputes. The Mayor and City Council shall be 
consulted on such matters prior to implementation. 

22. Negotiate all collective bargaining agreements on behalf of the City. 

23. Work collaboratively with the City Council, the Mayor, other City or State officials and 
the Board to successfully transition to the termination of receivership for the City by 
supporting, implementing, and maintaining the financial and operating plans and the 
reforms instituted by the City's emergency managers, including but not limited to, the 
financial and operating plan for the city under Section II Act 436, and by providing 
appropriate training and explanation of City operations. 

24. Serve as an official City representative before the Board, State departments and agencies, 
and the Michigan Legislature, with assistance from the Finance Director and the Mayor. 

25. Be responsible for and vested with full authority necessary to effectively direct and 
supervise the day-to-day operations of the City by seeing that all laws and ordinances are 
faithfully executed, preparing the proposed annual budget as recommended by the 
Finance Director and any accounting firm retained by the City, and supervising the 
expenditures of all sums appropriated to and the attainment of all objectives established 
for departments of the executive branch of the City and working collaboratively with all 
officers and officials to effectively execute daily operations. 

26. Ensure that a rolling six-year capital improvement plan is annually prepared in 
accordance with applicable law and the City's Code of Ordinances. Coordinate with the 
Mayor on the annual preparation of a rolling two-year budget 

27. Review, approve and co-sign with the Mayor all contracts on behalf of and entered into 
by the City and modify or terminate any current contract with the City. 

28. Approve all financial policies, City policies and procedures, job descriptions and 
personnel policies for the City, after consultation with the Mayor and City Council. 

29. Designate check signers on all City bank accounts. 
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cornplet~cl thr I.ev~l One of }vfichigim Mu11fc.jpal 1:.eague (M1>1fL} .core co1,1rses fqr municipal 
go'(efa11tieht and recdve<lthe MlVlL E<lutafion .. Award by November l, 2015;.and as.cerdfied by 
the City· Cn,1ncfl Pr~sidetlt> of thek anrrual compensatfo:rt shall be tedncedto $10~500 r.mtH s1J0h 
tin1t~ astheyJ1a;vt1 dot1e so, 

Th{~ compe,nsation S'-~t Jurth above iliaH continue qntil the 1,otial Qfficer;; Qorupensa:tion: 
Co1111nission co:t1ve11e,s to establish the. c0n11jensatio:n for me. Mayor and Cou11ci1 ... h1 ac;c.ordance. 
whh :MCL 11 T5c\)'.itd FHntC;jtyZ'.\-xi~\ Chaptet2~ Article Ht 

This. O.rderis ~ffecfiye Aq1rn. Lk20J5, 

::::;~:,t~®~ modifiro,&¢:m t:~(2~~uent OMcr issued~ 

i G'-~mld A,mbrose 
Ehsergency Manager 
City of Flint 

:M::~. Stat~ QflV1id1igan ffoparti:rient of T:rea~mry 
Mayor I)aym:\Va1Eng 
FHtit City Council . . 
foez J3rm·Vi1; City Cktk 



ORDINANCE NO. 3 8 (g 5 

An Ordinance to amend the City of 
Flint Code of Ordinances by amending 
Chapter 18, Taxation; Funds; Purchasing; 
Article IV, Purchases. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDAINED BY THE 
PEOPLE OF THE CITY OF FLINT: 

Sec. 1. That the Ordinances of the City 
of Flint shall be amended by amending 
Chapter 18, Taxation; Funds; Purchasing; 
Article IV, Purchases; by updating Sections 
18-19 through 18-21.13; the renumbering of 
Section 18-21.14 to Section 18-21.20; and, the 
addition of new Sections 18-21.15 through 18-
21.19, which shall read in its entirety as 
follows: 

ARTICLE IV: PURCHASING 

§ 18-18 SHORT TITLE. 

This ordinance shall be known and may be 
cited as the "Purchasing Ordinance of the City of 
Flint." 

§ 18-19 DEFINITIONS. 

For the purposes of this article, the 
following terms, phrases, words, and their 
derivations shall have the meaning given herem. 
When not inconsistent with the context, words 
used in the present tense include the future, words 
in the plural number include the singular number, 
and words in the singular number include the 
plural number. The word "shall" is always 
mandatory and not merely directory. 

AGENCY. Any department, office, 
multiple member body or other organization of 
City government and includes any elective 
officer, appointee or person acting or purporting 
to act in the exercise of official duties, but shall 
not include the Board of Hospital Managers. 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE. The Mayor of the 
City of Flint. 

CITY. The City of Flint, Michigan. 

CITY COUNCIL. The Council of the 
City of Flint. 

CONTRACTUAL SERVICES. All 
telephone, gas, water, electric light and power 
service; towel and cleaning service; insurance; 
leases for all grounds, buildings, office or other 
space required by the agencies, with the exception 
of property under the control of the Housing 
Commission, Department of Community 
Development or any independent multiple 
member board established in accordance with the 
provisions of the FLINT CITY Charter; and the 
rental, repair or maintenance of equipment, 
machinery and other City owned personal 
property. The term shall not include professional 
and other contractual services whieh THAT have 
been proven to be unique and not subject to 
competition. 

DIRECTOR. The Direetar ef Pu.rehases 
and Supplies PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
AND/OR PURCHASING MANAGER. 

PROCUREMENT CARD. 

SUPPLIES. All supplies, materials and 
equipment. 

§ 18-20 DIRECTOR OF PURCHA.8E8 AND 
SUPPLIES PURCHASING DIRECTOR. 

There is hereby created the position of 
PURCHASING Director of Purchases and 
Sllflplies who shall be a member of the Classified 
Service and shall be appointed by the Mayor 
CITY ADMINISTRATOR with the approval of 
the City Council. The PURCHASING Director 
shall perform all duties as provided herem BY 
THIS ORDINANCE AND THE FLINT CITY 
CHARTER under the direction of the Mayor 
CITY ADMINISTRATOR and shall perform 
ffi:lCfl: ALL other duties as may be prescribed by 
the Mayor CITY ADMINISTRATOR. 
1 



§ 18 21 DIRECTOR TO H.A.:VE 
SUPERVISION OF PURCH1\SE f~D 
DISTRIBUTION OF SUPPLIES, 
l\'lA.TERli'.,.LS f~D EQUIPl\'IENT. 

The Director of Purchases and Supplies 
shall have general supervision of the purchase and 
distribution of all supplies, materials and 
equipment and shall perform all duties required 
by lav,' and shall have the po'.vers and duties 
prescribed by this article. 

§ 18 21.1 AJ)DITIONAL DUTIES ."-... ND 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF DIRECTOR. 

The Director shall have the pov1er and it 
shall be his duty: 

(a) Pureh61Se or contract. To purchase or 
contract for all supplies and contractual services 
needed by any agency in accordance vt'ith 
purnhasing procedures as presCiibed by this 
article and such rules and regulations as the 
Director shall adopt for the internal management 
and operation of the office of Director of 
Purchases and Supplies and such other rules and 
regulations as shall be presCiibed by the Mayor as 
the purchasing functions related to executive staff 
offices and departments. 

(1) Exceptions prohibited. The 
authority of the Director to negotiate all 
purchases for all agencies shall not be 
abridged by excepting by rule any 
particular agency. 

(2) Ummtherized 
pureh61Ses. &cept as herein provided, it 
shall be unlmvful for any agency to order 
the purchase of any supplies or make any 
contract viithin the purview of this article 
other than through the Director and any 
purchase ordered or contraet made 
contrary to the provisions hereof shall not 
be approved and the City shall not be 
bound thereby. 

(b) Other po,t1ers and duties. In addition 
to the purchasing authority confeHed in 

subsection (a) above and in addition to any other 
povrers and duties confeHed by this article, the 
Director shall: 
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(1) },/inimum expenditure. Act to 
procure for the City the highest quality in 
supplies and contractual services at least 
expense to the City. 

(2) Encourage 
eornpetition. Discourage uniform bidding 
and endeavor to obtain as full and open 
com.petition as possible on all purchases 
and sales; 

(3) PurchtilSil'lg analysis. Keep 
informed of current developments in the 
field of purchasing, prices, market 
conditions and nevi products, and secure 
for the City the benefits of research done 
in the field of purchasing by other 
governmental jurisdictions, national 
technical societies, trade associations 
having national recognition, and by 
private businesses and organizations. 

(4) Forms. Prescribe and 
maintain such forms as he shall find 
necessary to the operation of this article. 

(5) Stand€lrd 
nomel'ldature. Prepare and adopt a 
standard purchasing nomenclature for 
agencies and suppliers. 

(6) Vendor 's catalog}Ue. Prepare, 
adopt and maintain a vendor's catalog file. 

(7) Bulk pureh61Ses. Exploit the 
possibilities of buying "in bulk" so as to 
take full advantage of discounts. 

(8) Tax exemptions. So as to 
procure for the City all tax exemptions to 
·which it is entitled. 

(9) Cooperation ·,14th Department 
of' Finance. Cooperate with the 
Department of Finance so as to secure for 



the City the maximum efficiency in 
budgeting and accounting to the extent 
required by the Director of Finance. 

(10) Disq-ualificatien of 
bidders. Have the authority, ',vi.th the 
approval of the Mayor to declare vendors 
vlho default on the quotations or contracts 
irresponsible bidders and to disqualify 
them from receiving any business from the 
City for a stated period of time. Any 
vendor '.vho feels himself aggrieved by the 
decision may, within ten (10) days of 
notification of such determination, make 
objections thereto, in '.Vriting, to the City 
Clerk. Within fifteen ( 15) days of the 
receipt of said notification, the City 
Council shall, after public hearing, make a 
final determination as to the 
disqualification of the vendor, which 
determination shall be final. 

§ 18 21.2 REQUISITION AND ESTIM.A .. TES. 

(a) Requisitions or estimates. All 
agencies, either by or vlith the authorization of the 
head of the department under 1tvhlch the ageney 
operates, shall file with the Director detailed 
requisitions or estimates of their requirements in 
supplies and contractual services in sueh manner, 
at such times, and for such future periods as may 
be required for budgeting and accounting 
purposes. 

(b) Unforeseen requirements. An agency 
shall not be prevented from filing, in the same 
manner, •,vith the Director at any time a requisition 
or estimate for any supplies and contractual 
services, the need for 1vvhieh was not foreseen 
when the detailed estimates were filed. 

§ 18 21.3 ENCUl\'IBRANCE OF FUNDS. 

Except in eases of emergency, the 
Director shall not issue any order for delivery on 
a contract or open market purchase until the Chief 
Finance Officer shall have certified, after pre 
audit, that there is to the credit of the agency 
concerned a sufficient unencumbered 

appropriation balance, in excess of all unpaid 
obligations, to defray the amount of such order. 

(a) Vendor information shall be furnished 
on a monthly basis to City Council. 

The Director shall furnish to the Council 
by the fifteenth day of each month a list of all 
vendors, v,ith or vfithout a contract, to ·.vhom 
money was ovt'ed as of the last day of the 
preceding month. In addition to the name of each 
vendor the list shall contain each vendor's 
address, and, as of the last day of the preceding 
month, the total amount of money owed to each 
vendor, and hov{ much of the amount ovved each 
vendor has been due for more than 30 days and 
more than 60 days. 

A violation of this ordinance is considered 
a misdemeanor, punishable by a $500.00 fine, 
and/or 90 days in jail. 

§ 18 21.4 COMPETITIVE BIDDING 
REQUIRED. 

AU purchases of supplies, contractual 
services, or sales of personal property which is 
unsuitable for continued use, except as 
specifieally provided herein, shall be based 
·.vherever possible on competitive bids. 

§ 18 21.5 FORl\'IAL CONTRA.CT 
PROCEDURE. 

l'...11 supplies and contractual services, 
exeept as othenvise provided herein, 1.vhen the 
estimated cost thereof shall exceed $3,000.00 
shall be purchased by vlritten eontraet or purchase 
order from the lmvest responsible bidder, after 
due notice inviting proposals; and no purchase in 
excess of $3,000.00 shall be made by the Director 
and/or Manager, e,ccept upon the approval of the 
City Council. In the event that purehases made 
',vithout City Council approval from any one 
supplier exceed $3,000.00 in any fiscal year, City 
Council shall be informed of such in writing by 
the Director of Purchases and/or Purchasing 
Manager. All sales of personal property vfith an 
estimated value in exeess of $3,000.00 shall be 
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b"ll of sale to the la \:iy nrrittcn contract or 1 fter due notice so-- - "' bidder, a-highest responsible 
inviting proposals. 

(a) l'letice in1Jiting bids. 

(1) 
ne,~'Spaper. 

·nedie end/or Electronic , 

Notices inviting 
a. all be published 

bids/prop.~s~;) ~1:rs preceding the 
at least five f; the receipt of 
last day set ~ City of Flint 
proposals on t ~ectronic media . a.fly e 
mebs1te, e ne"'spaper 
h 1 ton w •. . or atcas ·t;· 
ser r1ce, . 1 tion in the c~, of general eifeu. a 

d" is a-·rulable. if fun mg ' 

&epe CTJ notice. Toe 
b. . d/orne'<vspaper 

electronic mc~ia dan herein shall 
. rCEJ:Uire h 

notice l description of Ge 
include a genera hased or sold, 

. t ee pure d art1cleso b · d blanks an 
hall state ·.vhere I d and 

s . mfij' be secure , 
specificatlons 1ace for opening 
the time and P 
~ 

, 1. t The Director 
(2) Bid~r 1: ai:~ solicit sea~ed 

and'or Manager s a "ble prospective 
r ll espons1 

bids from a r sted their names 
l" "ftO ha,re reque h. h the pp iCfS ''n }' t " n~1c 

sa "bidders 1s , " . , 
be added to a shall maintamb) 
Director and/or M~~gersuppliers to the 

· rospectl ve ey directmg P . media source or 
available electron:e y of such newspa~er 
sending them a e p . as "'ill acEJ:uaint 

h ther notice ~ 1 
notice or sue o d purchase or sa e. 
them with the pro~ose 4 t the vendors 

. • , ta.bans seE: o . d In any case, in. l • h 11 ee lirmte to 
on the eidders' list s. a ·1ar in character 

. . that are s1m1 
commod1t1~s dl d ey the trade group d" ly ban e 
and o~ man ; • .;t tions are sent. to which the 1nr:1: a 

. ' 'hen deemed necessary 
(b) Biddeposits. * b'd deposits shall 
. d/or Manager, 1 . · · bids by the Dlfcctor_ an c ublie notice uw1tmg . be prescribed m th P 

all be entitled to return of Unsuccessful bidders ~~ d of the contract. i .... 

bid deposi h 11 forfeit anyi ·ts upon anar b"d deposit 
successful bidder ~ a and/or Manager UfJOn 

. d by the D1reetor t act within ten require , art to enter a con;: 
failure on his p "'ard 
(10) days after the an . 
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. -precedure. (c) Bid ep01'ung 

b. ds and proposals 
(1) Sealed. :'dl ·t~er the electronic ·tt: d "la e1 tt h 

shall be subm1 ~ v ealed envelope to t e 
media source or m~ s ager and shall be 
Director and/or h. :tronie means or on identified as sue e 
the face o f the envelope. 

-~ening;--B:i":4,--s~h~al~l~b~c~o~p=en:e:d (2) Ope~ing. B~d~ace stated in the 

in pub ic er d shall ee witnesse 
r Hhe trme an p d l9y 

ublie notices an ~ 
~ City Clerk's dcs1gnce. 

• A taeulation of all 
(3) Tahuletwn .. : ,._l~le for public 

. ." d shall be arm a bids reeehc 
inspection. 

(d) Rejection e:fbids. 

. 4or and/or Manager 
(1) Th.e D1r~c, to reject any bid~, 

hall have the autho ty ·'rh the puehc 
s ,4 !hereef " "" . d a 
or any pru f'l'ed thereby; prov1 e:, l·nterest shall be_ sc • ~ e"ent the pubhe 

h t n sue-- • · however, t er I l arly stated in the Hot1ce interest shall be c e 
of rejection. 

. d .rault to City. The (2) Bidders m 4JJ hall n-ot 
, Manager 5 

Director andror bid from a contractor 
knowingly accept a the ayment of too~es, 
'"ho is in default on _Pcs due the City. 
n th mom 
licenses or .o :~ dders ·.vho are found to 
Contraets with l th time of av,·ard in default at c 
have been h 11 be voidable. of the contract s a 

(e) Award <7} contract. 

. r #,,e Director (l) Authority er.J. · t and/or 
. Toe D1Fec or 

ml/er }hmager.thority to av;ard e h 11 have the au Managers a 



contracts 1,:vithin the purviev, of this 
article, subject to the approval of the City 
Council. 

(2) Lev,~est respensible 
bidder. Contracts shall be mvarded to the 
lov,rest responsible bidder. In determining 
the "lov,•est responsible bidder," in 
addition to price, the Director and/or 
Manager shall consider the following 
factors, among others: 

a. The ability, capacity 
and skill of the bidder to perform 
the contract or provide the services 
required; 

b. :whether the bidder can 
perform the contract or provide the 
service promptly, or within the 
time specified, ,.vithout delay or 
interference; 

c. The character, integrity, 
reputation, judgment, experience 
and efficiency of the bidder in 
business; 

d. The quality of 
performance of previous contracts 
or services 

e. The prev10us and 
existing compliance by the bidder 
v,rith laws and ordinances relating 
to the contract or services; 

f. The sufficiency of the 
financial resources and ability of 
the bidder to perfonp the contract 
or provide the services; 

g. The quality, availability 
and adaptability of the supplies, or 
contractual services, to the 
particular use required; 

h. The ability ofthe bidder 
to provide future maintenance and 

service for the use of the subject of 
the contract; 

i. The number and scope 
of conditions attached to the bid; 

j. Compliance with the 
City's affirmative action program; 

k. Other factors 
involved. A contract may be 
a·.varded to a bidder based on 
factors other than the Jo,.vest bid, 
including but not limited to the 
bidder's competence, reliability 
and/or skills; provided that the 
Director and/or Manager submits a 
report detailing such factors to 
City Council subject to its 
approval. 

(f) A·wa-rd t0 ether then the tov1 
bidder. From the bidders so determined to be 
responsible, the Director and/or Manager shall 
a1.:vard the contract to the 10',:vest such bidder; 
provided, that in determining the lo•.vest bid, the 
Director and/or Manager shall consider the bona 
fide business location of the bidder. If the lov,rest 
responsible bidder is not located Viithin the City 
limits of Flint, and the lovvest bid · of the 
responsible bidders located within the City limits 
of Flint does not exceed that of the lov.~st 
nonlocal bidder by more than s011en percent (7%), 
then the Director and/or Manager may determine 
said lowest local bidder to be the lowest 
responsible bidder, and make the mvard to such 
local bidder accordingly, subject to the approval 
of the City Council. A.dditionally, if the 101.vest 
responsible bidder is not located ',vithin the limits 
of the City of Flint, and the lowest bid of the 
responsible bidder located '+Vithin the County of 
Genesee does not exceed the bid of the lowest 
nonlocal bidder by more than three and one half 
percent (3.5%), then the Director and/or l\.fonager 
may determine said lowest Genesee County 
bidder to be the lov,rest responsible bidder, and 
make the avffl:fd to such Genesee County bidder 
accordingly, subject to the approval of the City 
Council. 
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. (g) lrrcspensib 1e b ·dd, 
rcqmred. When bidd .z er; statement 

. ' ers are det · 
responsible bidd dermmed not to be 
b ers an their b'd 

een lov1er than the b. di s v10uld have 
and I actually a'" d d complete stat 4'• ar e a full 
d ement of tl ' 

etermination shall b1e reason for such 
a di ~ e prepared by th g· 
n ror,4anager and filed "'.errector 

relating to the transact. ..1th the other papers 10ns. 

, (h) Performance be, d 
anchor Manager shall . li. : 

5
· The 9irector 

th · , mus disc f a.tr onty to requ · _re wn, ha: 'e the 
1re either B • 

cash deposit or surety b i a per~rmance bond 
· e~re t' ' m such amount as 'he sh en ermg a contract, 
necessary to protect th b ~l find reasonably e est interests of the City. 

(i) Unique services p . 
personnel contractu I . .rofess10nal or 
proven to be uni; sen~ces which have been 

. e an not , b' 
reqmrements of th . : Stl'.J ect to the . e competitr ·e b. ad. 
m mrness of $2 000 00 ~

1 
mg process 

h U ' · cumulatr· B s a require C' t . C . re ~r a fiscal year 
th . 17 oune1l ap ,. 1 

0 
ef'\'t'lSe provided b . thpro ra unless Y e Charter or other linv. 

(j) Prohibition a . 
contract or purchase d ~mst subdivision. No 
void the requirementso:f '; ~hall ~e subdivided to 

1s sect10n. 

(k) Termination &c , 
or purchase 'Nhich "''J eentu:10!. No contract . .. as made or am d d . 
approval of th C' . .,var e with th b e !tr C01me1l b e 

y the 9irector and/o M maye terminated 
member of the E ~ . anager or any other 

)CCCutP 'e B h 
obtai.ning the approval o'i C ~r:mc~ v.i._thout first 
termmation. ity Council for such 

§ 18 21.6 {)PE N M}.:RKET PR{)CEDU RE. 

All purchases of . 
services, or sales of supplies, contractual 
unsuitable B yersonal property '.vhich . 

. ~r contmued . 1s 
est d 

use ,. ·h h h 
1mate value f 

1 
, w 1eras an 

h . o ess than th h 
undred dollars ($3 500 Orree Gousand five 

o~en market, 'iVith~ut . 0), may be .made in the 
vnthout observing the proper advertisement and 
§ 18 21.5 for the av,rard p;~cedure prescribed in 

oormal contracts. 

market purchases shall ,,.'Ji s. AU open 
based on at least th '3 .. henever feasible be rree ( ) co · . ' 
shall be awarded thmpetrtive bids and 
· o t:I e lov'Cst · ' m accordance with th, responsible bidder 
21.5(e)(2). e standards set forth in§ 18 

(b) l'leticc iw·iting b "d 
shall solicit bids by: , l s. The Director 

(1) 9irect mail 
prospecfr·e "end request to 

• " ors; or 
(2) By telephone; or 

bulletin c:~:a~ !7t:c ~?tice posted on the 
e Ity Hall. 

record of all open. ~ e1Fector shall keep a 
submitted in comp~~~et orders and the bids 

e i 10n the 

(c) Recording Tb g. 

records shall also be;,eon, and such open to publie inspection. 

§ 18 21.7 PETTY EXPENDITURES 
REVQLVING FUND. 

" . . Petty eash funds m , . tl~th.J.n any agency with ay be established 
9rrector of Finance Fro ~e approval of the 
all purchases not in. m this fund shall be paid 
by the heads of age:::e:ss of_$I?O,OO each, made 
approval of th . for mc1dentals v·ith th e 9Irector +h g· ' ' e 
promulgate rules and re 'i ~errector shall 
petty expenditures re"·ol'~u a:on~ for use of the 

,r V ng 4,}fi-. 

§ 18 21.8 C:ENTR AL 
STQRERQ{)M'8 ~;OL WAREHQUSING· VINGFUND. ' 

(a) Adminis:fr6lt · Th 
control and super:1·ise tzen.e 9irector shall 
and shall adrnini~ter s~rerooms and warehouses 
ffififr.- e storeroom's renolT·i· . ~rng 

hereby created a st ,.,e ,,mg/1;md. There is 
oreroom s revolving fund. 

(b) Storeroom's re" l·· · .r. 

6 

procedure R~q . . . Accounting · ~ ms1t10ns from su 1. . 
(1) 

a storeroom or nrar4L 43P 1es, m 
by the g. n e ouse shall be credited 

rrector to th e storeroom's 



revolving fund by a char . 
appropriation of the using :;eH?Y~nst the 

. . (2) Inventory. The Director sh 11 
mamtam a perpeti 1 · a 11 .~a mventory record of 
~ matenals, supplies or equipment stored 
m storerooms and '.Va-rehouses. 

§ 18 21.9 PRICE .+. GREE PROCEDURE~ ....MENT CONTR.,:\CT 

The head of the authority to submit . . ~gency shall have the 
supplies a· 'ailabl req:1S1t10ns to the Director for 

• eunerthet f . 
agreement.erms o a pnee 

§ 18 21.10 E'MERGENCY PURCHi4. .. SES. 

. (a) . Emergency defined. For the , 
of~s ~ect10n only, an E}.1ERGEWC P«:13ose 
a situation that threatens th , '. · Y constrtutes 
or welfare, and: e pubhc health, safety 

(l) Is unforeseeable· 
' 

(2) Calls for immediate actioll' 
' 

(3) Cannot be responded t . 
est bl' h el o usmg a is e procurement meth d 0 s. 

(b) By Directer ttnd!er A la I 
of an emergency that re . H ne~r. n case 
purchase of su 1· quues the immediate 
D' 4-'P ies or contractual ser:dces th 

irector and/or Manager shall bv ' e 
secure by open market e empov,i:ered to 
obtainabl · procedure and at the lo·.vest 

e pnce an,· s 1. service: ,upp ies or contractual 

(l) Without Ci , · 
approval for . t) Council 
$10 000 00 amounts not exceeding 

• . . per vendor during a six (6) 
month penod; 

~) W'h · rl:G City Council appro,.al 
for amounts exceeding $10 000 00 • 
vendor eluring a six (6) month' : d per peno . 

. (3) Recordeel explanation The 
Duector and/or M · · . · anager shall 
m1mediately file a report ex 1 .. 
circ· t P mnmg the 
,,, urns an_ces of an emergency purchase 
.. ~th the City Clerk to be entered irno the 
minutes of the City Council and rema· 
open to public inspection. m 

e (c) BY_ heed e.f department. In case of an 
mergency v,rhICh may result in the l f oss O: 

ma . (l) Life. _The head of any agency 
} purchase duectly any sup l' 

ser"ic P ies or 
• es necessary d . un Cf the 

Circumstances then in existence; or 

(2) Property. The head of . 
agency m , h any _a} pure ase elirectly only those 
supplies or services not to d 
$ IQ OGG g . excee 

• • · 0 durmg a six (6) month · d 
mrtho· t th . peno ..~e pnor approval of C=ty 
Council. i 

male
. (d) Vielatie1'l. Any person in violation of 
ag an una th · el 

in this section :i::t:: :~:ndfiture _as outlined 
punishable.by a $500 Og fi 7 o ~ mis~erneanor 
day . . · 1 . ne anel, or nmety E90::i 

'S mJai upon conviction ofthe Court.; 

§ 18 21.11 INSPECTION },.ND TESTING. 

The Director ma , · 
inspection of all ~7 mspect, or supervise the 

e 1vCfles of suppl' 
contractual services to d~ ies or 
conformance m 0 h . etermme their 
th d vdt the specifications set furth in 

e or er or contract. 

(a) Inspection by egency Th D' 
shall ha"e the auth . · e uector ' ont)· to th · 
having the staff· -~ onze agencies 
· . and facrhties for ad , 
mspection to inspect all d r.. _equate 
agencies under ru e i rene~ made to such 
D. - les and regulat10ns which th 

uector shall prescribe. e 

. (b) Tests. The Director shall h T, th 
authonty to require chemical . ave e 
samples of d r" . . and phys1caltests of 

e 1, enes mh1ch 
determine their U:al. ~ v, are necessary to 
sp . fi . ~ ity and conformance mith th 

ee1 cat10ns. In the performanc .v e 
the Director shall have the auth ~t ~f such tests, 7 on7 to make use 



of laboratory facilities of any agency of the City 
government or of any outside laboratory. 

§ 18 21.12 SURPLUS SUPPLIES. 

All using agencies shall submit to the 
Director, at such times and in such form as he 
shall prescribe, an inventory of all supplies 1.vhich 
are no longer used or vA1ich have become 
obsolete. 

(a) Transfer. The Director shall have the 
authority to transfer surplus supplies to other 
agencies. 

(b) Sale. The Director shall have the 
authority to sell all supplies which have become 
unsuitable for public use, or to exchange the same 
for, or trade in the same on, nev.' supplies. 

(1) Competitive bidding. Sales 
under this section shall be made to the 
highest responsible bidder and in 
conformance with § § 18 21. 5 or 18 21. 6 
hereof whichever is applicable. 

§ 18 21.13 COOPERA.TIVE PURCH! ... SINC. 

The Director shall have the authority to 
join vrith other units of government in cooperative 
purchasing plans when the best interests of the 
City would be served thereby. 

§ 18-21 PURPOSE AND SCOPE. 

THE VISION FOR THE CITY IS A 
WELL-MANAGED, FINANCIALLY 
STABLE, AND ACCOUNTABLE 
GOVERNMENT FOCUSED ON CREATING 
AND MAINTAINING A VIBRANT AND 
GROWING COMMUNITY THAT WILL 
ATTRACT AND RETAIN RESIDENTS, 
BUSINESSES, STUDENTS AND VISITORS 
AND IMPROVE QUALITY OF LIFE. THE 
CITY'S MISSION IS TO ASSURE THAT 
RESIDENTS, BUSINESSES, STUDENTS 
AND VISITORS RECEIVE MUNICIPAL 
SERVICES IN A CUSTOMER FRIENDLY 

AND FINANCIALLY RESPONSIBLE 
MANNER. 

STRUCTURING CITY 
OPERATIONS TO ACHIEVE THIS 
MISSION AND VISION HA VE REQUIRED 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF LONG RANGE 
STRATEGIC PLANNING AND 
BUDGETING. EQUALLY IMPORTANT IS 
ESTABLISHING THE PRINCIPLES BY 
WHICH GOODS AND SERVICES WILL BE 
OBTAINED. 

THE PROCESS OF OBTAINING 
GOODS AND SERVICES MUST BE 
CONSISTENT WITH THE STRATEGIC 
PLAN. THERE MUST BE PROPER 
OVERSIGHT AND TRANSPARENCY, 
WITH A GOAL OF OBTAINING THE 
GOODS AND SERVICES THAT BEST 
MEET THE NEEDS OF CITY 
DEPARTMENTS. THE PROCESS MUST 
ENSURE COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT 
CONDUCTED IN AN ETHICAL AND 
TIMELY MANNER IN ORDER FOR THE 
CITY TO CARRY OUT ITS DUTIES. USE 
OF CITY RESOURCES FOR PERSONAL 
USE IS GROUNDS FOR TERMINATION OF 
EMPLOYMENT AND POSSIBLE 
CRIMINAL PROSECUTION. 

PURCHASING GOODS AND 
SERVICES SUPPORTS THE BUSINESSES 
AND COMMUNITIES IN WHICH THE 
BUSINESSES RESIDE. ACCORDINGLY, 
WHEN FEASIBLE, IN TERMS OF 
QUALITY, COST, AND ACCESSIBILITY, 
THE CITY SHOULD MAKE GOOD FAITH 
EFFORTS TO PROCURE GOODS AND 
SERVICES FROM BUSINESSES WITH A 
PHYSICAL LOCATION WITHIN THE 
CITY LIMITS, AND IF NOT ABLE TO DO 
SO, TO MAKE SIMILAR EFFORTS WITH 
RESPECT TO BUSINESSES PHYSICALLY 
LOCATED IN GENESEE COUNTY 
AND/OR SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES. 

§ 18-21.1 ASSIGNMENT OF 
RESPONSIBILITY. 
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THE FLINT CITY COUNCIL SHALL 
BE RESPONSIBLE FOR PERIODICALLY 
REVIEWING AND UPDATING THIS 
ORDINANCE, FOR MONITORING 
PURCHASING ACTIVITIES AS 
DESCRIBED WITHIN THIS ORDINANCE, 
AND APPROVING PURCHASES AS 
DESCRIBED WITHIN THIS ORDINANCE 
TO ASSURE THAT GOODS AND 
SERVICES OBTAINED BEST MEET THE 
NEEDS OF CITY DEPARTMENTS AND 
ARE OBTAINED IN A COMPETITIVE, 
TRANSPARENT, ETffiCAL AND TIMELY 
MANNER THAT PERMITS THE CITY TO 
CARRY OUT ITS DUTIES. 

THE MAYOR SHALL BE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR EXECUTIVE 
OVERSIGHT OF THE PURCHASING OF 
ALL GOODS AND SERVICES FOR THE 
CITY, FOR APPROVING PURCHASES AS 
PROVIDED IN THIS ORDINANCE, AND 
FOR ASSURING THAT CITY COUNCIL IS 
PROVIDED TIMELY INFORMATION TO 
ENABLE IT TO CARRY OUT ITS 
OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES. 

THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR 
SHALL PROVIDE ADMINISTRATIVE 
OVERSIGHT OF THE PURCHASING 
FUNCTION, FOR APPROVING 
PURCHASES AS PROVIDED IN THIS 
ORDINANCE, AND FOR PROVIDING THE 
CITY COUNCIL TIMELY INFORMATION 
TO ENABLE IT TO CARRY OUT ITS 
OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES. 

THE FINANCE DIRECTOR SHALL 
SUPERVISE THE ACTIVITIES OF THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR, AND SHALL 
WORK WITH THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT HEADS AND 
OTHERS TO ASSURE THAT PROPER 
BUDGET ARY AUTHORITY EXISTS FOR 
THE PURCHASE OF GOODS AND 
SERVICES. 

THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 
PROCUREMENT OF ALL GOODS AND 
SERVICES FOR THE CITY UNLESS 
OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THIS 
ORDINANCE. THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR SHALL ASSURE THAT ALL 
GOODS AND SERVICES ARE OBTAINED 
IN A COMPETITIVE AND ETHICAL 
·MANNER AND IN COMPLIANCE WITH 
THE PROCESSES ESTABLISHED IN THIS 
ORDINANCE. THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR SHALL ALSO APPROVE 
PURCHASES AS PROVIDED IN THIS 
ORDINANCE. THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR SHALL ALSO DEVELOP AND 
RECOMMEND TO THE MAYOR THE 
APPROPRIATE PROCESSES AND 
PROCEDURES TO MEET THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF THIS ARTICLE. 

DEPARTMENT HEADS AND 
PERSONNEL DESIGNATED BY 
DEPARTMENT HEADS SHALL HA VE THE 
AUTHORITY TO OBTAIN GOODS AND 
SERVICES AS AUTHORIZED IN THIS 
ARTICLE. THE DESIGNATED 
PERSONNEL SHALL ALSO PROVIDE THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR WITH THE 
INFORMATION NEEDED TO ASSURE 
THAT THE GOODS AND SERVICES TO BE 
OBTAINED ARE IN THE BEST INTERESTS 
OF THE CITY. 

ALL PERSONS WHO ARE 
AUTHORIZED TO PURCHASE GOODS 
AND SERVICES FOR THE CITY SHALL BE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSURING THAT 
PURCHASES MADE IN THE BEST 
INTERESTS OF THE CITY, ARE 
OBTAINED ON A COMPETITIVE BASIS 
AS REQUIRED BY THIS ARTICLE, AND 
ARE DONE IN AN ETHICAL MANNER. 

§ 18-21.2 DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY. 

THERE MUST BE PROPER 
OVERSIGHT AND TRANSPARENCY 
WITH RESPECT TO THE PURCHASE OF 
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GOODS AND SERVICES, WITH A GOAL 
OF OBTAINING GOODS AND SERVICES 
THAT BEST MEET THE NEEDS OF CITY 
DEPARTMENTS. THE PROCESS MUST 
ENSURE COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT 
CONDUCTED IN A TIMELY AND 
ETHICAL MANNER IN ORDER FOR THE 
CITY TO CARRY OUT ITS DUTIES. ALL 
PARTIES DELEGATED AUTHORITY 
WITH RESPECT TO ALL PURCHASES OF 
GOODS AND SERVICES ARE CHARGED 
WITH THE RESPONSIBILITY OF 
MAKING PURCHASES IN A 
COMPETITIVE AND ETIDCAL MATTER, 
AND FOR ADHERING IN ALL RESPECTS 
TO THE CITY OF FLINT CODE OF 
CONDUCT POLICY. 

THE AUTHORITY WITH RESPECT 
TO THE PURCHASE OF ALL GOODS AND 
SERVICES IS DELEGATED AS PROVIDED 
HEREIN: 

DEPARTMENT HEADS AND 
EMPLOYEES SPECIFICALLY 
DESIGNATED BY DEPARTMENT HEADS, 
AND APPROVED BY THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR, SHALL BE ELIGIBLE TO BE 
ISSUED PROCUREMENT CARDS, AND 
ARE AUTHORIZED TO PURCHASE 
GOODS AND SERVICES FOR CITY 
PURPOSES, PROVIDED FUNDS ARE -
APPROPRIATELY BUDGETED AND THAT 
THE DEPARTMENT HEAD OR 
DESIGNATED EMPLOYEE FORMALLY 
AGREE TO ALL PROVISIONS 
REGARDING THE USE AND 
RECONCILEMENT OF THE CARDS, AS 
PRESCRIBED BY THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR. THE AMOUNT OF GOODS 
AND SERVICES PURCHASED IN ONE 
MONTH MAY NOT EXCEED $10,000, 
UNLESS SPECIFIC AUTHORIZATION IS 
APPROVED BY THE FINANCE 
DIRECTOR, CITY ADMINISTRATOR, 
AND MAYOR UPON THE 
RECOMMENDATION OF THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR. THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR MAY SUSPEND 

USE OF PROCUREMENT CARDS FOR 
FAILURE TO FOLLOW ESTABLISHED 
PROCESSES AND PROTOCOLS. USE OF 
PROCUREMENTCARDSFORPERSONAL 
OR OTHER NON-CITY USE IS A 
VIOLATION OF THE CITY'S CODE OF 
CONDUCT POLICY AND MAY BE 
GROUNDS FOR TERMINATION AND 
POSSIBLE CRIMINAL PROSECUTION. 

DEPARTMENT HEADS AND 
EMPLOYEES AUTHORIZED BY 
DEPARTMENT HEADS MAY REQUEST 
THE PURCHASE OF GOODS AND 
SERVICES BY FILING A PROPERLY 
COMPLETED REQUISITION WITH THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR. UPON 
RECEIPT OF THE REQUISITION, AND 
DOCUMENTATION THAT FUNDS HAVE 
BEEN PROPERLY BUDGETED, THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR SHALL CAUSE 
THE SOLICITATION OF REQUESTS FOR 
THE PURCHASE OF THE GOODS AND 
SERVICES TO BE MADE, FOLLOWING 
THE APPROPRIATE PROCESSES. 

THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
SHALL ADHERE TO THE FORMAT OF 
THE SELECTED PROCESS AS DETAILED 
IN THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS: 

§ 18-21.3 COMPETITIVE SEALED 
BIDDING. 

(1) CONDITIONS FOR USE. ALL 
PROCUREMENT REQUESTS FOR THE 
CITY SHALL BE AW ARD ED BY THE USE 
OF COMPETITIVE SEALED BIDDING 
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN 
SECTIONS 18-21.4 (COMPETffiVE 
SEALED PROPOSALS), 18-21.5 
(QUALIFICATIONS BASED SELECTION), 
18-21.6 (SMALL PURCHASES), 18-21.7 
(PUBLIC ENTITY PROCUREMENTS), 18-
21.8 (SOLE SOURCE PROCUREMENT), 
AND 18-21.9 (EMERGENCY 
PROCUREMENTS), OF THIS ARTICLE. 
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(2) INVITATION FOR BIDS. AN 
INVITATION FOR BIDS SHALL BE 
ISSUED AND SHALL INCLUDE 
SPECIFICATIONS AND ALL 
CONTRACTUAL TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO THE 
PROCUREMENT. 

(3) PUBLIC NOTICE. 
ADEQUATE PUBLIC NOTICE OF THE 
INVITATION FOR BIDS SHALL BE GIVEN 
NOT LESS THAN TEN (10) CALENDAR 
DAYS PRIOR TO THE DATE SET FORTH 
FOR THE OPENING OF BIDS. THE 
NOTICE MAY INCLUDE PUBLICATION 
ON THE CITY'S WEBSITE, ANY 
ELECTRONIC MEDIA SERVICE, OR 
NEWSPAPER OF GENERAL 
CIRCULATION WITHIN TEN (10) DAYS 
PRIOR TO BID OPENING. THE PUBLIC 
NOTICE SHALL STATE THE PLACE, 
DATE, AND TIME OF BID OPENING. 

(4) BIDOPENING. BIDSMAYBE 
OPENED PUBLICLY IN THE PRESENCE 
OF ONE OR MORE WITNESSES AT THE 
TIME AND PLACE DESIGNATED OR 
RECORDED AND PUBLISHED IN AN 
ELECTRONIC INVITATION FOR BIDS 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. THE AMOUNT 
OF EACH BID, AND ALL OTHER 
RELEVANT INFORMATION, AS THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR DEEMS 
APPROPRIATE, TOGETHER WITH THE 
NAME OF EACH BIDDER SHALL BE 
RECORDED. THE RECORD AND EACH 
BID SHALL BE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. 

(5) BID ACCEPTANCE AND BID 
EVALUATION. BIDS SHALL BE 
UNCONDITIONALLY ACCEPTED 
WITHOUT ALTERATION OR 
CORRECTION, EXCEPT AS 
AUTHORIZED HEREIN. BIDS SHALL BE 
EVALUATED BASED ON THE 
REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN THE 
INVITATION FOR BIDS, WHICH MAY 
INCLUDE CRITERIA TO DETERMINE 
ACCEPTABILITY SUCH AS INSPECTION, 

TESTING, QUALITY, WORKMANSHIP, 
DELIVERY, AND SUITABILITY FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THOSE 
CRITERIA THAT WILL AFFECT THE BID 
PRICE AND BE CONSIDERED IN THE 
EVALUATION FOR AWARD SHALL BE 
OBJECTIVELY MEASURABLE, SUCH AS 
DISCOUNTS, TRANSPORTATION COSTS, 
AND TOT AL OR LIFE CYCLE COSTS. 
THE INVITATION FOR BIDS SHALL SET 
FORTH THE EVALUATION CRITERIA TO 
BE USED. 

(6) CORRECTION OR 
WITHDRAWAL OF BIDS; CANCELLATION 
OF AWARDS. CORRECTIONS OR 

· WITHDRAWAL OF INADVERTENTLY 
ERRONEOUS BIDS BEFORE OR AFTER 
BID OPENING, OR CANCELLATION OF 
AW ARDS OR CONTRACTS BASED ON BID 
MIST AKES, MAY BE PERMITTED 
WHERE APPROPRIATE. MISTAKES 
DISCOVERED BEFORE BID OPENING 
MAY BE MODIFIED OR WITHDRAWN BY 
WRITTEN OR ELECTRONIC NOTICE 
RECEIVED IN THE OFFICE DESIGNATED 
IN THE INVITATION FOR BIDS PRIOR TO 
THE DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF 
THE BID. 

(7) LOCAL PREFERENCE. 
FROM THE BIDDERS DETERMINED TO 
BE RESPONSIBLE, THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR, IN CONSULTATION WITH 
THE DEPARTMENT HEAD REQUESTING 
THE GOODS OR SERVICES, SHALL 
DETERMINE THE RECOMMENDED BID 
AW ARD. FROM AMONG THE 
RESPONSIBLE BIDDERS, THE 
RECOMMENDED AW ARD SHALL BE TO 
THE LOWEST BIDDER; PROVIDED, 
THAT IN DETERMINING THE LOWEST 
BID, THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
SHALL CONSIDER THE BONA FIDE 
BUSINESS LOCATION OF THE BIDDER. 
IF THE LOWEST RESPONSIBLE BIDDER 
IS NOT LOCATED WITHIN THE CITY 
LIMITS, AND THE LOWEST BID OF THE 
RESPONSIBLE BIDDERS LOCATED 
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WITIDN THE CITY LIMITS DOES NOT 
EXCEED THAT OF THE LOWEST NON
LOCAL BIDDER BY MORE THAN SEVEN 
PERCENT (7%), THEN THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR SHALL BE ALLOWED TO 
REQUEST THE LOWEST LOCAL 
VENDOR MATCH THE PRICE OFFERED 
BY THE LOWEST NON-LOCAL VENDOR. 
ADDITIONALLY, IF THE . LOWEST 
RESPONSIBLE BIDDER IS NOT LOCATED 
WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS, AND THE 
LOWEST BID OF THE RESPONSIBLE 
BIDDER LOCATED WITHIN GENESEE 
COUNTY DOES NOT EXCEED THE BID OF 
THE LOWEST NON-LOCAL BIDDER BY 
MORE THAN THREE AND ONE-HALF 
PERCENT (3.5% ), THEN THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR SHALL BE 
ALLOWED TO REQUEST THE LOWEST 
LOCAL VENDOR MATCH THE PRICE 
OFFERED BY THE LOWEST NON-LOCAL 
VENDOR. 

(8) APPROVAL THRESHOLDS. 
THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR, IN 
CONSULTATION WITH T~ 
DEPARTMENT HEAD SHALL JOINTLY 
RECOMMEND THE AWARD OF A BID 
UNDER THIS SECTION. IF THE BID 
AW ARD IS LESS THAN $20,000, THE 
DECISION OF THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR SHALL BE FINAL. IF THE 
RECOMMENDED BID AWARD IS IN 
EXCESS OF $20,000, IT SHALL ALSO BE 
APPROVED BY THE FINANCE 
DIRECTOR; IF IN EXCESS OF $30,000, IT 
SHALL ALSO BE APPROVED BY THE 
CITY ADMINISTRATOR; AND, IF IN 
EXCESS OF $50,000, IT SHALL ALSO BE 
APPROVED BY THE MAYOR. ANY 
RECOMMENDED BID AWARDS IN 
EXCESS OF $75,000 SHALL ALSO BE 
APPROVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL. 

(9) ADJUSTMENTS TO 
NEGOTIATED AWARDS. IN THE EVENT 
THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER WAS FOR A 
PROJECT THAT EXCEEDS AVAILABLE 
FUNDS AS CERTIFIED BY THE FINANCE 

DIRECTOR, THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR IS AUTHORIZED, WHEN 
TIME OR ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
PRECLUDE RE-SOLICITATION OF 
WORK OF A REDUCED SCOPE, TO 
NEGOTIATE AN ADJUSTMENT OF THE 
BID PRICE WITH THE LOWEST 
RESPONSIBLE BIDDER, IN ORDER TO 
BRING THE BID WITHIN THE AMOUNT 
OF AVAILABLE FUNDS. ANY 
NEGOTIATED ADJUSTMENT SHALL BE 
BASED ONLY UPON ELIMINATING 
INDEPENDENT DEDUCTIVE ITEMS 
SPECIFIED IN THE INVITATION FOR 
BIDS. 

(10) MULTI-STEP SEALED 
BIDDING. WHEN IT IS CONSIDERED 
IMPRACTICAL TO INITIALLY PREPARE 
A PURCHASE DESCRIPTION TO 
SUPPORT AN A WARD BASED ON PRICE, 
AN INVITATION FOR QUALIFICATIONS 
MAY BE ISSUED REQUESTING THE 
SUBMISSION OF UN-PRICED OFFERS TO 
BE FOLLOWED BY AN INVITATION FOR 
BIDS LIMITED TO THOSE BIDDERS 
WHOSE OFFERS HA VE BEEN 
DETERMINED TO BE TECHNICALLY 
ACCEPT ABLE UNDER THE CRITERIA 
SET FORTH IN THE FIRST 
SOLICITATION. 

§ 18-21.4 COMPETITIVE SEALED 
PROPOSALS. 

(1) CONDITIONS FOR USE. 
WHEN THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
DETERMINES THAT THE USE OF 
COMPETITIVE SEALED BIDDING IS 
EITHER NOT PRACTICABLE OR NOT 
ADVANTAGEOUS TO THE CITY, A 
CONTRACT FOR THE PURCHASE OF 
GOODS OR SERVICES MAY BE ENTERED 
INTO BY USE OF THE COMPETITIVE 
SEALED PROPOSALS METHOD. 

(2) REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS. 
PROPOSALS SHALL BE SOLICITED 
THROUGH A WRITTEN AND 
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PUBLICALLY NOTICED REQUEST FOR 
PROPOSALS FORMAT. 

. (3) PUBLIC NOTICE. 
ADEQUATE PUBLIC NOTICE OF THE 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS SHALL BE 
GIVEN IN THE SAME MANNER AS 
PROVIDED IN SECTION 18-21.3(3) 
(COMPETITIVE SEALED BIDDING, 
PUBLIC NOTICE). THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR WILL DETERMINE THE 
AMOUNT OF TIME IN WHICH REQUESTS 
WILL BE SOLICITED. 

(4) RECEIPT OF PROPOSALS. 
PROPOSALS SHALL BE PREPARED 
CONTAINING THE NAME OF EACH 
RESPONDENT, THE NUMBER OF 
MODIFICATIONS RECEIVED, IF ANY, 
AND A DESCRIPTION SUFFICIENT TO 
IDENTIFY THE ITEM OFFERED. THE 
PROPOSALS . SHALL BE OPEN FOR 
PUBLIC INSPECTION ONLY AFTER 
BEING PUBLISHED. 

(5) DISCLOSURE OF 
RESPONDENTS, CONTENTS. THE 
CONTENTS OF ANY PROPOSAL SHALL 
NOT BE DISCLOSED TO COMPETING 
RESPONDENTS UNTIL AFTER BEING 
PUBLISHED. 

(6) EVALUATION FACTORS. 
THE REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS SHALL 
STATE THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF 
PRICE · AND OTHER EVALUATION 
FACTORS. 

(7) DISCUSSION WITH 
RESPONSIBLE RESPONDENTS AND 
REVISIONS TO PROPOSALS. AS 
PROVIDED IN THE REQUEST FOR 
PROPOSALS, DISCUSSIONS MAY BE 
CONDUCTED WITH RESPONSIBLE 
RESPONDENTS WHO SUBMIT 
PROPOSALS DETERMINED TO BE 
REASONABLY SUSCEPTIBLE OF BEING 
SELECTED FOR · AWARD FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF CLARIFICATION TO 

ASSURE FULL UNDERSTANDING OF, 
AND CONFORMANCE TO, THE 
SOLICITATION REQUIREMENTS. 
RESPONDENTS WHO SUBMITTED 
PROPOSALS DETERMINED TO BE 
REASONABLY SUSCEPTIBLE OF BEING 
SELECTED FOR AW ARD SHALL BE 
ACCORDED FAIR AND EQUAL 
TREATMENT WITH RESPECT TO ANY 
OPPORTUNITY FOR DISCUSSION AND 
REVISION OF PROPOSALS, AND 
REVISIONS MAY BE PERMITTED AFTER 
SUBMISSIONS AND PRIOR TO AWARD 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBTAINING BEST 
AND FINAL OFFERS. 

(8) LOCAL PREFERENCE. 
UNLESS THE FUNDING SOURCE FOR 
THE CONTRACT PROHIBITS SUCH 
PREFERENCES, THE PREFERENCE FOR 
LOCAL VENDORS AS OUTLINED IN 
SECTION 18-21.3(7) SHALL BE 
CONSIDERED. 

(9) APPROVAL THRESHOLDS. 
THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR, IN 
CONSULTATION WITH THE 
DEPARTMENT HEAD, SHALL EV ALU ATE 
THE PROPOSALS AND RECOMMEND 
AWARD OF THE CONTRACT UNDER 
THIS SECTION. IF THE RECOMMENDED 
AW ARD IS FOR LESS THAN $20,000, THE 
DECISION OF . THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR SHALL BE FINAL. IF THE 
RECOMMENDED AW ARD IS IN EXCESS 
OF $20,000, IT SHALL ALSO BE 
APPROVED BY THE FINANCE 
DIRECTOR; IF IN EXCESS OF $30,000, IT 
SHALL ALSO BE APPROVED BY THE 
CITY ADMINISTRATOR; AND, IF IN 
EXCESS OF $50,000, IT SHALL ALSO BE 
APPROVED BY THE MAYOR. ANY 
RECOMMENDED AW ARD IN EXCESS OF 
$75,000 SHALL ALSO BE APPROVED BY 
THE CITY COUNCIL. 

§ 18-21.5 QUALIFICATIONS · BASED 
SELECTION. 
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(1) CONDITIONS FOR USE. THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR MAY 
DETERMINE, WHEN REQUISITIONS 
HA VE BEEN RECEIVED, THAT PRE
QUALIFYING VENDORS FOR 
CONSIDERATION IS · IN THE BEST 
INTERESTS OF THE CITY. 

(2) IN SUCH CASE, THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR, IN 
CONSULTATION WITH THE 
DEPARTMENT HEAD, SHALL DEVELOP 
A REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS 
THAT WILL DEFINE THE REQUEST TO 
BE SOUGHT AND THE NECESSARY 
QUALIFICATIONS A QUALIFIED 
RESPONDING ENTITY MUST HAVE IN 
ORDER TO BE QUALIFIED TO RESPOND 
TO A PROPOSAL REQUEST. 

(3) PUBLIC NOTICE. 
ADEQUATE PUBLIC NOTICE OF THE 
REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS SHALL 
BE GIVEN IN THE SAME MANNER AS 
PROVIDED IN SECTION 18-21.3(3) 
(COMPETITIVE SEALED BIDDING, 
PUBLIC NOTICE). 

(4) RECEIPT OF 
QUALIFICATIONS. A REGISTER OF 
QUALIFICATIONS SHALL BE PREPARED 
CONTAINING THE NAME AND 
QUALIFICATIONS OF EACH 
RESPONDENT. THE REGISTER OF 
QUALIFICATIONS SHALL BE OPEN FOR 
PUBLIC INSPECTION ONLY AFTER 
READ PUBLICLY. 

(5) EVALUATION OF 
SUBMISSIONS. THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR, IN CONSULTATION WITH 
THE DEPARTMENT HEAD, SHALL 
EVALUATE THE QUALIFICATIONS OF 
THE RESPONDENT AND SHALL 
PREPARE A LIST OF RESPONDENTS 
DESIGNATED AS QUALIFIED. THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR SHALL ALSO 
PREPARE AND MAINTAIN A LIST OF 
RESPONDENTS NOT DESIGNATED AS 
PRE-QUALIFIED, IDENTIFYING THE 

REASONS WHY THEY WERE NOT 
DESIGNATED AS PRE-QUALIFIED. 

(6) THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR WILL CAUSE TO BE 
PREPARED A REQUEST FOR 
COMPETITIVE SEALED PROPOSALS AS 
PROVIDED IN SECTION 18-21.1, AND 
ISSUED TO THE QUALIFIED 
RESPONDENTS. 

§ 18-21.6 SMALL PURCHASES. 

AS PROVIDED IN THIS ARTICLE, 
DEPARTMENT HEADS AND 
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNATED 
EMPLOYEES MAY BE ISSUED 

. PROCUREMENT CARDS AND MAY 
PURCHASE GOODS AND SERVICES NOT 
EXCEEDING $10,000 PER MONTH. THE 
PURCHASES SHALL NOT BE 
ARTIFICIALLY DIVIDED SO AS TO 
CONSTITUTE A SMALL PURCHASE 
UNDER THIS SECTION. 

FOR PURCHASES UNDER $10,000 
PER MONTH, INCLUDING PURCHASES 
UTILIZING PROCUREMENT CARDS, THE 
DEPARTMENT HEAD AND AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEE SHALL, TO THE EXTENT 
POSSIBLE AND PRACTICAL AND IN THE 
BEST INTERESTS OF THE CITY, SOLICIT 
COMPETITIVE QUOTATIONS TO 
PROVIDE THE GOODS OR SERVICES 
SOUGHT. WHEN POSSIBLE AND 
PRACTICAL, A MINIMUM OF THREE (3) 
WRITTEN QUOTATIONS AND COPIES OF 
ALL QUOTATIONS SHALL BE PROVIDED 
TO THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR FOR 
SMALL PURCHASE REQUESTS. IN THE 
ABSENCE OF SUFFICIENT WRITTEN 
QUOTATIONS, THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR MAY ELECT TO SOLICIT 
ADDITIONAL QUOTATIONS. THEY 
SHALL ALSO GIVE CONSIDERATION, 
WHERE POSSIBLE AND PRACTICAL, TO 
BUSINESSES WITH A PHYSICAL 
LOCATION WITHIN THE CITY, OR IF 
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NOT POSSIBLE, WITIDN GENESEE 
COUNTY. 

THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
MAY ASSESS THESE PURCHASES AS TO 
THE FEASIBILITY OF FUTURE FORMAL 
COMPETITIVE PROCESSES FOR THE 
GOODS AND SERVICES BEING 
PROCURED IN TIDS MANNER. 

§ 18-21.7 PUBLIC ENTITY PURCHASES. 

THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR IS 
AUTHORIZED, IF DETERMINED TO BE 
IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CITY, 
TO PURCHASE GOODS AND SERVICES 
FOR THE CITY, RELYING ON 
COMPETITIVE PROCESSES 
UNDERTAKEN BY OTHER PUBLIC 
ENTITIES, INCLUDING THE FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT, THE STATE OF 
MICHIGAN, MUNICIPALITIES, SPECIAL 
PURPOSE DISTRICTS AND 
AUTHORITIES, AND SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS. 

THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
MAY APPROVE OR RECOMMEND THE 
APPROVAL OF A CONTRACT WITH THE 
VENDOR WHO HAS A CONTRACT WITH 
ANOTHER PUBLIC ENTITY FOR GOODS 
OR SERVICES THAT THE CITY WOULD 
LIKE TO PURCHASE, IF AT A MINIMUM: 

(1) THE CONTRACT IS 
FOR THE SAME GOODS, 
SERVICES, OR CONSTRUCTION 
AND AT THE SAME PRICE, TERMS, 
AND CONDITIONS AS ARE IN THE 
CONTRACT WITH THE OTHER 

. PUBLIC ENTITY; AND, 

(2) THE CONTRACT 
BETWEEN THE PERSON AND THE 
OTHER PUBLIC ENTITY WAS 
AWARDED IN A MANNER 
CONSISTENT WITH 
PROCUREMENT BEST PRACTICES 

AS DETERMINED BY THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR. 

§ 18-21.8 SOLE SOURCE PURCHASES. 

A PURCHASE ORDER 
AGREEMENT OR FORMAL WRITTEN 
CONTRACT FOR THE PURCHASE OF 
GOODS AND SERVICES MAY BE 
AW ARD ED IN THE DISCRETION OF THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR, WITHOUT A 
FORMAL COMPETITIVE PROCESS 
WHEN, AFTER CONDUCTING A GOOD 
FAITH REVIEW OF AVAILABLE 
SOURCES AND EXISTING EQUIPMENT, . 
THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
DETERMINES THAT: 
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(1) THERE IS ONLY ONE 
SOURCE FOR THE REQUIRED 
SUPPLY, SERVICE, OR 
CONSTRUCTION ITEM; OR 

(2) THE CHOSEN 
SOURCE IS THE BEST CHOICE IN 
THE INTERESTS OF EQUIPMENT 
STANDARDIZATION AND 
EFFICIENT OPERATIONS. THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR, IN 
CONSULTATION WITH THE 
DEPARTMENT HEAD, SHALL 
OBTAIN A FORMAL PROPOSAL 
FROM THE VENDOR SPECIFIC TO 
THE NEEDED GOODS AND 
SERVICES, AND SHALL MAKE ALL 
GOOD FAITH EFFORTS TO 
SECURE A PRICE THAT IS IN THE 
BEST INTERESTS OF THE CITY. 
THE REQUESTING DEPARTMENT 
SHALL PRODUCE A WRITTEN 
EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED 
SOLE SOURCE PURCHASE, 
DETAILING THE RATIONALE FOR 
THE RECOMMENDATION. 

(3) THE PURCHASE 
FOLLOWS THE REQUIREMENTS 
FOR APPROVAL THRESHOLDS 



_OF § 18-21.3 COMPETITIVE 
SEALED BIDDING - SECTION (8) 
AND § 18-21.4 COMPETITIVE 
SEALED PROPOSALS - SECTION 
(9). 

§ 18-21.9 EMERGENCY PURCHASES. 

NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER 
PROVISION OF THESE REGULATIONS, 
THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR MAY 
MAKE OR AUTHORIZE OTHERS TO 
MAKE EMERGENCY PURCHASES OF 
SUPPLIES, SERVICES, OR 
CONSTRUCTION ITEMS WHEN THERE 
EXISTS A THREAT TO PUBLIC HEALTH, 
WELFARE, OR SAFETY; PROVIDED 
THAT THE EMERGENCY 
PROCUREMENTS · SHALL BE MADE 
WITH SUCH COMPETITION AS IS 
PRACTICABLE UNDER THE 
CIRCUMSTANCES. THE REQUESTING 
DEPARTMENT SHALL PRODUCE A 
WRITTEN RATIONALE OF THE 

. CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE 
NEED FOR AN EMERGENCY PURCHASE, 
THE COST, AND ANY EFFORTS MADE TO 
SECURE COMPETITIVE PRICES. 

IF THE AUTHORIZED PURCHASE 
IS FOR LESS THAN $20,000, THE 
DECISION OF THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR SHALL BE FINAL, AND A 
NOTATION WILL BE MADE IN THE 
ELECTRONIC RECORD KEEPING FOR 
THE PURCHASE REQUEST. IF TIME 
PERMITS, THE PURCHASE SHOULD 
FOLLOW THE REQUIREMENTS FOR 
APPROVAL THRESHOLDS OF § 18-21.3 
COMPETITIVE SEALED BIDDING -
SECTION (8) AND § 18-21.4 COMPETITIVE 
SEALED PROPOSALS - SECTION (9). 

§ 18-21.10 REPORTING AND 
ACCOUNTABILITY. 

THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR, ON 
A MONTHLY BASIS, SHALL PREPARE A 
REPORT THAT PROVIDES TOTAL 

EXPENDITURES WITH SPECIFIC 
VENDORS TO DATE THAT HAVE 
EXCEEDED A TOTAL OF $10,000.00. THIS 
REPORT SHALL INCLUDE THE 
PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER, THE 
AMOUNT OF THE PURCHASE, THE 
DEPARTMENT REQUESTING THE 
GOODS AND SERVICES, AND A 
DESCRIPTION OF THE GOODS AND 
SERVICES. 

THE REPORT SHALL BE MADE 
PUBLICALLY AVAILABLE VIA 
ELECTRONIC MEANS ON A MONTHLY 
BASIS. THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
SHALL BE AVAILABLE TO REVIEW THE 
REPORT AND PROVIDE ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION AS MAY BE REQUESTED 
BY THE CITY COUNCIL, OR THEIR 
DESIGNATED COMMITTEE. 

§ 18-21.11 CONTRACTS. 

WHERE FINAL AGREEMENT FOR 
THE PURCHASE OF GOODS OR 
SERVICES REQUIRES A CONTRACT 
BINDING THE CITY, OTHER THAN THE 
ISSUANCE OF A PURCHASE ORDER OR 
USE OF A PROCUREMENT CARD, THE 
AGREEMENT MUST BE APPROVED BY 
THE CITY ATTORNEY BEFORE 
PRESENTING IT TO THE PERSON 
AUTHORIZED TO BIND THE CITY. 

A MODIFICATION OF A 
CONTRACT MUST BE APPROVED IN THE 
SAME MANNER THAT THE CONTRACT 
WAS APPROVED. ALL CONTRACT 
MODIFICATIONS MUST BE IN WRITING 
AND APPROVED IN ADVANCE BY THE 
CITY ATTORNEY. 

DEPARTMENT HEADS ARE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR MONITORING THE 
TERMS OF ANY AGREEMENT 
APPROVED FOR GOODS AND SERVICES 
FOR THEIR AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY. 
THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR AND 
DEPARTMENT HEADS SHALL ASSURE 
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THAT A CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION 
SYSTEM IS DESIGNED AND 
IMPLEMENTED TO ENSURE THAT A 
CONTRACTOR IS PERFORMING IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
SOLICITATION UNDER WHICH THE 
CONTRACT WAS AWARDED AND THE 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE 
CONTRACT, AND THAT THE 
DEPARTMENT IS IN COMPLIANCE WITH 
ALL REQUIREMENTS OF ANY 
APPLICABLE GRANTS. 

§ 18-21.12 DUE DILIGENCE. 

AS PART OF THE EVALUATION OF 
ANY VENDOR PROPOSING TO DO 
BUSINESS WITH THE CITY, THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR OR DESIGNEE 
MAY, AT REASONABLE TIMES, INSPECT 
THE PART OF THE PLANT, PLACE OF 
BUSINESS, OR WORKSITE OF A 
CONTRACTOR OR SUBCONTRACTOR 
AT ANY TIER THAT IS PERTINENT TO 
THE PERFORMANCE OF ANY 
CONTRACT A WARDED, OR TO BE 
A WARDED, BY THE CITY. 

THE CITY MAY ALSO, AT 
REASONABLE TIMES AND PLACES, 
AUDIT THE BOOKS AND RECORDS OF 
ANY CONTRACTOR WHO HAS 
SUBMITTED COST OR PRICING DATA AS 
A PART OF ITS BID OR PROPOSAL, TO 
THE EXTENT THAT THE BOOKS, 
DOCUMENTS, PAPER, AND RECORDS 
ARE PERTINENT TO THE COST OR 
PRICING DATA FOR THREE (3) YEARS 
FROM THE DATE OF FINAL PAYMENT 
UNDER THE CONTRACT. 

§ 18-21.13 REPORTING OF 
ANTICOMPETITIVE PRACTICES. 

WHEN FOR ANY REASON 
COLLUSION OR OTHER 
ANTICOMPETITIVE PRACTICES ARE 
SUSPECTED AMONG ANY BIDDERS OR 
RESPONDENTS, A NOTICE OF THE 

RELEVANT FACTS SHALL BE 
TRANSMITTED TO THE CITY 
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE. 

§ 18-21.14 DEBARMENT OR SUSPENSION. 

THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR, 
WITH THE CONSENT OF THE CITY 
ATTORNEY AND THE APPROVAL OF 
THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL, IS 
AUTHORIZED TO DEBAR A PERSON FOR 
CAUSE FROM CONSIDERATION FOR 
AWARD OF CONTRACTS. THE 
DEBARMENT SHALL BE FOR A PERIOD 
OF NOT MORE THAN THREE (3) YEARS. 
AFTER CONSULTATION WITH THE CITY 
ATTORNEY, THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR IS AUTHORIZED TO 
SUSPEND A PERSON FROM 
CONSIDERATION FOR AWARD OF 
CONTRACTS IF THERE IS PROBABLE 
CAUSE TO BELIEVE THAT THE PERSON 
HAS ENGAGED IN ANY ACTIVITY THAT 
MIGHT LEAD TO DEBARMENT. THE 
SUSPENSION SHALL BE FOR A PERIOD 
NOT TO EXCEED THREE (3) YEARS. THE 
CAUSES FOR DEBARMENT INCLUDE: 
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(1) CONVICTION FOR 
COMMISSION OF A CRIMINAL 
OFFENSE AS AN INCIDENT TO 
OBTAINING OR ATTEMPTING TO 
OBTAIN A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE 
CONTRACT OR SUBCONTRACT, 
OR IN THE PERFORMANCE OF 
THE CONTRACT OR 
SUBCONTRACT; 

(2) CONVICTION UNDER 
STATE OR FEDERAL STATUTES 
OF EMBEZZLEMENT, THEFT, 
FORGERY, BRIBERY, 
FALSIFICATION OR 
DESTRUCTION OF RECORDS, 
RECEIVING STOLEN PROPERTY, 
OR ANY OTHER OFFENSE 
INDICATING A LACK OF 
BUSINESS INTEGRITY OR 
BUSINESS HONESTY THAT 



CURRENTLY, SERIOUSLY, AND 
DIRECTLY AFFECTS 
RESPONSIBILITY AS A CITY 
CONTRACTOR; 

(3) CONVICTION UNDER 
STATE OR FEDERAL ANTITRUST 
STATUTES ARISING OUT OF THE 
SUBMISSION OF BIDS OR 
PROPOSALS; 

( 4) VIOLATION OF 
CONTRACT PROVISIONS, AS SET 
FORTH. BELOW, OF A 
CHARACTER THAT IS REGARDED 
BY THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
TO BE SO SERIOUS AS TO JUSTIFY 
DEBARMENT ACTION: 

(A) DELIBERATE 
FAILURE, WITHOUT GOOD 
CAUSE, TO PERFORM IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
SPECIFICATIONS OR 
WITHIN THE TIME LIMIT 
PROVIDED IN THE 
CONTRACT;OR 

(B) A RECENT 
RECORD OF FAILURE TO 
PERFORM, OR OF 
UNSATISFACTORY 
PERFORMANCE, IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
TERMS OF ONE OR MORE 
CONTRACTS; PROVIDED 
THAT FAILURE TO 
PERFORM OR 
UNSATISFACTORY 
PERFORMANCE CAUSED BY 
ACTS BEYOND THE 
CONTROL OF THE 
CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT 
BE CONSIDERED TO BE A 
BASIS FOR DEBARMENT; 

(5) ANY OTHER CAUSE 
THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
DETERMINES TO BE SO SERIOUS 

AND COMPELLING AS TO AFFECT 
RESPONSIBILITY AS A CITY 
CONTRACTOR, INCLUDING 
DEBARMENT BY ANOTHER 
GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY FOR 
ANY CAUSE LISTED IN THESE 
REGULATIONS; AND 

(6) FOR VIOLATION OF 
THEETHICALSTANDARDSASSET 
FORTH IN THE CITY OF FLINT 
CODE OF CONDUCT POLICY. 

THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR 
SHALL ISSUE A WRITTEN DECISION TO 
DEBAR OR SUSPEND. THE DECISION 
SHALL STATE THE REASONS FOR THE 
ACTION TAKEN AND INFORM THE 
DEBARRED OR SUSPENDED PERSON 
INVOLVED OF THEIR RIGHTS 
CONCERNING JUDICIAL OR 
ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW. ANY 
PERSON RECOMMENDED TO BE 
DEBARRED PURSUANT TO THIS 
SECTION SHALL BE GIVEN ADVANCE 
WRITTEN NOTICE AND SHALL BE 
AFFORDED THE RIGHT TO CONTEST 
THE RECOMMENDATION BEFORE THE 
CITY COUNCIL. 

§ 18-21.15 BID PROTESTS. 

(1) RIGHT TO PROTEST. ANY 
ACTUAL OR PROSPECTIVE BIDDER, 
RESPONDENT, OR CONTRACTOR WHO 
IS AGGRIEVED IN CONNECTION WITH 
THE SOLICITATION OR AW ARD OF A 
PURCHASE ORDER AGREEMENT OR 
CONTRACT MAY PROTEST THE ACTION 
TO THE CITY. 

(2) PROCESS FOR FILING A 
PROTEST. A PROTEST WITH RESPECT 
TO AN INVITATION FOR BIDS OR 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS MUST BE 
SUBMITTED IN WRITING TO THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR. THE 
PROTEST MUST BE ENTITLED "BID . 
PROTEST" AND MUST · CLEARLY 
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IDENTIFY THE SOLICITATION AND 
AWARD UNDER PROTEST, AND MUST 
STATE THE GROUNDS FOR THE 
PROTEST. THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR SHALL PROVIDE A COPY OF 
ANY TIMELY BID PROTEST TO THE 
MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL WITHIN 
SEVEN (7) CALENDAR DAYS OF ITS 
SUBMISSION. 

(3) TIME LIMITS FOR FILING. 
PROTESTS MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR NO LATER 
THAN SEVEN (7) CALENDAR DAYS 
AFTER THE AGGRIEVED PERSON KNEW 
OR SHOULD HA VE KNOWN OF THE 
FACTS GIVING RISE TO THE PROTEST, 
AND IN NO EVENT LATER THAN 
FOURTEEN (14) CALENDAR DAYS AFTER 
AW ARD OF THE PURCHASE ORDER 
AGREEMENT OR CONTRACT. FAILURE 
TO FILE A BID PROTEST WITHIN THESE 
TIME LIMITS CONSTITUTES A WAIVER 
OF THE PROTEST. 

(4) STAY OF PROCUREMENTS 
DURING PROTESTS. IN THE EVENT A 
TIMELY PROTEST IS SUBMITTED TO 
THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR UNDER 
THIS SECTION, THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR SHALL NOT PROCEED 
FURTHER WITH THE SOLICITATION, 
AW ARD, OR PERFORMANCE OF THE 
PURCHASE ORDER AGREEMENT OR 
CONTRACT UNTIL THE PROTEST IS 
SUSTAINED OR DISMISSED, OR THE 
CITY COUNCIL MAKES A 
DETERMINATION ON THE RECORD 
THAT THE AWARD OR PERFORMANCE 
OF A PURCHASE ORDER AGREEMENT 
OR CONTRACT WITHOUT DELAY IS 
NECESSARY TO PROTECT 
SUBSTANTIAL INTERESTS OF THE CITY; 
PROVIDED HOWEVER THAT IF THE 
POSTPONEMENT OF THE PURCHASE OF 
GOODS OR SERVICES IMP AIRS THE 
ABILITY OF THE CITY TO CARRY OUT 
ITS SERVICES, THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR, WITH THE APPROVAL OF 

THE MAYOR, MAY TAKE NECESSARY 
STEPS TO OBTAIN THE MINIMUM 
AMOUNT OF GOODS AND SERVICES 
NECESSARY TO ENABLE CITY 
SERVICES TO CONTINUE. 

(5) DECISION BY THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR. THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR SHALL ISSUE 
A WRITTEN DECISION SUSTAINING OR 
DENYING THE BID PROTEST WITIDN 
FIFTEEN (15) DAYS OF RECEIPT OF A 
WRITTEN AND TIMELY PROTEST. A 
COPY OF THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR'S DECISION MUST BE 
PROVIDED TO THE PROTESTING 
BIDDER OR PROPOSER, THE MAYOR, 
AND THE CITY COUNCIL. 

(6) APPEAL TO THE MAYOR. A 
PROTESTING BIDDER OR PROPOSER 
MAY APPEAL THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR'S DECISION TO THE MAYOR 
BY FILING A WRITTEN APPEAL WITH 
THE MAYOR WITIDN SEVEN (7) DAYS OF 
THE DATE OF THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR'S DECISION. THE MAYOR 
SHALL CONDUCT THE INVESTIGATION 
AS DEEMED NECESSARY TO RESPOND 
TO THE APPEAL, AND SHALL PROVIDE 
HIS OR HER DECISION ON THE APPEAL 
WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS. 

(7) APPEAL TO CITY COUNCIL. 
A PROTESTING BIDDER OR PROPOSER 
MAY APPEAL THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR'S DECISION TO THE CITY 
COUNCIL BY FILING A WRITTEN 
APPEAL WITH THE CITY CLERK 
WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS OF THE DATE 
OF THE MAYOR'S DECISION. THE 
PROTESTING BIDDER SHALL BE 
AFFORDED AN OPPORTUNITY AT THE 
NEXT REGULARLY SCHEDULED CITY 
COUNCIL MEETING TO ADDRESS THE 
CITY COUNCIL AND STATE THE 
GROUNDS FOR THE APPEAL. NO LATER 
THAN THE NEXT REGULARLY 
SCHEDULED MEETING, CITY COUNCIL 
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SHALL MAKE ITS DECISION ON THE 
APPEAL. 

§ 18-21.16 CONTRACT CLAIMS. 

(1) DECISION OF THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR. ALL CLAIMS 
BY A CONTRACTOR AGAINST THE CITY 
RELATING TO A CONTRACT SHALL BE 
SUBMITTED IN WRITING TO THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR FOR A 
DECISION. THE SUBMISSION MUST 
IDENTIFY THE GROUNDS FOR THE 
CLAIM. THE CONTRACTOR MAY 
REQUEST A CONFERENCE WITH THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR ON THE 
CLAIM. CLAIMS INCLUDE, WITHOUT 
LIMITATION, DISPUTES ARISING 
UNDER A CONTRACT, AND THOSE 
BASED UPON BREACH OF CONTRACT, 
MISTAKE, MISREPRESENTATION, OR 
OTHER CAUSE FOR CONTRACT 
MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION. 

(2) NOTICE TO THE 
CONTRACTOR OF THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR'S DECISION. THE DECISION 
OF THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR SHALL 
BE ISSUED IN WRITING WITHIN THIRTY 
(30) DAYS OF SUBMISSION, AND SHALL 
BE IMMEDIATELY MAILED OR 
OTHERWISE FURNISHED TO THE 
CONTRACTOR. THE DECISION SHALL 
STATE THE REASONS FOR THE 
DECISION REACHED, AND SHALL 
INFORM THE CONTRACTOR OF ITS 
APPEAL RIGHTS UNDER SUBSECTION 
(3) OF THIS SECTION. THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR SHALL CONSULT WITH THE 
CITY ATTORNEY PRIOR TO MAKING A 
DECISION DENYING THE 
CONTRACTOR'S CLAIM IN WHOLE OR 
IN PART. 

(3) FINALITY OF PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR DECISION; CONTRACTOR'S 
RIGHT TO APPEAL. THE PURCHASING 
DIRECTOR DECISION SHALL BE FINAL 
AND CONCLUSIVE UNLESS, WITHIN 

SEVEN (7) CALENDAR DAYS FROM THE 
DATE OF RECEIPT OF THE DECISION, 
THE CONTRACTOR MAILS OR 
OTHERWISE DELIVERS A WRITTEN 
APPEAL TO THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR. 

(4) APPEAL TO THE CITY 
ADMINISTRATOR. A PROTESTING 
CONTRACTOR MAY APPEAL THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR'S DECISION 
TO THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR BY 
FILING A WRITTEN APPEAL WITH THE 
CITY ADMINISTRATOR WITHIN SEVEN 
(7) DAYS OF THE DATE OF THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR'S DECISION. 
THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR SHALL 
CONDUCT THE INVESTIGATION AS 
DEEMED NECESSARY TO RESPOND TO 
THE APPEAL, AND SHALL PROVIDE HIS 
DECISION ON THE APPEAL WITHIN 
SEVEN (7) DAYS. 

§ 18-21.17 AUTHORITY OF THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR TO SETTLE 
BID PROTESTS AND CONTRACT 
CLAIMS. 

THE PURCHASING DIRECTOR IS 
AUTHORIZED TO SETTLE ANY PROTEST 
REGARDING THE SOLICITATION OR 
AWARD OF A PURCHASE ORDER 
AGREEMENT OR CITY CONTRACT, OR 
ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF THE 
PERFORMANCE OF A PURCHASE 
ORDER AGREEMENT OR CITY 
CONTRACT, PRIOR TO THE 
COMMENCEMENT OF AN ACTION IN A 
COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION. 

§ 18-21.18 CANCELLATION OF 
SOLICITATIONS FOR THE PURCHASE 
OF GOODS AND SERVICES. 

AT ANY TIME THE CITY 
DETERMINES THAT A SOLICITATION 
FOR GOODS OR SERVICES SHOULD BE 
CANCELLED BECAUSE IT IS NOT IN THE 
BEST INTERESTS OF THE CITY TO 
MAKE THE PROCUREMENT, THE 
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PURCHASING DIRECTOR SHALL 
IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY THE 
POTENTIAL VENDORS OF THE CITY'S 
DECISION. HOWEVER, THE CITY SHALL 
HA VE NO OBLIGATION OR 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY COSTS OR 
INCONVENIENCES INCURRED BY ANY 
POTENTIAL VENDOR, UNLESS AN 
AWARD HAS BEEN FORMALLY MADE 
AND ACCEPTED BY ISSUANCE OF A 
PURCHASE ORDER OR SIGNING OF A 
CONTRACT. 

§ 18-21.19 ETHICS IN PURCHASING. 

THE PROCESS OF PURCHASING 
GOODS AND SERVICES IS DESIGNED TO 
ENSURE COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT 
CONDUCTED IN AN ETHICAL AND 
TIMELY MANNER IN ORDER FOR THE 
CITY TO CARRY OUT ITS DUTIES. 

ALL EMPLOYEES DELEGATED 
AUTHORITY WITH RESPECT TO ALL 
PURCHASES OF GOODS AND SERVICES 
ARE CHARGED WITH THE 
RESPONSIBILITY OF MAKING 
PURCHASES IN A COMPETITIVE AND 
ETHICAL MANNER, AND FOR 
ADHERING IN ALL RESPECTS TO THE 
CITY OF FLINT CODE OF CONDUCT 
POLICY. VIOLATION OF THE CITY OF 
FLINT CODE OF CONDUCT POLICY, 
INCLUDING THE USE OF CITY 
RESOURCES FOR PERSONAL USE OR 
GAIN IS GROUNDS FOR TERMINATION 
OF EMPLOYMENT AND POSSIBLE 
CRIMINAL PROSECUTION. 

LIKEWISE, PERSONS OR ENTITIES 
PROPOSING TO, OR ENGAGED IN, THE 
PROVISION OF GOODS AND SERVICES 
TO THE CITY ARE CHARGED WITH THE 
RESPONSIBILITY OF PROPOSING AND 
PROVIDING GOODS AND SERVICES IN A 
COMPETITIVE AND ETHICAL MANNER. 

WHILE A PROCUREMENT IS 
PENDING, BIDDERS AND PROPOSERS 

SHALL NOT COMMUNICATE ABOUT 
THE SOLICITATION WITH ANY CITY 
EMPLOYEE, AGENT, OR ELECTED 
OFFICIAL, OTHER THAN THE 
PURCHASING DIRECTOR OR OTHER 
CITY PERSONNEL IDENTIFIED IN THE 
SOLICITATION. 

TO THE EXTENT THAT 
VIOLATIONS OF THE ETIDCAL 
STANDARDS OF CONDUCT SET FORTH 
IN THIS ARTICLE CONSTITUTE 
VIOLATIONS OF THE MICHIGAN PENAL 
CODE, THEY SHALL BE PUNISHABLE AS 
PROVIDED THEREIN. THE PENALTIES 
SHALL BE IN ADDITION TO THE CIVIL 
SANCTIONS SET FORTH IN THIS 
ARTICLE. CRIMINAL, CIVIL, AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE SANCTIONS AGAINST 
EMPLOYEES OR NON-EMPLOYEES 
THAT ARE IN EXISTENCE ON THE 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ARTICLE 
SHALL NOT BE IMPAIRED. 

IT SHALL BE UNETHICAL AND 
GROUNDS FOR DEBARMENT AND 
POTENTIAL CRIMINAL PROSECUTION 
FOR ANY PERSON TO OFFER, GIVE, OR 
AGREE TO GIVE TO ANY CITY 
EMPLOYEE A GRATUITY, AN OFFER OF 
EMPLOYMENT, OR ANYTHING ELSE OF 
VALUE IN CONNECTION WITH ANY 
DECISION TO APPROVE, DISAPPROVE, 
OR RECOMMEND THE AWARD OF A 
CONTRACT, OR IN CONNECTION WITH 
ANY DECISION WITH REGARD TO A BID 
PROTEST, OR WITH INTENT TO 
INFLUENCE THE CONTENT OF ANY 
SPECIFICATIONS OR PROCUREMENT 
STANDARDS, OR ADVICE, 
INVESTIGATION, AUDIT REPORT, OR 
ANY OTHER ADVISORY 
COMMUNICATION RELATED TO A 
PROCUREMENT OR CONTRACT UNDER 
THIS ARTICLE. 

IT SHALL BE UNETHICAL AND A 
VIOLATION OF THE CITY OF_ FLINT 
CODE OF CONDUCT POLICY AND 
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Jason Lorenz 
Public: Information Officer 
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EM lJpdat~s Council~ Req1tt1$ts supportfor Em~r9:ency Loan and 
District Court Con~oOdatign; Adjysts S~laries for Mayor and. Council 

Flint; Mfohigan - April 13} 2a15--·· Hy letter to Ctty Council issued today, Emerget1cy 

.Manager Jerry :Ambrose .co11gratufat~d City GoUncH fotthe1rrecentactions commitiingto 

restotirig .and rnaintaining the City's financial solvency, Mr, Ambros~ stated that recent 

.actiO.ns to adopt a series oford!nance$ requiring.GPmmitment to establishlng appmpriijte· 

:financial re$erY@$ 11nd an improved planning and budgeting proces$ indicGite that the 

Cotmcil understands tile need to restore. and maintain Flinfs financfa;iJ solvency. ''VVhHe 

there is. muchyet tcvdo., these are posmve steps in the right direction/' said Mr; :AmbrosEL 

''The ongo{ng cf1aUe11gewm beto adhere to the requkernents th~ City Council has.adopted 

themselves} 

Mr. Amtwose's letfor also reiterated the priority issues. currently fatting the City -

developing a long range financial plati, beginning with the upcornHig FY16 and FYt7 

budget conHnUihg to address concerns Wlth water safety; quality ahd affordability; and 

st9biltzJng resources forpuplic s~fety .. ''Theseare dearly the top priority tssl.Jes~and oriffes 

whktt requjre the qooperation ofa.U ifthey are tcr be sµccessfuUyad<iressed,'' ~Jptec:l Mr 

.Ambrose .. ''Unfortunat€Ily, resource$ are extremely limited, and we must make deolslons 

which address the most critical. issues. in a financially sound manner - and that often 

·means 1Ne cannot do everything.everybody wants." 

$ohle of the ingredi~hts of restoring flint's tinqtlcial solvency on ~ s4staJn9bJ~ basis,. 

a.ccording to Mr, Ambrose; inctµde obt&ining ? $7 mi!Hqn !pan to fiof:lnc~ the ?ccµmulated 

-CONTINUE-
. . 
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General Fund defidtand approving the consolidation oHhe.67th and 68th DtstrictCourts. 

Both is.sues are pending before cuy Qour1cfl and Mr" Arnbrpse ls hopeful fgt a qqlck 

pOsitiye.rgsponse. 'Theterms and condition$ off~req with this!oanequate to a 990d deaJ 
for the City and wur enabJe it to begin tq mo.re quickly rebuikf its finanoia! $Olvency, 

Approving the court oonsoHdatlon wm reduce City expense$ by $BA miUiorr overthe next 
1 f) · ·ears and w·n h·.· .. I t· ·. ·· r ·ct···· · · · · t···· bc.!·t·· · ····· · t····· ··d· '···· ·. ·tt:.. ·· ····b·1···· · .··· r· 1·· · ·····. · ....... ·.··· "· < . y, y ... . . . 1 ... e p · o p ovi e some s a 1 1 y m . un. mg o s iE;rpu ·. 1c sa e y servicee, · 

Mr: Ambmse also ptE>sented Council With actions he Is taking to cootinu!::1 the progte$s 

towards transition, including an updated p1..1rcha$ing orc:Hnance anq an order officially 

defining lhe rq!e. ofthe new City Administrator a$ the chief a.drriinistr9Hve officer for the 
City, ''Movrng the City forward Jn today's environment requires professbnal managers. 

clear respon$ibHities, and n1odernpractiCest said Ambrose. ''These actions move in that 

direction, and hopefully move the Council forJVe1rd intrufy becornirlg the governing body 

of. the Gify, focu13¢d on poliqies and accouritabiUly for rno\ling the City forvvard base:d on 

its vision; mission, and goals/ 

Recogni:cing the increasing role ofthe N•ta:yor and Council as the City transitltn1s to horne 
Nie With overslghtby a Receivers.hip TransmonAdvisory'Board, Mt Amhroseannounced 

that he is ree:stabfoshirig th~ salaries for M~yor and CoqncH ~rme JeveJs Jn place: before 

the GifY\i\/#lsmost recently placed into state receivership, He nqtedJh~tCouncH rneetiqgs 

are now held twice per rnonth, with c;ommift~e rneeUngs held once per rnonth,. $flQ the 

Mayor is now mvcb more engaged in a Chief ExecuUverole. Continued re~iplofth~ re~ 

established salaries, however; wHi be confing.ent upon attainment of certain fra}n!ng 

Ievets. These training levels were established in ptior orders bf the Emergenqy Manager, 

and GouncHn1~rr1bers. Will have 1mm Novernper J, 2015 fry gptflfn it~ or their salary wHT be 

reduced to the currentJeveL 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Friday, July 24, 2015 3:35 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
RE: RDS/DM/EC/JW/NKhouri/TSaxton/WWorkman - Local Government Update 

Next week sometime can Wayne & I have a follow up conversation with you re Flint water? Wayne & I had a call with 
Brad W. @ DEQ. He is getting back to us re some of the items on your list. So maybe mid-week? 
I think the bottom line is Wayne, Brad & I (we would "volunteer") to meet with your minister group here in Lansing [to 
the extent we can] provide info to some of the issues they raised with you. It may be better that you are not at the 
meeting. Of course that is your call but maybe let us 'peons' do it. Harvey could be there in your stead; since he knows 
them. I am sure whatever we convey they probably won't be happy. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 2:44 PM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); 
Pleyte, Beth (Treasury); Doyle, Maureen (Treasury); Walsh, John (GOV); Khouri, Nick (TREASURY); Dempkowski, Angela 
(Treasury) 
Subject: Re: RDS/DM/EC/JW/NKhouri/TSaxton/WWorkman - Local Government Update 

Wayne-
We need to have more discussion relating to Flint water. There seem to be even more issues regarding the water than 
there should be. I'll have a series of questions that I really need some answers to if you can have someone who 
understands the problems there. The people there just seem to be getting a raw deal from the city particularly in terms 
of the information they are getting. I know you are as worried about their health as I am so we kind of need to get 
answers to some of these concerns. 

> On Jul 22, 2015, at 2:08 PM, GovCalendar <GovCalendar@rnichigan"gov> wrote: 

> 
> Agenda: 

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Flint 
> • Water System/KWA 

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 



> Attachment: WWorkman Memo 

> 
> 
> <Local Government Update.pdf> 
> <meeting.ics> 



From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2015 8:43 AM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Re: Water Filter 

Thank you. We will work with 1111 to identify the appropriate entity to receive the filters for Flint residents. In 
addition, we'll keep you out the public eye on this. 

Please know, however, how much we appreciatemlllllland most importantly you for doing this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

> On Jul 27, 2015, at 7:44 AM, 

> 
> Harvey-

> 

wrote: 

>Weare all set. an serve as liaison on this one. The merchant team can source 1,500 filters. We will get 
them to the community at cost. My guess is this will be $20k or so, but the team will give you a final number. 

> 
> Because we don't want to be a state vendor, we won't sell them to you. -will work out logistics of whether we 
make a donation of gift cards to the state that you use to purchase them, or whether there is some other entity to which 
we can give them. 

> 
> Given all the circumstances, we are not interested in any publicity. We want it to be clear that the state is providing 
these, not 

> 
> Thanks for reaching out. 

> 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) [rnanto:hollinsh@michigan.gov] 
> Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 12:20 PM 
>To: 
> Subject: RE: Water Filter 

> 
> Thank you. 

> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: 
> Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 10:57 AM 
> To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
> Cc: 
> Subject: RE: Water Filter 

> 



> Will get back soon. 

> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) [mailto:hollinsh@lrnichigan.gov] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 12:17 PM 
>To: 
> Subject: Water Filter 

> 
> 
> Per our last conversation, I expressed that we were interested acquiring and distributing 1500 water filters to Flint 
residents to assist with the quality (perceived or real) of their drinking water until the KWA pipeline comes online. 

> 
> A few weeks ago, you asked me to send you the product ID number so you could check with your suppliers regarding 
price. I apologize for taking long to send you product ID; a number of conversations needed to occur in Flint before we 
could proceed. 

> 
> The product ID for a Brita Filter for kitchen faucets is: 
> Product ID 3176421 
> UPC 7-23987-0078 

> 
> Thank you for taking the time to look into this. 

> 
> Best, 
> Harvey Hollins 111, Director 
> Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 

> 
> 313.456.4994<tel:313.456.4994> (office) 
> (Cell) 

> 
> 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

> 
> NOTE: This electronic message and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the 
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this message in error, any unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. Unless expressly stated in this e-mail, 
nothing in this message should be construed as a digital or electronic signature or writing. 

> 
>~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

> 
> NOTE: This electronic message and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the 
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this message in error, any unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. Unless expressly stated in this e-mail, 
nothing in this message should be construed as a digital or electronic signature or writing. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:21 AM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

If your schedule permits, let's go to Flint to meet with them next week, or we can ask them to come back to Lansing. We 
should convey the response verbally and in person. If you're open to it, I'll ask Stacie to schedule that meeting next 

week. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 9:03 AM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rnuchrnon::d(;'Drnk:higarLgov> wrote: 

Here's the answers to son1e of the questions, How do you want to approach the pastors and comn1unity 
leaders, we owe them answers to the questions they asked, 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 8:36 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DCH); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 
Importance: High 

All, Attached is a memo and water rate sumn1ary ansv,1ering several of the questions raised by the Flint 

pastors. Please let me know if you have any questions. Wayne 

Wayne L. \Norkman 
Deputy State Treasurer 
['.,1ichigan Department of Treasury 

From: Cline, Richard (Treasury) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 8:21 AM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Cc: Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Byrne, Randall (Treasury) 
Subject: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 
Importance: High 

Wayne, 

Attached is the water rate table you asked for and I have updated the memo to reference this as an 
attachment. 

If you need anything else, please let me know. 

Note that Rob, Randy and I will be in Benton Harbor for a portion of today conducting their annual RTAB 
evaluation. 



Eric Cline I Department Manager 
State of Michigan ! Michigan Department ofT:rna:m.ry j Office of Fiscal R.espons:ibHHy 
430 W , Allegan Street, 3rd Floor ! Lansing, Ml 48922 
Lansing Office (517) 335-2078 I Cell Phone j Traverse City Office (231) 922-5228 
E-mail dinerl@rnichiqan.gov 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tliis e-mail. and any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended rec,pjent(s) and 
may contain inforn1ation that 1s confidentfal and protected from disclosure under the law. Any unauthorized re,rjew, 
use, disclosure, o.r distributk,n is prohibited Ilyou are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender fry reply 
e-man, and delete/destroy all coples of the onghrni message and attachments Thank you. 

<Memo on Water Coalition Questions 111.07-29-15.docx> 

<Flint Water Rate History FIN AL 02. 11. 15. pd±> 



From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 6:58 PM 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV); 

Re: Water Filter 

We cannot express how much we appreciate this. Thank you!! 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:27 PM, wrote: 

They are actually being donated. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:23 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <c1aytons3@michigan.gov> wrote: 

Thank you,-or the quick response. Harvey does have an additional 
question. Is the plan for the state to purchase the filters or i 

-donating them? The former is fine and the latter is great. If 
wepurchase them we have to determine the process. If they are donated, 

I will identify the location in Flint where they will be shipped. 

Stacie 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:56 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We are actually good to go and ready to ship vice copied~he VP over the 
area and my assistant. 

Just let us know the "ship to" and we are on our way. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 1:47 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <clavtons3_<i:~michigan.gov> 
wrote: 

Hi 



I hope you are doing well and enjoying your summer. Please 
let me know a convenient time for a phone call with you so 
we can discuss the water filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
claytons3@rnichiqan.qov 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 

Best, 
Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" 
<hollinsh(ff)J11ichigan.gov> 
Date: July 27, 2015 at 8:42:42 AM EDT 
To: 
Cc: 
"Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<muchmored(~michigan.gov>, "Clement, Elizabeth 
(GOV)" <dg_rn~nw@.mk1_1iwrn,go_v> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

Thank you. We will work with -to identify 
the appropriate entity to receive the filters for Flint 
residents. In addition, we'll keep you out the public 
eye on this. 

Please know, however, how much we appreciate 
- and most importantly you for doing this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

2 



On Jul 27, 2015, at 7:44 AM, 

rote: 

Harvey -

We are all set. can 
serve as liaison on this one. The 
merchant team can source 1,500 
filters. We will get them to the 
community at cost. My guess is this 
will be $20k or so, but the team will 
give you a final number. 

Because we don't want to be a state 
vendor, we won't sell them to 
you. -will work out logistics of 
whether we make a donation of gift 
cards to the state that you use to 
purchase them, or whether there is 
some other entity to which we can 
give them. 

Given all the circumstances, we are 
not interested in any publicity. We 
want it to be clear that the state is 
providing these, not 

Thanks for reaching out. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
[1nailto:hol1insh@michigan.gov] 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 12:20 
PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you. 

3 



-----Original Message-----

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 10:57 
AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Will get back soon. 

-----Original Message----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
[ mailto :hollinsh(ff)J11ichi gan. gov] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 
12:17PM 

To: 

Subject: Water Filter 

Per our last conversation, I expressed 
that we were interested acquiring and 
distributing 1500 water filters to 
Flint residents to assist with the 
quality (perceived or real) of their 
drinking water until the KW A 
pipeline comes online. 

A few weeks ago, you asked me to 
send you the product ID number so 
you could check with your suppliers 
regarding price. I apologize for 
taking long to send you product ID; a 
number of conversations needed to 
occur in Flint before we could 
proceed. 

The product ID for a Brita Filter for 
kitchen faucets is: 

Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 

4 



Thank you for taking the time to 
look into this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, Director 

Governor's Office ofUrban 
Initiatives 

313.456.4994<tel:313_4.56_4994> 
(office) 

(Cell) 

NOTE: This electronic message and 
any files transmitted with it are 
confidential and intended solely for 
the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you 
have received this message in error, 
any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, distribution or copying of 
this message is prohibited. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original 
message. Unless expressly stated in 
this e-mail, nothing in this message 
should be construed as a digital or 
electronic signature or writing. 

NOTE: This electronic message and 
any files transmitted with it are 
confidential and intended solely for 
the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you 
have received this message in error, 
any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, distribution or copying of 
this message is prohibited. If you are 
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not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original 
message. Unless expressly stated in 
this e-mail, nothing in this message 
should be construed as a digital or 
electronic signature or writing. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 
Thursday, July 30, 2015 9:47 AM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Re: Flint Water Meeting 

Absolutely, Chief. Thank you for the invite. We will be there. 
b 
Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 30, 2015, at 9:43 AM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <m.uchmored_@.mfchigan.gov> wrote: 

> 
> Can you join us with some Flint community leaders on Tuesday at 9:30 to talk about these water quality issues 
(probably need to bring your science guy)? Tom and Wayne will be there and Harvey and I promised these pastors we'd 
have real information for them and we do. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Friday, July 31, 2015 11:43 AM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Completed Flag Status: 

It's already scheduled for next Tues in Lansing. Also s donating 1500 filters to be shipped after 
next Tues.~oesn't want to be recognized for this. At the meeting I asked the group to review their distribution 
plan. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 31, 2015, at 11:38 AM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchr:10,ed{amichi2;aruzov> wrote: 

I can do it here., can't go to Flint 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:21 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: Re: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

If your schedule permits, let's go to Flint to meet with them next week, or we can ask them to come 
back to Lansing. We should convey the response verbally and in person. If you're open to it, I'll ask 
Stacie to schedule that meeting next week. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 9:03 AM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@rnk:higan,gov> wrote: 

Here··s the ansviters to sorr,e of the questions. Hovit do you want to approach the pastors 
and community leaders, we owe them answers to the questions they asked. 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 8:36 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DCH); Clement, Elizabeth 
(GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 
Importance: High 

/111, Attached is a memo and water rate summary answering several of the questions 
raised by the Flint pastors. Please let me know if you have any questions. Wayne 



iA/ayne L Workman 
Deputy State Treasurer 
Fv1ichigan Department of Treasury 

From: Cline, Richard (Treasury) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 8:21 AM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Cc: Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Byrne, Randall (Treasury) 
Subject: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 
Importance: High 

Wayne, 

Attached is the water rate table you asked for and I have updated the memo to 
reference this as an attachment. 

If you need anything else, please let me know. 

Note that Rob, Randy and I will be in Benton Harbor for a portion of today conducting 
their annual RTAB evaluation. 

Eric Cline ! Departrnent Manager 
State of Michigan ! Michiqan Department of Trea:mry ! Office of Fiscal Responsibility 
430 1N. A-11egan Street, 3rd Floor ! Larrninq, MI 48922 
Lansing Office (51 'l) 335--20'18 ! Cell Phone ! Traverse City Office 
(231) 922--522B 
E-mail cliner.l@michigan.qov 

C.."ONFJDEN'l'lAU'J'Y NOTICE: 'l'ilis e--rnsil. and any attachments, 1.s F.::r ihe .sole use of the intended 
rec1p1ent(s) and rnay contaw information foat is c:onfidentJal and protected frorn disclosure under 
the lavv. Any unauthorized revier-v·, use, disdc,sure, or disln!.mlwn 1.s prol]i}.::ited. ffyou are not ihe 
wtended recipient, plesse con ls ct the sender by repiy e--rrwii, and delete/destroy all copies ofthe 
onginsl message and atlschmenis Thank you. 

<Memo on Water Coalition Questions 111.07-29-15.docx> 

<Flint Water Rate History FIN AL 02. 11. 15. pd±> 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Wednesday, September 16, 2015 10:43 AM 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Khouri, Nick (TREASURY) 

RE: Flint 

But there is no 'magic' bullet at this point in terrns of money or anything substantive 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 10:40 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rnuchrnored~'ilrnichigan,gov>; Khouri, Nick (TREASURY) <Khouf'iN~'ilrnichigan,gov> 

Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxlonT(Wmichigan.gov>; Lyon, Nick (DCH) <LyonN2~vrnichigan,gov>; Wyant, Dan (DEQ) 
<Wvc1ntD(::i:>rnichigan.gov>; Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) <VJurfelB~'ilmichigan,gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(;'Dmichigan,gov>; 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <dernenle(Wmichigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <holiinsh~'ilmichigan,gov>; Roberts, John 
(DTMB) <RobertsJ9(:i>rnichigan.gov> 

Subject: RE: Flint 

\Ve will have an update later today from our call with the City yesterday, 

Vi/ayne L Workman 
Deputy State Treasurer 

Fv1ichigan Department of Treasury 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 10:33 AM 

To: Khouri, Nick (TREASURY) <Khouf'ir4~vmichigcm,gov> 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxlonT(Wmichigan.gov>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <WorkrnanW~vrnichigan.gov>; 

Lyon, Nick (DCH) <Lvonf\l2Q':0rnid1igan.gov>; Wyant, Dan (DEQ) <WvantD(&michigan.gov>; Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 

<WurfelB~vrnichigan.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <;'\genAvmichigan,gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

<demente(:i>rnichigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh~vrnichigan.gov>; Roberts, John (DTMB) 
<RobertsJ9(:i>rnichigan.gov> 

Subject: RE: Flint 

From: Khouri, Nick (TREASURY) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 10:01 AM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rnuchrnored~'ilmichigan,gov> 

Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxlonT(Wmichigan.gov>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <WorkrnanW~vrnichigan.gov>; 

Lyon, Nick (DCH) <Lvonf\l2Q':0rnichigan.gov>; Wyant, Dan (DEQ) <WvantD(&michigan.gov>; Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 

<WurfelB~vrnichigan.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <;'\genAvmichigan,gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

<demente(:i>rnichigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh~vrnichigan.gov>; Roberts, John (DTMB) 
<RobertsJ9(:i>rnichigan.gov> 

Subject: Re: Flint 

Tom 



Any state or federal subsidized financing available? Something similar in structure to combined sewer overflow? 

It's not free money, but a better option 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 15, 2015, at 9:52 AM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored~'ilrnichigan,gov> wrote: 

Nice of Dayne Walling to work with us before he called yesterday to tell me he was going to announce to 
City Council last night that Flint needs and deserves $30M from the state for upgrades to their water 
system and a lead abatement program. Any thoughts on this? 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 
Wednesday, September 16, 2015 10:48 AM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

RE: Flint 

I'm drafting oui- response to the congressional I state elected officials. Vile plan to have this mady and 
ship it today, as EPA (Susan Hedman) sent her response yesterday. And we plan to follmv suit with 
her form. VVhich was amazingly efficient in its brevity. 
b 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 10:33 AM 
To: Khouri, Nick (TREASURY) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Lyon, Nick (DCH); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Wurfel, Brad 
(DEQ); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Roberts, John (DTMB) 
Subject: RE: Flint 

Any additional information on this'? 

From: Khouri, Nick (TREASURY) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 10:01 AM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <fft1!.:;bD):H?:':0.8:T0.\:;bi.R?D,K\?Y.> 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <i?t.tD.D.T@.mi.Utgf:1.f\l?:?.Y>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <.\N.0.f.~!I!.f!.D.W.@.mi.rtfgm\gqy>; 
Lyon, Nick (DCH) <.\Y.0.0N?@!I!.trh.\R?.0,.RQY>; Wyant, Dan (DEQ) <WY.?.D.t.Q@.1:r,.\:;h}2.?D,.RQY>; Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 
<.W.i!X.f.f!.B.@.mithigf:1.r\W?-t>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <!'.\Wr)i.@.r:J.\hig?n,g;?-t>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
<.<;:(?:!T.f:.D.tf.@.0:1/0.\g?.0.,g0y>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <b.\?).U.0,~.h.@.mithigf:1.f\l?:?.Y>; Roberts, John (DTMB) 

<.R.0.t.ttt\lJ.@.0:1itL[R?.D.,gqy> 
Subject: Re: Flint 

Tom 

Any state or federal subsidized financing available? Something similar in structure to combined sewer overflow? 

It's not free money, but a better option 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 15, 2015, at 9:52 AM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <m11.r;hm:H?:':0.@T0.\r;.~Jg?n,g?y> wrote: 

Nice of Dayne Walling to work with us before he called yesterday to tell me he was going to announce to 
City Council last night that Flint needs and deserves $30M from the state for upgrades to their water 
system and a lead abatement program. Any thoughts on this? 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Monday, September 28, 2015 5:57 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Khouri, Nick (TREASURY); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); 

Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 

FW: KWA & Water Quality Chronology Timeline 

KWA & Water Quality Chronology Timeline.09-28-15.docx 

High 

Follow up 

Flagged 

Dennis- attached is a first draft of a timeline. \Ne will refine it tomorrow. We rec'd some info from Brad that we might 

need to incorporate. And Terry & Wayne's staff are sUII corning up with dales/events. Please let us know if this is what 
you had in rnind. 

Terry found these links; including an article when City Council approved the move/switch. There are some noteworthy 
quotes. 

http:/ /blog.n1live.com/newsnov\.1 =mpact/print.html:'ent(y:c;/2DB/03/flint city cotmci! a0woves re.html 

http:/ /wwv-1. ml ive .com/ newsjtn nt/i ndex. ssf /2.012/10/rnnstruction ___ perm it .. approved .. s. html 

Flint City Council approves resolution to buy water from Karegnondi, 

state approval still needed 

Dominic Adams I dadams5@mlive.com By Dominic Adams I dadams5@mlive.com The Flint Journal 

Follow on Twitter 

on March 25, 2013 at 10:45 PM, updated March 26, 2013 at 1:28 AM 



FLINT, MI - Flint is one step closer to getting its water from Lake Huron as part of the Karegnondi Water Authority. 

ffle votet approved 7: .. 1 at the Flint CityJt:o:uncil:,meeting,,,,Mo:nday;;:,,:M,ar:£h)IS,mmayJtave,,,,s.etJr:tmbt1on)th:e,,,eodJto 

EUt!MP:ii!¥hM1did:liM!HWWii!t.trnfrn!ttmW:1U@i~:; 

Under the proposal, Flint would get 16 million gallons per day of raw water from Lake Huron, pipe it to Flint for 

treatment and then sell it to customers throughout the city. Another 2 million gallons per day would come from the 

Flint River and will be treated in Flint. 

m:ayt1,r:,:Qa:y.n~!t,wa1,11n:g,,,sau:tt1te,,,,11epa,wm1:nt,,,er:,,envh:::onoo1ntat,Qua,11tf:::::must,,,appr::eve::::1n1nes,,,g1:m1ng:::::bttt11:11:on,,,gauensq;,:e,r 

day/·ffum·-tfot·m-1nt··R1vew 

Tuesday's meeting followed weeks of discussions and special meetings surrounding the resolution. 

There were more than 50 people at Monday's meeting. 

"Gp1n:g::::w.ith::::IQ:i)::SQ*lPM:h1S:::thed!$St;J;le¢ISi:On:dW¢df:'iSV¢H!H!j:::t):p:Mi:on:::nn:::the::::S¢(;l:nO:n:l:1¢S:::O:f::th1:;J;lm:t:ISi:O*l;:%Sa#!ld~ieb1:sea 

fM!iW1i!AA!!nt:R!Ygrn\%1!!ttmhMdtPi!li!W!PnJ!Ml:M!d!Y~!tlktt.~9N "If we start drawing water out of the Flint River, we are at 

risk of having to start releasing water from our reservoirs." 
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Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright said the decision must still be approved by a county water and waste 

advisory board. The KWA board will then be reconvened for final approval. 

Wright said construction could start in May. 

State:tr.easuppn~ffitudsrstHkmust:::,appmve:,:tlhms1ty::munsWsn:m0:ven»:e:causedl:1ntdia:s:,an:,:,~nner.ge,rn:::~nffitH:n:1c1a:bmana:g:em 

AUJ:!it1MW'iditUr:Q$::::O:t,$rn$50/000dti#St4MIH!lPPtiN.ed:~ 

Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright has said that Flint would pay roughly $6.4 million annually for water 

service if it joined the pipeline - a nearly $4 million savings on what it pays Detroit for water . 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

r!It(s::,a:JU:sffir::i:e::::nigl@::Jodlbe#llity:::pf:::f:U:nt/M.Ma:11:lmg:::s:a:ltk@]h:e::::savlogs::::wJlkl!i!hless::::w.:itl!hth:e:::mpa:dty.dev:ek:appr:oV:ed:::by::::ei@ 

totitmihbeeause,:,tbem,:::v.ot:1:lktieAtm:teas&l:,:traatr:nertbt®bfotdbe:::tMMA?ot:atetdr 

He said the DEQ told the city it needed to get 18 million gallons per day or there would have to be additional work 

done at Flint's water plant. 

Flint's water plant and the Flint River is currently the backup for Flint and Genesee County, however, the plant only 

operates four times per year . 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

ttt:,:w.as,:,a:,:pmtesbvote/frNohiler:msaidillIAfr1ewdtiew,hact:,:em!lugfov.0:tes,ntdusb@etlike:,:the,JmitbRl:tet4s::::out:,:tiesbo.pt1on/t 

Karengnondi is the regional water authority that includes Genesee, Lapeer and Sanilac counties and the cities of Flint 

and Lapeer. 

******************** 

Massive Karegnondi water project 
m.oving forward after state OKs 
pipeline tap into Lake Huron 
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[·3y Ron fonger I rt<mger1@mlh1e,com T,,e r:·lint Jouma, 

on Ocwber 01, 20"12 at 700 AM, updated October 01, 20"12 at 732 AM 

0 
Redd it 
Email 

Jeff \/Vnf~ht 

GENESEE COUNTY, MI --The state has approved a critical permit that allows the Karegnondi 

VVater Authority to tap into Lake Huron 'vvith a 1.5-mile underground intake. 

But water authority oi11cials are still waiting for Flint to decide if it will be part of it 

Construetim:1 nn the intake -- estimated to cost $27 million -- might mark the no-turning-back 

point for the massive project, and county Drain Commissioner Jeff ·wright said other developments 

make it necessary Flint to make a final decision on its involvement in the next fe'vv months. 

As control of Flint has shifted from mayors and city councils to emergency managers, the city has 

never committed to buying a minimum volume of water from the K\VA. 

"The only question at this point really is whether Flint is going to be a partner,'' said vVright, who has 

met with emergency financial manager Ed Kurtz and \vants to resolve the question before Kurtz 

leaves his position -- something likely to happen soon after the November election. 

"I'd say 'vve have a couple of months here," \Vright said of Flint's deadline. He described Kurtz as 

positive about the city's potential involvement but said, "There's still some questions Flint is working 

on with Detroit and Lansing." 

Kurtz said he can't predict what -vv:ill happen. 

"vVe're looking at all our options," Kurtz said Friday. 

County Commissioner Ted Henry, D-Clayton Tv,,p., said regardless of the city's participation, the 

pipeline can be built by the remaining partners: Genesee, Sanilac and Lapeer counties and the city of 

Lapeer. 

"The answer is yes," Henry saido "It will be a little different but it can go," 

4 



The drain commissioner said construction of the pipeline intake, which has already been designed, is 

expected to start this year, after the job is put out for bids and borrovving is authorized by the county 

Board of Commissioners. 

Building the intake vvi11 be specialized ,,vork, part of which must be done from a barge, and vvill require 

building tunnels bekrw the sand bottom of the lake and laying an 84-inch pipe below the surface of 

the water. 

In addition to the state Department of Environmental Quality permit to build the intake, the K\VA 

also needs approval from the U.S .. Army Corp of Engineers, \'Vright said. 

i\ 45-day public comment period on the intake permit has passed and county officials said they expect 

the permit to be approved 'vvithin two weeks . 

. Among other recent developments in the pipeline project: 

s The Genesee County \,V ater and vVaste Advisory Committee, made up of elected and appointed 

city, tovvnship and village officials, has voted unanimously to set a date for accepting public 

bids to build the intake. 

s The same committee has approved negotiating a contract with vVade Trim to act as program 

manager for the pipeline project once all necessary permits have been received. 

s The county has revised its estimate on the cost of the intake portion of the pipeline from $40 

million to $27 million. 

·wright said his oi11ce is ready to negotiate a contract for \\Tade Trim to oversee the pipeline work, and 

said he expects six or seven engineering and surveying companies to assist in getting the job done. 

County officials count those jobs among the 1,000 that they say will be created by building the 

pipeline. 

"I ·want to use loeal (people) ·wherever possible and keep the money here," vVright said. 

The drain commissioner said the selection of\Vade Trim is important to the city of Flint because it 

signals the start of engineering, which includes decisions about the size of pumps, motors and pipes 

that vvill be used to build the pipeline. 

Flint officials have options, including the use of Flint River vvater, or continuing to purchase water 

from the city of Detroit. 

5 



\Vright said the only choice for the rest of the county is build the pipeline or sign a 30-year contract 

vvi th Detroit. 

A KvVA study claims that continuing to buy water from Detroit will cost the region $2.1 billion during 

the next 25 years. By building a pipeline, that cost 'vvould be $1.9 billion over the same period, the 

K\VA vVeb site says" 

i\fter the initial 25-year period, the cost of water would be less than 25 percent of the projected cost of 

water form Detroit, according to KWA 

Ron Fonger can be reached at 810-347-9963. You can also follow him on T1-vitter @ronfonger or 

subscribe on Faceboolc 
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4425 (Rev. 04-15) 

RICK SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 
LANSING 

Flint Water Timeline (09-28-15) 

NICK A. KHOURI 
STATE TREASURER 

June 26, 2012 - Letter from Flint EM Mike Brown to DWSD for permission to begin blending 
Flint River water with treated water from DWSD. The letter indicates that the DEQ is supporting 
this option and its implementation would save the City between $2M and $3M annually. 

September 20, 2012 - Letter from Flint EM Ed Kurtz to DWSD requesting written permission 
e blendin proval is req d by Octo 

0 

Fe es a fina 
Water Authority (KWA) and DWSD. 
option for the City of Flint. 

March 2013 - DWSD contacts the City of Flint to begin direct negotiations on a contract 
extension. Multiple options are provided to the Flint Emergency Manager (EM) Ed Kurtz. 

March 26, 2013 - The Flint City Council endorses joining KW A 

April 11, 2013 - State Treasurer Andy Dillon authorizes Flint EM Ed Kurtz, pursuant to Section 
12(3) of P.A. 436 of 2012, to enter into a contract with KWA if a final offer from DWSD is 
either not received for rejected in good faith based upon specific objections. 

April 15, 2013 - DWSD provides a best and final offer to the City of Flint. Analyses by Flint 
EM Ed Kurtz, the Department of Environmental Quality and Treasury's Office of Fiscal 
Responsibility independently conclude that the KW A option is cheaper for the City of Flint. 

April 16, 2013 -Flint EM Ed Kurtz informs the State Treasurer that the City will join KW A 
This decision was officially announced May 1, 2013. 

April 17, 2013 - DWSD transmits a letter to Flint EM Ed Kurtz terminating service to the City 
ofFlint, effective April 17, 2014. 

P.O. BOX 30728 • LANSING, MICHIGAN 48909-8228 
www.michigan.gov/treasury • 517-373-3227 



Page 2 

June 2013 - Groundbreaking for the Karegnondi Water Authority. Flint also requests full time 
use of the Flint Water Treatment Plant with Flint River water as a source. 

June 28, 2013 - Financing Contract between the City of Flint and KW A is approved. Effective 
September 1, 2013. This document was signed by EM Mike Brown. 

February 19, 2014 - The KWA Board of Directors adopts Resolution 2014-01, authorizing 
KW A to bond for water line construction on-behalf of the City of Flint. 

April 17, 2014 - Water service from DWSD officially ends. The City of Flint also conducts two 
separate public forums regarding the use of Flint River water, upgrades to the City's water 
system and the overall cost of the switch to KW A 

April 25, 2014 - City conducts public event marking the transition to the use of Flint River 
water. DEQ information shows that transition complete by May 2015. 

March 3, 2015 - Flint EM Jerry Ambrose provides a memorandum to Deputy State Treasurer 
Wayne Workman stating that a reconnection to DWSD will cost the City $IO. IM/year and that 
water purchases could be as high as $ IM/month. 

March 12, 2015 - The City of Flint hires Veolia to conduct an operational evaluation of the 
City's water system. 





From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 

Monday, September 28, 2015 9:59 PM 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Khouri, Nick (TREASURY); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 

RE: KWA & Water Quality Chronology Timeline 

Draft Background, Timeline, Quadrant Diagram 

Apparently our staff are triple-checkinfJ this document 1,vith a fine-toothed comb, but here's what 1.:ve're 
working with. 
b 
From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:57 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Cc: Khouri, Nick (TREASURY); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 
Subject: FW: KWA & Water Quality Chronology Timeline 
Importance: High 

Dennis --- attached is a first draft of a tirneline. We will refine it tomorrovv. \Ne rec'd some info frorn Brad that we might 
need to incorporate. And Terry & VVayne's staff are still corning up with dates/events. Please let us know if this is what 
you had in rnind. 

Terrv found these links; including an article ',vhen City Council approved the move/switch. There are some noteworthy 
quotes. 

http:i/blog.rnlive.corn/newsnow irnpact/print.htrnl?entnr/2013/03/flint citv coundi aooroves re.html 

http:i/w;Nw.rnlive.corn/nevvs/fl,nJndex.ssfi2012/10/constrw:tion permit apprnved s.htrnl 

Flint City Council approves resolution to buy water from Karegnondi, 

state approval still needed 

Dominic Adams I dil!d-im,:s5@m!iveornm By Dominic Adams I dil!d..sms5@m!ive,<::©m The Flint Journal 

Follow on Twitter 

on March 25, 2013 at 10:45 PM, updated March 26, 2013 at 1:28 AM 



FLINT, MI - Flint is one step closer to getting its water from Lake Huron as part of the Karegnondi Water Authority. 

ffle votet approved 7: .. 1 at the Flint CityJt:o:uncil:,meeting,,,,Mo:nday;;:,,:M,ar:£h)IS,mmayJtave,,,,s.etJr:tmbt1on)th:e,,,eodJto 

EUt!MP:ii!¥hM1did:liM!HWWii!t.trnfrn!ttmW:1U@i~:; 

Under the proposal, Flint would get 16 million gallons per day of raw water from Lake Huron, pipe it to Flint for 

treatment and then sell it to customers throughout the city. Another 2 million gallons per day would come from the 

Flint River and will be treated in Flint. 

m:ayt1,r:,:Qa:y.n~!t,wa1,11n:g,,,sau:tt1te,,,,11epa,wm1:nt,,,er:,,envh:::onoo1ntat,Qua,11tf:::::must,,,appr::eve::::1n1nes,,,g1:m1ng:::::bttt11:11:on,,,gauensq;,:e,r 

day/·ffum·-tfot·m-1nt··R1vew 

Tuesday's meeting followed weeks of discussions and special meetings surrounding the resolution. 

There were more than 50 people at Monday's meeting. 

"Gp1n:g::::w.ith::::IQ:i)::SQ*lPM:h1S:::thed!$St;J;le¢ISi:On:dW¢df:'iSV¢H!H!j:::t):p:Mi:on:::nn:::the::::S¢(;l:nO:n:l:1¢S:::O:f::th1:;J;lm:t:ISi:O*l;:%Sa#!ld~ieb1:sea 

fM!iW1i!AA!!nt:R!Ygrn\%1!!ttmhMdtPi!li!W!PnJ!Ml:M!d!Y~!tlktt.~9N "If we start drawing water out of the Flint River, we are at 

risk of having to start releasing water from our reservoirs." 



Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright said the decision must still be approved by a county water and waste 

advisory board. The KWA board will then be reconvened for final approval. 

Wright said construction could start in May. 

State:tr.easuppn~ffitudsrstHkmust:::,appmve:,:tlhms1ty::munsWsn:m0:ven»:e:causedl:1ntdia:s:,an:,:,~nner.ge,rn:::~nffitH:n:1c1a:bmana:g:em 

AUJ:!it1MW'iditUr:Q$::::O:t,$rn$50/000dti#St4MIH!lPPtiN.ed:~ 

Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright has said that Flint would pay roughly $6.4 million annually for water 

service if it joined the pipeline - a nearly $4 million savings on what it pays Detroit for water . 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

r!It(s::,a:JU:sffir::i:e::::nigl@::Jodlbe#llity:::pf:::f:U:nt/M.Ma:11:lmg:::s:a:ltk@]h:e::::savlogs::::wJlkl!i!hless::::w.:itl!hth:e:::mpa:dty.dev:ek:appr:oV:ed:::by::::ei@ 

totitmihbeeause,:,tbem,:::v.ot:1:lktieAtm:teas&l:,:traatr:nertbt®bfotdbe:::tMMA?ot:atetdr 

He said the DEQ told the city it needed to get 18 million gallons per day or there would have to be additional work 

done at Flint's water plant. 

Flint's water plant and the Flint River is currently the backup for Flint and Genesee County, however, the plant only 

operates four times per year . 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

ttt:,:w.as,:,a:,:pmtesbvote/frNohiler:msaidillIAfr1ewdtiew,hact:,:em!lugfov.0:tes,ntdusb@etlike:,:the,JmitbRl:tet4s::::out:,:tiesbo.pt1on/t 

Karengnondi is the regional water authority that includes Genesee, Lapeer and Sanilac counties and the cities of Flint 

and Lapeer. 

******************** 

Massive Karegnondi water project 
m.oving forward after state OKs 
pipeline tap into Lake Huron 
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[·3y Ron fonger I rt<mger1@mlh1e,com T,,e r:·lint Jouma, 

on Ocwber 01, 20"12 at 700 AM, updated October 01, 20"12 at 732 AM 
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Email 

Jeff \/Vnf~ht 

GENESEE COUNTY, MI --The state has approved a critical permit that allows the Karegnondi 

VVater Authority to tap into Lake Huron 'vvith a 1.5-mile underground intake. 

But water authority oi11cials are still waiting for Flint to decide if it will be part of it 

Construetim:1 nn the intake -- estimated to cost $27 million -- might mark the no-turning-back 

point for the massive project, and county Drain Commissioner Jeff ·wright said other developments 

make it necessary Flint to make a final decision on its involvement in the next fe'vv months. 

As control of Flint has shifted from mayors and city councils to emergency managers, the city has 

never committed to buying a minimum volume of water from the K\VA. 

"The only question at this point really is whether Flint is going to be a partner,'' said vVright, who has 

met with emergency financial manager Ed Kurtz and \vants to resolve the question before Kurtz 

leaves his position -- something likely to happen soon after the November election. 

"I'd say 'vve have a couple of months here," \Vright said of Flint's deadline. He described Kurtz as 

positive about the city's potential involvement but said, "There's still some questions Flint is working 

on with Detroit and Lansing." 

Kurtz said he can't predict what -vv:ill happen. 

"vVe're looking at all our options," Kurtz said Friday. 

County Commissioner Ted Henry, D-Clayton Tv,,p., said regardless of the city's participation, the 

pipeline can be built by the remaining partners: Genesee, Sanilac and Lapeer counties and the city of 

Lapeer. 

"The answer is yes," Henry saido "It will be a little different but it can go," 



The drain commissioner said construction of the pipeline intake, which has already been designed, is 

expected to start this year, after the job is put out for bids and borrovving is authorized by the county 

Board of Commissioners. 

Building the intake vvi11 be specialized ,,vork, part of which must be done from a barge, and vvill require 

building tunnels bekrw the sand bottom of the lake and laying an 84-inch pipe below the surface of 

the water. 

In addition to the state Department of Environmental Quality permit to build the intake, the K\VA 

also needs approval from the U.S .. Army Corp of Engineers, \'Vright said. 

i\ 45-day public comment period on the intake permit has passed and county officials said they expect 

the permit to be approved 'vvithin two weeks . 

. Among other recent developments in the pipeline project: 

s The Genesee County \,V ater and vVaste Advisory Committee, made up of elected and appointed 

city, tovvnship and village officials, has voted unanimously to set a date for accepting public 

bids to build the intake. 

s The same committee has approved negotiating a contract with vVade Trim to act as program 

manager for the pipeline project once all necessary permits have been received. 

s The county has revised its estimate on the cost of the intake portion of the pipeline from $40 

million to $27 million. 

·wright said his oi11ce is ready to negotiate a contract for \\Tade Trim to oversee the pipeline work, and 

said he expects six or seven engineering and surveying companies to assist in getting the job done. 

County officials count those jobs among the 1,000 that they say will be created by building the 

pipeline. 

"I ·want to use loeal (people) ·wherever possible and keep the money here," vVright said. 

The drain commissioner said the selection of\Vade Trim is important to the city of Flint because it 

signals the start of engineering, which includes decisions about the size of pumps, motors and pipes 

that vvill be used to build the pipeline. 

Flint officials have options, including the use of Flint River vvater, or continuing to purchase water 

from the city of Detroit. 



vVright said the only choice for the rest of the county is build the pipeline or sign a 30-year contract 
1.vith Detroit. 

A KvVA study claims that continuing to buy water from Detroit vvill cost the region $2.1 billion during 

the next 25 years. By building a pipeline, that cost would be $1.9 billion over the same period, the 

KWA \Veb site says. 

After the initial 25-year period, the cost of water would be less than 25 percent of the projected cost of 

water form Detroit, according to KWA 

Ron Fonger can be reached at 810-,:147-9963. You can also follow him on Twitter @ronjcmger or 

subscribe on Facebook. 



From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Busch, Stephen (DEQ) 
Wednesday, September 16, 2015 1:05 PM 
Draft Background, Timeline, Quadrant Diagram 
Flint-QuadrantDiagram-Draft.xlsx; City of Flint Background-Draft.docx 

Attached are drafts of the Quadrant Diagram and the Background-Timeline. I am now working on a draft FAQ. 

Below are some additional general informational handouts available from EPA that we may want to consider including. 

Understanding the Safe Drinking Water Act 
http:/ /water.epa.gov/lawsregs/guidance/sdwa/upload/2009 08 28 sdwa fs 30ann sdwa web.pdf 

Drinking Water Costs and Federal Funding 
http:/ /water.epa.gov/lawsregs/guidance/sdwa/upload/2009 08 28 sdwa fs 30ann dwsrf web.pdf 

Water Facts 
http:/ /v,1ater.epa.gov/lawsregs/guidance/sdwa/upload/2009 08 28 sdwa ts 30ann waterfacts •Neb.pelf 

Public Access to Information and Public Involvement 
http:/ f,,,vater.epa.gov/lawsregs/guidance/sdwa/upload/2009 08 28 sdwa ts 30ann publicirwolve web.pdf 

Let me know if you have questions or need anything further. 

Stephen Busch, P.E. 
MDEQ Lansing District Coordinator 
Office of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance 
Lansing and Jackson District Supervisor 
517-643-2314 
buschs@michigan.gov 



DRAFT 

City of Flint Water System Background 

Water Service Land Area 34 square miles 

550+ miles of public water mains 

250+ miles of water mains 75+ years old 

70% of public water mains are unlined cast iron pipe 

Service population 99,763 
Service connections 32,900 
Flint Water System established in 1883 
Flint Water Treatment Plant #2 completed in 1954 
Connection to Detroit Water and Sewerage Department 1967 
Flint Water Treatment Plant #2 rehabilitated 1999 - 2005 

City of Flint Timeline 

December 2011- Flint Emergency Financial Manager Appointed by Governor Snyder 

April 2013 - Flint rejects DWSD contract and instead joins the Karegnondi Water Authority 

April 2013 - DWSD sets termination of Flint water service contract to April 17, 2014 
June 2013 - Karegnondi Water Authority groundbreaking 

June 2013 - Flint Requests full time use of Flint Water Treatment Plant with Flint River 

May 2014 - Flint stops purchasing DWSD. Starts using the City of Flint WTP and Flint River 

August 2014 - Flint E.Coli Bacteria violation, Partial System Boil Water Advisory 

August 2014 - Disinfection Byproducts, DEQ requests preemptive Operational Evaluation 
September 2014 - Flint Total Coliform Bacteria violation, Partial System Boil Water Advisory 

November 2014 - Disinfection Byproducts violation begins 
January 2015 -1st 6 month lead and copper sampling completed 100 samples, goth%= 6 ppb 

April 2015 - Flint Financial Emergency Ends 
July 2015 - 2nd 6 month lead and copper sampling completed 69 samples, goth%= 11 ppb 

August 2015 - Disinfection Byproducts return to compliance 

August 2015 - Flint required by DEQ to recommend and install Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment 

January 2016 - Flint plans to have Optimized Corrosion Control Treatment operational 

July 2016 - Planned connection to Karegnondi Water Authority (Lake Huron water to Flint WTP) 





From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

Duncan, Nancy (DTMB) 

Wednesday, October 07, 2015 3:12 PM 

Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Khouri, Nick (TREASURY); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Becker, 
Timothy (DHHS); Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Zimmer, Mike (LARA); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Pohl, Allan (LARA); Hanley, Farah (DHHS); McNeely, Jacques (DTMB); Harkins, Chris 
(DTMB); Fosdick, David (DTMB); Kimmith, Dean (DTMB); Shoemaker, Lisa (DTMB); 

Harrison, Jennifer (DTMB); Roberts, John (DTMB); Starr, Scott (DTMB); Peruchietti, 

Cindy (Treasury); Pallone, Maggie (DEQ) 
DRAFT #2 City of Flint Solution 

City of Flint Water Funding Solution.pdf; FW: letter from John O'Brien 

High 

Latest version of the Flint water issue. This is still a draft. Let rne know if I have not accurately reflected your 
cornments. NOTE: I have made no adjustrnents for Tom Saxton's latest e-mail on potential re--connect costs. 

Assuming concurrence by the Governor, we are planning to transrnit a formal supplemental request tomorrow. 

Deputy State Budget Director 
517-·373-0870 



3:05 PM 10/7/2015 

City of Flint Water - Funding Solution 

State of Michigan Commitment 

L _________________ Agency ___________________ u _____ G FIG p ____ _l ______ Gross _____ _ll _____________________________________ Comments ____________________________________ _] 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 1------------------------------------------------1--+-------------------+--------------------1--+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.. 
!Filters: ! ! ! ! ! ! 
1------------------------------------------------1--+-------------------+--------------------1--+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.. 
:MSHDA : : : $225,000: :Tentative : 

!Health & Human Services ii $1,016,000! $1,016,000!!Towards 2nd round of filters. (AYlS work project) ! 
r-----------------------------------------------r'T-------------------T--------------------r-1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I I I I I I I 

! 
1 

h & i i en! $ ! i Environmental Quality - State Restricted Settlement Funds provided to HHS ! 
:Heat Human Services : : ,&: 1.000,0001 : : ! ! ! ! ! ! Emergency Services local office for 1st round of filters. ! 
I I I I I I I 
.. _______________________________________________ ._,. ___________________ ., ____________________ ... ...,. _________________________________________________________________________________________ ,. 

! Subtotal Filters:! ! $1,016,000! $2,241,000: ! ! .. _______________________________________________ ._,. ___________________ ., ____________________ ... ...,. _________________________________________________________________________________________ ,. 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 1"-----------------------------------------------t--t-------------------1"--------------------t--t------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I r n r !!Reconnection costs -$1.3m/month X 9 mos. to be shared by state & 1 
:Reconnect to DSW: : : : : : 

1
• 1 

I 11 I I 1F Int I 
:Environmental Quality n $5,000,000: $6,000,000:ToEQState Restricted Settlement Fund of $1m; balance GF/GP 1 t-----------------------------------------------H-------------------+-------------------++-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
: Subtotal Reconnect::: $5,000,0001 $6,000,0001 : : t-----------------------------------------------H-------------------+-------------------++-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
I I I I I I I 

~-----------------------------------------------~t-------------------t--------------------~-1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------i 
:resting Costs: : : : : : : t-----------------------------------------------H-------------------+-------------------++-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
I Environmental Quality : : TBDI $1.000,0001 I Additional tests at state lab; cost per sample: $26 : t-----------------------------------------------H---------------+-------------------++-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
: Subtotal Testing::: $01 $1,000,0001 : : t-----------------------------------------------H-------------------+-------------------++-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I .. -----------------------------------------------'-"-------------------.L--------------------'--'------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.1 
:Additional Agency Support: ! ! ! ! ! ! 
t-----------------------------------------------t-t-------------------+--------------------t-+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 

! ! ! $ ! $ ! !support for plumbing inspectors to do schools (public and parochial) and ! 
:LARA : : O: 200,000: : . . . . : 
: : : : : : health facil1t1es (hospitals, Long Term Care, etc.). : 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 

f Health & Human Services :1 TBDr TBofTFollow-up on children with elevated blood levels 1 t-----------------------------------------------H-------------------+-------------------++-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
I Environmental Quality : : TBDI $300,0001 I Home and school inspections. : t-----------------------------------------------H---------------+-------------------++-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
: Subtotal Additional Support::: $0: $500,000: : : t-----------------------------------------------H-------------------+-------------------++-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 1, _______________________________________________ ... ,1 ___________________ ... ____________________ ._..._ _________________________________________________________________________________________ .. 

I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
.. _______________________________________________ ..... ___________________ ., ____________________ ._...,. _________________________________________________________________________________________ ,. 
I I I $ I $ I I I : ALL TOTAL : : 6,016,000: 9,741,000: : : .. _______________________________________________ ... ,1 ___________________ ... ____________________ ... _... _________________________________________________________________________________________ ,1 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT 



From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Wednesday, October 07, 2015 2:43 PM 
FW: letter from John O'Brien 
SKM_C554e15100712200.pdf 

High 

Here is the letter from the Genesee Co Drain Comrr1iss1on. ['.,1y interpretation of the contents would be thefr estimate is 
$13.7..mm (vs the $1.7..mm discussed this rr1orning) . 

They included their contract with the City. Sec 5. 7 references prevailing rates the City would be charged; that fs 
different than the rates reflected in the $13.7.mm. So that contract may need to be modified. 

They also raise sorr1e other items (under Procedure to Activate Supply·-- p.3j that may have cost implications. 



D.ATE: October 7, 2015 

\J,/ ay-r1t: \\7 ~)r1{rn.a~n~, I)(:JJtlt)r J)irector:~ "J'rcasttry IJer~axtt11e.r1t 
Ra:nd.all Il y.rn.e:) State .l-\d1s"1ir1istr:atl·v(~ lv1a.r1tJ.gt~r 

StJ]3JI~.<~·~r: I. .. etter- ])ated~ Ser~te11lbe.r 30:, ?(}1 ~ 
\\rr1lfSrH1 tt> Ii(~J1ds.~rs(\n 

JErr:·f~E:\'" \!VF~.!GHT 
CC.11:f.:1.:f/S;;/()/\:f.I~ 

J'vJy- staff a:nd. I :ha\te ti}Vic,,,.fx-1 tl1e Jetter -reft:rt~.n.c:ed at~(}Vt~ and. ·havt: :pre:pat\~d t11ls {Juick: 
rnetrHJrarH.lurn t.o t~xi1la.in. the ecoIH)I11ic:s cfn)cc.r11s t:lr1d ra.rnLticatit)!lS <)f t11e te.n:111rJra.ry cessatlor1 tJf 

th(; l~1int. ,:fate:r t.rcat1JH:;11t ()perati.(J.r1s ~1Ltcl th(; return tr~ J)\\lSJ)/(JI. .. \\li\ s-u11r~]y·.~ 

r~_r.i()r t(J i\rn."H 201~1, .F'li.Ltt ht~hJ a ,;vater Cf)Irtrr:.tet ,,..Jth. J)\\.TS]) .. :F}in.t tdso b.ad. tltt: ~fi:1n]{J1i~~s.: r.lt\hts t(J 

[)\\l~{[) \.vater ~fi:rr (}enesee (:(JUtltY~ ']]1.eref~)J\\) (it~Ii~ss.:e (:ou .. nty ret:eiv\~d 1)\\/SJ) yvater \lja_ th.e 
J?lin.t... ·111c vlat.t:r rat(; \.\..-as eaJc11lated CH1 that joint <.terna.r1d_, tr12{}13, .. -2.(fl:4:) tl1e all<Jcat.ed cost vvas 
$25,3(}3,(lt}:! or s·73g:~{)6{i JJ(:.r rnrrn.th JJh-ts $13J}1 .per rn.c.t~ 

111 2{}13~ IJ\\TSI) t~-:r.rnina.tccl th<:) :F'l.ln-t CfJr1tra.et e.i1(~cti1/e /rpr.il 2()1·4 .. ]11e F'lir1t c1H.)Se tci f;() to the 
1~;lir1t River as Its S()tlJ.\~f~ \.vater ttnti:I K.\1/1\ \Vater \.Vas 111a{1e a·va11at)ls.:~ \\/ith the c.(s:n.triH.:t 
te1:111ir1ated:) the fra.n.eb.lse ·yvas t(:r111in.att:c1 at1d. the C\.Jtrnty lta.zl h.J i~;(J to [)\\/SJ) fcir \.Vat.er 1-J~x:-:a:u.se 
rtin.t cotdd. !l(} lo.r1i;e.r SllllPl:l ])\\TSI} \Vtn\er ru1cl th.<:) :Fli~1t Rivl:r n~nd. the I~th.1t ~{vater treatI11.erit. I)la.11t. 
d{)es ·n()t lu1,le the c~11,ae.i-t~y· tr~ ser~{e ·ootb. utU.itie~t-

I)\\lS]) estal>lished: a ne\v· rate f()r (]-(~J)(: tl-1at .in.clu.d.cd. sittnitl.ca~n.t .r1rn1---ccn1t.r~1c.t a~n.(1 nzrn,..·rnern.bcr 
ch.urges t(> acce·ss t:b.e "\V:tt(~t\ (}(])(: a1sc~ tH}tp1i.rt~(i at~rrrox.irnatel~;/ ~) rnilt~s (>f \~rater .rnain ~r~ipe 
frorn. fht: I;-li11L (~fl1e I)etn)it \~{a.ter .rn.eter at the C.<)u .. n.t3l lin.e b{;tvv\:;e.r1 I .. ar)ee.r ar1d (ler1es,:e a.rid tl1e 
I~lb:1t \.Vater f)ia._n.t. is HJ?rn·(11cb·11at.(~ly 11 r11i1es ix1tci th(~ e()u .. nt:r~) ·rhe r~ipelir1e is trf rH) ust~ tr~ ]~]int 
ttnd.er the t~lir1t Ri\..-er s11JJJ1(y or l:{\\l/\ stq,:r~!y scA.~nar1J} .. i\s _t)Htt ()f tht: ·pu.rchase r.tftrt~t~nH:I1L. 

la~ni1t1<1Jse \\/as ir1clu.(ied. _fi)r f..:I11ert~en.c;/ r-ec(n1t1.ectic}Il t(1r F'].int. tt) I)"\\l"SI) tf1.r{)u,gb t11ls ,.vat(~r Jine,, 



GCDC water rates with DWSD are as follow's: 

July 2013 --- April 2014 (Flint Contract) 
May 2014-June 2014 
July 2014 ---- June 2015 
July 2015 --- Present 

Fixed Monthly 
$346,863 
$423,400 

$1,149AOO 
$900,000 

Commodity 
$13.(H 
$15.18 

$3.89 
$1L86 

As you can see, the fixed month.1y foes and commodity fi..x:s have had significant swings. '111.is is 
because und'-'f the Flint contract, only 40% of revenue was fixed. GCDC went to 80% and arc 
now 60% for the current billing period. 

Upon reviewing DWSD's letter of September 2015, DWSD went back to the 2013-2014 rate, 
added 4~-~ for FY 14-15 and added approximatt~ly 11.3% for FY 15-16. This would create a 
water revenue requirement for a combined Flint/Genesee supply. In Section 1 d) of the letter, 
they state they would subtract GCDC current payments .from that volume, leaving the amount to 
he paid by Flint Ren1ernber, GCDC is paying the non-contract/non-customer penalty charges. 

The repo1ted rate would be $662) 00 monthly fixed and $8.93/mcf cxmunodity. Based on 15 
million gallons a day and a 30 day m.onth, the monthly charge would be: 

$662,100 + 15,000,000 ga1 x 30 days x 1 mcf / 7A80 gallons x $8,93 / mcf 

$662,100 + $537,232.62 === $1,199,332.62 per month 

Flint, ovt-'T the last two sea.-:ons~ has seen periods ofvvater flow in the 20 to 25 mgd nmge due to 
water main breaks. This period has lasted 2 to 3 months. What is the additional cost if the 
monthly average was 21 mgd? 

6,000,000 x 30 / 7,480 x $8,93 / mcf= $214,893.04 _per month 

The only way for DWSD to provide water to Flint is a common 1m.oter at the county line and flow 
through a county water main. As prnviously stated, the Flint and GCDC have a contract 
n.:garding this potential circumstance (see 5.7 attached). 

Assuming the fixLxl rate by DWSD is correct, the cost with the current comn:1odity would be: 

$662,100 + 15,000,000 x 30 I 7A80 x $11.86 = $1,375,602.67 

A . .nd again, with water main breaks, the additional monthly cost would be $285,401,00. 

Paragraph 1 d) of the DWSD letter recognizes this issue in the last sentence: "Depending on 
how water is provided to the combined GCDC/Flint customt:r, alternative rate structures may be 
appropriate." 

We can hack into that alternate rate based on our knov.rfodge of the DWSD rate structure. 
DWSD wants 60% ofits revenue from fixed rate. 

GCDC fixed 
Flint fixed 
TOTAL 

$900,000 
$662,100 

$1,562,l 00 

Volume per month 
49,428 mcf 
50,590mcf 

100,018 mcf 



Total cornmodityrequired is $1,041,400 
Rate based on volume $10.41 would be the alternative rate 

The adjusted rate for Flint would then he: 

50% of fixed rate plus $10.41 per mcf 
$781,050 + $15,000,000 + 30 I 7,480 x $10A1 ::: $1,407,320 

And agaia, at this rnte, the water main break situation could add. $250,508 per month 

Therefr,re, Flint's expected bill for DWSD supplied water for a nine month period with 2 months 
ofhigh flow would be $13,166,896. 

Procedure to Activate Supply 

l . Agreement with D\VSD and common rate for joint GCDC/Flint ,vater supply would be 
required, Agreement needs to include separate billings to Flint and GCDC, Flint to pay 
directly to DWSD based on meter readings at Baxter and Potter and Station 2 on Flint plant 
site, GCDC makes no rcpn.:sentation to the water quality- that is between Fbnt and 
DWSD. The agreement needs a termination transfer protocol for Flint exiting and GCDC 
remmmng. 

2. Separate agreement with Flint: hack up supply was anticipated on ru1 emergency basis. 
Nine months to a year of service requires a more detailed agreement. Water outage due to 
line break and cost to repair, etc. The agreement needs a t.em1i11ation clause if Flint is still 
on DWSD when GCDC is ready to turn on its water treatment plant in the fall of 2017. 

3. The 72-inch line will be required to he reactivated. This will require flushing, pressure 
testing~ and BAC-T sampling, 

4. Station 2 meter needs to be calibrated and GCDC wiH need access to control the valves and 
read the meters. 

5. Flint needs to reactivate the Dort Reservoir. 

6. Flint should perform a significant water flush of the distribution syskmi just prior to the 
switch over, 

Hint Dfat.dbutiou S~stem 

The TTHM and lead issues here ari sing due to the water quality at the residmtial tap: Everyone 
agrees that the water leaving the water plant is clean, clear, and lead-free. At the residential tap, 
it has been show11 to contain lead, is often hrmvn in color, and has an odor. These are all 
indications of prnhlems in the distribution systern, The distribution systt.,m was built for a 
population of 250,000 people and major industrial use, Current population is below l 00,000 and 
them is limiwd industiial use. 

If Flint does not continue to make improvtmients/modifications to the distribution systern, the 
problem at the residential tap will continue. 



(~~011$..~tl"'ll§ ................ , ....................... , ................................ .. 

WiH the lead smnpHng protocols change based on Flint's switch back to DWSD? 

What happens to water treatment plant personnel during this 9-rnonth period? \Vil1 they be laid 
off or carried as an additional expense? 

When Fhnt s1,,vitches to KWA, win the staff be capable oftn.~ating the ,vater or will the kaming 
curve begin again? 

It is the understanding of GCDC that all ofihe current sarn.pies that have been compiled at the 
flint \Vater Treatment Plant have all tested within EPA and l'vIDEQ guidelines. The emergency 
appears to be in the distribution of the water, which includes lead service kads to several 
residences located throughout Flint and not in the treatment of the water. As the treated water 
leaving the Flint Water Treatment Plant is within EPA and MDEQ guidelines, GCDC is 
confused as to what the emergency is at this time or why Flint would need to purchase water 
frum DWSD. The quality of the water leaving the Flint Water Treatment Plant is as safe to 
drink as the water that would be transmitted by D rV/{!J to Flint. 

Given the facts as they have been provided to GCDC, if DWSD begins to supply Flint with water 
via GCDC, the elevated lead levels will not innnediately disappear and Flint will be paying an 
additional rniUion doHars plus a month over what it is cum.mt1y paying to provide the same clean 
potable water to its residents, Additionally, by Flint receiving water from DWSD via GCDC, 
Flint win not be perfbrming corrosion control measures on the DWSD treated watero This is 
important because once Flint begins to treat the raw water provided by KWA, the lead issue may 
resmface and continue until the corrosion control measures that wil1 need to be restart.ed take 
effect, which GCDC estimates may take up to eight (8) months to establish the necessary film to 
separate the distribution system from the supply water, 

The D\VSD letter purposely pits Flint against Genesee County customers by offering a lower rate 
to flint than is currently being oftered to GCDC And the delivery point is the sarne. 

These are our quick thoughts on the matter. As time progresses, we will have more time to 
understand the issues and most likely additional concerns: wiU present them.selves. 

Should you have any questions1 do not hesitate to contact this office at your convenience. 





~t.r~prr,Y'i/~tj~ tJt~~~ran~;(~~ ~vn1ver~ ortkz:.r rH· author{?~ation of ~tr\)} _p(::r~)n~ org~~n?$:ati~Jn~ ~)r ent.iay; a.nd 
(Ei) dn· .npt co.n.f}ict ,~:·1!111 or -~·et}u.H in. ~~ny brt~~ie-h rd~ or rlcf1nJh r~r los~ ttf ~~Jl)" rig.ht ttn.dz~r {zn· ~in 
CJ/<:~ni or <.:.ir<..~nrnstan.cz~-- thri\, ~~llitJrnotlce or the h~l*~~~ of tirnJ.\ c~r b-rih~ \.Vrn\~d r1;:.~~;ult in ~:t d~fiiuh\ 
or thtt- c.rt:::(~ticH1 of ~~tf/ t~f}tt1rn"t1r-a.rice pt~r~:ui~nt t(\ or tu.use .tu· 1x::n1s.!t tli~: . i~,:,~t>e]~ration prit>.r to 
rn~rtun.ty {tf {tny l:U)~_{Jupts f~\.:ving und{~.~- ~~PY ~ind~:_ntHs-i\ tn(?rtgage .. 1 d<.~{:t1 of trust 1rxtse or other 
~~grt:e1n~nt to \vhich th.~ (\Jttn1) .... /~g~H{~Y is ~~ _party~ \~;,/hic~h 1\~lure~ 'v.ioladoi\ r-o.nt1ict or brt~H\.J, 
\\:·ot1Id=~ in. th<:~ agg:t\~~it~:H~\ X}1~lt(~r.faiHy l1ind{~r or tn-1,tt1rr {ht t:()nst1rnttti~tion o.f th~~ lr~~ns;:s,ti{>n~ 

-·- ct)n.h .. ~liJliated l;y t.!1is /\.gri.'ei)-.1ent. 

5.4 L1fig~rd~)n .. 1\s qf t~; l~-xe~~t~h~)~). I.)~te~ tlx~re is no ~~c1~0~~:.· st1n or pro{~~~~dj~~g pz~nd.h1g or 
tb.t(~atent~{:l t~g~~itist t)r ltfli~{i:~ng th{~ (;_.t:t&n.t~y li.fft:.n-,.y tx~f;~re an.) ... g(rvet!HT!irrt~J en~it.y· i-n 
\\.}iic.h U1t;re i:s ~~ J~~~sz1rt:.tbl,~ Jios~/biHty z~f ~in· ~idvet~f .tJ{~<js}on \,\rh.ich f);)uld h~:rv~ ~t h~.Httefi£d 
ltd\:'ff~;c ~~rit~tt t1j:S<)n th.e {~\1.tJi(y rrf the ~~\..r:..~n.ty i\g~~1.ir:v t.z1:- tit~r·n)rin its obJi!;i~~inn5 un<h.·,.:r nn~~ 
i\g1t:en.1ent" Pr \Vhicb in iH\Y rn .. anni;·:r q~ss-:~~iiif~!1~ ~h{~. Vi~Hdity of this /J..trn:~(~.nJfr~t. 

5. -~ I)_z~~-... fJitL~~,~nce .. ~ ~~-n~:J .. ,)n.~n)~~~~.t:h1~1. 'fh(~ (>:Junty i\:genc.y· ::.~,~-k.n~Y\~·~lt~dg~~s th.~~t it ~-5 t~~~ulg 
~~ft1J.t:(it~d th.,~ (}J:~~1r.~rttzr:tity i{l t\)n,h .. HJ .. due. dilige.nc{~' tiru:l h;_\~e$t.iJ;trticJ.n. \.\·ith. :resJ>e-t.t t{} tht~ 
t.ri~1~act§t)f~ (~Ot1iii~tt~l~ited l)y thiH /\ilre(~~·nz~ni~ ~I1.~f (:.01.}tltY ./t.gt~ti(:y I~~presi~r.~ts ~ind Vl~:Zrrants 
tl-:urt I~~ .:ht~s· -~oi1.(Jt~~t\}d ~~ny- a.-n~f aH ~rs..K-:~1 ~e~;il\ -f~~<.~i1tai 1 .a.t1d (Jtht~t ttxarnin-~:~tir>~n .. \~ in-r1uiriz~s} 
irrve.stig:.ntiQtl~., ;~n.d tn.:tr~.l~ti<.)1:1SJ i.nJ~ittd_i;~ig .cC~nd1~ctii1g an:r t{\~t~; st~~di(~s and ~~)~~~Jrlht:ttio.·ns.~ that 
H.i in its ~oi~ d._is~r(:-tizin> -h~0· de{~11r.~in{\J J){~(f{.~~~~tr.Y 1t"> cort~pJ~~te. :§Ur:h, ~hJt diliit~11c{~ iH3fX~~tf~}tl 

to (h:~{~~r:rr~in.e t~~u~i th.~~- su.t~Ft:i..~t rn~~t{t";f -t">f' t11Ss /\gr~~(:>tn(:~nt }S St~it~~l,le h.~~ th{~ (:\:.-n.ut:y /%:g,<:~nc~y:-s 
h1tend(~"i U${\ 

5. 6 -~~~T\/~nn~i~·n(~nt~~~. T\.:~~~Jf~~t~ ''fl~{~ (>:..~itr;:t_y /\ g~~-~1~)-~ t~~fn\~sent~:; and \V~$.rr~r1ts th~:tt it h~:~s cp.nducted 
~~n)'~ ~=tn.d ?tH · £"u~ih .L~1lJ~t·· 11~"'~-tt~~:tl~ .~tr(i ~11}~t1r ex~irnH1~J,_1{)ns_~ inqu1ri~.s; ._ b--1\~t~};tit;.:.itj\Jns .. rind 
ir~s1x~c.1Sons~ .itl~}htd.hig -~{J~~(luc.ti~)g ~t~}Jl teit\ .Sttidies H.ritJ· (~~ar.n..ir~~~Ji()!lS: thHt iii in its so.le 
distr~tio:ni h.as <i{~.R:-r.I11l1~(~i ~ie{~es~~~ry to .c.{~rOJ)lf:-t(; ~t~t~h ·{tq{~. d!ligexl{)t: irt~petti~/11 tn }1.Hvt: .fi.1H 
knf?\Vlt~dge of tht~ t'J.]·\;-iip.t1ts.~r.~t~:~! -(iot}ztitioti ().f {t~f St~li~~tl ~lH~tt{~r of tt1i~ _,.,:\gT(~t"..~11e·nt. (\}u.n1y 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:55 AM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

RE: state money for detroit water 

I also have a voice rnail from Rep I\Jeele'js office lo call ASAP. Sure it is the same topic 

\Nayne L Workman 
Deputy State Treasurer 
rv1ichigan Department of Treasury 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:48 AM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT@michigan.gov>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <WorkmanvV@michigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: state money for detroit water 
Importance: High 

Natasha Henderson is becorning a liability. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:35 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rnuchrnored@rnichigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clernente@michigan.gov>; 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@rnichigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
<hollinsh@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Murray, David (GOV) <MurrayD1@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: state money for detroit water 
Importance: High 

Please see belov,1, 

No good deed goes unpunished. This looks like may be next big issue. 

I thought GLWA·DWSD 'Nas NOT going to require the entire sum all up front? 

From: Ronald Fonger [mailto:RFONGERl(i.vmlive.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 9:28 AM 
To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: state money for detroit water 

Sara: 
I was at a City Council meeting last night when Flint City Administrator Natasha Henderson said the state has only wired 
Flint $2 million of the $6 million approved by the state Legislature. 
She said the city has been told it will receive an additional $2 million in January and another $2 million in April. 



Henderson said she's asked that the money be sent immediately because the city was required to pay Detroit the entire 

$12 million upfront, before the water was reconnected, and its water and sewer fund balance has dropped significantly 
as a result. 
Several council members also spoke about this, and Council President Josh Freeman called the payment plant "beyond 
ridiculous" given the city's financial position. 

Is there someone who can talk to us about this? 
Thanks, 

Ron Fonger 
Mlive Media Group 
Reporter 

mobile 
email rfongerl([JJmlive.com 
address 540 S. Saginaw St. #101, Flint Ml 48502 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wyant, Dan (DEQ) 

Thursday, October 22, 2015 5:01 PM 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

RE: 2015-10-22 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update - FOIA EXEMPT AND 

ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

! haven't outside of \veekly phone cal!s to the both. 

Dan Wyant, Director 
Department of Environn1ental Quality 
5'17~284-6700 (Nm,v Number) 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 4:41 PM 
To: Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Scott, Allison (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Emmitt, Beth (GOV); Bedan, Morgan (GOV) 
Cc: Dickinson, Sarah (GOV) 
Subject: RE: 2015-10-22 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update - FOIA EXEMPT AND ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

Are we sharing any of this with Ananich and NeelV? 

From: Wyant, Dan (DEQ) 

Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 12:39 PM 

To: Scott, Allison (GOV) <:if:9.WU?@.GJi.r:l:\lgf:l_f.i_,g9.y>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <JT,_\J_f:h!:T!.9.r.~.0.@.c-Ji.r:h)gi:1_!},g9.y>; Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV) <f:'~gf!})_@m_[f:_b)_g}_Q,_g_gy>; Emmitt, Beth (GOV) <~_QJm[ttl?.@!T.[f.b_(g}.IJ,_g_gy>; Bedan, Morgan (GOV) 

<BedanM_@_michigan.gov> 

Cc: Wyant, Dan (DEQ) <W.Y..~!}tP._@_QJj_r,l}jgr:1_0_,g9.y>; Dickinson, Sarah (GOV) <P.[f:hl.1J~.Q.QS@.ml.,;-:b_[g~_0_,ggy> 
Subject: 2015-10-22 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update - FOIA EXEMPT AND ATIORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

Dear Governor's Office: 

Please provide the following to the Governor as a part of his daily briefing packet. If you have any 
questions, please let us know. 

1. Action Steps Updated Document for the week of October 19-23, 2015 
2. Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update 

Thank you. 

Dan Wyant 
Director 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Wyant, Dan (DEQ) 
Friday, October 23, 2015 12:56 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Subject: Re: 2015-10-23 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update - FOIA EXEMPT AND 
ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

We knew this was going to be the tough week. We hope we have turned the corner. Headed in right direction. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 23, 2015, at 12:10 PM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored(d)michigan.gov> wrote: 

How are you doing at the end of this week} You ok'? I'm v,t0rried about you a little, 

From: Wyant, Dan (DEQ) 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2015 12:07 PM 
To: Scott, Allison (GOV) <scotta12@michigan.gov>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
<muchmored@rnichigan,gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@michigan.gov>; Emmitt, Beth (GOV) 
<emrnittb@michigan.gov>; Bedan, Morgan (GOV) <BedanM@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Wyant, Dan (DEQ) <WyantD@michigan.gov>; Dickinson, Sarah (GOV) <DickinsonS@rnichigan,gov>; 
Edgerton, Shelly (LARA) <EdgertonS1@michigan.gov>; Dykema, Linda D. (DHHS) 
<DykernaL@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: 2015-10-23 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update - FOIA EXEMPT AND ATIORNEY-CLIENT 
PRIVILEGED 

Dear Governor's Office: 

Please provide the following to the Governor as a part of his daily briefing packet. If you 
have any questions, please let us know. 

1. Action Steps Updated Document for the week of October 19-23, 2015 
2. Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update 

Thank you. 

Dan Wyant 
Director 

P.S. We are adding Shelly Edgerton, DLARA and Linda Dykema, DHHS as a cc to 
these daily e-mail communications in the future. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Wednesday, April 08, 2015 11:58 AM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Subject: RE: Fyi 

That's unfortunate because he is one of the rnost reasonable voices in Hint on this issue. 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 11:52 AM 
To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Fyi 

Well, that didn't help at all. So n1uch for Harris on the HTAEt 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 11:46 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Subject: Fwd: Fyi .. I had hoped we would be announcing our action plan this week ,ie going forth with the GAC. Will see 
what we can do to get a release out ... 

Assume you saw this. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gerald Ambrose <gambrose@cityofflint._corn> 
Date: April 7, 2015 at 8:27:36 PM EDT 
To: "Wayne Workman (TREASURY)" <vvorkrnanw{f1>michigan.gov>, Edward Koryzno 
<k_g_r:y~_11_o_E_@mi_(·_hig_gxi_,gp_y>, Randy Burn <Byrn~R_l_(gJrn_i_;;;bigm1,g_Qy> 
Subject: Fyi .. I had hoped we would be announcing our action plan this week ,ie going forth 
with the GAC. Will see what we can do to get a release out ... 

Flint pastors plan news conference on 'lack of progress' on Flint water issues 

FLINT, MI -- Concerned Pastors for Social Action plan to speak out on a "lack of progress" on 
Flint water issues Wednesday, April 8. The Rev. Alfred Harris, president of the Concerned 
Pastors, said his group will detail its concerns at the I :30 p.m. news conference at City Hal Read 
More http:/ /v,rwv,1. rnlive. com/ne,;vs/flint/index. ssf/2 015/04/flint ___ pastors ___ plan __ news __ confer. html 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Wednesday, February 04, 2015 1:52 PM 
Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

FW: Water Article 

Assume you all saw this regarding Flint today 

-----Original Message-----
From: Wildman, Michele (MSHDA) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 1:41 PM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Subject: Water Article 

The article I was referring to ... 

http:/ /www.rnlive.com/news/flint/f ndex.ssf/2015/02/gfsd shuts off flint vvater for.htrnl#incart story package 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Wednesday, April 08, 2015 6:40 PM 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY); 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

It is timely to figure that out, because what they is not affordable and they are ignoring the new improvements 

announced today. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 8, 2015, at 5:27 PM, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored@rnichigan.gov> wrote: 

Why nol, v,1e haven't anything else to do except spend our Urne chasing our lail . This issue isn'l going to 
go away until we do sorne serious cornms work in the city. 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 5:13 PM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY); Muchmore, 
Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Subject: Fwd: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Koryzno, Edward (Treasury)" <KoryrnoE@Jrnichigan.gov> 

Date: April 8, 2015 at 4:35:47 PM EDT 

To: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <WorkrnanVV@Jmichigan.gov>, "Gelisse, Ashley 

(TREASURY)" <GelisseA@rnichigan.gov> 

Subject: FW: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

FYI 

<imageOOLjpg> 

Edward R Koryzno, Jr. I Director - Bureau of Local Government Services 
State of Michigan I 430 W. Allegan Street, 3rd Floor I Lansing, MI 48922 
(517) 373-4415 I (517) 373-0633 (fox) 
Kor'vznoE@michigan.gov 

~ Think Green! Don't print this e-mail unless you need to. 

CON/-7DENTIALITY NOTICF: This e-mail, and any attachments, is for the sole use 
of the intended recipient(~:) and may contain information that is confidential and 
protected from disclosure under the law. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 



or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 
the sender by rep~v e-mail, and delete/destroy all copies of the original message and 
attachments. 
Thank you 

From: Widigan, Robert (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 4:12 PM 
To: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Cline, Richard (Treasury); 
Vandegrift, Drew (TREASURY) 
Subject: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 
Importance: Low 

FYI - hltp:/ ivideos.rnlive.corn/mHvel2015/04/flint pastors warn theyll go Lhtml 

Robert. Widlg;m, I Office of Fiscal Responsibility 
State of Michigan I Department of Treasury 
430 W. Allegan Street I Lansing, Ml 48922 
Office (517) 335-2130 I Cell 
WidiganR@michigan.gov 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:52 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Subject: RE: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Follow up 

Flagged 

Chief-if we rely on the current communications folks in Flint either v,1ithin Treasury or in the EM's office, we're going to 
get the same outcome. I recomn1end retaining a PH firm. 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:47 PM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

\Ve need to up our comrns efforts in Flint area. 
How would we ever afford this no·,v? 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 6:40 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: Re: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

It is timely to figure that out, because what they is not affordable and they are ignoring the new improvements 
announced today. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 8, 2015, at 5:27 PM, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored@michigan.gov> wrote: 

Why not, we haven't anvthing else to do except spend our tirne chasing our tail. This issue isn't going to 
go away until vve do some serious cornrns work in the cit'( 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 5:13 PM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY); Muchmore, 
Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Subject: Fwd: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: "Koryzno, Edward (Treasury)" <KorvznoE(a:imichigan.gov> 

Date: April 8, 2015 at 4:35:47 PM EDT 

To: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <WorkmanW(d)rnichigan.gov>, "Gelisse, Ashley 

(TREASURY)" <GelisseA(Wrnichigan.gov> 

Subject: FW: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

FYI 

<imageOOLjpg> 

Edward B. Koryzno, Jr. I Director - Bureau of Local Government Services 
State of Michigan I 430 W. Allegan Street, 3rd Floor I Lansing, MI 48922 
(517) 373-4415 I (517) 373-0633 (fox) 
KoryznoE@michigan.gov 

Think Green! Don't print this e-mail unless you need to. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE' This e-mail, and any attachments, is for the sole use 
of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is confidential and 
protected from disclosure under the law. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 
the sender by reply e-mail, and delete/destroy all copies of the original message and 
attachments. 
Thank you 

From: Widigan, Robert (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 4:12 PM 
To: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Cline, Richard (Treasury); 
Vandegrift, Drew (TREASURY) 
Subject: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 
Importance: Low 

FYI - http://videos.rnlive.corn/rnlive/2015i04/flint pastors warn thevll go t.htrnl 

Rd:.ert Wlcllgan I Office of Fiscal Responsibility 
State of Michigan I Department of Treasury 
430 W. Allegan Street I Lansing, Ml 48922 
Office (517) 335-2130 I Cell 
WidiganR@michigan.gov 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Thursday, April 09, 2015 6:35 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flagged Flag Status: 

The city has the $2m they could use. $75k would get them a good firm for several months to help weather this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Apr 9, 2015, at 5:33 PM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan,gov> wrote: 

I'll vvork on it. I have no rnoney to do that but I have an idea how to break the chain. 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:52 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

Chief·---·if 'Ne rely on the current comrrnmications folks in Flint either within Treasury or in the EM's 
office, we're going to get the same outcome. I recorr:rnend retaining a PR firm. 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:47 PM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY); Clement, 
Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

\Ne need to up our cornrns efforts in Flint area. 
HmN would we ever afford this novv? 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 6:40 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY); Clement, 
Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: Re: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

It is timely to figure that out, because what they is not affordable and they are ignoring the new 
improvements announced today. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 8, 2015, at 5:27 PM, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <rnuchrnored@michigan.gov> wrote: 



iA/hv not, we haven't anything else to do except spend our time chasing our taiL This 
issue isn't going to go avvay until we do some serious cornrns work in the city. 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 5:13 PM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Gelisse, Ashley 
(TREASURY); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Subject: Fwd: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Koryzno, Edward (Treasury)" <KoryznoE@rnichigan,gov> 
Date: April 8, 2015 at 4:35:47 PM EDT 
To: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <\NorkmanW@rnichigan,gov>, 
"Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY)" <GelisseA@michigan,gov> 
Subject: FW: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off 
Flint River Water 

FYI 

<image001.jpg> 

Edward B. Koryzno, Jr, I Director - Bureau of Local Government Services 
State of Michigan I 430 W. Allegan Street, 3rd Floor I Lansing, MI 48922 
(517) 373-4415 I (517) 373-0633 (fox) 
KoryznoE@michigon.gov 

~ Think Green! t}on't print this e-mail unless you need to, 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOITCE: This e-mail, and any attachments, is 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
information that is confidential and protected from disclosure under 
the law. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and delete/destroy all copies of the original 
message and attachments. 
Thank you 

From: Widigan, Robert (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 4:12 PM 
To: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Cline, 
Richard (Treasury); Vandegrift, Drew (TREASURY) 
Subject: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint 
River Water 
Importance: Low 

FYl-

http:/jvideos .. ml ive.cornjm l1ve/7.015/04/fli nt .. .rastors .. warn .. they! l ___ go ___ t 
.html 
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Robert Wkllg2n I Office of Fiscal Responsibility 
State of Michigan I Department of Treasury 
430 W. Allegan Street I Lansing, Ml 48922 
Office (517) 335-2130 I Cell 
'NiciiganR.«.vmichigan.gov 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

-----Original Message-----

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Tuesday, April 21, 2015 10:16 AM 
Barton, John (Treasury); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, 
Harvey (GOV); Barton, John (Treasury); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Cline, Richard (Treasury) 
FW: U.S. EPA says Flint's water loans 'not eligible for forgiveness' 

From: Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2015 10:08 AM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) 
Cc: Sampson, Jeremy (TREASURY) 
Subject: U.S. EPA says Flint's water loans 'not eligible for forgiveness' 

http://ww'i..v.rnlive.com/news/flint/index.ssf/2015/04/us epa says flints 'i..vater loans.html#incart email mobile 

TS 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Friday, January 30, 2015 4:35 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
Flint water 

We (Treasury) think we can restructure the drinking water loans the City currently has. Essentially this means deferring 
the upcoming April & Oct principle payts. [ We can't forgive their loans nor extend the maturities]. 

I am rounding the numbers ... originally they had 4 loans totally $40+mm. The current amt outstanding is about 
$20mm. The cash benefit of deferring the principle payts is approx. $2.lmm. 

I had talked to Jerry A. re where they would use the money. One possibility would be the consultant they are looking 
hire. The other is to pay for that pipeline replacement he talked about. 

I talked to Jim Sygo @ DEQ to see if they had any issues because they are responsible for the program side. He checked 
with his staff. They had some concerns about opening up 'Pandora's Box' i.e., other distress communities would want 
to do this. But at the end of the day I think they 
would ok the deferral particularly if you (the Gav's office) supported it. Jim had left me av-mail so I can get back to him 
Monday to really confirm. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Tuesday, February 03, 2015 11:47 AM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Subject: 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 

RE: Flint water 

No, we are not extending the maturity. We are simply making them pay more in a later timeframe. 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 9:25 AM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
Subject: Re: Flint water 

Sounds like the best solution. In essence you are extending the maturity because it extends the debt repayment 
schedule. 

On Jan 30, 2015, at 4:43 PM, Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT@rnichigan,gov> wrote: 

We (Treasury) think we can restructure the drinking water loans the City currently has. Essentially this 
means deferring the upcoming April & Oct principle payts. [ We can't forgive their loans nor extend the 
maturities]. 

I am rounding the numbers ... originally they had 4 loans totally $40+mm. The current amt outstanding 
is about $20mm. The cash benefit of deferring the principle payts is approx. $2.lmm. 

I had talked to Jerry A. re where they would use the money. One possibility would be the consultant 
they are looking hire. The other is to pay for that pipeline replacement he talked about. 

I talked to Jim Sygo @ DEQ to see if they had any issues because they are responsible for the program 
side. He checked with his staff They had some concerns about opening up 'Pandora's Box' Le., other 

distress communities would want to do this. But at the end of the day I think they 
would ok the deferral particularly if you (the Gav's office) supported it. Jim had left me av-mail so I can 

get back to him Monday to really confirm. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Murray, David (GOV) 
Friday, January 30, 2015 1:36 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Mayor Walling letter 
flintwater_oped_finall.docx; Mayor Walling letter.docx 

Here is the letter, and the guest column from the Mayor to Mlive. 

Dave Murray 
Deputy Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
Mu rrayD1 ((i:i rnichig;m .gov 

517-335-6397, office 

•••• I mobile 
Twitter:@michigandmurray 



By Flint Mayor Dayne Walling 

Access to safe and clean water is a basic human right. And a citizen's right to safe drinking water 
should not be based on how much money you earn, the neighborhood you live in or if your local 
government is under the control of an emergency manager. 

All citizens have a fundamental right to know that such a critical resource as their water supply is 
safe and accessible. But that is not happening in Flint at the moment. 

That is why, on January 18th, I forwarded a request that Governor Snyder adopt my Flint Water 

Improvement Plan. My plan, focused on the areas of safety, quality, access, investment and 
education, starts by calling for I 00 percent safety as the standard for water. 

The plan calls for reporting of water testing to the public by city officials, an amnesty program to 
reduce fees for Flint water turn-ons, accelerated water system capital improvements and 
partnerships with community organizations to help with water payment assistance. I'm also 
reaching out to other state and elected officials for support. 

The request comes as residents, as evidenced in a series of recent community meetings, continue 
to have concerns about the quality of Flint's water. Earlier in 2014, several boil-the-water 
advisories were issued by the city because of issues with bacteria found in water in some parts of 
Flint. Gov. Snyder's appointed emergency manager recently told customers that Flint was in 
violation of the Safe Drinking Water Act because of the high level of trihalomethane (TTHM) -
a byproduct of chlorination -- in drinking water samples last year. 

A contradictory order from the city saying the water was safe but could present risks for infants, 
the elderly and those with compromised immune systems confused residents further and 
compounded the worries of Flint's vulnerable populations. Marry that with costly water rates that 

have threatened individuals' access and you have the crisis of concern and confidence swirling in 
Flint today. 

Sadly, because Flint is under Michigan's controversial emergency manager system of 

governance, locally elected officials have been largely limited to serving as sounding boards to 
justifiably worried Flint residents. 

This is unacceptable. Not only should Governor Snyder visit Flint in the midst of this ongoing 
crisis, but his administration should make it the priority that the community expects. 

It's time for the Snyder administration to do what is best for the citizens ofFlint---immediately. 
There is nothing more important in Flint right now than fixing the water problems. 

This will take time and money so the sooner the new investments are made, the better. 



Friend, 

Access to clean, safe, affordable water is a basic human right. 

That's why I just sent Gov. Snyder my Flint Water Improvement Plan. It focuses on the areas of 

safety, quality, access, investment and education. My letter urges the governor to quickly 
implement these ideas so that Flint's water is 100% safe. 

Please contact Gov, Snyder by calling (517) 335-6397 (or by dicking here) and ask him to take 
action immediately to implement my plan and ensure Flint' s water is safe. 

My plan offers new ideas and also builds on successful models of utility, energy and assistance 

programs at the state and federal levels. Here is my plan: 

Safety & Quality 

• 100% Safety is the standard 
• City of Flint releases testing data to assure safety and expands testing to households 

with support from the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 

• Support alternatives for those advised not to drink the water by their doctors through 
the Michigan Health Endowment Fund and community partners to protect the 

vulnerable like seniors and infants 

• Bring on experienced river water treatment operational management in the City of Flint 

• Require water testing data to be released quarterly by law in all Michigan communities 

Access 

• Announce an amnesty program for turn-ens and reduce the turn-on cost in Flint 

• Develop a revised payment plan policy to allow customers to come back on to the Flint 
system 

• New Federal and State partnership to establish new Drinking Water Emergency 

Assistance Fund for customers (modeled on Federal and State energy utility programs: 

Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program; Michigan Energy Assistance Program; 

State Emergency Relief) 

Investment 

• Accelerate water system improvements outlined in the City of Flint Capital 
Improvement Plan through Federal and State Investments 

• State approves City of Flint's Distressed Cities Fund applications 

• Federal and State forgiveness of payment to Drinking Water Revolving Loan Fund 

• Federal and State financing for future improvements 

• City Water Department implements budgeted FY15 projects including leak detection, 

valve repairs, new pipes and meter replacements 

Education 



• Develop a community partnership to provide household and business customers with 
information on testing and conservation 

• Ongoing partnership with Michigan Department of Human Services, United Way, 
Salvation Army and community organizations to provide information on water 

assistance 
• Expand youth energy initiative to assist households with conservation and efficiency 

(piloted in summer 2014 with Northwestern High School students, EcoWorks and 
Consumers Energy) 

The struggle with our water has gone on for too long. The state must take action and do its 

part. 

Please ask Gov. Snyder to take action immediately to implement my plan and ensure Flint's 
water is safe. 

Thank you for your ongoing support. 

Sincerely, 

Dayne 

P.S. -- Please send this to friends and family so they can take action too! 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Wednesday, February 11, 2015 6:09 AM 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: 
Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

Attachments: Water Consultant Announcement 2.10.15.pdf; A TTOOOOl.htm 

see the press release below re the water consultant. In the conversation Wayne & I had with Jerry late 
yesterday they are apparently planning a public forum mtg of some type next week to share preliminary results 
of the consultant's work. Veolia has already been doing some work on this. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gerald Ambrose <gambrose@citvofflintcom> 
Date: February 10, 2015 at 9:13:45 PM EST 
To: "Thomas Saxton (Treasury)" <SaxtonT@';rnichigan.gov>, "Wayne Workman 
(TREASURY)" <vv'Orkmanw(i11.michigan. gov> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

Just in case you did not see this. Had a roundtable with media and Veolia. 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Jason Lorenz" <jlorenz@cityoff1int.com> 
Date: Feb 10, 2015 2:56 PM 
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 
To: 
Cc: 

For Immediate Release 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of 

Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan -February 10, 2015 -The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water experts 

from Veolia North America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. Veolia, which is 

the world's largest water services and technology company, will assess how Flint's water is 

tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment processes and operations, laboratory 



testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the city's treatment and distribution 

systems. 

"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gadis, vice president of Veolia 

North America's Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support your 

community with our technical expertise so that together we can ensure water quality for the 

people of the city of Flint." 

Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present 

findings to City officials, including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. Once 

the findings are presented, city officials will determine how to move forward. 

"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important to bring 

in an independent, highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and quality 

issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 

"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to provide 

solutions to Flint's current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive experience handling 

challenging river water sources, reducing leaks and contaminants and in managing discolored 

water." 

"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, professional 

way and demonstrated the ability to immediately support us as we ensure safe, clean water for 

our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose. 

The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to 

provide an overview of the work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team find 

ways to address and improve the city's drinking water operation," Gadis said. 

The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to 

communities and industries across the country, including providing water and wastewater 

services to 530 communities in North America. More information is available at 

V·/W\V. veo lianortharnerica. com. 

-END-
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-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 
(810) 237-2039 

j!orenz@cityoffllnt,com 
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of 
Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan - February 10, 2015 - The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water 

experts from Veolia North America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. 

Veolia, which is the world's largest water services and technology company, will assess 

how Flint's water is tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment processes 

and operations, laboratory testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the 

city's treatment and distribution systems. 

"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gadis, vice president of 

Veolia North America's Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support 

your community with our technical expertise so that together we can ensure water quality 

for the people of the city of Flint." 

Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present 

findings to City officials, including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. 

Once the findings are presented, city officials will determine how to move forward. 

"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important 

to bring in an independent, highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and 

quality issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 

-CONTINUE-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to 

provide solutions to Flint's current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive 

experience handling challenging river water sources, reducing leaks and contaminants 

and in managing discolored water." 

"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, 

professional way and demonstrated the ability to immediately support us as we ensure 

safe, clean water for our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose. 

The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to 

provide an overview of the work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team 

find ways to address and improve the city's drinking water operation," Gadis said. 

The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to 

communities and industries across the country, including providing water and wastewater 

services to 530 communities in North America. More information is available at 

www.veolianorthamerica.com. 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Friday, February 27, 2015 5:15 PM 

Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Saxton, 

Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Storberg, Ann Marie (TREASURY) 

Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA Guidelines 

Attachments: TTHM Results February.pdf; ATTOOOOl.htm; February TTHM Result Chart.pdf; 

A TT00002.htm 

In case you did not see this. Will be reviewing Water System info over the weekend. Maybe something 
Monday, Tuesday latest. I need to edit also. Wayne 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jason Lorenz <jlorenz@cityoft1int.com> 
Date: February 27, 2015 at 4:29:04 PM EST 
To: Jason Lorenz <jlorenz@cityoftlint.com> 
Subject: Re: PRESS RELEASE: Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA Guidelines 

Attached is the release with the proper date. 

For Immediate Release 

Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA Guidelines 

Flint, Michigan - February 27, 2015 - The Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 

(MDEQ) Testing lab has provided results to the City of Flint showing that test results for TTHM 

levels for the month of February are well within EPA guidelines for safe water. All eight testing 

sites showed levels of TTHM ranging between 14.9 and 28.5 micrograms per liter (µg/L), well 

below the Maximum Contamination Level of 80 (see chart below). 

The testing results confirm the progress made by the City to address concerns regarding the 

safety of its water supply and corroborates findings by the City and independent tests by other 

organizations that the water today is safe. "Flint's water supply is meeting all safety guidelines 

set forth by the EPA," said DPW Director Howard Croft. "Today's findings by the MDEQ 

reinforce the progress we have made, and should help rebuild confidence in the safety of Flint's 



drinking water. We still have work to do to improve water quality and are committed to being 

vigilant to assure that water safety is maintained." 

These results also show that the four month average for test results is now within EPA guidelines 
for five of the eight testing areas in the City. However, because EPA regulations require that the 
four month average for all testing sites be within guidelines, the City of Flint will still be 
considered to be out of compliance by MDEQ. The City expects to receive notice within the next 
few weeks indicating non-compliance, and system users can expect to receive official notice of 
non-compliance in the month of March. 

Meanwhile, the City continues to work on maintaining water safety and improving water quality. 

While steps are being taken daily to improve quality, the City is expecting a formal set of 

recommendations from its water quality experts within the next few weeks. 

The detail of the study results, a report of the progress being made and preliminary 

recommendations from Veolia will be shared with the newly formed Water Advisory Committee 

and Water Technical Committee, whose first meetings are scheduled for next week. 

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 
(810) 237-2039 

jlorenz@cityoff!intcom 

On Fri, Feb 27, 2015 at 4:04 PM, Jason Lorenz <jlorenz@}cilvofl-1int.com> wrote: 

Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA Guidelines 

Flint, Michigan -March 2, 2015 -The Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) 

Testing lab has provided results to the City of Flint showing that test results for TTHM levels for 

the month of February are well within EPA guidelines for safe water. All eight testing sites 

showed levels of TTHM ranging between 14.9 and 28.5 micrograms per liter (µg/L), well below 

the Maximum Contamination Level of 80 (see chart attached). 

The testing results confirm the progress made by the City to address concerns regarding the 

safety of its water supply and corroborates findings by the City and independent tests by other 

organizations that the water today is safe. "Flint's water supply is meeting all safety guidelines 

set forth by the EPA," said DPW Director Howard Croft. "Today's findings by the MDEQ 
2 



reinforce the progress we have made, and should help rebuild confidence in the safety of Flint's 

drinking water. We still have work to do to improve water quality and are committed to being 

vigilant to assure that water safety is maintained." 

These results also show that the four month average for test results is now within EPA guidelines 
for five of the eight testing areas in the City. However, because EPA regulations require that the 
four month average for all testing sites be within guidelines, the City of Flint will still be 
considered to be out of compliance by MDEQ. The City expects to receive notice within the next 
few weeks indicating non-compliance, and system users can expect to receive official notice of 
non-compliance in the month of March. 

Meanwhile, the City continues to work on maintaining water safety and improving water quality. 

While steps are being taken daily to improve quality, the City is expecting a formal set of 

recommendations from its water quality experts within the next few weeks. 

The detail of the study results, a report of the progress being made and preliminary 

recommendations from Veolia will be shared with the newly formed Water Advisory Committee 

and Water Technical Committee, whose first meetings are scheduled for next week. 

See Attached. Areas in blue (under February) indicate current levels. 

c:n:y of Flint 
(8"10) 237-~2039 

jlorenz@cityoff!intcom 

-END-
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
j!orenz@citvofflintcom 

Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA Guidelines 

Flint, Michigan - February 27, 2015- The Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 

(MDEQ) Testing lab has provided results to the City of Flint showing that test results for 

TTHM levels for the month of February are well within EPA guidelines for safe water. All 

eight testing sites showed levels of TTHM ranging between 14.9 and 28.5 micrograms 

per liter (µg/L), well below the Maximum Contamination Level of 80 (see chart below). 

The testing results confirm the progress made by the City to address concerns regarding 

the safety of its water supply and corroborates findings by the City and independent tests 

by other organizations that the water today is safe. "Flint's water supply is meeting all 

safety guidelines set forth by the EPA," said DPW Director Howard Croft. "Today's 

findings by the MDEQ reinforce the progress we have made, and should help rebuild 

confidence in the safety of Flint's drinking water. We still have work to do to improve water 

quality and are committed to being vigilant to assure that water safety is maintained." 

These results also show that the four month average for test results is now within EPA 

guidelines for five of the eight testing areas in the City. However, because EPA 

regulations require that the four month average for all testing sites be within guidelines, 

the City of Flint will still be considered to be out of compliance by MDEQ. The City expects 

to receive notice within the next few weeks indicating non-compliance, and system users 

can expect to receive official notice of non-compliance in the month of March. 

-CONTINUE-
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Meanwhile, the City continues to work on maintaining water safety and improving water 

quality. While steps are being taken daily to improve quality, the City is expecting a formal 

set of recommendations from its water quality experts within the next few weeks. 

The detail of the study results, a report of the progress being made and preliminary 

recommendations from Veolia will be shared with the newly formed Water Advisory 

Committee and Water Technical Committee, whose first meetings are scheduled for next 

week. 

Areas in blue (under February) indicate current levels: 
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Water Plant Tap 

Site# 1 

Site# 2 

Site# 3 

Site# 4 

Site# 5 

Site# 6 

Site# 7 

Site# 8 

May-14 

TIHM HAAS 

56 36 
""Unu::~ 'h:~~rh,. V'.~n\:: 2e::A} 

162.4 64.0 

111.6 52.0 

96.5 48.0 

106.4 55.0 

75.1 38.0 

82.2 41.0 

88.2 49.0 

79.2 50.0 

DISINFECTION BY-PRODUCTS - DEQ Required Testing 

MCL for TIHM = 80 ug/L MCL for HAAS = 60 ug/L 

Aug-14 Nov-14 I fiHFlK 
TIHM HAAS TIHM HAAS TIHM HAAS 

86 36 ~};~ 36 3f 
-~·(':ri,x: ~··:::::::~,/~· \_i~:ri~~ .".:~13 . .:.t; -'\ .. '"--I;; '.'\;;_., ·~ {.\~,\· .. ,?:'_' __ -:: -~·•)ri::\:: ~ .. ·:::::::~1:y !3~:,,~~ .".:~J~A) 

145.3 43.0 58.6 16.0 I rn~::z 9.0 

112.0 40.0 36.2 21.0 I @:9 > 9.0 

127.2 31.0 33.3 15.0 I 16:s > 9.0 

181.3 24.0 33.9 15.0 I 1a:1 > 9.0 

196.2 11.0 93.6 24.0 I M:$ > 9.0 

112.4 25.0 50.1 5.0 I M:s > 2.0 

144.4 30.0 53.6 17.0 I ±9:Z 9.0 

118.3 37.0 41.1 18.0 I ±4:&> 9.0 
'":S~=nnp,:~§ ,~t 1:-~nd ..-A O.:.i'., 

LRAA 

TIHM HAAS 

58.3 36.G 
~-~_":i~t·:? :·~~;_.;,fly\_:~,:~:::~ }~:"3. 4-j 

(((~$.Jt)} 33.0 

69.9 30.5 

68.5 25.8 

}?%1.i.i}?i 25.8 

\?JiN4J?: 20.5 

68.3 18.3 

76.4 26.3 

63.4 28.5 

MAX MIN 

TIHM TIHM 

86.0 33.0 

162.4 16.2 

112.0 19.9 

127.2 16.8 

181.3 18.1 

196.2 24.5 

112.4 28.5 

144.4 19.2 

118.3 14.9 

Total Organic Carbon {m§ 

May 

June 

July 

August 
Sept 
Oct 

Nov 

Dec 
Jan 

Feb 

Raw Final 

10.30 4.57 

9.00 3.63 

8.44 2.67 

8.48 4.06 

7.36 3.30 
7.38 2.99 

7.27 3.86 

6.49 2.59 

7.62 3.21 

5.95 2.07 





From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Thursday, April 16, 2015 6:02 PM 
Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: City of Flint Moves Ahead with $5 million in Water Treatment 

Improvements 

Attachments: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

GAC approval and other Water Improvements April 16, 2015.pdf; ATTOOOOl.htm 

Follow up 

Flagged 

From: Jason Lorenz <jlorenz(f1>citvofflint.corn> 
Date: April 16, 2015 at 5:55:39 PM EDT 
To: undisclosed-recipients:; 
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: City of Flint Moves Ahead with $5 million in Water 
Treatment Improvements 

For Immediate Release 

City of Flint Moves Ahead with $5 million in Water Treatment Improvements 

Flint, Michigan -April 16, 2015 - Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose, with approval from the 

Department of Treasury, has authorized a contract with LAN, the City's consulting engineers, to 

immediately proceed with design and installation of granulated activated carbon filter for the 

Water Treatment Plant. Installation of the filter was one of the primary recommendations from 

Veolia and others as a means to help assure that City water will continue to be within EPA 

guidelines. Installation is scheduled to begin in Mid-June, with completion by mid-July. 

Other action steps are also underway at the plant, including cleaning plate settlers, repairing the 

clarifier, and adjusting chemical dosing and levels as also recommended. Additionally, a contract 

is being finalized for the water main leak detection project, hydraulic modeling and flushing is 

underway, and bids for the replacement of 2 miles of major pipe are being reviewed. 



Nearly $5 million has been budgeted to implement these actions, which in large measure are the 

ongoing types of action necessary to maintain the water treatment and distribution system. $2.1 

million of this amount is budgeted for replacement of the pipe along Dupont St., and $1. 6 million 

is budgeted for the GAC, with $900,000 budgeted for water main leak detection. Actual 

replacement of the pipe is scheduled to begin in June, and to be completed by early September. 

These steps are all part of the action plan recently released by the City as it continues its work to 

maintain the safety of the water and improve its quality. Recent testing has shown that Flint's 

water is meeting all regulatory safety standards, with TTHM levels being significantly below the 

maximum level accepted. 

The measures that have been taken to date by the Flint Water Plant staff have resulted in a 

significant improvement in the quality of Flint water since last summer. "Both the hardness 

and TTHM levels are at the lowest point since the switch to the Flint river last April," said DPW 

Director Howard Croft. "Installing the GAC filter, in addition to these other steps, will further 

bolster the positive direction we are moving in to continue improving the quality of water in the 

City." 

-END-

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 
(810) 237-2039 
j lorenz (rucityoffl l nt.com 
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

City of Flint Moves Ahead with $5 million in Water Treatment 
Improvements 

Flint, Michigan - April 16, 2015 - Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose, with approval from 

the Department of Treasury, has authorized a contract with LAN, the City's consulting 

engineers, to immediately proceed with design and installation of granulated activated 

carbon filter for the Water Treatment Plant. Installation of the filter was one of the primary 

recommendations from Veolia and others as a means to help assure that City water will 

continue to be within EPA guidelines. Installation is scheduled to begin in Mid-June, with 

completion by mid-July. 

Other action steps are also underway at the plant, including cleaning plate settlers, 

repairing the clarifier, and adjusting chemical dosing and levels as also recommended. 

Additionally, a contract is being finalized for the water main leak detection project, 

hydraulic modeling and flushing is underway, and bids for the replacement of 2 miles of 

major pipe are being reviewed. 

Nearly $5 million has been budgeted to implement these actions, which in large measure 

are the ongoing types of action necessary to maintain the water treatment and distribution 

system. $2.1 million of this amount is budgeted for replacement of the pipe along Dupont 

St., and $1.6 million is budgeted for the GAC, with $900,000 budgeted for water main 

leak detection. Actual replacement of the pipe is scheduled to begin in June, and to be 

completed by early September. 

-CONTINUE-
City Hall 

1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 
810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



These steps are all part of the action plan recently released by the City as it continues its 

work to maintain the safety of the water and improve its quality. Recent testing has shown 

that Flint's water is meeting all regulatory safety standards, with TTHM levels being 

significantly below the maximum level accepted. 

The measures that have been taken to date by the Flint Water Plant staff have resulted 

in a significant improvement in the quality of Flint water since last summer. "Both the 

hardness and TTHM levels are at U1e lowest point since the switct1 to the Flint river last 

April," said DPW Director Howard Croft "Installing the GAC filter, in addition to these 

other steps, wm further bolster the positive direction we are moving in to continue 

improving the quality of water in the City." 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Tuesday, September 29, 2015 11 :34 AM 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
How does Kalenske fit into the Flint water issue? 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:34 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
FW: FDCVT - Flint 

FDCVT Grant Apps_S-19-15.pdf; Flint River Water Quality 

One of my 'take-aways' from the meeting this afternoon was to follow up on whether they could 
use those Distressed Cities' $s for filters . Remerr,ber last year they did receive '.$7..mm which they 
used for vitater related items. This year they want funds for the property assessing area. Their 
project cost is more than the grant limiL It is not clear they realize that. The deadline application is 
Oct 1..5 if they were willing to change the application. Assuming that is doable. 

'With \'Jayne away ( and before the 1:00 rr1tg) ... a call vitas set up actually earlier today with Natasha 
Henderson. Do you care if we still do that'? The email setting it up is attached. Obviously we are 
not going to commit to anything. 

I.et me know if you need anything else. 

From: Cole, Evah (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 4:20 PM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <KoryznoE@michigan.gov>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) <PleyteB@michigan.gov>; 
Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) <DempkowskiA@michigan.gov>; Kalka, Carolyn (Treasury) <KolkaC@michigan.gov>; 
Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <StantonT@michigan.gov>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <WorkmanW@michigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Tom, 

Below are the answers to your questions. If you have any further questions, let us know. Thank you. 

Do we know whether Flint has yet applied for any of these (FDCVT) $s? 
ANSWER: We received an application from the City of Flint on September 171

h. The amount requested for the project is 
$2M (the limit for a local unit) and it is estimated to take $3.lM to complete the entire project. They also indicated that 
if full funding is not awarded, it is doubtful that they will be able to move forward with the project. The proposed 
project is: 

"The city proposes to hire a qualified contractor to provide property assessing services. Specifically, this 
contractor will create digital property sketches of all improved properties, evaluate existing property conditions 
and improvements by providing real property data verification, and conduct a comprehensive appraisal 
valuation study. This process will take place over a period of 3 years, from June 1, 2016 to July 1, 2019." 

Do we know if thev have plans to'? 
ANSWER: Since they asked for the entire $2M for the above project, we would assume they are not submitting any 
further projects, however we are not sure. 



And have they asked (& rec'd) $s from this prograrn previously Le., last year, and If so., what did they use those $s for? 
ANSWER: Treasury awarded Flint two grants in FY 2015 under the FDCVT program. Treasury has not yet received any 
reimbursement requests from the City. Therefore, we have not distributed any of the FDCVT grant related funds to the 
City. The two grants are: 

Awarded Project Name Brief Description 

$1,100,000 Water Pollution Control Incinerator Shutdown Water system enhancements through 
improved waste management 

$900,000 Water Main Leak Detection Survey and Condition Water system enhancements through leak 
Assessment detection and pipe assessments 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 29, 2015, at 3:00 PM, Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <StcintonT(@michigcin.gov> wrote: 

See the attached press release, .. noting Flint's awards (2} 

The writeup below v,1as included in Flint Water Talking Points from last winter. 

The City has received significant financial assistance through both grant programs and bond 
restructuring initiatives administered by the Ml Department of Treasury. This financial 
assistance has allowed the City to replace miles of aged pipeline and begin efforts to install a 
specialized filter at the Water Treatment Plant. 

In February, Flint was awarded a total of $2 million through two Financially Distressed Cities1 

Villages1 and Townships Grants. $1.1 million was awarded for water system enhancements 
through improved waste management while $900,000 was awarded for water system 
enhancements through leak detection and pipe assessments. 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 2:53 PM 
To: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <KoryznoE(@rnichigcin.gov>; Cole, Evah (Treasury) 
<ColeE(d:.>rnichigcin.gov> 
Cc: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <Workrna,N'J(@rnk:higan.gov>; Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
<StcintonT(@rnichigcin.gov>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) <Plevtef:l.~vr-r1ichigan.gov>; Dempkowski, Angela 
(Treasury) <DernpkowskiA(Wrnichigi.ln.gov> 
Subject: FW: FDCVT 

Do we know whether Flint hcis yet applied for any of these $s? Do we know if they have plans 
to'? And hcive they asked (& rec'd) $s frorn this program previously Le., last yecir. [knovving that it 
hasn't been going that long], If so, what did they use those $s for. 

Finallv, if they hcidn't applied yeL given the current Flint water situation; 
Could they use these grcint funds to purchcise filters for individual residents for use in their homes? 

If you can get back to rne quicklv I 'Nould appreciate iL Thanks 

<FDCVT Grant Awards 2-3-15.pdt> 
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RICK SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 
LANSING 

August 19, 2015 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
\'\-''WW .michiga.n._gov/trcasurv 

NICK A. KHOURI 
STATE TREASURER 

Contact: Terry Stanton 
(517) 335-2167 

$5 million in grants available for local governments 
facing financial distress 

Money for special projects to free up funds for services 
Municipalities experiencing financial struggles can apply for a $5 million grant program that can 
help fund special projects and free up tax dollars for important services. 

Applications for the Financially Distressed Cities, Villages, and Townships grant program are 
now available. Municipalities interested in applying for an award must submit applications to the 
Department of Treasury by 11:59 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 15, 2015. 

All cities, villages, and townships, experiencing at least one condition of "probable financial 
distress" as outlined in Public Act 436 of 2012, the Local Financial Stability and Choice Act*, 
are eligible to apply. 

"This program offers critical assistance to municipalities facing significant financial difficulties," 
Gov. Rick Snyder said. "Grant dollars can help troubled cities, villages, and townships fund 
projects which, in turn, frees up valuable tax dollars for other critical services that benefit 
residents and taxpayers in those communities." 

Grant funding may be used to pay for specific projects, services, or strategies that move the city, 
village, or township toward financial stability. Preference will be given to applicants from local 
units in which: 

• A financial emergency has been declared in the past five years; 

• An approved Deficit Elimination Plan for the General Fund is currently in place; or, 

• Two or more conditions indicating "probable financial distress" currently exist. 

For more information about FDCVT grants, including the application for cities, villages, and 
townships, visit www.michigan.gov/revenuesharing. 

*Conditions of "probable financial distress" relating solely to school districts are not included as conditions for 
FDCVT, as school districts are not eligible. 

430 WEST ALLEGAN STREET• LANSING, MICHIGAN 48922 
www.michigan.gov/treasury • 517-373-3200 



From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Natasha, 

Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) 

Tuesday, September 29, 2015 9:58 AM 

Flint River Water Quality 

I arn following up on yesterday's phone call with you. 

Angela will contact you to set up a conference call for tomorrow afternoon, Because '1Nayne is out of town Torn Saxton 

will participate in the discussion regarding your request. Tom and I v,muld request you. Peter Bade and Howard Croft be 

011 the call. 

\Ve have a nurnber of follow-up questions: What is the basis for the estirnated $18M cost to temporarily reconnect to 

the Great 1.akes Water 1\uthority? \JVhat is the timeline? \A/hy didn't Viola advise the City about the potential for 

elevated lead levels when using Flint river water? What assurances do you have indicating a temporary reconnection to 
the \Nater Authority resolves the elevated lead problerr, or other systerr, problems? Who are the assuram:es from? Did 

the Viola report recommend using Ortho Phosphates to treat the water? 

Ed 

Edward B. Koryzno, Jr. I Director - Bureau of Local Government Services 
State of Michigan I 430 W. Allegan Street, 3rd Floor I Lansing, MI 48922 
(517) 373-4415 I (517) 373-0633 (fox) 
KoryznoE@tnichigan.qov 

~ Think Green! Don't print this e-mail unless you need to. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE' This e-mail, and any attachments, is for the sole us·e of the intended recipient(s) 
and may contain information that is confidential and protected from disclosure under the law. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure.. or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail, and delete/destroy all copies of the original message and attachments. 
Thank you 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Wednesday, September 30, 2015 8:47 AM 
Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Thanks. Are you suggesting they modify their request to one that asks for money for filters instead of the assessing 
since the assessing cost exceeds the grant and they couldn't do the project anyway? 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:34 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente@michigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: FDCVT - Flint 

One of rny 'take-aways' from the meeting this afternoon was to follow up on whether they could 
use those Distressed Cities' $s for filters. Ren,ernber last year they did receive $2rnrn which they 
used for water related items. This year they ',Nant funds for the propertv assessing area. Their 
project cost is more than the grant limit. It is not clear they realize that. The deadline application is 

Oct 15 if they were willing to change the application. Assurning that is doable. 

With Wayne mNay ( and before the 1:00 rntg) ... a call was set up actually earlier today with Natasha 
Henderson. Do you care if vve still do that ? The ern~1il setting it up is attached. Obviously vve are 
not going to commit to anything. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

From: Cole, Evah (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 4:20 PM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT(&rnichigan.gov> 
Cc: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <KorvznoE~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) <PleyleB(i.Drnichigan.gov>; 
Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) <DernpkowskiA(Wrnichigan.gov>; Kalka, Carolyn (Treasury) <KolkaCQ':ilrnichigan.gov>; 
Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <StantonT(&rnichigan.gov>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <Workrnc1,NVQ':ilrnichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Torn, 

Below are the answers to your questions. If you have any further questions, let us know. Thank you. 

Do we know whether Flint has yet applied for any of these (FDCVT) $s? 
ANSWER: We received an application from the City of Flint on September 171

h. The amount requested for the project is 
$2M (the limit for a local unit) and it is estimated to take $3.lM to complete the entire project. They also indicated that 
if full funding is not awarded, it is doubtful that they will be able to move forward with the project. The proposed 
project is: 



"The city proposes to hire a qualified contractor to provide property assessing services. Specifically, this 
contractor will create digital property sketches of all improved properties, evaluate existing property conditions 
and improvements by providing real property data verification, and conduct a comprehensive appraisal 
valuation study. This process will take place over a period of 3 years, from June 1, 2016 to July 1, 2019." 

Do we knovv if they have plans to'? 
ANSWER: Since they asked for the entire $2M for the above project, we would assume they are not submitting any 
further projects, however we are not sure. 

And have they asked (& rec'd) ~.;s from this program previously i.e., lasl year, and If so, 'Nhat did they use those $s for? 
ANSWER: Treasury awarded Flint two grants in FY 2015 under the FDCVT program. Treasury has not yet received any 
reimbursement requests from the City. Therefore, we have not distributed any of the FDCVT grant related funds to the 
City. The two grants are: 

Awarded Project Name Brief Description 

$1,100,000 Water Pollution Control Incinerator Shutdown Water system enhancements through 
improved waste management 

$900,000 Water Main Leak Detection Survey and Condition Water system enhancements through leak 
Assessment detection and pipe assessments 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 29, 2015, at 3:00 PM, Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <StantonT@rnkhigan.gov> wrote: 

See the attached press release ... noting Flint's awards (2). 

The writeup belov,; v,ras included in Flint Water Talking Points frorr, last winter. 

The City has received significant financial assistance through both grant programs and bond 
restructuring initiatives administered by the Ml Department of Treasury. This financial 
assistance has allowed the City to replace miles of aged pipeline and begin efforts to install a 
specialized filter at the Water Treatment Plant. 

In February, Flint was awarded a total of $2 million through two Financially Distressed Cities1 

Villages1 and Townships Grants. $1.1 million was awarded for water system enhancements 
through improved waste management while $900,000 was awarded for water system 
enhancements through leak detection and pipe assessments. 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 2:53 PM 
To: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <KoryznoEQ'ilrnichigan.gov>; Cole, Evah (Treasury) 
<ColeE(d:.>michigan.gov> 
Cc: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <Workmc1,NVQ'ilrnk:higan.gov>; Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
<StantonTQ'ilrnichigan.gov>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) <Plevtef:l.~vr-r1ichigc1n.gov>; Dempkowski, Angela 
(Treasury) <DempkowskiA(Wmichigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: FDCVT 
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Do we knmN whether Flint has yet applied for anv of these $s '? Do 'Ne know if they have plans 
to? And have thev asked (& rec'd) $s frorn this program previouslv Le., last year. [knowing that it 
hasn't been going that long]. If so, what did they use those $s for. 

Finally, if they hadn't applied yeL given the current Flint ',Nater situation; 
Could they use these grant funds to purchase filters for individual residents for use in their homes ? 

If you um get back to rne quickly I would appreciate iL Thanks 

<FDCVT Grant Awards 2-3-15.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Wednesday, September 30, 2015 9:03 AM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
RE: FDCVT - Flint 

To be honest I arn not sure... I don't have the history/background to knmN whether we would actually turn 
thern/cornrnunities down ( & we rnight) if they can't fully fund their project. I am sure that area (assessing) is in chaos 
as well in Flint. 
If that were the case Le., \Ne vvould say no to the assessing project; then yes in terrns of the switch to water related 
projects. I think the nurnber I heard yesterday vvas 10,000-15,000 filters for $250k. Or rnavbe you create a program 
to replace the curb-to--horne lead piping. 

The call with Flint got cancelled today. They are not available now at that tirne. 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 8:47 AM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente@michigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Thanks. Are you suggesting they modify their request to one that asks for money for filters instead of the assessing 
since the assessing cost exceeds the gr~mt ~md they couldn't do the project anyway? 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:34 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rnuchrnored~'ilrnichigan.gov> 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clernente~'ilrnichigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: FDCVT - Flint 

One of rny 'take-aways' from the meeting this afternoon was to follow up on whether they could 
use those Distressed Cities' $s for filters. Ren,ernber last year they did receive $2rnrn which they 
used for water related items. This year they ',Nant funds for the propertv assessing area. Their 
project cost is more than the grant limit. It is not clear they realize that. The deadline application is 

Oct 15 if they were willing to change the application. Assurning that is doable. 

With Wayne mNay ( and before the 1:00 mtg) ... a call was set up actually earlier today with Natasha 
Henderson. Do you care if vve still do that ? The ernail setting it up is attached. Obviously vve are 
not going to commit to anything. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

From: Cole, Evah (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 4:20 PM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT(&rnichigan.gov> 



Cc: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <KoryrnoE(:i>michigan.gov>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) <PlevteBQ'ilrnk:higan,gov>; 
Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) <Dernpkov,1ski.A(&rnichigan,gov>; Kalka, Carolyn (Treasury) <Kolh.iC(i.Dmichigan.gov>; 
Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <StanlonT(Wmichigan.gov>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <'v\!orkn1anW(i.Dmichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Tom, 

BelmN are the ;.msvvers to your questions. If you have any further questions, let us know, Thank vou, 

Do we knovv whether Flint has yet applied for any of these (FDCVT) $s ? 
ANSWER: We received an application from the City of Flint on September 171

h. The amount requested for the project is 
$2M (the limit for a local unit) and it is estimated to take $3.lM to complete the entire project. They also indicated that 
if full funding is not awarded, it is doubtful that they will be able to move forward with the project. The proposed 
project is: 

"The city proposes to hire a qualified contractor to provide property assessing services. Specifically, this 
contractor will create digital property sketches of all improved properties, evaluate existing property conditions 
and improvements by providing real property data verification, and conduct a comprehensive appraisal 
valuation study. This process will take place over a period of 3 years, from June 1, 2016 to July 1, 2019." 

Do we knovv if they have plans to'? 
ANSWER: Since they asked for the entire $2M for the above project, we would assume they are not submitting any 
further projects, however we are not sure. 

And have they asked (& rec'd) ~-is from this program previously i.e,, last year, and If so, 1Nhat did they use those $s for? 
ANSWER: Treasury awarded Flint two grants in FY 2015 under the FDCVT program. Treasury has not yet received any 
reimbursement requests from the City. Therefore, we have not distributed any of the FDCVT grant related funds to the 
City. The two grants are: 

Awarded Project Name Brief Description 

$1,100,000 Water Pollution Control Incinerator Shutdown Water system enhancements through 
improved waste management 

$900,000 Water Main Leak Detection Survey and Condition Water system enhancements through leak 
Assessment detection and pipe assessments 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 29, 2015, at 3:00 PM, Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <:itantonT@rnichigan.gov> wrote: 

See the attached press release ... noting Flint's awards (2). 

The writeup belov,; v,ras included in Flint Water Talking Points frorr, last winter. 

The City has received significant financial assistance through both grant programs and bond 
restructuring initiatives administered by the Ml Department of Treasury. This financial 
assistance has allowed the City to replace miles of aged pipeline and begin efforts to install a 
specialized filter at the Water Treatment Plant. 
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In February, Flint was awarded a total of $2 million through two Financially Distressed Cities1 

Villages1 and Townships Grants. $1.1 million was awarded for water system enhancements 
through improved waste management while $900,000 was awarded for water system 
enhancements through leak detection and pipe assessments. 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 2:53 PM 
To: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <l<on;,:-:not@michig;;in.fov>; Cole, Evah (Treasury) 
<Cole[@n1,chigan.gov> 
Cc: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <\NorkrnanVH6Jmichi23ti.f',w>; Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
<St;;intonT@michig;;in.gov>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) <PleyteB@mk:higan,gov>; Dempkowski, Angela 

(Treasury) <DunpkmvskiA@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: FDCVT 

Do we know whether Hint has yet applied for any of these $s 7' Do we knov,1 if they have plans 
lo? And have they asked (& rec'd) $s frorn this program previously Le., last year. [knowing that il 
hasn't been going that long] . If so, whal did they use those ~;s for . 

Finally, if they hadn't applied yeL given the current Flint water situation; 

Could they use these grant funds to purchase filters for individual residents tor use in their homes'? 

If you can get back to me quickly I would appreciate it. Thanks 

<FDCVT Grant Awards 2-3-15.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Wednesday, September 30, 2015 9:27 AM 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Subject: 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Re: FDCVT - Flint 

There is a STC order for reassassment. It will take 3 years so they can pay in phases. They don't all the money at once. A 

permanent lead solution is best but more costly. I think we need a face with just a few City people DEQ, HHS to talk 
about realistic options, not inflamed rhetoric 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 30, 2015, at 9:03 AM, Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxlonT(:i>michigan.gov> wrote: 

To be honest I am not sure. ,, I don't have the history/background to know whether we would actually 

turn them/con1munities down ( & we n1ight) it they can't fully fund their project. I am sure that area 
(assessing) is in chaos as well in r-linL 
If that were the case i.e, .. we v,muld say no to the assessing project; then yes in terms of the switch to 

water related projects. I think the number I heard yesterday was 10,000-15,000 filters for $250k. Or 
maybe you create a program to replace the curb-to-horne lead piping. 

The call with Flint got cancelled today. They are not available now at that time. 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 8:47 AM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT@michi;zan.gov> 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <demente@michrgan.301:> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Thanks. Are you suggesting they modify their request to one that asks for money for filters instead of 
the assessing since the assessing cost exceeds the grant and they couldn't do the project anyway"? 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:34 PM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <m!,1rb.OJ!2!:f:f:L@D:.[rb.rRJ:J,B.9:~'.> 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <demente@michrgan.301:> 
Subject: FW: FDCVT - Flint 

One of my 'take-aways' from the meeting this afternoon was to follov,1 up on 
whether they could use those Distressed Cities' $s for filters. Remember last year 

they did receive $2mm which they used for water related items. This year they 
want funds tor the property assessing area. Their project cost is more than the 
grant limit. It is not clear they realize that. The deadline application is Oct 15 if they 
were willing to change the application. Assuming that is doable. 



With Wayne avvay ( and before the 1:00 rntg) ... a call was set up actual Iv earlier 
today with Natasha Henderson. Do you care if 'Ne still do that ? The email setting it 
up is attached. Obviously vve are not going to cornrnit to anything. 

Let me knmN if you need anything else. 

From: Cole, Evah (Treasury) 

Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 4:20 PM 

To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT(@rnichigan.gov> 
Cc: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <KoryznoF(@rnichigan.gov>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) 

<Plevte8(Wrnichigan.gov>; Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) <DernpkowskiA~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Kalka, 

Carolyn (Treasury) <KolkaC(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <StantonT(Wrnichigan.gov>; 
Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <Workr-rwnW(::i:>rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Torn, 

Below are the ar1sv,1ers to your questions. If you have any further questions, let us know. Thank you. 

Do we knmN whether Flint has yet applied for anv of these (FDCVT) $s? 
ANSWER: We received an application from the City of Flint on September 17th. The amount requested 
for the project is $2M (the limit for a local unit) and it is estimated to take $3.lM to complete the entire 
project. They also indicated that if full funding is not awarded, it is doubtful that they will be able to 
move forward with the project. The proposed project is : 

"The city proposes to hire a qualified contractor to provide property assessing 
services. Specifically, this contractor will create digital property sketches of all improved properties, 
evaluate existing property conditions and improvements by providing real property data 
verification, and conduct a comprehensive appraisal valuation study. This process will take place over a 
period of 3 years, from June 1, 2016 to July 1, 2019." 

Do we know if they have plans to? 
ANSWER: Since they asked for the entire $2M for the above project, we would assume they are not 
submitting any further projects, however we are not sure. 

And have thev asked (& rec'd) $s frorn this program previously 1.e., last vear, and If so, what did they use 
those ~;s for? 
ANSWER: Treasury awarded Flint two grants in FY 2015 under the FDCVT program. Treasury has not yet 
received any reimbursement requests from the City. Therefore, we have not distributed any of the 
FDCVT grant related funds to the City. The two grants are: 

Awarded Project Name Brief Description 

$1,100,000 Water Pollution Control Incinerator Shutdown Water system enhancements through 
improved waste management 

$900,000 Water Main leak Detection Survey and Condition Water system enhancements through leak 
Assessment detection and pipe assessments 
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Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 29, 2015, at 3:00 PM, Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <SlantonT(;'Drnk:higan.gov> wrote: 

See the attached press release.,.noting Flint's av,1ards (2). 

The writeup below was included in Flint Water Talking Points fron1 last vvinter. 

The City has received significant financial assistance through both grant 
programs and bond restructuring initiatives administered by the Ml 
Department of Treasury. This financial assistance has allowed the City to 
replace miles of aged pipeline and begin efforts to install a specialized filter at 
the Water Treatment Plant. 

In February, Flint was awarded a total of $2 million through two Financially 
Distressed Cities1 Villages1 and Townships Grants. $1.1 million was awarded for 
water system enhancements through improved waste management while 
$900,000 was awarded for water system enhancements through leak detection 
and pipe assessments. 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 2:53 PM 
To: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <KoryznoE{amichil;;_aruzov>; Cole, Evah (Treasury) 
<Cclet@mich~f:Jn.P~ov> 
Cc: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <Workman\.'V{amichi;zan.gov>; Stanton, Terry A. 

(Treasury) <J0.G.tQ.D.I.@n1tt:~[g0.c-.,gQy>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) <f.f:")'.!:?:'.f:\.@D:.[::.b}B.J.IJ,B.Q.V.>; 
Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) <.R.f:".GJP..lQY.V.~.tlA@!.mtt:~[g0.c-.,gr::y> 
Subject: FW: FDCVT 

Do we know whether Flint has yet applied for any of these $s? Do we know it they 
have plans to? And have they asked(&. rec'd) $s from this program previously i.e., last 
year. [knowing that it hasn't been going that long]. If so, what did they use those $s for. 

Finally, if they hadn't applied yeL. given the current Flint water situation; 
Could they use these grant funds to purchase filters tor individual residents for use in 
their hon1es? 

If you can get back to me quickly I would appredate it. Thanks 

<FDCVT Grant Awards 2-3-15.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Wednesday, September 30, 2015 9:32 AM 
Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Report: Using Flint River Proving Costly To City's Water System 

I heard this story in North Carolina last night. It is journalists at their worst 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Widigan, Robert (TREASURY)" <VJidi,:;;;;mH@rrdchig;::,Lf,OV> 
Date: September 30, 2015 at 8:12:58 AM EDT 
To: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <\,Vcrkrr:211W@michif:Jn.f:GV>, "Koryzno, Edward (Treasury)" 

<KQX.Y.?:.D.Q.f:.@n1tt:~[g0.c-.,&f::Y>, "Schafer, Suzanne K. (Treasury)" <~_fll0.f.f:t~Z@xo.lf.bi.g::1D,£.QY.>, "Byrne, 
Randall (Treasury)" <f?.Y.LIJ.f:BJ@m[rb.l&J:J,B.Q:~'.> 
Cc: "Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury)" <.\?.tT'.!P.\~?'.'!Y.\\(f\@.mi<tgf:i_r\gqy>, "Vandegrift, Drew (TREASURY)" 

<Vf:<.0.0.?K0.ft9.@x0.\hig?Jl.s;?Y.>, "Dosti ne, Patrick (TREASURY)" <fH~~1!.D?.P..@.mkhf gf:'_0_,gqy> 
Subject: Report: Using Flint River Proving Costly To City's Water System 

Report estimates it will cost the city of Flint $1.5 billion to repair the damage done since the switch to 
the Flint River as a water source: http://n1ichiganr;;idio,crg/pcsVn::port-using-flint-rivu-prnving-rnstly
citys -w;;iter-systern 

Here is a link to the site with the repot: http://flintv,rnt2rstudv,mg/ 

Robert Widigan 
Local Government Financial Services Division 
Michigan Department of Treasury 

Office (517) 373-3227 Cell(••••• 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Wednesday, September 30, 2015 3:35 PM 
Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Subject: 
Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Re: FDCVT - Flint 

I wish we could get realistic rather than inflamed, but I'm afraid the flames have long ago been stoked by some missteps 
that occurred in the switchover to Flint River water. Let's see what we can do. 

On Sep 30, 2015, at 9:26 AM, Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <WorkrnanW(@rnid1igan.gov> wrote: 

There is a STC order for reassassment. It will take 3 years so they can pay in phases. They don't all the 
money at once. A permanent lead solution is best but more costly. I think we need a face with just a few 
City people DEQ, HHS to talk about realistic options, not inflamed rhetoric 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 30, 2015, at 9:03 AM, Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <5.?tYiUT.@.0Jithig;ln,W?1.> wrote: 

To be honest I am not sure."' I don'l have the history/background to know whether we 
would actually turn them/communities down ( & we might) if lhey can't fully fund their 
project. I am sure thal area (assessing) is in chaos as well in Flint. 
If that were the case i.e., we vvould say no to lhe assessing project; then yes in lerms of 
the switch lo water related projects. I think the number I heard yesterday was 10,000-
15,000 filters for $250k. Or maybe you create a program to replace the curb-to--horne 
lead piping. 

The call with Flint got cancelled today. They are not available now at that tirne. 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 8:47 AM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <:iaxtonT@rnich,gan.gov> 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente@n1ichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Thanks. Are you suggesting they modify their request to one that asks for money for 
filters instead of the assessing since lhe assessing cost exceeds the grant and they 
couldn't do the project anyway? 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:34 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored~'ilmichigan.gov> 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente~'ilmichigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: FDCVT - Flint 

One of my 'take-aways' from the rneeting this afternoon was to 
follow up on whether lhey could use those Distressed Cities' $s for 
filters. Remember last year they did receive $2mrn which they 
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used for water related items. This year they v,1,mt funds for the 

property assessing area. Their project cost is more than the grant 
lirniL It is not dear they realize that. The deadline application is Oct 
15 if they ',Nere willing to change the application. Assuming that is 
doable. 

With Wayne mNay ( and before the 1:00 rntg) ... a call was set up 
actually earlier today vvith Natasha Henderson. Do you care if we 
still do that? The email setting it up is attached. Obviously we are 
not going to commit to anything. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

From: Cole, Evah (Treasury) 

Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 4:20 PM 

To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT(&michigan.gov> 
Cc: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <KorvznoE~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) 

<PievteB(@rnichigan.gov>; Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) 

<Der-r10kowskiA~vr-r1ichigc1n.gov>; Kalka, Carolyn (Treasury) <KoikaC(::i:>rnichigan.gov>; 
Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <StantonT(&rnichigan.gov>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

<Workrnan\N~vrnichigc1n.gov> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Torn, 

Below are the answers to your questions. If you have any further questions, let us 
know. Thank you. 

Do v,1e know whether Flint has yel applied for any of these (FDCVT) $s? 
ANSWER: We received an application from the City of Flint on September 171

h. The 

amount requested for the project is $2M (the limit for a local unit) and it is estimated to 
take $3.lM to complete the entire project. They also indicated that if full funding is not 
awarded, it is doubtful that they will be able to move forward with the project. The 
proposed project is: 

"The city proposes to hire a qualified contractor to provide property assessing 

services. Specifically, this contractor will create digital property sketches of all improved 
properties, evaluate existing property conditions and improvements by 
providing real property data verification, and conduct a comprehensive appraisal 
valuation study. This process will take place over a period of 3 years, from June 1, 2016 
to July 1, 2019." 

Do we know it they have plans to? 
ANSWER: Since they asked for the entire $2M for the above project, we would assume 
they are not submitting any further projects, however we are not sure. 

And have they asked (& rec'd) $s from this program previously Le., last year, and If so, 

what did they use those $s tor? 
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ANSWER: Treasury awarded Flint two grants in FY 2015 under the FDCVT 
program. Treasury has not yet received any reimbursement requests from the 
City. Therefore, we have not distributed any of the FDCVT grant related funds to the 
City. The two grants are: 

Awarded Project Name Brief Description 

$1,100,000 Water Pollution Control Incinerator Shutdown Water system enhancements throu 
improved waste management 

$900,000 Water Main Leak Detection Survey and Condition Water system enhancements throu 
Assessment detection and pipe assessments 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 29, 2015, at 3:00 PM, Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <~_t?!WmT@.r:J.\hi.s?n,K\?Y.> 
wrote: 

See the attached press release ... noting Hint's awards (2). 

The writeup below 'Nas included in Flint Water Talking Points frorn last 

'Ninler. 

The City has received significant financial assistance through 
both grant programs and bond restructuring initiatives 
administered by the Ml Department of Treasury. This financial 
assistance has allowed the City to replace miles of aged pipeline 
and begin efforts to install a specialized filter at the Water 
Treatment Plant. 

In February, Flint was awarded a total of $2 million through two 
Financially Distressed Cities1 Villages1 and Townships Grants. 
$1.1 million was awarded for water system enhancements 
through improved waste management while $900,000 was 
awarded for water system enhancements through leak detection 
and pipe assessments. 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 2:53 PM 

To: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <.K.W.lf.!.IJ.\?.f@rr!.trh.\R{FJ.¥0:f.>; Cole, Evah 

(Treasury) <(.\?).?.f.@.0/h.\ii1!.D.,R0.Y.> 
Cc: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <\V~H~XtFlnVV.@rr!.(:;h}_g_~.1J,_g_0_v.>; 
Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <~tFlntPUT@.r:J.\hi.s?n,g;?-1>; Pleyte, Beth 
(Treasury) <P.)?.V.t?.f?.@r0.th!M!l@Y.>; Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) 

<Pf:.DJP.tP'r.V.~.t[A.@.mit:L[gf!_0_,gqy> 
Subject: FW: FDCVT 

Do we knov,; v,rhether Flint has yet applied for any of these '.$s "? Do we 
know if they have plans to"? And have they asked (& rec'd) $s from 
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this prograrn previously Le., last year. [knowing that it hasrf't been going 
that long]. If so, vvhat did they use those $s for. 

Finallv, if they hadn't applied yeL given the current Flint water 
situation; 
Could they use these grant funds to purchase filters for individual 
residents for use in their homes ? 

If you can get back to rne quicklv I would appreciate iL Thanks 

<FDCVT Grant Awards 2-3-15.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Thursday, October 01, 2015 12:15 PM 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Durfee, Sally (TREASURY); 

Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 

RE: FDCVT - Flint 

I am follov,;ing up ... do you v,;ant us to have our staff reach out to the City & submit a11other or revised grant application 

? 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 9:03 AM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov> 

Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente@michigan.gov>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <WorkmanW@michigan.gov> 

Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

To be honest I am not sure... I don't have the history/background to knov,; whether we would actually turn 

them/communities dovm ( & we might) if they can't fully fu11d their project. I am sure that area (assessing) is in chaos 
as v,rell i11 Flint. 

If that 'Nere the case Le., we would say no to the assessing project; then yes in te1-r11s of the switch to water related 
projects. I thi11k the 11tJmber I heard yesterday was 10,000-1.5.000 filters for $7..50k. Or maybe you create a program 
to replace the curb-to-home lead piping. 

The call with Flint got cancelled today. They are not available now at that time. 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 8:47 AM 

To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <~?t.t0.D.T@.mi<tgf:i_r\gqy> 

Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <tt?:!T.?:.Dif:.@.0:1!.,;Ji[1,1!.D.,g.0y> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Tha11ks. /1..re you suggesting they modify their request to 011e that asks for rr1011ey for filters instead of the assessi11g 
si11ce the assessing cost exceeds the grant and they couldn't do the project anyway? 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:34 PM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <[:'.tKt:~[:J.QLf:.~l.@mtt:~[g0.c-.,g_r::y> 

Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <_<;:tf:H:.?:.D.tf:.@mtt:~[&0.DJW:~'.> 
Subject: FW: FDCVT - Flint 

011e of my 'take-aways' from the meeting this afternoon was to follow up on whether they could 
use those Distressed Cities' $s for filters . Remerr,ber last year they did receive '.$7..mm which they 

used for water related items. This year they want ftmds for the property assessing area. Their 
project cost is more than the gra11t limit. It is not clear they realize that. The deadline application is 
Oct 1.5 if they were willing to change the application. Assuming that is doable. 



VVith iA/ayne away ( and before the 1:00 mtg) ... a call was set up actually earlier today with Natasha 
Henderson. Do you care if we still do that? The email setting it up is attached. Obviously we are 
not going to commit to anything. 

Let rne knovv if you need anything else. 

From: Cole, Evah (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 4:20 PM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxlonT(Wmichigan.gov> 
Cc: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <KoryrnoE(:i>rnichigan.gov>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) <PlevteBQ'ilrnk:higan,gov>; 
Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) <Dernpkov,1ski.A(&rnichigan,gov>; Kalka, Carolyn (Treasury) <Kolh.iC(Wrnichigan.gov>; 
Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <StanlonT(Wmichigan.gov>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <\!VorkrnanW(i.Drnichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Torn, 

BelmN are the ansvvers to your questions. If you have any further questions, let us know, Thank vou, 

Do we knovv whether Flint has yet applied for any of these (FDCVT) $s ? 
ANSWER: We received an application from the City of Flint on September 171

h. The amount requested for the project is 
$2M (the limit for a local unit) and it is estimated to take $3.lM to complete the entire project. They also indicated that 
if full funding is not awarded, it is doubtful that they will be able to move forward with the project. The proposed 
project is: 

"The city proposes to hire a qualified contractor to provide property assessing services. Specifically, this 
contractor will create digital property sketches of all improved properties, evaluate existing property conditions 
and improvements by providing real property data verification, and conduct a comprehensive appraisal 
valuation study. This process will take place over a period of 3 years, from June 1, 2016 to July 1, 2019." 

Do we knovv if they have plans to? 
ANSWER: Since they asked for the entire $2M for the above project, we would assume they are not submitting any 
further projects, however we are not sure. 

And have they asked (& rec'd) ~-is from this program previously i.e,, last year, and If so, 1Nhat did they use those $s for? 
ANSWER: Treasury awarded Flint two grants in FY 2015 under the FDCVT program. Treasury has not yet received any 
reimbursement requests from the City. Therefore, we have not distributed any of the FDCVT grant related funds to the 
City. The two grants are: 

Awarded Project Name Brief Description 

$1,100,000 Water Pollution Control Incinerator Shutdown Water system enhancements through 
improved waste management 

$900,000 Water Main Leak Detection Survey and Condition Water system enhancements through leak 
Assessment detection and pipe assessments 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 29, 2015, at 3:00 PM, Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <:itantonT@rnichigan.gov> wrote: 
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See the attached press release ... noting Flint's awards (2). 

The vvriteup belmN was included in Flint iiVater Talking Points frorn last winter. 

The City has received significant financial assistance through both grant programs and bond 
restructuring initiatives administered by the Ml Department of Treasury. This financial 
assistance has allowed the City to replace miles of aged pipeline and begin efforts to install a 
specialized filter at the Water Treatment Plant. 

In February, Flint was awarded a total of $2 million through two Financially Distressed Cities1 

Villages1 and Townships Grants. $1.1 million was awarded for water system enhancements 
through improved waste management while $900,000 was awarded for water system 
enhancements through leak detection and pipe assessments. 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 2:53 PM 
To: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <Ko,ymof.@rnichig2,'Lgov>; Cole, Evah (Treasury) 
<ColeE (a michi;z2n.gov> 

Cc: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <WorkmanW@rnichiB2n.Bov>; Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 

<,~~tJ:J.tQ.IJI.@D:.[rb.lRJ:J.,RQ.Y.>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) <P.l.f:?1.t?:.f?.@.rn.\bLs?n,?:2Y.>; Dempkowski, Angela 
(Treasury) <Dempkowskit'.'\/ilmichii;;_an.;zov> 
Subject: FW: FDCVT 

Do we know v,1hether Flint h2s yet 2pplied for any of these :~s? Do we know if they have plans 
to? And h2ve they asked (& rec'd) Ss from this progran1 previously Le., last ye2r, [knowing that it 
hasn't been going th2t long]. If so, vvhat did they use those $s tor. 

Finally, if they hadn't applied yet... given the current Flint water situation; 
Could they use these grant funds to purch2se tilters for individual residents for use in their homes? 

If you can get b2ck to rne quickly I vvould appreciate iL Thanks 

<FDCVT Grant Awards 2-3-15.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Just fyi 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Thursday, October 01, 2015 12:17 PM 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Khouri, Nick (TREASURY) 

Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 

FW: Flint update 

From: Byrne, Randall (Treasury) 

Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2015 10:30 AM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <'Nm'krnan'N~'ilrnichigan.gov> 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxlonT(Wmichigan.gov>; Schafer, Suzanne K. (Treasury) <SchaforS7(i.Drnichigan.gov> 

Subject: Flint update 

Wayne: 

information today. 

Randy, 

Randall Byrne I State Administrative Manager 
Local Governtrn:!nl Services·· Office of Fiscal Responsibility 
State of Michigan I 430 \JV. Allegan Street, 3rd Floor I Lansing, Ml 48922 
(517) 335-2521 I (517) 373-0633 (fax) I ByrneR1@michigan.gov 

Think Creen ! Don't print this e-mail unless vou need to. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail, and any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient{s) and may contain 
information that is confidential and protected from disclosure under the law. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution 
is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mait and delete/destroy all copies of the 
original message and attachments. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Thursday, October 01, 2015 12:36 PM 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Durfee, Sally (TREASURY); 

Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 

RE: FDCVT - Flint 

I think 'Ne have the cost of the filters now covered. 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Sent: Thursday, October 1, 2015 12:15 PM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov> 

Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente@michigan.gov>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <WorkmanW@michigan.gov>; 

Durfee, Sally (TREASURY) <DurfeeSl@michigan.gov>; Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <StantonT@michigan.gov> 

Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

I am follov,;ing up.,. do you v,;ant us to have our staff reach out to the City & submit another or revised grant application 

? 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 9:03 AM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <[:J.~!tt:~[:J.QL?:.~l.@n1tt:~[g0.c-.,&f::Y> 

Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <_<;:[f:H:.?:.DJ.?:.@.ml.r;:t:~[&0.DJW:~'.>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <W!2Lis[:J::1D:!Y..@.O:\L<;:b.\&J:J.B.Q:~'.> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

To be honest I am not sure.,. I don't have the history/background to knov,; whether we would actually turn 

them/communities dovm ( & we might) if they can't fully fund their project. I am sure that area (assessing) is in chaos 
as v,rell in Flint. 

If that 'Nere the case Le., we would say no to the assessing project; then yes in terms of the switch to water related 
projects. I think the number I heard yesterday was 10,000-1.5.000 filters for $7..50k. Or maybe you create a program 
to replace the curb-to-home lead piping. 

The call with Flint got cancelled today. They are not available now at that time. 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 8:47 AM 

To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT{/5.lmichif:an.i;;_ov> 

Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <_<;:[f:H:.?:.D.t?:.@n1tt:~[&J.D.,&Q:~'.> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Thanks. /1..re you suggesting they modify their request to one that asks for rr1oney for filters instead of the assessing 
since the assessing cost exceeds the grant and they couldn't do the project anyway? 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:34 PM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <[:'.tKt:~[:J.QL?:.~l.@.mtt:~[g0_rL&f::Y> 



Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <dernente(::i:imichig;_in,gov> 
Subject: FW: FDCVT - Flint 

One of my 'take-av,1ays' frorn the meeting this afternoon v,1as to follow up on ',vhether they could 
use those Distressed Cities' $s for filters. Rernernber last yei.lr they did receive $2mrn which they 
used for water related items. This year they want funds for the property assessing area. Their 
project cost is more than the gri.lnt lirniL It is not dei.lr they realize that The deadline applirntion is 
Oct 15 if they ',vere willing to change the application. Assuming that is doable, 

VVith iA/ayne away ( and before the 1:00 mtg) . ., a call was set up actually earlier today with Nat0sh0 
Henderson, Do you care if we still do that? The email setting it up is attached. Obviously we are 
not going to commit to anything. 

Let me knovv if you need anything else. 

From: Cole, Evah (Treasury) 

Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 4:20 PM 

To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT(Wrnichigan.gov> 
Cc: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <KoryrnoE(::i:imichigan,gov>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) <PlevteBQ'ilmk:higan.gov>; 
Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) <DernpkmNski.A(&rnichigan.gov>; Kalka, Carolyn (Treasury) <Kolk0C(i.Drnichigan,gov>; 
Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <StantonT(Wrnichigan.gov>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <'v\!orkn10nW(i.Drnichigan,gov> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Tom, 

Below are the ansvvers to your questions. If you have any further questions, let us know. Thank you. 

Do we knovv whether Flint has yet applied for any of these (FDCVT) ~;s? 
ANSWER: We received an application from the City of Flint on September 17th_ The amount requested for the project is 
$2M (the limit for a local unit) and it is estimated to take $3.lM to complete the entire project. They also indicated that 
if full funding is not awarded, it is doubtful that they will be able to move forward with the project. The proposed 
project is: 

"The city proposes to hire a qualified contractor to provide property assessing services. Specifically, this 
contractor will create digital property sketches of all improved properties, evaluate existing property conditions 
and improvements by providing real property data verification, and conduct a comprehensive appraisal 
valuation study. This process will take place over a period of 3 years, from June 1, 2016 to July 1, 2019." 

Do we knovv if they have plans to? 
ANSWER: Since they asked for the entire $2M for the above project, we would assume they are not submitting any 
further projects, however we are not sure. 

lmd have they asked (& rec'd) $s from this program previously i.e., last year, and If so, v,1hat did they use those Ss for'? 
ANSWER: Treasury awarded Flint two grants in FY 2015 under the FDCVT program. Treasury has not yet received any 
reimbursement requests from the City. Therefore, we have not distributed any of the FDCVT grant related funds to the 
City. The two grants are: 

Awarded Project Name Brief Description 

$1,100,000 Water Pollution Control Incinerator Shutdown Water system enhancements through 
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improved waste management 

$900,000 Water Main Leak Detection Survey and Condition Water system enhancements through leak 
Assessment detection and pipe assessments 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 29, 2015, at 3:00 PM, Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <Sti.lntonT(@michig;_in,gov> wrote: 

See the attached press release,..noting Flint's awards (2} 

The writeup below v,1as included in Flint Water Talking Points from last winter. 

The City has received significant financial assistance through both grant programs and bond 
restructuring initiatives administered by the Ml Department of Treasury. This financial 
assistance has allowed the City to replace miles of aged pipeline and begin efforts to install a 
specialized filter at the Water Treatment Plant. 

In February, Flint was awarded a total of $2 million through two Financially Distressed Cities1 

Villages1 and Townships Grants. $1.1 million was awarded for water system enhancements 
through improved waste management while $900,000 was awarded for water system 
enhancements through leak detection and pipe assessments. 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 2:53 PM 
To: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <KoryznoE(@rnichig;_in,gov>; Cole, Evah (Treasury) 
<ColeE(d:.>rnichig;_in,gov> 
Cc: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <Workrnc1,N'J(@rnk:higan.gov>; Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
<Sti.lntonT(@rnichig;_in,gov>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) <Plevtef:l.~vr-r1ichigc1n.gov>; Dempkowski, Angela 
(Treasury) <DernpkowskiA(Wrnichigcln,gov> 

Subject: FW: FDCVT 

Do we know whether Flint hi.ls yet applied for any of these $s? Do we know if they have plans 
to'? And h0ve they asked (& rec'd) $s frorn this program previously Le,, last ye;_ir, [knovving that it 
hasn't been going that long], If so, what did they use those $s for, 

Finallv, if they h0dn't applied yeL given the current Flint water situation; 
Could they use these gri.lnt funds to purch;_ise filters for individual residents for use in their homes? 

If you can get b0ck to rne quicklv I would appreciate iL Thanks 

<FDCVT Grant Awards 2-3-15.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Thursday, October 01, 2015 2:15 PM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Durfee, Sally (TREASURY); Khouri, 
Nick (TREASURY) 

Subject: 
Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
Fwd: Flint update 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Follow up 
Completed 

So we don't forget the money; Flint is now running a $14,000,000 deficit in the 
WaterFund due to two lawsuits that have gone against the City. It has reduced what they can bill some folks have 
stopped paying believing they will be getting big credits or refunds. Also water cont be shut off for nonpayment under 
one suit 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Byrne, Randall (Treasury)" <f?.Y.f.D?.Rl@.mVhfgf:1!.=Ji2Y> 
Date: October 1, 2015 at 10:29:51 AM EDT 

To: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <\V.~?rk.0J?nW.@rr!.[:;h}_g_~.1J,.R0Y> 
Cc: "Saxton, Thomas (Treasury)" <5??t~mT@.C-'.!.\hi.s?n,g?y_>, "Schafer, Suzanne K. (Treasury)" 

<5.rhFlt.?.c:;J@rr!.trh.\g~_0_,g.0:1.> 
Subject: Flint update 

Wayne: 

The local television station reported this morning that the Flint Finance Director informed the City 
Council last night that they project a deficit of $14M in their Water and Sewer Fund at year end. I spoke 
to Natasha this morning and requested a copy of their budget report and a cash flow analysis to verify 
this information. I should have this information today. 

Randy, 

Randall Byrne I State Administrative Manager 
Local Government Services - Office of Fiscal Responsibility 

State of Michigan I 430 W. Allegan Street, 3rd Floor I Lansing, Ml 48922. 
(517) 335-2521 I (517) 373-0633 (fax) I ByrneRl@michigan.gov 

Think Greeni Don't print this e-mail unless you need to. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail, and any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and 
may contain information that is confidential and protected from disclosure under the law. Any unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient~ please contact the sender by reply 
e-mail, and delete/destroy all copies of the original messaqe and attachments. 
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From: 
To: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Microsoft Outlook 

wisnewskiw@michigan.gov 

Thursday, October 01, 2015 3:19 PM 

Undeliverable: Re: City of Flint - correspondence regarding reconnection to Water 

Supply System 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 
wisnewskiv,1(Wmichigan.gov (wisnewskiw(ci)rnichigan.gov) 
The e-mail address you entered couldn't be found. Please check the recipient's e-mail address and try to resend the 

message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

Diagnostic information for administrators: 
Generating server: HCS084EXHAPI001.som.ad.state.mi.us 
wisnewskiw@michigan.gov 
#550 5.1.1 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipNotFound; not found## 
Original message headers: 
Received: from GOVOOOEXCHPE005.som.ad.state.mi.us 
([fe80::ad2d:32b6:d4a5:f463]) by HCS084EXHAPI001.som.ad.state.mi.us 

([fe80::e8a8:3e6d:lfc3:d6c1%19]) with mapi id 14.03.0235.001; Thu, 1 Oct 2015 
15:18:33 -0400 

Content-Type: application/ms-tnef; name="winmail.dat" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: binary 

From: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <rnuchrnored@michigan.gov> 
To: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bairdr@rnichigan.gov> 
CC: "wisnewskivv@michigan.gov" <wisnevvsldw@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: Re: City of Flint - correspondence regarding reconnection to Water 

Supply System 
Thread-Topic: City of Flint - correspondence regarding reconnection to Water 

Supply System 
Thread-Index: AQHQ+8wjcv3/Sn2g9023hFdTB/LLPp5VpF4LgAFRaNGAAA60UQ== 
Date: Thu, 1 Oct 2015 15:18:33 -0400 
Message-ID: <0D9B5440-85DS-4BF4-9FE5-3DC280696B40@michigan.gov> 
References: <26030S40.89837.1443650648679JavaMail.root@csf-rnail
zirnbra.dwsd.org>,<425152679.89848.14436S0724998.Javarvlail.root@csf-rnail-zimbra.dv,1sd.org>,<592B18C3-ACDD-
4EB4-A6AF-

2072A3E5E468@oakgov.corn>,<241A1CEC9C1D244C87C180A49CBED3A3293D1AF2@Ci0VOOOEXCHPE005.som.ad.state. 
mi.us> 
In-Reply-To: <241A1CEC9C1D244C87C180A49CBED3A3293D1AF2@CiOVOOOEXCH PEOOS. sorn .ad.state. mi, us> 
Accept-Language: en-US 
Conten~Language:en-US 
X-MS-Has-Attach: 



X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: <0D9B5440-85D5-4BF4-9FE5-3DC280696B40@michigan.gov> 
MIME-Version: LO 
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From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2015 3:19 PM 
Subject: Re: City of Flint - correspondence regarding reconnection to Water Supply System 

TY 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 1, 2015, at 2:26 PM, Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov> wrote: 

Sentfrorn my Verizon vVireless 4G LTE DROID 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Daddow, Robert J" <d1-1Jkfo_wr(gJQ11kgQY,_(-_Q_m> 
Date: Sep 30, 2015 6: 19 PM 
Subject: Fwd: City of Flint - correspondence regarding reconnection to Water Supply System 
To: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <b_~_ir_g_r@mid:iigrm_,g_g_y> 
Cc: 

FYI. Received after we talked this pm. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: William Wolfson <wolfson<q)dwsd.org> 
Date: September 30, 2015 at 6:05:24 PM EDT 
To: "McKinnon, Ike" <mckinnonI@detroitmi_gov>, "Brown, Gary" 
<BrQ_Wl_lG_m;y_(q)~h~tr:QiJxxiLgQy>, ''Nardone, Joseph'' <JQ,'?.Q.PhJ1ggfwg';(q)'N_Qgil/l:i>, 
"Hood, Ed" <f_gc1yl}QQ_Q"W(-_@gm11i_l __ J'J;iI:11>, "baker, brian" <l;:,_b_~k_',';r@~1~rli_11g:: 
heights.net>, "Daddow, Robert" <daddovvr@oakgov.com> 
Cc: Sue McCormick <n1cconnickra)dvv"sdorn> ----------------------------\;_:_;,' -------------------5 

Subject: City of Flint - correspondence regarding reconnection to Water 
Supply System 

Attached is a letter that was sent to the City of Flint today regarding possible 
reconnection to the Water Supply System in response to an initial inquiry by Ms. 
Henderson, Flint's City Administrator and Ms. McCormick As you may imagine 
the dialog that has begun is at a very preliminary stage, available information may 
be limited and outdated to some degree, and Ms. Henderson has asked that we not 
make a public release at this time. With that request in mind, we have asked the 
communications team to refer all press call to either Ms. McCormick or me. We 
will keep you updated as this issue develops. 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential, may be subject to the 
attorney-client, attorney-work product or other privilege and are intended solely 



for the use of the addressee(s). If you are not the named addressee, printing, 
disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents 
of this information is strictly prohibited; immediately notify the sender, by email 
reply, if you received this message by mistake, delete the message from your 
system and destroy any copies. 
William M Wolfson 
Chief Administrative and Compliance Officer/ 

General Counsel 
Detroit Water and Sewerage Department 
735 Randolph, Room 701 
Detroit, MI 48226 
Phone: (313) 224-4707 
Fax: (313)842-6510 

Michael E. Duggan, Mayor 

<City of Flint - September 2015 Letter - Reconnection to DWSD.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Thursday, October 01, 2015 4:31 PM 
Snyder, Rick (GOV) 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) 

Subject: Flint 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Follow up 
Completed 

I talked with Dayne Walling at length today a few minutes ago, and Harvey and I had separate meetings with one of the 
Flint minister groups and then Rep. Neely. Our conversations were cordial for the most with the normal concerns being 
expressed. I told Rep. Neely that I felt he hadn't gotten enough respect and insight into our thoughts on this and we 
expanded our backgrounder for him and he was very appreciative. He actually cancelled a Black Caucus meeting called 
for today on this due to Harvey and our meeting. I have Dan and Nick calling him just to update. 

More importantly, we have the proposal back from DWSD for a reconnect: 
1. Short term reconnect is ok until KWA starts operating; 
2. No reconnect fee and immediate reconnect; 
3. Expenses incurred at actual cost although no estimate at this time 
4. A fixed monthly rate of $662,100 + a commodity rate of $8.93mcf for current 15-16 FY; 
5. Rate is over and above water sales to Genesee County Drain Commission; 
6. A water wholesale adjustment; 
7. Only extends to Flint; 
8. Rates for 16-17 FY would be the same as other customers. 

Mayor Duggan is more than willing to lend his support. 

I'm asking Saxton for a ballpark calculation. We would have to find them the money for this reconnect, but Dayne is 
more than open (as is Ananich to a lesser degree) to finding some revolving fund that they would repay perhaps on an 
extended basis or maybe using some guarantee to reduce the borrowing costs. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Friday, October 02, 2015 9:45 AM 
Dan Wyant; Nick Lyon 
Fwd: Flint 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Completed Flag Status: 

FYI, for your review and knowledge 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <fft1!.:;bD):H?:':0.8:T0.\:;bi.R?D,K\?Y.> 
Date: October 1, 2015 at 1:30:40 PM PDT 
To: "Snyder, Rick (GOV)" 
Cc: "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" <.AgenJ(Wmichig3rLgov>, "Posthumus, Dick (GOV)" 
<Posthurnusd(;'Drnk:higan.gov>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <dernent0(&rnk:higan.gov>, 
"Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <holiinsh(Wmichig3n,gov> 

Subject: Flint 

I talked with Dayne Walling at length today a few minutes ago, and Harvey and I had 
separate meetings with one of the Flint minister groups and then Rep. Neely. Our 
conversations were cordial for the most with the normal concerns being expressed. I 
told Rep. Neely that I felt he hadn't gotten enough respect and insight into our thoughts 
on this and we expanded our backgrounder for him and he was very appreciative. He 
actually cancelled a Black Caucus meeting called for today on this due to Harvey and our 
meeting. I have Dan and Nick calling him just to update. 

More importantly, we have the proposal back from DWSD for a reconnect: 
1. Short term reconnect is ok until KWA starts operating; 
2. No reconnect fee and immediate reconnect; 
3. Expenses incurred at actual cost although no estimate at this time 
4. A fixed monthly rate of $662,100 + a commodity rate of $8.93mcf for current 

15-16 FY; 
5. Rate is over and above water sales to Genesee County Drain Commission; 
6. A water wholesale adjustment; 
7. Only extends to Flint; 
8. Rates for 16-17 FY would be the same as other customers. 

Mayor Duggan is more than willing to lend his support. 

I'm asking Saxton for a ballpark calculation. We would have to find them the money for 
this reconnect, but Dayne is more than open (as is Ananich to a lesser degree) to finding 
some revolving fund that they would repay perhaps on an extended basis or maybe 
using some guarantee to reduce the borrowing costs. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Monday, October 05, 2015 3:59 PM 
'Wurfel, Sara (GOV)'; Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Agen, Jarrod 
(GOV); Priest, Chris (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Murray, David (GOV); Kennedy, Jordan (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Clayton, 
Stacie (GOV) 

RE: Release on Flint 

What if they are shut ins or can't get there? Where's the relief coming from? Is the Flint Transit /\uthority willing to 
extend complimentary transportation? Who is going to explain to the recipients how the filter fits on their fauceU 

I know from experience that rny wife never grev,1 up building things out of Erector Sets, and she's terrible at reading 
"part a attaches to part b with two bolts enclosed in the third packet, Don't use the ones marked only for Delta faucets" 
oh, you get the point. 

Just a suggestion from a syntax point of view, the construction of the first sentence appears to allow anyone who is a 
DHHS cl ient and anyone who is a Flint resident to receive a water tilter. It isn't clear that it applies to a person who is a 
Flint resident who receives public assistance and not to other Flint residents. Secondly, don't forget that other Flint 
residents also should be entitled to a water filter and although the press release is about DHHS clients, we don't want to 
create additional confusion. A throw-away line about the other residents might be wise. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, October 5, 2015 3:42 PM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <[:'.tKt:~[:J.QLf:.~l.@n1tt:~[g1E.:.,&f::Y>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <_bg}.lJ.o.1t:~@.rn.\bLs?Jl,?:2Y.>; Clement, 
Elizabeth (GOV) <f:J.f::Jl?Jltf:'.@.[:J_\bLs;g:1,?:lY.>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <!:'\?fn}_@.ffJ.lf:.b]DJJl,g!]?{>; Priest, Chris (GOV) 

< P.1:Lf:f?.KJ@rnL.;:t:.[&J:J.,g.Q:~'.>; Bai rd, Rich a rd (GOV) < t?.1.l1:1t:@.rn.[::.b}B.J.IJ,.8.Q.V.> 
Cc: Murray, David (GOV) <M!J[TJ:Y:PJ.@.mJ.;llLs?Jl,g!]?{.>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) <Ecf::J:J.f:jY.L1.@.rn.\bLs?Jl,g!2?i.>; Wisniewski, 
Wendy (GOV) <y,{Lf,nLf:l".!.f?.~J.v.'!.@!.mttdg0.c-.,&f::Y>; Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <;J.1Y.tf::[:t1J@.rn.[::.b}B.J.IJ,B.Q:~'.> 
Subject: FW: Release on Flint 
Importance: High 

Talked at length with Geralyn about this just novit. Think is a good thing. and shows immediate follow up from action 
steps announced Friday. /\dded bonus is that it should be pretty easy for Flint clients and residents and have a "no 
wrong door" approach too just in case. Please see attached and below. 

This is slated for distribution at 4 p.rr1. Need to hear if any concerns from anyone /\5/\P. 

Otherwise, it's a go. 

Thanks much, 
SW 

From: Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) 
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2015 3:19 PM 

To: Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) <.W.i!X.f.f).f?.@.C-'.!.\hi.s?!l,.s;?{>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\'\'.Wf?.i@.!I!.th.\R~.IJ,.RQ_v.>; Priest, Chris (GOV) 
<P.(f\K.),.@ffd.([::.(g_~_0_,g_qy>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <b.\?).Ht:?.b.@.mi<tgf:'_0_,gqy>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <(W,'Di.@.mi<tgf:1.r\gqy>; 
Murray, David (GOV) <Mi!.f.f.~_v.Q.\@.0JitL[gf:'_0_,gqy> 



Cc: Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) <Eisrwrj(::i:>michigan,gov>; Minicuci, Angela (DHHS) <Mink:uciA(i.DmichigarLgov>; Kennedy, 
Jordan (GOV) <Kenn0dvJ4(::i:>rnichigan,gov>; Hertel, Elizabeth (DHHS) <HertdE(&rnichigan,gov> 

Subject: Release on Flint 
Importance: High 

Attached is the draft release we would like to issue ASAP regarding the new plan for water filter distribution in the city 
of Flint. 

At a meeting with multiple community partners today, our local MDHHS office realized they could do distribution from 
the 2 Flint offices as long as the local community action agency could assist them in storing the larger quantities of 
filters. 

Locally, the groups will be issuing a press release from the local health department discussing distribution, but we feel it 
is important to also send this from MDHHS. 

We are happy to discuss this with Ron Fonger if you want him to be the first press call we make once we issue it. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Tuesday, February 03, 2015 9:25 AM 
Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Subject: 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
Re: Flint water 

Sounds like the best solution. In essence you are extending the maturity because it extends the debt repayment 
schedule. 

On Jan 30, 2015, at 4:43 PM, Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT@michigan.gov> wrote: 

We (Treasury) think we can restructure the drinking water loans the City currently has. Essentially this 
means deferring the upcoming April & Oct principle payts. [ We can't forgive their loans nor extend the 
maturities]. 

I am rounding the numbers ... originally they had 4 loans totally $40+mm. The current amt outstanding 
is about $20mm. The cash benefit of deferring the principle payts is approx. $2.lmm. 

I had talked to Jerry A. re where they would use the money. One possibility would be the consultant 
they are looking hire. The other is to pay for that pipeline replacement he talked about. 

I talked to Jim Sygo @ DEQ to see if they had any issues because they are responsible for the program 
side. He checked with his staff. They had some concerns about opening up 'Pandora's Box' i.e., other 
distress communities would want to do this. But at the end of the day I think they 
would ok the deferral particularly if you (the Gav's office) supported it. Jim had left me av-mail so I can 
get back to him Monday to really confirm. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Tuesday, February 03, 2015 12:39 PM 
Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Subject: 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
Re: Flint water 

Got it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2015, at 11:47 AM, Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT@lrnichigan.gov> wrote: 

No, we are not extending the maturity. We are simply n1aking them pay more in a later timeframe. 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 9:25 AM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
Subject: Re: Flint water 

Sounds like the best solution. In essence you are extending the maturity because it extends the debt 
repayment schedule. 

On Jan 30, 2015, at 4:43 PM, Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT(!.vmichigan.gov> wrote: 

We (Treasury) think we can restructure the drinking water loans the City currently 
has. Essentially this means deferring the upcoming April & Oct principle payts. [ We 
can't forgive their loans nor extend the maturities]. 

I am rounding the numbers ... originally they had 4 loans totally $40+mm. The current 
amt outstanding is about $20mm. The cash benefit of deferring the principle payts is 
approx. $2.lmm. 

I had talked to Jerry A. re where they would use the money. One possibility would be 
the consultant they are looking hire. The other is to pay for that pipeline replacement 
he talked about. 

I talked to Jim Sygo @ DEQ to see if they had any issues because they are responsible for 
the program side. He checked with his staff. They had some concerns about opening 
up 'Pandora's Box' i.e., other distress communities would want to do this. But at the 
end of the day I think they 
would ok the deferral particularly if you (the Gav's office) supported it. Jim had left me 
av-mail so I can get back to him Monday to really confirm. 



From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, February 11, 2015 9:12 AM 

To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

RE: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

I need sornething more substantive that we um get to the community about the rates and costs today, 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 11, 2015 6:09 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Cc: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

see the press release below re the water consultant. In the conversation Wayne & I had with Jerry late 
yesterday they are apparently planning a public forum mtg of some type next week to share preliminary results 
of the consultant's work. Veolia has already been doing some work on this. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gerald Ambrose <gambrose(a;cityoftlint.com> 
Date: February 10, 2015 at 9:13:45 PM EST 
To: "Thomas Saxton (Treasury)" <SaxtonT@michigan.gov>, "Wayne Workman 
(TREASURY)" <workrnamv@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

Just in case you did not see this. Had a roundtable with media and Veolia. 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Jason Lorenz" <jlorenz@cityoftlint.com> 
Date: Feb 10, 2015 2:56 PM 
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 
To: 
Cc: 

For Immediate Release 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of 

Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 



Flint, Michigan -February 10, 2015 -The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water experts 

from Veolia North America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. Veolia, which is 

the world's largest water services and technology company, will assess how Flint's water is 

tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment processes and operations, laboratory 

testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the city's treatment and distribution 

systems. 

"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gadis, vice president of Veolia 

North America's Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support your 

community with our technical expertise so that together we can ensure water quality for the 

people of the city of Flint." 

Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present 

findings to City officials, including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. Once 

the findings are presented, city officials will determine how to move forward. 

"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important to bring 

in an independent, highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and quality 

issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 

"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to provide 

solutions to Flint's current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive experience handling 

challenging river water sources, reducing leaks and contaminants and in managing discolored 

water." 

"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, professional 

way and demonstrated the ability to immediately support us as we ensure safe, clean water for 

our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose. 

The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to 

provide an overview of the work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team find 

ways to address and improve the city's drinking water operation," Gadis said. 

The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to 

communities and industries across the country, including providing water and wastewater 
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services to 530 communities in North America. More information is available at 

wvvw. veolianortharnerica.com. 

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 
(810) 237-2039 
j!orenz(fbcityoff!lntcom 

-END-
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From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:14 PM 

To: 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

Water Consultant Announcement 2.10.15.pdf; A TTOOOOl.htm Attachments: 

For your meeting tonight 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Saxton, Thomas (Treasury)" <SaxtonT@rnichigaiuzov> 
Date: February 11, 2015 at 6:09:26 AM EST 
To: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <rnuchrnored@michigan.gov>, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" 
<hollinsh(~michigan.gov> 
Cc: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <\Vorkrnan\V(a)michigan.gov>, "Stanton, Terry A 
(Treasury)" <StantonT@michigan.gov>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clemente(~michigan.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

see the press release below re the water consultant. In the conversation Wayne & I had with 
Jerry late yesterday they are apparently planning a public forum mtg of some type next week to 
share preliminary results of the consultant's work. Veolia has already been doing some work on 
this. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gerald Ambrose <gambrose(a).cityofllint.com> 
Date: February 10, 2015 at 9:13:45 PM EST 
To: "Thomas Saxton (Treasury)" <SaxtonT{f1>rnichigan.gov>, "Wayne Workman 
(TREASURY)" <1,,vQrhnlfrnw(q}l_ni_\";hig_~n-_gQ_Y> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

Just in case you did not see this. Had a roundtable with media and Veolia. 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Jason Lorenz" <ilorenz@.citvofllint.com> 
Date: Feb 10, 2015 2:56 PM 
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 
To: 
Cc: 

For Immediate Release 



Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of 

Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan -February 10, 2015 -The City of Flint has retained a team of 

urban water experts from Veolia North America to conduct an analysis of the 

city's water system. Veolia, which is the world's largest water services and 

technology company, will assess how Flint's water is tested and distributed, 

including reviewing water treatment processes and operations, laboratory testing 

and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the city's treatment and 

distribution systems. 

"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gadis, vice 

president of Veolia North America's Municipal & Commercial Business. "We 

are honored to support your community with our technical expertise so that 

together we can ensure water quality for the people of the city of Flint." 

Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will 

present findings to City officials, including the Mayor, City Council and the 

Emergency Manager. Once the findings are presented, city officials will 

determine how to move forward. 

"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is 

important to bring in an independent, highly qualified team to work with us to 

address the safety and quality issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 

"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will 

take to provide solutions to Flint's current water situation," said Gadis. "We have 

extensive experience handling challenging river water sources, reducing leaks and 

contaminants and in managing discolored water." 

"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, 

professional way and demonstrated the ability to immediately support us as we 

ensure safe, clean water for our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry 

Ambrose. 
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The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water 

officials to provide an overview of the work to be conducted. "We look forward 

to helping Flint's team find ways to address and improve the city's drinking water 

operation," Gadis said. 

The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management 

solutions to communities and industries across the country, including providing 

water and wastewater services to 530 communities in North America. More 

information is available at www.veolianortharnerica.com. 

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 
(810) 237-2039 
j!orenz@cityofflintcom 

-END-
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of 
Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan - February 10, 2015 - The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water 

experts from Veolia North America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. 

Veolia, which is the world's largest water services and technology company, will assess 

how Flint's water is tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment processes 

and operations, laboratory testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the 

city's treatment and distribution systems. 

"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gadis, vice president of 

Veolia North America's Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support 

your community with our technical expertise so that together we can ensure water quality 

for the people of the city of Flint." 

Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present 

findings to City officials, including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. 

Once the findings are presented, city officials will determine how to move forward. 

"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important 

to bring in an independent, highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and 

quality issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 

-CONTINUE-
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"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to 

provide solutions to Flint's current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive 

experience handling challenging river water sources, reducing leaks and contaminants 

and in managing discolored water." 

"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, 

professional way and demonstrated the ability to immediately support us as we ensure 

safe, clean water for our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose. 

The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to 

provide an overview of the work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team 

find ways to address and improve the city's drinking water operation," Gadis said. 

The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to 

communities and industries across the country, including providing water and wastewater 

services to 530 communities in North America. More information is available at 

www.veolianorthamerica.com. 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

> 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:24 PM 

revaco@comcast.com 

Fwd: 

Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 



From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

For your meeting tonight 

Begin forwarded message: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov> 
Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:14 PM 
Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 
Water Consultant Announcement 2.10.15.pdf; A TTOOOOl.htm 

From: "Saxton, Thomas (Treasury)" <SaxtonT@mfchigan.gov<mailto:SaxtonT@michigan.gov» 
Date: February 11, 2015 at 6:09:26 AM EST 
To: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored@michigan.gov<rnaflto:muchmored@rnich1gan.gov», "Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov<mailto:hollinsh@rnichigan.gov>> 
Cc: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <\VorkmanW@michigan.gov<mailto:WorkmanW@michigan.gov», "Stanton, Terry 
A. (Treasury)" <StantonT@michigan.gov<mailto:StantonT@rnichigan.gov», "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente@michigan.gov<rnailto:clernente@michigan.gov>> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

see the press release below re the water consultant. In the conversation Wayne & I had with Jerry late yesterday they 
are apparently planning a public forum mtg of some type next week to share preliminary results of the consultant's 
work. Veolia has already been doing some work on this. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gerald Ambrose <garnbrose@cityofflint.com<mailto:gambrose@cityofflinLcom» 
Date: February 10, 2015 at 9:13:45 PM EST 
To: "Thomas Saxton (Treasury)" <5axtonT@rnichigan.gov<mailto:5axtonT@michigan.gov», "Wayne Workman 
(TREASURY)" <v,orkmanw@rnichigan.gov<mailto:workmanw@michigan.gov>> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

Just in case you did not see this. Had a roundtable with media and Veolia. 

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: "JasonLorenz"<Horenz@dtyofflint.corn<mailto:jlorenz@cityofflinLcom» 
Date: Feb 10, 2015 2:56 PM 
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 
To: 
Cc: 

For Immediate Release 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan - February 10, 2015 - The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water experts from Veolia North 
America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. Veolia, which is the world's largest water services and 



technology company, will assess how Flint's water is tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment 
processes and operations, laboratory testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the city's treatment and 
distribution systems. 
"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gad is, vice president of Veolia North America's 
Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support your community with our technical expertise so that 
together we can ensure water quality for the people of the city of Flint." 
Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present findings to City officials, 
including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. Once the findings are presented, city officials will 
determine how to move forward. 
"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important to bring in an independent, 
highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and quality issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 
"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to provide solutions to Flint's 
current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive experience handling challenging river water sources, reducing 
leaks and contaminants and in managing discolored water." 
"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, professional way and demonstrated the 
ability to immediately support us as we ensure safe, clean water for our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry 
Ambrose. 
The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to provide an overview of the 
work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team find ways to address and improve the city's drinking 
water operation," Gadis said. 
The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to communities and industries 
across the country, including providing water and wastewater services to 530 communities in North America. More 
information is available at www.veolianortharnerica.com<http://www.veolianortharnerica.corn>. 

-END-

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 
(810) 237-2039 
ilorenz@cityofflinLcorn<mailto:jlorenz@cityofflinLcorn> 
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of 
Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan - February 10, 2015 - The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water 

experts from Veolia North America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. 

Veolia, which is the world's largest water services and technology company, will assess 

how Flint's water is tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment processes 

and operations, laboratory testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the 

city's treatment and distribution systems. 

"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gadis, vice president of 

Veolia North America's Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support 

your community with our technical expertise so that together we can ensure water quality 

for the people of the city of Flint." 

Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present 

findings to City officials, including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. 

Once the findings are presented, city officials will determine how to move forward. 

"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important 

to bring in an independent, highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and 

quality issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 

-CONTINUE-
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"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to 

provide solutions to Flint's current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive 

experience handling challenging river water sources, reducing leaks and contaminants 

and in managing discolored water." 

"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, 

professional way and demonstrated the ability to immediately support us as we ensure 

safe, clean water for our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose. 

The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to 

provide an overview of the work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team 

find ways to address and improve the city's drinking water operation," Gadis said. 

The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to 

communities and industries across the country, including providing water and wastewater 

services to 530 communities in North America. More information is available at 

www.veolianorthamerica.com. 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

First of two. 

> 
> 
> 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:55 PM 

revaco@comcast.net 

Fwd: Delivery Final Failure Notice 

Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 



From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

For your meeting tonight 

Begin forwarded message: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov> 
Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:14 PM 

••••••••: Water Consultant Announcement 
Water Consultant Announcement 2.10.15.pdf; A TTOOOOl.htm 

From: "Saxton, Thomas (Treasury)" <SaxtonT@mfchigan.gov<mailto:SaxtonT@michigan.gov» 
Date: February 11, 2015 at 6:09:26 AM EST 
To: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored@michigan.gov<rnaflto:muchmored@rnich1gan.gov», "Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov<mailto:hollinsh@rnichigan.gov>> 
Cc: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <\VorkmanW@michigan.gov<mailto:WorkmanW@michigan.gov», "Stanton, Terry 
A. (Treasury)" <StantonT@michigan.gov<mailto:StantonT@rnichigan.gov», "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente@michigan.gov<rnailto:clernente@michigan.gov>> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

see the press release below re the water consultant. In the conversation Wayne & I had with Jerry late yesterday they 
are apparently planning a public forum mtg of some type next week to share preliminary results of the consultant's 
work. Veolia has already been doing some work on this. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gerald Ambrose <garnbrose@cityofflint.com<mailto:gambrose@cityofflinLcom» 
Date: February 10, 2015 at 9:13:45 PM EST 
To: "Thomas Saxton (Treasury)" <5axtonT@rnichigan.gov<mailto:5axtonT@michigan.gov», "Wayne Workman 
(TREASURY)" <v,orkmanw@rnichigan.gov<mailto:workmanw@michigan.gov>> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

Just in case you did not see this. Had a roundtable with media and Veolia. 

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: "JasonLorenz"<Horenz@dtyofflint.corn<mailto:jlorenz@cityofflinLcom» 
Date: Feb 10, 2015 2:56 PM 
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 
To: 
Cc: 

For Immediate Release 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan - February 10, 2015 - The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water experts from Veolia North 
America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. Veolia, which is the world's largest water services and 



technology company, will assess how Flint's water is tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment 
processes and operations, laboratory testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the city's treatment and 
distribution systems. 
"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gad is, vice president of Veolia North America's 
Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support your community with our technical expertise so that 
together we can ensure water quality for the people of the city of Flint." 
Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present findings to City officials, 
including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. Once the findings are presented, city officials will 
determine how to move forward. 
"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important to bring in an independent, 
highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and quality issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 
"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to provide solutions to Flint's 
current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive experience handling challenging river water sources, reducing 
leaks and contaminants and in managing discolored water." 
"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, professional way and demonstrated the 
ability to immediately support us as we ensure safe, clean water for our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry 
Ambrose. 
The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to provide an overview of the 
work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team find ways to address and improve the city's drinking 
water operation," Gadis said. 
The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to communities and industries 
across the country, including providing water and wastewater services to 530 communities in North America. More 
information is available at www.veolianortharnerica.com<http://www.veolianortharnerica.corn>. 

-END-

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

-ilorenz@cityofflinLcorn<mailto:jlorenz@cityofflinLcorn> 
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of 
Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan - February 10, 2015 - The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water 

experts from Veolia North America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. 

Veolia, which is the world's largest water services and technology company, will assess 

how Flint's water is tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment processes 

and operations, laboratory testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the 

city's treatment and distribution systems. 

"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gadis, vice president of 

Veolia North America's Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support 

your community with our technical expertise so that together we can ensure water quality 

for the people of the city of Flint." 

Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present 

findings to City officials, including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. 

Once the findings are presented, city officials will determine how to move forward. 

"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important 

to bring in an independent, highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and 

quality issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 
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"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to 

provide solutions to Flint's current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive 

experience handling challenging river water sources, reducing leaks and contaminants 

and in managing discolored water." 

"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, 

professional way and demonstrated the ability to immediately support us as we ensure 

safe, clean water for our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose. 

The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to 

provide an overview of the work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team 

find ways to address and improve the city's drinking water operation," Gadis said. 

The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to 

communities and industries across the country, including providing water and wastewater 

services to 530 communities in North America. More information is available at 

www.veolianorthamerica.com. 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:57 PM 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: 
Attachments: Fwd: 

Sorry Rev., I had the wrong address. 



From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

> 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov> 

Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:24 PM 

Fwd: 

Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 



From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

For your meeting tonight 

Begin forwarded message: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov> 
Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:14 PM 
Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 
Water Consultant Announcement 2.10.15.pdf; A TTOOOOl.htm 

From: "Saxton, Thomas (Treasury)" <SaxtonT@mfchigan.gov<mailto:SaxtonT@michigan.gov» 
Date: February 11, 2015 at 6:09:26 AM EST 
To: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored@michigan.gov<rnaflto:muchmored@rnich1gan.gov», "Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov<mailto:hollinsh@rnichigan.gov>> 
Cc: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <\VorkmanW@michigan.gov<mailto:WorkmanW@michigan.gov», "Stanton, Terry 
A. (Treasury)" <StantonT@michigan.gov<mailto:StantonT@rnichigan.gov», "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente@michigan.gov<rnailto:clernente@michigan.gov>> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

see the press release below re the water consultant. In the conversation Wayne & I had with Jerry late yesterday they 
are apparently planning a public forum mtg of some type next week to share preliminary results of the consultant's 
work. Veolia has already been doing some work on this. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gerald Ambrose <garnbrose@cityofflint.com<mailto:gambrose@cityofflinLcom» 
Date: February 10, 2015 at 9:13:45 PM EST 
To: "Thomas Saxton (Treasury)" <5axtonT@rnichigan.gov<mailto:5axtonT@michigan.gov», "Wayne Workman 
(TREASURY)" <v,orkmanw@rnichigan.gov<mailto:workmanw@michigan.gov>> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

Just in case you did not see this. Had a roundtable with media and Veolia. 

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: "JasonLorenz"<Horenz@dtyofflint.corn<mailto:jlorenz@cityofflinLcom» 
Date: Feb 10, 2015 2:56 PM 
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 
To: 
Cc: 

For Immediate Release 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan - February 10, 2015 - The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water experts from Veolia North 
America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. Veolia, which is the world's largest water services and 



technology company, will assess how Flint's water is tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment 
processes and operations, laboratory testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the city's treatment and 
distribution systems. 
"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gad is, vice president of Veolia North America's 
Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support your community with our technical expertise so that 
together we can ensure water quality for the people of the city of Flint." 
Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present findings to City officials, 
including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. Once the findings are presented, city officials will 
determine how to move forward. 
"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important to bring in an independent, 
highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and quality issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 
"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to provide solutions to Flint's 
current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive experience handling challenging river water sources, reducing 
leaks and contaminants and in managing discolored water." 
"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, professional way and demonstrated the 
ability to immediately support us as we ensure safe, clean water for our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry 
Ambrose. 
The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to provide an overview of the 
work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team find ways to address and improve the city's drinking 
water operation," Gadis said. 
The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to communities and industries 
across the country, including providing water and wastewater services to 530 communities in North America. More 
information is available at www.veolianortharnerica.com<http://www.veolianortharnerica.corn>. 

-END-

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 

ilorenz@cityofflinLcorn<mailto:jlorenz@cityofflinLcorn> 
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of 
Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan - February 10, 2015 - The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water 

experts from Veolia North America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. 

Veolia, which is the world's largest water services and technology company, will assess 

how Flint's water is tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment processes 

and operations, laboratory testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the 

city's treatment and distribution systems. 

"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gadis, vice president of 

Veolia North America's Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support 

your community with our technical expertise so that together we can ensure water quality 

for the people of the city of Flint." 

Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present 

findings to City officials, including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. 

Once the findings are presented, city officials will determine how to move forward. 

"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important 

to bring in an independent, highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and 

quality issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 

-CONTINUE-
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"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to 

provide solutions to Flint's current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive 

experience handling challenging river water sources, reducing leaks and contaminants 

and in managing discolored water." 

"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, 

professional way and demonstrated the ability to immediately support us as we ensure 

safe, clean water for our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose. 

The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to 

provide an overview of the work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team 

find ways to address and improve the city's drinking water operation," Gadis said. 

The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to 

communities and industries across the country, including providing water and wastewater 

services to 530 communities in North America. More information is available at 

www.veolianorthamerica.com. 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Wednesday, February 11, 2015 5:50 PM 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Fwd: 

Fwd:; A TTOOOOl.htm 

From: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored(~michigan.gov> 
Date: February 11, 2015 at 4:56:45 PM EST 
To:' 
Subject: Fwd: 

Sorry Rev., I had the wrong address. 



From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

> 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov> 

Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:24 PM 

Fwd: 

Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 



From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

For your meeting tonight 

Begin forwarded message: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov> 
Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:14 PM 
Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 
Water Consultant Announcement 2.10.15.pdf; A TTOOOOl.htm 

From: "Saxton, Thomas (Treasury)" <SaxtonT@mfchigan.gov<mailto:SaxtonT@michigan.gov» 
Date: February 11, 2015 at 6:09:26 AM EST 
To: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored@michigan.gov<rnaflto:muchmored@rnich1gan.gov», "Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov<mailto:hollinsh@rnichigan.gov>> 
Cc: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <\VorkmanW@michigan.gov<mailto:WorkmanW@michigan.gov», "Stanton, Terry 
A. (Treasury)" <StantonT@michigan.gov<mailto:StantonT@rnichigan.gov», "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente@michigan.gov<rnailto:clernente@michigan.gov>> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

see the press release below re the water consultant. In the conversation Wayne & I had with Jerry late yesterday they 
are apparently planning a public forum mtg of some type next week to share preliminary results of the consultant's 
work. Veolia has already been doing some work on this. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gerald Ambrose <garnbrose@cityofflint.com<mailto:gambrose@cityofflinLcom» 
Date: February 10, 2015 at 9:13:45 PM EST 
To: "Thomas Saxton (Treasury)" <5axtonT@rnichigan.gov<mailto:5axtonT@michigan.gov», "Wayne Workman 
(TREASURY)" <v,orkmanw@rnichigan.gov<mailto:workmanw@michigan.gov>> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

Just in case you did not see this. Had a roundtable with media and Veolia. 

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: "JasonLorenz"<Horenz@dtyofflint.corn<mailto:jlorenz@cityofflinLcom» 
Date: Feb 10, 2015 2:56 PM 
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 
To: 
Cc: 

For Immediate Release 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan - February 10, 2015 - The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water experts from Veolia North 
America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. Veolia, which is the world's largest water services and 



technology company, will assess how Flint's water is tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment 
processes and operations, laboratory testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the city's treatment and 
distribution systems. 
"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gad is, vice president of Veolia North America's 
Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support your community with our technical expertise so that 
together we can ensure water quality for the people of the city of Flint." 
Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present findings to City officials, 
including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. Once the findings are presented, city officials will 
determine how to move forward. 
"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important to bring in an independent, 
highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and quality issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 
"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to provide solutions to Flint's 
current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive experience handling challenging river water sources, reducing 
leaks and contaminants and in managing discolored water." 
"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, professional way and demonstrated the 
ability to immediately support us as we ensure safe, clean water for our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry 
Ambrose. 
The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to provide an overview of the 
work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team find ways to address and improve the city's drinking 
water operation," Gadis said. 
The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to communities and industries 
across the country, including providing water and wastewater services to 530 communities in North America. More 
information is available at www.veolianortharnerica.com<http://www.veolianortharnerica.corn>. 

-END-

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 

ilorenz@cityofflinLcorn<mailto:jlorenz@cityofflinLcorn> 
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of 
Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan - February 10, 2015 - The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water 

experts from Veolia North America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. 

Veolia, which is the world's largest water services and technology company, will assess 

how Flint's water is tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment processes 

and operations, laboratory testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the 

city's treatment and distribution systems. 

"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gadis, vice president of 

Veolia North America's Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support 

your community with our technical expertise so that together we can ensure water quality 

for the people of the city of Flint." 

Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present 

findings to City officials, including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. 

Once the findings are presented, city officials will determine how to move forward. 

"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important 

to bring in an independent, highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and 

quality issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 
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"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to 

provide solutions to Flint's current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive 

experience handling challenging river water sources, reducing leaks and contaminants 

and in managing discolored water." 

"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, 

professional way and demonstrated the ability to immediately support us as we ensure 

safe, clean water for our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose. 

The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to 

provide an overview of the work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team 

find ways to address and improve the city's drinking water operation," Gadis said. 

The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to 

communities and industries across the country, including providing water and wastewater 

services to 530 communities in North America. More information is available at 

www.veolianorthamerica.com. 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Wednesday, February 11, 2015 5:50 PM 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Fwd: 

Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement; ATTOOOOl.htm 

From: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored(~michigan.gov> 
Date: February 11, 2015 at 4:23:57 PM EST 
To:IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
Subject: Fwd: 



From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

For your meeting tonight 

Begin forwarded message: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov> 
Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:14 PM 
Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 
Water Consultant Announcement 2.10.15.pdf; A TTOOOOl.htm 

From: "Saxton, Thomas (Treasury)" <SaxtonT@mfchigan.gov<mailto:SaxtonT@michigan.gov» 
Date: February 11, 2015 at 6:09:26 AM EST 
To: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored@michigan.gov<rnaflto:muchmored@rnich1gan.gov», "Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov<mailto:hollinsh@rnichigan.gov>> 
Cc: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <\VorkmanW@michigan.gov<mailto:WorkmanW@michigan.gov», "Stanton, Terry 
A. (Treasury)" <StantonT@michigan.gov<mailto:StantonT@rnichigan.gov», "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente@michigan.gov<rnailto:clernente@michigan.gov>> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

see the press release below re the water consultant. In the conversation Wayne & I had with Jerry late yesterday they 
are apparently planning a public forum mtg of some type next week to share preliminary results of the consultant's 
work. Veolia has already been doing some work on this. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gerald Ambrose <garnbrose@cityofflint.com<mailto:gambrose@cityofflinLcom» 
Date: February 10, 2015 at 9:13:45 PM EST 
To: "Thomas Saxton (Treasury)" <5axtonT@rnichigan.gov<mailto:5axtonT@michigan.gov», "Wayne Workman 
(TREASURY)" <v,orkmanw@rnichigan.gov<mailto:workmanw@michigan.gov>> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

Just in case you did not see this. Had a roundtable with media and Veolia. 

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: "JasonLorenz"<Horenz@dtyofflint.corn<mailto:jlorenz@cityofflinLcom» 
Date: Feb 10, 2015 2:56 PM 
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 
To: 
Cc: 

For Immediate Release 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan - February 10, 2015 - The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water experts from Veolia North 
America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. Veolia, which is the world's largest water services and 



technology company, will assess how Flint's water is tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment 
processes and operations, laboratory testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the city's treatment and 
distribution systems. 
"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gad is, vice president of Veolia North America's 
Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support your community with our technical expertise so that 
together we can ensure water quality for the people of the city of Flint." 
Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present findings to City officials, 
including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. Once the findings are presented, city officials will 
determine how to move forward. 
"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important to bring in an independent, 
highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and quality issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 
"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to provide solutions to Flint's 
current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive experience handling challenging river water sources, reducing 
leaks and contaminants and in managing discolored water." 
"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, professional way and demonstrated the 
ability to immediately support us as we ensure safe, clean water for our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry 
Ambrose. 
The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to provide an overview of the 
work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team find ways to address and improve the city's drinking 
water operation," Gadis said. 
The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to communities and industries 
across the country, including providing water and wastewater services to 530 communities in North America. More 
information is available at www.veolianortharnerica.com<http://www.veolianortharnerica.corn>. 

-END-

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 

ilorenz@cityofflinLcorn<mailto:jlorenz@cityofflinLcorn> 
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of 
Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan - February 10, 2015 - The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water 

experts from Veolia North America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. 

Veolia, which is the world's largest water services and technology company, will assess 

how Flint's water is tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment processes 

and operations, laboratory testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the 

city's treatment and distribution systems. 

"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gadis, vice president of 

Veolia North America's Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support 

your community with our technical expertise so that together we can ensure water quality 

for the people of the city of Flint." 

Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present 

findings to City officials, including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. 

Once the findings are presented, city officials will determine how to move forward. 

"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important 

to bring in an independent, highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and 

quality issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 
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"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to 

provide solutions to Flint's current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive 

experience handling challenging river water sources, reducing leaks and contaminants 

and in managing discolored water." 

"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, 

professional way and demonstrated the ability to immediately support us as we ensure 

safe, clean water for our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose. 

The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to 

provide an overview of the work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team 

find ways to address and improve the city's drinking water operation," Gadis said. 

The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to 

communities and industries across the country, including providing water and wastewater 

services to 530 communities in North America. More information is available at 

www.veolianorthamerica.com. 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Wednesday, February 11, 2015 5:51 PM 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

Water Consultant Announcement 2.10.15.pdf; A TTOOOOl.htm Attachments: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored(~michigan.gov> 
Date: February 11, 2015 at4:13:57PMEST 
To: 

Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

For your meeting tonight 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Saxton, Thomas (Treasury)" <SaxtonT(q).n1ichigan.gov> 
Date: February 11, 2015 at 6:09:26 AM EST 
To: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <rnuchmored@;rnichigan.gov>, "Hollins, 
Harvey (GOV)" <hQlJ.i11.~h(g}mi~~hi,gi:lxtgoy> 
Cc: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <WorkmanW@michigan.gov>, 
"Stanton, Terry A (Treasury)" <SrnntonT<i:~michigan.gov>, "Clement, Elizabeth 
(GOV)" <clemente(d1michirrnn. R"ov> -----------------------·~~~,'---------------:... ..... -------~-------

Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 

see the press release below re the water consultant. In the conversation Wayne & 
I had with Jerry late yesterday they are apparently planning a public forum mtg of 
some type next week to share preliminary results of the consultant's 
work. Veolia has already been doing some work on this. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gerald Ambrose <garnbrose(ff).cityofflint.com> 
Date: February 10, 2015 at 9:13:45 PM EST 
To: "Thomas Saxton (Treasury)" <SaxtonT(i11.michigan.gov>, 
"Wayne Workman (TREASURY)" <vvorkmanw@;rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant 
Announcement 



Just in case you did not see this. Had a roundtable with media and 
Veolia. 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Jason Lorenz" <jlorenz@}cilvofl-1int.com> 
Date: Feb 10, 2015 2:56 PM 
Subject: PRESS RELEASE: Water Consultant Announcement 
To: 
Cc: 

For Immediate Release 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of 

Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan -February 10, 2015 -The City of Flint has retained 

a team of urban water experts from Veolia North America to 

conduct an analysis of the city's water system. Veolia, which is the 

world's largest water services and technology company, will 

assess how Flint's water is tested and distributed, including 

reviewing water treatment processes and operations, laboratory 

testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the city's 

treatment and distribution systems. 

"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David 

Gadis, vice president of Veolia North America's Municipal & 

Commercial Business. "We are honored to support your 

community with our technical expertise so that together we can 

ensure water quality for the people of the city of Flint." 

Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which 

time they will present findings to City officials, including the 

Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. Once the 

findings are presented, city officials will determine how to move 

forward. 
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"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right 

now and it is important to bring in an independent, highly qualified 

team to work with us to address the safety and quality issues," said 

Mayor Dayne Walling. 

"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain 

how long it will take to provide solutions to Flint's current water 

situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive experience handling 

challenging river water sources, reducing leaks and contaminants 

and in managing discolored water." 

"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal 

in a thorough, professional way and demonstrated the ability to 

immediately support us as we ensure safe, clean water for our 

residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose. 

The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting 

with water officials to provide an overview of the work to be 

conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team find ways to 

address and improve the city's drinking water operation," Gadis 

said. 

The company designs and provides water, waste and energy 

management solutions to communities and industries across the 

country, including providing water and wastewater services to 530 

communities in North America. More information is available at 

vvwvv. veolianorthamerica. com. 

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 

j!orenz(fbcityoff!lntcom 

-END-
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

Flint Hires International Urban Water Experts of 
Veolia North America to Assess City's Water Issues 

Flint, Michigan - February 10, 2015 - The City of Flint has retained a team of urban water 

experts from Veolia North America to conduct an analysis of the city's water system. 

Veolia, which is the world's largest water services and technology company, will assess 

how Flint's water is tested and distributed, including reviewing water treatment processes 

and operations, laboratory testing and analysis, and engineering reports that detail the 

city's treatment and distribution systems. 

"We understand the frustration and urgency in Flint," said David Gadis, vice president of 

Veolia North America's Municipal & Commercial Business. "We are honored to support 

your community with our technical expertise so that together we can ensure water quality 

for the people of the city of Flint." 

Veolia anticipates its analysis to take less than two weeks, at which time they will present 

findings to City officials, including the Mayor, City Council and the Emergency Manager. 

Once the findings are presented, city officials will determine how to move forward. 

"Addressing the City's water challenges are the top priority right now and it is important 

to bring in an independent, highly qualified team to work with us to address the safety and 

quality issues," said Mayor Dayne Walling. 

-CONTINUE-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



"Until we have completed our analysis, we cannot say for certain how long it will take to 

provide solutions to Flint's current water situation," said Gadis. "We have extensive 

experience handling challenging river water sources, reducing leaks and contaminants 

and in managing discolored water." 

"Veolia worked diligently to respond to our Request For Proposal in a thorough, 

professional way and demonstrated the ability to immediately support us as we ensure 

safe, clean water for our residents," said Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose. 

The Veolia team hit the ground running Tuesday morning, meeting with water officials to 

provide an overview of the work to be conducted. "We look forward to helping Flint's team 

find ways to address and improve the city's drinking water operation," Gadis said. 

The company designs and provides water, waste and energy management solutions to 

communities and industries across the country, including providing water and wastewater 

services to 530 communities in North America. More information is available at 

www.veolianorthamerica.com. 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Sent: Monday, February 16, 2015 12:42 PM 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) To: 
Subject: FW: Flint Water Bills 

Attachments: Water Forum - Final.ppt; WATER RATES deposits.doc 

This is an old note vvhich summarizes some of the early issues with the system and whv they wanted to go to the 
Kill/A Thought vou rnight be interested. Did vve get any info for the ministers about hovv the Detroit bill extensions and 
cut offs are working? 

From: Stibitz, Brom (Treasury) 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 4:00 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Cc: Dillon, Andy (Treasury) 
Subject: Flint Water Bills 

Dennis, 

There is some information attached on the Flint water issue you asked us about. I summarize a few of the key 
points: 

• The water system has been running at deficits for years. When the previous EFM left the City in 2004, the 
water system has a reserve of approximately $60 million. When Mike Brown was appointed, this had turned 
into a $20 million deficit due to years of not passing along to consumers the rate increases of over 10% 
hitting the system from DWSD. Slides 5 & 6 of the attached power point show this pretty dramatically. 

• Substantial increases over the past few years are an attempt to reflect the actual costs of running the system. 

• Another concern raised by DHS was the increase in the deposit for rental properties. This was necessary 
because renters paid the previous $100 deposit, then racked up water bills in excess of this amount and 
walked away. Of the affidavits currently out there, 82% are past due. I would also note that this is not 
mandatory, it is only required if a landlord is not willing to put the water bill in their name. 

• The bottom line is that they realize it is an issue, but the General Fund doesn't have the money to run 
general City operations, much less subsidize water rates. 

The two page word document (attached) provided by the EFM gives you a good overview of what is going on. 
They believe that a switch to KW A is part of the solution for high water rates in the City. 

Brom 



City of Flint 

Water Forum 

5/31/2012 
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City Of Flint Water History Facts 

Current Treatment Plant was put into service in 1954. 

Current 72" main pipeline was completed in 1970. 

Flint signed a 30 year contract with Detroit Water and Sewer Department in the mid 1960's. 

The contract with DWSD has expired and we are currently operating on a yearly extension. 

In 2006 Flint completed a $48,000,000 upgrade of the existing Water Plant (required by the MDEQ & for backup only). 

Flint's Water & Sewer System is approximately a $300,000,000 Enterprise. 

Flint's Water & Sewer System is designed to deliver water to over 200,000 people with over 1,500 miles of infrastructure. 

Flint's most recent census count shows a population of approximately 102,000 in 2010. 

Flint's census population in 2000 was approximately 124,000. 

The water system had over 45,000 customers in June of 1999. 

The water system had just over 36,000 customers by June 2011. 

The "Fixed Costs" that must be covered to maintain the system and deliver quality water have increased over time. 



City Of Flint 
Most Frequently Asked Questions about Water 

D Why are the water rates so high? 

D How does my water bill work (Explanation of charges) ? 

D Why do others in the area pay less for the same amount of water ? 

D Where has all of the water and sewer fund money gone ? 

D What do I do if I think my bill is incorrect ? 

D What effect does leakage or theft have on my bill ? 

D How can I report water theft ? 

D Why don't we go back to using the Flint River like we once did ? 



City ·Of Flint 
FY 2013 Budget Allocation 

Water & Sewer Funds 

City of Flint 

Budget Allocation and Fund Expenses 
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City of Flint 
Water and Sewer Fund Expenses 

FY 2007 through 2013 

2001 Actual 1008 Actual 100•1 Actual lUlU Actual 2011 Actual 201; ;uu Budget 
Prnjerten 

'@; Tran~terSi to Other ftmrt"i 

Cl !nteriast Expense 

• Oepn:dation 

II Adn1inistr.itflie Exµense~ 

iii Oper;itlng Expenses 

I! Personnel costs 

m water Purchased 

2007 Actual 2008 Actual 2009 Actual 2010 Actual 2011 Actual 2012 Projected 2013 Budget 
Operating Revenues 51,090,679 51,100,332 51,906,553 47,926,589 54,385,644 67,983,044 81,734,552 

Other Revenues 2,627,939 3,274,450 1,442,383 764,886 68,645 126,670 455,867 

Annual Revenues 53,718,618 54,374,782 53,348,936 48,691,475 54,454,289 68,109,714 82,190,419 

Water Purchased 16,052,006 16,297,871 17,421,663 17,103,752 20,919,987 21,756,787 24,031,417 

Personnel Costs 17,292,444 26,302,590 27,591,206 28,149,946 28,618,817 29,640,499 28,546,350 

Operating Expenses 5,355,638 6,145,119 6,950,534 8,146,390 6,917,964 6,420,260 7,259,290 

Administrative Expenses 21,300,900 4,229,382 3,403,231 7,327,630 6,221,627 11,465,462 14,140,047 

Depreciation 7,217,142 7,132,870 8,364,022 8,854,889 8,689,809 8,615,000 7,500,000 

Interest Expense 86,632 485,499 868,031 812,270 754,890 705,150 644,314 

Transfers to Other Funds 2,990,000 2,990,000 2,990,000 2,990,000 2,990,000 

Annual Expenses 67,304,762 60,593,331 67,588,687 73,384,877 75,113,094 81,593,158 85,111,418 
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City of Flint 
Unrestricted Net Assets/(Deficit) 

FY 2007through FY 2013 

2008 2009 2010 

----, ------ -

------ -

2011 2012 2013 
Projected Budgeted 

2007 Actual 2008 Actual 2009 Actual 2010 Actual 2011 Actual 2012 Projected 

53,718,618 54,374,782 53,348,936 48,691,475 54,454,289 68,109,714 

67,304,762 60,593,331 67,588,687 73,384,877 

City of Flint Water and .Sewer Fund 
Current Assets and Liabilities 

FY 2007 through FY 2011 
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No rate adjustment 

$15.7M Lawsuit settled 

$13.6M Operating loss 

City of Flint 

Recent Timeline of Water and Sewer Funds 

FY 2007 through 2013 

$3M return on Equity 
payment required for 
deficit elimination plan 

$14.2M Operating loss 

$3.8M Water purchase 
cost increase 

$20. 7M Operating loss 

Budgeted use of equity to 

balance budget 

$2.3M Water purchase 
increase 

$8. 7M Projected operating loss 

$3.6M Retiree healthcare, and 

legal cost increases 

No rate Adjustment 
Restoring 

fiscal 
stability $6.3M New OPEB liability 

$6.2M Operating loss 

No rate adjustment 

$24. 7M Operating loss 

$4M Revenue loss from 
recession 

Budgeted use of equity to 
balance budget 

$1M Water purchase cost 
increase 

$15.4M Operating loss 

Budgeted use of equity to 

balance budget 



City of Flint- Water and Sewer System Additional Asset I Revenue Data 

The average annual residential water sewer bill in FY2006 was less than $700 annually 

The average annual residential water/ sewer bill in FY13 will be nearly $1,700 

Expenses have exceeded revenues every year since 2006: 

Revenues Unreserved FACTORS 
FISCAL Rate Minus System IMPACTING COST 
YEAR Base Revenues Expenses Expenses Equity SOLVENCY IMPACT 

2006 2005 I $55,204,242 $50,933,792 $4,270,460 $60,340,013 
(millions) 

2007 2005 I $53,856,857 $67,442,993 ($13,586,136) $46,399,452 No rate adjustment ?? 
$15. 7 million lawsuit settlement 15.7 0 $15.7 

2008 2005 I $54,374.781 $60,593,331 ($6 ,218,550) $36,482,488 No rate adjustment ?? 
OPEB liabilities added 3.6 2.7 $6.3 

2009 c::J $53,488,463 $67,728,218 ($14,239,755) $24,023,065 ROE payment added as part of City [ 1.9 1.1 $3.0 

2010 $48,820,329 $73,513,725 ($24,693,396) $3,531,768 No rate adjustment ?? 
Use of retained earnings budgeted 12.5 0.5 $13.0 

Revenue lost due to recession 2 2 $4.0 

2011 D $54.527.079 $75.185.879 ($20,658,800) ($ 12,866,607) Use of retained earnings budgeted 7.1 3.5 $10.6 

1 Water purchase cost increase 0 3.8 $3.8 

2012 $68,279,187 $83,682,840 ($15,403,653) ($20,884,122) Use of retained earnings budgeted 5.1 0 $5.1 

Water purchase cost increase 0 0.8 $0.8 

2013 2013 $82,220,420 $90,970,420 ($8,760,000) ($23,379,690) Water purchase cost increase 0 2.3 $2.3 
RHC/Legal/Admin Cost Allocation 2.1 1.5 $3.6 

($99,279,840) $68.2 



Calculation of Water and Sewer Rates for FY13 Budget 

March, 2012: 

"Expense Revenue Difference 
Projection Projection Between 
Based on Based on Projected 
FY12 FY12 Revenues and 
Costs Receipts Expenses 

Water $49.9 $44.4 -$5.5 I 12.4% 

Sewer $31.0 $21.4 -$9.6 I 44.9% 

TOTAL $80.9 $65.8 -$15.1 I 22.9% 
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Preliminary Options for Future City of Flint Water Sources 

Consider a New Negotiated Contract with Detroit Water and Sewer Department 

No upfront capital costs 

Possibility to negotiate a lower rate 

Ability to "Blend" water sources to further control costs 

Lack of control over new I fixed changes 

Past practices 

Consider a Contract with the Karegnondi Water Authority 

Voting member of KWA board 

Ability to "Blend" water sources to further control costs 

Raw water is an asset for attracting new buisnesses 

Capital cost (debt service) 

Uncertainty of final costs 

Blended Use of the Flint River 

*** CURRENTLY NO DECISIONS HAVE BEEN MADE REGARDING THE FUTURE WATER SOURCE 



Improvements for City of Flint Water System 

Reduce Leakage 

• Finalize a Preventative Maintenance Plan 
',, (Planning started in January 2012, requires funding, ... part of Operational Costs) 
',, Will help identify repair area's 

• Reduce water theft 

• Replace water meters 
',, We currently have an eighteen month plan to replace all meters with more efficient "Smart Meters" 

• Encourage routine household checks 
',, "Faulty" toilets are a significant reason for household water loss. and unexpected larger bills. 

Other Leakage concerns 

./ Transmission Loss 

./ Fire Hydrants 

./ Incorrect water bills 

./ Non-Payment 



Proprietary Funds Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Net Assets 
Fiscal Year FndedJune 30 

2007 

Current Assets 17,248,277 

Current Liabilities 7,053,131 

Capital Assets, net of accumulated depreciation 34,453,626 

Revenue Bonds, I ong-term portion 33,759,432 

Unrestricted Net Assets/(Defi cit) 12,183,661 

Proprietary Funds Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Net Assets 
Fiscal Year FndedJune 30 

Current Assets 

Current Liabilities 

Capital Assets, net of accumulated depreciation 

Revenue Bonds, I ong-term portion 

Unrestricted Net Assets/(Defi cit) 

Current Assets 

Current Liabilities 

2007 

45,805,754 

17,117,109 

76,913,051 

34,215,792 

2007 
63,054,031 

24,170,240 

2008 

16,155,282 

7,039,015 

57,264,585 

31,804,432 

8,396,496 

2008 

45,515,711 

18,000,968 

73,794,673 

28,085,991 

2008 
61,670,993 

25,039,983 

2009 

13,213,411 

6,796,178 

55,977,802 

30,156,259 

2,694,056 

2009 

39,299,954 

12,928,688 

74,719,675 

21,329,011 

2009 
52,513,365 

19,724,866 

2010 

9,092,746 

8,287,409 

54,419,070 

28,116,259 

(5,795,973) 

2010 

22,199,959 

2,570,710 

70,200,627 

9,327,738 

2010 
31,292,705 

10,858,119 

2011 2012 Projected 2013 Budget 

9,295,966 

11,736,286 

52,253,233 

25,925,336 

(12,443,265) 

2011 

16,496,427 

1,894,249 

65,736,675 

(423,349) 

2011 
25,792,393 

13,630,535 

(13,237,665) (12,733,233) 

2012 Projected 2013 Budget 

(7,646,457) (10,646,457) 

2012 Projected 2013 Budgeted 



Response to Treasury regarding water rates, etc. 

The cost of water and sewer in the City of Flint has become one of the most vexing issues 
facing the Emergency Financial Manager. When the Emergency Manager was appointed 
in December 2011 the water system had a $20 million deficit. In order to address this 
deficit the EM was forced to increase water and sewer rates by over a combined 120% in 
the past 18 months. 

When the previous EFM left the City in 2004, the water system has a reserve of 
approximately $60 million. In the intervening years several things occurred: for three of 
five years (2007-2011) no rate increases were passed along to customers even though 
Detroit charged increases of over 10% per year; in the years when increases were passed 
along those amounts did not equal the actual cost of the system; the City chose to use the 
equity built up in the Water and Sewer funds until that was no longer available; a large 
lawsuit was settled; the City must pay for the $48 million MDEQ upgrades required at 
the Water Treatment Plant; and unbilled or unpaid water and sewer charges increased 
significantly. 

In the past 18 months water and sewer rates have been increased to reflect the actual costs 
to operate the water and sewer system. Major leaks in the distribution system have been 
repaired. Unpaid water and sewer usage is now being addressed and the water affidavit 
process is part of this problem. 

The City of Flint currently allows landlords to put the water and sewer billing in the name 
of the renter. This affidavit process holds the landlord harmless for any water costs. The 
deposit for the affidavit has been set at $100, which is the lowest in the County. The 
deposit fees in the County range from a low of $100 to a high of $500. The City is 
raising its rate to $350, which puts us about in the middle of the range. Depending on 
usage, this will cover 60 to 90 days' water charges and reduce the amount of uncollected 
billing. Keep in mind, any water not paid for is eventually charged to those who do pay 
through increased rates. 

Because the deposit is so low in relation to the current charges, renters quickly owe more 
than the deposit, and find it easier to simply walk away from the rental and forfeit the 
deposit. This results in the City being on the hook for the unpaid bills. Currently there 
are 4,893 affidavits, and 4029 of them (82%) past due. This facctor alone totals to just 
under $3 million. In addition, when the renter walks away, the City has no way of 
knowing that the property is vacant. Many times the landlord rents the property again, 
without filing an affidavit, and the water continues to be charged to the former renter, 
again adding uncollected bills to the City. In the past the collection rate for past due 
accounts, when turned over to a collection agency, has been about 3% on average. Keep 
in mind that this is a deposit, not a fee, and can be refunded when the renter leaves the 
property. Also, the landlord can avoid the renter's deposit requirement by keeping the 
water and sewer billing in his name. 

The City is also studying the potential to hold the landlord accountable for the water 
charges under certain conditions, such as failure to notify the City when a renter leaves 
and then renting the property again without filiing a new affidavit. 



The City recognizes that the high cost of water is a factor which is causing low income 
residents to choose to leave the City and the increase in the deposit fee might accelerate 
that choice. However, many of the surrounding communities charge a higher deposit than 
does the City o Flint. Renters are leaving the City because they can get better housing for 
less money, live in safer neighborhoods with better schools, have their water charges 
decrease by about half, and have their insurance rates reduced by approximately 50%. 

Water and sewer costs have resulted in about 8,000 current customers to be more than 60 
days past due. Many are senior citizens who have lived in Flint their entire life, paid their 
taxes, etc. and now find themselves unable to pay their water bill. This concerns the City 
more than the issue of deposits. We have put in place for this year the ability for citizens 
to direct a part of their city tax refund to help people with their water bills, and we are 
reviewing other options as well as scheduled meetings with agencies involved in helping 
low income people with their bills. 

We further recognize that we have staffing issues and water theft to address. The City is 
able to complete about 120 water shut-offs per week. At that rate we can not keep up 
with delinquent account shut-offs. The city also reconginzes that water theft through 
meter by-pass or unauthorized turn-on must be resolved. 

Ultimately, the City must find a way to hold down future increases in the cost of water, to 
bring them more in line with the Genesee County water customers. To this end the City 
has recommended to Treasury, that the City leave the Detroit Water System and join 
KWA with Genesee County, Lapeer and Sanilac Counties and the City of Lapeer. We 
believe this is the most significant long term factor in stabilizing costs to the water 
customers in the City of Flint. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Friday, February 27, 2015 6:02 PM 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Storberg, Ann Marie 

(TREASURY) 

Subject: RE: PRESS RELEASE: Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA Guidelines 

Does it still srr,ell'? 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Friday, February 27, 2015 5:15 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, 
Terry A. (Treasury); Storberg, Ann Marie (TREASURY) 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA Guidelines 

In case you did not see this. Will be reviewing Water System info over the weekend. Maybe something 
Monday, Tuesday latest. I need to edit also. Wayne 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jason Lorenz <j!orenz<q)cityofilint.corn> 
Date: February 27, 2015 at 4:29:04 PM EST 
To: Jason Lorenz <jlorenz(a;citvofflint.com> 
Subject: Re: PRESS RELEASE: Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA Guidelines 

Attached is the release with the proper date. 

For Immediate Release 

Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA Guidelines 

Flint, Michigan - February 27, 2015 - The Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 

(MDEQ) Testing lab has provided results to the City of Flint showing that test results for TTHM 

levels for the month of February are well within EPA guidelines for safe water. All eight testing 

sites showed levels of TTHM ranging between 14.9 and 28.5 micrograms per liter (µg/L), well 

below the Maximum Contamination Level of 80 (see chart below). 



The testing results confirm the progress made by the City to address concerns regarding the 

safety of its water supply and corroborates findings by the City and independent tests by other 

organizations that the water today is safe. "Flint's water supply is meeting all safety guidelines 

set forth by the EPA," said DPW Director Howard Croft. "Today's findings by the MDEQ 

reinforce the progress we have made, and should help rebuild confidence in the safety of Flint's 

drinking water. We still have work to do to improve water quality and are committed to being 

vigilant to assure that water safety is maintained." 

These results also show that the four month average for test results is now within EPA guidelines 
for five of the eight testing areas in the City. However, because EPA regulations require that the 
four month average for all testing sites be within guidelines, the City of Flint will still be 
considered to be out of compliance by MDEQ. The City expects to receive notice within the next 
few weeks indicating non-compliance, and system users can expect to receive official notice of 
non-compliance in the month of March. 

Meanwhile, the City continues to work on maintaining water safety and improving water quality. 

While steps are being taken daily to improve quality, the City is expecting a formal set of 

recommendations from its water quality experts within the next few weeks. 

The detail of the study results, a report of the progress being made and preliminary 

recommendations from Veolia will be shared with the newly formed Water Advisory Committee 

and Water Technical Committee, whose first meetings are scheduled for next week. 

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

--j lorenz (rucityoffl l nt.com 

On Fri, Feb 27, 2015 at 4:04 PM, Jason Lorenz <jlorenz(a)citvofflint.corn> wrote: 

Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA Guidelines 

Flint, Michigan -March 2, 2015 -The Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) 

Testing lab has provided results to the City of Flint showing that test results for TTHM levels for 

the month of February are well within EPA guidelines for safe water. All eight testing sites 

2 



showed levels of TTHM ranging between 14.9 and 28.5 micrograms per liter (µg/L), well below 

the Maximum Contamination Level of 80 (see chart attached). 

The testing results confirm the progress made by the City to address concerns regarding the 

safety of its water supply and corroborates findings by the City and independent tests by other 

organizations that the water today is safe. "Flint's water supply is meeting all safety guidelines 

set forth by the EPA," said DPW Director Howard Croft. "Today's findings by the MDEQ 

reinforce the progress we have made, and should help rebuild confidence in the safety of Flint's 

drinking water. We still have work to do to improve water quality and are committed to being 

vigilant to assure that water safety is maintained." 

These results also show that the four month average for test results is now within EPA guidelines 
for five of the eight testing areas in the City. However, because EPA regulations require that the 
four month average for all testing sites be within guidelines, the City of Flint will still be 
considered to be out of compliance by MDEQ. The City expects to receive notice within the next 
few weeks indicating non-compliance, and system users can expect to receive official notice of 
non-compliance in the month of March. 

Meanwhile, the City continues to work on maintaining water safety and improving water quality. 

While steps are being taken daily to improve quality, the City is expecting a formal set of 

recommendations from its water quality experts within the next few weeks. 

The detail of the study results, a report of the progress being made and preliminary 

recommendations from Veolia will be shared with the newly formed Water Advisory Committee 

and Water Technical Committee, whose first meetings are scheduled for next week. 

See Attached. Areas in blue (under February) indicate current levels. 

-END-

c:n:y of Flint 

jlorenz@cityoff!intcom 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

I'll get them for you today. 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Tuesday, March 03, 2015 7:32 AM 
Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Re: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 

> On Mar 3, 2015, at 6:42 AM, Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <WorkmanW@michigan.gov> wrote: 

> 
> I was going to call Mark Murray as a start. Do you have any water contacts at Ice Mtn etc i can call? 

> 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
» On Mar 2, 2015, at 11:56 PM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov> wrote: 

>> 
» Might want to get Jarrod and Terry Stanton on this as well as Harvey. Otherwise it will get out of hand. It's in the 
city's long term interest to make the KWA work and we can make the river water safe, but we need to work with the 
ministers this week to help them out. It's tough for everyday people to listen to financial issues and water mumbo 
jumbo when all they see is problems. You can't expect the ministers to hold the tide on this problem. 

>> 
» How about cutting a deal with Ice Mountain or Bill Young and buying some water for the people for a time? $250K 
buys a lot of drinking water and we could distribute it through the churches while we continue to make the water even 
safer. 

>> 
» If we procrastinate much longer in doing something direct we'll have real trouble. 

>> 
» Sent from my iPhone 

>> 
» Begin forwarded message: 

>> 
» From: Kelly Rossman-McKinney 
>> <krossman@truscottrossman.com<mailto:krossman@truscottrossman.com>> 
» Date: March 2, 2015 at 8:26:34 AM EST 
>> To: Dennis Muchmore 
>> <muchmored@michigan.gov<mailto:muchmored@michigan.gov» 
» Subject: FW: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 

>> 
» Please call me so we can discuss. This issue is out of hand. We do pro bona work for the city on an as-needed basis, 
plus we also work for Veolia, the water consultant they brought on board. I'm concerned about the implications that this 
may have racial overtones. Ugh. 

>> 
» [https://sites.google.com/a/truscottrossman.com/octl 7 /home/email-logo 
» .png] 

>> 
>> 
» Kelly Rossman-McKinney 



»CEO 
>> Truscott Rossman • 
» truscottrossman.com<http://www.truscottrossman.com/> 
» Boji Tower• 124 W. Allegan St., Ste. 800 • Lansing, Ml 48933 
» 200 Renaissance Center, Ste. 3160 • Detroit, Ml 48243 
» 125 Ottawa Ave. N.W., Ste 235 • Grand Rapids, Ml 49503 

>> 

»Cell:····· 
» Office: (517) 487-9320 
» Fax: (517) 487-5080 

>> 
>> 
>> 
» From: Gerald Ambrose [mailto:gambrose@cityofflint.com] 
» Sent: Monday, March 02, 2015 7:36 AM 
» To: Kelly Rossman-McKinney 
» Subject: Fwd: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 

>> 
>> 
» Welcome to Monday. Please advise asap as to any next steps you recommend, if any. 
>> ---------- Forwarded message ----------
» From: "Dayne Walling" 
>> <dwalling@cityofflint.com<mailto:dwalling@cityofflint.com>> 
» Date: Mar 2, 2015 7:29 AM 
» Subject: Fwd: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 
» To: "Gerald Ambrose" 
>> <gambrose@cityofflint.com<mailto:gambrose@cityofflint.com>>, "Natasha 
>> Henderson" 
>> <nhenderson@cityofflint.com<mailto:nhenderson@cityofflint.com>>, 
» "Peter Bade" <pbade@cityofflint.com<mailto:pbade@cityofflint.com» 
>> Cc: 

>> 
» FYI: 
>> ---------- Forwarded message ----------

>>From: tlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
» Date: Sat, Feb 28, 2015 at 2:09 PM 
» Subject: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 

» Cc: "mail 103@foxtv.com<mailto:mail 103@foxtv.com>" 
» <mail103@foxtv.com<mailto:mail103@foxtv.com», WFLT 1420 Am 
» <wflt1420am@aol.com<mailto:wflt1420am@aol.com», Abc12news 
» <abc12news@abcl2.com<mailto:abc12news@abcl2.com», Wnem Desk 
>> <wnem@wnem.com<mailto:wnem@wnem.com>>, Scot Johnson Wnem 
>> <scot.johnson@wnem.com<mailto:scot.johnson@wnem.com>>, 
>> "news@wjr.com<mailto:news@wjr.com>" 
>> <news@wjr.com<mailto:news@wjr.com>>, 
>> "assigmentdesk@wdiv.com<mailto:assigmentdesk@wdiv.com>" 
» <assigmentdesk@wdiv.com<mailto:assigmentdesk@wdiv.com», "D. Adams" 
>> <dadams5@mlive.com<mailto:dadams5@mlive.com>>, 
>> fox2newsdesk@foxtv.com<mailto:fox2newsdesk@foxtv.com>, 
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>> "mageorge@freepress.com<mailto:mageorge@freepress.com>" 
» <mageorge@freepress.com<mailto:mageorge@freepress.com», "B. Thorne" 
>> <bthorne@flintjournal.com<mailto:bthorne@flintjournal.com>>, 

>> "wxyzdesk@wxyz.com<mailto:wxyzdesk@wxyz.com>" 
>> <wxyzdesk@wxyz.com<mailto:wxyzdesk@wxyz.com>>, 
>> "wflt1420@aol.com<mailto:wflt1420@aol.com>" 
>> <wflt1420@aol.com<mailto:wflt1420@aol.com», 
>> "cspacouriernews@yahoo.com<mailto:cspacouriernews@yahoo.com>" 
>> <cspacouriernews@yahoo.com<mailto:cspacouriernews@yahoo.com>>, 
>> "dshepardson@depnewss.com<mailto:dshepardson@depnewss.com>" 
>> <dshepardson@depnewss.com<mailto:dshepardson@depnewss.com>>, 
>> "promotion@wsmh.com<mailto:promotion@wsmh.com>" 
» <promotion@wsmh.com<mailto:promotion@wsmh.com», Eric Mays 
>> <emays@cityofflint.com<mailto:emays@cityofflint.com>>, Emergency 
» Manager <em@cityofflint.com<mailto:em@cityofflint.com», Brenda 
» Williams 
>> <brwilliams@visionmpinc.com<mailto:brwilliams@visionmpinc.com>>, 

> 
> 
> 
» Vicky Van Buren 
» <vvanburen@cityofflint.com<mailto:vvanburen@cityofflint.com», Jackie 
>> Poplar <jpoplar@cityofflint.com<mailto:jpoplar@cityofflint.com>>, 

> 
> 
>> Wantwaz Davis 
>> <wdavis@cityofflint.com<mailto:wdavis@cityofflint.com>>, •••••• 

>> "hwinford@cityofflint.com<mailto:hwinford@cityofflint.com>" 
» <hwinford@cityofflint.com<mailto:hwinford@cityofflint.com», Inez 
» Brown <ibrown@cityofflint.com<mailto:ibrown@cityofflint.com», Peter 
>> Bade <pbade@cityofflint.com<mailto:pbade@cityofflint.com>>, 
>> "knelson@cityofflint.com<mailto:knelson@cityofflint.com>" 
>> <knelson@cityofflint.com<mailto:knelson@cityofflint.com>>, •••• 

>, 

Scott Kincaid 
>> <skincaid@cityofflint.com<mailto:skincaid@cityofflint.com>>, 

>> "rfongerl@mlive.com<mailto:rfongerl@mlive.com>" 
>> <rfongerl@mlive.com<mailto:rfongerl@mlive.com>>, •••••• 
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, Dyane Walling 
>> <dwalling@cityofflint.com<mailto:dwalling@cityofflint.com>>,••••• 

>> 
>> Good Afternoon, 

>> 
» Thank you for returning my call on the other day! Again, my concern as is others in the City of Flint, Michigan 
regarding the drinking water source for the water customers of the City of Flint. I have enclosed one of the lasted article 
written by the local newspaper, "The Flint Journal" regarding the Flint River water. Needless to say, the water is 
dangerous to our health! GM will not use the water at its Engine Plant in Flint to wash engines parts! 

>> 
» We need your help to guide us to the profession people that know about "Bad Drinking Water and Environmental 
Racism". I truly believe it's "Environmental Racism" at its worst or should I say best! As a resident offlint, Past President 
of the Flint Branch NAACP, newly elected VP of the Flint Branch NAACP and the most listen to broadcast host during that 
time on Flint's premiere gospel station, WFLT 1420AM, each Saturday morning from 9:30-lOAM, I have challenged our 
elected officials to step up to the plate and fix this water problem! 

>> 
» I'll be asking the Executive Committee of the Flint Branch of the NAACP to request from our National Office if we can 
proceed with a possible "Environmental Racism" lawsuit with their assistance and the assistance of other civil rights 
groups and others to "file briefs in support of our efforts against those parties involved with the changing and the using 
of the Flint River as our water drinking source. 

>> 
» The City of Flint has Emergency Manager #4 since our "takeover", and cares less about the residents or the water 
concerns of its Customers of Flint! Please help us with our problem by directing us to the right professional people. 
Please go to www.actionpa.org/fluroride/ej.html<http://www.actionpa.org/fluroride/ej.html> regarding "Environmental 
Racism" I have attached an article from the Flint Journal, and may Google other articles regarding the Flint's water 
source, including how we arrived to where we are on today. 

>> 
» Thank you very much in advance!! 

>> 
>> I remain. 

>> 
>~ Concerned Resident 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> --
» Dayne Walling 
» Mayor, City of Flint 
» City Hall, 1101 S. Saginaw St. 
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» Flint, Ml 48502 

>> 
>> mayor@cityofflint.com<mailto:mayor@cityofflint.com> 
» www.cityofflint.com<http://www.cityofflint.com/> 
» follow me on twitter at http://twitter.com/mayorwalling 
» <CCF02282015_0002.pdf> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Tuesday, March 03, 2015 7:40 AM 

Subject: 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Fwd: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 

I have become increasingly concerned about the situation in Flint and the lack of empathy for the residents. I'm 
not sure that buying water from Ice Mountain or Bill Young makes sense and I don't know about - since 
they buy it from Bill or local sources and repackage. But, it would seem to me that buying some and giving it 
to residents who are having discoloration or smell issues would be fair and prudent until it gets ironed 
out. Maybe this doesn't make any sense to you and if not just chalk it up to the delirium I'm feeling from the 
sun and drop the idea. 

Harvey feels the situation is slipping out of hand without some direct response and so does Kelly 
Rossman. She's talking to Beth today. I worry that swooping in may reinforce the idea that there is something 
wrong with the water after all. But, it seems to me that that would be small issue compared to blowing off these 
ministers and their concerns. Of course, we can't supply the water forever so maybe working with Wayne 
something can be figured out. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <\Ym:km11n\Y(g}m_i~'.hi_gfntg_Q_y> 
Date: March 3, 2015 at 6:42:39 AM EST 
To: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <JJ1w;_hrng_r_~-~t@xn1~'.bi_gmLgQ_y> 
Subject: Re: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 

I was going to call 
call? 

Sent from my iPhone 

as a start. Do you have any water contacts at Ice Mtn etc i can 

On Mar 2, 2015, at 11:56 PM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchrnored@michigan.gov> wrote: 

Might want to get Jarrod and Terry Stanton on this as well as Harvey. Otherwise 
it will get out of hand. It's in the city's long term interest to make the KW A work 
and we can make the river water safe, but we need to work with the ministers this 
week to help them out. It's tough for everyday people to listen to financial issues 
and water mumbo jumbo when all they see is problems. You can't expect the 
ministers to hold the tide on this problem. 

How about cutting a deal with Ice Mountain or Bill Young and buying some 
water for the people for a time? $250K buys a lot of drinking water and we could 
distribute it through the churches while we continue to make the water even safer. 



If we procrastinate much longer in doing something direct we'll have real trouble. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kelly Rossman-McKinney 
<krossman(q).trnscottrossman.corn<rnailto:krossrnan(a)tn.1scottmssman.com>> 

Date: March 2, 2015 at 8:26:34 AM EST 

To: Dennis Muchmore 
<nmd:m1_o_r~Ji(g}m_i~~higi'ln,go_y<mf1i_l~Q_;nmd:m1_o_r~Ji@_m_i~~higi'ln,go_y> > 

Subject: FW: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 

Please call me so we can discuss. This issue is out of hand. We do pro bono 
work for the city on an as-needed basis, plus we also work for Veolia, the water 
consultant they brought on board. I'm concerned about the implications that this 
may have racial overtones. Ugh. 

[https://sites.google.com/a/truscottrossman._com/octl 7/home/email~logo.png] 

Kelly Rossman-McKinney 

CEO 

Truscott Rossman • truscottrossman. com<http :/hv'0/\V. truscottrossman. corn/> 

Boji Tower• 124 W. Allegan St., Ste. 800 • Lansing, MI 48933 

200 Renaissance Center, Ste. 3160 • Detroit, MI 48243 

125 Ottawa Ave. N.W., Ste 235 • Grand Rapids, MI 49503 

Cell: 

Office: (517) 487-9320 

Fax: ( 517) 487-5080 

From: Gerald Ambrose [ mailto:gambrose(izkityofflint.com] 

Sent: Monday, March 02, 2015 7:36 AM 

To: Kelly Rossman-McKinney 

Subject: Fwd: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 
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Welcome to Monday. Please advise asap as to any next steps you recommend, if 
any. 

---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: "Dayne Walling" 
<.:.hvallinglg;cityofflint. com<mailto: d walling(g)cityofl1int. com>> 

Date: Mar 2, 2015 7:29 AM 

Subject: Fwd: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 

To: "Gerald Ambrose" 
<gambrosel~cityofflint. com<mailto:gambrose@cityofflint. com>>, "Natasha 
Henderson" 
<nhend erson@cityofflint. corn<mailto_: nhend erson@cityofflint.com> >, "Peter 
Bade" <pbadel~cityofflint.com<mailto:pbade@citvofi:l int. com>> 

Cc: 

FYI: 

---------- Forwarded message ---------

From: Arlington Dumas 
<ac2dumas(q). vahoo. com<rnai ! to: ac2ch.nnas(a>v ahoo. com>> 

Date: Sat, Feb 28, 2015 at 2:09 PM 

Subject: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 

To: 

Cc: "mail l03@foxtv.com<mailto:rnai1 l03@foxtv.com>" 
<mail 103(q).fiJxtv.corn<n1ailto:mail 103(q).fr)Xtv.corn>>, WFLT 1420 Am 
<'vvtltl420am(a;ao1.corn<mailto:w±ltl420am@aol.com>>, Abcl2news 
<abc 12news(a)abcl2.com<mailto:abcl2news@abcl 2.com>>, Wnem Desk 
<vvne1n@\vne1n.com<mailto:wnern(d.vvnern.cmn>> Scot Johnson Wnem ----------------·------------------------------- ·---------------------------------'...._.•---------------------------- ' 
<scot.iohnson@\vnem.com<rnai1to:scot.iohnsonrghvnem.com>>, 
"nev,,'s{f1>wir.com<mailto:news<q)wir.com>" 
<11ev-/s@wir.com<mailto:news@.vl7ir.corn>>, 
"assigmentdesk(izlwdiv. com<mai lto: assigmentdesha;wdiv _com>" 
<assio1nentdeskid'"vdiv. corn<mailto: assi un1entdeskra)v,rdi v. com>> "D. Adams" ----------b------------------------:.-._./------------------------· ---------------------------0------------------------~_;;z_________________________ ' 

<dadams5:Wmlive.com<mailto:dadarns5((-i)mlive.corn>> 
-----------------------·---:,,1--------------------------- ·----------------------------------------\..---·--------------------------· ' 

fox2nevvsdesk@foxtv.corn<mailto:fox2newsdesk(q).foxtv .com>, 

"mageorge@freepress.com<rnai !to:mageorge@freepress.com>" 
<mageorge(a;freepress. corn<mailto:rnageorge@freepress. com>>, "B. Thorne" 
<bthorne(11!ilintiourna1.corn<mailto:hthorne@flintiournal.com>>, "Rev. Reggie 

"wxvzdesk@.wxvz.corn<mailto:wxyzdesk@wxyz.corn>" 
<vvxvzdesk(q).wxyz. com<mailto: wxvzdesk(a).\vxyz. cmn> >, 
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"wflt l 420(a;aol. corn<mailto_:,vtlt 14 20@aoL com>" 
<vv'flt l 4200iaol.corn<mailto:wtlt 1420(11).aol_com> >, 
"cspacourien1e'>vs@yahoo.cmn<mailto:cspacourierne,vs(rjjyahoo.com>" 
<cspacouriernevvs@yahoo.com<mailto: cspacouriernewslg;vahoo. com>>, 
"dshepardson@depnewss.corn<mailto:dshepardson(ff).depnewss.corn>" 
<dshepardson@d epnevvss. com<m ail to: d shepardson@d epnewss. cmn> >, 
"prornotion(i1)wsmh. corn<mailto: promotionlahvsmh. com>" 
<promotion(2hvvsmh. corn<rnailto: promotion<q)wsmh. corn>>, Eric Mays 
<~rn-~y_~(g}g_ityQiJli_ntr,:Qm<m_0cil1P_;~1:ni'lYti@dn,:Q_ft:1int_g_g_m>>, Emergency Manager 
<ern(i1!Citvoff1int. corn<mailto: ern(i1!Citvoff1int. corn>>, Brenda Williams 
<brwil liarns@}visiomnpinc.com<rnailto: brwil liains(qJvi sionmpinc. com>>, 

Vicky Van Buren 
<vvanburen(f1>citvofflint.corn<mailto:vvanburen@cityoff1intcom>>, Jackie 
Poplar <jpQp_ku:(gJ(-_ityQ_fJ1inL;;;Qm<nwiltojpQp_ku:@dn:Q_tJ1int_q:im> >, ---· 

Wantwaz Davis <vvdavi sr;J,_citvofl1int.com<mailto: wdavi sr;J,_citvotfiint.com> > __________________ ;..._./------... •----------------------------- ·-----------------------------------:.-._./------ ..... ----------------------------- ' 

-
"rfonger1 (a>mlive.corn<mailto:rfonger1 (a>mLive.com>" 
<rfongerl(gjmlive.com<mailto:rfongerl(a;mlive.com>>, 

-. ' " 

Dyane Walling 
<dwalling<i:~cityofflint.cmn<mailto:dwalling@citvoH1int.com>>, 



Good Afternoon, Attorney Randall! 

Thank you for returning my call on the other day! Again, my concern as is others 
in the City of Flint, Michigan regarding the drinking water source for the water 
customers of the City of Flint. I have enclosed one of the lasted article written by 
the local newspaper, "The Flint Journal" regarding the Flint River water. Needless 
to say, the water is dangerous to our health! GM will not use the water at its 
Engine Plant in Flint to wash engines parts! 

We need your help to guide us to the profession people that know about "Bad 
Drinking Water and Environmental Racism". I truly believe it's "Environmental 
Racism" at its worst or should I say best! As a resident of flint, Past President of 
the Flint Branch NAACP, newly elected VP of the Flint Branch NAACP and the 
most listen to broadcast host during that time on Flint's premiere gospel station, 
WFLT 1420AM, each Saturday morning from 9:30-IOAM, I have challenged our 
elected officials to step up to the plate and fix this water problem! 

I'll be asking the Executive Committee of the Flint Branch of the NAACP to 
request from our National Office if we can proceed with a possible 
"Environmental Racism" lawsuit with their assistance and the assistance of other 
civil rights groups and others to "file briefs in support of our efforts against those 
parties involved with the changing and the using of the Flint River as our water 
drinking source. 

The City of Flint has Emergency Manager #4 since our "takeover", and cares less 
about the residents or the water concerns of its Customers of Flint! Please help us 
with our problem by directing us to the right professional people. Please go to 
\V\V\v.actionpa._org/f1uroride/ej.html<http://v1w'N._actionpa.or_g/fluroride/ej_htrnl> 
regarding "Environmental Racism" I have attached an article from the Flint 
Journal, and may Google other articles regarding the Flint's water source, 
including how we arrived to where we are on today. 

Thank you very much in advance!! 

I remain. 

Concerned Resident 
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Dayne Walling 

Mayor, City of Flint 

City Hall, 1101 S. Saginaw St. 

Flint, MI 48502 

mavor@)cityofflint.corn<mailto:rnavor(a)citvofflint.com> 

\V'NW. cityofflint . corn<http :/ /v,,r,..vw. cityofflint. com/> 

follow me on twitter at htlp://rwitter.com/mavorwalling 

<CCF02282015 _ 0002. pd±> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Tuesday, March 03, 2015 7:46 AM 
Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Re: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 

- probably buys and repackages from Ice Mountain or Absopure (of course it could be from a local source). I just 
think it is prudent to have a Plan B if it gets out of hand. Seems like that's where some of the ministers could be 
particularly helpful if they want to be. You, Beth and Harvey are the best thinkers we've got and closest to the situation 
so your judgment makes sense. Jerry Ambrose has dealt with these kinds of things a zillion times in Lansing with Rev. 
Stone here so he's had experience. I just don't want it to get away from us so that when it turns warmer they create a 
crisis. 

> On Mar 3, 2015, at 6:42 AM, Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <WorkmanW@michigan.gov> wrote: 
> 
> I was going to call -as a start. Do you have any water contacts at Ice Mtn etc i can call? 

> 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 

> 
» On Mar 2, 2015, at 11:56 PM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov> wrote: 

>> 
» Might want to get Jarrod and Terry Stanton on this as well as Harvey. Otherwise it will get out of hand. It's in the 
city's long term interest to make the KWA work and we can make the river water safe, but we need to work with the 
ministers this week to help them out. It's tough for everyday people to listen to financial issues and water mumbo 
jumbo when all they see is problems. You can't expect the ministers to hold the tide on this problem. 

>> 
» How about cutting a deal with Ice Mountain or Bill Young and buying some water for the people for a time? $250K 
buys a lot of drinking water and we could distribute it through the churches while we continue to make the water even 
safer. 

>> 
» If we procrastinate much longer in doing something direct we'll have real trouble. 

>> 
» Sent from my iPhone 

>> 
» Begin forwarded message: 

>> 
» From: Kelly Rossman-McKinney 
>> <krossman@truscottrossman.com<mailto:krossman@truscottrossman.com>> 
» Date: March 2, 2015 at 8:26:34 AM EST 
>> To: Dennis Muchmore 
>> <muchmored@michigan.gov<mailto:muchmored@michigan.gov» 
» Subject: FW: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 

>> 
» Please call me so we can discuss. This issue is out of hand. We do pro bona work for the city on an as-needed basis, 
plus we also work for Veolia, the water consultant they brought on board. I'm concerned about the implications that 
this may have racial overtones. Ugh. 

>> 



» [https://sites.google.com/a/truscottrossman.com/oct17 /home/email-logo 
» .png] 

>> 
>> 
» Kelly Rossman-McKinney 
»CEO 
>> Truscott Rossman • 
»truscottrossman.com<http://www.truscottrossman.com/> 
» Boji Tower• 124 W. Allegan St., Ste. 800 • Lansing, Ml 48933 
» 200 Renaissance Center, Ste. 3160 • Detroit, Ml 48243 
» 125 Ottawa Ave. N.W., Ste 235 • Grand Rapids, Ml 49503 

>> 
» Cell: ( 
» Office: (517) 487-9320 
» Fax: (517) 487-5080 

>> 
>> 
>> 
» From: Gerald Ambrose [mailto:gambrose@cityofflint.com] 
» Sent: Monday, March 02, 2015 7:36 AM 
» To: Kelly Rossman-McKinney 
» Subject: Fwd: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 

>> 
>> 
» Welcome to Monday. Please advise asap as to any next steps you recommend, if any. 
>> ---------- Forwarded message ----------
» From: "Dayne Walling" 
>> <dwalling@cityofflint.com<mailto:dwalling@cityofflint.com>> 
» Date: Mar 2, 2015 7:29 AM 
» Subject: Fwd: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 
» To: "Gerald Ambrose" 
>> <gambrose@cityofflint.com<mailto:gambrose@cityofflint.com>>, "Natasha 
>> Henderson" 
>> <nhenderson@cityofflint.com<mailto:nhenderson@cityofflint.com>>, 
» "Peter Bade" <pbade@cityofflint.com<mailto:pbade@cityofflint.com» 
>> Cc: 

>> 
» FYI: 
>> ---------- Forwarded message ----------

>> From: 
» Date: Sat, Feb 28, 2015 at 2:09 PM 
» Subject: Contaminated Drink Water if Flint 

» Cc: "mail 103@foxtv.com<mailto:mail 103@foxtv.com>" 
» <mail103@foxtv.com<mailto:mail103@foxtv.com», WFLT 1420 Am 
» <wflt1420am@aol.com<mailto:wflt1420am@aol.com», Abc12news 
» <abc12news@abcl2.com<mailto:abc12news@abcl2.com», Wnem Desk 
>> <wnem@wnem.com<mailto:wnem@wnem.com>>, Scot Johnson Wnem 
>> <scot.johnson@wnem.com<mailto:scot.johnson@wnem.com>>, 
>> "news@wjr.com<mailto:news@wjr.com>" 
>> <news@wjr.com<mailto:news@wjr.com>>, 
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>> "assigmentdesk@wdiv.com<mailto:assigmentdesk@wdiv.com>" 
» <assigmentdesk@wdiv.com<mailto:assigmentdesk@wdiv.com», "D. Adams" 
>> <dadams5@mlive.com<mailto:dadams5@mlive.com>>, 
>> fox2newsdesk@foxtv.com<mailto:fox2newsdesk@foxtv.com>, 

>> "mageorge@freepress.com<mailto:mageorge@freepress.com>" 
» <mageorge@freepress.com<mailto:mageorge@freepress.com», "B. Thorne" 
>> <bthorne@flintjournal.com<mailto:bthorne@flintjournal.com>>, 

>> <wflt1420@aol.com<mailto:wflt1420@aol.com>>, 
>> "cspacouriernews@yahoo.com<mailto:cspacouriernews@yahoo.com>" 
>> <cspacouriernews@yahoo.com<mailto:cspacouriernews@yahoo.com>>, 
>> "dshepardson@depnewss.com<mailto:dshepardson@depnewss.com>" 
>> <dshepardson@depnewss.com<mailto:dshepardson@depnewss.com>>, 
>> "promotion@wsmh.com<mailto:promotion@wsmh.com>" 
» <promotion@wsmh.com<mailto:promotion@wsmh.com», Eric Mays 
>> <emays@cityofflint.com<mailto:emays@cityofflint.com>>, Emergency 
» Manager <em@cityofflint.com<mailto:em@cityofflint.com», Brenda 
» Williams 

b ·w @ · · ·1t b ·w @ · · • • 

i 
! 
» Vicky Van Buren 
>> <vvanburen@cityofflint.com<mailto:vvanburen@cityofflint.com>>, Jackie 
>> Poplar <jpoplar@cityofflint.com<mailto:jpoplar@cityofflint.com>>, 

>> Wantwaz Davis 
>> <wdavis@cityofflint.com<mailto:wdavis@cityofflint.com>>, 

>> "hwinford@cityofflint.com<mailto:hwinford@cityofflint.com>" 
» <hwinford@cityofflint.com<mailto:hwinford@cityofflint.com», Inez 
» Brown <ibrown@cityofflint.com<mailto:ibrown@cityofflint.com», Peter 
» Bade <pbade@cityofflint.com<mailto:pbade@cityofflint.com», 
>> "knelson@cityofflint.com<mailto:knelson@cityofflint.com>" 
» <knelson cit offlint.com<mailto:knelson cit offlint.com» 

» "rfongerl@mlive.com<mailto:rfongerl@mlive.com>" 

>> <rfongerl@mlive.com<mailto:rfongerl@mlive.com>>,••••••• 
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Dyane Walling 
>> <dwalling@cityofflint.com<mailto:dwalling@cityofflint.com>>, •••••• 

» Good Afternoon, Attorney Randall! 

>> 
» Thank you for returning my call on the other day! Again, my concern as is others in the City of Flint, Michigan 
regarding the drinking water source for the water customers of the City of Flint. I have enclosed one of the lasted article 
written by the local newspaper, "The Flint Journal" regarding the Flint River water. Needless to say, the water is 
dangerous to our health! GM will not use the water at its Engine Plant in Flint to wash engines parts! 
>> 
» We need your help to guide us to the profession people that know about "Bad Drinking Water and Environmental 
Racism". I truly believe it's "Environmental Racism" at its worst or should I say best! As a resident of flint, Past President 
of the Flint Branch NAACP, newly elected VP of the Flint Branch NAACP and the most listen to broadcast host during that 
time on Flint's premiere gospel station, WFLT 1420AM, each Saturday morning from 9:30-lOAM, I have challenged our 
elected officials to step up to the plate and fix this water problem! 

>> 
» I'll be asking the Executive Committee of the Flint Branch of the NAACP to request from our National Office if we can 
proceed with a possible "Environmental Racism" lawsuit with their assistance and the assistance of other civil rights 
groups and others to "file briefs in support of our efforts against those parties involved with the changing and the using 
of the Flint River as our water drinking source. 

>> 
» The City of Flint has Emergency Manager #4 since our "takeover", and cares less about the residents or the water 
concerns of its Customers of Flint! Please help us with our problem by directing us to the right professional people. 
Please go to www.actionpa.org/fluroride/ej.html<http://www.actionpa.org/fluroride/ej.html> regarding "Environmental 
Racism" I have attached an article from the Flint Journal, and may Google other articles regarding the Flint's water 
source, including how we arrived to where we are on today. 

>> 
» Thank you very much in advance!! 

>> 
>> I remain. 

>> 
>~ Concerned Resident 

>> 
>> 
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>> 
>> --
» Dayne Walling 
» Mayor, City of Flint 
» City Hall, 1101 S. Saginaw St. 
» Flint, Ml 48502 >---->> mayor@cityofflint.com<mailto:mayor@cityofflint.com> 
» www.cityofflint.com<http://www.cityofflint.com/> 
» follow me on twitter at http://twitter.com/mayorwalling 
» <CCF02282015_0002.pdf> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Tuesday, March 03, 2015 7:51 AM 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Flint 

You are trying to work through a potentially difficult situation with Flint water and the local ministers demands 
(although I frankly tend to have sympathy with them) and you should just be talking about it with the Colonel. Might be 
good to anticipate what will happen when it gets warm and we have more water problems. I left you with a doozy of a 
situation and Harvey and Workman/Saxton are really at odds on this one. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Saturday, March 07, 2015 8:19 AM 

Subject: 
Baird, Richard (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Re: Flint Water Meeting 

What does Steve have to do with the Flint water situation? Am I hopelessly out of the loop on this? 

On Mar 6, 2015, at 2:11 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <ciavtons3@rn1chigan..gov> wrote: 

Just an FYI - the meeting Rich asked Harvey to arrange will be on Monday at 1 pm in 
Lansing. Please see below. -- Stacie 

From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, March 06, 2015 2:05 PM 
To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV); 'Gerald Ambrose'; 'Maxine Murray'; Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); Wurfel, Brad 
(DEQ); Devereaux, Tracy Jo (DEQ); Busch, Stephen (DEQ); 'Natasha Henderson'; Shekter Smith, Liane 
(DEQ) 
Subject: Flint Water Meeting 

Greetings All, 

Attached is a brief overview of the information to be presented on Monday at the 
1 :OOpm meeting with Steve Linder of the Sterling Corporation regarding Flint 
Water. The meeting will be held at the Sterling Corporation's offices on 106 W. Allegan, 
Ste. 2 in Lansing. I have sent the appointment and here are the list of attendees: 

Harvey Hollins, Director, Governor's Office of Urban and Metropolitan Initiatives 
Gerald Ambrose, Flint Emergency Manager 
Natasha Henderson, Flint, City Manager 
Liane Shekter Smith, Chief, Office of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance (DEQ) 
Stephen Busch, Office of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance (DEQ) 
Brad Wurfel, Director of Communications (DEQ) 

<SomnioGlobal_ Ozone disinfection technology.pd±> 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Saturday, March 07, 2015 8:48 AM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Flint Water Meeting 

Got it, I remember he called some time ago about this now that you've jarred my memory (it needs jarring to 
work). Thanks for the response. 

On Mar 7, 2015, at 8:44 AM, Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov> wrote: 

Left you a voicemail. He represents a company that received medc grant and we think they may have a 
role to play in flint water problem. Company founders meeting with Harvey, Ambrose and somebody 
from Flint water department since they were going to be in Lansing on Monday anyway. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

On Mar 7, 2015 8:19 AM, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <rnuchrnored@Jmichigan.gov> wrote: 
What does Steve have to do with the Flint water situation? Am I hopelessly out of the loop on this? 

On Mar 6, 2015, at 2:11 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <claytons3@michigan.gov> wrote: 

Just an FYI - the meeting Rich asked Harvey to arrange will be on 
Monday at 1 pm in Lansing. Please see below. -- Stacie 

From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, March 06, 2015 2:05 PM 
To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV); 'Gerald Ambrose'; 'Maxine Murray'; Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); 
Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Devereaux, Tracy Jo (DEQ); Busch, Stephen (DEQ); 'Natasha 
Henderson'; Shekter Smith, Liane (DEQ) 
Subject: Flint Water Meeting 

Greetings All, 

Attached is a brief overview of the information to be presented on Monday 
at the 1 :OOpm meeting with Steve Linder of the Sterling Corporation 
regarding Flint Water. The meeting will be held at the Sterling 
Corporation's offices on 106 W. Allegan, Ste. 2 in Lansing. I have sent the 
appointment and here are the list of attendees: 

Harvey Hollins, Director, Governor's Office of Urban and Metropolitan 
Initiatives 
Gerald Ambrose, Flint Emergency Manager 
Natasha Henderson, Flint, City Manager 
Liane Shekter Smith, Chief, Office of Drinking Water and Municipal 
Assistance (DEQ) 
Stephen Busch, Office of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance (DEQ) 



Brad Wurfel, Director of Communications (DEQ) 

<SomnioGlobal_ Ozone disinfection technology.pd±> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Thursday, March 19, 2015 5:28 PM 
Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

RE: We made the tight choice to leave ... and not go back! 

I never disagreed with that, l'rn just worried about the interirn. 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2015 7:57 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Subject: FW: We made the tight choice to leave ... and not go back! 

FYI 

From:11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2015 7:15 AM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Subject: We made the tight choice to leave ... and not go back! 

Genesee County water rates could go up 16 percent following Detroit increase 

GENESEE COUNTY, MI -- People in communities that get water from Detroit could see their costs climb as 
much as 16 percent as soon as this summer, said Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright. The Detroit 
Water and Sewerage Department board last week appro Read_More 
http:l/vv"\vw.mlive.com/news/flint/index_ssf/2015/03/genesee county water rates cou_html 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Wednesday, April 08, 2015 11:51 AM 
Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Subject: RE: Fyi . .I had hoped we would be announcing our action plan this week ,ie going forth 
with the GAC. Will see what we can do to get a release out... 

So rr1uch for putting Harris on the RT/\B. 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 11:46 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Subject: Fwd: Fyi .. I had hoped we would be announcing our action plan this week ,ie going forth with the GAC. Will see 
what we can do to get a release out ... 

Assume you saw this. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gerald Ambrose <garnbrose(ff).cityofflint.com> 
Date: April 7, 2015 at 8:27:36 PM EDT 
To: "Wayne Workman (TREASURY)" <work:manw@michigan.gov>, Edward Koryzno 
<k_g_1:yzno_f:,_@nliJ;J1jgf!n,gQ_y>, Randy Burn <l}_y_nwRJj_i';1xii~:b1gm1g1y> 
Subject: Fyi .. I had hoped we would be announcing our action plan this week ,ie going forth 
with the GAC. Will see what we can do to get a release out ... 

Flint pastors plan news conference on 'lack of progress' on Flint water issues 

FLINT, MI -- Concerned Pastors for Social Action plan to speak out on a "lack of progress" on 
Flint water issues Wednesday, April 8. The Rev. Alfred Harris, president of the Concerned 
Pastors, said his group will detail its concerns at the I :30 p.m. news conference at City Hal Read 
More http://v,,'\Y\V m!ive.corn/news/tlint/index.ssf/2015/04/flint pastors plan news confer.html 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Wednesday, April 08, 2015 11:52 AM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: FW: Fyi 

\Nell, that didn't help at all. So much for Harris on the RTA.B. 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 11:46 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Subject: Fwd: Fyi.J had hoped we would be announcing our action plan this week ,ie going forth with the GAC Will see 
what we can do to get a release out .. 

Assume you saw this. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gerald Ambrose <gambrose(a;cityoftlint.com> 
Date: April 7, 2015 at 8:27:36 PM EDT 
To: "Wayne Workman (TREASURY)" <workn1arnv(a).michigan._gov>, Edward Koryzno 
<koryznoE@michigan.gov>, Randy Burn <ByrneRl (111.michigan.gov> 
Subject: Fyi .. I had hoped we would be announcing our action plan this week ,ie going forth 
with the GAC. Will see what we can do to get a release out ... 

Flint pastors plan news conference on 'lack of progress' on Flint water issues 

FLINT, MI -- Concerned Pastors for Social Action plan to speak out on a "lack of progress" on 
Flint water issues Wednesday, April 8. The Rev. Alfred Harris, president of the Concerned 
Pastors, said his group will detail its concerns at the I :30 p.m. news conference at City Hal Read 
More_ http :f f ,0l'NW. mli ve. com/news/flint/ind ex._ss±l2 0 l_ 5 /04/±lim ___ pastors ___ plan __ nev·/S ___ confer. html 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Wednesday, April 08, 2015 12:01 PM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: RE: Fyi 

Hard to help people when we're trying lo balance everyone's latest compla1nl on either side. 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 11:58 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Fyi 

That's unfortunate because he is one of the most reasonable voices in Flint on this issue, 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 11:52 AM 
To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Fyi 

\Nell, that didn't help at alL So much for Harris on the RTAB. 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 11:46 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Subject: Fwd: Fyi .. I had hoped we would be announcing our action plan this week ,ie going forth with the GAC. Will see 
what we can do to get a release out ... 

Assume you saw this. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gerald Ambrose <oarnbrose!a)cilvofl-1int.com> 0---------------------~-'-"------v-----------------------------

D ate: April 7, 2015 at 8:27:36 PM EDT 
To: "Wayne Workman (TREASURY)" <workrnamv<q)michhran .gov>, Edward Koryzno 
<kQfJ!l_lQI'{qpnkl_ligm_t_gQy>, Randy Burn <Byrrgc;_RJ@nliJ;_bigf!ll.,gQ_y> 
Subject: Fyi .. I had hoped we would be announcing our action plan this week ,ie going forth 
with the GAC. Will see what we can do to get a release out ... 

Flint pastors plan news conference on 'lack of progress' on Flint water issues 

FLINT, MI -- Concerned Pastors for Social Action plan to speak out on a "lack of progress" on 
Flint water issues Wednesday, April 8. The Rev. Alfred Harris, president of the Concerned 
Pastors, said his group will detail its concerns at the I :30 p.m. news conference at City Hal Read 
IVIore http://wv,,'w.mlive.com/news/flint/index.sst/2015/04/tlint pastors plan nevvs confor.htrnl 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Monday, April 27, 2015 5:44 PM 
Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Baird, Richard 
(GOV); Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY); Storberg, Ann Marie (TREASURY); Koryzno, Edward 
(Treasury); Headen, Frederick (Treasury) 

Subject: Re: scanned doc 

Would someone please explain to me how cutting off water to 10,000 people does anything but bring the wrath of God 
down on all of us? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 27, 2015, at 10:29 AM, Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <WorkmanW@rnirhig;:,,Lf;OV> wrote: 

We received this letter Fdday the 24",h. VVater shut-off threat continues. 

From: Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2015 10:26 AM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Subject: scanned doc 

Angela Dempkowski I Senior Executive Management Assistant /Treasury 
State of Michigan I 430 W. Allegan Street, 1st Floor I Lansing, MI 48922 

<imageOOLjpg> I (517) 373-0633 (fox) 
dempkowskia@michigan.gov 

~ Think Green! Don't print this e-mail unless you need to. 

{'0Nf-7DENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail, and any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended 
recipient(:,') and may contain information that is conftdential and protected from disclosure under 
the law. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail, and delete/destroy all copies of the 
original message and attachments. 
Thank you 

<DWSD-HP letter.pd±> 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

OK 

-----Original Message-----

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2015 3:35 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Cc: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Friday, July 24, 2015 3:56 PM 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

RE: RDS/DM/EC/JW/NKhouri/TSaxton/WWorkman - Local Government Update 

Subject: RE: RDS/DM/EC/JW/NKhouri/TSaxton/WWorkman - Local Government Update 

Next week sometime can Wayne & I have a follow up conversation with you re Flint water? Wayne & I had a call with 
Brad W. @ DEQ. He is getting back to us re some of the items on your list. So maybe mid-week? 
I think the bottom line is Wayne, Brad & I (we would "volunteer") to meet with your minister group here in Lansing [to 
the extent we can] provide info to some of the issues they raised with you. It may be better that you are not at the 
meeting. Of course that is your call but maybe let us 'peons' do it. Harvey could be there in your stead; since he knows 
them. I am sure whatever we convey they probably won't be happy. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 2:44 PM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); 
Pleyte, Beth (Treasury); Doyle, Maureen (Treasury); Walsh, John (GOV); Khouri, Nick (TREASURY); Dempkowski, Angela 
(Treasury) 
Subject: Re: RDS/DM/EC/JW/NKhouri/TSaxton/WWorkman - Local Government Update 

Wayne-

We need to have more discussion relating to Flint water. There seem to be even more issues regarding the water than 
there should be. I'll have a series of questions that I really need some answers to if you can have someone who 

understands the problems there. The people there just seem to be getting a raw deal from the city particularly in terms 
of the information they are getting. I know you are as worried about their health as I am so we kind of need to get 
answers to some of these concerns. 

> On Jul 22, 2015, at 2:08 PM, GovCalendar <CiovCalendar@rnichigan,gov> wrote: 

> 
> Agenda: 



> Flint 
> • Water System/KWA 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Wednesday, July 29, 2015 9:03 AM 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

FW: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

Memo on Water Coalition Questions III.07-29-15.docx; Flint Water Rate History FINAL 

02.11.15.pdf 

High 

Here's the ansv,1ers lo some of the questions. HrnN do you want to approach the pastors and community leaders, vve 

owe them answers to the questions they asked. 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 8:36 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DCH); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 
Importance: High 

All, Attached is a memo and vvater rate summary answering several of lhe questions raised by the Flint pastors. Please 
let me know if you have any questions. 1.Nayne 

Wayne L. V\/orkman 
Deputy Slate Treasurer 
Michigan Department of Treasury 

From: Cline, Richard (Treasury) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 8:21 AM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Cc: Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Byrne, Randall (Treasury) 
Subject: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 
Importance: High 

Wayne, 

Attached is the water rate table you asked for and I have updated the memo to reference this as an attachment. 

If you need anything else, please let me know. 

Note that Rob, Randy and I will be in Benton Harbor for a portion of today conducting their annual RTAB evaluation. 

Eric Cline ! Departrnent Manager 
State of Michigan ! Michigan Department of Treasury ! Office of Fiscal Responsibility 
430 W .. AHeqan Street, :srd Floor ! Lansing, tvII 4B922 
Lansing Office (5 l 7) 335--2078 ! 
E--maU clinerl@michiqan.gov 

Traverne City Office (2:s l) 9;?.2-5228 



CONF'JDDNTlAf.JTY NOT!Cl': This e--rnJi/. m;d ,·my attachments, is k;.r ihe solr,, use of th1:.' infon(fod recip:r"nt(s) and may confa,n 
wfonn,1f.ion th;;;t is confidenli,,i and p.rofocterl frorn rlisdos,we under the Jav.r. Any rma,dhon;,ed review, use, d.isclos:.m,, c;.r distnf.mtion 
h; prohibited . .!f you are .not the intended rec.ip.ienf, p!e,:sl~ cont1ct lhl~ !£ender .by re.,cfv l~-,.man) and de.lete/d~:!:f.ro,y ;;.!J cop.ies of the 
o.rir;.in«J .m~:.::.:::1fl~? i1nd atfachrne.nfs 7~~ulnk you. 
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RICK SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 
LANSING 

Randall Byrne, State Administrative Manager; Office of Fiscal Responsibility 

Eric Cline, Department Manager; Office of Fiscal Responsibility 

Questions Regarding City of Flint Water System 

July 28, 2015 

NICK A. KHOURI 
STATE TREASURER 

At a July 23, 2015 meeting, Deputy Treasurer Workman posed several questions regarding the City of 
Flint's water system. This memo is a response to those questions. 

The annual cost to the City of Flint to reconnect to the DWSD system 

In a March 3, 2015 memo to Deputy Treasurer Workman, Emergency Manager Ambrose noted that he 
had been informed by DWSD that such a reconnection would immediately levy a fixed cost on the City of 
$10. I -million per year. 

Actual water purchases would be in addition to the fixed cost fee and would be dependent upon actual 
usage, but the annual cost was estimated to be as high as $I-million/month; making the entire total of a 
one year connection back to DWSD as high as $22-million. This cost would be reduced to approximately 
$19-million/year once the City's $3-million annual expense of operating the water system itself was 
offset. 

These calculations were outlined in a March 2015 memo from the Emergency Manager to Deputy 
Treasurer Workman and update cost projections provided in a February 11, 2015 memo to Chief Deputy 
Treasurer Tom Saxton. 

The Emergency Manager also stated his concern that for the City to be able to pay these costs that water 
rates charged to Flint residents would need to be increased by a minimum of 30%. Water rate increases 
between 2010 and 2015 are illustrated in the table attached. 

In addition, DWSD was requiring that the City of Flint negotiate a 30-year contract for the provision of 
back-up services. 

The City of Flint's degree of participation in the management of the KW A system 

Mayor Dayne Walling is the City's official representative to the Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA). 
The participation of the Mayor as the official representative for the City of Flint is established in the 
KW A Articles of Incorporation. Mayor Walling is the current Chair of the Board of the KW A Board of 
Directors. 

Continued use of Flint River water after the City is connected to the KW A system 

P.O. BOX 30716 • LANSING, MICHIGAN 48909 
www.michigan.gov/treasury • (517) 373-3200 
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The City Administrator has confirmed that once the City is fully connected to the KW A system they will 
no longer continue to use Flint River water. 

The Flint River, however, will be the City's primary back-up water source in the event that a major 
disruption in the KW A system temporarily prevents the City from receiving water. 

The process used to hire Veolia 

Veolia responded on January 29, 2015, to a Request for Proposal issued by the City of Flint. Emergency 
Manager Ambrose made the final decision to retain Veolia. 

The importance of hydrant flushing 

Fire hydrant flushing is an important part of distribution system maintenance. It is useful in determining 
flow conditions in water mains. 

According to information from the American Water Works Association (A WW A), there are two types of 
hydrant flushing utilized. The most comprehensive method is fire-flow testing. 

Fire-flow testing requires hydrants to be opened, flushed, pressure and flow data to be collected and the 
potential fire flow at a particular point in a water main to be determined. 

Hydrant flushing permits any debris to be cleared from a water main. They process of collecting fire flow 
data allows the determination of water pressure and flow capabilities for fighting fires at any location 
within a distribution system. It can also help determine the general condition of a system by detecting 
reduced water flows in a given area. 

Status of the GAC carbon filter installation 

Six of the twelve filters will be operational by no later than the first week of August. 

Activation of the filters is expected to immediately drop the levels of TTHM within the system. 

The remaining six filters are projected to be installed and operational by the end of August. 

Status of the DuPont Street Water Main Replacement 

After an internal review, the City made the decision to rebid this project. 

There were multiple reasons for this decision, which included interference with current road projects, the 
determination that project bids were too high, and bidding timelines which were not favorable to secure 
quality bids or contractors. 

This project will be rebid by the City later this fiscal year. 

If you have any questions or need additional information on this topic, let me know. Thank you. 

Attachment 

<< AUTO PATH>> 



City of Flint Water Rate History 

Average Monthly Percentage Change Water Fund** 
Year (Date Effective) Water/Sewer Bill* in Water/Sewer Rates Total Operating Revenue 

2010 $64 12% $31,956,754 

1/1512011 $82 29% $36,762,663 
911612011 $111 35% 

711/2012 $111 26% $44,854,439 

2013 $140 0% $49,903,868 

07101/13 to 06130114 $140 0% $43,552,152 

07101/14 to 06130115 149*** 6% NIA 

Note* Water rate information is based on average usage of 7 units per month with a 518" residential remote meter. 
Note** Water fund information was compiled from the City of Flint's CAFR filed with the Michigan Department of Treasury. 
Note*** Billing breakdown contained in attached memo. 

Water Fund** Water Fund** 
Unrestricted Net Position Capital Improvements 

-$5,795,973 $2,091,160 

-$12,443,265 $1,403,916 

-$8,758,091 $755,681 

$834,447 $147,462 

$760,745 $3,301,700 

NIA NIA 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Harvey-

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Thursday, July 30, 2015 9:47 AM 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Re: Water Filter 

Treasury gave us the financial info and KWA info the ministers wanted last week and Tom and Wayne are 
coming to the meeting. Brad has the test results and the science guy to explain the lead issue and you have the 
filters (I'd keep that to yourself and bring one to the meeting so you can be a hero). Frankly, I don't see what 
else we can do. They aren't paying more, the water is ok, and KWA is the long term answer. If they don't like 
the Mayor, the primary is Tuesday and we really can't get involved in that. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 6:58 PM, Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh@michigan.gov> wrote: 

We cannot express how much we appreciate this. Thank you!! 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:27 PM, wrote: 

They are actually being donated. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:23 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <clavtons3_<i:~michigan.gov> 
wrote: 

Thank you, - for the quick response. Harvey does have 
an additional uestion. Is the Ian for the state to purchase 
the filters or is donating them? The 
former is fine and the latter is great. If we purchase them we 
have to determine the process. If they are donated, I will 
identify the location in Flint where they will be shipped. 

Stacie 

From: 
Sent: We nes ay, Ju y 29, 2015 1:56 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We are actually good to go and ready to ship vice copied-, 
the VP over the area and my assistant. 



Just let us know the "ship to" and we are on our way. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 1:47 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
<c1aytons3@rnichigan.gov> wrote: 

Hi-

I hope you are doing well and enjoying your 
summer. Please let me know a convenient time 
for a phone call with you so we can discuss the 
water filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
f::.l9.Y19.0.§J@rn.tg_b.i.9.-sl.O.c.9.9.v. 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 

Best, 
Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" 
<hollinsh(a).michigan _gov> 
Date: July 27, 2015 at 8:42:42 AM 
EDT 

"Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<rnuchmored@michigan.gov>, 
"Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente{f1>rnichi gan. gov> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 
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-Thank you. We will work with 
to identify the appropriate 

entity to receive the filters for Flint 
residents. In addition, we'll keep you 
out the public eye on this. 

Please know, however, how much 
we appreciatemlllland most 
importantly you for doing this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 27, 2015, at 
7:44 AM, 

Harvey -

We are all set. -
- can serve as 

liaison on this 
one. The merchant 
team can source 1,500 
filters. We will get 
them to the 
community at 
cost. My guess is this 
will be $20k or so, but 
the team will give you 
a final number. 

Because we don't 
want to be a state 
vendor, we won't sell 
them to you. -
will work out logistics 
of whether we make a 
donation of gift cards 
to the state that you 
use to purchase them, 
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or whether there is 
some other entity to 
which we can give 
them. 

Given all the 
circumstances, we are 
not interested in any 
publicity. We want it 
to be clear that the 
state is providing 
these, not 

Thanks for reaching 
out. 

-----Original 
Message-----

From: Hollins, 
Harvey (GOV) 
[ffl_qil1_Q_;h_g_lli-1l~b@.n:1i_Q 
higan.gov] 

Sent: Thursday, July 
23, 2015 12:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Water 
Filter 

Thank you. 

-----Original 
Message-----

Sent: Thursday, July 
23, 2015 10:57 AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) 
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Subject: RE: Water 
Filter 

Will get back soon. 

-----Original 
Message-----

From: Hollins, 
Harvey (GOV) 
[ rnaiho: hollinsh(if>mic 
l_liwrn,go_y.J 

Sent: Wednesday, 
July 22, 2015 12:17 
PM 

To: 

Subject: Water Filter 

Per our last 
conversation, I 
expressed that we 
were interested 
acquiring and 
distributing 1500 
water filters to Flint 
residents to assist 
with the quality 
(perceived or real) of 
their drinking water 
until the KW A 
pipeline comes 
online. 

A few weeks ago, you 
asked me to send you 
the product ID 
number so you could 
check with your 
suppliers regarding 
price. I apologize for 
taking long to send 
you product ID; a 
number of 
conversations needed 
to occur in Flint 
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before we could 
proceed. 

The product ID for a 
Brita Filter for 
kitchen faucets is: 

Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 

Thank you for taking 
the time to look into 
this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, 
Director 

Governor's Office of 
Urban Initiatives 

313 .456.4994<te1:313 
A~_<:iA22J> (office) 

NOTE: This 
electronic message 
and any files 
transmitted with it are 
confidential and 
intended solely for the 
use of the individual 
or entity to whom 
they are addressed. If 
you have received this 
message m error, any 
unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, 
distribution or 
copying of this 
message is prohibited. 
If you are not the 
intended recipient, 
please contact the 
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sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies 
of the original 
message. Unless 
expressly stated in 
this e-mail, nothing in 
this message should 
be construed as a 
digital or electronic 
signature or writing. 

NOTE: This 
electronic message 
and any files 
transmitted with it are 
confidential and 
intended solely for the 
use of the individual 
or entity to whom 
they are addressed. If 
you have received this 
message m error, any 
unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, 
distribution or 
copying of this 
message is prohibited. 
If you are not the 
intended recipient, 
please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies 
of the original 
message. Unless 
expressly stated in 
this e-mail, nothing in 
this message should 
be construed as a 
digital or electronic 
signature or writing. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Friday, July 31, 2015 11:38 AM 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: RE: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

I can do it here, can't go lo Flint. 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:21 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: Re: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 

If your schedule permits, let's go to Flint to meet with them next week, or we can ask them to come back to Lansing. We 
should convey the response verbally and in person. If you're open to it, I'll ask Stacie to schedule that meeting next 

week. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 9:03 AM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rnuchnv::rd@rnich,g,mgov> wrote: 

Here's the answers to sorr1e of the questions, How do you want to approach the pastors and cormrnmity 
leaders, we owe them answers to the questions they asked, 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 8:36 AM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DCH); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Cc: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 
Importance: High 

t-dl, Attached is a memo and water rate sumrr1ary ansvitering several of the questions raised by the Flint 
pastors. Please let me know if you have any questions. Wayne 

Wayne L. \Norkman 
Deputy State Treasurer 
['.,1ichigan Department of Treasury 

From: Cline, Richard (Treasury) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 8:21 AM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Cc: Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Byrne, Randall (Treasury) 
Subject: Updated Memo on Water Coalition Questions - July 29 
Importance: High 

Wayne, 



Attached is the water rate table you asked for and I have updated the memo to reference this as an 
attachment. 

If you need anything else, please let me know. 

Note that Rob, Randy and I will be in Benton Harbor for a portion of today conducting their annual RTAB 
evaluation. 

Eric Cline I Department Manager 
State of Ivfa:higan ! Michigan Department of Treasury j Office of Fiscal Responsibility 
4::;o 'JV. A!Iega.n Street, '.3rd Floor ! Lansing, MJ 48922 
Lansing Office (51 'l) 335·-20'18 I j Traverse City Office (2:.31) 922--5228 
£--mail clinerl@rnichigan.gov 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tliis e-mail, and any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended rec,pjent(s) and 
may contain inforn1ation that 1s confidentfal and protected from disclosure under the law. Any unauthorized re,rjew. 
use, disclosure, o.r distributk,n is prohibited Ilyou are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender fry reply 
e-man, and delete/destroy all coples of the onghrni message and attachments Thank you. 

<Memo on Water Coalition Questions 111.07-29-15.docx> 

<Flint Water Rate History FIN AL 02. 11. 15. pd±> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

FYI 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Thursday, September 03, 2015 8:19 AM 

'Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)'; Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); 'Wurfel, Sara (GOV)'; Murray, David (GOV) 

FW: info about KWA from Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright 

SKM BT _65215090211430.pdf 

From: Karen Teeples [rr:2ilto:f .. TEEPl.ES{/5.lgcdcvifws.ccm] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 2, 2015 11:44 AM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <[:J.~!tt:~rn.QLf:.~l.@n1tt:~[g0.c-.,&f::Y>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <_bg}.lJ.D.?h@.rn.\bLs?1:l,?:2Y.>; 
Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <:<!Y.h?i(?Y.!.\~['.-!.{@ffd.(0.\R?.0.,g.0y> 
Subject: info about KWA from Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright 



GENESEE COUNTY 

ramm 
DRAIN COMMISSIONER 

DATE: 

GENESEE COUNTY DRAIN COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE 

JEFFREY WRIGHT 

COMMISSIONER 

G-4608 BEECHER ROAD, FLINT, Ml 48532 

PHONE (810) 732-1590 FAX (810) 732-1474 

MEMORANDUM 

September 2, 2015 

GENESEE COUNTY 

llll§ 
DRAIN COMMISSIONER 

TO: Dennis Muchmore, Chief of Staff, State of Michigan, Office of the Governor 
Harvey Hollins III, Director, Office of Urban Initiatives, State of Michigan 

FROM: Jeff Wright, Drain Commissioner, Genesee County 

SUBJECT: Karegnondi Water Authority 
Fact Sheets 

Gentlemen, 

Find enclosed 3 items as promised at our meeting of August 26, 2015. 

1. Original Fact Sheet 
DWSD vs. KWA: 5/1/12 

2. KWA Fact Sheet: 9/1/15 

3. DWSD Cost of Water 

Should you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me directly at 810-287-1925. 

VIA EMAIL: 



Issue: 

Fact: 

Fact: 

Fact: 

Fact: 

Fact: 

Fact: 

Fact: 

Fact: 

Fact: 

Fact: 

Fact: 

Fact: 

Fact Sheet 
City of Flint 

DWSD versus KW A 

Revised 5/1/12 

City of Flint joining Karegnondi Water Authority and leaving City of Detroit water 
system 

Both the City of Flint and City of Detroit operate their water system via enterprise funds. 
The water fund does not impact either community's general fund. Leaving the water 
system will not impact the general fund. 

The City of Flint is a suburban customer of Detroit. If Flint leaves, it only impacts the 
suburban customer rate, not Detroit's. 

Detroit's own plan calls for (latest available estimate) $1.2 billion dollar improvements 
to supply redundancy to Flint. If Flint leaves, Detroit avoids this construction cost. 

Detroit and DWSD have experienced bond rating decreases in recent months. If Flint 
leaves, DWSD avoids a new bond issue and eliminates a capital project from its master 
plan improving its financial outlook. 

Delivering water to Flint from DWSD is expensive. If Flint leaves, DWSD can reduce 
its operating and maintenance costs to its contracted customers. 

DWSD has a limited capacity for water treatment and delivery. If Flint leaves, the City 
can resell that volume to other customers. 

DWSD has multiple drinking water treatment plants. Some are more expensive to 
operate and maintain than others. Without a commitment to Flint, its largest customer 
other than the City of Detroit, DWSD may choose to discontinue operation of one or 
more of its current facilities and realize significant cost reductions to the overall system. 

Flint is not part of the DWSD sewer system. The City of Flint leaving has no impact on 
the sewer system. 

The creation of the KWA system will create over 1,000 constructionjobs in Michigan. 
Design and construction of the system will take 42 months from July 2012 through 
December 2015. 

KWA is offering a fixed rate for capital to its customers. Flint joining KWA will give 
the City a stable rate for upwards of 20 years. 

KW A will offer raw water to the region. Raw water is not enhanced with chemicals, 
which is undesirable to agribusiness. 

The I-69 corridor/I-75 corridor crosses in Flint. Along with CN and CSX and the 
pipeline aerotropolis, Flint can be a major transportation center for agribusiness. KW A 
can provide two products for agribusiness: potable and process (raw) water, and 
wastewater treatment facilities. 



Revised 5/1/12 

Fact: DWSD does not serve the Thumb region. KWA with its partners will be able to serve 
both the population with its basic needs: drinking water and the businesses with large 
quantities of process (raw) water. 

Fact: DWSD is the only water supplier for over 4 million residents of the state. The creation 
of the KWA will create a second water supply system thereby reducing the impact of 
terrorist attacks on water supplies. With a mutual aid agreement between DWSD and 
KWA, the system could complement each other. 

Fact: DWSD does not provide water supply to major portions of the KWA service area. 
KW A will provide local municipalities in the thumb region with an alternative water 
supply to the Arsenic impacted well systems. 

In addition, local communities can replace groundwater systems with KW A surface 
water system and thereby improve local groundwater levels. 

The KW A system will provide fire protection service to regions currently not served. 

Fact: The current DWSD water system has over 20% water loss in its system. KW A's water 
supply is expected to have less than a 5% water loss. KW A will provide a more 
effective use of the waters of the state. 

Fact: KW A provides redundant water supply to Flint. Currently, DWSD only provides a 
single source to Flint. KWA provides multiple supply sources to Flint at a fraction of 
the cost. 

Fact: KWA has offered to purchase excess infrastructure from DWSD. If Flint leaves, Detroit 
has 25 miles ofwatermain it no longer needs. KWA has offered to purchase the pipeline 
and enter into a long-term arrangement for purchase of water from DWSD. 

Fact: Each incorporating municipality in KW A will pay the same rate for raw water; therefore, 
each community will set its own treatment standards and exert local control of the cost 
of water it provides to its citizens. 

Fact: Lapeer and Sanilac Counties are facing depletion of their groundwater supplies. 



Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) Fact Sheet 

• KW A is incorporated by the State of Michigan, comprised of the City of Flint, City of 

Lapeer, Genesee County, Lapeer County, and Sanilac County. 

• As specified in its Articles of Incorporation, each of these constituent municipalities has one 

representative to the board - specifically the Mayors or their designees of the 2 cities (Flint 

and Lapeer), the Drain Commissioners or their designees from each of the counties (Sanilac, 

Lapeer, and Genesee). 

• KWA will deliver raw water to customer utilities. 

• Each governmental unit will still own and operate their respective treatment and distribution 

systems. GCDC will have no jurisdiction over the City of Flint water. Flint will have all 

franchise rights for sale and treatment of water from KWA within the City of Flint. 

• Each community that obligates itself to the debt for construction of the KWA infrastructure 

pipeline, intake and pump stations, receives commensurate voting membership to the board. 

• Flint's debt obligation is based on the volume as selected by the city. 

• Additional members are appointed by their respective communities. 

• All board members serve without compensation. 

• KWA will operate with 5 to 7 full-time equivalent employees. KWA will contract its labor 

force. 

• To date, only the City of Flint and Genesee County have bought capacity in the project. 

• Once KW A water is available, each community receiving untreated Lake Huron water from 

KWA will pay a share of the operating costs, i.e.: electricity, labor, maintenance, and 

chemicals in proportion to the vqlume of water they receive. 



• KWA has created a capacity of 60 million gallons per day (mg). 

• Flint has purchased 18.0 mgd. Genesee County has purchased 42 mgd. Each purchaser 

pays based on their purchased capacity. The total project cost will be divided by 60 (total 

capacity) and each purchaser, Flint and Genesee, will pay the same price per unit. 

• The operation and maintenance cost will also be charged based upon the volume purchased 

annually. 

• If a community exceeds capacity, it must either purchase or rent capacity from a community 

with excess. 

• There exists a 30 day rolling average, which will determine if any community exceeds 

purchased capacity. Water volume purchased for capacity purposes will be calculated on 

the basis of a 30-day average. 

• Capital costs for Flint will be a flat rate of approximately $6.8 million over 30 years. 

• To date, KWA is below its construction cost projection of $274 million. 

• 90 percent of the KWA pipeline route is constructed along public right of ways. 

• Any land required, that was outside the road right-of-way, WqS _purchased from the original 

land owners, not a 3rd party short-term owner. 

• All KW A construction contracts have been publically and competitively bid. 

• No tax dollars, (Federal, State, or Local) are being used to fund this project All project 

costs for KWA are being paid by the Flint and Genesee County water users. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Wednesday, September 23, 2015 1:25 PM 
'Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)' 

Andy Leavitt 

Don't forget to call andy about the supposed Flint chase and also talk about the DHHS and the controversy with lead 
based blood samples allegedly from water. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Tuesday, October 13, 2015 9:26 AM 
Kevin K. Kilby 

Subject: 
Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); John O'Brien; David Jansen 
Re: Letter to Wolfson October 12 final 

Thank you. It doesn't surprise me that we have another hurdle in all of this. I appreciate your acknowledgement that 
GCDC will do everything in its power to help the people of Flint in this effort to reconnect to DWSD. Our first objective 
is to restore the health of the people, then their trust, and of course these objectives are partially accomplished through 
the reconnect and the efforts of your client. 

On Oct 12, 2015, at 1:16 PM, Kevin K. Kilby <kkilbv(i.vmcgrawmorris.com> wrote: 

Gentleman-

I represent the Genesee County Drain Commissioner's Office. The Commissioner requested that 
I send you the attached information regarding DWSD supplying water to Flint. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Kilby 
Partner and Attorney at Law 

2075 W. Big Beaver Road 
Suite 750 
Troy, Michigan 48084 
Office: (248) 502-4000 
Fax: (248) 502-4001 
Cellular: 
kkilb v(a>mcgrawmorris. com 
_·w_w_·w_,xnrnrf,i;w-x1_1Qn-1,'?.,~:Qxn 

CONFIDENTIAL AND ATTORNEY/ CLIENT PRIVILEGED: 

This e-mail and any attachments are confidential, intended for the 
addressee only and may be attorney/ client privileged. If you are not 
the addressee, then please DO NOT read, copy or distribute the 
message or any attachment. Please reply to the sender that you 
received the message in error and delete it. Thank you. 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE In accordance with U.S. Treasury 
regulations, if this message from McGraw Morris, P.C. (or any 
attachment) contains advice concerning one or more Federal tax 
issues, it is not a formal legal opinion and may not be used by any 
person for the avoidance of Federal tax penalties. 



<Letter to Wolfson October 12 final.pd±> 

<Request From Flint.pd±> 

<Letter to Wolfson Final.pd±> 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Tuesday, October 13, 2015 9:28 AM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Letter to Wolfson October 12 final 
Attachments: Letter to Wolfson October 12 final.pdf; A TTOOOOl.htm; Request From Flint.pdf; 

ATT00002.htm; Letter to Wolfson Final.pdf; ATT00003.htm 

It would probably be helpful if you could get GLWA's attention to acknowledge this GCDC request. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kevin K. Kilby" <kkilbv@mcgrawrnorris.corn> 
Date: October 12, 2015 at 12:37:38 PM EDT 
To: <workrnan\N@michigan.gov>, <rnuchrnoreD@rnichigan.gov>, <wyantD@michigan,gov> 
Cc: "'Kevin K. Kilby"' <kldlbv@rncgrawmorris,com>, 'John O'Brien' <ifobrien@gcdcvvws.corn>, 'David 
Jansen' <diansen@gcdcwws.corn> 
Subject: Letter to Wolfson October 12 final 

Gentleman-

I represent the Genesee County Drain Commissioner's Office. The Commissioner requested that 
I send you the attached information regarding DWSD supplying water to Flint. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Kilby 
Partner and Attorney at Law 

IP. 
2075 W. Big Beaver Road 
Suite 750 
Troy, Michigan 48084 
Office: (248) 502-4000 
Fax: (248 502-4001 
Cellular: 
kkilby(a;rncgrawrnorris.corn 
vvwvv. mc,1rawmorns. com 

CONFIDENTIAL AND ATTORNEY/ CLIENT PRIVILEGED: 

This e-mail and any attachments are confidential, intended for the 
addressee only and may be attorney/ client privileged. If you are not 
the addressee, then please DO NOT read, copy or distribute the 
message or any attachment. Please reply to the sender that you 
received the message in error and delete it. Thank you. 



CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE In accordance with U.S. Treasury 
regulations, if this message from McGraw Morris, P.C. (or any 
attachment) contains advice concerning one or more Federal tax 
issues, it is not a formal legal opinion and may not be used by any 
person for the avoidance of Federal tax penalties. 
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McGRAW MORRIS 

THOMAS J. MCGRAW 

G. Gus MORRIS 
CRAIG R. NOLAND 

STACY J. BELISLE 
KEVIN K. f<ILBY 

CHRISTOPHER J. RAm 
JOHN A. MULLETT 

GRAND RAPIDS 

Via Email: wolfson@dwsd.org 
William M. Wolfson 

TROY 

October 12, 2015 

Chief Administrative and Compliance Officer/General Counsel, DWSD 
Interim General Counsel, GL WA 
735 Randolph Street 
Detroit Michigan 48226 

P.C. 

Re: Increase in average day and maximum peak day by GCDC 

Dear Mr. Wolfson: 

SAGINAW 

2075 W. BIG BEAVER ROAD 
SUITE 7.50 

TROY, MICHIGAI~ 48084 
TELEPHOl~E; (248) 502--4000 
FACSIMILE: (248) 502-4001 

The Genesee County Drain Commissioner's Office, Division of Water and Waste Services 
("GCDC") has been working diligently to fulfill the demands of the various state and federal agencies, 
Governor Snyder, and the people of the City of Flint ("Flint"), to provide Flint with water from the 
Detroit Water and Sewerage Department ("DWSD"). These efforts include placing approximately seven 
(7) miles of the seventy-two inch (72") water transmission pipeline ("Pipeline") that GCDC purchased 
from Flint back into service, pressurizing the Pipeline, disinfecting the Pipeline, flushing the Pipeline, and 
performing Bac-T testing on the water inside of the Pipeline. Once these efforts have materialized and 
GCDC has received two (2) negative Bac-T tests, GCDC will be in a tactical position to furnish DWSD 
water to Flint as early as midweek. 

On October 8, 2015, I sent you a letter after GCDC received a formal request from Flint for 
GCDC to provide DWSD water to Flint pursuant to a previous written agreement between GCDC and 
Flint. As of today, I have not received your response. In the October 8, 2015, letter I requested the 
following: 

GCDC has received a formal request from Flint to receive DWSD water via GCDC per 
GCDC's contract with Flint. GCDC's rates are currently based on 12 mgd average day 
and 25 mgd maximum peak day. Does DWSD have the capacity to increase demand to 
GCDC to 28.5 mgd average day and 51 mgd peak day? If so, could you please provide 
GCDC with the rates for 28.5 mgd average and 51 mgd peak day through June 30, 2016? 

Attorney Anthony Chubb from Flint has provided me with a proposed WATER SERVICE 
CONTRACT BETWEEN CITY OF DETROIT AND CITY OF FLINT ("Contract"). This Contract 
makes the assumption that Flint has a separate connection to the DWSD water distribution system. The 
interconnect between the DWSD water system and the Flint water system is owned by GCDC. Flint does 
not have a separate connection to the DWSD water distribution system. Any water that Flint receives 

WWW.MCGRAWMORRIS.COM 



MCGRAW MORRIS PoC, 

Mr. Wolfson 
October 12, 2015 
Page2 

from DWSD is required to flow through GN-01. Additionally, GCDC has received no communication 
from DWSD on this subject since the Flint water issue surfaced. Simply stated, DWSD has the ability to 
service Flint with water only through the interconnect owned by GCDC. 

GCDC is working diligently to move forward with Flint receiving DWSD water; however, 
GCDC cannot do anything until it has an agreement with DWSD and Flint as to how the DWSD water 
will be transmitted to Flint. Right now, Flint is requesting GCDC to provide DWSD water GN-01 
pursuant to the written agreement between GCDC and Flint. Additionally, Flint has also request DWSD 
to provide Flint with water with the understanding that DWSD has no way to transmit the water to Flint. 
There is no question that Flint wants and eventually will be serviced with DWSD water; however, DWSD 
and Flint cannot continually ignore the fact that GCDC owns and operates the interconnect between 
DWSD and Flint. 

GCDC has been working diligently to assist Flint in receiving DWSD water; however, DWSD to 
date has been unwilling to provide GCDC the information it needs so that Flint may switch over the 
DWSD water. When you have prepared your response, please send it to kkilby@mcgrawmorris.com or 
contact Director John O'Brien at ••••• 

Sincerely, 

MCGRAW MORRIS P.C. 

Kevin K. Kilby 
Attorney at Law 

Cc: Jeff Wright, Drain Commissioner, GCDC 
John O'Brien, Director GCDC 
Dennis Muchmore, Chief of Staff, Governor's Office, w/attachments 
Wayne Workman, Deputy Treasurer, Michigan Department of Treasury, w/attachments 
Dan Wyant, Director, MDEQ, w/attachments 
Laurie Koester, DWSD 
Dayne Walling, Mayor, City of Flint 
Anthony Chubb, Attorney, City of Flint 

N:\GCDC\2155-1000 (General)\Contracts and Agreements\Flint Emergency Water Purchase\Letter to Wolfson October 12 final.doc 
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John O'Brien 

Sent: 
To: 
Ct: 

achubb@cityofflint.com 

Thursday; October 08, 2015 1.2:30 PM 

John O'Brfon; Kevin Kilby 
Byrne, Randall {Treasury); vvyantd@rnid119an.gov; workmanw@rnichigan.gov; \Nan-en 

Vyvyan; Dayne Waning; Peter Sade; Natasha Henderson 
Re: DVVSD 

John and. Kevin, 

Per om contract, the City is req u.esting flovv of 16. 5mgd average, 26mgd max flow. Please notify of intent to 
movide and costs as soon as possible. . . 

Anthony Chubb 
Interim Director of Human Resources and Labor Relations 
Deputy City Attorney 
City of Flint 

Sent frorn rny iPhone 

On Oct 8, 2015, at 11 :51 AM~ Jolm 01Brien ·<ifobrien@Q'cdc,x.,"vs.cm;Q> VvTote: 

Tony 

The County and City Have a current contract we wi!I honor that agreement. 

The D\NSD recognizes this issue as identified in the last sentence of paragraph 1 d) 

John 

From: Anthony Chubb [rnai!to:achubb@cityofflint.com] 

Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2015 l1 :2.5 i\M 
To: John O'Brien <ifobrlen@gcdcwws.com>; Kevin K. Kilby <kkilby@mcgravvmorris.com> 

Subject: Fwd: DVv'SD 

See below. l had your old email in my hfatory. 

A.nthony Chubb 
Interim Director of Hurn.an Resources and Labor Relations 
Deputy City Attorney 
City of Flint 
1101 S. Saginmv Street, 3rd Floor 
Flint, Ml 48502 

(810) 237-2078 

This communication, along with any documents, files oi- attachments, is intended only for the use of the 
addressee and may contain !ega!!y privileged and confidential information. If you are not the ir.tendeci 



McGRAW MORRIS 

THOMAS J. MCGRAW 

G. Gus MORRIS 
CRAIG R. NOLAND 

STACY J. BELISLE 
KEVIN K. f<ILBY 

CHRISTOPHER J. RAm 
JOHN A. MULLETT 

GRAND RAPIDS 

Via Email: wolfson@dwsd.org 
William M. Wolfson 

TROY 

October 8, 2015 

Chief Administrative and Compliance Officer/General Counsel, DWSD 
Interim General Counsel, GL WA 
735 Randolph Street 
Detroit Michigan 48226 

P.C. 

Re: Increase in average day and maximum peak day by GCDC 

Dear Mr. Wolfson: 

SAGINAW 

2075 W. BIG BEAVER ROAD 
SUITE 7.50 

TROY, MICHIGAI~ 48084 
TELEPHOl~E; (248) 502--4000 
FACSIMILE: (248) 502-4001 

GCDC has received a formal request from Flint to receive DWSD water via GCDC per GCDC's 
contract with Flint. GCDC's rates are currently based on 12 mgd average day and 25 mgd maximum 
peak day. Does DWSD have the capacity to increase demand to GCDC to 28.5 mgd average day and 51 
mgd peak day? If so, could you please provide GCDC with the rates for 28.5 mgd average and 51 mgd 
peak day through June 30, 2016? 

As you are aware, time is of the essence. I would respectfully ask that if at all possible you could 
provide answers to the above two (2) questions stated above by 5:00 p.m. today. It is anticipated that if 
DWSD has the capacity and all of the issues between Flint and GCDC are resolved, GCDC anticipates 
providing Treated Water to Flint within the next seven (7) days. 

If you should have any questions or concerns regarding this communication, please feel free to 
contact me at 810-569-0352 or via email at kkilby@mcgrawmorris.com. 

Sincerely, 

MCGRAW MORRIS P.C. 

Kevin K. Kilby 
Attorney at Law 

N:\GCDC\2155-1000 (General)\Contracts and Agreements\Flint Emergency Water Purchase\Letter to Wolfson Final.doc 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Friday, October 23, 2015 12:10 PM 

'Wyant, Dan (DEQ)' 

RE: 2015-10-23 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update - FOIA EXEMPT AND 

ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

How are you doing at the end of this vveek'? You ok'? l'rn worried about you a little. 

From: Wyant, Dan (DEQ) 

Sent: Friday, October 23, 2015 12:07 PM 
To: Scott, Allison (GOV) <scotta12@michigan.gov>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rnuchrnored(@michigan.gov>; Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(Wmichigan.gov>; Emmitt, Beth (GOV) <emmittb(Wrnichigan.gov>; Bedan, Morgan (GOV) 

<BedanM@michigan.gov> 

Cc: Wyant, Dan (DEQ) <WvantD@michigan.gov>; Dickinson, Sarah (GOV) <DickinsonS(!.vmichigan.gov>; Edgerton, Shelly 
(LARA) <EdgertonS1(@michigan.gov>; Dykema, Linda D. (DHHS) <DvkemaL(i-vmichigan.gov> 

Subject: 2015-10-23 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update - FOIA EXEMPT AND ATIORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

Dear Governor's Office: 

Please provide the following to the Governor as a part of his daily briefing packet. If you have any 
questions, please let us know. 

1. Action Steps Updated Document for the week of October 19-23, 2015 
2. Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update 

Thank you. 

Dan Wyant 
Director 

P.S. We are adding Shelly Edgerton, DLARA and Linda Dykema, DHHS as a cc to these daily e-mail 
communications in the future. 



From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2015 3:36 PM 
Dennis Muchmore To: 

Subject: FW: request for comment on congressman's letter 
Kildee nov 13 2015 latest letter.pdf Attachments: 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2015 3:36 PM 
To: Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <mcbrideb@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfels@michigan.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@michigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
<clemente@michigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinsh@michigan.gov>; Scott, Allison (GOV) 
<scotta12@michigan.gov>; Walsh, John (GOV) <WalshJ@michigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: request for comment on congressman's letter 

I do not believe we should respond to this over the top letter for both legal and philosophical reasons. Responding to 
this just feeds his narrative. How about we not issue a letter in response? Here's mv issues: 

1. First paragraph, top of second page. '' ... additional steps that need to be taken to remediate the damage done 
to the people of Flint due to the failures at the state government level, alongside the forgiveness of Flint's 
Revolving Funds loan debt if that becornes available." All of these emotionally charged and essentiallv 
unfounded ~Kcusations suggest the state's culpability in levying damages to "the people of Flint". There are 
definitelv people in Flint (mostly poor and without rnany resources but also many other people) struggling with 
an old system, brown ',Nater, lead and unsavorv health problems that have been put through several rnonths of 
alarrn and struggle, but let's try to deal with hurnan beings and not political bombast. Let's identify and solve 
problems. Literally hundreds of state employees have vvorked night and day to resolve these issues. Are 'Ne 
going to blame state ernployees indiscriminately when our people were simply trying to do their jobs to the best 
of their ability and were unable to anticipate (for whatever reason) all the consequences? 

2. First bullet point. " ... and other state resources such as the rainy day and general funds to repair damage 
done ... ''. Sorry, but we're not going lo commit the general fund to repair " . .Slint's waler distribution 
system." What does that mean? And if we sign on to that then where does it stop and vvhat repairs? 

3. Second paragraph. " ... hundreds of millions of dollars of damage .... ". Where did this come from? I take it the 
Congressman is now a self-appointed expert on water systerns and their cost? 

4. Second bullet. " ... the state create a fund for ongoing assistance .... " We already have several funds to deal with 
lead exposure and v,1e have multiple programs, WIC, Medicaid, health endrnmr1ent, etc. to assist people in 
need. Why would we create another fund? 

S. Third paragraph. " ... need for significant investments in the local health system in order to respond .... ". I.Ne 

already rnake significant investrnents in the local system. Thev were able to identify the danger early and I 
'Nould assume they 'Nill be significant players in the future. Additionally, DHHS has a rnyriad of programs already 
in place to assist the local health systern, which I don't need lo remind everyone is a citv owned hospital and for 
'Nhatever reason never consulted by the city when the KWA conversion was being studied and proposed. Thal 
system also never objected nor tested the Flint River before, even though the river was always the city's source 
backup. [ven the proposal prior to the state's involvement considered using two million gallons of Flint River 
'Nater and that was a public record. But, that's another issue best left lo another lime. 

6. Third bullet. " ... rescind Hint's obligation lo provide ~12 million for the cost of connecting .... ". The stale gave the 
city $2.1 million to help the water systern during the summer, and part of the agreement to get the ~16 million 
from the legislature for the emergency was contingent on Hint contributing a share. 



7. Fourth paragraph. " ... for the state's failures is an abdication of clear responsibility .... ". First of all, it's not a 
state's failures, it is a perhaps avoidable mistake made with the corrosives that was unacceptable to us, the 
Director and Governor are taking actions to fix the problems, the health and wellness of the people of Flint is 
our absolute concern, and it's not an abdication of clear responsibility. The " ... state-appointed emergency 
manager was in charge ... " rnay well be accurate for the physical change, but the decision to leave the Detroit 
system was made ',Nhen the city, the Mayor, the council, the county, local leaders and the KWA was devised and 
that was well before the physical change. 

For these reasons and others, I'd prefer Sara's general assistance and aid cornrnents and not responding to the letter. 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2015 1:19 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <r-r1uchrnored(::i:imichigan,gov> 
Cc: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <'Nur·feisQ':Drnichigan.gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <rncbr'irleb(&rnichigan.gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
<;'\genNvmichigcm.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <denwnte(@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: Re: request for comment on congressman's letter 

That's what I suggested; however after given it second thought, I think a simple reply should go something like: 

"Thank you for your concerns regarding Flint. I've established a task force of experts who will advise us how to proceed, 
and I will be more than happy to send you their findings to you." 

Best, 
Harvey Hollins 111, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 

313.456.4994 (office) 

(Cell) 

On Nov 17, 2015, at 11:30 AM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <murhmored@rn1rhiJ;;::r1cgov> wrote: 

I think we should ignore the letter. We gain nothing by responding. I will send to Dan separately unless 
you all go crazy. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2015 10:06 AM 

To: Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <mrtx.\r.J_f:':fi8:.C-'.!.\hig;ln,g;?Y.>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <(\g?ni.@T0.\r;big;H1:g;?y_>; 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <0J.~!.(0.0J.\?T..fr:i@T.rd.(0.\ii1!.D.,gqy>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <t~Rf:".0:!.@.mi<tgf:'_0_,gqy>; 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <r)?!I@ftf:".@.C-'.!.\hiM!l@Y.>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <Lq_U}i~h@rr!.(:;h}_g_~.IJ,2.0.V.> 
Subject: FW: request for comment on congressman's letter 

Please see below. Know we talked about this yesterday briefly at senior staff. What is status of 
response? Otherwise, will stick to basics and focus on moving for',Nard piece, along with seeing if any 
specific updates frorn DEQ, 

From: Ronald Fonger [C-'.!?HYrJ.f.P.N.0ff.tl:®.!T.\iY.?:"::.(Q.0J] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2015 9:53 AM 

To: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\V.wft.\\@.0:1itL[g1_0_,gqy> 
Subject: request for comment on congressman's letter 
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Hi Sara: 
I've attached a copy of a letter Congressman Kildee sent to Gov. Snyder last week concerning Flint water 
issues. 
I didn't know if there has been a formal reply and/or if you would want to comment on it. 
Thanks, 

Ron Fonger 
l\!llive Media Group 
Reporter 

mobile•••••••••• 
email rfonger1(,:i'mlive.corn 
address 540 S. Saginaw St. #101, Flint Ml 48502 
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November 13, 2015 

Executive Office ofthe Governor 
P.O. Box 30013 
Lansing. Michigan 48909 

Governor Snyder: 
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I would like to provide you an update with some of the work we are doing in response to your 
letter on October 2, 2015 letter. I also have three requests of the state that are necessary to 
provide relief to the victims of the Flint water crisis. 

First, Senator Stabenow, Senator Peters and I wrote a letter to the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) asking for clarification on whether federal law pennits states to use Safe Drinking 
Water State Revolving Funds (Revolving Funds) to finance the replacement of privately owned 
lead water service lines (attached), The EPA responded that the Revolving Funds can in fact be 
used for this purpose. My office immediately notified both your office and the Michigan 
Department of Environment.al Quality ofthis fact 

Secondly, the three ofus also 'Wrote to Secretary Tom Viisack requesting that the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) provide greater darification on the availability ofBReady to 
Feed" formula for recipients of Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants and 
Children (WIC} in Flint Additionally, the Jetter asks to identify resources to improve the 
nutrition of Flint residents specifically as it relates to lead, because a certain diet can reduce 
some of the impact of exposure. The USDA is currently reviewing the letter. 

Third, I have been working with the EPA on important revisions to the Lead and Copper Rule 
that would prevent a public health crisis like the one in Flint from happening again in other 
communities. I wrn be providing testimony at a meeting of the National Drinking \Vater 
Advisory Council next Wednesday, November 18 on what ,Ne have learned firsthand in Fl.int and 
the necessary improvements to the Lead and Copper Rule. 



r will continue to pursue all of these avermes in order to find assistance for the people of Flint. 
There are, hmvever, additional steps that need to be taken to remediate the damage done to the 
pe.ople of flint due to the failures at the state government level, alongside the forgiveness of 
F1infs Revolving Funds Joan debt if that becomes available. I urge state and local partners to 
work in coordination to fulfill the following requests. 

e First, I request that the state of Michigan use its Revolving Funds and other state 
resources such as the rainy day and general funds to repair the damage done to Flinf s 
water distribution system. 

Due to the corrosive nature of the water, conservative estimates show there has been hundreds of 
millions of dollars of damage done to Flint's water distribution system. The damage to the 
system wm increase maintenance costs resulting in higher rates for Flint ,vater irnersi who 
already are burdened by the highest water rates in the state. Furthermore, the presence of over 
15,000 lead service lines continues to threaten the quality of the water and creates the potential 
for future lead exposure through drinking water. As stated previously, the EPA has said that 
using the Revolving Funds for this purpose is allowed under federal law, and I request the state 
doso, 

• Second, I request the state create a fund for ongoing assistance to the people ofFHnt to 
respond to the impacts of lead exposure. 

111e effects oflead are serious and pem1anent, with especially harmful impacts on young 
children and those with weakened immune systems. ln discussions with health professionals, 
they have expressed the need for significant investments in the local health system in order to 
respond to the widespread exposure of lead to the people of Flint, including monitoring of foture 
lead exposure. This fund should include support for~ at a minimum, continuous health 
monitoring1 early education programs, nutrition education, support services for children to 
succeed in school, and continued exposure prevention efforts. The investments we make now to 
combat the negative impacts of lead exposure will pay dividends in avoided costs in the future. 

• Finally, I again ask that the state im.mediately reverse course and rescind Flint's 
obligation to provide $2 mimon for the cost of connecting to the Detroit water system 
and refund any money the city of Flint has had to pay. 

Requiring a financially distressed city and its people to pay for the state's failures is an 
abdication of clear responsibility by the state. The state-appointed emergency manager was in 
charge of the city of Flint during the time that the decision to leave the Detroit system was made. 
The state ,:., not Flint ::,. created this water crisis, and the state needs to pay to fix it. The $2 million 
Flint spent to reconnect to the Detroit water system couJd be used for many other essential 
services in Flint, such as hiring policemen and firefighters, improving schools and maintaining 
parks. 



In addition to .state investments, I encourage the .state to request assistance from fe-deral agencies. 
They have extensive experience working with health, education and nutrition systems nationwide 
and could provide critic.al resources to state officials. SpecificaHy, the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention has offered resources if the state requests it I will work to support any 
efforts for foderal assistance the state makes. 

I look for.vard to working with the state and federal governments to not only provide dean 
drinking water to the people of Flint immediately, but also repair the damage done to the city's 
water system and give local health professionals the resources they need to combat the long term 
impacts of lead exposure. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Kildee 
MEMBER OF CONGRESS 

Cc: 
Senate Republican Leader Arlen Meekhof 
Senate Democratic Leader Jim Ananich 
Speaker of the House Kevin Cotter 
House Democratic Leader Tim Greimel 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Tuesday, November 17, 2015 5:24 PM 
'Anderson, Madhu (DEQ)'; Ken Sikkema (ksikkema@pscinc.com) 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Weber, Travis (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); 
Murray, David (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
RE: Privileged Attorney-Client Communication - Outline of Flint Drinking Water Issues 

Thank you Madhu, the outline is helpful to all of us. 

From: Anderson, Madhu (DEQ) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2015 11:20 AM 

To: Ken Sikkema (ksikkerna@pscinc.com) <ksikkema@pscinc.corn> 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@michigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@rnichigan.gov>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

<muchmored@rnichigan.gov>; Weber, Travis (GOV) <WeberT"l@michigan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

<hollinsh@michigan.gov>; Murray, David (GOV) <tv,urravD1@michigan.gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

<Wurfels@michigan.gov>; Lyon, Nick (DHHS) <Lvonf\J2@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: Privileged Attorney-Client Communication - Outline of Flint Drinking Water Issues 

Ken -Attached is the outline of the Flint Drinking Water issue (in a question and answer format) we have prepared for you to share 
with your colleagues on the Governor's Flint Water Task Force. Please let me know if we can provide any other material in preparation 
for the meeting tomorrow. 

\.t-x/1u R. Andt';:'SOn 
Deputy DirnGtrn, hxincrnic and Gt:8!.8Jic lnitidvm~ 
fil 517 2H4 6702 ! 

andersonm30(a(nichigan.aov 

.... -:,.:...:...:..·,:-:-: DI.£.%. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

FYI 

Lynne Adamczyk 
Executive Assistant 

Adamczyk, Lynne (GOV) 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 3:50 PM 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Documents for Review 

PART 1, Flint EFM Report, 2.8.13.pdf; PART 2, Flint EFM Report, 2.8.13.pdf 

Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

adarnczykl@1michi:;,;an.gov 
517-373-3400 (o) 
517-241-9412 (d) 



Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

February 8, 2013 

Mr. Andy Dillon, State Treasurer 
Michigan Department of Treasury 
4th Floor Treasury Building 
430 West Allegan Street 
Lansing, Ml 48922 

Dear Mr. Dillon: 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

Attached please find the six month report for the period August 8, 2012 through 
February 8, 2013 as required by PA 72 of 1990 Reporting requirements Article 2 
Section 141.1221 a: This report required under this section shall be submitted every 6 
months, beginning 6 months after the starting date of the emergency financial manager. 

The emergency financial manager for the City of Flint was appointed on August 8, 2012; 
therefore this first report is being submitted on February 8, 2013. 

This will be posted on the City of Flint website as soon as it is approved. 

Respectfully submitted, 

j?!ftltl ~--
Edward Kurtz - / 
Emergency Financial Manager 

cc: 
Governor Rick Snyder 
Randy Richardville, Senate Majority Leader 
James Bolger, Speaker of the House of Representatives 
Inez Brown, Clerk of the City of Flint 
R. Fraser, Dept. of Treasury 

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityot1lint.com 



Public Act 72 of 1990, Article 2 Section 141.1221a: Six l\fonth Report 
And City of Flint Financial and Operating Plan 

February 8, 2013 

Introduction 
This Repo1i of the status of the City of Flint and an update of the Financial and Operating 
Plan for the City of Flint is submitted to Governor Rick Snyder, The Senate Majority 
Leader, the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the Clerk of the City of Flint, 
through the Department of Treasury for the State of Michigan, in accordance with Public 
Act 72 of 1990, A1ticle 2 Section 141.1221a which requires this repo1i beginning 6 
months after the appointment of the Emergency Manager. 

Included are the items detailed below from PA 72 of 1990, Article 2 Section 141.1221a: 
(a) A description of each expenditure made, approved, or disapproved during the 
rep01iing period that has a cumulative value of $10,000.00 or more and the source 
of the funds. 

(b) A list of each contract that the emergency manager awarded or approved with 
a cumulative value of $10,000.00 or more, the purpose of the contract, and the 
identity of the contractor. 

( c) A description of each loan sought, approved, or disapproved during the 
repo1iing period that has a cumulative value of $10,000.00 or more and the 
proposed use of the funds. 

( d) A description of any new position created or any vacancy in a pennanent 
position filled by the appointing authority. 

( e) A description of any position that has been eliminated or from which an 
employee has been laid off. 

An update to the Financial and Operating Plan for Fiscal Year 13 has been included in 
this package as well. 



Section Separator (a) A description of each expenditure made, approved, or 
disapp_roved during the reporting pedod (8/8/12 - 2/8/13) that has a cumulative 

value of $10,000.00 or more and the source of the funds. 



02/04/2013 INVOICE REGISTER FOR CITY OF FLINT PAGE1 
11:20 am DUE DATE 08/08/2012 - 01/31/2013 JOURNALIZED & UNJOURNALIZED OPEN & PAID> $5,000 

INV REF# VENDOR INV DATE DUE DATE INV AMT AMT DUE STATUS JNLIZED? 

00207960 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 7/9/2012 8/8/2012 5,129.79 0.00 P y 
00208812 C S MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE 7/31/2012 8/9/2012 959,336.70 0.00 P y 

00208815 CARMAN SCHOOL DISTRICT 7/31/2012 8/9/2012 9,043.56 0.00 P y 

00208816 DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 7/31/2012 8/9/2012 30,347.33 0.00 P y 

00208814 FUNT BOARD OF EDUCATION 7/31/2012 8/9/2012 4,117,907.58 0.00 P y 

00208811 GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIST 7/31/2012 8/9/2012 1,133,794.28 0.00 P y 

00207964 MARATHON FUNT OIL COMPANY 7/10/2012 8/9/2012 6,828.01 0.00 P y 

00208809 MASS TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 7/31/2012 8/9/2012 204,967.77 0.00 P y 

00208703 POL YDYNE INC 6/20/2012 8/9/2012 5,382.00 0.00 P y 

00208538 J & M TREE SERVICE 8/1/2012 8/9/2012 5,450.00 0.00 P y 

00208539 J & M TREE SERVICE 8/1/2012 8/9/2012 11,200.00 0.00 P y 

00208540 J & M TREE SERVICE 8/1/2012 8/9/2012 9,925.00 0.00 P y 

00208810 FLINT PUBLIC L!BRARY 7/31/2012 8/9/2012 990,696.74 0.00 P y 

00208670 AVAYA FINANCIAL SERVICES 7/29/2012 8/9/2012 9,133.83 0.00 P y 

00208631 EAST JORDAN IRON WORKS INC. 7/21 /2012 8/9/2012 6,192.15 0.00 P y 

00208859 CONSUMERS ENERGY 7/31/2012 8/9/2012 203,530.57 0.00 P y 

00208860 CONSUMERS ENERGY 7/31/2012 8/9/2012 8,994.57 0.00 P y 

00208813 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER-MET 7/31 /2012 8/9/2012 1,843,574.54 0.00 P y 

00208471 GLOBAL T INC 7/27/2012 8/9/2012 41,584.96 0.00 P y 

00208468 WENTWORTH, HAUSER AND VIOL!CH 7/10/2012 8/9/2012 24,528.00 0.00 P y 

00208808 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 7/31/2012 8/9/2012 1,828,615.46 0.00 P y 

00208776 BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS OF 6/25/2012 8/9/2012 5,037.17 0.00 P y 

00208745 ST. LUKE NORTH END WOMEN'S 7/12/2012 8/9/2012 6,875.00 0.00 P y 

00208469 KEELEY ASSET MANAGEMENT CORP. 7/31/2012 8/9/2012 22,421.62 0.00 P y 

00208470 LSV ASSET MANAGEMENT 7/13/2012 8/9/2012 25,468.00 0.00 P y 

00208653 AST! ENVIRONMENTAL 3/6/2012 8/9/2012 12,577.75 0.00 P y 

00208654 AST! ENVIRONMENTAL 4/10/2012 8/9/2012 5,455.99 0.00 P y 

00208541 DEAN HOLMES EXC - LTD 6/21/2012 8/9/2012 53,780.00 0.00 P y 

00208801 LAKESHORE ENERGY SERVICES, LLC 8/1/2012 8/9/2012 19,344.78 0.00 P y 

00208533 VEHICLE CITY HARLEY-DAVIDSON 6/21/2012 8/9/2012 6,000.00 0.00 P y 

00208757 DELL FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC 7/18/2012 8/9/2012 12,652.79 0.00 P y 



00208580 MCLAREN HEAL TH PLAN 8/2/2012 8/9/2012 51,252.49 0.00 P y 
00208535 PHILIP JOHNSON 6/26/2012 8/9/2012 6,220.00 0.00 P y 
00208537 PHILIP JOHNSON 7/16/2012 8/9/2012 12,837.00 0.00 P y 
00208473 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 7/9/2012 8/9/2012 192,175.63 0.00 P y 
00208474 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 7/9/2012 8/9/2012 242,984.84 0.00 P y 
00208798 SWEDISH B10GAS INTERNATIONAL, LLC 7/10/2012 8/9/2012 16,617.51 0.00 P y 
00208799 U.S. DEPT OF HOUSING&URBAN DEV 8/1/2012 8/9/2012 51,870.95 0.00 P y 
00208532 CHIPPEWA ASPHALT PAVING CO INC 7/20/2012 8/9/2012 40,399.25 0.00 P y 
00208534 DU ALL CLEANING INC 7/27/2012 8/9/2012 9,900.00 0.00 P y 
00208945 CECILLIA HUGHES, BENEFICIARY OF 8/8/2012 8/9/2012 7,500.00 0.00 P y 
00208878 ICMA RETIREMENT CORP 8/8/2012 8/10/2012 10,403.87 0.00 P y 
00208882 FLINT FIRE FIGHTERS #352 8/8/2012 8/10/2012 6,989.63 0.00 P y 
00208885 AFLAC 8/8/2012 8/10/2012 14,275.63 0.00 P y 
00208888 EQUITABLE FINANCIAL SERVICES 8/8/2012 8/10/2012 15,142.18 0.00 P y 
00208891 ICMA RETIREMENT TRUST 8/8/2012 8/10/2012 15,034.68 0.00 P y 
00208895 AFSCME, LOCAL 1600 8/8/2012 8/10/2012 5,464.20 0.00 P y 
00208930 Ml STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 8/8/2012 8/10/2012 22,325.11 0.00 P y 
00208902 CITY OF FLINT 8/8/2012 8/10/2012 9,733.77 0.00 P y 
00208901 CITIGROUP GLOBAL MKTS INC. 8/8/2012 8/10/2012 5,952.72 0.00 P y 
00207967 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 7/17/2012 8/16/2012 6,612.97 0.00 P y 
00207968 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 7/17/2012 8/16/2012 5,655.52 0.00 P y 
00209083 SHELTER OF FLINT 4/3/2012 8/16/2012 7,082.14 0.00 P y 
00209109 XEROX CORP 7/21/2012 8/16/2012 10,721.94 0.00 P y 
00209162 COMPLETE TOWING SERVICE 6/30/2012 8/16/2012 15,430.00 0.00 P y 
00209163 COMPLETE TOWING SERVJCE 6/12/2012 8/16/2012 35,536.00 0.00 P y 
00209235 J & M TREE SERVICE 7/10/2012 8/16/2012 6,000.00 0.00 P y 
00209236 J & M TREE SERVICE 7/11/2012 8/16/2012 6,600.00 0.00 P y 
00209134 CONSUMERS ENERGY 7/30/2012 8/16/2012 6,852.55 0.00 P y 

00209248 FLINT AREA ENTERPRISE COMMUNITY 5/17/2012 8/16/2012 45,000.00 0.00 P y 

00208969 PRIEST MASONARY CONSTRUCTION 8/3/2012 8/16/2012 8,900.00 0.00 P y 

00209107 GRAY & COMPANY 7/30/2012 8/16/2012 9,583.33 0.00 P y 
00209076 FLINT HOUSING COMMISSION 9/30/2011 8/16/2012 9,800.95 0.00 P y 
00208988 STANDARD INSURANCE CO. 8/9/2012 8/16/2012 5,487.04 0.00 P y 

00208998 Consumers Energy 8/9/2012 8/16/2012 16,398.59 0.00 P y 

00209018 Consumers Energy 8/9/2012 8/16/2012 6,881.13 0.00 P y 

00209052 Consumers Energy 8/9/2012 8/16/2012 34,979.75 0.00 P y 

00209054 Consumers Energy 8/9/2012 8/16/2012 104,143.45 0.00 P y 



00209069 Consumers Energy 8/9/2012 8/16/2012 5,158.77 0.00 P y 
00209102 RESOURCE GENESEE 5/14/2012 8/16/2012 7,161.47 0.00 P y 
00209103 RESOURCE GENESEE 6/14/2012 8/16/2012 6,346.73 0.00 P y 
00209096 PHILIP JOHNSON 6/26/2012 8/16/2012 12,582.00 0.00 P y 
00209247 SARGENT'S TITLE COMPANY LLC 8/9/2012 8/16/2012 136,504.07 0.00 P y 
00209244 AT & T SBS 8/4/2012 8/16/2012 20,180.98 0.00 P y 
00209121 Genesee County Treasurer 8/7/2012 8/16/2012 38,690.43 0.00 P y 
00209189 Leonard Charles Roark 8/13/2012 8/16/2012 7,888.75 0.00 P y 
00209245 BELEN DZIWURA, BENEF OF 8/15/2012 8/16/2012 5,000.00 0.00 P y 
00209195 SHEILA GILBERT 8/7/2012 8/16/2012 30,479.91 0.00 P y 
00209193 STATE OF MICHIGAN 8/13/2012 8/16/2012 78,449.31 0.00 P y 
00209194 STATE OF MICHIGAN 8/13/2012 8/16/2012 97,316.62 0.00 P y 
00209551 C S MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE 8/15/2012 8/23/2012 334,172.10 0.00 P y 
00209549 CARMAN SCHOOL DISTRICT 8/15/2012 8/23/2012 752,151.20 0.00 P y 
00209555 DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 8/15/2012 8/23/2012 7,014.88 0.00 P y 
00209472 Treasurer, City of Flint 8/21/2012 8/23/2012 17,119.45 0.00 P y 
00209501 Treasurer, City of Flint 8/21/2012 8/23/2012 7,870.09 0.00 P y 
00209548 FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION 8/15/2012 8/23/2012 901,440.56 0.00 P y 
00209550 GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIST 8/15/2012 8/23/2012 402,606.92 0.00 P y 
00208368 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 7/24/2012 8/23/2012 8,609.96 0.00 P y 
00209554 MASS TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 8/15/2012 8/23/2012 68,357.60 0.00 P y 
00209382 MCNAUGHTON MCKAY ELECTRIC CO 8/14/2012 8/23/2012 174,644.08 0.00 P y 
00209557 NEXTEL COMMUNICATIONS 8/10/2012 8/23/2012 6,793.90 0.00 P y 
00209552 FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY 8/15/2012 8/23/2012 330,399.54 0.00 P y 

00209327 BS & A SOFTWARE 8/1/2012 8/23/2012 5,190.00 0.00 P y 
00209328 BS & A SOFTWARE 8/1/2012 8/23/2012 5,990.00 0.00 P y 
00209330 BS & A SOFTWARE 8/1/2012 8/23/2012 6,110.00 0..00 P y 
00209337 BS & A SOFTWARE 8/1/2012 8/23/2012 5,740.00 0.00 P y 
00209547 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER-MET 8/15/2012 8/23/2012 540,430.70 0.00 P y 
00209553 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 8/15/2012 8/23/2012 627,432.03 0.00 P y 
00209254 MICHIGAN PIPE & VALVE- FLINT 6/15/2012 8/23/2012 11,154.30 0.00 P y 
00209545 UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE AGENCY 7/31/2012 8/23/2012 484,432.39 0.00 P y 

00209546 UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE AGENCY 7/31/2012 8/23/2012 12,677.96 0.00 P y 

00209641 PNC CAPITAL ADVISORS, LLC 7/17/2012 8/23/2012 21,712.38 0.00 P y 

00209640 RESOURCE RECYCLING SYSTEMS INC 2/29/2012 8/23/2012 5,435.43 0.00 P y 
00209543 LEVEL ONE LLC 6/15/2012 8/23/2012 18,000.00 0.00 P y 

00209301 PHILIP JOHNSON 7/11/2012 8/23/2012 11,026.00 0.00 P y 



00209534 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 8/14/2012 8/23/2012 110,292.06 0.00 P y 
00209532 JE'TAIME BANKS 8/20/2012 8/23/2012 19,113.37 0.00 P y 
00207850 ELECTRONIC RESTORATION SERVICES JNC 8/24/2012 8/23/2012 8,900.85 0.00 P y 
00209544 KATHY SEVERN & HER ATTORNEY 8/13/2012 8/23/2012 12,000.00 0.00 P y 
00209633 LEONARDO WATKINS AND ATTORNEY 8/20/2012 8/23/2012 17,500.00 0.00 P y 
00208370 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 7/25/2012 8/24/2012 5,589.54 0.00 P y 
00209561 ICMA RETIREMENT CORP 8/22/2012 8/24/2012 16,033.67 0.00 P y 
00209567 AFLAC 8/22/2012 8/24/2012 14,382.98 0.00 P y 
00209569 EQUITABLE FINANCIAL SERVICES 8/22/2012 8/24/2012 15,682.53 0.00 P y 
00209572 ICMA RETIREMENT TRUST 8/22/2012 8/24/2012 15,334.64 o:oo p y 
00209576 AFSCME, LOCAL 1600 8/22/2012 8/24/2012 5,383.84 0.00 P y 
00209612 Ml STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 8/22/2012 8/24/2012 22,969.96 0.00 P y 
00209586 CITY OF FLINT 8/22/2012 8/24/2012 9,776.37 0.00 P y 
00209585 CITIGROUP GLOBAL MKTS INC. 8/22/2012 8/24/2012 5,917.38 0.00 P y 
00208606 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 7/30/2012 8/29/2012 7,458.20 0.00 P y 
00209780 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 6/30/2012 8/30/2012 44,320.00 0.00 P y 
00209835 XEROX CORP 8/19/2012 8/30/2012 6,772.32 0.00 P y 
00209833 MAIL ROOM SERVICE CENTER 7/31/2012 8/30/2012 9,324.42 0.00 P y 
00209750 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 8/24/2012 8/30/2012 61,266.00 0.00 P y 
00209751 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 8/24/2012 8/30/2012 61,266.00 0.00 P y 
00209752 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 8/24/2012 8/30/2012 61,266.00 0.00 P y 
00209884 NEW WORLD SYSTEMS CORP 6/15/2012 8/30/2012 161,620.00 0.00 P y 
00209684 ICON ADVISERS, INC 8/23/2012 8/30/2012 57,827.32 0.00 P y 
00209753 NORTHERN TRUST COMPANY 6/30/2012 8/30/2012 65,011.75 0.00 P y 
00209782 SWEERS EAVESTROUGH & ROOFING 7/25/2012 8/30/2012 19,267.00 0.00 P y 
00209904 Consumers Energy 8/29/2012 8/30/2012 6,570.36 0.00 P y 
00209907 Consumers Energy 8/29/2012 8/30/2012 9,118.88 0.00 P y 
00209942 Consumers Energy 8/29/2012 8/30/2012 107,744.58 0.00 P y 
00209943 Consumers Energy 8/29/2012 8/30/2012 32,554.79 0.00 P y 
00209868 T3 MOTION INC 8/3/2012 8/30/2012 9,903.20 0.00 P y 

00209781 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC 8/7/2012 8/30/2012 41,806.35 0.00 P y 
00209709 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 6/30/2012 8/30/2012 30,131.50 0.00 P y 
00209849 AT & T 8/4/2012 8/30/2012 34,354.93 0.00 P y 
00209972 MICHAEL WILLIAMS 8/28/2012 8/30/2012 12,688.04 0.00 P y 
00209974 JERRY M BROWN SR 8/28/2012 8/30/2012 28,075.74 0.00 P y 
00209955 HURLEY MEDICAL CENTER 8/29/2012 9/1/2012 102,396.82 0.00 P y 
00209956 UNITED RETIRED GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES 8/29/2012 9/1/2012 7,270.00 0.00 P y 



00209957 FLINT POLICE BENEFIT ASSOC 8/29/2012 9/1/2012 5,293.25 0.00 P y 
00209959 MICHIGAN STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 8/29/2012 9/1/2012 14,720.68 0.00 P y 
00209073 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 8/6/2012 9/5/2012 7,358.52 0.00 P y 
00209074 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 8/6/2012 9/5/2012 5,383.95 0.00 P y 
00210158 CS.MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE 8/31/2012 9/6/2012 74,916.46 0.00 P y 
00210161 CARMAN SCHOOL DISTRICT 8/31/2012 9/6/2012 66,097.66 0.00 P y 
00209985 CITIZENS DISPOSAL INC 7/31 /2012 9/6/2012 19,635.07 0.00 P y 
00209986 CITIZENS DISPOSAL JNC 7/15/2012 9/6/2012 16,939.27 0.00 P y 
00209987 CITIZENS DISPOSAL INC 8/15/2012 9/6/2012 17,660.97 0.00 P y 
00210013 CITY OF DETROIT 8/24/2012 9/6/2012 2,251,334.77 0.00 P y 
00210154 DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 8/31/2012 9/6/2012 5,921.56 0.00 P y 
00210160 FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION 8/31/2012 9/6/2012 301,588.51 0.00 P y 
00210162 GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIST 8/31/2012 9/6/2012 90,179.81 0.00 P y 
00210155 MASS TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 8/31/2012 9/6/2012 15,312.13 0.00 P y 
00210087 SHELTER OF FLINT 8/8/2012 9/6/2012 5,526.90 0.00 P y 
00210157 FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY 8/31/2012 9/6/2012 74,011.17 0.00 P y 
00210159 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER-MET 8/31/2012 9/6/2012 151,155.78 0.00 P y 
00210156 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 8/31/2012 9/6/2012 140,546.13 0.00 P y 
00210088 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC 8/7/2012 9/6/2012 15,701.09 0.00 P y 
00210048 GRANICUS INC 8/23/2012 9/6/2012 14,340.00 0.00 P y 
00210090 GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 7/3/2012 9/6/2012 5,595.00 0.00 P y 
00210040 FOWLER CONSTRUCTION INC 6/13/2012 9/6/2012 7,500.00 0.00 P y 
00210126 ROLIN JOHNSON, THE ESTATE OF 9/5/2012 9/6/2012 10,000.00 0.00 P y 
00210149 DEAN T YEOTIS, GLENN LENHOE=F & 9/4/2012 9/6/2012 500,000.00 0.00 P y 
00210163 1600 Defined Contrib Plan 9/5/2012 9/7/2012 9,484.94 0.00 P y 
00210167 FLINT FIRE FIGHTERS #352 9/5/2012 9/7/2012 6,925.92 0.00 P y 
00210170 AFLAC 9/5/2012 9/7/2012 14,241.05 0.00 P y 
00210173 EQUITABLE FINANCIAL SERVICES 9/5/2012 9/7/2012 15,255.64 0.00 P y 

00210176 ICMA RETIREMENT TRUST 9/5/2012 9/7/2012 15,149.44 0.00 P y 

00210180 AFSCME, LOCAL 1600 9/5/2012 9/7/2012 5,441.01 0.00 P y 
00210216 Ml STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 9/5/2012 9/7/2012 23,940.97 0.00 P y 
00210187 CITY OF FLINT 9/5/2012 9/7/2012 9,985.55 0.00 P y 

00210186 CITIGROUP GLOBAL MKTS INC. 9/5/2012 9/7/2012 6,098.74 0.00 P y 

00210328 CITIZENS DISPOSAL INC 8/31/2012 9/13/2012 20,063.92 0.00 P y 
00209412 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 8/14/2012 9/13/2012 7,599.48 0.00 P y 

00209413 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 8/14/2012 9/13/2012 5,602.66 0.00 P y 

00209414 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 8/14/2012 9/13/2012 7,636.38 0.00 P y 



00210443 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 2/28/2012 9/13/2012 15,974.75 0.00 P y 
00210445 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 4/3/2012 9/13/2012 14,551.32 0.00 P y 
00210446 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 4/30/2012 9/13/2012 10,283.10 0.00 P y 
00210447 ROWE ENGJNEERING INC 6/30/2012 9/13/2012 249,360.00 0.00 P y 
00210238 AVAYA FINANCIAL SERVICES 8/29/2012 9/13/2012 9,133.83 0.00 P y 
00210412 MAIL ROOM SERVICE CENTER 8/31/2012 9/13/2012 6,425.91 0.00 P y 
00210410 CONSUMERS ENERGY 8/31/2012 9/13/2012 11,183.63 0.00 P y 
00210411 CONSUMERS ENERGY 8/31/2012 9/13/2012 203,308.87 0.00 P y 
00210440 C.M.P. DISTRIBUTORS INC. 9/4/2012 9/13/2012 12,778.40 0.00 P y 
00210430 GRAY & COMPANY 8/31/2012 9/13/2012 9,583.33 0.00 P y 
00210419 BURNASH WRECKING, INC 9/10/2012 9/13/2012 8,980.20 0.00 P y 
00210428 BURNASH WRECKING, INC 9/10/2012 9/13/2012 15,439.60 0.00 P y 
00210239 D_ELI,.. FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC_ 8/18/2012 9/13/2012 12,652.79 0.00 P y 
00210349 MCLAREN HEAL TH PLAN 9/10/2012 9/13/2012 44,438.85 0.00 P y 
00210365 SIWEK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 8/15/2012 9/13/2012 43,173.44 0.00 P y 
00210373 AT & T 9/1/2012 9/13/2012 15,353.19 0.00 P y 
00210417 AT&T 9/4/2012 9/13/2012 33,664.59 0.00 P y 
00210448 DAVIS FAMILY TRUST 9/4/2012 9/13/2012 6,250.00 0.00 P y 
00210486 ANGELA MITCHELL 9/5/2012 9/13/2012 22,575.51 0.00 P y 
00210624 STATE OF MICHIGAN 9/11/2012 9/17/2012 91,634.12 0.00 P y 

00210625 STATE OF MICHIGAN 9/11/2012 9/17/2012 78,636.90 0.00 P y 

00209736 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 8/20/2012 9/19/2012 7,752.68 0.00 P y 
00210665 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 7/11/2012 9/20/2012 10,328.84 0.00 P y 
00210666 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 7/11/2012 9/20/2012 44,240.02 0.00 P y 

00210678 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVJNG COMPANY 8/25/2012 9/20/2012 23,982.56 0.00 P y 
00210679 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 8/29/2012 9/20/2012 16,607.84 0.00 P y 
00210682 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 7/11/2012 9/20/2012 9,292.50 0.00 P y 
00209737 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 8/21/2012 9/20/2012 7,148.95 0.00 P y 
00210587 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 6/29/2011 9/20/2012 23,117.75 0.00 P y 
00210780 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 2/28/2012 9/20/2012 7,223.25 0.00 P y 
00210784 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 2/1/2012 9/20/2012 63,857.75 0.00 P y 

00210785 ROWE EN~INEERING INC .. 2/28/2012 9/20/2012 28,695.75 0.00 P y 
00210787 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 3/20/2012 9/20/2012 8,367.75 0.00 P y 

00210788 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 4/3/2012 9/20/2012 8,648.75 0.00 P y 

00210789 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 4/3/2012 9/20/2012 6,663.69 0.00 P y 

00210790 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 4/3/2012 9/20/2012 8,146.89 0.00 P y 

00210792 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 4/30/2012 9/20/2012 5,941.25 0.00 P y 



00210777 PLANTE & MORAN, LLP 8/13/2012 9/20/2012 34,000.00 0.00 P y 
00210778 PLANTE & MORAN, LLP 9/11/2012 9/20/2012 15,000.00 0.00 P y 
00210663 KAY KELLY 6/17/2012 9/20/2012 10,000.00 0.00 P y 
00210750 ICON ADVISERS, INC 9/11/2012 9/20/2012 44,714.92 0.00 P y 
00210645 GENESEE COUNTY DRAIN COMMISSIONER 8/31/2012 9/20/2012 9,291.25 0.00 P y 
00210582 GCR TIRE CENTERS 8/15/2012 9/20/2012 5,975.00 0.00 P y 
00210751 DODGE & COX 9/10/2012 9/20/2012 34,278.32 0.00 P y 
00210752 KEELEY ASSET MANAGEMENT CORP. 9/6/2012 9/20/2012 17,911.61 0.00 P y 
00210658 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC 9/5/2012 9/20/2012 5,585.17 0.00 P y 
00210615 BEDROCK BUILDING INC 6/29/2012 9/20/2012 7,950.00 0.00 P y 
00210905 SIWEK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 8/15/2012 9/20/2012 25,332.66 0.00 P y 
00210813 HENRY R TANNENBAUM 9/10/2012 9/20/2012 7,873.00 0.00 P y 
00210793 ALGIE JENKINS 9/18/2012 9/20/2012 15,129.87 0.00 P y 
00210795 STATE OF MICHIGAN 8/29/2012 9/20/2012 12,767.39 0.00 P y 
00210833 ICMA RETIREMENT CORP 9/18/2012 9/21/2012 14,421.71 0.00 P y 
00210839 AFLAC 9/18/2012 9/21/2012 14,393.23 0.00 P y 
00210841 EQUITABLE FINANCIAL SERVICES 9/18/2012 9/21/2012 14,939.80 0.00 P y 
00210842 ICMA RETIREMENT TRUST 9/18/2012 9/21/2012 31,294.95 0.00 P y 
00210844 ICMA RETIREMENT TRUST 9/18/2012 9/21/2012 15,037.51 0.00 P y 
00210848 AFSCME, LOCAL 1600 9/18/2012 9/21/2012 5,331.23 0.00 P y 
00210886 Ml STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 9/18/2012 9/21/2012 23,865.41 0.00 P y 
00210858 CITY OF FLINT 9/18/2012 9/21/2012 10,473.12 0.00 P y 
00210857 CJTIGROUP GLOBAL MKTS INC. 9/18/2012 9/21/2012 6,093.76 0.00 P y 
00211007 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 9/12/2012 9/27/2012 20,714.72 0.00 P y 
00211283 CS MOTI COMMUNITY COLLEGE 9/15/2012 9/27/2012 26,417.23 0.00 P y 
00211131 CITIZENS DISPOSAL INC 9/15/2012 9/27/2012 17,231.66 0.00 P y 
00211287 DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 9/15/2012 9/27/2012 5,281.65 0.00 P y 
00211184 Treasurer, City of Flint 9/25/2012 9/27/2012 17,582.65 0.00 P y 
00211280 FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION 9/15/2012 9/27/2012 147,567.65 0.00 P y 

00211282 GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIST 9/15/2012 9/27/2012 32,554.06 0.00 P y 

00210018 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 8/28/2012 9/27/2012 8,881.33 0.00 P y 
00210019 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 8/28/2012 9/27/2012 5,598.65 0.00 P y 

00210020 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 8/28/2012 9/27/2012 7,869.11 0.00 P y 

00211286 MASS TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 9/15/2012 9/27/2012 5,527.73 0.00 P y 

00211181 XEROX CORP 9/21/2012 9/27/2012 6,772.32 0.00 P y 
00211284 FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY 9/15/2012 9/27/2012 26,718.49 0.00 P y 

00211022 CONSUMERS ENERGY 8/30/2012 9/27/2012 6,423.16 0.00 P y 



00211279 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER-MET 9/15/2012 9/27/2012 53,970.47 0.00 P y 
00211285 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 9/15/2012 9/27/2012 50,737.59 0.00 P y 
00211094 STANDARD INSURANCE CO. 9/21/2012 9/27/2012 6,208.80 0.00 P y 
00211240 BURNASH WRECKING, INC 9/10/2012 9/27/2012 8,314.40 0.00 P y 
00211310 Consumers Energy 9/25/2012 9/27/2012 19,081.36 0.00 P y 
00211346 Consumers Energy 9/25/2012 9/27/2012 11,632.65 0.00 P y 
00211360 Consumers Energy 9/25/2012 9/27/2012 112,184.36 0.00 P y 
00211361 Consumers Energy 9/25/2012 9/27/2012 31,951.02 0.00 P y 
00211291 WILLIAMS FIRM, PC 6/15/2012 9/27/2012 6,633.50 0.00 P y 
00211010 HEAL TH PLUS OF MICHIGAN 8/13/2012 9/27/2012 315,296.64 0.00 P y 
00211011 HEAL TH PLUS OF MICHIGAN 9/11/2012 9/27/2012 369,190.14 0.00 P y 
00211099 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC 9/5/2012 9/27/2012 7,818.80 0.00 P y 
00211100 RESOURCE GENESEE 8/2/2012 9/27/2012 7,307.32 0.00 P y 
00210938 MILLER, CANFIELD, PADDOCK AND STONE 9/5/2012 9/27/2012 5,172.99 0.00 P y 
00211288 LEVEL ONE LLC 9/20/2012 9/27/2012 45,000.00 0.00 P y 
00210950 MCLAREN HEAL TH PLAN 9/19/2012 9/27/2012 49,972.59 0.00 P y 
00211120 EPIC TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONSLLC 9/29/2012 9/27/2012 13,750.00 0.00 P y 
00211179 AT & T SBS 9/29/2012 9/27/2012 20,086.13 0.00 P y 
00211274 STATE OF MICHIGAN 8/1/2012 9/27/2012 11,282.15 0.00 P y 
00207851 ELECTRONIC RESTORATION SERVICES INC 9/21/2012 9/27/2012 8,879.61 0.00 P y 
00211427 HURLEY MEDICAL CENTER 9/26/2012 10/1/2012 100,722.61 0.00 P y 
00211428 UNITED RETIRED GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES 9/26/2012 10/1/2012 7,260.00 0.00 P y 
00211429 FUNT POLICE BENEFIT ASSOC 9/26/2012 10/1/2012 5,328.16 0.00 P y 
00211432 MICHIGAN STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 9/26/2012 10/1/2012 14,720.68 0.00 P y 
00211657 CS MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE 9/30/2012 10/4/2012 16,226.64 0.00 P y 
00211620 CITIZENS DISPOSAL INC 9/30/2012 10/4/2012 15,030.11 0.00 P y 
00211661 DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 9/30/2012 10/4/2012 177,269.86 0.00 P y 
00211654 FUNT BOARD OF EDUCATION 9/30/2012 10/4/2012 71,436.99 0.00 P y 
00211545 FLINT NEIGHBORHOOD IMPRVT&PRES PROJ 8/30/2011 10/4/2012 12,000.00 0.00 P y 
00211546 FLINT NEIGHBORHOOD IMPRVT&PRES PROJ 7/3/2012 10/4/2012 16,989.92 0.00 P y 
00211656 GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIST 9/30/2012 10/4/2012 20,053.03 0.00 P y 
00210294 MARATHON FUNT OIL COMPANY 9/4/2012 10/4/2012 5,542.50 0.00 P y 
00210295 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 9/4/2012 10/4/2012 5,749.78 0.00 P y 
00211727 MUTUAL EYE CLAIM AUDIT INC 9/4/2012 10/4/2012 6,314.49 0.00 P y 
00211658 FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY 9/30/2012 10/4/2012 16,460.04 0.00 P y 
00211578 AVAYA FINANCIAL SERVICES 9/28/2012 10/4/2012 9,133.83 0.00 P y 
00211587 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 10/1/2012 10/4/2012 61,266.00 0.00 P y 



00211662 FLINT:_ TOWNSHIP 10/31/2012 10/4/2012 221,522.56 0.00 P y 
00211653 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER-MET 9/30/2012 10/4/2012 32,628.87 0.00 P y 
00211541 GENESEE CTY COMMUNITY ACTION 2/14/2011 10/4/2012 9,977.10 0.00 P y 
00211659 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 9/30/2012 10/4/2012 31,256.86 0.00 P y 
00211610 GRAY & COMPANY 9/28/2012 10/4/2012 9,583.33 0.00 P y 
00211574 HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD. 9/13/2012 10/4/2012 8,730.06 0.00 P y 
00211544 METRO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, INC 7/13/2012 10/4/2012 13,259.15 0.00 P y 
00211614 HOUSEAL LAVIGNE ASSOCIATES LLC 9/1/2012 10/4/2012 5,145.00 0.00 P y 
00211615 HOUSEAL LAVIGNE ASSOCIATES LLC 9/14/2012 10/4/2012 17,273.75 0.00 P y 
00211641 MIDWEST CONSTRUCTION & RESTORATION 9/28/2012 10/4/2012 7,873.00 0.00 P y 
00211642 CASSANDRA COULTER 9/17/2012 10/4/2012 12,455.04 0.00 P y 
00211629 LARRY PIPER 10/1/2012 10/4/2012 8,436.10 0.00 P y 
00211539 STATE OF MICHIGAN 3/1/2012 10/4/2012 16,402.34 0.00 P y 
00211664 ICMA RETIREMENT CORP 10/2/2012 10/5/2012 15,509.58 0.00 P y 
00211668 FLINT FIRE FIGHTERS #352 10/2/2012 10/5/2012 6,954.71 0.00 P y 
00211671 AFLAC 10/2/2012 10/5/2012 14,329.18 0.00 P y 
00211674 EQUITABLE FINANCIAL SERVICES 10/2/2012 10/5/2012 14,147.13 0.00 P y 
00211676 ICMA RETIREMENT TRUST 10/2/2012 10/5/2012 15,193.07 0.00 P y 
00211680 AFSCME, LOCAL 1600 10/2/2012 10/5/2012 5,323.57 0.00 P y 
00211713 M: STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 10/2/2012 10/5/2012 24,081.54 0.00 P y 
00211686 CITY OF FLINT 10/2/2012 10/5/2012 9,518.63 0.00 P y 
00211685 CITIGROUP GLOBAL MKTS INC. 10/2/2012 10/5/2012 5,830.73 0.00 P y 
00210619 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 9/11/2012 10/11/2012 7,766.36 0.00 P y 
00210621 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 9/11/2012 10/11/2012 5,661.11 0.00 P y 
00212080 U.S. POST AL SERVICE 10/10/2012 10/11/2012 5,000.00 0.00 P y 
00212081 U.S. POSTAL SERVICE 10/10/2012 10/11/2012 5,000.00 0.00 P y 
00212033 COMPLETE TOWING SERVICE 7/31/2012 10/11/2012 19,660.00 0.00 P y 
00212034 COMPLETE TOWING SERVICE 8/31/2012 10/11/2012 22,700.00 0.00 P y 
00212035 COMPLETE TOWING SERVICE 8/29/2012 10/11/2012 40,352.00 0.00 P y 

00212036 COMPLETE TOWING SERVICE 9/30/2012 10/11/2012 12,302.50 0.00 P y 
00211863 METROGRAPH!CS !NC 10/3/2012 10/11/2012 6,065.27 0.00 P y 

00211972 CONSUMERS ENERGY 9/27/2012 10/11/2012 6,134.70 0.00 P y 

00211973 CONSUMERS ENERGY 9/30/2012 10/11/2012 11,609.68 0.00 P y 

00211975 CONSUMERS ENERGY 9/30/2012 10/11/2012 206,366.54 0.00 P y 

00212052 LAKE AGENCY 8/22/2012 10/11/2012 33,620.70 0.00 P y 

00212077 HARVEY KRUSE PC 10/3/2012 10/11/2012 23,501.21 0.00 P y 

00211894 METRON-FARNIER, LLC 7/1/2012 10/11/2012 26,250.00 0.00 P y 



00212029 STANDARD INSURANCE CO. 10/9/2012 10/11/2012 6,109.74 0.00 P y 
00211893 RBM CONSUL TING, LLC 5/25/2012 10/11/2012 13,120.00 0.00 P y 
00212042 RESOURCE GENESEE 8/12/2012 10/11/2012 49,770.08 0.00 P y 
00212060 LAKESHORE ENERGY SERVICES, LLC 10/2/2012 10/11/2012 16,533.00 0.00 P y 
00212076 MILLER, CANFIELD, PADDOCK AND STONE 10/3/2012 10/11/2012 49,955.67 0.00 P y 
00212037 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 10/9/2012 10/11/2012 42,868.50 0.00 P y 
00212073 MEADOWBROOK INC 10/5/2012 10/11/2012 5,475.00 0.00 P y 
00212040 FOWLER CONSTRUCTION INC 8/8/2012 10/11/2012 9,600.00 0.00 P y 
00212041 FOWLER CONSTRUCTION JNC 8/14/2012 10/11/2012 6,000.00 0.00 P y 
00211759 DU ALL CLEANING INC 9/1/2012 10/11/2012 7,997.98 0.00 P y 
00211760 DU ALL CLEANING INC 10/1/2012 10/11/2012 7,997.98 0.00 P y 
00212045 BARTMAN EXCAVATING 10/9/2012 10/11/2012 5,500.00 0.00 P y 
00212050 DONNYELE MANCE 10/3/2012 10/11/2012 7,873.00 0.00 P y 
00212269 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 9/28/2012 10/18/2012 16,544.82 0.00 P y 
00212270 ACE ASPHALT ANO PAVING COMPANY 10/4/2012 10/18/2012 34,773.70 0.00 P y 
00212271 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 9/25/2012 10/18/2012 18,602.40 0.00 P y 
00212273 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 9/13/2012 10/18/2012 31,222.50 0.00 P y 
00212276 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 9/13/2012 10/18/2012 5,959.00 0.00 P y 
00212277 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 9/19/2012 10/18/2012 23,694.60 0.00 P y 
00212278 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 9/20/2012 10/18/2012 5,634.50 0.00 P y 
00211530 CITY OF DETROIT 9/25/2012 10/18/2012 2,062,393.81 0.00 P y 
00212262 DISABILITY NETWORK 6/7/2012 10/18/2012 9,093.48 0.00 P y 

00212463 FISHBECK THOMPSON CARR & HUBER INC 10/8/2012 10/18/2012 5,451.50 0.00 P y 
00212149 MCNAUGHTON MCKAY ELECTRIC CO 9/27/2012 10/18/2012 7,445.99 0.00 P y 
00212148 POLYDYNE INC 10/10/2012 10/18/2012 6,266.40 0.00 P y 

00212268 KAY KELLY 10/11 /2012 10/18/2012 10,000.00 0.00 P y 
00212180 CDW GOVERNMENT INC 9/17/2012 10/18/2012 5,282.00 0.00 P y 

00212263 GENESEE CTY COMMUNITY ACTION 7/31/2012 10/18/2012 8,951.87 0.00 P y 

00212264 GENESEE CTY COMMUNITY ACTION 8/31/2012 10/18/2012 7,980.54 0.00 P y 

00212319 Consumers Energy 10/15/2012 10/18/2012 19,242.20 0.00 P y 

00212380 SECURITY COUNTERMEASURES & 7/16/2012 10/18/2012 6,700.00 0.00 P y 

00212381 SECURITY COUNTERMEASURES & 7/31/2012 10/18/2012 6,700.00 0.00 P y 

00212382 SECURITY COUNTERMEASURES & 8/1/2012 10/18/2012 6,700.00 0.00 P y 

00212140 DELL FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC 9/19/2012 10/18/2012 12,652.79 0.00 P y 

00212415 COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT GROUP, LLC 6/30/2011 10/18/2012 6,015.00 0.00 P y 

00212416 COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT GROUP, LLC 7/1/2012 10/18/2012 7,671.25 0.00 P y 

00212118 BOYD'S LAWN & LANDSCAPING 9/21/2012 10/18/2012 5,015.00 0.00 P y 



00212288 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 9/13/2012 10/18/2012 7,144.83 0.00 P y 
00212289 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 9/13/2012 10/18/2012 20,135.43 0.00 P y 
00212290 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 9/13/2012 10/18/2012 8,299.55 0.00 P y 
00212291 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 9/13/2012 10/18/2012 14,073.15 0.00 P y 
00212293 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 9/13/2012 10/18/2012 7,794.36 0.00 P y 
00212294 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 9/13/2012 10/18/2012 5,196.24 0.00 P y 
00212410 AT & T 10/1/2012 10/18/2012 56,110.07 0.00 P y 
00212414 AT & T SBS 10/4/2012 10/18/2012 19,981.62 0.00 P y 
00212423 JEFFREY & TRACIE AUSTIN 10/10/2012 10/18/2012 7,812.00 0.00 P y 
00212427 JOHN TRIMBLE 10/12/2012 10/18/2012 37,437.96 0.00 P y 
00212431 STATE OF MICHIGAN 9/11/2012 10/18/2012 78,427.32 0.00. P y 
00212432 STATE OF MICHIGAN 9/11/2012 10/18/2012 95,908.78 0.00 P y 
00211509 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 9/19/2012 10/19/2012 8,428.55 0.00 P y 
00211510 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 9/19/2012 10/19/2012 7,902.24 0.00 P y 
00211511 MARA THON FLINT OIL COMPANY 9/19/2012 10/19/2012 5,517.69 0.00 P y 
00212488 ICMA RETIREMENT CORP 10/17/2012 10/19/2012 16,471.73 0.00 P y 
00212494 AFLAC 10/17/2012 10/19/2012 14,222.21 0.00 P y 
00212496 EQUITABLE FINANCIAL SERVICES 10/17/2012 10/19/2012 14,171.48 0.00 P y 
00212498 ICMA RETIREMENT TRUST 10/17/2012 10/19/2012 14,689.35 0.00 P y 
00212501 AFSCME, LOCAL 1600 10/17/2012 10/19/2012 5,283.22 0.00 P y 
00212538 Ml STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 10/17/2012 10/19/2012 23,904.80 0.00 P y 
00212511 CITY OF FLINT 10/17/2012 10/19/2012 9,397.39 0.00 P y 
00212510 CITIGROUP GLOBAL MKTS INC. 10/17/2012 10/19/2012 5,778.12 0.00 P y 
00212715 ANTHONY COLE 10/12/2012 10/23/2012 29,336.14 0.00 P y 
00212751 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 9/20/2012 10/25/2012 36,103.56 0.00 P y 
00212757 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 10/3/2012 10/25/2012 20,682.98 0.00 P y 
00212759 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 10/10/2012 10/25/2012 13,431.35 0.00 P y 
00212761 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 10/16/2012 10/25/2012 6,860.13 0.00 P y 

00212765 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 10/4/2012 10/25/2012 7,493.00 0.00 P y 

00212768 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 10/3/2012 10/25/2012 5,369.00 0.00 P y 

00212769 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 10/11/2012 10/25/2012 12,404.82 0.00 P y 

00212964 CS MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE 10/15/2012 10/25/2012 65,753.57 0.00 P y 

00212865 CARMAN SCHOOL DISTRICT 10/15/2012 10/25/2012 7,019.97 0.00 P y 

00212746 CITIZENS DISPOSAL INC 10/15/2012 10/25/2012 16,298.45 0.00 P y 
00212864 FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION 10/15/2012 10/25/2012 282,314.81 0.00 P y 

00212866 GENESEE INT_ER,MEDIATE SCHOOL DIST 10/15/2012 10/25/2012 81,238.76 0.00 P y 

00212870 MASS TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 1 0/15/2012 10/25/2012 13,794.70 0.00 P y 



00212900 POL YDYNE INC 9/6/2012 10/25/2012 6,202.00 0.00 P y 
00212586 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 8/28/2012 10/25/2012 6,215.39 0.00 P y 
00212587 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 9/20/2012 10/25/2012 29,102.90 0.00 P y 
00212591 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 8/30/2012 10/25/2012 27,393.00 0.00 P y 
00212599 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 6/30/2012 10/25/2012 5,928.01 0.00 P y 
00212600 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 8/14/2012 10/25/2012 5,469.97 0.00 P y 
00212725 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 6/30/2012 10/25/2012 8,773.64 0.00 P y 
00212726 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 8/30/2012 10/25/2012 5,526.08 0.00 P y 
00212727 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 9/20/2012 10/25/2012 9,989.54 0.00 P y 
00212830 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 9/20/2012 10/25/2012 5,361.30 0.00 P y 
00212868 FUNT PUBLIC LIBRARY 10/15/2012 10/25/2012 66,676.32 0.00 P y 
00212659 CDW GOVERNMENT INC 9/21/2012 10/25/2012 5,387.00 0.00 P y 
00212863 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER-MET 10/15/2012 10/25/2012 136,920.28 0.00 P y 
00212869 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 10/15/2012 10/25/2012 126,617.45 0.00 P y 
00212706 FISHER INVESTMENTS 10/15/2012 10/25/2012 39,572.47 0.00 P y 
00212914 ORNAMENTAL SECURITY DOORS, INC 10/22/2012 10/25/2012 5,812.20 0.00 P y 
00212915 HEALTHPLUS OF MICHIGAN 10/10/2012 10/25/2012 359,602.12 0.00 P y 
00212593 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC 10/5/2012 10/25/2012 12,265.99 0.00 P y 
00212594 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC 10/5/2012 10/25/2012 18,844.00 0.00 P y 
00212922 METRO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, INC 8/13/2012 10/25/2012 17,468.18 0.00 P y 
00212886 SOURCE 1 ENVIRONMENTAL, LLC 10/4/2012 10/25/2012 12,540.00 0.00 P y 

00212952 U.S. DEPT OF HOUSING&URBAN DEV 10/12/2012 10/25/2012 98,079.15 0.00 P y 
00212965 AT & T 10/4/2012 10/25/2012 33,601.40 0.00 P y 
00212874 KIMBERLY LEWIS 10/19/2012 10/25/2012 10,879.75 0.00 P y 
00212872 RHODA CLARK 10/19/2012 10/25/2012 13,085.36 0.00 P y 

00207852 ELECZRON.IC RESTORATION SERVICES INC 10/26/2012 10/25/2012 8,873.42 0.00 P y 
00211514 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 9/26/2012 10/26/2012 6,195.66 0.00 P y 
00213152 COURT STREET VILLAGE 9/13/2012 11/1/2012 8,608.00 0.00 P y 
00213137 DISABILITY NETWORK 7/11/2012 11/1/2012 14,610.35 0.00 P y 
00213138 DISABILITY NETWORK 8/14/2012 11/1/2012 16,037.35 0.00 P y 

00213250 Treasurer, City of Flint 10/24/2012 11/1/2012 23,083.15 0.00 P y 

00213277 Treasurer, City of Flint 10/24/2012 11/1/2012 5,253.11 0.00 P y 

00213391 FUNT NEIGHBORHOOD IMPRVT&PRES PROJ 10/4/2012 11/1/2012 44,753.00 0.00 P y 

00213392 FLINT NEIGHBORHOOD IMPRVT&PRES PROJ 10/4/2012 11/1/2012 20,821.00 0.00 P y 

00213139 GENESEE COUNTY YOUTH CORP 9/24/2012 11/1/2012 6,793.39 0.00 P y 

00212198 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 10/2/2012 11/1/2012 7,426.79 0.00 P y 

00212199 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 10/2/2012 11/1/2012 5,784.51 0.00 P y 



00213423 MUTUAL EYE CLAIM AUDIT INC 10/2/2012 11/1/2012 6,429.75 0.00 P y 
00213209 J & M TREE SERVICE 8/31/2012 11/1/2012 8,050.00 0.00 P y 
00213430 GLOBAL T INC 10/22/2012 11/1/2012 31,692.62 0.00 P y 
00213363 STANDARD INSURANCE CO. 10/30/2012 11/1/2012 6,120.14 0.00 P y 
00213352 BURNASH WRECKING, INC 10/8/2012 11/1/2012 6,998.80 0.00 P y 
00213398 BURNASH WRECKING, INC 8/3/2012 11/1/2012 6,736.00 0.00 P y 
00213419 BURNASH WRECKING, INC 10/1/2012 11/1/2012 5,059.80 0.00 P y 
00213283 Consumers Energy 10/30/2012 11/1/2012 9,421.80 0.00 P y 
00213324 Consumers Energy 10/30/2012 11/1/2012 79,970.57 0.00 P y 
00213325 Consumers Energy 10/30/2012 11/1/2012 18,218.29 0.00 P y 
00213146 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC 10/25/2012 11/1/2012 13,500.00 0.00 P y 
00213173 DELL FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC 10/19/2012 11/1/2012 12,652.79 0.00 P y , 
00213074 FISHER BIOMEDICAL INC 10/9/2012 11/1/2012 11,895.00 0.00 P y 
00213022 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 10/9/2012 11/1/2012 6,856.15 0.00 P y 
00213023 BLUE .. CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 10/9/2012 11/1/2012 19,413.73 0.00 P y 
00213024 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 10/9/2012 11/1/2012 8,371.72 0.00 P y 
00213025 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 10/9/2012 11/1/2012 13,784.47 0.00 P y 
00213027 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 10/9/2012 11/1/2012 7,794.36 0.00 P y 
00213028 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 10/9/2012 11/1/2012 5,051.90 0.00 P y 
00213031 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 10/10/2012 11/1/2012 7,000.49 0.00 P y 
00213032 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 10/10/2012 11/1/2012 19,774.58 0.00 P y 
00213033 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 10/10/2012 11/1/2012 8,299.55 0.00 P y 
00213034 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 10/10/2012 11/1/2012 14,650.51 0.00 P y 
00213036 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 10/10/2012 11/1/2012 7,794.36 0.00 P y 
00213037 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 10/10/2012 11/1/2012 5,124.07 0.00 P y 
00213155 Fast Finance Auto Sales 10/25/2012 11/1/2012 19,192.55 0.00 P y 
00213428 SHARMONICA DAVIS 10/26/2012 11/1/2012 6,935.29 0.00 P y 
00213440 ICMA RETIREMENT CORP 10/30/2012 11/2/2012 16,308.65 0.00 P y 
00213444 FUNT FIRE FIGHTERS #352 10/30/2012 11/2/2012 6,887.34 0.00 P y 
00213447 AFLAC 1 0/30/2012 11/2/2012 14,239.33 0.00 P y 

00213450 EQUITABLE FINANCIAL SERVICES 10/30/2012 11/2/2012 14,158.36 0.00 P y 
00213452 ICMA RETIREMENT TR_UST 10/30/2012 11/2/2012 14,719.07 0.00 P y 
00213456 AFSCME, LOCAL 1600 10/30/2012 11/2/2012 5,845.91 0.00 P y 

00213493 ·Ml STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 10/30/2012 11/2/2012 23,573.84 0.00 P y 
00213465 CITY OF FLINT 10/30/2012 11/2/2012 9,525.86 0.00 P y 

00213464 CITIGROUP GLOBAL MKTS INC. 10/30/2012 11/2/2012 5,837.84 0.00 P y 

00213654 C & S MOTORS 10/24/2012 11/8/2012 13,498.24 0.00 P y 



00213701 CS MOTI COMMUNITY COLLEGE 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 153,356.62 0.00 P y 
00213698 CARMAN SCHOOL DISTRICT 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 18,940.68 0.00 P y 
00213580 CITIZENS DISPOSAL INC 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 17,808.17 0.00 P y 
00213579 CITY QF DETROIT 10/25/2012 11/8/2012 1,931,975.00 0.00 P y 
00213705 DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT. AUTHORITY 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 6,396.39 0.00 P y 
00213697 FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 685,027.22 0.00 P y 
00213699 GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIST 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 185,915.84 0.00 P y 
00212200 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 10/9/2012 11/8/2012 6,383.48 0.00 P y 
00212201 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 10/9/2012 11/8/2012 8,273.11 0.00 P y 
00212203 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 10/9/2012 11/8/2012 7,648.69 0.00 P y 
00213704 MASS TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 31,567.77 0.00 P y 
00213700 SWARTZ CREEK SCHOOL DISTRICT 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 19,282.06 0.00 P y 
00213736 XEROX CORP 10/21/2012 11/8/2012 11,495.78 0.00 P y 
00213800 NEXTEL COMMUNICATIONS 10/10/2012 11/8/2012 5,530.74 0.00 P y 
00213702 FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 152,582.04 0.00 P y 
00213688 MAIL ROOM SERVICE CENTER 9/30/2012 11/8/2012 5,901.55 0.00 P y 
00213689 MAIL ROOM SERVICE CENTER 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 6,626.25 0.00 P y 
00213653 PLANTE & MORAN, LLP 10/25/2012 11/8/2012 8,000.00 0.00 P y 
00213575 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 1 0/22/2012 11/8/2012 29,500.00 0.00 P y 
00213563 M & M PAVEMENT MARKING, INC 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 53,159.10 0.00 P y 
00213763 CDW GOVERNMENT INC 9/11/2012 11/8/2012 5,634.12 0.00 P y 
00213696 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER-MET 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 289,968.47 0.00 P y 
00213781 PRODUCTIVITY SYSTEMS INC 10/11/2012 11/8/2012 12,940.43 0.00 P y 
00213703 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 289,753.56 0.00 P y 
00213569 A.S.K. SERVICES, INC. 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 5,050.00 0.00 P y 
00213539 LSV ASSET MANAGEMENT 10/17/2012 11/8/2012 26,973.00 0.00 P y 
00213526 CORNERSTONE MUNICIPAL ADVISORY GR. 8/6/2012 11/8/2012 30,000.00 0.00 P y 
00213538 SIEMENS WATER TECH - ENVIREX 11/17/2012 11/8/2012 9,945.00 0.00 P y 

00213706 LAKESHORE ENERGY SERVICES, LLC 11/1/2012 11/8/2012 16,470.30 0.00 P y 
00213749 PNC CAPJTAL ADVISORS, LLC 10/25/2012 11/8/2012 18,745.56 0.00 P y 
00213765 CUSTOM PRODUCTS CORPORATION 10/23/2012 11/8/2012 29,829.79 0.00 P y 

00213759 LIGHTLE ENTERPRISES OF OHIO LLC 10/16/2012 11/8/2012 13,050.00 0.00 P y 

00213540 MCLAREN HEAL TH PLAN 11/1/2012 11/8/2012 45,024.56 0.00 P y 

00213852 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 9/12/2012 11/8/2012 159,407.43 0.00 P y 

00213853 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 9/12/2012 11/8/2012 13,516.04 0.00 P y 

00213713 SWEDISH BIOGAS INTERNATIONAL, LLC 10/8/2012 11/8/2012 11,223.45 0.00 P y 

00213634 HOUSEAL LAVIGNE ASSOCIATES LLC 10/1/2012 11/8/2012 34,556.84 0.00 P y 



00213656 CORRIGAN OIL CO NO 11 10/31/2012 11/8/2012 5,114.73 0.00 P y 
00213695 HELEN ANDREWS 11/2/2012 11/8/2012 8,129.00 0.00 P y 
00213691 JAMES AUGUST & HIS ATTY GEORGE HAMO 11/2/2012 11/8/2012 25,000.00 0.00 P y 
00213692 SHIRLEY SCHULER & HER ATTY 11/2/2012 11/8/2012 20,000.00 0.00 P y 
00213075 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 10/15/2012 11/14/2012 5,193.37 0.00 P y 
00213076 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 10/15/2012 11/14/2012 8,113.54 0.00 P y 
00213928 DISABILITY NETWORK 9/10/2012 11/15/2012 40,081.35 0.00 P y 
00213929 DISABILITY NETWORK 10/5/2012 11/15/2012 41,730.07 0.00 P y 
00213935 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 10/16/2012 11/15/2012 8,489.01 0.00 P y 
00213939 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 6/30/2012 11/15/2012 16,277.50 0.00 P y 
00213940 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 6/30/2012 11/15/2012 11,261.42 0.00 P y 
00213943 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 10/16/2012 11/15/2012 8,012.64 0.00 P y 
00213906 AVAYA FINANCIAL SERVICES 10/29/2012 11/15/2012 9,133.83 0.00 P y 
00213977 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 11/12/2012 11/15/2012 61,266.00 0.00 P Y· 
00214116. CONSUMERS ENERGY 10/31/2012 11/15/2012 11,609.72 0.00 P y 
00214117 CONSUMERS ENERGY 10/31/2012 11/15/2012 206,645.97 0.00 P y 
00214118 CONSUMERS ENERGY 10/30/2012 11/15/2012 6,989.78 0.00 P y 
00214100 LAKE AGENCY 10/31/2012 11/15/2012 156,120.00 0.00 P y 
00214035 NORTHERN TRUST COMPANY 9/30/2012 11/15/2012 63,867.30 0.00 P y 
00214078 DETROIT SALT CO 10/24/2012 11/15/2012 5,628.14 0.00 P y 
00213846 ESRI INC 9/18/2012 11/1.5/2012 10,800.00 0.00 P y 
00213850 ARGUS-HAZCO 10/31/2012 11/15/2012 7,284.22 0.00 P y 
00214101 AMWELL, DIVISJON OF MCNISH CORP 8/20/2012 11/15/2012 236,100.00 0.00 P y 
00214084 HEAL TH DECISIONS INC 9/24/2012 11/15/2012 10,000.00 0.00 P y 
00213876 EMICC INC 11/7/2012 11/15/2012 6,325.00 0.00 P y 
00214131 AT & T 11/1/2012 11/15/2012 42,477.12 0.00 P y 

00214135 ICMA RETIREMENT CORP 11/14/2012 11/15/2012 17,610.98 0.00 P y 
00214141 AFLAC 11/14/2012 11/15/2012 14,229.94 0.00 P y 
00214144 EQUITABLE FINANCIAL SERVICES 11/14/2012 11/15/2012 14,792.66 0.00 P y 
00214146 ICMA RETIREMENT TRUST 11/14/2012 11/15/2012 15,364.39 0.00 P y 
00214150 AFSCME, LOCAL 1600 11/14/2012 11/15/2012 5,403.93 0.00 P y 
00214188 Ml STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 11/14/2012 11/15/2012 23,726.29 0.00 P y 
00214160 CITY OF FLINT 11/14/2012 11/15/2012 9,970.54 0.00 P y 
00214159 CITIGROUP GLOBAL MKTS INC. 11/14/2012 11/15/2012 5,868.91 0.00 P y 
00213972 STATE OF MICHIGAN 8/8/2012 11/15/2012 44,015.94 0.00 P y 
00213973 STATE OF MICHIGAN 9/19/2012 11/15/2012 63,335.60 0.00 P y 
00213975 STATE OF MICHIGAN 9/19/2012 11/15/2012 43,230.83 0.00 P y 



00213976 STATE OF MICHIGAN 10/10/2012 11/15/2012 45,542.21 0.00 P y 
00214093 STATE OF MICHIGAN 11/13/2012 11/15/2012 88,696.96 0.00 P y 
·00214094 STATE OF MICHIGAN 11/13/2012 11/15/2012 80,614.78 0.00 P y 
00213080 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 10/22/2012 11/21/2012 7,537.12 0.00 P y 
00213082 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 10/23/2012 11/22/2012 7,038.78 0.00 P y 
00214236 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 10/16/2012 11/22/2012 24,823.21 0.00 P y 
00214246 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 8/30/2012 11/22/2012 11,192.25 0.00 P y 
00214248 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 10/16/2012 11/22/2012 7,015.25 0.00 P y 
00214213 WILLIAM E WALTER INC 10/18/2012 11/22/2012 30,700.00 0.00 P y 
00214205 EAST JORDAN IRON WORKS INC. 9/25/2012 11/22/2012 8,125.80 0.00 P y 
00214379 HEALTHPLUS OF MICHIGAN 11/12/2012 11/22/2012 350,202.07 0.00 P y 
00214375 CHEMICAL SYSTEMS INC 10/2/2012 11/22/2012 5,616.00 0.00 P y 
00214308 OAK CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION 11/7/2012 11/22/2012 21,505.00 0.00 P y 
00214238 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 10/25/2012 11/22/2012 117,445.00 0.00 P y 
00214239 GDC SMITH VILLAGE LLC 11/12/2012 11/22/2012 123,648.00 0.00 P y 
00214250 GDC SMITH VILLAGE LLC 10/29/2012 11/22/2012 152,154.00 0.00 P y 
00214251 GDC SMITH VILLAGE LLC 11/12/2012 11/22/2012 94,484.00 0.00 P y 
00214383 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 11/8/2012 11/22/2012 66,612.91 0.00 P y 
00214294 EMICC INC 10/23/2012 11/22/2012 7,100.00 0.00 P y 
00214225 STATE OF MICHIGAN 10/1/2012 11/22/2012 11,282.15 0.00 P y 
00207853 ELECTRONIC RESTORATION SERVICES INC 11/23/2012 11/22/2012 8,853.07 0.00 P y 
00213571 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 10/29/2012 11/28/2012 7,123.49 0.00 P y 
00214770 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 10/21/2012 11/29/2012 37,270.58 0.00 P y 
00214823 CS MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE 10/31/2012 11/29/2012 53,558.04 0.00 P y 
00214764 CARRIER AND GABLE 11/12/2012 11/29/2012 16,622.60 0.00 P y 
00214433 CITIZENS DISPOSAL INC 11/15/2012 11/29/2012 16,753.01 0.00 P y 
00214717 Treasurer, City of Flint 11/27/2012 11/29/2012 19,088.05 0.00 P y 
00214744 Treasurer, City of Flint 11/27/2012 11/29/2012 8,403.72 0.00 P y 
00214819 FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION 10/31/2012 11/29/2012 257,182.57 0.00 P y 
00214822 GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIST 10/31/2012 11/29/2012 64,794.40 0.00 P y 
00214826 MASS TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 10/31/2012 11/29/2012 11,002.12 0.00 P y 
00214821 SWARTZ CREEK SCHOOL DISTRICT 10/31/2012 11/29/2012 27,203.67 0.00 P y 
00214651 XEROX CORP 11/21/2012 11/29/2012 6,772.32 0.00 P y 
00214824 FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY 10/31/2012 11/29/2012 53,179.14 0.00 P y 

00214625 WELLINGTON MANAGMENT CO, LLP 11/16/2012 11/29/2012 42,554.60 0.00 P y 

00214818 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER-MET 11/15/2012 11/29/2012 114,630.47 0.00 P y 

00214445 PITNEY BOWES PURCHASE POWER 11/21/2012 11/29/2012 10,099.59 0.00 P y 



00214779 DETROIT SALT CO 10/31/2012 11/29/2012 5,425.79 0.00 P y 
00214780 DETROIT SALT CO 10/30/2012 11/29/2012 5,755.02 0.00 P y 
00214781 DETROIT SALT CO 10/25/2012 11/29/2012 5,735.88 0.00 P y 
00214782 DETROIT SALT CO 10/29/2012 11/29/2012 5,621.58 0.00 P y 
00214798 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING & TECH 6/29/2012 11/29/2012 52,632.11 0.00 P y 
00214799 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING & TECH 8/23/2012 11/29/2012 7,858.74 0.00 P y 
00214800 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING & TECH 7/27/2012 11/29/2012 103,879.23 0.00 P y 
00214825 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 10/31/2012 11/29/2012 100,986.22 0.00 P y 
00214797 SALEM HOUSING COMM DEVELOPMENT CORP 11/2/2012 11/29/2012 24,429.58 0.00 P y 
00214448 Consumers Energy 11/21/2012 11/29/2012 22,461.44 0.00 P y 
00214472 Consumers Energy 11 /21 /2012 11/29/2012 10,632.73 0.00 P y 
00214476 Consumers Energy 11/21/2012 11/29/2012 7,454.32 0.00 P y 
00214503 Consumers Energy 11/21/2012 11/29/2012 6,488.52 0.00 P y 
00214511 Consumers Energy 11/21/2012 11/29/2012 89,042.72 0.00 P y 
00214512 Consumers Energy 11/21/2012 11/29/2012 18,589.07 0.00 P y 
00214432 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC 11/9/2012 11/29/2012 5,222.00 0.00 P y 
00214838 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC AND 11/9/2012 11/29/2012 9,300.00 0.00 P y 
00214839 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC AND 11/9/2012 11/29/2012 19,582.90 0.00 P y 
00214801 METRO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, INC 10/16/2012 11/29/2012 22,500.00 0.00 P y 
00214643 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 11/13/2012 11/29/2012 12,472.00 0.00 P y 
00214642 DU ALL CLEANING INC 11/1/2012 11/29/2012 7,997.98 0.00 P y 
00214568 AT & T SBS 11/4/2012 11/29/2012 19,970.55 0.00 P y 
00214812 LINDA M FRANCIS 11/19/2012 11/29/2012 7,812.00 0.00 P y 
00214814 ELLSWORTH MCCAMPBELL JR 11/19/2012 11/29/2012 8,129.00 0.00 P y 
00214578 Russell Collection Agency 11/19/2012 11/29/2012 5,197.45 0.00 P y 
00214898 TONYA FIELDS 11/26/2012 11/29/2012 35,494.35 0.00 P y 
00214900 DIVERSIFIED, FBO:JACQUELINE METZGER 11/26/2012 11/29/2012 33,690.44 0.00 P y 

00214581 WALGREEN CO & HONIGMAN MILLER 11/21/2012 11/29/2012 56,013.84 0.00 P y 
00214840 ICMA RETIREMENT CORP 11/28/2012 11/30/2012 13,463.35 0.00 P y 
00214846 AFLAC 11/28/2012 11/30/2012 14,172.52 0.00 P y 
00214849 EQUITABLE FINANCIAL SERVICES 11/28/2012 11/30/2012 14,804.21 0.00 P y 
00214851 ICMA RETIREMENT TRUST 11/28/2012 11/30/2012 14,900.73 0.00 P y 
00214853 AFSCME, LOCAL 1600 11/28/2012 11/30/2012 5,343.83 0.00 P y 
00214885 Ml STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 11/28/2012 11/30/2012 23,227.20 0.00 P y 
00214858 CITY OF FLINT 11/28/2012 11/30/2012 9,522.40 0.00 P y 
00214857 CITIGROUP GLOBAL MKTS INC. 11/28/2012 11/30/2012 5,668.39 0.00 P y 
00215083 AlS CONSTRUCTION EQUIP&CONTRACTORS 11/30/2012 12/6/2012 68,415.00 0.00 P y 



00215167 CS MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE 11/30/2012 12/6/2012 15,693.87 0.00 P y 
00214941 COURT STREET VILLAGE 9/13/2012 12/6/2012 8,608.00 0.00 P y 
00214908 CITY OF DETROIT 11/21/2012 12/6/2012 1,836,391.85 0.00 P y 
00215165 FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION 11/30/2012 12/6/2012 77,613.05 0.00 P y 
00215184 GABRIEL ROEDER SMITH AND CO 4/2/2012 12/6/2012 9,000.00 0.00 P y 
00215185 GABRIEL ROEDER SMITH AND CO 7/19/2012 12/6/2012 21,100.00 0.00 P y 
00215166 GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIST 11/30/2012 12/6/2012 19,394.87 0.00 P y 
00214585 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 11/6/2012 12/6/2012 7,675.19 0.00 P y 
00214587 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 11/6/2012 12/6/2012 10,078.13 0.00 P y 
00215170 MASS TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 11/30/2012 12/6/2012 5,877.79 0.00 P y 
00215190 MUTUAL EYE CLAIM AUDIT INC 11/5/2012 12/6/2012 8,343.59 0.00 P y 
00214993 PLUNKETT AND COONEY 11/12/2012 12/6/2012 5,242.00 0.00 P y 
00214933 RED WING SHOE STORE 11/7/2012 12/6/2012 6,041.41 0.00 P y 
00214917 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 11/2/2012 12/6/2012 49,906.40 0.00 P y 
00215168 FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY 11/30/2012 12/6/2012 17,534.87 0.00 P y 
00215135 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 12/4/2012 12/6/2012 61,266.00 0.00 P y 
00215164 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER-MET 11/30/2012 12/6/2012 32,910.85 0.00 P y 
00214940 MICHIGAN CAT INC 11/26/2012 12/6/2012 8,554.00 0.00 P y 
00215077 MiCH!GAN CAT INC 11/28/2012 12/6/2012 6,314.00 0.00 P y 
00215169 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 11/30/2012 12/6/2012 39,173.77 0.00 P y 
00215144 BARTMAN EXCAVATING 12/5/2012 12/6/2012 26,400.00 0.00 P y 
00215013 METRON-FARNIER, LLC 9/1/2012 12/6/2012 10,750.00 0.00 P y 

00215014 SALEM HOUSING COMM DEVELOPMENT CORP 10/29/2012 12/6/2012 19,168.00 0.00 P y 
00215000 STANDARD INSURANCE CO. 12/1/2012 12/6/2012 6,085.82 0.00 P y 

00214998 GIARMARCO MULLINS & HORTON PC 11/13/2012 12/6/2012 7,660.40 0.00 P y 
00215078 JACK FICK EXCAVATING INC 11/26/2012 12/6/2012 24,300.00 0.00 P y 
00214904 MCLAREN HEALTH PLAN 11/13/2012 12/6/2012 49,435.92 0.00 P y 

00214932 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 11/7/2012 12/6/2012 72,414.52 0.00 P y 

00214935 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 10/25/2012 12/6/2012 5,502.88 0.00 P y 

00215162 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 10/25/2012 12/6/2012 11,744.50 0.00 P y 

00215012 EQ THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY CO 11/9/2012 12/6/2012 18,366.43 0.00 P y 

00215219 JOE MCCLURE 12/5/2012 12/6/2012 9,233.69 0.00 P y 

00215163 DEAN T YEOTIS, GLEN N LENHOFF & 1/7/2013 12/6/2012 2,452,724.40 0.00 P y 

00215261 MIDWEST DIRECT 12/7/2012 12/7/2012 10,000.00 0.00 P y 

00214592 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 11/12/2012 12/12/2012 9,621.86 0.00 P y 

00214593 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 11/13/2012 12/13/2012 6,391.43 0.00 P y 

00215320 MCNAUGHTON MCKAY ELECTRIC CO 10/18/2012 12/13/2012 86,523.58 0.00 P y 



00215324 MCNAUGHTON MCKAY ELECTRIC CO 11/7/2012 12/13/2012 16,225.12 0.00 P y 
00215370 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 11/2/2012 12/13/2012 13,338.25 0.00 P y 
00215371 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 11/2/2012 12/13/2012 13,089.75 0.00 P y 
00215223 AVAYA FINANCIAL SERVICES 11/28/2012 12/13/2012 9,133.83 0.00 P y 
00215385 MAIL ROOM SERVICE CENTER 11/30/2012 12/13/2012 5,846.30 0.00 P y 
00215463 CONSUMERS ENERGY 11/30/2012 12/13/2012 11,609.72 0.00 P y 
00215464 CONSUMERS ENERGY 11/30/2012 12/13/2012 206,795.32 0.00 P y 
00215335 BART.MAN EXCAVATING 12/7/2012 12/13/2012 20,700.00 0.00 P y 
00215260 SALEM HOUSING COMM DEVELOPMENT CORP 12/4/2012 12/13/2012 26,469.00 0.00 P y 
00215380 ZITO CONSTRUCTION CO 12/7/2012 12/13/2012 93,000.00 0.00 P y 
00215499 Consumers Energy 12/11/2012 12/13/2012 24,935.43 0.00 P y 
00215326 SECURITY COUNTERMEASURES & 10/3/2012 12/13/2012 6,700.00 0.00 P y 
00215327 SECURITY COUNTERMEASURES & 11/1/2012 12/13/2012 6,700.00 0.00 P y 
00215224 DELL FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC 11/18/2012 12/13/2012 12,652.79 0.00 P y 
00215381 JACK FICK EXCAVATING INC 12/7/2012 12/13/2012 14,200.00 0.00 P y 
00215382 JACK FICK EXCAVATING INC 12/7/2012 12/13/2012 58,400.00 0.00 P y 
00215570 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 11/13/2012 12/13/2012 8,000.91 0.00 P y 
00215511 EPIC TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONSLLC 12/6/2012 12/13/2012 13,750.00 0.00 P y 
00215535 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 12/7/2012 12/13/2012 66,973.76 0.00 P y 
00215397 AT & T 12/1/2012 12/13/2012 41,829.49 0.00 P y 
00215562 TWYNETTE WILLIAMS 12/5/2012 12/13/2012 23,349.34 0.00 P y 
00215704 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC AND 12/4/2012 12/14/2012 18,575.00 0.00 P y 
00215573 ICMA RETIREMENT CORP 12/12/2012 12/14/2012 16,484.10 0.00 P y 
00215577 FLINT FIRE FIGHTERS #352 12/12/2012 12/14/2012 9,162.34 0.00 P y 
00215580 AFLAC 12/12/2012 12/14/2012 14,478.77 0.00 P y 
00215583 EQUITABLE FINANCIAL SERVICES 12/12/2012 12/14/2012 14,431.91 0.00 P y 
00215585 ICMA _RETIREMENT TRUST 12/12/2012 12/14/2012 14,575.89 0.00 P y 
00215589 AFSCME, LOCAL 1600 12/12/2012 12/14/2012 5,303.48 0.00 P y 
00215623 Ml STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 12/12/2012 12/14/2012 22,752.08 0.00 P y 
00215597 CITY OF FLINT 12/12/2012 12/14/2012 9,693.48 0.00 P y 
00215596 CIT!GROUP GLOBAL MKTS INC. 12/12/2012 12/14/2012 5,813.96 0.00 P y 
00215735 GDC SMITH VILLAGE LLC 11/26/2012 12/18/2012 193,689.00 0.00 P y 
00215736 GDC SMITH VILLAGE LLC 12/10/2012 12/18/2012 108,722.74 0.00 P y 
00215744 GDC SMITH VILLAGE LLC 11/26/2012 12/18/2012 187,581.00 0.00 P y 
00215745 GDC SMITH VILLAGE LLC 12/10/2012 12/18/2012 163,423.50 0.00 P y 
00215914 ACE ASPHALT AND PAVING COMPANY 12/12/2012 12/20/2012 9,424.97 0.00 P y 
00215678 CITIZENS DISPOSAL INC 11/30/2012 12/20/2012 17,438.93 0.00 P y 



00215786 HYDRO DYNAMICS 11/30/2012 12/20/2012 96,873.00 0.00 P y 
00214599 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 11/20/2012 12/20/2012 9,574.08 0.00 P y 
00215886 MUTUAL EYE CLAIM AUDIT INC 12/3/2012 12/20/2012 5,877.28 0.00 P y 
00215787 POL YDYNE INC 12/12/2012 12/20/2012 6,115.20 0.00 P y 
00215817 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 10/16/2012 12/20/2012 39,902.64 0.00 P y 
00215835 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 10/3/2012 12/20/2012 116,353.13 0.00 P y 
00215902 SHELTER OF FLINT 8/8/2012 12/20/2012 7,221.85 0.00 P y 
00215892 BP CANADA ENERGY MARKETING CORP 12/12/2012 12/20/2012 27,720.00 0.00 P y 
00215761 EAST JORDAN IRON WORKS INC. 11/9/2012 12/20/2012 19,926.84 0.00 P y 
00215764 EAST JORDAN IRON WORKS INC. 11/22/2012 12/20/2012 6,534.61 0.00 P y 
00215922 CONSUMERS ENERGY 11/29/2012 12/20/2012 7,740.25 0.00 P y 
00215901 GENESEE COUNTY DRAIN COMMISSIONER 12/3/2012 12/20/2012 9,291.25 0.00 P y 
00215812 MICHIGAN CAT INC 11/29/2012 12/20/2012 6,314.00 0.00 P y 
00215813 MICHIGAN CAT INC 11/29/2012 12/20/2012 6,314.00 0.00 P y 
00215822 ZITO CONSTRUCTION CO 12/13/2012 12/20/2012 58,800.00 0.00 P y 
00215709 FLUID PROCESS EQUIPMENT INC 9/28/2012 12/20/2012 11,781.90 0.00 P y 
00215751 JEFFERSON AUDIO VIDEO SYSTEMS, INC 11/29/2012 12/20/2012 10,200.00 0.00 P y 
00215879 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC 12/13/2012 12/20/2012 16,801.25 0.00 P y 
00215823 JACK FICK EXCAVATING INC 12/14/2012 12/20/2012 44,500.00 0.00 P y 
00215746 MAK CONTROLS LLC 11/1/2012 12/20/2012 22,305.00 0.00 P y 
00215877 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 11/14/2012 12/20/2012 20,000.00 0.00 P y 
00215910 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 12/13/2012 12/20/2012 127,428.31 0.00 P y 
00215916 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 11/28/2012 12/20/2012 52,242.50 0.00 P y 
00215918 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 12/13/2012 12/20/2012 69,542.50 o.oo· P y 
00215934 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 12/3/2012 12/20/2012 287,960.00 0.00 P y 
00215936 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 12/11/2012 12/20/2012 213,498.16 0.00 P y 
00215790 HOUSEAL LAVIGNE ASSOCIATES LLC 11/13/2012 12/20/2012 26,140.84 o;oo P y 
00215791 HOUSEAL LAVIGNE ASSOCIATES LLC 12/5/2012 12/20/2012 31,672.74 0.00 P y 
00215828 HOUSEAL LAVIGNE ASSOCIATES LLC 11/13/2012 12/20/2012 14,466.25 0.00 P y 
00215829 HOUSEAL LAVIGNE ASSOCIATES LLC 12/5/2012 12/20/2012 10,756.25 0.00 P y 
00215805 BOYD'S LAWN & LANDSCAPING 12/14/2012 12/20/2012 5,292.00 0.00 P y 
00215687 ABLE DEMOLITION INC 12/11/2012 12/20/2012 5,900.00 0.00 P y 
00215689 ABLE DEMOLITION INC 12/12/2012 12/20/2012 38,400.00 0.00 P y 
00215821 ABLE DEMOLITION INC 12/14/2012 12/20/2012 14,700.00 0.00 P y 
00215928 AT & T 11/4/2012 12/20/2012 33,478.36 0.00 P y 

00215930 AT & T 12/4/2012 12/20/2012 13,609.82 0.00 P y 

00215920 AT & T SBS 12/4/2012 12/20/2012 19,903.56 0.00 P y 



00215893 CONSTRUCTION UNLIMITED 12/12/2012 12/20/2012 7,812.00 0.00 P y 
00215887 RAYVYVYAN TRUST 05/31/2002 12/17/2012 12/20/2012 5,000.00 0.00 P y 
00215749 STATE OF MICHIGAN 12/1/2012 12/20/2012 20,000.00 0.00 P y 
00215840 STATE OF MICHIGAN 9/27/2012 12/20/2012 11,274.92 0.00 P y 
00215883 STATE OF MICHIGAN 12/10/2012 12/20/2012 130,917.18 0.00 P y 
00207854 ELECTRONIC RESTORATION SERVICES INC 12/21/2012 12/20/2012 8,845.99 0.00 P y 
00216071 CITIZENS DISPOSAL INC 12/15/2012 12/27/2012 14,272.88 0.00 P y 
00216087 Treasurer, City of Flint 12/26/2012 12/27/2012 17,872.15 0.00 P y 
00216112 Treasurer, City of Flint 12/26/2012 12/27/2012 5,574.75 0.00 P y 
00215466 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 11/27/2012 12/27/2012 6,519.65 0.00 P y 
00215942 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 12/10/2012 12/27/2012 11,458.36 0.00 P y 
00215941 PLANTE & MORAN, LLP 12/5/2012 12/27/2012 65,000.00 0.00 P y 
00216020 ALDRIDGE TRUCKING 11/30/2012 12/27/2012 5,048.10 0.00 P y 
00216050 CLOVERDALE EQUIPMENT CO 12/20/2012 12/27/2012 30,000.00 30,000.00 0 y 
00216045 USABLUEBOOK 12/14/2012 12/27/2012 5,885.60 0.00 P y 
00215954 ICMA RETIREMENT CORP 12/20/2012 12/28/2012 15,318.90 0.00 P y 
00215959 AFLAC 12/20/2012 12/28/2012 14,491.01 0.00 P y 
00215961 EQUITABLE FINANCIAL SERVICES 12/20/2012 12/28/2012 14,322.94 0.00 P y 
00215963 ICMA RETIREMENT TRUST 12/20/2012 12/28/2012 14,229.79 0.00 P y 
00215966 AFSCME, LOCAL 1600 12/20/2012 12/28/2012 5,263.30 0.00 P y 
00216002 Ml STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 12/20/2012 12/28/2012 22,631.93 0.00 P y 
00215976 CITY OF FUNT 12/20/2012 12/28/2012 9,224.45 0.00 P y 
00215975 CITIGROUP GLOBAL MKTS INC. 12/20/2012 12/28/2012 5,823.55 0.00 P y 
00215473 MARATHON F_LINT OIL COMPANY 12/3/2012 1/2/2013 7,281.80 0.00 P y 
00215481 MARATHON FLJNT OIL COMPANY 12/3/2012 1/2/2013 7,543.16 0.00 P y 

00216232 BISHOP INTERN'L AIRPORT AUTHORITHY 12/15/2012 1/3/2013 10,489.03 0.00 P y 

00216227 C S MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE 12/15/2012 1/3/2013 15,698.51 0.00 P y 

00216225 FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION 12/15/2012 1/3/2013 70,427.48 0.00 P y 

00216226 GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIST 12/15/2012 1/3/2013 17,810.36 0.00 P y 
00216230 MASS TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 12/15/2012 1/3/2013 20,338.30 0.00 P y 
00216222 SIMEN, FIGURA & PARKER PLC 11/13/2012 1/3/2013 6,099.00 0.00 P y 
00216228 FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY 12/15/2012 1/3/2013 25,439.63 0.00 P y 

00216224 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER-MET 12/15/2012 1/3/2013 30,244.83 0.00 P y 

00216229 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 12/15/2012 1/3/2013 80,782.73 0.00 P y 

00216149 HEALTHPLUS OF MICHIGAN 12/17/2013 1/3/2013 291,895.18 0.00 P y 

00216211 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC 12/13/2013 1/3/2013 10,143.25 0.00 P y 
00216137 MCLAREN HEALTH PLAN 12/12/2012 1/3/2013 50,219.73 0.00 P y 



00216157 ABLE DEMOLITION INC 12/18/2012 1/3/2013 10,800.00 0.00 P y 
00216216 EASTRIDGE COMMONS REALTY LLC 12/18/2012 1/3/2013 11,913.40 0.00 P y 
00216218 CON$UMERS ENERGY CO. 12/17/2012 1/3/2013 11,645.98 0.00 P y 
00216523 BISHOP INTERN'L AIRPORT AUTHORITHY 12/31/2012 1/10/2013 83,924.10 0.00 P y 
00216517 C S MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE 12/31/2012 1/10/2013 19,821.93 0.00 P y 
00216448 CITIZENS DISPOSAL INC 12/31/2012 1/10/2013 15,778.39 0.00 P y 
00216445 CITY OF DETROIT 12/21/2012 1/10/2013 1,744,651.36 0.00 P y 
00216522 DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 12/31/2012 1/10/2013 49,051.72 0.00 P y 
00216531 FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION 12/31/2012 1/10/2013 67,489.32 0.00 P y 
00216516 GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIST 12/31/2012 1/10/2013 23,591.74 0.00 P y 
00216492 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 12/11/2012 1/10/2013 7,417.19 0.00 P y 
00216521 MASS TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 12/31/2012 1/10/2013 142,604.15 0.00 P y 
00216565 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 12/10/2012 1/10/2013 48,978.75 0.00 P y 
00216566 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 12/14/2012 1/10/2013 34,172.15 0.00 P y 
00216374 SORENSEN GROSS CONSTRUCTION 1/4/2013 1/10/2013 30,436.00 30,436.00 0 y 
00216577 XEROX CORP 12/21/2012 1/10/2013 6,772.32 0.00 P y 
00216317 COMPLETE TOWING SERVICE 10/24/2012 1/10/2013 29,652.00 0.00 P y 
00216518 FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY 12/31/2012 1/10/2013 105,511.15 0.00 P y 
00216295 AVAYA FINANCIAL SERVICES 12/29/2012 1/10/2013 9,133.83 0.00 P y 
00216325 PLANTE & MORAN, LLP 12/11/2012 1/10/2013 10,763.09 0.00 P y 

00216320 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 1/3/2013 1/10/2013 61,266.00 0.00 P y 
00216274 NEWKIRK ELECTRIC ASSOCIATES INC 12/31/2012 1/10/2013 34,078.70 0.00 P y 
00216539 LAKE AGENCY 1217/2012 1/10/2013 26,963.25 0.00 P y 
00216515 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER-MET 12/31/2012 1/10/2013 31,878.39 0.00 P y 

00216335 PITNEY BOWES PURCHASE POWER 12/23/2012 1/10/2013 5,000.00 0.00 P y 
00216279 WT STEVENS CONSTRUCTION, !NC. 1/2/2013 1/10/2013 11,100.00 11,100.00 0 y 
00216369 W T STEVENS CONSTRUCTION, INC. 1/4/2013 1/10/2013 12,090.00 12,090.00 0 y 
00216469 GCR TIRE CENTERS 10/4/2012 1/10/2013 6,376.00 0.00 P y 
00216519 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 12/31/2012 1/10/2013 516,368.14 0.00 P y 
00216458 BARTMAN EXCAVATING 12/5/2012 1/10/2013 14,100.00 0.00 P y 
00216457 ZITO CONSTRUCTION CO 1/4/2013 1/10/2013 103,900.00 0.00 P y 

00216462 ZITO CONSTRUCTION CO 1/4/2013 1/10/2013 45,400.00 0.00 P y 
00216375 AVAYA INC, 12/16/2012 1/10/2013 40,230.24 0.00 P y 

00216291 INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE SERVICES, INC 1/2/2013 1/10/2013 27,192.00 0.00 P y 

00216649 Consumers Energy 1/8/2013 1/10/2013 10,021.69 0.00 P y 
00216651 Consumers Energy 1/8/2013 1/10/2013 15,917.66 0.00 P y 

00216681 Consumers Energy 1/8/2013 1/10/2013 17,482.57 0.00 P y 



00216688 Consumers Energy 1/8/2013 1/10/2013 18,459.10 0.00 P y 
00216689 · Consumers Energy 1/8/2013 1/10/2013 91,181.05 0.00 P y 
00216702 Consl!mers Energy 1/8/2013 1/10/2013 20,777.25 0.00 P y 
00216272 ASTI ENVIRONMENTAL 10/8/2012 1/10/2013 10,948.58 0.00 P y 
00216322 SECURITY COUNTERMEASURES & 12/3/2012 1/10/2013 6,700.00 0.00 P y 
00216296 DELL FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC 12/22/2012 1/10/2013 12,652.79 0.00 P y 
00216525 LEVEL ONE LLC 12/28/2012 1/10/2013 22,500.00 0.00 P y 
00216275 JACK FICK EXCAVATING INC 12/28/2012 1/10/2013 32,900.00 0.00 P y 
00216365 JACK FICK EXCAVATING INC 1/4/2013 1/10/2013 54,100.00 0.00 P y 
00216366 JACK FICK EXCAVATING INC 1/4/2013 1/10/2013 6,300.00 0.00 P y 
00216336 ONIX NETWORKING CORPORATION 12/28/2012 1/10/2013 29,868.00 0.00 P y 
00216792 GDC SMITH VILLAGE LLC 11/26/2012 1/10/2013 28,631.00 0.00 P y 
00216793 GDC SMITH VILLAGE LLC 12/10/2012 1/10/2013 20,648.00 0.00 P y 
00216364 ABLE DEMOLITION INC 1/4/2013 1/10/2013 37,200.00 0.00 P y 
00216459 DXE MEDICAL INC 12/3/2012 1/10/2013 9,999.99 0.00 P y 
00216572 ARELLANO & ASSOCIATES LLC 12/19/2012 1/10/2013 6,250.00 0.00 P y 
00216592 AT & T 1/1/2013 1/10/2013 41,829.49 0.00 P y 
00216706 PAUL MONTGOMERY, BENEF OF 1/8/2013 1/10/2013 5,000.00 0.00 P y 
00216583 COMCAST OF FLINT INC 12/27/2012 1/10/2013 34,930.35 0.00 P y 
00197362 MARATHON FUNT OIL COMPANY 12/12/2012 1/11/2013 5,329.43 0.00 P y 
00216732 ICMA RETIREMENT CORP 1/9/2013 1/11/2013 15,486.49 0.00 P y 
00216736 FUN:r_ FIRE FIGHTERS #352 1/9/2013 1/11/2013 6,994.69 0.00 P y 
00216739 AFLAC 1/9/2013 1/11/2013 14,594.42 0.00 P y 
00216742 EQUITABLE FINANCIAL SERVICES 1/9/2013 1/11/2013 15,585.72 0.00 P y 
00216744 ICMA RETIREMENT TRUST 1/9/2013 1/11/2013 15,929.88 0.00 P y 
00216748 AFSCME, LOCAL 1600 1/9/2013 1/11/2013 5,241.73 0.00 P y 
00216779 Ml STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 1/9/2013 1/11/2013 24,914.37 0.00 P y 
00216754 CITY OF FLINT 1/9/2013 1/11/2013 10,666.38 0.00 P y 
00216753 CITlGROUP GLOBAL MKTS INC. 1/9/2013 1/11/2013 6,211.73 0.00 P y 
00216497 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 12/17/2012 1/16/2013 6,991.56 0.00 P y 
00216498 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 12/17/2012 1/16/2013 7,424.95 0.00 P y 
00217024 NEXTEL COMMUNICATIONS 12/10/2012 1/17/2013 5,718.76 0.00 P y 

00216838 PLANTE & MORAN, LLP 11/6/2012 1/17/2013 55,000.00 0.00 P y 

00216840 PLANTE & MORAN, LLP 1/7/2013 1/17/2013 22,500.00 0.00 P y 

00217018 BP CANADA ENERGY MARKETING CORP 1/9/2013 1/17/2013 27,720.00 0.00 P y 

00217039 KAY KELLY 1/14/2013 1/17/2013 10,000.00 0.00 P y 

00216919 CONSUMERS ENERGY 12/31/2012 1/17/2013 206,897.04 0.00 P y 



00216920 CONSUMERS ENERGY 12/31/2012 1/17/2013 11,601.86 0.00 P y 
00216921 CONSUMERS ENERGY 12/27/2013 1/17/2013 8,533.33 0.00 P y 
00217014 SEAL-ALL WATERPROOFING CO., INC. 11/19/2012 1/17/2013 5,400.00 0.00 P y 
00216895 SALEM HOUSING COMM DEVELOPMENT CORP 1/11/2013 1/17/2013 19,912.50 0.00 P y 
00217050 CSX TRANSPORTATION INC 12/6/2012 1/17/2013 5,392.53 0.00 P y 
00216954 JP MORGAN INVESTMENT ADVISORS 11/2/2012 1/17/2013 14,424.66 0.00 P y 
00216999 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC AND 12/31/2012 1/17/2013 14,236.00 0.00 P y 
00217004 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC AND 12/31/2012 1/17/2013 27,774.76 0.00 P y 
00217006 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC AND 12/31/2012 1/17/2013 21,900.00 0.00 P y 
00217007 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC AND 12/31/2012 1/17/2013 13,536.68 0.00 P y 
0021f'.008 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC 12/13/2012 1/17/2013 9,347.00 0.00 P y 
00217009 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC 1/8/2013 1/17/2013 '16,522.72 0.00 P y 
00217010 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC AND 1/9/2013 1/17/2013 23,600.00 0.00 P y 
00217011 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC AND 1/9/2013 1/17/2013 14,950.00 0.00 P y 
00217012 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC AND 1/9/2013 1/17/2013 5,561.27 0.00 P y 
00217013 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC AND 1/11/2013 1/17/2013 17,744.60 0.00 P y 
00216896 BEDROCK BUILDING INC 6/29/2012 1/17/2013 11,860.00 0.00 P y 
00216808 SARGENT'S TITLE COMPANY LLC 12/5/2012 1/17/2013 9,000.00 0.00 P y 
00217064 MGT OF AMERICA INC 10/31/2012 1/17/2013 10,000.00 0.00 P y 
00216992 GDC SMITH VILLAGE LLC 1/10/2013 1/17/2013 22,149.00 0.00 P y 
00217066 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN 1/15/2013 1/17/2013 71,376.13 0.00 P y 
00217065 AT & T SBS 1/4/2013 1/17/2013 20,260.83 0.00 P y 
00217021 GLEN AND SUE CARPENTER 1/8/2013 1/17/2013 7,873.00 0.00 P y 
00216503 MARATHON FUNT OIL COMPANY 12/19/2012 1/18/2013 6,634.42 0.00 P y 
00216507 MARATHON FUNT OIL COMPANY 12/19/2012 1/18/2013 7,087.54 0.00 P y 
00217235 BISHOP INTERN'L AIRPORT AUTHORITHY 1/15/2013 1/24/2013 26,515.23 0.00 P y 
00217230 CS MOTI COMMUNITY COLLEGE 1/15/2013 1/24/2013 19,903.81 0.00 P y 

00217090 CARRIER AND GABLE 12/19/2012 1/24/2013 8,892.00 0.00 P y 
00217227 FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION 1/15/2013 1/24/2013 76,230.81 0.00 P y 
00217228 GENESEE INT.ERMEDIATE SCHOOL DIST 1/15/2013 1/24/2013 24,597.39 0.00 P y 
00217233 MASS' TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 1/15/2013 1/24/2013 47,966.09 0.00 P y 
00217258 MUTUAL EYE CLAIM AUDIT INC 1/3/2013 1/24/2013 7,382.56 0.00 P y 
00217185 POLYDYNE INC 1/16/2013 1/24/2013 6,356.00 0.00 P y 

00217229 SWARTZ CREEK SCHOOL DISTRICT 1/15/2013 1/24/2013 22,347.09 0.00 P y 

00217231 FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY 1/15/2013 1/24/2013 47,556.31 0.00 P y 

00217097 ALLIE BROTHERS INC 12/19/2012 1/24/2013 73,584.00 0.00 P y 

00217226 GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER-MET 1/15/2013 1/24/2013 48,461.60 0.00 P y 



,-
00217232 .· GENESEE COUNTY TREASURER 1/15/2013 1/24/2013 189,891.81 0.00 P y 
00217135 METRON-FARNIER, LLC 1/17/2013 1/24/2013 15,500.00 15,500.00 0 y 
00217214 SALEM HOUSING COMM DEVELOPMENT CORP 1/17/2013 1/24/2013 34,991.00 0.00 P y 
00217114 STANDARD INSURANCE CO. 1/1/2013 1/24/2013 6,050.98 0.00 P y 
00217254 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC 1/11/2013 1/24/2013 18,998.50 0.00 P y 
00217255 OPERATION UNIFICATION INC 1/11/2013 1/24/2013 17,648.00 0.00 P y 
00217256 OPERJ\TION UNIFICATION INC 1/11/2013 1/24/2013 43,180.65 0.00 P y 
00217115 MCLAREN HEAL TH PLAN 1/17/2013 1/24/2013 49,979.88 0.00 P y 
00217130 GDC SMITH VILLAGE LLC 1/10/2013 1/24/2013 334,713.21 0.00 P y 
00217133 GDC SMITH VILLAGE LLC 1/10/2013 1/24/2013 322,632.98 0.00 P y 
00217198 GDC SMITH VILLAGE LLC 1/22/2013 1/24/2013 8,199.00 0.00 P y 
00217099 ABLE DEMOLITION INC 1/9/2013 1/24/2013 23,400.00 0.00 P y 
00217243 STATE OF MICHIGAN 1/15/2013 1/24/2013 85,438.57 0.00 P y 
00217222 STATE OF MICHIGAN 12/11/2012 1/24/2013 11,116.90 0.00 P y 
00217136 ELECTRONIC RESTORATION SERVICES INC 1/17/2013 1/24/2013 20,000.00 0.00 P y 
00216508 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 12/26/2012 1/25/2013 7,937.74 0.00 P y 
00216510 MARATHON FLINT OIL COMPANY 12/26/2012 1/25/2013 5,771.98 0.00 P y 
00217314 ICMA RETIREMENT CORP 1/22/2013 1/25/2013 18,212.47 0.00 P y 
00217320 A.FLAG 1/22/2013 1/25/2013 14,647.20 0.00 P y 
00217322 EQUITABLE FINANCIAL SERVICES 1/22/2013 1/25/2013 14,722.53 0.00 P y 
00217324 ICMA RETIREMENT TRUST 1/22/2013 1/25/2013 14,841.99 0.00 P y 
00217327 AFSCME, LOCAL 1600 1/22/2013 1/25/2013 5,322.54 0.00 P y 
00217364 Ml STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 1/22/2013 1/25/2013 23,010.37 0.00 P y 
00217337 CITY OF FLINT 1/22/2013 1/25/2013 9,695.43 0.00 P y 
00217336 CITlGROUP GLOBAL MKTS INC. 1/22/2013 1/25/2013 5,788.10 0.00 P y 
00217419 DISABILITY NEnNORK 11/15/2012 1/31/2013 27,673.00 . 0.00 P y 

00217420 DISABILITY NETWORK 12/4/2012 1/31/2013 24,535.00 0.00 P y 
00217620 Treasurer, City of Flint 1/29/2013 1/31/2013 16,355.17 0.00 P y 
00217640 Treasurer, City of Flint 1/29/2013 1/31/2013 5,567.44 0.00 P y 

00217421 GENESEE COUNTY YOUTH CORP 12/13/2012 1/31/2013 11,834.89 0.00 P y 
00217445 GOYETTE MECHANICAL COMPANY 11/27/2012 1/31/2013 16,750.00 0.00 P y 
00217438 ROWE ENGINEERING INC 12/10/2012 1/31/2013 16,790.00 0.00 P y 
00217803 XEROX CORP 1/20/2013 1/31/2013 10,703.28 0.00 P y 

00217418 PVS TECHNOLOGIES INC 1/11/2013 1/31/2013 9,256.45 0.00 P y 

00217132 SW CONTROLS INC 11/30/2012 1/31/2013 48,720.00 0.00 P y 

00217305 ALLIE BROTHERS INC 12/14/2012 1/31/2013 8,591.31 0.00 P y 

00217727 MOTOROLA INC 1/16/2013 1/31/2013 9,650.00 0.00 P y 



00217306 W T STEVENS CONSTRUCTION, INC. 1/23/2013 1/31/2013 15,660.00 15,660.00 0 y 
00217391 DETROIT SALT CO 1/2/2013 1/31/2013 5,384.78 0.00 P y 
00217392 DETROIT SALT CO 1/8/2013 1/31/2013 27,385.48 0.00 P y 
00217427 BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS OF 12/19/2012 1/31/2013 9,226.64 0.00 P y 
00217567 Consumers Energy 1/29/2013 1/31/2013 5,041.71 0.00 P y 
00217574 Consumers Energy 1/29/2013 1/31/2013 21,527.71 0.00 P y 
00217597 Consumers Energy 1/29/2013 1/31/2013 15,070.08 0.00 P y 
00217606 Consumers Energy 1/29/2013 1/31/2013 18,013.85 0.00 P y 
00217613 Consumers Energy 1/29/2013 1/31/2013 19,473.20 0.00 P y 
00217614 Consumers Energy 1/29/2013 1/31/2013 104,175.17 0.00 P y 
00217473 DSS CORPORATION 11/13/2012 1/31/2013 42,950.00 0.00 P y 
00217379 DELL FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC 1/15/2013 1/31/2013 12,652.79 0.00 P y 
00217400 DELL FINANCIAL SERVICES, LLC 1/15/2013 1/31/2013 6,048.00 0.00 P y 
00217721 DIPONIO CONTRACTING INC 1/4/2013 1/31/2013 292,595.60 0.00 P y 
00217302 ABLE DEMOLITION INC 1/10/2013 1/31/2013 40,400.00 0.00 P y 
00217304 ABLE DEMOLITION INC 1/18/2013 1/31/2013 27,300.00 0.00 P y 
00217393 ABLE DEMOLITION INC 1/17/2013 1/31/2013 31,400.00 0.00 P y 
00217482 RIGHTWAY REMEDIATION LLC 1/21/2013 1/31/2013 6,002.80 0.00 P y 
00217802 AT & T 1/4/2013 1/31/2013 33,386.48 0.00 P y 

00217552 DCC CONSTRUCTION INC 1/11/2013 1/31/2013 8,368.00 0.00 P y 

00217553 SORENSEN GROSS CONSTRUCTION 1/11/2013 1/31/2013 18,654.00 0.00 P y 
00217731 JOHN JOSEPH SKOLNIK JR TRUST 6-8-06 1/30/2013 1/31/2013 7,500.00 0.00 P y 

00217542 DORT HWY ASSOC & HONIGMAN MILLER 1/23/2013 1/31/2013 22,366.43 0.00 P y 
00217544 DIVERSIFIED PROPERTY SOLUTIONS LLC 1/25/2013 1/31/2013 72,451.49 0.00 P y 
00217546 DIVERSIFIED PROPERTY SOLUTIONS, LLC 1/25/2013 1/31/2013 128,284.66 0.00 P y 
00217549 DIVERSIFIED PROPERTY SOLUTIONS LLC 1/28/2013 1/31/2013 25,812.11 0.00 P y 

# of Invoices: "9021 # Due: 79 TOTALS: 58,528,230.08 114,786.00 1t 



Section Separato1· (b) A list of each contract that the emergency financial manager 
awarded or approved with a cumulative value of $10,000 or more, the purpose of 

the contract, and the identity of the contractor. 



' Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergettcy Financial rRanager 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Inez Brown, City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

August 17,2012 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

The following Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financial Manager for the 
week ending August 17, 2012. 

1. 2012EFM001 - To Employ the Services of Michael K. Brown as City 
Administrator (Emergency Financial Manager) 

2. 2012EFM002 - Concerning Protocol for Flint City Council Under Public Act 72 
(Emergency Financial Manager) 

3. 2012EFM003 - Authorizing City Administrator Michael K. Brown to Carry Out 
Actions Pursuant to Public Act 72 in the Absence of the Emergency Financial 
Manager Ed Kurtz (Emergency Financial Manager) 

4. 2012EFM004 - To Employ the Services of Julie Sadler (Emergency Financial 
Manager) 

5. 2012EFM005 - To Employ the Services of Robert Erlenbeck (Emergency 
Financial Manager) 

City Hall 
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6. 2012EFM006 - Autl1orizing City of Flint Officials to Enter into a $35,970.00 
Contract with Lagarda Security for providing Security Services for the Smith 
Village Project commencing May 14, 2012 and ending September 14, 2012. 
Grant funds are from Neighborhood Stabilization Prograrn (NSP2), and were 
allocated through MSHDA (DCED) 

7. 2012EFM007 - To Enter Into a Contract with DiPonio Contracting, Inc. to 
Complete Phase 2 Infrastructure Improvements in an Amount not to Exceed 
$420,938.46 (DCED) 

8. 2012EFM008 - Authorizing a PEG Agreement Between the City of Flint and the 
Flint Community Scllools (Administration) 

9. 2012EFM010 - Settlement of 681
h District Court Matter Michigan Basic Property 

li1surance, Subrogee of Wanda Parl1am v City of Flint; Case NO. 12,..1406-GC 
(Legal) -

10. 2012EFM011 -Authorizing Settrement of Pre-Litigation Matter Concerning 
Leonardo Watkins (Legal) 

11. 2012EFM012 - Authorizing Actuarial Services Company (Risk Management) 

lA~~I/ ~} 
·axin . rray, Agenda .eR<'---rJ 



Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Inez: Brown, City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

September 14, 2012 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

The following Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financial Manager for the 
period ending September 13, 2012. 

1. 2012EFM033 - Licenses (Various) (City Clerk) 

2. 2012EFM034 - Authorizing Payment for the State of Michigan Assigned Claims 
Facility Assessment and Fees (Risk Management) 

3. 2012EFM035 - Proposal #530 - Metron-Farnier LLC - additional supply of%" 
plastic no register water meters - $37,000.00 (Water Service Center) 

4. 2012EFM0036 - Proposal #563 - Michener Auctioneer and Appraisal Services, 
Inc. - additional auctioneer services for a {6) month period of time - 5%of gross 
auction proceeds (Police and Purchasing) 

5. 2012EFM037 - Proposal #835- KNG Group, lnc./Diamond Gleaners- uniform 
and civilian dressware garment laundering services - $14,000.00 (Police and Fire 
Departments) 

6. 2012EFM038- Bid #12-124 - RBM Consulting LLC - maintenance agreement 
for voting equipment - $13,120.00 (City Clerk) 

City Hall 
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7. 2012EFM039 - Resolution to Amend the Contract with Houseal Lavigne for 
Preparation of the City of Flint's Master Plan to Add Step 3: 
Engagement/Community Outreach (Master Planning) 

8. 2012EFM041 - Memorandum of Understanding for Demolition of two structures 
(Administration) 

9. 2012EFM042 - Authorizing the Cancellation of Spending Authority and Revenue 
Recognition in the Amount of $233,006 in Community Development Block Grant 
Recovery Funds for Reprogramming Availability (DCED) 

10. 2012EFM043 - Authorizing Change Order to Extend the Term of the Community 
Development Block Grant Recovery Fund Street Resurfacing Contract with the 
Department of Infrastructure and Development, Transportation Division until 
September 30, 2012 and Increase the Contract Amount by $100,000. (DCED) 

11. 2012EFM044 - Bid #12-122 - Motorola - for 800 MHz Radio Consolettes for 911 
Communications - (Police) 



Edward J, Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Inez Brown1 City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

September 24, 2012 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

The following Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financial Manager for the 
period ending September 21, 2012. 

1. 2D12EFM009-Authorizing Approval to Contract. and pay the Professional 
Engineering Services for the Design of a 24" Water Main Replacement and 
Upgrades to Cedar Street Pump Station and Torrey Road Booster Station and 
DWRF Application Process (Utilities) 

2. 2012EFM040 - Issuance of a Purchase Order for the Cost of Energy Used by 
Shared Traffic Signals on the State's Trunkline Highways (Traffic Engineer) 

3. 2012EFM045 -William E. Walter, Inc. for Providing and Installing New HVAC 
Roof-Top Units at Brennan Center - $30,700.00 (Parks and Recreation) 

4. 2012EFM046 - Bid #12-082 -Great Lakes Emergency Products, LLC -
Concealable Body Armor - $$62,493.36 (Police) 

5. 2012EFM047 - Bid #12-112 - McNaughton - McKay- Electric for PLC/HMI 
Equipment at 3rd Avenue Pump Station - $156,281.59 (WPC) · 

6, 2012EFM048 - Bid #12-132 - SRB Lawn Care - mowing and trimming of Parks, 
Triangles and Boulevards - $36,024.00 (Parks & Recreation) 

City Hall 
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7. 2012EFM049 - Business Licenses -various (City Clerk) 

8. 2012EFM050 - Increase Contract Amount with Dzinebytes Web Development 
Professional Services (change order #2) in an amount not to exceed $3600.00 
(Information Technology) 

9. 2012EFM051 -Authorizing Entering into a Grant Agreement with Flint Township 
for Participation in a Multi~urisdictional Edward Byrne Memorial Justice 
Assistance Grant (JAG) funded by the Department of Justice (Police) 

1 O. 2012EFM052 - Authorizing Change Order to Extend the Term of the Community 
Development Block Grant Recovery Fund Contract with the Economic 
Development Corporation of the City of Flint for Oak Business Center 
Improvements Until September 30, 2012 and Increase the Contract by an 
Amount Not to Exceed $4,262.96 (DCED) 

11. 2012EFM053 - Enter into First Change Order to Extend the Term of the Contract 
(10-038) with City of Flint Transportation now the Department of Development 
and Infrastructure Jn the Amount of $105,000.00 until September 28, 2012 for 
expansion of the City's comprehensive code enforcement program using 
Community Development Block Grant Recovery Funds (DCED) 

12;2012EFM054 - Execut~ a Contract Using CDBG-R Funding in the Amount of 
$222,500.00 with the Department of Infrastructure and Development, 
Development Division for Implementation of a Demolition Program until 
September 28, 2012 (DCED) 

13. 2012EFM055 - Authorizing the Reduction of Spending Authority and Revenue 
Recognition in the Amount of $43,800 in the Administrative Allocation of 
Community Development Block Grant Recovery Funds (DCED) . 

14. 2012EFM056 - Authorizing the Cancellation of Spending Authority and Revenue 
Recognition in the amount of $49,821.78 in Community Development Block 
Grant Recovery Funds for Reprogramming Availability (DCED) 
~ . ·cm, 
~~~ 

ancial Manager 



Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Inez Brown, City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

October 4, 2012 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

The following Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financial Manager for the 
week ending October 4, 2012. 

1. 2012EFM072 - Authorizing the Lake Agency for Smith Village Property 
Insurance (Risk Management) 

2. 2012EFM073 - Enter into a Second Change Order with the City of Flint 
Transportation Department now the Department of Development and 
lnfrastructLire that Amends Contract Requirements in their Original Blight-Code 
Enforcement Agreement for the Community Development Block Grant Recovery 
Program (DCED) 

3. 2012EFM074 - Budget Adjustment in the Amount of $9,843.06 
(Finance/Customer Service Center) 

4. 2012EFM075- Bid #12-129 -New Systems Corp. - Servers, Software and 
Support - $89,500.00 (Police) 

5. 2012EFM076 - Budget Amendment in the Amount of $45,000.00 - (City Clerk
Election Division) 

6. 2012EFM077 - Authorizing Continuance of Consultation with Plante & Moran 
LLC for Project Initiation and Planning Assistance for New Financial 
Management Information System - $35,437.50- (Information Technology 
Systems) 

City Hall 
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7. 2012EFM078 - Extending Agreement with Genesee County Land Bank Through 
September 30, 2012 and Authorizing Change Order #5 to Increase Amount of 
Burnash Wrecking Contract in the Amount of $70,288.23 (Demolition) 

8. 2012EFM079- Correcting Resolution No. 2012EM521 -Authorizing a 
$575,449.00 HOME Investment Partnerships Program Funded Contract with 
GDC Smith Village LLC for the Construction of Homes in Phase Ill of Smith 
Village Development Project (DCED) 

9. 2012EFM080 - Authorizing City Officials to Accept Neighborhood Stabilization 
Grant 3 (NSP3) Grant in the Amount of $3,076,52-2.00 from the U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development and Appropriate Funds to a Project Account 
Established for the NSP3 Program (DCED) 

10. 2012EFM081 - Authorizing $13,686.25 to Community Improvement Group, LLC 
for Program Management Services for the Neighborhood Stabilization Program 
(NSP1) (OCED) . 



Edward J. Kurtz 
Enterg,;mcy Financial Manager 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Inez Brown, City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

October 19, 2012 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

Dayne Walling 
May,;ir 

The following Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financial Manager for the 
week ending October 19, 2012. 

1. 2012EFM101 - Proposal# 493 - Arnold Sales - janitorial supplies - $48,500.00 
(various departments) 

2. 2012EFM102 - Proposal # 836 - Michigan CAT - leaf loader/2-wheel loader 
equtpment - $48,000.00 (Rubbish Collection Fund) 

3. 2012EFM103 - Bid #12-130 - Detroit Salt Co. - bulk salt - $248,243.00 (Sewer 
Fund) 

4. 2012EFM105 - Business Licenses (City Clerk) 

5. 2012EFM106 - Ordinance to Amend the Code of the City of Flint, Michigan by 
amending Chapter 1, General Provisions, to add Section 1-164, Police and Fire 
Funding (Administration) 

6. 2012EFM 108 - Authorizing Change Order No. 3 to Extend the Term of the 
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality Flint Area-wide site Assessment 
Project Grant until September 13, 2013 (DCED) 

7. 2012EFM109- Execute a Contract with the City's Department Infrastructure and 
Development, Development Division in the amount of $1,999,739.00 for 
management and implementation of a demolition program financed using 
Neighborhood Stabilization Program 3 Funding (NSP3) (DCED) 

City Hall 
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8. 2012EFM110- To Cancel Spending Authority and Revenue Recognition in 
2012~13 Community Development Block Grant CDBG Program Accounts in the 
Amount of $475,000 for Reprogramming Availability (DCED) 

9. 2012EFM111 - Proposal# 767 -J & M Tree Service-tree trimming and 
removal - $50,000.00 (Parks and Recreation) 

1 O. 2012EFM112 - To Accept Grant Funds from the Community Foundation of 
Greater Flint for Human Resources training in the Amount of $3,207.47 (Human 
Resources) 

11. 2012EFM113 - To Accept 2013 Track One Grant Funds from the Genesee 
County Office of Senior Services for Senior Center Funding for Brennan and 
Hasselbring (Parks and Recreation) 

12. 2012EFM114 - To Approve A Professional Service Agreement with Collin T. 
Stevens, in an amount not to exceed $13,689.00, to Serve as Van Driver for the 
Senior Centers (Parks and Recreation) 



Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

TO: 

FROM: 

Inez Brown. City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

DATE: October 29, 2012 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

The following Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financial Manager for the week 
ending October 26, 2012. 

1. 2012EFM104 - Authorizing Reallocation of Office Space Occupied by the Human 
Relations Commission (Administration) 

2. 2012EFM107 - Budget Adjustment in the Amount of $1,638.81 for Overtime Expenses 
(Transportation/Street Maintenance) 

3. 2012EFM115- Budget Adjustment in the Amount of $16,000 for Overtime Expense 
(Fire Department) 

4, 2012EFM116 - Authorizing Payment to the Genesee County Drain Commissioner in the 
amount of $1,725.00 for 2012 City of Flint Special Assessment Drain Tax Roll (Utilities) 

5. 2012EFM11.7 - Authorizing Change Order #1 to Increase the Contract with LaGarda 
Security (12-095), by $34,890.90 for the Purpose of Providing SecL1rity Services for the 
Smith Village Project Commencing on September 15, 2012 and Ending on November 
301 2012. Grant Funds are from the Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP2), and 
Were Allocated Through the Michigan State Housing Development Authority (MSHDA) 
(DCEO) 

Financial Manager 
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Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE; 

./ ._ 
•, 

Inez Brown, City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

November 6, 2012 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

The following Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financial Manager for the 
period ending November 6 1 2012. 

1. 2012EFM118 - To Enter into a Contract with Fowler Construction not to Exceed 
the Amount of $3,500.00 until December 15, 2015 for the Purpose of Making 
Emergency Repairs to 2206 North Stevenson using 2010-2011 Cornmunity 
Development Block Grant Funds (DCED) 

2. 2012EFM119 - Budget Adjustment for Major Street Project (Transportation
Street Maintenance) 

3. 2012EFM120 -Authorizing an $18,335.01 Contract with the City of Flint 
Development Division to Demolish Identified Properties within the Renewal 
Community Area (DCED) 

4. 2012EFM121 -Authorizing Change Order No. 3 to the Environmental Site 
Assessment Contract with ASTI Environmental, Inc. to Extend the Term until 
September 13, 2013 (DCED) 

5. 2012EFM122 - Authorizing Change Order No. 1 to Expand the Scope and 
Increase the Amount of the Smith Village Phase 1 Contract with GDC Smith 
Village LLC by $124,325. (DCED) 

6. 2012EFM123-Authorizing an NSP2 Contract with Rowe Professional Services 
in the Amount of $51,520 for Construction Management Services for Smith 
Village Project (DCED) 

City Hall 
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7. 2012EFM124 - To Enter fnto a Contract With GDC Smith Village LLC., not to 
exceed $91,246.00 to Replace Stolen, Vandalized or Defective Items for the 
Smith Village Development Project (DCED) 

8. 2012EFM126 - To Approve the Amended Code of Conduct Policy and Authorize 
Immediate lmplementatlon (Human Resources and Labor Relations) 

9. 2012EFM127 - To Motorola, Inc. for Installing Motorola 800 MHz Radios in 
Police Patrol Vehicles (Police) 

10.2012EFM128 - Temporary (180 Days) Moratorium on Construction, Substitution, 
Placement or Installation of any Dynamic Display Sign Within the City of Flint 
(Administration) 

11. 2012EFM129 - Authorizing Change Order to the Professional Services 
Agreement (PSA) Between the City of Flint and Brad Hill (Utilities) 

12. 2012EFM130 - Budget Adjustment to Move Funds from the Public Improvement 
Fund General Government Reserve Capital Expense Contingencies Account to 
the Public Improvement Fund Facilities Maintenance Building Additions and 
Improvements Account in the amount of $16,750.00 (Parks and Recreation) 

13.2012EFM131 - To Motorola Inc., for Installing Motorola 800 MHz Radios in 
Various Fire Apparatus (Fire) 

_._.. . ......----·-

inancial Manager 
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Edward J. K1.1rtz 
Emergency Fina.ncial Manager 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Inez Brown, City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

November 12, 2012 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

The tallowing Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financial Manager for the 
week ending November 9, 2012. 

1. 2012EFM125 -Authorizing Entering into a Contract with the Lake Agency to 
Provide Property, Inland Marine, Contractors Equipment and Crime Insurance 
(Risk Management) 

2. 2012EFM132- Budget Adjustment in the Amount of $9,650.00 for Expense 
Appropriation (Fire) 

3. 2012EFM133- Proposal #817 - Test America- environmental monitoring 
service - (WPC) 

4. 2012EFM134 - Enter into a Second Change Order with Metro Community 
Development, Inc. to Extend the Contract Term until February 131 2012 and to 
Amend the Scope of Services to their Original Home buyer Counseling 
Agreement for the Neighborhood Stabilization Program 1 in order for Home 
Buyers to Continue Receiving Housing Counseling, a Requirement to PLtrchase a 
Home in NSP-1 Areas (DCED) 

5. 2012EFM135 - Resolution to Seal -All Waterproofing for Westside Reservoir 
Joint Sealing Services (Utilities) 

6. 2012EFM 136 - Authorizing Change Order No. 1 to the GDC Smith Village Phase 
II Developer Agreement to Amend Exhibit A (DCED) 
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7. 2012EFM137 - Bid #12-106-Cloverdale Equipment Company- Commercial 
Telehandler (WPC) 

8. 2012EFM138- Bid #12-127 - Great Lakes Emergency Products, LLC - upfitting 
for police patrol vehicles (Police) 

9. 2012EFM139 - Bid #12-128-Able Demolition for Demolition of Various 
Structures (BSI, Blight and Demolition) 

10, 2012EFM140 - Bid #12-128 - Bartman Exacavating for Demolition of Various 
Structures (BSI, Blight and Demolition) 

11. 2012EFM141- Bid #12-128 - Fick Excavating for Demolition of Various 
Structures (BSI, Blight and Demolition) 

12.2012EFM142 -- Bid #12-128- Sorensen Gross for Demolltion of Various 
Structures (BSI, Blight and Demolition) 

13. 2012EFM143 - Bid #12-128 -Zito Construction for Demolition of Various 
Structures (BSI, Blight and Demolition) 

14. 2012EFM145 - Budget Adjustment - 911 Department Equipment 
(911 Department) 

15.2012EFM146- To Reprogram Community Development Block Grant Funds in 
the Amount of $148,465.00 and Make Said Funds Available in the City's BS &A 
System (DCED) 

16. 2012EFM147 - To Cancel Resolution #2012EM467 Adopted on August 1, 2012 
and Make Said Funds Available in the City's BS & A System {DCED) 

17.2012EFM148-To Enter into a First Change Order to Extend the Term of 
Contract 11-164 with EMAR Construction in the Amount of $96,962.00 Until 
December 30, 2012 for the Purpose of Making Emergency Repairs (Roofing, 
Electrical, Plumbing and HVAC) to Homeowner Units using 201_0-2011 
Community Development Block Grant Funds (DCED) 

~~ Maxine rray, Agenda fk 

y Financial Manager 



Edward J, Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Inez Brown, City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

November 19, 2012 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

The following Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financial Manager for the 
week ending November 16, 2012. 

1. 2012EFM144 - To Upgrade the Recording System for Police, Fire and 
911 System in Response to 800 MHz Radio System Transition (Police, Fire, 911) 

2. 2012EFM149 -Authorizing the Police and Fire Protection Millage Rate of 6.0 
Mills to be Levied on the Taxable Valuation of all Real and Personal Property 
Located in the City of Flint (Administration) 

3. 2012EFM150 - Authorizing Entering into an Agreement with Metro Community 
Development to Coordinate Public Safety initiatives for the Flint 21st Century 
Community Policing Grant (Police) 

4. 2012EFM151 - Authorizing Entering into a Grant Agreement with Charter Twp. 
Of Montrose for Participation in a Multi-Jurlsdictional Police Narcotics 
Investigation Program funded by the State of Michigan Dept of Budget, Office of 
Drug Control Policy {Police) 

5. 2012EFM152 - Authorizing the Acceptance of Donations from Multiple Vendors 
for the Purpose of Acquiring T-3 Mobility Vehicle (Police) 

6. 2012EFM153 - Public Improvements Fund Budget Adjustment in the Amount of 
$9,583.20 (Parks & Recreation) 
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7. 2012EFM154 -Authorization to Enter Into an Equipment Lease Agreement with 
the Genesee County Land Bank (Infrastructure and Development - Fleet) 

8. 2012EFM155 -Authorizing Change Order to the Current Contract with No Mo 
Tears for Mowing Services (Parks and Recreation) 

9. 2012EFM156 - Authorizing a Change Order to the Current Contract wlth the 
International Academy of Flint for Mowing Services (Parks and Recreation) 



Edward J, Kurtz 
Emergency financhll Manager 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Inez Brown, City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

November 26, 2012 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

The following Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financial Manager for the 
week ending November 23, 2012, 

1. 2012EFM157 -Authorizing City of Flint Officials to Enter into a Pricing 
Addendum to Master Agreement with AT&T (Information Technology Systems) 

2. 2012EFM158-Authorizing Payment to the Michigan Department of 
Environmental Quality Bureau for Michigan Public Water Supply Annual Fee 
(Utilities) 

3, 2012EFM159-Bid # 12-119-To Remove Old and Install (2) New BarScreens 
at 3rd Avenue Pump Station for Water Pollution Control (WPC) 

4. · 2012EFM160- Bid #12-077 -Zito Construction Services- Demolition of Various 
Structures (Blight & Demolition) 

5. 2012EFM161 - Bid# 12-077 -W.T. Stevens Construction- Demolition of 
Various Structures (Blight & Demolition) 

6. 2012EFM162 -Authorizing Gabriel, Roeder, Smith and Company for Retirement 
Actuarial Services at a Cost not to Exceed $9,000.00 (Risk Management) 
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7. 2012EFM163 - Authorization to engage Nyhart to Provide Other Post 
Employment Benefits Services at a Cost not to exceed $1,200.00 {Risk 
Management) 

8. 2012EFM165 - Liquor License for 4041 S. Saginaw Street (Cfty Clerk} 

9. 2012EFM166- Business License Renewal Applications (City Clerk) 



Edward J. Kurtz 
E;mergency Financial Manager 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Inez Brown, City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

Edward J. l<urtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

December 3, 2012 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

The following Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financicil Manager for the 
week ending November 30, 2012, 

1. 2012EFM104.1 - Authorizing Reallocation of Office Space Occupied by the 
Human Relations Commission (Administration) 

2. 2012EFM164 ~ Authorizing Change Order #10 to the Master Engineering 
Services Contract with Rowe Professional Services Company (Infrastructure and 
Development) 

3. 2012EFM167 - Bid# 12-132 - Great Lakes Computer - Juniper Switches and 
Firewall Migration - $20,348.00 (Police) 

4. 2012EFM168 -Authorizing Submission of A Grant Application for Brownfields 
Area-Wide Planning Grant to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Up to 
$200,000 for the City Owned Parcels in the Area Know as "Chevy In The Hole" 
and Surrounding Brownfields Sites (Master Planning) 

5. 2012EFM169- Biel# 12-136 -AIS Construction - Excavator- $68,415.00 
{Water Service Center) 
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6. 2012EFM170 - Authorizing Change Order #5 Modifying Contractual 
Requirements in the Development Agreement (10-003) between the City of Flint 
and Operation Unification, Inc. for the Purpose of Redevelopment of Abandoned, 
Mortgage or Tax Foreclosed Properties using Neighborhood Stabilization 
Program 1 Funding· (DCED) 



Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Inez Brown, City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

December 17, 2012 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

The following Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financial Manager for the 
week ending December 14, 2012. 

1. 2012EFM180 - Authorizing Settlement of the Worker's Compensation Claim of 
Dwayne Sumpter (Law) 

2. 2012EFM181 - Authorizing Settlement of the Worker's Compensation Claim of 
David Sisco (Law) 

3. 2012EFM182 - Objecting to the Transfer of Tax Reverted Property from Genesee 
County to the City of Flint (Administration) 

4. 2012EFM183- Reprogram Community Development Block Grant Public Service 
Funds in the Amount of $233,876.97 and Make Said Funds Available in the City's 
BS&A System (DCED) 

5. 2012EFM184 - Enter into a Change Order with Metro Community Development, Inc. 
to Extend the Contract (08-071) Term until January 31, 2012 for the Tenet Based 
Rental Assistance (TBRA) Program (DCED) 

6. 2012EFM185 - Authorizing Change Order #1 to Cancel Spending Authority for a 
Contract (10-026) to Community Improvement Group, LLC., financed using 
Neighborhood Stabilization Program Round I Funding (NSP1) (DCED) 
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7. 2012EFM186-Authorizing Change Order#1 to Cancel Spending Authority for a 
Contract (10-038) to Spartan Akers Corporation Financed using Neighborhood 
Stabilization Program Round 1 Funding (NSP1) (DCED) 

8. 2012EFM187 - Recognize Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP1) Funds Re~ 
deposited in the Disaster Recovery Grant Reporting System (DRGR) as Authorized 
by Resolution 2012EFM093 (DCED) 

9. 2012EFM188 -Authorizing Change Order #1 to Cancel Spending Authority for a 
Contract (09-225) to Advanced Solutions Group, LLC., financed using Neighborhood 
Stabilization Program Round 1 Funding (NSP1) DCED 

10. 2012EFM189- Authorizing Change Order #1 too Cancel Spending Authority for a 
Contract (10-022) to ASTI Environmental financed using Neighborhood Stabilization 
Program Round 1 Funding (NSP1) (DCED) 

11. 2012EFM190 - Authorizing Change Order #4 that Cancels Spending Authority for a 
Development Agreement with Salem Housing Community-Development Corporation 
for the purpose of Redevelopment of abandoned, mortgage or tax foreclosed 
properties using Neighborhood Stabilization Program 1 Funding (DCED 

12. 2012EFM191 -Authorizing Change Order #1 to Cancel Spending Authority for a 
Contract (10-036) to Circle of Love Community Development Corporation financed 
using Neighborhood Stabilization Program Round 1 Funding (NSP1) DCED 

13.2012EFM192 - Bid #12-138- Red Wing Shoes - employee safety shoes -
$16,413.00 {Various Departments) 

14. 2012EFM193 - Bid #12-139 - State of Michigan - national pollutant discharge 
elimination system permit fee - $20,000.00 (Sewer Fund) 

15.2012EFM194- Bid #12-140- Orbitbid.com- on-line Auction Services 
(Administration) 

16. 2012EFM195 - Proposal #798 - Ace Asphalt - cold patch material ~ $16,000.00 
{Major and Local Street Fund) 

17.2012EFM196 - Suspending Part of the Master Fee Schedule as Adopted July 18, 
2012 (Administration 

18. 2012EFM197 - Authorizing Change Order #4 to Cancel Spending Authority to a 
Development Agreement (09-216) for Salem Housing Community Development 
Corporation (DCED) 
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19. 2012EFM198 - Authorizing Change Order #5 to Reprogram an additional 
$97,722.00 to a Development agreement (090-217) for Salem Housing Community 
Development Corporation for a revised Contact of $303,997.00 (DCED) 

20. 2012EFM199 -Authorizing the Cancellation of Spending Authority and Revenue 
Recognition in the Amount of $880,441.50 from DiPonio Contracting, Inc. Contract 
Funded with Water and Sewer Funds for Smith Village Infrastructure (DCED) 

21.2012EFM202- Reprogram Community Development Block Grant Funds in the 
Amount of $462,920.85 and Make Said Funds Available in the City's BS&A System 
(DCED) 

22. 2012EFM203 -Authorizing Change Order #1 to the NSP2 Smith Village Phase II 
Infrastructure Contract in the Amount of $702,899.13 to Extend the Contract Term 
until February 10, 2013, and change the Scope of the Contract to Include the 
Construction of Water and Sewer Utilities and become Effective October 26, 
2012(DCED) 

23. 2012EFM204-Authorizing Change Order #1 to the $420,938.46 CDBG Smith 
Village Phase II Infrastructure Contract with DiPonio Contracting, Inc. to extend the 
contract term until November 30, 2013 and Change the Scope of the Contract 
(DCED) 

24.2012EFM205-0rdinance to Amend the Code of the City of Flint by Amending 
Chapter 46, Utilities, to add Section 46-52.4, Indigent Water Fund (Law) 

25. 2012EFM206 - Ordinance to Amend the Flint City Code of Ordinances, by 
Amending Chapter 2, Administration, Article I, In General, by Amending Sections 2-
3.2, City-Owned Vehicles - Use Generally1 Section 2-3.4, Use of City Vehicles, and 
Section 2-3.51 City Buildings -Allocation of Space. (Law) 

26. 2012EFM207 - An Ordinance to Amend the Flint City Code of Ordinances by 
Amending Chapter 31, General Offenses, Article I, In General, to add Section 31-
27 .1.2, Personal Use Exemption for Possession and Use of Marihuana and 
Marihuana Paraphernalia (Law) 

27. 2012EFM208 -Approving the Appointment of Ms. Tracy B. Atkinson to the Position 
of Chief Department of Community and Economic Development Officer (Community 
Development) 

28. 2012EFM209 - Approving Budget Amendment to Transfer Appropriated Funds from 
Line Item 100-266.100-727.000 to Line Item 100-266.100-702.000 and Line Item 
100-266.100-719.100 (Law) 
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Edward J, Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Inez Brown, City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

January 14, 2013 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

The following Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financial Manager for the period 
enctrng January 11, 2013: 

1. 2012EFM200 -Authorizing a Development Agreement for $248,171.91 to Operation 
Unifioation using CDBG Funds for Redevelopment of Twelve (12) Homes in NSP1 
Areas (DCED) 

2. 2012EFM201 -Authorizing a Development Agreement for $100,000.00 to Salem 
Housing Community Development Corporation using CDBG Funds for Redevelopment 
of two (2) Homes in NSP1 Areas (DCED} 

3. 2013EFM001 -- Bid #12-117 -A-Plus Abestos Abatement - asbestos abatement 
services (Building Inspection) 

4. 2013EFM002 - Authorizing Submission of a Grant Application for a $50,000 Grant to 
the Ruth Mott Foundation for General Support of the Comprehensive Master Plan 
(Planning and Zoning) 

5. 2013EFM003 -Accept an Increase and Extension of the Charles Stewart Mott 
Foundation 21st Century Community Policing Grant (Police) 

6. 2013EFM004 - Authorizing Change Order No. Three to Increase Global 
Environmental NSP2 Funded Contract (12-012) by $1,164 and Amend the Scope to 
include Investigative Soils Sampling and other Environmental Services Within the 
Smith Village Development Project Area (DCED) 

City Hall 
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7. 2013EFM005 -Appointing William Journey to the Board of Review (Administration) 

8. 2013EFM006 -Appointing Louis Allan Griggs to the Board of Review (Administration) 

9. 2013EFM007 -Appointing Carolyn Hawkins to the Board of Review (Administration) 

10.2013EFM008 - Appointing Valorie Leslie to the Board of Review (Administration) 

11. 2013EFM009 - Reappointing Eugene Campbell to the Board of Review 
{Administration) 

12. 2013EFM010 - Reappointing Chris Delmorone to the Board of Review 
(Administration) 

13. 2013EFM011 - Authorizing Application to Michigan Economic Deve!opment 
Corporation (MEDC) for a City of Flint Designation as a SmartZone (DCED) 

14. 2013EFM012 - Business Licenses (City Clerk) 

15. 2013EFMD13 - Bid #11-120 - GCR Tire Center - tires and repair services 
(Fleet/Central Garage) 

16.2013EFM014- To Enter into a Sixth Change Order to Extend the Term of Current 
Contract Number 10-003 with Operation Unification, to Acquire, Rehabilitate and Sell, 
for the Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP) Area 3 until March 18, 2013 and 
Increase the Contract Amount by $233,472.25 (DCED) 

17. 2013EFM015 - To Enter into a Contract with YWCA of Greater Flint for $15,865.00 to 
Implement a Victim Advocacy Program for the Residents of the City of Flint (DCED) 

18. 2013EFM017 - To Enter into a Sixth Change Order to Extend the Term of Contract 
(11-040) with Operation Unification in the Amount of $77,488.45 until February 28, 
2013 for the Purpose of Making Emergency Repairs to Homeowner Units Using 2010-
2011 Community Development Block Grant Funds (DCED) 

19.2013EFM018-To Enter into a Sixth Change Order to Extend Term of Current 
Contract Number 09-217 with Salem Housing CDC to Acquire, Rehabilitate and sell for 
the Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP) Area 1 Until March 18, 2013 (DCED) 

20.2013EFM019- Enter into a First Change Order to Extend the Term of Contract (11-
157) with Catholic Charities in the Amount of $12,100 until June 30, 2013 to Continue 
Operational Services at the Holy Angels Warming Center using 2011-2012 Emergency 
Solutions· Grant (DCED) 
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21. 2013EFM020- Enter into a Second Change Order to Extend the Term of Contract 
(11 -164) EMAR Construction in the Amount of $96,962.00 until February 28, 2013 for 
the Purpose of Makfng Emergency Repairs to Homeowner Units Using 2010-2011 
Community Development Block Grant Funds (DCED) 

22. 2013EFM021 - Enter into a Fourth Change Order to Extend the Term of Contract (11-
084) with EMAR Construction in the Amount of $88,788.00 until February 28, 2013 for 
the Purpose of Makihg Emergency Repairs to Homeowner Units using 2010-2011 
Community Development Block Grant Funds (DCED) 

23.2013EFM022-An Ordinance to Amend Chapter.31, Article I, of the Flint City Code of 
Ordinances by Repealing Section 31-14, Begging or Panhandling (Administration) 

24. 2013EFM023 -An Ordinance to Amend Chapter 31, Article I, of the Flint City Code of 
Ordinances by Providing for Enforcement of Section 257.625(1 )(c) of the Michigan 
Vehicle Code Act 300 of 1949, Commonly Known as "Super Drunk Driving", by the 
addition of Section 31-70, Misdemeanor Violations of the Michigan Vehicle Code 
(Administration) 

25; 2013EFM024 ~ An Ordinance to Amend Chapter 31, General Offense$, Article I, In 
General, of the Code of the City of Flint by Amending Section 31-12, Disorderly 
Conduct and Disorderly Persons (Administration) 

26.2013EFM025 - Bid #13,.002 - State of Michigan - 2010 tax recbrds - $11,116.00 
(Treasurer- Income Tax) 

27.2013EFM026- Bid #12-135- Purvis & Foster, Inc. - boiler retubing-$19,420.00 
, (Utilities) 

28.2013EFM027 - Bid #13-003 - Genesys - employee screening services - $16,000.00 
1 (Human Resources) 

anclal Manager ·· 



Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Inez Brown, City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

January 24, 2013 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

Dayne Walling 
Mayor 

The following Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financial Manager for the 
period ending January 25, 2013. 

1. 2013EFM016 - Cancel Spending Authority with th~ City of Flint Law 
OepartmE;!nt for the Victim Advocacy program a_nd return funds to the CDBG 
Uncommitted account (DCEO) 

2. 2013EFM028 - Authorizing Change Order #2 to Cancel Spending Authority 
for a Contract {10-036) to Circle of Love Community Development 
Corporation Financed using Neighborhood Stabilization Program Round 1 
Funding (NSP) DCED 

3. 2013EFM029 - Approv\ng Submission of a Michigan Department of 
Transportation FY2014 Specialized Services Operating Assistance 
Application for Hasselbring Senior Center (Parks & Recreation) 

4. 2013EFM030 - Delegation of Retail Fireworks Inspections (Fire) 

5. 2013EFM031 -Authorization to Enter into MOOT Contract,#10-5696, Job 
#108785, for the Purpose of Acquiring Abandoned Grand Traverse Railroad 
Right-of-Way (Infrastructure and Development) -

6. 2013EFM032 - Authorizing Partial Relinquishment of Easement 
(Administration) 
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7. 2013EFM033 -Authorizing Contract for $25,000 to Mission of Peace 
Community Development Corporation using CDBG funds for Housing 
Counseling Services {DCED) 

8. 2013EFM034 - Authorizing Entering Into a Grant Agreement with Flint 
Township for Participation in a Multi-jurisdictional Edward Byrne Memorial 
Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) funded by the Department of Justice (Police) 

9. 2013EFM035 - Authorizing Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan (Risk 
Management) 

10. 2013EFM036 - Adopting a City of Flint title VI Non-Discrimination Plan 
(Administration) 

11. 2013EFM037 -Authorizing an lnter~Jurisdictional Agreement with Genesee 
County Water and Waste Services (WPC) · 

12. 2013EFM038 - Approving Eighth Amended and Restated Contract of Lease 
(Revenue Rental) ahd Other Documents and Authorizing and Directing the 
Director of Finance to Make Application to the Treasurer of the State of 
Michigan for Prior Approval of the Issuance of Bonds (Administration) 

13. 2013EFM040 - Approving and Adopting an Amended Master Fee Schedule 
(Administration) 

14. 2013EFM041 - Authorizing Entering into a Change Order Between the City of 
Flint and Mott Park Public Golf Course Association (Parks and Recreation) 

---------



Edward J. Kurtz 
f:mergency Ffnanclal Manager 

TO: Inez Brown, City Clerk 
Jerry Ambrose, Finance Director 
Pete Bade, Chief Legal Counsel 

FROM: Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 

DATE: February 4, 2013 

SUBJECT: Emergency Financial Manager's Agenda 

Dayna Walling 
Mayor 

The following Resolutions were approved by the Emergency Financial Manager for the week ending 
February 1, 2013. 

1. 2013EFM042 - Authorizing Entering into a Grant Agreement with the Fund for Cities of 
Se1vice, Inc. Recognizing and Appropriating Grant Funds in the Amount of $25,000.00 for 
the Cities of Service Impact Volunteering Fund Grant (Police) 

2. 2013EFM043-Authorizing Payment to the United States Department of the Interior 
Geological Survey to Share the Cost of Operating Gaging Stations (Utilities) 

3. 2013EFM044 - To Execute Change Order #4 to Extend an Original $606,890.22 HOME 
Contract (F09022) for Salem housing Community Development Corporation until June 30 
2013 (DCED) 

4. 2013EFM045 - To Execute Change Order #3 to Extend the Time Frame of a HOME 
Contract (F09095) for Flint Neighborhood and Investment Preservation Project, Inc. (Flint 
NIPP) until June 30, 2013 (DCED) 

5. 2013EFM046- To Execute Change Order#3 to Extend the time Frame of HOME Contract 
(F07078) for Flint Neighborhood Improvement and Preservation Project, Inc. (Flint NIPP) 
until June 30, 2013 (OCED) 

6. 2013EFM047 - To Execute Change Order#3 to Extend the Time Frame of a HOME 
Contract (F07075) for Salem Housing Community Development Corporation Until June 30, 
2013 (DCED) 

7. 2013EFM048 - To Execute Change Order #3 to Extend the Time Frame of a HOME 
Contract (F09097) for Salem Housing Community Development Corporation until June 30, 
2013 (DCEO) 
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8. 2013EFM049- To Execute Change Order#2 to Extend the Time Frame of a HOME 
Contract (F08059) for Flint Neighborhood and Investment Preservation Project, Inc. (Flint 
NIPP) until June 30, 2013 (DCED) 

9. 2013EFM050- Bid #11-134 -ASK Services, Inc. - title search services - $5,000.00 
(Development - BSI) 

10. 2013EFM051- Bid #13-009-Advanced Wireless Telecommunications- portable radios 
(10) - $$23,811.00 (Police) 

11 . 2013EFM052 - Bid #13-010 - Mission 1 Communications/ERS Towers -for installation of 
tower and dish antenna at 911 - $18,000.00 (Police) 

12. 2013EFM053- Business License (Auctioneer) (City Clerk) 

13. 2013EFM054 - Bid #13-001 - Titus - for "B" grit bucket elevator and conveyor re-build -
$158,000.00 (WPC-Sewer) 

14. 2013EFM055 - Authorizing Change Order #11 to the Master Engineering Services 
Contract with Rowe Professional Services Company for Services Related to the Chevy-in
the-Hole (Infrastructure and Development) 

15. 2013EFM056-Authorizing Change Order#2 to Increase the GDC Smith Village Phase I 
Contract Amount by $12,315.00, Increase the Developer Fee, Change the Benchmarks by 
which the Developer Fee is Paid and Extend the Contract Term until February 10, 2014 
(DCED) 

16. 2013EFM057 -Authorizing Change Order#2 to the GDC Smith Village Phase II Contract 
to Change the Benchmarks by which the Developer Fee is Paid and Extend the Contract 
Term until February 10, 2014 (DCED) 

17. 2012EFM058- Proposal #651 - Citizen's Disposal - landfill disposal services -
$225,000.00 (Waste Collection) 

18. 2012EFM059 - Authorizing Change Order #4 to Increase Global Environmental's NSP2 
Funded Contract (12-012) by $5,110.00 for Additional Environmental Services within the 
Smith Village Development Project Area (DCED) 

inancial Manager 



Section Separator (c) A description of each loan sought, approved, or disapproved 
during the reporting period that has a cumulative value of $10,000 or more and the 

proposed use of the funds. 

The City has been actively pursuing a vendor for a Procurement Card program. As of this date, 
the City has secured PNC Bank for the program and is in the process of implementation. 



Section Separator (d) A description of any position created 01· any vacancy in a 
permanent position filled by the appointing authority. 



Human Resources and Labor Relations 
PA72 Report - Personnel 

Vacancies Filled 

August • Police Sergeants - 9 

• Street Maintenance Admin Support Tech - I 

• Finance Admin. Asst. ( contract) - 1 

• Risk & Benefits Admin (contract)- I .. School Crossing Guards (Interim) - 2 

September • Police Officer (rehire) - 1 

• School Crossing Guards (Interim)- 47 

• Communication Specialist I - 3 

October 0 Principal Clerk Typist - Police Dept - 1 

• Accounting Admin Support Tech Traffic - 1 

• Customer Service Clerk (Interim)- 1 
e Deputy Court Clerk II - 1 

• Election Workers - 76 

• Board of Review (Elections) - 4 
November Cl Firefighter (SAFER Grant)- I 

• Retirement Specialist (Interim) - 3 
December 0 School Crossing Guards (Interim) - 2 

• Retirement Specialist (Interim)- 1 

• City Council (1st Ward) - 1 

• Mayor's Office Receptionist - 1 
e IT Specialist - 4 
e Software Systems Admin - 1 

• Finance Admin Asst. (Pennanent) - I 
January • Street Operator Maintainer - 2 

.... , .... .-, .................. ,--~··""· '' ....... ,_ .... _ .......... - ·- ····· 

Eliminated Positions Positions - Employees Laid 
Off 

• Waste Collector 

• Records Clerk Teller 
(68th D.C.) - 1 

• Inventory Control 
Specialist - 1 

• Casual Skilled Laborer 
(Interim) - 4 



Class Title: 
Established: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

Sergeant Job Code Number: 
December 18, 1973 

23-P-005 
FPSA 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Supervises the work or activities of a squad of police officers 
and/or related police personnel and inspects work performed; performs investigative work; perfom1s related 
work as required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the supervision of a command officer who reviews work for 
conformance to establish departmental policies and procedures. 

SUPERVISION EXERCISED: Exercises working supervision over a number of police officers and other 
assigned employees. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Supervises activities of a police patrol on an assigned shift including police officers and others. 

Directs and instructs officers in their performance of their duties. Makes necessary inspections of 
employees on this shift; evaluates quality of performance of persons under his supervision; reviews 
activities and reports of subordinates; issues specific i.nsh.uctions and assignments at scene of 
activity. Inspects equipment of police officer on regular and special assignment. 

2. Supervises a traffic platoon including an accident investigation squad, enforcement and school 
traffic officer groups; investigates and assures the correction of traffic complaints. Performs traffic 
control work, including school traffic program, and analyzes accident and violation data by 
mapping the location of same. 

3. Conducts investigations, supervises, directs as assigned, a detail or squad of investigators or officers 
engaged in the investigation, control, detection, and elimination of crime. Interviews complainants, 
witnesses, suspects, and others; gathers available evidence, analyzes related circumstances and 
makes detailed written reports embodying results of such investigations; obtains warrants, makes 
arrests; serves extradition papers; presents prisoners for arraignment; conducts polygraph 
examinations; prepares evidence for presentation in court and appears in court to present such 
evidence. 

4. Receives and is responsible for bond money. 
5. Assists in conducting and developing training programs, police firearms and other related programs. 

Instructs in public, parochial and police academy schools; attends schools of instruction in detective 
science and studies up-to-date information on criminal investigation. 

6. Supervises or assists in grant programs; maintains records and compiles repo1ts as required. 
7. Assists in the development of programs, makes public speeches ~nd ananges public tours in the 

interest of crime prevention and to improve conununications and ui1derstanding between the Police 
Department and the various publics in the community. Assists line officers in developing speeches 
and operational techniques to forther community relations. Assists in the preparation of the 
Bureau's annual budget and in the recrnitment of police personnel. 

8. Conducts investigations on complaints against officers and makes report to command officer. 
Investigates police persom1el in regards to proper conduct. May serve on trial board. 

9. Maintains and supervises the maintenance of modus operandi and criminal photograph files in such 
categories as burglary, arson, vice, hold-up, shoplifting, and narcotics and other records assignment 
dictates. 

10. Operates complicated technical devices in criminal investigation such as: Polygraph, photographic 
equipment, computer terminals, drafting equipment and utilizing electronic devices; attends 
autopsies as required. 

11. Investigates the homes and living conditions of juveniles when deemed advisable. Investigates, 
surveys, and processes all types of liquor and other license applications. 
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ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: (con't) 
12. Serves and or supervises the serving ofsunm1onses, subpoenas and other legal papers. 
13. Occasionally acts as senior officer in charge due to absence of the regular conunand officer. 
14. May act as Cost Center Manager or assist in the Budget process by providing information and 

reports as required. 
15. May assist in the validation of selection procedures for police position, and in conducting 

background investigations of applicants. 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. Education equivalent to the completion of high school. 
B. At least four (4) years of experience in the City of Flint Police Department as a Police Officer 

immediately prior to the deadline date for filing for the promotional examination of Sergeant OR at 
least three (3) years of experience in the City of Flint Police Department as a Police Officer and one 
(1) year of college (30 semester hours verified by transcript). 

C. Considerable knowledge of the mies and regulations of the Police Department and of pertinent 
federal, state and city laws. 

D. Considerable knowledge of modem approved principles, practices and procedures in the 
investigation and prevention of crime and the apprehension of criminals. 

E. Working knowledge of police methods and procedures. 
F. Working knowledge of the rules relating to admission of evidence in court procedures. 
G. Ability to understand and execute oral and written directions. 
H. Ability to deal courteously but firmly with the public. 
I. Ability to write clear and comprehensive reports. 
J. Ability to meet the physical, mental and visual standards of the job. 
K. Ability and willingness to work in a manner that will not needlessly endanger the safety to one's 

self, other persons and equipment. 

LINE OF PROMOTION: 
• Police Officer to Sergeant 

NECESSARY SPECIAL REOUIREMENT(S): 
• Possession ofa valid State of Michigan Driver's License. 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
WJ1ile performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and talk or hear. The 
employee is occasionally required to stand; walk; use hands to finger, handle or feel objects, tools or 
controls; reach with hands and arms; clin19 or.b_&~n.~~; ~toop, kneel, crouch or crawl; taste or smell. 
The employee must occasionally lift and/cir move more than 100 pounds. Specific vision-abilities required 
by this job include dose vision, distance vision, color vision, peripheral vision, depth perception and the 
ability to adjust focus. 
The employee must be able to withstand exposure to traffic hazards continuously; withstand exposure. to 
weather, wet conditions, high noise levels, hazardous materials and personal danger occasionally. 
The employee may, at any time, be at risk of personal danger including, but not be limited to, the result of 
au intentional attack by people and/or animals as well as enviromnental hazards. 
The employee frequently works in outside weather conditions. The employee occasionally works near 
moving mechanical parts; in high, precarious places; and with explosives and is occasionally exposed to 
wet and/or humid conditions, fumes or airborne particles, toxic or caustic chemicals, extreme cold, extreme 
heat and vibration. 



Sergeant - pg. 3 Classification History: 
Established: 12/18/73 

(combined Police Sergeant and Det. Sergeant into one reallocated class) 
Revised: Personnel 05/15/79, 08/27/85, 04/26/89, 10/24/94 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer and 
employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and requirements of 

the job change. 



Class Title: 

Established: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

Street Maintenance Job Code Number: 
Administrative Support Technician 

September 27, 2005 Bargaining Unit: 

21-C-155 

Local 1600 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Assists an executive with the administrative functions of the 
office; acts as department liaison with other departmental officials and the general public; performs 
complex and varied clerical and semi-technical functions requiring a high degree of decision; performs 
related work as required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the supervision of the Director of Transportation or his/her 
designee, who assigns work and reviews for conformance with required standards. 

SUPERVISION EXERCISED: May exercise working supervision over clerical employees engaged in a 
variety of clerical duties. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Types from a variety of drafts, forms, letters, receipts, records, reports, tape recordings and other 

materials which includes frequent use ofteclmical terminology; prepares rough draft narratives and 
tabulations. 

2. Researches and gathers a variety of data for use in composing and typing con-espondence, applying 
a knowledge of departmental operations and regulations. 

3. Performs a variety of secretarial activities, taking action as necessary in disposing of matters 
assigned by superiors. 

4. Receives and interviews visitors; makes appointments and arranges meetings; opens, reads, and 
distributes incoming mail; assembles pertinent files and materials relevant to reply; maintains 
confidential files. 

5. Checks the accuracy and completeness ofreports and computations made by others; makes difficult 
computations and tabulations; may perform bookkeeping work and maintain accounting records. 
Maintains petty cash fund, 

6. Utilizes the "Roadsoft GIS" database, including inputting all data for street rnpair work within the 
City of Flint. Utilizes ~he Street Resurfacing database, including all paperwork pertaining to the 
streets repaired within t11e City (i.e. asphalt tickets, daily work sheets, letters, etc:). Computes and 
submits repolis on street resurfacing totals, monthly and yearly, showing cost estimates and end of 
year costs and submitting same to Genesee County. 

; 

7. Generates information for the CDBG Applications. Responsible tracking of all block grant 
expenditures for the Street Maintenance Division, including submissions for reimbursements and 
monthly reports on the grant. 

8. Assists in the preparation of the annual budget for the Street Maintenance Division and review of 
the expenditures within the division. 

9. Maintains payroll records; computes payroll dish"ibution; distributes payroll checks to employees. 
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ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES {Con't): 
10. Performs a variety of clerical work, such as answering the phone, waiting on the counter, receiving 

fees, copying and the requisitioning of supplies. 

11. Operates various office machines; may operate a dictation machine or a variety of other word 
processing equipment. 

12. Acts as liaison between other departments and the public in matters relating to the functions of the 
Street Maintenance Division. 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. Four ( 4) years experience in the performance ofresponsible and difficult clerical work. 
B. Thorough knowledge of office practices and procedures and of Business English and arithmetic. 
C. Knowledge and skill in the use of microcomputers and office automation software. 
D. Ability to type fifty (50) net words per minute. 
E. Ability to cany out routine administrative and supervisory detail, independently. 
F. Ability to maintain and keep involved clerical records and to prepare accurate reports and 

tabulations from such records. 
G. Ability to establish and maintain effective relations with fellow workers, outside agency 

personnel, and the general public. 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and talk or hear. The 
employee is occasionally required to walk; use hands to finger, handle, or feel objects, tools, or controls; 
and reach with lrnnds and arms. 

The employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to 10 pounds. Specific vision abilities required by this job 
include close vision and the ability to adjust focus. 

Classification History 
Established: Human Resources 09/27 /05 
Revised: Human Resources 07/30/2012 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer and 
employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and requirements of 
the job change. 



CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

Class Title: Finance Administrative Assistant Job Code Number: 
Established: June 2002 Bargainin Unit: 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: 

22A-C-073 
Exem t 

Performs complex secret.aria} and teclmical functions related to the financial operations of the 
City, exercising initiative, a high degree of accuracy, sound judgement and discretion in the 
performance of duties; assists the Director of Finance with the administrative functions of the 
Depa11ment of Finance; provides administrative suppo1t to other members of the Finance 
Department as directed by the Finance Director; perfonns related work as required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: 
Works under the supervision of the Director of Finance, who assigns and reviews work for 
confonnance with required standards. 

SUPERVISION EXERCISED: 
May exercise working supervision over clerical employees engaged in complex office work. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Serves as Assistant to the Finance Director, scheduling appointments and arranging 

meetings. Greets, interviews and screens callers and visitors, determining what requests 
are critical and what can be handled by others, thereby relieving the Finance Director of 
unnecessary detail. Answers inquiries and gives assistance for inter-office and outside 
requests. Maintains confidential files. 

2. Researches and organizes infonnation on special projects for the Finance Director. 
Gathers and organizes information and statistics on specific topics and prepares analysis 
of data and recommends/comments on findings. Performs special projects as directed 
and generates needed information and data. Researches and prepares reports, using 
financial data from various cities, for use in exhibits for union contract negotiations, Act 
312 proceedings, etc. Special projects often require knowledge of basic accounting 
practices and procedures. 

3. Drafts letters, articles, memoranda and other materials for the Finance Director involving 
accounting and investment terminology and procedures; composes and sends 
conespondence applying a knowledge of depatimental operations and regulations, City 
ordinances and City-wide departmental functions and procedures. Drafts resolutions and 
orders at the direction of the Finance Director. Maintains confidentiality of info1mation. 

4, Opens, reads and distributes incoming mail and documents, asseinbles pertinent files and 
materials relevant to reply. Reads and summarizes reports and information to facilitate 
review by the Finance Director; determines priorities and gathers any needed infonnation 
providing the Finance Director with additional background data and details. 
Recommends appropriate referral and/or response and refers to proper staffi'division of 
Finance Department. 

5. Reads and maintains ordinances and resolutions related to the City's fiscal operations; 
gathers and organizes statistical detail for financial reports; assists in preparing financial 
statements of the City from rough draft notes; types and checks financial statements for 
accuracy, fmm and completeness. 
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6. Assists the Secretary/ Administrator (Finance Director) and Chair of the City of Flint 
Employees' Retirement System's Board ofTrustees with the administrative functions of 
the Board; performs related workas required. 

7. Serves as liaison between the Finance Director and the City Council, executive staff, 
depa11ment heads, Finance division heads and the general public, in matters relating to 
the fiscal operations of the City. Coordinates the submission of reports to the Office of 
the Michigan State Treasurer. 

8. Assists in the preparation of the departmental annual budget. Responsible for budget 
control in terms of compiling and maintaining the proper office files and tracking 
systems, repo1ting variances in costs, maintaining records of expenditures and preparing 
purchase requisitions. May recommend fund transfers and solutions to budgetary 
problems. 

9. Assists in the preparation of materials and resolutions for City Council meetings. 
Prepares routine resolutions and types proposed support details. Working with vendors, 
contractors, and the Legal Depa1iment, prepares contracts and Professional Services 
Agreements. 

10. Performs miscellaneous clerical work such as developing forms, requisitioning supplies 
and operating various office machines and computers. 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. Five (5) years of full~time work experience in the performance of responsible and complex 

administrative suppmt work, such as executive secretary or administrative aide. Post~ 
seconda1y education in business, office management, finance and accounting or related 
field desirable. 

B. Knowledge of City departments, policies and practices. 
C. Thorough knowledge of office practices and procedures, business English and mathematics, 

accounting and investment terminology and financial repo11ing fo1mats. 
D. Knowledge and skill in the use of computers and Microsoft Office automation software 

(Word and Excel). Knowledge and skill related to BS&A and other expe1tise with systems 
utilized in the City is preferred. 

E. Ability to type at the rate of fifty (50) net words per minute. 
F. Ability to prepare accurate statistical and financial reports according to required standards. 
G. Ability to compose written correspondence and reports. 
H. Ability to carry out administrative and supervisory details, independently, in accordance 

with policies. 
l Ability to develop and maintain confidential files; records and forms, keep involved clerical 

records, gather data and prepare accurate reports and summaries from such data. 
J. Ability to make decisions and exercise good judgement in the Finance Director's best 

interest. 
K. Ability to plan and supervise the work of clerical subordinates. 
L. Ability to operate various office equipment and machines. 
M. Ability to use tact and diplomacy and maintain effective professional relationships with 

governmental officials, City employees, retirees, elected policy boards, money managers 
and consultants, contractors, vendors and the general public. 

N. Excellent wl'iting skills essential in preparing legally acceptable minutes and other required 
rep01ts. 

0. Ability to multi-task functions expeditiously with a minimum number of errors. 
P. Ability to analyze and interpret information and use it in perfmmance of duties 
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PHYSICAL DEMANDS 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and talk or 
hear. The employee is occasionally required to walk; use hands to finger, handle, or feel objects, 
tools, or controls; and reach with hands and arms. 
The employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to 10 pounds. Specific vision abilities 
required by this job include close vision and the ability to adjust focus. 

Classification History 
Established: 06/28/2002 

Revised & Reallocated: Human Resources 05/04/2006 
Revised: Human Resources/Labor Relations 09/19/2012 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer 
and employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and 
requirements of the job cliange. 
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Class Title: 
Established: 

CITY OF FLil'TT 
Position Description 

Risk and Benefit Administrator Job Code Number: 
June 26, 1989 Union: 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: 

35-C-030 
Exempt 

Plans, implements, and coordinates City wide comprehensive Risk and Benefits Programs to reduce 
financial losses associated with all City property and operations. Manages and coordinates the City's 
Workers Compensation, Safety, Fraud Investigation, Wellness, Security, Employee/Retiree Benefits and 
Recovery Claims Programs. Analyzes insurance and benefit needs, policies, and purchases as required; 
performs related work as required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: 
Works under the general supervision of the City Administrator who reviews work for effectiveness and 
conformance to standards. 

SUPERVISION EXERCISED: 
Exercises supervision over one or more employees engaged in Risk and Benefits related activities. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Serves as Benefits Plan Administrator for all City benefit plans. Coordinates the 

property/casualty, health, dental, vision and retirement benefits programs. Meets and confers with 
employees regarding benefits and options available per benefit p1an provisions. 

2. Administers the City's self-insurance programs, including Workers Compensation, Benefits and 
Property casualty. 

3. Manages and coordinates the Claims Recovery and Fraud Investigation Programs, which include 
the co11ection of monies and payment arrangements with affected parties; investigates claims, 
fraud and negotiates settlements with company adjusters. Reviews and investigates employee 
claims and takes appropriate action. 

4. Meets and confers with insurance brokers to purchase adequate, cost effective insurance coverage. 
Examines individual policies for applicability, and recommends specific insurance purchases for 
various City and departmental activities. 

5. Develops risk management safety, security, benefit and workers compensation policies and 
manuals; prepares reports and statistical data relating to operations and program performance. 

6. Advises operating depai1ments of insurance requirements, reviews City contracts, leases, and 
grants for proper insurance language, requirements and limits. Reviews Certificates ofinsurance 
for conformance with City requirements. 

7. Coordinates risk management activities with all City departments and advises management of all 
potential sources of loss and methods to reduce exposure to risks. 

8. Serves as a management representative in attending City Council, Safety Committees, other 
meetings and seminars as required. 

9. Responsible for maintaining insurance premium records, loss records, property evaluation, and 
other records necessary to ensure effective insurance and benefits management for the City; as 
necessary, designs and reviews forms to accommodate records management. · 

10. Prepares annual budget and resolutions for Council; provides insurance and claims information to 
the City Attorney's office and prepares insurance data for annual auditors report. 

11. Develops and monitors claims reporting procedures; establishes and oversees the maintenance of 
risk management record keeping systems and property records. . 

12. Meets and confers with the City's Legal Office and other City staff on matters of damage claims, 
litigation, and insurance/bond matters for preparation of leases. · 

13. Prepares reports and statistical data relative to the City's insurance and benefits operations and 
program performance. Provides data pertaining to cost factors to Labor Relations and other 
interested parties for contract negotiations. 
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MINIM:UM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. Bachelors Degree from an accredited college with specialization in Public Administration or 

related field. Masters in Business Administration (MBA) or Public Administration (MPA) with an 
Associates in Risk Management (ARM) preferred. 

B. Five (5) years of full-time work experience in the Risk Management and Benefits field which must 
have included responsibility for insurance claims, health benefits, collections, including Safety, 
Workers Compensation, Security and Retirement Plans, analyzing, negotiating and purchasing 
comprehensive insurance coverage. 

C. Knowledge of risk management principles and practices as applied to municipal risk management 
and benefit programs. 

D. Knowledge of claims and claims recovery principles and procedures. 
E. Skill in the analysis, development and implementation of effective risk management and benefit 

programs. 
F. Ability to negotiate with insurance brokers to secure adequate, low-cost coverages. 
G. Ability to administer self-insurance programs. 
H. Ability to prepare clear, accurate and concise oral and written rep01is. 
I. Ability to meet the physical, mental, and visual standards of the job. 
J. Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with City officials and 

employees, insurance brokers, contractors, claimants, and the general public. 

NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
• Possession of a valid State of Michigan Driver's License before appointment. 
• Possession of a professional Risk and/or Insurance and/or Benefits Certificate/Designation or its 

equivalent. 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS 
While perfonning the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and talk or hear. The 
employee is occasionally required to walk; use hands to finger, handle, or feel objects, tools, or controls; and 
reach with hands and anus . 

The employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to 10 pow1ds. Specific vision abilities required by this job 
include close vision and the ability to adjust focus. 

Classification History: 
Established: Perso1mel 06/26/89 

Revised: Personnel 08/07/89, 05/28/92, 06/01/92, 07/22/92 
Revised, Retitled and Reallocated: 04/30/02 

, Reallocated: Wage Inequity 10/21/07 
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Class Title: 
Established: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

School Crossing Guard Job Code Number: 
August 31, 1964 Bargaining Unit: 

02-P-031 
None 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Assists school children in safely crossing the streets 
at or near a school; notes traffic or other law violators and reports them to Police Depa1tment; 
performs related work as required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the supervision of Police personnel who makes 
assignments and frequent inspections. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Assists school children in crossing streets or street intersections by directing or halting 

traffic when necessary. 

2. Gives directions answers questions, and otherwise assists the general public. 

3. Observes traffic or other law violators and reports them to police authorities. 

4. Performs related work as required. 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. At least 18 years of age or high school graduation. (Applicants beyond the age of 70 may 

be appointed to this position.) 
B. Working knowledge of State laws and City ordinances pertaining to traffic regulations. 
C. Working knowledge of the location of City streets and buildings. 
D. Ability to follow oral and written directions. 
E. Ability to deal courteously but firmly with the public, 
F. Ability to deal successfully with school children, the general public and police officers. 
G. No serious defects of vision, hearing, or members. (Vision, hearing, and cardiovascular 

system to be checked prior to sta1t of each school year.) 
H. Ability to meet the physical, mental, and visual standards of the job. 
I. Ability and willingness to work in a manner that will not needlessly endanger the safety to 

one1s self, other persons and equipment 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
While performing the duties ofthis job, the employee is frequently required to stand; sit; walk; 
talk or hear; use hands to finger or handle objects, tools or conh·ols; and reach with hands and 
arms. While performing the duties of this job, the employee regularly works in outside weather 
conditions and around traffic. The employee is occasionally exposed to wet and/or humid 
conditions, fumes or airbome particles, extreme cold, extreme heat and vibration. 

Classification Histol'V: 
Allocated: CSC 07/01/63 

Established: City Comm. 08/31/64 
Revised: Personnel 06/21/79, 01/11/82 

Revised: Human Resources March 2005 

The job description does not constitute an employment agl'eement between the employer 
ancl employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employe1· and 
requirements of the job change. 



Class Title: 
Established: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

Police Officer Job Code Number: 
Bargaining Unit: FPOA 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Patrols the City of Flint to prevent crime, arrest violators of 
law, protect life and property, investigate traffic accidents, control traffic and maintain law and order; 
perfom1S related work as required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the supervision ofa Sergeant or a command officer who 
reviews work for conformance with departmental orders and regulations. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Patrols assigned areas on foot, horse, motorcycle, cruiser or aircraft using radio equipment to 

prevent crime, direct traffic, investigate traffic accidents and to enforce federal, state and local laws. 
2. Investigates suspicious activities and apprehends persons endangering the public. Makes 

preliminary investigation at the scene and gathers, preserves and marks evidence pe1iaining to 
criminal cases. 

3. Consults with people regarding inquiries, complaints and information and makes proper disposition 
or refers to command officer. 

4. Investigates traffic accidents to determine cause, takes statements, measurements and other evidence 
that may determine which party is at fault. 

5. Maintains records on accidents, anests, property damage and duty sheets. Appears as witness to 
accidents, crimes and other law violations as well as in probate and juvenile court. Prepares justice, 
circuit court records and probate court petitions and papers. Serves wan-ants and subpoenas. 

6. May participate in special services functions as: water rescue squad, mounted patrol, 
conununications, impounding automobiles, turnkey, crime research activities or surveillance of 
labor management disputes as required. May be assigned as school resource officer between Flint 
PoJice Department and Flint school system perfonning all duties customarily performed by school 
resource officer. May be assigned as mounted patrol officer performing all duties customarily 
performed by a mounted patrol officer. May be assigned as aircraft officer performing all the duties 
customarily performed by aircraft officers. May be assigned as dog handler perfonuing aU the 
duties customarily performed by dog handlers. 

7. Escorts prisoners to headquarters for booking and is responsible for their safety and property while 
in custody. 

8. Cooperates with prosecutor in preparation and prosecution of cases. 
9. Checks security of residences and businesses while dn patrol. 
10. Provides public relations for the department by givitrn tours, speeches, information and assistance to 

general public. 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. Must be certified or certifiable as a State of Michigan law enforcement officer. 
B. Ability to operate an automobile safely and in accordance with traffic laws. 
C. Ability to understand and adhere to the laws and rules of the department. 
D. Ability to understand and follow oral and written instrnctions. 
E. Ability to prepare written reports. 
F. Ability to deal courteously and firmly with the general public. 
G. Aptitude for, or skill in, the use of firearms. 
H. Ability to qualify on physical strength and agility test. 
I. Vision must be a minimum of 20/50 in each eye, cotTected to 20/20. 
J. Hearing must be normal in each ear. 
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MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: (con't) 
K. Personal record such as to withstand rigid criminal and character background investigations. 
L. Ability to meet the mental standards of the job. 
M. Ability and willingness to work in a manner that will not needlessly endanger the safety of one's self, 

other persons and equipment. 
N. Possession of a good moral character as detemlined by a background investigation under procedures 

established by the City of Flint Police Department. 
0. No felony convictions or lligh cou1t misdemeanors. 
P. Ability to successfully pass drug screening, physical and psychological evaluations. 

NECESSARY SPECIAL REOUIREMENT(S): 
• Twenty·one (21) years of age inclusive on date of application. (Applicants who will attain minimum age 

within three (3) calendar months followjng date of exanlination shall be deemed acceptable.) 
• Possession of a valid Drivers License (a valid State of Michigan Driver's License will be required at 

time of appointment). 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and talk or hear. The 
employee is regularly required to stand and walk; occasionally required to nm and jump; use hands to 
finger, handle or feel objects, too]s or controls; reach with hands and arms; cJimb or balance; stoop, kneel, 
crouch or crawl; taste or sme11. 
The employee must occasionally lift and/or move more than 100 pounds. Specific vision abilities required 
by this job include close vision, distance vision, color vision, peripheral vision, depth perception and the 
ability to adjust focus. 
The employee must be able to withstand exposure to traffic hazards continuously; withstand exposure to 
weather, wet conditions, high noise levels, hazardous materials and personal danger occasionally. 
The employee may, at any time, be at risk of personal danger focluding, but not be limited to, the result of 
an intentional attack by people and/or animals as well as environmental hazards. 
The employee frequently works in outside weather conditions. The employee occasionally works near 
moving mechanical parts; in high, precarious places; and with explosives; and is occasionally exposed to 
wet and/or humid conditions, fumes or airbome particles, toxic or caustic chemicals, extreme cold, extreme 
heat and vibration. · 

Classification History 
Revised: CSC MTG. 02/25/69, 05/26/71, 

04/04/72, 04/03/73 
Retitled: CSC MTG. 07/02/74 
Revised: CSC MTG. 07/01/75 

Revised: Perso1mel O 1/04/77 
Revised: Police Dept. 07/01/78 

Revised: Human Resources 10/09/03 
Revised: Human Resources 10/12/04 
Revised: Human Resources 11/18/04 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer and 
employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and requirements of 
the job change. 
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Class Title: Emergency 911 Job Code Number: 16C-Q-035 
Conununications Specialist I 

Established: September 19, 2008 Bargaining Unit: Local 352 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Responsible for utilizing a computerized 911 
telephone system to receive and enter 911 emergency calls and non-emergency telephone calls 
for service; responsible for the operation of computerized radio console equipment to respond 
appropriate Public Safety personnel to ca11s for service. Monitors, directs, and coordinates all 
police and fire radio h'affic on primary and back-up channels; uses the computer keyboard and 
mouse for all automated call and dispatch activity.; receives and dispatches requests for 
emergency medical services; perfo1ms all related dispatch center duties as assigned. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the direct supervision of a Communications 
Specialist II and the oversight of the 911 Administrator or designee in the absence of the 
Administrator. 

SUPERVISION EXERCISED: On occasion may be required to act as a Communications 
Specialist II exercising the appropriate authority over other 911 personnel on duty on that shift. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Receives emergency and complaint calls, assesses their relative severity and urgency, 

prioritizes it, and determines the appropriate response, and dispatches appropriate emergency 
personnel and vehicles. Wears a headset at all times while doing so. 

2. Maintains a log and notifies Communications Specialist H's of all h'ansmissions and 
depa1imental communication as related to Police, Fire, EMS, and 911. 

3. Learns and utilizes all CAD system dispatch and call entry type codes. Utilizes the CAD 
system for all dispatch center work 

4. May be required to input data changes or upgrade information into the CAD system as 
necessary. 

5. Reports CAD and MSAG errors on appropriate fo1ms for assistance in maintaining the 
accuracy and efficiency of the computerized system. 

6. In the event of system upgrade or system failure, will be required to perform duties manually. 

7. May be required to operate a data entry device connected to a police information network to 
enter, modify, retTieve, or cancel a variety of police infonnation. 

8. May be required to assist in the h'airring of new employees. 

9. Assists with keeping the dispatch center and related rooms clean and neat. 

10. Provides professional, polite, and caring service to all residents. 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. Ability to accurately keyboard at thirty (30) words per minute. 
B. Must possess proficiency in typing numerical and alphabetical data. 
C. Ability to speak proper English with clear enunciation. 
D. Must meet minimum physical requirement of the job including sight and hearing. 
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Emergency 911 Communications Specialist I Position Description 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS (Con't): 
E. Ability to compose and/or enter information clearly and concisely. 
F. Ability to handle stressful duties and to exercise quick and sound judgment. 
G. Ability to establish strong working relationships with other dispatch personnel. 
H. Ability to accept supervision and operate in a paramilitary authority structure. 
I. Knowledge of the geography of the City of Flint as well as location of streets. 

NECESSARY SPECIAL REOUIREMENT(S): 
• Hearing must be in the normal range. 
• Must pass a thorough background check and drug screen. 
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• Must be able to accept normal work shifts that include weekends, holidays, and various 
regular and irregular shifts. 

• Must work overtime as necessary. 
• Must meet minimum physical requirement of the job including sight and hearing. 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and talk or 
hear. The employee works in a seated position for prolonged periods of time. The employee is 
occasionally required to walk; use hands to finger, handle or feel objects, tools or controls; and 
reach with hands and arms. 

The employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to 25 pounds. Specific vision abilities 
required by this job include close vision and the ability to adjust focus. The noise level in the work 
environment is usually quiet. 

Classification History: 
Established: Human Resources 09/29/2008 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer and 
employee and is subject to change by tlle employer as the needs of the employer and 
requirements of the job change. 



Class Title: 
Established: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

Princi al Clerk T ist Job Code Number: 
Jul 30, 1981 Bargaining Unit: 

16-A-010 
Local 1600 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Acts as secretary to the administrator ofa large department or 
major operating division; performs difficult and complex clerical work involving a considerable degree of 
decision; performs related work as required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the supervision ofan administrative employee who assigns 
work and reviews for accuracy, but allows considerable independence of action. 

SUPERVISION EXERCISED: Exercises working supervision over a few clerical employees engaged in 
a variety of clerical duties, 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Types from a variety of drafts, forms, letters, receipts, records, reports, tape recordings and other 

materials which includes frequent use of technical tenninology; prepares rough draft nairatives and 
tabulations. 

2. Researches and gathers a variety of data for use in composing and typing correspondence, applying 
. knowledge of departmental operations and regulations. 

3. Perfonns a variety of secretarial activities, taking action as necessary in disposing of matters 
assigned by superiors. 

4. Receives and interviews visitors; makes appointments and arranges meetings; opens, reads, and 
distributes incoming mail; assembles pertinent files and materials relevant to reply; maintains 
confidential files. 

5. Checks the accuracy and completeness of reports and computations made by others; makes difficult 
computations and tabulations; may perform bookkeeping work and maintain accounting records; 
maintains petty cash fund. 

6. Maintains payroll records; computes payroll distribution; distributes payroll checks to employees. 
7. Performs a variety of clerical work such as answering the phone, waiting on the counter, receiving 

fees, copying and the requisitioning of supplies, 
8. Operates various office machines; may operate a dictation machine or a variety of other word 

processing equipment. 
9. May supervise or assist subordinate clerical employees in the performance of routine to moderately 

complex office work. 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. At least two years of experience in the performance of responsible and difficult clerical or 

secretarial work. 
B. Considerable knowledge of modem office practices and procedures and of Business English and 

Arithmetic. 
C. Ability to type from plain copy at the rate of fifty (50) net words per minute at a computer 

keyboard. 
D. Ability to use computer software as related to office practices including electronic word processing, 

database, and spreadsheet packages. 
E. Ability to compose letters and reports relative to work which does not depart substantially from 

routine. 
F. Ability to keep involved clerical records; to assemble and organize data; and to prepare reports from 

such data. 
G. Ability to prepare effective conespondence. 
H. Ability to plan and supervise the work of subordinate clerical employees. 
I. Ability to make decisions independently in accordance with rules, regulations and departmental 

policies and procedures. 
J. Ability to deal with the public courteously and tactfully. 
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PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
While perfo1ming the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and talk or hear. The 
employee is occasionally required to walk; use hands to finger, handle, or feel objects, tools, or controls; and 

reach with hands and am1S. 

The employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to 25 pounds. Specific vision abilities required by this 
job include close vision and the ability to adjust focus. The noise level in the work environment is usually 

quiet. 

Classification History 
Established: Personnel 07 /30/81 

Reallocated: Personnel (Wage Inequity) 07/01/87 
Revised: Personnel 04/20/98 

Revised: Human Resources l 0/06/04 
Revised: Human Resources 02/25/05 

Reallocated: Human Resources 10/22/06 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer and 
employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and requirements of 
the job change. 



CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

Class Title: Finance Administrative Support Technician Job Code Number: 21-C-168 
Established: December 17, 2007 Bar aining Unit: Local 1600 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Audits persom1el records; perfonns complex clerical and administrative 
payroll functions for the City of Flint. Compiles and types reports; perfom1s related work as required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the supervision ofan administrative or finance/payroll employee of 
higher grade who assigns work and reviews for accuracy and conformance with standard procedures. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
1. Maintains general and subsidiary budgetary, utility, tax, or cost accotmting records according to established 

account classifications, posting entries, balancing against other records, and preparing periodic reports 
reflecting these records. 

2. Processes accounts payable transactions; audits all invoices received, checks receiving ticket and copy of 
purchase order. Codes all invoices per chart of expense accounts; prepares and posts invoices on 
remittance notice; resolves accounts payable problems of more than average difficulty. 

3. Checks and verifies information used as supporting records for accounting entries; reviews daily input log 
for accuracy and completeness of documentation; prepares or requests corrections from pertinent parties; 
ensures integrity of input control. 

4. Reviews daily mail for discounts pursuant to terms of purchase order agreements; determines appropriate 
payment date and processes with appropriate discounts. 

5. Processes non-purchase order payments, blank purchase agreements, and service maintenance agreements; 
verifies extensions and totals. 

6. Prepares journal vouchers and other adjustments and posts as necessary to insure correctness of accounts; 
reconciles battlc statements; inputs data into the mainframe computer to post vouchers, receipts and other 
accounting entries; balances manual records to computer print.outs. 

7. May audit payroll data for the City of Flint; such as hours worked, tax data, general deduction information, 
garnishment specification data, union dues to be withheld etc. 

8. May record changes affecting net wages such as exemptions, insurance coverage, base benefits and various 
payroll deductions for each employee to update the City's master payroll records. 

9. May assist in reconciling general ledger to various payroll reports, deduction reports and various financial 
reports. 

10. Provides information to employees by telephone or in person where familiarity with moderately complex 
requirements or procedures is essential. 

11. Composes, types and edits a variety of correspondence, reports, memorandums and other related material 
requiring judgement as to content, accuracy and completeness. 

12. May provide payroll information to department heads or cost center managers as it relates to budgeting, 
fringe benefits and other fiscal activities. 

13. May advise and counsel supervisory and non·supervisory perso1mel engaged in payroll activities; discusses 
with employees, their authorized representatives and supervisors, questions relating to payroll functions. 

14. Perfmms the fonctions of the Finance Administrative Assistant in his/her absence. 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. Three (3) years experience in responsible office work, one (1) year of which must have been in a 

B. 

C. 

D. 
E. 

F. 
G. 
H. 

with primar responsibility~1e pre~ration and_maintenance of pJrsonnel or payroll records; 
~:eiw.lt?QgE~~P1..ij'g1gif~mfl1HIDkYl~l~YQ1Jfil~ilcJlfflijfg~ffj:~1it~w~tt~~----1::'.:':::.'.:' 

~PR . .,· 
Ability to read, interpret and apply contract language, ordinances, federal laws, mles, regulations and 
departmental policies and procedures as they related to payroJl and fringe benefit programs. 
Working knowledge of computers and electronic data processing; working knowledge of modem office 
practices and procedures. 
Ability to compose letters and reports using proper business English, spelling, and arithmetic. 
Ability to perform arithmetic computations accurately and quickly; ability to prepare detailed reports and 
analyses; ability to communicate effectively verbally and in writing. 
Ability to work independently in researching, coordinating and implementing payroll transactions. 
Ability to maintain confidentiality; Ability to establish successful working relationships with others. 
Ability to work under pressure and/or with frequent intem1ptions. 



PHYSICAL DEMANDS 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and talk or he~r. The employee is 
occasionally required to walk; use hands to finger, handle, or feel objects, tools, or controls; and reach with hands 
and arms. 
The employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to l O pounds. Specific vision abilities required by this job 
include close vision and the ability to adjust focus. 

Classification History: 
Established: 12/17/07 Human Resources 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer and employee and is 
subject to change by the employe1· as the needs of the employer and requirements of the job change. 



Class Title: 
Established: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position DescriJ)tion 

Customer Service Clerk Job Code Number: 
Au ust 1, 1994 Bar aining Unit: 

14-D-013 
Local 1600 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTillS: Gives information to the public in person and by 
phone, performs more complex work involving a moderate degree of decision in matters relative 
to the billing and collection of all receivables owed the City, checks the accuracy and 
completeness of records, fom1s, documents and attachments according to procedure or by 
comparison with original sources; performs related work as required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the supervision of an administrative employee or 
clerical employee of a higher level who assigns work and reviews for completeness and accuracy. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Handles considerable public contact at the counter or by telephone, giving information, 

explaining procedures and activities, receiving and answering complaints, assists the public 
in the preparation ofreports, forms and documents. 

2. Maintains records, files, charts and other information of a unit; makes complex postings, 
reconcilements, and balances of clerical records. 

3. Makes difficult arithmetic computations and checks computations utilizing automated 
reports; assists in the preparation of records and reports by assembling and computing data 
from available records. 

4. Develops and assists in the maintenance of name and address records for income tax, water 
billing and ad valorem taxes. Completes input control fonns, prepares data for keypunch 
and uses data processing equipment to input and make conections to billing. 

5. Prepares a variety of tax statements which encompass personal property, real property as 
well as special assessment taxes, and income tax assessments, estimated tax and F941 's 

6. Initiate duplicate water bills and make arrangements for payment of de1inquent water and 
sewer charges; verifies payments of overdue bills and makes notification to cancel turnoffs; 
may approve applications and transfer of water service; initiate tum on orders based on 
payments made. 

7. Sorts income tax record and returns; performs a preliminary check for completeness of 
returns; may send a fonn letter requesting additional infonnation. Reconciles wage 
statements to employers FW3 report, makes necessary co1Tections on data processing 
fonns. 

8. Receives, sorts, processes mail; operates office machines and equipment not requiring 
previous specialized training, performs incidental typing as required using a keyboard. 
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MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. One year of experience as a Customer Service Clerk Trainee. 
B. Ability to maintain and keep involved clerical records and to prepare accurate reports and 

tabulations from such records. 
C. Working knowledge of office practices and procedures and of Business English and 

Arithmetic. 
D. Ability to make difficult arithmetic calculations quickly and accurately. 
E. Ability to write legibly and to read and interpret maps and charts. 
F. Ability to understand and follow oral and written instructions. 
G. Ability to deal with the public tactfully and courteously. 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and talk or 
hear. The employee is occasionally required to walk; use hands to finger, handle or feel objects, 
tools or controls; and reach with hands and atms. 
The employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to 25 pounds. Specific vision abilities 
required by this job include close vision and the ability to adjust focus. The noise level in the 
work environment is usually quiet. 

Classification Hlston: 
Established: Personnel 08/01/94 

Revised & Reallocated: Personnel 08/23/94 
Revised: Human Resources 03/28/05 (form and physical demands only) 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer 
and employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and 
1·cquirements of tl1e job change. · 



Class Title: 
Established: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position Descl'iption 

De uty District Comt Clerk II Job Code Number: 
December 17, 1991 Bar ainingUnit: 

16-M-002 
Local 1600 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Opens, piepares, updates, processes and closes traffic, criminal 
nnd civil cases (files) for the 68th District Court. Provides information to defendants and involved parties 
and answers questions concerning the more routine court policies and procedures to the public in person or 
by phone; performs Ielated work as required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the supervision of an employee of a higher level who assigns 
work and reviews for accuracy and conformance to court policies and procedures. 

SUPERVISION EXERCISED: Exercises working supervision over entry level persollilel who are 
assigned to assist in the processing of court records and files. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Prepares traffic, criminal and civil files, records, and processes complaints, and pleadings, prepares a 

variety of legal forms; enters defaults, judgements and orders. Ensures that all required data is 
entered into the computer system. Assigns case numbers and indexes files. 

2. Reviews case files for completeness and accuracy of documents, including necessary follow up. 
Matches financial receipts and costs with appropriate cases or papers. Accepts and receipts monies; 
operates cash register in receipting of mail, receiving and recording payments for fines, fees and 
costs. 

3. Operates computer terminal to enter case history, other information, make corrections, obtain 
information and to check or verify other data. Inputs citation closing data in terminal. Matches 
computer generated abstracts to citations and prepares abstracts of conviction for submission to the 
Secretary of State. 

4. Answers inquiries both in person and by phone explaining court policies and procedures, answering 
routine inquiries, checking file information, assisting in completing forms, explaining rights and 
providing direction regarding comt and inter-agency procedures. 

5. Types a variety of forms, records and communications such as court dockets, judgements, orders, 
notices, motions, garnishments, writs, adjournments, conunitments to jail, bench warrants, 
mittimuses, bonds, pre-trial notices and trial notices. Reviews mail and may respond with form 
letters or memos, posts information or takes necessary action as dictated by established procedures. 

6. Schedules routine cases, trials and hearings according to established court policy, procedures and 
practices. Checks files for previous records, prepares docket sheets and assigns cases to judges. 
Ensures files are in order for court proceedings, checks in defendants and delivers proper files to 
courtroom or judge's office. 

7. Makes computer entries of filed documents, service, garnishments, motions, affidavits, defaults, 
judgement satisfactions, consent or trial judgements. Prepares and maintains a variety of court files 
and records, both manually and with data processing equipment. 

8. Closes cases by recording disposition in case files, notifying anesting agency and prosecutor of 
disposition, receipting fines and costs, and preparing necessary documents as dictated by case. 
Removes cases from active status and ensures proper records and files are maintained. 
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ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: ( con' t) 
9. Assists in the on-the-job training of entry level court pers01mel by instructing and assisting the 

employee in Jeaming the 68th District Court clerical duties, responsibilities, policies and procedures. 

10. Checks tickets against cash detail for accuracy, proofreads and identifies etTors on tickets. Processes 
garnishments, audits gamislunent accounts and judgement balances. Performs other activities 
involving the verification of data and records including checking account balances and other 
financial and numerical computations. 

11. Performs a variety of clerical duties such as opening and distributing mail, filing, operating office 
machines and preparing standardized records and reports. 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. At least eighteen (18) months of satisfactory work experience in the classification of Deputy District 

Court Clerk I. 
B. Ability to type at the rate of 40 net words per minute. 
C. Knowledge of the policies and procedures of the 68th District Court. 
D. Knowledge of State laws, statutes and City ordinances as they relate to the functions of the 68th 

District Court. 
E. Knowledge of Michigan Court rules. 
F. Ability to use data processing equipment to input and retrieve information and data as required to ·· 

create and maintain court records and files. 
G. Ability to make rapid and accurate arithmetic calculations and tabulations. 
H. Ability to write legibly. 
I. Ability to maintain and keep involved legal clerical records and to prepare reports from such records. 
J. Ability to understand and follow oral and written instructions. 
K. Ability to deal with the public and court perso1mel tactfully and comteously. 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and talk or hear. The 
employee is frequently required to walk; use hands to finger, handle or feel objects, tools or controls; and 
reach with hands and arms. 
The employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to 25 pounds. Specific vision abilities required by this 
job include close vision and the ability to adjust focus. The noise level in the work environment is usually 
quiet. 

Classification History: 
Established: Personnel 12/17/91 

Revised: Personnel 09/13/95 
Reallocated: Wage Inequity 10/21/07 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer and 
employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and requiremenfs of 
the job change. 



Class Title: 
Established: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

Firefighter/EMT Job Code Number: 
Bargaining Unit: 

Fl-Q-011 
Local 352 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Protects life and property by combating, 
extinguishing, and preventing fires; maintains Fire Department property, equipment, apparatus, 
and quarter in good condition; performs related work as required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the direct supervision of a Sergeant or a Fire 
Officer of higher rank who assigns and reviews work for conformance with departmental orders 
and regulations. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Responds to alarms with fire company. 

2. Enters burning buildings with hose lines, operates nozzles and sprays a stream of water on 
a fire as directed; operates chemical hose, hand fire extinguishers and similar equipment as 
required. 

3. Raises, lowers, and climbs ladders; ventilates burning buildings to carry off smoke and 
gases. 

4. Removes persons from danger by individual or team methods, or by holding life nets. 

5. Participates in overhauling operations to insure that fire is completely extinguished; 
performs salvage operations such as placing salvage covers, sweeping water and removing 
debris, gathering and returning ladders, hose, and other fire-fighting equipment to hucks; 
assists in all work in returning apparatus to service. 

6. Administers first aid; operates aspirator, inhaler and resuscitator. 

7. Takes part in training sessions on fire-fighting evolutions and techniques and fire 
prevention. 

8. Assists in maintaining, testing and drying of hose. 

9. At a fire station, stands regular house watch for receiving fire or other emergency alarms 
and dispatching fire apparatus. Assists in conununication center as required. 

10. Participates in cleaning fire-fighting apparatus, hose and firehouse; participates in all tests 
of equipment to maintain it in immediate working condition. 

11. Performs routine household duties in the upkeep on the station by cleaning, cooking, 
making beds; caring for heating plant, caring for grounds around station; painting and 
minor repairs. 

12. Inspects commercial and residential establislunents for fire hazards; participates in fire 
prevention programs and activities. 
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MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. Proof of successful completion of the State of Michigan Firefighter I & II. 
B. Ability to perform a wide variety of Fire-fighting and Emergency Medical Technician 

duties within a reasonable period of time. 
C. Ability to understand and to follow oral and written directions. 
D. Ability to get along with others. 
E. Aptitude for mechanical work. 
F. Good physical condition, strength and agility. 
G. Ability to meet the physical, mental and visual standards of the job. 
H. Ability and willingness to work in a manner that wil1 not needlessly endanger the safety to 

one1s self, other persons, and equipment. 

NECESSARY SPECIAL REOUIREMENT{S): 
• Possession of a valid State of Michigan Driver's license. 
• Possession and maintenance of a valid Michigan Department of Public Health Emergency 

Medical Technician License within one (1) year of appointment. 
• Possession and maintenance of a valid State of Michigan Depa1tment of Public Health 

Advanced EMT License within four (4) years of appointment. 

NOTE: 
Any person hiring on as a Firefighter after January 24, 1977, will be required to take First Aide 
and Emergency Medical Technician Training, and can be required to act as a member of a 11E11 

unit or ambulance crew. 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to stand; sit; walk; 
talk or hear; use hands to finger, handle or operate objects, tools or controls; and reach with hands 
and arms. The employee is occasionally required to climb or balance; stoop, kneel, crouch or 
crawl; taste or smell. The employee regularly works in outside weather conditions. The 
employee occasionally works near moving mechanical parts and in high, precarious places and is 
occasionally exposed to wet and/or humid conditions, fumes or airborne particles, toxic or caustic 
chemicals, risk of electric shock and vibration. 
The employee must frequently lift and/or move up to 10 pounds and occasionally lift and/or move 
more than 100 pounds. Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision, distance 
vision, color vision, peripheral vision, depth perception and the ability to adjust focus. The noise 
level in the work environment is usually moderate, except during ce1tain Fire-fighting or EMT 
activities when noise levels may be loud. 

Classification History: 
Revised: CSC Mtg. 12/07/64, 02/09/71, 12/14/71 

Retitled: CSC Mtg. 07/02/94 
Revised: CSC Mtg. 01/21/75 

Revised: Personnel 04/11/78, 01/06/83, 06/28/84 
Revised: 10/21/04 

Revised & Retitled: 06/03/05 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer 
and employee an<l is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and 
requirements of the job change. 
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Class Title: 
Established: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

Retirement S ecialist Job Code Number: 
August 23, 2004 Bargaining Unit: 

22-C-152 
Local 1600 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Assists the Retirement & Benefits Manager in 
determining employees' eligibility for retirement, death benefits, contribution withdrawals, etc. 
according to individual collective bargaining agreements and the City of Flint's Retirement 
System Ordinance. Performs duties as outlined by guidelines, which exist in the form of program 
policies and procedures and City, State and Federal retirement regulations and laws. Interacts 
consistently with active and retired Retirement System members, employees in central and 
departmental personnel units, financial planners and health care caniers to disseminate and obtain 
infonnation. Performs related work as required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works independently under the general supervision of the 
Retirement & Benefits Manager. 

SUPERVISION EXERCISED: May exercise working supervision over a few employees 
engaged in Retirement and Benefits activities. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Research and compile Retirement System members' retirement records affecting potential 

retirement benefits including work history, conh'ibutions, service time and compensation. 
Audits retirement data and assists in conecting deficiencies. 

2. Manually calculate all components ofretiring individual's benefits; manually calculate 
periods of unpaid time from retirement card file or other sources containing service history; 
calculate average salary and amount of retirement credit. 

3. Prepare analysis of information to assist potential retirees in making financial decisions. 

4. Respond to inquiries concerning Retirement System policies and procedures, and interpret 
and explain City, State and Federal rules and regulations concerning retirement. 

5. Provide infonnation pertaining to pension estimates, retiree benefits and cost of living 
adjustments. 

6. Compile, research and report on data relating to retirements, deaths, death benefits and bonus 
payments. 

7. Schedule retirement interviews and assist with development of interview guides and 
documents; draft routine conespondence and reports. 

8. Maintain confidential retirement system files for active and retired members. 

9. Composes and edits a variety of conespondence, reports, memoranda, and other related 
material requiring judgement as to content, accuracy, and completeness. May type Retirement 
Board minutes and agenda. 
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10. Performs other related duties of a comparable level/type as assigned. 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. At least three (3) years paid work experience perfonning responsible and highly 

confidential office work, one (1) year of which must have been in a position with primary 
responsibility for the preparation and maintenance of benefits and/or medical records. 

B. Two years offull"time paid work experience in investments, accounting or the 
administration of a payroll, retirement or fringe benefit plan. 

C. Ability to work under pressure with frequent inte1rnptions; Ability to maintain 
confidentiality. 

D. Knowledge of the organization, work, functions, policies and procedures involved in the 
administration of employee retirement and benefit systems and the related laws and 
regulations. 

E. Ability to make arithmetic computations quickly and accurately, including basic algebra. 
F. Ability to perform mathematical computations to compute retirement benefits and to 

research, use initiative and judgment to gather the appropriate data to perfo1111 the 
calculations 

G. Ability to use automated mainframe systems and microcomputer analytical programs to 
generate pension fund performance reports and payroll charts and reports. 

H. Ability to supervise the maintenance of involved records and files and to assemble, 
organize and prepare detailed and difficult reports from them. 

I. Ability to deal effectively with other City employees, retirees, elected policy boards, 
money managers and the general public. 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
While perfonning the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and talk or 
hear. The employee is occasionally required to walk; use hands to finger, handle or feel objects, 
tools or controls; and reach with hands and arms. 
The employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to 25 pounds. Specific vision abilities 
required by this job include close vision and the ability to adjust focus. The noise level in the 
work environment is usually quiet. 

Classification History: 
Established: Human Resources 08/23/04 

1 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer 
aucl employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and 
requirements of the job cliange. 



Class Title: 
Established: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

Job Code Number: 
Bargainin Unit: 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: 

06-A-102 
EXEMPT 

Performs a variety of routine clerical work in maintaining front office operations, 
prepares simple fo1ms and documents; provides clerical assistance to the Mayor's office 
staff as needed. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: 
Works under the direct supervision of the Mayor or his/her designee(s). 

SUPERVISION EXERCISED: 
None 

ESSENTIAL DUTillS AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Performs a variety of miscellaneous office duties to include opening and routing 

of mail, greets the public, answers the phone, copies documents, files documents. 
2, Perfonns incidental typing; including the preparation of simple correspondence. 

Assists in the preparation of necessary office forms, the routing of 
correspondence. 

3. Perfonns other duties as assigned by an administrative employee of higher grade. 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 

A. Graduation from high school or GED equivalent with specialized course work in 
general office practices such as typing, filing and bookkeeping. 

B. At least two (2) years of paid routine clerical or secretarial experience. 
C. Ability to type from plain copy at the rate of forty ( 40) net words per minute. 
D. Ability to compose letters and reports using proper business English, spelling and 

arithmetic. ' 
F. Ability to maintain effective working relationships with other employees, public 

officials, an~ the general public. 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS 

Employee is required to sit, talk and hear. The employee is frequentiy required to walk; 
use hands to operate, finger handle or fee] objects, tools or controls. The employee must 
occasionally lift and/or move up to 25 pounds. Specific vision abilities required by this 
job include close vision and the ability to focus. 

Classification History: 
Established: 10/02/09 

The job clescription does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer 
and employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and 
requirements of tlle job change. 
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Class Title: 
Established: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position Desc1i})tion 

24-B-063 
Local 1600 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Provides resolution of hardware and software issues relating to 
the City's Information Technology Infrastructure as well as assisting the Information Technology Se1vices 
Network Administrator or designee in aspects of network administration duties . 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the direct supervision of the Information Teclmology 
Sen•ices Network Administrator or designee and periodic-ally works with all development staff. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
l. Assists the Network Administrator or designee with duties related to backup and recovel)', security 

management, user accmmt management, e-mail management, .internet access, vims protection, 
firewall access, and applications support. 

2. Maintains and supports IT hardware; including any computers, radios, cell phones, switches, closed 
circuit TV's, electronic sirens, video tape recorders, test equipment, portable transceivers, tape 
recorders, PA equipment, or any electronic device used in the operation of IT services. 

3. Coordinates the development of hardware and software to ensure optimal deployment of resources. 

4. Assists with technology planning through ongoing research. 

5. Instans software, network servers and work stations; assists in configuring t11e setup parameters. 
Logs receipt of software and configuration as installed. 

6. hlstalls for assists in the installation of network equipment (LAN, WAN, WLAN); configures 
network specifications on servers, routers, switches, hubs and/or work stations. 

7. Documents hardware and network configurations and maintains a log of configuration parameters. 

8. Documents network projects and prepares written stahts reports. 

9. Assists in t11e training of users on PCs as it pertains to the City network. 

10. Troubleshoots and repairs network issues. 

l 1. Installs, configures, and maintains network systems. 

12. Provides recommendations as required for the design, installation and maintenance of hardware and 
software. 

13. Performs inspection of hardware equipment for malfunctions. 

14. Performs additional duties as required. 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. A Bachelor's Degree from an accredited college in Computer Science or a related field, or at least 

five (5) years of experience holding a position in Information Technology. 
B. At least two (2) years of fullwtilne, paid work experience in a medium-sized num.icipal government 

environment. 
C. Experience in desktop systems and conununications devices using cmrent technologies. 
D. Knowledge of Windows servers and desktop products. 
E. Knowledge of setting up remote access for users. 
F. Ability to suppo1t networked printers and photocopiers. 
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MIN™UM ENTRANCE REQUIBEMENTS: (con't) 
G. Working knowledge of current communications devices and protocols, server and desktop 

teclmo]ogies. 
H. Ability to train and provide orientation of new staff. 
L Ability to manage multiple projects, activities, and tasks simultaneously. 
J. Excellent verbal and written conununication skills. 
K. Excellent critical thinking and analytical skills. 
L. Excellent presentation skills. 
M. Excellent strategic plamling skills. 

NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENT(S): 
• Valid Stale of Michigan driver's license at time of application. 
• Certification for CompTIA in Network+, A+, or CfP+ is required within six (6) montlIS of appointment. 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
While performing tl1e duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and talk or hear. The 
employee is occasionally required to walk; use hands to operate, :finger, handle or feel objects, tools or 
controls; and reach witl1 hands and anns. TI1e employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to 50 
pounds. Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision and ability to adjust focus. 

Classification History 
Established: Hmnan Resources/Labor Relations 06/01/12 

The job description does not constitute an em])loyment agreement between the cm1lloycr and 
employee and is subject to change by the em11Ioyer as the needs of the ClllJlloycr and requirements of 
the job change. 
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Class Title: 

Established: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

Software Systems Job Code Number: 
Administrntor 

10-29-99 Bargaining Unit: 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: 

30-B-46 

Exempt 

Develops specifications and file formats for new applications; establishes standards for new uses 
and monitors standards for existing applications; assures that any modifications to on-going 
systems are properly implemented; Provides second-level technical support in the resolution of 
database system difficulties; trains Programmed Analysts; performs related duties as assigned. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: 
Works under the direct supervision of the IS Administrator or designee. 

SUPERVISION EXERCISED: 
Supervises Database Programmer/ Analysts, Programmer Analysts, Web Application Developer I 
Designer and may exercise supe1vision over other employees engaged in database related 
activities. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITillS: 
1. Responsible for the content and structure of the database and for the control of data access 

and search strategies to the database. 
2. Establishes data entry techniques; researches and reviews new data elements to prevent 

redundancy; coordinates definition of data elements. 
3. Codes, test, and debugs programs in accordance with depaitmental standards and 

procedures. 
4. Establishes and implements standards for the use of database management as well as data 

entry, edit, and validation standards for applications programs. 
5. Responsible for monitoring the installation of upgrades and new releases of software. 

Initiates and implements coffective action for operational deficiencies/difficulties. 
6. Monitors the development of application systems according to IS standards regarding 

system integrity, backups, access strategies and teleprocessing interfaces. Monitors and 
regulates physical storage allocations. 

7. Institutes security sub-system procedures to guard against unauthorized updating, copying, 
inadve1ient disclosures, removals, or destrnction of all or any part of the databases and 
coordinates this activity with internal and external audit activities. 

8. Trains IS and customer department personnel in the use of the software. 
9. Evaluates software systems and customer department needs and prepares written and oral 

analysis, recommendations, and presentations. 
10. Keeps IS Administrator updated as to problems and resolutions with the software systems. 
11. Plans, advises and coordinates the proper integration and correlation of the functions and 

activities related to the installation of new software systems. 
12. Pe1forrns additional duties as assigned. 
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MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
A. A Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university with a major in Computer 

Science, Management Information Systems, Mathematics, or a field which emphasized 
skills in problem identification, analysis, and resolution. Coursework in Software 
Development and relational database theo1y is desirable. 

B. At least three (3) years, within the past five, of full-time paid work experience in 
programming and systems design in a client/server computer installation utilizing a 
multiprogramming, virtual storage operating system, a database management system, and a 
SQL language. 

C. Two years of supervisory experience of technical staff personnel. 
D. Possession of certification as an Oracle Certified Professional or qualifies as a specialist in 

database environments such as SQL Server 2005 or Oracle with five or more years 
expenence 

E. Considerable knowledge of the operation of computer equipment. 
F. Experience with a major upgrade of database systems. 
G. Considerable ability to exercise judgment and initiative in analyzing problems, initiating 

solutions and conducting testing. 
H. Experience in troubleshooting and debugging database systems. 
I. Considerable ability to analyze and communicate current database needs and 

requirements and make recommendations as to foture enhancements. 
J. Considerable ability to provide specification requirements, operating standards and 

procedures. 
K. Ability to follow complex written and oral instrnctions and to prepare and present 

effective written and oral repo1ts. 
L. Ability to develop and maintain effective wmking relationships with 

Information Services staff, customer departments, and vendors. 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and talk or 
hear. The ,employee is occasionally required to walk; use hands to finger, handle, or feel objects, 
tools, or controls; and reach with hands and arms. 

The employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to 10 pounds. Specific vision abilities 
required by this job include close vision and the ability to adjust focus. 

Classification History: 
ESTABLISHED: Personnel 10-29-99 

REVISED & REALLOCATED: Personnel 08-05-01 
REVISED: Personnel 10-19-10 

REVISED & RETITLED (formerly Database Administrator): Human Resources 06-01-12 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer and 
employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs ofthe employer and requirements 
of the job change. 



CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

Class Title: Street O erator/Maintainer Trainee Job Code Number: 
Established: November 7, 1993 

14-G-019 
Local 1600 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: The Street Operator/Maintainer Trainee will undergo 
a sh·uctured and progressive training program involving on-the-job work experiences. Beginning 
work assignments include the performance of routine, manual tasks to assist in the construction, 
repair and maintenance of sidewalks, curbs, gutters, pavement, sh·eet resurfacing, and related 
facilities. Also perfom1s the function of snow and ice removal and related duties. Training is 
accomplished through work experiences, work assignments progress to the less routine tasks such 
as setting grade-lines and operating specialized construction and snow removal equipment. 
Perfonns other related duties as assigned. The training program is geared toward preparing a 
trainee for promotion to the position of Street Operator/Maintainer. Promotion to Street 
Operator/Maintainer will occur only as openings exist. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the supervision of an employee of higher grade with 
the amount of supervision decreasing in accordance with accumulation of experience and 
education. 

Street Opemtor/Maintainer Trainee I (14-G-019) 

Completes twelve months of on-the-job training with no specific number of hours required. Any 
break in time longer than one week will require that the one year be extended the amount of time 
equal to the time the employee was off work (ex., Workers compensation, ESL, sick occasions 
over one week). Progressfon to the position of Street Operator/Maintainer Trainee II will be 
contingent upon successful completion and satisfacto1y evaluation of on-the-job performance. 

Street 01>erator/Maintainer Trainee II (17-G-020) 

Completes an additional 2200 hours with a minimum of twelve (12) months experience in the 
Street Maintenance Division. Progression to the position of Street Operator/Maintainer Level 19 
will be contingent upon successful completion and satisfacto1y evaluation of on-the-;job 
performance. 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 

A. Ability to understand and follow oral and written instructions. 
B. Ability to perform manual labor for extended periods under unfavorable climatic 

conditions. 
C. Mechanical aptitude. 
D. Ability and willingness to work in a manner that will not endanger the safety of one's self, 

other persons and equipment. 
E. Ability and willingness to complete required h·aining satisfactorily. 
F. Must be willing and available to work nights, weekends and holidays as required to perform 

essential job related city services. 
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NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENT: 

A. Possession of a valid Michigan Driver's License. 
B. Possession of a Commercial Driver's License Type A. 
**NOTE: Qualified candidates in possession of a 11TIP 11 (Temporary Instruction Permit) 
will be able to apply for this position with tl1e understanding tltat if tlley are selected they 
must be in possession of a valid CDL 11A" within 90 days of appointment 01· be discharged 
from the position.) 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee regularly works in outside weather 
conditions. The employee regularly works near moving mechanical parts and is exposed to 
inclement conditions, fumes or airborne particles, h"affic, toxic or caustic chemicals, risk of 
electrical shock, and vibration. The employee is regularly required to reach with hands and am1s 
and is required to stand and walk; and use hands to finger, handle, feel or operate objects, tools, 
or conh·ols. The employee is occasionally required to sit; climb or balance; stoop, kneel, crouch, 
or crawl; and talk or hear. 

The employee must frequently lift and/or move up to 25 pounds and occasionally lift and/or move 
more than 100 pounds. Specific vjsion abi1ities required by this job inc]ude close vision, and the 
ability to adjust focus. 

Classification History 
Established: Personnel 11/07/93 

Revised: Personnel 03/09/94, 10/11/29 
Revised: Personnel 10/16/96, 08/10/99 

Revised: 11/20/02 
Revised (per Settlement Agreement): 07/11/06 

Reallocated (Wage Inequity- progression levels): 10/26/07 

· The job desc1·iptio11 does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer 
and employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and 
requirements of the job change. 



Section Separator (e) A description of any position that has been eliminated or from 
which an employee has been laid off. 



Human Resources and Labor Relations 
P A72 Report - Personnel 

Vacancies Filled 

August • Police Sergeants - 9 

• Street Maintenance Admin Support Tech - I 

• Finance Admin. Asst. (contract)- I 

• Risk & Benefits Admin (contract) -1 

• School Crossing Guards (Interim) - 2 

September • Police Officer (rehire) - I 

• School Crossing Guards (Interim)-47 

• Communication Specialist I - 3 

October • Principal Clerk Typist - Police Dept - 1 

• Accounting Admin Support Tech Traffic - 1 

• Customer Service Clerk (Interim)- I 

• Deputy Court Clerk Il - 1 

• Election Workers- 76 

• Board of Review (Elections) - 4 
November • Firefighter (SAFER Grant)- I 

• Retirement Specialist (Interim) - 3 
December • School Crossing Guards (Interim)-2 

• Retirement Specialist (Interim) - 1 

• City Council (1st Ward) - 1 

• Mayor's Office Receptionist - 1 

• IT Specialist - 4 

• Software Systems Admin - 1 

• Finance Admin Asst. (Permanent) - 1 
January • Street Operator Maintainer - 2 

Eliminated Positions Positions - Employees Laid 
Off 

• Waste Collector 

• Records Clerk Teller 
(68th D.C.) - 1 

• Inventory Control 
Specialist - 1 

• Casual Skilled Laborer 
(Interim) - 4 



Class Title: 
Established: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

lnventot Control Coordinator Job Code Number: 
Bar aining Unit: 

24-C-085 
Locall799 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Supervises the operations of the general city 
storerooms, storage areas and receiving dock, ordering, storing and issuing a large variety of 
maintenance, repair and operating supplies; maintains stocks and inventories current with needs; 
administers new inventory systems and oversees the new revisions of said systems; performs 
related work as required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the supervision of an administrative employee of 
higher rank who reviews work for effectiveness and accuracy. 

SUPERVISION EXERCISED: May exercise supervision over a number of employees engaged 
in buying, receiving, storing and issuing maintenance, repair and operating supplies. 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Supervises the training of new & existing stockkeepers on the Invento1y system currently 

used by the City of Flint. 

2. Supervises the implementation of new, upgraded or modified software that the City of 
Flint procures as it pertains to hlventory. 

3. Assembles new training materials and trains appropriate employees on new functionality 
of any Inventory systems that is utilized by the City of Flint. 

4. Prepares proposals and bids for solicitation as requested by stockrooms, Fleet and other 
departments as assigned. 

5. Processes all purchases orders for the City of Flint's stockroom. 

6. Interacts with vendors to discuss products and any concerns pertaining to Invento1y 
control. 

7. Prepares resolutions that are approved by legislative body. 

8. Process daily invent01y entries to verify sufficient funding and prepare appropriate 
entries for the Finance Department. 

9. Supervises and assists in performing invento1y counts for any department that purchases 
invent01y. 

10. Prepare reports to reflect any irregularities of inventory counts. 

11. Make recommendations for securing stock at all City of Flint Stockrooms. 

12. Works with the Finance Department with GASB 34 for Inventory Fixed assests. 
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MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. Three (3) years experience in keeping of stores, materials and supplies, and also in the 

maintenance ofrelated clerical record(s). 
B. Considerable knowledge in the implementation and/or upgrade of software related to 

purchasing, invento1y or fleet. 
C. Considerable knowledge of storekeeping methods, records and practices. 
D. Familiarity with elementaty budget principles and calculations. 
E. Familiarity with all maintenance, repair and operating supplies can-ied in general city 

storerooms. 
F. Ability to determine deviations from prescribed specifications. 
G. Ability to plan, direct and organize the work of ordering, receiving, storing and issuing 

stock items. 
H. Ability to make arithmetic computations accurately. 
I. Ability to keep stock records and makes reports. 
J. Ability to maintain harmonious relationships with storeroom employees, other employees 

and supervisors, and with vendors. 

NECESSARY SPECIAL REOUIREMENT(S}: 
• Must possess a valid State of Michigan Driver's License. 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to reach with hands 
and arms. The employee is frequently required to stand; walk; use hands to finger, feel or operate 
objects, tools or controls. The employee is occasionally required to sit; climb or balance; stoop, 
kneel, crouch or crawl; and talk or hear. 
The employee must frequently lift and/or move up to 25 pounds and occasionally lift and/or move 
more than 100 pounds. Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision and the 
ability to adjust focus. 

Classification History: 
Revised: CSC 03/26/69 

Reallocated: 03/17/73 
Revised: Personnel 02/15/84, 11/07/96 

Reallocated: Wage Inequity 06/26/97 
Reallocated: Personnel 07/14/97 

Reallocated & Revised: Personnel 11/08/99 
Revised & Retitled (fo1merly Chief Stockkeeper): 04/15/04 

Reallocated (Wage Inequity): 10/21/07 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer 
and employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of tlte employer and 
requfrements of the job change. 



Class Title: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

Waste Collector Job Code Number: 18-H-081 
Established: Bargainin Unit: Local 1600 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Performs sh·enuous physical labor involved in waste 
collection. Responsible for the safe operation of an assigned refuse packer. Drives and loads 
packer type truck collecting garbage, ashes, tin cans, yard rubbish, dead animals, and other refuse 
and unloads at disposal areas; services truck; perform related work as required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the supervision of a foreman or administrative 
employee of higher grade. 

SUPERVISION EXERCISED: NONE 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Drives and operates a packer type truck collecting garbage, trash, compost, discarded 

items and other refuse from house to house and other sources. Works from rear oftrnck 
loading refuse into hopper, applies violation notices and operates mechanism to load 
dumpsters and pack refuse into truck. 

2. Picks up loose or spilled materials to assure a11 material is collected. 
3. Checks the amount of loaded refuse to see that the packer body is not overloaded. 
4. Unloads vehicle at transfer station, dump or landfill. 
5. Does first echelon maintenance on vehicles. Makes minor running repairs and 

adjustments to trucks. 
6. Checks and maintains water, gasoline and oil levels of assigned vehicle. Checks tires for 

proper inflation and adds air as needed. Reports needed repairs on trucks. 
7. May operate snow removal equipment during heavy snowfalls. 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. At least six (6) months experience in the operation of automotive equipment heavier than 

pleasure vehicles. 
B. Working knowledge of the principles of heavy equipment operation. 
C. Working knowledge of the laws and ordinances regulating the operation of trucks and 

vehicles. 
D. Knowledge of traffic rules and regulations. 
E. Working knowledge of the geography of the city. 
F. Ability to make minor running repairs and adjustments and to service automotive 

equipment. 
G. Ability to understand and cany out oral and written orders. 
H. Ability to perform heavy manual labor and lifting for extended periods, under unfavorable 

climatic conditions. 

NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
• Possession of a Commercial Drivers License Type B. 
• Must meet the physical standards prescribed by Michigan State Police Motor Can-ier 

Division and must possess and carry a valid current Medical Examiner's Certificate 
certifying physical fitness for driving in accordance with the State of Michigan Motor 
Carrier Safety Act. 
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PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to reach with hands 
and aims. The employee is frequently required to climb or balance; stoop, kneel, crouch, talk and 
hear. The employee is frequently required to stand; walk; use hands to finger, feel or operate 
objects, tools or controls. The employee regularly works in outside weather conditions. The 
employee frequently works on and near moving vehicles and h·affic and is occasionally exposed 
to wet and/or humid conditions, fumes or airborne particles, toxic or caustic chemicals. 

The employee must frequently lift and/or move up to75 pounds and occasionally lift and/or move 
more than 100 pounds. Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision and the 
ability to adjust focus. 

Classification History 
Revised: CSCMTG. 2/25/69, 3/6/73, 7/3/73 

Revised: Personnel 7/8/76 & 10/10/78 
Reallocated: Waste Collection Agreement 7/1/85 

Revised: Personnel 7/8/91, 10/26/98, 3/31/03 
Reallocated: 8/18/06 

The job description does not constitute au employment agreement between the employer 
and employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of tile employer and 
requirements of the job change. 
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Class Title: 
Established: 

CITY OF FLINT 
Position Description 

Records Clerk Teller Job Code Number: 
June 11, 2004 Bargaining Unit: 

19-C-049 
Local 1600 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Assists the public at the counter explaining cou1t 
procedures, answering questions, receiving and receipting monies for fines, fees, and bonds. 
Operates a cash register and issues receipts. Audits payments and insures proper accounting 
records are maintained on daily comt operations and monies received. Performs related work as 
required. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Works under the supervision of an employee of higher level who 
assigns work and checks for accuracy and conformance with standard procedures. 

SUPERVISION EXERCISED: Exercises working supervision over a small number of clerical 
employees engaged in a variety of clerical type duties. 

ESSENTIAL DUTillS AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. Provides counter assistance, receipts monies for fines, fees and bonds. Explains in person 

or by phone court policies, procedures and regulations and assists in the initiation of case 
proceedings. 

2. Operates a cash register in receiving payments and issuing receipts. Establishes and 
maintains accounting records detailing monies received and prepares detailed reports of 
operations. 

3. Closes or rings out the registers daily, totals and prepares reports, checks balances and 
conects as necessary to ensure proper accountability of monies received. 

4. Balances, so1ts and processes bonds ensuring the establishment and maintenance of records; 
posts infonnation to bond books, verifies release of money is authorized and issues checks. 

5. Processes gamishments verifying accuracy of employer disclosures, ordering garnishments 
from banks, received and records checks and writes and/or transmits checks to payees. 

6. Operates a computer terminal in entering case histories, adjournments, dispositions and 
other necessaiy infom1ation. Posts transactions to court files, makes corrections, obtains 
information and checks and verifies information. 

7. Assists in the maintenance of banking accounts such as monthly reconciliation of checking 
accounts and deposits and processing bad checks. 

8. Instructs and oversees clerical employees engaged in the processing, establishment and 
maintenance of court records and files. 

9. Answers questions from the public regarding court procedures and policies and gives 
assistance as needed. 
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MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
A. At least two (2) years of experience in 68th Dish"ict Court. 
B. Ability to type at the rate of 40 net words per minute. 
C. Working knowledge of the 68th District Court operation, policies and procedures, for Civil, 

Traffic, Criminal, and Small Claims processes. 
D. Working knowledge of the applications of bookkeeping principles to routine accounting 

transactions and the ability to apply these principles in maintaining accounting files and 
records. 

E. Working knowledge of office methods, procedures, and equipment. 
F. Familiarity with state laws, statutes, and City ordinances as they relate to the functions of 

the 68th District Court. 
G. Ability to maintain clerical records and to prepare reports from such records. 
H. Ability to deal with the public tactfully and courteously. 
I. Ability to identify procedural problems and to report such to supervision. 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit and talk or 
hear. The employee is frequently required to walk; use hands and fingers to handle or feel 
objects, tools or conh"ols; and reach with hands and a1ms. The employee must occasionally lift 
and/or move up to 25 pounds. Employee is required to bend and climb to retrieve and/or replace 
files. Employee is frequently required to step up and down on an elevated seat/stool to properly 
service customers. Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision and the 
ability to adjust focus. The noise level in the work environment is usually quiet. 

Classificatlon History 
Established: Personnel 05-28-91 

Revised: Personnel 09-22-94, 10-10-94, 11-13-96 
Reallocated: Wage Inequity 07-01-97 

Revised: 09-20-05 
Reallocated: Wage Inequity 10/21/07 

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between tlle em1lloyer 
and employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and 
requirements of the job change. 
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City of Flint Financial and Operating Plan - Fiscal Year 2013 - UPDATE 

Introduction 

This Financial and Operating Plan for the City of Flint is submitted by the Emergency 
Financial Manager for the City of Flint to Governor Rick Snyder, through the Department of 
Treasury for the State of Michigan, in accordance with Public Act 72, Section 141.1220. 

This report includes a sununary of the financial conditions, goals for the City of Flint, plans 
to conduct the operations of the city and the planned and on-going actions being taken to 
resolve the financial emergency. This plan will be posted on the city's website: 
www.cityofflint.com 

Summary of Financial Condition of the City of Flint Leading to the Appointment of an 
Emergency Manager 

h1 the report to Governor Snyder, dated November 7, 2011, the Flint Financial Review Team 
summarized the findings of the Prelimina1y Review conducted by the Treasmy Department 
(August 29 - September 12, 2011) and then reported the existence of, or likely occmrnnce of, 
the specific conditions set forth in Section 13(3) of Public Act 4 2011 which led to the 
recommendation of the appointment of an Emergency Manager. 

Preliminary Review Findings: 
• The City has incuned cumulative deficits in many of its funds over several years. 

The unaudited 2011 cumulative deficit is estimated to be $25.7 million. 
• The deficit elimination plan submitted to the Department ofTreasmy by city 

officials has not been followed and the general fund deficit has increased and is 
now estimated to be approximately $11. 0 million. 

• The general fund expenditures have exceeded revenues since 2007. 
• The City relied upon transfers from the water supply and sewage disposal fund for 

general city operations. 
• City officials also bonowed from other funds to compensate for cash shortages 

including the public improvement fund, the local sh·eet fund and the self insurance 
fund. 

• The City continued to experience a cash shortage. 
• The City's ability to pay short term obligations was uncertain. 
• The pension system was less than 60 percent funded . 
• City officials failed to make staff reductions in accordance with the deficit 

elimination plan. 



Flint Financial Review Team Findings: 
• The City has a general fund deficit of $14,621,546 as of June 30, 2010 which was 

not eliminated within the two year preceding period. 
• The City previously submitted a five year deficit elimination plan for a cumulative 

general fund deficit of $7,046,820 as of June 30, 2008. However, by June 30, 
2010 the cumulative general fund deficit had grown to $14,621,546. An updated 
plan submitted for 2010 does not purpo1t to eliminate the cumulative deficit until 
2030 and that relies upon the issuance of an additional $12 million of debt in 
2013. 

• A structural operating deficit existed in the general fund as of June 30, 2007, 
2008, 2009, 2010 and the general fund is projected to have a $6,768,864 deficit as 
of June 30, 2011. 

Backgrouncl (Pre-2011) 

Several conditions developed over a period of decades to place the City of Flint in a situation 
of chronic fiscal stress. The major employer, General Motors, significantly reduced 
operations in Flint (in 1978 GM employed over 80,000 people, by 2006 employment totaled 
8,000). The population of the City declined 18 percent between the census of 2000 and 2010. 
Owner occupied housing decreased from a high of 73 .1 percent in 1960 to a 2010 low of 44. 7 
percent. The jobless rate for the 2010 ammal reporting period was 23.2 percent. State Shared 
Revenue which accounts for 31 percent of the General Fund decreased 13 percent over the 
past five years. 

In addition to the above noted reduced State Shared Revenue, the City's two other sources of 
revenue, property tax and income tax, have both suffered significant reductions. Between 
2006 and 2011, property tax revenue has decreased 33 percent and income tax revenue has 
decreased 39 percent. 

As revenue decreased, the City of Flint implemented numerous cost controls. The workforce 
has been reduced by 50% since 2001; yet the total cost of wages, benefits, and retiree 
premiums have continued to increase. Note that the liability for services already rendered is 
essentially a fixed cost which is now borne by fewer active employees and reduced city 
revenues. 

Note: the statistics quoted above are taken from the report by Eric Scorsone, Ph.D. titled 
"Long-Term Crisis and Systemic Failure: Taking the Fiscal Stress of America's Older Cities 
Seriously Case Study: City of Flint, Michigan" dated September 2011. 
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Goals 

The overall goals for the City are: 
1. long-term financial stability; 
2. an increase in revenue base to provide quality services to its residents; 
3. a reduction in government costs through negotiated union contracts, consolidation and 

shared services, private sector contracts, and ongoing professional development of 
staff; 

4. continue to maintain and modemize the infrastructure of the city in alignment with 
the cunent population counts; 

5. to streamline the processes necessary for businesses to locate, and continue 
operations, in the city; 

6. to utilize the Master Plan to stabilize and then increase both the commercial and 
residential base of the city; 

7. to provide public safety services, focusing on reducing violent crime, commensurate 
with cities of comparable size and resources; 

8. to focus attention on blight reduction effo1ts to improve the overall aesthetic 
environment of the city; 

9. to do all things necessaiy to establish a Flint City Charter Commission, and 
pmticipate through internal review and recommend changes. 

Planning Process 

The City of Flint was dete1mined to be in a financial emergency by the Flint Financial 
Review Team as noted in the above section: Summary of Financial Condition of the City 
of Flint. On November 1, 2011 Governor Rick Snyder appointed Michael K. Brown as 
Emergency Manager. EM Brown developed a Financial and Operating Plan utilizing the 
resources of a five person Advisory Committee as well as five additional advisory 
committees. The EM sought broad expertise to ensure public engagement and to maintain a 
sense of continuity with the Mayor and the City Council. In fact, all nine Council Members 
and over fifty other citizens paiticipated in the advisory committees. 
The Advisory Conunittees are: 

o Finance/ Administration - Chair Armando Hernandez, 
o Public Safety - Chair Diana Kelly, 
o Infrastructure/Development - Chair George Wilkinson, 
o Grants/DCED - Chair Sue Peters, 
o Pension and OPEB Underfunding - Chair Ed Kurtz. 

The EM's Financial and Operating Plan was updated in the Emergency Manager's June 1, 
2012 report to the State Treasurer. 

On August 8, 2012 Edward J. Kurtz v,1as appointed as Emei·gency Financial Manager. 
Following this, a new Advisory Committee was established and the State Treasurer approved 
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these individuals to serve on the City of Flint Emergency Financial Manager's Advis01y 
Committee: 

Mayor Dayne Walling Kenyetta Dotson 
Reverend Phillip Thompson Tim Heiman 

Since then, Rev. Thompson has asked to step down for personal reasons and Mr. Kurtz has 
asked four others to serve as well: Dan Cady, Armando Hernandez, Adam Thomason and 
Reverend Timothy Stokes. 

The Emergency Financial Manager has utilized the Advisory Team, the City of Flint 
Management Team and the August 8, 2012 update of the Financial and Operating Plan to 
provide this revision to the Financial and Operating Plan for Fiscal Year 2013. 

Management appointments have been made to ensure that the essential services necessary for 
the public's health, safety and welfare are assured and to continue to conduct all aspects of 
the City of Flint's operation within the resources available. Any employment contracts were 
extended with the approval of the Treasury Depattment. 

It is important to point out that early in 2012 under Emergency Manager Michael Brown 
immediate steps were taken to reorganize city government operations including; elimination 
of departments, consolidation of departments, elimination of management level positions, as 
well as adjusting compensation of elected and appointed officials. 

Actions Tak.en To-Date (Emergency Financial Manager 8/8/12 - current) 

ORDER No. I PROCEDURES FOR PURCHASING 
Requests to procure goods and services, in any amozmt, are to be fonvarded to the 
Purchasing Department for processing. Departments shall not procure any goods or contract 
any services without the proper authorization from the Emergency Financial klanager or 
Purchasing Department. Any procured goods or contracted services made without proper 
authorization shall not be approved and the City shall not be bound. 

ORDER No.2 PROCEDURE FOR SUBA1ISSION OF RESOLUTIONS AND ORDINANCES 
The procedure is described for the submission of resolutions and ordinances; effective 
immediately. 

ORDER No.3 BUDGETARY OVERSIGHT & TERJv!JNATION OF LINE ITE"!vf LEVEL 
All City officials, department heads and division heads shall adhere to the prescribed 
budgetary guidelines and responsibilities. 

ORDER No. 4 ADVISORY COJi.1lvJITTEE 
Pursuant to the Contract for Emergency Financial A1anager Services signed by the Local 
Emergency Financial Assistance Loan Board 011 August 8, 2012, the Emergency Financial 
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J.tlanager shall appoint an advis01J1 committee consisting of three to five members to provide 
advice and counsel regarding the A1anager 's decisions and actions to resolve the City 's 
distress. The Emergency Financial lvfanager shall meet with the advis01y committee 
regularly, but 110 less frequently tha11 monthly. The Emergency Financial .Manager has 
recommended and the State Treasurer has approved the following individuals to serve on the 
City of Flint Emergency Financial Manager's Advis01y Committee: 

• JJ1ayor Dayne Walling 
• Kenyetta Dotson 
• Reverend Phillip Thompson 
• Tim Herman 

ORDER No. 5 CITY TREASURER AUTHORIZED TO CORRECT ASSESSMENTS OR 
FEES IF PROPERTY OWNER ENTITLED TO WAIVER 
The City Treasurer is authorized to make the necessmy correction to an assessment or fee 
that was placed 011 the tax roll in the event it is determined that property owner is entitled to 
a ·waiver, including, but not limited to combination of parcels. 

ORDER No. 6 0 VERTIA;JE 
Based on the foregoing, all overtime must be directly approved by the department head in 
advance, with the exception of emergency overtime that can be clearly documented. In the 
Police Department, requests for overtime should be directed to Chief Alvern Lock. In the 
Fire Department, requests for overtime should be directed to Public Safety Administrator 
Barnett Jones. 

Order No. 7 CITY COUNCIL ADOPTION OF AA1ENDIYJENT TO RENTAL INSPECTION 
ORDINANCE IS NULL AND VOID 
City Council adopted Ordinance No. 3826 without the approval of the Emergency Financial 
lvfanager, as required by Public Act 72, and without the approval of the Chief Legal Officer, 
as required under Flint City Charter 4-602. 

ORDER NO. 8. POVERTY EXE/JtfPTION TO STREET LIGHTING SPECIAL ASSESKMENT 
Individuals who qual(fy for relief from property taxes may also, upon request, be provided 
relief from street lighting special assessment. 

ORDER NO. 9 INVALIDATING COUNCIL ACTION 
A City Council Resolution was ordered null and void because it was adopted in violation of 
Flint City Charter 4-602 and it violates Public Act 72 by usurping the authority of the 
Emergency Financial lYlanager. 

DIRECTIVE 1 (Amended) CITY COUNCIL INVESTIGATfl/E AND SUBPOENA POWERS 
With respect to issuing subpoenas or conducting investigations, City Council has 110 budget, 
may make no expenditure or use of City resources, and may not use City staff to canyout 
such activities. 
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All Depru.iments 

Department Management reconfigurations were completed in anticipation of reduced staffing 
levels as provided in the FY(13) Budget. (See Attachment# 1 Organizational Chart) 

Financial/ Administration!IT 
Cash Flow FY13 as of December 2012 
Cash flow has improved with the receipt of revenues from the public safety millage, 
street light assessment, and waste collection fees. Pooled cash on hand is in excess of 
$25 million, compared to $13 million as of December, 2011 . However, the General 
Fund still relies heavily on borrowed cash as a result of its $19 million accumulated 
·deficit. This cannot be resolved without bonowing, as stated in the 2011 Deficit 
Elimination Plan. 

FY13 Budget Status as of December 2012 
The FY13 budget was balanced without projected deficit spending. As of December 
30, 2012, revenues and expenses are generally on target. The budget was amended in 
December to reflect some adjustments to revenues and expenses, including the 
proceeds of the voter approved mi1lage for police and fire protection, projected 
revenues and expenses for the operation of the City lock-up; and the extension of a 
public safety grant from the Mott Foundation which provides continued funding for 
11 law enforcement officers as well as 9 Neighborhood Safety Officers. 

Income tax revenues appear a little soft, and continue to be monitored, and 
discussions are underway to address significant over expenditures in Fire Department 
overtime. 

Revenues and expenses in the water and sewer funds appear to be on target. 

Monitoring grant expenditures and receipts continues to be problematic, but is 
. . 
nnprovmg. 

Development of a budget which moves the City toward financial stability was 
accomplished with the FY13 budget. FY13 began July 1, 2012. 

The process of implementing the FY13 budget is continuing. It is balanced 
realistically, and encompasses significant revenue increases and expenditure 
reductions. The process sta1ied with a projected gap of $25 million between projected 
revenues and projected expenses. The result was a total budget of $192 million, of 
which $82 million is sewer and water; $58 million is General Fund and $30 million is 
federal CDBG. 

The budget encompassed expenditure reductions which included the elimination of 
nearly 150 positions (20% of the workforce); employee concessions including a 
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restructuring of health and pension benefits and employee costs; and vaiious 
organizational changes. 

On July 1, new health care plans for active employees was put in place, as well 
changes in pension benefits. Health care plans for retirees began on August 1, 2012 
for pre-65 retirees; this was followed with changes for Medicare-eligible retirees on 
September 1, 2012. The City has been sued in Federal District Court, but no 
decisions have resulted to date. If the City is precluded from implementing these 
changes in health care for retirees, there will be a projected (unbudgeted) increase in 
expenses of $3.5 million in FY13. 

For future employees, city retiree health care will no longer be an option, and the 
traditional defined benefit pension plan for non-police and fire employees will be 
replaced with a hybrid pension plan. There are also numerous changes which increase 
management flexibility and reduce other employee costs. 

The budget also implements new revenues in order to provide the level of revenues 
still needed - in spite of expense reductions - to continue the marginal level of city 
funded public safety personnel and basic city services. These revenues include 
numerous fee increases; a $143 annual fee for waste collection (replacing a dedicated 
3 mill tax levy); a $62 special assessment fee for operation, maintenance, and 
improvement of street lights (in the past this was a $2.85 million general fm1d 
expense); and an overall 25% increase in water and sewer rates (12.5% water; 45% 
sewe1} Unfortunately, the reliance on fees and assessments will create hardship for 
many of the City's residents. However, the choices for increasing revenues at this 
time were limited. 

If the budget can be implemented as planned, a significant objective - not spending 
more than the City takes in - will be accomplished, and will have done this while 
avoiding public safety reductions. 

However, the City faces several legal challenges. While the challenges may not be 
sustained in the long te1111, any impediments to implementing the budget will have 
severe financial impacts. 

For example, legal challenges which prohibit the City from implementirig revenue 
increases or expenditure decreases will require immediate actions to further reduce 
spending- including public safety- and may impact the City's ability to function at 
an adequate level, particularly in light of the marginal cash flow. 

Potential challenges the City may face from budgetary perspective include ones 
associated with the numerous rate increases incorporated into the budget, changes in 
retiree health care, and the unilateral implementation of changes to three collective 
bargaining agreements. It should be noted that through the Emergency Manager the 
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City of Flint was able to reach tentative agreements with three of the six bargaining 
units. To this point, the City "vas recently sued over the implementation of increased 
water and sewer rates, by the President of the City Council et al. This is a prime 
example oflitigation that could impede the COF's ability to maintain fiscal solvency. 
With regard to the water and sewer rate lawsuit brought by the President of the City 
Council et al, the City filed a motion to dismiss this suit and a decision is expected in 
early F ebrnary 2013. 

Audit 2012 
The Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) for FY12 was completed and 
has been filed with the state in a timely manner. The results were as expected, with 
fewer auditor comments than in past yea.rs. Deficits exist in the General Fund ($19.1 
million) and in the Water Fund ($8.8 million). 

In the FY 13 budget document, prepared in April, 2012, the accumulated deficit for 
the FY12 General Fund was projected to be $18.1 million. However, this projection 
did not include the $1.54 million write down for the value of Genesee Towe.rs. 
Adding the write down to the projected deficit of $18. l million would have resulted 
in a total of $19.7 million. 

In the FY12 CAFR, the amended budget projected a deficit of $16.3 million. 
However, this projection did not include the $1.54 million write down for Genesee 
Towers. It also included $739,406 in federal grant revenues and $602,192 in local 
revenues which did not materialize. Taking these items into consideration, the deficit 
projection would have been $19.2 million. 

The $19 .1 million accumulated deficit reflected an excess of expenditures in the 
General Fund for FY12 of $11.1 million. This was anticipated by the Emergency 
Manager sh01tly after being appointed, which was almost six months into the FY 12 
year. Given that FY12 was nearly half over, and that significant unplanned reductions 
in services, primarily public safety, would need to occur if the projected deficit were 
to be immediately eliminated, the decision of the Emergency Manager, in consultation 
with Treasmy, was to contain costs as much as possible but without significantly 
reducing services - especially public safety - for the balance of the year. Instead, focus 
was concentrated on developing a budget for FYl 3 \vhich would move towards 
restoring F1int to long tenn financial solvency. It was projected that as a result of this 
decision, the deficit for FY12 could be as much as $12 million, resulting in an 
accumulated deficit of $20 million. 

The deficits identified in the City's Comprehensive Annual Financial Repo1i for 
FY12, the year ended June 30, 2012, are follows: 

General Fund ~ 

Water Supply Division -
Economic Development Co1poration 
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Financing the Deficits 
In April 2012 the Emergency Manager filed a 2011 Deficit Elimination Plan focused 
on the accumulated deficit as of June 30, 2011. That plan indicated the City's intent to 
request authorization to bonow approximately $9 million in Fiscal Stabilization 
Bonds in order to address the accmnulated General Fund deficit once a credible FY13 
budget was in place. The 2011 Deficit Elimination Plan was approved by the State. 
On May 24, 2012 the City filed an application for borrowing \Vith the State 
Administrative Board, and the Department of Treasury has issued a memorandum 
stating that the request satisfies the necessary statutory requirements. At this time, 
Treasmy has not authorized the bo1TOwing as proposed in the 2011 Deficit 
Elimination Plan. 

While this bo1Towing request addresses the accumulated FYl 1 deficit, there was an 
additional deficit at the end of FY12. It is estimated at this time that an additional $10 
million will need to be financed in order to address the FY12 deficit. However, if the 
FY13 budget is implemented as it was adopted, there should be no additional General 
Fund deficit. There will be ongoing deficits in the water and sewer funds, but only as 
related to unfunded OPEB liabilities. 

The City is cunently working on a 2012 Deficit Elimination Plan. A Deficit 
Elimination Plan addressing the accumulated $19.1 million deficit in the General 
Fund and the $8.8 million deficit in the Water Fund will be filed shortly. The plan for 
the General Fund will be as outlined in the 2011 Deficit Elimination Plan. While it is 
simply not possible to eliminate this deficit without bonding, it is the preference of 
the Emergency Manager that any "one time" revenues should be applied directly to 
the deficit. · 

The FY13 budget anticipated initial debt service for the FY12 accumulated deficit, 
and appropriate amounts will be set aside ii:1 the FY14 budget. 

The deficit in the Water Fund is less than the unfunded OPEB liability, and since the 
City is not financially able to begin funding its OPEB liabilities overall, there is no 
reason to raise water rates to cover this amount. 

In addition, the City's approach to containing its OPEB liabilities has been to 
restructure its active and retiree health care benefits, and to eliminate the promise of 
retiree health care for new employees: The changes have had a significant impact on 
the City's OPEB liabilities, reducing the total unfimded liability from nearly $900 
million to less than $400 million, and reducing the Amrnal Required Contribution 
(ARC) from $60 million to $22 million. 

Labor Agreements 
During the tenure of EM Michael Brown, Labor Counsel held meet and confer 
sessions with the City's six bargaining units. A target of 20% equivalent wage 
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reductions was achieved. Tentative Agreements were reached with four of these 
bargaining units. As contract settlement was necessary prior to adopting the FYI 3 
budget, the EM invoked the 19K provision in Public Act 4 from the State Treasurer 
for the bargaining units which had not achieved Tentative Agreements (EM Orders 18 
and 26) and with Local 1799 which had approved a TA but had not ratified (EM 
Order 27). 

EFM Edward Kutiz has held additional sessions with AFSME, Flint Police Officers 
Association (FPOA) and the Firefighters Union. In Januaiy 2013 AFSME and the 
City reached agreement for the privatizing of waste collection and demolition. FPOA 
has notified the City that they have files a lawsuit to return to arbitration. FPOA is 
asking for a return to the status quo (prior to EM imposed contract). The Firefighters 
Union and the City are working on overtime containment. 

Economic Vitality Incentive Program (EV.IP) Requirements and Activities 
The City of Flint has met all reporting requirement dates for Economic Vitality 
Incentive Program (EVIP) in order to qualify for all disbursements of State Shared 
Revenue. Each report is available on the City's website W'NVi'.cityofflint.com tlu·ough 
Munetrix Citizens Guide to Finances and Dashboard. 

The City contracted with Plante Moran to conduct a study to evaluate the potential of 
shared services between the City and Genesee County treasury functions. This study 
has been funded by the Mott Foundation. 

Income tax processing is being handled through a joint project with the Cities of 
Grand Rapids and Lansing. 

The Treasury Depa1iment has also created the Competative Grant Assistance Program 
(C-GAP) as a means of encouraging shared services implementation. The City of 
Flint paiiicipated in five C-GAP applications which included Human Resource Hiring 
and M<:'nagement system sharing with the Genesee Intennediate School District and 
Genesee County; a fiber optic cable expansion also with Genesee h1termediate School 
District and Genesee County; Criminal Justice system and Courts Electronic 
Workflow Initiative with Genesee County, City of Flushing and plans for expansion 
throughout Genesee County; a Genesee County Regional Purchasing Collaborative 
with Genesee hltenuediate School District and Genesee County; and a proposal to 
expand and strengthen the 9-1-1 communication tower system with the City and the 
Genesee County 9-1-1 Consortium. 

Transition of Flint Employee Retirement System (FERS) to Michigan Employees 
Retirement System (MERS) 
The FERS to MERS transition nears completion. Retirees have been receiving their 
monthly checks from MERS since October 18 2012. Final data transfers are expected 
to be completed in Februaiy 2013. 
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Prescription Drug Program 
City of Flint has suspended the planned implementation of a modified prescription 
drug program which requires the issuance of a generic drug unless a name brand drug 
is dete1111ined to be medically necessary. This action resulted due to a lawsuit, Yurk 
et al. v. City of Flint, pending in Genesee County Circuit Court before Hon. Archie 
Hayman. Judge Hayman granted a temporary restraining order and has completed a 
hearing on plaintiffs' motion for preliminary injunction. However, the court took the 
motion under advisement and has not issued a decision. 

Dependent Eligibility Audit 
The Risk Management Office has completed the process of conducting a dependent 
eligibility audit Three hundred eighty-one dependents were identified for removal 
from the City's health plans. This reduction is estimated to save $1.3 million in the 
first year. 

Administrative Reorganizations 
The City of Flint Human Relations Commission (HRC) has been reorganized to 
address constituent and citizen services. This reorganization was developed in relation 
to elimination of depaiiments (Ombudsman and Civil Service Commission), as well 
as reductions in executive staff. The HRC will now be the First Stop Office at City 
Hall with a focus on prompt citizen response. 

Prior to the start of FYl 3 the Infonnation Services Department eliminated all but two 
of the existing positions. Tlu·ough reorganization, 6 of 9 employees were rehired 
under new job descriptions. The new structure allowed more flexibility and greater 
utilization of perso1mel. Several large scale projects are nearing completion including: 
installation of a back-up server for Public Safety and 911, installation of new · 
switches which will allow for a more complete use of Public Safety's data collection 
and record keeping systems. Other projects are on track, primarily the system upgrade 
of the BS&A ERP. Several legacy projects are nearing final milestones: installation 
of a new visualization server cluster, installation of 300 new desktop terminals and a 
cost savings pump station automation project. 

Infrastructure/Development 

Waste Collection 
hl early February 2013, the Infrastructure Department signed a contract with a private 
waste collection company, The City of Flint will no longer collect or dispose of 
household waste. It is expected that the fee for waste collection service will continue 
to be billed and collected by the City. 

Water Issues 
The City has been working closely with the Department of Treasury to come to a final 
decision on the long tenn source of water for the City of Flint. The final two choices 
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are between signing a 30 year conforming contract with the Detroit Water and 
Sewerage Depaiiment (DWSD) or joining the regional Karegnondi Water Authority. 
A final decision is expected in Februaty 2013. 

U.S. Department of Environmental Quality S2 Grant 
An S2 DEQ grant to study infrastructure condition for water pollution control was 
accepted. The study was defined to encompass the City's entire sanitary sewer system 
including the overall collection system, the capacity and condition of the system, 
potential upgrade recommendations to the lift stations and the pumping stations, and 
to make recommendations for necessa1y investments to maintain the system. 

U.S. Depaiiment of Energy Grant 
The Department of Energy notified the City of Flint in November 2012 that the 
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) has expired. The 
expiration of the grant resolves the necessity to continue any negotiations related to 
the grant at this time. The expiration did not constitute a termination for cause or 
involve any other adverse finding. 

Golf Courses 
Three of the city's four golf courses were leased to private organizations. Two 
courses were operational summer 2012 and three are expected to be open during the 
summer of 2013. 

Senior Centers 
The Pierce Senior Center closed on April 30, 2012 as funding was no longer 
available. The City of Flint continues to explore our options with the two open Senior 
Centers, as RFP1s were issued in the fall of 2012. Talks continue with potential 
vendors as well as the County Officials for the future of these Centers. A time frame 
of May is the goal for a new vendor to take over the day-to-day operations at both 
Brennan Center and Hasselbring Center. 

Smith Village Development 
The Smith Village housing project is funded primarily with HUD and NSP2 grants. 
Phase I, which includes 30 housing units, has been completed as scheduled. HUD has 
detern1ined Februa1y 10, 2012 was the goal to expend 50% of the allocation. The 
Smith Village housing project has met that development goal. 

On May 18, 2012, the City announced that Phase II of the Smith Village development 
will be undertaken by Ginosko Development Company and Rohde Construction 
Company. Ginosko's site plan was approved by the Flint Planning Commission on 
May 22, 2012. 

Smith Village Phase II is scheduled to complete 25 homes by February 28, 2013. 
The developer is on-track to meet that deadline. Nine homes built by the new 
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developer will be completed by March 30, 2013. 21 Occupancy Permits have been 
received for homes in Phase I. Ten of the completed homes have purchase 
agreements and five mortgage closing are schedule to take place by February 28th. 
In the Spring the contractor will complete three more homes which will bring the 
total completed to 42. As sale proceeds become available, up to an additional 5 units 
can be built. 

Master Plan 
The City of Flint continues to make progress on the preparation of its first 
comprehensive Master Plan in fifty years through a $1.5 million HUD Community 
Challenge Planning Grant. As a result of this grant, a Chief Planning Officer and two 
Associate Planners have been hired. These staff members coordinate monthly 
Steering Committee meetings and convene an additional six resident-led advisory 
groups containing up to 162 individuals to discuss the Master Plan with Flint 
residents. In total, staff has attended or held seventy-one community meetings, 
reaching approximately 1,850 community stakeholders. A website, 
www.imagineflint.com, and a Facebook page, City of Flint Master Plan has been 
established to infonn citizens about the planning process and to gather input. 

Staff was able to secure grant funds from the C.S. Mott Foundation in the amount of 
$263,804, and the Ruth Mott Foundation in the amount of $50,000. The City also 
applied for and received a grant in the amount of $13,500 from the Community 
Foundation of Greater Flint for the preparation of a comprehensive report on 
integrating local food systems into the Master Plan. A draft repo1i on Local Food was 
completed in December and ,vill be used to educate the public on this issue. 

Planning staff collaborated with the Community Foundation of Greater Flint to 
provide $500 mini-grants to neighborhood groups in low-income areas that complete 
a housing conditions inventory. Tailoring a training from Data Driven Detroit, staff 
trained 28 neighborhood groups to conduct this inventory covering approximately 
60% of the City. As a result, the City was able to complete an updated Housing 
Conditions Map of the entire City. This data is already being used to better target 
demolition resources. In fact, staff recently worked with the Genesee County Land 
Bank} Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission, and Flint Community 
Schools to develop a proposal for $5 million to demolish the City's and County's 
most blighted properties through the Michigan Blight Elimination Grant Program. 

From April through December 2012, staff undertook the task of data collection, 
culminating in an interim Existing Conditions Report. This rep01i contains both 
quantitative demographic and economic data and qualitative data gathered through 
community workshops reaching approximately 700 individuals including an 
additional twenty-one key in-person interviews. The Existing Conditions Report was 
unveiled to the Steering Committee at the January 15' 2013 meeting and has been 
posted to the project website. This Existing Conditions Report will be used to frame 
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the large Vision and Goals Workshop planned for March 9, 2013, which will involve 
between 300 and 500 stakeholders in developing our Master Plan framework using 
the consensus building approach of America Speaks. 

The city is pursuing an aggressive schedule of document development with the goal to 
present a draft version of the master plan to the city planning commission for 
consideration by Fall 2013. 

U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Monitoring 
After the Febrnary 2012 HUD Monitoring of the HOME Program, The City of Flint 
received notice from HUD that it has capacity to nm the HOME program. 

In the City of Flint 2012 Single Audit, DCED will have one finding related to the 
resolution of the OIG audit for 2010. hl the 2011 Single Audit, under the previous 
administration, there were 8 findings. 

In September 2012, HUD headqua1iers in Washington D.C. monitored the DCED 
ARRA Homeless Prevention and Rapid Rehousing Program and stated that the City 
of Flint established a comprehensive and well coordinated program for providing 
homelessness prevention assistance for its residents and that the City's HPRP Policies 
and Procedures Manual was well thought out. 

In December 2012, HUD notified the City of Flint, in its Comprehensive Annual 
Perfonnance and Evaluation Report (CAPER) that it met its timeliness ratio and 
expenditure requirement reaffinning their confidence in DCED's capacity to 
administer federal programs. 

Real Estate Transactions 
In August 2012 the City of Flint sold the Genesee Towers to Uptown Redevelopment 
Corporation for $1 and committed $750,000 CDBG dollars toward the over $4 
million cost of demolition. Genesee Towers has been a liability for the City since 
December 2010 when the city assessed a one time millage to cover the $9.0 million 
judgment. This transaction has not yet been finalized due to title issues. 

A quit claim deed for Chevy-in-the-Hole site has been transacted between the EDC 
and the City of Flint. BP A money for clean up has been agreed upon. 

Facilities 
An private company held an on-line auction in January 2013 to dispose of surplus 
equipment from a variety of depa1iments in the City, This one day auction netted 
$130,000. Future auctions of smvlus equipment will be held in a similar manner. 
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Public Safety 

A Police and Fire Protection Millage request for 6 mils for 5 years was placed on the 
November ballot and was approved by the electorate. This will begin the process of 
stabilizing both the Police and Fire Departments. The City is currently in the process of 
intervie,ving to hire ten new police officers. 

A Public Safety Plan was introduced to the public on May 4, 2012. This plan addresses 
Police and Fire department organizational plan, operation of the lock-up, transition to 800 
MHz communications system and the fonnation of the Criminal Justice System Advisory 
Council. 

In June 2012 the Police Department changed to a 12 hour shift operation within a four 
District Patrol plan. These changes, in combination with the expansion of alternative call 
response procedures (including the introduction of the on-line Cop Logic reporting system), 
have resulted in the continuing reduction in response times to 911 calls. 

The City completed change over to the 800 MHz communication system for Police and Fire 
Depa1iments before the December 31, 2012 required implementation date. The installation 
of a point tq point microwave link with the Genesee County 9-1-1 Consortium tower system 
is yet to be completed. 

The Public Safety Department recommended selection of the Genesee County Sheriff as the 
operator of the Flint lock-up. The lock-up opened the week of October 1, 2012. A number of 
policy issues arose and have been resolved. In just December 2012, 679 individuals were 
lodged in the lock-up. 

Based on input from the -State Police, Governor's Office and a Michigan State University 
Criminal Justice Study, it is clear that the Genesee County Criminal Justice System and the 
Flint Police Depaiiment could benefit from improved coordination and policy development. 
h1 September 2012 the first meeting of the Criminal Justice System Adviso1y Council 
(CJSAC) was held. Eight ,vorkgroups were established. Through these work groups a 
munber of cooperative projects, streamlined operations and new collaborations have been 
identified; these were rep01ted at the second CJSAC meeting in January 2013. A Treasmy 
Department C-GAP application was originated and submitted through this process. 

h1 June 2012, the City received a 6 month grant renewal from the C. S. Mott Foundation for 
the Community Policing grant which has funded 10 officers and I sergeant. The grant also 
includes other criminal justice system personnel support, including the addition of 
Neighborhood Safety Officers who would be responsible for enforcement of blight violations, 
vehicle ticketing for impound and other neighborhood duties. This grant was submitted in 
conjunction with the Michigan State University School of Criminal Justice Training and 
Assistance team. The MSU team will assist the City in implementing several phases of the 
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Public Safety plan. In December 2012, the Mott Foundation extended this grant for an 
additional 6 months which will provide funding through the end of the FY13 budget. 

The City of Flint is continuing its existing collaborative efforts with regional partners. 
Examples: Flint Area Narcotics Unit, Safe Streets Task Force, and U.S. Attorney's Office 
Zero Tolerance gun violence reduction initiative, LifeLines (formerly known as CeaseFire), 
and other programs to help eliminate gang activity and prevent other violent acts. 

A protocol was finalized for the transition to the Genesee County Sheriffs Depmiment to 
handle the paramedic calls in the City of Flint. This millage is now being managed only by 
Genesee County. Completion date was July l, 2012. 

The FEMA funded SAFER Grant which supports the wages and benefits of 39 firefighters 
was renewed on June 10, 2012 for two years. The new grant totaled $6.9 million. It is very 
rare that a city would be awarded a full funding request in back-to-back granting periods. 

Projects in Progress 

The Emergency Financial Manager has detennined that the projects noted in the following 
list are the top priorities: 

1. KW A Decision February 1 

2. Waste Collection Operation - complete transition to private film March 1 

3. Complete Demolition Plan/Contracts for 600 properties February 8 

4. Complete construction at Smith Village September 

5. Contract/Commit all HUD funds (DCED, NSP2 and 3) September 30 

6. 911 merger study April 

7. SBI decision March 

8. Begin FY14 Budget Process mid-February 

Financial/ Administration/IT 

The budget process for FY14 has begun. Each depatiment has been required to develop 
detailed organizational charts, goals, objectives and perfonnance measures which will be an 
essential step in planning a five year budget. The five year budget will be a framework for 
long term planning. 
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The city will continue to review all departments and services for potential merger, 
consolidation, contracted service, shared services with other govenunental entities, 
privatization or elimination. As a result of this review determine if these functions should be 
subsidized with general property tax dollars, what will be paid by the users and what services 
can be eliminated. 

Continued reduction in personnel has strained the capability of depaiiments to complete 
compliance and reporting work. Both sho1i and long tenn vacancies create knowledge 
deficits which are becoming most difficult to overcome. This will be exacerbated as fmiher 
staff reductions are required. 

Cash flow, which was identified in the audit as an area of ongoing concern, has been 
reviewed. The situation continues to be monitored to assure sufficient cash to pay for current 
expenses, and options for long term solutions will be developed. 

The water and sewer rate increases appear to have been nearly sufficient (within $700,000) to 
cover current operations in the Water Fund, exclusive of OPEB liabilities. Future rate 
increases are probable. The decision on water sourcing - DWSD vs KW A - is of significant 
importance. 

The Finance Department is also proceeding with the following projects: 
• implementation of a Procurement Card system and the associated changes to 

the City's Purchasing Policies, 
• completion of the update of the pension and OPEB liabilities, 
• continued aggressive monitoring of revenue and expense activities as 

compared to the FYI 3 budget, with patiicular emphasis on revenue 
collections, position counts and overtime expenditures, 

• planning and implementation of employee development programs focusing on 
financial management, supervision and labor relations, and leadership 
development. 

Review the process for all grants to the City of Flint for appropriate use of funds, potential 
for conforned funding, and timely reapplication. 

Risk Management Office is reviewing various Employee/Retiree health care options 
including plan design, delivery systems, Medicare Advantage, Medicare Wrap Around, 
benefit carve-outs, etc. in an effort to control health care costs 

The City Attorney is continuing with effo1is to improve litigation management tlu·ough claim 
evaluation, claim reporting, attorney training and trial preparation. The City Attorney 
continues to emphasize the "litigation team" approach to case handling, with weekly review 
of pending matters and discussion of how best to protect the City of Flint's legal interests. ' 
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The City currently funds the operation of the 68th District Court; in FY13 this amounts to 
$5.4 Million - which comprises 9.2% of the General Fund Budget. The percentage of 
General Fund expense allocated to District Comi has increased about 1.2% as compared to 
five years ago. It is anticipated that this percentage will again increase .5% for FY14. (This is 
a very rough estimate). This significant portion of the City's General Fund needs to be 
studied closely and recommendations developed to meet this required activity while 
containing and reducing costs. The EFM strongly encourages the State to continue the 
process of working to consolidate the 6?1h and 681h District Comis. 

Infrastructure/Development 

Water and Sewer Services 
As pati of the cmTent budget process an evaluation is being made of what efforts can 
be employed to create an effective Preventive Maintenance plan which focuses on 
controlling water loss (leakage). This is expected to involve a combination of 
outsourcing, in-house work, and shared services with the County. 

Discussions have begun with the Genesee County Drain Commissioner on a wide 
range of shared services and partnerships for both water and sewer operations. 

The automation of one of the City's pump stations (which is currently staffed 24 hrs a 
day) has an expected completion date of June 2013. This will result in the elimination 
of overtime and a savings of over $500,000 amrnally. 

The planned shutdown of the City's incinerator has begun with engineering plans for 
a new load-out facility and is expected t~ reach completion in approximately 8 
months. The estimated savings is $400,000 annually. 

A new storm water ordinance that shifts the cost allocation to the larger users is in 
process of being developed. 

Transportation 
Discussions have started with the County Road Commissioner on possible shared 
services. 

Both road paving and engineering are seasonal activities and these are at ever 
decreasing levels. These are under review as areas to downsize or eliminate. 
Consideration is being given to developing service sharing mTangements or creating 
the ability to source on an as needed basis. 

Outsourcing of Sanitation is now complete and the process of establishing city 
composting is underway with a permit application to DEQ submitted and a site plan 
of action being prepared for the EPA. 
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Parks and Recreation and Facilities 
The City has identified at least one vendor who has shown the capacity to mow all of 
the city parks (64) multiple times at a rate that fits the current millage. An RFP is 
being issued for procurement in mid-Febrna1y. 

AH city owned facilities are under review for energy savings, revenue generation from 
tenants, or possible liquidation . 

. Department of Community and Eco11omic Development 
With the end of the Federal NSP program in sight, the City has begun evaluating the 
management needs of the depa1iment and what can be outsourced or become a shared 
service. This evaluation should be complete and in place by the begi1ming of fiscal 
year 2014. 

The Emergency Financial Manager has challenged each depmiment to complete the 
use of HUD, CDBG and/or other grant funds within the grant guideline spending 
period. 

Collaborative economic developinent efforts are underway with the Genesee Regional 
Chamber of Commerce to attract and retain businesses; and to receive and apply new 
tools such as the Next Michigan Development Corporation and Smart Zone 
designation. The city will continue to work with RACER Trust for brownfield 
development, including Buick City. 

The City of Flint is challenged in its cunent financial condition to provide significant 
investment into job creation and Economic Development. However, the City has 
developed a unique and effective partnership with the Genesee Regional Chamber of 
Commerce (GRCC) which is the recognized economic development entity for 
Genesee County. The City receives specific community and economic development 
services from GRCC each year. 

Public Safety 

Continue to receive patrol assistance and detective assistance from Michigan State Police. 
Patrol assistance is a crime dete1Tent and increases traffic safety compliance. The detective 
assistance has increased the capacity for investigations within the Flint Police Depmiment. 

Continue existing collaborative effo1is with regional partners. Examples: Flint Area 
Narcotics Unit, Safe Streets Task Force, and U.S. Attorney's Office Zero Tolerance gun 
violence reduction initiative, Ceasefire, and other programs to help eliminate gang activity 
and prevent other violent acts. 

Apply new technologies and info1111ation systems to improve police efficiencies and improve 
targeting and effectiveness including New World, CopLogic, Shotspotter and DD.ACTS. 
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The Public Safety Administrator resigned from the City of Flint in January 2013 . As the 
effectiveness of this position was reviewed the City has decided to pursue installing a full 
time Fire Chief and seek a Police administrator to complete projects associated with the 
Public Safety plan. 

Restructure Fire Department, 911 and emergency response operations to adjust to eliminated 
Federal and County revenue sources. Review options for shared services, station 
configurations, staffing levels, contract services and technology applications. 

All Departments 

Review all city owned assets (both real property and capital equipment) and detem1ine if 
disposal should be pursued. 

Review necessary ordinance and charter revisions which would increase flexibility for 
depa1iment reorganization and budget flexibility. 

hlvestigate appropriate investments necessa1y to achieve longer tenn savings, cost avoidance, 
and improved efficiencies. 

The EFM is addressing the financial crisis and also working 011 meeting the many other needs 
of residents and continuing development of the city. Numerous grant applications have been 
submitted to implement a wide range of programs. 
Grants submitted: 

• Joint application with the Genesee County Landbank for $5 million for demolition. 
• Application to Environmental Protection Agency for nearshore health and 11011 point 

source pollution, watershed remediation for "Chevy-in-the-Hole" st01mwater 
wetlands. $600,000 

• Application to the Administration for Children and Families for Community 
Economic Development (CED) projects. $800,000 

• The City of Flint is also a partner applicant in the Building Neighborhood Capacity 
Program (Wards 1 & 3) and Promise Neighborhood (Wards 1 & 2) which are part of 
the Federal Neighborhood Revitalization Initiative. ($225,000) 

• The City of Flint and the Flint Farmer's Market have applied for an Urban Farmer's 
Market Program which provides funds to entitlement communities, in this application 
the request is for equipment and fees for the SNAP and Double UP Food Bucks. 
($21,742) 

Next Steps 
• Implement department reorganizations, contract agreements, proposed shared 

services, mergers and consolidations. 
• Manage FY13 budget compliance. 
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• Maintain the safety of the residents of the city during this transition and keep the 
citizenry infonned of plans throughout this process. 

• Make and implement key decisions on Infrastructure - particularly water and 
sewer operations. 

• Develop a plan to increase revenue: income tax and other. Include potential for 
mban homesteading. 

• Decide timing and leadership for Chmier revision. 

Conclusions 

Significant work has been accomplished to stabilize the financial situation of the City of 
Flint. The whole of the organization is being restructured to reflect a smaller, leaner 
government operation. Services which were routinely provided are being inspected to 
determine if they should continue and if so, in what format. Technology solutions are often 
implemented to increase efficiencies but these also result in reduced opportunities to speak to 
a real person. 

However, the Emergency Financial Manager acknowledges an on-going financial crisis. 
Also, the City of Flint realizes that it is a high priority to address the tremendous public safety 
issues through the improved coordination throughout the criminal justice system in Genesee 
County. Aggressive efforts are being und~rtaken to clarify and resolve all issues presented in 
this report. 

The City is also approaching the point of diminishing returns. There are only so many 
persom1el reductions which can be made before there is no one left to manage the operation. 
We are approaching the limit of the City's borrowing capability. Capital improvement funds 
are drained. 

Additionally, stable revenue is necessary in order for this city, and most other cities in 
Michigan, to co11tinue to avoid a bankrnptcy situation. We have asked our residents to accept 
a significant 6 mil Police and Fire Protection Millage and they have done so. We have 
imposed a street lighting assessment, a waste collection fee and tremendous water and sewer 
rate increases. Our residents have not enjoyed increasing services, increasing property 
valuations or increasing employment oppo1iunities. 

In the meantime, Flint is still struggling with effects from increased expenses and reduced 
revenue from decisions outside our control. These include: yet another General 
Motors/Delphi closure impacting over 300 jobs, the unknown impact from the changes in 
personal property taxes, the $120,000 cost to hold the State Senate primary election, and the 
$575,000 required match for MDOT projects in FY14. 

We need to hear a state-wide strategy to supp01t Michigan's cities. 
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Another update of this rep01t is expected to be required in April 2013 following the 
appointment of an Emergency Manager with the replacement legislation for Public Act 4 
implementation. Updates will also be provided as appropriate. 

Edward J. Kurtz 
Emergency Financial Manager 
City of Flint 

Attaclunents: 
#1 Organizational Chart 
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City of Flint: Organizational Chart 
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! EMERGENCY FINANCIAL MANAGER~ 68th DISTRICT 1 

I Edward J. Kurtz l I J COURT ! 

CITY COUNCIL [ II MAYOR l 
9 Members I 

I 
Dayne Walling j 

jc1TY ADMINISTRATOR! 
I Michael K. Brown ! 

CITY ATIORNEYI 
Peter Bade 
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I I -1 

i PUBLIC SAFETY l I FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION/IT I! INFRASTRUCTURE/DEVELOPMENT . 
! Alvern Lock f ! Gerald Ambrose l t Howard Croft 

• Police 

• Fire 

• 911 

Attachment # 1 

• Treasury 

• Budget 

• Risk Management 

• Assessment and Tax Collection 

• Human Resources 

• Human Relations Commission 

• Information Technology 

• Purchasing 

• Accounting 

• Pension 

• City Clerk- Licensing, Permitting, and 

Elections 

• Community and Economic Development -

Planning/Zoning and Grants Management 

• Development- Building Inspections, Blight and 

Demolition 

• Facilities Maintenance 

• Fleet 

• Parks & Recreation and Forestry 

• Sanltation 

• Street Maintenance 

• Transportation - Central Administration and 

Accounting 

• Transportation -Traffic Engineering 

• Transportation - Engineering 

Utilities - Water Pollution Control Facility 

• Utilities - Water Service Center 

• Utilities - Water Plant 

• Utilities - Water Treatment Center 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon: 

Michael Brown <mbrown@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:56 PM 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Dillon, Andy (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); 

Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) 

Closing Memorandum 

Closing Memorandum 091013.pdf 

Please find attached my Closing Memorandum. 

Thank you. 

Michael K. Brown 
Emergency Manager 
City of Flint 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, Michigan 48502 
810.766.7346 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



Attachment Redacted as Irrelevant 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon: 

Michael Brown <mbrown@cityofflint.com> 
Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:59 PM 
Etue, Kriste (MSP); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Arnold, Richard (MSP) 

Closing Memorandum 
Closing Memorandum with Addendum 091013.pdf 

Please find attached my Closing Memorandum. 

Thank you. 

Michael K. Brown 
Emergency Manager 
City of Flint 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, Michigan 48502 
810.766.7346 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



September 10, 2013 

To: Governor Rick Snyder, Treasurer Andrew Dillon 

From: Michael K. Brown, Emergency Manager, City of Flint 

Subject: CLOSING MEMORANDUM 

It has been a pleasure for me to serve the citizens of Flint for the past twenty-two months and I 
thank you for the opportunity to serve as Emergency Manager. 

I have worked hard to begin a cultural change to both improve the approach to city government's 
interaction with citizens and to encourage a wider range of citizen participation. It is important to 
me that the next generation of leaders (I have called them emerging leaders) not be from the 
same mold as the old leaders and have the opportunity to assume positions of responsibility as 
we set a path to the future for Flint. A significant number of my leadership team is comprised of 
Flint residents who are committed to the future of their city. While this approach has meant that 
some things may have taken longer to achieve than it might otherwise take, it has been with the 
realization that changing the culture of City Hall is imperative if history is not to repeat itself. 

l have also tried to champion citizen participation throughout my tenure as Emergency Manager. 
Collectively, hundreds of people have been involved: in the Advisory Teams for Public Safety, 
Infrastructure, Financial, and Legacy issues which I established in January 2012; in the nine ward 
public meetings held in February-March 2012; in the Police and Fire Protection millage campaign 
in Fall 2012; and in the Master Planning process which has involved citizen participation in 
numerous meetings held throughout the City over the past year. I have attached a list of some of 
these individuals who have worked on my advisory groups and the millage team. 

As our regularly submitted reports to the Department of Treasury have documented, we have 
made substantial progress in putting the city on a path to solvency and resolving the financial 
emergency. Many achievements are detailed in the latest Financial and Operating Report which 
was submitted to the Department of Treasury on June 30, 2013. Significant achievements over 
the past twenty-two months include: 

A. Financial 
1. Developing, adopting and operating with a balanced budget for FY13 - the 

first time in seven years that the City of Flint has lived within a balanced 
budget. 

2. Significantly improving the City's cash flow - More than $40 million in cash on 
hand as of September 2, 2013 is significantly better than the approximate 
$10 million on hand in December 2011 . The $10 million in cash at that time 
was due primarily to an $8 million loan from the state in the form of Fiscal 
Stabilization Bonds. 

3. Significantly reducing Other Post Employment Benefits (OPEB) liabilities by 
more than $500 million - a 60% reduction. Not only have we significantly 
reduced legacy costs by more than 60%, we also have a plan for further 
reducing legacy costs, as detailed in recent presentations to the Department 
of Treasury · 



4. Significantly reducing pension administration costs and improving investment 
returns by moving administration of the City's pension fund to the Municipal 
Employees Retirement Fund, while also changing the structure of future 
pension benefits which will reduce future pension liabilities 

5. Developing a plan for and implementing a reduction in the City's $19.1 million 
deficit ahead of schedule. At the end of FY12, we presented a plan to the 
State Treasurer for eliminating the $19.1 million deficit within 5 years. Based 
on preliminary year end results for FY13, we are ahead of the scheduled 
reduction since it appears that FY 13 will end with a surplus of revenues over 
expenses by approximately $3 million. This will likely reduce the $19.1 million 
deficit to the $16 million range. Had the Department of Treasury authorized 
the borrowing of $12 million as contained in the approved FY12 Deficit 
Elimination Plan, the remaining deficit would now be closer to $4 million. 

6. Developing a five year financial projection which maps out the continuing 
financial challenges Flint will face, regardless of who is in charge. With FY 14 
balanced and adopted, development of the FY15 budget - which will without 
doubt be the most challenging of the next few years - is underway. In the 
process of developing the multi-year projection, it has also become clear that 
the path for Flint's financial solvency will require additional sources of 
revenue in addition to further reductions in legacy costs. We have identified a 
path for further reductions in legacy costs , and we have also identified an 
increase in the local income tax as the most promising and realistic source of 
new revenue. Unfortunately the Treasurer has not supported that initiative. 

7. Stabilizing Police and Fire Protection revenue. Since being appointed in 
2011, it has been clear that.the stabilization and enhancement of public 
safety is the top priority in the City of Flint. Many steps have been taken to 
achieve this, including securing voter approval of a·6 mill property tax 
increase by a margin of 57% to 43%. Additionally, by ordinance the City must 
now appropriate no less than 55.5% of General Fund revenues for Police 
and Fire budgets. The FY 14 budget dedicates more than 60% of General 
Fund revenues to these purposes, and exceeds 80% when 9-1-1 and District 
Court funding is included. As a result, staffing for police and fire personnel 
was maintained at current levels in spite of the significant staffing reductions 
necessary to balance both the FY13 and FY14 budgets. Unfortunately, 
without a new source of revenue in FY15, it is unlikely that can continue. 

8. Resolving Federal Government liabilities - More than $7 million in questioned 
grant costs prior to the EM's appointment in December 2011 have been 
resolved - as documented by the OIG report and HUD findings. 

9. Reorganizing City operations - The City workforce has been reduced by 
more than 25% as the City has faced its financial challenges. Doing so while 
still providing for the delivery of city services has required restructuring work 
processes and organizational alignments, as well as the increased use of 
technology. These changes have been made in the context of a newly 
developed strategic plan which identifies the key functions and objectives of 
the City. 

B. Public Safety 
1. Opening of the Flint Lock-up. The lock-up opened the week of October 1, 

2012. Public Safety Director Lock recommended selection of the Genesee 
County Sheriff as the operator of the Flint lock-up. Lock also recommended 
that the lock-up be made available to all policing agencies operating within 
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Genesee County for warrants and fresh charges, both felony and 
misdemeanor. Well over one thousand outstanding warrants are being 
cleared each month. This funding by the State has been very much 
appreciated and very beneficial to the City. 

2. Creating the Criminal Justice System Advisory Councrl chaired by Chief 
Judge Richard Yuille. In September 2012 the first meeting of the Criminal 
Justice System Advisory Council (CJSAC) was held. Eight workgroups were 
established. Through these work groups a number of cooperative projects, 
streamlined operations and new collaborations have been identified and 
numerous projects continue to move forward. 

3. Completing the transition to 800 MHz public safety communications system. 
All Public Safety departments were operational on the 800 MHz 
communications system in December of 2012. Flint Public Safety is now 
compatible with the communications system used throughout Genesee 
County and with the Michigan State Police. 

4. Securing public safety grants totaling over $11 million (not including State 
funded Lock-up). A $6.9 million SAFER grant to employ thirty-nine firefighters 
for two years was received in May 2012. The Mott Foundation has granted 
the City over $1.8 million for several public safety initiatives. The Treasurer's 
Office through the C-GAP funding awarded the City $1.8 million to construct 
a 9-1-1 simulcast communications tower in April 2013. Homeland Security 
awarded Flint a total of $615,000 for 9-1-1 console upgrades and purchase 
of new radios for the 800 MHZ transition. 

5. Up-grading Police Department technology to improve data-driven decision 
making and capability for overall communications with Law Enforcement 
agencies at all levels of government. The Mott Foundation funded MSU 
Training & Technical Assistance Team conducted a technology audit which 
provided a road map of upgrades necessary to ensure that officers and 
firefighters can take maximum advantage of the tools already provided to 
them. New World Systems, Flint's records management system, required 
server and switch upgrades before the New World update could be made. 
Each of these components has now been completed and the use of the full 
feature set of New World is being implemented throughout the FPD. 

6. Implementing 12 hour shifts for Police Patrol Officers which put more officers 
on the street and vastly reduced overtime in the department. 

7. Taking major steps toward the reconsolidation of the Flint City 9-1-1 with the 
Genesee County 9-1-1 consortium . The C-GAP grant to build the 
communications tower will enhance system coverage for the entire County. 

8. Improving Public Safety Response Recently compiled statistics for FBI Part 
One violent crimes show significant improvements have resulted from the 
implementation of many public safety initiatives. Overall violent crime is down 
an average of 24% in the first six months of 2013 vs. the first six months of 
2012. 

C. Infrastructure {this area includes water and sewer, waste collecUon, roads and 
streets, bridges, parks, facilities as well as commercial and residential demolition 
targets and blight in general) 
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1. Stabilizing funding for water and sewer systems. This enterprise fund 
plunged from a $60 million dollar positive balance in 2007 to a $23M deficit in 
2012. By raising water and sewer rates more than 25%, reorganizations and 
improving technologies we have been able to stop the bleeding and stabilize 
funding for the long term. 

2. Significantly improving the process and cost of providing the Flint and 
Genesee County region with water by joining the KWA. Working with the 
County Drain Commissioner and others, we have begun this long awaited 
KWA project, which will result in several hundred million dollars in cost 
decreases to residents and businesses. I want to acknowledge former 
Emergency Financial Manager Edward Kurtz for his work and detailed 
analysis which brought this complicated process to a decision point. 

3. Reducing costs for Waste Collection and implementing Recycling. By moving 
to a fee for service and contracting with the private sector waste collection 
vendor, we eliminated a General Fund subsidy of more than $1 million 
annually, and for the first time ever we are able to offer city-wide curbside 
recycling. 

4. Finalizing the Smith Village construction proiect. This housing development 
project has languished for over ten years, important deadlines were ignored 
and Flint was in serious difficulty with HUD. Ed Kurtz cleaned up this tangled 
project, changed developers, and moved this project significantly toward its 
final steps. Thirty-six residences have been completed, seven have been 
sold and ten purchase agreements are in process. 

5. Updating of City's 50 year old Master Plan Mayor Walling and Chief Planner 
Megan Hunter have coordinated a city-wide, tremendously inclusive planning 
effort. Hundreds of Flint citizens have worked on sub-committees, attended 
visioning sessions and worked hard to develop a plan for a revitalized Flint. 

6. Reducing overtime costs in the Utilities division, by implementing new 
technology and reorganizations. Examples include planned elimination of the 
solid waste incinerator and electronic monitoring of the Third Ave. Pumping 
Station. 

7. Disposing of unused inventory and facilities. Auctions have been used to 
eliminate surplus equipment and vehicles whlle city facilities which are no 
longer required and which we can not afford to operate are being sold or 
leased. 

8. Contracting management of city golf courses and Senior Centers in order to 
reduce city costs and still provide access to residents. 

Achieving this level of success in twenty-two months has been extremely challenging. Obstacles 
have arisen from many sources. The team in Flint has taken on each challenge and worked with 
a single-mindedness to keep Flint on the path to sustainability. We firmly believe that with 
continued effort, Flint City government can once again become a financially stable organization 
capable of delivering quality municipal services to it residents, businesses, and visitors. This route 
will lnvolve continued cost reductions, investments in technology and personnel, and additional 
sources of revenues. The alternative of bankruptcy is not the right path - it is expensive, time 
consuming, and the outcome is uncertain. 

There are several major issues which are currently on the horizon. The shortage of revenue to 
balance the FY15 Budget is the primary issue. Public Safety staffing is still at unacceptably low 
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levels and with current financial conditions it is likely that the number of police officers and 
firefighters will be reduced in order to achieve a balanced budget. This likelihood is enhanced by 
the pending expiration of the FEMA SAFER grant which supports the wages and benefits of 39 
firefighters. 

Blight is an on-going major issue in Flint. We have few resources and blight issues range from 
unmowed to demolition necessary properties. Flint recently received $20 million in Federal 
"Hardest Hit" funds to demolish approximately 1600 residences, yet we have 20,000 abandoned 
homes and hundreds of vacant commercial properties. 

There has been disagreement within the community regarding the appointment of an Emergency 
Manager, about the difficult choices which were made to impose higher water and sewer rates, 
street lighting assessment and waste collection fees, and about other decisions. Yet, there has 
been no civil unrest, as threatened by a few voices . There was significant support to increase 
property taxes in an economically distressed city, because voters saw that this was the right 
choice for Flint. 

With the changes of the magnitude needed to address Flint's conditions, there is no doubt 
controversy, disagreement, and anger can result. Often, the most vocal represent the fewest 
number. I have worked with many in the City of Flint who understand the severity of our condition 
and the scope of effort necessary to address it. If you have questions about the support given for 
the direction I have taken to restore Flint to financial solvency, I offer the names of the following 
citizens for you to contact: 

1. Sheryl Thompson, former OHS Director 
2. Lawrence Moon, CEO Moon Funeral Home 
3. Clarence Pierce, CEO Hamilton Community Health Center 
4. Tim Herman, CEO Flint Genesee Chamber of Commerce 
5. Dick Shaink, President Mott Community College 
6. Kenyetta Dotson, local neighborhood activist 
7. Diana Kelly, Building Neighborhood Partnerships C_oordinator 
8. Ravi Yalamanchi, CEO Metro Community Development 
9. Ruth Person, Chancellor University of Michigan-Flint 
10. Phil Peters, CFO, Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 
11 . Jamie Gaskin, President, United Way of Genesee County 
12. Pastor Rodney Stokes, chair of our public safety millage campaign 
13. Pastor Phil Thompson, member of my Advisory Council 
14. Pastor George Wilkerson, Chamber of Commerce Staff 
15. Steve Landaal, CEO Landaal Packaging 
16. John Henry, Executive Director, Flint Institute of Arts 
17. Bob Emerson, volunteer adviser 
18. Bill White, President Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 
19. Judge Judith Fullerton 
20. Superintendent Larry Watkins, Flint Community Schools 
21 . Melanie Gavulic, CEO Hurley Medical Center 
22. Donald Kooy, CEO Mclaren Health Systems - Flint 
23. Edward Kurtz, CEO Baker College Corporation, former EFM (2x) 
24. Armando Hernandez, Vice-president Security Credit Union 
25. Elizabeth Aderholdt, CEO Genesys Regional Medical Center 
26. Duane Miller, COO Flint & Genesee Regional Chamber of Commerce 
27. Joe Serra, President Serra Automotive Group 
28. Ghassan Saab, Sorensen Gross, Inc. 
29. David Hollister, Prima Civitas Foundation, former Mayor of Lansing, Ml 
30. Philip Hagerman, President and CEO Diplomat Specialty Pharmacy 
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I have been a member of the Flint community for over thirty-five years . I grew up on the North 
End in one of the few integrated Flint neighborhoods; my wife and I raised five children, all of 
whom graduated from the Flint Community Schools. l have served Flint as a Runaway 
Counselor, Child Care Operator, Red Cross and United Way Director and as an elected official. 
have interacted and earned the respect of a broad array of people in Flint. I hear from people all 
over the City on a regular basis and I have been pleased to receive their constant support and 
encouragement. 

Please know that I will do everything possible to make this transition smooth and successful. We 
all have to keep our eye on the goal of putting Flint on a path to solvency, safety and 
regeneration. 

CC: Committee Members - Advisory and Millage 
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Committee Members - Advisory and Millage 

Adam Thomason 
Armando Hernandez 
Dan Cady 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Kenyetta Dotson 
Tim Herman 
Pastor Timothy Stokes 
Alicia Kitsuse 
Amy Hovey 
Christina Kelly 
Connie Brauer 
Courtney Knox 
Deb Loader 
Douglas Weiland 
Jason Caya 
Karen Morris 
Lynn Williams 
Michael Brady 
Raquel Thueme 
Sara Rios 
Sue Peters 
Brian Larkin 
Councilman Bryant Nolden 
Councilman Dale W eighill 
David Hollister 
Delrico Lloyd (former Councilman) 
Eric Scorsone 
Inez Brown (City Clerk) 
Councilman Joshua Freeman 
Khalfani Stephens 
Larry Moon 
Phil Peters 
Phil Shaltz 
Sam Cox 

Bob Emerson 
Daniel Coffield 
JackEnnest 
Paul Wenstrom 
Tom Donaldson 
Wayne Schaeffer 
Barry Wolf 
Councilman Bernard Lawler 
Diana Kelley 
Councilwoman Jackie Poplar 
Jerry Boles 
Kim Lawrence 
Loyst Fletcher 
Mark Evans 
Mark Heidel 
Richard Arnold, MSP 
Matthew Bolger, MSP 
Councilman Sheldon Neeley 
Willie Artis 
John Henry 
Norm Bryant 
Ralph Arellano 
Roseanne Reddy 
Curt Carlson 
Councilman Scott Kincaid 
Tom Guise 
Tom McCabe 
George Wilkinson 
Joe Pilara 
Marty Seaman 
Michael J. Sarginson (former councilman) 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good morning, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:34 AM 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Etue, Kriste (MSP); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Dempkowski, 

Angela (Treasury); Bolger, Matt (MSP); Darnell Earley; Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); 

Elizabeth Murphy; James Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Byrne, 
Randall (Treasury); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Baird, 

Richard (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (GOV); Larkin, Brian (GOV); 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Agenda for Today's Call 

Weekly Phone Conference Agenda Dec..doc 

Attached is the agenda for today's call. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Weekly 10am Phone Conference Agenda 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) KW A, Water Plant Preparation, Water/Sewer Rate Study 

7) 

8) 

9) 

10) 

11) 

12) 

13) 

14) 

15) 

16) 

17) 

18) 

Created on 12/4/2013 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:47 AM 
Baird, Richard (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (GOV); Larkin, Brian 

(GOV); Darnell Earley; Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Elizabeth Murphy; Hollins, Harvey 

(GOV); Jerry Ambrose; Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Etue, Kriste (MSP); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Dempkowski, 

Angela (Treasury); Bolger, Matt (MSP); James Tolbert; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Byrne, 
Randall (Treasury); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP) 

Weekly Conference Call Agenda 

Weekly Phone Conference Agenda Dec..doc 

Please find attached the agenda correcting the time of the call. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Weekly 9:00 am Phone Conference Agenda 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) KW A, Water Plant Preparation, Water/Sewer Rate Study 

7) 

8) 

9) 

10) 

11) 

12) 

13) 

14) 

15) 

16) 

17) 

18) 

Created on 12/4/2013 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 
Friday, January 03, 2014 3:18 PM 
Maxine Murray 
New Year Update from Flint Mayor Walling 

Now that we are in the new year, I want to send you a note to let you know that we are at an exciting point in Flint's 
redevelopment due to all of the tremendous contributions that our citizens and partners made in this past year, especially 
with the new comprehensive master plan that provides a road map for creating the community we envision. Thank you for 
your hard work and dedication throughout this past year to bring us to this point of opportunity. 

The City of Flint does continue to face significant challenges, however a number of announcements in the past few 
months show that Flint is regaining its vibrancy. Many of you have asked me for the highlights and it is a great list. There 
have been announcements of developments for more than $900 Million including $600 Million by GM, $270 Million by the 
KWA Water Pipeline, $20 Million in Demolition, $10 Million in Brownfield Cleanups, $15 Million by American Pipe, $4 
Million by Genesys downtown, and $1.5 Million for Cops in Schools. This adds up to greater economic opportunity, a 
higher quality of life, and more tax base for us going forward. Let me know if you want more information on any of these 
projects. 

We do have momentum and 2014 is going to a good year for Flint as the master plan begins to be implemented with the 
combined capital improvement plan, a revised zoning code, and a number of important neighborhood and development 
projects. Through our combined efforts, we are demonstrating that, at our core, we are a dynamic and progressive 
community. We have gone from a lumber center to a carriage town to an auto center and now we are changing again to a 
diverse and sustainable 21st Century city. 

More than 5,000 people participated in the Imagine Flint planning process and there will continue to 
be ways for everyone to engage. Take a look at the strategies in each of the chapters on land use, 
neighborhoods, transportation, infrastructure, parks, public safety, economic development, education, 
and the arts and start thinking about how you can contribute to Flint's future success. The Master 
Plan for a Sustainable Flint is online at v,,,.,Nw.irnaqineflintcorn. 

Our vision lays out how we are adapting to change and using partnerships while we provide for the 
fundamental needs of all people, how we can be good stewards of our environment, develop a 
diverse economy, provide safe neighborhoods, and nurture our youth. I hope you will use this vision 
and the guiding principles for inspiration for how you can align with our vision, goals and objectives. 

This will not be any easy process but I know the force of our united community and supporters is 
powerful enough to overcome our challenges when we work together. Here's to a fantastic new year 
in Flint. 

Al I the best, 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
City of Flint 
mayor(~cityoffl int com 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 



Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:14 PM 

Baird, Richard (GOV); BymeRl@michigan.gov; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Etue, Kriste 
(MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, 

John (GOV); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); West, Samantha (GOV); 

Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Koryzno, Edward 

(Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Hollins, Harvey (GOV); James 

Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, 

Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Weekly Conference Call Agenda 
Weekly Phone Conference Agenda - January 8, 2014.doc 

Attached is the agenda for the Wednesday, January 8, 9:00 am conference call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Weekly 9:00 am Phone Conference Agenda 

Redacted 
8) KWA, Water Plant Preparation, Water/Sewer Rate Study 

Redacted 

Created on O 1/7 /14 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 3:46 PM 

Baird, Richard (GOV); BymeRl@michigan.gov; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Etue, Kriste 
(MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, 

John (GOV); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); West, Samantha (GOV); 

Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Koryzno, Edward 

(Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Hollins, Harvey (GOV); James 

Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, 

Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Weekly Flint Conference Call Agenda 

Weekly Phone Conference Agenda 01152014.doc 

Attached is the agenda for the Wednesday, January 15th conference call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Weekly 9:00 am Phone Conference Agenda 

Redacted 
8) KWA, Water Plant Preparation, Water/Sewer Rate Study 

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-, 

Redacted 

Created on O 1/14/14 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good morning, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 9:46 AM 

Baird, Richard (GOV); BymeRl@michigan.gov; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Etue, Kriste 
(MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, 

John (GOV); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); West, Samantha (GOV); 

Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Koryzno, Edward 

(Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Hollins, Harvey (GOV); James 

Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, 

Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Conference Call Agenda for Wednesday, January 22, 2014 

Weekly Phone Conference Agenda for January 22, 2014.doc 

Please find attached the agenda for the weekly conference call scheduled for Wednesday, January 22nd. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Weekly 9:00 am Phone Conference Agenda 

1) Michigan State Police - checklist, comments, concerns 

2) Chief Talbert's Update - Stats, initiatives, other 

3) Fire Department Issues (if any) 

4) Rich Baird- Gov. Office comments 

5) B. Clement - comments, questions 

6) R«iree Lav, Suit Status off line follmv up 

7) Budget Update: FY13 - Audit, FY14 - current status, FY15 - plan 

Model Labor Contracts - status 

8) KWA, Water Plant Preparation, Water/Sewer Rate Study 

Redacted 

Created on O 1/21/14 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:16 PM 

Baird, Richard (GOV); BymeRl@michigan.gov; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Etue, Kriste 
(MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, 

John (GOV); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); West, Samantha (GOV); 

Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Koryzno, Edward 

(Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Hollins, Harvey (GOV); James 

Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, 

Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Antonio Brown 

Weekly Conference Call Agenda for Wednesday, January 29, 2014 

Weekly Phone Conference Agenda 012914.doc 

Please find attached the agenda for the Wednesday, January 29th conference call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Weekly 9:00 am Phone Conference Agenda 

Redacted 
8) KWA, Water Plant Preparation, Water/Sewer Rate Study 

Redacted 

L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-crean:::rr·01rurrz-~1T<+-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:15 PM 

BymeRl@michigan.gov; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Etue, Kriste (MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); 

Lee, Nichole (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (GOV); Sands, Thomas 

(MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); West, Samantha (GOV); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); 

Baird, Richard (GOV); Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Hollins, Harvey (GOV); James Tolbert; 

Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas 

(Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Bi-Weekly Conference Call Agenda 

Weekly Phone Conference Agenda 02192014.doc 

Please find attached the agenda for the Wednesday, February 19th conference call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Wednesday 9:00 am Phone Conference Agenda 
Feb. 19,2014 

Redacted 



Final drafts ofFPOA contract being done, meetings w AFSCME being 
scheduled, IAFF contract being drafted. 

6) Water Transition Plan, Negotiations, Communications 

DEQ is in final review for COF permit to temporarily store spent lime from water 
treatment plant - needed for full river water operation. Negotiations have begun 
with the GCDC and KW A for purchase of existing water pipe and back up plans. 

Equipment timing for water plant on schedule. 

Redacted 



Created on: 02/14/13 

1-888-557-8511, access code 3389106 

Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 

Darnell Earley, ICMA-CM, MP A 
Emergency Manager 
Flint, MI 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, March 04, 2014 4:41 PM 

BymeRl@michigan.gov; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Etue, Kriste (MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); 
Lee, Nichole (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (DTMB); Sands, Thomas 

(MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); West, Samantha (GOV); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); 

Baird, Richard (GOV); Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Hollins, Harvey (GOV); James Tolbert; 

Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas 

(Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Agenda for Wednesday, March 5, 2014 

Wednesday Agenda 9am Meeting 030514.doc; Mayor Walling's State of the City 

Address 030314.pdf 

Please find attached the agenda for Wednesday's conference call and Mayor Walling's State of the Address. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Wednesday 9:00 am Phone Conference Agenda 
March 5, 2014 

Redacted 



Redacted 
' 4) Financial Update 

a) City met Friday 2/27/14 with E&Y to review progress on Hurley, and the 5 
year projections. Hurley is in draft form. The 5 year plan should be completed in a 
couple of weeks. Also, reviewed draft of RFC analysis and recommendations 
regarding the water and sewer rates. 

b) Treasury when will we get approval of the budget amendment? As we go into 
KW A financing, we are proceeding as if the amendment is done. That is 
important because the amendment maintains the $1 million in deficit reduction. 
Nearly 2 weeks and we are still awaiting a response. 

c) Treasury, please respond whether draft deficit elimination plan is credible. 

d) Need some assistance in getting the Administrative Consent Order through the 
DEQ so Karegnondi Water Authority can get their bonds issued. 

Redacted 

'·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-2-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 



Redacted 
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Mayor Dayne Walling 

State of the City 

March 3, 2014 

PUBLIC COPY EMBARGOED UNTIL DELIVERED STARTING AT 3PM 

HIGHLIGHTS THAT CAN BE SHARED IN ADVANCE, FOR RELEASE 2PM 

MAR 3, 2014 

**SPEECH THEME IS "YEAR OF SERVICE AND ACTION" 

**FOCUS ON WAYS EVERYONE CAN VOLUNTEER, COLLABORATE 

AND INVEST TO IMPLEMENT THE IMAGINE FLINT MASTER PLAN 

**$1 BILLION IN NEW INVESTMENTS COMING THAT ARE ALIGNED 

WITH MASTER PLAN INCLUDING GM/UAW, MSU, GENESYS, KWA 

PIPELINE 

**TOPICS INCLUDE SAFETY, JOBS, BLIGHT, INFRASTRUCTURE AND 

GOVERNANCE 

**NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS OF POLICE-COMMUNITY ENAGEMENT 

**DECLARE WAR ON BLIGHT AND CALL FOR AN ARMY OF 

VOLUNTEERS TO BATTLE BLIGHT ON BLOCKS ACROSS THE CITY 

**I AM PREPARED TO LEAD CITY BACK TO HOME RULE WITH 

COOPERATION FROM THE CITY COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY 

1 



REMARKS AS PREPARED 

"A Year of Service and Action" 

Outline 

I. Introduction 

A. Recognize Council 

B. Family 

C. Officials incl newest Representative Phelps 

II. State of the City Summary: "Smaller yet Stronger and Smarter" 

A. Citizen Priorities 

B. 2013 Accomplishments & Challenges (City Govt and Community) 

C. Adoption of Master Plan 

D. Key Project Highlights 

a. General Motors & UAW: Paint Shop 

b. SC2: White House Domestic Policy Council 

c. Michigan State University: Medical School 

d. Lavarne Ross, Flint Heritage Exhibit at Flint Institute of Arts 

Ill. Action Plan: Implementing the Master Plan for a Sustainable Flint 

A. Increase Safety 

a. Summary of Goal, Objective, Strategies and Projects 

b. Recognize Chiefs Tolbert and Cox, MSP and Partners 

B. Create Jobs 

a. Summary of Goal, Objective, Strategies and Projects 

b. Recognize Planning & Development Dept. and Metro Youth Build 

C. Address Blight 

a. Declare War on Blight 

b. Summary of Goal, Objective, Strategies and Projects 

c. Recognize Cities of Service & Chief Service Officer 

D. Improve Infrastructure 

a. Summary of Goal, Objective, Strategies and Projects 

2 



b. Recognize Flint River Allies & Karegnondi Water Authority 

E. Reform Governance 

a. Summary of Goal, Objective, Strategies and Projects 

b. Recognize Blue Ribbon Governance Committee 

c. Partnership Approach with State, EM, Mayor and Council 

IV. Call to Action for Citizens & Partners 

A. Volunteer 

B. Collaboration 

C. Investment 

V. Conclusion 

Following address: 

Citizen Action Fair (in City Hall Main Floor Lobby) 

Blue Badge Volunteer Corps (Flint Police Department) 

Cities of Service and AmeriCorps (Chief Service Officer) 

Master Plan {Planning & Development Department) 

Mayors Wellness Challenge (Greater Flint Health Coalition) 

Keep Genesee County Beautiful 

Metro Community Development 

United Way Partners (Water Fund & Youth Development) 

American Red Cross 

And Others 

3 



I. Introduction 

A. Recognize Council 

B. Family 

C. Elected Officials incl newest Representative Phelps 

Good afternoon and welcome. Thank you for joining me here today at my fifth annual 

State of the City address. 

Thank City Council President, City Council members and City Clerk for hosting ... 

As I mentioned, this is my fifth annual State of the City address. lf I had been elected 

and re-elected under normal circumstances, then this would be the first state of the city 

address of my second full term. But we know that these past 5 years have been 

everything except normal. Economic, financial, political and social challenges as great 

as this City has ever seen have met us every morning as we have worked tirelessly 

through the day and night to comeback from the worst economic downtown in a century, 

to push back against a crime wave that carried us to the top of the worst list in the 

country to be on, to keep everyone here at City Hall working in the best interests of the 

public, residents and taxpayers despite conflicting opinions about collective bargaining 

agreements, local home rule, and city service standards. 

Nevertheless, we continue to come together, to this sacred public place. I thank Elder 

Sanders for the invocation. Many of us do what we do each day because of our faith. 

We know that we are each called to be here in this place at this time for a purpose. I 

want to recognize all of the pastors and faith leaders who are here today. Please stand 

and let us recognize you for your leadership and service. 

I am thankful every day for the opportunity--and strength--to serve as your mayor in 

these difficult times. I am also personally thankful every day for the wonderful family that 

surrounds and supports me ... 

4 



I want to recognize our elected officials who have joined me here today ... 

Note newest State Rep Phil Phelps 

I also want to recognize Flint's EM Darnell Earley and all of the City of Flint officials who 

have taken time to be here this afternoon. Thank you. 

5 



II. State of the City Summary: "Smaller yet Stronger and Smarter" 

A Citizen Priorities 

B. 2013 Accomplishments & Challenges (City Govt and Community) 

C. Adoption of Master Plan 

D. Key Project Highlights 

a. General Motors & UAW: Paint Shop 

b. SC2: White House Domestic Policy Council 

c. Michigan State University: Medical School 

d. Lavarne Ross, Flint Heritage Exhibit at FIA 

When I look back over my first four years in office compared with where we are today, I 

believe that the State of the City of Flint is that we are smaller yet stronger and smarter. 

Flint is smaller yet stronger and smarter in 2014. 

As an example, last year's budget which ended last June, was balanced through a 

mixture of significant revenue increases, significant expenditure decreases, and steps 

taken to reduce long term costs. Expenditure reductions included elimination of 20 

percent of the City's workforce, compensation decreases equivalent to a 20 percent 

wage reduction for remaining employees, and the restructuring of health and retirement 

benefits. 

The financial statements as of June 30, 2013 show that revenues exceeded expenses 

in the General Fund by $6.3 million. And more people are paying their taxes. Delinquent 

collection efforts focus not only on income tax but on personal property tax and 

miscellaneous receivables. Since, the establishment of new enforcement efforts last 

year, $451,196 has been collected in total for delinquent taxes and personal property 

taxes. 

All of this resulted in the City's accumulated general fund deficit being reduced to less 

than $12.9 million as of June 30, 2013. We have a long way to go but progress is being 

made. Flint is smaller yet stronger and smarter in 2014. 

6 



The current budget was designed and implemented with the same goals in mind -

operating within the constraints of available revenues; restructuring operations and cost 

factors to enhance future financial stability, and continuing to reduce the remaining 

deficit. The budget includes reducing the deficit by a minimum of $1 million. As of 

January 31, 2014, seven months into the FY14 year, revenues and expenses are on 

target. 

Nevertheless, there remains a list of critical challenges and threats that must be 

resolved but today there are 7 items on the list instead of more like 27. The proposed 

transition management plan calls for action on a deficit elimination plan, a five-year 
. . 

financial analysis and two-year budget, governance reforms, organizational 

development, legacy cost reduction, adoption of a strategic plan, and ongoing 

sustainability around training, best-practices and planning. 

Myself and all of the City Council members are engaged with the Emergency Manager 

Darnell Earley, staff and consultants in order to address these challenges and threats 

as fully and quickly as possible. I compliment the steps taken by the City Council's 

Finance Committee towards putting in place a City of Flint Strategic Plan at their 

meeting this past week. This is the kind of leadership that is going to achieve the goal of 

transition to home rule that I set in this address last year. 

While the challenges are serious, we also have significant accomplishments from 2013 

to build on. 

The Law Office is one area that has dramatically improved in recent years under the 

leadership of City Attorney Peter Bade. As an example, during 2013, we had numerous 

litigation successes, with lawsuits against the City either dismissed or settled at low 

cost. We stayed under budget for suits and settlements, and are at a historic low for 

what we spend on litigation going back 15 years. This is due in large part to the Law 

Office handling cases directly. Presently, there are 111 active litigation matters. Only 5 

7 



matters are being handled by outside counsel in partnership with a staff attorney. We 

have met or bettered the 95% of litigation being handled by staff attorneys for the past 

four years. This is responsible management that serves taxpayers and the City of Flint. 

Another accomplishment is the master plan. Last year in the State of the City I set a 

goal of adopting a new comprehensive master plan for Flint in 2013. In October, with 

the unanimous support of the Flint Planning Commission and the Flint City Council, 

Flint's first comprehensive master plan since 1960 was adopted! That item had been on 

the to-do list for my whole life-and now we are in a position to move forward with clear 

alignment among our vision, guiding principles, goals, objectives, strategies, resources 

and metrics. 

More than 5,000 volunteers and engaged citizens were the driving force in Flint's 

master planning process. I am so proud of the way people dedicated thousands upon 

thousands of hours to imagining a better Flint and deciding on strategies to make our 

vision a reality. 

Think about the math of public participation here. At one event alone, the community 

visioning workshop last March at Mott Community College, there were nearly 500 

people for a full day of discussion and goal-setting. The hours that volunteers 

contributed that day alone are equivalent to 2 full time employees for the city of Flint 

working all year long. Citizen engagement is a force multiplier. 

Our efforts going forward, from crime fighting to blight elimination, youth development 

and governance improvements, are all going to take more and more volunteers and 

community leaders. The actions of a few individuals can have a strong impact on 

addressing the issues we face as a city, but that impact is multiplied when more 

residents and community leaders take an active role and get involved. 

8 



Instead of working against each other, we are using more and more of our energy to 

collaborate. As you will hear with law enforcement partnerships and the new water 

pipeline, collaboration is a force multiplier too. 

Flint, smaller yet stronger and smarter. 

What a difference a smart plan can make! Especially when it is backed up by 

community volunteers, and partners who are collaborating and investing. 

Since the master plan was adopted in October, there have been a number of positive 

announcements around collaboration as well as new development initiatives that are in 

alignment with the plan for a sustainable-in the sense of economic, social and 

environmental-Flint. · 

Let's start with General Motors and the spectacular ground-breaking this morning. 

GM will invest $600 million for construction of a new paint shop for the assembly plant. 

This is the largest private investment made in the City of Flint in nearly a decade. The 

facility will be the third new paint facility in North America to use an environmentally 

friendly wet-coat paint process. The New addition will be a 596,000 ft2 building that in 

total represents approximately 1 million construction work hours. The completion target 

is in 2016. 

I want to recognize ... [GM Representatives] 

Now there are currently 2,800 hourly and 250 salaried employees at Flint Assembly. 

The workers are represented by UAW Local 598. 

I want to recognize UAW Region 1-C and our Locals ... Including 

9 



When the paint shop is finished, GM will have invested more than $1.5 billion in its Flint 

operations since early 2009. This is an incredible testament to the working men and 

women of the UAW, GM's leadership, and the community of Flint. 

Flint Engine has received more than $700 million, including $215 million announced last 

year to upgrade the plant for a new small gas engine and an engine for GM's midsize 

pickups including the Colorado and the Canyon. Flint Assembly also received $328 

million to retool the plant for production of the next generation full-size pickup. 

In Flint, we have been known for vehicle manufacturing and innovation for more than a 

hundred years. It is great to see General Motors also stepping up to preserve the 

carriage and early auto industry heritage with their acquisition of Flint Carriage Factory 

One. This is another investment along the University Avenue corridor that is bringing in 

new energy and will attract people to our community. 

These latest investments by General Motors are proof that Flint will continue to be a 

hub in the auto industry. I am pleased to be working with my colleagues, Mayor 

Duggan, Mayor Bernero, and others, along with Michigan State, the University of 

Michigan and Wayne State University for Michigan's Manufacturing Triangle to be 

recognized by President Obama as a Manufacturing Community region. We are proud 

of our heritage and our future in this growing global industry sector-and we want to the 

world to know! 

We already have the honor of being chosen by the White House as one of the Strong 

Cities, Strong Communities or SC2 sites for this year. President Obama's Secretary for 

Housing and Urban Development Shaun Donovan has recognized Flint's new plan and 

sees the SC2 support as a way to assist with implementing the plan, especially around 

reducing crime, eliminating blight and redeveloping brownfield properties. These are all 

priorities that will position Flint to be more competitive economically. It is wonderful that 

our work is being recognized on Pennsylvania Avenue in our Nation's Capital and we 

look forward to the project leader being placed in Flint in the near future. 

10 



Our comprehensive master plan also commits us to further diversifying our economy. 

Chapter 9, Economic Development and Education, Objective 8. 

There is no better example of our growth and diversification than the expansion of the 

education and medical sectors in Flint. I can't tell you how proud I am, as a Flinstone 

and Spartan myself, to see the Michigan State University College of Human Medicine 

establishing a campus in downtown Flint as part of the new Health and Wellness 

District. 

Let's recognize the leaders and doctors who are here representing MSU 

Their energy and talents are already making Flint smarter for sure. 

The CS Mott Foundation and Uptown Reinvestment nonprofit corporation have 

supported this work in all ways imaginable. I want to recognize Ridgway White, the Vice 

President of Special Projects at the C.S. Mott Foundation. 

The Health and Wellness district bring together our medical and education assets and 

focuses them in the core of our community. The District already has investment 

commitments of over $60 million over more than 4 city blocks. Over $30 million is 

committed for bricks and mortar construction. The District is backed by an additional 

$30 M in programming provided by the C.S. Mott Foundation, MSU and our three 

medical institutions: Hurley, Mclaren and Genesys. 

It is anchored by Exploration Park, the MSU Masters of Public Health and College of 

Human Medicine, the expansion and relocation of the Flint Farmers Market and 

Genesys facilities. The District is creating over 150 new high paying jobs at MSU and 

Genesys in addition, plus there will be numerous entrepreneurial opportunities at the 

market and commercial kitchen. The primary goal of the District is to provide an 

opportunity for various health and medical related businesses to co locate downtown. 
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The first new component to opens its doors was the Genesys Health Clinic on Saginaw 

Street, which is the west end of the district. And now Genesys is adding a PACE senior 

center on the east end of the district across from UM-Flint Residence Hall. 

Representing Flint's medical sector is a delegation from Genesys led by CEO Betsy 

Aderholt. Please rise and be recognized ... 

We are a lot more than a car town, a college town or medical hub, we are growing a 

diverse and sustainable economy for the 21st Century. We also continue to honor those 

who brought us to this place and the arts and culture that have become so important to 

our community. I asked Lavarne Ross, one of Flint's finest artists and painters to join us 

here today. He has an amazing exhibit at the Flint lnsitute of Arts that you have to see. 

The special exhibit, Lavarne Ross: Works on Paper features 19 works of art including 

pencil, chalk, acrylic and watercolor. You will see the Flint's electric trolleys, the Kresge 

store downtown, the Buick, an wonderful images of Flint's families. He is ensuring that 

we continue to honor our heritage which has brought us to where we are today. Arts 

and Culture is an important part of our plan going forward. 

So when you add up all of the investment commitments this past year in Flint's private 

sector, public infrastructure, key initiatives, and redevelopment projects, the total is 

nearly one billion dollars. Flint, smaller yet stronger and smarter-attracting attention, 

energy and resources. This is what happens when you have a great plan, a team effort, 

and a united and engaged community. 

We continue to need all of your involvement as we work to implement the master plan 

for a sustainable Flint. In fact, the next steering committee meeting is open to the public 

and takes place tomorrow night, Tuesday March 4 starting at 5:30pm at the Flint Public 

Library. Moreover, the Steering Committee has approved a set of Implementation Task 

Groups for each chapter or area of the master plan. Today I am announcing that the 

application process to be on one of the task groups is open to the public and available 

here this afternoon. It is on the list of Top Ways to Implement the Master Plan-a new 
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list that you will receive as you leave today. We are looking for people who will 

champion the plan, work to see it implemented, and have a passion for this place and 

our community. I know all of you here fit the bill and I encourage you to apply. 

Remember, volunteers are force multipliers. We need you! 
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Ill. Action Plan: Implementing the Master Plan for a Sustainable Flint 

We need you to prove that this plan is not going to sit on a shelf. We have a 

responsibility to see the master plan for a sustainable Flint implemented. Under state 

law, the master plan is supposed to be updated every 5 years-NOT every 50! So the 

way I see it, we have 5 years to implement the short term action items, get started on 

the medium and long term work, and then actually update and amend the plan in 2018. 

We need to approach the implementation process like a 5 Year Action Plan

starting this year! I am calling for 2014 to be a Year of Service and Action ... As the 

first step in a five year process to realize our vision and improve all parts of our 

community. 

Yes we need to identify new financial resources, but more than that, we need more and 

more people and partners in our community to step up and do their part to implement 

the plan. This is why you saw the resource tables set up in the lobby, so that after this 

you can sign up to help in all kinds of different and important ways. This is what I really 

want to talk aboutthis afternoon. A 5 Year Action Plan and 2014 as a Year of Service 

and Action. 

The plan is over 250 double sized pages so I don't have time to read all of it here. I am 

going to focus on the aspects related to the 5 community priorities that were established 

right at the beginning of the engagement process with the first round of meetings, 

surveys and workshops. The areas are: 

a) increasing safety 

b) creating jobs 

c) addressing blight 

d) improving infrastructure, and 

e) reforming governance 

Let's go through our goals and answer the questions: What did we do last year and 

what are we going to do this year to make progress on each of these priority areas? 
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A. Increase Safety 

a. Summary of Goal, Objective, Strategies and Projects 

b. Recognize Chiefs Tolbert and Cox, MSP and Partners 

Our goal with safety is simple: We see Flint providing a secure and healthy environment 

for residents, businesses, students and visitors. 

We have 8 objectives in the master plan that range from developing a state-of-the-art 

efficient and proactive police department to empowering residents to contribute to the 

safety of their neighborhoods. 

The Flint Police and Fire Departments made great strides in 2013 with their 

organizational development and also results: crime and arson rates were down by 

double digits in 2013 compared with the year before, and the trend is continuing into 

2014. 

I want to recognize Flint Police Chief James Tolbert and Flint Fire Chief David Cox for 

their extraordinary service to our community. Chiefs! 

In addition to Flint leadership, another main reason why Flint is a safer community today 

compared with this time last year is the continued dedication of our county, state and 

federal law enforcement partners who are working with us to get offenders off of our 

streets everyday. The US Attorneys Zero Tolerance gun crime prosecutions has 

removed many of the most dangerous individuals who continue to break our laws from 

our neighborhoods. 

The Michigan State Police are there with us everyday. The Michigan State Police are 

assisting with everything from major case detective investigation to traffic enforcement 

and response. This means that Flint Police officers are more available to respond to 911 

calls and to community issues. 
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I want to recognize Col. Kristi Etu, commander of the Michigan State Police, who is with 

us here today, Col.! We deeply appreciate your efforts here in Flint. We also have with 

us Lt. Col. Thomas Sands, thank you sir. 

I also want to recognize Harvey Hollins, The Director of the Governor's Office of Urban 

and Metropolitan Initiatives, and Brian Larkin, the Flint liaison for the office. 

The State of Michigan, with Governor Snyder's leadership, has also invested in Flint by 

funding the City Lockup. I can state as a fact that the city lock up has been an effective 

crime fighting strategy. It has also been a regional crime fighting tool as it is available for 

use by all policing agencies in Genesee County with the Sheriff's administration. In total 

949 felons and 1576 misdemeanors were processed by the lockup in 2013. The 

Governor has proposed that the funding continue going forward and we urge the State 

Legislature to support this critical investment that is in alignment with our plan to reduce 

crime. 

There are always competing needs when it comes to a budget and funding, but I believe 

that the data from Flint shows that these dollars are providing a high return on 

investment. As State revenues continue to come in above projections, I suggest public 

safety be a top priority. The sad fact is that the State of Michigan, with all of its local 

units combined, have approximately 2,000 fewer police officers than we had 10 years 

ago. Now that State revenues are back to pre-recession levels there needs to be a 

major investment in public safety-so that everything else we aim to do with education, 

economic development, and neighborhood stabilization has the foundation of safe 

community to build upon. 

I urge the Governor and State Legislature to fully fund local revenue sharing and invest 

in initiatives in the Governor's Secure Cities proposal before lowering tax rates. lt is not 

fair to make local communities pay the price of the recession and then divert our 

recovery. 
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I also call on Flint's voters to support the statewide referendum in August for the State 

to provide a 100% replacement for tax revenues that will be changed with the reform of 

the business equipment, or personal property, tax. 

You see how public safety, being 80% of Flint's General Fund budget, is as much 

determined by budget and legislative priorities as it is by the community's needs. 

Thankfully, Flint's citizens are not waiting on the Capitol to tackle crime in their 

neighborhoods alongside of law enforcement. Chief Tolbert has made it a high priority 

to strengthen relationships with community groups. In the master plan, this is the 

second objective on public safety, and second only to eliminating blight which I will 

speak to later. 

Working with community groups and concerned citizens is how we are going to reduce 

crime in Flint. The Flint Police department has a new commitment to placing each 

neighborhood and block club meeting on the patrol calendar so that Command Officers 

know to attend. 

The Flint Police Department is also operating in a more transparent fashion and 

providing information on a daily basis to the public about major crimes. This is posted 

every day on the City of Flint's website. In the future, a new interactive online tool will be 

in place for citizens and community groups to input specific geographic parameters and 

receive crime updates 3 times a day. New Flint Police facebook and twitter accounts will 

be started this month. 

We need to share more information and also connect more with the community. With 

Blue Badge and the Flint Neighborhoods United, a new training will be offered for crime 

watches to patrol as eyes and ears and rapidly report any criminal behavior. FPO has 

radios we are in the process of narrow banding to use in this effort. We have submitted 

an application for a grant to cover this initiative with the expectation of starting the 

advanced community watches this spring. 
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We have an expanded effort with CrimeStoppers through the CrimeStoppers of 

Michigan. You can call 1-800-SPEAKUP with tips to help solve crimes with a guarantee 

of it being 100% anonymous. Flint Crime stoppers did an outstanding Job yet we 

needed the expanded resources that Crimestoppers of Michigan could bring to the 

table. Crime Stoppers of Michigan has been in FlinUGenesee Co. for exactly one month, 

we have received 30 tips in Genesee County, 29-Flint, 1-Fenton. Tips have been 

submitted for rewards. 

It is part of the new mission of the Flint Police Department to act in partnership with our 

community to protect life and property by striving to prevent crime and preserve peace, 

order and safety. 

Partnerships. Community. Protection. Crime Prevention. Peace. This sounds like a 21st 

Century police department. 

Now we all need to step up. Volunteer with Blue Badge. Contribute to the new Flint 

Police Foundation. Get involved with Lifelines. Call tips into CrimeStoppers. Check the 

online crime stats. Check on your neighbor. This is how we are going to get Flint off the 

top 10 worst per capita crime list this year! 
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B. Create Jobs 

a. Summary of Goal, Objective, Strategies and Projects 

b. Recognize Planning & Development Dept. and Metro Youth Build 

Of course we also need to create jobs. Our goal for creating jobs is ambitious. We aim 

to have a growing and diverse economy that spurs innovation and small business 

development along with an education system that prepares our workforce, Flint's 

residents for jobs paying a livable wage. 

We link economic development and education because we believe that human 

development is economic development. We know where we need to start. Community 

schools and community education is objective one, strategy one. All of us who grew up 

here in Flint know that community schools work for youth, for families, for communities 

and for employers. Community education must be there in the fall of 2014 when the 

doors of the Flint Community Schools open for our students. 

The City of Flint is requesting proposals from community partners who will work with the 

Flint Community Schools using federal Community Development Block Grants to 

provide community education services. Superintendent Larry Watkins is a product of the 

community education system-and a graduate of Flint Central High School I should 

add-and he recognizes that this is fundamental. I urge other partners to pledge 

themselves to this work as well. We must work together to get this done. Community 

schools is objective one, strategy one for a growing and diverse economy. 

Objective two is to increase the basic skills of our youth and workforce. One of the 

major successes is the Youth Build program that has moved into the City's Oak 

Business Center. Metro Community Development initiated this in Flint and is one of the 

leading programs across the country. Today a new group of Youth Build participants 

started and they are going to help us meet our objective here. 
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I want to recognize Metro's director Ravi Yalamanchi and program manager Mark 

Evans. Thank you for believing in our youth and working with us to make this program a 

success. 

The City is stepping up to do our part. A new unified Department of Planning and 

Development has been established to lead our public economic development efforts, 

make Flint more business friendly, and ensure equitable redevelopment across all of 

Flint. I want to recognize the inaugural head of the new Department of Planning and 

Development, Megan Hunter who also serves as our Chief Planning Officer and was the 

primary architect of our adopted master plan. Please join me in showing appreciation for 

Ms. Hunter's amazing work. We want to encourage her in this ground-breaking 

endeavor. 

I also want to recognize the Flint & Genesee Chamber of Commerce and the Michigan 

Economic Development Corporation. We meet every Friday morning in my office to go 

over every job creation and investment prospect for Flint. Over the past 4+ years this 

has resulted in more than 4905 created and retained jobs along with $1.5 billion in 

capital investments through 2013. Our total capital investment will be over $2 billion 

after this year. Our performance this past year with job growth and retention is that we 

achieved 60% more than the previous year so we are on a strong upward swing. 

Our latest success is with bringing the American Pipe company to the former Buick site. 

I look forward to people going to work again where there used to be empty concrete 

slabs. When you see Flint & Genesee in the light of cooperation, innovation, and 

opportunity, you will believe that we can do this as part of our 5 Year Action Plan. 

This year we have a lot to do to create jobs. Its time for a Promise Zone for Flint. Our 

state legislators are stepping up on this one. ts time to update all of Flint's business 

ordinances so we are truly business friendly and redevelopment ready. The City 

Council, Clerk and City Attorney are working to get this done in the next 60 days. This is 

the commitment I made in my first act in office when I hung on open for business sign 
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on the front doors of City Hall. We will have a plan. We will have a process. We will 

have partners. And we will turn this economy around and create job opportunities right 

here in Flint! A strong and smart economy, now that's SUSTAINABILITY. 

And for those who are looking for work, consider this since I am talking a lot today about 

volunteering. A recent study by the Federal Corporation for National and Community 

Service Office of Research & Evaluation found that active volunteers have a 27% higher 

odds of finding a job afater being out of work than non-volunteers. Volunteers without a 

high school diploma have a 51 % higher odds of finding employment. This research 

shows that volunteering increases a person's social network and skill sets and this 

helps to level the playing field for the unemployed when they apply for jobs. 

Volunteering is an employment multiplier. 
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C. Address Blight 

A Declare War on Blight 

b. Summary of Goal, Objective, Strategies and Projects 

c. Recognize Cities of Service & Chief Service Officer 

Action Area 3. Address Blight. Blight is a clear and present danger to our future. lt 

affects our safety, our neighborhoods, our businesses, our youth. The abandoned 

buildings surrounding us offer shelter for crime and drugs. Scrapped out buildings in our 

neighborhoods endanger our children when they walk to school. We no longer can dwell 

in the dangerous remains of the past. This is not a new problem in Flint but the scale of 

the challenge has pushed up the threat level and it is time for an all-out battle against 

blight! 

It is us versus abandonment, us versus scrapping, us versus illegal dumping, and those 

of us who care versus those among us who have given up. 

St. Paul wrote to the Corinthians, "If the Trumpet does not sound a clear call, who will 

get ready for battle?" 

Today I blow the trumpet against blight. 

Today Flint declares a war on blight. 

I am asking you today to enlist in the army that will defeat blight in Flint over the next 5 

years. Are you with me? 

There are over 20,000 homeowners living in their homes in Flint. This is a great asset to 

build from that a lot of people don't realize we still have. 

Last year with Cities of Service alone, we had 593 volunteers who were on the front 

lines. The Cities of Service volunteers accomplished much: 
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24 Blocks revitalized 
1,804,273 pounds of yard waste removed 
15 trees planted 
57 new green spaces or gardens created 
25 homes boarded 
4,500 sqft of graffiti removed 
122 previously blighted properties cleaned and maintained 

This was a strong start in our campaign to beat blight in Flint over the next 5 years. 

There were 670 demolitions total in 2013, between the City and the Land Bank. This 

year we are going to demolish approximately more than double that, approximately 

2000 structures. And we are ready for more volunteers in the army for all branches of 

the service: Cities of Service, Keep Genesee County Beautiful Park Tenders and Tree 

Tenders, Flint Neighborhoods United, and all of the groups that are already in this fight 

all across the city. 

The demolitions are funded by the Federal government through the State. The 

champion for us in Washington, DC has been our new Congressman Dan Kildee. It is 

unprecedented for a first year congressman to achieve these results and his success is 

a great testament to his trust with the President's administration and leaders here in the 

State. Congressman Dan Kildee, thank you for your willingness to keep fighting for Flint! 

We need you to lead us in this war. 

Because the battles in front of us are tough. After this year's work we estimate that we 

will have approximately 5,500 residential structures and 400 commercial buildings still in 

need of demolition at a total cost of $70 million. 

Total blight elimination means cleaning up vacant properties, creating new green 

spaces, and beautifying our neighborhoods. Regular mowing on all of the 12,000 plus 

vacant lots in Flint calculate to 100,000 cuts. Last year our community groups made an 

incredible start with over 10,000 cuts. We must aim to double our effort every year to 

win this front of the blight battle. The Cities of Service grant is supporting the 
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Community Tool Shed at Salem Housing where mowers and equipment can be 

borrowed free of charge. 

l also am proud to announce that we have an additional new field captain, a Chief 

Service Officer for the City of Flint through the Cities of Service initiative and an 

executive on loan program with the Boys and Girls Club and the National Service 

Accelerator funded by the CS Mott Foundation. This is at no cost to the City's 

taxpayers. Smaller but stronger and smarter. Using volunteers, collaborating and 

investing. 

Mary ZumBrunnen's first official day is tomorrow. She comes to this position from 

having been working on the service accelerator with national service members, 

AmeriCorps, VISTA, Senior Corps and other service efforts that have connected over 

650 national service members and over 2,000 volunteers with efforts meeting the needs 

of our community. And I am pleased that she is joining the City of Flint-at no cost to 

the City! Please welcome Mary ZumBrunnen. 

There is a role for everyone in the army advancing against blight. Neighborhood 

revitalization is everyone's responsibility, yet we know that the City has to provide the 

leadership and the tools for you to be effective. I am proud to announce the second 

annual LOVE YOUR CITY month this May to give the entire city a spring cleaning. We 

have to have a strong spring campaign once the snow melts so we don't lose any 

ground. 

In partnership with Cities of Service and Republic Services, we have three unlimited 

curbside pickup weeks. 

- Unlimited large items: May 5-9 

- Unlimited bagged litter: May 12 - 26 

- Unlimited bundled branches/lawn debris: May 19 - 23 
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We need to wear these unlimited pickups out! When I drive down the street on Monday 

May 5th l want to see unlimited large items on the curbs. On Monday May 191
h, l want to 

see unlimited bundled branches and bagged lawn debris. May is the month to make it 

happen as part of the 2014 Year of Service and Action. Put it on the calendar. These 

are your three weeks of blight battling. Don't drive up north to go fishing. Don't head 

down south to see your family. Stay right here in Flint, take out the trash, bag that 

garbage from down the street, clean up the vacant lot on the block, I want to see 

Republic working overtime to keep up with us! 

We are also going to do another tire collection day on May 1 yth and we need you for 

that too, so don't plan on that weekend for your family reunion. Getting all those old tires 

out is a dirty job but somebody has to do it! 

Now we all need to enlist and fight The Cities of Service Love Your Block application 

will be available at the Keep Genesee County Beautiful conference this coming 

Saturday. The Ruth Mott Foundation has been a champion of this work for a number of 

years now. 

There are so many ways to make a difference in the blight battle. 

Take care of the vacant property next to your house - shovel snow, mow the yard, pick 

up trash. Report blight and code violations to the City's Blight Manager, Raul Garcia 

Help organize a clean up for Love Your City Month. 

Apply for a mini-grant for your neighborhood from the Community Foundation, who is a 

great partner in implementing the master plan. 

This is how we are going to fulfill our vision for healthy neighborhoods all over the City 

over the next 5 years. 
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D. Improve Infrastructure 

a. Summary of Goal, Objective, Strategies and Projects 

b. Recognize Flint River Allies & Karegnondi Water Authority 

lnfrastructure--roads, pipes, trails, water-this is another high priority area for Flint. We 

have set a visionary goal in the chapters on transportation, infrastructure and 

community facilities: 

Flint will enjoy a system of reliable and efficient infrastructure and multi-modal 

transportation tailored to meet local needs, and will have a network of comprehensive 

community facilities provided in a coordinated and collaborative manner. 

We have also come out strong with demonstration projects already underway to show 

that we are going to operate in a new paradigm with public works. 

Thanks to the C.S. Mott Foundation, an engineering study is underway to assess the 

best way to put S. Saginaw Street on a road diet. This means reducing the space on the 

road way for vehicular traffic, slowing cars down, and making the corridor more · 

accessible for pedestrians and bicyclists. This also can reduce the amount of roadway 

th~t we need to maintain. We want our transportation network to be safe for all people 

and all ages and not just be surface road expressways moving commuters in and out of 

the city at high speeds. 

Thanks to the Michigan Municipal League Place Plans initiative, we are also designing a 

rails to trails project called the Grand Traverse Greenway. We had a packed room of 

participants in December at the Word of Life church to identify the principles and 

opportunities that will guide the design process. The weather was terrible but it was a 

fantastic session. This is another example of how valuable community engagement is. 

This work needs to be owned by the community and that means folks have to show up 

and participate and that is what is happening coming out of the Imagine Flint planning 

process. 
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These projects are clear signs of progress under the objectives in the Transportation 

section of the master plan. 

We also make a point in the master plan for a sustainable Flint of leveraging our natural 

resources such as our Lakes and River and location in the Great Lakes basin. There 

are a number of objectives related to the Flint River in the environmental features 

chapter, as well as the infrastructure chapter. For instance, objective 5 in the 

infrastructure chapter reads: "Expand opportunities for blue infrastructure" 

So what does this look like? I know when you drive over the Saginaw Street bridge in 

downtown Flint, today you see the decrepit Hamilton Dam. This is a high risk piece of 

infrastructure, right in the middle of the UM-Flint campus and the last barrier to flooding 

downtown during heavy storms. Now with the comprehensive master plan and the Flint 

River Watershed Coalition we have a solution to works towards that will protect the 

waterway, secure downtown, add value to the UM-Flint campus and create access to 

the river for recreational purposes. 

This is a good example of the difference a good plan, collaboration and an investment 

paradigm can make. 

If the City were operating in a reactionary mode, the City would have spent a million 

dollars to drive in concrete pilings to secure the Hamilton dam structure. We would have 

a new permanent monument to failure and the past in downtown Flint. Instead of this, 

and consistent with the master plan objectives of a healthy river waterway through Flint 

(objective 1 of the environmental plan), the City is committing the million dollars to the 

Flint River Restoration initiative. The funding pledge will be leveraged to generate up to 

an additional $4 Million in grant opportunities to create a series of cascades through 

downtown like many other cities have done successfully. The Flint River Restoration 

initiative is about best-practices, good planning, collaboration with partners. This is the 

new way of doing business in Flint and it is working. 
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The Flint River has helped sustain people in this area for eons. I am proud that we are 

becoming better stewards of this precious natural resource. I am thankful to the 

hundreds of volunteers, the Flint River Watershed Coalition, the Friends of the Flint 

River Trail, and all of the people who continue to work with us on preserving our part of 

Pure Michigan through the Flint River Corridor Alliance. This includes the University 

Avenue Corridor with Kettering University and Atwood Stadium. A number of 

representatives of our Flint River and corridor allies are here, please stand and be 

recognized. 

Another way you will be able to experience the Flint River is at a revamped Riverbank 

Park. Grants have been secured that will allow for work to begin soon on Riverbank 

Park to make the park ADA accessible and easier to maintain thanks to support from 

the Michigan Department of Natural Resources Trust Fund, the Ruth Mott Foundation, 

the Downtown Development Authority and other community partners and volunteers. 

Another partnership around water that I have to recognize is the Karegnondi Water 

Authority or KWA. This regional entity has become a catalyst for the communities along 

the 1-69 corridor to come together and help each other. We each have unique assets 

from manufacturing to agriculture, urban environments to rural areas that add up to 

more than the sum of the parts and create new opportunities for economic 

development, trade, and innovation. 

KWA is also our future water supply, straight from Lake Huron to the Flint Water 

Treatment Plant at Stewart and Dort Highway. The bond financing for the new pipeline 

is proceeding and the construction schedule is on time. It will take nearly 3 years to get 

the lake water flowing. 

In between, we will leave the Detroit water system now that we have permission 
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from the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality to use the river as a temporary 

primary water source for the next few years as needed until the KWA pipeline can be 

completed. 

This will provide significant savings to the City on the costs of water supply for future 

years. We have been honest that this may not mean lower bills but we will escape the 

escalating costs of the Detroit system because we will be able to manage the water 

treatment system ourselves. The result will be a better capacity here in Flint to mange 

the costs to residents and other customers going forward. The preliminary results from 

the water rate study affirms these savings relative to the Detroit costs. When finalized, 

the data will be shared with the new City Council Public Works Committee and the 

public. The bottom line is that with the master plan, the coming combined capital 

improvement plan, and local control, Flint will be able to maintain the water system 

better. 

One of the ways we will do this is that beginning this Spring, we will be using treated 

water from the Flint River as our temporary primary water source. In recent months and 

due to the eventual increase in use of our Flint Water Treatment Plan, upgrades have 

been made to meet the standards of continuous operation. Instead of paying a bill to 

Detroit, we are investing in Flint's infrastructure and capacity in an efficient manner. 

The track record at the Flint Water Treatment Plan is excellent. For many years, the 

river has been used as the backup system to provide drinking water for Genesee 

County. Because of this function, the Flint Water Treatment Center has conducted 

quarterly water treatment to ensure that river water meets stringent standards. These 

treatments have been done as a test to ensure the plant's use as a temporary water 

supply should service from DWSD be interrupted. Each time these treatment tests have 

conducted, the water has passed the test. 

So later this Spring we will all be drinking Pure Flint Michigan Natural Mineral Water. 

There is a difference in density of minerals found in river water versus that of a large 
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freshwater body like Lake Huron. The new water will be properly treated, lightly 

fluorinated, and will taste slightly different than the water from Lake Huron that came 

through Detroit. Pure Flint Michigan Natural Mineral Water. 

And, once the KYvA pipeline is completed, the river will remain as our back-up water 

source should the need arise. See, with a long-term plan in place, then every 

expenditure can meet a current need and contribute to our future resilience. This is a 

landmark project which will assist in the transition to a sustainable Flint. 

We have a number of the leaders on the Flint Water Treatment Plant and KWA here, 

including KWA CEO Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright, all of you please 

stand and be recognized ... 

The City's Department of Public Works, which consists of Utilities, Transportation, 

Sanitation, and Facilities, is working on a number of operational changes too, because 

while being good stewards of the natural environment is important, we know we need to 

save some money around here! 

Recently the City of Flint has successfully implemented and tested an automation 

process at the 3rd Ave. Pump Station facility. This has historically been a continuously 

manned operation (24/7) costing over a half million a year. We now have full remote 

control of all of the pumping, screening and control operations reducing the cost by over 

$315,000 annually. 

At the Pollution Control Facility, the sewer plant, engineering plans are near complete 

that will eliminate the use of the incinerator. Construction will begin this year and after 

completion should result in another half million savings annually. 

Over the next 5 years, think of what we will accomplish. 

$5 million in savings from these 2 plant changes alone 
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We will have control of our own lake water supply with the river backup 

We will have a more natural Flint River with better parks 

Our roads will be safer and easier to maintain and trails will connect the city 

I can't wait to see it all for myself. This is the Flint we imagine for the 21st Century. 
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E. Reform Governance 

a. Summary of Goal, Objective, Strategies and Projects 

b. Recognize Blue Ribbon 

c. Partnership Approach with State, EM, Mayor and Council 

There is one more priority area that I need to address. It came up in every community 

planning session. Flint's Governance. We have to make changes. One of the most 

important objectives in the Master Plan for a Sustainable Flint is Objective #9 in the 

Infrastructure and Community Facilities Plan. It was placed here because of its 

importance related to the City's large financial commitments in utilities, but it applies 

across the board. And I quote: "Operate in an open and financially stable manner, 

including improving citizen access, focusing on measurable results, improving the City's 

financial position and eliminating accumulated deficits." 

As much as we need a City of Flint Strategic Plan to guide future budgets, we also need 

to reform how we manage the City in a fundamental way. Previously I have called for 

reducing mayoral appointees and council and restructuring city functions to protect the 

general fund for public safety. This was about shrinking city hall but upon further 

reflection smaller by itself isn't the solution. 

As I said, the State of the City is that Flint is smaller yet stronger and smarter. This is 

what we need in our governance too. Stronger and smarter. We need new proposals to 

ensure 5 year financial projections and accurate revenue estimates are used, not as a 

matter of choice but as a matter of law-in the charter and in our ordinances. I believe 

we need to protect the professionalism of top City officials in finance and administration 

so that once they are appointed they can do their jobs in the public interest. 

The Blue Ribbon Governance Committee, that myself and Councilman Nolden and 

other community members are participating in, will be making recommendations about 

how we can improve our governance. It is my hope that we will have charter 
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amendments on the ballot this year so we can prove that we are prepared to make 

lasting changes for the better. 

There are a number of members of the Blue Ribbon Governance Committee who are 

here. We are meeting about 2 times a month and will soon be organizing broader public 

input as we consider reform proposals. Would all of the members of the governance 

committee please stand and be recognized for your time and commitment. 

It was the Emergency Manager Darnell Earley who came up with the idea of the 

Governance Committee. I applaud his willingness to engage the community, and work 

with Council and me, to get us to transition as soon as possible. We are all more than 

ready to put these challenges to rest and move forward. Mr. Earley has a part to do. I 

have a part to do. Council President Kincaid has a part to do. Every Council person has 

a role. And so do you. 

Here at City Hall we must work together to check off items on the transition 

management plan as quickly as we can in a responsible manner. Strategic Plan. Five 

Year Forecast. 2 year budget. Get involved in this process. It is going to be a busy 3 

months here on the 3rd Floor. 

l am prepared to lead the City back to home rule. l will need cooperation from the City 

Council and the Community. 

This is about going forward, not falling back. 

And yes, we will have to address a number of difficult financial challenges that are still 

before us. The FY15 budget will be challenging and with the current court order on 

health care reimbursements, the changes in personnel levels and services may not be 

over. The reality is that we need cost savings from health care in order to protect 

pensions and keep us on a path to solvency and stability. l call on all parties to work 

together. Collaboration is critical in order for us to be successful. 
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And we need citizens involved and informed. The next City Council Finance Committee 

meeting is tentatively scheduled for Wednesday March 1 ih starting at 4:45pm. Attend if 

you can and let us know your ideas for our strategy and budget going forward. 

IV. Call to Action for Citizens & Partners 

Our new Master Plan for a Sustainable Flint came out of the Imagine Flint planning 

process. As the text in the plan states: Imagine Flint was, and I quote, "the result of 

thousands of people who dared to imagine a better Flint; who love their City so much, 

they took the time to come together to discuss their ideas, voice their fears and 

concerns, and share their dreams and aspirations. With the knowledge that there is 

much more work to be done and the willingness to do it, the people of Flint have 

imagined a better life that they themselves can help create." 

This spirit of service and commitment to the common good is one of the distinguishing 

features of our community and indeed our country. We have proudly born our burdens 

as we worked for better solutions, often as volunteers, unpaid yet passionate. Consider 

all of the action steps we have touched on today, and this is only a fraction of the 

whole. I see a surge of service stepping up in Flint, there is an army assembling to work 

for change. This is an exciting time to be here and be part of this transformation. 

President John F. Kennedy may have said it best at his first inauguration in 1961 and 

his words apply to our Flint community as well as to the United States at large: "I do not 

believe that any of us would exchange places with any other people or any other 

generation. The energy, the faith, the devotion which we bring to this endeavor will light 

our country and all who serve it. And the glow from that fire can truly light the world. And 

so, my fellow Americans, ask not what your country can do for you; ask what you can 

do for your country." 

And so my fellow Flintstones, now that you have heard the State of the City, now that 

you know about the key initiatives, now that you have been updated on the war on 
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blight, the fight against crime, our commitment to community schools, to jobs, to 

reforms ... 

Do not first ask what your City can do for you 

First ask what you can do for Flint 

What will you do for Flint? 

We have a list of top ways to implement the master plan. We have a copy for everyone 

as you leave. Choose one. Get started. Love Your Block. Love Your City. Love Your 

Neighbor as Thyself. This starts with families, friends and neighbors taking care of each 

other. 

There is so much to do and so many ways to do it. 

We will be working with the American Red Cross to be better prepared and protected. 

March is Red Cross month. 

I will lead a Mayors Wellness Challenge this April starting with a community weigh in , 

right here in City Hall and then doing activities like healthy cooking demonstrations, 

walks and exercise classes. 

We can all be part of the solution for assisting families truly struggling with their utility 

bills by using the new Flint income tax check off for Water Fund contributions that will go 

to the United Way. 

Information on all of these initiatives and more are featured in the Citizen Action Fair in 

the lobby on the first floor as you leave. 

We need you to help implement the master plan. 
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We need you to join the battle against blight. 

V. Conclusion 

Volunteers are force multipliers 

Collaboration is critical 

And all of this makes our investments go further, create more jobs, serve more families 

The end to our valley forge winter is inevitable. The snow will melt. A new season will 

come. The war is declared. The battle is in front of us. We are smaller, yet stronger and 

smarter. And in Flint, we never, ever, ever give up. 

May God bless you 

May God bless Flint 

Thank you 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 4:15 PM 

BymeRl@michigan.gov; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (DTMB); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, 

Stephen (MSP); West, Samantha (GOV); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard 

(GOV); Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, 

Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste (MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); James 

Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, 

Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Conference Call Agenda 

Agenda 031914 Conf. Call with Treasury.pdf 

Please find attached the agenda for the conference call scheduled for Wednesday, March 19, 9:00 am. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Wednesday 9:00 am Phone Conference Agenda 

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· March __ 19,.2014·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

Redacted 

4) Financial Update 

a) Deficit Elimination Plan - S. Schafer found no accounting concerns. COF is 
intending to proceed along lines of DEP as we await formal approval. 

b) Approval of the budget amendment still pending-4 weeks. Because of Water 
Treatment Plant update expense and timeline, we are proceeding as we await 
formal approval of the amendment. That is also important because the amendment 
maintains the$ lmillion in deficit reduction. 

c) Thanks to Treasury for assistance in moving Administrative Consent Order 
through the DEQ, however the process is still moving slowly. ACO is still not 
approved. 

d) Update on E&Y contract: held a phone conference with Treasury about 
Hurley, Water and Sewer study and their update of the 5 year financial 
projections. 

Redacted 
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Redacted 

7) Water Issues 

The Water Plant held a ceremonial ground-breaking for the update to the water 
treatment plant in preparation to transition to Flint River use as drinking water 
source. 

We will know by the first of next week the certainty of being on the river in April. 

We are currently in negotiations with GCDC on purchase of pipeline. COP is 
making counter-proposal on sale of pipeline (using $4million appraisal value). 
Need to know Treasury will approve sale using this appraisal. 

Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



" " 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



.. . ~ 

Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, April 01, 2014 4:53 PM 

Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Lee, Nichole 
(MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (DTMB); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, 

Stephen (MSP); West, Samantha (GOV); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard 

(GOV); Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, 

Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste (MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); James 
Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); O'Neill, 

Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Conference Call Agenda - April 2, 2014 

Agenda for April 2, 2014 Conference Call.pdf 

Attached is the agenda for the conference call scheduled for Wednesday, April 2nd, 9:00 am. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Wednesday 9:00 am Phone Conference Agenda 
April 2, 2014 

Redacted 
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c) Water Treatment Plant-Resolutions authorizing contractors approved by 
Treasury. Frost conditions and easement issues with Consumers Energy may 
impact completion date, but are being addressed. DEQ ACO has been approved. 
Awaiting approval of Construction Permit, discussions with Water and Solid 
Waste Divisions ongoing. Must be resolved this week or significant delay with 
project could occur. 

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-, 

Redacted 
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Redacted 
6) Water Issues 

a) Water Issues -DEQ permits are expected to be received this week. Consumers 
Powers easements issues are being addressed. However, termination of water 
service from DWSD may be delayed. Awaiting confirmation of terms from 
DWSD by which water will continue to be purchased from DWSD-presumably 
the terms outlined in their February 12, 2014 letter. Delay could be a matter of 
weeks, but certainly no later than June 30, 2014. 

b) Negotiations with GCDC continue with regards to sale of the pipeline section. 
COF current proposal is for $3.9 million sale price, the value established in recent 
valuation. Valuation has been submitted and reviewed by Treasury. Submission to 
Treasury for approval is anticipated prior to ending relationship with DWSD. 
Also, COF is negotiating back-up service agreement for GCDC for period 
between DWSD termination and KW A start-up. 

c) Water and Sewer Rate Study-the final draft is due shortly and will be 
reviewed with the Public Works Committee on April 10. 

Redacted 
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Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 5:14 PM 

Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John 
(DTMB); West, Samantha (GOV); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); 

Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste (MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); 

James Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, 
Emmitt (MSP); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Conference Call Agenda for Wednesday, April 16th 

City of Flint Wednesday 9am Meeting041614.doc 

Attached is the agenda for the Wednesday, April 16th conference call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



Redacted 
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The proposal also included an Asset Management Plan for the Wastewater 
Treatment Plant. The Plant's NPDES permit renewal will require this in the 
upcoming fiscal year. That AMP is estimated to cost $300,000, which will now 
have to be funded internally. 

4) City Council Update 

a) Schedule for Council review of two year budget established upon receipt of 
proposed budget on April 30. Council, working through its Finance Committee 
will meet between May 5 and May 17 to review budget. Council plans to hold 
public hearing on May 18 and to provide comments and recommendations to EM 
by May 28. 

b) Council held a Special Meeting on April 7 to take up the 7 Point Transition 
Management Plan which was postponed from the March 24 meeting. Plan was 
adopted on a 5-4 vote. 

c) The Public Works Committee met on Thursday April 10 to listen to a 
presentation on the Water and Sewer Rate Study results. Study recommends a rate 
increase and substantiates City's decision to go with KW A Only council 
members were allowed to ask questions. A public question and answer session 
will be held on Thursday April 17. Considerable public opposition is brewing to 
any rate increase. 

d) The next regular City Council meetings are scheduled for Wednesday, April 
30; Monday, May 19; Monday June 16, 2014. 

Redacted 
6) Water Issues 

a) Water Issues - DEQ construction permits were received last week for the 
Water Treatment Plant and Bray Rd. site. Easement issues with Consumers 
Energy have been resolved. A series of meetings, media activities and other forms 
of notification about water change over are being planned. Start date goal: April 
17, 2014. 

b) Negotiations with GCDC continue with regards to sale of the pipeline section. 
COF current proposal is for $3. 9 million sale price, the value established in recent 
valuation. Valuation has been submitted and reviewed by Treasury. Submission to 
Treasury for approval is anticipated prior to ending relationship with DWSD. 
Also, COF is negotiating back-up service agreement for GCDC for period 
between DWSD termination and KW A start-up. 
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Redacted 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 
Tuesday, April 29, 2014 1 :22 PM 
Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John 
(DTMB); West, Samantha (GOV); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); 
Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste (MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); 
James Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, 
Emmitt (MSP); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); 
Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Agenda and Materials for April 30th Call 
Agenda and MIOSHA document.PDF 

Please find attached the agenda and materials for the Wednesday, April 30th, 9:00 am conferemce call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Wednesday 9:00 am Phone Conference Agenda 
April 30, 2014 

Redacted 
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Redacted 
6) Water Issues 

a) The City has successfully transitioned from DWSD to full operation on the 
Flint River. Shut-off ceremony was held on Friday, April 25, 2014. All DEQ 
requirements have been met. 

b) Negotiations with GCDC continue with regards to sale of the pipeline section. 
COF current proposal is for $3.9 million sale price, the value established in recent 
valuation. Valuation has been submitted and reviewed by Treasury. Submission to 
Treasury for approval is anticipated prior to ending relationship with DWSD. 
Also, COF is negotiating back-up service agreement for GCDC for period 
between DWSD termination and KWA start-up. .. 

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· State _ap_proval needed _so that notice may_ be issued to _Fl_int_ Citr Council.·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

Redacted 
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Redacted 
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Redacted 
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Redacted 



Redacted 

See pages I through 4 of this Citation and Notification of Penalty for infonnation on employer and employee rights and responsibilities. 

Citation and Notification of Penalty Page 5 of6 OSHA-2 (Rev. 9/93) 



Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 



. . 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

Redacted 



. 
~ 

' -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

Redacted 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good Afternoon, 

Elizabeth Murphy <emurphy@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 3:27 PM 

Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John 
(DTMB); West, Samantha (GOV); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); 

Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste (MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); 

James Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, 
Emmitt (MSP); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Peter Bade; David Cox Jr. 

Conference Call Agenda May 28, 2014 

Agenda 052814 Conf Call.pdf 

Please find attached the agenda for the Wednesday, May 28th conference call. 

Liz Murphy 
Assistant to the Emergency Manager 

--



City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 
May 28, 2014 



7) Water Issues 
a) The City Council met twice to discuss the sale of a 9 mile section of 

unused pipeline to the GCDC. The City had negotiated a sale price of 
$3.9 million. Council first voted to reject the sale. A second meeting 
resulted in a vote to sell the pipe section for $3.9 million but receive the 
funds in two payments over two fiscal years. It is unknown if the City 
council made a submission of this proposal to the local emergency 
financial assistance loan board. Does Flint have Treasury's approval to 
execute the contract of sale? 
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CTI'Y OF FLINT - FIVE YEAR OUTLOOK 
Pension and Retiree Healthcare Costs 

PROPOSED 04rao/f 4 



PROPOSED 04130/14 



N 
en 

Sower Fund 

Wa!Gtfijncl 

Water and Sewer 

690 
Rel/ree Heallhcar!> 
Pension 
QthDC g15pen5,;5 
TOOII 
Heallhca!e & Pension% 

591 
Rcttco Hcallheara 
Pons Ion 
owec emensu 
TO\il 
Hoall.hcare & Pension % 

590 &ti91 
Retiree Healthcare 
Pension 
Other e,ipenses 
Total 
Retirea Healthcare as % of Total Expenses 
Pension as % of Tota.I E,ipenses 
Healthcare 8, Pension % 

Current Proposed 
FY14 FY15 

$2,329,953 $2,447,568 
$2.179, 100 $2,D-10.715 

Rl4Z2]!!!1 llili~,!t! 
$31,929.269 $30,256,645 

14% 15% 

$1,880,062 $2,963.568 
$1,815,687 $1,803,098 

144,401,1~3 l~:rni~~ 
$47,895,872 $34,503,530 

7% 14% 

$4,010,045 $5,411,154 
$3,994,787 $3,843,813 

il1,821,309 tfili,505,108 
$79,826,141 $64,760,075 
5% 8% 
5% So/. 

10% 14% 

PROP05EO 0<U30/14 

Proposed Projected Projected Projected 
FY16 FV17 fYil FY19 

$2,594,420 $2,750,085 $2,915,090 $3,0!!ll,996 
$2,163,159 $2,2~2,!J.19 $2,430,525. $2,576,357 

i2z 5e9,1ee $29 666,06il li;J!l~~~7 ~1,S~Q.604 
$32,346,745 $34,609,099 $36,148,143 $37,216,957 

15% 16% 15% 15% 

$3.141,403 $3,329,887 $3,529,680 $3,741,461 
$1,911.2114 12,025,961 ~2.M7,519 $2,276,370 

~9.959§§~ ,1~3~85,341 E!l9~zgz $35 92589<1 
$35,012,250 $38,841,189 $40,741,900 $41,~725 

14% 14% 14% 14% 

$5,736,823 $6,079,972 ss,444,n1 $6,831,457 
$4,074,443 $4,318,910 $4,578,044 $4,852,727 

l57MB,729 i6~1051,4D6 iss,BSB,234 ~7,476,498 
$67,368,995 $73,450,288 $76,891,049 $79,160,682 
9% 8% 8% 9% 
6% 6% 6% 6".4 

15% 14% 14% 15% 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 4:59 PM 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Rustem, William (GOV); Etue, Kriste (MSP); Tedder, Greg 

(GOV) 

FW: Conference Call Agenda May 28, 2014 

Agenda 052814 Conf Call.pdf 

From: Elizabeth Murphy [mgJJt1r_o;rnJJJP.Jw@_t;;(J;ypf.f.l.lnt.er0.m.J 
Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 3:27 PM 
To: Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (DTMB); West, Samantha 
(GOV); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Deasy, Thomas 
(MSP); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste (MSP); Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV); James Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); Sands, 
Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne 
(TREASURY); Peter Bade; David Cox Jr. 
Subject: Conference Call Agenda May 28, 2014 

Good Afternoon, 
Please find attached the agenda for the Wednesday, May 28th conference call. 

Liz Murphy 
Assistant to the Emergency Manager 
City of Flint 



City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 
May 28, 2014 

Redacted 



Redacted 

7) Water Issues 
a) The City Council met twice to discuss the sale of a 9 mile section of 

unused pipeline to the GCDC. The City had negotiated a sale price of 
$3.9 million. Council first voted to reject the sale. A second meeting 
resulted in a vote to sell the pipe section for $3.9 million but receive the 
funds in two payments over two fiscal years. It is unknown if the City 
council made a submission of this proposal to the local emergency 
financial assistance loan board. Does Flint have Treasury's approval to 
execute the contract of sale? 

Redacted 



Redacted 

~--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-.;,;. 



Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 

'-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

"" ob. 



Redacted 



N 
0, 

Redacted 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, August 19, 2014 2:36 PM 

Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John 
(DTMB); West, Samantha (GOV); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); 

Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste (MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); 

James Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, 
Emmitt (MSP); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Conference Call Agenda 

Agenda 081914 and Attachment.pdf 

Please find attached the agenda for the Wednesday, August 20th, 9:00 am conference call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 
August 20, 2014 

Redacted 



Redacted 
7) Water Issues 

a) The cost of providing water is becoming a state-wide issue for distressed 
communities. Let's begin a larger conversation on both the impacts and the potential 
limitations for cities and how the State could play a role. Meeting held last week with 
United Way and Resource Genesee to discuss options for residents who receive water 
shut off notices. 

b) Glenn Acres - water turn-on order from Judge Hayman 
c) Limited area boil-water notice 
d) General Motors Water Issues 

Redacted 

Attachment: Steps to Prepare for Transition from Emergency Manager to Receivership Transition 
Advisory Board 

1-888-557-8511, access code 3389106 
Created on: 08/15/14 



Redacted 

Page 1 



Redacted 

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

Page 2 



Redacted 

Page 3 



Redacted 

Page 4 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good morning, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, September 02, 2014 8:31 AM 

Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John 
(DTMB); West, Samantha (GOV); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); 

Darnell Earley; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth 

(GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste (MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); James Tolbert; 
Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); 

Smith, Paul (GOV); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen 

(MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Conference Call Agenda for 09/03/14 

Agenda & Attachments 090314 Conf Call with Treasury.pdf 

Please find attached the agenda and attachment for the September 3rd, 9:00 am conference call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 
September 3, 2014 

Redacted 

7) Water Issues 
a) Glenn Acres - water turn-on order from Judge Hayman. Judge has put complex in hands 

of a receiver. 



b) Limited area boil-water notice - resolved. 
c) General Motors Water Issues - resolved. However, if this should become an issue for the 

GCDC with DWSD we would hope Treasury will be supportive of the GM-GCDC 
franchise customer agreement. 

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-, 

Redacted 



Redacted 
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Redacted 
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Redacted 
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Redacted 



From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, September 10, 2014 11:59 AM 
To: 

Subject: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Fwd: John Gleason correspondence for the Governor 
Attachments: JJG Letter to the Governor - Flint Water Concerns 09-10-14.pdf; A TTOOOOl.htm 

This issue is getting bigger all the time. How do we help the people of Flint? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Raleigh, Leslie" <lr~.lf[gJ:1@.::.Q.,&f::J.f:,~.f:.f:,.GJL!LP 
Date: September 10, 2014 at 11:55:03 AM EDT 
To: "Dennis Muchmore (rnuchrnored{/5.lmichif:Jn.i;;_ov)" <muchmored@michrg2nc3ov>, "Wendy 
Wisniewski (wisniewskiw@michig2nBov)" <wisnievifskiw/ilmichii;;_an.i;;_ov> 

Subject: John Gleason correspondence for the Governor 

Good Morning Mr. Muchmore and Ms. Wisniewski, 

Attached, please find a correspondence from Genesee County Clerk John J. Gleason to Governor 
Rick Snyder. He would appreciate it very much if you could please forward on to the Governor's 
attention. 

Thank you and Best Regards, 

L~A.'R~ 
Chief Deputy Clerk/Administrative Assistant 
900 S. Saginaw St. 
Flint, Mi. 48502 
810-257-3224 



OFFICE OF THE COUNTY CLERK 
GENESEE COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
900 SOUTH SAGINAW STREET 
FLINT, MICHIGAN 48502 

ADMINISTRATION (810) 257-3282 
COURT RECORDS (810) 257-3220 

ELECTIONS (810) 257-3283 
VITAL RECORDS (810) 257-3225 

September 10, 2014 

Governor Snyder, 

The recent water concern in the City of Flint has revealed two actions for future drinking water 

shortages. 

In the past, the Flint area has used the National Guard water tanker for local road races. Also, daily 

water tankers fill our local swimming pools. 

When we have large numbers of citizens that must use the "Boil the Water'' process, why can't we use 

the tankers I mentioned above? 

Flint has gone days without drinking water. 

With such a basic life need, let's try some possible solutions! We could dispense the water at Senior 

Centers, community gathering locations, neighborhood schools and churches. This could be seen as a 

training experience for the National Guard or Reserves. 

Governor, the need is there and the tankers are at hand. 

Thanks for your time and please let me know what you think. 

I hope this note finds you and your family in fine health. 

Genesee County Clerk 

John J. Gleason 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Wednesday, September 10, 2014 12:33 PM 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Subject: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Re: John Gleason correspondence for the Governor 

I talked with John for a while yesterday. I can fill you in. 

On Sep 10, 2014, at 11:59 AM, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <rnuchrnon.':d~vr-r1ichigan.gov> wrote: 

This issue is getting bigger all the time. How do we help the people of Flint? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Raleigh, Leslie" <r·;_iieigh~vco.genesee.rnLus> 

Date: September 10, 2014 at 11:55:03 AM EDT 
To: "Dennis Muchmore (rrnJchrnored(@michig0n.gov)" <muchmored~'ilrnichigan.gov>, 
"Wendy Wisniewski (vvisniewskivv@rnichigan.gov)" <wisniewsldv,1@rnichigan.gov> 

Subject: John Gleason correspondence for the Governor 

Good Morning Mr. Muchmore and Ms. Wisniewski, 

Attached, please find a correspondence from Genesee County Clerk John J. 

Gleason to Governor Rick Snyder. He would appreciate it very much if you could please 
forward on to the Governor's attention. 

Thank you and Best Regards, 

L~A.'R~ 
Chief Deputy Clerk/Administrative Assistant 

900 S. Saginaw St. 

Flint, Mi. 48502 
810-257-3224 

lnleigh(&rn.g2nes2e.rni.us 

<JJG Letter to the Governor - Flint Water Concerns 09-10-14.pdt> 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Wednesday, September 10, 2014 1:27 PM 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Subject: RE: John Gleason correspondence for the Governor 

Do you want us to reach out to the EM for a prognosis ? 

From: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 10, 2014 12:33 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Subject: Re: John Gleason correspondence for the Governor 

I talked with John for a while yesterday. I can fill you in. 

On Sep 10, 2014, at 11:59 AM, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchrnored(@m!chigan,gov> wrote: 

This issue is getting bigger all the time. How do we help the people of Flint? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Raleigh, Leslie" <!ra!eigh(@co,genesee,n1i.uS> 

Date: September 10, 2014 at 11:55:03 AM EDT 
To: "Dennis Muchmore (rnuchrnm·ed~vr-r1ichigan.gov)" <rmKhmored(:i>rnichigan,gov>, 
"Wendy Wisniewski (w=sniewskiw(0Jmichi23fi.f'<W)" <wisni2v\.1sk=w@n1ichigc1n.gov> 
Subject: John Gleason correspondence for the Governor 

Good Morning Mr. Muchmore and Ms. Wisniewski, 

Attached, please find a correspondence from Genesee County Clerk John J. 
Gleason to Governor Rick Snyder. He would appreciate it very much if you could please 
forward on to the Governor's attention. 

Thank you and Best Regards, 

L~A.'R~ 
Chief Deputy Clerk/Administrative Assistant 
900 S. Saginaw St. 
Flint, Mi. 48502 
810-257-3224 

<JJG Letter to the Governor - Flint Water Concerns 09-10-14.pdt> 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Wednesday, September 10, 2014 1:46 PM 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

FW: PRESS RELEASE: Boil Water Advisory Lifted 

Recent Boil Water Notice Lifted 9.9.14.pdf 

iiVater is back on as of yesterday. Checking with City on how confident thev are that it is fixed. 

From: Byrne, Randall (Treasury) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 10, 2014 1:33 PM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Cc: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) 
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: Boil Water Advisory Lifted 

\Alayne: 

I received this late yesterday. 

Randy. 

From: Jason Lorenz [mailto:jlorenz@cityofflint.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 09, 2014 5:15 PM 
To: Jason Lorenz 
Subject: Re: PRESS RELEASE: Boil Water Advisory Lifted 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED. 

Thank You. 

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 
(810) 237-2039 

j!orenz@icityofflintcom 

On Tue, Sep 9, 2014 at 4:36 PM, Jason Lorenz <jlorenz@}cilvofl-1int.com> wrote: 

For Immediate Release (Official Signed Notice to Follow) 

City of Flint Boil Water Advisory Lifted 



Flint, Michigan - September 9, 2014- The City of Flint's Utilities Department and the DEQ have lifted both of the 

boil water advisories from this week for a western portion of the city. Testing results from all areas of the city 

confirm that the water is safe for all purposes. "The investigation into the cause of the boil water advisories 

continues," said Emergency Manager Darnell Earley, "we will share the results from that investigation once it is 

available." 

-END-

j!orenz@cityofflintcorn 
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l)~ifi'H.' \V,tHing 

1\'fayht 

D.ata:.SepJernber·•t),. 2014. 

IMtudt. it1wi((f~ rCMA.-Cl\:l, lHPA . 
Enlt'i'gtucy l\fanagtr 

RECENT BOIL WATER NOTICE LIFTED 

}l{}'WHJcd: Ctrt.iY 
l)in~etor 

It 1$ na longer nece.ss~ryto use bottled wattir or bof!watet before drinking it No·coliform 
p~cter1a have been detected ln foliow~up testing of the. SY$tem;S, w~for, ih!s, in addition 
totreatrnentc1nd•adjt.1~tm~nt$ .made to the sy?tern, indicates that th~ wateris now safe 
to drink, 

Customers with qu~$fiOn$ or concerns aoo.uf the water should cxH1tact Adam Rosenthal. 
MichiganDep~rtm~ot ofEnvironrnE:nfall Oui::llity 517~33$,;9715 orfor more. informatior1; 
please contact Br~nt\AfrightofCity offllptW~ter Treatment Pli;:1nt at~10~7$7,.;6537; 
bviriohtrmciwom~n!,·i::tbm. ; 

4500 N; Dort HWY 
Flint . Ml 48 505 . . . ~- .. · . . ·.· . 

This notiGe is peing s~nt toyou py City of Flint \!\later Sµppiy s~dc1!. number 2310. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Monday, October 13, 2014 4:37 PM 

Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John 

(DTMB); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); Darnell Earley; Deasy, 
Thomas (MSP); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth 

Murphy; Etue, Kriste (MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Hill, Darryl (MSP); James Tolbert; 
Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); 

Smith, Paul (GOV); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen 

(MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); West, Samantha 

(GOV) 

Bi-Weekly Conference Call Agenda 

Agenda & Attachments 101514 Conf Call with Treasury.pdf 

Please find attached the Agenda for the Wednesday, October 15th, 9:00 am conference call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 
October 15, 2014 

Redacted 

7) Water Issues 
a) Flint will continue to investigate why conditions develop which are favorable for more 

severe problems to occur. Pursuing these investigations may include seeking additional 
professional assistance to review both systems and processes. Whenever hydrants are 

1 

V 



running to clear lines: new signs are posted to show intended water running. Major line 
breaks are announced through a press release and include estimated time to resolve. 

b) General Motors Water Issues - working through lawyers at this point. We are close to a 
final agreement regarding their level as a customer with the City of Flint. 

Redacted 
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IJ~ndl1:ad~?~ E:n~t~~, Mana-.·· ... 
Dayne \\<aUn1g)}'lt\J L// 

City t1fFlbt $ti11te.gic }:'ian, Fin:;(Q~ia,4:er. Report 

Wevdsh .b,l con:rmen:d the N1ant1g,t:1,11~1t teant}n1<.l0ttteHlfJkryta\ for their dedicated efforts to· 
move :i11e (1fty fbt'\\''.<UXL\Ve, look fonv~lP di.s¢t111fagthe t1i1tctits of the report with yOlJ. 

(:~tty Jf .I(ti~lt:·::~: llt)l: S~.-Js·~·g;i1t1·\\;•: ·strt~,~t. ~: "f~li~it:~ .--1\J1~li:ig~:~r.~lS5lf~Z: 
\t·,v\,~~~t<.ft:f.Oftliiit"~~/tltli $: i)ll:~~) 7f)6:~7:l46- ~ :[fax:~:(8lOJ·7~~-9;..,(T2:{~i 



The City of Flint has a vision and a plan and MW it is focused ()ri 1it1pl,in1ent~~i0n !fl order tq 
. ath j eve a stn:irig¢r $i1clfirrarid91ly SOllrtcl tT!IJfli~iP~I govemmentalr>ng }vi.th a §~f¢t ~n d more 
stable comrnt1r1h:y, 1\i su(:(eeci; however; (lty lea4ers must.follow the plan witf:i.dlsdp!ine and 
w:mmlttnent : .i'heytannqtstop ~alfv-1.iy cwle~,·.e.work h~lf~cine-a.i)d ·¢veryone has an 
irnport~ntrotefo•ptay. Worldf'>gtpge.the:i' as afaa/M, the(ityofFliht has b~en su~{.e$-~ful trnbe. 
prevloos q:lJafter1n increasing public safety; imp:rnving ii11ra1tructvn:\ cre:atlhgJobs and 
develCJj)n",elit,¢Hn1inating bl1ght, ei'lgc1:gin9tiW~e1i1$$rtd rrWrii!yftlg Jjn~nc.l al ~lrytj adh'li()Jstrative 
.d1a! letigeii. Are.as•of wccess lnducle: 

•!• Law fmfon:ernent isworkinghar:d with g W\,,ihg commvnity support anQtotal h9rr'ikkje 

vlctirri} is dovn1 2S%¢ornp~rei:l y,iith ?-?i3, 
<tt · lJtHitfos ii, rna n991r1g with an eyetoward the tutu re and the constrv ctlon of the KWA 

pipi.ifine isvnderway, ontin'leand wit(:\itibvdget, 
•:• Deiieli:Jprrie11t;,cfoiities liaVe fr1>ereasi::d withr1ewfacHHies vnder<·onstnKtkin at GM 

flirrt Assemb!1, on the B;;Ickti'tyhrov\i'.ofieldsifewithAtnerkan Pipe, .~nd:downtawn In 
th~ H~attb aritl Weifnest Di~t(lq, .. 

•!+ · Bligt'rtedproperties cantinueto ·be eHr:ninated, vsing state and foderalfunds, and 
neighbofhood volti nteer grovps. have n,~r\1c<11eq.rn9r~ th9ri 2: rnHli<:in p94nd_s of trash in 
ma.j.of~!eatHip efforts. 

~!• The GeneraiFund defidtcontinues fo be reduced, and the City's finandai position is 
5tab(lit¢p atleastfor the neat te(itL Pfeihi'lit')a('{ ptoJedi~fris sh OW tfri ·di;ifl~:it a$ nfJpi,(~ 
30, ii:l14.fo be $9 rµiHion, a reductionfa.)t'f)$1.,?,9 mi11itm Jhe prev1ot11; y~ar: 

•:• Revem:Jes and expenses for the first qu,arwr of FY1.5 JFeirillri,3\v.ith ~:,:pe1.tatiohs . 

.. :. inteni.Ei! tettri.ii.:Mingof the QtycofitiftU¢s afit_sfrhresto l:\etpme eftkl~nt, effec:tive, 
~nf 1:vsfomer servke foGisedfr1 ar:i e.nvJro.nmentrrnJChsmaller thaninthe past; .·. 

•k The.tr~t')st\ion f(orn 1ta.t~ i:ili~t,lg~t ~q tra9Jrl0:11aiho:tile rJi¢iftir,dei'w:~y; gulded hyth~ 
Sev~t,<Pojr1tP!~ntec.ei'ltly er\acted. lf~rog ress. continues as <.'lntldpatf.d, the r1~xt st~p In. 
tran sitlo.n will occur in .1015; 

ChaJlenge!> al~ocor:iti nu:e, Thetral'lsition frcrh QWSPto tbeFHnt Riyerfortb~-C)ty's:temporary 
supply qfwater 1J11til KWA i~ cornplet1;cht.1.~ ocwm~o; however, the work c:,fprodudng treated 
via±er has beentornPlit:ated by the ~ystem's ii!t}\l'lg irifrastiiitture antj\iai"yingJ~ti'iperatures, A 
badly n~~~#l:ld lip~at"' tq tfie City's;vveh!iite ls (ind¢i\•1ay; pi'ogtess has been del.ai:ed frorn in ifral. 
cornpfotiontqrgets as the selectedver.dor was u.nab!e to perfo(rnnecessary tasks, The retiree 
l~wsuit;-Whose.o.utton'i¢ ·t~p$ecriou:sly affett .rhe: f\ nantifil $6lvent}I of:th¢.City~ /~rr:ia:ln~ 
d\1resohied, \NOr~ c'91·1tli'lll$Sti:> g~( dqn¢ und~rqifficuifc:fn;v rn~t~r:K~S with li:m /te~i resQ\JKeS, 

howf:!:verthenew strategic p),cil)ningpmcess ls irt,pttiv1rtgthii.Cityo:fF'HM:'s pro.duttivity; 

resp6i1SiVi?iilfs~··~i'Wl a~tqunt~biffty'. 

AitsUrif':io Actonrrta bi!iht to Aao"1ted Plans and Buda et , ·.-.. :-... · .. ' ·_., ... 4···:: ~: ... · ..... : .... · .... :--=-. "-··! _: .•. · .. ··-~r .. -:-.. :. : ·. :-.· .. · --:· .............. ":: ... ~~':':- .· .. · 

Tht: Stra:tegl<Pli:\ri fofFYt5JYi9 and the: Biennl!ll $1;.idget for FYi5 ,3fldFY16 ¢hf!rts the course. 
for the Flint OW govert:1t"nent as iternergesfrorr, ne~rfmancial insdlvenq,· andest~blisbesit.s.elf 
.as a mvfi1<:ipal governrnenfproviding r~side.nfs,busines.ses; .students and vls!tors pobfk.s~tv1tes· 
iri a custo111erti11=i)dly a1:1dfi119Jitia11yi-espo1isf()l~xnanMr .. Nea:ttefro :;Wps for. a:th!~Vlngthis 
h<tveJurther b!:!ert defined by a set: ofprfor>ities- 5:et by the. M~yorand CltyCourn:U a~.the bhmnl~[ 



buggety,'as 11dopted. Lik1owis¢,the Mas:tef Piartfor asvstciiricible F-llri( aq(iptetfin().S'tcibei" :;biJ 

bythe Flfr'tt (ity(o1mci i and the Glint Pli?inning (qmrrtissfon,. provf(}es the framework forerng9in9 
effortsto ih,provethe i::ornrr1tmity ;ss a vvholt~i 

Achievlng-the cipttcirnes des:ire.dv.tiU b~i a IN1gthy ,sndi:itrgoingf>rocess; Spetifk: sttps tp move 
•a long this cours:e hc1ve bee:nudlfilecl in a ,5e fies of obJec.t1ves: to Qf! accc,rnphshed over the next 
·sevetiil ye~rt. Ttiepvrpose. of the·qucitte(!y reportlsto•.holo·tlie·.(ity of Fiii'!t•govern.rhe1'\t·· 
at:to1Jntable t9:theJligh!lghtprogi-e:ss as\\ie!J as to idehtlfy areas.ofweaKperforrnilna,tJhefi0;t 
quarter of FY1c5 ended on Septemher3<\ ::;;;oi41 and pn:igress has been assessed, . 

. A.prjrnilr{goaJ ofthe Cityisto assure a safe:,.seciHJ:\ an<lhealthyenvrronmd:itin vvhicf'itofive, 

•:r:~:i~!.~;~t•::i11:f~f~,:~;~::! .~i:!:~~~~::~:j;~i:::~:;;~::~.·:~$~;:~~P;,::.::~~e;p~;~~:::~:(~ 
b~eh rrtade tzi lrr1rirdre pi,.ib:Hc: safety, thanks in partto·the. assists1nce and fol!aborati¢n ofthe 
$tate.PoJke: 

•• lhc@tnt.ec ofPait Onecrlme is clov,ih 13%, inr;l(ldiJrg.$28% r.eq,;ttii5n ir; the nutr'ibef 
0H)o1:nitides. 

• Response time f9t poilte andfir'e ha.$ been decreased 

.. The dedsfoDhas beenro<Jdethatthe City w1ilrejoln the Genesee County 9~1 °:s. 
Corisortiµry\ ht\itipateg to9cturbyJli(y1, 2.oi5, t!'ii~ attipQ \¥ill rg1ult iri fhh~nc~d 
seivice with access to upclated technology and wil!pn:,videsome $1 rnHlion 
annually in reduced costs, 

..... lnforna! reorgan:i:ratioris aridprqn%simproyements have been.rnade In the P:oli(e 
and Fire departments fo.actommodatethereduted staffir1g made t\etessary hy 
tbe City's flnari(i<iCc6riditiori;Vv'.ith the as,sWtan(fof fin~nt:101 a{slstance frotn the 
$t.c1t~, the (ityi5 engagedirl i:l cornpr,]hBnsi\re review of ltsp:olii:e and fire structure· 
to•d,~ttrrn;ne.the .. n1ost effic ,ent and• e:ffetfye. orgi:lh ,zatbn. for the.fotur~ , .. 

Akey goal ofthe City is to provide access to dependahh; and <iffordable V>'ater sewec; andwaste, 
Anpthei' key goal is to ~ss.vr~ a11 adequate and v-iell rnalntalned tt.oirispi,jr:tation net\1vork. The 

:~~~~:;:~~:;~:~:~~:u0!~~:1t::;1::ei~J,'.::!.i:;:::~}J:~1!~~;1:i;·;~:~;;,l;1:·1~:;!:::,0::;itiVe}t~ps• 
ha·ve bef11 taken: · 

~. Ti;~first draft of th~ C:itfsfirst co.1YJJ:ii'eitensive CapitaHri:iproyern~nf P[an has be<;!h 
cornpletedarid will shortly besr.;gredwlH:rthe pd:ilicfor ifaifjput. 

"· The City h~s recently peeri notlfie:dthatit \qJfl receive $75o;oon h'i fu1,d1ngfor rqad~,. 
as contili hed in the new State budget. Planning for ~ise ofthese.f\inds it b?:gjhnhg, 
w'ith the expectation that lt·\ivill bt( usedforbisdlyr1£~ed<!d road ri'opaks iri the $firing. 



" Toe.{onstrU¢tioriofthe:KWA pipeHneis unqerway, ontfrne and wit{-ilnbvdget. The 
transition from DWSD fo the Fl ir1tRh1erfor :the City's ternporary sHpph/ ()f wa tel' 
V 11ti !!(WA· is cprnp!ete has qcct;it¢d)how~\·e(. th% W<:Wk bf pfod (Jdng tfeci ted\v;~t~r 
h;;i~·. be:en.cornplicakd by the S}11hm:Y'.sc1gin9 ir.frnstnrctl:Jre andv(,,lrying 
ternperati,<f£tSc. 

•• (q h¢en1s regardirJg the costofwcff~rt.o Flint res:frfonts ~udb,11/lnesse~ r ernc1in~ a 
htgh coi1t-err1 .. lnvesti9ahon ofsources <if w1ter kisf ,-both from theft ~nd pip~ 
ie,~~ag(i$oiigbi(ig. Reportfofttreft haye re~iJJtedjh ciiinii:ial Jn{~stlgallohs,>.&hich 
ar~.sl@rilfica~t Qndongoihg, Several .q'irrilnal comp{a:lnts have resu.!fod from the 
li°\Ve?Stlg~ti brr a hQ ti1 Ofe are a ntitipated, C'orr,pteQ\:! !1$iVe pi"cig@'.1'15 c\f~\iiitt!f rr\t?tel' 
riplii~ernent~n ct· leak detectioh <:!i,i;?. peing d evefopecL 

•-..• ( til1Strl) ctk:,ri Wif/ begin ii, Qtto~ei· of~ Jo~d O 0tfae'i rity that Will <:lf !oy,i'the city to. 
%~1Jt down the itic:ineratofm'lcl teia!iieuptoJ4Qo;oqo ayear in op~rahqnatsavings 
in the sewerfuncL 

.... lh~~strhents in the u@ergrc~md.0~Hitles}nfrastr'Jctµre iire beingflrialized_, 0tiliiing 
b\1dgeted fonds for pipe rep.lacemen.t, pipelining; and ihstal!ation of . . 
t~tfinp!Ogka!Jyadyanc:ed wate1' r:rli~,!er,,. 

.. Wor:.kis beJng pi~orie:dto<1ddteS.S. th~ wnditicm ofdtyfao!ities.Acontract has. 
b~errsigned to repaJtthe ernploye~ and poHce parkitig ionind ·tq replace the 
ligtitlhg with LEDlights, .whHe a pfocessforevalwat1ng potentra! i:nerqysavihgs ,;it 
the MuOkipal complex isbeingfbalb::ed. . ·. - .. 

One otthe go~hin H1<: rei:ent!yadopted Meister P!::in isfo hav~ a.growing and di\1erse econorny 
that spHrslnriovatfon and small b:u:sinEi:S:f deveJqpn1erw ~lc,ngWlth ai1 edy.c.;iti~m wstem th,g · 
Jir€11ateso(rrv~ctfkforce.foc}.0P{ payiqgalivatilewag.e:,TheSft~t@k:Planli~~*J.iS€•i:ornrnitsth~ 
Cltyto.fostercooper,3tfo:r1•between businesses, higher educatbn an<l .medica.!fosfouhons; 
nqnpr¢fitorg~qi2~tions aridcatnmiJnitygroqps to.treatejob~ arid dev€!1oprrient, !J..;ilso ·· 
idehtifiesthe n~edJorthe C:Jtytobetter definethe roi€'.: ofthepnb!ic: sedorir; .economk:· 
development ami also tohnprovethebu.sirres:;dim<Jte, · 

A. nurnber 6f ~u~ln¢s5 and cqinrrWhity deYek,prh.fntinitiatiVes are \.irfderwa/across:thecity. 

•• Devefoprnerkacthiitie:s · have ii1c re asedas evidenced by (eve nue.s to I !eded frorn 
buildihgperrrnts cirid rent:afin:sp~ctiMs, these r~v'en(ieS .cire ~i.lrr1~J;t!y projectE.'d to 
exce¢d bu\'.lgeted r;e~e(,ves by$30P;ooo by the ei:id ohhe frss:alyea:r.. 

.. irt.:ct~asecl c:cipacityfb(totnpl1ai1g~~Yiththe Citfs:R,~iJtalRegish~ti?:n O@ii1?ri:s¢i$ 
beiiig put lnt¢.Pl<3ce, Ac:ontrtictfor$~rvices hasbeenexe.-.t;teo, with ios.per:tions 
planned fo beginhefore No,,ernb.en., 

.. An.evv Medfr:al Mar1jwa:ria ordln~n¢E:: fias been enacted; App!ica:tlonf<~mwand 
rel.ated matedah ate being developed, 

• AggfEissi\ie por$uitBffond1ng fors.pecit1cprojec:tspi'omoting dey~!qpn1ent has. 
rns01ted ii1 more than $4rnillionto the Gty, indvding some $:n:nHHori furthe 
r~tjeve}oprr\€nt9f•cbevy Cortirn0:ns; .. ·~i,6.milHctn·ttir·re<onstr.uct.ii)f1·•ofP01>orit• 
Sti'eet Other grants hav~ peen awa n:iedfor a revitalization pJ~n the Sovth 
Sa:gin:aw·con'fdut, wad diet,ii.rtdbike.ialie~forHardson :;u~et, <'i;:id <11ianaiyt.i\9f 
bt)V5.lngfor thg dv\Yt\Jt::W1 ptea, 



• Smith Village Development - Of 39 new homes built, 21 have sold, there are six 
purchase agreements, and 12 are remaining to be sold. 

• Gundry and Salem NSP1 Purchase-Rehab-Resale -14 homes were rehabbed, there 
are seven purchase agreements, and one home has been sold. Six of the 12 deeds 
that are in litigation with a previous developer by order of the Court. 

• 26 units of senior apartments were made available with the ribbon cutting of Oak 
Street Apartments, a repurposed closed school building. Renovation was kick 
started with City of Flint CDBG demolition funds. 

• An assessment of the development capacity of Flint's network of Community 
Housing Development Organizations (CHDO) and Community Development 
Corporations (CDC) has been completed in partnership with Local Initiatives 
Support Corporation (USC). A planning is now underway to determine how the 
network can support implementation of the city's Master Plan and Blight 
Elimination Framework. 

• In partnership with the local community foundation, public library, community 
college, and non-profits, began a six month community planning process where 
over 200 volunteers and stakeholders will create a well-coordinated, integrated 
system for literacy service delivery that increases literacy levels through a well
managed coalition of organizations. 

• The $2.3 Million Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) programming 
allocation has been implemented. This allocation supports s9281000 of blight 
elimination, s725,ooo in housing rehabilitation and emergency repairs, $2271000 to 
increase literacy, s124,ooo for victim advocacy and fair housing and $184,000 in 
youth initiatives. 

Improving Parks 

Encouraging partnerships for recreation and access to open space across the City is a key goal of 
the Strategic Plan. While City support of its park system has been minimal for the past several 
years, positive steps, and the creation of partnerships in particular, have been taken towards 
achieving this goal: 

• All City parks are being mowed at least twice per month, and their progress monitored 
on a regular basis 

• Partnerships have been formalized with the Crim Foundation for Basset Park; with 
Friends of Rollingwood for additional park improvements; with Genesee Conservation 
District for forestry services; and with Mott Community college for Kearsley Softball 
Field and the Longway Greenbelt. 

• A partnership with Mott Park Association for golf course and clubhouse is being 
developed. 

• Substantial progress on park improvements are occurring at Max Brandon, aided by 
$200,000 in grant funding. 

• Grant funding has also aided improvements at McKinley, and fostered progress on the 
Grand Traverse Greenway. 

• Other improvements are occurring at Thread Lake and Flint Park Lake through the 
Genesee County Parks Partnership. 



... 

.... 

·.~::~1~t}5H::;:;:~1~;··::1~:;~~:~1:1~~'.:!;a!:~~i:.~~::ea:;~;:~:!~:j·t~:i1~;,!~v:.:r0nte0t 
assi~tah(f to I<i;'t,trUct · forth et lrript<)W&li:'.nti;, 
The Sei:ik>rCenforleaseshaveheen coi:npll'otedforHasselbting and8i-enneri, assor'ing 
that set'ii¢Ycit:izen prbgi:ainrnifig v,·ill tpritfnve lfi the Cit{ 

Elin:iii1atfrig bHght withiti. the n~:,c:t five yea rs i$ .o.ne qfth e objectiv:es. ln.tprporated 1hto the Nla$ter 
P!arr; and is. re¢99pi;tecl py the City as befog c:h.tical fo<i'eating and rni:iihfoinii"fg a vibr .. nt an.cl 
groviiing comrr:n:ii:ihy, to. date.: 

~ A dr-aft Slight tHrnir1/:lth:m.Framewark ha.s been deve!ofH;<l a r.cl widely cfrcuiated for 
pubi it it1put, re;sth ing i:ipproxirnatef y 400 i"esident:> v,;ho have comn~itt~d to its 
itnpferneritation, Th~. City has committed tr.i oi,garil:2:irig its resqufces. arqundthis pfan_ 
.and has ,3ppropriateo,3pproxirnate!y s9~H;ooo tor b-iigfrt eiirn1nation acthi.ities indvdlng 
fo:e d~ve)o:pniE!iit ljfa tbd~ei'lforcemE;i)tpr@r~o:1; <le:rnqli(ioo,. and cp:6j'd(nahcm qf . 
$,\:ten$:ive neighborhood dean\Jps, 

i> $e1/er<1i hundred dtj,:en vofuntt:iet% yvorking Withc:ities ofService,Cii:ian ~C,Wee111 and 
rnar'ly n~ighf:.io1'hoi:id assoi.::i&hons, havt:! sp~n± counfle.ss hpurs qn rm,ny f)r9j!?ct'$;. 
indudi!~g · rernovaJ of n\ore than i ·tnililt).r1 1>cwntk of ttashfrtim b!ight~d ,sreas,b(>atdir:19 
¢f·515\ia4r,irtt pibper·ttei,, and·.rrio~iv.irig:stitne·::i:z,so& properties· atot~!.ofzB,ooo·trrnes. 

•,i,, Over $9po_,ooo in Cb BG allocations has been contracted to the Genese~ Cour1ty Lar\d 

B-a nk f9r den;1 ol itkih of apprqxf n'i<1te ly' 7b tofnn1ert ial iin,J resii'.ler1ti<il Sthfctu r~t-
• :::.:iJ5 miUionin HardestHii:fundswere recentlya!lo:cafod to the City io partJiershipwith 

tryeJarJct Sankto c1irnorisl\~i>(ne 22:s-ho01es lnp,~itParkTfiisftindif:ig is il'1~ddrti9(1.{:ci 
tile near1fsi3 rnillit:H'lofpoth Mkhlg<ilri l3fightfHrninahon . .:incl HardestH(l Grant 
Fur1dltr9 for dernolit1on ofapprnxim~tely 2,000 debilitated homes, The Cityh,;1s 
com~11 etedtT1ore than i, 509 · <::utai'ir.:l Pttj{J$ l h .prep~ration ro(stbeduJed demorrt\ons, 

•• Anavera9e of:140Cod~ Compliance issues a•r-e addret;si~d rrn:mthly bytheCity'sBlight 
Eliti::iih$ti!ln Mahaget,.$0% ofth(~:~e ,iN te$olved withovtturtherc:ot!¢ er1fortement · 
iJ.t;:tiQl'.k 

·~ The C:ityj1asrecr1Jited :iAin~riCorr5 Vl.$Tl\i~voivnteers Who will st~rt.inNovefl:ibetand 
focl!S .on)rr,pltcrnentatkm d the B:Ught t!irnfr1<1tkm Framework: 

An engaged citizenry ls essential to ,;:reating and mair.taining a vibrant grow\ng community, 
Cit fa en engagem~nJ1ri FiintinJ:::reased slghtfka11tiyoverthe: pasffgwyeai's .i~ ·::Metty engaged 
thenciinthedeveLopt'i'iehtofthe. Master P'fam. M~~rer Fl.:m irnpiementa1fon ha$ i;ontlfit1edto 

engage citize1)Si as have other activities fostered bythe City: 

• AH Master Plan lrnpfefoeht<1tion Task Gfoi:!ps have rnet twice; wo(krhg on indivldval 
actions. p!ans .. ·t !cre cltywnl also be wo.t'.kfr19 with41 i)eighborhoocl groups wl1ohave 



he~ntrained <:wi assessn1e.1it'r.1vo!'k aocl WiH comf)leteth~JieJ9 hb 0 rh6oq inventory fµr 
housing c1n<lst~eUightingby n1id 0.-Novernber. 

• ThePtiliteDepaitn1e11t has e:tigaged citizens if! sever.at ways; iod1.)ifing intre9s~d 
· parti cipationby itstcin1n1a11d offo::ers!n i:o;'nmunlty. rog$tl t,g:i, and by partr1etthip and 
pa ct:icipation i11 APLACT{Advocoit:es a hd · Lea.d etffo( Poi ice <ind Cornri1uriityT rµst); 

~ ·The. :P.~:pciri}i1~t1l r.a~:.cilS:o. -~i*P~htj¢.(i U~~::9ff31~.ie:_.B.aQg~ V¢l.4rit~i:f~ "if:1::fn80'f·tte;a~, \\i.ch: 
as the: 0e\wiy Eist~ihlish~d Citizen~ R:adi<i Patrol . · · · · 

"' The departrnentalso. bgconie an .acth1e.!)sei' of si:Kialrnedia;. .prornotlog (dme $fopp~rn 
and Qpetatlon fresh Stai't, ai'ld cniating $ presence: onTi1cehooko1od 1\vitter. · 

·*' TheFireOepartrnenthas ;;ilso lrwreasedit5presence, kl the communitythrough its 
"Knockc1n<t T$lk'' initiative. . . . 

" Citizen engage1T,enthas also be~m enhanced withthe placement of national servke 
teamsintbe City·ofHint, onefrom fr;eNationa!Ch;ilJan CommunltyCorpsand one 
from V1$lA, More than $00 volWnteershave been engaged with these teams on various 
projects; it1di.1dfrig removd of more than :i rnmion pounds of trashfrorn hhg!-ited areB\ 
ernergenr;y preparedness ei:ii;c<,1tion for more than900 residents; a.nd pad:it'.ipa.tion in · 
J:he nation.i{day :::;{service on 9/11. · · · · · 

Operating in~ froani:'iti!ysDstainabje ,nart!ietis es.s12ntia! ff the. City is t¢achieve its Missi{)n of 
. assvri@thaf residents; busi{wS:ses, StiJdents arid. vfaitQ:i"S tete.ive rnv.nidpaJservk:es in a 
cwstornerfriend!yand financially responsible rnanner. \ivhiJethe Citycnnthues to address an 
·atcutnofated Gei\eYalFui'iciddiclt, sJgnifif~intfeg.;icy((lsts, ,md a ti:itlti(luing struq:ural.defici\ 
progress contfrmes to he rnade: 

~ the.Gen~ral Fwnd deficit contb!)es to beredt1c:ed, and the C:Jty\ firiarn:I;~! p.qsitiq.n is 
stab\ hzed at least for the near tenn. PreHmlha fff)fOjeUfon s ,,how the, c:kfldt as of Ju(l e 
30,·~o'fi;_ti:i be $9 rnilhor\.a reductlorifrotr1 ut9 mHlit,rfthe phiviovsye0( TheGtfs 
c,;1sh posft: on fo ai:foqu~te. 

* A plan to elirnin.it¢the Geherai F\iMdefiCitnolat~irJhansy19 ar1dto a.c.¢lin101Me Wi 
adequate level .offinandaJ Ceserves.no later thi3n Nit+ bas been <Jpproved by the State. 

• Revenues and expensesfqrfoe. first quarter:tiffYiS)Whicfren~ied Septel'nber3\."i; are 
gener;.Hy in line with expec:fattons. 

* The City is vigorqus(y J:iursuing exti?tr1alfwriding aridresoutcesto irnplerr-1entin;ipoii;ant 
projects ihareas·~Lich as l:iligh:Lelirnination, housing;.and parkfrnprovem1c.ots. More 
than s3mihion has been received wifarthis year frornfedNaLilgenties; stilte ent!tiPs 
ahd cornrnUnityfotJnd,=ition$; ahd i1dditlphc1I of)pl ttNidnS)W pendiTl9, 

· Hovtever; the le9a!chailei19e ti) dianges made to retiree healthtare as part of restprfrig 
firich:1c;ia,l soJ\lerKy contir'i\J.es,·TheJurie30 decision bytlig Fedeia! Co0h.tq perrhltthe utyfo 
modify he;:iltf:n::am fa:.irretin~es .shou!d provide:somefinancialrell efto the City whHe the ca:se is 
be-1hg titigated. Shou id the Cityn9tpi'~\raU, h c>,\ievet;.the: ss n1ii Ii oh a tjditional(cist ?Jdded to.the 
•FYi5 bLidgetvv:Hlbecontinved,.andrnay resv!tfnf'.'.lir,t'sre.t.tJrn ta flnandal saivenq' becmn1ng 
exceedingly diffku!Uf not irnpossible · · 



Improving Internal Operations 

Achieving the goals set forth in the Strategic Plan will require a city organization that is efficient 
and effective, and capable of operating in an environment of limited resources. Elected leaders, 
appointed officials, and employees must be highly trained and professional, and place high 
priority on excellent customer service. Its organizational structures and process must be 
efficient, modern, and focused on results. Much remains to be done, but progress is being made: 

• The search for an experienced professional City Administrator is underway, and several 
charter amendments are being considered by the voters, which would further enhance 
the efficiency of the government. 

• A badly needed update to the City's web site is underway; progress has been delayed 
from initial completion targets as the selected vendor was unable to perform necessary 
tasks. 

• A comprehensive review of City Ordinances is underway, with revisions in business 
licensing and zoning ordinances nearly complete. 

• The organizational structure of the City has been revised to assure that capacity exists 
to implement the Master Plan. 

• Professional development opportunities have been defined and are being provided for 
city staff. Current focuses include supervision and use of technology. 

• An in-depth evaluation of the structure of the police and fire departments is underway 
with the goal of identifying the most efficient and effective structure for the delivery of 
public safety services. 

• Nearly all labor contracts and personnel policies have been revised to improved 
organizational efficiency while containing short and long term costs associated with 
employee compensation. 

• Review of the City's capacity to provide capacity and leadership in economic 
development is underway, including the potential of collaborative efforts with other 
entities. 

• Reorganization of current staff positions to enhance constituent services is underway. 
• Internal reorganizations and policy/procedure updates within the Police and Fire 

Departments have been enacted. 
• The City's Emergency Management Plan has been updated. 
• Reorganizations within the Utilities Division are being implement~d to increase 

capacity to respond to maintenance and other needs. 
• The Transportation Division has increased its capacity and lowered its costs to perform 

right-of-way maintenance activities by assigning casual skilled labor to work with street 
Maintenance crews. 

• Agreement executed with Genesee County Conservation District to compile an 
inventory of street trees in order to develop a sustainable plan for the care and 
preservation of the urban street tree forestry. 

• Improved processes for grant administration and compliance monitoring are being 
implemented 

• Planning is leading an effort to fully utilize GIS capabilities to serve all departments. 



" Assetn1anagernenttoolsfortransportatlcma0d8tilitie$; sud1as GP$ t;nits; wdr 
repot'ting; and.a newworkorder systerr11.are schedvledforinsta!!atlon.inthetomlng 
rrionths, 

• Adty:wi.deprogramto reco9ntze ernpk,yees is being eva1u.;ited, t\irtently, recogn!tkn. 
p1'ograrr1s exist tfrn,r dtp;~rtrr1ehti\l bMis, intlud!rig Jhe<Potice Dfpartri1¢'ht; anq o; new 
program is sc:hed!Jled forinfrc,dwdion ifl D€partmentof Pubiic-Works. 

» · ]he Cprmjiuoity arid EcQnbmic Devefop:rnent DiYi~ioh. niritrn(!e$ to 1;<nact corrective 
actions, re fin€ and adt;pt po I ides and proc::edwes s::,rrd pn:;.vlde t echnh:ai assistance to. 
svb-sredr)tents for fodeni I a n.1 state f~inded progri:.!mS that redw<e tkepoteritia! · 
repayrneritfrcini h istqri c,aJ HUD 9lG Monitoring finj:l ings ilt'id current Ffo id. Qfflce a M 
MS HD Amon itorln\h reducing exposv reto Genera! FundJor repayrnent.. 

The City hils. been uncfor theJLJdsdiction oft-he StafeJhis.tirne since Ni)verr:iber; 2,si:11, i:l5 Its 
rii1enda! condition placed lton Hie hrlnk c>-f irn;oiwncy, 1Yll;d1 progress has been rnadeto ~ddress ~;:;:;~;the fotd(i is riov~' preJ:.iaringforthfttansition biiddo Home Rule, Progress to ~ate 

-~ 

A 7PofntP1anenacted bytheEmersien{:y .Mi:iGag€r 1i:font1fiesspecifrr, ob_iedivesfo he 
a<:c(>rriplished in·orderforthetransitiofl tq proceed 

··;~~11~;:;~:r::: .• :~~:~·•~:::·L::r~•l:J;;:!:is::~1

~1~Jr,::•:hp€p:'.~~;:i.af•a Deficit 

fliniH1af[oi1 Planjir)itiiiticiti of the sea:rthfora (JtyAc:lrdnistr,;Jtor; c.ornpiefom ofa 
report by the Blue Ribbon C:brr1rnitfee andthe platen:1em df s Charter Amendmer1ts 
•phJsthe qvestit:>n of fqr:iriihg a chart,+Re\lievv C:cimmissmr onthe Novembetba.Uot 

Pro9ressis being rnadein ,;1ccordance Vs'ith the expectations of the5trateglc?lan andlts spedfa 
objectivi:!s> Significant stt!pS are being t<'lker1t-0 ht1j'.u\ife its fin~ndi:i! fohdition and to kstn..rctvr¢ 
the organi zationto lmprovee:ffo:ien.:yand effec:Hveness, Steps are .dso being taken to prepare 
the cky fo rretlirn to tr a.dition;~ I H bT'rl€ R0!e governar t:e., · · 

Not S0rf)ri5'ingJyi bet<1;use this fa A firstyLic\:cteb report, riot aH·objectiyes have bee ii cq.iT1pletec!, 
and \;ome hav~ yet to start. In addltior1; rnany of the objectives require si9nifkanta1nounts of 
time and e:rergyto>athleve, 

The positiVf progress outlined in this report rnvstbe read fo the <:.oi'ltextofthettJrrent overall 
conditionofthe City of}iinLThe !eve! ofservkes.current!yprovided by the.City isn-1ar91nal .;%~fr 

stnJgg!esto regciin finciiicial$0Jven¢y,Fliht cQi'\tJnu.fs.ti)•be .di01ie/jged by pop~ih3ti\:irr lo$s,. 
re!ative!y iowpe u;apita incQme;. aging lnfo;s{r~1 ctwre; and ;:in i nsL1ffide nt revem_ie. strearn to 
support: a dEi\;ired !eveltif servites. lt still has asignificcintGeneta! Futc:ldefidtto be adtlJ·esse<l, 
abfig withsi90ific:Mtfogacycosts: AM lt $fillfaces tJie .ppssibility oh i1s¢fvency sholilcJ the 
· ch;:1lJen9e to ch,mges fr1 rntiree health can:q, !'.€:Va ii, 
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CITY OF FLINT STRATEGIC PLAN 
2015 -2019 

Setting a Sustainable Course for the City of Flint 

The Vision for the City Government of Flint 

A well managed, financially stable, and accountable government focused on creating and maintaining a vibrant and growing community which will attract and retain residents, 
businesses, students, and visitors and improve our quality of life 

The Mission of the City Government 

To assure that residents, businesses, students and visitors in the City of Flint receive municipal services in a customer friendly and financially responsible manner 

The Goals 

In order to realize our Mission, businesses, students and visitors can expect that: 

• The City will provide a highly trained and professional staff of elected leaders, appointed officials and employees 

• The City will provide for a safe, secure, and healthy environment in which to live, work, learn and play 

• The City will provide access to dependable and affordable water, sewer, and waste collection 

• The City will provide access to an adequate and well maintained transportation network serving motorized, non-motorized, and pedestrian needs 

• The City will foster cooperation between business, non-profit, foundation partners and residents to create a climate that supports community and economic 
development 

The City government will also: 

• Seek partnerships with Local, State and Federal governmental partners and other private entities in order to maximize efficiencies and resources in meeting its 
Mission 

• ·Provide municipal services consistent with the City's Master Plan and also work with residents, businesses, and others to foster development of the City and its 
infrastructure in a manner consistent with its Master Plan 

• Encourage partnerships for recreation and access to open space across the City 

• Enforce building and occupancy codes and to aggressively work with others to address blighted conditions 

• Assure that City ordinances and regulatory activities are consistent with the Master plan and supportive of economic development 

• Operate in an open and financially sustainable manner, including improving citizen access, focusing on measurable results, improving the City's financial position, 
and eliminating accumulated deficits 
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Dayne Walling 
Mavor 

DATE: October 10, 2014 

CITY OF FLINT, MICHIGAN 
Department of Finance 

City Hall, Room #203 
1101 South Saginaw Street 

Flint, MI 48502 
(810) 766-7268 / (810) 766-8675 (fax) 

TO: Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
Dayne Walling, Mayor 

Flint City Council 

FROM: Jerry Amb(hLinance Director 

Antonio B~;;µ,·~eputy Finance Director/() 

RE: City of Flint Quarterly Financial Report 
July 1, 2014- September 30, 2014 

Darnell Earley, ICMA-CM, MPA 
Emergency Manager 

Gerald Ambrose 
Finance Director 

The City of Flint's Strategic Plan envisions a "well managed financially stable, and accountable 
government focused on creating and maintaining a vibrant and growing community which will attract 

and retain residents, businesses, students and visitors and improve our quality of life." 

Operating in a financially sustainable manner is a key component to achieving that vision. As part of this, 

a biennial budget has been adopted for fiscal years 2015 and 2016, and a commitment has been made 

to a regular and ongoing review of revenues and expenses. To this end, a quarterly report on the status 

of the City's budget will be provided to the Finance Committee on an ongoing basis. 

Attached is a comparison of the City's budgeted revenues and expenses to actual revenues and 

expenses as of September 30, 2014. 

In summary. at the end of the 1st quarter. the financial outlook for the remaining FY15 appears to be on 

track. In total, revenues and expenditures are generally meeting expectations. The City continues to 

make timely pension contributions and healthcare premium payment for both active employees and 

retirees. 

Some further observations on the current budget status: 

• In the General Fund, actual revenues are just above 20% of budgeted revenues. At the time of 

the report, however, the City had not received its portion of State Shared Revenues, and when 
those revenues are received {approximately $2.4 million), they will be accrued back to the 1st 

quarter. 



• General Fund expenditures are reported at 22% ofthe budgeted expenditures, in line with 
expectations. However, it has been discovered that $13,000 in communications expenses was 

inadvertently deleted from the District Court budget. It will be necessary to consider an 

adjustment to the District Court budget to address this shortfall. 

• Also, we continue to monitor the personnel expenses in the Police and Fire budgets to 
determine the budgetary impact that reducing staffing levels through attrition rather than 

layoffs at the beginning of the year will have. It appears that attrition is moving staffing levels 

down to the budgeted levels, with Fire already at its reduced level of7S, and Police currently at 

121, with a target of 115. By the end of the second quarter we anticipate that the reduced levels 
will be met by then and in addition, we will have the results of the ICMA organizational and 

staffing study. We will also be beginning to receive a portion of the $1 million allocated for 

police and fire expenditures in the state budget. We presently anticipate that these funds will be 

sufficient to offset any shortfall in the personnel line items in these budgets. With the second 
quarter report, we will provide any necessary budget amendments in these areas. 

• Special Revenue Funds, Major and Local Street Funds are operating below budgeted revenues 

and expenditures. Major Streets, Fund 202, revenues are down due to timing in which State 

revenues of the Gas and Weight Tax allocations have not been received as of the date of the 

report. Budgets in the Grant Funds, Funds 274, 295, and 296 reflect timing differences as well. 

The revenues in these funds have not been received as of the date of the report. In addition, it 

will be necessary to create a budget for Fund 297 to reflect the final expenditure of a COPS 

Hiring Grant, with funds carried over into the FY15 budget year. 

• Revenues in the Building Safety and Inspections Fund (Fund 542) are coming in higher than 
anticipated for the first quarter of the year. This was due largely to the new construction of the 
paint shop on the General Motor's property expansion. 

• Revenues in the Water and Sewer funds are coming in at 19% and 16% respectively in 

comparison to the budgeted totals. At the same time, expenditures are coming in a 13% and 

11% of the budgeted totals. It appears that the trend of reduced water billings are continuing, 

and efforts are underway to increase compliance and to identify areas of water loss from leaks 

as well as from theft. Actual expenditures currently do not include many of the capital 

improvement projects that are budgeted this fiscal year. The DPW and the Finance Department 

will continue to closely monitor the Utilities revenues and expenditures to keep them in line. 

• The June 30, 2014 ruling by the Federal Court which modified its injunction to allow the City to 

implement certain changes to retiree health care benefits should provide some financial relief to 

the City budget, at least for the time during which the matter is being litigated. However, at this 

time it is not possible to project the amount of relief from the $5 million which was added to the 
budget for retiree health care as a result of the Courts initial decision prohibiting any change to 

retiree health care. This is because implementing the approved changes will not be effective 

until November 1 because of the time necessary to incorporate the changes into the current 
plans. With the second quarter report, we anticipate being able to project the anticipated costs 

in comparison to the budgeted amounts. 



City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

GL NUMBER 

Fund 101 - General Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Judicial 
Police 
Emergency dispatch 
Fire 
Building inspections 
Transportation 
Facilities and Maintenance 
Transfers in 
Deficit Reduction 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Legislative 
Judicial 
Police 
Emergency dispatch 
Fire 
Building inspections 
Community development 
Facilities and Maintenance 
Transfers out 

TOTAL Expenditures 
Fund 101 - General Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPEND ITU RES 

2014-15 
AMENDED 

BUDGET 
YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

09/30/2014 USED 

45,232,924.00 9,182,371 .13 20.76 
1,697,000.00 383,198.50 22.58 
3,792,257.55 627,168.15 16.54 
1,189,000.00 0.00 0.00 

351,700.00 34,721.00 9.87 
36,000.00 4,657.00 12.94 

0.00 482.00 100.00 
21,000.00 17,786.09 84.70 

3,777,998.00 944,499.51 25.00 

------- --( 1 , 000. 000. 00) -------------------------- 0 .00 _ 
55,097,879.55 11.194,883.38 20.32 

28,187,133.14 5,381,889.95 19.09 
356,505.00 70,281 .22 19.71 

4,099,999.48 1,451,818.49 35.41 
12,563,432.44 3,049,912.03 24.28 
2,604,021.00 598,041.26 22.97 
6,177,803.16 1,471,430.53 23.82 

395,276.70 66,974.87 16.94 
292,007.15 46,491 .27 15.92 

9,000.00 2,522.26 28.03 

------------- 412,701 .00 ----- -------- 103,175.25 ______ ?..?;9.Q __ 
55,097,879.07 12,242,537.13 22.22 

55,097,879.55 11,194,883.38 20.32 

·---------- 55,097,879.07 ---------- 12,242,537.13 _______ ?_?;?..? __ 
0.48 (1 ,047,653.75) 

l of 10 



City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

GL NUMBER BUDGET 09/30/2014 USED ·-------------------------------------........... __________ .. __________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Fund 202 • Major Street Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Transportation 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Transportation 
Debt services - interest 
Debt services - principal 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 202 - Major Street Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

Fund 203 • Local Street Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Transportation 
Unclassified 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Transportation 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 203 - Local Street Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

6,366,549.69 786,053.03 12.35 

.•••••••••••••• 657,072.15 ·····--········· 42,462.70 ••••••••• ~;i~.-
7,023,621.84 828,515.73 11.80 

1,619,530.00 404,882.49 25.00 
5,285,469.17 657,822.39 12.45 

8,550.69 8,550.32 100.00 
·-----------·-- 110,071.98 ____________ ._ 110,069.80 ___ • _ _!QQJ!Q __ 

7,023,621.84 1,181,325.00 16.82 

7,023,621.84 828,515.73 11.80 

.••••••••••• J.023,621.84 ·-·········· 1,181,325.00 •••••• J.~;?.? .. 
0.00 (352,809.27) 100.00 

1,877,827.00 181,468.92 9.66 
724,762.00 9,845.29 1.36 

·----------------91,870.00 ______________________ J!:Q.2. _________ Q;9_Q __ 
2,694,459.00 191,314.21 7.10 

448,391.00 112,097.74 25.00 

·------------2,246,067.39 -------------- 342,527.45 _______ ]_~;?.,~--
2,694,458.39 454,625.19 16.87 

2,694,459.00 191,314.21 7.10 

.•••••••••••• 2,694,458.39 ····-········· 454,625.19 •••••• J.~;?.? .. 
0.61 (263,310.98) 

2 of 10 



City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

_ GL NUMBER------------------------------------------------------------------- BUDGET-------------- 09/30/2014 ______ USED_ 

Fund 205 - Public Safety 

Revenues 
General government 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Police 
Fire 

TOTAL Expenditures 
Fund 205 - Public Safety: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

Fund 207 - Police Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Police 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
Police 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 207 - Police Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

·--------- 9,258,560.00 ---------3,765,159.40 ------40.67 _ 
9,258,560.00 3,765,159.40 40.67 

1,337,828.00 334,457.00 25.00 
2,690,340.00 276,200.86 10.27 

____________ 5,230,392.00 -------------- 888,285.16 _______ l~J!.~--
9,258,560.00 1,498,943.02 16.19 

9,258,560.00 3,765,159.40 40.67 
___________ 9,258,560.00 ---------- 1,498,943.02 ______ _!~J-~--

0.00 2,266,216.38 100.00 

1,312,000.00 1,276,166.75 97.27 

·----------------93,180.00 ----------------------- 0.00 -------- 0.00 _ 
1,405,180.00 1,276,166.75 90.82 

___________ 1,378,103.87 ------------ 290.299_2s _____ JJJ:!.L 
1,378,103.87 290,299.25 21 .07 

1,405,180.00 1,276,166.75 90.82 
___________ 1,378,103.87 -------------- 290,299.25 _____ 21.07 _ 

27,076.13 985,867.50 3,641.09 

3 of 10 



City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

. GL NUMBER--------------------------------------------------------------------- BUDGET-------------- 09/30/2014 ______ ~§.!;Q_ 

Fund 208 - Park/Recreation Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Facilities and Malntenance 
Transfers in 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
Facilities and Maintenance 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 208 - Park/Recreation Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

393,000.00 319,010.92 81.17 
4,000.00 1,190.00 29.75 

·---------------99,140.00 _____ .. _________ 24,785.01 ______ _?_~~9_Q __ 
496,140.00 344,985.93 69.53 

·-------------- 496, 140. 00 ----------------88,949.02 _______ _:l_?;~~--
496, 140.00 88,949.02 17.93 

496,140.00 344,985.93 69.53 

·-------------- 496, 140. 00 ----------------88,949.02 _______ .1.!;2.~--
0. 00 256,036.91 100.00 

Fund 213 - Park & Recreation Senior Citizen Centers 

Revenues 
General government 
Facilities and Maintenance 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
Facilities and Maintenance 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 213 - Park & Recreation Senior Citizen Centers: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

Fund 219 - Street Light 

Revenues 
General government 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Transportation 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 219 - Street Light: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

6,000.00 0.00 0.00 

·----------------60,000.00 ----------------14,760.38 -------~-1J!Q __ 
66,000.00 14,760.38 22.36 

_________________ 60,000.00 ----------------29,871.88 _______ 49. 79 _ 
60,000.00 29,871.88 49.79 

66,000.00 14,760.38 22.36 
_________________ 60,000.00 ----------------29,871.88 _______ ±~J.~--

6,000.00 (15,111.50) 251.86 

·----------- 2,694,869.62 ------------2,766,715.28 ______ !9..~~§.? __ 
2,694,869.62 2,766,715.28 102.67 

12,153.00 30,288.24 249.22 
·----------- 2,682,716.62 ______________ 407,662.05 _______ _:l_~;?_Q __ 

2,694,869.62 437,950.29 16.25 

2,694,869.62 2,766,715.28 102.67 
_____________ 2,694,869.62 ______________ 437,950.29 _______ 16.25 _ 

0.00 2,328,764.99 100.00 

4 of 10 



City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

GL NUMBER 

Fund 226 - Rubbish Collection Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Public works 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Transportation 
Public works 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 226 - Rubbish Collection Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

Fund 265 - Drug Law Enforcement Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Police 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
Police 

TOTAL Expenditures 
Fund 265 - Drug Law Enforcement Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

2014-15 
AMENDED 

BUDGET 
YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

09/30/2014 USED 

5,395,794.00 5,617,844.04 104.12 
___________________ ?_Q.9..:.QQ. _____________ ._ 22,719.72 __ 4,543.94 _ 

5,396,294.00 5,640,563.76 104.53 

887,554.00 221,888.50 25.00 
150,000.00 2,510.00 1.67 

·------------4,358,739.36 ------------1. 067. 591 .49 _______ ?..1;±~--
5,396, 293. 36 1,291,989.99 23.94 

5,396,294.00 5,640,563.76 104.53 
_____________ 5,396,293.36 ------------1,291,989.99 _______ ?._~;~1 __ 

0.64 4,348,573.77 

321,562.82 0.00 0.00 

·-------------- 117,500.00 ----------------- 6,298.23 _________ ?;~~--
439,062.82 6,298.23 1.43 

·-------------- 425,062.82 ______________ 102,611.49 _______ ?..1J.1-. 
425,062.82 102,611.49 24.14 

439,062.82 6,298.23 1.43 

·-------------- 425,062.82 -------------- 102,611 .49 _______ ?..1;_:1_1 __ 
14,000.00 (96,313.26) 687.95 
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Gtyof Plin! 
Revenue, and Expenditure.·Report 

for Year to Date enchngS?ptern!Jer ?O, 2014 

2014°15 
f\MENDEO '{TQ Bf\L/:\NQF; ·% 8DGT 

GL NUMBER sutmET OW3Df2D'14- USEQ 
...... ~ ..... ~"':.~}. :: .... ... olo .... · ......... "'· -~ ............ __ .,. __ ,.. .. '-"- . . -r ... - ....... ,...,..._ .. -. - ...... .,.,.. .--. ----...... - .-..... -. · .... - ........... - ...... - .... - ...... """'"'··· .. .--·.- .· · ....... ·.- . ." --7 .. ....... · .: · . .-.-··.-. 

KH:\iN.\lA~$ 

General government 

Building inspectipns 
Transrort0tio a• 
Qornrnlinhy i:lE,'i¢!oprimnt 
Ur1()!,3ssif>E:ct 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
GenerW t)QVetMMMi 
Fire 
Buiiq1n9··!n;;pections· 
Transportation. 
Commun ;ty development. 
Unc!as,sif!ec 

TOTAL EXpem:Hiilres 
Fund:274 - HUQ QDBB, (?$G., & HOMS GRANTS.: 
T01)'\L RE\fEN UE:5 
H)TAL t.:XPENDJTURES. 
NETOFREVENUES &EXPE~~DlTURES 

Ri"<./et\d1Js 
Con}nun ity qeve!oproet,t 

TOTAL Revenues• 

E:x:pendifLff8S 
Cotn:nun!ty· deve!npn:,eni·. 

TOTAJ... Expenditures. 
F,ind 295. &ediN1 10~ t.<)\3fi,;,o 
TOT/\L REVEf>~ u ES . . 
TOTAL t:'.:<PENDHURES 
Nt:TOF'.PEVENUES & EXPE}Wl'TURES 

,tr fr,34\t.&G 
14,7655D 

7B2A$4J1fr 
;301.422.33 

'lOO.bO 
0:00 
CLOG 
O.DQ. 

OJ)$ 

CLOO 
CHiO 
0:00 

·rn,494 ,201l ·rn 69 :;,n. n o/36 
20,om02 o:oo o;oO 

...... · 1'1Jl;34)(1lfl'37 .... ··.·. . 00:812?:i ... 059 

3Q.93B:B't 
OJJO 

14.37 
000 

78:2A84.B6 ,~r'~266 0:85 
.;307:422.33 ;:r:s·cis 2.00 

t0,494,20€U6 544,772:rn 5.19 
_, ____ ... 20,0.10,02 ..... _ .............. ··----- 0.00 -·---·w 9 99 . 

4:97 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

·'"--- __ n;.BJ4,23B.$T ........ · ·· .. 5&JJ538;04_.··.·.· 4.yr 
·0:00 {Sii>/%fX!))• 100.@ 

... . . . ... 564J:l25,oo 7%;541,46 .. 1 nno ... · ..... · .. · 664,$25-0{} · .. · ... · . .·. 79-$;54\46 . 11$'70 

_ . ., ______ 3ie6;$)T:Gq ................. __ /302,90;},24_ ........ lP,w. 
W%h17.QO B02;9B9'.14 B3.D7 

664 J.;325 ,oo 79t<f.·4·1 ;/.\6 ') t~, 70 
... __ .. ,.. .. . 966)5t7.0Q,. .. ..... , _ BO?W6iVij/. __ .. , t3,tcz .· 

.· . f{O}J~f(tI\/Y · .. ·· ... ·. ·.. ·. ··--:"(~~<A?Y/?t{f 2.46 
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City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

_GJ_~~M_l~-~!3--------------------------------------------------------------------- BUDGET-------------- 09/30/2014 ------ USED_ 

Fund 296 - Other Grants Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Police 
Community development 
Facilities and Maintenance 
Public works 

TOTAL Revenues 

Exp end itures 
General government 
Police 
Community development 
Facilities and Maintenance 
Public works 

TOTAL Expenditures 
Fund 296 - Other Grants Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

Fund 297 - Federal Stimulus Fund 

Revenues 
Community development 

TOTAL Revenues 

Exp end itures 
Community development 

TOTAL Expenditures 
Fund 297 - Federal Stimulus Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

14,661.97 0.00 0.00 
2,703,720.08 153,202.62 5.67 

638,585.16 369,016.92 57.79 
1,057,076.23 67,523.18 6.39 

_________________ 50,000.00 ________________ 49,730.00 _______ ~~~±~--
4,464,043.44 639,472.72 14.32 

14,661.97 0.00 0.00 
2,703,720.08 855,488.29 31.64 

638,585.16 77,588.27 12.15 
1,057,076.23 14,111.08 1.33 

·----------------50, 00 0. 0 0 _______________________ QgQ _________ QJ!Q __ 
4,464,043.44 947,187.64 21.22 

4,464,043.44 639,472.72 14.32 

·------------4,464,043.44 -------------- 947,187.64 _______ ?..t?_? __ 
0.00 (307,714.92) 100.00 

________________________ Q._QQ. ________________ 87,662.04 _____ _19..Q~QQ __ 
0.00 87,662.04 100.00 

________________________ Q._QQ. ________________ 87,662.04 ______ !9..QJ!Q __ 
0.00 87,662.04 100.00 

0.00 87,662.04 100.00 
________________________ Q.._QQ. ________________ 87,662.04 ______ !9..Q~9..Q __ 

0.00 0.00 0.00 
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City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

GL NUMBER BUDGET 09/30/2014 USED ·-------------....... -............... _ .. ___________________________________________________________________________ .. __ .. ____________________________________ _ 

Fund 301 - General Debt Serv(Voted Bonds) 

Revenues 
Transfers in 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
Debt services - interest 
Debt services - principal 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 301 - General Debt Serv(Voted Bonds): 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

Fund 402 - Public Improvement Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Unclassified 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Transfers out 
Debt services - interest 
Debt services - principal 
Public works 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 402 - Public Improvement Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

·-------------- 726,953.00 ______________________ .Q~Q.Q _________ Q;Q.Q __ 
726,953.00 0.00 0.00 

260,000.00 0.00 0.00 
·-------------- 466,953. 0 0 _______________________ .Q~Q.Q _________ g~9..g __ 

726,953.00 0.00 0.00 

726,953.00 0.00 0.00 
·-------------- 726,953.00 _______________________ .Q~Q.Q _________ QJ!Q __ 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

2,083,000.00 1,595,223.34 76.58 
·-------------- 767,957.00 _______________________ .Q~Q.Q _________ g;9_g __ 

2,850,957.00 1,595,223.34 55.95 

721,900.00 0.00 0.00 
726,953.00 0.00 0.00 
407,104.00 0.00 0.00 
195,000.00 0.00 0.00 

·-------------- 800,000.00 ------------- 200,000.01 ______ _?_!_?~Q.g __ 
2,850,957.00 200,000.01 7.02 

2,850,957.00 1,595,223.34 55.95 

·------------2,sso. 957. oo -------------- 200 ,ooo .o 1 ________ LQ.? __ 
0.00 1,395,223.33 100.00 
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City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

GL NUMBER BUDGET 09/30/2014 USED ·-----------.. -..................... _____________________________________________________ .. ______ ......................................... _ ...... _ ........... _________ ._ ............................................... .. 

Fund 542 - Building Inspection Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Building inspections 
Transfers in 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Building inspections 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 542 - Building Inspection Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

Fund 590 - Sewer Fund 

Revenues 
Transfers in 
Unclassified 
Utilities 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Transfers out 
Debt services - interest 
Debt services - principal 
Public works 
Utilities 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 590 - Sewer Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

400,968.00 0.00 0.00 
1,681,000.00 1,394,384.50 82.95 

·--------------313,561 . 00 ----------------78,390.24 _______ ?..?;9..Q __ 
2,395,529.00 1,472,774.74 61.48 

1,127,233.00 281,772.75 25.00 
, ____________ 1,268,295.98 -------------- 199,584.46 _______ .:1..1?J.1 __ 

2,395,528.98 481,357.21 20.09 

2,395,529.00 1,472,774.74 61.48 

·----------- 2,395,528.98 -------------- 481,357.21 _______ ?_Q;9..~--
0.02 991,417.53 

0.00 200,000.01 100.00 
3,365,101.75 0.00 0.00 

·---------- 28, 126,894.00 ------------5,350,096.52 ______ J_~;9..? __ 
31,491,995.75 5,550,096.53 17.62 

5,654,386.00 1,408,436.86 24.91 
1,860,000.00 465,000.00 25.00 

695.21 0.00 0.00 
6,016.23 1,665.36 27.68 

1,990,000.00 0.00 0.00 
·----------21,980,898.31 ____________ 2,361,741.13 ______ J_Q;?..1 __ 

31,491,995.75 4,236,843.35 13.45 

31,491,995.75 5,550,096.53 17.62 
·---------- 31,491,995.75 ____________ 4,236,843.35 ______ J_~;:1_1? __ 

0.00 1,313,253.18 100.00 
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City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 
For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

. GL NUMBER --------------------------------------------------------------------- BUDGET-------------- 09/30/2014 ______ USED_ 

Fund 591 - Water Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Utilities 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Transfers out 
Public works 
Utilities 

TOTAL Expenditures 
Fund 591 - Water Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

TOTAL REVENUES -ALL FUNDS 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES- ALL FUNDS 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

3,150,000.00 8,251.60 0.26 

·---------- 37,886, ODO. DO---·-·------6,217,326. 13 ______ J_!t:lL 
41,036,000.00 6,225,577.73 15.17 

5,762,876.00 1,435,671.33 24.91 
3,768,071.00 282,500.01 7.50 
3,190,000.00 0.00 0.00 

·---------- 24,932,583.15 ------------2,268,352.43 ---------~;)_Q __ 
37,653,530.15 3,986,523.77 10.59 

41,036,000.00 6,225,577.73 15.17 

·----------37,653,530.15 ------------3,986,523.77 _______ )_Q;?._~--
3,382,469.85 2,239,053.96 66.20 

180,036,408.69 42,465,584.32 23.59 
176,908,852.96 28,950,184.86 16.36 ·--------------------------------------------------------------------------

3,127, 555. 73 13,515,399.46 
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City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

GL NUMBER BUDGET 09/30/2014 USED -----------------------------------------... ----------... -......................... ____________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Fund 101 - General Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Judicial 
Police 
Emergency dispatch 
Fire 
Building inspections 
Transportation 
Facilities and Maintenance 
Transfers in 
Deficit Reduction 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Legislative 
Judicial 
Police 
Emergency dispatch 
Fire 
Building inspections 
Community development 
Facilities and Maintenance 
Transfers out 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 101 - General Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

45,232,924.00 9,182,371.13 20.76 
1,697,000.00 383,198.50 22.58 
3,792,257.55 627,168.15 16.54 
1,189,000.00 0.00 0.00 

351,700.00 34,721.00 9.87 
36,000.00 4,657.00 12.94 

0.00 482.00 100.00 
21,000.00 17,786.09 84.70 

3,777,998.00 944,499.51 25.00 
___________ < 1. ooo, ooo. oo L ____________________________________ o.oo _ 

55,097,879.55 11,194,883.38 20.32 

28,187,133.14 5,381,889.95 19.09 
356,505.00 70,281.22 19. 71 

4,099,999.48 1,451,818.49 35.41 
12,563,432.44 3,049,912.03 24.28 
2,604,021.00 598,041.26 22.97 
6,177,803.16 1,471,430.53 23.82 

395,276.70 66,974.87 16.94 
292,007.15 46,491.27 15.92 

9,000.00 2,522.26 28.03 
-------------- 412,701.00 _______________ 103, 175.25 -------~?;_q9 __ 

55,097,879.07 12,242,537.13 22.22 

55,097,879.55 11,194,883.38 20.32 
---------- 55,097,879.07 ___________ 12,242,537.13 -------~?;_~? __ 

0.48 (1,047,653.75) 
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City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

GL NUMBER BUDGET 09/30/2014 USED ----------................... __________________________________________________________________________________ .. ______ .. __________________________________ _ 

Fund 202 - Major Street Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Transportation 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Transportation 
Debt services - interest 
Debt services - principal 

TOTAL Expenditures 
Fund 202 - Major Street Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

Fund 203 - Local Street Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Transportation 
Unclassified 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Transportation 

TOTAL Expenditures 
Fund 203 - Local Street Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

6,366,549.69 786,053.03 12.35 

-------------- 657,072.15 ________________ 42,462. 70 --------~-·!!!:3-. 
7,023,621.84 828,515.73 11.80 

1,619,530.00 404,882.49 25.00 
5,285,469.17 657,822.39 12.45 

8,550.69 8,550.32 100.00 
-------------- 110,071.98 _______________ 11 D, 069. 80 _____ J_Q9_._q9 __ 

7,023,621.84 1,181,325.00 16.82 

7,023,621.84 828,515.73 11.80 
___________ _7.023,621.84 ____________ 1,181,325.00 _______ 1~_&?.._ 

0.00 (352,809.27) 1 OD.DO 

1,877,827.00 181,468.92 9.66 
724,762.00 9,845.29 1.36 

----------------91,870.00 ________________________ Q~9.Q _________ 9_._q9 __ 
2,694,459.00 191,314.21 7.10 

448,391 .DO 112,097.74 25.00 
------------ 2,246,067.39 ______________ 342,527.45 _______ 1? .. ~? __ 

2,694,458.39 454,625.19 16.87 

2,694,459.00 191,314.21 7.10 
------------ 2,694,458.39 ______________ 454,625.19 _______ 1~ .. ~? __ 

0.61 (263,310.98) 
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City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

GL NUMBER BUDGET 09/30/2014 USED -------------------------------------- .. - ........................... ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fund 205 - Public Safety 

Revenues 
General government 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Police 
Fire 

TOTAL Expenditures 
Fund 205 - Public Safety: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

Fund 207 - Police Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Police 

TOT AL Revenues 

Ex pend itu res 
Police 

TOTAL Expenditures 
Fund 207 - Police Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

------------ 9,258,560.00 ------------ 3,765, 159.40 _______ 19.:~? __ 
9,258,560.00 3,765,159.40 40.67 

1,337,828.00 334,457.00 25.00 
2,690,340.00 276,200.86 10.27 

------------ 5,230,392.00 ______________ 888,285.16 -------1~.:-~? __ 
9,258,560.00 1,498,943.02 16.19 

9,258,560.00 3,765,159.40 40.67 
------------ 9,258,560.00 ____________ 1,498,943.02 _______ 1~.:_1~--

0.00 2,266,216.38 100.00 

1,312,000.00 1,276,166.75 97.27 

---------------- 93,180.00 ----------------------- 0. 00 _________ 9_ . .9.9 __ 
1,405, 180.00 1,276,166.75 90.82 

------------ 1 , 3 7 8,103.87 -------------- 290,299.25 _______ JJ.:.QL 
1,378,103.87 290,299.25 21.07 

1,405,180.00 1,276,166.75 90.82 
------------ 1,378,103.87 ______________ 290,299.25 ______ 21.07 _ 

27,076.13 985,867.50 3,641.09 
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City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

GL NUMBER 

Fund 208 - Park/Recreation Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Facilities and Maintenance 
Transfers in 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
Facillties and Maintenance 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 208 - Park/Recreation Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

2014-15 
AMENDED 

BUDGET 
YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

09/30/2014 USED 

393,000.00 319,010.92 81.17 
4,000.00 1,190.00 29.75 

----------------99,140.00 ---------------- 24,785.01 _______ ~?_._q9 __ 
496,140.00 344,985.93 69.53 

-------------- 496, 140. 00 ---------------- 88,949.02 --------~?--.@~--
496,140.00 88,949.02 17.93 

496,140.00 344,985.93 69.53 
-------------- 496,140.00 ________________ 88,949.02 _______ !!_._@~--

0.00 256,036.91 100.00 

Fund 213 - Park & Recreation Senior Citizen Centers 

Revenues 
General government 
Facilities and Maintenance 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
Facilities and Maintenance 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 213 - Park & Recreation Senior Citizen Centers: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

Fund 219 - Street Light 

Revenues 
General government 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Transportation 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 219 - Street Light: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

6,000.00 0.00 0.00 

---------------- 60,000.00 ________________ 14,760.38 ------~~_.§9 __ 
66,000.00 14,760.38 22.36 

---------------- 60,000.00 ________________ 29,871.88 ______ :!~ .. .z~--
60,000.00 29,871.88 49.79 

66,000.00 14,760.38 22.36 

---------------- 60,000.00 ________________ 29,871.88 ______ :!~---!~--
6,000.00 (15,111.50) 251.86 

------------ 2,694,869.62 ____________ 2,766,715.28 _____ 1_Q?_·_~! __ 
2,694,869.62 2,766,715.28 102.67 

12,153.00 30,288.24 249.22 

------------ 2,682,716.62 ______________ 407,662.05 -------~?--~9 __ 
2,694,869.62 437,950.29 16.25 

2,694,869.62 2,766,715.28 102.67 
____________ 2,694,869.62 ______________ 437,950.29 ------ 16.25 _ 

0.00 2,328,764.99 100.00 
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City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE "lo BDGT 

GL NUMBER BUDGET 09/30/2014 USED ----------------------------------------------........ _____________________________________________________________ .. ____ .. __________________________ _ 

Fund 226 - Rubbish Collection Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Public works 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Transportation 
Public works 

TOT Al Expenditures 
Fund 226 - Rubbish Collection Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

Fund 265 - Drug Law Enforcement Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Police 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
Police 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 265 - Drug Law Enforcement Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

5,395,794.00 5,617,844.04 104.12 
____________________ §.Q_Q~Q.Q ________________ 22,719.72 -- 4,543.94 _ 

5,396,294.00 5,640,563.76 104.53 

887,554.00 221,888.50 25.00 
150,000.00 2,510.00 1.67 

------------ 4,358,739.36 ------------ 1,067,591.49 ------~:l:_.j~--
5, 396,293.36 1,291,989.99 23.94 

5,396,294.00 5,640,563.76 104.53 
____________ 5,396,293.36 ____________ 1,291,989.99 ------~:L~i-

o.64 4,348,573.77 

321,562.82 0.00 0.00 
_______________ 117,500.00 ------------------6,298.23 _________ fi_._~? __ 

439,062.82 6,298.23 1.43 

-------------- 425,062.82 _______________ 102,611.49 ------~~-..1~--
425, 062 .82 102,611.49 24.14 

439,062.82 6,298.23 1.43 

-------------- 425,062.82 _______________ 1 02, 611 .49 -------~1..1~--
14, 000. 00 (96,313.26) 687.95 
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C1ty ofF!int 
Revemie andSxpenditureReport 

for Yeattonate end1ngSeptember30, 2014. 

2Q~4-t$ 
AMENDED v:ro f?ALANCE % £3DQT 

.G.:4"fllJf\i1E<\;:f\ < . ,...- .. "'"- . . • . .·.. ·- .> ·. HUDGGJ •· ... OS/30/2()14 _ \}SER 

Fund 274 N HUD coact. ESG, & HOME GRANTS 

B~Yenµ~$ 
G?h~tzj gtjvernrriefo 
fltt, 
.Building in~pections 
• tr;ar\$P()rl<1for1 

Community developmen:t • 
Urid~1ssifled · 

TQTA~ R:ev€f'lues. 

Ex pen dftures 
•GenersJ goyetrrniel')t 
Fire 
Buikiing lnspediPnS 
transppri~i\}D 
CoinrntJnit'y ge.veloph\ei':,t . 
lJrid}i$Sified ........... 

TOTAL Expenq\tures 
Fund 274 ·· ~'llJD COB{\ ESG, Bi• H0~~5 GRANTS : 
TOTAL REVENUES 
l()lAL tlXPENO!TURtS. 
NET QF REVEMJES & f;XPE:Nl)!TU8E$ 

Revf;<hl.l~f 
Community developm,~t!i 

· TOTAL Revenues 

Expendlti.Jres 
•comrnuntty @\1.(~l0Nt1e(t 

TOTAL Expe(\ditµtes 
Fm;d 295 • Si~ct\m ma Loans: 
T01'AL REVENUES 
TOT/\t EXPEND1Tl.JRES 
NET OF H~VENUES & ~;i<',PENPJT\)RE:$ 

;?1$:.349$1) 100.Citi Q .. 05 
,H,7B$ .. $0 d.00 Q . .0() 

1a2,4s4.86 o . .oo o~oo 
307,422.33 0.00 UJ)O 

li\494.2Q6.1fr 69,77J]1 Q,66 
200toJ}2 0.00 0.00 ...... _ ...... ,.. "':~: ....... ·""·~> ) .. : .. :. ·: 6.: : .. "' .... ......... : ... ·-:: .: ··_.. .. . .. :.r-·· .. 

, 1,$34,238.o? 69,87271 O,.o0 

2ts;:14g,80 :JOJt1a.a1 l4,37 
NJf!§.50 Q.()Q O;U{J 

7B2,4il4.86 6,6/:12 66 O 85 
36\42233 6,·14!t6$ 2.00 

'WA94.~06 .. t6• :$44.772.19 5:19 
20 tH0.02 0.00 0 00 

· 11,s3_f2si:i3f · see.539..34 497 

fl .834,238.fff 69)172.71 0.59 
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City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

Gl NUMBER BUDGET 09/30/2014 USED -----------------------------------------------------------------------.. ------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fund 296 - Other Grants Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Police 
Community development 
Facilities and Maint$nance 
Public works 

TOT Al Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Police 
Community development 
Facilities and Maintenance 
Public works 

TOT Al Expenditures 
Fund 296 - Other Grants Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

Fund 297 - Federal Stimulus Fund 

Revenues 
Community development 

TOT Al Revenues 

Expenditures 
Community development 

TOT Al Expenditures 
Fund 297 - Federal Stimulus Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

14,661.97 0.00 0.00 
2,703,720.08 153,202.62 5.67 

638,585.16 369,016.92 57.79 
1,057,076.23 67,523.18 6.39 

---------------- 50,000.00 ---------------- 49,730.00 ______ .@~ .. !!~. 
4,464,043.44 639,472.72 14.32 

14,661.97 0.00 0.00 
2,703,720.08 855,488.29 31.64 

638,585.16 77,588.27 12.15 
1,057,076.23 14, 111.08 1.33 

---------------- 50' 0 00. 00 ________________________ Q~9.Q _________ 9_ . .Q9 __ 
4,464,043.44 947,187.64 21.22 

4,464,043.44 639,472.72 14.32 
------------4,464,043.44 ______________ 947,187.64 ______ .f-~.:.f-? __ 

0.00 (307,714.92) 100.00 

_______________________ .Q~Q_Q ________________ 87' 662. 04 _____ 1.Q9_._q9 __ 
0.00 87,662.04 100.00 

_______________________ .Q&Q ________________ 87. 662. 04 _____ !QQ_..QQ __ 
0.00 87,662.04 100.00 

0.00 87,662.04 100.00 
________________________ g~g_g ________________ 87,662.04 ____ J_QQ_ . .QQ __ 

0.00 0.00 0.00 
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City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

GL NUMBER BUDGET 09/30/2014 USED ----------------..... -....... -------------------------------------.. ·---.. -- .. --------·-------------------------------------------------------------------
Fund 301 - General Debt Serv(Voted Bonds) 

Revenues 
Transfers in 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
Debt services • interest 
Debt services - principal 

TOTAL Expenditures 
Fund 301 - General Debt Serv(Voted Bonds): 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

Fund 402 - Public Improvement Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Unclassified 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Transfers out 
Debt services • interest 
Debt services - principal 
Public works 

TOTAL Expenditures 
Fund 402 - Public Improvement Fund: 
TOT AL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

-············ 726 '953. 00 --·-··-·········---QJ)_Q_··-···9_._q9_ 
726,953.00 0.00 0.00 

260,000.00 0.00 0.00 

•••••.•••.•••• 466,953.00 ___ ·-····--·········---·Q;9.Q ....... _ 0.00 _ 
726,953.00 0.00 0.00 

726,953.00 0.00 0.00 

-·-·--------- 726' 953. 00 ---·-·················-~9.Q ......... 9 ... Q9 .. 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

2,083,000.00 1,595,223.34 76.58 

•••••••••••••• 767' 957. 00 ---------·--·-··--------Q;9_Q _________ 9_..Q9 .. 
2,850,957.00 1,595,223.34 55.95 

721,900.00 0.00 0.00 
726,953.00 0.00 0.00 
407,104.00 0.00 0.00 
195,000.00 0.00 0.00 

-···----·--·- 800,000.00 -----·---·-- 200,000.01 ··----~§:.Q9 .. 
2,850,957.00 200,000.01 7.02 

2,850,957.00 1,595,223.34 55.95 

•••••••••••• 2,850,957.00 ------···---·- 200,000.01 ···----·-?_._Q? .. 
0.00 1,395,223.33 100.00 
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City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

G L NUMBER ----------------------------------------------------------------------BUDGET _______________ 09/30/2014 ______ US ED 

Fund 542 - Building Inspection Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Building inspections 
Transfers in 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Building inspections 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 542 - Building Inspection Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

Fund 590 - Sewer Fund 

Revenues 
Transfers in 
Unclassified 
Utilities 

TOTAL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Transfers out 
Debt services - interest 
Debt services - principal 
Public works 
Utilities 

TOTAL Expenditures 
Fund 590 - Sewer Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

400,968.00 0.00 0.00 
1,681,000.00 1,394,384.50 82.95 

------------ 313,561.00 ________________ 78,390.24 -----~~.Q9 __ 
2,395,529.00 1,472,774.74 61.48 

1,127,233.00 281,772.75 25.00 
------------ 1,268,295.98 _______________ 199,584.46 _____ _1~.Zi_ 

2,395,528.98 481,357.21 20.09 

2,395,529.00 1,472,774.74 61.48 
----------2,395,528.98 __________ 481,357.21 ______ ~Q;.Q~--

0.02 991,417.53 

0.00 200,000.01 100.00 
3,365,101.75 0.00 0.00 

-------- 28,126,894.00 ------------ 5,350,096.52 ________ 1~_._Q? __ 
31,491,995.75 5,550,096.53 17.62 

5,654,386.00 
1,860,000.00 

695.21 

1,408,436.86 
465,000.00 

0.00 

24.91 
25.00 

0.00 
6,016.23 1,665.36 27.68 

1,990,000.00 0.00 0.00 
---------- 21,980,898.31 ____________ 2,361,741.13 _______ 19_..z1 __ 

31,491,995.75 4,236,843.35 13.45 

31,491,995.75 5,550,096.53 17.62 
________ 31,491,995. 1s ---------- 4 .236, 843. 35 _______ 1_?_.,11:,__ 

0.00 1,313,253.18 100.00 
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City of Flint 

Revenue and Expenditure Report 

For Year to Date ending September 30, 2014 

2014-15 
AMENDED YTD BALANCE % BDGT 

GL NUMBER BUDGET 09/30/2014 USED --------------------------------------------------------......................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

Fund 591 - Water Fund 

Revenues 
General government 
Utilities 

TOT AL Revenues 

Expenditures 
General government 
Transfers out 
Public works 
Utilities 

TOT AL Expenditures 
Fund 591 - Water Fund: 
TOTAL REVENUES 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

TOTAL REVENUES· ALL FUNDS 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES - ALL FUNDS 
NET OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES 

3,150,000.00 8,251 .60 0.26 

··-···-· 37,886,000.00 ··-··-··- 6,217,326.13 _____ J?.-.11.. 
41 ,036,000.00 6,225,577.73 15.17 

5,762,876.00 1,435,671.33 24.91 
3,768,071.00 282,500.01 7.50 
3,190,000.00 0.00 0.00 

-------- 24,932,583.15 ___________ 2,268,352.43 --·---~:19 .. 
37,653,530.15 3,986,523.77 10.59 

41 ,036,000.00 6,225,577.73 15.17 

··-···-· 37,653,530.15 ··-·-···-· :t,986,523.77 ______ 10.59. 
3,382,469.85 2,239,053.96 66.20 

180,036,408.69 42,465,584.32 23.59 
_________ 176,908,852.96 •••••••.•• 28,950, 184.86 ________ t~ .. ~~--

3, 127,555.73 13,515,399.46 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, October 28, 2014 3:20 PM 

Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John 

(DTMB); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); Darnell Earley; Deasy, 
Thomas (MSP); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth 

Murphy; Etue, Kriste (MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Hill, Darryl (MSP); James Tolbert; 
Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); 

Smith, Paul (GOV); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen 

(MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); West, Samantha 

(GOV) 

Conference Call Agenda - Wednesday, October 29, 2014 

Agenda & Attachment 102914 Conf Call with Treasury.pdf 

Please find attached the agenda for the Wednesday, October 29th, 9:00 am conference call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 
Tuesday, October 28, 2014 3:58 PM 
Maxine Murray 
City of Flint Quarterly Update October 2014 
Fact Sheet.PDF 

The City of Flint recently presented a quarterly strategic plan and budget review to the City Council and the public for the 
period July 1-September 30, 2014. We are pleased to report on the progress made despite the significant challenges and 
risks that remain. 

Overall, the City of Flint has a vision and a plan and now it is focused on implementation in order to achieve a stronger 
and financially sound municipal government along with a safer and more stable community. Working together as a team, 
the City of Flint has been successful in the previous quarter in increasing public safety, improving infrastructure, creating 
jobs and development, eliminating blight, engaging citizens and managing financial and administrative challenges. 

The quarterly strategic plan and budget review documents are available on the City's website at www.ciiyofflint.com and I 
encourage you to take a look and become informed on the City's current condition. 

Areas of success noted in the quarterly report overview include: 

m Law enforcement is working hard with growing community support and total homicide victims is down 28% compared 
with 2013. 

m Utilities is managing with an eye toward the future and the construction of the 't<Jf\/A pipeline is underway, on time and 
within budget. 

m Development activities have increased with new facilities under construction at GM Flint Assembly, on the Buick City 
brownfield site with American Pipe, and downtown in the Health and Wellness District. 

m Blighted properties continue to be eliminated, using state and federal funds, and neighborhood volunteer groups have 
removed more than 2 million pounds of trash in major cleanup efforts. 

m The General Fund deficit continues to be reduced, and the City's financial position is stabilized at least for the near 
term. Preliminary projections show the deficit as of June 30, 2014 to be $9 million, a reduction from $12.9 million the 
previous year. 

m Revenues and expenses for the first quarter of FY15 are in line with expectations. 

m Internal restructuring of the City continues at it strives to become efficient, effective, and customer service focused in an 
environment much smaller than in the past. 

m The transition from state oversight to traditional home rule is underway, guided by the Seven Point Plan recently 
enacted. If progress continues as anticipated, the next step in transition will occur in 2015. 



Challenges also continue. The transition from DWSD to the Flint River for the City's temporary supply of water until KWA 
is complete has occurred; however, the work of producing treated water has been complicated by the system's aging 
infrastructure and varying temperatures. A badly needed update to the City's web site is underway; progress has been 
delayed from initial completion targets as the selected vendor was unable to perform necessary tasks. The retiree lawsuit, 
whose outcome can seriously affect the financial solvency of the City, remains unresolved. Work continues to get done 
under difficult circumstances with limited resources, however the new strategic planning process is improving the City of 
Flint's productivity, responsiveness and accountability. 

Another aspect of achieving the City's vision and mission is in governance and administration. Six charter questions are 
on the November 4th ballot that cover a charter commission, mayoral appointees, required offices, and the budget 
process. A fact sheet is attached so that you can be informed on the questions. 

The next quarterly update and budget amendment is expected in January 2015. Stay tuned for that and please contact 
me anytime with questions, suggestions or concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Dayne Walling 

rnayor(@cityofflint.com 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint, Michigan 

FLINT BALLOT QUESTIONS 
FACT SHEET 

ELECTION DAY - NOVEMER 4, 2014 

On November 4, 2014, City of Flint voters will have an opportunity to decide on five charter 
amendment ballot questions, as well as whether to establish a charter review commission. The 
following is intended to provide basic infonnation about these important issues. 

A. What questions are on the Ballot? 

There are six City of Flint Charter questions on the ballot, five charter amendment ballot questions, 
as well as whether to establish a charter review commission. The ballot language for each question 
is noted below. The ballot language is a summary of the proposed action that is approved by the 
State to ensure it is accurate and understandable. The actual change in the Charter is also provided 
for information purposes where applicable. 

A PROPOSAL FOR A GENERAL REVISION OF THE FLINT CITY CHARTER 

Shall there be a general revision of the Flint City Charter? 

AN AMENDMENT TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF MAYORAL PRINCIPAL STAFF APPOINTMENTS 

Shall Flint City Charter §4-202(() be amended to reduce the number of mayoral principal staff 
appointments from no more than ten (10) to no more than five (5)? 

AN AMENDMENT TO REQUIRE BUDGETARY BEST PRACTICES 

Shall Flint City Charter §7-101 be amended to provide that the annual budget presented to City 
Council be accompanied by a budget message explaining the budget, providing for multi-year 
financial plans and revenue projections, and the establishment of a Budget Stabilization Fund? 

AN AMENDMENT TO ELIMINATE FLINT CITY CHARTER SECTION 4-203, EXECUTIVE 

DEPARTMENTS 

Shall Flint City Charter §4-203 be eliminated, which would eliminate the requirement for specific 
executive departments? 

AN AMENDMENT TO ELIMINATE THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 

Shall Flint City Charter §5-101 through §5-205 be eliminated, which would eliminate the Civil 
Service Commission? 

AN AMENDMENT TO ELIMINATE THE OFFICE OF THE OMBUDSMAN 

Shall Flint City Charter §3-501 through §3-517 be eliminated, which would eliminate the Office of 
the Ombudsman? 

City of Flint Law Department Flint Ballot Questions Fact Sheet 2014 1 



B. What is a Charter Review Commission? 

A charter review commission is established in order to consider changing the form of government. 
Often a charter review commission will propose substantial changes to the fotm of government 
with a total revision of the Charter. However, there is no requirement that they do so. 

The establislunent of a charter review commission is a long-term process, which is defined by 
Michigan's Home Rule City Act. (Act 279 of 1909, MCL 117.1, et seq.) The process entails 
several steps: 

a) First, voters must decide whether to establish a charter review commission. That is 
the decision Flint voters will make on November 4, 2014. 

b) If voters decide in favor of a charter review commission, then candidates for the charter 
review commission will have a period of time to submit nomination petitions. In this 
case, each candidate will need to submit a minimum of 246 valid signatures. 

c) A second election will be held to elect nine (9) members to the charter review 
commission. 

d) The charter review commission will then meet, analyze the Charter and, after an 
extensive period of careful study, either propose a new charter or take no action. 

e) If the charter review commission proposes a new charter, it is placed on the ballot for 
Flint voters to decide. Flint voters will have the right to accept or reject the proposed 
new charter. 

A charter review commission has independent authority to decide if any revisions to the Charter 
are necessary and, if so, what revisions should be made. 

C. What is a Charter Amendment? 

A charter amendment is a modification of an existing charter section. An amendment does not 
modify the fonn of government. Rather, an amendment addresses a needed change in a particular 
section of the charter. Even if all of the proposed amendments are approved by voters, the City of 
Flint will continue to have a strong mayor form of government, with the powers of the Mayor and 
City Council unchanged. The current Charter has been amended numerous times since 1974. 

D. How did these questions get on the Ballot? 

The ballot questions are the culmination of months of dedicated efforts by the Blue Ribbon 
Committee on Governance Reform, a research and study group composed of twenty-two members, 
more than 75% of whom are Flint residents including Mayor Dayne Walling and Councilman 
Bryant Nolden. These residents, like many in our community, are very concerned about the future 
of Flint. They carefully analyzed and debated Flint's govenunent, and considered various ways 
the Charter might be revised to allow the City to maintain fiscal stability and improve governance. 
The BRC concluded its mission by preparing a report which can be read at: www.cityofflint.com. 
The report includes numerous recommendations including, among other things, six ballot 
questions that were approved by the Emergency Manager to be placed on the ballot. 

City of Flint Law Department Flint Ballot Questions Fact Sheet 2014 2 



E. Additional Information 

On November 4, 2014, Flint voters will have a momentous opportunity to shape the future of their 
city. In determining whether the current City Charter should be revised, they have the power to 
set in motion changes to a governmental structure that has existed for forty years. Voters will also 
have the power to amend existing provisions of the Charter. These amendments, if adopted, would 
modify certain functions of government, but would not change the form of government. All of the 
proposed amendments would benefit the financial condition of Flint. With both a charter review 
commission and charter amendments, Flint voters face significant decisions about their 
government, and careful study and deliberation are warranted. 

City of Flint Law Department Flint Ballot Questions Fact Sheet 2014 3 



1. Charter Revision Question 

A charter review commission is established in order to consider changing the form of govermnent. 
Often a charter review commission will propose substantial change·s to the form of government 
with a total revision of the Charter. However, there is no requirement that they do so. 

The establishment of a charter review commission is a long-tenn process, which is defined by 
Michigan's Home Rule City Act. (Act 279 of 1909, MCL 117.1, et seq.) The process entails 
several steps: 

a) First, voters must decide whether to establish a charter review commission. That is 
the decision Flint voters will make on November 4, 2014. 

b) If voters decide in favor of a charter review commission, then candidates for the charter 
review commission will have a period of time to submit nomination petitions. In this 
case, each candidate will need to submit a minimum of 246 valid signatures. 

c) A second election will be held to elect nine (9) members to the charter review 
commission. 

d) The charter review commission will then meet, analyze the Charter and, after an 
extensive period of careful study, either propose a new charter or take no action. 

e) If the charter review commission proposes a new charter, it is placed on the ballot for 
Flint voters to decide. Flint voters will have the right to accept or reject the proposed 
new charter. 

A charter review commission has independent authority to decide if any revisions to the Charter 
are necessary and, if so, what revisions should be made. The question on the ballot is as follows: 

A PROPOSAL FOR A GENERAL REVISION OF THE FLINT CITY CHARTER 

Shall there be a general revision of the Flint City Charter? 

City of Flint Law Department 

Yes 
No 

Flint Ballot Questions Fact Sheet 2014 4 



2. Amendment: Reduce Mayoral Executive Staff 

This amendment to subsection 4-202(C) proposes reducing the maximum number of mayoral 
principal staff appointments from ten (10) to five (5). If it passes, the Mayor will appoint fewer 
individuals as staff. 

AN AMENDMENT TO REDUCE IBE NUMBER OF MAYORAL 
PRINCIPAL STAFF APPOINTMENTS 

Shall Flint City Charter §4-202(C) be amended to reduce the number of 
mayoral principal staff appointments from no more than ten (10) to no 
more than five (5)? 

City of Flint law Department 

Yes 

No 

Flint Ballot Questions Fact Sheet 2014 5 



3. Amendment: Require Budgetary Best Practices 

This amendment to subsection 7-101 would require that the annual budget presented to City 
Council be accompanied by a budget message prepared by the Mayor. The budget message would 
explain the budget and provide for a multi-year financial plan and revenue projections. 

It would also establish a Budget Stabilization Fund. This fund would be created and added to from 
surpluses within the General Fund. It will be used as a "rainy day fund" for when the City faces 
future economic downturns, recessions, or financial difficulties. 

AN AMENDMENT TO REQUIRE BUDGETARY BEST PRACTICES 

Shall Flint City Charter § 7-101 be amended to provide that the annual 
budget presented to City Council be accompanied by a budget message 
explaining the budget, providing for multi-year financial plans and 
revenue projections, and the establishment of a Budget Stabilization 
Fund? 

Yes 

No 

This charter amendment would add language to the Charter Sec. 7-101 BUDGET as follows. 

Sec. 7-101 BUDGET. 
Current: A. On or before the first (1st) Monday in April of each year, the Mayor shall submit to 
the City Council a: proposed annual budget for the next fiscal year which shall begin on July 1. 

Add: B. The Mayor's message shall explain the budget both in fiscal terms and in tenns of the 
work programs, demonstrating how spending priorities are guided by and adherent to the City's 
Master Plan. It shall outline the proposed financial policies of the City for the ensuing fiscal year 
and the impact of those policies on future years. It shall describe the important features of the 
budget, indicate any major changes from the current year in financial policies, expenditures, and 
revenues together with the reasons for such changes, summarize the City's debt position, including 
factors affecting the ability to raise resources through debt issues, and include such other material 
as the Mayor deems desirable. 

City of Flint Law Department Flint Ballot Questions Fact Sheet 2014 6 



C. The budget shall provide a complete three (3) year financial plan of all City funds and activities, 
with five (5) years ofrevenue projections, and, except as required by law or this Charter, shall be 
in such fonn as the Mayor deems desirable or the City Council may require for effective 
management and an understanding of the relationship between the budget and the City's strategic 
goals. The budget shall begin with a clear general summary of its contents; shall show in detail 
all estimated income, indicating the proposed property tax levy, and all proposed expenditures, 
including debt service, for the ensuing fiscal year; and shall be so arranged as to show comparative 
figures for actual and estimated income and expenditures of the current fiscal year and actual 
income and expenditures of the preceding fiscal year. It shall indicate in separate sections: 

1. The proposed goals and expenditures for current operations, detailed for each fund by 
department or by other organization unit, and program, purpose or activity, method of 
financing such expenditures, and methods to measure outcomes and performance related 
to the goals; 

2. Proposed longer-term goals and capital expenditures, detailed for each fund by department 
or by other organization unit when practical, the proposed method of :financing each such 
capital expenditure, and methods to measure outcomes and performance related to the 
goals; and 

3. The proposed goals, anticipated income and expense, profit and loss for each utility or 
other enterprise fund or internal service fund operated by the City, and methods to measure 
outcomes and performance related to the goals. For any fund, the total of proposed 
expenditures shall not exceed the total of estimated income plus carried forward fund 
balance exclusive of reserves. 

D. The City shall establish a budget stabilization fund which shall be separate and distinct from 
the City's general fund. Appropriations to the fund and expenditures from the fund shall be made 
in compliance with Act 30, Public Acts of Michigan of 1978, as amended, being MCL 141.441 et 
seq. 

City of Flint Law Department Flint Ballot Questions Fact Sheet 2014 7 



4. Amendment: Eliminate Executive 
Department Requirements 

Currently, the City Charter Sec 4-203 requires the City to create specific executive departments 
with department heads appointed by the Mayor "to administer the responsibilities of the City for 
public safety, public works, utilities, parks and recreation, transportation including aviation, 
finance, community development, and environmental protection." The proposed amendment 
would eliminate this requirement and in the future, executive departments will be created and 
reorganized by ordinance, when necessary, pursuant to City policy. 

AN AMENDMENT TO ELIMINATE FLINT CITY CHARTER SECTION 4-203, 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS 

Shall Flint City Charter §4-203 be eliminated, which would eliminate the 

requirement for specific executive departments? 

City of Flint Law Department 

Yes 

No 

Flint Ballot Questions Fact Sheet 2014 8 



5. Amendment: Eliminate Civil Service Commission 

This amendment would eliminate the Civil Service Commission. Under the current City Charter, 
the Civil Service Commission provides oversight to the personnel administration of the City 
through a separate staff. The Commission must be staffed at all times, even during periods of 
financial stress. Eliminating the Civil Service Commission and addressing its functions through 
an ordinance would grant the City flexibility to change as City policy is shaped. In addition, 
eliminating the Civil Service Commission will save the City an estimated $187,643 annually. 

AN AMENDMENT TO ELIMINATE THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 

Shall Flint City Charter §5-101 through §5-205 be eliminated, which 

would eliminate the Civil Service Commission? 

City of Flint Law Department 

Yes 

No 

Flint Ballot Questions Fact Sheet 2014 9 



6. Amendment: Eliminate Ombudsman Office 
This amendment would eliminate the Office of the Ombudsman from the City Charter. Under the 
Charter, the Office investigates grievances against City agencies. Currently, the Ombudsman's 
Office must be staffed at all times, even during periods of financial stress. Eliminating the 
Ombudsman will save the City an estimated $635,780 in each adopted two-year budget. 
Eliminating the Ombudsman and addressing its functions through an ordinance would grant the 
City flexibility to change as City policy is shaped. 

AN AMENDMENT TO ELIMINATE THE OFFICE OF THE OMBUDSMAN 

Shall Flint City Charter §3-501 through §3-517 be eliminated, which 

would eliminate the Office of the Ombudsman? 

Yes 

No 

City of Flint Law Department Flint Ballot Questions Fact Sheet 2014 10 



City of Flint, Michigan 

FLINT BALLOT QUESTIONS 
FACT SHEET 

ELECTION DAY - NOVEMER 4, 2014 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Monday, November 10, 2014 3:14 PM 

Carter, Jerry (MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John 

(DTMB); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); Darnell Earley; Deasy, 
Thomas (MSP); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth 

Murphy; Etue, Kriste (MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Hill, Darryl (MSP); James Tolbert; 
Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); 

Smith, Paul (GOV); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen 
(MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne 

(TREASURY); West, Samantha (GOV) 

Treasury Conference Call Agenda 

Agenda 110714 Conf Call with Treasury.docx 

In light of the meeting cancellation, please add to the attached agenda any items/updates from Michigan State 
Police, Governor's Office, or others and share with the group. These updates will be added to the on-going 
agenda. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



Attention Michigan State Police and Governor's Office: please add your agenda items and share with the group. 
These additions, once received, will become part of the on-going agenda. 

City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 
November 12, 2014 CANCELLED 

Redacted 



Redacted 

7) Water Issues 
a) General Motors Water Issues - working through lawyers at this point. We are close to a 

final agreement regarding their level as a customer with the City of Flint. 
b) A meeting with the Department of Environmental Quality was held on October 29. A 

number of steps for continued support were discussed. More follow-up is planned. We 
are awaiting action from the DEQ on getting a message of support out to the public. 

Redacted 



Redacted 
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Jason Lorenz Public Information Officer 
(810) 237-2039 
jlorenz@cityofflint.com 

For Immediate Release 

City of Flint Announces New Timeline for Charter Review Commission Election 

Flint, Michigan - November 10, 2014 - Flint Emergency Manager Darnell Earley issued the following 
statement this morning: 

"Flint City Attorney Peter Bade and outside counsel have had further discussions with election 
law experts regarding the timing of the charter review commission election. Based on changes in 
Michigan election law that became effective in 2014, it has been concluded there is insufficient 
time to submit this matter to the electorate in February, 2015, and achieve the best possible 
outcomes. Accordingly, the charter review commission election will be scheduled in May, 2015. 
This will afford Flint residents additional time to consider this important matter and, for those 
interested in serving on the commission, more time to gather petition signatures." 

The date of the May election and the deadline for submission of nomination petitions will be 
announced shortly. 

Earley further stated, "We want to get this right and provide the citizens of Flint every opportunity be a 
part of this civic engagement process. The extra time to pull together all of the components of such an 
effort should assure a relatively smooth process and produce some candidates ready to roll up their 
sleeves and delve into this very critical exercise in governance and public policy." 

-END-
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, November 25, 2014 3:42 PM 

Carter, Jerry (MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John 

(DTMB); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); Darnell Earley; Deasy, 
Thomas (MSP); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth 

Murphy; Etue, Kriste (MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Hill, Darryl (MSP); James Tolbert; 
Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); 

Smith, Paul (GOV); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen 
(MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne 

(TREASURY); West, Samantha (GOV) 

Bi-Weekly Conference Call Agenda 

Agenda & Attachments 112614 Conf Call with Treasury.pdf 

Please find attached the agenda for the Wednesday, November 26th, 9:00 am conference call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 
November 26, 2014 

Redacted 



Redacted 

7) Water Issues 
a) General Motors Water Issues - working through lawyers at this point. We 

are close to a final agreement regarding their level as a customer with the 
City of Flint. 

b) A meeting with the Department of Environmental Quality was held on 
October 29. A number of steps for continued support were discussed. More 
follow-up is planned. We are awaiting action from the DEQ on getting a 
message of support out to the public. 

Redacted 



Redacted 
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Understanding trends in state revenue sharing with 
local governments in Michigan 
by lvlartin Lavette, business economist 
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other rn!ated fiscal and economic factors, have !ed to budgetary chaHen9es for !oca! 

early 2tJOOs~ 

This Chicago Fed Letter examines the 
general role of state revenue sharing in 
local governments' budgets by focusing 
on the case oflvlichigan. Many observers 
have asserted that: a major contributor 
to the financial difficulties of local 
governments in Michigan has been the 
significant drop in revenue sharing funds 
from 1he state government. T() study 
this assertion, J examine the roots of 
the fiscal problems facing Michigan's 
local governments in recent years and 
the ways in ·which tliese government5 
have been dealing with diminished tax 
revenue bases. 

Michigan's local governments began to 
experience fiscal stress about a decade 
ago, when the state economy started to 
perfonn poorly: More recently~ the fin;m-· 
cial conditions of many local governments 
in Michigan continued to deteriorate 
even as the state government saw sur
pluses following the Great Recession. 
Consequently, multiple units oflocal 
governrnent-----including the City of 
Detroit, fue Detroit Public Schools, and 
the City ofF1int-----have been under tlie 
authority of state-appointed emergency 
managers (EMs), who have the task of 
returning these public entities to fiscal 
solvency. ff an EM determines that fiscal 
solvency cannot be regained tln-ough 
cost-cutting, the selling of asset5, and 

negotiations wi1l1 creditors. that EM 
can ask for state approval to take the 
public entity into bankruptcy proceed
ings, which is '\.Vhat happened with the 
City of Detroi t:. 1 

Current trends 

Revenue sharing programs can come 
under stress when economic: activity 
slows, putting state budgets under 
pressure, which may in turn lead. to 
decreases in revenue sharing with local 
governments.2 To a large extent:, declin
ing revenue sharing in Michigaii has 
been due to the state's weak economy. 
Michigan suffered a one--state recession, 
which began in late 2003 and lasted 
until mid-2009, when the nation's Great: 
Recession also concluded. During the 
one--state recession, Michigan experi-
enced decreases in its own-source reve
rrnes and population, which ultimately 
resulted in declining state revenue shar
ing v,i.th local governments. As seen in 
figure 1, since 2002, local government5 
in Michigan have generally received 
fewer revenue sharing fonds from the 
state v,i.th each passing year. 

The long decline in s1ate funds available 
for revenue sharing wifu localities can 
best be understood by examining incii·
cators ofMicfogan's economy. The 2010 
TJ.S. Census revealed that wfo:higan was 



die only state to lose population during 
the period 2000---10.3 The population 
loss was brought on by a sharply declin
ing job base and a jump in unemploy-
ment. Meanwhile, Michigan's residen1iaJ 
real estate sector suffered a severe down
turn .. Michigan is not commonly identi
fied with the mid-2000s housing price 
bubble. However, Michigan's drop in 
housing market acfr,it)' during that time 
was comparable t:o what happened in 
those places that ,vere hardest hit by the 
housing crisis. Today, new home con
struction in Michigan remains around 
67% below its long-term trend-twice 
the gap tliat: exists between overall -U.S. 
new home construction and its long0 term 
trend.4 And ·with home prices having 
decreased sharply statewide over the 
2006---12 period," taxable home values are 
down significantly. Amid all these difli
culties, retail sales on an annual basis 
were lower in 2009--JO than in 2002-08, 
which meant that the state had fewer 
sales ta,-.,; collections-die primary basis 
of the state's revenue shaxing program.6 

A5 evident in figure 1, tlie state's reve-
nue sharing with local governments in 
Michigan is composed of two part5: a 
portion that is determined by the for
mula set forth in the state constitution 
and a portion that is based on the for
rnula set by the state statutory program 
in place at the time. Since 2002, reve
nue sharing fonds as mandated in tlie 

state constitution have been fairly flat, 
while such fonds from the statutory 
program have fallen sharply. 

Jn Michigan, constitutionally mandated 
state revenue sharing witli local gov
ernments began with tlie passage of an 
amendment to die state cons1itution in 
1946;7 under article IX, section 10 of the 
Michigan Constitution, the state gov
ernment must share sales tax revenue 
with local governments." In 1963, the 
amendment was modified to apportion 
15% of the 4% statewide sales tax reve
rme to local governments on a per cap
ita basis." A locality's population count 
is det:ennined by the U.S. Census Bureau 
and ai~justed by subtracting b0% of the 
number of patients, wards, and convicts 
confined to public-tax-supported insd
t:u1ions within its borders.10 Although 
certain individual units oflocal govern
ment: might: have gotten fewer funds 
from the state under this formulation 
in recent years, the overall levels of 
constitutionally mandated state revenue 
sharing have stayed fairly consistent 
over the past 13 years. 

In contrast, there has been a clear trend 
in falling statutory revenue sharing. 
This pattern can be traced back to the 
early part of the last: decade, when the 
State of Michigan started to face signif
icant budgeUt)' pressures. From then 
on, the state addressed its own fiscal 

problems partly through deep cuts to 
the existing statutory revenue sharing 
program. Over the period 1999-2010, 
st;Hutory revenue sharing amounts were 
distributed according to a formula 
that was based gener.il1y on ta:xable 
home value per capita and populationY 
Hence, those communities most adversely 
affected by economic travails (i.e., those 
that were already experiencing dramatic 
home value declines and population 
flight) tended to have their focal stress 
magnified by the erosion of state revenue 
sharing funds under this distribution 
formula. Shortly after Governor Rick 
Snyder took offi.ce in 201 l, (be Econornic 
Vit:'llity Incentive Prograi'll (E\t1P) becai'lle 
:Michigan's st:at:utory revenue sharing 
program. Local governments that re
ceived revenue sharing funds through 
the EVIP got significantly less than what 
they would have under (be previous 
statutory revenue formula (e.g., in 2012 
and 2013, local governments received a 
combined $173.5 million less than they 
would have). i 2 For fiscal year 2015, the 
City, Village, and Township Revenue 
Sharing (CVTRS) prograrn has replaced 
the Ev1P.13 Like the Ev1P, the CVTRS 
program is likely to fall shon of folly 
restoring statutory revenue sharing 
fonds to levels before wfo:higan 's one
state recession (see figure 1) . Given 
these policy changes, it is easy to see 
why state revenue sharing in Michigan 



has fallen since the early 2000s. As shown 
in figure 2, state revenue sharing as a 
percentage of state spending from state 
resources fell to 56.3% in 2013 from it5 
peak of 64.3% in 2002. 

There is a wider context for understanding 
the impact of Michigan's declining state 
revenue shaxing with localities since the 
early 2000s. In 1994, the state imposed 
a 2 percentage point increase in its sales 
tax (from 4% to 6%) to help fund a 
much--expanded local school aid system 
(as mandated by Proposal A which I 
discuss in more detail later) .1-l And so, 
for most of the 1990s and early 2000s, 
local governments in :Michigan became 
more dependent on state revenue sharing 
than those in most other states·-----and this 
relatively high state dependence remains 
in place today. As seen in panel A of 
figure 3, among comn1uni1ies of states 
in the Seventh Federal Reserve District,15 

local governments in Michigan are the 
most reliant on state funding (witl1 43.3% 
of their budgets fonded by the state); 
among all U.S. communities, M:ichigan 
localities rank fifth in this regard (see 
panel B of figure 3). In fiscal year 5!012, 
state revenue sharing with local govern
ments represented almost three-fifths 
(nearly $lb billion) of all state spending 
from state resources. 1

'' Figure 2 shmvs 
tliat the percentage of state resources 
dedicated to intergovernmental revenue 
sharing has fallen since the beginning 
of Michigan's one-state recession, hut 
has remained above its constitutional 
mandate (of48.97%)Y 

Local fiscal ability 

:tviichigan's economic collapse during 
tlie past decade also directly impacted 

local governments' 
uwn-source revenue
raising ahihti.es. More 
specifically, the deep 
drop in Michigan 
home values greatly 
stressed local budgets 
because local govern
ments depend so 
highly on property 
taxes to fund their 
services. \Vhik local 
own-source revenues 
declined (along with 

revenue sharing funds from the state), 
local government5 were hamstrung in 
raising new revenues themselves from 
their own communi1ies. The 1978 
H.eadlee Amendment to tlie Michigan 
Constitution explicitly forbids the use 
of some alternative revenue sources for 
local governments in Michigan that 
are employed in oilier states: Local 
governments arc limited in their local 
income tax options; tliey may not insti
tute taxes such as sales or motor fuel 
taxes; and their use of the local prop-· 
erty tax is tigh1ly constrained. 18 The 
vast m~jority of st:ates place some limi-· 
ta.tions on the local property tax, but 
Michigan is among the very few with 
all four types of limitations (revenue, 
levy, rate, and assessmentlimit5).19 More 
specifically, local property and other 
local taxes may not he raised v,'itliout 
local voter approval.2° If Michigan's 
property tax revenue base is broadened, 
property tax rates must decrease. If 
property values ( excluding those for 
new construction and improvements) 
increase at a rate greater than infla-· 
tion, property tax rates must: be adjust
ed in order to maintain the same gross 
revenue (changing st:ric1ly in line with 
inflation alone). 21 H.owever, property 
tax rates are alluwed to drop at a rate 
greater than the inflati.on rate. 22 

A related frature currently putting addi
tional fiscal stress on local governments 
is the manner in which Michiga.n sdiools 
are funded. Michigan schools' operating 
expenditures are funded primarily 
through state t:'lX revenues as a result 
of the passage of Proposal A in 1994. 2:; 

While this program shifts the responsi
bili ty for fonding education (equitably 

across school distxicts) to the state, it also 
exposes local education funding to any 
budget difficulties d ie state may expe
rience. After Michigan's recession began 
in 2003, state revenue sharing to local 
school districts decreased. And despite 
Michigan's economic: rebound since mid-
2009, local school districts remain fiscally 
challenged, in part because of recent 
spikes in teacher retirement: costs. 24 

Conclusion 

'Nhile economic downturns clearly put 
pressure on state and local governments 
alike, in Michigan's case tliey have also 
added volatility and uncertainty into the 
revenue relationships between state and 
local governments. Because of changes to 
:Michigan's st:at:utmy revenue sharing 
program and ta'{ code, local government 
officials have become increasingly un
cert:"Lin that statutory revenue sharing vvill 
reach pre-2003 levels. Local goverrunent5 
in Michigan may be forced to adjust what 
their services prograrns can deliver be-> 
cause of expected lower amounts of state 
aid over the medium term and possibly 
the long term. Meanwhile, Michigan 
localities' latitude to rnaintain their own 
programs with their ow11 revenue sources 
is seemingly limited by law~ 
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For more details on Detroit's bankruptcy 
ftling, see www.chicagofed.org/ 
webpages I publications/ chicago__.fed __ 
letter/2013/novcrnber_316.di:n. 

2 Other research has found the tendency of 
state governments to cut local government 
aid during times of economic stress; see, 
e.g., http://publius.oxforcljournals.org/ 
content/ early/2013/11/17/publius. 
pjt039.foll (available by subscription). 

3 See table l on p. 2 ofwww.census.gov/ 
prod/ cen 2010 /briefs/ c201 Obr-0 l. pdf. 

4 Aut11or's calculations based on data from 
the U.S. Census BureaLL 

r, Ibid. 

" See exhibit 3 on p. 8 ofwww.michig.m.gov/ 
docum.en ts I treasury/ 
Sa1csUseia.xRcport20l 2_ 432538_ 7. pdf 

'
1 Seep. 9 ofhttp://sites.udel.edu/ninadavid/ 

files/2013/09/POLICYSTUDIO-
CONSTITUTIONAL-REVENUE
SHARING-REPORI'.FINAL-SEPT2012.pdf. 

See w1,w1.legislature.mi .gov/ 
(S(e04gak55sqo4h455o5bbamvb)) / 
mileg.aspx?page=get:Object&objectNarne 
=mcl-Artic le-IX-10. 

"Ibid. 
00 See www.mi.gov/ 

treasury/0,1607, 7-121-l 751 ___ 2197-5658--,00. 
html. 

:, 'For the fiscal year (J:<Y) 1999 statutory 
revenue skuing formula, sec 
w1,rw.michigan.gov/treasury/ 
0,4679,7-121-1751_2197-5658-,00.html. 

Michigan's statutory revenue sharing 
formula was frozen in Fl:'2001 because of 
the recession back then. Over the period 
I•Y2001-10, local governments' statutory 
revenue sharing payment: v,r.is based on 
their 2000 receipt of statutory revenue 
sharing funds plus Michigan's state 
budget; see 21cth slide of w1,w,1.crcmich. 
org/PUBLICAT/2010s/2012/EMU_ 
USRS __ History __ Ql-31-12.pdf. 

'
2Author's calculations based on data from 
www.rnichigan.gov/ documents/ 
ActuaJEstPaym~nts __ 3018 ___ 7. 
pdfr:20130801162626. 

' 3 See www.plantemoran.com/perspectives/ 
articles/2014/Pages/ evip-update-;md--tif
reimbursemen Heport.ing-deadiine .aspx 
andwww.michigan.gov/documents/ 
tre;i.sury /Detailed __ Guidance __ FYI 5 __ 
cvr_ 468245_7. pdf. 

' 4 See www.chicagokd.org/ digital_assets/ 
publications/ cbicago __ fed_Jetter/2004/ 
dljune2004 __ 203.pdf. 

"The Seventh District comprises all of Iowa 
and most of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, 
and V/isconsin. 

:,ssee www.crcmich.org/ 
PlJBUCAT/2010s/2012/sbn20l.2-03.html. 

'
7 See note 5 on last page ofwww.michig.m.gov/ 
documents/fy0l ___ sec ___ 30 __ report __ 34917 __ 7 .pdf. 

'
8 See http://crcmich.org/TaxOutline/ 
index.html and www.mid1ig.mtownships.org/ 
revenue __ sources.asp. 'i,\lhile the Headlee 

Amendment has limited local revenue-raising 
powers, it does sel state revenue and spending 
limits and prohibits the state from reducing 
its share of aid to local governments below 
a certain ll!Ieshokl or from shifting a t,Jx 
burden to them; see www.mackinac.org/55'H. 

19 Pew Charitable Trusts, 2012, "The local 
squeeze: Falling revenues and growing 
demand for services challenge cities, counties, 
and school districts," report, Washington, 
DC,June; and www.lincolninst.edu/ 
subcen te rs/ significan t-fcaturcs--p roperty-
tax/Rep ort __ State ___ Summaries. aspx. 

20 See http:/ /legislature.mi.gov/ doc. 
aspx?md-Article-IX-31. 

2
' Seep. 512 ofhttp://ippsr.msu.edL1/ 
publications/SOSSGrowtJ1.pdf. Also, the 
Headlee Amendment states that property 
t,L,.es cannot increase annually bv more than 
5% or the inflation rate, whichever is Jess; 
see www.rmnl.org/resourccs/publications/ 
one __ pagers/opp __ headlee ___ override.pdf. 

n See w1,w,1.clin ton--coun ty.org/Departments / 
Eq ualiza tion/ProposalATaxable Value 
DecliningRealEstat:e.aspx. 

2°' For further details on Proposal A, see 
www.michigan.gov/ documents/ 
propa __ 3172 __ 7.pdf. 

24 See www.freep.com/article/20l40203/ 
NEWS06/302030053/ 
Snydcr-education-fonding-increase
Michigan. 



Demo Request of MSHDA: Flint Eligibility Status Nov. 26, 2014 

Last October, the City of Flint adopted its first Master Plan since 1960. On the heels of the adoption, the City 
began development of a blight elimination framework, which prioritizes blight elimination activities based upon 
the new land use or "place types" in the Master Plan. This framework has gotten widespread community 
support with the goal of eliminating blight within the City in five years. Businesses, institutions, and residents 
are already pledging their support to help eliminate blight whether it is vacant lot maintenance or residential 
rehabilitation. Still the largest cost continues to be demolition and will require significant governmental 
resources. 

Given the significant challenges Flint faces due to extreme population loss over several decades, we are 
requesting that the City is considered for additional MSHDA resources for demolition. Even after the 
Hardest Hit Fund and Michigan Blight Elimination Grant are expended completing a total of 2,037 demolitions, 
the City will have an additional 6,000 properties in need of demolition. Of these properties, 1610 properties will 
come to the Land Bank on January 1, 2015 (see map of properties attached). We are also working on code 
enforcement of privately held properties in need of demolition, which tend to impact our "tipping point" 
neighborhoods more dramatically. As we work through the code enforcement process, these properties are 
increasingly being transferred to the Land Bank. Thus, the 1610 properties in need of demolition will go up. 
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Demolition Update for Flint, Michigan - November 2014 

Flint's current administrative capacity and its data-driven blight elimination strategy leave it opportunistically poised for 
continuing to successfully removing blight through demolition. 

The City of Flint and the Genesee County Land Bank (GCLBA) have led demolition in Flint over the last ten years 
through a strong partnership. Together, the two demolished more than 4,000 blighted structures in Flint through the year 
2013. Over the last eighteen months this capacity for administering demolition has greatly increased. The GCLBA is 
successfully administering $26.41 million of funding for demolition in Flint, which will remove more than 2,000 blighted 
structures in record time. 

In 2014 the City of Flint released Beyond Blight: City of Flint Comprehensive Blight Elimination Framework. This data
driven Framework quantifies the scale of blight in Flint today, identifies roles and responsibilities for a collaborative 
approach, and provides priorities and strategies for eliminating blight in Flint in alignment with the City's new Master 
Plan. The Framework includes a five-year demolition strategy. The Framework and its demolition strategy have been 
touted as models for approaching and prioritizing blight elimination broadly, and demolition specifically. 

Figure 1: Place-Based Demolition in Flint, Michigan 

Place Type Structures in Need of Demolition Cost of Needed Demolition 

Residential Commercial Total Residential Commercial Total 

TOTAL 5028 432 5460 $50,280,000 $21,600,000 $71,880,000 

Demolition in Hardest Hit Fund Areas 

• Demolition in the Hardest Hit Fund areas aligns with the top priorities of Flint's Blight Elimination Framework. 

These areas comprise a subset of the Tier 1 areas in the table above. More specifically, Hardest Hit Fund areas 

include Neighborhood Centers, the vast majority of Traditional Neighborhoods, Green Neighborhoods with 

greater occupancy, the majority of Mixed Residential areas, the University Avenue Core, and the majority of City 

Corridors. 

• Given the recent large investment in the Hardest Hit Fund areas, remaining blighted structures in these areas 

are the first priority for demolition. 

o $30,720,000 needed to remove all blighted structures in Hardest Hit Fund areas. 

o $8,860,000 needed to demolish 662 (606 residential and 56 commercial) remaining blighted Land Bank 

structures in the Hardest Hit Fund areas, including structures the Land Bank will receive on January 1, 

2015. 

o $21,850,000 needed to demolish 1,653 (1,520 residential and 133 commercial) remaining blighted 

structures, privately owned, in the Hardest Hit Fund areas. 
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Demolition of blighted and dangerous properties within Flint neighborhoods was identified as a top 
priority during Master Plan community engagement input sessions. In 2013 the Genesee County 
Land Bank Authority received two grants totaling roughly $23.8 million to demolish blighted 
residential and commercial structures, the vast majority of which are located in Flint. Accordingly, 
roughly 1,600 blighted structures will be demolished between the fall of 2013 and the spring of 
2015, according to the guidelines and requirements of the two funding sources. Because the 
demolition of these properties is funded and under way they are not included in the calculation of 
needed demolition and are considered demolished moving forward in this framework. There are 
still approximately 5,028 houses and 432 commercial buildings that will need to be demolished 
over the next five years at a cost of roughly $71.88 million. Additional expected funding for 
demolition over the next five years totals only $2.5 million ($500,000 of City of Flint CDBG funding 
annually), leaving a $69.38 million gap for demolition. Thus, pursuing funding for demolition is a 
top priority for the next five years. Demolition accounts for 66% of the total cost of removing blight 
over the next five years. Furthermore, although government agencies will typically take the lead on 
demolition, partnerships between government and institutions should be created and solidified for 
a complementary demolition approach. 

COLLABORATION BETWEEN PARTNERS 

Residents 
Residents should support demolition by reporting both properties in need of demolition and 
improperly completed demolition projects to local government. 

Local Government 
Because the vast majority of demolition in Flint is needed for blight removal and not 
redevelopment, government will lead demolition throughout the city. 

Institutions 
Institutions such as non-profit organizations, churches, and places of learning and higher 
education and should support demolition by purchasing and demolishing nearby blighted 
properties in coordination with government agencies. 

Community Groups 
Residents should support demolition by reporting both properties in need of demolition and 
improperly completed demolition projects to local government. Community groups should 
also share information about demolition efforts with other community members. 

Businesses and Developers 
Like institutions, businesses and developers can support demolition by purchasing and 
demolishing nearby blighted properties. While businesses and developers will lead 
demolition for redevelopment purposes, government will likely support demolition for 
redevelopment given property values and market conditions in Flint. 
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This chart directs citywide demolition for neighborhood stabilization in Flint by outlining priorities 
according to place type and depicting the connections between place types, methods, and 
partners. Place types are organized into three prioritized tiers and are listed in descending order on 
the left side. Yellow boxes provide descriptions of demolition methods for each tier and its place 
types. Blue boxes identify responsible partners for each tier and its place types. 

Priority Chart for Neighborhood Stabilization 

Neighborhood Center 
Traditional Neighborhood 
Green Neighborhood 
Mixed Residential 
University Avenue Corridor 
City Corridor 

Community Open Space 
Green Innovation 

Downtown District 
Commerce & Employment Center 
Production Center 
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ACTION STEPS AND POTENTIAL STRATEGIES 

• Actively pursue funding for demolition to fill the gap between funding needed to demolish blighted structures over 
the next five years and funding currently available. 

• Develop demolition plans in line with the priority chart and place type descriptions provided in this framework. 
• Prioritize demolition within place types according to block-level occupancy. Prioritize demolishing blighted 

structures on blocks with higher occupancy. See vacancy by block maps for Traditional Neighborhoods on page 62 
and Green Neighborhoods on page 66. 

• Review and revise demolition infill specifications to reduce future maintenance and infrastructure costs. 
• Refrain from boarding vacant properties planned and funded for demolition. Board vacant properties identified for 

demolition but not funded. 
• Ensure collaboration between local government and University Avenue Core institutions. The demolition recently 

completed by the institutions in the University Ave Core is a leading example of a cross-sector demolition 
partnership. 93 properties are in need of demolition in this place type: 91 residential and 2 commercial structures 
costing approximately $1,010,000 total. Plans should be developed with University Avenue Core institutions to 
complete this demolition over the next five years. 

• Direct any deconstruction projects to Green Innovation sites to precede Green Innovation pilot projects. 
• Incorporate demolition into an online Problem Property portal (see page X for more details). Consider creating an 

online demolition-tracking tool. 
• Consider establishing a matching fund for demolition whereby private parties (residents, businesses, community 

organizations, institutions, etc.) can contribute money towards demolition in a particular place type that will be 
matched by one or more local foundations. Consider a specific request to homeowners in Traditional 
Neighborhoods. If each homeowner in Traditional Neighborhoods contributed $300 to a matching fund, all 
residential structures in need of demolition could be demolished in Traditional Neighborhoods. 

F!VE~YEAR BENCH MARKS FOR BLIGHT EUM!NAT!ON 

• 1,400 blighted residential • 2,800 additional blighted • 1,445 additional blighted 
structures demolished, 25% of the residential structures demolished, residential structures demolished, 
total needed completing 75% of the total completing 100% of the total 

• 98 blighted commercial structures needed needed 
demolished, 25% of the total • 196 additional blighted commercial • 96 additional blighted commercial 
needed structures demolished, completing structures demolished, completing 

75% of the total needed 100% of the total needed 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

FYL 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:58 PM 
Roberts, John (GOV) (robertsj9@michigan.gov); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
(muchmored@michigan.gov) 
FW: Closing Memorandum 
Closing Memorandum 091013.pdf 

From: Michael Brown [rnailto:rnbrown@cityofflint.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:56 PM 
To: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Dillon, Andy (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) 
Subject: Closing Memorandum 

Good afternoon: 

Please find attached my Closing Memorandum. 

Thank you. 

Michael K. Brown 
Emergency Manager 
City of Flint 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, Michigan 48502 
810.766.7346 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



September 10, 2013 

To: Governor Rick Snyder, Treasurer Andrew Dillon 

From: Michael K. Brown, Emergency Manager, City of Flint 

Subject: CLOSING MEMORANDUM 

It has been a pleasure for me to serve the citizens of Flint for the past twenty-two months and I 
thank you for the opportunity to serve as Emergency Manager. 

I have worked hard to begin a cultural change to both improve the approach to city government's 
interaction with citizens and to encourage a wider range of citizen participation. It is important to 
me that the next generation of leaders (I have called them emerging leaders) not be from the 
same mold as the old leaders and have the opportunity to assume positions of responsibility as 
we set a path to the future for Flint. A significant number of my leadership team is comprised of 
Flint residents who are committed to the future of their city. While this approach has meant that 
some things may have taken longer to achieve than it might otherwise take, it has been with the 
realization that changing the culture of City Hall is imperative if history is not to repeat itself. 

I have also tried to champion citizen participation throughout my tenure as Emergency Manager. 
Collectively, hundreds of people have been involved: in the Advisory Teams for Public Safety, 
Infrastructure, Financial, and Legacy issues which I established in January 2012; in the nine ward 
public meetings held in February-March 2012; in the Police and Fire Protection millage campaign 
in Fall 2012; and in the Master Planning process which has involved citizen participation in 
numerous meetings held throughout the City over the past year. I have attached a list of some of 
these individuals who have worked on my advisory groups and the millage team. 

As our regularly submitted reports to the Department of Treasury have documented, we have 
made substantial progress in putting the city on a path to solvency and resolving the financial 
emergency. Many achievements are detailed in the latest Financial and Operating Report which 
was submitted to the Department of Treasury on June 30, 2013. Significant achievements over 
the past twenty-two months include: 

A. Financial 
1. Developing. adopting and operating with a balanced budget for FY13 - the 

first time in seven years that the City of Flint has lived within a balanced 
budget. 

2. Significantly improving the City's cash flow - More than $40 million in cash on 
hand as of September 2, 2013 is significantly better than the approximate 
$10 million on hand in December 2011. The $10 million in cash at that time 
was due primarily to an $8 million loan from the state in the form of Fiscal 
Stabilization Bonds. 

3. Significantly reducing Other Post Employment Benefits (OPES) liabilities by 
more than $500 million - a 60% reduction. Not only have we significantly 
reduced legacy costs by more than 60%, we also have a plan for further 
reducing legacy costs, as detailed in recent presentations to the Department 
of Treasury 



4. Significantly reducing pension administration costs and improving investment 
returns by moving administration of the City's pension fund to the Municipal 
Employees Retirement Fund, while also changing the structure of future 
pension benefits which will reduce future pension liabilities 

5. Developing a plan for and implementing a reduction in the City's $19.1 million 
deficit ahead of schedule. At the end of FY12, we presented a plan to the 
State Treasurer for eliminating the $19.1 million deficit within 5 years. Based 
on preliminary year end results for FY13, we are ahead of the scheduled 
reduction since it appears that FY 13 will end with a surplus of revenues over 
expenses by approximately $3 million. This will likely reduce the $19.1 million 
deficit to the $16 million range. Had the Department of Treasury authorized 
the borrowing of $12 million as contained in the approved FY12 Deficit 
Elimination Plan, the remaining deficit would now be closer to $4 million. 

6. Developing a five year financial projection which maps out the continuing 
financial challenges Flint will face, regardless of who is in charge. With FY 14 
balanced and adopted, development of the FY15 budget - which will without 
doubt be the most challenging of the next few years - is underway. In the 
process of developing the multi-year projection, it has also become clear that 
the path for Flint's financial solvency will require additional sources of 
revenue in addition to further reductions in legacy costs. We have identified a 
path for further reductions in legacy costs, and we have also identified an 
increase in the local income tax as the most promising and realistic source of 
new revenue. Unfortunately the Treasurer has not supported that initiative. 

7. Stabilizing Police and Fire Protection revenue. Since being appointed in 
2011, it has been clear thatthe stabilization and enhancement of public 
safety is the top priority in the City of Flint. Many steps have been taken to 
achieve this, including securing voter approval of a·6 mill property tax 
increase by a margin of 57% to 43%. Additionally, by ordinance the City must 
now appropriate no less than 55.5% of General Fund revenues for Police 
and Fire budgets. The FY 14 budget dedicates more than 60% of General 
Fund revenues to these purposes, and exceeds 80% when 9-1-1 and District 
Court funding is included. As a result, staffing for police and fire personnel 
was maintained at current levels in spite of the significant staffing reductions 
necessary to balance both the FY13 and FY14 budgets. Unfortunately, 
without a new source of revenue in FY1 5, it is unlikely that can continue. 

8. Resolving Federal Government liabilities - More than $7 million in questioned 
grant costs prior to the EM's appointment in December 2011 have been 
resolved - as documented by the OIG report and HUD findings. 

9. Reorganizing City operations - The City workforce has been reduced by 
more than 25% as the City has faced its financial challenges. Doing so while 
still providing for the delivery of city services has required restructuring work 
processes and organizational alignments, as well as the increased use of 
technology. These changes have been made in the context of a newly 
developed strategic plan which identifies the key functions and objectives of 
the City. 

B. Public Safety 
1. Opening of the Flint Lock-up. The lock-up opened the week of October 1, 

2012. Public Safety Director Lock recommended selection of the Genesee 
County Sheriff as the operator of the Flint lock-up. Lock also recommended 
that the lock-up be made available to all policing agencies operating within 
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Genesee County for warrants and fresh charges, both felony and 
misdemeanor. Well over one thousand outstanding warrants are being 
cleared each month. This funding by the State has been very much 
appreciated and very beneficial to the City. 

2. Creating the Criminal Justice System Advisory Council chaired by Chief 
Judge Richard Yuille. In September 2012 the first meeting of the Criminal 
Justice System Advisory Council (CJSAC) was held. Eight workgroups were 
established. Through these work groups a number of cooperative projects, 
streamlined operations and new collaborations have been identified and 
numerous projects continue to move forward. 

3. Completing the transition to 800 MHz public safety communications system. 
All Public Safety departments were operational on the 800 MHz 
communications system in December of 2012. Flint Public Safety is now 
compatible with the communications system used throughout Genesee 
County and with the Michigan State Police. 

4. Securing public safety grants totaling over $11 million (not including State 
funded Lock-up). A $6.9 million SAFER grant to employ thirty-nine firefighters 
for two years was received in May 2012. The Mott Foundation has granted 
the City over $1.8 million for several public safety initiatives. The Treasurer's 
Office through the C-GAP funding awarded the City $1.8 million to construct 
a 9-1-1 simulcast communications tower in April 2013. Homeland Security 
awarded Flint a total of $615,000 for 9-1-1 console upgrades and purchase 
of new radios for the 800 MHZ transition. 

5. Up-grading Police Department technology to improve data-driven decision 
making and capability for overall communications with Law Enforcement 
agencies at all levels of government. The Mott Foundation funded MSU 
Training & Technical Assistance Team conducted a technology audit which 
provided a road map of upgrades necessary to ensure that officers and 
firefighters can take maximum advantage of the tools already provided to 
them. New World Systems, Flint's records management system, required 
server and switch upgrades before the New World update could be made. 
Each of these components has now been completed and the use of the full 
feature set of New World is being implemented throughout the FPD. 

6. Implementing 12 hour shifts for Police Patrol Officers which put more officers 
on the street and vastly reduced overtime in the department. 

7. Taking major steps toward the reconsolidation of the Flint City 9-1-1 with the 
Genesee County 9-1-1 consortium. The C-GAP grant to build the 
communications tower will enhance system coverage for the entire County. 

8. Improving Public Safety Response Recently compiled statistics for FBI Part 
One violent crimes show significant improvements have resulted from the 
implementation of many public safety initiatives. Overall violent crime is down 
an average of 24% in the first six months of 2013 vs. the first six months of 
2012. 

C. Infrastructure (this area includes water and sewer, waste collection, roads and 
streets, bridges, parks, facilities as well as commercial and residential demolition 
targets and blight in general) 
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1. Stabilizing funding for water and sewer systems. This enterprise fund 
plunged from a $60 million dollar positive balance in 2007 to a $23M deficit in 
2012. By raising water and sewer rates more than 25%, reorganizations and 
improving technologies we have been able to stop the bleeding and stabilize 
funding for the long term. 

2. Significantly improving the process and cost of providing the Flint and 
Genesee County region with water by joining the KWA. Working with the 
County Drain Commissioner and others, we have begun this long awaited 
KWA project, which will result in several hundred million dollars in cost 
decreases to residents and businesses. I want to acknowledge former 
Emergency Financial Manager Edward Kurtz for his work and detailed 
analysis which brought this complicated process to a decision point. 

3. Reducing costs for Waste Collection and implementing Recycling. By moving 
to a fee for service and contracting with the private sector waste collection 
vendor, we eliminated a General Fund subsidy of more than $1 million 
annually, and for the first time ever we are able to offer city-wide curbside 
recycling. 

4. Finalizing the Smith Village construction project. This housing development 
project has languished for over ten years, important deadlines were ignored 
and Flint was in serious difficulty with HUD. Ed Kurtz cleaned up this tangled 
project, changed developers, and moved this project significantly toward its 
final steps. Thirty-six residences have been completed, seven have been 
sold and ten purchase agreements are ln process. 

5. Updating of City's 50 year old Master Plan Mayor Walling and Chief Planner 
Megan Hunter have coordinated a city-wide, tremendously inclusive planning 
effort. Hundreds of Flint citizens have worked on sub-committees, attended 
visioning sessions and worked hard to develop a plan for a revitalized Flint. 

6. Reducing overtime costs in the Utilities division, by implementing new 
technology and reorganizations. Examples include planned elimination of the 
solid waste incinerator and electronic monitoring of the Third Ave. Pumping 
Station. 

7. Disposing of unused inventory and facilities. Auctions have been used to 
eliminate surplus equipment and vehicles while city facilities which are no 
longer required and which we can not afford to operate are being sold or 
leased. 

8. Contracting management of city golf courses and Senior Centers in order to 
reduce city costs and still provide access to residents . 

Achieving this level of success in twenty-two months has been extremely challenging. Obstacles 
have arisen from many sources. The team in Flint has taken on each challenge and worked with 
a single-mindedness to keep Flint on the path to sustainability. We firmly believe that with 
continued effort, Flint City government can once again become a financially stable organization 
capable of delivering quality municipal services to it residents, businesses, and visitors. This route 
will involve continued cost reductions, investments in technology and personnel, and additional 
sources of revenues . The alternative of bankruptcy is not the right path - it is expensive, time 
consuming, and the outcome is uncertain. 

There are several major issues which are currently on the horizon. The shortage of revenue to 
balance the FY15 Budget is the primary issue. Public Safety staffing is still at unacceptably low 
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levels and with current financial conditions it is likely that the number of police officers and 
firefighters will be reduced in order to achieve a balanced budget. This likelihood is enhanced by 
the pending expiration of the FEMA SAFER grant which supports the wages and benefits of 39 
firefighters. 

Blight is an on-going major issue in Flint. We have few resources and blight issues range from 
unmowed to demolition necessary properties. Flint recently received $20 million in Federal 
"Hardest Hit" funds to demolish approximately 1600 residences, yet we have 20,000 abandoned 
homes and hundreds of vacant commercial properties. 

There has been disagreement within the community regarding the appointment of an Emergency 
Manager, about the diffrcult choices which were made to impose higher water and sewer rates, 
street lighting assessment and waste collection fees, and about other decisions. Yet, there has 
been no civil unrest, as threatened by a few voices. There was significant support to increase 
property taxes in an economically distressed city, because voters saw that this was the right 
choice for Flint. 

With the changes of the magnitude needed to address Flint's conditions, there is no doubt 
controversy, disagreement, and anger can result. Often, the most vocal represent the fewest 
number. I have worked with many in the City of Flint who understand the severity of our condition 
and the scope of effort necessary to address it. If you have questions about the support given for 
the direction I have taken to restore Flint to financial solvency, I offer the names of the following 
citizens for you to contact: 

1. Sheryl Thompson, former OHS Director 
2. Lawrence Moon, CEO Moon Funeral Home 
3. Clarence Pierce, CEO Hamilton Community Health Center 
4. Tim Herman, CEO Flint Genesee Chamber of Commerce 
5. Dick Shaink, President Mott Community College 
6. Kenyetta Dotson, local neighborhood activist 
7. Diana Kelly, Building Neighborhood Partnerships Coordinator 
8. Ravi Yalamanchi, CEO Metro Community Development 
9. Ruth Person, Chancellor University of Michigan-Flint 
10. Phil Peters, CFO, Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 
11. Jamie Gaskin, President, United Way of Genesee County 
12. Pastor Rodney Stokes, chair of our public safety millage campaign 
13. Pastor Phil Thompson, member of my Advisory Council 
14. Pastor George Wilkerson, Chamber of Commerce Staff 
15. Steve Landaal, CEO Landaal Packaging 
16. John Henry, Executive Director, Flint Institute of Arts 
17. Bob Emerson, volunteer adviser 
18. Bill White, President Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 
19. Judge Judith Fullerton 
20. Superintendent Larry Watkins, Flint Community Schools 
21 . Melanie Gavulic, CEO Hurley Medical Center 
22. Donald Kooy, CEO McLaren Health Systems - Flint 
23. Edward Kurtz, CEO Baker College Corporation, former EFM (2x) 
24. Armando Hernandez, Vice-president Security Credit Union 
25. Elizabeth Aderholdt, CEO Genesys Regional Medical Center 
26. Duane Miller, COO Flint & Genesee Regional Chamber of Commerce 
27. Joe Serra, President Serra Automotive Group 
28. Ghassan Saab, Sorensen Gross, Inc. 
29. David Hollister, Prima Civitas Foundation, former Mayor of Lansing, Ml 
30. Philip Hagerman, President and CEO Diplomat Specialty Pharmacy 
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I have been a member of the Flint community for over thirty-five years. I grew up on the North 
End in one of the few integrated Flint neighborhoods; my wife and I raised five children, all of 
whom graduated from the Flint Community Schools. I have served Flint as a Runaway 
Counselor, Child Care Operator, Red Cross and United Way Director and as an elected official. 
have interacted and earned the respect of a broad array of people in Flint. I hear from people all 
over the City on a regular basis and I have been pleased to receive their constant support and 
encouragement. 

Please know that I will do everything possible to make this transition smooth and successful. We 
all have to keep our eye on the goal of putting Flint on a path to solvency, safety and 
regeneration. 

CC: Committee Members - Advisory and Millage 
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Committee Members - Advisory and Millage 

Adam Thomason 
Armando Hernandez 
Dan Cady 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Kenyetta Dotson 
Tim Herman 
Pastor Timothy Stokes 
Alicia Kitsuse 
Amy Hovey 
Christina Kelly 
Connie Brauer 
Courtney Knox 
Deb Loader 
Douglas Weiland 
Jason Caya 
Karen Morris 
Lynn Williams 
Michael Brady 
Raquel Thueme 
Sara Rios 
Sue Peters 
Brian Larkin 
Councilman Bryant Nolden 
Councilman Dale W eighill 
David Hollister 
Delrico Lloyd (former Councilman) 
Eric Scorsone 
Inez Brown (City Clerk) 
Councilman Joshua Freeman 
Khalfani Stephens 
Larry Moon 
Phil Peters 
Phil Shaltz 
Sam Cox 

Bob Emerson 
Daniel Coffield 
JackEnnest 
Paul Wenstrom 
Tom Donaldson 
Wayne Schaeffer 
Barry Wolf 
Councilman Bernard Lawler 
Diana Kelley 
Councilwoman Jackie Poplar 
Jerry Boles 
Kim Lawrence 
Loyst Fletcher 
Mark Evans 
Mark Heidel 
Richard Arnold, MSP 
Matthew Bolger, MSP 
Councilman Sheldon Neeley 
Willie Artis 
John Henry 
Norm Bryant 
Ralph Arellano 
Roseanne Heddy 
Curt Carlson 
Councilman Scott Kincaid 
Tom Guise 
Tom McCabe 
George Wilkinson 
Joe Pilara 
Marty Seaman 
Michael J. Sarginson (former councilman) 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 5:14 PM 
Roberts, John (GOV) (robertsj9@michigan.gov); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
(muchmored@michigan.gov) 

FW: Closing Memorandum 
Closing Memorandum with Addendum 091013.pdf 

I also received this. It has a 2. page addendurr, that was not included in the version he sent rr,e to pass along to the 
Governor. You '\(viii want to read this one. 

From: Michael Brown [mailto:mbrown@ci1yofflint.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:59 PM 
To: Etue, Kriste (MSP); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Arnold, Richard (MSP) 
Subject: Closing Memorandum 

Good afternoon: 

Please find attached my Closing Memorandum. 

Thank you. 

Michael K. Brown 
Emergency Manager 
City of Flint 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, Michigan 48502 
810.766.7346 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



September 10, 2013 

To: Governor Rick Snyder, Treasurer Andrew Dillon 

From: Michael K. Brown, Emergency Manager, City of Flint 

Subject: CLOSING MEMORANDUM 

It has been a pleasure for me to serve the citizens of Flint for the past twenty-two months and I 
thank you for the opportunity to serve as Emergency Manager. 

I have worked hard to begin a cultural change to both improve the approach to city government's 
interaction with citizens and to encourage a wider range of citizen participation. It is important to 
me that the next generation of leaders (I have called them emerging leaders) not be from the 
same mold as the old leaders and have the opportunity to assume positions of responsibility as 
we set a path to the future for Flint. A significant number of my leadership team is comprised of 
Flint residents who are committed to the future of their city. While this approach has meant that 
some things may have taken longer to achieve than it might otherwise take, it has been with the 
realization that changing the culture of City Hall is imperative if history is not to repeat itself. 

l have also tried to champion citizen participation throughout my tenure as Emergency Manager. 
Collectively, hundreds of people have been involved: in the Advisory Teams for Public Safety, 
Infrastructure, Financial, and Legacy issues which I established in January 2012; in the nine ward 
public meetings held in February-March 2012; in the Police and Fire Protection millage campaign 
in Fall 2012; and in the Master Planning process which has involved citizen participation in 
numerous meetings held throughout the City over the past year. I have attached a list of some of 
these individuals who have worked on my advisory groups and the millage team. 

As our regularly submitted reports to the Department of Treasury have documented, we have 
made substantial progress in putting the city on a path to solvency and resolving the financial 
emergency. Many achievements are detailed in the latest Financial and Operating Report which 
was submitted to the Department of Treasury on June 30, 2013. Significant achievements over 
the past twenty-two months include: 

A. Financial 
1. Developing, adopting and operating with a balanced budget for FY13 - the 

first time in seven years that the City of Flint has lived within a balanced 
budget. 

2. Significantly improving the City's cash flow - More than $40 million in cash on 
hand as of September 2, 2013 is significantly better than the approximate 
$10 million on hand in December 2011 . The $10 million in cash at that time 
was due primarily to an $8 million loan from the state in the form of Fiscal 
Stabilization Bonds. 

3. Significantly reducing Other Post Employment Benefits (OPEB) liabilities by 
more than $500 million - a 60% reduction. Not only have we significantly 
reduced legacy costs by more than 60%, we also have a plan for further 
reducing legacy costs, as detailed in recent presentations to the Department 
of Treasury · 



4. Significantly reducing pension administration costs and improving investment 
returns by moving administration of the City's pension fund to the Municipal 
Employees Retirement Fund, while also changing the structure of future 
pension benefits which will reduce future pension liabilities 

5. Developing a plan for and implementing a reduction in the City's $19.1 million 
deficit ahead of schedule. At the end of FY12, we presented a plan to the 
State Treasurer for eliminating the $19.1 million deficit within 5 years. Based 
on preliminary year end results for FY13, we are ahead of the scheduled 
reduction since it appears that FY 13 will end with a surplus of revenues over 
expenses by approximately $3 million. This will likely reduce the $19.1 million 
deficit to the $16 million range. Had the Department of Treasury authorized 
the borrowing of $12 million as contained in the approved FY12 Deficit 
Elimination Plan, the remaining deficit would now be closer to $4 million. 

6. Developing a five year financial projection which maps out the continuing 
financial challenges Flint will face, regardless of who is in charge. With FY 14 
balanced and adopted, development of the FY15 budget - which will without 
doubt be the most challenging of the next few years - is underway. In the 
process of developing the multi-year projection, it has also become clear that 
the path for Flint's financial solvency will require additional sources of 
revenue in addition to further reductions in legacy costs. We have identified a 
path for further reductions in legacy costs , and we have also identified an 
increase in the local income tax as the most promising and realistic source of 
new revenue. Unfortunately the Treasurer has not supported that initiative. 

7. Stabilizing Police and Fire Protection revenue. Since being appointed in 
2011, it has been clear that.the stabilization and enhancement of public 
safety is the top priority in the City of Flint. Many steps have been taken to 
achieve this, including securing voter approval of a·6 mill property tax 
increase by a margin of 57% to 43%. Additionally, by ordinance the City must 
now appropriate no less than 55.5% of General Fund revenues for Police 
and Fire budgets. The FY 14 budget dedicates more than 60% of General 
Fund revenues to these purposes, and exceeds 80% when 9-1-1 and District 
Court funding is included. As a result, staffing for police and fire personnel 
was maintained at current levels in spite of the significant staffing reductions 
necessary to balance both the FY13 and FY14 budgets. Unfortunately, 
without a new source of revenue in FY15, it is unlikely that can continue. 

8. Resolving Federal Government liabilities - More than $7 million in questioned 
grant costs prior to the EM's appointment in December 2011 have been 
resolved - as documented by the OIG report and HUD findings. 

9. Reorganizing City operations - The City workforce has been reduced by 
more than 25% as the City has faced its financial challenges. Doing so while 
still providing for the delivery of city services has required restructuring work 
processes and organizational alignments, as well as the increased use of 
technology. These changes have been made in the context of a newly 
developed strategic plan which identifies the key functions and objectives of 
the City. 

B. Public Safety 
1. Opening of the Flint Lock-up. The lock-up opened the week of October 1, 

2012. Public Safety Director Lock recommended selection of the Genesee 
County Sheriff as the operator of the Flint lock-up. Lock also recommended 
that the lock-up be made available to all policing agencies operating within 
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Genesee County for warrants and fresh charges, both felony and 
misdemeanor. Well over one thousand outstanding warrants are being 
cleared each month. This funding by the State has been very much 
appreciated and very beneficial to the City. 

2. Creating the Criminal Justice System Advisory Councrl chaired by Chief 
Judge Richard Yuille. In September 2012 the first meeting of the Criminal 
Justice System Advisory Council (CJSAC) was held. Eight workgroups were 
established. Through these work groups a number of cooperative projects, 
streamlined operations and new collaborations have been identified and 
numerous projects continue to move forward. 

3. Completing the transition to 800 MHz public safety communications system. 
All Public Safety departments were operational on the 800 MHz 
communications system in December of 2012. Flint Public Safety is now 
compatible with the communications system used throughout Genesee 
County and with the Michigan State Police. 

4. Securing public safety grants totaling over $11 million (not including State 
funded Lock-up). A $6.9 million SAFER grant to employ thirty-nine firefighters 
for two years was received in May 2012. The Mott Foundation has granted 
the City over $1.8 million for several public safety initiatives. The Treasurer's 
Office through the C-GAP funding awarded the City $1.8 million to construct 
a 9-1-1 simulcast communications tower in April 2013. Homeland Security 
awarded Flint a total of $615,000 for 9-1-1 console upgrades and purchase 
of new radios for the 800 MHZ transition. 

5. Up-grading Police Department technology to improve data-driven decision 
making and capability for overall communications with Law Enforcement 
agencies at all levels of government. The Mott Foundation funded MSU 
Training & Technical Assistance Team conducted a technology audit which 
provided a road map of upgrades necessary to ensure that officers and 
firefighters can take maximum advantage of the tools already provided to 
them. New World Systems, Flint's records management system, required 
server and switch upgrades before the New World update could be made. 
Each of these components has now been completed and the use of the full 
feature set of New World is being implemented throughout the FPD. 

6. Implementing 12 hour shifts for Police Patrol Officers which put more officers 
on the street and vastly reduced overtime in the department. 

7. Taking major steps toward the reconsolidation of the Flint City 9-1-1 with the 
Genesee County 9-1-1 consortium . The C-GAP grant to build the 
communications tower will enhance system coverage for the entire County. 

8. Improving Public Safety Response Recently compiled statistics for FBI Part 
One violent crimes show significant improvements have resulted from the 
implementation of many public safety initiatives. Overall violent crime is down 
an average of 24% in the first six months of 2013 vs. the first six months of 
2012. 

C. Infrastructure {this area includes water and sewer, waste collecUon, roads and 
streets, bridges, parks, facilities as well as commercial and residential demolition 
targets and blight in general) 
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1. Stabilizing funding for water and sewer systems. This enterprise fund 
plunged from a $60 million dollar positive balance in 2007 to a $23M deficit in 
2012. By raising water and sewer rates more than 25%, reorganizations and 
improving technologies we have been able to stop the bleeding and stabilize 
funding for the long term. 

2. Significantly improving the process and cost of providing the Flint and 
Genesee County region with water by joining the KWA. Working with the 
County Drain Commissioner and others, we have begun this long awaited 
KWA project, which will result in several hundred million dollars in cost 
decreases to residents and businesses. I want to acknowledge former 
Emergency Financial Manager Edward Kurtz for his work and detailed 
analysis which brought this complicated process to a decision point. 

3. Reducing costs for Waste Collection and implementing Recycling. By moving 
to a fee for service and contracting with the private sector waste collection 
vendor, we eliminated a General Fund subsidy of more than $1 million 
annually, and for the first time ever we are able to offer city-wide curbside 
recycling. 

4. Finalizing the Smith Village construction proiect. This housing development 
project has languished for over ten years, important deadlines were ignored 
and Flint was in serious difficulty with HUD. Ed Kurtz cleaned up this tangled 
project, changed developers, and moved this project significantly toward its 
final steps. Thirty-six residences have been completed, seven have been 
sold and ten purchase agreements are in process. 

5. Updating of City's 50 year old Master Plan Mayor Walling and Chief Planner 
Megan Hunter have coordinated a city-wide, tremendously inclusive planning 
effort. Hundreds of Flint citizens have worked on sub-committees, attended 
visioning sessions and worked hard to develop a plan for a revitalized Flint. 

6. Reducing overtime costs in the Utilities division, by implementing new 
technology and reorganizations. Examples include planned elimination of the 
solid waste incinerator and electronic monitoring of the Third Ave. Pumping 
Station. 

7. Disposing of unused inventory and facilities. Auctions have been used to 
eliminate surplus equipment and vehicles whlle city facilities which are no 
longer required and which we can not afford to operate are being sold or 
leased. 

8. Contracting management of city golf courses and Senior Centers in order to 
reduce city costs and still provide access to residents. 

Achieving this level of success in twenty-two months has been extremely challenging. Obstacles 
have arisen from many sources. The team in Flint has taken on each challenge and worked with 
a single-mindedness to keep Flint on the path to sustainability. We firmly believe that with 
continued effort, Flint City government can once again become a financially stable organization 
capable of delivering quality municipal services to it residents, businesses, and visitors. This route 
will lnvolve continued cost reductions, investments in technology and personnel, and additional 
sources of revenues. The alternative of bankruptcy is not the right path - it is expensive, time 
consuming, and the outcome is uncertain. 

There are several major issues which are currently on the horizon. The shortage of revenue to 
balance the FY15 Budget is the primary issue. Public Safety staffing is still at unacceptably low 
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levels and with current financial conditions it is likely that the number of police officers and 
firefighters will be reduced in order to achieve a balanced budget. This likelihood is enhanced by 
the pending expiration of the FEMA SAFER grant which supports the wages and benefits of 39 
firefighters. 

Blight is an on-going major issue in Flint. We have few resources and blight issues range from 
unmowed to demolition necessary properties. Flint recently received $20 million in Federal 
"Hardest Hit" funds to demolish approximately 1600 residences, yet we have 20,000 abandoned 
homes and hundreds of vacant commercial properties. 

There has been disagreement within the community regarding the appointment of an Emergency 
Manager, about the difficult choices which were made to impose higher water and sewer rates, 
street lighting assessment and waste collection fees, and about other decisions. Yet, there has 
been no civil unrest, as threatened by a few voices . There was significant support to increase 
property taxes in an economically distressed city, because voters saw that this was the right 
choice for Flint. 

With the changes of the magnitude needed to address Flint's conditions, there is no doubt 
controversy, disagreement, and anger can result. Often, the most vocal represent the fewest 
number. I have worked with many in the City of Flint who understand the severity of our condition 
and the scope of effort necessary to address it. If you have questions about the support given for 
the direction I have taken to restore Flint to financial solvency, I offer the names of the following 
citizens for you to contact: 

1. Sheryl Thompson, former OHS Director 
2. Lawrence Moon, CEO Moon Funeral Home 
3. Clarence Pierce, CEO Hamilton Community Health Center 
4. Tim Herman, CEO Flint Genesee Chamber of Commerce 
5. Dick Shaink, President Mott Community College 
6. Kenyetta Dotson, local neighborhood activist 
7. Diana Kelly, Building Neighborhood Partnerships C_oordinator 
8. Ravi Yalamanchi, CEO Metro Community Development 
9. Ruth Person, Chancellor University of Michigan-Flint 
10. Phil Peters, CFO, Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 
11 . Jamie Gaskin, President, United Way of Genesee County 
12. Pastor Rodney Stokes, chair of our public safety millage campaign 
13. Pastor Phil Thompson, member of my Advisory Council 
14. Pastor George Wilkerson, Chamber of Commerce Staff 
15. Steve Landaal, CEO Landaal Packaging 
16. John Henry, Executive Director, Flint Institute of Arts 
17. Bob Emerson, volunteer adviser 
18. Bill White, President Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 
19. Judge Judith Fullerton 
20. Superintendent Larry Watkins, Flint Community Schools 
21 . Melanie Gavulic, CEO Hurley Medical Center 
22. Donald Kooy, CEO Mclaren Health Systems - Flint 
23. Edward Kurtz, CEO Baker College Corporation, former EFM (2x) 
24. Armando Hernandez, Vice-president Security Credit Union 
25. Elizabeth Aderholdt, CEO Genesys Regional Medical Center 
26. Duane Miller, COO Flint & Genesee Regional Chamber of Commerce 
27. Joe Serra, President Serra Automotive Group 
28. Ghassan Saab, Sorensen Gross, Inc. 
29. David Hollister, Prima Civitas Foundation, former Mayor of Lansing, Ml 
30. Philip Hagerman, President and CEO Diplomat Specialty Pharmacy 
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I have been a member of the Flint community for over thirty-five years . I grew up on the North 
End in one of the few integrated Flint neighborhoods; my wife and I raised five children, all of 
whom graduated from the Flint Community Schools. l have served Flint as a Runaway 
Counselor, Child Care Operator, Red Cross and United Way Director and as an elected official. 
have interacted and earned the respect of a broad array of people in Flint. I hear from people all 
over the City on a regular basis and I have been pleased to receive their constant support and 
encouragement. 

Please know that I will do everything possible to make this transition smooth and successful. We 
all have to keep our eye on the goal of putting Flint on a path to solvency, safety and 
regeneration. 

CC: Committee Members - Advisory and Millage 
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Committee Members - Advisory and Millage 

Adam Thomason 
Armando Hernandez 
Dan Cady 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Kenyetta Dotson 
Tim Herman 
Pastor Timothy Stokes 
Alicia Kitsuse 
Amy Hovey 
Christina Kelly 
Connie Brauer 
Courtney Knox 
Deb Loader 
Douglas Weiland 
Jason Caya 
Karen Morris 
Lynn Williams 
Michael Brady 
Raquel Thueme 
Sara Rios 
Sue Peters 
Brian Larkin 
Councilman Bryant Nolden 
Councilman Dale W eighill 
David Hollister 
Delrico Lloyd (former Councilman) 
Eric Scorsone 
Inez Brown (City Clerk) 
Councilman Joshua Freeman 
Khalfani Stephens 
Larry Moon 
Phil Peters 
Phil Shaltz 
Sam Cox 

Bob Emerson 
Daniel Coffield 
JackEnnest 
Paul Wenstrom 
Tom Donaldson 
Wayne Schaeffer 
Barry Wolf 
Councilman Bernard Lawler 
Diana Kelley 
Councilwoman Jackie Poplar 
Jerry Boles 
Kim Lawrence 
Loyst Fletcher 
Mark Evans 
Mark Heidel 
Richard Arnold, MSP 
Matthew Bolger, MSP 
Councilman Sheldon Neeley 
Willie Artis 
John Henry 
Norm Bryant 
Ralph Arellano 
Roseanne Reddy 
Curt Carlson 
Councilman Scott Kincaid 
Tom Guise 
Tom McCabe 
George Wilkinson 
Joe Pilara 
Marty Seaman 
Michael J. Sarginson (former councilman) 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:37 PM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Closing Memorandum 
Attachments: Closing Memorandum with Addendum 091013.pdf; ATTOOOOl.htm 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Michael Brown <mbrmvn@cityoft1int.com> 
Date: September 10, 2013, 4:58:55 PM EDT 
To: <Etuek@.rnichigan.gov>, <clemente(gJmichigan.gov>, <Arnoldrlg;michigan.gov> 
Subject: Closing Memorandum 

Good afternoon: 

Please find attached my Closing Memorandum. 

Thank you. 

Michael K. Brown 
Emergency Manager 
City of Flint 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, Michigan 48502 
810.766.7346 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



September 10, 2013 

To: Governor Rick Snyder, Treasurer Andrew Dillon 

From: Michael K. Brown, Emergency Manager, City of Flint 

Subject: CLOSING MEMORANDUM 

It has been a pleasure for me to serve the citizens of Flint for the past twenty-two months and I 
thank you for the opportunity to serve as Emergency Manager. 

I have worked hard to begin a cultural change to both improve the approach to city government's 
interaction with citizens and to encourage a wider range of citizen participation. It is important to 
me that the next generation of leaders (I have called them emerging leaders) not be from the 
same mold as the old leaders and have the opportunity to assume positions of responsibility as 
we set a path to the future for Flint. A significant number of my leadership team is comprised of 
Flint residents who are committed to the future of their city. While this approach has meant that 
some things may have taken longer to achieve than it might otherwise take, it has been with the 
realization that changing the culture of City Hall is imperative if history is not to repeat itself. 

l have also tried to champion citizen participation throughout my tenure as Emergency Manager. 
Collectively, hundreds of people have been involved: in the Advisory Teams for Public Safety, 
Infrastructure, Financial, and Legacy issues which I established in January 2012; in the nine ward 
public meetings held in February-March 2012; in the Police and Fire Protection millage campaign 
in Fall 2012; and in the Master Planning process which has involved citizen participation in 
numerous meetings held throughout the City over the past year. I have attached a list of some of 
these individuals who have worked on my advisory groups and the millage team. 

As our regularly submitted reports to the Department of Treasury have documented, we have 
made substantial progress in putting the city on a path to solvency and resolving the financial 
emergency. Many achievements are detailed in the latest Financial and Operating Report which 
was submitted to the Department of Treasury on June 30, 2013. Significant achievements over 
the past twenty-two months include: 

A. Financial 
1. Developing, adopting and operating with a balanced budget for FY13 - the 

first time in seven years that the City of Flint has lived within a balanced 
budget. 

2. Significantly improving the City's cash flow - More than $40 million in cash on 
hand as of September 2, 2013 is significantly better than the approximate 
$10 million on hand in December 2011 . The $10 million in cash at that time 
was due primarily to an $8 million loan from the state in the form of Fiscal 
Stabilization Bonds. 

3. Significantly reducing Other Post Employment Benefits (OPEB) liabilities by 
more than $500 million - a 60% reduction. Not only have we significantly 
reduced legacy costs by more than 60%, we also have a plan for further 
reducing legacy costs, as detailed in recent presentations to the Department 
of Treasury · 



4. Significantly reducing pension administration costs and improving investment 
returns by moving administration of the City's pension fund to the Municipal 
Employees Retirement Fund, while also changing the structure of future 
pension benefits which will reduce future pension liabilities 

5. Developing a plan for and implementing a reduction in the City's $19.1 million 
deficit ahead of schedule. At the end of FY12, we presented a plan to the 
State Treasurer for eliminating the $19.1 million deficit within 5 years. Based 
on preliminary year end results for FY13, we are ahead of the scheduled 
reduction since it appears that FY 13 will end with a surplus of revenues over 
expenses by approximately $3 million. This will likely reduce the $19.1 million 
deficit to the $16 million range. Had the Department of Treasury authorized 
the borrowing of $12 million as contained in the approved FY12 Deficit 
Elimination Plan, the remaining deficit would now be closer to $4 million. 

6. Developing a five year financial projection which maps out the continuing 
financial challenges Flint will face, regardless of who is in charge. With FY 14 
balanced and adopted, development of the FY15 budget - which will without 
doubt be the most challenging of the next few years - is underway. In the 
process of developing the multi-year projection, it has also become clear that 
the path for Flint's financial solvency will require additional sources of 
revenue in addition to further reductions in legacy costs. We have identified a 
path for further reductions in legacy costs , and we have also identified an 
increase in the local income tax as the most promising and realistic source of 
new revenue. Unfortunately the Treasurer has not supported that initiative. 

7. Stabilizing Police and Fire Protection revenue. Since being appointed in 
2011, it has been clear that.the stabilization and enhancement of public 
safety is the top priority in the City of Flint. Many steps have been taken to 
achieve this, including securing voter approval of a·6 mill property tax 
increase by a margin of 57% to 43%. Additionally, by ordinance the City must 
now appropriate no less than 55.5% of General Fund revenues for Police 
and Fire budgets. The FY 14 budget dedicates more than 60% of General 
Fund revenues to these purposes, and exceeds 80% when 9-1-1 and District 
Court funding is included. As a result, staffing for police and fire personnel 
was maintained at current levels in spite of the significant staffing reductions 
necessary to balance both the FY13 and FY14 budgets. Unfortunately, 
without a new source of revenue in FY15, it is unlikely that can continue. 

8. Resolving Federal Government liabilities - More than $7 million in questioned 
grant costs prior to the EM's appointment in December 2011 have been 
resolved - as documented by the OIG report and HUD findings. 

9. Reorganizing City operations - The City workforce has been reduced by 
more than 25% as the City has faced its financial challenges. Doing so while 
still providing for the delivery of city services has required restructuring work 
processes and organizational alignments, as well as the increased use of 
technology. These changes have been made in the context of a newly 
developed strategic plan which identifies the key functions and objectives of 
the City. 

B. Public Safety 
1. Opening of the Flint Lock-up. The lock-up opened the week of October 1, 

2012. Public Safety Director Lock recommended selection of the Genesee 
County Sheriff as the operator of the Flint lock-up. Lock also recommended 
that the lock-up be made available to all policing agencies operating within 
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Genesee County for warrants and fresh charges, both felony and 
misdemeanor. Well over one thousand outstanding warrants are being 
cleared each month. This funding by the State has been very much 
appreciated and very beneficial to the City. 

2. Creating the Criminal Justice System Advisory Councrl chaired by Chief 
Judge Richard Yuille. In September 2012 the first meeting of the Criminal 
Justice System Advisory Council (CJSAC) was held. Eight workgroups were 
established. Through these work groups a number of cooperative projects, 
streamlined operations and new collaborations have been identified and 
numerous projects continue to move forward. 

3. Completing the transition to 800 MHz public safety communications system. 
All Public Safety departments were operational on the 800 MHz 
communications system in December of 2012. Flint Public Safety is now 
compatible with the communications system used throughout Genesee 
County and with the Michigan State Police. 

4. Securing public safety grants totaling over $11 million (not including State 
funded Lock-up). A $6.9 million SAFER grant to employ thirty-nine firefighters 
for two years was received in May 2012. The Mott Foundation has granted 
the City over $1.8 million for several public safety initiatives. The Treasurer's 
Office through the C-GAP funding awarded the City $1.8 million to construct 
a 9-1-1 simulcast communications tower in April 2013. Homeland Security 
awarded Flint a total of $615,000 for 9-1-1 console upgrades and purchase 
of new radios for the 800 MHZ transition. 

5. Up-grading Police Department technology to improve data-driven decision 
making and capability for overall communications with Law Enforcement 
agencies at all levels of government. The Mott Foundation funded MSU 
Training & Technical Assistance Team conducted a technology audit which 
provided a road map of upgrades necessary to ensure that officers and 
firefighters can take maximum advantage of the tools already provided to 
them. New World Systems, Flint's records management system, required 
server and switch upgrades before the New World update could be made. 
Each of these components has now been completed and the use of the full 
feature set of New World is being implemented throughout the FPD. 

6. Implementing 12 hour shifts for Police Patrol Officers which put more officers 
on the street and vastly reduced overtime in the department. 

7. Taking major steps toward the reconsolidation of the Flint City 9-1-1 with the 
Genesee County 9-1-1 consortium . The C-GAP grant to build the 
communications tower will enhance system coverage for the entire County. 

8. Improving Public Safety Response Recently compiled statistics for FBI Part 
One violent crimes show significant improvements have resulted from the 
implementation of many public safety initiatives. Overall violent crime is down 
an average of 24% in the first six months of 2013 vs. the first six months of 
2012. 

C. Infrastructure {this area includes water and sewer, waste collecUon, roads and 
streets, bridges, parks, facilities as well as commercial and residential demolition 
targets and blight in general) 
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1. Stabilizing funding for water and sewer systems. This enterprise fund 
plunged from a $60 million dollar positive balance in 2007 to a $23M deficit in 
2012. By raising water and sewer rates more than 25%, reorganizations and 
improving technologies we have been able to stop the bleeding and stabilize 
funding for the long term. 

2. Significantly improving the process and cost of providing the Flint and 
Genesee County region with water by joining the KWA. Working with the 
County Drain Commissioner and others, we have begun this long awaited 
KWA project, which will result in several hundred million dollars in cost 
decreases to residents and businesses. I want to acknowledge former 
Emergency Financial Manager Edward Kurtz for his work and detailed 
analysis which brought this complicated process to a decision point. 

3. Reducing costs for Waste Collection and implementing Recycling. By moving 
to a fee for service and contracting with the private sector waste collection 
vendor, we eliminated a General Fund subsidy of more than $1 million 
annually, and for the first time ever we are able to offer city-wide curbside 
recycling. 

4. Finalizing the Smith Village construction proiect. This housing development 
project has languished for over ten years, important deadlines were ignored 
and Flint was in serious difficulty with HUD. Ed Kurtz cleaned up this tangled 
project, changed developers, and moved this project significantly toward its 
final steps. Thirty-six residences have been completed, seven have been 
sold and ten purchase agreements are in process. 

5. Updating of City's 50 year old Master Plan Mayor Walling and Chief Planner 
Megan Hunter have coordinated a city-wide, tremendously inclusive planning 
effort. Hundreds of Flint citizens have worked on sub-committees, attended 
visioning sessions and worked hard to develop a plan for a revitalized Flint. 

6. Reducing overtime costs in the Utilities division, by implementing new 
technology and reorganizations. Examples include planned elimination of the 
solid waste incinerator and electronic monitoring of the Third Ave. Pumping 
Station. 

7. Disposing of unused inventory and facilities. Auctions have been used to 
eliminate surplus equipment and vehicles whlle city facilities which are no 
longer required and which we can not afford to operate are being sold or 
leased. 

8. Contracting management of city golf courses and Senior Centers in order to 
reduce city costs and still provide access to residents. 

Achieving this level of success in twenty-two months has been extremely challenging. Obstacles 
have arisen from many sources. The team in Flint has taken on each challenge and worked with 
a single-mindedness to keep Flint on the path to sustainability. We firmly believe that with 
continued effort, Flint City government can once again become a financially stable organization 
capable of delivering quality municipal services to it residents, businesses, and visitors. This route 
will lnvolve continued cost reductions, investments in technology and personnel, and additional 
sources of revenues. The alternative of bankruptcy is not the right path - it is expensive, time 
consuming, and the outcome is uncertain. 

There are several major issues which are currently on the horizon. The shortage of revenue to 
balance the FY15 Budget is the primary issue. Public Safety staffing is still at unacceptably low 
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levels and with current financial conditions it is likely that the number of police officers and 
firefighters will be reduced in order to achieve a balanced budget. This likelihood is enhanced by 
the pending expiration of the FEMA SAFER grant which supports the wages and benefits of 39 
firefighters. 

Blight is an on-going major issue in Flint. We have few resources and blight issues range from 
unmowed to demolition necessary properties. Flint recently received $20 million in Federal 
"Hardest Hit" funds to demolish approximately 1600 residences, yet we have 20,000 abandoned 
homes and hundreds of vacant commercial properties. 

There has been disagreement within the community regarding the appointment of an Emergency 
Manager, about the difficult choices which were made to impose higher water and sewer rates, 
street lighting assessment and waste collection fees, and about other decisions. Yet, there has 
been no civil unrest, as threatened by a few voices . There was significant support to increase 
property taxes in an economically distressed city, because voters saw that this was the right 
choice for Flint. 

With the changes of the magnitude needed to address Flint's conditions, there is no doubt 
controversy, disagreement, and anger can result. Often, the most vocal represent the fewest 
number. I have worked with many in the City of Flint who understand the severity of our condition 
and the scope of effort necessary to address it. If you have questions about the support given for 
the direction I have taken to restore Flint to financial solvency, I offer the names of the following 
citizens for you to contact: 

1. Sheryl Thompson, former OHS Director 
2. Lawrence Moon, CEO Moon Funeral Home 
3. Clarence Pierce, CEO Hamilton Community Health Center 
4. Tim Herman, CEO Flint Genesee Chamber of Commerce 
5. Dick Shaink, President Mott Community College 
6. Kenyetta Dotson, local neighborhood activist 
7. Diana Kelly, Building Neighborhood Partnerships C_oordinator 
8. Ravi Yalamanchi, CEO Metro Community Development 
9. Ruth Person, Chancellor University of Michigan-Flint 
10. Phil Peters, CFO, Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 
11 . Jamie Gaskin, President, United Way of Genesee County 
12. Pastor Rodney Stokes, chair of our public safety millage campaign 
13. Pastor Phil Thompson, member of my Advisory Council 
14. Pastor George Wilkerson, Chamber of Commerce Staff 
15. Steve Landaal, CEO Landaal Packaging 
16. John Henry, Executive Director, Flint Institute of Arts 
17. Bob Emerson, volunteer adviser 
18. Bill White, President Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 
19. Judge Judith Fullerton 
20. Superintendent Larry Watkins, Flint Community Schools 
21 . Melanie Gavulic, CEO Hurley Medical Center 
22. Donald Kooy, CEO Mclaren Health Systems - Flint 
23. Edward Kurtz, CEO Baker College Corporation, former EFM (2x) 
24. Armando Hernandez, Vice-president Security Credit Union 
25. Elizabeth Aderholdt, CEO Genesys Regional Medical Center 
26. Duane Miller, COO Flint & Genesee Regional Chamber of Commerce 
27. Joe Serra, President Serra Automotive Group 
28. Ghassan Saab, Sorensen Gross, Inc. 
29. David Hollister, Prima Civitas Foundation, former Mayor of Lansing, Ml 
30. Philip Hagerman, President and CEO Diplomat Specialty Pharmacy 
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I have been a member of the Flint community for over thirty-five years . I grew up on the North 
End in one of the few integrated Flint neighborhoods; my wife and I raised five children, all of 
whom graduated from the Flint Community Schools. l have served Flint as a Runaway 
Counselor, Child Care Operator, Red Cross and United Way Director and as an elected official. 
have interacted and earned the respect of a broad array of people in Flint. I hear from people all 
over the City on a regular basis and I have been pleased to receive their constant support and 
encouragement. 

Please know that I will do everything possible to make this transition smooth and successful. We 
all have to keep our eye on the goal of putting Flint on a path to solvency, safety and 
regeneration. 

CC: Committee Members - Advisory and Millage 
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Committee Members - Advisory and Millage 

Adam Thomason 
Armando Hernandez 
Dan Cady 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Kenyetta Dotson 
Tim Herman 
Pastor Timothy Stokes 
Alicia Kitsuse 
Amy Hovey 
Christina Kelly 
Connie Brauer 
Courtney Knox 
Deb Loader 
Douglas Weiland 
Jason Caya 
Karen Morris 
Lynn Williams 
Michael Brady 
Raquel Thueme 
Sara Rios 
Sue Peters 
Brian Larkin 
Councilman Bryant Nolden 
Councilman Dale W eighill 
David Hollister 
Delrico Lloyd (former Councilman) 
Eric Scorsone 
Inez Brown (City Clerk) 
Councilman Joshua Freeman 
Khalfani Stephens 
Larry Moon 
Phil Peters 
Phil Shaltz 
Sam Cox 

Bob Emerson 
Daniel Coffield 
JackEnnest 
Paul Wenstrom 
Tom Donaldson 
Wayne Schaeffer 
Barry Wolf 
Councilman Bernard Lawler 
Diana Kelley 
Councilwoman Jackie Poplar 
Jerry Boles 
Kim Lawrence 
Loyst Fletcher 
Mark Evans 
Mark Heidel 
Richard Arnold, MSP 
Matthew Bolger, MSP 
Councilman Sheldon Neeley 
Willie Artis 
John Henry 
Norm Bryant 
Ralph Arellano 
Roseanne Reddy 
Curt Carlson 
Councilman Scott Kincaid 
Tom Guise 
Tom McCabe 
George Wilkinson 
Joe Pilara 
Marty Seaman 
Michael J. Sarginson (former councilman) 

7 
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Redacted 
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Redacted 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 3:39 PM 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Conference Call Agenda May 28, 2014 

Agenda 052814 Conf Call.pdf; ATTOOOOl.htm Attachments: 

Liz Murphy's contact info is below. She handles Darnell Early's schedule. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Elizabeth Murphy" <f_mm_p_l:iy(g}g_ityQiJli_nt_.,-;Qm> 
To: "Byrne, Randall (Treasury)" <BvrneRl@rnichiwm.gov>, "Kapp, Gene (MSP)" 
<I<:fAppG_@.ml~'.hi_gfrn,go_y_>, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <nn.whJJtQftd@_rriji,J.1Ig~1-1,gQy>, 
"Roberts, John (DTMB)" <Bptirc1:t_~J_Sl_@mi_(·_higrm_,gp_y>, "West, Samantha (GOV)" 
<WestS2@rnichigan.gov>, "Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury)" 
<Q_Q_mpko.w,\kiA@_1ni\:b1gm-1,g1y>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <b~irdr@.m1~J1i_gfrn,go_y_>, "Larkin, 
Brian (GOV)" <larkinh(cZ;rnichiwm.gov>, "Darnell Earley" <dearley(~citvofilint.com>, "Deasy, 
Thomas (MSP)" <DeasyT(ff).n1ichigan.gov>, "Koryzno, Edward (Treasury)" 
<KQry2:no_E_@mi_g_li_igm1_._gi,:iy>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <_;;;k_m_',';mt@_m_ii,'.hi_g~11,gg_y_>, 
"Elizabeth Murphy" <emurphy(~citvofilint.com>, "Etue, Kriste (MSP)" 
<Elut[<:@}JJ1j_Qhigf1J_LgQ_y>, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <l_1iJllin~l_l(q}JJ1j_QXLigf1J_LgQ_y>, "James Tolbert" 
<j_tQl_p_grt@~'ci1yQ_tJ}_int_g_g_m>, "Jerry Ambrose" <g1-1Jntin:i_~g_@i,j1y_o_fi_1_inL(·.O_rn>, "Klotz, Josephine 
(MSP)" <KlotzJ(f1>michigan.gov>, "Lee, Nichole (MSP)" <LeeN3(a>michigan.gov>, "McGowan, 
Emmitt (MSP)" <M_QfifE'N_~nEJ@JJ1j_~:b1gf11_t_gQ_y>, "Sands, Thomas (MSP)" 
<SandsT(Zz)rnichigan.gov>, "Sipes, Stephen (MSP)" <SipesS@michigan.gov>, "O'Neill, Stephen 
(MSP)" <0Neil1S@.rnichigan .gov>, "Saxton, Thomas (Treasury)" <SaxtonT(a>michigan.gov>, 
"Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <\,Yp_rkm_m1.\,Y@1:ni_g_li_ig_qn_._gQy>, "Peter Bade" 
<pbade@cityoft1int.com>, "David Cox Jr." <dcoxir@citvot1lint.com> 
Subject: Conference Call Agenda May 28, 2014 

Good Afternoon, 
Please find attached the agenda for the Wednesday, May 28th conference call. 

Liz Murphy 
Assistant to the Emergency Manager 
City of Flint 
810 237 2025 



City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 
May 28, 2014 

Redacted 



Redacted 

7) Water Issues 
a) The City Council met twice to discuss the sale of a 9 mile section of 

unused pipeline to the GCDC. The City had negotiated a sale price of 
$3.9 million. Council first voted to reject the sale. A second meeting 
resulted in a vote to sell the pipe section for $3.9 million but receive the 
funds in two payments over two fiscal years. It is unknown if the City 
council made a submission of this proposal to the local emergency 
financial assistance loan board. Does Flint have Treasury's approval to 
execute the contract of sale? 

Redacted 



Redacted 



Redacted 
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Redacted 
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Redacted 
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N 
01 



N 
0, 

Sawer Fund 

WatetFuna 

Water and Sewer 

Current Proposed Proposed Projected 
FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 

690 
ReUree Heallhoaro $2,329,953 $2,447,568 $2,594,420 $2,750,085 Pensi0!1 $2.119, 100 $2,040.715 $2,163,159 $2,2~2,S49 Qthar o:w;e,nse;; 127~:121~ lliZB8i~ ~27 589,156 $29666 065 Total $31,929,269 $30,256,645 $32,346,745 $34,609,099 Heallhcare & Pension% 14% 1S% 15% 16% 

5D1 
Ret~eo fiaallhaire $1,680,052 $2,963.568 $3,141,403 $3,329,887 Pons Ion $1,815,687 $1,803,098 $1,911,284 12,025,961 omec ,menses ;44 401,123 1~9Lll1M~ ~9,959§§3 ,l~3,!l85,341 Tol•I $47,895,1172 $34,503,530 $35,012,250 $38,S41,189 
Hoathcare & Pension % 7% 14% 14% 14% 

590&591 
Retiree Healthcare $4,010,045 $5,411,154 $5,735,823 $6,079,972 
Pension $3,994,787 $3,843,813 $4,074,443 $4,318,910 
Other expenses fil'.1,821,309 i55,5D5,1D8 is7,54B,729 i6;!;,051,4D6 
Total $79,826,141 $64,760,075 $67,358,995 $73,450,268 
Retiree Healthcare as % of Total Expenses 5% 8% 9% 8% 
Pension as% of Total Expenses 5% 6% 6% 6% 
Healthcare & Pension % 10% 14% 15% 14% 

Redacted 

PROPOSED 04/30/14 

Projected Projected 
FY18 FY19 

$2,915,090 $3,089,996 
$2,430,525° $2,576,357 

li308~527 131,550 604 
$36,148,143 $37,216,957 

15% 15% 

$3,529,680 $3,741,461 
i2,M7,519 $2,276,370 

~~9~2!2Z $35,925,894 
$-10,741,900 $41,943,725 

14% 14% 

$6,444,n1 $6,831,457 
$4,578,044 $4,852,727 

f65,B68,234 f67,476,498 
$76,891,049 $79,160,682 

B% 9% 
6% 6% 

14% 15% 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, January 06, 2015 3:24 PM 

Carter, Jerry (MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John 

(DTMB); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); Darnell Earley; Deasy, 
Thomas (MSP); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth 

Murphy; Etue, Kriste (MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Hill, Darryl (MSP); James Tolbert; 
Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); 

Smith, Paul (GOV); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen 
(MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne 

(TREASURY); West, Samantha (GOV) 

Bi-Weekly Conference Call Agenda 

Conf Call Agenda 010715.pdf 

Please find attached the agenda for the 9:00 am conference call scheduled for Wednesday, January 7, 2015. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



January 7, 2015 

Last Report Status 

Redacted 

Page 1 of 3 



5) Water Issues 

a) MDEQ Violation 

Notice 

Redacted 

Violation notice received 12/16/14 maximum contaminant level 

forTIHM exceeded. Public notice required. Notices sent out Jan 

5, 2015. Most recent readings in compliance. 

Page 2 of 3 

NEW 



Last Report Status 

Redacted 

Page 3 of 3 



City of Flint 

Redacted 
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City of Flint 

Steps to Prepare for Transition From Emergency Manager to Receivership Transition Advisory Board 
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Redacted 
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City of Flint 

Steps to Prepare for Transition From Emergency Manager to Receivership Transition Advisory Board 
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Redacted 
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City of Flint 

Steps to Prepare for Transition From Emergency Manager to Receivership Transition Advisory Board 

Redacted 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 

Friday, January 30, 2015 1:38 PM 

Murray, David (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Clement, 

Elizabeth (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: FDCVT - Preliminary Press Release Info 

Attachments: FDCVT FY 15 - Preliminary Press Release Info 01 29 15.xlsx; A TTOOOOl.htm 

Here is the prelim grant spreadsheet. 

TS 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Stibitz, Brom (Treasury)" <Stib=L-:B@rnichigan,gov> 

Date: January 30, 2015 at 10:22:36 AM EST 

To: "Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY)" <GdisseA.@michif3ti.fOV> 
Cc: "Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury)" <Sl2ntonT@rnichig2n,gov> 

Subject: FW: FDCVT - Preliminary Press Release Info 

Do we have any exposure here on grants we have turned down? IE do we have good reasons for 
the denials? 

From: Cole, Evah (Treasury) 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 9:24 AM 
To: Stibitz, Brom (Treasury); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) 
Cc: Kolka, Carolyn (Treasury) 
Subject: FW: FDCVT - Preliminary Press Release Info 

Brom & Ed, 

Attached for your information is the listing of FDCVT grant awardees, \Ve will be announcing the grants 
on tvfonday. 

Any questions, let us knovit. 

Thank you. 

Evah 
3-2864 

From: Kolka, Carolyn (Treasury) 
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 4:58 PM 
To: Allard, Claire (GOV); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
Cc: Cole, Evah (Treasury) 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Preliminary Press Release Info 

We have tweaked the descriptions and one funding ite1TL 



Carrie 

From: Kalka, Carolyn (Treasury) 
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 4:37 PM 
To: Allard, Claire (GOV); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
Cc: Cole, Evah (Treasury) 
Subject: FDCVT - Preliminary Press Release Info 

Claire & Terry, 

Attached is the preliminary press release for the Financially Distressed Cities, Villages, and Townships 
(FDCVT) Grant Program. The listing is sorted alphabetically by local unit. 

We are awarding the full $8.0 million that was appropriated. 

The tentative plan is to make an announcement on Monday, February 2. 

Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Carrie 
241-7417 

2 



A 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 ID 

B 

Binder Tab Name 

:::c 
(D 
a. 
OJ 
0 ,... 
(D 
a. 

C 

Primary Local Unit Name 

i 1-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·1·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 

9 41 Flint (Incinerator) 

10 
51 Flint (Leak Detection) 

;;tJ 
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C. 
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City of Flint 

City of Flint 
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D 

1 Financially Distressed Cities, Villages, and Townships {FDCVT) Grant Progran 

2 

3 

4 

5 

FY 2015 - Round 1 

Preliminary Press Release Information 

Project Title 

:;o 
(1) 

a. 
Q) 
(") ,... 
(1) 

a. 

'-

;-

~ ·-·-·~-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
9 I Water Pollution Control Incinerator Shutdown 

Water Main Leak Detection Survey and Condition Assessment 
10' 

;;tJ 
CD 
C. 
m 
n -• • 
CD 
C. 
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E 

Project Description 

;::c 
(t) 
C. 
Q) 
(") 
r+ 
(t) 
C. 

9 I Water system enhancement through improved waste management. 

Water system enhancement through leak detection and pipe assessments. 
10' 

F 

Amount 

1,100,000 

900,000 
~--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
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D) 
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Redacted 



Redacted 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, February 03, 2015 1:48 PM 

Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (DTMB); Dempkowski, 

Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); Carter, Jerry (MSP); Deasy, Thomas (MSP); 

Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste 

(MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Hill, Darryl (MSP); James Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, 
Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); Smith, Paul (GOV); 

Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); O'Neill, 

Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); West, 
Samantha (GOV) 

Bi-Weekly Conference Call Agenda 

Agenda for Conference Call with Treasury 020415 (l).pdf 

Please find attached the agenda for the conference call scheduled for Wednesday, February 4th at 9:00 am. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Gerald Ambrose, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



February 4, 2015 

City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 

!_·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·Redacted·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· : 
Last Report Status 

1) Public Safety Update - -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

FPD, MSP, (FFD, if needed) 

2) Governor's Office 

Update - R. Baird, H. Hollins, 

B. Clement 

Redacted 
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3) Finance and 

Administrative Update 

4) City Council Update 

Last Report Status 

Redacted 
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5) Water Issues 

6) 9-1-1 Reconsolidation Plan 

7) Transition Activities 

a) MDEQ Violation 

Notice 

b) Distressed Cities 

Grants 

c) Drinking Water 

Revolving Fund 

d) Consultant 

Last Report 

Two separate, independent testing results by news media find 

Flint water within EPA/MDNR guidelines, as does most recent 

internal testing. 

Announcements of awards due Feb. 3 for Flint's two grant 

requests: Leak Detection and Sewage sludge Load Out Facility. 

Discussing possible restructuring of loans. 

RFP process resulted in a proposal from Veolia. Agreement being 

finalized for initial evaluation phase, to begin next week and to 

take a week or so to complete. 

Redacted 
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Status 

Update 

Update 

New 

New 



8) Other Items 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·Last_Report _________________________________________________________________________________________ ~t_a..~l:!~----·-·-·-·-· 

Redacted 
pn 
; 
; 
; 

L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·1 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Friday, February 20, 2015 6:21 AM 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Copy of Presentation 

Attachments: Flint Public Works Committee Interim Report V6 - Final.pptx; ATTOOOOl.htm 

Beth - here is the attachment that is referred to in that Flint water email I sent at the end of the day yesterday 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Saxton, Thomas (Treasury)" <SaxtonT@rnichigaiuzov> 
To: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <muchmored@rnichiwm.gov>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" 
<bairdr@michigan.gov> 
Cc: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov>, "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" 
<Workman W (a>michigan. gov> 
Subject: Fwd: Copy of Presentation 

... here is the Veolia initial report I just mentioned. Wayne & Harvey you already should have 
it. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gerald Ambrose" <gambrose(gJcityofl1int.com<mailto:gambrose@citvofflint. corn>> 
To: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov<mailto:hol1insh@rnichigan.gov>>, 
"Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" 
<1,,V orkman ',V (a;rnichigan.gov<mailto:',Vorkman',V@rnichigan. gov>>, "Byrne, Randall 
(Treasury)" <ByrneR.l(f1>rnichigan.gov<rnailto:BvrneRl(ff)J'nichigan.gov>>, "Koryzno, Edward 
(Treasury)" <Km:y;;;JlQF,@.rrikhig~11gQ',<n.1ili.HQ.'.Km:yrcnQf@.m1~JligmLgQy> >, "Widigan, Robert 
(TREASURY)" <WidiganR(a;michigan. gov<mailto: WidiganR(Zz)rnichigan. gov>>, "Saxton, 
Thomas (Treasury) II <SaxtonT@rnichi gan. gov<mailto: Saxton T(a>michigan. gov>> 
Subject: Fwd: Copy of Presentation 

Veolia presentation .. .interim report 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: "Nicholas, Robert" 
<robert. nichola:;/Zz).veo lia. com<mailto: robert. nicholas(iz)veo lia. corn><rnai Ito: robert. ni cholas(mveo 
lia.com>> 
Date: Feb 18, 2015 4:03 PM 
Subject: Copy of Presentation 
To: 
<i lorenz@citvofflint.co rn<mailto:jlorenz@cityoftlint. com><mailtoj lorenz@.cityoftlint.com> >, 
"Elizabeth Murphy" 
<emurphy<i:~citvofl1int.cmn<mailto:emurphy(a).cityofflinL.corn><mailto:enmrphy(a).cityofflinL.co 
m>>, "Howard Croft" 



<hcroft@citvofflint. corn<mailto: hcroftlg; cityofllint com><rnailto: hcroft@citvofflint. corn>>, 
"gambrose(cZ;citvofi:l int com<mai lto: gambrose(a;citvofflint. corn><mai Ito: gambrose(a;citvofflint. c 
QJJJ>" 
<gambrose@citvofflint. corn<rnailto: garnbrose(a;ci tyoft:1int com><mailto:garnbrose@cityoftlint c 
om>> 
Cc: 

Good Afternoon 

You will find attached a copy of the presentation for this afternoon. 

Rob Nicholas 
Vice President, Development 
Municipal & Commercial Business 
VEOLIA NORTH AMERICA 

tel 

+ 1 859 582 0104 

5071 Endview Pass I Brooksville, FL 34601 
RQb~i:tJ'-l.i.0x1.0J~1~.@wQ1i.~L~',~nn<rm\iJn:iJ~P.b.Qrt.Ni.d1Ql.g,~(gJy~.0Jif1,.rn.m><rm\iJn:iJ~P.P.QJ1,.Ni.~J1pl.~.~@ 
veolia.com> 
,;vwvv.veolianortharnerica.com<http://'0/,V'0/.veo1ianortharnerica.cmn><http://wvvw.veolianortham 
erica.corn/> 

[http://v,rwv,1.vesnaus.coni/forms/Sociallcons/veolialogo ... 300 .. 2jpgJ<http://www.veo1ianorthame 
rica.com/> 
[http:/ /wv.,,'w. vesnaus. corn/forrns/Socialicons/twitter 14. gi(]<https:/ /twitter.com/veolia na.> 
[http ://i;,v,vw. vesnaus. com/forms/Socialicons/linkedin .. 14. gif<http ://i;,v,vw. vesnau s. com/forms/So 
cialicons/twitter 14. git]<https://tvv·itter.com/veolia na>~/o20[http:/ /..,,;'N'tv.vesnaus.corn/fiJrms/Soc 
ialicons/linkedin .. 14.gif>] 
<https :/ hvwv.,,·. linked in. com/ company /veolianortharnerica> [http./[WY{',Y ... Y~tim111~.s,:m1ffQ1JUti!S.o.Q.i 
alicons/YouTube-social-square red 14px. git] 
<http://,vwv,r.youtube.com/user/Veolia.N orthArneri ca> 

Confidentiality Note: This e-mail message and any attachments to it are intended only for the 
named recipients and may contain legally priviledged and/or confidential information. If you are 
not one of the intended recipients, please do not duplicae or forward this e-mail message and 
immediately delete it from your computer. 
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Week1 

o Provide a review of current 
actions 

o Engage staff, visit facilities 
and analyze data 

o Make interim report 

0 

0 

0 

Items of Note 
• Not in scope - studying why the change from DWSD or the history of the utility 
• What we found -A very frustrated community and a staff trying to solve the problem, 

having some success but frustrated with the pace of change 



G) 

City, state, news media, universities and 
other groups 

Safe = compliance with state and federal 
standards and required testing 

o Latest tests show water is in compliance with 
drinking water standards 

o Monthly report available on web page 

More than 20,000 tests required annually 
for city 

Strict testing requirements in place (what 
and how to test) 



TTHM is formed as a result of the reaction between chlorine 
and organic material in the water 
City is required to test quarterly at 8 sites 

o Last summer, several sites had more TTHM than allowed 

City has reduced levels of TTHM and now all sites are in 
compliance 

o Customer notification letters are required until tests are in 
compliance an average of four quarters 

It will take at least 2 more quarters to lower average 
o Even a change to DWSD water doesn't solve problem 

Flint is not alone - hundreds of communities are facing 
TTHM issues 



o Old cast iron pipes 
o Always has been some 

discolored water problems -
mostly after water breaks 
Efforts to reducing TTHM 
didn't help discoloration 

o Doesn't mean the water is 
unsafe but it is not appealing 
and raises questions 

City will test the water at 
your home - call 787-6537 
or email 

Tracking customer 
complaints is important 

Location of water quality complaints 
The last 12 months - fewer than you think 



G 

o Adjust the chemicals being fed -
stop some, increase some and 
change some 

o Provide better monitoring of water 
quality to help make adjustments 

o Continue repair or replacement of 
broken parts 

o Reduce the over capacity of the 
distribution system 

o Do a better job explaining what is 
happening 

o Do a better job of asking for help 
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Water Plant 

G) 

o Water plant improvements 
a Optimize chemical dosages 
o Consider different chemicals 
o Change dosing points 
a Install granulated activated carbon 
a Complete plant upgrades 
a Implement best mgt practices 

o Distribution system 
improvements 

o Fix broken valves 
a Ask for customer feedback 
a Reduce tank storage 
a Target line flushing 
o Run a hydraulic model 

o Better communication with 
customers 

o Engage advisory committees 
o More accessible utility 
o Make it easy to access information 
o Better customer communication 



• Test each unit to find the best 
combination of chemical & dosage 

• Compare combined process to 
industry benchmarks for water quality 

• Use models to predict results for 
TTHM, Chlorine Levels and Corrosion 



Cost effective plan in budget 

o Complete water plant renovation 
o Target SCADA and instrumentation in 

plant 

o Speed up valve turning contract 
& provide money for 
replacements 

o Speed up hydraulic model update 
to reduce tank volume 

o Evaluate installing of granulated 
activated carbon on filters 

Weather can impact timing 

Digging up a water valve for repair 
Need good weather to start 



Activities to Help Operators 
Maintain Good Water Quality 

o Process Control 
Management Plan 

o Lab QA/QC Program 

o Computerized Maintenance 
Management System 

o Asset Management System 

o Training and Certification 
Program 

o Vulnerability Plan 



Speed up flow of water from 
plant to homes - 2 weeks 
plant to house 
o Find closed valves & open them 

o Replace broken valves 

o Update hydraulic model 

o Reduce system storage 

Track customer complaints 
o Test customer water 

o Spot flush hydrants to clean areas 
of stagnant water in the system 

Flushing out discolored water 
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Develop a proactive customer communication plan 

o Create advisory committees to help direct efforts and improve flow 
of information 

o Establish a single point of contact to manage all water quality 
complaints 

o Provide additional customer service training to staff 

o Expand neighborhood and community outreach 

o Change monthly billing statements from card to envelope with 
information 



t hrough 



• 
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0 

0 

0 

Week2 

o Carry out more detailed study 
of initial findings 

o Make recommendations for 
Improving water quality 

o Provide a plan, cost and 
schedule for change 



REMEMBER 
We just started. Might not have an answer yet to your question 

When will water improve - The water has improved with 
current actions. More changes will occur over weeks and 
months because of safety reviews 
Date of next update and final report -An update will be 
provided next week and a report the following week. 
Time frame for implementing recommendations - The 
City is already started. Others a few days and some weeks 
or months due to State approval being required or weather. 
Cost of changes - Don't know yet but we are aware of the 
financial concerns 



G 

o How are TTHM formed - It's the reaction of chlorine to 
organics (leafs, dirt) in the water. 

o How to reduce TTHM - Reduce organics before introducing 
chlorine and shorten time chlorine has to react with the 

. 
organics 

o What causes discoloration - Older lines, the iron parts of 
the system will leach iron into the water causing the 
discoloration. Other times its just air built up. 

o Why no discoloration with DWSD - There was. Flint had 
a bad time with breaks of old line and is doing lots of 
construction. This stirred up the water and caused 
discoloration. 



G) 

o Can you test my water - The city will test your water for 
free. But, only 2 of 20 people have taken the city up on the 
offer since it began offering the service. 

o Medical problems - Some people may be sensitive to any 
water. Talk to your doctor. The City is communicating with the 
medical community. 

o Confidence that future problems will be avoided -
Recommendations will include putting programs in place to 
better respond to water changes and assure quality 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Dear Citizens and Stakeholders: 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 
Friday, February 20, 2015 2:31 PM 
Maxine Murray 
City of Flint Update 
2015 Q2 Strategic Plan Update.pdf; 2014 Year in Review Master Plan.pdf 

The City of Flint is continuing its efforts of implementing the adopted master plan and organizational strategic 
plan. The integration of the strategic plan into the organizational processes is also a key component in the seven 
point transition management plan to guide the way by which the operation of the City will be assumed by the 
Mayor and City Council. 

Flint City government is focused on enabling Flint to become an attractive place to live, work, play, study, and 
visit. In order to do this, the city government must become and remain financially stable, must provide 
residents, businesses, students, and visitors with an adequate level of municipal services. It must also have the 
capacity to encourage and guide others in the achieving its vision and goals. 

Each quarter the City is producing a report. The first quarter ofFY15 ended on September 30, 2014 and the 
results were reported to the public last October. We are now pleased to share the progress which has been made 
during the second quarter, which ended on December 31, 2014. Also attached is the 2014 summary of 
accomplishments related to the master plan. We have identified more than 100 strategies underway with nearly 
$15 million in activities. As you review the summary here and attached reports, please consider sending us your 
feedback and ideas. The strategic plan is currently being revised to extend to 2020 and the report on the master 
plan is being expanded by including more projects from partners. 

With the strategic plan, over 300 specific objectives are identified in the current plan, with 98 now completed. 
They include increasing public safety, improving infrastructure, creating jobs and development, eliminating 
blight, engaging citizens and managing the financial and administrative challenges which are reflective of an 
organization striving to regain sustainable financial solvency. Much of this work is done in partnership with the 
community and everyone is to be commended for their willingness to embrace change. 

Important areas of progress from this past quarter include: 

•!• - Voters approving the creation of a charter commission and the adoption of charter amendments to 
strengthen financial management and reduce administrative costs. 



•!• - City Council supported a package of ordinance reforms to codify the strategic planning process and the best 
practices in financial management. 

•!• - Flint recorded its lowest number of homicides in more than ten years and the overall violent crime rate was 
down compared with 2013. 

•!• - Flint's economy continues to improve steadily with coordinated economic development efforts supporting 
more than 300 jobs in 2014 including jobs with expanding companies in health care, manufacturing, retail, and 
environmental technologies along with new small businesses. 

•!• - Improvements in infrastructure are progressing in accordance with the strategic plan and completed 
combined capital improvement plan despite the evident challenges with water quality and costs. 

•!• - A new City of Flint website has been launched to provide citizens, businesses, students and visitors have 
access to timely information regarding services and information. 

•!• - The FY2014 audit was completed on time and confirms the reduction in the General Fund deficit to less 
than $9 million and the stabilization of other City accounts. 

•!• - The transition from state oversight to home rule is advancing with the new City Administrator starting and 
the preparation of a final list of items to be completed before April 2015. 

While significant progress has been made on many fronts, significant challenges and risks remain. One primary 
issue, of course, is water quality. We all know it is a very serious concern, and our staff is working every day to 
improve water quality with the guidance being provided by independent consultants with expertise in improving 
water quality where the source of water is a river. We also posted on the City's web site answers to questions 
which have been raised in the community along with testing data so we are fully transparent. Another issue is 
the low level of resources available to address public safety issues in the City. As you know, we commissioned 
an independent study of our police and fire organization in order to assess our capacity and to determine how to 
best organize our police and fire departments in light of their diminished resources. 

The issues surrounding water and public safety emphasize the tenuous financial situation of the City - one 
which, while significantly improved, will remain tight. The five year financial projections done last year, and 
the adopted budgets for FYI 5 and FYI 6, showed financial stability for FYI 5 and FY26, but projected a very 
significant gap between revenues and expenses for FYI 7. Balancing the FYI 7 budget in a financially 
responsible manner will be a challenging task. If decisions become necessary to further reduce the workforce 
and service levels, they will be very difficult, as there are no easy answers. Likewise, responding to demands for 
high levels of service and lower costs in the form of water rates or taxes will also be difficult. 

We will be looking to the community and partners to continue to be engaged and work with us on solutions. For 
instance, the new Water Advisory Board is being established. If you are interested in participating on the new 
board, other commissions, or becoming more involved in any way, please contact mayor(11!Citvofflint.com. And 
again, we welcome your feedback on the revision of the strategic plan and the compilation of master plan 
accomplishments. 
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Mayor Dayne Walling 

Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Gerald Ambrose, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 
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January 5, 2015 

Joshua Freeman, President 
Flint City Council 

Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
Dayne Walling, Mayor 

City of Flint Strategic Plan, Second Quarter Report 

In 2014 the City Council of Flint adopted a Strategic Plan for the City of Flint. This plan 
announced a vision, mission, and goals to guide the operation of the City government for the next 
five years and was adopted in the context of the City's recently adopted Master Plan for the 
community. It was followed by a statement of budget priorities adopted by the City Council and 
ultimately by a biennial budget for FY15 and 16. The budget also projected the city finances for 
the following three years - FYI 7, FYI 8, and FYI 9. During this same period a Deficit Elimination 
Plan and Reserve Accumulation Plan was approved by the State and a Seven Point Transition 
Management Plan was enacted to guide the way by which the operation of the City will be assumed 
by the Mayor and City Council. The integration of the Strategic Plan into the organizational 
processes of the City is a key component of the Seven Point Transition Management Plan. 

In total, these actions comprise a broad framework guiding the direction of the Flint City 
government as it restores financial stability and once again becomes an active leader focused on 
making Flint a safe, secure city attractive to residents, businesses, students and visitors. 

The first quarter ofFY15 ended on September 30, 2014 and the results were reported to the public 
in October. A copy of that report is available on the City's web site. 

We are pleased to report on the progress which has been made during the second quarter, which 
ended on December 31, 2014. While significant progress has been made on many fronts 
significant challenges and risks remain. 

We wish to commend the Management Team and our employees for their dedicated efforts to 
move the City forward. We look forward to discussing the contents of the report with you. 





The progress of the City of Flint is now defined by the steps it takes to achieve its stated vision, 

mission, and goals. Flint City government is focused on enabling Flint to become an attractive 

place to live, work, play, study, and visit. In order to do this, the city government must become 

and remain financially stable, must provide residents, businesses, students, and visitors with an 

adequate level of municipal services. It must also have the capacity to encourage and guide 

others in the achieving its vison and goals. 

Achievement of the vison will be measured by the progress which is being made towards 

specific goals and objectives. Over 300 specific objectives are identified in the current plan, with 

nearly 100 completed,·. They include increasing public safety, improving infrastructure, creating 

jobs and development, eliminating blight, engaging citizens and managing the financial and 
administrative challenges which are reflective of an organization striving to regain sustainable 

financial solvency. Much of this work is done in partnership with the community and everyone is 

to be commended for their willingness to embrace change. Important areas of progress from 

this past quarter include: 

~!.~ Voters approving the creation of a charter commission and the adoption of three 

charter amendments to strengthen financial management and reduce administrative 

costs. 

•!• City Council supported the first reading of a package of ordinance reforms to codify the 

strategic planning process and the best practices in financial management. 

•!• Flint recorded its lowest number of homicides in more than ten years and the overall 

vfolent crime rate was down in nearly all areas, compared to 2013. 

•!• Flint's economy continues to improve steadily with coordinated economic development 

efforts supporting more than 300 jobs in 2014 including jobs with expanding companies 

in health care, manufacturing, retail, and environmental technologies along with new 
small businesses. 

•!• Improvements in infrastructure are progressing in accordance with the strategic plan 

and nearly completed combined capital improvement plan. 

•!• A new City of Flint website is ready to be launched in January, providing citizens, 

businesses, students and visitors have access to timely information regarding services 

and information. 

•!• The FY2014 audit was completed on time and confirms the reduction in the General 

Fund deficit to less than s9 million and the stabilization of other City accounts . 

•!• The transition from state oversight to home rule is advancing with the announcement 

of the new City Administrator and the preparation of a final list of items to be 

completed before April 2015. 



/\ssurin9 .1\cn.wnt(1bUhy to /\dopted P!0ns and13udf'.:iets 
As the City of Flint continues to work towards its adopted Vision of being, "a well-managed, 

financially stable, and accountable government," there is a shared commitment to continually 

updating and improving plans and budgets. The City Council is poised to adopt a package of 

ordinance reforms to codify the strategic planning process and the best practices in financial 
management. The ordinance reforms will require the City of Flint to establish priorities, regularly 

update the five year strategic plan, adopt a biennial budget, receive quarterly reports on the 

status of the budget, consider quarterly budget amendments, and develop appropriate fund 

balances and retiree health care reserves. 

Thrsfs a report on the progress made during the three month period ended December 31, 2014. 

This three month perfod is the second quarter of the City's Fiscal Year 2014, which began July 1, 

2014. A first quarter report was presented to the community in October, 2014, and is available 

on the City's web site. 

The City of Flint is increasing public safety through the involvement of the community, 

collaboration with the Michigan State Police, Genesee County Sheriff's Department and other 

law enforcement partners, and, most importantly, the hard work of the Flint Fire Department 
and Flint Police Department along with the 911 center and courts. While managing force 

reductions as required by the budget, success is notable in the following: 

•:• The City has selected the State Records Management System for replacement of its 

current system. 

•:• The Citizens Radio Patrol is now active and planning on expansion in 2015. 

•:• Leads on Line has been implemented and is functional. 
•:• 100% of Flint school children have been provided with fire safety and prevention 

education and all Senior Centers have been provided with fire safety and prevention 
· information. 

•:• Fire suppression personnel have distributed arson reward literature in the community. 

•:• A reorganization has been implemented within District Court resultingis reduced costs 

and upgraded technology. 

•:• A reduction in Violent Part 1 Crimes continues, including a 40% reduction in homicides; 

with the exception of arsons, other major areas are also showing a decline. 

•:• Response time to calls for service for the Police Department has been reduced by 7 .5%, 

but still short of the goal of 8%. 

•:• An alternate plan to calls for service not requiring direct police response is being 

developed to further reduce response time and to improve effectiveness of available 

resources. 

•:• An organizational study of the police and fire organization and staffing is nearing final 

completion, and will give guidance to future organizational and budgetary decfsions 

regarding public safety. 



i rl1f}t(J\/}r1;J i rsfrt~sttt)ctt}rf: 
The mission of the Clty of Flint Government is to assure that residents, businesses, students and 
visitors receive municipal services in a customer friendly and financially responsible manner. 

Infrastructure, fi, the form of utilities, streets, trails, and waste collection, are vital municipal 
services that require ongoing attention due to the age of current systems and the express desire 

of the community for modern improvements. Despite evident challenges, the Department of 

Pubfi c Works has developed plans and steps are being taken to strengthen Ftint's infrastructure 

systems. Strategic objectives have been met, or are in progress in these areas: 

•!• A list of capital improvement needs for city facilities was developed and provided to the 

public for review as part of the development of the Capital Improvements Plan portion 

of the Master Planning process, which is scheduled for final submission to the Planning 

Commission and the Flint City Council in January 2015. 

•!• Repairs and improvements to the City's water treatment and distribution system are 

being made to ensure the water is safe to drink and for all other purposes. 
•!• A written pipe replacement matrix has been developed for determining the priority of 

pipe replacement annual plans . 
•!• Infrastructure repairs on the water and sewer system continue with nearly 40 valves 

replaced this quarter alone. 
•!• The process of selecting a vendor to replace all inoperable residentiaJ meters is 

underway. 

•!• Engineering has started for the replacement of seven miles of underground pipe. 

Replacement is scheduled to begin this spring . 

•!• Work has started on rebuilding manholes as a part of the water infiltration elimination 

program. 
•!• A list of potential shared services opportunities with Genesee County has been 

developed. 

•!• The process of selecting a vendor and funding mechanism to provide an energy 

evaluation of the City Hall campus is underway. 

The City's Department of Planning and Development has the mission of organizing and 
facilitating, "targeted itivestment and rational, well-designed and physically integrated land use 

and development that advances economic prosperity, eliminates blight and stabilizes 

ne\ghborhoods, protects the environment, and provides a better quality of life in the city." With 

the adopted Master Plan fora Sustainable Flint as a framework, the Department is working with 

partners to support long-term planning, comprehensive economic and community development 

including effective planning, zoning, business licensing and permitting, and parks maintenance. 

A number of efforts are being made to implement the specific strategies identified in the master 

plan, including developing a Capital Improvement Plan and a new zoning code. Other initiatives 

are underway that leverage grants and opportunities that fit within the community's vision. 

Areas of progress include: 

•!• Coordinated economk development efforts supporting the creation more than 300 jobs 

and s850 Million in capital investment in 2014 including jobs with expanding companies 

in health care, manufacturing, retail, and environmental technologies along with new 
small businesses. 



•!• A review of the process of submitting planning applications was conducted in order to 

assure that applications are processed in a timely manner. 

•!• At least three "Adopt a Park" agreements have been executed to fulfill the initial 

commitment in the Strategic Plan and the "Friends of Berston" has been established as 

an independent non-profit organization. 

•!• The capacity for conducting rental inspections will be increased shortly as a contract for 

inspection services is being finalized. 

•!• Significant progress has been made with the sale of homes at Smith village, with only 9 

of the 39 remaining unsold. 

•!• Ongoing coordination with the Land Bank to continue demolitions< 

•!• A draft of the City's comprehensive 5-Year Blight Elimination Framework has been 

completed and is being circulated for review by the public, partners and the Planning 

Commission with the intention of an adoption as a policy document in the coming 

quarter. 

•!• An agreement with MDOT has been executed which will allow the construction ofthe 

Genesee Valley trail and connection to the new Chevy Commons to begin this spring, 

•:• A preliminary draft of the City's Zoning Code has been completed and is being prepared 

for public review in 2015. 

•!• A draft of the Capital Improvement Plan has been completed and shared with the 

public; consideration of adoption by City Council is planned for January 2015. 

•!• A planning grant application to the EPA was submitted in order to provide for 

additional planning for the area around Chevy Commons. 

As the City of Flint moves to resolve the financial emergency, a number of financial and 

administrative challenges are being managed in accordance with the Strategic Plan. The 

following objectives have been completed: 

•!• The City's accumulated General Fund deficit has now been reduced to less than s9 

million from the u2.9 million which existed as of June 30, 2013, more than double the 

amount targeted in the state adopted Deficit Elimination Plan. 

•!• A City Administrator has been selected to lead the City government as it transitions 

from oversight by an Emergency Manager back to home rule. 

•!• A formal assessment of the values of both Hurley Hospital and the City's utility system 

have been completed, concluding that no change in ownership status would be 

beneficial at this time. 

•!• A decision has been made to rejoin the County 911 Consortium, which will improve 

service to the Flint community while reducing overall costs. 

•!• Video capabilities have been improved in City Council Chambers, providing for 

improved recording of Council proceedings. 

•!• A review of professional development needs for city officials, department heads, and 

employees has been completed. 

•!• A new fixed asset accounting policy has been implemented. 

•!• The FY14 audit has been completed and filed with state 

•!• An Internship program has been established for the Finance Department. 

•!• Staffing is now in place to enhance delinquent collections. 

•!• The office space for the Assessing Division has been renovated to address health and 

safety issues. 



•!• New labor contracts were negotiated and implemented with AFSCME 1600 and 17991 

and FPD Command officers, providing consistent benefit packages, achieving short and 

long term costs, and improving efficiency of operations. 

•:• A new labor contract was imposed on FPOA for the same purposes. 

•:• Modifications to exempt employee policies were approved for the same purposes. 
•:• A new Family Medical Leave Act administration program was implemented. 

•:• A new Employee Assistance Program was implemented. 

•:• Several specific vehicle and equipment acquisitions were made. 
•:• New lease arrangements for several vehicles were also implemented. 

•!• GPS tracking units were installed on several city vehicles as a pilot project. 

•:• A regular schedule of seasonal meetings with DPW to assess vehicle readiness was 

established. 

•:• A technology training calendar was established for all employees. 

Progress continues on the remaining objectives, with progress to be reported in the next 

quarterly report. Challenges to the City's progress continue in the form of events such as: 

•!• While the transition from DWSD to KWA is underway, including the use of the Flint 
River on a temporary basis, the work of producing treated water continues to be 

complicated by the systems' aging infrastructure and varying temperatures . 

•:• The departure of three key management staff in Finance and Human Resources will 

affect time lines for completion of some objectives. 

•:• Difficulties in finding qualified candidates for plumbing and mechanical inspectors has 
affected the timeliness of providing inspections. 

•:• The inability of the City and IAFF to reach a mutually acceptable labor contract 

patterned after the basic terms and conditions in all other contracts has resulted in a 
delay in achieving desired cost savings. 

•!• The slow progress ofthe retiree health care lawsuit continues the uncertainty of the 
City's financial stability. 

•:• Slow deployment of budgeted personnel assigned to delinquent tax collections may 

affect the ability to reach targeted revenues amounts. 

•:• Evidence of consistent instances of water theft has required the assignment of public 

works, finance and public safety personnel to investigate and prosecute offenders. 

A viable plan must be flexible enough to adjust to unexpected circumstances and these 

modifications need to be made transparent to the community. Significant adjustments to this 

plan as of the end of the second quarter include: 

•:• Objectives for improving City 911 operations are being replaced with the objective of 

transferring City 911 operations to the County 911 Consortium by July 1, 2015 . 

•:• An objective of developing an agreement with Genesee County for the consolidation of 

the 6ih and 68th District Courts by January 1, 2016 will be added. 

•:• An objective of improving inventory control in the Utilities and Fleet divisions by June 

30, 2015 will be added. 

•:• An objective of selecting permanent replacements for the City Treasurer, Human 

Resources Director, and Finance Director no later than April 30, 2015 will be added. 



•!• An objective to reduce instances of water theft by 50% no later than June 30, 2015 will 

be added. 

•!• An objective to develop policy review and recommendation regarding the "My 

Brother's Keeper Initiative" by February 1, 2015; and to develop and help launch action 

plan by September 1, 2016 will be added. 

•!• Secure funding and complete construction of a road diet, and addition of bike lane, 

along Harrison Street by September 1, 2016, per the Master Plan, will be added. 

Condu~;ion 
Adoption and implementation of a strategic planning process is one of the elements identified 

by Flint's Emergency Manager in the 7-point Transition Plan as necessary for the transition back 

to Home Rule. Progress is being made in accordance with the expectations of the Strategic Plan 

and its specific objectives. Significant steps are being taken to improve its financial condition 

and to restructure the organization to improve efficiency and effectiveness. Steps are also being 

taken to prepare the City for return to traditional Home Rule governance. 

The second quarter report shows completion of a number of specific objectives and progress on 

others. There have also been a number of unexpected events which have or will affect timely 

completion of objectives, or resulted in the elimination or addition of others. These types of 
adjustments are to be expected in the implementation of any plan. 

The positive progress outlined in this report must be read in the context of the current overall 

condition of the City of Flint. The level of services currently provided by the City is marginal as it 

struggles to regain financial solvency. Flint continues to be challenged by population loss, 

relatively low per capita income, aging infrastructure, and an insufficient revenue stream to 
support a desired level of services. It still has a significant General Fund deficit to be addressed, 

along with significant legacy costs. And it still faces the possibility of insolvency should the 

challenge to changes in retiree health care prevail. 
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GOVERNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 

VISION Statement 

The City of ~int,:s Gove.mance .,....:adapt to chJnge and be a mo_del of pr:ofess~h.~$,f_~nsparency, ~nd sust~na~il!ty)n order to prnv!d_e effective government to e~.ch of au~ City'S·resi~f:!!nts (as lM'itten iri the Charter Preary,ble), 

MISSION Statement 

The Executive Management ~nd Elected Leader1tiip ~~cts and guides the Crty govemment:il'.I order operate·~ an open and financia~ respons"~• man_ne_r, ih~ding -~V~g citizen access,.:focu~ing on measurable result5: . .improving the c"itt~ financial posfti°iJ~; ~d 
olimnalilig .accumdatod dofiei1s "'1111~ lho context of the Cffy of F~nt Ma•ter ~~n., 

~ FUO!CJIONS ISsX 01:1.u:cI~S Fy1s & FY]& 1ST QTR 2ND QTR 

~i ~=:~~~===:~:::§s:=f;~~::~:ej 
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_ · -lEE:~~~::5:?:~==~:~~:=~~:.::-~:=-.. -:~:~[h 
}Update the video c.af)abffi"Oe"s of tha City Coun~_.ch_ambers to facilitate m..house recording, production and uploading of video ~ : f" ·: · .i-:: : :" if:._:_.: iii 
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GOVERNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 

(contlnu.,dl 
DMSIONS FUNCTIONS KEY OBJECTIVES FY15 & FY16 1ST QTR 2ND QTR 
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CITY CLERK'S OFFICE 

RECORDS 
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POLICE DEPARTMENT 

VISION Statement 

~ ~t Police Department ¥Al! be tha aiichor resource:~ a c'?Qaboratlve effort with the comnunity~ businesses and v'lsfl~,.. to the C~fy of Flklt.::.We wP ~~de model law enfon.ement s~s. 'i't4th an e~a~~ on innovation and technoloqy'. ·:-

MISSION Statement 

The City of Flii;t Pol ee Deparlment°is commitJed to Pfl!l<lffi"II and 1erv<ng d Iha people of our """'''""IY with res peel, faimtt( and c;on.,,11s;4n •.. 

Acting.n, partnerahip with our conv.nunrty to protect life and propert:v·. 'Ml 1tr-ive 10 prevent cr_m'l8 and preserve_pe~ . . ~rd~~ ~nd 8:Qfety. 

We ...... ,k·l\Jat MJlutions 1Mth honesty and.int911my, 

We encourage, nead, ~d expect corm,unity invofol~ment to·~ri< __ IO'Nard a-m\Jtuat go.al.of enhancil'lg th~ quafity of life 'MthUl our c:rty~. 

!!!l1lfilQM FUNCTIONS KEY OBJECTIVE$ FY15 l FY18 1ST QTR 2ND QTR 
.~ STATUS 

r~,~::~ ····· t;·:__1~~~~~~~~:~~:;3:.;;~.fF:::n~~··:~ .. ~·3 ,:. :i.::\t:11 
: . [Revilallze tho Flint Police Oaparlmont'1 Chaplain Corps . . . . . :=t · , · ·i J ! · . 

IN\IESTIGATIONS 

~OCKVP 

PATROi;' 
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POLICE DEPARTMENT 
(continuod) 

~ FUNCTIONS KEY OBJECTIVES FYJ5 II. FY]6 1 ST QTR ZND QTR 

f- ::j evalu1te options and reccmr_nend location for new shooting range i N )( . 
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Adrnn, tr U .· .· ·. . .· .. · .. . · ip,, .-nt M ... 

1 
. :: liao BJuii liadgo iis lhti portal to al volunteer effort&, lnc.:;ding 1). Citizen Radio Pairol, 2j, Chaplain Corps. 3). Seivice Center/Mini siation v,orl<ora With a goal o1 , N ~~.:: __ ...•... f-,.::. .· ;_;:._so.;,,..,•·"'°~~-•.;;. ....... ;,.....;;... .. ._;,.,....;~ ........ _ ......• ;,;:. _ j. f;it4 

Ch$tlfs Office ~School t.~on ·· P,r the COPS grant H1r11.6 Officers and deploy Jn the schools with the emphasis an the school and the i;:orm,unity therein, focus on safD.rOutas i nd · ~--": ·:.: ... :, 
· · · j · · · cnmestoppers school program 1. ·: · · · · 

j. 
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Chiefs Office ~epartment Management 
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911 

VISION STATEMENT 

Tho City of Flint 9J.t.Oopartmont ... n be a f>;lly runcttonal Noxt Gen 911 systom ... oc<;eulllte 24f7 from any device .. 

' MISSION Statement 
,...........,- ----,---·····~------ ·--,.. •• _ _ ___ ~···· ••••••• . w, ,,,,---·- ~-,. ••. ,..,.,-, .• .- - - -·-·,,-----·----··-· "'·-,,~--·---·· ] 

l .-.,~, .... ,. The C'rty of Rini 911 Cepartmonl llc cormitted to serving our citizens bus111osses and viO~=f::•ic>r.al e~rgency , onnc;as. We~ contin~~sly 3ltfvo lo ln'4)rovo our services In Iha most offe<live and oftlolent manner ponible, .... ,, .... _ 

OMSIONS FUNCTIONS KEY OBJECTIVES FY15 & FY1B 1ST QTR 2ND QTR . ....;,;..;,.,.. --- ··~.,,.~-l ) Reduce use of 91 1 for nor>-omergancy qil!a by 25% . · .. : .·. :. I 1 (. ............... , -· .... . ,, ........ ···· .. "'+ .... ·,·,.:·- .... ··,.·.···· ... ,·· .. , .. ·.· ······· .... ··.·· · .... y··· . :.·····:··.:::.:· · .. ·· ........ ·· ... . , ·· ....... ·.·•· .. - ·. ·.··· .·.····· .. - · .--··-··························--·--··········- ·--·········· ···--···--······ . . ··· .. '/.·. / • .. J ........ ,, .. t .,,,, ..... ,,, 
TELEPHONE ANSWERING & l Rocaivos call and dispatches . . . .; l 
DISPATCH !resources · Develop plan for Next Gen 911 tochnololl)I, 1nclud"'g telephone upgnido.and console upgrade } N l 7. 

M~~l;Jna ;~co~•~~: :vt~rovo lle; P.~"•• to inco~;~11 ~ 7~t c1Us by 10% and knprovo co~na~~ wlh ~S ~patch . . . . . .·· . . ___ . _ '·.f •<- ·. .. _ . .: c ..• ::. :: j , ',, 4 .... f; • 

Management of 91 t Center P,utomate billing for structure llres N f ) f' ·1 
.. ···················· ··········---· ... · . .ef· ·._, ........ , ..... ·· ............. ··. · .............................. ,,_ ............... -,-----···--···························-···--··----······----- ----·-···:. ···:::····::··,,·· ·+······.···:··········,: 

/ : iOevelop plan forCon.solidation 'Nth Genesee County Consortium · .· J -~ -~ ·. 

r =~,,:=+=~::::.~;;~~~L~.~~---::==-~::~ ·±F;i 
; ·. · · · · · · · · :: ' Cample~~ state required tr_a~lrig for alt er:r:iployees t 

L. , . . =- _.·.· , Ccn19~to ~ r-cons~Uon, , .: ..... : .. · •.... ·· . . . .•. ,, . ···••·••·•· ..•... __ _ .... ~ > ~ .. · •.. . . . · ... ·· .. ·. · · ·•·•· + <, ; 
r: E!~nate Provision,I Appolntmenll/Fif vacanciiH parmanently .: ~ 

RECORDS MANAGEMENT 

··1!1 

J. 

AOMINISTIIATION 

--=-----··~ ':'' 
&-.• ··0 ·:::5.:·::::::~ .. ~~·;;-~.;..;:.. ._ · ...• ········ .. ·· ·.·· .. -. ·. < • : •• · - ·.· . • ··•• •··. di ~~ 
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FIRE DEPARTMENT 

___ ]_ 

VISION Statement 

A. COnJ1V1!ty educ.a lad on al matters rela,Sd \o fire tafet, and fire protection res~~D bl ffinimal damage and R'l}ury from fire lncida"t1. -----~·~·- ~--- . . . -- -----------

l 
"""'. ·. mm·: " . SSION:·.s .. ·. ·.. .. . . ...... _._ • .,.,, .· .. ,..,.......,. ..---~ 

,._ - .. . utking ovadablo res~~~ the Flint Fi" popartment ~ respond qu~ and errecti:~ t~ ~re.~~~:::::d effor11 to educate the co~nity on an ,.,.ner1 relating lo fi111 s~fety •nd proteqtian . "··"''""·-~ 

DMSIONS FUNCTIONS KE'I' OBJECTIVES FY15 A F'/'16 1ST QTR 2ND QTR 
ctTATlla. QT ...... · ····~:_.,_..,.~-· 

l:1M 
ADMINISTRATION & 
EMERGENCY MANAGEM~.NT 

FIRE SUPPRESSION 

FIRE INSPECTION & ARSON 
INVESTIGATION 

1m•P"IJ•n• j 1 OD% of Senior Center> pn,vldod wi'.h flte safety and prevention program f 
roe~ of Cily Bl~ Clubs provtded fire safety 1111d prevenhon program ,. N J. .): . 

"'""'~'"~- [:=!::~?: ~::~:-:::~i;;;:::~:;-;::i:~ ... -~~--.. -.--- .. ,~-1,,, :l~;L~ 
, )Reduce energy in Fire Oep,nmonts by 20% l,: : !:- s f · : ·I 

:!--- .~., .. ------ ------t,_,.,,. ________ .,..,. ___ ,,,, ,..,. ., .. ,,,,..............------ -,, .......... ,.. .... . .,,,, .... ,..., _ __________ - ---.... ,..,.,.. .,. .............. ,.., ,,n,,. ..... --------- ,,n,,,,. .,..,... i ,, NUN • 

j -----------m•--····- -·~---. ., ....... ___ ~C-e prognnslve lnlining once perMek·-------.. , ••• , ...... ·-·----.. --------· ,. ...•.•• ,. ,.,. _____ ., _____ ----···---.,,. .. ........ 4--,., ,"""l",. 
1
,. J 

~ 
~ Continued traming for Suppressron Personnel et technology develops for toda(s ltigh,,-tech envlfOnment ~ l ~ 

·------"-,.,., • , -----• ----.,,._,_,,_,.. ---~•-·-'""WTTTTTT' ----._,.,.,N""" --------••"'"'"'""_, _________ +·•-••••-•---• ,..,.,_,,_,.,., -,----------E, ·----~l!,-.,le,':nlphysf1;4lfitn ... progn,m _ __ .................. ---------------------.. m·--.. -- ____ ..... , .. _,,, _ _J ... j ...... ___ ,,,} ____ . 
I ' ~ . 

i"Knock and Talk" Fin, Suppression C1"9W! and Pre:ven{con Staff to dlatnbute Ar.Ion Re'Mirct literature to 100% of residents . . . L ·: ::: .. ~-: ... J./·:< ((\ :\: 

• j ,.. , jeducale !~:~:~~~aetters by pro'1dmg ano,-0n-ono d11cuaslon -.!~.:."""" • .' ......... _. .. ·.·· ... ·. . . . . ·: ... · .· ·•·•·. ·.· .... . J.L . .t~ r I ( • 
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68th DISTRICT COURT 

VISlON Statement\ 
._ _______ ·_, h_o_681h JudicfJli Disltict Court 'Mil b• a loader among Michigan Court$ In th•. provi>Kln of q~~.ily 1ervice, ·tiqual acce,a to a fair and effe<;live system of justi~ ... and protection or Iha pubi~a H f111y. _____ _J 

---- ----,_ ... ,.. ... -.,.,,, _] 
[ . ... • ., • ., ...... _, _,.,,._,__ ... .,,.,,,.,_____ - MISSION S:;;;;~;-- .,. .. ., • ., • .,,,,., 

The 68th Judx:ial °"1riel Court ..et !""Vfde timely. ra:r, and '"'4>artial juslice., el manors pr11perly presented to the Caurt, 
_ _ _ .. _._..,,, __ 1 • •• ,~~ ,r, ,-.-,.,.....,_....,....,.....,.....,._,,..., ___ , -------... , •• , .-~- -,.,..., n .,._. "7 ~,,,.,.,.,.,..,.,.,.,.,. 

OMS IONS FUNCTIONS KEY OBJECTIVES FY15 & FY16 1 ST QTR 2ND QTR 

.§la!!!! .. ~~TATUs : =:i. .. ... ..... . ........... ····.···· ..... ··· .. ··; 
'':I Pf STRICT COURT ---------------+------- - - : . . -------: -. -- .<· > ;-;,·; .. . ·,,. . . .. . . . .. ... . .. "· ·,, - .: .:.: :.· .. ·"; : .. : :·<--···· ... ,,· ·,,. • . . ········,, ......... ,,·· •. - ··Jc • . • .. ·". ·t·: ....... .. .... --+-----mm -I 

ADMINISTRATION ,overall Court Management To comply ,.;tt, al Trial Court Performanca Standardo-AnnuaUy,.H dictated by tho State.Court AdninislraUva Office . . . . . • ·) (/:)(: 
·------------ ------------------------ .- .... ·······----· --······--. ---.-------- ·--· ··"""""""""·· ..... ·· -------------------- -- -- ·--· ------------- . --------·-------- --- ---- -.. ,,------------- -i'··.:··-:· ·-;·· < 

JUDICIAL PROCESSING Counroom activiliH imprvve Cour1 co~ctfan.s-Ann~ai i~creases by way of Armesty and CoUactions Agency, comparjng results at tbe end of each fiscal year to the previou.s y,ar "f : } : .. ] ) :: . 
H----- --~--·- . • · .• ,, .•• ,""•• .... •.•• •• < •"•" • ,. ••• •• • •• << •.••• •• •• : . .. ,.,., . : · · " < •••"•-:· . : . : • ... 02 •• .. •: .• ••: •. .•'.-"•"•"•"•••• •.• .••••.•.••••:: •: .... -- • .,., ., .. ••••"'• ~ ... : ... :::...,. .+:··· .. •• ,.,.,.,.,.~ 

J PROBATION J~mvide-~ ~•1'ight of prob1tion,rs ~Ra-.stabtish Probation Department 'Mth (1} Probation Offi~r i . ·J ·} .· .?' 
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PUBLIC WORKS 

VISION Statement 

The vi~On of tho Public Works Oepa~nt~ to be •. W!!U managed and ...,._u trained 'l«lrkforce that ubi:iz,es all avaiti tl!le resourco~:-·t.echnala(b\ and coUaboraUve means 10 maintain the Ctty'1 above a.nd underground ~-~fra.1tructure ,nd 1_,~•:::· 

DIVISIONS 

MISSION Statement 

The Public Works Department :1s comrr..:tted to the dev~loprnent of qualified managarJ ·and v.orkers 'Mff1 consistent ongoing tri(ming, dati,; dm'en dacfsh;ms, and the cteation of n•w job parformanc~ measurabl~ . .

Tht1 DPW 'Mfl ag~ssivet-j ~ngag~·~ ,trategr~ local and s_ta11 l9:vel p•r1.ne~h'~a ~i(e conUnuousty i~emuntiiig r,ewand Improved technologl,s, procedures, and policies, 

Fl,II\ICTIONS KEY OBJECTIVES FY15 & FY16 1ST QTR 2ND QTR 
nru:!i§ .~ 

J!!lllJlll;! ---------,--,----- jWaterTnoal,'.'.'°;;·~,--- ---··-,-•. , .,.,,. -.-,..,,,,, --- .• ,. ... , .,,,______,,._._,,m,.~ ,-,---···········--,-~-------~,,.,_ ,,_,__···· ··n-- ,,.,. ,.,..~~---~- --- --· ·····-, rr~-----3 
.,1 WATER TREATMENT PLANT ~~Waler O..tribulian .. , ,_,,,. .,. r omplet~ Iha elecl""'81111>9:d•• on Cadar Stroot Pu"¥)ing FaCllily ,..,.,,. ------·-······---··--- ---- ------,~-·--··· _,_,, _____ J,,,,,, I,,,,,,~ -----'- , . , 

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL Oistnbution System Malnlenence jComplete Iha engineering des<11n wor1< for tho H•rTi!lon Oom Upll"ldel 1 t i I t 
__ ,,,,,,,_ ______ __ - ····• •·,,,.,._,.,----------.,;,,,,-_,. _ _, _________ ···-rm_,,,., .. _ ___ ____ _,_ . . ,,,,., , ... - - --------- '., ... . ··/ . .,,,..,.,. 

WATER SERVICE CENTER ,:e;;:;x..~wor OperaUon & jcomplet• lh• rohab>itation of the Torrey Road Booster star.on I 1 , ' -·--~~--..,~--- -··-==·- . . ... ,,,~------ ----···•·,>·----. ·--·· ___ _, ,,,, .... .,,+-----------
f Stonn Water Maintenance - !Complete and lmploment a comprahoniive pay scale evaluation for aH WTP employees ,.,.,. _ _,,,.,.., .. ,,, ______ , _ _____ .,_.,_,,.,...,. ...... n .. ,,,, . _ _ ,. ___ __ .,.,,,...... .... .,,, ,, 1,,n_,,...,lj ... ' ...... . 

JP,m Mar,tananca Co~i.to pt,a,e II (of Ill) of the WTP upgrade ,n preparalian of tranlilian to KWA I 1 
f-<,,.,.,.,,. __ • .. ·. ·••,···· ·.·.· .. • ... ,,..,. _,._ ,.,.,,,. ,•,. .•,.·.··· .·· ... · ··.,.,.,.,.~~•n. . • ... . .. .-.·-,,,,,·/N,,~ .. ···~--.- .. • ... ·~ · . · ...................... --~ .. •c,.·."· ·,,,•. · . · · ...... ·• ... ''' ."."., . 

~WatarT~m On's/Off'1 · Create GIS maps ofu~ assets (lflq!Jding.b&11H8yi,r) · ·.· ·· ···.. ··· · f · N · ti:. 

.... :~;.-· "f~;~~~::::~f.:t,:= .. _ .. ;~=-.. ;."_ .. ,~ ... ::.~ .. J: ¥ :. 1 
:~dustrial Pn,treatment Compfaance ·~ Replace 3;000 re~ential meters f : I f · .( 
;s,. · . . . '· ·· .. , .... -,-,_,,,,. . .. . . -< .. ...• • _, · ,. ----- .• -~.,,,_,,., ... , _ _,,..,_,,_, ·-·······,,-,, • .,,,,,,, _________ + "1' ..... 
( · · · · · · · · · ,·011velo~ and /~~nt a~~~ ~~t controi matiix to reduce mfUtration &110 lhe sanitary sev.er systems ~~ I .'f J 
~_.:.....,....,.,,.,..,..~ ... ;::;.;.,·-· - · -· ... '"~,,..,.,,.., >< --~ .. ,. ........ - , ·---------.,-~,· .. _.., __ _,_ .,___ _ ..... .,. ... , .. + .. ,,,,,,,,.,. ... 

l _~ >. _ .•.. - ... . ·····•· :~::Pa•ca:~:~: ::~::::c::h::::e.::: ~:d::::1;:::~·n~,:~d•:P•nnualty -=:::===~==- ,:::::,:_::::"t ·::: ~-::.· 

~

1 
·. ·.·. ·. \oovelop list of •herad sorvJce opportunities IMlh Ganesaa County 0ra)l1 CommiHlcnar and setup a mooting achodule for talks 1 I 1

:: . Ji ... . 
... ,.,.,.,,,,._ .,,...,.,...! ~;;;~ .. ;;~mnss~tng of the v,cinarato;,..;;;;;;~ction of a load out fa~iiy ~t the WHt.:;;; ,.;~:~nt Plent ·- ---,..,..,..,,.,.. ................. ,1,,..,..,.,.,,; ,..,..,.. .. ,.,. ,,.,,.,.,.,.;· 
----- .... ,,,_,_,,,,. .. ,,...........+--------- ··-r •m_,,,,,,,. -·-----• .,,,,.. ,,,, _ _ ,__,,,,,,..,,,,,,.,, __ ~----+ 

fcompJeta_ th-~-~-~de plan of Wm:ng methane gas from the digester KIio energy . . . . . . . . t .. ~..... :-.·.·.·.· ~i . 
t ._:..7~ · •· ·, :· . ·. · .. :- ·.·.· .. · ... ···.·.·.·. """ ." ...... •• . · .. :..... ·.·. ·yv_·· .. ··· ,.. ·:,\ ... : . .,.,,..,,. .... ,.,, ,,,.,,,,.,,·1 .···."'''''"' .,,..,..,,.,,.,.,..,. .... 
Jc 01T4'1ete the development and use of v.eb s~9 access for retklltnt& tg report m.l!i~ breaks r-:.. . I . . 

t~~.~:~:~=~·-"4""";" .__ "i - ,., ~.," .•••.. =1:~:1:.·t1 
,pedbythoFlnanceOoparimentbyJune.1;2015 i·· -·. , ·N 

. ·:- · .. :·" .""'"· ... :::····· .. .. · ·. · .. ·.· .. ·. · ··.··.· ···· . . .. .... ... '""'I"~(. ' :~~.. . .. ~ . : . 

::e mcid•nc.o of water:lh~n by 50% no la!er than June 30, 2015 ....... ;.. .... . . :': .·.:: r:· · l 

I 
f 

t .. :~···-~ , ·---- . :.:.1, 
.lmpl~me.nt defined raspc ·· +: ·,,,,·,,,·. ·· ... ··~ 
Oeve&op cap·ar~ to effectuate 100 

l · 
.... , ., ., 

· ..•. ;.,_,,...,_. __ _ ..... ···,·.· .. · ,·-·,,,..,,:,.,..,,.,, .· 

Implement plan for !r'"Proved inv•ntqry control II davsl 
··,..:;....:,..-.;.,,._;;;;...~.:~~ ·'"··. ~ ··•:>::~ --- ---.: ··:· ,· ,, · :·: 
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PUBLIC WORKS 
(continued) 

DMSIDNS FUNCTIONS KEY OBJECTIVES FY15 &.FY11 1 ST QTR ;!NO QTR 
. . .... .. . ........ !Uffi!! STATUS 
1

JRANSPDRTATIDN ,,, 'l~:.::nce an~~·. .'··• co7~ie a aidewa!liinv~ntory that ~dontifi~~ the I;;;~::; condition rating of ~l•ide~!ks .~u,;,, ii,, City ,, . . . . . . . -- . . . , - ·.· ... · .. .. ·. 1· ____ N ,,,, .. --.N-.. 
STREET MAINTENANCE 

CAPffAL PROJECTS 
AOMINISTRA TION 

TRAFFIC CONTROL 

SANITATION 
(Contract M•n•~ment) 

~~~=i:.::1 of Right-of-Way lf11)1ement a 59f.50 Side'Nalk Repair ProgCilm targeting enforcement of the Side~lk Ordinance an~. re~~-ff' Ot ~DO ~~~ik s~an,~- and r\!~ o~· 1·'.~0 ~-q~~~~:.: j ~ . . ·. , _1_ 
-~Mamtenan:ce·ot e .. o"Nnlt~fltree(, ... · ,..,. ___ .....____ -- · · · : -.. · · · .· · · .·,rl •• • • •• •• • •• • : • • ••• • •••• --- ••• --- ·- .......... :·: • ..... ·.,, ..... < · .)•• . . ............._ ..... _ · . · ... · _,,._,,..,. __ · · · ·-·- · · _...,.,,. ... .:,.,,:,. ...... t·., _,, .. · · . :f-,.»»· .. ,.,.· ,.< 
~~duding pa~inO:· ·Z'Mng 8n'd · _Perfonn prevenlfve ~ten~nce 1ctivrties on 15 mies of stre:ets and pave_.~.5 miJes of streets in addiban to preventive ~ntenance on a!'1a~r 15 m~es of -~ · · _-

1 
{ 

t:ce of C: itroe: tr~•~ · ..•. ::~I• an ~voni~~ of cffy •~•I~.~ .. · ... _ . ·. _ · _ ·. ·.·. · ·. _ ... _ ·"' · .. ,, . ••. • .•... · .. ·· . · . ··· ...... · · · · ··-· .... · ...... · · ___ _ ...... ·. ·········· _ • _) < I . •• t ·•·•·•·•··.·. ··•·•·•·•·· 
· · Qev~lop a Tr1~(Maintanance plan that <~•ntifiea the location of s1reet trees, condition, risk f1c1gr_1 ... 1nd schedul• of plar,ned maintenance activ.ities cr-•r • six,.yea, . :· ·: '. J J · \. · 

.·· cycle ··•. , . . 

·- ·. ········ -~1e•~b-tJa,;;;;~~i;k.itic~..;;i~a=~pubH!,toeleclron~raport~lh~•tre•~•trfr:;e•,and&~co"!f~~·. ~ .. ,, .-,· · . __ \ f L. fL ~ 
:Develop i>1d li>l>Jerranl a writton Public Participation Plan that detab howlhe public wit be ongiged in·iii~··uonsportation p·la~n)ng .process . .. i,; .•... •.: . •1,( .' 

~-v """'·"·~-~ ..... •~au•_v~'.'.~'rll.'. -:+ .. -:~:---:-:-·--··.--.-. -:--.-:-:,..:~-:-.,,,,;,,,.,,,,.;,.,.,..,..,., . .._,~-,~ ......... ":' .. ,~ .. · . . . . ·> . ... . . - · . . . _:.-: ,.,.;.;..,..,.~ .. ~ ... ,.,.:..:..· :::7::.~.\~{~~~f.: .. ~~I~?-~:-~-: .. ;:· 

' ,,,, . !:nvest $20'. 000~ !ion-o,olorized foo/Btie1 ~ro,~~~/ ~~mng to ......... pretimnary ~ngineering ~ervico, 1or Yle Gene•eevaBey non-m,toriHd ~i ~"'~~-----··· L ! A ..... 

~

f· ·······-··,,,,, .,,,,,, ,,,_.,_ :• fOavelop a r,,con·f:iiuraUon plan for Harrison Street ;and South Seginaw Street that includes flJ'!~!••_for~~=mod1l travel and traffic callring devli:e.s ,·,. . ,. . .- .. ) ·-· •.. 1 . ., •·. • .. 
' ·; 

~ 1""ancde of slgn.t,t~~~,. ,,. t:::: 1a~::: ::::~~:::I::,:~:::::::: :::~~: :::~~nals and ~~ment a p~ventiYe nmnrtenanoe plan for traffic ~gnal1 • •. · .• ... ~··· .. ,,- •·_I>· .. ' 
i.-gna a, an pa\i:Bmen ,,..,._,v, r . . · · · · · ~- · ·: 

~'~~~~== 
i' . .· .. h~.~~-WastecoUec·tlon .Se~s RFPfornewcontractperiad : ~ J n. ~J r-. ,,,., ... , .... , .. :::::=:::::::::::_i~~~• ii,, ciy;~ ,.~~-;;;;;;;;;~·;;;;% I~ FY1S.;,d 12% in FYis,_ . .,,,,,.,____ w;,_ ,.,,;_,.. . . •...... ,,--~:-·'c:"J;::;:;r::::: .. ::c:::::i 
~ . ~Oevak>p a reconmendation on the feasibwty of iinpl•menting a 96-galon cart recyctng program ·r: ::·: :j ·:· -:-(·:: .. .f 
~, ' - . . .. -.--·-,.,.,.,,, .. .,.,,.-,.,, ... ., ••••••••••• ..,,,,,,,,,, ••... ,,,.·,,,,,,,, ... ,,,, __ , >cc-,--,------·,,,,,;;,,,,,,.:; 
~ . . . . . Mo~itor ·w~st~ Coledio~· Services contractor', co~ec~on and dispo5:aJ ~Uvitiea on ~ mcmthly basis to ensure COff1J~ance \Wh con~~t provislan1 -j . i : f I j . r~ ........... · ·····~~Z:Ie=--·-- .... === . ., .. ~~l. 
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PUBLIC WORKS 
(•onllnuoid) 

1 ST QTR 2ND QTR 

-: ta••e,rns .. ~ .. ·.,,,:,r,,,. ... -:.-~ s . ~ .. ;.,,.,. .. ;.,;.,;.,.,.~,. .. ;,;,.·~ .... ..;.,~ li:Y OBJESm-.J!:!! .. ~ 17?'1_~ .... . .- ·. . . . . . ..... · . . . . ·.· .. .. .. ..... 77'""'::-' ""7."~I~~-:: .. ,.~~~-~s 
.J FAgLJTy MAlNTEj\lANCE M~~~~~anco of city facilttios and i completo dlspoitt10n of Po~~ Academy, F111t StaUon, FAEC, McKinley, and Par1< Supply buildings . . . . . . . . . · · ...... ·.... . ·... . . . . . . .. . . . L: .. } .... ·.·t· · j-=i 

CHEVY COMMONS 

Page 10 of 17 

,. . ...•.• ,. •• ,.,,.. ,.,.,, • ' ,,,,,,,...,,.S..........,.-- ,...,.....,, .............. .-...,~,,, ...,.,.,,n,...,.,._.J~-- .•.••... ,,., ·,'. ,, .,,,., ,.,.,,,,,,,, ,,,JJ-. ,.._._ "• ..... . , · .,.,.,.,.,,., •:····· • • • • • •>, nl"I"'' · ,· ,: · •. ,,. .... .........,., .. ,,f-uuu.•~ .•. /h" · ~- ........• •.•., 

}P1ann~~-for optl~1 ,~cliity usage .... JE~n·atio~ ·a, .unn~ded stora~ il~d r81~ti~·ofemP1oyee1 ~10 • pennanent Wlrbpace { : I · ·.: : .f : .·.·. 

r~~ .... ~~-.~t~~SE~i:::i:;.:::2·~· ·········•··············.· .. ·.······••·••·····,,_~ ·.· i ifi f I t 
j Develop a comprehensive routine and pntvnntive mai~tenanca plan that daaunenll anti$ ofi:ollcerni llfUctuAla the way·M·"effec"iuaie" nipaD"S 1 -~nd-~Upj,orts lhe :i ::: : . s,;· . . r . 
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} future usable green apace lmplomontB1lon of USDA Phytoremediatlon $-40Dk grant . . . . . . . . . . . . . f .. !::···. .. . ...... . 
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

VISION Statement 

The Planning and Oeveiopmant Oepa~nl ~ .pa~ner Wth re&~ents,. bu~es~ ~.and ~Sttors ~ ·~Pl~msnt the M~ter P:13n and help transform Fkilt into a_-.safe; vitnnt sustatr\at,la,: and healthy city .. 

MISSION Statement 

The Pklnning and Oovolapment Oep•r1men(is t;JllJYTlit1od l<l ensuring tho public ufo~. health, and ..,.Jl-b<i'i,,g o!Flinrs 111sldonts-;.businosH1 .and ~ 'llllrs through targellld investmont ancl rational. -...l)-desi(lr)ed 1t0d physically inlegral<!d land use and development tho! 
. . . advoncas·et;Jlnonic p<osportty ... • liiifinlla• blight and llebilizos ne:ghborhoods .. proktcts the environmen\. and ptomolel 'bett<,r quatily al In jn the city., . 

OIVISlONS FUNCTIONS KEY OBJECTM!.5 FV15 & FV18 1 ST QTR 2ND QTR 

--=-,,,_....,.,_....,. ........... -----~--'-=-----·· . .·· STATUS 

~ffl~ .. .... , .. ,, :JbrnntP;;.~~ ... - ... ,, . __ ... fc~n,plt,te ~~p~n ;~ \Mthj;, 3 ,;.;;,k$ .;.;d inapeclfons ""1h;;, 72 hours .•..•.. .,.,,..,..,,,,,, .. ,,,,, ___ ,_ .... ,_,. _ __ ----- -----·- .. ------.. ..... · ..... t~ : 
·, 

."'.".:,:,.,.,', 
I 

:-.:--.·· .. : :;. ... ·· .. 

~-, --==f ~:5~::~~~--:···-:~~~==··::·:~::;:!:~J 
L J~"~ ... __ E;:~i2;~;,:, . .. . :::=_.._-· ~. ::,·-·· ~.f ~ t~· 

.. 

NElGHB!)RHOOp STAB)LIZAIIQN 
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. , ;;c, ... c..:c,-:·:'·:~--,,,-;;:,~,.,,/,>,':'°'°,.,.,.,:·fchi.•.~,•. 9Ql r•n.t~I registration compjlance FV18 ·e<·---·,cc·. . ......... ,., ... ,,,,,,,,,, .. .,,.,,,, .• , .. «::,,- ----:----.,+,,,, .. ~---,+·,-:--~-c:--,T 
Bus~es~.0~1:,se ·e~fon:ement Secure funding and dematition as.si.Stanca to damobh 1,200 homes and 80 commercial bun1:hng1 each year for 5 y•ara with progress measutad annualy f I L 
.-" "'· ... .·. -··-cc .. ;.,., · · · · · · · ·~., ... :... .... , ... ,;;.,,,,,,,, .. ., .. ,,,,,,,,,,,;;,;;,;"'-',',,;; ,,.,. · . ---·. . .. ... ---t ,, · · ··+ · 

! ~~t~~=:tjon & Strool Uiih~ng Secur• furmal co_;;,;;nt of ~I ~01t 60 neighbamood group, ,rid convrunity or;~~iz.~·~~; i~miinlain 2:000 v~cant par;;.~ . . . . . . . . • . . . .. ·. t . . I ' .· . ,___ --------=-.;.;.., __ ...;,.; __ ~_ 
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i>µNNING AND DEVELOPMENT 
(continuad) 

fl!Nl.IIQW! . KEY OBJECTIVES FY1$ & FY16 1ST QTR 2ND QTR 

lN•~hbarhaod Pl•~rnng ·•···. -- --- ft;o~ ~ alH;;;r99ul160~·,r~d ~~ ~ub:.~~~ .;;q,JV~~nts for .a ~port• ... ·. '.~~ -· ········--··-----------------·-···········------· --- ·.· .. > 1T .. · ~. 
:smaa Neighborhood Projects ilmplement a grants m2!nag~nt ,yalem ut~i;iiOg BS&A to:bettertrack performance :.· : · I I 
t·•------•••••••••••••••••-·- --··~ '•' .,,..,..,,,•.•n • • ·,········ · ... : ·.::: .. ::~,,; ., ·· .,.,.l"'l"'l"'.····.:: ... :.··:~·~ ~: ··.·. :· .... , '·: - ."· .. ·· .... ·•.·•.· ... . • •• ,•,",, '•":·' '/ .".·.·",...""' .. "'••no .· -- ,,,'.·.··'n··. . .· .... ·+.::-•••·'',, .. ···: ~p :· .. ··,.. ·,,. 

!F11ir Housing U,rovtde ongo~g techn~l .~ssi:t:tBn'c:e:and tra~Rtg to~ s~recipients Bl)d sub-contractors to·tnsure fu8:"co"l}811nf.e ind timely processing of payments (: · ·: I . I 

~':.~·-~~:.;:~-=--··..,~;:;;;::·,~.-""·~~··~--~·~~-· ... · ·~.·l:ll : ..... . 
j ,mlivelop ·~ policy rill#W ilnd riiccirrinendation report on tho t,ly B"'lhars Koepor!Mia1ive by February 2015 ind develop •nd help launch tho aclion plan by • ·, 1 ! . . . . . . . . . . •· :~;.m;;~2

n:~~ r~~ for c"v in;;;mont ~ 11eanorric dov~lopment ~nd ~~sent bu~~~t~~ r~quoat ,~; ~norde~Ua~ 'ri FY16 bud~! · ·.. ··. · ·.· .· ··.. ., •· , .. ,j · · f , I ·. 

~~~- ~~st~~~~;::::f::~t~=~~:_:~~·~: ~f t-1 
· · · · · · · · · :.RaSp<ind in a tirnety niarin&rto "rltquHta for 111Sista:nce in explitl~ exlstirig·or 21ttracUng neWbus~l:!eHes>.Yi4ih particular focus on smaB·businesses and ~ . : . 1 1 i· 

~ 

COMM\JMIY DEVELOPMENT 

! 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

}. 
Sn,al Busir.os• Development ,. ... ~E~~~~~on Pian. . . . -·-",,,.-,,:,:::·:·=·,m .. ,,,,"-"'"' •.. ,,; ·•....... . . . . ... . . .. · , .. ,.,. · .. ••.. ·.· .. •.••. -Y--,-,,, ... ,,,.,,,.,,,, ..... Jrn;nr--r .. .,T,,,,"'l 

. . . . . .. ~O•k Business Cen1er & EOC (~Attract new bu1in1111es ta Oak Bu1tne11·cente( to Bduc, vac::.~c:y-~18 ·1~ leas th111' 15~ .t · · · · .· · · · · ·. ·. · · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · ·. k. i· · · · · ( 

.,.,,,.,,c.=,-: .,,.+~- · :. ··.• · ········.·.·· . ... ,.,.,.,-,,,J~~• n,,nlto_ri~g a Rd ~~hn:9,~~t~~t~r
0

t~ ~~wsta; to focus on p,;;~cw::;; ;:;;;:;;;: .... ~- -.-· :.:.~~:.----:. ·· y:.:.~~:.:(<· · ... _.::-~-~~~ .. -., ... 

J.,,,..;.,..ba*NG t===· i;~;_;;;;~ .. ~;;_;_;-;~~::;~~~~-.:=•~.:~:d :+: " 
+·· ... ·.·.·.··· ... ···· .. ·»·.··········--~--···, ..... · .-~ ·-.. .. ·.·----------------------- ----· ·--·············· ---- -------- ----- ' .... --·.·.' · .. .. --,·1:· ,·::,• ...... . 
~Transportatfon Planning ~Create 8 subarea plans · ·. r =1·· ·. r ~- -· . · ........ ..... · : .. . · ·. _..,. .. ,.. .. t:·"'" ... '.". ,._. . .. . . . . . .... ·· .-~---~.- --· .. .... _,.,,>7"? ,y. _-.·· .. "."'. ··.,. .. ·. . ·.------------ ,.,.,.:·._,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,. _,,..·,.,.,,..-:_--,.--.-.. ..t :-

/Pubk. S;ifety Planning· · · .,Dove~p.tha City's fnt comb'<11ed Capital inl>"'vorr.ont Pian : ·· . ·· I , f 
. ,-. .. ,.,,.. ...... ;,..,.,.,..,..,..,..,..,..,_,;- . . . . . . . . ~-.;.,..,-:.:..:, .. ;.;. ........ ;,. .... 7,,,;.,..;.;.,.,.,.,.,..;. ...... ,.. .... ;,:,,, ... · .. ·. . . ,',' •. . ;.,.,.,.,.;..,..,...,.,.._;.,.;;,..,.__.,,, . . ·:·· ... ~- .. : :: .. ;:.: .. -.: :-· 

~GIS Se~~~s Hold annual engagement ta dlsCU11$ pra"ress a_f Master Pta~ and aoUci~ _additiGr:,_al falldback an acti~n plan -: N,. ·( ( . 

';;frastru~tu;.~'.~:;~L .. ~-------· .. Estotmsh ;h~ri-ionn (1.J yoar,) a.;:n plans for~~~ ch~er of~~l~ier Plan . ,--,,,,..-,-•• ,, ... ::: .. :~,. •. , ...... ,.,,_ .. ,.~- · . · · · · .. ·. ·. f >}.S ,,,,,,i.,:J • ·•· • 
Sus1ainability Pio Ming Develop between 10.15 no<ghborhood pion• covering OYOfY ru~n11al an,a by 2020 et tho rate of 2Q'I; per year j · ~ · r I . 

Zo~~ C
0
ha~ges -....,,_ ,-~,~ . . .• Develop ~ ~~~;.-;;;;;;;;;·;~ ·. ..,> .... ,;,, .· . ··•. ·.· .. · ... ·... . . . __ . ···-·• .• ' .............. _ ... .,. , . ., .. ,.,. .... , .. ·-.. -x:-·;;-:··-i· -~ < 

_. 1Ptan Amendments : MQin~n on in ongofflg basil upda~ed demog~ph~ ~nd hou1in~ data e,11ty avai~bl• to l,ntemal:and external cu•tamers ...... L .. : ·· .. \... :i : : . :1. 

"' "" ' ,.~; " '. ;_;, .·. Deva~p I proposal for P"'Vkfa~~~~;,;;~;~;;~;;;,:-;;;;;~;;~-:;;~~~ ~~;~;~-~~~~~f~~=~, ~-~~- ~1~=~13ton . . . . . . . . . . ..------1:::z:~;J;~:::L'.;,, .· 
Coordinate the .~ementatioi1 of"a1 ktut 1 strategy in lilch d\Apter of the M85ter Plan eveiy year,.'Mlh pro:gress me~1ufl!d annualty f . V r \:. 

I ! . --, .•.. ••. -=·----···,==--]~;ff~f i~~~'EPA;T;;;;;~ ~· ~· Pl~~~'Gra~,: t~:~:1_:~'.: ::,~:,::,~:,:.::~.: .: : : ~d=~~~I for ~:~;;.--1_mt ... ,,J,L'..!,,,,,, .• 
: ·:; :iPra111nt blight elimination fraffWV«Jri( to the Plannkig Comi'l"iission for adaption Bs part ofthe ·~.t8ster PiM· 1!Tip1~m.iritatibn . ~,: · °f · ( · · 

J. t==-=-~::;-~~~~~ .. ..;::::~=;;;~;;;;~ ~j~;r~f.} 
f ,r i Secure fundin9 of~ road dlel and addillon of a bike lane along Harrison Slreet per tho Mosler Plan by July 1, 2015 . . . . . • r . x . 
, ~ : .' , ' , .. 
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 
(oonUnuodl 

~ fll!!fillQNI l<EY OBJECTIVES FY15 & FY16 1ST QTR 2ND QTR 

~~~~- - • 
~ ·. J9Cmplele~vernentstoMcKinteyParkasspecifted~th1MDNRgrant · ·· · ·· ·· ..... · · .·.· · { .. ·· * · f ,·· ·· 
f ~ate the Parii.•and Recf'eauonMitter Pran with additlorial'fOcui on p.&rtr. equity and enh1r,cJng rec:Jeiti:onal use of the Flint Rfve(and adjacent parks end open1_._,.. __ N,. .. ,. "t.,,.,... .. N 

t,~•=• -- 1::::::=:~;-n~-=-::::::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::~~;;;~ grou~::::_:·:::=::::=·:-::==:3f::::4:: <:"·:+::::: .: 
- - ---,~.·-m·,·-·~ ,.,.,.,_,_,,.,_ ---·····-. , -,,-----------······-.-,m--·-~-------··•-. .,.,,,,_ ,,.,,,,,,,,,, ,j. . .. , .. . 'L I: ~ve~p • man~•ma~t pie~ for~ City• 4 goWcourm .' -,------- . . ·--·-·· ,-----· ·-- --···· ,-------· ,,., _______ ' i_ ,

1
1 .,.,,, ' ... ' 

: [JJ,!l• p~~tm,o;- : . J pevel.•p th plan•.• adjuat lho CA~U~.~· Hauoin~ •.nd field of play locations i l>i .x 1 

.. ·· ···.· - ~ ttd~· -:!:::::-..::;::::::;~,:~-- - -~---- -l +f-~:, 
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FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 

VISION Statement 
A robust dNiSion capable of meetin_g the extern~! .and tritem.~_I ne.iids of the Cify' of F1i~t ln the ~ueas of finance, treasury: a11enment~~ human res0Yrc81~_mtarmation technology, l:fld ~Ht. 

.·.· .· MISSION Statement· .. 
To manage the financfal and 8difmistrat\.~n dlVllf"an of the City of F~nt through promoting ftit:81 ruponsibility and'fndustry best pradice5_.fn· order tg respond to the needs of the City of F~nt 'hitt, effi~ncy ahd t1riieflnes~ . 

..,,. .... ,... .... ~,......,.~.~~~:-~ .. ~ .. -.,.,.,.. ..... ~ ................ ,_...,. .... ~ .... ....,....,....,,.,.,.,.... ............ ,.,,. ........ ..,.~~ .... ....,..,,.,,.,.,.,....,.~ ........ .,..,.. ................. ~ .... ....,....,....,..,,.,.;,.,~ .................. ,.,.,.~~~....,....,....,.,,....,.,..~~~ .... ~ ......... ~~ ... 
DMSIONS FUNCTIONS KEY OBJECTIVES FY15 & FY16. 1ST QTR 2ND QTR 

r,~-:~2:s~~~:-~B~_sK_~~-AlJT1 
· I ·· · · · · ·. · f"-p·~-....... ·-~ ... ····~-·" · · ' 4 • 

AUDmNti . lMo;~oring Fmand~I Pertonnance ::;~::::::"~::~.:=~~: Fl:~U~es by Mo;~· . .·.·. , , ··•····· ...•.•. _ :: . ·•·•·· ..•• ~ .·· ... · . -- .••. .• •.. . · . .• . . · .. · ~ . ·. . i •. ·.· ..• ; •.•.... · 1-.: ,,,, 
J 
-:f" . 

BUDGETING 

RISK MANAGEMENT 

PURCHASING 

GRANT ADMIN 

CUSTOMER SERVICE 
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"Wfllflutnoon or t"'rvpeny ana , • ... .,roc.urament poflcitpJ to be used during and after tran11tion and to inCf1Ja&e. efficianQH f I J LiablJlty lnsuranC81 f---" ...... WJ,,-'- - ---,..,,,,,,, _,,,,,,, _____ ~JJ,.. ..... ,,.,,,.,.... _______ .. ,,,..,.., ,. ,, ______ ,--,,, ,.,. .,........._ ..................... - .,.;...,,.,. ,, •• ,. ,,,.,.,,.,.,.,,.,.,.,.~n 

(, .,, _____ -------,,_,,,, __ ~creal8 tho usage of P-<:mts to boost the c,~s annual rebate by 15%, prograu~uml regu~·----- ----,_ .... ,,----·------- , .. ,. ,,,,,, I ----1 J ... __ _j 

tSetection 111nd Monltonng of Benefit ~Esta~an manageman1 expectations of tu,n..ataund time on vtndcir payrrmnts, purchasing requesb, positian fiJtng requests. a,nd other areas, .monitor f 1 1 
, Program vendors \pertormance, bol)¥1n:ng wit/, FY15 firat qusrter results lo be evaluated and ,,.,nltored monthly f ,.,_...,.,,,,.;,,r-----.,.,,.,,,,. __________ ,,,,,,, ____ .... ,.,.__ ____ ,..,,,,..,.,, ___ .......... ____ ,,,,,,,, ____ ; ., ~- I' 
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FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
(continuod) 

~ FUNCJIQNll KEVOBJl;f<JOO,SFV1UFY1& 1STQTR 2NDQTR 

t
r--• ••.· .· .·.· • ••.· · t:-:..;.~;~,•"~ .... ··.·.·."}#;••-•"" w•~: .. '.'"'-.'."" -=~~·.,.;;.:••.:.-";~.~•·:~•-••/," ,.,:~;;,fl :;1 

·· ASSESSORS OFFICE ) Adrrin'istralion of Va{ua1ion A .1Ji ~Conduct co~hansiYe site.in5pectfons of residential and co~rciel tracis beb\een Apnl .and Nove~er ~ each va:ar.:i.~: su~Jent nu~r annuatty to c:anvas _. · ( .-. ::1 .·. : \: . ·i : : .. 
. -- --1·--· ·, ----~·--· - -·- P: ·!12-tracta-_Jtnnua_ly·:,_ .. _._,- __ -------. -,-.,.,.-,,,,,;.;..-- ---- _____ - • _ ,--_ --,--;,--,: .... __ - . -· -··-. _____ _ ... _._ ... ____ __ ,, __ , _ ....... __ ·---- - __ . __ . __ ,., .. _,.N:~~'-' _ _ <' -'}_ •. •. _:_ --. _ 

. ProCHSing of Poverty Exemption ~~ecure con1ract ta achlav, the conversion of remaining hard copy recard! ·ind dr1V'At'l9:5 10· dSgttai ·tonn&t wl:z'.ihg APEX afldior dtgit1f.SQr\l1ilig, IMth fr.encial pkln. · · : . f . q · : · l ;quesi. .. ._. _ -- % •n• ~•ubmfl!l!llrorPf1,6budge\-:• , -·-:- - • ---- .. ,, •• • ,,, --- - •, ... ·,_. __ •, -/"" --- __ _ - • • .. ·"'· ,N --' ,• -----. •.,• .• -- •·'.; :'' •
0r 

f _ Provide forthe limely pr,,c:ass o,-MTT appeai~. _a11d spiVcombinaUon applicabons. 2012 and 2013 appeals ...ii be complotsd by end or FY15_ and-appaals_fied-;,.: -.. . •• :-: ___ ------.,! 
{Provision of property and 1ax 2014 "'.JI be,esolvod by end or FY16 .. Thli pr,,cessiitg ol 1plitl and COINllnation n,qi,ests is n,quiiltd to be c,m,itoted end of each ye_er to bo ,ncorporaled in the -- { ; _; :I_ _ •: i 
rmrormafion to buslnogses and f!)llolM!lg yea(• asseumont roa. (Not~·. 2012 COmplelBJ ; :• : __ : - -
jrei1den1s -- , - ---..... .,,,.,..., ---- ...... ,.. .. ,..,. ----....... ,,.., .... __ ,,; ______ - .. C ..... , .. ,,, . -- ----------·-·A ·.; . .. N ... t." .. .,, ........ 
i ;Working 1Mth Facilitfu. finalize plan for relocating AsHssing from tts te111P<>rary site : t l f' 

. -__ , ~:.~·~:~-: :::::~~ ·-·~--~Analyze opllon1 for lemwg the ...,,~;;ml"';.· of processing poverty exo;~on eppUca6ons ___ ,.,..,..,.;.......,._,.. ___ .,,,,r.·,. .. ,,,.n,,.__ _______ ..._.___. ........... ,.--..... t .. n t·'''·" 1 .... ,. .... ,;, ,.,.,. ~ 

I _'!Jr: ..... ,,, ....... - ...... ··--,--------- ------- ·····--······ .. ····--···------- - --...................... _______________ .. _ .......... ... --------··· ............. , ., .. .j-,,.,,,,,,,,., , j, ,,,,,, -~ 

.- . iParticipate 'Mth P~nt\#lg and Development, IT, and other, to deveJop the ongoing proces1 for estabti11hing and ma:111tain•11g of the parcetl l11yer for City GIS. and J C f (" 
:: . . . . . . !for providing G~ aeMcea to 11'1t11m1I and e:x1emal custom,rs ! " 
·---- . . ,.,_..-... ,., .. ., ... ;.;.·· ..... ,.,.,.,.,.,........ .. .. ...,,, ...... ,.,.,._ ,.. ... - ... ,. .,,,.,,,..,........... ~,.. .. ,,.,.,.. ................. - ----- ...... J ...... ,.O~--,,;J.-, .... ,...i,..,. ... .. 

- - - - 1-_ . - - - - - ---.... -~;~~ter ~siti~:~:ti~· ~-n~th• ne~d to··~~ pro~,~ or reduce.~_. -.-__ - , -.- -. - ' : ' -. • • -•••• :-: ·:·:·····-------·----_ H. -.•• _-.---. -.- ---·~ -- -- =l_;rns·rt----~ , 
JRoc:ruitman1 and Ssl&ct:On fupc1a1e·personnel rules and procedure,,.·1nc1uding o~~ncH { :. :. ·( t. J 

CES 

EMPLOYMENT 

LABOR RELATIONS 

ENROLLMENT 
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~ev~n~s a~~ Arbttr~~ans. ·,..t"s~r .100% ~f ~!I newgri6:~~~~=d .ti~.!ra~~·':~ ·H~r~~. ~~. ~UI·~·~:·=~~ ... ,. .. /"".,. .·~-·. ./'u,_ ... --- .•. -;,:• · . . ,.· .· ·· . . . +· n· . . ~~,,. :,t .. f. 
Benefit adrTiru1trahon j;complete.·and ll111ftmant ch~:ng~s to Exeffl)t a~~ Appo~~~.d b~~.efit p~~. . .. · . · .. ·.· .· .. ·.· . . .·.·.·.· . . . :-· . . . . . . . ~ :· . · !" }: 

~~.~::;·~., r~I::t5·~--~~~~~~--·-,·=:-~i~'i::.' .. 1 
MIOSHA/OSHA Adrrini~tration R~d~s,gn o..;~pafional Health and Safety p~;,, for tho City -- - - - - -__ - _- - - ~, I 
....... ""' • ·•:-.. >. , ,,.,.,. ·.,,y, : ,,,,.,· , • ,,,,,.,.· • ·: • ."·"•'•· ·. • .·· .. ··•":• ;,..•·· ·,.,..-:·· ·~.:.:.· · ,,.,.· •• ~u,,..••· ·~·.·.·.>:".:· ,.·._..:,··., XY, ·· · . ."•.·.·' ' .. ·. • . ......... ........... _..,, ... '""·' .. . , .. ,· .. ,,_·,, ... ·'f 
~loyeo CliD~- ,Adl))iniatnt:iive polic.,a/procodure• to bo updated . _ t-:. !-
,,;.;,.,,; ··· ··. ."":,.,,,. - . 
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DIVISIONS 

~T~4~·,,-. · 

ADMINISTRATION 

FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
(continued) 

FUNCTIONS KEY OBJECTIVES FY15 & FY16 1ST QTR 2ND QTR 

·· 1w.· .. -·= ~~~~1;:;:,:::::.±~~==-=---=~I 
t 
f 
j 
~ }Evaluate use of farm eq'J1pmant tractor rentals recommended by OPW for winter $now removal } I ~ ·C , 

',, ioump tn,ckl for Uljllttes/OPW snow10movlll .. .•..• ,.,,,, ,, _______ ·-·-····-.---,,-,=---·----.. --.... ,, ...... ,----------·--·····,,,r ,-N .... 1'·-N . ... i 

I. f.,. ___________ ,,___ ... .,,.,, .. , .. ,__ ·- ·····---,-·· .. ,, ..... ,._ . ... - ... ,,, .• ,. •. ,,_...4----,,,-. .... ,. ... .,,.J. 
· . iAdd-on and.1ux1tiary~uipmentforEnterprise Leasevehldes i N N 

:~g~=~NG AND PARTS I lfv;~~~~;;:;~~~ .. and Equ1pmen~.......----~ ... ,, ... , ---- ·-,--,- ,,, ...... ,..,., •• .,_... - - .. ,.,, • ., .. ·····•m·""" '---.-- .. ----x:··: ·;---·~ .. :-·---;,:- --~-
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FINANCE ANO ADMINISTRATION 
(continued) 
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A YEAR IN REVIEW - MASTER PLAN 

FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUNT 

Since the adoption of the Master Plan on October 
28, 2013, the community commitment to advancing 
the hundreds of strategies found in the plan has truly 
been amazing. Likewise, the City of Flint has fully 
embraced the Master Plan, relying on it heavily to 
develop the five-year strategic plan and two-year 
budget. Other Flint institutions and organizations 
have also revised their own strategic plans and 
priorities to align with the Master Plan. Perhaps most 
remarkable are Flint's residents who willingly volun
teered thousands of hours and contributed a variety 
of resources to maintain parks, rehabilitate houses, 
and mow vacant lots in alignment with the Master 
Plan. As we review our 2014 achievements, it is 
important to highlight our biggest accomplishment: 
the creation of a new community culture around 
Master Plan implementation. 

This document a Year in Review is more of a broad 
synopsis broadly highlighting the master planning 
work. However, due to our pledge regarding account
ability and transparency, the Department of Planning 
and Development (DPD) will work with the Planning 
Commission, Steering Committee, and other stake
holders to more accurately quantify the impact of 
the Master Plan. in February, the DPD will present a 
draft Annual Report to the Planning Commission for 
further vetting and ultimate approval for widespread 
distribution. Even in a more detailed annual report, 
we recognize that it will be difficult to quantify the 
collective community impact aligned with the Master 
Plan. 

In drafting this synopsis, we took a very conservative 
approach in quantifying the impact. The total num
ber of projects identified is tied directly to a Master 
Plan strategy and involves mostly new grants or shifts 

in funding to accomplish a specific strategy. In a few 
instances, the synopsis includes grants awarded to 
an entity other than the City. In these circumstances, 
the City was closely involved in securing the grant, 
but felt the partnering agency was better positioned 
for implementation. 

Over the course of 2014, 118 Master Pian strategies 
were initiated with an estimated of nearly $15 
million. 

2014 accomplishments that have a larger impact that 
the chapters outline below include: 

• Selection by the White House as one of seven 
Strong Cities, Strong Communities. The initiative 
is providing additional federal staff support to help 
implement the Master Plan 

• Development of a draft Zoning Code, which will be 
vetted by the community in early 2015 and 
transmitted to City Council for consideration in the 
spring 

• Creation of new financial policies and ordinances 
and ongoing strategic planning to ensure the City 
operates in an open and financially stable manner 

It goes without saying that the achievements out
lined in the following pages are really the commu
nity's achievements. In particular, we want to thank 
the Mayor and City Council, Planning Commission, 
Master Plan Steering Committee, and Implementa
tion Task Groups who continue to guide the Master 
Plan Implementation. 
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Civic engagement and community outreach remains 
at the forefront of Master Plan Implementation. Built 
through extensive public interaction over the duration 
of the planning process, trust with Flint residents and 
community members continues to drive our work. 
Transparency, accountability, active public partici
pation and collaboration were identified as the key 
characteristics to uphold a high level of civic life, one 
of the 6 Guiding Principles identified by Flint citizens 
throughout Imagine Flint. 

Over the course of 2014, the City: 

s Partnered with 45 neighborhood and block-based 
groups 

s Hosted over 75 public meetings and community 
events and engaged over 1,500 unique individuals 

• Convened and facilitated 34 Implementation 
Task group meetings connecting with 78 individuals 
monthly on master plan implementation 

• Partnered with Flint Community Schools to host a 
21st Century town hall meeting on Community 
Education, nearly 300 individuals 

s Trained and recruited over 50 volunteers for 
community wide events 

• Hosted 2, interactive design-charrettes for planning 
processes 

0 Hosted 3 Capital improvement Meetings drawing 
over 80 participants 

e launched the "My Brother's Keeper" initiative, 
engaging over 180 individuals 

s Reached 995 "likes" on Facebook, reaching over 
1,000 individuals weekly 

s Averaged over 50 "hits" weekly on the Imagine Flint 
website 

1111 Released 11 unique newsletters, reaching over 218 
individuals per mailing and generating 2,407 
"reads" 

• Hosted 11 monthly Steering Committee meetings, 
attracting over 400 members of the public 

Civic Engagement Spotlight: 
Imagining Community Education - A 21st Century 
Town Hall Meeting 

in response to the feedback regarding Community 
Education throughout the master plan process, Flint 
Community Schools and the City of Flint partnered 
together to host a first--of--its--kind workshop around 
Community Education in Flint Schools. Aimed at 
identifying what Community Education means to Flint 
residents, participatory tools and technology were 
used to form consensus, generating real-time polling 
through small group discussion and data collection. 

The workshop presented a tremendous opportunity 
for residents to assist the Flint Community Schools 
with crafting a vision for the future of a sustainable 
model of community education in Flint and addressed 
a primary strategy in chapter 9 of Imagine Flint: "The 
reinstitution of a sustainable form of community edu
cation through K--12 schools, community centers, and 
early learning sites". Over 250 individuals attended 
with 78% identifying as Flint residents. 
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Throughout the Master Planning process, it was clear 
that residents and stakeholders wanted the City to 
concentrate its efforts on neighborhood stabilization 
and blight elimination. Thus, the City crafted its Blight 
Elimination Framework and focused most of the 
implementation efforts around neighborhood clean
ups, mowing, demolition, and housing rehabilitation. 
Realizing that better data and planning was needed to 
more effectively target investment, the City secured 
funding for a target housing market analysis, received 
an allocation of eight AmeriCorps VISTAs, and applied 
for two neighborhood planning grants. 

16 Housing & Neighborhoods projects have been 
undertaken with an estimated value of $4.8 million 
involving support of 51 neighborhood groups and 
community organizations. 

Project Highlights include: 

• Development of a CDBG funded neighborhood 
mini--grant program to distribute more resources to 
local, grassroots revitalization efforts 

• Coordination with the Land Bank, FARO, Diplomat 
and the neighborhood residents in securing an 
additional $2,600,000 for demolition in the Civic 
Park Neighborhood 

• Completion of a citywide neighborhood assessment 
including 51,607 parcels and auditing 11,478 street 
lights 

Housing & Neighborhoods Spotlight: 
Beyond Blight 5-Year Elimination Framework 

A key strategy within the Housing &. Neighborhoods 
Chapter, the Beyond Blight Elimination Framework 
was released in 201.4. The detailed and data-driven 
plan lays out an aggressive approach to eliminate 
blight in Flint within 5-years by focusing on seven key 
activities for blight elimination. These include: dem
olition, code enforcement, waste removal, mowing, 
boarding, vacant lot reuse, and building rehabilitation 
and redevelopment. 

As the five-year cost of removing blight in Flint is 
estimated at roughly $1.12 million, the Framework 
proposes collaborative blight elimination between 
residents, local government, institutions, community 
groups, and businesses and developers. It also recom
mends priorities and strategies for eliminating blight 
in Flint in alignment with the City's land use plan. A 
six-month engagement effort occurred after the draft 
framework was released, with staff hosting 16 gath-· 
erings attended by more than 500 individuals. Blight 
budgeting and mapping exercises were utilized to 
create highly interactive settings with participants. 
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Pian implementation focused on establishing Flint as a 
proactive environmental leader with a clean, healthy, 
and equitable system of parks, waterways, and open 
spaces. To facilitate this goal, the newly formed 
Department of Planning & Development assumed 
the day-to-day responsibilities of parks maintenance, 
programming and improvements in July. With limited 
funding and staff resources, the new department 
formalized dozens of partnerships to help maintain 
and construct public improvements within Flint's 
network of parks and open space. 

20 Environmental Features, Open Space & Park 
projects were kicked off representing an estimated 
value of over $1.4 million involving partnerships with 
18 neighborhood groups and community organiza
tions. 

Project highlights include: 

• The Max Brandon Eco-Park Initiative 

• Park Management Agreements with Crim Fitness 
Foundation, Genesee County Parks and Recreation, 
and Genesee Conservation District 

0 Park stewardship initiatives such as the City Adopt
a-Park partnership with Keep Genesee County 
Beautiful and neighborhood-led park planning 
efforts in Brennan Park 

Environmental Features & Parks Spotlight: 
Max Brandon Eco-Park Project 

The Max Brandon Eco-Park Project is a 2-year 
initiative, generously funded through grants from 
GLAA-C and the Ruth Mott Foundation. As one of 
the first Imagine Flint implementation projects, this 
$87,500 initiative implements numerous strategies of 
the Master Pian, including the healthy maintenance of 
urban woodland, wetland expansion for storm water 
retention, and habitat restoration through the remov
al of invasive species and planting of native vegeta
tion. As a collaborative, community based initiative, 
the Max Brandon Eco-Park project has involved the 
cooperation of 7 neighborhood groups and communi
ty organizations, including the Friends of Max Bran
don Park, Salem Housing, Crim Fitness Foundation, 
Genesee Conservation District, and Genesee County 
Parks, and has involved the engagement of dozens of 
residents and community members. 
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Aging infrastructure coupled with years of deferred 
maintenance and a lack comprehensive capital im
provement planning have further weakened Flint's 
utility system, adding to the high costs of water 
and sewer services. Recognizing that better capital 
improvement planning can improve the efficiency, 
reliability, and longevity of our infrastructure includ
ing water distribution, the Department of Planning 
& Development in concert with the Department of 
Public Works drafted the City's first comprehensive 
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP). This Plan is scheduled 
to be presented to the City Council by February 2015 
for adoption. 

In addition to the development of the CIP and approx
imately $16 million in City capital improvements, 18 
Infrastructure & Community Facilities projects were 
launched in 2014 with an estimated value of nearly 
$200,000 and support of 6 neighborhood groups and 
community organizations. 

Project highlights include: 

1111 CDBG funding for programming and improvements 
at the Haskell Youth Center through the Flint Police 
Activities League (PAL) and Boys and Girls Club 

1111 Formation of the non-profit organization Friends of 
Berston with over $100,000 in capital 
improvements to Berston Field House through 
CDBG funding 

1111 Conversion of 50 sodium and mercury street lights 
into new, high-efficiency LED bulbs in the Central 
Park Neighborhood saving the City over $2,500 
annually. This is the first LED streetlight conversion 
that Consumer's Energy has ever instaiied. 
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In 2014, the community strongly coalesced around 
the Objective #1., Strategy #1 in the Master Pian 
"re-instituting a sustainable form of community 
education through K-12, early learning centers, and 
community centers". As a result, the Mayor and 
Department of Planning&. Development, several 
community--based organizations, and Flint parents and 
students committed to working with Flint Community 
Schools in piloting a community education program at 
the Brownell/Holmes STEM Academy. 

Another education focus this year was literacy. The 
City contributed significant CDBG resources to Mott 
Community College for the establishment of the Flint 
& Genesee Literacy and Basic Skills Network. Through 
this network, dozens of community stakeholders are 
helping improve coordination and increasing resourc
es for literacy. 

The City has played a vital role in spurring economic 
development through business attraction, econom-
ic development incentives, and case management 
services. In 2014, the City supported the creation of 
more than 300 jobs and $850 Million in capital in·
vestment and collaborated with regional partners on 
the development of a Regional Prosperity Pian and 
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy. The 
City has also begun an internal re-organization of its 
zoning, permitting, and licensing services resulting in 
better response times. In 201.5, the Planning & 
Development Department will expand online licensing 
services, create a centralized business counter, and 
enhance case management services with the goal of 
receiving Michigan Economic Development Depart
ment (MEDC}'s "Redevelopment Ready" certification. 
18 Economic Development & Education projects 
have been undertaken with an estimated value of 
$4.8 million. 

Project highlights include: 

11 Organization of a 21st Century Town Hail meeting 
on community education in partnership with Flint 
Community Schools with nearly 300 participants 

11 Award of a $2.6 million grant for reconstruction of 
two critical street segments around Buick City 

• Ongoing collaboration with the Flint & Genesee 
Literacy Network and commitment of nearly 
$230,000 in CDBG funding for literacy programming 

• Award of an EPA grant in the amount of $1.9 million 
for the construction of a vegetative cap over a 
brownfield known as Chevy-in-the-Hole 
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This year, the City has focused on improving efficien
cy of the Police and Fire Departments, particularly 
through advances in technology and community 
involvement. Upgrades to communication systems, 
better usage of data to target resources, and im
proved collaboration between law enforcement 
agencies have helped the City achieve significant 
reductions in violent crime and arson. For example, in 
2014, the City achieved a 42% reduction in homicides 
from 2013. Moreover, the City has made tremendous 
strides in rebuilding trust between police and resi-
dents, resulting in additional community partnerships 
such as the newly established Citizens Radio Patrol. 
This improved community collaboration is generating 
more leads, more arrests, and solved cases. 

Currently, 26 Public Safety, Health & Welfare projects 
have been initiated with an estimated value of over 
$2.4 million. 

Project highlights include: 

• Construction of a $1.4 million 911 dispatch and 
communications tower 

e launching of crimemapping.com software to 
provide easy access to crime data for residents and 
establishment of a new Citizens Radio Patrol 
Program 

e Award of $1,000,000 from the Justice Department 
to Kettering University to address safety and crime 
in the University Avenue Corridor. 
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Over the course of 2014, numerous Flint art and 
cultural institutions have embraced the Master Plan, 
expanding offerings to Flint residents and providing 
free space for Master Plan meetings and events. 
Many of these institutions have also begun working 
with Flint Community Schools to reach out to more 
Flint youth and define their involvement in communi-
ty based education. At this point it is hard to quantify 
the overall value of these contributions, but it is 
clearly in the hundreds of thousands. 

In addition to the related work of these larger arts 
and culture institution, 10 grassroots Arts & Culture 
projects have been undertaken with an estimated 
value of over $20,000, involving the support of 2 
neighborhood groups and community organizations. 
The City has also partnered with 5 local arts & cultur
al organizations to provide access to arts & cultural 
opportunities in City parks and community centers 
and provided significant input into the development 
of the Cultural Center Master Plan. 

Project highlights include: 

s Partnership with the Flint Public Art Project on the 
integration of public art within Master Plan subarea 
locations 

s Expansion of more arts & cultural programming in 
the Neighborhood Center place type and within 
other neighborhood venues accessible to more 
residents 

s Input in the development of the Cultural Center 
Master Plan to ensure alignment with the City's 
Master Plan 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Friday, February 27, 2015 6:04 PM 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, 

Terry A. (Treasury); Storberg, Ann Marie (TREASURY) 

Subject: Re: PRESS RELEASE: Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA Guidelines 

Dont know but i would drink it 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 27, 2015, at 6:02 PM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rnuchmored(a),michigan._gov> wrote: 

Does it still smell? 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Friday, February 27, 2015 5:15 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Saxton, Thomas 
(Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Storberg, Ann Marie (TREASURY) 
Subject: Fwd: PRESS RELEASE: Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA Guidelines 

In case you did not see this, Will be reviewing Water System info over the weekend, Maybe 
something Monday, Tuesday latest I need to edit also, Wayne 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jason Lorenz <jlorenz(q;citvoH1intcom> 
Date: February 27, 2015 at 4:29:04 PM EST 
To: Jason Lorenz <jlorenz@kityofflint.corn> 
Subject: Re: PRESS RELEASE: Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA 
Guidelines 

Attached is the release with the proper date. 

For Immediate Release 

Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA Guidelines 

Flint, Michigan - February 27, 2015 - The Michigan Department of Environmental 

Quality (MDEQ) Testing lab has provided results to the City of Flint showing that 



test results for TTHM levels for the month of February are well within EPA 

guidelines for safe water. All eight testing sites showed levels of TTHM ranging 

between 14.9 and 28.5 micrograms per liter (µg/L), well below the Maximum 

Contamination Level of 80 (see chart below). 

The testing results confirm the progress made by the City to address concerns 

regarding the safety of its water supply and corroborates findings by the City and 

independent tests by other organizations that the water today is safe. "Flint's 

water supply is meeting all safety guidelines set forth by the EPA," said DPW 

Director Howard Croft. "Today's findings by the MDEQ reinforce the progress 

we have made, and should help rebuild confidence in the safety of Flint's drinking 

water. We still have work to do to improve water quality and are committed to 

being vigilant to assure that water safety is maintained." 

These results also show that the four month average for test results is now within 
EPA guidelines for five of the eight testing areas in the City. However, because 
EPA regulations require that the four month average for all testing sites be within 
guidelines, the City of Flint will still be considered to be out of compliance by 
MDEQ. The City expects to receive notice within the next few weeks indicating 
non-compliance, and system users can expect to receive official notice of non
compliance in the month of March. 

Meanwhile, the City continues to work on maintaining water safety and 

improving water quality. While steps are being taken daily to improve quality, the 

City is expecting a formal set of recommendations from its water quality experts 

within the next few weeks. 

The detail of the study results, a report of the progress being made and 

preliminary recommendations from Veolia will be shared with the newly formed 

Water Advisory Committee and Water Technical Committee, whose first 

meetings are scheduled for next week. 

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 
(810) 237-2039 
j!orenz(dicityofflintcom 
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On Fri, Feb 27, 2015 at 4:04 PM, Jason Lorenz <jlorenz@.cityofflint._com> wrote: 

Recent Tests Show Flint Water within EPA Guidelines 

Flint, Michigan -March 2, 2015 -The Michigan Department of Environmental 

Quality (MDEQ) Testing lab has provided results to the City of Flint showing that 

test results for TTHM levels for the month of February are well within EPA 

guidelines for safe water. All eight testing sites showed levels of TTHM ranging 

between 14.9 and 28.5 micrograms per liter (µg/L), well below the Maximum 

Contamination Level of 80 (see chart attached). 

The testing results confirm the progress made by the City to address concerns 

regarding the safety of its water supply and corroborates findings by the City and 

independent tests by other organizations that the water today is safe. "Flint's 

water supply is meeting all safety guidelines set forth by the EPA," said DPW 

Director Howard Croft. "Today's findings by the MDEQ reinforce the progress 

we have made, and should help rebuild confidence in the safety of Flint's drinking 

water. We still have work to do to improve water quality and are committed to 

being vigilant to assure that water safety is maintained." 

These results also show that the four month average for test results is now within 
EPA guidelines for five of the eight testing areas in the City. However, because 
EPA regulations require that the four month average for all testing sites be within 
guidelines, the City of Flint will still be considered to be out of compliance by 
MDEQ. The City expects to receive notice within the next few weeks indicating 
non-compliance, and system users can expect to receive official notice of non
compliance in the month of March. 

Meanwhile, the City continues to work on maintaining water safety and 

improving water quality. While steps are being taken daily to improve quality, the 

City is expecting a formal set of recommendations from its water quality experts 

within the next few weeks. 

The detail of the study results, a report of the progress being made and 

preliminary recommendations from Veolia will be shared with the newly formed 

Water Advisory Committee and Water Technical Committee, whose first 

meetings are scheduled for next week 
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See Attached. Areas in blue (under February) indicate current levels. 

-END-

c:lty e:f F!int 

j !orenzCiJlcityoffl int, com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, March 03, 2015 2:00 PM 

Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (DTMB); Dempkowski, 

Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); Carter, Jerry (MSP); Deasy, Thomas (MSP); 

Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste 

(MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Hill, Darryl (MSP); James Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, 
Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); Smith, Paul (GOV); 

Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); O'Neill, 

Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); West, 
Samantha (GOV) 

Bi-Weekly Conference Call Agenda 

Agenda for Conference Call with Treasury 030415 (l).pdf 

Please find attached the agenda for the conference call scheduled for Wednesday, March 4th at 9:00 am. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Gerald Ambrose, Emergency Manager 
Natasha Henderson, City Administrator 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



March 4, 2015 

1) Public Safety Update -

FPD, MSP, (FFD, if needed) 

2) Governor's Office 

Update - R. Baird, H. Hollins~ 

B. Clement 

3) Finance and 

Administrative Update 

City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 

i Redacted ! 
L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 

Last Report Status 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

Redacted 
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4) City Council Update 

5) Water Issues 

Last Report Status 

Redacted 
a) MDEQ Violation 

Notice 

b) Drinking Water 

Revolving Fund 

c) Water Quality 

Consultant 

d) WAC/TAC 

Most recent TIHM sampling was tested by the MDEQ

confirmed our most recent internal tests findings that water is 

within federal/state guidelines. Expect to receive a violation 

notice from MDEQ, due to the running average calculation, in 7-

10 days. The notice to customers will go out by mid-March. 

Discussing possible restructuring of loans. 

Final report being compiled; will focus on assuring continued 

TIHM compliance and plans for hardness and discoloration 

improvement. 

A 40 member Water Advisory Committee and a 13 member 

Technical Advisory Committee (including an EPA 

representative)have been formed as part of the process of 

improving communication and receiving additional feedback. 

Meeting this week. 

e) Problem resolution Letter from EM to Treasury notes that the basic problem with 

water in Flint is cost, not water quality, but that no quick 

resolution is evident 

Page 2 of 3 

Update 

Discussion ongoing 

Update 

Update 

New 



6) 9-1-1 Reconsolidation 

Plan 

7) Transition Activities 

8) Other Items 

Last Report Status 

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-; 
; 
; 
; 
; 

i 
j 

I 
; 
; 
; 

Redacted 
i.·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Friday, March 06, 2015 2:12 PM 

Baird, Richard (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

FW: Flint Water Meeting 

SomnioGlobal_Ozone disinfection technology.pdf 

Just an FYI - the meeting Rich asked Harvey to arrange will be on Monday at 1 pm in 
Lansing. Please see below. -- Stacie 

From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, March 06, 2015 2:05 PM 
To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV); 'Gerald Ambrose'; 'Maxine Murray'; Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Devereaux, 
Tracy Jo (DEQ); Busch, Stephen (DEQ); 'Natasha Henderson'; Shekter Smith, Liane (DEQ) 
Subject: Flint Water Meeting 

Greetings All, 

Attached is a brief overview of the information to be presented on Monday at the 1 :OOpm meeting with 
Steve Linder of the Sterling Corporation regarding Flint Water. The meeting will be held at the 
Sterling Corporation's offices on 106 W. Allegan, Ste. 2 in Lansing. I have sent the appointment and 
here are the list of attendees: 

Harvey Hollins, Director, Governor's Office of Urban and Metropolitan Initiatives 
Gerald Ambrose, Flint Emergency Manager 
Natasha Henderson, Flint, City Manager 
Liane Shekter Smith, Chief, Office of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance (DEQ) 
Stephen Busch, Office of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance (DEQ) 
Brad Wurfel, Director of Communications (DEQ) 
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Chemical Free Water Disinfection by Ozone 
Today about 98% of water treatment facilities in the U.S. use some form of chlorine to disinfect 
drinking water supplies. It is a cost effective method for destroying potentially harmful bacteria 
and viruses. However, chlorine's ability to interact with organic compounds in water leads to 
trihalomethanes (THMs) formation. Especially, river or lake water with high level of organic 
matter require heavy chlorination to combat high level of bacteria, resulting in dangerous levels 
of THMs and bad smell. THMs, when ingested can encourage the growth of free radicals that 
can destroy or damage vital cells in the body. Besides cancer, exposure to THMs has been 
linked to other health issues including asthma, eczema, heart disease and higher miscarriage 
and birth defect rates. Further, high level of chlorine also poses serious risk to the aging 
infrastructure. 

Chemical free water disinfection technologies such as UV light and ozone have long been 
recognized to be much safer than chlorination, however, their high cost has prevented wider 
adoption. The basic mechanism of ozone 
generation and disinfection is shown in 
the picture. Ozone has a high oxidation 
potential (much higher than chlorine) and 
a superior response time compared to 
other sanitizing products. Its high 
oxidizing potential enables ozone to break 
down organic matters that chlorine 
cannot. Some pollutants can only be 

G.as DSSch&r'§e 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 

O:iryft'!nilow Oxygen split.tlng Olone format.ion 

oxidized by ozone. For example, Cryptosporidium Parvum, a drinking water pollutant, is 
resistant to most disinfectants, but is effectively destroyed by ozone. Most importantly, the 
emission from ozone is pure oxygen and it leaves no residues. 

UV light is a competing non-chemical sterilization technique. Intense UV rays break down the 
sensitive RNA and/or DNA of microorganisms, thus preventing the organism from reproducing. 
Ozone, on the other hand, oxidizes the microorganisms, thus destroying their cells completely. 
UV sterilization being a line of sight process, to be effective, one needs to remove most of the 
suspended matter prior to the treatment. In contrast, ozone oxidizes the soil or particulate 
matter, changing or destroying the chemistry of the soiling materials such as organic 
compounds. 

Despite the great benefits of ozone, its widespread adoption is limited due to the high total 
ownership cost of current commercial ozone generators. Somnio's AiR20/M ozone generator is 
a paradigm shift in ozone generation technology. The first and only commercial barrier less 
ozone generator eliminates the requirement of dielectric barriers and highly filtered dried oxygen 
(pure or enriched) supplies, which restrain current commercial ozone generators. This 
groundbreaking technology brings a market-competitive, robust, energy efficient, and scalable 
modular device that offers a financially attractive alternative with the capability of producing 
varying levels of ozone depending on the application at hand. 

Producing ozone cost effectively is only part of the greater story of the far reaching benefits of 
ozone. Applying ozone effectively for a given application requires careful and intelligent design, 
sensing and monitoring. In addition to its revolutionary AiR20/M ozone generator, Somnio 
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collaborates with end users to provide complete and economical turnkey solutions. Somnio's 
current in-house test plant incorporates all necessary safety features and automation. 



From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 

Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2015 5:17 PM 

To: 
Subject: 

Brader, Valerie (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

FW: DEQ report 

FYI 

From: Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2015 12:06 PM 
To: Murray, David (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Cc: Holton, Jennifer (MDA); Golder, Edward (DNR); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); Tommasulo, Karen 
(DEQ) 
Subject: PIO report 

Sorry I missed the meeting. Had a couple conflicts. Here's what I want to share with you: 

1. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. Redacted 
3. Flint Water: had a meeting yesterday with a company Baird put in the room to discuss their 

ozone technology. It was a good conversation but a non-starter for several reasons (Flint 
already has an Ozone system to modify its water, this company hasn't had its system certified 
for use on public drinking water supplies, and the problem they propose to address is not at 
the water plant but throughout various sections of the distribution system). More broadly, 
Harvey is looking for a 'thing' the state can be doing for Flint that will position SOM I RS 
positively. Suggestions range from handing out home water filters (think Britta faucet mount) to 
passing out jugs of water. After consulting with our experts in the Drinking water program, what 
we've really come to at DEQ is that if there's funding from treasury (or some charitable donor 
foundation), the best short-term use of dollars would probably be to hire a company to 'pig' the 
lines in the distribution system. This is a routine maintenance activity in municipal systems that 
involves an in-line device under pressure that clears funk out of the lines. The good news on 
Flint: Flint EM Jerry Ambrose noted yesterday that the city has some work to do on its system 
in the weeks ahead; the TTHM issue is quickly going away; the 'brown water' folks are loud but 
really few in number; the consultants are doing their work to make suggestions to help the city 
prioritize its needs; and, broadly, nobody seems to be targeting the administration recently. 



4. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5. Redacted 
6. 

WY ANT THIS WEEK: 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-i i 
i i 

I Redacted I 
' ; 

' ; 
i-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

Call me with questions. Thanks, and have a great week. 
b 

Brad Wurfel 
Communications Director 
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 
517-284-6713 

! Redacted i 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-• 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, March 17, 2015 2:51 PM 

Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (DTMB); Dempkowski, 

Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); Carter, Jerry (MSP); Deasy, Thomas (MSP); 

Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste 

(MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Hill, Darryl (MSP); James Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, 
Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); Natasha Henderson; 

Smith, Paul (GOV); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen 
(MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne 

(TREASURY); West, Samantha (GOV) 

Bi-Weekly Conference Call Agenda 

Agenda for Conference Call with Treasury 031815.pdf 

Please find attached the agenda for the 9:00 am conference call scheduled for Wednesday, March 18, 2015. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Gerald Ambrose, Emergency Manager 
Natasha L. Henderson, City Administrator 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



March 18, 2015 

1) Public Safety Update -

FPD, MSP, (FFD, if needed) 

2) Governor's Office 

Update - R. Baird, H. Hollins1 

B. Clement 

3) Finance and 

Administrative Update 

City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 

L.-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- Redacted·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· i 
Last Report Status 

Redacted 
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4) City Council Update 

5) Water Issues 

6) 9-1-1 Reconsolidation 

Plan 

Last Report Status 
.-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
! 
; 

I 
; 

1 Redacted ! , 
; 
; 
; 
t·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

a) MDEQ Violation 

Notice 

b) Drinking Water 

Revolving Fund 

c) Water Quality 

Consultant 

d) WAC/TAC 

Most recent TIHM sampling was tested by the MDEQ

confirmed our most recent internal test findings - that water is 

within federal/state guidelines. Received the violation notice 

from MDEQ, due to the running average calculation. The notice 

to customers will go out by mid-March, with more information 

included and medical community participation. 

Discussing possible restructuring of loans. 

Final report being compiled; will focus on TIHM compliance and 

plans for hardness and discoloration improvement. 

A 40 member Water Advisory Committee and a 13 member 

Technical Advisory Committee (including EPA representative) 

have met as part of the process of improving communication 

and receiving additional feedback. WAC 2nd meeting scheduled 

for 3/19/15. 

e) Problem resolution Administration to develop action plan based on Veolia study and 

next steps input from WAC/TAC. 

Update 

No Change 

Update 

Update 

Update 

Redacted 
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Last Report Status 

7) Transition Activities 

8) Other Items Redacted 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Thursday, March 19, 2015 12:21 PM 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

FW: PRESS RELEASE: EM Authorizes DWRF Bond Restructuring 

DWRF Bond Restructuring.pdf 

FYI, Wanted to rnake sure vou saw this. 

From: Jason Lorenz [rnailto:ilorenz(!.vcityofflint.com] 

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2015 12:16 PM 

Subject: PRESS RELEASE: EM Authorizes DWRF Bond Restructuring 

Flint Emergency Manager Authorizes Bond Restructuring to Afford Additional $2.24 
Million toward Capital Improvements in Water 

Flint, Michigan -March 19, 2015 -Flint Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose today authorized a restructuring of 

four outstanding Drinking Water Revolving Fund (DWRF) bonds to allow postponing current principal 

payments in the total amount of $2.24 million. This action will allow the $2.24 million budgeted for debt 

service to be utilized for expenses associated with maintaining safety and improving quality of the Flint water 

supply. Approval of the State Treasurer is required before the restructuring can occur. 

Flint has recently received a final report from Veolia, its water expert advisor, making a series of 

recommendations to maintain and improve the Flint water supply. These recommendations, and other items 

identified in the City's current capital improvements plan, will be considered as the City develops and 

implements its action plan to maintain and improve the Flint water supply. Discussion on the development of 

the action plan will begin today, March 19, 2015 at the Water Advisory Committee meeting, scheduled to begin 

at 2:00 pm at the Flint Public Library. 

The State of Michigan was instrumental in allowing the restructuring, as approvals are required by both the 
State Treasurer and the Director of the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality. "At all levels, the State 
of Michigan has been most cooperative in assisting the City of Flint as it addresses the many issues confronting 
the Flint water system", said Ambrose. "Access to $2.24 million at this time will be very helpful in moving 
forward with our action plan." 

The proposed restructuring will free up funds to enable the City to more quickly begin implementing 

recommended improvements to its water treatment and distribution system. Several recommendations for 



improvement are currently unbudgeted and the $2.24 million will help assure that the most important can be 

performed. 

Recommendations to be considered include the addition of a Granulated Activated Carbon Filter, estimated at 

as much as $1. 5 million; acceleration of the repair and replacement of values, estimated at an additional 

$120,000 annually; additional pipeline replacement, estimated at $1 million per mile; and acceleration of the 

project to automate plant operations, estimated at $450,000. $1.315 million will become available in the City's 

current fiscal year, and the remaining $925,000 will be available in the next fiscal year. 

The bonds are currently financed at a rate of 2.5%, and postponement of the principal payment will incur some 

additional interest expense over the life of the issue. While the interest rate will not increase, the total interest 

cost will increase by approximately 2% ($228,000) over the 20 year life of the issues. 

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 
(810) 237-2039 

j!orenz@cityofflint.com 

-END-
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For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

Flint Emergency Manager Authorizes Bond Restructuring to Afford 
Additional $2.24 Million toward Capital Improvements in Water 

Flint, Michigan - March 19, 2015 - Flint Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose today 

authorized a restructuring of four outstanding Drinking Water Revolving Fund (DWRF) 

bonds to allow postponing current principal payments in the total amount of $2.24 million. 

This action will allow the $2.24 million budgeted for debt service to be utilized for 

expenses associated with maintaining safety and improving quality of the Flint water 

supply. Approval of the State Treasurer is required before the restructuring can occur. 

Flint has recently received a final report from Veolia, its water expert advisor, making a 

series of recommendations to maintain and improve the Flint water supply. These 

recommendations, and other items identified in the City's current capital improvements 

plan, will be considered as the City develops and implements its action plan to maintain 

and improve the Flint water supply. Discussion on the development of the action plan will 

begin today, March 19, 2015 at the Water Advisory Committee meeting, scheduled to 

begin at 2:00 pm at the Flint Public Library. 

The State of Michigan was instrumental in allowing the restructuring, as approvals are 

required by both the State Treasurer and the Director of the Michigan Department of 

Environmental Quality. "At all levels, the State of Michigan has been most cooperative in 

assisting the City of Flint as it addresses the many issues confronting the Flint water 

system", said Ambrose. "Access to $2.24 million at this time will be very helpful in moving 

forward with our action plan." 

-CONTINUE-
City Hall 

1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 
810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



The proposed restructuring will free up funds to enable the City to more quickly begin 

implementing recommended improvements to its water treatment and distribution system. 

Several recommendations for improvement are currently unbudgeted and the $2.24 

million will help assure that the most important can be performed. 

Recommendations to be considered include the addition of a Granulated Activated 

Carbon Filter, estimated at as much as $1.5 million; acceleration of the repair and 

replacement of values, estimated at an additional $120,000 annually; additional pipeline 

replacement, estimated at $1 million per mile; and acceleration of the project to automate 

plant operations, estimated at $450,000. $1.315 million will become available in the City's 

current fiscal year, and the remaining $925,000 will be available in the next fiscal year. 

The bonds are currently financed at a rate of 2.5%, and postponement of the principal 

payment will incur some additional interest expense over the life of the issue. While the 

interest rate will not increase, the total interest cost will increase by approximately 2% 

($228,000) over the 20 year life of the issues. 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:23 PM 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

FW: Local Government Update to State Treasurer/March 2015 

Gov Memo March Final.docx 

Beth, I forgot to include you on this emaiL I arn very sorry. It is real Iv good reading!! Wayne 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Monday, March 23, 2015 1:24 PM 
To: Scott, Allison (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (DTMB) 
Cc: Allard, Claire (GOV); Clinton, Kevin (TREASURY); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Storberg, Ann Marie (TREASURY); 
Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) 
Subject: FW: Local Government Update to State Treasurer/March 2015 

Allison, Attached is the periodic update on distressed local governrnents. Please pass on to the Governor as appropriate. 
This will be the basis for our Local Governrnent briefing March 30. Please call ',Nith any questions. Wayne 



3500 (Rev. 01-11) 

RICK SNYDER 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY R. KEVIN CLINTON 
GOVERNOR STATE TREASURER 

DATE: March 23, 2015 

TO: Rick Snyder, Governor 

FROM: R. Kevin Clinton, Treasurer 

SUBJECT: Status of Financially Stressed Local Governments 

EMERGENCY MANAGER 

Flint 
Emergency Manager: Gerald Ambrose 
Appointed: January 13, 2015 
Anticipated Exit: April 2015 

Recent Developments 
The city was awarded $2M through the Financially Distressed Cities, Villages, and 
Townships Grant Program. These funds will be used to enhance the city's water system 
through improved waste management, leak detection, and pipe assessments. 
An EM Order is being prepared that will restructure its SRF loans. This would free up 
approximately $2.2M allowing the city to further improve its water system. 
The City of Flint had informed residents that it is in violation of the Clean Water 
Standards Act, after unsafe levels of trihalomethanes (TTHM, a disinfectant by-product) 
were found in the water. Recent testing by the Michigan Department of Environmental 
Quality (MDEQ) Testing Lab showed that the total TTHM levels for the month of 
February are well within the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) guidelines for safe 
water. However, because EPA regulations require that the four month average for all 
testing sites be within certain guidelines, the city is still considered to be non-compliant 
by the MDEQ. Monthly testing will be ongoing, and is being conducted by several 
parties. 
The city hired Veolia to provide an analysis of the water system, including recommended 
improvements, and associated costs. Recommendations included water plant 
improvements, distribution system improvements, new policies and procedures, and 
better communication with customers. On March 19, 2015, the report was presented to 
the Flint Water Advisory Committee, but the presentation broke down due to citizen 
unrest. An International City/County Management Association (ICMA) comprehensive 
public safety study has been completed, and was presented to the City Council on 
January 22, 2015. Several recommendations for both police and fire are currently being 
reviewed. Of the 16 major recommendations for public safety, the following four are 
most crucial: 

o Establish more aggressive protocols for responding to service demands from the 
public. 

www.michigan.gov/treasury 
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o Equip a mm1mum of one marked patrol car with an automated external 
defibrillator (AED) and an automatic license plate reader, and equip every car 
withe-ticket readers and printers. 

o Develop a robust in-service training program. 
o Establish and publish a clear multi-year strategic plan that includes specific 

performance goals and objectives for all units. 

Significant Actions/Issues 

Redacted 

Redacted 
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Redacted 
FINANCIAL REVIEW COMMISSION (FRC) 

Redacted 
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RECEIVERSHIP TRANSITION ADVISORY BOARD (RTAB) 

Redacted 
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Redacted 
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·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-, 

Redacted 

CONSENT AGREEMENT 
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-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-, 

Redacted 
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·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

Redacted 

NEUTRAL EVALUATION 

Redacted 
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Redacted 
OTHER COMMUNITIES 

Redacted 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good afternoon, 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, March 31, 2015 3:36 PM 

Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (DTMB); Dempkowski, 

Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); Carter, Jerry (MSP); Deasy, Thomas (MSP); 

Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste 

(MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Hill, Darryl (MSP); James Tolbert; Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, 
Josephine (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); Natasha Henderson; 

Smith, Paul (GOV); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen 
(MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne 

(TREASURY); West, Samantha (GOV) 

Bi-Weekly Conference Call Agenda 

Agenda for Conference Call with Treasury 040115.pdf 

Please find attached the agenda for the 9:00 am conference call scheduled for Wednesday, 
April 1, 2015. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Gerald Ambrose, Emergency Manager 
Natasha L. Henderson, City Administrator 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 



April 1, 2015 
City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 

i Redacted ! 
L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 

Last Report Status 

1) Public Safety Update - -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
FPD, MSP, (FFD, if needed) 

2) Governor's Office 

Update - R. Baird, H. Hollin 

B. Clement 

3) Finance and 

Administrative Update 

Redacted 
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4) City Council Update 

5) Water Issues 

6) 9-1-1 Reconsolidation 

Plan 

a) MDEQ Violation 

Notice 

b) Drinking Water 

Revolving Fund 

c) Water Quality 

Consultant 

d) WAC/TAC 

Last Report 

Redacted 
Most recent TIHM sampling was tested by the MDEQ

confirmed our internal test findings - that water is within 

federal/state guidelines. Received the violation notice from 

MDEQ, due to the running average calculation. The notice to 

customers is being mailed now, with more information included. 

Order #2 was issued to restructure and amend the debt service 

payments on the DWRF Bonds, by postponing the principal 

payments 

Final report received. Action steps are being compiled; will focus 

on TIHM compliance and plans for hardness and discoloration 

improvement. Installation of granulated activated charcoal 

(GAC) filter likely. 

A 40 member Water Advisory Committee and a 13 member 

Technical Advisory Committee (including EPA representative) 

have met as part of the process of improving communication 

and receiving additional feedback. WAC 2nd meeting was held 

3/19/15. Format under reconsideration. 

Update 

Complete 

Update 

Update 

Redacted 
Page 2 of 3 

Status 



Last Report Status 

7) Transition Activities 

8) Other Items Redacted 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

James Tolbert <jtolbert@cityofflint.com > 
Tuesday, March 31, 2015 3:59 PM 

Maxine Murray 

Kapp, Gene (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, John (DTMB); Dempkowski, 

Angela (Treasury); Baird, Richard (GOV); Carter, Jerry (MSP); Deasy, Thomas (MSP); 

Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Elizabeth Murphy; Etue, Kriste 

(MSP); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Hill, Darryl (MSP); Jerry Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine 
(MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); McGowan, Emmitt (MSP); Natasha Henderson; Smith, Paul 

(GOV); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); O'Neill, 

Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); West, 
Samantha (GOV) 

Re: Bi-Weekly Conference Call Agenda 

Captain Golden with represent FPD, I have a kick off press conference for Child Abuse Month. 

On Tue, Mar 31, 2015 at 3:35 PM, Maxine Murray <mrnurrav(a>citvofflint.com> wrote: 
Good afternoon, 

Please find attached the agenda for the 9:00 am conference call scheduled for Wednesday, 
April 1, 2015. 

Thank you. 

JAMES W. TOLBERT 
Chief of Police 
City of Flint, Michigan 
210 E. 5th Street 
Flint, Michigan 48502 

\Vork: 810-237-6868 
Fax: 810-237-6960 



Email: itolbert(i,.'Jcityofflint. corn 
0 = ::~'7~';.:::t·~'"' '°'""""" •-•'" ' =-... ~-~-"-""'" 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Wednesday, April 08, 2015 5:13 PM 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY); 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Koryzno, Edward (Treasury)" <KoryznoE@michigan.gov> 

Date: April 8, 2015 at 4:35:47 PM EDT 

To: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <Workrnan\N@michigan.gov>, "Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY)" 

<GelisseA@michigan.gov> 

Subject: FW: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 

FYI 

Edward R Koryzno, Jr. I Director - Bureau of Local Government Services 
State of Michigan I 430 W. Allegan Street, 3rd Floor I Lansing, MI 48922 
(517) 373-4415 I (517) 373-0633 (fox) 
Kory_:rn0E@michi.9an.gov 

~ Think Green! Don't print this e-mail unless you need to. 

CONFIDENITALITY NOTICE' This e-mail, and any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended 
recipient(s) and may contain information that is confidential and protected from disclosure under 
the law. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distrif!,ution 1s prohibited If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail, and delete/destroy all copies of the 
original message and attachments. 
Thank you 

From: Widigan, Robert (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 4:12 PM 
To: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Cline, Richard (Treasury); Vandegrift, Drew 
(TREASURY) 
Subject: Flint Pastors Warn They'll Go To Court To Get City Off Flint River Water 
Importance: Low 

FYI - http:i/videos.mlive.com/mlivei2015/04/flint pastors warn theyll go t.htrnl 

rfober-S: WkLgan I Office of Fiscal Responsibility 
State of Michigan I Department of Treasury 
430 W. Allegan Street I Lansin Ml 48922 
Office (517) 335-2130 I 



WidiganR@michigan.gov 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Should you be in this meet.mg too') 

From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Friday, July 10, 2015 2:56 PM 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

FW: HH/DM Meeting 

Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2015 9:54 AM 
To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Subject: HH/DM Meeting 

Hi Wendy, 

Is Dennis available next Tuesday, July 14, before 1 pm for a meeting in Lansing with Harvey Hollins 
and Pastor Oscar Overton regarding Flint water? 

Stacie 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Conf Call re Flint Water 

Thu 9/24/2015 3:30 PM 

Thu 9/24/2015 4:00 PM 

Tentative 

(none) 

Not yet responded 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Harvey Hollins (hollinsh@michigan.gov); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

(clemente@michigan.gov); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Vansickle, 

Michele (GOV) (vansick1em2@michigan.gov); Murray, David (GOV); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); 

Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Lyon, Nick (DCH); Lasher, Geralyn (DCH); 

Grijalva, Nancy (DCH); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) (SaxtonT@michigan.gov); Pleyte, 
Beth (Treasury); Walsh, John (GOV) (WalshJ@michigan.gov); Hall, Jean (GOV); 

Mcbride, Bill (GOV) 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Can you call me ... ? Please. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Etue, Kriste (MSP) 

Monday, September 28, 2015 7:15 PM 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Fwd: Flint Water Issue - Rep. Kildee Letter Received By Federal Agencies 

From: "Kelenske, Chris (MSP)" <KelenskeC@michigan..gov> 

Date: September 28, 2015 at 5:56:40 PM EDT 

To: ''Etue, Kriste (MSP)" <ft!Jf:'.K@.m.[~_bj_g}.IJ,E.QY.>, "Gorski, Gary (MSP)" <(i.Qii~J.0.@.ml.(b.[g~.Q_,ggy>, "Smith, Paul (GOV)" 
<SrnithP29@michigan..gov> 
Cc: "Katarsky, Anthony (MSP)" <KatarskvA(a:imichigan.gov>, "Leix, Ron (MSP)" <LeixR@rnichigan.gov>, "Banner, Shanon 
(MSP)" <BannerS@)rnichigan.gov>, "Wurfel, Sara (GOV)" <VVurfels(@michigan.gov>, "Murray, David (GOV)" 

<MurravD1@rnichigan.gov> 

Subject: RE: Flint Water Issue - Rep. Kildee Letter Received By Federal Agencies 

I just caught this.,.the photo and the scenario in the ppt are HYPOTHETIU\I_ .. I have staff following up with the Cienesee 

County EM. 

Chris 

From: Kelenske, Chris (MSP) 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:43 PM 
To: Etue, Kriste (MSP); Gorski, Gary (MSP); Smith, Paul (GOV) 
Cc: Katarsky, Anthony (MSP); Leix, Ron (MSP); Banner, Shanon (MSP); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Murray, David (GOV) 
Subject: Flint Water Issue - Rep. Kildee Letter Received By Federal Agencies 
Importance: High 

Attached are two documents for your information: 1) A letter from US Representative Kildee to Craig Fugate of FEMA, 

HHS, EPA, and CDC and 2) a PowerPoint on Flint water concerns. Essentially, Representative Kildee is requesting FEMA 

take action to resolve potable water quality issues associated with the Flint water system. 

This is the first we heard of the letter and I actually found out from the FEMA Region V Director when he called me 

about an hour ago. He and I discussed a few things on this and he will respond advising they need to work through the 

local EM system in Ml (engaging the local EM and then EMHSD). They also are working through the local health 

department as I confirmed with Dr. Scott from DHHS. If Flint needs water or want water the first step is to handle it 

locally (at least on the EM side and then push up any gaps they cannot fill to us). We are not aware of any work the local 

EM has done in this regard. I will be with the FEMA Region V Director as well as the FEMA Administrator, Craig Fugate, 

this week if they have questions. 

I have advised Dr. Jackie Scott from DHHS and will be sending her the letter and ppt. 

Chris 



Capt. Chris A. Kelenske 
Deputy State Director/Commander 

Emergency Management and Homeland Security Division 

Michigan State Police 
4000 Collins Road 
Lansing, Ml 48910 
(517) 333-5042 

"A PROUD tradition of SERVICE through EXCELLENCE, INTEGRITY, and COURTESY." 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Durfee, Sally (TREASURY) 

Wednesday, September 30, 2015 11:24 AM 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Distressed Cities fund - G's asking?? 

RE: FDCVT - Flint; ATTOOOOl.htm Attachments: 

this is what Tom sent.. . .I am still working on getting a number 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Saxton, Thomas (Treasury)" <SaxtonT@rnichiwm.gov> 
Date: September 30, 2015 at 11:13:58 AM EDT 
To: "Durfee, Sally (TREASURY)" <Durikr$_l_@1:ni_g_li_ig_qn._gQy> 
Cc: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <\Vorkrnan\V(a)michigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: Distressed Cities fund - G's asking?? 

They may be calling about the same issue. See attached. I was in a meeting yesterday with the 
Gov et al. So I don't know if Dennis got back to them. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Durfee, Sally (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 11 :05 AM 
To: Cole, Evah (Treasury) <ColeElg;michigan.gov>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
<WorkmanW(i11.michigan.gov>; Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT@rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: Distressed Cities fund - G's asking?? 

Do you know ifwe have money left in the Distressed Cities fund? 



From: 

Sent: 
Subject: 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Wednesday, September 30, 2015 9:03 AM 
RE: FDCVT - Flint 

To be honest I am not sure .. , I don't have the history/background to know whether we would actually turn 
them/communities down ( "'" v,1e might) if they can't fully fund their project. I an-1 sure that area (assessing) is in chaos 
as well in Flint, 
If that were the case i.e,, we would say no to the assessing prnject; then yes in terms of the switch to 'Nater related 
projects, I think the number I heard yesterday was 10.000-15,000 filters for $2SOk. Or maybe you create a program 
to replace the curb-to-home lead piping. 

The call with Flint got cancelled today. They are not available now at that time. 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 8:47 AM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente@michigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Thanks. P1re you suggesting they modify their request to one that asks for money for filters instead of the assessing 
since the assessing cost exceeds the grant and they couldn't do the project anyway} 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:34 PM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <.QJJJ.~.b.O:tQUttl.@.ffJ.l~.bJ.g::1.0,£.QY.> 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <demente@rnichi_gan.,:;;ov> 
Subject: FW: FDCVT - Flint 

One of my 'take-aways' from the n1eeting this afternoon was to follow up on whether they could 
use those Distressed Cities' $s for filters. Remember last year they did receive $2mm which they 
used for water related items. This year they want funds for the property assessing area. Their 
project cost is n1ore than the grant limit. It is not clear they realize that. The deadline application is 
Oct 15 if they were willing to change the application, Assuming that is doable. 

With Wayne away ( and before the l:00 mtg),.. a call was set up actually earlier today vvith Natasha 
Henderson. Do you care if we still do that? The email setting it up is attached, Obviously we are 
not going to comn1it to anything, 

Let me know it you need anything else. 

From: Cole, Evah (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 4:20 PM 
To: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) <SaxtonT@rnichiBan,BOV> 

Cc: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <K!2L1.!:H:2f@xo.l~.bi.g::1D,£.QY.>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) <P..lf:Y.t?:".\?.@.mttdg0.c-.,&f::Y>; 
Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury) <.R.f:".GJP..lQ}tif.~.tl{\.@!.mtt:i[g0.c-.,&f::Y>; Kalka, Carolyn (Treasury) <.!5.01.~:JC@D:.[::.b}B.JD,.KQ.V.>; 



Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <StrnlonT(Wmichigan.gov>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <\1\!orkn1anW(i.Dmichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: FDCVT - Flint 

Tom, 

BelmN are the ansvvers to your questions. If you have any further questions, let us know. Thank vou. 

Do we knovv whether Flint has yet applied for any of these (FDCVT) $s ? 
ANSWER: We received an application from the City of Flint on September 171

h. The amount requested for the project is 
$2M (the limit for a local unit) and it is estimated to take $3.lM to complete the entire project. They also indicated that 
if full funding is not awarded, it is doubtful that they will be able to move forward with the project. The proposed 
project is: 

"The city proposes to hire a qualified contractor to provide property assessing services. Specifically, this 
contractor will create digital property sketches of all improved properties, evaluate existing property conditions 
and improvements by providing real property data verification, and conduct a comprehensive appraisal 
valuation study. This process will take place over a period of 3 years, from June 1, 2016 to July 1, 2019." 

Do we knovv if they have plans to'? 
ANSWER: Since they asked for the entire $2M for the above project, we would assume they are not submitting any 
further projects, however we are not sure. 

And have they asked (& rec'd) ~.;s from this program previously i.e., last year, and If so, 'Nhat did they use those $s for? 
ANSWER: Treasury awarded Flint two grants in FY 2015 under the FDCVT program. Treasury has not yet received any 
reimbursement requests from the City. Therefore, we have not distributed any of the FDCVT grant related funds to the 
City. The two grants are: 

Awarded Project Name Brief Description 

$1,100,000 Water Pollution Control Incinerator Shutdown Water system enhancements through 
improved waste management 

$900,000 Water Main Leak Detection Survey and Condition Water system enhancements through leak 
Assessment detection and pipe assessments 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 29, 2015, at 3:00 PM, Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <:itantonT@rnkhigan.gov> wrote: 

See the attached press release ... noting Flint's awards (2). 

The writeup belov,; v,ras included in Flint Water Talking Points frorr, last winter. 

The City has received significant financial assistance through both grant programs and bond 
restructuring initiatives administered by the Ml Department of Treasury. This financial 
assistance has allowed the City to replace miles of aged pipeline and begin efforts to install a 
specialized filter at the Water Treatment Plant. 

In February, Flint was awarded a total of $2 million through two Financially Distressed Cities1 

Villages1 and Townships Grants. $1.1 million was awarded for water system enhancements 
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through improved waste management while $900,000 was awarded for water system 
enhancements through leak detection and pipe assessments. 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 2:53 PM 

To: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) <l:/HY.?DPf.@.0Jithig;ln,W?1.>; Cole, Evah (Treasury) 

<f;q_\?:f@.mirhig?n,g;?Y.> 
Cc: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <.W.0t\r0.?.0.W.@.0Ji<tgf:i_r\gqy>; Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) 
<~1Flntq_rff.@.0JithiMn,g;?y_>; Pleyte, Beth (Treasury) <flt.Y.1?:_F,\_@ffd.(0.\R?.0_,g_qy>; Dempkowski, Angela 

(Treasury) <P.?:!T.P.~_\?.V.{i~iA@.1:r,.(:;bJ_g_?GK0Y.> 
Subject: FW: FDCVT 

Do we know whether Flint has yet applied for any of these $s? Do we knovit if they have plans 
to"? /\nd have they asked (K rec'd) $s frorr, this program previously i.e., last year. [knowing that it 
hasn't been going that long]. If so, what did they use those $s for. 

Finallv, if they hadn't applied yet... given the current Flint water situation; 
Could they use these grant funds to purchase filters for individual residents for use in their homes? 

If you can get back to rne quicklv I would appreciate iL Thanks 

<FDCVT Grant Awards 2-3-15.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Zimmer, Mike (LARA) 

Wednesday, October 07, 2015 7:52 AM 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Re: Flint 

Val reminded me last night that while water utilities is no his specialty, John Q is very expert in utility financing 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Oct 7, 2015, at 6:45 AM, Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clernenle@rnichigan.gov> wrote: 

> 
> Karen could be really helpful. 

> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
» On Oct 6, 2015, at 6:25 PM, Zimmer, Mike (LARA) <zirnmerrn@michigan.gov> wrote: 

>> 
» I am scratching my head a bit over what LARA could do to assist in the Flint situation. I can think of a couple things, 
but they are pretty tangential: 

>> 
» 1) MIOSHA: The bureau has a lab - I have reached out to Martha Yoder, the bureau director, to see if they have water 
testing capabilities. 
» 2) BCC: We can do inspections (and permitting) upon request - like we tried to do in the Detroit demo project. Irv 
Poke, the bureau director there, has already talked to DEQ about some pipe inspection in Flint schools, but we may be 
able to go farther if there is a need. 
» 3) MAE/PSC: Really can't think of anything, but they have lots of weird programs, so I have reached out to Val for 
suggestions. 
» 4) Organization: The Flint situation could benefit from a "all hands on deck" working group like that we have done for 
the last several years with winter fuels. Mostly the same cast of characters with a few departmental additions and a 
switch in the impacted interest groups. If Dan (or someone else) wants to run lead, I could loan Karen Towne to either 
staff/organize the meetings/calls or train the department staff person on the template of how these work. She is pretty 
experienced in organizing this kind of thing. 

>> 
» Will keep thinking, but that's all I can come up with on short notice. 

>> 
» Mike 

>> 
» Sent from my iPad 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Tedder, Greg (LARA) 

Wednesday, October 07, 2015 1:34 PM 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Flint 

FYI - The budget office also called us (and I presume every other department) to ask what funds we would have available 

for Flint. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Brown, Melanie (LARA)" <f?.f.P'r.Y.n!V.15.@.0Jithig;J.r\W?-!.> 
Date: October 6, 2015 at 5:53:03 PM EDT 

To: "Mills, Brian (MSHDA)" <f:!.1!).\~R.7..@T.rd.(0.\R?.0.,g.0y> 
Cc: "Tedder, Greg (LARA)" <TedderG~'ilmichigan.gov>, "Hendges, Jeremy (LARA)" 
<HendgesJ(d:.>rnichig;_in,gov> 

Subject: FW: Flint 

FY! -

From: Steve Arwood (MEDC) Lm.i1.i.l.t:;:;,_;,;1l::N90.dsJ@nJJ_f;_l}iLl~.G.,Qrg] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 5:02 PM 
To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Cc: Tedder, Greg (LARA); Hendges, Jeremy (LARA); Brown, Melanie (LARA) 
Subject: Flint 

Watching this issue and wondering if they need short term financial assistance for 
infrastructure. Probably could help there, but not sure what all the issues are. We can take a look at 
anything that may be needed. Let us know. 

STEVE ARWOOD, DIRECTOR 

Stnw Arwood 
Chief Executive Officer 
Mid,lgan Economic Development Corporatlon 
300 N, Washington Square : Lansing, ['.,11 48913 
Office: 5:J.7,241.1400 
Arwoodsl(Wrnichigan.org 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged, Unless you are the 

intended recipient (or authorized to receive this message for the intended recipient), you rnay not use, 



copy, disserninate or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If 
you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail., and delete the 
message, Thank you very rnuch. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stibitz, Brom (DTMB) 

Wednesday, October 28, 2015 7:48 AM 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

FW: Protest Event - Constitution Hall 

Beth - not sure what our communication protocol is on this. Just sharing this with you in case you weren't in 
the loop. Caleb is also touching base with your Comms shop. 

From: Pratt, Jeff (DTMB) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2015 6:32 PM 

To: Behen, David (DTMB) <BeherH;;~vr-nichigan.gov>; Davenport, Rodney (DTMB) <D2venportRlQ'ilrnid1ig,.ir1,gov>; Stibitz, 
Brom (DTMB) <StibitzB(Wmichigan.gov>; Jeffery, Phillip (DTMB) <Jeffen;p(i.Drnichigcm.gov>; Swanson, Eric (DTMB) 

<swansone(@michigan.gov>; Buhs, Caleb (DTMB) <BuhsC(i.Drnichigan.gov>; McFarlane, James (DTMB) 

<n1tfodan2i~'ilmichigan.gov>; Gelisse, Ashley (DTMB) <Gdsse.A(&michigan.gov>; Kopacsi, Christian (DTMB) 
<KonacsiC~'ilmichigan.gov>; Turnquist, Michael (DTMB) <TurnquistM(:i>rnichigan.gm:> 

Cc: Christensen, Chris (DTMB) <chr-istensenc4(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Stanaway, Deb (DTMB) <SlanawcwD(@rnichigan.gov>; 

Arend-Ritter, Saige (DTMB) <Af'2nd-R.itl2rS(@rnichigan.gov> 

Subject: Protest Event - Constitution Hall 

DTMB Leadership, 

For your awareness there is a protest event planned for Wednesday Oct. 28th outside 
Constitution Hall between 12 noon and 4:00pm. The event is a response to the water 
situation in Flint. Please plan your daily activities with this in mind as a large turnout for this 
event is anticipated. DTMB and MSP are working together and will monitor the situation. 

Please let us know if you have any questions or require additional details. 

Thanks, 



Jeff 

Michigan Department of Technology, Management & Budget 
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Protection 
Office of Infrastructure Protection 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Thursday, December 03, 2015 5:21 PM 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Fwd: ACTION NEEDED on Flint water documents 

I would like to be on dist. list. Thanks. 

5'entfrom my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE'DROJD 
On Dec 3, 2015 2:39 PM, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <~_li;J_ng_nJ_,,';(q}JJJj_.;;higiu_t_gQ_y> wrote: 
Do you want to be on these emails or do you prefer I forward them separately to you? Trying to be respectful of 
your role with the after action team. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Murray, David (GOV)" <J\J~i_rrnyP_l_@1JJj_,;;h_igm1,_gQ_y> 
Date: December 3, 2015 at 12:43:51 PM EST 
To: "Snyder, Rick (GOV)" 
Cc: "Scott, Allison (GOV)" <~q:J1111_1_:2Jg)_m_i~~hi_g1111,g_Q_y>, "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" 
<AgenJ(a)michigan.gov>, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <nmchrnored<q)michigan.gov>, 
"Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <rl_Qll.WJJt~,_@ll.liJ;_big;'!.tLgQ_y> 
Subject: ACTION NEEDED on Flint water documents 

Good afternoon Governor, 

Sony for the quick turnaround time on this, but DHHS is hoping to issue the release this 
afternoon to avoid issuing news on Friday. The DHHS tearn has ansvvered the questions and 
made significant revisions to the press release at my request. I lhink this is far more reader 
friendly and people focused. 

Here are the specific ans'vvers to the questions: 

Do the elevated lead levels stick with a person for life? 

We do see blood lead levels decrease after education takes place and exposure to lead sources is 
reduced. The purpose of screening children for lead is to identify those with elevated levels. 
Removing potential sources of lead exposure and ensuring proper nutrition and healthcare leads 
to decreases in blood lead levels in follow-up testing, which is an important part of case 
management. Lead has a half-life in blood of approximately 25 days; in soft tissue, about 40 
days; and in the non-labile portion of bone, more than 25 years. 



Why do the lead levels spike on a seasonal basis? 

When reviewing historical trend data, the risk of lead exposure is highest during the third quarter 
of each year - July through September. Seasonal variation is the result of a number of factors 
including increased exposure to lead in dust and soil in the summer months. 

DHHS is requesting to issue this at 2 p.rn. with Dr \Vells available to ansv,er questions. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Dave 

The notifications will be timed as follows: 

1:30 p.m. 

• Send final embargoed release and summary report to: 
o Genesee County Health Department - Geralyn Lasher 
o Dr. Mona Hannah-Attisha - Geralyn Lasher 
o Task Force Members - Geralyn Lasher 
o City of Flint Mayor's Office - Geralyn Lasher 
o Congress and legislature - Elizabeth Hertel 

2p.m. 

• Issue press release and summary report 
• Post press release and summary report to MDHHS website newsroom and Flint Water 

website, w_1:vw_._1nkl_1i,gm_t_gQy/J}i1_1t\Y\'!Ji,~r 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions, edits or concerns. 

Thank you, 
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Jennifer Eisner 

Public Information Officer 

Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 

Office: 517-241-2112 or EsnerJ@michir:an.r:ov 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Murray, David (GOV) 
Thursday, December 03, 2015 10:03 PM 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Subject: Re: ACTION NEEDED on Flint water documents 

Sure thing. I thought I had him on there. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 3, 2015, at 9:47 PM, Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente(a).michigan._gov> wrote: 

Can you make sure Rich gets all things flint water related? 

Thanks!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bJlJJ:dr@JJ1j_Qhigiu.LgQ_y> 
Date: December 3, 2015 at 5:21 :23 PM EST 
To: "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <clernente(f1>rnichigan.gov> 
Subject: Re: Fwd: ACTION NEEDED on Flint water documents 

I would like to be on dist. list. Thanks. 

Sent.from my Verizon FVireless 4G LTE DROJD 
On Dec 3, 2015 2:39 PM, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clemente@michigan.gov> wrote: 
Do you want to be on these emails or do you prefer I forward them separately to 
you? Trying to be respectful of your role with the after action team. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Murray, David (GOV)" <MurravDl (a;michigan.gov> 
Date: December 3, 2015 at 12:43:51 PM EST 
To: "Snyder, Rick (GOV)" 
Cc: "Scott, Allison (GOV) <scottal 2(g;rn1c ugan.gov>, gen, 
Jarrod (GOV)" <AgenJ@michigan.gov>, "Muchmore, Dennis 
(GOV)" <muchmored(Zz)rnichigan.gov>, "Clement, Elizabeth 
(GOV)" <clernente(ff)J11ichigan.gov> 
Subject: ACTION NEEDED on Flint water documents 

Good afternoon Governoc 



Sorry for the quick turnaround tin1e on this, but DHHS is hoping to 
issue the release this afternoon to avoid issuing nevvs on Friday. 
The DHHS team has arrnv,.rered the questions and made significant 
revisions to the press release at my request. I think this is far more 
reader friendly and people focused . 

Here are the specific ans1vers to the questions: 

Do the elevated lead levels stick with a person for life? 

We do see blood lead levels decrease after education takes place 
and exposure to lead sources is reduced. The purpose of screening 
children for lead is to identify those with elevated levels. 
Removing potential sources of lead exposure and ensuring proper 
nutrition and healthcare leads to decreases in blood lead levels in 
follow-up testing, which is an important part of case management. 
Lead has a half-life in blood of approximately 25 days; in soft 
tissue, about 40 days; and in the non-labile portion of bone, more 
than 25 years. 

Why do the lead levels spike on a seasonal basis? 

When reviewing historical trend data, the risk of lead exposure is 
highest during the third quarter of each year - July through 
September. Seasonal variation is the result of a number of factors 
including increased exposure to lead in dust and soil in the summer 
months. 

DHHS is requesting to issue this at 2 p.rn. with Dr. \Vells available 
to answer questions. 

Thank you fr)r your consideration. 

Dave 
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The notifications will be timed as follows: 

1:30 p.m. 

• Send final embargoed release and summary report to: 
o Genesee County Health Department - Geralyn 

Lasher 
o Dr. Mona Hannah-Attisha - Geralyn Lasher 
o Task Force Members - Geralyn Lasher 
o City of Flint Mayor's Office - Geralyn Lasher 
o Congress and legislature - Elizabeth Hertel 

2p.m. 

• Issue press release and summary report 
• Post press release and summary report to MDHHS website 

newsroom and Flint Water website, 
\VVv~v.michigan.gov/flintwater 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions, edits or 
concerns. 

Thank you, 

Jennifer Eisner 

Public Information Officer 

Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 

Office: 517-241-2112 or FisnerJ:i'{imlchigan.gov 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 

Tuesday, December 08, 2015 11:27 AM 

Baird, Richard (GOV); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS) 

FW: Flint Briefing 4Dec15 
2015-12-04 - Flint Lead MDHHS Sitrep.pdf 

Rich ··· Per our conversation. Dan/Beth ··· FYL 

From: Bouters, Janese (DHHS) 

Sent: Monday, December 07, 2015 5:07 PM 

To: Anderson, Paula (DHHS) <£\Q.Q.f:L~.Q.Df}.@!.mtt:~[g0.c-.,g.Q_y.>; Barr, Jacqui (DHHS) <.F,\?1:1:J.J.@.rn.\b]E?1:l,£!2?-!.>; Becker, 
Timothy (DHHS) <t.t.,,i.f:n1@!I!.th.\g{).Q,_g_gy>; Bruneau, Michelle (DHHS) <f.f.1!.D??\if.v.1@!I!.lrh.\g~.IJ,R0.V.>; Colston, Leslie 
(DHHS) <(;J~.t0.D.L@.!T.\:;h}_@.IJ,R0.V.>; DeMyers, Deborah (DHHS) <P.?:f:!.1Y.tL~.f8i!!Tt[rh.\g~_Q,R0Y>; Dykema, Linda D. (DHHS) 

<Qvk.f:"!0Jl.@.0/hti1!.D_,gq_y.>; Eggleston, Debbie (DHHS) <t:m"s)?,~.t0.D.Q.@.mithigf:1_r\gqy>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) 

<P~.IJ.f!)@!I!.\rh}_@.IJ,R0.V.>; Granger, Patricia (DHHS) <~~.f.?!Jf:;f:"JP.@T0.\hi.s?n,g;?y_>; Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS) 

<~~.f.U?h-'.?:<N@.:JJi.1:-Ji[f:;1.D_,gqy>; Groetsch, Kory J. (DHHS) <0.f.0.f:".t~thK@!I!.lrh.\R1.:J.¥0Y>; Harvey, Janice (DHHS) 
<H.~r.Y.tS:U,@!I!.\rh}_@.IJ,R0.V.>; Hertel, Elizabeth (DHHS) <.dttt?.\f@.r:'.!ithig;ln,W?-!.>; Kaiser Van Dam, Paula (DHHS) 

<Kf:<.\\f!:P.@!I!.lrh.\@.IJ,R0.V.>; Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) <l.?~h?:!:R8:T0.\:;bi.s?n,g;?y_>; Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 

<Lv.rmi~i?@.mithigf:1.f\W?-!.>; McKane, Patricia (DHHS) <t{(f.1.:J.f?.@.:JJi.(L[g1.o.,gqy>; Miller, Corinne (DHHS) 

<iV.lHtx.P.0.@.mi<tgf:i_r\gqy>; Minicuci, Angela (DHHS) <M.\nLq!.fiA@T0.\hi.s?n,g;?y_>; Moran, Susan (DHHS) 
<!V.Pf.1.D\@!Td.(0.'.R1.D.,R0.Y->; Peeler, Nancy (DHHS) <P.?:tJ?!:N.@.r:'.!ithiMn,Wt-!.>; Priem, Wesley F. (DHHS) 
<p(_f!I!Y!.®.m.\r;hi.s?n,g~?-1.>; Priest, Chris (DHHS) <?r.i?,~.t(J.@.mithigf:i_fi,gqy>; Ridley, Nancy (DHHS) 

<Ri.Q.!_t.Y.N®.1:-0.\r;hiR?!J:g?y>; Robinson, Mikelle (DHHS) <J.0.i.fi~~?nMJB.@.r:J.\hi.s?n,g;?y_>; Rockefeller, Cheryl (DHHS) 

<R~?r\?t.f:"Lf!\~_@rr.[rh.\g1_Q,_g_0y>; Scott, Jackie (DHHS) <;~r;mt}.J1:@.r:J.\hi.s?n,g?y>; Shah, Sandip (DHHS) 
<~h{J\@!Td.(0.'.R1.Q_,gqy>; Sims, Teri (DHHS) <;:;J_QJ~I?@.1:-0.\:;h}_@.IJ,R0.V.>; Stanbury, Martha (DHHS) 

<~tf:1.fif?.\!.f.'i.QJ@!I!.lrh.\@.IJ,R0.V.>; Stiffler, Kathleen A. (DHHS) <~.t}.f.f)_f:".f.K..@.mi<tgf:'_0_,gqy>; Taylor, Kerri (DHHS) 

<T1vl.w.K.\Q_@!Td.(0.'.R1.Q_,gqy>; Thompson, Sheryl D. (DHHS) <TLPC-'.!P:~.0.0S?:.@!Td.(0.'.R1.D.,R0.Y->; Titus, Laura (DHHS) 
<T\t!.~L@.mithiMn,W?-1.>; Travis, Rashmi (DHHS) <Tr.1.v.L~A@.r:J.\hiMn,g;?-1.>; Wells, Eden (DHHS) <WtA~.f}@_QJi.(0.'.R1.D.,R0.Y-> 
Subject: Flint Briefing 4Dec15 

Sending on behalf of the PHCSA: 

Attached is the MDHHS daily situation report for the Flint water lead project. 

Thanks, 

Jc.1,,va,.e.:5-{;,· 13-oute....rk 
Exerntke Serretarv to Codrsrie MWer 
Bme«u of Dbeaie Crmtrd, Prnventbrs ;:ind Epkbmidogy 
Mfr::hfgan Dep<.irtrm~nt of Heoith & Humrm Suvif:es 
201 TC:t'irViH1d Stn:et 
L,msing, Mk:higa(1 43913 
Phorw: {517} 33S-SJJ1 
Fax: (517)33S-8263 
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Flint Water Lead Project 
Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 

Situation Report for December 4, 2015 

~~:*NCrrr~ Contah1s pt:tti~nth~Uv ~d~~ntffjab~e ts1forrnation~- REOJ\C~r AS ~Nf)~C~i\1l~t)** 
Ni~~\~ !ti~rns for the day Hst:ed first and h1 botd pdnt~ 

Daily Briefing and Situation Report prepared by Linda Dykema 

Surveillance Indicators: People Tested since 10/1/2015: 1,361; 
Children less than 6 years old~ 5 µg/dl since 10/1/2015: 15 
Children 6 to 17 years old~ 5 µg/dl since 10/1/2015: 6 
Adults 18 years and older~ 5 µg/dl since 10/1/2015: 9 

Severity Indicators: Hospitalized/Discharged-1/1; Deaths- 0 

DAILY ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

Elevated Blood Level (EBL) Environmental Investigations - ETC Contractors, Wes Priem, Courtney Wisinski 

• EBL investigation for high EBLL home completed on Friday 12/4/15. 

• 3 EBL investigations completed. 

• 8 investigations scheduled. 

MDHHS/Genesee County Health Department (GCHD) Case Management (CM) Services - Nancy Peeler 

• Child with EBLL of 52 µg/dl: blood level has decreased to 28 µg/dl per confirmed lab report. 

• CM report through 11/25/15: 

o # of contacts attempted: 136 

o # offered CM: 46 

o # CM started: 5 

o # of children receiving CM who live in Flint: 5 

o # billed to Medicaid: 5 

o # Other disposition: 2 (2 children moved to Oakland County) 

Epidemiology/Surveillance - Patti McKane, Martha Stanbury, Bob Scott, Jessica Cooper, Karen Lishinski 

• EPA, CDC, MDHHS, local health department call scheduled for later this week to discuss 

Legionellosis. 

Filter Distribution Sheryl Thompson 

• November Distribution • Total Distribution since October 1, 2015 
o 778 Filters o 10,951 Filters 
o 63 Pitchers o 184 Pitchers 
o 924 Replacement Filters o 924 Replacement Filters 

Communications/Information Sharing - Linda Dykema, Eden Wells 

• EPA drinking water experts will present to Technical Advisory Committee meeting on December 9th. 

Topics will include water treatment/corrosion, the status of Flint's water and next steps. 

Health Education Resources Updates - Michelle Bruneau, Emily Houk 
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• Finalized Phosphates fact sheet with GCHD; sent final version to MDHHS Communication office to be 

finalized and posted on the website. 

• Bath time poster finalized and forwarded to HHS Communications/PIO for review and approval. 

• Per Emily Houk, mailed 1000 Keep Your Child Lead-Safe booklets {English), 500 Keep Your Child Lead

Safe booklets {Spanish), and 4 boxes of Fight Lead Poisoning with a Healthy Diet to GCHD. 

• Finalized time/date of technical meeting with GCHD to discuss phosphate dosing and health 

{Wednesday, 12/9; 9:30-lla). 

• Pending: Aerator/Filter Maintenance Fact Sheet; Flint Parent Letter re-do in partnership with Emily 

Houk. 

Toxicology - Kory Groetsch, Jennifer Gray, Junaid Maqsood, Veronica Tijerina 

• Collaborating with Surveillance, CM, and EBL response staff to develop a Data Dictionary and 

Database to track services provided to EBL children/families. 

• Working with GCHD and DEQ to address questions concerning impact of phosphate treatment on 

drinking water filters. 

• Working with Healthy Homes Section staff to revise EBL report for Flint Residents. 

WIC 

• Letter sent 11/24 to GCHD about Ready-to-feed formula availability from WIC program 

• Talking points for WIC staff and for providers shared 

Healthcare/Providers 

• Drafted HAN to Flint healthcare providers for review by the project communications team and 

GCHD. The HAN encourages enhanced BLL testing for children less than six, particularly outside of 

the 1 and 2 years of age that are required by Medicaid. 

• Moran, Wells and Miller met with Medicaid health plan staff 2 to discuss increased promotion by 

health plans of EBL testing of Flint children< 6 years of age. Status update on Flint provided. Medicaid 

put this issue on its agenda for discussion at its December 3 meeting with Medicaid health plan CEOs 

and suggested inviting Dr. Wells to speak to Medicaid health plan medical directors. 

• Medicaid identified three individuals to partner with epidemiology staff to develop methodology to 

measure/report progress on the percentage of Flint children enrolled in Medicaid who receive EBL 

testing. 

DEQ Information - Linda Dykema as Liaison 

• No updates for 12/4/2015. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Tuesday, December 08, 2015 4:26 PM 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Flint Lead information 

We were doing a less formal version and sending to Dan before last week. We had agreed that he'd put together the 
responses for the 10 point plan. We were providing updates to Dan a couple of times per week. I wanted to know more 
so I've asked for these on a daily basis. 

I have not sent to the Gov. I can if you want me to. I could send to him and copy Dan. 

On Dec 8, 2015, at 2:29 PM, Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente~'ilrnichigan.gov> wrote: 

Are these sent to the Gov and it so, how often? 

From: Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2015 10:54 AM 

To: Baird, Richard (GOV) <\?J/9.t:@.ffJ.lf:.b)DJH,fs!2?-!.>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <rltffJ.~:J.tf:@D:{<;:[::_[g_§.DJIQ.Y.> 
Subject: FW: Flint Lead information 

FYI. These are the regular reports I am now receiving. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 

Monday, December 21, 2015 3:47 PM 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Edwards Report Response 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS)" <Eisner'J(0Jmichi23ti.f'Ov> 

Date: December 21, 2015 at 3:46:05 PM EST 
To: "Lyon, Nick (DHHS)" <Lyonr,J2@n1ichig.:::n.gov> 

Subject: RE: Edwards Report Response 

With edits from the gov's team in bold .. 

The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services has consistently provided information 
regarding blood lead levels in the city of Flint. 

When initially looking at the citywide and county elevated blood lead level numbers, the increase 
appeared to be consistent with the routine seasonal fluctuation seen in the summer months. It wasn't 
until the Hurley report came out that our epidemiologists took a more in-depth look at the data by ZIP 

code, controlling for seasonal variation, and confirmed an increase outside of normal trends. As a result 
of this process, we have determined that the way we analyze data needs to be thoroughly reviewed. 
Additionally, Gov. Rick Snyder has created a Flint Water Task Force to review all city, state and federal 
responses and actions and is expected to make recommendations moving forward. 

Our department is focused on ensuring that appropriate case management and follow up is occurring in 
Flint. Summary reports outlining blood lead level testing are posted online on a bi-weekly basis, and we 
are working closely with local partners to fulfill data requests as we receive them. 

Regarding the FOIA, Mr. Edwards received all of the requested documents, with personal information 
redacted, on Friday, December 18. 

Jennifer Eisner 
Public l:ifo,1-:1ation Officer 

r,Jlichigan Department of Hi,alth ;rnd Human S:,rvice', 

Office: 517-241-2112 or ~1-~D.?O@n~l~'hJE~f\_gQ:!. 

Cell:-

From: Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Sent: Monday, December 21, 2015 3:45 PM 
To: Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) <Eisner'J@michif;an.gov> 

Subject: Re: Edwards Report Response 



Final? 

On Dec 21, 2015, at 2:36 PM, Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) <Eis11e,.;{amichi2;a11,gov> wrote: 

Thank you --- here's what we have: 

The rv1ichigan Department of Health and Human Services has been, and continues to be, 
committed to full disclosure of information regarding the city of Flint and blood lead 
levels. To suggest otherwise is not consistent with hmN we have responded. 

When initlally looking at the citywide and county elevated blood lead level numbers, 
the increase appeared to be consistent with the routine seasonal fluctuation seen in 
the summer months, It vvasn't until the Hurley report came out that our epidemiologists 
took a more in-depth look al the data by zip code, controlling for seasonal variation, and 
confirmed an increase outside of normal trends. As a result of this process, v,1e have 
determined that the way we analyze data collected needs lo be thoroughly reviewed. 
Our after action report will help determine how we conduct this process in the future. 

Our department is focused on ensuring that appropriate case management and follovv 
up is occurring in Hint. Summary reports outlining blood lead level testing are posted 
on line on a bi ·'Neekly basis, and we are 'Norking closely with local partners to fulfill data 
requests as vve receive thern. 

Regarding the FOIA, Mr. Edwards received all of the requested docurnents, v,1ilh 
personal information redacted, on Friday, Decen1ber 18. 

Jennifer Usner 
Publk: Information Officer 
Mlchig,.:n Dep.irtment cf He;ilth and Hurn,in Services 
Off:G,: 5l/-24l-2H2 Ge f,i_s_n_f;fJ_(_,:'.J_,::1ir,_h_ig,i_n_,1;::iy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Creagh, Keith (DNR) 
Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:03 PM 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Don't know but could it be someone with health credentials. If not from Flint then "Local" in my mind means other then 
state. Any other local health department experts (not Genessee county) that could lend a local perspective? 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 30, 2015, at 8:58 PM, Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clem0nte@rn,chig;;in.fov> wrote: 

Thanks. I have concerns similar to Harvey. Who at the local level?? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 30, 2015, at 8:55 PM, Creagh, Keith (DNR) <creaghk(@rnichigan,gov> wrote: 

I sent this to Chris only. Not for broad group consumption but wanted to ask a couple of 
questions. The chair would be the singular lead. 
Keith 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Creagh, Keith (DNR)" <creaghk(&rnk:higan,gov> 

Date: December 30, 2015 at 8:48:39 PM EST 
To: "Kelenske, Chris (MSP)" <Kelensk0C(@rnk:higan,gov> 

Subject: Re: Attorney Client Work Product {Draft), Privileged and 
Confidential 

So just to you-has it been decided that it is only our responsibility to fix? 
Is it mere resource request. Wouldn't the chair be the singular lead with 
the co-Vice chairs having some skin in the game? At the end of the day 
it will be important for the locals to buy in at the 
responsibility/programmatic level. I am new to the discussion so will 
yield to your expertise. Keith 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 30, 2015, at 8:38 PM, Kelenske, Chris (MSP) 

< f.?.\t:G~0~(@.mVhf gf:'!.=.,g0{> wrote: 

The concern I have vvith having a local as a vice chair is 
that this is bdng pushed to lhe stale level to fix. Sirnilar 
to an emergency that reaches th0 stat0 levd, w0 ne0d 
to hav0 one lead to mov0 this forvvard and that should 
be at the state level. I have run numerous state and 



federal disasters in this rnanner. The locals are pushing 
the request for resources to the state so this is them 
saying they cannot do anything more and handing this 
off to the state. This is one of the areas I rnentioned 
that needs to stay consistent with the Emergency 
Management Act and how we rnanage incidents. 

Locals still have a voice in this (one way is that they are 
generating the requests for resources to assist). 

Chris 

From: Creagh, Keith (DNR) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 8:15 PM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Kelenske, Chris (MSP); Holland, 
Meegan (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Redford, James 
(GOV); Becker, Timothy (DHHS); Roberts, John (DTMB); 
Etue, Kriste (MSP); Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Subject: Re: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), 
Privileged and Confidential 

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. I agree with 
Jim that it would be good to have a local entity at least 
be a co vice chair if possible. I would question 
statement of need wording and ask that it be reflect of 
the need for additional resources, integrated approach, 
additional professional expertise, enhanced 
communication,coordination and connection ... you get 
the gist. Rich I would be happy to discuss at your 
convenience if appropriate. This would appear 
consistent with the request from Flint. Also in my 
limited (and I stress limited) discussions today I asked 
what success looked like and it included many of the 
suggested components. The individual I was speaking 
with wanted to further explore: 
Increased funding/focus for Head start to get ahead of 
the curve 
School nutrition and distribution systems (year around) 
Fresh produce/local foods 

Individual health screening 
Infrastructure improvements 

I know most if not all are identified in the outline but 
might want to further explain the nutrition component 
if the Docs in the group say it might be beneficial for 
those involved. 

Thanks again-Keith 
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Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 30, 2015, at 6:57 PM, Baird, Richard (GOV) 
<l:nin:lrQ'ilrnk:higan.gov> wrote: 

Team: 

Today Harvey and I met with the Flint 
Water Task Force. It was a good 
meeting. People were pleased with the 
G's statement from the prior 
day. Captain Kelenske joined us and we 
had a very good discussion about 
moving forward with the creation of the 
Flint Water Crisis Agency Coordinating 
Committee (FIACC). Tim Becker and 
Captain Kelenske provided me with a 
fair amount of input. I also read the 
City of Flint Incident Action Plan for a 
State of Emergency which Chris 
received today (enclosed for those who 
wish to read it as well). I have distilled 
all of this into a two page plan that I 
want your edits and comments on and a 
one page organizational chart (now 
presented in the "governor's colors" 
according to our fine people in 
Communications). Spoiler alert-I 
made Captain Kelenske Vice Chair of 
the whole shebang (with the Colonel's 
blessing) so Harvey wouldn't get lonely. 

Here is my ask of you: 

1) Within 24 (sooner if you can) 
hours give me your comments 
and input 

2) Tomorrow I will turn around a 
final document for Jarrod to 
review with the Governor 
either New Year's Day or 
Saturday 

3) Ideally, Governor will approve 
Harvey sending it to Mayor 
WeaverSaturday(Sunday 
latest) 

4) Mayor needs to know that this 
is what the Governor wishes to 
discuss at the meeting January 
7 along with financial resources 
that we still need some 
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estimates on cost from DHHS 
for 

5) Meegan and Dave need to 
noodle how best to get out 
front with this and change the 
narrative focus on Monday's 
Genesee County declaration of 
emergency 

I know we are all working way too hard 
for what should be a rest and recharge 
period but I do appreciate everyone's 
efforts and I know the Boss really does 
as well. 

Regards, 

Rich 

<A Proposal to Create the Flint 
Water Inter.docx> 

<IA Coord Com Org Chart.jpg> 

<IAP Flint Water 2015-12-29.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Kelenske, Chris (MSP) 

Wednesday, December 30, 2015 10:29 PM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Etue, Kriste (MSP); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

RE: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 
A Proposal to Create the Flint Water Inter cak rev.docx 

The document looks good. I have a few suggestions to consider which are 1n track changes 1n the attached, Feel free to 
call rr,e if you want to discuss. 

Chrfs 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 6:57 PM 
To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Kelenske, Chris (MSP); Holland, Meegan 
(GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Becker, Timothy (DHHS); Creagh, Keith (DNR); Roberts, John 
(DTMB) 
Cc: Etue, Kriste (MSP); Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Subject: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Team: 

Today Harvey and I met with the Flint Water Task Force. It was a good meeting. People were pleased with the G's 
statement from the prior day. Captain Kelenske joined us and we had a very good discussion about moving forward with 
the creation of the Flint Water Crisis Agency Coordinating Committee (FIACC). Tim Becker and Captain Kelenske 
provided me with a fair amount of input. I also read the City of Flint Incident Action Plan for a State of Emergency which 
Chris received today (enclosed for those who wish to read it as well). I have distilled all of this into a two page plan that I 
want your edits and comments on and a one page organizational chart (now presented in the "governor's colors" 
according to our fine people in Communications). Spoiler alert-I made Captain Kelenske Vice Chair of the whole 
shebang (with the Colonel's blessing) so Harvey wouldn't get lonely. 

Here is my ask of you: 

1) Within 24 (sooner if you can) hours give me your comments and input 
2) Tomorrow I will turn around a final document for Jarrod to review with the Governor either New Year's Day or 

Saturday 
3) Ideally, Governor will approve Harvey sending it to Mayor Weaver Saturday (Sunday latest) 
4) Mayor needs to know that this is what the Governor wishes to discuss at the meeting January 7 along with 

financial resources that we still need some estimates on cost from DHHS for 
5) Meegan and Dave need to noodle how best to get out front with this and change the narrative focus on 

Monday's Genesee County declaration of emergency 

I know we are all working way too hard for what should be a rest and recharge period but I do appreciate everyone's 
efforts and I know the Boss really does as well. 

Regards, 

Rich 



A Proposal to Create the Flint Water Inter-Agency Coordinating Committee 

(FIACC) 

In collaboration with the Flint After-Action Task Force, MSP Captain Chris Kelenske, DHHS Chief Deputy 
Tim Becker and DHHS Director Nick Lyon, Harvey Hollins and Rich Baird are recommending the 
immediate creation of the above referenced entity, with its sustained role and responsibility enabled 
under the Governor's Executive Order. 

Statement of Need 
Due to a combination of resource constraints, inexperienced personnel, "silo" bureaucratic processes 
and reactionary approaches to immediate problems, there is a nearly complete lack of coordination, 
communication, and connected management amongst all the departments and stakeholders who must 
work together to ensure Flint's return to clean, safe water and to coordinate mid and long term efforts 
to mitigate and address future health and behavioral consequences from lead ingestion. This group 
MUST be stood up regardless of whether (or when) the conditions required for a declaration of 
emergency are met by the City, County, State or Federal authorizers. This coordinating body must 
include: 

• The creation of a routine information process between all parties. 
• Pursuit of other avenues of funding including fed era I grants and legislative appropriations. 
• While the Emergency Management Act or the Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act 

may not be mechanisms to fixi!.U the issues in Flint, portions of the Emergency Management Act 
outlining management of emergencies or disasters eveflt5 are applicable and should be 
implemented without delay (e.g. Local emergency operations plans/emergency operations guides as 
well as emergency operations support plans). 

Action Plan and Establishing the FIACCC 
It appears that a request for a Governor's declaration may be from the county as soon as January 4, 
2016. The state's Deputy State Director of Emergency Coordinator Management and Homeland Security 
(Capt. Kelenske) will evaluate the request and provide a recommendation whether to issue a 
declaration, following established protocol and due diligence. But immediately, we will: 

1. Establish an interagency workgroup Chaired and Vice-Chaired by Harvey Hollins and Chris Kelenske, 
respectively, and be comprised of DHHS, MDEQ, MSP, Treasury, Genesee County, City of Flint, MDE, 
LARA and external Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). Civil Rights may be added at a later time. If 
additional agencies/stakeholders who can assist with accomplishing the action plan are needed, 
they will be added. Personnel must be goal oriented, transparent with findings and measures of 
progress, and able to work toward accomplishing the Incident Action Plan created by the state in a 
timely manner. A draft Organization Chart is attached under separate cover. Staff wil l be needed 
that is familia r w ith disaster/emergency planning, operations, logistics, and fi nance as out lined by 
the National Incident Management System {NIMS) . These management components wou ld report 
to the chair/vice chair and ensure resource req uests are tracked and the incident action plan 
objectives are created, documented, and completed . 

2. This body should be created by Executive Order and it must complement and not replace the 
current system under the Emergency Management Act. In fact, it should demonstrate how to best 
leverage support where existing laws fall short under a man-made emergency. 

3. Utilize the National Incident Management System and Unified/Incident Command as appropriate. 
4. Establish routine communications protocols at the operational, executive, and legislative levels as 

determined appropriate. 



5. Establish interagency workgroup objectives using the following as a starting point. 
lnteragency Workgroup Objectives 

1. Determine and convey acceptable standards for potable water. 
Identify needed remediation. 
Convey the remediation plan objectives to all stakeholders and interested parties. 
Logistics plan for distribution and serving homebound citizens with water and 
filtration 
Implement the plan. 

2. Determine health impacts for the impacted population. 
Identify treatment methods. 
Nutrition education and support 
Coping with lead exposure (care, monitoring, neurodevelopmental screening, access 
to DBP specialists, psychologists/psychiatrists, expanded county services, etc.) 
Convey the treatment plan objectives to interested parties. 
Implement the plan. 

3. Establish a public information protocol to effectively inform the community of the situation 
and actions taken. 

Identify existing Public Information outlets within the city, county, and state. 
Establish a Joint Information Center 
Provide for Emergency Alerts and Updates 
Leverage public and private education schools 
Determine official information flow and approval of information. 
Convey to interested parties. 

4. Assess the status of the infrastructure and determine feasible actions to upgrade the water 
system. 

Final Thoughts 

Determine current state of the infrastructure. 
Develop priorities, costs, and potentia I funding sources for infrastructure upgrades 
as part of a long term recovery plan. 
Seek partners to assist (NGOs, Foundations, Business, etc.) 
Implement the plan. 

After the team provides input to this document, I would ask that Governor Snyder review and approve 
the approach, authorize Harvey Hollins to get the plan to Mayor Weaver no later than this weekend, and 
then proactively communicate the plan regardless of whether we get an Emergency declaration or not. 

Also, we do not believe setting upactivating an Emergency Commandthe State Emergency Operations 
Center (SEOC) ·.vhich requires 24/7 staffing ,sl sensible until AFTER Genesee County has demonstrated __ _ 
they did all they could, utilized al l avai lable resources to include contracts and mutua l aid, -and couldn't 
solve the problem. Additional ly, this incident is more in the recovery phase where other types of 
coordination center are ut ilized. That is what is required under the lawEmergency Management Act. 



Governor Rick Snyder 
December 15, 2015 

Daily Briefing 
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Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update 

FOIA EXEMPT AND ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE 

Key Actions: 

On December 9, 2015, DEQ staff held a conference call with staff from the city of Flint 
and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to discuss DEQ's comments 
regarding EPA's preliminary assessment of corrosion control optimization for the city of 
Flint. The preliminary assessment was to identify and document activities necessary to 
enable the EPA and the DEQ to provide advice and support the city in maintaining 
optimal corrosion control while maintaining their source of water from Detroit as well as 
during and after the upcoming transition to the Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) 
pipeline. During the discussion, it was agreed that the document needed to be broken 
down into two separate documents. The first document would identify the absolute 
needs necessary for Flint to transition to the KWA for their source water. The second 
document would outline actions that the city of Flint could take moving forward that 
would provide useful scientific information but would not impede the transition to the 
KWA. 

On December 11, 2015, staff from the DEQ, the EPA, and the city of Flint, along with 
their consultant (Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam, Inc. [LAN]), met to discuss the various 
projects that needed to be completed in order for the city to switch its water source to 
the KWA. The main topic of discussion was how to balance the overarching concern of 
ensuring that the transition did not create safety issues, while at the same time taking 
precautions to ensure that the project did not run overtime or over budget. There were 
a number of proposals made during the discussion, and LAN will meet with the EPA on 
December 15, 2015, to discuss the various options in more detail. 

On December 11 and 12, 2015, staff from the DEQ and DLARA conducted a plumbing 
evaluation and subsequent sampling of the fixtures used for drinking water consumption 
at the Flint Community School's administration building and Holmes 3-6 STEM 
Academy in Flint. There were a total number of 7 4 samples taken at 12 different 
locations throughout the administration building and 222 samples taken at 43 different 
locations throughout the school. There were 296 samples taken in total at the two 
facilities. 

Positions: 

There are no new positions to report since last week. 

Concerns: 

During the meeting on December 11, 2015, among the DEQ, the EPA, the city of Flint, 
and LAN, the EPA proposed that the city of Flint run a 12-inch line in addition to the 
existing main that would enable the city of Flint to conduct in-depth studies for switching 
to the KWA. The cost of this line would be approximately $4 million, and currently there 



FOIA EXEMPT AND ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE 
Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update 
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is no funding source identified that could cover this expense. The city expressed 
concerns that it was being asked to cover expenses for measures that other supplies 
would not be expected to implement. LAN will meet with the EPA to discuss other 
options. 

Significant Event: 

On December 8, 2015, the Department of Technology, Management and Budget 
(DTMB) confirmed that the e-mail sent from Liane Shekter Smith on August 25, 2015, to 
Lee-Anne Walters was successfully delivered to the gmail.com system at the e-mail 
address provided by Ms. Walters. The DTMB was asked to confirm delivery of that 
e-mail based on an accusation that the DEQ never responded to an inquiry, and then 
when a copy of the original e-mail was provided, an accusation was made with respect 
to the authenticity of the e-mail. 

Changes from Previous Report: 

• DHHS incorporated comments from the DEQ regarding a phosphate fact sheet 
being designed for public education purposes. DHHS then finalized the fact 
sheet utilizing the suggestions provided by the DEQ. 

• Instructions for lead and copper sampling were finalized, based on comments 
received from the EPA The final draft was shared with city of Flint personnel on 
December 11, 2015, for use in their next round of lead and copper compliance 
monitoring. Microsoft Word and pdf versions were posted on the DEQ Web site 
on December 14, 2015, to replace the previous version of the instructions. 

• The city of Flint has hired an outside consultant to identify 150 Tier 1 sites for a 
sampling pool for use in compliance with the Lead and Copper Rule. This effort 
is being taken to ensure that future sampling events include verified and 
documented Tier 1 sampling sites to ensure compliance with the Lead and 
Copper Rule. 

• DEQ staff visited Control Station #2 to observe the operation of the phosphate 
feed system. The inspection of the phosphate feed system confirmed that the 
system is in operation and the system is dosing at 2.5 mg/I as phosphate. A 
couple of minor provisions had not been completed at the time of the inspection 
but do not currently affect the operation of the supplemental addition of 
phosphate to the water. 

• DEQ staff modified the Act 399 construction permit for the Flint raw water 
transmission line. The modification was needed to allow for rerouting of the 
transmission main due to poor soil conditions that were encountered along the 
original route. 
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Other Item: 

Attached is the revised Drinking Water Lead and Copper Sampling Instructions 
document. 

Prepared by: George Krisztian, Flint Action Plan Coordinator 
Laboratory Director 
Department of Environmental Quality 
Tele~6719 
Cell:-
December 14, 2015 



DRINKING WATER LEAD AND COPPER SAMPLING INSTRUCTIONS 

Dear Resident: 

Thank you for helping to monitor for lead and copper in your drinking water. This sampling is 
required by the federal and state Safe Drinking Water Acts, and is being accomplished with 
the cooperation of homeowners, residents, and water system customers. 

It is important that you follow these instructions so we obtain an accurate measurement of the 
lead and copper in your drinking water. This sample should represent the water you would 
typically drink and the faucet from where you drink the water. Select a faucet for sampling 
that was used the day before you intend to sample. Call your water supply if you have 
questions. 

1. Water must sit idle in the pipes for an extended length of time before sampling. 
Therefore, do not use any water in the house for at least 6 hours before sampling. The 
best times to sample are early morning or after returning from work. 

2. Select an unfiltered/untreated faucet in the KITCHEN or BATHROOM that is commonly 
used for drinking. DO NOT sample from a laundry sink or a hose spigot as these samples 
cannot be used for compliance. DO NOT use a faucet that has a filter attached to it 
unless you bypass the filter. DO NOT use a faucet that is connected to a home water 
treatment device (like a water softener, iron filter, reverse osmosis) unless you bypass the 
home water treatment device. 

3. Place the open sample bottle below the faucet and gently open the COLD water tap. If 
you have a single handle faucet, turn it fully to the COLD side. Fill the sample bottle to 
the neck with the "first draw" of COLD water. 

4. Tightly cap the sample bottle and place in the sample kit provided. Review the sample kit 
label to ensure all information contained on the label is complete and correct. 

5. Answer the questions on the back of this form and sign the form . 

6. Attach this form to the bottle and leave it outside your front door for pick-up. 

7. Thank you again for your help. We will send you your individual results within 30 days of 
receiving them from the laboratory. A summary of information on this year's lead and 
copper monitoring will be printed in the annual water quality report that will be made 
available by July 1 of next year. Contact your water supply if you have questions. 

If you have questions call: Or Contact: 
Water Supply: ________ _ Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 

Manager or DEQ Contact: ~--------
Water Operator: _______ _ 

(rev. 12/2015) 



A Which faucet did you use to fill the bottle? 

D Kitchen D Main bathroom D Other 

If OTHER, please describe: 

B. When was the faucet last used before sampling? 

Date TIME AM/PM 
~~~~~- -~~~~ 

Note: If the faucet has been idle more than 24 hours, we might not analyze your 
sample or be able to use your sample for compliance purposes. 

C. When did you fill the bottle? 

DATE TIME AM/PM 
~~~~~ ~~~~-

D. Is there a faucet mount filter? [JYES [J NO 

If YES, was it bypassed? DYES D NO 

E. Is this faucet connected to a home treatment device such as a water softener, a 
reverse osmosis unit, an iron removal device OR is any kind of additive used in the 
home? D YES D NO 

If YES, please describe: 

Note: If you have a home treatment device OR any kind of additive is used, it is 
possible we might not analyze your sample or be able to use your sample for 
compliance purposes. 

F. If any plumbing repairs or replacement has been done in the home since the previous 
sampling event, please note this information here: 

If YES, please describe: 

I have read the Drinking Water Lead and Copper Sampling Instructions and have taken a tap 
sample in accordance with these directions. 

Signature 

(rev. 12/2015) 



Modified: Fri 2/12/2016 12:00 AM 

City of Flint water meeting with Jim Ananich 

drinking water revolving loan fund - paying $2million per year- relief for repaying this to help stabalize rates, upgrades to 
system, technical support (maybe we can look at deferrment for 2 years until the new system is in place) 

distressed city grant request submitted- treasury expects decisions this week 

Do smaller meetings with interested groups- colleges/universities, pastors etc: follow up with the public safety model
Harvey can take the lead on a similar work group. Dan Wyant, Harvey Hollins, Rep Ananich, Nick Lyon??- Harvey Hollins 
needs to start looping in Ananich to everything going on in Flint. 



Modified: Fri 2/12/2016 12:00 AM 

DEQ Director Meeting 

Flint Water- 1. Gina McCarthy, EPA administrator, being approached by media, legislature etc and is very concerned. If 
we did not do a press confernece, they would have done something. 2. When they switched to DWSD we did not require 
corrosion control 

Budget- 1 mill reduction: reduce some mid management positions, 
Increase side- 3 areas, 2.9 mill GF for drinking water revolving fund (must maintain a certain fund balance to keep 
federal match) 3. QOL agencies looking for funding for invasive species, funding A person to coordinate with energy 
initiative 



Modified: Fri 2/12/2016 12:00 AM 

cos 

Do another review through the whole process 

what do different levels of lead mean, why do they fluctuate (higher in summer etc) Need to do a better public 
awareness on lead testing 

Emergency management: if there is a shooter situation, do we have grief counselors etc. Find out what is required at 
schools etc. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Tuesday, August 19, 2014 3:06 PM 
Smith, Paul (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Conference Call Agenda 

Attachments: Agenda 081914 and Attachment.pdf; A TTOOOOl.htm 

Paul, 

You should probably start joining these calls. I only join for the very beginning where we discuss public safety 
and I do not usually say anything, just listen, answer questions or tell them i will get back to them on public 
safety issues that come up in Flint. We originally started this to keep tabs on the previous EM and Chief but the 
existing ones are fantastic and really do not need hand holding. It is helpful for you to hear what they are doing 
though. I always hang up when they move to the financial stuff Sam can probably reach out to Maxine to add 
you. 

Beth 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Maxine Murray <rnmurray@cityof£1int.corn> 
Date: August 19, 2014 at 2:36: 14 PM EDT 
To: <bvrnerl (a>michigan.gov>, <kappg@.rnichigan .gov>, <rnuchmored@.rnichigan .gov>, 
<r:Qb;Ttfi.i2@;_rnkl_jg~11mE<.>, <.\YQ,';<.t~Z@'pxij_~:b1gm1g1y>, 11 Angela Dempkowski (Treasury) 11 

<Dempkowsk:iA_(iz)michigan.gov>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bairdr@michigan.gov>, "Brian 
Larkin (GOV)" <1arkinb@;rnichigan.gov>, "Darnell Earley" <dearlev(ff).cityofflint.com>, "Deasy, 
Thomas (MSP)" <deasyt@michigan.gov>, "Edward Koryzno (Treasury)" 
<kon1znoe(Zz)rnichigan.gov>, "Elizabeth Clement (GOV)" <clemente(Zz)rnichigan.gov>, Elizabeth 
Murphy <_~xnm:pby@sitY.Qff1int.qnn>, "Etue, Kriste (MSP)" <E,t~KK@miJ;_bigf!n,gQ_y>, "Harvey 
Hollins (GOV)" <_t1_o_l_lin~h@mid1ig9_1l,gQ_y>, James Tolbert <jrnltirit@r,:i_ty_o_ffl_intJ'Jnn>, Jerry 
Ambrose <garnhrose@;citvoff1int.corn>, "Josephine Klotz (MSP)" <KlotzJ@rnichigan .gov>, 
"Lee, Nichole (MSP)" <}q:_tt,1_@_rnii,J1Ig~11gQy>, "McGowan, Emmitt (MSP)" 
<McGowanEl (Zz)_michigan.gov>, "Sands, Thomas (MSP)" <sandst(Zz)rnichigan.gov>, "Sipes, 
Stephen (MSP)" <sipess(a>michigan.gov>, "Stephen O'Neill (MSP)" <0Neil1S@.rnichigan .gov>, 
"Thomas Saxton (Treasury)" <SaxtonT@michigan.gov>, "Wayne Workman (TREASURY)" 
<Workman W (Zz)_michigan. gov> 
Subject: Conference Call Agenda 

Good afternoon, 

Please find attached the agenda for the Wednesday, August 20th, 9:00 am conference call. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 



Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Darnell Earley, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 
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City of Flint Wednesday 9:00am Phone Conference Agenda 
August 20, 2014 

1) Public Safety Update - FPO, MSP, (FFD, if needed) 
a) FPD-

i. FBI vs FPD stats variation 
b) FFD 
c) Traffic Accidents Resulting in Death of Flint Citizens - Update on Strategies Special 

ALPACT Meeting scheduled for August 22, 2014 
d) Would like to have a statement of the mission, goals, and objectives of MSP/FPD 

collaboration. 
e) Other update from Chief Tolbert and MSP 

2) Governor's Office Update- R. Baird, H. Hollins, B. Clement 
a) Court Consolidation 

3) Lawsuits - Status, Issues 
a) Retiree Lawsuit - On June 30, 2014 Judge Tarnow issued an order modifying in part his 

preliminary injunction barring the City from modifying retiree health care benefits. While 
the details of the Judge's recent order are still being reviewed, and while the details of 
implementing the order are still being developed, it appears that the ruling will have a 
positive financial impact on the City, at least for the period while the litigation continues. 
A meeting between the City and Cornerstone was held on July 21, 2014 to discuss the 
compilation of alternatives based on Judge's new orders. An implementation date is 
anticipated in the second quarter of the year. 

4) Financial Update 
a) Remaining bargaining units in "meet and confer" sessions: Fire, Sgts., and Capts. & Lts. 
b) Need to start to develop a plan to begin pre-funding employee healthcare. 

5) City Council Update 
a) Councilman Eric Mays was sentenced to 72 days in jail following impaired driving 

sentencing. He was released, pending appeal, with a $15,000 bond. 
b) Council wants to retain an attorney for an outside legal opinion on when the 18 month 

term (to allow them to remove the EM) commenced. They discussed asking Darnell for 
the money to hire an outside attorney, but they ultimately have decide to pool their own 
money. 

c) A grid-timeline is being developed using the 7 point Transition Management plan. This 
will be used as an itemized list of steps to be completed in order to prepare for transition. 
(See attached) 



6) Blue Ribbon Committee on Governance 
a) Five Charter Amendments and the question of whether to have a general revision of the 

current charter have been placed on the November ballot. These were as recommended 
bytheBRC. 

7) Water Issues 
a) The cost of providing water is becoming a state-wide issue for distressed 

communities. Let's begin a larger conversation on both the impacts and the potential 
limitations for cities and how the State could play a role. Meeting held last week with 
United Way and Resource Genesee to discuss options for residents who receive water 
shut off notices. 

b) Glenn Acres - water turn-on order from Judge Hayman 
c) Limited area boil-water notice 
d) General Motors Water Issues 

8) Messaging 
a) A plan is being developed to present to the community at-large and to the various interest 

groups (i.e. business, investors, foundations) the background of the financial emergency, 
the actions taken and next steps to emerge from receivership. This will be an on-going 
item for discussion. 

9) Recruitment and Selection of City Administrator/Manager 
a) Provide guidance on several considerations: duration of appointment, contract, consistent 

with TAB, working with TAB, etc. 
b) Emergency Manager is developing a recruitment and selection calendar; recruitment to 

begin September 1, 2014. 

lO)Other Items 

Attachment: Steps to Prepare for Transition from Emergency Manager to Receivership Transition 
Advisory Board 

Created on: 08/15/14 



Steps to Prepare for Transition From Emergency Manager to Receivership Transition Advisory Board 

Chief Administrative Officer 

* National Recruitment 

* Appoint Selection Committee 

* Select finalists 

* Conduct Interviews 

* Recommend Candidate 
* EM Appoints Selected Candidate 

Organizational Development 

* EM/Mayor determine recommended 

City organizational structure 

* EM/Mayor recommend Council action 

on ordinance changes to implement 

organizational structure 

* Council to review and adopt revised 

organizational structure 
* Finalization organizational structure 

roles: Mayor, Council, Administration 

Complete Bargaining Units Contracts 

* Local 1600 

* Local 1799 

* FPOA 

* PD - Sgts. 

* PD -Capts & Lts. 
* Fire Union 

Target Completion 7 Pt. Trans. Plan # Comments 

4 

9/1/14 

12/1/14 

5/17/14 5/17/2014 4 

6/26/2014 4 

5/17/14 6/26/2014 4 

6/26/14 6/26/2014 4 

4 

7/1/14 Ratified 

7/1/14 Ratified 

7/1/14 Imposed 

7/1/14 

7/1/14 

7/1/14 
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Steps to Prepare for Transition From Emergency Manager to Receivership Transition Advisory Board 

Comprehensive Public Safety Study 

* Contract with ICMA for Study 

* Collect Data 

* Receive Draft Report 

* Receive Final Report 

* Plan Implementation 
* Determine best, most appropriate use 

of $1.1 million State Allocation 

Retiree Health Care Lawsuit 

* City Notified of Lawsuit 

* Injunction Received 

* Injunction Modified 

Cornerstone determines impact on 

* FY15 & 16 Budget 

* Implement Modifications 

* Scheduling Conference 
* Mayor and Council to support City's 

position on retiree health care or 

adopt measures offsetting increased 

costs 

Biennial Budget Implementation 

* Biennial Budget Adopted 

* 1st Quarter Status 
* 2nd Quarter Status 

FY 14 Budget Close Out 

* Preliminary Close 

Target 

9/30/14 

9/1/14 

11/1/14 

6/26/14 

10/1/14 

1/1/15 

Completion 
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5/8/2014 

1/13/2014 

6/30/2014 

6/26/2014 

6/26/2014 

7 Pt. Trans. Plan # Comments 

4 

5 

5 

6 



Steps to Prepare for Transition From Emergency Manager to Receivership Transition Advisory Board 

Target Completion 7 Pt. Trans. Plan # Comments 

* Audit Received 11/30/14 

Governance 

* EM receives BRC Final Report 7/18/14 7/18/2014 3 
* Present Report to Mayor and City 

Council 7/28/14 7/28/14 
* Mayor and Council Submit Comments 

to EM 3 
* EM Orders BRC Recommended Charter 

Admendments and Charter 

Commission Initiative on Nov. Ballot 7/30/14 8/5/2014 
* EM develops proposed governance 

structure and sends to governor 3 Part of Final Order 

* Mayor and Council Comments on EM 

Proposal 7/28/14 7/28/2014 3 
* Define and incorporate financial and 

organizational best practices 3/25/13 3/25/2014 7 Reso on TAB 

Deficit Elimination/Reserve Accumulation Plan 1 
* EM Submits Plan to Treasury 7/1/14 
* Treasury Approval Received 7/16/2014 
* EM Orders DE/RAP Adoption 7/15/2014 
* City Council passes resolution of 

support for DE/RAP 3/25/2014 1 Reso on TAB 
* Confirmation by Mayor and Council 

that DE/RAP actions will be a top 

priority in budgeting 6/26/14 6/26/2014 1 
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Steps to Prepare for Transition From Emergency Manager to Receivership Transition Advisory Board 

City Council Activity 

* Council to receive quarterly reports 

from Mayor/Fin. Director on progress 

of achieving strategic objectives and 

priorities 

* 
Completion of City Ordinance Review 

by Council as proposed by EM 

* Review Strategic Plan, FY16 Budget 

* 6 mos. FY15 Budget 

Review/Amendments 

* Strategic Plan to be updated annually 
* Completion of MML Level One 

Education Award per EM Order 2 

Five Year Financial Analysis 

* City Council adopts 5 Year Analysis 

* 
Finance/Adm Cmte shall annually 

review analysis in February each year 

and Send to Council for approval 

Issue outgoing EM Order 

Target 

9/22/14 

9/22/14 

1/20/15 

1/20/15 

2/20/15 

3/28/14 

6/1/14 

2/20/15 

4/8/2015 

Completion 

6/1/2014 
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7 Pt. Trans. Plan # 

6 

3 

6/7 

6/7 
6 

7 

2 

2 

2 

Comments 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Wednesday, September 10, 2014 1:59 PM 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

RE: PRESS RELEASE: Boil Water Advisory Lifted 

The boil water advisory was lifted vesterday 1.11.1hile I was talking to John Gleason. The source has still not been 
identified and the plant and DEQ are working to figure it ouL I told Gleason that his suggestion to have 
contingency plans for these water events makes great sense but I had to look into the specifics of using the 
Guard and I would get back to him, This is more for DEQ and the Guard to assist with at this time but please 
keep us posted on what the EM may share as far as updates. 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 10, 2014 1:46 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: Boil Water Advisory Lifted 

Water is back on as of yesterday. Checking with City on how confident they are that it is fixed, 

From: Byrne, Randall (Treasury) 
Sent: Wednesday, September 10, 2014 1:33 PM 
To: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Cc: Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) 
Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: Boil Water Advisory Lifted 

Wayne: 

I received this late yesterday. 

Randy, 

From: Jason Lorenz [rnailto:jlorenz@cityofflint.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 09, 2014 5:15 PM 
To: Jason Lorenz 
Subject: Re: PRESS RELEASE: Boil Water Advisory Lifted 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED. 

Thank You. 

-Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 
City of Flint 
(810) 237-2039 
j!orenz@cityofflintcom 

On Tue, Sep 9, 2014 at 4:36 PM, Jason Lorenz <jlorenz@cityofflint.com> wrote: 



For Immediate Release (Official Signed Notice to Follow) 

City of Flint Boil Water Advisory Lifted 

Flint, Michigan - September 9, 2014- The City of Flint's Utilities Department and the DEQ have lifted both of the 

boil water advisories from this week for a western portion of the city. Testing results from all areas of the city 

confirm that the water is safe for all purposes. "The investigation into the cause of the boil water advisories 

continues," said Emergency Manager Darnell Earley, "we will share the results from that investigation once it is 

available." 

-END-

c:lty c::r F!!ni 

i!orenz@cityofflint,com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Monday, October 06, 2014 4:19 PM 
Ellison, Melanie (GOV) 
Scott, Allison (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: September 2014 Gov Memo and Summary 
Attachments: Oct Gov Memo.docx; ATTOOOOl.htm; 10-1-14 - 436Summary.docx; ATT00002.htm 

Do you know if the Governor has gotten this info? 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Workman, Wayne (TREASURY)" <Workman\N@rnichigan.gov> 
Date: October 3, 2014 at 1:58:51 PM EDT 
To: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" <rnuchrnored@michigan.gov>, "Clinton, Kevin (TREASURY)" 
<ClintonK1@michigan.gov>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <clernente@michigan.gov>, "Wisniewski, 
Wendy (GOV)" <wisniewskiw@michigan.gov>, "Scott, Allison (GOV)" <scotla12@michigan.gov> 
Cc: "Saxton, Thomas (Treasury)" <SaxtonT@michigan.gov>, "Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury)" 
<Stantonl@michigan.gov>, "Gelisse, Ashley (TREASURY)" <GelisseA@michigan.gov>, "Baird, Richard 
(GOV)" <bairdr@michigan.gov>, "Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury)" <DempkowskiA@michigan.gov> 
Subject: September 2014 Gov Memo and Summary 

All: Attached please find an update of issues and actions regarding distressed local governments and 
school districts through September 2014. Let me know if you have any questions or need additional 
information. 

Wayne V\/orkrnan j Deputy State Treasurer 
State of Michi!;;ian I 430 \JV. Allegan Street I Lansing. fv11 48922 



3500 (Rev. 01-11) 

RICK SNYDER 

~~~---;_· -_ .. _ilJ.~ Ul-!J 
' X ' 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY R. KEVIN CLINTON 
GOVERNOR STATE TREASURER 

DATE: October 3, 2014 

TO: Rick Snyder, Governor 

FROM: R. Kevin Clinton, Treasurer 

SUBJECT: Status of Financially Stressed Local Governments 

EMERGENCY MANAGER 

~--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-1'...L-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-7=:'\.·-·-·-·-·.J.J._--,;::,_. ___ 1_. ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Redacted 

Significant Actions/Issues 
On September 5, 2014 a boil water advisory was issued due to multiple positive tests for 
"total coliform" covering approximately a 9 square mile area. This was caused from a 
broken valve which feeds the transition main. 

Redacted 
'-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

The sale of the water pipeline for $3.9M was completed in June 2014. 

www.michigan.gov/treasury 
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Redacted Pages 2-10 



Attachment Redacted as Irrelevant 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Tuesday, September 29, 2015 11:54 AM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Re: How does Kalenske fit into the Flint water issue? 

Not really sure. He is the best person to assist with coordination of distribution. 

Sent from my iPad 

> On Sep 29, 2015, at 11:34 AM, Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan,gov> wrote: 

> 
> 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Karen could be really helpful. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Wednesday, October 07, 2015 6:44 AM 
Zimmer, Mike (LARA) 

Re: Flint 

> On Oct 6, 2015, at 6:25 PM, Zimmer, Mike (LARA) <zimrnerm@rnichfgan.gov> wrote: 

> 
> I am scratching my head a bit over what LARA could do to assist in the Flint situation. I can think of a couple things, 
but they are pretty tangential: 

> 
> 1) Ml OSHA: The bureau has a lab - I have reached out to Martha Yoder, the bureau director, to see if they have water 
testing capabilities. 
> 2) BCC: We can do inspections (and permitting) upon request - like we tried to do in the Detroit demo project. Irv 
Poke, the bureau director there, has already talked to DEQ about some pipe inspection in Flint schools, but we may be 
able to go farther if there is a need. 
> 3) MAE/PSC: Really can't think of anything, but they have lots of weird programs, so I have reached out to Val for 
suggestions. 
> 4) Organization: The Flint situation could benefit from a "all hands on deck" working group like that we have done for 
the last several years with winter fuels. Mostly the same cast of characters with a few departmental additions and a 
switch in the impacted interest groups. If Dan (or someone else) wants to run lead, I could loan Karen Towne to either 
staff/organize the meetings/calls or train the department staff person on the template of how these work. She is pretty 
experienced in organizing this kind of thing. 

> 
> Will keep thinking, but that's all I can come up with on short notice. 

> 
> Mike 

> 
> Sent from my iPad 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

That is helpful. 

Sent from my iPad 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Wednesday, October 07, 2015 8:28 AM 
Zimmer, Mike (LARA) 

Re: Flint 

> On Oct 7, 2015, at 7:52 AM, Zimmer, Mike (LARA) <zfmmerm@michigan,gov> wrote: 

> 
> Val reminded me last night that while water utilities is no his specialty, John Q is very expert in utility financing 

> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
» On Oct 7, 2015, at 6:45 AM, Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clernente@michigan.gov> wrote: 

>> 
» Karen could be really helpful. 

>> 
» Sent from my iPhone 

>> 
»> On Oct 6, 2015, at 6:25 PM, Zimmer, Mike (LARA) <zirnmenn@michigan.gov> wrote: 

>>> 
»> I am scratching my head a bit over what LARA could do to assist in the Flint situation. I can think of a couple things, 
but they are pretty tangential: 

>>> 
»> 1) Ml OSHA: The bureau has a lab - I have reached out to Martha Yoder, the bureau director, to see if they have 
water testing capabilities. 
»> 2) BCC: We can do inspections (and permitting) upon request - like we tried to do in the Detroit demo project. Irv 
Poke, the bureau director there, has already talked to DEQ about some pipe inspection in Flint schools, but we may be 
able to go farther if there is a need. 
»> 3) MAE/PSC: Really can't think of anything, but they have lots of weird programs, so I have reached out to Val for 
suggestions. 
»> 4) Organization: The Flint situation could benefit from a "all hands on deck" working group like that we have done 
for the last several years with winter fuels. Mostly the same cast of characters with a few departmental additions and a 
switch in the impacted interest groups. If Dan (or someone else) wants to run lead, I could loan Karen Towne to either 
staff/organize the meetings/calls or train the department staff person on the template of how these work. She is pretty 
experienced in organizing this kind of thing. 

>>> 
»> Will keep thinking, but that's all I can come up with on short notice. 

>>> 
»> Mike 

>>> 
»> Sent from my iPad 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Tuesday, November 24, 2015 11:59 AM 
GovCalendar 
Accepted: RDS/DM/JA/EC/RB/DMurray/HH/DWyant/NLyon/MAnderson - Flint After 
Action Call 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Thursday, December 03, 2015 9:47 PM 

Murray, David (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: ACTION NEEDED on Flint water documents 

Can you make sure Rich gets all things flint water related? 

Thanks!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <b1ir_dr_@_rriji,J1Ig~11gQy> 
Date: December 3, 2015 at 5:21 :23 PM EST 
To: "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <clernente(ff)xnichigan.gov> 
Subject: Re: Fwd: ACTION NEEDED on Flint water documents 

I would like to be on dist. list. Thanks. 

Sentfrom my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 
On Dec 3, 2015 2:39 PM, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <clemente@michigan.gov> wrote: 
Do you want to be on these emails or do you prefer I forward them separately to you? Trying to 
be respectful of your role with the after action team. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Murray, David (GOV)" <1vlm:rnyPl@mi_(·_hig_m1 __ _gi,:iy> 
Date: December 3, 2015 at 12:43:51 PM EST 
To: "Snyder, Rick (GOV)" <1111 •••••••• 
Cc: "Scott, Allison (GOV)" <scottal2@rnichigan.gov>, "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" 
<AgenJ@,rnichigan .gov>, "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<m11_.,-;l}mQf.',';d@1:ni_g_ll_ig_qlJ._gQy>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clemente@rnichi gan. gov> 
Subject: ACTION NEEDED on Flint water documents 

Good atlernoon Governor, 

Sorry for the quick turnaround tirne on this,, hut DI-HJS is hoping to issue the 
release this afternoon to avoid issuing nev,iS on Friday. The DHHS team has 
answered the questions and made significant revisions to the press release at my 
request. I think this is far more reader friendly and people fr)cused 



Here are the specific ansv-/ers to the questions: 

Do the elevated lead levels stick with a person for life? 

We do see blood lead levels decrease after education takes place and exposure to 
lead sources is reduced. The purpose of screening children for lead is to identify 
those with elevated levels. Removing potential sources of lead exposure and 
ensuring proper nutrition and healthcare leads to decreases in blood lead levels in 
follow-up testing, which is an important part of case management. Lead has a 
half-life in blood of approximately 25 days; in soft tissue, about 40 days; and in 
the non-labile portion of bone, more than 25 years. 

Why do the lead levels spike on a seasonal basis? 

When reviewing historical trend data, the risk of lead exposure is highest during 
the third quarter of each year - July through September. Seasonal variation is the 
result of a number of factors including increased exposure to lead in dust and soil 
in the summer months. 

DHHS is requesting to issue this at 2 p.m. with Dr. \VeHs available to ansv-/er 
questions. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Dave 

The notifications will be timed as follows: 

1:30 p.m. 

• Send final embargoed release and summary report to: 
o Genesee County Health Department - Geralyn Lasher 
o Dr. Mona Hannah-Attisha - Geralyn Lasher 
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o Task Force Members - Geralyn Lasher 
o City of Flint Mayor's Office - Geralyn Lasher 
o Congress and legislature - Elizabeth Hertel 

2p.m. 

• Issue press release and summary report 
• Post press release and summary report to MDHHS website newsroom and 

Flint Water website, www.rnichigan .gov/flintwater 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions, edits or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Jennifer Eisner 

Public Information Officer 

Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 

Office: 517-241-2112 or Ei:merJ,i~rn.:ichigan.gpv 

Cell:-
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Tuesday, December 08, 2015 2:29 PM 

Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Baird, Richard (GOV) 

RE: Flint Lead information 

Are these sent to the Gov and if so, hovv oflen? 

From: Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2015 10:54 AM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr(0Jmichi23ti.f'<W>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <demente@rnich,gancgov> 

Subject: FW: Flint Lead information 

FYL These are the regular reports I arn now receiving. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Tuesday, December 08, 2015 4:35 PM 

Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Flint Lead information 

I don't think that is necessary. I was just checking. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 8, 2015, at 4:25 PM, Lyon, Nick (DHHS) <LvonN2(Wmichigan.gov> wrote: 

We were doing a less formal version and sending to Dan before last week. We had agreed that he'd put 

together the responses for the 10 point plan. We were providing updates to Dan a couple of times per 
week. I wanted to know more so I've asked for these on a daily basis. 

I have not sent to the Gov. I can if you want me to. I could send to him and copy Dan. 

On Dec 8, 2015, at 2:29 PM, Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <r\tT'.!.~_m?:@!I!.\:;h}_g_~.IJ,.R0.V.> wrote: 

Are these sent to the Gov and if so, hovv oflen? 

From: Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 

Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2015 10:54 AM 

To: Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
<dernente(d:.>rnichig0n.gov> 

Subject: FW: Flint Lead information 

FYL These are the regular reports I am now receiving. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Wednesday, December 30, 2015 8:58 PM 
Creagh, Keith (DNR) 

Subject: Re: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Thanks. I have concerns similar to Harvey. Who at the local level?? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 30, 2015, at 8:55 PM, Creagh, Keith (DNR) <c(eaghk@michif;an.gov> wrote: 

I sent this to Chris only. Not for broad group consumption but wanted to ask a couple of questions. The 
chair would be the singular lead. 
Keith 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Creagh, Keith (DNR)" <creaghk@mk:hig2n ,gov> 
Date: December 30, 2015 at 8:48:39 PM EST 

To: "Kelenske, Chris (MSP)" <K?:1.?:.D.i~.?:(.@rnL<;:l:.[gJ:J.B.Q:~'.> 
Subject: Re: Attorney Client Work Product {Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

So just to you-has it been decided that it is only our responsibility to fix? Is it mere 
resource request. Wouldn't the chair be the singular lead with the co-Vice chairs having 
some skin in the game? At the end of the day it will be important for the locals to buy in 
at the responsibility/programmatic level. I am new to the discussion so will yield to your 
expertise. Keith 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 30, 2015, at 8:38 PM, Kelenske, Chris (MSP) <K0iensk0C(&rnichigan.gov> wrote: 

The concern I have with having a local as a vice chair is that this is being 
pushed to the state level to fix. Similar to an emergency that reaches 
the state level, we need to have one lead to rr1ove this forward and that 
should be at the state level. I have run numerous state and federal 
disasters in this manner. The locals are pushing the request for 
resources to the state so this is them saying they cannot do anything 
more and handing this off to the state. This is one of the areas I 
mentioned that needs to stay consistent 'Nith the Emergency 
['.,1anagement Act and hovit we rr1anage incidents. 

Locals still have a voice in this (one way is that they are generating the 
requests for resources to assist). 

Chris 



From: Creagh, Keith (DNR) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 8:15 PM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV); Kelenske, Chris (MSP); Holland, Meegan (GOV); Murray, David 
(GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Becker, Timothy (DHHS); Roberts, John 
(DTMB); Etue, Kriste (MSP); Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Subject: Re: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and 
Confidential 

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. I agree with Jim that it would 
be good to have a local entity at least be a co vice chair if possible. I 
would question statement of need wording and ask that it be reflect of 
the need for additional resources, integrated approach, additional 
professional expertise, enhanced communication,coordination and 
connection ... you get the gist. Rich I would be happy to discuss at your 
convenience if appropriate. This would appear consistent with the 
request from Flint. Also in my limited (and I stress limited) discussions 
today I asked what success looked like and it included many of the 
suggested components. The individual I was speaking with wanted to 
further explore: 
Increased funding/focus for Head start to get ahead of the curve 
School nutrition and distribution systems (year around) 
Fresh produce/local foods 

Individual health screening 
Infrastructure improvements 

I know most if not all are identified in the outline but might want to 
further explain the nutrition component if the Docs in the group say it 
might be beneficial for those involved. 

Thanks again-Keith 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 30, 2015, at 6:57 PM, Baird, Richard (GOV) 
<b2,rdr@n1,chigc1n.gov> wrote: 

Team: 

Today Harvey and I met with the Flint Water Task 
Force. It was a good meeting. People were pleased 
with the G's statement from the prior day. Captain 
Kelenske joined us and we had a very good discussion 
about moving forward with the creation of the Flint 
Water Crisis Agency Coordinating Committee 
(FIACC). Tim Becker and Captain Kelenske provided me 
with a fair amount of input. I also read the City of Flint 
Incident Action Plan for a State of Emergency which 
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Chris received today (enclosed for those who wish to 
read it as well). I have distilled all of this into a two 
page plan that I want your edits and comments on and 
a one page organizational chart (now presented in the 
"governor's colors" according to our fine people in 
Communications). Spoiler alert-I made Captain 
Kelenske Vice Chair of the whole shebang (with the 
Colonel's blessing) so Harvey wouldn't get lonely. 

Here is my ask of you: 

1) Within 24 (sooner if you can) hours give me 
your comments and input 

2) Tomorrow I will turn around a final document 
for Jarrod to review with the Governor either 
New Year's Day or Saturday 

3) Ideally, Governor will approve Harvey sending it 
to Mayor Weaver Saturday (Sunday latest) 

4) Mayor needs to know that this is what the 
Governor wishes to discuss at the meeting 
January 7 along with financial resources that we 
still need some estimates on cost from DHHS 
for 

5) Meegan and Dave need to noodle how best to 
get out front with this and change the narrative 
focus on Monday's Genesee County declaration 
of emergency 

I know we are all working way too hard for what should 
be a rest and recharge period but I do appreciate 
everyone's efforts and I know the Boss really does as 
well. 

Regards, 

Rich 

<A Proposal to Create the Flint Water Inter.docx> 

<IA Coord Com Org Chart.jpg> 

<IAP Flint Water 2015-12-29.pdt> 
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Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 

-----Orig i na I Appointment-----

FW: RDS/GT NB - KWA & DWSD (Water) Meeting 
Governor's SE MI Office 

Fri 4/19/2013 3:00 PM 
Fri 4/19/2013 4:30 PM 
Out of Office 

(none) 

Accepted 

GovCalendar 

From: Emmitt, Beth (GOV) On Behalf Of GovCalendar 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 1 :42 PM 
To: GovCalendar; Hichez, Amy (Treasury); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Rustem, William (GOV); 
Brader, Valerie (GOV); Tedder, Greg (GOV) 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ) 
Subject: RDS/GT/VB - KWA & DWSD (Water) Meeting 
When: Friday, April 19, 2013 3:00 PM-4:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Governor's SE MI Office 

Host: .. - SClayton to dial in as Host 

Attendees: 
RDS/GT in person, Val Brader by phone 
Mr. Orr by phone 
Harvey Hollins by phone or in person 
Attending from DWSD: Jim Fausone, Sue McComerick (Director), Nikki Bateson (CFO) Attending from Flint: Ed Kurtz (he 
is sending his attendee list over shortly) 
Attending from Treasury: Andy Dillon 

TO: Governor Snyder 
CC: Dennis Muchmore, John Roberts, Harvey Hollins, Allison Scott 

FROM: Bill Rustem 

SUBJECT: Flint Water System 

DATE: April 18, 2013 

Governor, this information was compiled by the Department of Treasury. 



Summary 

In November 2012 the Department of Treasury commissioned the firm of Tucker, Young, Jackson & Tull, Inc. (TYJT) to 
analyze options for the City of Flint to either remain a customer of the Detroit Water & Sewer Department (DWSD) or to 
join the Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) in Genesee County. The purpose of this study was to provide objective 
analyses to the State Treasurer and Flint's Emergency Financial Manager (EFM) in order to secure future potable 
drinking water for the City. 

In December 2012, staff from TYJT met with representatives from the Department of Treasury and the City of Flint to 
provide a preliminary report on their findings. At this meeting, five options were presented: These options ranged from 
the Flint Water Plant providing 100% water, to 100% provision of untreated Lake Huron Water by KWA, to 100% 
provision of treated drinking water by DWSD, or provision of variable amounts of water from DWSD using a combination 
of blended DWSD water and Flint River water. 

From the presentation of the preliminary report in December 2012 to the submission of the final report by TYJT in 
January 2013, a number of developments made arriving at a final decision very difficult. 

• DWSD provided the City of Flint with at least two modified proposals to consider. 

• A debate ensued between TYJT and KWA's principal engineering firm regarding the others' conclusions and 
estimates for construction of the KWA pipeline. 

• The Flint EFM eliminated all options except the 100% DWSD option or joining KWA. 

In January 2013, the Office of Financial Review (OFR) provided a comprehensive report to the State Treasurer analyzing 
three questions: 1) The projected construction costs and why Treasury believed the projections provided by Flint/KWA 
were acceptable; 2) Identification of the construction contingencies; and 3) Identification of the options Flint will utilize 
in the event of a construction cost overrun or a delay in construction. At the end of this report, the OFR recommended 
to the State Treasurer that KWA presented the best future option for future potable water. The OFR also concluded that 
KWA appeared to be the cheaper option; the quality of water would improve; Genesee County appeared willing to assist 
the City in securing the financing for their portion of the project; the KWA project could signify the beginning of better 
collaboration between the City of Flint and Genesee County; and the KWA project had both political and popular 
support. 

Between January and April, intense scrutiny of the various proposals was undertaken by Treasury and Flint officials. 
Treasury officials met with officials from Genesee County to gain a better understanding of the KWA project. In February 
2013, Genesee County opened bids for construction of the Lake Huron intakes. This bid opening represented the first 
meaningful step toward commencing construction of the KWA system. The bid was $3-million less than projected. 

In March 2013, Treasury was notified that DWSD had contacted Flint to negotiate with the City to retain them as a 
customer. On April 12, 2013, the State Treasurer authorized the Flint EFM to join KWA, pending review of any final offer 
from DWSD. A final offer was received from DWSD on April 15, 2013. 

DWSD's final offer provided two options. The first option was for a "supply only" rate schedule. Only water treatment 
costs would be recovered and DWDS would absorb all other delivery costs. Capital and operating revenue charges would 
be calculated based upon KWA's usage relative to the entire demand upon DWSD's Lake Huron WTP. KWA would also 
have the ability to construct and own its own transmission lines. 

The second option was a "full service" rate option. DWSD would provide all production and transmission services. 
Transmission rates would be calculated only on those costs necessary to supply KWA and no additional transmission 
rates would be charged. Capital and operating revenue charges would be calculated based upon KWA's usage relative to 
the entire demand upon the Lake Huron WTP. 
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Independent analyses of DWSD's final offer by the OFR, the Flint EFM, and the Department of Environmental Quality 
(DEQ) generally reached the same conclusions: 

• DWSD's offer was a framework subject to negotiations and was not a firm offer. 

• The offer provided by DWSD was incomplete. 

• DWSD's offer did not include a guaranteed rate beyond year one, nor did it limit maximum annual rate 
increases. 

• The DWSD scenarios were based on 40 MGD of service capacity. However, the KWA project provides 60 MGD of 
initial capacity with potential expansion to 75 MGD. 

• DWSD indicates that Flint/ Genesee County would be given "broadened representation," it is unclear exactly what 
this means in terms of actual control in the decision making processes. 

• The DWSD offer relies on a single transmission system and would require the City of Flint to maintain its WTP for 
emergency purposes. In addition, it would leave Genesee County without an adequate backup supply to meet their 
needs. 

• DWSD's offer included an attachment that listed the rank-ordered options (from cheapest to most expensive). 
DWSD Scenario 2 is listed as the least expensive option (but it is unclear how the total cost of this option was arrived 
at). DWSD Scenario 1 was not listed. 

• DWSD provided a summary table of their unit costs but how these figures are arrived at was not clear, so analysis 
proved difficult. 

Without specific details from DWSD on this proposal, a true comparative analysis is difficult to provide. As such the Flint 
EFM rejected the DWSD proposal and agreed to join KWA. 

If further information on this issue is needed, please let me know. 
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Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Attending: 
Dick Posthumus 
Dennis Muchmore 
John Walsh 
Beth Clement 
Tom Saxton 
Harvey Hollins 
Dave Murray 

Internal Flint Water Meeting 
Governor's Conference Room, 2nd Romney 

Wed 1/28/2015 10:00 AM 
Wed 1/28/2015 11:00 AM 
Out of Office 

(none) 

Accepted 

Posthumus, Dick (GOV) 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); Wisniewski, 

Wendy (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV); Pleyte, Beth (Treasury); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); 
Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Murray, David (GOV) 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Team: 

Ellison, Melanie (GOV) 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 4:20 PM 
Tedder, Greg (GOV); Brader, Valerie (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Clayton, Stacie 
(GOV); Larkin, Brian (GOV) 
Rustem, William (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Flint Water System 
Memo Flint Water System 130418 (3).pdf 

Attached is a memo from Bill Rustem regarding the Flint Water System. Because there are outside departments included 
on the calendar appointment, this will only be in the Governor's briefing tonight so we wanted to make sure you had it 
as well. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Melanie Ellison 
Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
0: 517-373-0504 



TO: Governor Snyder 
CC: Dennis Muchmore, John Roberts, Harvey Hollins, Allison Scott 

FROM: Bill Rustem 

SUBJECT: Flint Water System 

DATE: April 18, 2013 

Governor, this information was compiled by the Department of Treasury. 

Summary 

In November 2012 the Department of Treasury commissioned the firm of Tucker, Young, Jackson & Tull, 
Inc. (TYJT) to analyze options for the City of Flint to either remain a customer of the Detroit Water & 
Sewer Department (DWSD) or to join the Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) in Genesee County. The 
purpose of this study was to provide objective analyses to the State Treasurer and Flint's Emergency 
Financial Manager (EFM) in order to secure future potable drinking water for the City. 

In December 2012, staff from TYJT met with representatives from the Department ofTreasury and the 
City of Flint to provide a preliminary report on their findings. At this meeting, five options were 
presented: These options ranged from the Flint Water Plant providing 100% water, to 100% provision of 
untreated Lake Huron Water by KWA, to 100% provision of treated drinking water by DWSD, or 
provision of variable amounts of water from DWSD using a combination of blended DWSD water and 
Flint River water. 

From the presentation of the preliminary report in December 2012 to the submission of the final report 
by TYJT in January 2013, a number of developments made arriving at a final decision very difficult. 

• DWSD provided the City of Flint with at least two modified proposals to consider. 

• A debate ensued between TYJT and KWA's principal engineering firm regarding the others' 
conclusions and estimates for construction of the KWA pipeline. 

• The Flint EFM eliminated all options except the 100% DWSD option or joining KWA. 

In January 2013, the Office of Financial Review (OFR) provided a comprehensive report to the State 
Treasurer analyzing three questions: 1) The projected construction costs and why Treasury believed the 
projections provided by Flint/KWA were acceptable; 2) Identification of the construction contingencies; 
and 3) Identification of the options Flint will utilize in the event of a construction cost overrun or a delay 
in construction. At the end of this report, the OFR recommended to the State Treasurer that KWA 
presented the best future option for future potable water. The OFR also concluded that KWA appeared 
to be the cheaper option; the quality of water would improve; Genesee County appeared willing to 
assist the City in securing the financing for their portion of the project; the KWA project could signify the 
beginning of better collaboration between the City of Flint and Genesee County; and the KWA project 
had both political and popular support. 
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Between January and April, intense scrutiny of the various proposals was undertaken by Treasury and 
Flint officials. Treasury officials met with officials from Genesee County to gain a better understanding of 
the KWA project. In February 2013, Genesee County opened bids for construction of the Lake Huron 
intakes. This bid opening represented the first meaningful step toward commencing construction of the 
KWA system. The bid was $3-million less than projected. 

In March 2013, Treasury was notified that DWSD had contacted Flint to negotiate with the City to retain 
them as a customer. On April 12, 2013, the State Treasurer authorized the Flint EFM to join KWA, 
pending review of any final offer from DWSD. A final offer was received from DWSD on April 15, 2013. 

DWSD's final offer provided two options. The first option was for a "supply only" rate schedule. Only 
water treatment costs would be recovered and DWDS would absorb all other delivery costs. Capital and 
operating revenue charges would be calculated based upon KWA's usage relative to the entire demand 
upon DWSD's Lake Huron WTP. KWA would also have the ability to construct and own its own 
transmission lines. 

The second option was a "full service" rate option. DWSD would provide all production and transmission 
services. Transmission rates would be calculated only on those costs necessary to supply KWA and no 
additional transmission rates would be charged. Capital and operating revenue charges would be 
calculated based upon KWA's usage relative to the entire demand upon the Lake Huron WTP. 

Independent analyses of DWSD's final offer by the OFR, the Flint EFM, and the Department of 
Environmental Quality (DEQ) generally reached the same conclusions: 

• DWSD's offer was a framework subject to negotiations and was not a firm offer. 

• The offer provided by DWSD was incomplete. 

• DWSD's offer did not include a guaranteed rate beyond year one, nor did it limit maximum 
annual rate increases. 

• The DWSD scenarios were based on 40 MGD of service capacity. However, the KWA project provides 
60 MGD of initial capacity with potential expansion to 75 MGD. 

• DWSD indicates that Flint/ Genesee County would be given "broadened representation," it is 
unclear exactly what this means in terms of actual control in the decision making processes. 

• The DWSD offer relies on a single transmission system and would require the City of Flint to 
maintain its WTP for emergency purposes. In addition, it would leave Genesee County without an 
adequate backup supply to meet their needs. 

• DWSD's offer included an attachment that listed the rank-ordered options (from cheapest to most 
expensive). DWSD Scenario 2 is listed as the least expensive option (but it is unclear how the total 
cost of this option was arrived at). DWSD Scenario 1 was not listed. 

• DWSD provided a summary table of their unit costs but how these figures are arrived at was not 
clear, so analysis proved difficult. 

Without specific details from DWSD on this proposal, a true comparative analysis is difficult to provide. 
As such the Flint EFM rejected the DWSD proposal and agreed to join KWA. 

If further information on this issue is needed, please let me know. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Please see updated agenda. 

Elizabeth Murphy <emurphy@cityofflint.com> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 11:00 AM 

Maxine Murray 

Baird, Richard (GOV); BymeRl@michigan.gov; Deasy, Thomas (MSP); Etue, Kriste 
(MSP); Kapp, Gene (MSP); Lee, Nichole (MSP); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Roberts, 

John (GOV); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Sipes, Stephen (MSP); West, Samantha (GOV); 

Dempkowski, Angela (Treasury); Larkin, Brian (GOV); Darnell Earley; Koryzno, Edward 

(Treasury); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); James Tolbert; Jerry 
Ambrose; Klotz, Josephine (MSP); O'Neill, Stephen (MSP); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Re: Conference Call Agenda for Wednesday, January 22, 2014 

UPDATE Weekly Phone Conference Agenda.doc 

On Tue, Jan 21, 2014 at 9:45 AM, Maxine Murray <mmurray(a;cityoftlint.com> wrote: 
Good morning, 

Please find attached the agenda for the weekly conference call scheduled for Wednesday, January 22nd. 

Thank you. 

5 .-~.,r~lt:phone 

Liz Murphy 
Assistant to the Emergency Manager 
City of Flint 
810 237 2025 



City of Flint Weekly 9:00 am Phone Conference Agenda 

1) Michigan State Police - checklist, comments, concerns 

2) Chief Talbert's Update - Stats, initiatives, other 

3) Fire Department Issues (if any) 

4) Rich Baird- Gov. Office comments 

5) B. Clement - comments, questions 

6) R«iree Lav, Suit Status off line follmv up 

7) Budget Update: FY13 - Audit, FY14 - current status, FY15 - plan 

Model Labor Contracts - status 

8) KWA, Water Plant Preparation, Water/Sewer Rate Study 

9) City Ordinance Review 

10) Deficit Elimination Plan - Treasury 

11) Master Plan Implementation Activity - Zoning Ordinance Revision 

12) Status Report on the Flint City Council 

13) Governance Revision - Blue Ribbon Cmte. 

14) 9-1-1 Reconsolidation Plan - Tower Project 

15) Governor's Request to Flint/Gen Coty. on Public Safety ask 

16) Strong Cities, Strong Community Update 

17) Financial and Operating Plan - submitted 11/21/13, Qrtly Report - submitted 1/15/14 

18) MEDC - Transportation Economic Development Fund - Application/Waiver 

19) Other 

Created on O 1/21/14 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

Harvey, 

Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ) 
Friday, October 03, 2014 2:56 PM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Wyant, Dan (DEQ) 
FW: CITY OF FLINT DRINKING WATER, GOVERNOR'S OFFICE BRIEFING PAPER 
Governor Briefing - City of Flint 10-1-14.docx; Governor Briefing - City of Flint 

10-1-14.pdf; Flint Monthly Pumpage Comparison.pdf; ODWMA-399-022.pdf 

High 

Director Wyant asked that I forward you this information. Thank you. 

Mary Beth 

Mary Beth Thelen 
Management Assistant to Director Dan Wyant 
Department of Environmental Quality 
Constitution Hall, 6th Floor South 
Phone: 517-284-6712 or 284-6700 (new numbers) 
Fax: 517-241-7401 
Thelenm2(CQmichigan.gov 

From: Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 01, 2014 11:19 AM 
To: Scott, Allison (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Brader, Valerie (GOV) 
Cc: Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Datema, Maggie (DEQ); Sygo, Jim (DEQ); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); West, 
Samantha (GOV) 
Subject: CITY OF FLINT DRINKING WATER, GOVERNOR'S OFFICE BRIEFING PAPER 
Importance: High 

Dear Governor, Dennis, and Val: 

Per your request, the attached briefing paper is on the City of Flint drinking water situation. Director 
Dan Wyant has asked that I send this to you. A Word version as well as a pdf version is 
attached. We have also included a copy of the policy ODWMA-399-022 which specifically provides 
guidance regarding boil water advisory situations, and a chart showing the significant increase in the 
City of Flint's water demands following the extreme conditions experienced this past winter. 

Allison, please forward to the Governor. Thank you. 

If you have any questions or need further information, please let us know. Thank you. 

Mary Beth 

Mary Beth Thelen 
Management Assistant to Director Dan Wyant 
Department of Environmental Quality 
Constitution Hall, 6th Floor South 



Phone: 517-284-6712 or 284-6700 (new numbers) 
Fax: 517-241-7401 
Thelenm2@rnic!1iqan.qov 

Attachments 
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE BRIEFING PAPER 
CITY OF FLINT DRINKING WATER 

What contributed to the Boil Water Advisories in the city of Flint? 

A number of factors, not one specific cause, likely contributed to the Boil Water 
Advisories (BWAs) in the city of Flint during August and September 2014. While use of 
the Flint River has increased the amount of natural organic matter in the city's water, the 
Flint Water Treatment Plant (WTP) has performed well above treatment requirements 
for organic carbon removal. In addition, less than 20 percent of the water system was 
included in the advisory area. If treatment had been compromised, detections would 
have been widespread throughout the city, rather than in such a localized area. 

The city's water distribution system has suffered from a lack of infrastructure investment 
and asset management. Most of the city's over 550 miles of water mains are now over 
75 years old and constructed of cast iron piping. Cast iron pipe is subject to internal 
corrosion, called tuberculation, which causes buildup on the pipe interior, leading to 
water quality issues, reduced flow and pressures, and leakage. Tuberculation also 
encourages the development of biofilms, layers of bacteria that attach to the interior 
pipe wall. Biofilm growth is common in areas of piping with little or no disinfectant 
residual, and together with tuberculation can clog water lines to the point of insufficient 
water pressure. 

The city has also experienced decades of a declining user base and water use 
associated with vacant homes, commercial businesses, and industrial property. 
Declining water use leads to excess residence time within the city's distribution pipes 
and water storage facilities, accelerating tuberculation, biofilm growth, and disinfectant 
residual degradation. While the city has recently seen an infusion of funding for blight 
removal, contractors completing this work have been improperly using fire hydrants, 
causing hydraulic disturbances that dislodged and suspended settled debris, which may 
have contributed to the bacterial contamination. 

The winter of 2014 was also one of the coldest experienced by the water system. The 
city, which historically has unaccounted water losses of over 30 percent, has seen even 
greater losses since February 2014 due to an increase in cold weather-related water 
main breaks and leaks. The city lacks a formal maintenance program for its over 7,250 
valves, which would normally be used to limit impacts during break repairs. Two valves 
on the transmission line used to supply the area of the BWAs were found to be closed 
during the city's investigation, causing longer residence time, reduced disinfectant 
residual, reduced flow, and reduced pressure. One of these valves has remained 
broken. 



Governor's Office Briefing Paper 
City of Flint Drinking Water 
Page 2 

The BWAs also occurred during the warmest and, for 2014, relatively wet periods of 
August and September. Warm weather conditions are not only more conducive to 
bacterial growth but also degrade the water's disinfectant residual carried out from the 
WTP more quickly. Longer residence times, biofilms, and tuberculation also contribute 
to disinfectant residual degradation. Warm wet weather conditions also allow water 
contaminated with bacteria to pool around piping with leaks and breaks. 

Process for Issuance and Cancelation of a Boil Water Advisory 

There are a number of conditions that can trigger BWAs. This includes the following: 

Bacteria Monitoring Detections 
Bacteria Standards Violations 
Treatment System Failures 
Waterborne Disease Outbreaks 

Loss of System Pressure 
Water Main Breaks 
Other Interruptions in Service 

The Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) has developed a policy and procedure 
regarding BWAs to help guide staff, provide consistency, and maintain public health. A 
PDF of Policy and Procedure No. ODWMA-399-022 is being forwarded with this briefing 
paper. 

BWAs may be self-initiated by the water system, issued collaboratively in consultation 
with the DEQ, or when necessary mandated by the DEQ. Requesting customers to boil 
the water when bacterial contamination has occurred provides an added barrier of 
public health protection. 

The BWAs that recently occurred in the city of Flint were associated with bacteria 
monitoring detections and violations of bacteria standards. These advisories were 
issued by the city of Flint collaboratively in consultation with the DEQ. 

Current regulations regarding monitoring and standards for bacteria in water distribution 
systems were developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, have been in 
effect since 1990, and were incorporated into the Michigan Safe Drinking Water Act, 
1976 PA 399, as amended. There are a variety of bacteria, parasites, and viruses that 
can potentially cause health problems if humans ingest them in drinking water. Testing 
water for each of these potential pathogens would be difficult and expensive. Instead, 
water systems test for total coliform and E.coli. Total coliform bacteria react to water 
treatment in a manner similar to many pathogens. Therefore, the presence of total 
coliform in drinking water indicates there may be a pathway for pathogens or other 
contaminants to enter the system. The absence of total coliforms in the distribution 
system minimizes the likelihood that pathogens are present. E.coli is itself a pathogen, 
and its detection would be direct evidence of a health risk. 

Once a BWA has been issued, time is needed to investigate potential causes and 
implement corrective measures. The larger the water system, the more time this may 
take. Once corrective measures have been taken, samples must be collected and 
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analyzed to confirm that bacteria are no longer present. Using the most common 
analytical method, samples must be incubated for a period of 24 hours before results 
can be obtained. In situations where the bacterial contamination has been confirmed, 
two consecutive rounds of safe samples collected at least 24 hours apart are normally 
obtained before canceling a BWA. Adding each of these steps together, a normal 
response period to cancel a BWA under these circumstances would be expected to take 
at least 3 to 4 days. 

Recent History of the City of Flint Water System 

Historically, the city of Flint had been a customer of the Detroit Water and Sewerage 
Department (DWSD) while simultaneously maintaining the Flint WTP to provide 
emergency backup service using the Flint River. The WTP performed quarterly test 
operations to maintain readiness and was utilized twice in 2009, supplying water once 
for 2 days and the other for 3 days. 

In April 2013 the city of Flint notified the DWSD that it would be terminating service in 
the future and contracting for raw water service from the Karegnondi Water Authority 
(KWA). Work on the KWA pipeline from Lake Huron broke ground in June 2013 and is 
expected to be completed with connection in late 2016. 

In August 2013 Rowe Professional Services Company completed an engineering 
proposal for improvements to the Flint WTP that would allow continuous operation of 
the WTP utilizing the Flint River in lieu of continuing service from the DWSD until 
completion of the KWA pipeline. In March 2014 the city of Flint entered into a Consent 
Agreement with the DEQ regarding the Flint WTP's lime sludge facility. In April 2014 
the DEQ issued a construction permit for improvements to the Flint WTP. On April 25, 
2014, the city of Flint began continuous operation of the WTP, using water from the Flint 
River and discontinued the purchase of water from the DWSD. 

A BWA was issued for August 15-20, 2014, for a portion of the city of Flint due to 
localized detections of total coliform and E.coli bacteria. Another BWA was issued for 
September 5-9, 2014, due to localized detections of total coliform bacteria in the same 
and adjacent portions of the city of Flint. The advisory covered an area of 
approximately six square miles. The city of Flint has a total land area of just over 
34 square miles. 
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While many of the BWA contributing factors listed above require long-term solutions, the 
city has taken operational steps to limit the potential for a BWA to reoccur. The city has 
increased flushing of water mains to limit residence time, maintain disinfectant residual, 
and help remove buildup and deposits within the piping. The city is boosting chlorine 
disinfectant residual at locations in the distribution system as needed. The city 
continues to investigate water leaks and water main breaks and the status and condition 
of system valves. 

Prepared by: Stephen Busch, P.E. 
Lansing and Jackson District Supervisor 
Office of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance 
Department of Environmental Quality 
October 1, 2014 



DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE BRIEFING PAPER 
CITY OF FLINT DRINKING WATER 

What contributed to the Boil Water Advisories in the city of Flint? 

A number of factors, not one specific cause, likely contributed to the Boil Water 
Advisories (BWAs) in the city of Flint during August and September 2014. While use of 
the Flint River has increased the amount of natural organic matter in the city's water, the 
Flint Water Treatment Plant (WTP) has performed well above treatment requirements 
for organic carbon removal. In addition, less than 20 percent of the water system was 
included in the advisory area. If treatment had been compromised, detections would 
have been widespread throughout the city, rather than in such a localized area. 

The city's water distribution system has suffered from a lack of infrastructure investment 
and asset management. Most of the city's over 550 miles of water mains are now over 
75 years old and constructed of cast iron piping. Cast iron pipe is subject to internal 
corrosion, called tuberculation, which causes buildup on the pipe interior, leading to 
water quality issues, reduced flow and pressures, and leakage. Tuberculation also 
encourages the development of biofilms, layers of bacteria that attach to the interior 
pipe wall. Biofilm growth is common in areas of piping with little or no disinfectant 
residual, and together with tuberculation can clog water lines to the point of insufficient 
water pressure. 

The city has also experienced decades of a declining user base and water use 
associated with vacant homes, commercial businesses, and industrial property. 
Declining water use leads to excess residence time within the city's distribution pipes 
and water storage facilities, accelerating tuberculation, biofilm growth, and disinfectant 
residual degradation. While the city has recently seen an infusion of funding for blight 
removal, contractors completing this work have been improperly using fire hydrants, 
causing hydraulic disturbances that dislodged and suspended settled debris, which may 
have contributed to the bacterial contamination. 

The winter of 2014 was also one of the coldest experienced by the water system. The 
city, which historically has unaccounted water losses of over 30 percent, has seen even 
greater losses since February 2014 due to an increase in cold weather-related water 
main breaks and leaks. The city lacks a formal maintenance program for its over 7,250 
valves, which would normally be used to limit impacts during break repairs. Two valves 
on the transmission line used to supply the area of the BWAs were found to be closed 
during the city's investigation, causing longer residence time, reduced disinfectant 
residual, reduced flow, and reduced pressure. One of these valves has remained 
broken. 
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The BWAs also occurred during the warmest and, for 2014, relatively wet periods of 
August and September. Warm weather conditions are not only more conducive to 
bacterial growth but also degrade the water's disinfectant residual carried out from the 
WTP more quickly. Longer residence times, biofilms, and tuberculation also contribute 
to disinfectant residual degradation. Warm wet weather conditions also allow water 
contaminated with bacteria to pool around piping with leaks and breaks. 

Process for Issuance and Cancelation of a Boil Water Advisory 

There are a number of conditions that can trigger BWAs. This includes the following: 

Bacteria Monitoring Detections 
Bacteria Standards Violations 
Treatment System Failures 
Waterborne Disease Outbreaks 

Loss of System Pressure 
Water Main Breaks 
Other Interruptions in Service 

The Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) has developed a policy and procedure 
regarding BWAs to help guide staff, provide consistency, and maintain public health. A 
PDF of Policy and Procedure No. ODWMA-399-022 is being forwarded with this briefing 
paper. 

BWAs may be self-initiated by the water system, issued collaboratively in consultation 
with the DEQ, or when necessary mandated by the DEQ. Requesting customers to boil 
the water when bacterial contamination has occurred provides an added barrier of 
public health protection. 

The BWAs that recently occurred in the city of Flint were associated with bacteria 
monitoring detections and violations of bacteria standards. These advisories were 
issued by the city of Flint collaboratively in consultation with the DEQ. 

Current regulations regarding monitoring and standards for bacteria in water distribution 
systems were developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, have been in 
effect since 1990, and were incorporated into the Michigan Safe Drinking Water Act, 
1976 PA 399, as amended. There are a variety of bacteria, parasites, and viruses that 
can potentially cause health problems if humans ingest them in drinking water. Testing 
water for each of these potential pathogens would be difficult and expensive. Instead, 
water systems test for total coliform and E.coli. Total coliform bacteria react to water 
treatment in a manner similar to many pathogens. Therefore, the presence of total 
coliform in drinking water indicates there may be a pathway for pathogens or other 
contaminants to enter the system. The absence of total coliforms in the distribution 
system minimizes the likelihood that pathogens are present. E.coli is itself a pathogen, 
and its detection would be direct evidence of a health risk. 
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Once a BWA has been issued, time is needed to investigate potential causes and 
implement corrective measures. The larger the water system, the more time this may 
take. Once corrective measures have been taken, samples must be collected and 
analyzed to confirm that bacteria are no longer present. Using the most common 
analytical method, samples must be incubated for a period of 24 hours before results 
can be obtained. In situations where the bacterial contamination has been confirmed, 
two consecutive rounds of safe samples collected at least 24 hours apart are normally 
obtained before canceling a BWA. Adding each of these steps together, a normal 
response period to cancel a BWA under these circumstances would be expected to take 
at least 3 to 4 days. 

Recent History of the City of Flint Water System 

Historically, the city of Flint had been a customer of the Detroit Water and Sewerage 
Department (DWSD) while simultaneously maintaining the Flint WTP to provide 
emergency backup service using the Flint River. The WTP performed quarterly test 
operations to maintain readiness and was utilized twice in 2009, supplying water once 
for 2 days and the other for 3 days. 

In April 2013 the city of Flint notified the DWSD that it would be terminating service in 
the future and contracting for raw water service from the Karegnondi Water Authority 
(KWA). Work on the KWA pipeline from Lake Huron broke ground in June 2013 and is 
expected to be completed with connection in late 2016. 

In August 2013 Rowe Professional Services Company completed an engineering 
proposal for improvements to the Flint WTP that would allow continuous operation of 
the WTP utilizing the Flint River in lieu of continuing service from the DWSD until 
completion of the KWA pipeline. In March 2014 the city of Flint entered into a Consent 
Agreement with the DEQ regarding the Flint WTP's lime sludge facility. In April 2014 
the DEQ issued a construction permit for improvements to the Flint WTP. On April 25, 
2014, the city of Flint began continuous operation of the WTP, using water from the Flint 
River and discontinued the purchase of water from the DWSD. 

A BWA was issued for August 15-20, 2014, for a portion of the city of Flint due to 
localized detections of total coliform and E.coli bacteria. Another BWA was issued for 
September 5-9, 2014, due to localized detections of total coliform bacteria in the same 
and adjacent portions of the city of Flint. The advisory covered an area of 
approximately six square miles. The city of Flint has a total land area of just over 
34 square miles. 
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While many of the BWA contributing factors listed above require long-term solutions, the 
city has taken operational steps to limit the potential for a BWA to reoccur. The city has 
increased flushing of water mains to limit residence time, maintain disinfectant residual, 
and help remove buildup and deposits within the piping. The city is boosting chlorine 
disinfectant residual at locations in the distribution system as needed. The city 
continues to investigate water leaks and water main breaks and the status and condition 
of system valves. 

Prepared by: Stephen Busch, P.E. 
Lansing and Jackson District Supervisor 
Office of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance 
Department of Environmental Quality 
October 1, 2014 
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A Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) Policy and Procedure cannot establish regulatory 
requirements for parties outside of the DEQ. This document provides direction to DEQ staff 
regarding the implementation of rules and laws administered by the DEQ. It is merely 
explanatory; does not affect the rights of, or procedures and practices available to, the public; 
and does not have the force and effect of law. 

INTRODUCTION, PURPOSE, OR ISSUE: 

Community water systems are expected to provide customers with a continuous supply of water 
that meets both federal and state drinking water standards. However, there may be 
circumstances when the public must be notified that the water may not be safe. In these 
circumstances, a boil water advisory may be issued to prevent illness from known or suspected 
microbiological contamination. This policy is to provide guidance to Office of Drinking Water 
and Municipal Assistance (ODWMA) drinking water program staff on advising community water 
system personnel when to issue and rescind a boil water advisory, the appropriate content, and 
the manner and method of delivery. 

AUTHORITY: 

Administrative rule R 325. 10401 a promulgated under the Safe Drinking Water Act, 
1976 PA 399, as amended (Act 399), being Michigan Compiled Law 325.1001 et seq., requires 
public notification for violations of maximum contaminant levels and treatment techniques plus 
other situations as determined by the DEQ. Each public notice is required to state what actions 
consumers should take during a violation, which may include a statement recommending water 
customers boil all water used for consumption until further notice. 

In addition, R 325.11207 allows the DEQ to require the supplier of water to provide notice to 
customers or users that include any precautionary measures deemed necessary when an 
interruption in water service occurs, which could include low, zero, or negative pressure events. 

Furthermore, R 325.12303 requires a supplier of water to include in their contingency planning a 
description of precautions or measures to be taken to protect the health of those customers or 
users that may be affected by an emergency. R 325.12304 also requires a supplier of water to 
notify the DEQ when an emergency is discovered and how the supply will notify its customers or 
users. While the content of this notification to customers or users may vary depending upon 
individual circumstances, each notification to customers or users must state what actions or 
precautions they should take, which may include a statement to boil all water used for 
consumption until further notice. 
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DEQ staff met with Municipal Utilities Directors to seek input on issues that were subsequently 
addressed in this policy and procedure. 

DEFINITIONS: 

"Boil Water Advisory (BWA)" - A written or verbal advisory issued by the community water 
system or DEQ notifying the users of the water system that the water is or may be contaminated 
and advising them to boil the water prior to using it for drinking or cooking. 

"Community Water Supply (CWS)" - A public water supply (PWS) that provides year-round 
service to not fewer than 15 living units, or that regularly provides year-round service to not 
fewer than 25 residents. Examples include municipalities, such as cities, villages, and 
townships; apartment complexes; manufactured housing communities; condominiums; and 
nursing homes. 

"Complete Loss of Pressure" - Sustained negative pressures or pressure below five psi in any 
portion of a distribution system. It does not include instantaneous low or negative pressure 
occurring from pressure surges caused by pump cycling, valve operation, or other water 
hammer events. 

"Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL)" - The maximum permissible level of a contaminant in 
water that is delivered to any user of a PWS. 

"Repeat Sample" - A sample that is collected and analyzed in response to a previous coliform
positive sample. 

"Routine Sample" - A water sample that is collected and analyzed to meet the monitoring 
requirements for total coliform, as outlined in the written sampling plan. 

"Tier 1 Public Notice" - A public notice required to be provided as soon as practical but not later 
than 24 hours after the supplier learns of a violation or situation that has significant potential to 
have serious adverse effects on human health as a result of short-term exposure. A Tier 1 
Public Notice also requires the supplier to initiate consultation with the DEQ as soon as practical 
but not later than 24 hours after the supplier learns of the violation or situation. Examples of 
these violations or situations include: 
1. A violation of the Total Coliform MCL when fecal or E.coli are present in the distribution 

system; 
2. A violation of the treatment technique requirement resulting from a single exceedance of 

the maximum allowable turbidity limit; 
3. An occurrence of a waterborne disease outbreak; 
4. A failure or significant interruption in key water treatment processes; 
5. A disruption of the water supply or distribution system; and 
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6. Other violations or situations as determined by the DEQ on a case-by-case basis. A 
violation or situation that requires a Tier 1 Public Notice also requires the supplier to consult 
with the DEQ to determine additional public notice requirements, including the timing, form, 
manner, frequency and content of the notice designed to reach all persons served, and any 
repeat notices or directions. At a minimum, one or more of the following forms of delivery 
must be used: 
a. Appropriate broadcast media: 
b. Posting of the notice in conspicuous locations throughout the area served by the system; 
c. Hand delivery of the notice to persons served by the system; or 
d. Another delivery method approved by the DEQ. 

Within 10 days of completing the Tier 1 Public Notice, the supplier shall submit to the DEQ a 
certification that it fully complied with the public notification requirements, including a 
representative copy of the type of notice distributed to persons served by the system and to the 
media. 

"Tier 2 Public Notic;e" - A public notice required to be provided as soon as practical but not later 
than 30 days after the supplier learns of a violation or situation that has the potential to have 
serious adverse effects on human health. Examples of these violations or situations include: 
1. All violations of MCL, maximum residual disinfectant level, and treatment technique 

requirements except where the DEQ determines a Tier 1 notice is required. 
2. Violations of monitoring and testing procedure requirements, taking into account potential 

health impacts and persistence of the violation; and 
3. Failure to comply with a variance or exemption. 

For a Tier 2 Public Notice, the DEQ may, on a case-by-case basis, grant extensions in writing 
for up to three months from the date the supplier learns of the violation or situation, for reasons 
such as coordinating with billing cycles or if the violation or situation was quickly resolved and 
no longer poses any risk to the persons served. A Tier 2 Public Notice shall be repeated every 
three months as long as the violation or situation exists. A Tier 2 Public Notice and any repeat 
notices shall be in a form and issued in a manner that is reasonably calculated to reach persons 
served in the required time period. At a minimum, the notice shall be provided: 
1. By mail or direct delivery to each customer receiving a bill and to other service connections 

to which water is delivered by the supplier, and 
2. By other methods reasonably calculated to reach other persons not receiving a bill, such as 

apartment dwellers, university students, nursing home patients and prison inmates. Other 
methods may include: 
a. Publication in a local newspaper 
b. Delivery of multiple copies to apartment complexes and manufactured housing 

communities 
c. Posting in public places or on the Internet 
d. Delivery to community organizations 
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"Treatment Technique (TT)" - Minimum treatment requirement or a necessary methodology or 
technology that ts employed by a supplier of water for the control of the chemical, physical, 
biological, or radiological characteristics of a PWS. 

POLICY: 

A BWA may be issued for a variety of reasons when microbial contamination is known or 
suspected. Total Coliform Rule (TCR) MCL violations, surface water TT violations, low or loss 
of pressure events, and waterborne disease outbreaks are circumstances when a BWA may be 
issued. Each of these situations is discussed in detail below. However, these situations are not 
the only times a BWA can or should be issued. Each incident must be handled on a case-by
case basis, using professional judgment to evaluate the circumstances in each situation. 

Finally, there may be situations when water systems experience contamination that is not 
microbial, but chemical due to a chemical spill or backflow due to a cross connection. In these 
cases, a notice to customers could include "Do Not Use" language since boiling the water may 
not remove the contamination. 

Types of Incidents: 

1. Violation of a Drinking Water Standard 

a. TCR MCL Violations 

An acute TCR MCL violation occurs when monitoring indicates the presence of coliform 
organisms in both a routine and a follow-up repeat sample in the same monitoring 
period, and either analysis (routine or repeat) is also positive for fecal or E.coli. Because 
this MCL violation confirms the presence of a more direct connection to contamination, 
these violations warrant issuance of a BWA, unless there are unique circumstances. 

A nonwacute TCR MCL violation occurs when monitoring indicates the presence of 
coliform bacteria in 2 or more samples in the same monitoring period for a supplier 
collecting less than 40 samples per month, or in more than 5 percent of the samples for 
a supplier collecting 40 or more samples per month, and the criteria for an acute 
violation did not occur, i.e., fecal coliform or E.coli were NOT detected present in either a 
routine or repeat sample. For example, a system that collects 5 samples per week for a 
total of 20 per month may have 1 sample report positive for total coliform or fecal/E.coli 
during the first week, but all repeat samples report negative for coliform. If another 
sample in a subsequent week also reports total or fecal/E.coli positive, but again, all 
repeat samples are coliform-negative, then a non-acute TCR MCL violation has occurred 
because 2 or more samples reported positive for coliform, but no fecal coliform or E.coli 
were detected in both a routine and a repeat sample. 
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When a non-acute violation occurs, staff should evaluate possible sources of 
contamination. If a source is identified that is considered likely to contribute disease 
causing organisms or result in water of questionable quality still being distributed, a BWA 
should be instituted. Examples of contaminant sources that would elevate the public 
health risk include, but are not limited to: 

• flooding of the wells 
• failure of the treatment system 
• recent construction activity in the distribution system 
• vermin (birds, rodents, etc.) activity in storage tanks 
• system-wide or extensive pressure loss in the distribution system 

Even if the source of contamination is not easily identified, a BWA may be appropriate 
for a non-acute TCR violation if the violation is widespread or ongoing. A BWA shall be 
instituted if monitoring indicates E. coli or fecal coliform contamination unless unusual 
circumstances warrant consideration, such as the absence of any coliform in repeat 
samples, or when staff are assured that the contamination has been eliminated before 
confirmation results are available. 

However. not every TCR MCL violation must result in a BWA. There may be a few 
exceptions when there is a TCR MCL violation but a BWA is not needed. For example, 
a violation may be declared in situations where samples collected on different days from 
widely dispersed locations report coliform present even though repeat samples do not 
show positive results. In this case, the sampling results may constitute a MCL violation, 
but a BWA may not be necessary. 

If a BWA is deemed necessary by the ODWMA, it should be issued as soon as possible 
but no later than 24 hours after the system learns of the violation. Because violation of 
an MCL results in required public notification (PN) per the PN Rule, the water supply 
may issue the PN and BWA simultaneously in one document (highly recommended) and 
must meet all the requirements of a Tier 1 PN and include BWA language. 

After measures have been taken to eliminate the source(s) of contamination, such as 
initiating or increasing chlorine feed rates and system flushing, additional sampling must 
be conducted. Raw water bacteriological sampling is also encouraged to eliminate the 
raw water as the possible source of contamination. For MCL violations, the BWA can be 
rescinded after the analyses of two sets of samples collected 24 hours apart report the 
absence of coliform bacteria. The number of samples in each set should be a minimum 
of five samples, but can be decreased or increased based on system size or the extent 
of the affected area. Systems are encouraged to use routine sample sites if available 
and to use extra care if routine sites are not available. 
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• exceedance of turbidity standards at filter confluence point 
• failure to meet disinfection contact time requirements (C*T) 
• failure to meet disinfection residual standards 

Upon determination of an SWTR TT violation, ODWMA staff must determine if the 
violation poses a threat to public health. For example, if the turbidity levels at the filter 
confluence point were found to have exceeded 0.3 nephlometric turbidity units (NTUs) in 
95 percent of the samples in a two-month period, an SWTR TT violation has occurred. 
Based upon a review of plant performance and consultation with program managers, 
staff may determine that no significant health risk was posed and no BWA is necessary. 
However, the water supply must still issue a Tier 2 PN within 30 days of the violation. 
On the other hand, a BWA is likely to be necessary for a treatment plant that gets 
overwhelmed by excessive runoff and reports a turbidity level in excess of 1.0 NTU at 
the filter confluence point for a four-hour period. 

If the TT violation is ongoing or prolonged, or the ODWMA determines a significant 
public health risk is posed, ODWMA staff may elevate the PN to Tier 1 status, which 
must be issued within 24 hours and include BWA language. After appropriate measures 
have been taken to reduce or eliminate any health risk, additional monitoring must be 
conducted. Appropriate measures may Include increasing coagulant dose, increasing 
chlorine residuals through the treatment plant, backwashing filters more often and 
flushing key system components. In this case, a BWA can be rescinded after analyses 
of two sets of samples collected 24 hours apart report the absence of coliform bacteria. 
The number of samples in each set should be a minimum of five samples, but can be 
decreased or increased based on type and severity of the TT violation. 

Surface water plants utilizing conventional or direct filtration must add a primary 
coagulant under R 325.11008. Failure to add a primary coagulant is a violation of 
Act 399, and may also contribute to a TT violation under R 325.10611 (Filtration and 
Disinfection) which requires 3-log inactivation of giardia and 4-log inactivation of viruses. 
Jn these cases, ODWMA staff will have to determine if the violation poses a threat to 
public health and whether other actions are necessary, such as requiring a BWA. 
Factors to consider if a BWA is necessary would include chlorine residual concentrations 
throughout the treatment plant, raw water quality, C*T compliance, plus individual filter 
effluent and combined filter effluent turbidity levels. 

2. Waterborne Disease Outbreaks 

Waterborne disease outbreaks can be declared by the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, the Department of Community Health, a local health department, or other public 
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health institutions. If an outbreak is declared, the ODWMA will work with the declaring 
agency to ensure affected community public water supplies take appropriate measures to 
mitigate public exposure. These measures will include appropriate public notification, 
including instructions to boil water if appropriate. The ODWMA will allow the water supply to 
rescind the notification when the agency declaring the outbreak indicates it Is safe to do so 
as the result of additional monitoring. 

3. Interruptions in Service 

a. Negative or Complete Loss of Pressure 

A complete loss of pressure or negative pressure in the distribution system must result in 
a BWA being issued to all water customers in the impacted area. After pressure is 
restored and the system recovers (tanks are filling and enough sources are operating to 
ensure pressures do not drop again), the affected area should be thoroughly flushed and 
coliform samples must be taken throughout the area to determine if the distribution 
system remains free of coliform contamination. The number of samples will vary 
depending on the size of the system and the extent of the area impacted. For very small 
systems that experience a power failure that results in a complete loss of pressure 
throughout the distribution system, a minimum of three samples should be collected. If 
applicable, chlorine residual measurements should be taken to ensure that an adequate 
disinfectant residual is present. If possible, chlorine dosages and residuals should be 
increased by 1 to 2 parts per million during this period as a corrective and preventive 
measure. If the first round of sampling does not detect coliform bacteria, the advisory 
may be rescinded. However, if the first round of sampling detects coliform bacteria, 
additional flushing should be conducted in the area where the positive coliform samples 
were collected and a second round of coliform samples collected from the area. The 
BWA should remain in effect until safe coliform sample results are obtained. 

b. Low Pressure Events 

Low pressure events might not result in a BWA. Low pressure is considered a drop in 
pressure below 20 psi but greater than 5 psi. A drop in water pressure in a distribution 
system could allow contamination to enter the water system through backflow by 
backpressure or backsiphonage. The decision to issue a BWA should be made on a 
case-by-case basis and be based upon professional judgment of all available data that 
may indicate the extent of the problem, such as: 

• Geographical extent of the pressure loss 
• Nature of the service area (residential vs. commercial/industrial) 
• Duration of the low pressure condition 
• Disinfection practices of the water system 
• Relative elevation differences in the service area 
• Status of the local cross connection control program 
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• Amount of underground piping located in areas of a high groundwater table 
• Ability and willingness of the operators to rapidly apply chlorine to the system or 

distribute an increased chlorine residual throughout the affected area 

After normal pressure is restored, the impacted area should be thoroughly flushed and 
coliform samples taken throughout the area to determine if the distribution system is free 
of any bacteriological contamination. The collection of coliform samples after low 
pressure events is not absolutely required, but may be recommended based on the 
factors above. 

c. Water Main Breaks or Repairs 

A BWA may be issued during water main breaks and after the break has been repaired. 
Whether or not to issue a BWA will depend on the location and severity of the break and, 
more importantly, a decision based on sound engineering judgment that the integrity of 
the water system has been maintained. If at all possible, repairs should be performed 
under reduced or low pressure by closing the closest valves on each side of the break 
just enough to reduce the flow so the repairs can be made under pressure while the 
water flowing from the break is diverted away from the excavation to maintain clean 
sanitary conditions. If the water main can be repaired under pressure, and no 
nonpotable water, soil, or other potential contaminants entered the main during the 
break and repair process, then a BWA is not necessary. If the water main that was 
removed from service is flushed, disinfected, and sampled in accordance with AWWA 
Standard C651 before being placed back into service, a BWA does not need to be 
issued. 

If a water main break results in a complete loss of pressure before, during, or after the 
repair is made, a BWA must be issued to all customers in the affected area. The BWA 
should remain in effect until the area is flushed, chlorine residuals are reestablished (if 
applicable), and sample results do not detect coliform bacteria. 

Content and Delivery of a BWA 

If the ODWMA determines a BWA is necessary, the water supply must issue the advisory as 
soon as practical, but not later than 24 hours after being advised to do so. The supply must 
make a good faith attempt to notify all customers in the affected area. Appropriate methods of 
distribution are situation specific, but may include radio or television broadcasts, hand delivery, 
and/or posting in conspicuous locations throughout the area. Delivery requirements as detailed 
in the PN Rule should be used to determine appropriate delivery methods. 

Although there are content requirements for public notification under the PN Rule, there are no 
requirements specific to boil water language. To ensure all appropriate information is 
transmitted to the customers, a BWA should include the same content elements as required for 
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public notification under the PN Rule. If a BWA is issued as the result of an MCL violation and 
the water supply issues the BWA in conjunction with the required PN (highly recommended), the 
content MUST meet all PN Rule content, delivery, and reporting requirements. 

The ODWMA boll water language is consistent with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
policy that requires water be brought to a boil and allowed to boil for one minute before use. 
The language also suggests the use of bottled water as an alternative to boiling and describes 
the circumstances under which boiled or bottled water should be used. 

Staff should notify the appropriate local health department and the Department of Agriculture 
and Rural Development, Food and Dairy Division, whenever a BWA is issued or rescinded. 
These agencies may receive calls from concerned customers or be Involved in oversight of 
facilities impacted by the boil advisory and, therefore, need to be aware of the situation. 

Several BWA templates have been created and are available to ODWMA staff on the DEQ 
Intranet. To ensure consistency and inclusion of all necessary content, these templates should 
be used as the basis for PNs and/or a BWA. Available templates include, but are not limited to: 

• Advisory for a TCR MCL. 
• Advisory for a low/no pressure event. 
• Notification for cancellation of a BWA. 

PROCEDURES: 

Public Water Supply 

Distrlct Staff 

District Staff 

District Supervisors 

Notify DEQ of results in a timely manner as required by law and follow 
throuQh with aooropriate actions. 
Respond to all TCR and TT violations plus complete loss of pressure 
events in a timely manner and determine whether a BWA needs to be 
issued. 

• If needed, assist supply in drafting BWA and determining most 
appropriate method of delivery with approval f rem the District 
Supervisor. 

• If needed, assist the supply in determining actions to remove 
the possible contamination including steps needed to rescind 
the BWA. 

Provide on-site technical assistance for acute TCR MCL violations 
and other boil water situations as aooropriate. 
Assist District Staff in the all matters pertaining to issuing a BWA. 
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Safe Drinking Water Act, 1976 PA 399, as amended, being Michigan Compiled Law 325.1001 et 
seq., and the administrative rules promulgated thereunder, being R 325. 10101 et seq. of the 
Michigan Administrative Code. 

OFFICE CHIEF APPROVAL: 

- · ----1'---"'-- / ·~kb-.... ----~~ 
Liane J. Sh er Smith, P.E., C ief 
Office of Drin ing Water and Municipal Assistance 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good morning Mr. Hollins: 

Maxine Murray <mmurray@cityofflint.com> 
Friday, January 30, 2015 9:28 AM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Jerry Ambrose; Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Independent Water Analysis 
Independent Water Analysis.PDF 

Emergency Manager Ambrose asked me to send the attached information. 

Thank you. 

Maxine Murray 
Executive Assistant to 
Mayor Dayne Walling 
Gerald Ambrose, Emergency Manager 
1101 S. Saginaw Street 
Flint, MI 48502 
810.237.2035 Telephone 
810.766.7218 Fax 
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ABC12 Investigates: What's in your water? 
Posted; jan 29, 20153:38 PM EST 
Updated: Ja.11 29, 2015 1 t:54 PM EST 

By Larry E!ijott •· CONNECT 

FUNT(WJRT) - (d'l/29/"15)-The resu!hare-fr1 ar\d \>Je now have a complete!Viridetienden{kiot< atwM.afs ih 
Flint's .vater supply. .. . . . 

For months, since Flint switched from a Detroitwater supply to th0 FHrit River as it's waiBr sowc:e, Flint water 
custorners have compfain0d of srnr;iHy; ctcnidy; bad tasting water f.Hld blame itfor a variety of health 
problems. .·· · · 

Co mpJah1 ts exploded earlier th is rnonth when Flint notified i ls water custo rners !hat a group of chemicals 
known as TTHM were atrnfa:h higheraverage levels than allowed by lay.,,. . . . .. . 

With so many questions ahd distr:ustofthe answers, ABC12's Lahy Elliott investigates· What's. iri your 
Water? · 

ft s:eems no matter who you ask in the FHnt area, thr;i:no\'s an opinion about fhe city's water, ~4ostoHhe issues 
Umter Ori the Cjl!.ajity of the water and Whether it's safe to drink. 

''Rightnow H srneHs," said F!irHresident Lf)e 1\,11\t~r. ;'Weire getting water outofour own back Jard now anct it's 
costing me double Whatit W<IS comirig fron:i D¢troll" . . . . . . . . . . .. 

·"It has a fur'lily taststo it," s,,id Fiihf r.e,;ld,~nt i'vlilton Alexander. 

"ltcould be dangerous to us, a.ctua!ly I don't kn01N how dangemu.s H Is,·• said FHn! resident Shatika Sarlders.,. 

'tm na cheerlea(;ier for the water departrnent here; !. thlhk we've got a tot of iss\./e.s to ·work on,'' Ken 
VanWagoner; qfGood Beans Cafa • Fhnt · · · ·· · · 

Mos! of the issues center on 1he quaHty ofthe water and whether it's safe to drink, but concern over its safety 
reached a new h I gh earlter th Is moMh when the dfy was reqnire.d by t~1e state Dep.artine nt of E:11vimn mental 
Quality to riotify r,iside1'\ts that the Waler had exceeded !he allow;:ible Jim it .of a gro~lp. ofchemica!s kr.o,vn as 
TfHM .. 

T1t!M is in most rnuniripal ,vater sy~ferns and h; \hollghtby some to be a posslbie carcinogen in!ong term 
exposure. 

H's a bypro.ductofchlorinafion, whk:~r is commnniy usecj to help r.,urify ~vater, Last August, as Flint's water 
tr\;iatment plant \vorked to j:ll)rify the water it was draWin.g ifom the F!int River;!evels of TTHM mew ten-veil 
over the EPA allowed maximurn. 

Augw,Hestresuit:;, prn,Adeci by the DEQ to ASC 12 show ail of the eighttesting sites around flint had TIHM 
levefs weU ab0ve the legal limit 

The iowest!evel am{)ng the eight sites was 40 percent above the legal limit The. highest v/as 145 percent 
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more than allowed. 

DEQ rules only require the city to report higher than allowed levels to the public once a year, and only if the 
average of quarterly tests ls higher than the legal limit. 

That notification went out to residents on Jan. 5. Since then, many residents have refused to believe 
assurances from the DEQ and the city that the water is now safe to drink. 

So, we setoutto do complete and independent testing to find out for ourselves exactly what's in yourwater. 

It took a bit of research, but we finally found Water Tech, in Howell, a testing lab with absolutely no ties to 
Flint, just to make sure there are no questions about the test results. · 

After having Water Tech train ABC12's Larry Elliott on the proper methods for collecting water samples, we 
set out last week to randomly test five sites in Flint. 

1. Downtown. 

"I'm excited to see this done because this is an independent way to find out that everylhing's just fine," 
Vanwagoner said. 

2. The north side. 

"We'd like to do kind of a whole battery of tests of your water. Oh yeah," Alexander said. 

3. The west side. 

"It could be dangerous to us. How about ifwe help you find out what's in it right now?" Sanders said. 

4. The east side. 

"I'm hoping for a good test and put my family at ease," Miller said. 

5. Our maln studio, on the south side. 

We also wanted to compare whatever we're to find with Detroit supplied water, so we took a sample from the 
Burton water system. 

Since next year Flint will connect to the new KWA pipeline, getting its water from Lake Huron, we took a 
comparison sample from the Saginaw-Midland water system, which currently uses Lake Huron water. 

We tested all the sites for levels ofTIHM. We also tested how much residual chlorine was in the Flint and 
Burton water supply and more importantly, we tested at two of our Flint sites for a number of other hazardous 
chemicals that could cause skin or other health problems. 

Tests for those other chemicals are not required for public water systems, but we decided to run those tests 
anyway. 

Here's what our independent testing shows: 

All sites tested, including the Saginaw-Midland water system and the Burton system, using Detroit water, 
contained TIHM - but all of them were well below the EPA allowed maximum. 

Saginaw-Midland water had less than a third of the maximum TIHM allowed, the Burton system had only 
about 25 percent of the maximum and the highest level found of all of our Flint tests showed just over 65 
percentofwhafs allowed, all below EPA limits. 

A similar byproduct of chlorination, haloacetic acids, was also well below EPA maximums in Flint's water. 

We tested Flint's north and east water samples for many other hazardous chemicals that a doctor told us 
could cause skin or other health problems, and on both tests, not a single one of those chemicals was 
detected. 

Since most often any smell to the water would be caused by levels of total residual chlorine, we tested that 
too, in both our Flint and Burton samples. 

The legal limlt is 4 milligrams per liter. The average of our Flint samples shows a level of about a half 
milligram per liter. Our test in Burton actually shows 22 percent more residual chlorine than Flint. 

Our Flint sample also showed no Coliform bacteria. 

We asked Chris McCarthy, of Water Tech, a few questions. 

?IA 
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Q: How would you describe these test results? 

A: "Well, for the samples received, the tests we performed, everything is within EPA guidelines for safe 
drinking water." 

Q: Is there anything in these results that raises a red flag for you? 

A: "For water quality or water safety, No." 

We then asked residents if these results change their opinion of what they'll do with their water now. 

"To be honest, no," Alexander said. 

"It will make me feel a lot more comfortable about bathing and brushing my teeth in it, but I'm still not going to 
drink it and I'm not gonna give it to my kids or my dog," Sanders said. 

"It makes me feel a lot more safer, a lot more comfortable knowing that it's safe to drink now, you know. I'll tell 
you a load lifted off my shoulders. When the kids take baths, when my wife takes a shower, you know, I know 
now we're safe," Miller said. 

So what about those who've stood before Flint City Council with jugs of discolored water? 

While Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright points out he has no jurisdiction over Flint's water 
system, he says in general, discolored water like this is nearly always the result of water main breaks or 
repairs, and Flint has more than its share because of its aging system. 

Wright also says the KWA pipeline won't change that. It will take better management of repairs and money -
lots of it- to replace Flint's aging water mains. 

Unfortunately for the city of Flin~ those very high levels of TIHM recorded last August in Flint water tests are 
still required by the DEQ to be included in the next report calculating average TTHM levels. 

The next test will be done next week, and city Public Works Director Howard Croft tells ABC12, because of 
the high levels last August, the city will again be found in violation and will be required by the DEQ to send 
out another TIHM notice of violation to all Flint water customers in early March, even if all new tests show 
levels under the legal limit. 

To view the TTHM testing results from the Michigan DEQ, click HERE. 

To view the results of ABC12's water tests, click on the location you'd like to see results for below: 

Flint Center 

Flint North 

Flint East 

Flint South 

Flint West 

Saginaw-Midland 

To view the Michigan DEQ results for South Flint, click J::iEBf. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Friday, January 30, 2015 6:19 PM 
Murray, David (GOV) 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
RE: Backgrounder on Tuesday Flint water event 

Great work Dave! This looks good from our end. Have a wonderful weekend! 

Stacie 

From: Murray, David (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 6:05 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); 
Walsh, John (GOV); Brownfield, Michael (GOV); Allard, Claire (GOV); Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Biehl, Laura (GOV) 
Cc: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV) 
Subject: Backgrounder on Tuesday Flint water event 

Team, 

Here is background on the planned Tuesday event in Flint regarding the $2 million Distressed Cities grant and other 
issues connected to the water issue. 

There are plans for two press releases on Tuesday. The first will detail the two Flint grants and will be released by the 
governor's communications office. The other release, which would detail the other grants, would follow from Treasury 
with a quote from the governor. 

Mayor Walling has agreed to speak at the event, with Harvey Hollins and Dan Wyant representing the governor's office. 
Sen. Ananich has asked to speak, and it has been suggested that Rep. Neeley would speak and it might be better to add 
him to the program. Others, such as Deputy Director Workman and Emergency Manager Ambrose, would be present 
and available. 

The attached document includes details about the planned event, as well as background on the grants from Treasury 
and on the entire water issue from DEQ as well as Mayor Walling's Facebook post about the governor and links to the 
stories in the media about the issue. 

We have a room reserved and are working with the communications team in Flint to have microphones and other items 
needed for the event. 

Please let me know if there is any information you think should also be included, or anything that should be changed. 
Once everyone has had the opportunity to review, we can forward to the governor. 

Thank you, everyone, for your assistance. I know there are lots of moving pieces and many people involved. 

Dave 

Dave Murray 
Deputy Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
Mu,ravDl@michir.,;an "J!.OV 



517-335-6397, office 

•••••mobile 
Twitter:@michigandmurray 
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From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Elizabeth Murphy <emurphy@cityofflint.com> 
Wednesday, March 04, 2015 3:02 PM 
Water Advisory Committee Prep Materials 
Water Advisory Cmte 030515.zip 

I am sending you a zip folder containing the handout materials which you will receive at the Water Advisory 
Committee meeting tomorrow. Mayor Walling suggested that you may want to have time to look over these 
documents in preparation for the meeting. 

Please stop at the check in table tomorrow to receive your folder and name tag. 

Liz Murphy 
Assistant to the Emergency Manager 
City of Flint 
810 237 2025 



Document Cannot Be Imaged 



Flint Water Advisory Committee First Meeting 
March 5, 2015 2m4pm MTA Auditorium 

Agenda 

Committee Members will receive a packet at the entry with their name tag, question sticky notes, pencil and 
other sources of information. 

L Welcome and Introduction of Facmtators 

IL Facilitator Ground Rules and Agenda Review 
Purpose of the Water Advisory Committee: Provide a 
respectful means of sharing factual information between the 
City of Flint and the Flint Water and Sewer Customers 

The meeting will follow the printed agenda. 

The meeting must conclude at 4pm today. The Facilitator will 
keep us on track. 

rn. Expected Outcomes: 
Today's meeting: that all of the water questions have been 
identified - we may not be able to answer all today, but we 
would like to set up a means of communicating with this 
committee on a regular basis. 

Through 2016 - That the transition to KWA water processing 
and distribution is a smooth, satisfactory process resulting a 
safe, consistent water supply. 

IV. Status of Water and Distribution System Today- H. Croft, Director 
Department of Public Works 

Evaluation of Flint Water Treatment Plant and Distribution System -
Veolia, City of Flint Consultant 

V. Questions from Committee Members and Sort by Category: Safety, 
Quality, Affordability, Sustainability, History, and Miscellaneous 

VL Response to most frequently asked questions. 

V!I. Next Steps 
The next meeting has been scheduled for Thursday, l'v1arch 19, 2015 here 
at the MTA Auditorium from 2-4pm. 

How often would the committee like to meet? How did this format work? 

VIII. Adjourn 
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City Of Flint Water Forum 

CONTENTS 

Water History Facts ................................................................................................. 3 

Frequently Asked Questions ......................................................................................... 4 

Budget Allocation and Fund Expenses ......................•..............................•............. 5 

Asset I Revenue Charts " .................................... · ....................................................... 6 

Recent Timeline of Water and Sewer Funds ..•••.......•......••••••••................................. 7 

City of Flint- Water and Sewer System Additional Asset I Revenue Data ..................... 8 

Calculation of Water and Sewer Rates for FY13 Budget ............................................ 9 

Example Water Bill .................................................................. ",. ............................... 10 

""ft1r11-<>ff Pe>li~)' ····················--·············••w••························~···································~ 11 

Preliminary Options for Future City of Flint Water Sources ..................................... 12 

Improvements for City of Flint Water System ......................................................... 13 
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City Of Flint Water History Facts 

Current Treatment Plant was put into service in 1954. 

Current 72" main pipeline was completed in 1970. 

Flint signed a 30 year contract with Detroit water and Sewer Department in the mid 1960's. 

The contract with DWSD has expired and we are currently operating on a yearly extension. 

In 2006 Flint completed a $48,000,000 upgrade of the existing Water Plant. (Required by the MDEQ & for backup only). 

Flint's Water & Sewer System is approximately a 300,000,000 Enterprise. 

Flint's Water & Sewer System is designed to deliver water to over 200,000 people with over 1,500 miles of infrastructure. 

Flint's most recent census count shows a population of approximately 102,000 in 2010. 

Flint's census population in 2000 was approximately 124,000. 

The water system had over 45,000 customers in June of 1999. 

The water system had just over 36,000 customers by June 2011. 

The "Fixed Costs" that must be covered to maintain the system and deliver quality water have increased over 
time. 
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City Of Flint 
Most Frequently Asked Questions about Water 

DWhy are the water rates so high ? 

CJHow does my water bill work (Explanation of charges) ? 

DWhy do others in the area pay less for the same amount of water ? 

CIWhere has all of the water and sewer fund money gone ? 

OWhat do I do if I think my bill is incorrect ? 

DWhat effect does leakage or theft have on my bill ? 

DHow can I report water theft ? 

DWhy don't we go back to using the Flint River like we once did ? 

4 
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Calculation of Water and Sewer Rates for FY13 Budget 

March, 2012: 

Expense Revenue Difference J{~te.,, ./;._;_, : :: 
Projection Projection Between 1::::tt~ Based on Based on Projected 
FY12 FY12 Revenues and T:.o, Ck?$e 
Costs Receipts Expenses ($.:c!P ·: :·: -<: ·'·' 

Water $49.9 $44.4 -$5.5 12.4% 

Sewer $31.0 $21.4 -$9.6 44.9% 

TOTAL $80.9 $65.8 -$15.1 22.9% 
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CITY of FLINT, MICHIGAN 
WATER &/OR SEWER BILL 
Stl'Aco at: 5810 BALDWIN BLVD 

Active 

lllllllll lllllllllll lU 
RaUltN 11W STUii Wll'H 

YOUR PAYM!KI" 

DUE DATE 
0212812012 

NET att~:µNT 
147.85 

lREASURER 
CITY OF FL.NT 
P.O. BOX 1950 
FLINT, Ml 48501 

Se,qr:3138 

**AUTO 

PRESORTEO 
FIRST CLASS MAIL 
US POSTAGE PA1D 

CrrYOF FUNT 

, .,, 111 lu • •0 •1'h'df ll1• d11 l"•n11I ,111111, • 11111• 1111111 .. , 

0000037681000001478502282012000001491377706 

KEEP THIS PORTION FOR YOUR RECORDS 
TREADJOATE/rYPE HEW REAOIOATEITYPI: CONS 

12A . 2 

ACCOUNT: BAL0,005af0-tl000-01 SERVlCE A'F 

SERVICE 
No1Wnt14irell 

Sews, Svc Clvg 
Waltr 
Watet Svc Ch"g 

PENALTY ASSESSED 30 DAYS AFTER DUE DATE 

CHARGE PNv.WHnu 161.08 
& 2 .&ylllfflb, -75.00 

22.07 M,nt.ffltnt. 0.00 13-30 ______ __,,._ 

19.36 c.t.At hnalt 0.36 
NewClll.,a.• 61.41 

To-..aov. 147.8~ 

0212812012 
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Dayne Watling 

Mayor 

-~'t~-,\~,<-~'?,~it-. ~~..-ill-

CITY OF FLINT 
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE 

Customer Service Center 

CITY OF FLINT 
WATER NON~PA Yrv!ENT TURN-OFF POLICY 

Dougln Bingaman 
Tnsuurer 

L Water services h) any customer may be shut off if the account is not paid until after 30 days after 
the <luc date. (City ordinance 46.52 {h)) 

2. Non-payment tum-offs are done only Monday through Thursday. The Customer Service Center 
docs not schcdul'e non-payment tum..offs. on Fridays. Saturdays. Sundays. or most recognized 
holidays. 

3. Illegal usage. broken payment arrangements and NSF (non-sufficient funds) tum-offs are done at 
any time without additionaJ notice. 

4. Tum-off notices are mailed to delinquent customers fift<.."Cn (15) days before actual mm-off. 

5. The water customer is rc$ponsible for maintenance of all plumbing in the premises including: 
connection to Citv Wilter mains or sewer lin.:s ... 

• ~\(' ,.,, . • .' ·.11· ~ 

6. If a <.:ustomcr disputes a water bill and is unable to resolve the issue with Customer Service 
personnel. lhc customer may request an administrative review. Further information on any water 
accmmt may be obtained by calling (810) 766-70tS or visiting the Cuslomer Service Center at ln 
Floor. City Hall. l lOl S. Saginaw St. 
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Preliminary Options for Future City of Flint Water Sources 

Consider a New Negotiated Contract with Detroit Water and Sewer Department 

No upfront capital costs 

Possibility to negotiate a lower rate 
Ability to 11 Blend 11 water sources to further control costs 

Lack of control over new I fixed changes 
Past practices 

Consider a Contract with the Karegnondi Water Authority 

Voting mem:::ier of KWA board 
Ability to "Blend" water sources to further control costs 

Raw water is an asset for attracting new buisnesses 

Capital cost (debt service) 

Uncertainty of final costs 

*"* CURRENTLY NO DECISIONS HAVE BEEN MADE REGARDING THE FUTURE WATER SOURCE 
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Improvements for City of Flint Water System 

Reduce Leakage 

•Finalhe a Preventative Maiotenance Plan 
> (Planning started in January 2012, requires funding, ... part of Operational Costs) 
> Will help identify repair area's 

•Reduce water theft 

•Replace water meters 
> We currently have an eighteen month plan to replace all meters with more efficient "Smart Meters" 

•Encourage routine household checks 
>''Faulty'' toilets are a significant reason for )lousehold water loss. and unexpected larger bills. 

Other Leakage concerns 

./Transmission Loss 

v"Fire Hydrants 

./Incorrect water bills 

'lf"Non-Pcyment 
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Water Main Breaks 2014 



City of Flint 
Water System Facts 

Over 600 Miles of Distribution 
. 

a~ns 

Over 7000 Valves 
Over 3909 Hydrants 

Over 46,000 users in 2006 
Only 31,000 users in 2014 



Quality Indicators 





CITY TESTING 
10 test sites around the city 

Tests are performed manually 2 - 3 times a week 

Over 100 Tests are performed a month 

~l\U tests are reported to the DEQ for oversight 

Tests are performed EVERY four hours inside the Plant 

The City responds to and tests aU reported concerns 
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Recent Boil Water Advisories in MICHIGAN 

---



City of Flint Contacts 

Public Works Director 
Utilities Administrator 
Plant Supervisor 

Daugherty John son- d Io h nson ~-~ c_J"'_t~_,o_ .. f_fl_1 n_'t_. r __ .c_H'¥_! 1 

F-1 Operator in Charge 
S-1 Operator in Charge 

Phone Numbers 

City of Flint Treatment Plant 

Public Works Director 

Utilities Administrator 

EPA Safe Drinking Water Hotline 

810-787-6537 
810-766-7346 X 2403 
810-766-7135 X 2602 

1-800-42 6-4 791 
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City of Flint 

Water System Update 

With. 



RE: Water Question~ 

PAT!i: F~~ruary tH, 2015 

fft}Wanl {)n,.tt 
J):ke~foi:' 

Qver recent weeks the CttY orFHnt has taken a nun1ber ofiiieastfres to increase both 
the qii~ltty qf1,•.J?tf~:r ~mfthe ~Y?itabHityqJ ipforrnf,ltiµn, Monthly Op¢rating Rep:ott$ are 

t~i!~~~i:i~!!!ctW:~~~;;:~{~1f ~i~!Gt:~~ {u~"~jfyti. 

··:·~;=~~~t:1i:.:f~:;!.~fc'rt:n~::~~~~1~!: .. :~t!!t~1k~c~~~f!!:1:g~~l~;ii~t%~~~~ti ;;~:: 
.are.as ofiniprovements. · · 
The following questlprn:1 ijnd answe~ are provld.~qJor all int?re$hact µactk~$; flnd ~r~ 
iptendeq to provide ttan$t)$Mht, deta)led, and lJpdated. lrrfotrrlatibh that .fa pertinent to 
the City bf flint's vvat:$r system, . .. 

Js ltourrentfy$~fe to dr!nk . .C!tvof F!ln.tw~ter? 
Yes . Vvater frorn the City of Hint meets aJI of the f:'p.,\ ri:'gufotory spr,dadsqf the Safe Drinking 
VvatetAct. 



Whatcanv(')u say- aooutthe qu~Htyf 
TheC::ity offi1 rt is tormnl'tte.d to pr:ivi.dln.ghJgh quai ity dri i1kl0g wtit¢t to residents. and 
businesses in the corn munity .. and has ti:\.ken every pr~c8 :J:tje>n tq eqfLi r:e. th~ wa\$/ qqafrty r-ne~J;; 
guide:llrif.,_$ fotsafo dtJhklngwati?r .. To enst1re thattap.v,.1:ater is safoto drlnk; tbeEnyironn1ent;., ( 
Protection Ageticy·{E?A) riff;scritiestiegufations, vvJtich Ufrilt the. arno.urit of certatn.contarnfnants 
lnwaferpro\1id$d tv pi}bJic vvatersvstetr.s .. lh.tdciitioh the Ft?Ud Jnd DNg1\drnlni.st.tatiof:• 
·regulations eS'1:ab!i5ht1mit~ fbr Cbfit~fn1i1¢H)t$ 10 QQttt!i!d VV<itet;vVhii::h hlUSt pr¢vltj~ thE'! s2,me 
protei:;tlonfr)rpuh!icheilth. lhe City of flint tap watfr rneeJstheguids:Ho:is ~ethy bgtb entJtle~.' 

What IS Cotls!dered to be ~ contarn!riaJ:itf 
(ontarninant$ th8t'tf)&y' br3 pt$sertt tri \iV~ter indude rnkrt,f:iitlf Cbllti:lt:f)i!:! JhtS Such 8$V)lU525 8r)d 

bactetia;. and inorganic cont?:n,inant$ sqclT 8S s'3its ,nd rrietal\ wliith c.an oc:curnatu.rafly; 
Pt~Sticides'c herbicides,. or~3niC: chernlca1 Contam1nant.s<and r;:,dipactJyec:9ritarn(T1~fltS: COli!d afSQ 
b~present . 

. ifs impart~ntto note that drJoklng w-at~(; inciudln~rbottled w~te-r 1)1ay t'.e<asonat:Jly be expect¢¢! 
to conta in af. ieast w13i! amounts of .:;ome contarnfoant.s; SwtJr11;pres~ncg pf cq0tarninants:db(;$ 
rYotriec~ss:ahly ihdicateth~tthe\tvater poses a health rfak, 

WHI thes~ c;crrtamtn~nts make people skk? 
The EPA requires that every vvaterrepor(n,1.;1stc:on:tatn languagf addre%ing thefoctth$t\Q.t:n~. 
peopi~ have•tornp:rised 1mrnun0wstems. or rnndif.iorts (ha:t rriai<e thE:m rrtQf\: '-lµJ,::rer~41e. to 

!~~;:::::~~a~~~i.:•~·~-i~1;:~::1•!i~.;~~t1~~.:··~:;;~~1:.:~::~1
•:~l~r:~Jhe. ·systern·.•sUc.h· as son"\e.one• 

undergOing cr\~illOf!Jer·apvor 8f)QfgJntr;;;.nsp!,:'lnt; a Pel'S(l)') \Vtth HiV/AIDs qr oth~t irr.mtuje 
system disorders: Sorne elde:rlypeople aqqint<'lnts ca.rr~E: p.ar'tfcw)ady Jt d$k froti infeti)qr1s; 
These 1rrdi\/idt/alS. and parentsofinfants should seek advice from thelrheaithproviders, It's 
in1port;:1ritto. uncJerstandt+1~rtht:1 k~thE!,c.$se With aJjpi.lb!ic dritikfq~ .watei .. !t's•not uniquet<'J 
water fro ,n U1f Flint River: 

How often does the Oty monitor \tiater{ilJ~Hty?: 
·Thi2 City' rnon!for'Sfts \Mate( cin 3 da]ly h~isls t.oassurethatwater quaUtyr ernalns within 
1$$:tahHshed gu}dtlir,es: V./iththe \iari an¢~$ lt1watet tempeh:itdrei 81-'i.dtheJe2.kag12 and infi!tratibh 
p,'obler:ns :s(\slng ciltii to faJh.ire of r:.nnts of the di:str1b\itJon s:vster:n, }later 9uaiity.c.lr1::i exc;eed, f¢t ti 
tlrne1 sorneofthe established gtJltjel in~s, This ngsulted in the \ssJ18tteof the fet~f\tf\otic~$ to. 
th(~ public: Onteitwas. leahied thatsorne gUtclehi1es were not bei r,g met; theDty':s frnroediat!2 
foe.us w~s tq btirig v./ate:rqwailt:f back 'Nithih gcildelines. The efforts taken to address norv 
·1.··n·r.y,·(1 1·i· ·,·rw.-i:,.:i'h,fu,·cj""o i'· ,.,.,,y.,,."'·s•i.,,,g·. ',,~t:z; ;- ·"'1'1·0· , . , ·tr1)'h·L1· 0·1, .. ,,;,; 1·,1rc•r'>0 i" h:.,n·> ,,,.r·,.;;t·•s·., ':if, ri h. '~;fir·-,,.,_i.t ··f.l•J.§i.c;if' o•:~·t'<~ 
'i:-'~ .. ,~-~! .. O .I~-. .-:'j ·'•::- . .'-: }-~_;_ .... ~ ~-_l'.--'.1·~:,;t:·. I .. U. -... '>},I.~~-~ :~ .. ..... vy_ , ~~'-.Q.~> .. :v:g ~ .. ""'-:.-~-~ ... Ct-\,.,.:-,. _ _._: ·J-'~~;;: .. ·1 ·· .. ~:..<;•·hJ .. : :r···~ . .0>. •-::- .·~ .... l._1:, .. ·::~_-"":' -~ .-'f. 

·optimlzirig treatrnent processes, 

vVfo1tW$!re the ,auses of h:1creasedfov:ets ofhacteria•flncluding focal). tevefs that f re<.'ltj about? 
H~vethe caus~s tlel;ti s.µfflden t!yMdressed? ff no.t\t/h~t rteedst6 be done to.preventthfs.Jrom 
!Jappenrng ~gain 7 
/i,s. is the :case with mo~t sysµ:n.,;; which treat srn·fgce vv~te( rn9ny factyff tt,ntribptecl trJthe 



el'T/iron111ent whh.::h a!low€d bacteria to pi-oHferate. One of the tri;fofactqr~ in qurc0se is:that 
when w;,t.c~rti"'avelsttfroughthe 600 rrd/es of the City's distrihutfo.nrna!ns. if wUI,. at timesi in 
.ce:rt2.!h1 ~reas qfthe city; r.esideinthe: systetnfQf different period$ oftirtie. Wtiter purch;$ed 
fr.orn the Detroi(Wlfor 4 Be\f,li'Jge Departn1em 1$. drawn frorn Lake H:Ui"Oi\ thie.1h11&ted, arid theti 
it travels over 60 mil es to re;_,ch the Cty .J3y t['ici ti rri/2 the W$ter Ji$8Gt1B$ pj tn:t it15 :,:tcibl.e a pd 
c~pableofi.ivlthsta1jtUng this tyµe0f re:sidern::y tJme with the systern. V,/ater drawnfrorn theFlh,t 
River;. sp ecrfi.cai 1 t: · Hi turni'ner rr: ontht \vh en the temperature is tr uctuatrng; is rr1oresuso2ptih!e to 

•!~1r~~~;~:J~;;e~~1:~1i~~;:~~: s;~~l1:~1~~~:r~~~~~e!~{~1'.'~~~:h~!;~;:;~~;;: b~:.;;;;:;~~!~~::n. (Piftt·· 

2.p.pi·oxirnately oneweek. 

Thf Depaftroent tifErW:itomne.ntal O:t.1c1htv (DEQ) utqlifres th;:it. i:i r:nrnirtiU1)1 onco tests be 
performed n10nth!y fbrchiorirre resi<Juals ttV~tipus foeshons :thro!Jgh¢Ut the system. vVhen 
residua! fovels aretoqiov!., i\ :::reates:iSin enviht..\rifnB-ntin \J\i'hkhhartetia wch i;iSJecal (:rJiifonn ctn 
§tb~v. /1.ftet swltchingsources,we encountered testingsitts inJµne}G14 th,3t were consistently 
r;.:!turrfa'lg ib\<V rn$l(JL;:r;1/ !e\ieb, Sev'ira! of these $fret. became areas that.totaLcohforrnwGs 
?V~ntqaHv cletf.'Cted and µlti11'iateiy ,;b4H 'w'a:ter'' t-'ictices: w'eYt 1\sVed. Aiiir:1tficantt:au:st tifthis i$ . 

attribute.d to a.:g~d ipftJstructur~ ,yh kh \nclpd~$ btqke:n \1a!\~ecs.. 

Th0 necess2:1rv repaks t'ind adjustments have been rnade to bringbacteria to acceptable levels 
with the exc:~ptici:'.i Qfont:test sit€;,, the 2500 block of Flushing Road, \vhere lov-1 residU.:1! levels 
conhnqe/The CLtv ~>;:pec:ts and is• attive!'{se$rthi r1g for valve is:;Ltes. ·-r hi::> .E1.ngi n0erfng firm Lti.N& . 
Potter Con suiting isyvorklng tQ dcv~iQp Jhyd(ll!ljC rr1qdgl(/ the dJstFibqtkJt1 S\f$terr1 .$f)d h9ye 
the,~blHty fo use unidirectional Hushing thaivviH assrstip ~dzfres?tng ac;;;as v1her(:) resrdq3l\f..;v~l$ 
tire fq,;..vi 

Th~ City \as dQ.0e internal t.~~t:ing:ret:efrtlytha.t $ho\vs~H e,gfo sitet cuntmtJy wiiH ur,i:!¢i'ne~th 
the Maxirnurn Coritan,,riaptteyef $GG the next officiJI :tesJfng dctte is due.to the bEt). brM21rch 
V'\2015, 

fr.vl;as mc¢.ntlv anrtAunc,~din•thenewsth~tG¢vetnorSnyd$r~aveFHnt$lrMi!lkmtoHXthe> 
water prob[em~? Is thi~ true? · 
Yes, Under the. state\; Ffr1and2Hy Distre$sed C)ti~s ,. \/ii!age$ and Townships· C1f?1 nt ProgriJt0 i. nint. 
W~s awarded$.2 roll I.ion to help addr'ess sorneofthe problerns associated with an agln~v»'ater 
(l!stt:bµtir.m sys;te:tn. Whi!0th~ City QfF1k1t is v.er-::v appfei~iathte oft:he grant, ifs gdfr1gto tJke 2, 

SU.b$t8ntlaHygre21ter arJ\()W)t t:Q fonv ad¢r:e$t the in\OJ'Q\lern¢f'rts needetL 
The grant vvil1 cover two .$ignjficantproJects, 9n$,. to t,iecornrnis$iQII the lntinetcitor tllat vV!)l 
resDlt.ih "-'$400;<000 ki savings annual ly to the sev,/E:T fund andtv,10, a c:ornpJete le::ikdetect1on 
perfrJt1-r1e:lJ Qn clli i:Jf Hit': lr.irge fr::1ti$tnissiori rriiii.ns itithe City thatwnl ,-educe water toss,thereby 
tre~tlf1g a s.av1n~$11) .the. wate:rfUdd'. 

Th!s 1ssue did •nof h~ppery before the switch from Detroit w;;t~r to Flin{ w~ter. Why now? 

·:;:~~:r;~:~·~;::~ti;;:~~~e;o;·:::~~~i~:;;;Li~:1;:l;~~;,~r:~cr:~;~;e;;::~~~;.:~:8~::•;i~~;!:1·• 

deve:lop1Ylerrt1_-ff a n'loteeffectf.ze at:d C0!1Si$t¢m preve1'itatiVe rtainten$i'lt¢ prqg(ahi.~Ji~l a 
Cap;tai lrr1prnve,rn~nt Pla0tht:1t v,1m re.suit ir.>a rnqre r-~H~b!e vvatet d1$1ttib4tJ¢r1 Cehter t:)v:er tlrne. 



Wasft known pd¢T ~o the switch frorr\Detroft water to FHntwater thfinhere wouh:t be 
problems. managing cert<1in bacterb:i leveI(? · 
It w'as underslob<l thatthe flint Ri\1erwou!d.be. subjecfto variation5 du~to ternperature 

.~~:~;~~1~~~r::::t,:~;·;~~~:~,~~~:e;f~;:;;;·=p;::::~~~~:':;~a\~¢~:.~:~~~·6~1~c;vf~:;.::~Zir: .. 
LAN engineeripgcqnSLiltantsa.nd th0 DfJL tt Wds deterrr1]pP-dth:ot Phnth$s.the e:quip:rnerit and 
the <:apadtyto me.et the dernands oftre,,rtlng river\l\i'.atec 

SoJfi the tnaior{ty of cases, it's ;;afo to drinkFlrn:ttap water? 
Ve,;, <'}S safe it PC$~Jblv can l)e .. Hovveye1' + a pc:!rspn hjs acor-ripromised. itnfnunesysttt'n thGn 
he/sheshou]r:i. 0"i1SU'lt V: 1ith· f,1c;r1·+·l·~ ... ·p:hwJ,-ia :r~ f··1··t··,/t : l:t.· k• ;:1·J\o· . ·''·;:r"1·.;:,. i·(yh.;;;'t'·h ···,,.-,d br•l.,t:f, ·vhur t·:.;:,,::;•l··h·· .. 

.... ......... ,' ,-.i ·~:-....J\ ·:-. •, .· .,,'.-:.·.'·.":"-.· .. ::!.~ .. },_r.':"')·"°': ... ·· · .... ·~ .. ::.:.: .. ··'·"' ~-..,·. ~ ..... ,.,. ......... ~---~-"'~-:-··:· 9\.~~ .. · ... ".'·~"-:~ :'f ........ ·.: ·:~~-:\" ... . 

usirigthe water: 

What ~b.qutthe '"ha(dnes$n !:it the \.V~t¢r? 
The F nnt Rfver 1$ <J hE!td~r \N8t~r- source than 'W1:1t~r drawrdro.rn Lakl:; H~ir~r. Hwdness i$ d2\ssified 
as having a higher mineral content than '·'soft \vatei\ \i\'ith the: rn0+11 cor.cenJrc::ticn betngcaji.:)urn 
di'.\d rf1i'Ighiesiui'n Wahfrha:'d,1ess iSno:tconsidered bl/the tP,A, tobe ahealth•hazarci. 
Water hardness /."i!3s.b~t~h kno:vvh to irtipactthi;1~s such as deaning t;tsk.s,such a$ !s1.indry,, 
d1sl}washing.c bathing p~rs(.irmJgrooming, G,1i:fh$t ajso tieen ~1sS:o:titted .With SQrntfnrns qf skin 
irdtati on such qS eqerrq, 

What ar¢ the Pl~blic reportrngtequrtetnents fur these sorts of problamst arid ha:sthe City lr:i~t 
\h{}s~ requirern~nts?\t\lh~t r.anbe tior.e t¢tottwnuhttats useful Jnforrnat1on about a pubik. 
he~lth thr~at In ttrrr~l}er manner? · 

The EPA 2.010 '(R.evised Pu bile Notification t,andbook'' has 0 specific fyr;e,3i}~()\iVf) of the e!eiJF.mt$ 
reqU}ri.c'd in pubht f\;;:,ttfo:;at106s tmd inc1udes usable temp!Btes, The EPA has three .differenttlers 
::it',.·o· c··,•,,t . .,,d··· ,i:;;,,; · "o·rn· . .,.. .. ,.,-·;''\(,;. .... ,, .. 0 ·r· h1s··t',,,;.s·1"'" (·r\NS\ 6 ·'c··k ·,.;-1·t·(;.· •·p· c,c··1f'1" :i-,.,:.,,·c;;.i:.-a· m· . e· ·~··a·r,-,.-i "f.··?P·~- ....... 1q_ __ .-;...._ 'l\.'°1.·~l :_l_:G ..... ! .. l-i.~\.-sih·t.r. .~J'\i~~~~-- /j.:.·.:,1.;..-:)) .. "...:). \ ... :. ,:}J:)·:.~:r:l...)} \:Y . . q·:;, ·.-.~ ~· · i.i:.~-.1 t 1h.:q - :· ~ ·.·.'.:::1-··.-.. :;~~ 

requlret'r)E\ntsthc!l tr'!gger upon lssuai)te of th~ Vfi5laticih: . 

~. Tier 1. tWSmusfp.ro\iidf;' P\lt,i1Jpriotificationwithlrt24hqtJrfPf$v!olatJqn ,;int:! ~c,nt\t}ti~thi1 Js 
directed :b\' the. ¢1Nfria>'Y agency . 
.. Tlet 2< cws mii$tprov,dt~ pubfrc notification WlthHt 30days of a vrotatio.rtcrtrd cdritinue this 
everythree\':r1or1:th$ Until the vi6!at1qn 1s n2st>k¢d 
~·.·tier g, cwsrnyst provide public notlflcafaonw!tbfn <meyeaf i'Ihdthe EPA.rect:1rnrnendsrepeat 
octurtent.'es he provrded in an annual notice 

Ttit? curr-efrtvfr.)iatioh is classified i;s a her 2 Viofot!On and was issued Dec.ember 16,. 2014. 

Besfd~s th~ horn~ nptiffcadons, where cant f.fod offfclaJ t{)romuntcatic.i.rt$<an<i $ny 1.1pd.~t~s on 
the flfnt waterfasu1:? 
The City posts information onth:e City ofFHntwehs!t.e at ~~~\Y.lLF(tYS?:ii!!.t:i:hf,T!J!>There i~ ;3 special 
settioh d:2djcateq tb addJeS~:,ih~ F!1rrtW~ter c.dn¢erns ;.ind µ'1tovidihg Urt-to~the~rt1in,.lte updates. ln 



addition, updates can be fotmd on Flint's F0cE:'bt:mk p.igeiand citizens mpy ~!so t:all the F-frnt 
VVatt'ir PJ2tnt &.Fac:Wties at810~787-5537 -,,~iith questions, 

:e~~~;:1;:~:i:·~:::i~~t:~1!;:~.r~~~:~:;~~e!~\.:::t~;Ji:,~n=~~~n~~::•:~cla~:=~i:~:::f !~~~.d. 
processJhey reqwested permission to transfer 1Naterc!eilvf!ryfor that s:p:tclfk process to Flint 
Townshi1'>This reptesents onlv 10% of the water pl.t'chased and used by iSrvrat the entire site, :t~;:1

:~~~~: r:~~~:!i~:;;t.~~t:t;n~~ageihdudfa~ ail of the dtlrikiti~\iJate(for GM employees is 

Resr1edfollv St1~rtHHed . 
. . •l• .. ·······~ ..... .. . .. J_ 

.,..-----~ ..... , .......... , .............................................. ___ _ 
Howard n. Groft 
Pup!k vVorks bkecfor 



(;·f\~~t~!{~ ~li!~1 ~~fl)~*.~ 

"If f§l ~~t~t~t~I}Z'3})' 1\-1 ~l~i.~~t{~rt· 

TO; 

FROlVh 

·n A· '"IPE' 
.. ~ ./~ ,I .. I.~.{: 

Wayne Workmanr Deptrty Tteastli'et 
T reastlry DepatiJi'lent 
State· ofJv1ichigan . 

A,s the Emergcncy1'fanager for the City of Flint, J arn charged. vvithrestoringthG City goven;ment 
to ffoandal sol.v¢.ncy, und v'v-orking to assure that the City moves forw-ard on a financially 
siis~ir1zfbl~ basis, T'.he steps taken over th~ past thteeyea.rs have he:er1 dif1icult. Taxes and fees have 
been raised~ servicesand wotk:force reduced; and on.goii1g c.t)sl.s, including legacy costs, have b.een 
constrained. · · · 

111e cWTent controversy siltrou:nding the. provision of watet, and the path for resolution; has: a 
ppteptiaJly signifi.cant impact on the p:togress that is beittg made-.. r am satisfied that the >rvater 
provided to Flint user5, todav is 'within all :MUEQ and EPA gllkklin.es, t1s ~videtice<i by theiiJbst 
recet1twater quality results co.nductedfbr MDEQ~ \Vel1{lve a contil)ufng commitment to maintain 
water safety and to improve ,1vi1tet quality, .and .have dedicated resources to assure this co111ITlitn1tmt 
~'ill. be, ma:de; 

The otl~repeated s:uggestion that the City should return to D\.VSD, ¢:yen for a. sht>ii peti(1d of time, 
\vould, in n1yjudgment, have extremely n¢gative financialconsequences to the wa:tqrsystem~ and 
cons¢quent1y to the rate payers. By the most conservative estimates, such a move would increase 
costs by at k~st$12rnillio11. aiinuaUy; with that atno:1.mt achieved only byeiiininating \1himtlly an 
budgeted improvements in t!1e systern, For a system with Unrestricted Assets of only $740,7 45~ 
according to the June 30, 2014 audited fina11cial stater~1~nts, the only _recourse -.;..vi:thfo the City1:s 
c:oiitrol would be ·fo increasefovenues significantly. And in my judgment; that ,votddcome :from 
taisfog raties for ,vatet by 30i)~; or more . Furtlwl; changing the source of the city's water wonld 
not necessarily change any of the aestheiict ofthe Water. iticludi:ng odoi and discoloration~ since 
those appt~ar to be directly rel.ated to the aging pipes ;:thd otht1'. · infrt1$trt1ctwe that <'.,an:y W{ltet from 
the treatrnent facility to our customers. · .· · · 
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This direction of discussion also deviates from what, in my judgment, should be the focus: How 
can we not only operate and maintain a system to assure the delivery of safe and quality water 
dependably, but significantly reduce the cost of water and sewer to the users? At an average of 
$149 per month for water and sewer service for a residential user, the cost is extremely high in 
comparison to surrounding areas, as well as most areas across the state, and creates a significant 
financial burden for many users. In my judgment, we should all be concentrating on how to reduce 
rates by 50% or more. Unfortunately, there are no easy or evident answers, and continuation of 
the status will be an impediment to the sustainable recovery of the City of Flint. It is a conversation 
that I expect we will have with the recently created Water Quality Advisory Committee. 

My reasoning for this conclusion is as follows: . 

One of the decisions made in the context of beginning to eliminate deficits and to restore financial 
stability to the City of Flint was to increase water and sewer rates significantly - the only choice 
available to financially stabilize a system that as of June 30, 2012, had a deficit of $8,758,091. 
Another was to leave DWDS for the KWA because it offered the opportunity to lower future rate 
increases. A third decision was to utilize the Flint River on an interim basis when DWSD 
unilaterally terminated the City's contract for water purchase. That decision was made because it 
also offered an immediate cost savings opportunity which translated into the ability to upgrade the 
Water Treatment Plant without having to seek financing. It was a reasonable decision because of 
our experience in using the river in a back-up capacity, including test runs on a quarterly basis for 
several decades. 

Unfortunately, the switch to the river as a primary source was more challenging than anticipated, 
and the harsh winter of2013-2014 resulted in much more damage to the aging water infrastructure 
than in previous years. The result was the issuance of required notices that water exceeded 
established guidelines for safety as it could affect certain vulnerable populations, and some users 
of the system experienced unpleasant odors and discoloration. Some users also appeared to have 
had some negative reactions to the new source of water. However, as soon as the test results were 
known, City staff took immediate actions to address the concerns. These actions are evidenced 
today by the fact that MDEQ has certified that our most recent testing shows water from all testing 
sites to be well within acceptable guidelines. Additionally, the City is continuing to taking the 
necessary actions to assure that the water supply remains safe and that water quality continues to 
improve. 

As the City has moved to address the situation, the suggestion continues to be made that the City 
should re-engage with DWSD and purchase water at least until the KWA pipeline is supplying 
water. As evidenced by the most recent letter from DWSD, such a decision would immediately 
increase the City's cost by $846,700 per month, or $10,160,400 per year, just for the fixed cost 
portion of the price. The actual purchase of water would be an additional fee, and dependent upon 
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the quantity purchased. We estimate the actual water purchase cost to average more than $1 million 
per month, for a grand total of approximately $22 million per year. Finally, the DWSD offer is 
conditioned upon the City ( or presumably the KW A) agreeing to negotiate a long term contract 
(30 years) for back-up. 

The $22 million annual estimate of increased costs to purchase water from DWSD would be 
minimally offset by an approximate $3 million in reduced operating costs, and could be further 
offset by an additional $9 million, but only if all funding for capital improvements to the system 
are eliminated. To eliminate all funding dedicated to repairing, stabilizing, and improving the 
system would be totally irresponsible and would have long term negative consequences to the City 
and to future rate payers. 

As you are aware we have recently brought in outside expert assistance to evaluate the steps we 
have taken to assure that the water is safe and to continue to improve water quality. We are 
expecting specific recommendations within the next few weeks, and are committed to 
implementing those recommendations in a timely manner. Many steps have already been taken. I 
am confident that implementing their recommendations will assure a continuing supply of safe 
water as well as improved quality, and at far less cost than re-engaging DWSD. 

We have also created a 40-member Water Advisory Committee and a 13-member Technical 
Advisory Committee to assure two-way communication with the public and users of the system. 
Those committees will begin to meet this week, and we look forward to answering their questions 
and receiving their input. 

It is unfortunate that problems and concerns with quality have arisen, and we are working every 
day to address the issues that caused them. Maintaining safe water and improving quality is a top 
priority as we work to make the City of Flint an attractive place to live, work, study, and play. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Harvey 

Green, Warren < 
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:47 AM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Home Treatment Systems 
GE Softener.pdf; WB #900IF.pdf 

The following information below is presented for your review and consideration per our previous discussion on home 
water treatment systems. The following products are available at Home Depot but equal products are also available at 
Loews and from Culligan. The installation cost estimates are based on several recent installations in my area. Install 
costs will be impacted by location conditions and will be site specific. Please note these systems require maintenance to 
meet the published water quality standards. If not properly maintained water quality issue will not be 
mitigated. lnstallation/O&M manual are both systems are attached. 

Home Treatment Systems: Sized for typical 3-bedroom, two bath home. 

For Iron Removal: 
Water Boss Model #9001F -Available at Home Depot 
The WaterBoss 9001F is a whole-house water treatment system designed for severe water conditions. The 9001F also 
reduces iron bacteria and up to 1 ppm of hydrogen sulfide. 
• Handles up to 15 ppm of iron 
• Regenerates with potassium permanganate {Chemical not available at Home Depot) 
• Factory installed bypass 
• 3/4 in. or 1 in. connections 
• Safety shut-off system 

• 3/10 Year limited warranty 
• Treats flows up to 6 gpm. 

Cost: Equipment $400 
Installation $1000 {Install cost will vary depending on numerous factors) 



For Softening and Iron removal: 
GE Model# GXSH40V -Available at Home Depot 
The GE 40,000-Grain Water Softener System features SmartSoft technology that monitors water usage and anticipates 
future demand so you don't run out of soft water. It has 125 grains per gallon maximum hardness-removal capacity and 
it also removes 10 PPM of iron. Handy features such as programmable operation, an alarm and indicator lights and a 
permanent memory offer reliable, hassle-free operation. This system has the capacity and convenience features that 
make it ideal for families of 4 or more. 
• 40,200 Grain capacity 

• Maximum hardness removal 125 gpg 

• Maximum iron removal 10 ppm (does not require potassium permanganate) 

• Efficiency (5100 gpg)- Salt Capacity (230 lbs) 

• GE exclusive custom select blending valve, allows you to select how soft you want your water 

• Self-cleaning sediment filter protects your home's plumbing 

• Plumbing connection up to 1.25 in. 

• Treats flows up to 9.5 gpm 

Cost: Equipment $500 
Installation $1000 {Install cost will vary depending on numerous factors) 

Please advise if you have any questions or need additional information. 

Kindest Regards 

Warren 

J. Warren Green, PE 
Senior Associate, Director of Engineering 

Lockwood~ Andrews 
& Newnam, Inc, 

One Oakbrook Terrace, 22nd Street and Butterfield Road, Suite 207 • Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181 
T 630.495.4123 x 6609 D 630.495.4199 C 630.918.2494 
'./VWW.!~r:-in::.c:on-, •••••••• 
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Water Softening 
System 

llilillltl] 
lf~B.i.Rir.iB1il$.] 

Modeis GXSH40V, GXSH4.5V 

Write the model and ser/cif 
numbers here: 

Model# _____ _ 
Seri(!/# ______ _ 
To find these numbei-s, lift 
the cove1· and look on the rim 
below the contrnl pone!. 

Systems tested and certified by NSF lnternationa! ogainst 
NSF/ANSI Standard tiLf for the chemical reduction claims 
specified on page 3, and certified to NSF/Ar\JSI 372. 

Systems Tested and Certified by the Water Quality Association 
ogainst CSA B483.l. 

!f you have any questions or concerns when installing or maintaining your 
water softener, call our toll free number at 800-952-5039 {USI or 866-777-7627 
(Canadal, or visit www.geappiiances.com. When you co!!, pieose be prepmed 
to provide the mode! and seria! number of your product. This information con 
be found on the roting decal located on the rim under the sa!t cover, 

7329201 49-50283-6 06-14 GE 



IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. 
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING. 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
WARNf NG! For your safety, the information in this manual must be foi!owed to minimize 
the risk of electric shock, propertv damage or personal injwy 

A DANGER: 
El ectrfc Shock Hazard: 
Install metal ground clamp to metal house 
water supply pipe before beginning 
installation. Securely tighten connection in 
center of metal ground clamp. Failure to do 
so can result in death or electric: shock. 

::::, Check and comply with your state and local 
codes. You must follow these guidelines. 

,;:;: Use care when handling the water softening 
system. Do not turn upside down, drnp, dmg or 
set on shmp protrusions. 

::::: Water softening systems using sodium chloride 
(salt) for recharge odd sodium to the water. 
Persons on sodium restricted diets should 
consider the added sodium as part of their 
overall intake. Potassium ch!Ol"ide can be used 
as an alternative to sodium chloi-ide in your 
softener. 

::::, Use only lead-free solder and flux for all sweat-
solder connections, as r·equir·ed by state and 
'federal codes. 

,;:;: This water softening system must be properly 
installed and locoted in accordonce with the 
installation instructions before it is used. 

::::: Keep the sait hole cove1· in place on the softene1· 
unless servicin9 the unit or refilling with salt. 

In the state of California: You must turn the 
Salt Efficiency Feature setting to ON. This may 
initiate more frequent recharges. However it 
will operate at 4,000 grains per pound of salt or 
higher. To turn on the Salt Efficiency Feature, 
follow the instructions in the "Salt Saver" 
section of this manual 

A WARNING; Oonotusewithwater 
that is microbioio9ically unsafe or of unknown 
quality without adequate disinfection before 
or after the system. 

A WARNING; Discard aii unused 
parts and packaging material after 
installation. Small parts r·emainina after· the 
installation could be a choke hoza1·d. 

::::: The water softening systern works on 24 volt-
60 Hz eiectricai power on!y. Be sure to use the 
included external power supply. 

' Externo! power supply must be plugged into on 
indoor 120 volt, grnunded outlet only. 

, Use clean wotei- softening salts only, at least 
99.5% pure. NUGGET, PELLET or coarse SOLAR 
saits ore recommended. Do not use rock, b!ock, 
granulated or ice cream making saits. These 
types of salts may contain dirt and sediments 
that might mush or cake, creating maintenance 
issues for the water softener. 

::::, Avoid installing in direct sunlight. Excessive 
heat moy cause distortion or other damoge to 
non-metollic parts. 

:::,, If installing the woter softener outdoors, do 
not locate whei-e it will be exposed to wet 
weather. direct sunliaht, extreme hot or cold 
temperatures, or othe1· forms of abuse. 

In the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 
Plumbing Code 248 CMR shall be adhered to. 
Consult with your licensed plumber. 

READ AND FOLLOW THIS SAFETY INFORMATION CAREFULLY, 

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS 
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Specifications and Performance Claims. 

This model is efficiency rnted. The efficiency rating is \1ulid only otthe minimum stated sa!t dose. The softener hos a demand 
initiated regenerot.ion ID.I.RI feature that complies with specific performance specifications intended to minimize the amount 
of regenerant brine and water used in its operation. 

The softener has a rated so!t efficiency· of not less thon 11,000 grains of total hardness exchange per pound of salt lbosed on 
sodium chloride), and shail not deliver more sa!t than its listed rating or be operated at a sustained maximum service flaw 
rate greater than its listed rating. This softener has been proven ta deliver soft water far at least ten cantinuaus minutes at 
the roted service flow rate. The rated salt efficiency is measured by laboratory test described in NSF/ANSI Stondard 44. These 
tests represent the rmiximum possible efficiency thot the system can achieve. Operntional efficiency is the octual efficiency 
after the system has been installed. It is typically less them the efficiency, due to indi\1idual upplicution factors including water 
hardness, water usage, and other contaminants thot reduce the softener's capacity. 

Specifications 

Model 

Rated Cupacit)1* I Grains@ Sa!t Dose) 

Roted Efficiency" {Groins/Pound of Salt@ Minimum So!t Dose! 

Water used during Regeneration {gallons/grains) 

Total Water Used per Regeneration@ Moximum Salt Dose 

Amount af High Capacity Ion Exchange Resin (lb/cu.ft.) 

Resin Tank Nominal Size iin, dia. x height) 

Service Flow Rate (gpmi 

Pressure Drop at Rated Service Flow lpsig) 

Water Supply Maximum Hardness (gpg) 

Water Supply Maximum Clear Water Iron (ppm)*** 

Water Pressure Limits (minimum-maximum psi)**** 

Water Temperature Limits !minimum-max. 'Fl 

Maximum Flow Rate to Drain {gpm) 

These systems conform to NSF/ANSI 44 for 
the specific capacity daims as verified and 
substant.ioted by test data. 

Testing wos pe1ionned using pellet grade 
sodium chloride as the regenerant salt. 

** Efficiency rating is valid on!y at the lowest 
stated salt dosage. These softeners were 
efficiency rated according to NSFi,;NSI 44. 

Contaminant 

Barium 

Radium 226/228 

GXSH40V 

11.700@ 2.3 !bs 
31..500@ 8. 7 lbs. 

40,000@ 15.l lbs. 

5,100@ 2.3 lbs. 

2.7/1000 

37.0 gallons 

57.56/U.l. 

9 X 40 

9.5 

12.7 

110 

8 

20-125 

1;0-120 

2.3 

13,200@ 2.6 lbs 
35,700@ 9.9 lbs. 

45,100@ 17 0 lbs. 

5,090@ 2.6 lbs. 

2.8/1000 

43.0 galions 

65.0/1.25 

10 X 40 

9.5 

10.3 

160 

10 

20·-l.25 

40-120 

2.3 

Performance Claims 

Influent Maximum Allowable 
Challenge Level Product Water level 

10 ;;,10% mg/l. 2.0 mg/l. 

25 pCi/L. SpCi/l. 

*** Extent of iron removal may vary with Test parameters include: pH= 7.5±0.5, flow rate= 7.5 gpm 
conditions. The copucity to reduce clear water and dynamic pressure= 35±5 psig 
iron is substontiated by· \NQA test data. State 
of Wisconsin requires odditional treotment 
if water supply contains greater than 5 ppm 
c!ear water iron. Refer to Cleaning Iron Out of 
the Water Softening System section. 

**** Cana do working pressure !imits: 1.11-7.0 kg/cm'. 
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About the water softener system. 
SERVICE 
When the water softening system is providing 
soft water. it is caiied "Service." During service, 
hard water flows from the house main water pipe 
into the water softening system. inside the water 
softening system resin tank is a bed made up of 
thousands of tiny, plostic resin beads. As hard 
woter passes through the bed, each bead attrocts 
and hoids the hard minerals. This is calied ion
exchanging. It is much like o magnet attracting 
and hoiding metals. \Nater without hard minernls 
(soft water) flows from the water softening system 
and to the house pipes. 

AUTOMATIC HARD WATER BYPASS DURING 
RECHARGE 
Du1·ing 1·echarge the water softener is 
automatirnlly put in bypass mode allowing hard 
water to be available to the home. Once the 
softener is recharged water is directed bock 
through the softener to be conditioned. 

FILL 
Salt dissolved in water is called brine. Brine is 
needed to clean the hard minern!s from 1·esin 
beads. To make the brine, wate1· flows into the salt 
storage area during the fl!! stage. 

BRINING 
Du1·ing brining, b1·ine trnvels from the salt stornge 
meo into the resin tank. Brine is the cleaning agent 
needed to remove hard minerals from the resin 
beads. The hard minerals and brine are discharged 
to the drain. 

The nozzle and venturi create a suction to move 
the brine. maintaining o very siow rate to get the 
best r·esin deaning with the least salt. 

BRINE RINSE 
Afte1· a p1·e-measured amount of brine is used. 
the brine vaive doses. Water continues to flow in 
the same path as dLll'ing brining, except for the 
discontinued br·ine flow. Hard minernls and brine 
flush from the resin tonk to the drain 

4 

After a period of time, the resin beads become 
coated with hard minerals and they hove to 
be cleaned. This cleaning is called rechmge. 
Recharge is started at 2:00 AM (factory setting) by 
the woter softening system control, and consists 
of five stages or cyeles. These are F/U, BRINING, 
BRINE RINSE, BACKWASH and FAST RINSE. 

However, you should avoid using HOT water 
because the water heater will fill with the hard 
water. 

BACKWASH 
During backwash, water travels up through 
the resin tank at a fast fiow rote, flushing 
accumulated ii-on, dirt and sediments 
from the resin bed and to the drain. 

FAST RINSE 
Backwash is followed bv a fast flow of wate1· down 
through the resin tank. The fast flow flushes brine 
from the bottom of the tank, 
and packs the resin bed. 

.£\fter fast rinse, the water softening system returns 
to soft wate1· service. 



About the water softener system. 

NORMAL OPERATION, CONTROL DISPLAYS 
During normal operation, the present time of 
day and AM or ~1M and DAYS ro EMPTY show 
in the control display area. 

The svstem will automatically rechmge at the 
preset recharge time OS needed. 

FEATURE: OPTIONAL RECHARGE CONTROLS 
Sometimes, a manually started recharge may 
be desired 01· needed. Two exampies: 

::::: You have used m01·e water thon usual (house 
guests, extra woshing, etc.) and you rnay run 
out of soft water before the next recnarge. 

::::: The system rnn out of salt. 

Use one of the following features to start a 
recharge immediately, or at the next preset 
rechmge start time. 

FEATURE: MEMORY 
If electrical powe1· to the water softening system is 
interrupted, the control display is blank, and the blue 
indicator light is off, but the control keeps correct 
time for 2li hours. When power is restored, you hove 
to reset the p1·esent time oniy if the display and blue 
indicator· light are floshing Ali other settings me 
maintained and never· requir·e resetting unless a 
change is desired. 

FEATURE/SERVICE: AUTOMATIC 
ELECTRONIC DIAGNOSIS 
The control computer has a seif-diognostic 
function for the electricol system (except input 
Power· and water meter). The computer monitor'S 
the eiectronic conwonents and circuits for correct 
ooerotion. If a malfunction occu1·s, on error code 
appears in the control display. 
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RECHARGE TONIGHT 
Touch (do not hold) the RECHARGE button. 
RECHARGE TONIGHT foshes in the control display 
mea. ;:,., recharge will occur· at the next preset. 
recharge stort time. if you decide to cancel this 
recharge, touch the some button once more. 

RECHARGE NOW 
Press and hold the RECHARGE button untii 
RECHARGE NOW starts to flosh in the control 
display mea. The wate1· softening systen: be_gins 
an immediate 1·echarge and, when over 111 about 
two hours, you will hove a new supply of soft 
water. Once started, you cannot cancel this 
recharge. 

If the time is fiashing ofter a long power outage, 
the water softening system continues to wo1·k as 
it shouid to provide you with soft watei-. However, 
1·echarge may occur at the wrong time of day until 
you reset the control to the cor·rect time 
of day. 



About the water softener system. 

WATER CONDITION INFORMATION 
IRON 
Iron in water can cause stains on clothina and 
plumbing fixtures. It can negatively affect the 
taste of food.drinking wate1·, and other beverages. 
lrnn in water is measured in parts per million 
(ppm). The total' ppm of irnn, and type 01· types', 
is determined by chemical anaiysis. Four different 
types of iron in water ore: 

':':': Ferrous (clear water) iron 
':':': Ferric (red water) iron 
':':': Bacteriai and organicaiiy bound iron 
':':': Coiioidal and inorganically bound iron {ferrous 

or ferric) 

Fermus (eiear water) iron is soiuble and dissolves 
in water. This water· softener will ;·educe 
moderate amounts of this type of iron (see 
specifications)** Ferrous (elem water) iron is 
usually detected by taking a sample of wate1· in 
a clear bottle or glass. immediately after taking. 
the sample is elem. As the water sampie stands. 
it gradually clouds and turns siightiy yeiiow or 
brown as air oxidizes the iron. This usually occurs 
in 15 to 30 minutes. 

When using the softener to reduce Ferrous (dear 
water) iron, add 5 grains to the hardness setting 
fore very 1 ppm of Ferrous (clear wate1·) iron. See 
"Set Water Hardness Number-'' section. 

Ferric {red water"), and bacteria! and organically 
bound irnns are insoluble. This water softener· 
wiii not remove forr·ic or bacterial iron. This iron 
is visible immediately when drown from a faucet 
because it has oxidized befo1·e reaching the 
home. It appears as small cloudy yellow. orange, 
or 1·eddish suspended particles. Afte1· the water 
stands for a period of time.the pmticles settle to 
the bottom of the containe1·. Generally these irons 
ore removed from water by filtration. Chiorination 
is also recommended for bacterial iron. 
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Colloidal and ino1·ganically bound iron is of feri-ic 
or ferrous form that will not filter or e;,change 
out of water. This water softene1· wiii not remove 
colloidal iron. In some instances, t1·eatment 
may improve colloidai iron water. Coiioidal iron 
water usually has a yellow appearance when 
drawn. Afte1· standing for severni hours, the coior 
pe1·sists and the iron does not settle.but remains 
suspended in the water. 

SEDIMENT 
Sediment is fine. fo1·eign materiai pmticles 
susoended in wote1·. This water softener will not 
ren1ove sediment. This material is most often clay 
m silt. Extreme amounts of sediment may give 
the wate1· a cloudy appearance. A sediment filter 
instaiied upstream of the water· softener normaiiy 
corrects this situation. 

·• Water may contain one or more of the four 
types of iron and any combination of these Total 
iron is the sum of the contents. 

** Capacity to reduce clear water iron is 
substantiated by WQA test data. 

CHLORINE 
Softener r·esins may degrade in the presence 
of chlorine above 2 ppm. If you have chlorine 
in excess of this amount, you moy experience 
reduced iifo of the resin. In these conditions, you 
may wish to consider purchasing a GE point-of
entry household filtration system with a chlorine 
reducing fiiter. 



Before you start. 

BEFORE VOU START 
:::::: The water softener requires a minimum water flow of 3 goiions per minute at the inlet. Maximum 

allowable inlet wate1· pressu1·e is 125 psi. If daytime pressure is over 80 psi, nighttime p1·essure may 
exceed the maximum. Use a pressure reducing valve if necessary {Adding a pressure reducing valve 
may reduce the fow). If your home is equipped with a back flow preventer, an expansion tank must 
be instaiied in accordance with loco! codes and iaws. 

:::::: The water· softener uses a direct plug--in extemai power· supply (included). Be sure to use the included 
power supply and piug it into a nominai 120V. 60 cycle household outlet that is in a dry location only. 
grounded and properly protected by on over current device such as a circuit breaker or fuse. 

,,:;:, Do not use this system to treat water that is microbiologically unsafo or of unknown quolity without 
adequote disinfection upstreorn or downstreorn of the systern. 

TOOLS AND MATERIALS REQUIRED FOR INSTALLATION 
'='"' Pliers '''=' f~azo1· knife 

'''=' Two adjustable w1·enches :;::;: Screwdriver 

'='"' Teflon tape ':':' Additional tools may be required if modification 
to home plumbing is necessmy. 

INSPECT SHIPMENT 
The parts required to assemble ond install the woter softener are included with the unit. Thoroughly check 
the water so-ftener for possible shippin;J dama;Je cmd parts loss. Aiso inspect cmd note any darnoge to the 
shipping carton. 

Remove and discard !or recycle) all pocking materials. To avoid loss of smail ports, we suggest you keep the 
small ports in the parts bog until you ore ready to use them. 

WARNING! Discord all unused parts and packaging materiai after instaiiation. Smaii parts 
remaining after the insta//ation could be a choke hazord. 

NOTE: Failure to comply with these installation instructions will void the product warranty, and the 
installer will be responsible for any service, repair or damages caused thereby. 
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Installation Requirements. 
LOCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Consider all of the following when selecting an 
installation location for the water softene1-. 

::::: Do not locote the wate1- softener where freezing 
temperatures occur. Do not attempt to treat 
wate1- ove1- 120°F. Freezing temperatures or 
hot water damage voids the warranty. 

• To condition aii water in the home. install 
the woter softener dose to the wa·ter supply 
iniet, and upst1-eom of all other plumbing 
connections, except outside wate1- pioes. 
Outside faucets should r·emain on ha'rd water to 
ovoid wasting conditioned water and salt. 

::::: !, nemby drain is needed to carry owoy 
regeneration discharge (drain) water. Use a 
floor drain.laundry tub, sump, standpipe, 01-
other options(check your loco! codes). See 
"Air Gap Requi1-ements" and "Vaive Drain 
Requirements"sections. 

::::, The water softener uses a dir·ect piug-in 
external power supply (included). Be sure to 
use the ineluded power supply and plug it into 
a nominal 120V, 60 cyele household outiet that 
is in a dry location only, grounded and properly 
pmtected by an over current device such as a 
circuit breake1- or fuse. 

::::: /,lways instoll the water softener between 
the wate1- inlet and water heater. l\ny other 
instaiied water conditioning equipment should 
be installed between the water iniet and water 
softener (See Figure below). 

t, If installing the water softener outdoors, do 
not locate whe1-e it will be exposed to wet 
weather, direct suniiaht. extreme hot or- cold 
temperatures, or- other forms of abuse. 

•••••• DO NOT RUN HOT WATER THROUGH THE 
SOFTENER. Temperature of water passing 
thrnugh the softener must be less than 120" F. 

:::::: Avoid instoiiing in direct suniight. Excessive sun 
heat may cause disto1i:ion or other damage to 
non-metallic parts. 

:::::: When installing in an outside location you 
must take steps necessmy to assure the 
softener·. installation plumbing and wiring, me 
protected from the elements, direct sunlight, 
contomincmtion, vcmdolism, insects, ve1-min. etc. 

:::\ Do not install the softener where it would block 
occess to the water heater or access to the 
main water shutoff. 

DIMENSIONS 

~I~~-;~: 22--711~:: --~~ 

:l-'.!/4'' ti. .: i [!! 14-7116" 

Toor, "' : ~ l 
• .. :__ ----~'--~--=-'------------· 

TOP'V!EW 

SIDE VIEW 

.fg~~---. 

r I!_·---, ~---~. F.i; 
,\ /· 

J_ 
FHONTVIEW 

PROPER ORDER TO INSTALL WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT 
Untreated Water to ...,.___ ~---......, ........ =.,.....,.·pply 

, . Outside Faucets 
Cold vVater to House _--_--_· ---,--~ ~--c:,--'---

Hot Water to House ----· 1 

ID 
Water Water 
Heater Softener 
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Well 
Pump 



Installation Requirements. 
PLUMBING CODES 
.A.II plumbing must be completed in accordance 
with nationoi, state and loco! plumbing codes. 

In the state or Massachusetts. The Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts plumbing code 248-C/V/Fi shall be 
adhered to. A iicensed plumber shaii be used for 
this insta!!ation. 

AIR GAP REQUIREMENTS 
.A. drain is needed for regenerntion water !See 
Figure ll. A floor drnin, close to the water 
softener, is prefe1·red. A laundry tub, standpipe, 
etc. are other drain options. Secure valve drnin 
hose in place. Leave an ai1· gap of 1-1/2" between 
the end of the hose and the drain. This gap is 
needed to prevent bock flow of sewe1· water into 
the water softener. Do not put the end of the 
drain hose into the drain. 

,tit' Drain ./ Drain 
- Hose Ji(' Hose 

,£;_ ' 
j f I ,,/;';,,, 

l-1/2" .!..........::C ___ _ 
air gap f~~ 

1-1/2"\_ __ == ':IJ=... air gop ~ -

FLOOR DRAIN STANDPIPE LAUNDRY TUB 

Figure 1 
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VALVE DRAIN REQUIREMENTS 
Using the flexible drain hose (included) (see Figure 
2), measure and cut to the length needed. Fle;<ible 
droin hose is not ollowed in aii localities (check 
you1· plumbing codes). if locai codes do not allow 
use of a flexible drain hose, a rigid valve drain run 
must be used. Purchase a compression fitting (1/4 
NPT x 1/2 in. minimum tube) and 1/2" tubing from 
your iocal hardware store. Plumb a rigid drain as 
needed (See Figure 3). 

NOTE: Avoid drain hose runs longer than 30 feet. 
Avoid eievating the hose more than 8 feet above 
the floor. Make the valve drnin line as short and 
direct as possible. 

FLEXIBLE DRAIN LINE 

Drain hose adapter 

RIGID DRAIN LINE 

1/if" NPT Thread 
Barbs for 3/8" LD. tubing 

, / Hose clomp 

~Drrnnhose 

Figure 2 

Compression fitting 
1/4 NPT x 1/2" 0.f) 
tube (not provided) 

I 
---(0-(20~ 

Cut barbs from vcilve drciin f 
elbow (pull clip ond remove J./2" outside 
drain valve elbow frorn valve) diameter 

copper tube (not 
provide di 

Figure 3 



Installation Requirements. 
INLET/OUTLET PLUMBING REQUIREMENTS 
.£\!ways install eithe1· a single bypass vdve 
(provided),as shown in Figure t+, oi-, if desired. parts 
for- a 3 valve bypass system (not included) can be 
purchased and assembled. as shown in FigL;r-e 5. 
Bypass valves allow you to turn off water to the 
softener for maintenance if needed, but still have 
woter in house pipes. 
Pipe fittings must be 1/2" minimum. 
Use: 
s C:oppe1· pipe 
* Threaded pipe 
* PEX (Crosslinked Polyethylene) pipe 
* C:PVC: plastic pipe 
e Other pipe approved for· use with potable water 
IMPORTANT: Do not solder with plumbing 
attached to installation adaptors and single 
bypass valve. S0lde1·ing heot will doma9e the 
adaptors and valve. 

SINGLE BYPASS VALVE 

A DANGER: 

Pull out for "Service" 
(Soft water) 

Installation 
adaptors 

Electric Shock Hazard: 
Install metal ground damp to metal house 
water supply pipe before beginning 
installation. Securely tighten connection in 
center of metal ground clamp. Failure to do 
so can result in death or electric shock. 
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3-VALVE BYPASS SYSTEM 
For soft water service: Open the inlet and outlet 
valves and close the bypass valve. 
For bypass hard water: Close the inlet and outlet 
valves and open the bypass valve. 

3 VALVE BYPASS 

Outlet inlet 
Valve Valve 

From Water To Water 
Softener Softener 

Figure 5 



Installation Instr . 
TYPICAL INSTAL uct,ons. 

'~ .. 
To 

Controller 

Drain Hose 
Adapter~ 

LATION 
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1-1/2" 
air gap NOTE:-, ~ee ",qir Gap Ro . ' ~quirements" e e • ,e,.,t1on. 
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I nsta Ila tion Instructions. 
TURN OFF WATER SUPPLY 
1. Close the main water supply valve, located near 

the well pump or wote1· mete1·. 

2. Open aii faucets to drain all wote1· from house 
pipes. 

NOTE: Be sure not to drain water from the wote1· 
heater, as damage to the water heater elements 
could result. 

INSTALL THE BRINE TANK OVERFLOW 
ADAPTER 
Install the brine tank over--fiow grommet and 
adapter in the 13/16" diameter hole in the back of 
the salt storage tonk sidewall. (see Figure 9). 

NOTE: The brine tank overflow adapter accepts 
either 1/2" or 3/s·· I.D. hose. 

INSTALL THE BYPASS VALVE 
NOTE: Fo1· easier installation, remove the top 
cover. Release 2 clips at 1·ear of cove1·. Rotate 
cover forwmd and iift up. 
1. F{emove two clips from the wote1· softener valve 

inlet and outlet ports and visuoiiy check and 
remove any debris, (see Figure 7). 

2. Make sure the turbine assembly spins freely in 
the"out" port of the valve, see Figure 8. 

3. If not already done, put a light coating of 
silicone grease (provided) on the singie bypass 
valve o--rings, (see Figure 7). 

4. Push the single bypass valve into the softener 
valve as for as it will go. Snap the two large 
holding clips into place, from the top down, (see 
Figure 7 ond 10). 

IMPORTANT: Be sure the clips snap firmly into 
place so the single byposs vol11e will not pull out 

MOVE THE WATER SOFTENER INTO PLACE 

A WARNING! 
Excessive Weight Hazard 

Use two or more people to move and install 
water Softener Failure to do so can result 
in back or other injury. 
1. Move the water softene1· into the desired 

location. Set it on a soi id, level surface. 

IMPORTANT: Do not place shims directly under 
the salt storage tonk to ievei the softener. The 
weight of the tonk, when full of water and salt. 
may cause the tank to fracture at the shim. 

Brineweil 
Cover 

Stand 
Tube 

----J_ 
Figure 9 

Note: Unit is shown with top cover removed. 

SINGLE BYPASS VALVE 

ctr-- ,,,.--,£t) 
:;\\- 'y/ yv 

(lJ~ / -~6,J f~\\, -a:-:i 
''''"'---~~.,,,~1 ~C-l"""-·-[(' I ,: 6"" ~;ef ,I, "-~':f--' -"i,- v It connecting to floor 

T levei plumbing, instoil 
the bypass valve turned 
downvvord, as shown. 

CORRECT ASSEMBLY 

Clip__...~ 

Outside diameter of {~:...f_~ Outside diameter of 
water softener voive / ~ clip ~hannel or_; singie 

iniet & outlet oypass vo!ve 

Figure 10 

NOTE: Be sure all 3 tabs of the dip go through the match
ing holes on the water softener voive iniet or outlet, and 
fully into the channel on the singie bypass valve. Make sure 
that the tabs are fully seated. 



Installation Instructions. 
COMPLETE INLET AND OUTLET PLUMBING 

A WARNING! 
ELECTRICAL SNOCK HAZARD: 

Install metal ground damp to metal house 
water supply pipe before beginning installation. 
Securely tighten connection in center of metal 
ground damp. Failure to do so can result in 
death or electrical shock. 

Groun~ijt1 
Clomp ~:),tj.:.g 

t'j\ ~,;-, 

~ 
~WI ~ •• J 

! ,,q 
,~,! g·--.- ~' 
i ~,Q _ _-,(if ' ' ... -~-

' .. ·..,..~. 
...... ' Y>}__......_, 

r.,· / ._ I }-' 
(((:;,,_;,-',, J '':'// 
/~ ~/ 

~__;f;·r~// 
--'"' <v-' 

• Secure ground clomp to metal pipes. 
Measure, cut, and loosely assemble pipe and 
fittings from the main water pipe to the inlet and 
outlet ports of the water softener valve. Be sure 
to keep fittings fuiiy together, and pipes squared 
and stroioht. BE SURE INCOMING HARD WATER 
SUPPLY IS DIRECTED TO THE SOFTE~JER V/!l.l.VE 
INLET PORT. 

NOTE: Inlet and outlet are marked on the water 
softener valve. Trnce the woter flow direction to 
be sure hard wate1· is to inlet. 

IMPORTANT: Be sure to fit, align and support 
all plumbing to p1·event putting stress on the 
water softener valve inlet and outlet Stress from 
misa!igned or unsuppoi-ted plumbing may cause 
damage to the valve . 
.. If making a soldered copper installation, do all 

sweat soldei-ing before connecting pipes to the 
NPT adapters and bypass valve. Torch heat will 
damage plastic parts. 

A l~~~~i~~! make pipe connection 
use only lead free solder and flux to 
prevent lead poisoning. 

• When turning ttm,oded pipe fittings onto plostic 
fittings, use care not to cross-thread. 

• Use Teflon Tope on oil extemol pipe threods. 
Complete the inlet and outlet plumbing for the 
type of pipe you will be using. Secure ground 
clamp to metal pipes. 
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Installation Instructions. 
INSTALL VALVE DRAIN HOSE 
1. Measui-e and connect the 3/S"drain line 

(pi-ovided) to the water softener valve drain 
fitting. Use a hose clamp to hold the hose in 
place. 

NOTE: Avoid drain hose n1ns longe1· than 30 feet. 
t'.l.void elevating the hose more than 8 feet above 
the floor. Make the valve drain iine as short and 
direct as possible. 

IMPORTANT: If codes require a rigid drain line 
see"Volve Drain 1·equirements" section. 

2. Route the drain hose or copper tubing to the 
floor drain or othe1· suitoble drnin point. Secure 
droin hose. This wiii prevent "whipping" during 
1·egenerat1ons. See "1'.l.ir Gap Requirements" 
section (Figure 1L 

3. Cut and secure the hose. 

NOTE: The softener will not work if the water 
cannot exit the drain hose dui-ing 1·echorge. 

INSTALL BRINE TANK (SALT STORAGE) 
OVERFiow HOSE 
l. Measure, cut to needed length and connect the 

3/S"droin line (provided) to the sait storage tank 
ove1·flow eibow and secure in place with a hose 
clamp. 

2. Route the hose to the fioor drnin, or othe1· 
suitabie drain point no higher than the drain 
fitting on the salt storage tank !This is a grovity 
droin). If the tank overfills with water. the 
excess wate1· flows to the droin point Cut the 
drain line to the desired length and route it 
neatly out of the woy. 

IMPORTANT: For proper operation of the wcrter 
softener, do not connect the water softene1· vaive 
drain tubing to the salt storage tank overflow hose. 

TEST FOR LEAKS 
To prevent air pressure in the water softener and 
plumbing system, complete the following steps in 
order: 
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1. Fully open two or more softened cold water 
faucets close to the water· softener, located 
down stream from the water softene1·. 

2. Piace the bypass valve (single or 3 valve) into 
the"byposs" position (see Figures on Page 10). 

3. Slowly open the main water supply valve. Run 
water until there is a steady flow from the 
opened faucets, with no air bubbies. 

4. Piece bypass valve(s) in "service" or soft water 
position as follows: 
• Single bypass valve (Figme Lr): Siowly move 

the valve stem toward "set-vice," pausing 
severoi times to allow the water softener to 
fill with water. 

• 3 valve bypass (Figure 5): Fully close the 
bypass valve and open the outlet valve 
Slowly open the inlet valve, pousing severol 
times to oiiow the water softene1· to fill with 
water. 

5. After about three minutes, open a hot water 
faucet untii there is a steady flow and there ore 
no ai1· bubbles, then close this faucet. 

6. Close all cold water faucets and check for ieaks 
at the pi um bing connections that you made. 

7. Check for ieaks around clips at softener's 
inlet and outlet. If a leak occurs at a clip, 
depressurize the plumbing !turn off the water 
supply and open faucets) befme removing clip. 
When removing clips at the softener's inlet 
or outiet, push the single byposs volve body 
towmd the softener (See Figure 14). Improper 
removal may damage clips. Do not reinstall 
damaged clips. . 

! 

If removing 
clips. 

Figure 14 

-~ 
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/ 
"':;,-~ .... depressurize the 

--,k. plumbing, then push 
Bypass Valve body 
toward softener · 



Installation Instructions. 
ADD WATER AND SALT TO THE SALT 
STORAGE TANK 

A ';Yc!~tt ~~2J /·IAZARD: 
Use two or more people to move and lift 
salt bogs. Failure to do so can result in 
back or other injuries. 

l. Using a container, odd about th1·ee gallons of 
dean woter into the salt storage tank. 

2. Add salt to the stornge tonk. Use nugget. 
pellet 01· comse solar solts with less than l % 
impurities. 

PLUG IN THE WATER SOFTENER 
l. Plug the water softener into an electrical outlet 

that is not controiied by a switch. 
2. Replace the top cover. 
3. Replace the sait hole cover. 

NOTE: The water heater is fiiied with hard 
water and.as hot water is used, it wiii refill 
with conditioned water. In a few days, the hot 
water· will be fully conditioned. To have fully 
conditioned hot water immediately, wait until 
the initial recharge is over. Then, drain the woter 
heater(following instnJCtions for woter heater) until 
woter runs cold. 

A WARNING/ Discard all unused parts 
and packaging material after insta//ation. 
Small ports remaining after the insta//ation 
could be a choke hazard. 
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SANITIZE THE WATER SOFTENER /SANITIZE 
AFTER SERVICE 
1. Open salt hole cover, 1·emove the brineweil cover 

and pour about 3 oz. (6 tablespoons) of household 
bleach into the softener brinewell. Replace the 
br·ineweli cover. · 

2. Make sure the bypass valve(s) is in the 
"service"(open) position. 

3. Start a recharge (r·egeneration). See "Start a 
Recharge"on Page 18. 

4. After the recharge has completed. fully open a 
cold water faucet, downstream from the softener, 
ond allow 50 gollons of water to pass through 
the system. This should toke at least 20 minutes. 
Close the faucet 



Programming the Water Softener. 

Solt Level 

Clock 
Hardness 
Recharge 

When the transformer is plugged into the 
electrical outiet, a model code and test number 
!example: J3.4 & H45) are shown in the display. 
Then, "12:00 PM" begins to fosh. An arrnw • is 
dispiayed next to CLOCK on the face plate decal 

CONTROL OPERATION: 
"CONTROL SETTINGS REQUIRED upon initial 

instollotion and ofter on extended power outage. 

" Use t.he MODE/SET button to scrnll mrow to 
desired control function set. 

"Afte1· the mode is selected use the UP A and 
oowr~ v buttons to chonge the settings of the 
contrnl. 

" Press the MODE/SET button to accept chcmges. 

" A "beep" sounds while pressing buttons for 
contrnl programming. One beep signals o 
change in the control display. F{epeated beeps 
mean the control will not accept a change from 
the button you have p1·essed, and you shouid 
select another button. 
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SET TIME OF DAV 
1. Press MODE/SET button untii the arrow ~ 

points to CLOCK. 

2. Press the UP A or DOWr\l "'111111" buttons to set 
the present time. UP A moves the dispiay 
ahead; DOWN "'111111" sets the time back. Be sure 
f\M and PM is correct. 

Salt Level B:u2 PM 

Clock ~
1 
___ 1 ___ _ 

Hardness 

Recharge 

NOTE: Press buttons and quickly release to 
slowly advance the display one number at a 
time. Hoid the buttons down fm fast advance. 

3. When the correct time is shown in the display, 
press MODE/SET to accept. 



Programming the Water Softener. 

SET WATER HARDNESS NUMBER 
1. Press the MODE/SET button until the arrow <ill 

points to HARDNESS. A flashing 25 will appem 
in the display. 

S-Olt Level 

Clock 

Hardness ~ 
Recharge 

25 

2. FJress the UP A or DOWN "'111111"' buttons to set 
your water hardness number. 

NOTE: If your water supply contoins iron, 
compensote for it by odding to the water 
hardness number. For example. assume your 
wate1· is 20 gpg hard and contains 2 ppm iron. 
Add 5 to the hardness numbe1· for each l ppm 
or iron. In this example, you would use 30 for 
your hardness number. 

20 gpg hardness 
2 pprn iron x 5 = 10 +10 

{times) 30 HARDNESS NUMBER 

3. When the display shows your woter hardness 
(in grains pei- gallon), press MODE/SET to 
accept 

You can get the grains per gollon (gpgl 
hardness of your water supply from a woter 
analysis laboratory. If you are on a municipal 
supply, call your local water department. Or 
call Legend Technical Services, an independent 
laboratory, to request a water hardness test 
kit at 1.800.949.8220, Option 4. If your report 
shows hardness in parts per million (ppml or 
milligrams per liter lmg/1), simply divide by 17.1 
to get the equivalent number of grains per 
gallon. 
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SET RECHARGE (STARTING) TIME 
1. Press the MODE/SET button until the arrow <ill 

points to RECHARGE. 

Salt Level 

Clock 
Hardness 

Recharge ~ 

2:00 AM 

NOTE: .A. flashing 2:00 AM (factory default) 
should show in the display. This is a good time 
for recharge to start !takes about 2 hours) in 
most households because water is not in use. 
HARD W.A.TER is bypassed to house faucets 
during recharge. 

If no change is needed, go to step 3. To Change 
the rechm;Je starting time, follow step 2. 

2. Press UP A or DOWN "'111111"' button to set 
the desired recharge stmt time. Be sure 
to observe the /,M or PM as you did when 
setting the time of doy. 

3. Press the MODE/SET button to accept 



Programming the Water Softener. 

SET SALT LEVEL 
1. Press the MODE/SET button until the arrow ~ 

points to SALT LEVEL. 

Salt Level ~ n n 
Clock 

1 
__ U_._U ___ _ 

Hardness 
Recharge 

2. Dete1-rnine ievei of salt in brine tank using the 
numbered scale on side of brine well, inside 
brine tank (see Figu1·e 15). 

3. Press UP A or DOWr\l "111111" button to set the 
SALT LEVEL to correspond to level on the 
numbered scale in brine tank. 

Salt Level ~! Y.5 Clock 

I 

Hardness 

Recharge 

NOTE: Each press of a button changes the 
level by increments of 0.5 up to 8.0. Lowering 
the sait level below zero turns the SALT LEVEL 
indicator OFF. 

4. Press the MODE/SET button to accept. The 
display shows the present time of day and 
DAYS TO EMPTY. 

l'M 

21 Days to Empty 

Figure 15 
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DAYS TO EMPTY 
The words DAYS TO EMPTY and a number ore 
shown in the lower half of the display. This 
information is shown in the normal run display. 
This is to inform the user of the number· of days 
before the sait level in the brine tank r·eaches 
Leve! 0. There will be salt left in the salt tonk, but it 
may not be sufficient to fully recharge the system. 
Salt should be added at this time to avoid hard 
wate1·. The value is updated daily and whenever 
the SALT LEVEL value is changed. 

AM 

j I U Doys to Empty 
I I I 

NOTE: Fo1· the first several weeks of operotion, the 
DAYS TO EMPTY may provide erratic operation. 
For example. the blue indicator light may flash, 
showing that mo1·e salt is required when the 
actual salt level in the tank is well above the Level 
0. In some cases, the DAYS TO EMPTY may even 
increase over a several week pei-iod. 

It takes a couple of months for the water softener 
to ieorn your water usage pattern. Once it does 
this, it will accurately determine actual sait usage 
pattern During this first period, check salt level 
when blue indicator· light flashes. If the salt level 
in the tonk is at Level 1 or above, allow system to 
run. Be sure to reset your salt level indicator each 
time you add salt to the system. 

START A RECHARGE 
Press the RECHARGE button and hold for three 
seconds, until "RECH/,RGE NOW" begins to flash 
in the display, starting a rechmge. This rechmge 
draws the sanitizing bleach 01· brine into and 
thmugh the water softe11e1·. Any air remaining in 
the water softe11e1· is purged to the drain. During 
this time periodically check for leaks. 

NOTE: As with all other water system 
appiications, leaks may occur. Leaks may not be 
immediately apparent. Recheck 24 hours after 
first recharge cycle is complete. 



Programming the Water Softener. 
OPTIONAL CONTROL SETTINGS 
The controller display has several options and 
features. 

LOW SALT ALARM 

The LOW SALT ALARM, [B 
when enabled, will sound the 
beeper when the DAYS TO 
EMPTV value is 15 days or 
less. To change this setting, ~ 
press and hold the MODE/SET 
button for 3 seconds or hear 
a beep. ON !factory default) or 
OFF will flash in the display 
Press the UP .A. or DOWN 

"111111"' buttons to toggle this 
feature ON or OFF. Press the 
MODE/SET button to accept. 
and the display will move to 
the PRERINSE ON/OFF screen. 
Press the UP .A. or DOWN 

"111111"' buttons to turn prerinse 
on or off. 

PRERINSE 
If your water contains 
sediment the prerinse 
feoture will remove sediment 
from the resin bed prior to 
1·egeneration. 
Press the MODE/SET button 
and the display will move to 
Prerinse Time mode. In this 
screen you can odjust the 
durntion of the prei-inse by 
p1·essing the UP A or DOWN 

"111111"' buttons. Press the MODE/ 
SET button to accept, and the 
display will move to the Back 
Wash screen. 

On 

l 
Prorims& 

Min 
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BACKWASH AND FAST RINSE 
If you experience salty tasting wate1· after 
re9eneration, you moy need to increose the 
backwash and fast 1·inse times. The cycle times 
during regenerations me detem1ined by the 
softener's electronic controller. However, you may 
increase the backwash and fast rinse times. You 
may add up to 10 minutes. 

For Backwash, you can add 
up to 10 minutes in l minute 
increments. by pressing the 
UP .A. button, or subtract 
time by pressin9 the DOWN 
"111111"' button. 

For Fast Rinse, press MODE/ 
SET and the display moves 
to the add fast rinse time 
screen. You can add up 
to 10 minutes in 1 minute 
inuements, by p1·essing the 
UP .A. button, or subtmct 
time by pressing the DOWN 
"111111"' button. Press the MODE/ 
SET button to accept, and the 
display will move to the Run 
Display screen. 

SALT SAVER 

bR a 
Rdd 

Fr D 
Rdd 

When this feature is or\J, the water softener 
will operate at solt efficiencies of 4000 grains 

Mirr 

Min 

of hardness per pound of salt or higher (May 
recharge more often using smalle1· salt dosage 
and less water). The softener is shipped with this 
featLll"e set OFF. · · 

In the state of California: You must turn the Salt 
Saver Feature ON. This may initiate more freauent 
recharges. 1-/oweve( it will operate at 4,000 grains 
per pound ol'sa/t. 
To turn Salt Saver ON: Press the 
Solt Saver button once until the 
biue status liaht above the button 
is ON. ~ 



Programming the Water Softener. 
FEATURE: OTHER DATA DISPLAY 
These models have an option to have the run display 
indicate different information. The information 
displayed on the top half of the display can be changed 
ta one of the following by pressing UP A or DOWN 
"111111" buttons: 

& CAPACITY REMAINING 
-- This is the percentage af water 
softening copacity remaining. 
immediately after o regeneration. 
100% shows. As water is used, 
the percentage will decrease 

Y 5 % P.ernctining 

! b Dciys to Empty 

~~~fg~;fe 

until the next regeneration. During regenerations, the 
percentage increments upward. 

When present time is displayed, press the DOWN "1111111"' 

button; % Remaining wiH appear in the display. The 
value shown is between O and 100 percent. This vaiue 
is based on current operating capacity. Pressing the 
UP A button will return the screen to the previous 
ciisploy. 

e AVERAGE DAILY GALLONS 
- The figure ciisployed is the 
C1verage gc1llons of woter used by 
the household each day over the 
past seven-day period. 

I 2 6 ~verage !)af!y f , .. ollons 

Press the DOWN "1111111"' button again to dispiay the 
,\verage Doily Galions. Average Daily Gallons wili 
appear in the display. This value is updated every night 
at midnight. Pressing the UP A button will return the 
screen to the previous display. 

& FLOW RATE, GPM 
- When using soft water. this I Y.S c,nons/Min 

display shows the flow rate 131. Days to Empty 

passing through the softener (in 
galions per minute). Zero shows 
if water is not possing through 
the softener. 

Press the DOWN "1111111"' button again to disp!ay the flow 
rate. Gullons/Min will appear in the displc1y. This volue 
is updated every ~1 second. Pressing the UP A button 
wiil return the screen to the previous display. Pressing 
the DOWN "1111111"' button will return the screen to the 
present time display. 

RESETTING TO FACTORY DEFAULT 
To reset the electmnic controller to its factory 
default foi- all settings (time, hardness, etc.): 

1. Press the MODE/SET button and hoid until the 
display changes twice to show the flashing 
mode code. 

2. Pr·ess the UP A button to display a flashing 
"SoS". 

[odE 
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SoS 

3. Press the MODE/SET button and the electronic 
contro!!er will 1·estart. 

4. Set the present time, hmdness, etc, as described 
in the Programming the Woter Softener section 



Programming the Water Softener. 

POWER OUTAGE MEMORY 
If electrical power to the water softener is lost, 
"memory" built into the timer circuit1-y will keep 
all settings for up to 24 hours. While the power 
is out, the display is blank and the water softenei
will not regenerate. When electrical power is 
restored, the following wiii occur: 

f~eset the present time only if the display is 
flashing. The HARDNESS and F{ECHARGE TIME 
never require resetting unless a change is desired. 
Even if the clock is incorrect after a long power 
outage, the softener oper-ates as it should to keep 
your water soft. However. regenerations may 
occur at the wrong time of day until you reset the 
clock to the correct time of day. 

NOTE: If the water· softener was regenerating 
when power was lost. it will now finish the cycle. 

BLUE INDICATOR LIGHT 
Steady blue light indicates that the unit is working 
correctly. The light flashes when the unit needs 
ottention from the user. 
• Light will olso flosh when power to until hos 

been intei-rupted. Check the PRESENT TIME 
setting. 

s Light flashes and DAYS TO EMPTY flashes -
check salt level and add salt as required. 

* Light flashes and Err is in the display - electricai 
problem with system. 

LOW SALT SIGNAL 
When the DAYS TO EMPTY drnps to 15, the blue 
indicator light ond DAYS TO EMPTY in the display 
will flash every second and the aiorm will beep 
every 30 seconds (from 8:00 AM to 8:00 ~1M), to 
notify the user that the unit is running low on 
salt. As soon as any button is pressed, the alarm 
will stop beeping. The blue indicator light and 
DAYS TO EMPTY will continue to flash. Once salt 
is added to the brine tank and the SALT LEVEL is 
reset, the DAYS TO EMPTY will be reset. 
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ERROR SIGNALS 
If there is an errnr code 
detected, the blue 
indicato1· light will flash 4 
times evei-y second, the 
dispiay will fiash Err and 
the alarm will beep every 

Err I 
Cal! for Servic.'l 

30 seconds (from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM) to signal 
that the softener requires service. The alarm can 
be turned off by pressing any button, but the blue 
indicator light and display will continue to -fiosh. 

Disconnect the transformer from the wall outlet 
momentarily, and plug it back in. The normal 
dispiay will oppeor. The motor may run for severnl 
minutes, as the unit resets. If the problem is 
not corrected, the error code will reappear in 
8 minutes. See the Before you Call for Service 
section to assist in troubleshooting the water 
softener. 



Care and cleaning. 
ADJUSTING VOUR WATER HARDNESS 
The blend adjusting knob (Figure 16) gives the 
ability to fineiy adjust hardness of the treated water 
leaving the water softener_ If slightly harder water 
is desin~d than is normaily delivered by the water 
softener, the blend adjusting knob con divert a small 
stream of hard water and blend it with the soft water 
entering the home. The amount of water diverted is 
controlled by turning a blend adjusting knob on the 
end cop of the volve stem. 
NOTE: To get full performance from your woter 
softener leove blending valve in the facto1-y closed 
position. 

To make adjustments to water hardness: 
1. Hold bypass hondie to keep the valve stern 

from rotating (see figure 16). Loosen hex nut on 
blend adjustment knob by turning the hex nut 
counterclockwise. 

2. TO INCREASE HARDNESS: With the bypass in 
the sei-vice position (see figure 16) hold the handle 
to keep the valve stem from rotating and turn the 
blend adjusting knob counterclockwise up to 2 
turns from the closed position. It is recommended 
that adjustments be made in quarter turn 
increments over several weeks until the desired 
hardness is achieved. NOTE: Once on adjustment 
is made to the biend valve knob the change in 
water hardness at the homes faucets or showe1· 
heads rnay take severnl days to be noticed. This 
delay is due to the large amounts of aiready 
conditioned water in the pipes and water heater 
that must be exchanged before a change in 
hardness can be noticed. Have the water tested 
to determine the octual woter hardness. 

3. TO DECREASE HARDNESS: With the bypass in 
the service position (see figure 16) hold the handle 
to keep the valve stem from rotatinq and turn the 
blend adjusting knob clockwise. When the knob 
will not turn anymore, hard water is no longer 
being blended into the soft water. 

l;. Once the desired hrn-dness is achieved tighten the 
hex nut (see figure 16) clockwise untii it cornes in 
contact with the bypass stem. 

NOTE: To meet the water softener performance 
specifications and reduction of bmiurn and radium 
elaims the adjustoble hmdness must be kept in 
the "OFF" position. The off position is achieved 
when the biend adjusting knob is fully rotated 
elockwise until it stops. 

SERVICE POSITION 
(Normal Softener Operation) 

Soft Water 

r;ull 
Handle 

Softener 
Valve Outlet 

Out 

Diverted Hard Water Softener 
(Controiled by blend 1/ulve Inlet 

adjusting knob) 

Figure 16 

Hord 

l', I 
Blend Adjusting Knob 
Turn counterclockwise 
to increase hardness of 
treated water (clockwise 
to decrease hardness) 

BYPASS POSITION 

Push 
Handle 

Hord Water 
Out 

Figure 17 

Hord 

Hex Nut 
Turn dockwise to !ock 
blend adjusting knob 
(counterclockwise to 

unlock). 

A,CALJT/ONf If the water softener i;; to be 
serviced or di;;connected from the bypass valve, 
the blend odjusting knob must be turned oil the 
way ciockwise to close the diversion path and 
prevent water leaking frorn the softener valve inlet 
of the bypass. 
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Care and cleaning. 

CHECKING THE SALT STORAGE LEVEL and 
REFILL 
Brine (sait dissolved in water) is needed for each 
cmd every rechorge. The woter fo1· making brine 
is metered into the salt stornge oreo by the water 
softening system valve and control. However, you 
must keep the tank supplied with salt. 

ADDING SALT 
Lift the sait hole cover and check the salt storage 
level frequently. If the water softener uses all 
the salt befo1·e you refill it. you wili experience 
hard water. Until you hove established a refilling 
routine. check the salt every two or th1·ee weeks. 
Always odd if iess than 1/4 full. Be sure the 
brinewell cover is on. 

NOTE: if using potassium chloride (KCI), do not fill 
obove level 4 on the brineweii decal. 

NOTE: In humid meas, it is best to keep the salt 
stornge level lower; and to refiii mme often to 
ovoid salt "bridging". 

Recommended Salt: t~ugget, pellet or coarse 
solar soits with less than 1 % impurities. 

Salt Not Recommended: Rock salt, high in 
impur'i'ties, block, grandulated table, ice melting, 
ice cream making salts, etc. 

A,CAUTION: 
Water softening salt with iron removing 
additives: 
Some salts may have an additive to help the 
water softening system handle iron in the 
water supply. Although this additive may 
help to keep the water softening system 
resin dean, it may also release corrosive 
fumes that weaken and shorten the life of 
some water softening system parts. 

CLEANING IRON OUT OF THE WATER 
SOFTENING SYSTEM 
Your water softening system takes hardness 
minerals (calcium ond magnesium) out of 
the water. Also, it can controi some {see the 
Specificotion Guidelines section) "clear watei-'' iron. 
With clear water irnn, water from a faucet 
is clear when first put into a glass. After 15 to 30 
minutes, the water begins to cloud or tum rust 
coiored. A water softening system will not remove 
any iron that makes the water cloudy 
or rusty as it comes from the faucet (called red 
water iron). To take red water iron out of water, 
01· ove1· the moximum of clear water iron. 
an iron filter or other equipment is needed. 

GE recommends using Super Iron Out® to clean 
your resin bed if your iron content is high. Use 
Super Iron Out® with every 401b. bag of salt os 
p1·eventative maintenance against rust buiid up. 
Clean the bed at least evei-y six months, or more 
often if iron appems in the soft water between 
cleanings. 

/MPOfffANT: It is impo1iant to mix the resin bed 
cleaner with wate1· (following the manufacturer's 
instructions), pour it into the brineweff(see Figure 
9) and recharge the softener· immediately Do not 
pour the resin bed cleaner 
in with the salt, as it will not be as effective in 
deaning the 1·esin, and con cause damage to 
the softener if it is left in the brine tonk for an 
extended pei-iod due to the cormsive gases 
that are formed. 
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Routine Maintenance. 

CLEANING THE NOZZLE AND VENTURI ASSEMBLY 
A deem nozzle and venturi is needed for the water 
softening system to work properly. This small 
unit makes the suction to move brine from the salt 
storage area to the resin tank during recharge. If 
it becomes plugged with sand, dirt, etc., the water 
softerdng system will not work and you wil! get hard 
water. 
To get to the nozzle and venturi, remove the water 
softening system top cover. Be sure the water 
softening system is in service cycle (no woter 
pressure at nozzle and venturi). Then, while holding 
the nozzle and venturi housina with one hand, 
remove the cop. Lift out the screen support ond 
screen, then the nozzle and venturi. Wash and rinse 
the oarts in warn1 water until clean. If needed, use 
o s11;all brush to remove iron or dirt. 1\lso check and 
clean the gasket. 
NOTE: Some models have a small flow plug loc:oted 
in the nozzle and venturi, and/or a small cone 
shaped screen in the housing. Be sure to check and 
clean these parts, if your model is so equipped. 
Carefully replace all parts in the correct order. Lightly 
lubricate the o-ring seal with clean silicone greose 
or petroleum jelly and place in po;;itfon. Install anci 
tighten the cap, by hand only. Do not overtighten 
the cap. 

BREAKING A SALT BRIDGE 
Sometimes, a hard crust or salt bridge forms in 
the salt storage area. it is usually caused by high 
humidity or the wrong kind of salt. When the salt 
bridges, an empty space forms between the water 
and salt. Then salt will not dissolve in the wate1- to 
make brine. 
If the brine tank is full of salt, it is hard to tell if you 
have a salt bridge. Salt is loose on top, but the bridge 
is under it. The following is the best woy to check for 
a salt bridge. 
Salt should be loose all the way to the bottom of the 
tank. Take a broom hcmdle or like tool, ond carefully 
push it down into the salt, working it up and down. 
If the tool strikes a hard object (be sure it's not the 
bottom or sides of the tank), it's most likely a salt 
bridge. Carefully b1·eak the b1·idge with the tool. Do 
not pound on the walls of the tank. To help dissolve 
the salt bridge pour one gallon of warm water (not 
hot) into the ta 11 k. 
If the wrong kind of salt made the bridge. take it out. 
Then fill the tank with nugget or pellet salt only. In 
humid areas, it is best to fill with less salt, more often 
to prevent a solt bridge from forming. 
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cap-@] 

Screen--. 
*Flow piug 11-9 _ 
Nozzle and --IJlo-~ ~ Screen 

Venturi ~ • , _ 
Gasket ----11>-- ~s) ) 
*Flow .~ · 

plug 

~~~~~ 

IMPORTANT: Be sure small holes 1n the gos et are 
centered directly over the smaH hoies in the nozzle 
and venturi housing. 
*Install with numbered side up, concave side down. 



Before you call for service. 
Troubleshooting Tips 
Sove time S'.nd mon~y! Review the chart on this page first and you moy not 
need to ca11 for service. 

NO SOFT WATER - Most Common Problems: 
Check the following before calling for service: 
• Not enou\Jh solt----should bE, at ieost 1/3 fuli. 
• Byposs valve in "Bypass" position-handle should be in the "OUT" (service) position. 
• Hordness setting too low Check hardness setting and odjust Verify hardness of supply water

from loco! water company, water test or call the GE Answer Center (800-952-5039 in US). 
• Salt Bridge-salt solidifies above woter level so that brine water is not in contoct with salt. See 

the Breaking a Solt Bridge section. 

Possible Cause 
Faucet or fixture where sample was 
taken not plumbed to soft water. 
NOTE: Be sure sample is from a faucet 
that does not mix soft and hard water. 
For example. a singie lever kitchen 
faucet, ii' the coid side is plumbed to 
hard water: 

No salt in the brine tonk or salt 
bridged 

External power supply unplugged 
at wall outlet or power cable to 
softener not connected. Fuse blown 
or circuit breaker popped on circuit 
to electrical outlet. Electrical outlet 
on a circuit that con continuously be 
switched off 

Valve drain hose pinched, plugged, 
elevated too high or otherwise 
restricted 

Nozzle and venturi dirty, incorrectly 
assembled or damaged 
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Whattodo 
• To conserve salt, the instoiler- rnoy have isolated 

some fixtures ioutside faucets, toilets, etc.i from 
soft water. Frorn the outlet of the water soften
ing system, trace the water flow path, in house 
plumbing. If soft water is not directed to a faucet 
or fixture where wonted, consult a p!umber. 

• Check for o salt bridge or; if the tonk is empty, refill 
with recommended salt. Press (for 3 seconds) 
the RECHARf~E button to start an immediate 
rechorge ond restore soft water 

• Check for o !oss of electrirnl power to the \1\/0ter 
softening system, due to any of these conditions 
and correct as needed. With the power supply 
restored, observe the facep!ate time display and 
read Programming the Control section. f\JOTE: 
the electrical outlet for the softener should be live 
so it cannot be accidentally switched off. 

• Be sure the bypass valve stern is positioned prop
erly, with the handie in the OUT 

• Turn 

• /:my restriction in the drain hose rnoy prevent 
proper operation of the nozzle and venturi and 
reduce or brine draw 

• Refer to Cleaning the Nozz!e and Venturi Assembly 
instructions. With water pressure to the water 
softening system off, toke the nozzle ossernbly 
apart. Inspect, clean and replace cis needed. 
fl.ny foreign particle(s), scratches, nicks, etc. in the 
passages can prevent operation. Be sure holes in 
the gasket are centred over holes in the housing. 



Before you call for service. 

W~#ijwlJ%J¥i@} Using hot water while the water 
Willi{ ) softening system is regenerating 

What to do 
• Avoid using hot water during water softening 

system recharge because the water heater wili 

....................................................................................... -----------------~-:-~~_-;_.!_t6_1 _~r-~t-~~-j _;_,~_~;_;~_-. r_~_:_es_:_~_~\-~rr-n1_0_1:i_c_H_c_ir_d_v_v_a_te_r_ 

J Control HARDNESS number setting • Press MODE/SET button until orrow points to 
?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?: too low HARDNESS. Be sure the number shown is the 

1• ... -----------------~:-~~_;_'i~_}_1~_~:_:_1_~_i_r_~a __ ~1-i_:_:_1_·~_ii_.i_;~_s;_!_r~_:n_:~_:_~~_r:_rin-ce-os_it_ra_:_1 

J Groins of hardness in your water • Water hardness con change over time, especially 
J supply have increased in weli water. To check, hove the water tested 

by a woter analysis !aboratory or cal! your local 
water department. Adjust the Hordness number 
setting as needed. 

~@f~ ~t@lfn{ Absence of hardness minerals 
mwtfil~tM@tffei:iW? 
W&MM:#@M ? 

W&@lli#@Mf~AA ( Water softening system is a 
@mg@jiJijtf ) "demand" unit 

• This is normal. Hardness in water- gives it the 
abrasive feel you may have been accustomed to. 
The siippery feel is the clean feel of soft water. 

• See the Adjusting your Water Hardness section. 

• Does not use much salt to regenerote ·- very 
eflicient. 

C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C·C,------------------------------------

) Possible salt bridge • See the Breaking a Saft Bridge section. 
'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c',-. -----------------------------------

] Possible plugged nozzle and venturi • See the C/eanin9 the Nozzle and Venturi Assembly 

W*:&)flii'@f./W.M J Acidic water in copper plumbing 

Mm'i##Nffe#Mi#B 
@#@~MW.ii# ? 
W:$$JJfiwi&fMHJ Meter turbine stuck 

WYMW&:f~@ > 

section. 

• Have the water tested at once. 

• See the Monually i nitioted Electronics Diagnostics 
section for troubleshooting procedures. 

\\\[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[,_\ ----------------·-C_o_li_f_·o_r_s_er_v_ic_e_. -------------
} Sensor wire not plugged Into the 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: control 
• See the Manually i nitioted Electronics Diagnostics 

section for troubleshooting procedures. 
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj,..j ________________ ._c_;c_Jl!_f_·o_r_s_er_v_ic_:e _____________ _ 

) No power to unit • Check the circuit breaker or fuses. 
'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c'c',-. -----------------------------------

@ Mechanical defect 

i@W1mlwi@il Combination of soft water and too 
wciii{ifufufo&k ) much detergent 
#iWNMMW@ > 
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s Coli for service. 

• This is called etching and is permanent. To 
prevent this from happening, use !ess detergent 
if you have soft water. V\iash glosswore in the 
shortest cycle that wili get them clean .. 



Before you call for service. 

What to do 
§@i@#ilfi:Af#f@#fi Valve drain hose pinched, plugged, 
iifwi.ftiii:MJ@M? elevated too high or otherwise 

:JHitkL? :c:c:,:c:c:,:c:c:,:c:c:,:c:c:,:c:c:,:c:c:,:c:c:,, restricted 

• A restriction in this drain hose may prevent proper 
operation of the nozzle and venturi and reduce or 
prevent brine draw during recharge. 

:':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':',-· ---------------------------------
} Nozzle and venturi dirty, incorrectly • Refer to C!eaning the Nozzle and Venturi Assen1bly 
] assembled or clomogecl. instructions. With water pressure to the water 

softening system off, toke the noz:'le ossernbiy 
apart. Inspect. clean and replace as needed . 
. Any foreign porticle(sl. scratches. nicks. etc. in the 
passages con prevent operation. Be sure holes in 
the gasket are centred over holes in the housing 

U#Mt%~!Jijijff ] Unit not sanitized • Complete Sonitizotion Procedures. 
]@Wf@M'.fo# J • At cornpietion of recharge cycle (opprnx. 2 hours), 
fot&MWMii'a'fMi(? run water from faucets to purge the soity water. 
M#Wfo#?M :c:c:,...· ----------------------------

? Low water pressure Check pressure: 

I 1• ... _______________ :_~_:~_:~-~-~-~-~-~_;:_~-l~-J~-:~_-:_~_· :_;re_:=s_~~-1;_:Ee_: s_

5

:_;c~_::_'.~_d_:E_:_;:_~i~-ni_i: __ 

] Restricted drain hose • Cleon and reconnect hose. 
• Check for kinks in drain line 11111 Unit wos idle for o period oftime v Cornplete the Sonitization Procedures. 

• Check softener"! N &. OUT' plumbing is correct. 
• Ca!I for service. 

~iw@fo:@t@ic¥ ? Running water from the unit into o • This is norrnol. 
#&if ? drain during recharge 

W&MimlMtMWN? Air in system after installation • Will go away after it runs for a while. 
W@i@ij@ff#Wi t• 
.......................................... 

BiPlwJJpffl Control needs to be programmed (a • See the Programming the Contro! section. 

lillrjfj!I ::::~:~::~~ ::: t:::e 1::~;secll 

mtm~ir&t r 
e Fill v,;ith so!t.. 
• Reset salt level. 
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Before you call for service. 

fHJH:iMM@.IB } Wiring may have worked loose in 
XMi\MM ? the control 
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What to do 
• Unplug external power supply. 
• Remove control cover, release dips on side. 
• Check for loose/incorrect wiring connections 

to electronic boord or switch. Reconnect as 
required. 

• Reossernble control cover. 
• Plug in Trnnsforrner. 
• Wciit 8 minutes for Error Code to recppem. 
• If error Code reappears, coil for service. 

• Coll for service. 



Advanced troubleshooting for service. 
AUTOMATIC ELECTRONIC DIAGNOSTICS 
This water softener has o 
self-diagnostic function 
for the electrico! svstem 
(e><cept into power ond/ 
or water meter). The water 
softener monitors electronic 

Err I 
Cail for Service 

11111)) 

components and circuits Figure 18 
for correct operation. If 
a malfunction occurs, on error code appears in the 
display. 
While an error code appears in the display. all buttons 
are inoperoble e><cept the MODE/SET button. 
MODE/SET rernc1ins operational so the service person 
rnn perform the Manual Advanced Diognostics, see 
below, to further isolate the prab!em. 
Procedure for removing error code from display: 
1. Unplug transformer from e!ectricol out!et. 
2. Correct problem. 
3. Plug in transformer. 
t;_ Wait 8 minutes. The error code will return if the 

problem wos not corrected. 
MANUAL INITIATED ELECTRONIC DIAGNOSTICS 
Use the fo!lowing procedures to advonce the water 
softener through the rE:generation cycles to check 
operation. 
Lift off the Solt Hole Cover; remove the top cover by 
unlocking the tabs in the back and rocking forward, 
to observe corn and switch operation during valve 
rotation. 
1. Press and hold MODE/SET for 3 seconds until the 

Set low salt alarm disp!oy appears. next press the 
MODE/SET button five addition times until "000" 
shows in the disp!ay, then release, see Figure 19. 

2. The 3 digits indicated water meter operation as 
fol!ows: If you don't get a reading on the disp!ciy. 
with foucet open, pull the sensor from the valve 
outlet port Poss o srnol! magnet bock and forth 

sensor. Vou ~ 
in front of the ~,.,..,:-- Motor 

should get a 
reading in the 
disp!oy. If you 
get o reading, 
shut off water 
supply, unhook 
the in and 
out plumbing Valv 
and check the 
turbine for 
binding. 
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3. Symbols in the display indicate POSITION switch 
operation, see Figure 19 

Switch is open Switch i closed 

ODD ODD 
Figure 19 

t+. Use RECHARGE button to manuoliy advance the 
valve into each cyde and check correct switch 
operation. NOTE: Be sure water is in contact with 
salt, and not: separated by a salt bridge (see Breaking 
a Salt: Bridge section). 

5. While in this diognostic screen. the following 
information is ovailabie and rnoy be beneficial for 
various reasons. This information is retained by 
the computer from the first time eiectricol power is 
applied to the electronic controller. · 
a. Press the A UP button to display the number 

of days this electronic control has hod electricoi 
power applied. 

b. Press the "111111"' DOWN button to disp!ciy the 
number of regrnerotions initiated by the 
electronic control since the code number was 
entered. 

6. Press and hold the MODE/Sffoutton until the mode 
code IH40 for GXSHL;OV or H45 for GXSHL;5VJ shows 
in the display. This code identifies the softener 
mode. If on incorrect model code is displayed, the 
softener wili operate on incorrect configurations 
data. 

[odE 
HYO 

7. To change the code number, press the A UP or "111111"' 

DOWN button until the correct code shows. 
8. To return to the present time display, press the 

MODE/SET button. 
9. Press the MODE/SET button to return to the present 

time display. If the code was changed, rnoke all 
the timer setting. NOTE: if the control is left in a 
diagnostic display or a flashing display when setting 
times or hardness, present time automaticallv returns 
if a button is not pressed within four minutes. 



Advanced troubleshooting for service. 
Service: Manually Advance Recharge Check 
NOTE: The control disploy must show a steady 
time (not flashing). 

l. Press the RECHARGE button and hold in for 
three seconds. RECHARGE begins to flash as 
the water softening system enters the fill cycle 
of recharge. Remove the brinewell cover and, 
using a flashlight, observe fill water entei-ing the 
brine tonk. If wote1· does not ente1· the tank, look 
for- on obstructed nozzle. venturi. fill flow plug 
or br·ine tubing. See Care and Cleaning of the 
Water Softener System section. 

2. ,,:;,fter· observing fill, press the RECf-lARGE 
button to move the water softening system 
into brining. A slow flow of water to the droin 
will begin. Verify brine draw from the brine 
tonk by shining a flashlight into the b1·inewell 
and observing a noticeable drop in the liquid 
level ovet" an extended period of time (is to 20 
minutes). 

NOTE: Be sure a salt bridge is not p1·eventing 
wate1· from contacting salt. See Care and cleaning 
of the water softening system section. 

If the water softening sy,tem does not draw brine. 
check: 

t, nozzle and/m ventLll'i dirty or defective. 

:;:;, defective nozzle and ventLll'i seal. 

t, nozzle and venturi not seated prope1·ly 
on gasket. 

:;:;, othe1· inner valve defect (rotor sea!, rotor and 
disc, wove washer, etc.). 

t, rest1·icted drnin (check drain fitting and hose). 

NOTE: If water system pressu1·e is low, on elevated 
drain hose may cause back pressure, stopping 
brine draw. 

3. /\gain, p1·ess the RECHARGE button to move the 
wate1· softening system into backwash. Look 
for- a fast flow of water from the drain hose. A 
slow flow indicates a plugged top distributor, 
backwash flow plug or drain hose. 

4. Press the RECHARGE button to move the water 

softening system into fost rinse. Again look fo1· 
a fost drain flow. Allow the water softening 
system to rinse for a few minutes to flush out 
any brine that may 1-ei-nain in the resin tank 
from the brining cycle test. 

5. To 1·etum the water softening system to service, 
press the RECHARGE button. 

Position Markers 
(vol11e in service) 

Corn 

Figure 21 

Valve Positions: 

Position Function 

s Service 

F Fill 

BR Brine Fill 

BW Back Wash 

R Rinse 
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Exploded View. 
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Parts List. 

G G 
X X 
s s 
H H 
4 4 
0 5 
V V 

REF. NO. GE PART NO. PART DESCRIPTION (OOI IOOl 

0002 1NS31X10051 BA.CK COVER, ELECTRONICS 1 
0003 WS35X10001 0-Rl!~G SEAL KiT 1 
0001, WS3,\Xl0023 DECAL. FACEPLATE 1 
0005 WS07X10004 HOSE, DR'1icJ, 20 fT 1 
0006 V,../S31.><10044 ~!LTER SCREEN 1 
0007 ws11,x10002 DiSTR!BUTOR, TOP 1 
0008 1NS14X10005 D!STR!BUTOR, GOTTOM 1 
0009 WS01X10002 RESIN, 1--CU. FT. 1 
00:10 WS32X100U TN,K, RESIN 9x1,o 1 
0010 WS32.X10018 TANK, RESIN 10X40 
0011 1NS3 D<10052 COVER, TOP 
0012 ws31,x10021 cACEPLATE 
0013 1NS21X10054 CONTROL 
0016 WS26X10013 EXTERNP1L POVVER SUPPLY 

WITH POWER CORD 1 
0017 WS31X10053 COVER, SAL.THOLE, 

WITH L,\SELS 1 1 
0019 WS33X10010 R'"'i 1 1 
0020 1NS31X10024 COVER, G!11i\JEWELL 1 1 
0022 WS34X10025 BRIN EWELL 1 1 
0023 WS02X10088 SCREW KiT. BR!NE TANI< 1 1 
0024 WS32.X10032 TANK, 8R!NE 1 1 
0026 \NS22.X10063 OVERFLO\N ADAPTER KiT 1 1 
0028 WS35X10035 GROUND CLAMP KiT 1 1 
0029 Vv'S15X10077 G"!cJE VALVE r'.SM. 1 1 
0030 WS35X10053 FLOAT, STEM & GU!DE 1 1 
0056 WS28X10078 TN,K NECK CLAMP KIT 1 1 
0101 WS02.X10023 SCREW. 114 · 24 X 34" 2 2 
0103 \VS21X10003 SVV!TCH 1 l 
0105 WS02X10024 SCRE\,\I. #10 X 2 5/8" 8 8 
0106 WS31X10013 COVER, \/1\L\/E 1 1 
0107 WS03Xl003l1 WASHER 1/\IAVE l 1 
0108 \NS26X10010 ROTOR[, DiSC ASM. 1 1 
0109 WS19X10010 c,w 1 1 
0110 WS03X10011 SEAL, 0-R!~JG 1125 X 1.37 1 l 
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Parts List. 

REF. NO. GE PART NO. 

0111 \NS 19.)<10005 
0112 \VS03X10013 
0113 WS22X10036 
0114 WS08X10008 
0115 WS03XJ.0073 
0116 VVS22XJ.0021 
0117 INS03.)(10017 
0118 \VS 15X 1003 ,). 
0119 WS03X10018 
0120 WS03X10019 
0121 WSlSXJ.0025 
0122 VVS03XJ.0020 
0123 INS22.)(10029 
0124 \VS15X100,).6 
0125 WS03X10043 
0130 WS35X10020 
0132 WS22XJ.0065 
0136 \NS26XJ.0008 
013'7 WS26.)(10009 
0138 WS26X10023 
0139 \NS02X10028 
0140 WS26X10021 
OJ/fl WS02XJ.0058 
01if3 \NS60XJ.OOU 
0145 WS60.)(10008 
011+6 WS28X10018 
011+8 \NS26X10030 
0151 WS15X10078 
0152 WS03XJ.0072 
0998 \NS35XJ.0065 
0999 49-50283-2 

PART DESCRIPTION 

SUPPORT SCRE!:N 
SCRErn 
FLO\N PLUG, .15 GPM 
G,\SKET, NOZZLE/VENT 
CONE SCREEN 
PUJG, FILL FLO\A/ .30 GPM 
NUT FERRULE 
NOZZL.E/VEl~TURI BODY 
R::TAIN::R 
SEAL, 0-·Rlt"G 1/4" X 3/8" 
BOD'( VALVE 
SPRING 
PLUG, DRAIN SEAL 
NOZZLE/VENTURI ASM. 
'vVAVE. SPR!NG BEAR:t..JG 
SEAL KIT 
DRA'~i HOSE 1'.D/,PTER KIT 
CAM,<;. G::AR 
8Et'\R!NG 
PLATE, MOTOR 
SCR::v\l, #6-20 X 3/8" 
MOTOR ASM. 
SCREW, #8 .. 32 X 1" 
ADA?TER-NPT THREAD-I" VALVE 
CLIP 
HARNESS WIRE, SE~JSOR ASSY 
TURBINE & SUPPORT ASSEMBLY* 
BYPASS ASM. 
SEAL, O-Ri1% 
INSTALLATION KIT 
OWNER'S MANUAL 

* lnciudes 2 each of REF. r,o. 145 (CLIP) & REF. NO. 152 IO-Rl~JG) 
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GE Water Softening System Warranty.fFor customers in the u.s.; 
Ali warranty service provided by our Factory Service Centers or an authorized technician. For 
service, call to!i free 1-800-952-5039. Please have serial number and model number available 
when calling for service. 

For The Period Of: We Will Replace: 

One Year Any part of the Water Softening System which fails due to defect in 
From the date of the rnateriais or workmanship. During this limited one-year warranty, GE will 
original purchase also provide, free of charge, all labor and related service to replace the 

defective part. 

Three Years The electronic monitor; if it foiis due to a defect in rnater·ials or workman-· 
From the date of the ship. During this three-year limited wammty, you will be responsible for 
original purchase ony iobor 01· related service cost. 

Ten Years A replacement resin tank, if it foiis due to defect in materials or 
From the date of the workmanship. During this ten-year limited warranty, you will be 
origino! purchase responsible for any labor or related service costs. 

What ls Not Covered: 

11111 Service trips to your home to teach you how to 
use the product. 

illll Improper installation, delivery or maintenance. 
11111 Failure of the product ifit is abused, misused, 

altered, used commercially or used for other 
than the intended purpose. 

illll Use of this product where water is 
microbioiogically unsafe or of unknown quality, 
without adequate disinfection before or after 
the system. 

B1111 Replacement of house fuses or resetting of 
circuit breakers. 

11111 Damage to the product caused by accident, 
fire, floods or acts of God. 

illll Incidental or consequential damage caused 
by possible defects with this appliance, its 
installation or repair. 

11111 Product not accessible to provide required 
service. 

11111 lfthis appliance is used for other than private 
family use, the ports, electronic: monitor, and 
resin tank warranty applies for only 90 days 
from the date of purchase. 

EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES-Your sole and exclusive remedy is product repair as 
provided in this Limited Warranty. Any implied warranties, inc/11ding the implied warranties of 
merchantability or fitness for a pmticular purpose, are limited to one year or the shortest period 
allowed by law. 

This warranty is extended to the original purchaser for products purchased for home use w,thin the USA. If the 
product is located in an area where service by a GE Authorized Servicer is not available, you may be responsible for 
a trip charge or you may be required to bring the product to an Authorized GE Service location for service. In Alaska, 
the warranty excludes the cost of shipping or service coils to your home. 

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages. This warranty 
gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. To know 
what your legal rights are, consult your local or state consumer affairs office or your state's Attorney Genera!. 

Warrantor. General Electric Company. Louisville, KY 40225 
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GE Water Softening System Warranty.(For Customers in Canada) 

• 
All warranty service provided by our Factory Service Centers or an authorized technician. For 
service. w/1 toll free 1-866--777-7627. Please have serial number and model number ovailab/e 
when caiiing for service. 

For The Period Of: We Will Replace: 

One Year Any part of the Water Softening System which faiis due to defect in 
,Crom the date of the materials or workmanship. During this limited one-year warranty, GE wiii 
originol purchase also provide, free of charge, all labor and related service to replace the 

defoctive part. 

Three Years The electronic monitor, if it fails due to a defect in materials OI" workman-
From the date of the ship. Du1·ing this three-year limited wam:.mty, you wiii be responsible for 
original purchase any labor or related service cost. 

Ten Years A replacement resin tank, if it fails fails due to defect in motei-iols 
From the date of the or wo1·kmonship. During this ten-year limited warranty, you will be 
original purchase responsible for any labm or 1·elated service costs. 

What Is Not Covered: 

1111 Service trips to your home to teach you how to 
use the product. 

1111 Improper installation, delivery or maintenance. 

1111 Failure of the product ifit is abused, misused, 
altered, used commercially or used for other 
than the intended purpose. 

1111 Use of this product where water is 
microbiologically unsafe or of unknown quality, 
without adequate disinfection before or after 
the system. 

1111 Replacement of house fuses or resetting of 
circuit breakers. 

1111 Damage to the product caused by accident, 
fire, floods or acts of God. 

1111 Incidental or consequential damage caused 
by possible defects with this appliance, its 
installation or repair. 

1111 Product not accessible to provide required 
service. 

11111 If this appliance is used for other than private 
family use, the parts, electronic monitor, and 
resin tank warranty applies for only 90 days 
from the dote of purchase. 

EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES-Your sole and exclusive remedy is product repair as 
provided in this Limited Warranty. Any implied warranties, including the implied warranties of 
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, are limited to one year or the shortest period 
allowed by law. 

This warranty is extended to the original purchaser for products purchased for home use within Canada. 
In-home warranty service wii! be provided in areas where it Ls avaliab/e and deemed reasonable by rvlabe to 
provide. 

WARRANTOR fS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. 

Warrantor. MABE CANADA INC. 
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California certificate. 
State of C.al!fornia 

Department of Public Health 

Water Treatment Device 
Certificate Number 

11-2108 

Date Issued: September 16, 2011 

FOR IOWA USE ONLY 

All sales in iowo require the following signature before consummation of sole. These signotu1-es must be 
retained by seller/rentei- for 2 yems minimum. 

Buye1-/Renter __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Dote------------------------------------------

Se I le r ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Date------------------------------------------

Sellei-'s /!l.ddress --------------------------------

Sellei-'s Phone No. _______________________________ _ 

Model GXSH40V or Model GXSH45V 
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California certificate. 

afte; the systern. 

State of California 
Department of Public Health 

Water Treatment Device 
Certificate Number 

11 - 2109 

Dote Issued: Septembe; 16 .. 2011 
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disinf,ection before or 



Notes. 
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Notes. 
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lnformaci6n sobre Seguridad ......... 42 

Especificaciones y Dimensiones ...... 43 

Acerca de! Suavizante ................ 46 

Antes de Comenzar ................... Li 7 

Requisitos de lnstalaci6n ...... . ... 48--50 

lnstrucciones de lnstalocion ....... 51-55 

Progrnmoci6n del Suovizcmte ...... 56-61 

Cuidado y Umpieza ................ 62, 63 

Rutina de Montenimiento ............. 64 

Antes de solicitor el servicio ............ . 
tecnico ............................ 65-68 

Vista Ampliada/ Listado de Piezas. 71-7Lr 

Garantfo IEE.UU.l ..................... 75 

Gorantfo (Canodal .................... 76 

Sistemas e11aluados y ce1·tificados por NSF lnternationo! 
contrn .~s F( ANS( Estandar titi .. poro los rec la mo~ sob!e 
reducc1on de qu1m1cos espec1ficados en la pog1na 43, y 
certificados paro NSF/ANSI 372. 

Sistema probado y certificado por Water Quality /'\ssociation 
en cumplimiento con CSA B483.1. 

Ante cualquier duda o preocupacion sabre la instalaci6n y mantenimiento 
del suavizante de agua, comuniquese a nuestro numero gratuito al 800-
952-5039 !US! o 866-777--7627 (Conod6l, o visite www.geappliances.com. Al 
Ila mar, tenga a mono los nC,meros de modelo y de serie de su producto. Esta 
informaci6n se puede encontrar en la calcomanfa de colificacion ubicoda en el 
borde debojo de lo topo de lo sal. 
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INFORMACION IMPORTANTE DE SEGUR/DAD. 
LEA TODAS LAS INSTRUCCIONES ANTES DEL USO. 
PRECAUCIONES DE SEGUR/DAD 

A jADVERTENC/Af Por su seguridad, se debe seguir !a informaci6n en este manual con 
el fin de reducir el riesgo de una descarga electrica, danos a la propiedad o da,'ios persona/es. 

APELIGRO: 
Riesgo de Descarga Electrica: 
lnstole 1ma dovijo de metal con conexion a 
tierrn a lo tuberio metalica de! suministro de 
aguo del hogm antes de comenzar lo 
instalocion. De formo seguro, ajuste la conexion 
en el centro de lo da11ijo metalico con conexion 
a tierro. Si no c:umple con esto, se podran 
produdr descargos elec:tricas o la muerte. 

,,,,, Revise y cumplo con todos !as c6digos estota!es y 
locales. Observe las poutas aquf presentadas. 

':':' T enga cuidado al rnanipulor el sistema de 
descalcificacion de agua. No lo voltee, deje caer, 
orrostre o coloque en protuberoncias extremas. 

,::;: Los sistemas de descalcificaci6n de ogua que utilicen 
doruro de sodio (sol) para lo recarga agregon sodio al 
ogua. Las personas que siguen dietas con restricciones 
de sodio deben consideror el sodio adicionol como 
prnte de su consurno genera!. Ei clon1ro de potosio 
puede servir coma uno alternativo porn ei cloruro de 
sodio de su descalcificodor. 

,':': Use solo soldadoros y fundiciones libres de plomo y 
para todos las conexiones con estai'io, de acuerdo 
con lo requerido par los codigos estatales y 
federoles. 

::::: Este sistema suavizonte de oguo se deber6 instalar 
y ubicar de acuerdo con las lnstrucciones de 
I nstoioci6n antes de ser usodo. 

:,::: Mantengo lo t:opo del orificio de lo sol en su lu9or 
en el descalcificodor a rnenos que este realizondo 

AAtoTJERTENCIA~ No usor con 
agua que no sea segura a nivel 
microbiol6gico o que sea de colidod 
desconocido sin una desinfecci6n adecuodo, 
antes o despues, del sistemo. 

AADVERTENCJA: Descmte 

emboloje luego de k; instalaci6n. l.os 
pequef\os portes 1·estantes luego de la 
instolaci6n podrion ocosionar riesgo de 
obstrucci6n. 

, El sistema de descalcificoci6n de agua funciona 
solarnente con 24 voltios-60 Hz. Cerci6rese de usar 
exclusivamente el transformador incluido. 

::::: El transformador se debe conectar unicamente 
a un tomocorriente interior con conexi6n a tierra 
de 120 voltios. 

::=:: Utilice unicamente sales para descalcificaci6n 
del agua, al menos con 99,5% de pureza. Se 
recorniendan leis sales en PEPITAS, BOUTAS o SAL 
GRUESA SOlAR No utilice soles en row, bloque, 
granulodas o sales poro lo e!oboraci6n de he!C!Cios. 
Estos tipos de sales pueden contener suciedod y 
sedimentos que pueden empastar o apelmazar, 
creando problemas de mantenimiento para el 
oblondodor de ogua. 

::::, Evite instolor directomente en contacto con la luz 
solar. El exceso de color solar puede ocosionar 
distorsi6n y otros danos sabre partes no met61icas. 

::::, Si el ablondodor de agua es instalado al aire 
libre, no lo coloque en una ubicaci6n donde este 
expuesto o clirnos humedos, en contocto directo 
con lo !uz solor, temperoturos ext:remos de rnlor o 
frfo, u otros formos de abuse. 

En el estado de California: Debera colocar en ON 
!Encendidol la configuraci6n de Salt Efficiency 
Feature (Funci6n de Eficiencia de la Sal). Esto 
podra iniciar recargas mas frecuentes. Sin 
embargo, funcionara en 4,000 grcmos por libra 
de sal o mos. Paro encender la Funcion de 
Eficiencio de lo Sal, siga las instmcciones en la 
seccion "Ahorro de Sal" de este manual. 

En el Commonwealth de Massachusetts, se 
debera curnplir con el Codigo de Plomerfo 248 
CMR. Consulte a un plornero motriculado. 

todc;s las piezos sin uso y materiales de , 

LEA Y SIGA ESTA INFORMACION DE SEGUR/DAD 
CUIDADOSAMENTE. 
GUARDE ESTAS INSTRUCCIONES 
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Reclamos por Especificaciones y Funcionamiento. 
Este modelo cuenta con uno coiificaci6n de eficiencia. Ei indice de eficiencia es v61ido solo con la dosis de soi minirm1 
indicada. El suavizante cuenta con lo funci6n de regeneroci6n de demando iniciado (demand initiated regeneration. D.I.R.). 
que cumple con las especificaciones de funcionomiento para minimizar ia cantidad de so!muera regenerante y ogua usada 
en esto operaci6n. 
El suaviz:ante cuenta can una eficacia de la sol evoluada de no menos de 4,000 granos del total de intercambio de dureza 
por libra de sol ien base al cioruro de sodio). y no brindorci m6.s sol que la evaluada ni seni operado en un indice de flLijO 
de servicio maxima sostenido superior al evaiuado. Se prob6 que este suavizonte brindo agua suave duronte por lo rnenos 
diez minutos en forma continua en el indice de flLijO de servicio evaluado. La eficacia de la sol e\1uluada es medida por 
evuluaciones de iaboratorio descriptas en el Estcindar Iii; de fJSF//'.~JSI. Estas evaluaciones represent.an ei mcixirno ni\1ei de 
eficocio posible que el sistema puede o!canzor. La eficacia operativa es !o eficocio real !uego de que ei sistema fue instaiado. 
Es tipicamente inferior a la eficacia. debido a los factores de oplicoci6n individual que incluyen la durezo dei ogua. ei uso del 
agua. y otros contaminantes que reducen la capacidad del suavizonte. 

Especificociones 

Modelo 

Capacidad Evaluadu' (Granos por Dosis de Sal) 

Eficacia Evaluada'* IGranos/ l.ibros de Sal en Dosis de Soi Minima) 

Agua usada durarrte la Regeneraci6n lgalones/ gronos) 

.,;,gua Total Usoda por Regeneraci6n en Dosis de Sal Minirrm 

Cantidod de Resino de lntercombio 16nico de 1,lta Copocidod (lb.i pies CiJbicos). 

Tomano Nominal de! Tonque de Resina lpulg .. diam. x altura) 

fndice de Fll~O del Servicio lgpml 

Cuidu de Presi6n en Fiujo del Servicio Evaluado (psigl 

Dureza Maxima de! Suministro de Agua (gpg) 

Hierro Maximo en Agua Pura del Surninistro de .,;,gua (ppm)*** 

Umites de f)resi6n del Agua (psi minima·- rmiximai*'** 

Umites de Temperatura del Agua (min.- mcix.°FI 

fndice de Flujo Maximo al Drenaje lgpml 

GXSH40V 

11.700@ 2.3 !bs 
31..500@ 8. 7 lbs. 

40,000@ 15.l lbs. 

5.100@ 2.3 lbs. 

2.7/1000 

37.0 gallons 

57.56/l.U 

9 X 40 

9.5 

12.7 

110 

8 

20-125 

1;0-120 

2.3 

13.200@ 2.6 lbs 
35.700@ 9.9 lbs. 

45.100@ 17 0 lbs. 

5.090@ 2.6 lbs. 

2.8/1000 

43.0 gallons 

65.0/1.25 

10 x40 

9.5 

10.3 

160 

10 

20··125 

40-120 

2.3 

Estos sistemos curnpien con ios reclarnos de 
capucidod especifica de r,SF/ANSI 1+4, de acuerdo 
con los verificado y corroborodo por dot.as de 
evaluaciones. 

Recla mos de Funcionamiento 

Nivel de Desafio Nivei Maximo de 

* La evoluaci6n fue realizada utiiizonda cloruro de 
sodio con grados de bolitas de la sol regenerante. 
** El indice de eficiencia es vcilido s61o con la 
dosis de sal minirrm indicoda. Lo eficacia de estos 

Contaminante 

Bario 

Radio 226/228 

del Agua 
Prefiltrado 

10 ±10% mg/L 

25 pCi/l. 

Agua Permitida 

2.0 mg/L 

5pCi/L suavizantes fue evaluacia de c.,cuerdo con r~SF/ 
A.NSIM. 

_os .arame,ros LJe ,o eva,uac1on 1nc,u 'en: ,n ~-.: , .'.J:£:Li.'.J, mmce ue p p 
tl,uo cc 7.5 gpm y presi6n dincimica cc 35±5 psig 

*'* l.a extension de lo eliminoci6n del hierro puede 
variar con !as condiciones. Lo copacidad de reducir 
el hierro del agua pura es corroborado par datos evaluados de V·.JQA El Estado de Wisconsin requiere trotamientos 
adicionaies si el suministro de agua contiene un nivel superior o S ppm de hierra en aguo pura. Consulte la secci6n 
Limpieza del Hierro con el Sistema Suaviz:ante de Agua. 
**** Limites de presi6n en Conadci. l./i-7.0 k9/cm2. 
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Sobre el sistema de descalcificaci6n de aqua. 
SERVICIO 
Cuondo el sistema descalcificador de aguo est6 
propo1-cionando agua descalcificado, a esto se le 
llamo "Ser11icio''. Durcmte el ser11icio, el ogua durn 
fluye desde la tuberfa de agua p1·incipal de la 
casa hacio el sistemo de descalcificaci6n de aguo. 
En el interior del tonque de resina del sistema de 
descalcificaci6n de agua hay uno pelfculo o capo 
compuesta de miles de resinos plasticas diminutas. 
Cuando el agua dura pasa a troves de la capo, coda 
resina diminuto atrapo los minerales duros. A esto se 
le llorna inte1-cambio de iones. Es como un im6n que 
atrae y atropa metales. L.uego, el ogua sin mineroles 
duros (aguo descalcificoda o agua blcmda) fluye 
hocia lo caso desde el sistema de descalcificaci6n. 

CIRCUNVALACION AUTOMATICA DEL AGUA 
DURA DURANTE LA RECARGA 

Durante la recarga, el suavizante de agua se 
coloco automaticamente en el modo de tubo de 
desviaci6n, permitiendo que el agua duro este 
disponible en el hogm. Una vez que el suavizonte 
es recargodo, el agua es dirigida nuevomente a 

LLENADO 
Lo sol disuelto en agua es llamada salmuero. La 
salmuera es necesmia para limpirn- los minerales 
duros de las diminutos prniiculas de resina. Para 
formor la salmuero, el agua fluye hacio el intei-ior 
del tonque de sol duronte el perfodo de llenodo. 

SALADO 
Durante el proceso de solado, la salmuero se 
desploza del area del tanque de olmacenamiento 
de la sal hacia el tanque de la resina. La salmuera 
es el agente de limpieza necesario para remover· los 
minerales duros de la capo de resina. L.os minernles 
dums y lo salmuera son descargados hocia el 
desagUe. 

L.a boquiila y el Venturi crecm una succi6n para 
mover la salmuero, manteniendo un ritmo muy 
bajo para obtener lo resina de limpiezo con la menor 
cantidod de sol. 
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Despues de un perfodo de tiempo, la capo de 
resino se obstruye o se sotura con los minerales 
duros y debe limpiarse. Esta limpieza se denomina 
recorga. La recmga comienza a las 2:00 AM (ajustado 
en fobrica) por el control del sistema 
de descalcificaci6n de agua, y consiste en cinco 
etapas o cicios. tstas son FILL (//enCldo), BRINING 
(proceso de salado}, BRINE RINSE (enju(lgue sa/ado), 
BACKWASH (lavado regresivo} y FAST RINSE (lavado 
rapidoi. 

trnves del suavizante para sea acondicionada. 

Sin embargo, se debe evitar e! uso de agua 
CALIENTE debido a que el calentCldor de ClgU(I se 
//enara con e/ ClgU(I dura. 

ENJUAGUE DE SALMUERA 
Despues de que se use una cantidod de salmuero 
medida con onterioi-idod, la v61vulo de salmuera 
se cierra. El aguo continua fluyendo en lo mismo 
trayectoria que durante el proceso de salado, 
excepto por el flujo de solmuera discontinuado. 
Los minernles duros y !a salmuera fluyen 
del tanque de r·esina hacia el desague. 

LAVADO REGRESIVO 
Durante el lavado regresivo, el ogua viaja hocfo 
arriba a troves del tanque de resina a un flujo de 
ritmo r6pido, purgando el hierrn acumulado, la 
suciedad, y los sedimentos desde la capo de 
resina hocia el desague. 

ENJUAGUE RAPIDO 
El lavado regresivo es seguido por un flujo de agua 
r6pido hacio abc1jo a trnves del tcmque de resina. El 
flujo rcipido ptirga ia salmuero del fondo del tanque, y 
rellena el tanque de 1·esina. 

1'!... continuaci6n del enjuague r6pido, el sistema de 
descalcificoci6n de agua regresa al serv1c10 de oguo 
descolcificada. 



Sobre el sistema de descalcificaci6n de ag,ua. 
FUNCIONAMIENTO NORMAL, PANTALLAS DE 
CONTROL 
Durante el funcionamiento normal, lo hora actual 
del dia y f\M o PM y D.A.YS TO EMPTY (DIAS H/,ST/, 
\/ACIARSE) oparecen en el area de lo pantollo de 
controL 

FUNCION: CONTROLES OPCIONALES DE 
RECARGADO 
A veces, es posible que usted desee o necesite 
una 1·ecarga iniciodo manualmente. Dos ejemplos: 

'''=' Usted ho usado mos ogua que de costumb1·e 
(huespedes en la caso, lavado adicional, etc.) y 
quiz6s se quede sin agua descalcificada antes 
de la pr6xima recargo. 

;:;:; Se le acab6 la sol al sistemo. 

Use una de las funciones siguientes para 
comenzor una recmga inmediatamente, o en el 
pr-6ximo inicio de recarga preprogrnmoda. 

FUNCION: MEMORIA 
Si el suministro electrico del sistema de 
descolcificaci6n de agua es intei-rumpido, 
lo pantallo de control estora en blanco, y la 
luz indicodora ozul se apoga, pero el control 
montiene lo hora correcta por seis horas 
opro;,imadamente. Cuondo el suministrn es 
restourado, usted tendra que reojustar lo horo 
actual solomente si la visuolizaci6n y lo luz 
indicodora ozul est6n intermitentes. Todos los 
otros ajustes se mantienen y nunca requieren 
ser ojustados a no ser que usted desee hacer 
algi.:111 cambio. 

CARACTERISTICA/SERVICIO: DIAGNOSTICO 
ELECTRONICO AUTOMATICO 
Lo computodorn de control tiene uno funci6n 
de diagn6stico outomotico para el sistemo 
electrico (excepto para lo energia de entrada y la 
medici6n del agua). La computadoro monitorea 
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El sistemo se recargar6 de forma automatica en el 
tiempo de recarga presente, segun sea necesmio. 

RECARGAR ESTA NOCHE 
Presione (sin montener presionado) el bot6n 
REC/-IARGE /Recargar). RECHARGE TON/Gf-lT 
(Rernrgar fstCl Noche)titila en el area de la 
pontallo de control. Se reolizara una recargo en el 
pr6;,imo tiempo de inicio de recarga presente. Si 
decide concelar esto recmga, presione el mismo 
bot6n una vez mos. 

RECARGAR AHORA 
Montengo presionado el bot6n HEC/-IAHGE 
(Rernrgar) hosto que UECHAUGE NOW (Recargar 
Ahora) comience a titilor en el area de lo pantalla 
de control. El sistema suavizonte de aguo inicio 
una recarga de inmediato y, al fina!izor en unas 
dos horns, contarci con un nuevo suministro 
de agua suave. Una vez inicioda, yo no podra 
cancelm esta recorgo. 

Si la horn est6 intermitente despues de una 
interrupci6n prolongado en el suministro electrico, 
el sistemo de descalcificaci6n de agua continua 
operando como deberio para prnporcionmle ogua 
descalcificada. Sin embargo, la recargo podrian 
ocurri1· a lo horn equivocodo del dia 
hasta que usted reojuste el control a lo hora 
correcta del dia. 

los componentes elect1·6nicos y los circuitos porn 
uno operoci6n correcto. Si ocurre un error, un 
c6digo de error oporece en la pontoi!a de control. 



Sobre el sistema de descalcificaci6n de aqua. 

INFORMACION SOBRE LA CONDICION DEL 
AGUA 

HIERRO 
Ei hierro del agua puede cousar manchas en la 
ropa y accesorios de piomeria. Puede alterar de 
forma negativa el sabor de lo comido, ei agua 
potable y otras bebidas. El hierro del agua es 
rnedido en partes por mill6n (pprn). El ppm de 
hierro totai', y el tipo o tipos* es determinado a 
troves de an61isis quimicos. l.os cuatro tipos de 
hierro dife1·entes en el agua son: 

IIIIIHierro ferroso (agua potoble) 

IIIIIHierro ferrico !aguo rnja) 

IIIIIHierro asociado po1· bacte1·ias y organismos 

IIIIIHierro asociado en forma coloide e inorg6nico 
(ferroso o ferrico) 

El hierro fem,so (agua potable) es soluble y 
se disuelve en ogua. Este suavizante de agua 
reducir6 cantidodes moderndas de este tipo de 
hierro !lea ios especificociones). **El hierro ferrnso 
(agua potable) normalmente se detecto tomondo 
un ejemplo del ogua en una botella o voso lirnpios. 
lnmediatamente luego de tomarios, el ejempio 
es ciaro. ;,, medida que el ejemplo de agua se 
asienta. grodualmente se enturbia y se vuelve 
levemente ornarilla o mmr6n o medida que el aire 
oxida ei hierro. Este normaimente ocurre entre los 
15 y 30 minutos. 

Al usar el suavizante para reduci1· el hierro 
ferroso !aguo potable). agregue 5 granos a 
lo configuraci6n dura po1· coda 1 ppm de 
hierro fe1-roso (ogua potable). Leo ia secci6n 
"Configurnci6n dei Numero de Agua Dura). 

Los hierros fe1-ricos (aguo roja), y osociados con 
bacterias y organismos son insoiubles. Este 
suavizante de agua no eliminara ei hierro fen·ico 
ni las bactei-ias. Este hierro es visible de forma 
inmedioto al salir por un grifo. ya que se oxid6 
antes de llegar al hogar. Aparece en for-mo de 
pequenos particulas turbias suspendidas de color 
omorillo. anaranjado o mjizo. Uno vez que el agua 
se asent6 por un periodo de tiempo, ias partfculas 
quedan en ei fondo del envase. Generalmente, 
estos hierrns son eliminodos del ogua a trnves del 
proceso de filtraci6n. Tambien se recomienda la 
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cloraci6n con el hierro con bacterias 

El hierro asociado en for-mo coioide o inorg6nico 
es de forma ferrico o ferroso que nose filtrarci ni 
intercombior6 fuero del agua. Este suavizonte de 
agua no eliminar6 el hie1-ro coloidaL En algunas 
instancios, el tratamiento puede mejorn1· ei ogua 
con hierrn coioidal. IIJormalmente, el aguo con 
hierro coioidal cuenta con un aspecto amarillento 
al ser extrnido. Luego de asentarse durante varias 
horas, el color pei-siste y el hierro nose asienta, 
sino que permanece suspendido en el agua. 

Colloidal and inorganically bound iron is of ferric 
or ferTous form that will not filter or exchonoe 
out of water. This water softener wiii not rernove 
colloidal iron. In some instances. treatment 
may imprnve colloidai iron water. Colloidal irnn 
water usually hos a yellow oppemance when 
drnwn. After standing for severai hours, the coior 
persists and the iron does not settle.but remains 
suspended in the water. 

SEDIMENTO 

El sedimento son partfculas de material fino y 
extrano suspendidas en el agua. Este suavizante 
de oguo no eliminar6 el sedimento. Con gron 
frecuencia este material es arcilla o cieno. l.os 
contidades e;,tremos de sedimento pueden dm ol 
aguo un aspecto turbio. Un fiitro de sedimentos 
instaiodo mriba del suavizante de ogua 
normaimente corrige esto situaci6n. 

* Ei aguo puede contene1· uno o mas de ios cuotro 
tipos de hie1·ro y cualquiei- combinaci6n de estos. 
El hieri-o total es la sumo de los contenidos. 

" La copocidad de reducir el hieri-o del agua 
potobie es corroborada por datos evaluados de 
WQA. 

CLORO 
Las resinas suavizantes se puede11 degrndar 
en presencia de cloro sabre 2 ppm. Si el cloro 
excede esta cantidad, es posible que la resina 
experirnente un periodo de duroci6n mas corto. En 
estas condic:iones, es rec:ornendable considerar lo 
com pro de un sistema de Mraci6n para hogar GE 
Poi11t-Of-E11try con un filtro para la reducci611 de 
cloro. 



Antes de comenzar. 
ANTES DE COMENZAR 
• El suavizante de agua requiere un flujo mfnimo de agua de 3 galones por minuto en la entrada. La 

presi6n de entrada de agua maxima tolerable es de 125 psi. Si la presi6n del dfa supera los 80 psi, es 
posible que la presi6n nocturna supere el m6ximo. Si es necesario, utilice una v61vula de reducci6n de 
presi6n (agregar una v61vula de reducci6n de presi6n puede reducir el flujo). Si su hogar est6 equipado 
con un preventor de flujo regresivo, se deber6 instalar un tanque de expansion de acuerdo con los 
c6digos y leyes locales. 

• El suavizante de agua utiliza un suministro de corriente externa conectado en forma directa (incluido). 
Asegurese de usar el suministro de corriente incluido y enchufe el mis mo en un tomacorriente de 
hogm con ciclo nominal de 120V, 60 que se encuentre en una ubicaci6n seca, conectado a tierra 
y co1·rectamente protegido por un dispositivo de sobrecarga de corriente tal como un disyuntor o 
fusible. 

• Este sistema nose debe usar con agua que no sea segura a nivel microbiol6gico o que sea de calidad 
desconocida sin una desinfecci6n adecuada, antes o despues, del sistema. 

HERRAMIENTAS Y MATERIALES REQUERIDOS PARA LA INSTALACION 
• Pinzas • Dos llaves ajustables 
• Destornillador • Es posible que se requieran herramientas 
• Cinta de tefl6n adicionales en caso de ser necesaria una 
• Cuchillo filoso modificaci6n de la plomerfa del hogar. 

A jADVERTENCfA! Oescarte todas ias piezas sin uso y materiaies de embalaje iuego de ia 
insta!acion. Las pequenas partes restantes !uego de !a instalaci6n podrian ocasionar riesgo de obstrucci6n. 

NOTA: El incumplimiento de estcis instrucc:iones de instalacion onulara la gcmmtfa del producto, y el 
instalodor sera responsable por cualquier servicio, reparacion o dafios ocasionados de ese modo. 
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Requisitos de lnstalaci6n. 
REQUISITOS DE UBICACION 
Considere todo lo siguiente al seleccionar uno ubicoci6n 
de instoloci6n de! suovizonte de aguo. 
:::, No coloque el suc1vizc1nte de agua donde haya 

ternperaturos helados. No intente tratar el oguo a 
rnas de 120 °F. Los dai'ios por tempernturas helados 
o agua rnlienl:e cmulan la garnntia. 

:::: Poro acondicionor toda ei oguo del hogor. instole 
el suavizante de agua cerca de ia entrada del 
suministro de agua, y antes que todas las demos 
conexiones de plornerio, excepto !as tuberios de oguo 
externos. Los grifos externos cieberion perrnonec:er 
con ogua duro para evitar el desperdicio de agua y 
soi acondicionada. 

:::: Un drenoje cercono es necesario para rnrostror el 
agua echodo (drenado) para regeneraci6n. Use un 
drenoje por suelo, tuberfa de lovanderfo. surnidero, 
tuberio vertical, u otras opciones (consulte los c6digos 
locales). Consulte ios secciones "Requisitos de Espacio 
Libre" y "Requisitas de Drenoje con V6!vulo". 

:::: El suovizonte de aguo utiiizo un surninistro de 
corriente externa conectado en forma directo 
(incluido). P.segurese de usor el suministro de 
corriente incluido y enchufe e! mismo en un 
tomacorriente de hogar con ciclo nominal de 
120V, 60 que se encuentre en uno ubicaci6n seca, 
conectodo a tierro y correctomente protegido por un 
dispositivo de sabreco,~10 de corriente tal como un 
disyuntor o fusible. 

, Siernpre instale el suavizante de aguo entre la 
entrnda de aguci y el c:c1lentc1dor de agua. Cua!quier 
otro equipomiento para ei ocondicionomiento de 
agua deberfa ser instalado entre lo entroda de aguo 
y el suovizonte de aguo (Consulte ia Figura siguiente). 

:::: Si el oblondodor de oguo es instolodo al oire libre, no 
lo coloque en una ubicaci6n dande est{) expuesto c1 
climos humedos. en contacto directo can ia luz solar, 
temperaturos e,,tremas de color o trio, u otros form as 
de abuso. 

:,:,: NO HAGA CORRER AGUA CALIENTE A TRAVES DEL 
SUAVIZANTE La tempernturn de! oguo que pasa a 
trnves de!I suavizante debera ser inferior u l20° F. 

::::: Evite lo instaloci6n directornente en contocto con la 
luz solar. El exceso de color soior puede ocasionor 
distorsi6n y otros donas sabre portes no rnetcilicos. 

••••• Cuando se instole en uno ubicaci6n exterior. deber6 
reoiizor los pasos necesorios para asegurar que el 
oblandador, la plorneria y cabieado de instolaci6n, 
esten protegidos de los factores clim6ticos. luz 
solar directa. contaminac:i6n. vcmcioi ismo. insec:tos. 
olirnanos. etc. 

,':': No instale el suavizante donde pueda bioqueor el 
accesa ol calentador de ciguci o el occeso al cierre 
principa! del agua. 

DIMENSIONES 

ViSTA S UPEi\lOR 
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ORDEN ADECUADO PARA INSTALAR EL EQUIPAMIENTO PARA EL TRATAMIENTO DEL AGUA 
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Requisitos de lnstalaci6n. 
CODIGOS DE PLOMERIA 
Toda la plornerfa deber6 ser cornpletada de 
acuerdo con los c6digos de plornei-fa nocionai, 
estotol y lorn!. 

En el estado de Mossachusetts: En el Commonwealth 
de Massachusetts, se debera cumplir con el C6digo de 
Piomeria 248 CMR. Se deber6 contratar a un pfomero 
matriculado para esta instaiaci6n. 

REQUISITOS DE ESPACIO LIBRE 
Es necesario un drenoje para el ogua de 
1·egeneroci6n (Ver la Figura 1). Es recomendable 
un drenaje por el suelo, cei-ca del suavizante de 
agua. Otros opciones de drenaje son una tuberia 
para lavonderfa, un tubo vertical, etc. Coloque 
de forma segura la manguera de la v61vula de 
drenaje. Deje un espocio libre de 1··1/2" entre el 
extremo de lo monguero y el drenoje. Este espacio 
es necesario poro evitor el flujo regresivo de oguo 
de clooco en el suo11izante de oguo. No coloque ei 
extrema de la manguera de drenaje en ei drenaje. 

/

Manguera 
de Drenoje 

~ 
Espocic~, 

'1anguera Man· fde Drenaje ~uera de ri -... ~enaje 

!ibred~v 
11-1 '2" , .r: _, . J -r----" 
~ 

DRENAJE POR 
SUELO 

J ~cio J ..... ~' 
libre de f ~.~ 
1-1/2" Espocio \-.. 

__ 'IJ::::::... libre de ~ -

TUBO 
VERTICAL 

Figura 1 

H/2·· 

TUBERIA DE 
LAVANDER!A 

REQUISITOS DEL DRENAJE CON VALVULA 
Pam el uso de una manguera de drenaje flexible 
Oncluida) (veo la Figura 2), mido y corte hosta la 
extension necesaria. El uso de monguerns de 
drenoje flexible no esta permitido en todos las 
iocalidades (consulte sus c6digos de plomeria). 
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Si los c6digos locales no permiten el uso de una 
manguera de drenaje flexible, se debera usar un 
drenaje con valvula rfgida. Adquiera un accesorio 
de compresi6n (tubo mfnimo de lit+ NPT x 1/2 
pulgada) y un tubo de Vz" en su tienda local. 
instale un drenaje rfgido segun sea necesario (Vea 
lo Fi9uro 3). 

NOTA: Evite que !a manguera de drenaje supere 
los 30 pies. Evite elevar la rnanguera rnas de 8 
pies sobre el piso. Ha9a que la lineo de drenoje 
con 116lvulo sea tan corto y directo como seo 
posible. 

LINEA DE DRENAJE FLEXIBLE 

(----~-
\ [!£:: 

................... ..._!,( I 

Adaptador de !a 
Mango de Drenaje 

osca NPT de ~A;" 
Puntas para tuberfa de I.D. 
de 3/8" ,C\.brazadera de la 

q<Manguero 

-._____ "'-Manguera de 
drenaje 

Figura 2 

LINEA DE DRENAJE RIGIDO 

Sujetador Rosrn ~JPT 

Accesorio de 
cornpresi6n N PT de 
1./4" x tubo O.D. de 
1/;!" (no provisto) 

'- l 
)\.>)~---
':,,_fl\~ T 

Corte las puntas del codo de 
drenaje con v6!vula (ernpuje Tubo d_e cobre 
la abrazadera v retire ei codo con d:.ametro 
de la v61vula de drenaje de la exterior de 1/2" 
v6ivulo) (no provisto) 

Figura 3 



Requisitos de lnstalaci6n. 
REQUISITOS DE PLOMERIA INTERIOR/ 
EXTERIOR 
Siem pre instale uno valvula de desviaci6n simple 
(provista). como se muestro en la Fig urn,;, o, si lo 
deseo, puede odquiri1· y ensamblm piezas pma un 
sistemo de desviaci6n de 3 vcilvulas (no induido). 
como se muestra en la Figurn 5. Las vaivulas 
de desvioci6n le permiten cerrm el ogua en el 
suovizante parn el mantenimiento si es necesario, 
pern aun tener ogua en las tubel"fos de la casa. 
Los accesorios para tuber-fa deberan ser como 
rninimo de 1/2". Uso: 
• Tuberia de cobre 
• Tuberia roscodo 
• Tuberia rJEX (Polietileno Entrecruzado) 
• Tuberio de plastico de CPVC 
• Otra tuberfo aprnbada para uso cor, aguo potable 
IMPORTANTE: No suelde con la tuberio adjunta a 
los adoptadores de instalaci6n ya lo v6i11ula de 
desviaci6n simple. El coloi- de la soldoduro danm6 
los adoptadores y la vaivula. 

SINGLE BYPASS VALVE 

/1.doptadores para 
· a instalaci6n 

APEL/ RO: 
Riesgo de escarga Electrica: 
lnstale uno clavija de metal con conexi6n a 
tierra a la tuberia metalica del suministro 
de agua del hogar antes de comenzor lo 
instolocion. De formo segura, ajuste la 
conexion en el centro de la clavija metalico 
con conexi6n a tierra. Si no cumpie con esto, 
se pod rein producir descargas electricas o la 
muerte. 

3-SISTEMA DE DESVIACION CON VALVULA 
Para el servicio con agua suave: Abra las 
valvulas intemas y externas y cierre la valvula de 
desviaci6n. 
Para desviar agua durn: Cie1-re ios volvuios 
fnternos y externas y abro la valvula de desviaci6n. 
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3 DESVIACION CON VALVULA 

V61vula de 
Sil lido 

\/cilvulo 
de 

Entroda 

Desde el Suavi- Al Suavizante de 
zante de .t\qua Aguci 

Flgura 5 



lnstrucciones de lnstalaci6n. 
INSTALACION TIPICA 

Tuberfci de Agua 
Principal Aqua 

___ r:;:d',;? Ac:ondiciancida 

~

Transfor-
mador de 
Conexi6n 

Adaptodor de 
ia Manga de 

DrenaJe 

Manguera de---1<,-----fl-,,p--1.-,1,--a,,. 

Drenoje a la 
V61vuia~ 

Sujetadores 

~ 

NOTA: Consulte !o secci6n "Requisites de! 
Espacio Libre". 

• Retire el enchufe y el coble del ernbciioje plcistico de lo c:onexi6n de soiiclo de lo v61vulo. 

Figura 8 

NOTA: Asegurese de que la turbina y el soporte esten 
firmemente en sus lugares en la c:onexi6n de saiida de la 
v6ivula. Sople hacia el puerto de io v6ivula y observe que io 
turbina mte libremente. 
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lnstrucciones de lnstalaci6n. 
CIERRE EL SUMINISTRO DE AGUA 
l. Cierre la v61vula de! suministro principal de agua, ubicoda 

cerco de la bomba de! pozo o del medidor de ague. 

2. Abra todos los grifos para drenor toda el agua de las tuberias 
de lo case. 

NOTA: 1-\segurese de no drenor el agua del calentodor de agua, 
ya que esto podrfa ocosionar danos sobre los elementos del 
calentador de agua. 

INSTALE EL ADAPTADOR DE DESBORDE DEL 
TANQUE DE SALMUERA 
lnstale la arandela aislante y el adopt.odor de desborde del tanque 
de salmuera en el agujero de 13/15" de dii.imetro en lo parte 
trasera de lo pored lateral del tanque de almocenomiento de sol; 
(consulte la Figura 9). 

NOTA: El adaptodor de desborde del tanque de salmuern 
acepta una manguera I.D. de '0'' o 3/8". 

INSTALE LA VALVULA DE DES\IIACION 
NOTA: Para una instalacion f6cil, retire la tapa superior. Libere las 
2 obrozaderas de lo parte trasera de la tapa. Rote la topa hacio 
adelante y !evante la rnisma. 
1. Ret.ir€ dos abrazaderos de las pu€rtos de entroda y salido de la 

volvulo del suavizante d€ agua y visualmente controle y retire 
cualquier escombro; (consu!te la Figura 7). 

2. Asegi)rese de que el ensomble de la turbina gire !ibremente en el 
puerto de "salida" de lo valvu!a; lconsu!te lo Figura 81. 

3. Si oun nose reoliz6, coloque uno coberturo luminoso de groso 
de siiicona (a condici6n de quel en los onil!os ode desviaci6n 
simple; (consulte la Figuro 71. 

11. Empuje la va!vula de desviaci6n simple sabre !o valvula 
del suavizante tanto como sea posible. Presione las dos 
abrazoderas de sujecion en sus !ugares, desde la porte superior 
hocia abajo; lconsulte las Figuras 7 y J.O). 

iMPORTANTE: Asegurese de que las obrazoderos queden firmes, 
de modo que lo v61vulo de desviocion simple nose suelte. 

MUEVA EL SUAVIZANTE DE AGUA A SU LUGAR 

A ;ADVERTENCIA! 
Riesgo de Peso Excesivo 

Cuente con la oyuda de dos o mas personas 
para mover e instalar el suavizante de agua. Si 
esto nose hace, se podran produdr lesiones de 
espaida u otras lesiones. 
1. Muevo el suavizonte de ague hosta la ubicaci6n deseodo. 

Coloque el mismo sobre una superficie solido y nivelada. 

!Mf>ORTANTE: (Jo coloque curios directamente ciebajo ciel tonque 
de a!macenamiento de sol pore ni1Jelar el suo1Jizonte. El peso 
del tanque, cuando este lieno de agua y sol, podra hacer que se 
lrocture en la curia. 
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Tubo de 
Sujeci6n 

----J_ 

Ensarnble 
de Boquil!a 
y Venturiy 

Tuerca -· 
. brazodera de 

Refuerzo 

Agujero 
. _it /'.randela 
·f,j..._,dl1slante 

w 
• d ' Mopto oroe 

Desbarde del 
Tcmque de 
So!muera 

Tuberfo de 
lo Salmuero 

Figura 9 Flotocion 

Nota: L.a unidad se muestra sin lo tapo superior .. 

VALVULA DE DESVIACION SIMPLE 

SI se conecta a la plomeila o 
nive! del suelo, instale lo v61vulo 
de desviacion girada hacia 
abajo, como se mu€stra. 

ENSAMBLE CORRECTO 

Abrazadera __.,.~ 

Diometro exterior de 7<~~~~- Diam~tra e:,,terior del 
entrada · · saiida de la canrn de la ?braza-
vcilvuia dei suavizante dora en la.valvuk1 de 

de ogua • desv1uc;on simple 
· · · Figura 10 

NOTA: Aseg,\rese de que !as 3 lengOetos de lo obrozadero 
atroviesen los agujeros correspondientes en la entrada y so Iida 
de lo vailfu!a ciel suavizante de agua, y completamente en el 
conai en !a vtl!vu!a de desvlaci6n simple. AsegUrese de que las 
lenguet.as esten cornpletament.€ apoyadas. 



lnstrucciones de lnstalaci6n. 
COMPLETE LA PLOMERIA DE ENTRADA Y SALIDA 

A t1£Yfr~b~~G~~f /crn1cA: 
lnstale una clav~a de metal con conexion a 
tierra a la tuberia met6iica del suministro 
de agua de! hogar antes de comenzar la 
instalacion. De forma segura, ajuste la conexi6n 
en el centro de la clovija metalica con conexion 
a tierra. Si nose cum pie con esto, se podran 
producir descargas electricas o la muerte. 

1 
.t1br~zader~ ---+-~1)1 

1J : con L.onex1on TJ~ 
~

J!;ir'.!.,._ a Tierra ~~ 
-~I ,ifi\ g~ ~ f.'el g~J 

(/'- - ~ '! ~"R 
a -~ ! ~· 86 f/f~ " . ' 'f- I ' . <',): ,- ." .. 

(({:--;,.._-J),,,/ A - . ,"'-::~ 
;i,;: / 'l(il/r,i?t ;,:... , yeYJ ~/ v, , ~I 

t, · Figura 11 .,t""-J/'!/ 
~~-/ 

51 Asegure !a abrazodera con conexi6n a t.ierra a !as tuberfas 
de metal. 

Mido, corte y de forrna floja ensambie la tuberia y accesorios 
de !a tuberia principal de agua a las puertos de entrada y 
salida de la vai'v'ula de! suavizante de agua. Asegurese de 
mantener los accesor·ios totaimente juntas, y las tuberias de 
forma rigida y derecha. ASEGLJRESE DE QUE EL SUM!NISTRO 
DE AGUA DURA SEA DIR.IGIDO AL PUERTO DE ENTRADA DE 
LA VALVULA DEL SUA'v'IZANTE. 

NOTA: La entrada '/ salido est6n marcodas sobre la vrjlvu!a 
de! suovizonte de aguo. Trace la direcci6n ciel flujo de 09uo 
para asegurar que el agua dura va hacia la entrnda. 

iMPORTANTE: Aseg(irese de encojor, alineor '/ sostener todo 
la p!omeria, a fin de evitar poner tension sobre la entrada y 
salida de la valvuia de! suavizante de agua. La tension sobre 
la p!omeria por folta de alineaci6n o sosten puede ocasianar 
dar;os sobre la v61vuia. 
51 Si reaiizor6 una insta!aci6n con cobre so!dado, reaiice 

todm las soldadurns con el metal yu en lo covidud antes 
de conector las tuberias a los adaptadores de NPT '/ la 
valvula de desviaci6n. El caior de lo linterna dano las 
partes plasticos. 

A {~R~[~l~!'!rS1
~!a la conexion 

de las tuberias, use solo soldadoras y 
fundidores libres de piomo para evitor el 
envenenamiento con plomo. 

• /\I giror !os occesorios de !as tuberios roscodos en !os 
accesorios de piastico, tenga cuidado de no cruz:ar las 
rose as. 

ei Use Cinta de Tefl6n en todas las roscos de tuberfas 
externas. 

Complete !a tuberiu intern a'/ extern a sobre el tipo de 
tuberia que usara. Asegure la abrazadera con conexi6n a 
tierra a las tuberios de metal. 
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lnstrucciones de lnstalaci6n. 
lfiSTALE LA MANGUERA DE DRENAJE DE LA 
VALVULA 
1. Mida y conecte lo lfnea de drenaje de 3/8" (provista) a! 

accesorio de drenaje de !a v6ivula del suavizante de 
ogua. lJ se un sujetador de manguera para sostener 
la misma en su !ugar. 

NOTA: Evite que la manguerci de drenoje supere los 30 
pies. Evite e!evar lo rnanguera mas de 8 pies sabre e! 
piso. Haga que lo lfnea de drenaje con valvula sea tan 
corta y directa como sea posibie. 

IMPORTANTE: Silos codigos requieren una !fnea de 
drenaje rigida. consulte la seccion "requisitos de Drenoje 
de la Valvula". 

2. Dirijo la monguero de drenaje o lo tuberfa de cobre al 
drenoje de!. suelo u otro punto de drenaje odecuodo. 
Asegure lo monguera de drenaje. Esto evitara los 
"latigazos" durante las regeneraciones. Consuite la 
seccion "Requisites del Espacio Libre·· (Figura ll. 

3. Corte y asegure !a manguerci. 

NOTA: El suavizante no funcionara si e! aguo no puede 
solir de la manguera de drencije durante la recarga. 

INSTALE LA MANGUERA DE DESBORDE DEL 
SALMUERA TANQUE !DE ALMACENAMIENTO 
DE SAL) 
J.. Mida. corte hasta la extension necesaria y conecte 

la lineo de drenaje de 3i8'' (provistal al codo de 
desborde del tanque de almocenamiento de sal y 
oseg1;re !a misma con un sujetodor de mangueros. 

2. Dirija la rnanguero a! drenaje del piso. o hocio 
otro punto de drenaje odecuodo que no este mas 
o!to que el accesorio de drenaje en el tanque de 
oirnacenamiento de sCJI (Este es un drenaje por 
gravedad). Si e! tanq1;e se sobrecarga con agua. el 
excedente fluye hacia ei punto de drenoje. Corte la 
lfneci de drenaje hasto ici extension deseada y dirUci la 
misma con cuidado fuera del comino. 

IMPORTANTE: Pora un funcionamiento cidecuado del 
suavizante de ogua, no conecte la tuberia del drenoje de lo 
va!vulo del suovizante de ogua o la monguero de desborde 
del tanque de a!macenamiento de sal. 
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PRUEBA DE PERDIDAS 
Paro evitar !a presi6n de oire en el suavizante de agua y 
en el sistemo de plornerio. cornplete los siguientes pasos 
en orden: 
1. Abra totalmente dos o mas grifos de agua fria 

suovizoda cerca del suovizonte de agua, ubicodo 
mas abojo con relaci6n o! fli.tjo desde el s1;avizante 
de agua. 

2. Coioque la valvulo de desviaci6n (simple o de 3 
valvulos) en la posici6n de "desviaci6n". (Vea ias 
Figuras en lo Pagino 10). 

3. Lentamente abra la v61vu!a principai de suministro 
de agua. De_je correr al aguo hasto que haya un flujo 
porejo en los grifos abiertos. sin burbujos de aire. 

t+. Coioque la valvulo(s) de desviacion en la posici6n 
"servicio" o en ogua suave como se indico: 
• V61vulo de desviaci6n simple !Figura t+): Lentomente 

rnuevo e! vastogo de lo v6!vula hacia "servicio", 
hcJCiendo varias pausas para permitir que ei 
suavizante de oguo se Ilene de aguo. 

• Desvioc:i6n de 3 v61vulos IFiguro 5): Cierre 
totalmente !a v6ivula de desviaci6n y abra la 
valvuio de salido. 

5. L.uego de unos tres minutes. abra un grifo de agua 
caliente hasta que haya un flujo parejo 11 no hoyan 
burbujas de oire; !uego cierre este grifo. 

6. Cierre todos los grifos de agua frio y controle que 
no haya goteos en las conexiones de plomerfa que 
realiz6. 

7. Controle que no haya goteos alrededor de !os 
sujetcidores en !a entrcida y salidci del suavizante. 
Si hay una perdido en un sujetador. despresurice 
io plornerfa (cierre el surninistro de agua y obro los 
grifos) antes de retiror el sujetador. Al retiror los 
sujetodores de !a entroda y salido del suavizante, 
presione el cuerpo de io v6!vula de desviaci6n simp!e 
hocia el s1;avizante (\ieo !a Figura J.4). Un retiro 
inadecuado podr6 donor !os sujetodores. No vuelvo a 
instaiar los sujetado.res danados. 

! 

Si retirara !os 
sujetadores ... 

Figure 14 

-~ 
.,_.,,./ 
"':;,-~ ... despresurice la 
~ plomerfa, !uego presione 

io \lalvuio de Desviaci6n 
hocia el suavizonte. 



lnstrucciones de lnstalaci6n. 
AGREGUE AGUA V SAL AL TANQUE DE 
AlMACENAMIENTO DE SAL 

A ;ADVERTENCIA! 
RIESGO DE PESO EXCES/VO: 
Cuente con la ayuda de dos o mas 
personos para mover e instalor las bolsas 
de sol. Si esto nose cumple, se pod ran 
producir lesiones de espalda u otras 
lesiones. 

1. Utilizondo un envase, ogregue alrededor de 
t1·es galones de aguo potable en el tanque de 
olmacenamiento de sol. 

2. Ag1·egue sol al tanque de aimacenamiento. Use 
pepitos, boiitas o sal solm grueso con menos 
del 1 % de impurezas. 

ENCHUFE El SUAVIZANTE DE AGUA 
1. Enchufe ei suavizonte de aguo en un 

tomacorriente electrico que no este contrnlado 
por un interruptor. 

2. Reemplace la tapa superior. 
3. Reemplace la tapa del agL0ero de sol. 

NOTA: El calentador de oguo est6 ileno con 
ogua duro y, a medida que se use ogua caliente, 
se voive,6 a llenar con aguo acondicionado. 
En unos pocos dios. el aguo coliente estm6 
completomente ocondicionada. Porn poder 
contar con agua caiiente acondicionoda de formo 
inmedioto, espere hasto que lo recargo iniciai este 
terminado. Luego, drene el calentodor de aguo 
(siguiendo instrucciones para el calentador de 
ogua), hasta que el agua se enfrfe. 

A, jADVERTENCIA! Descarte todas 
las piezas sin uso y moteria/es de emba/aje 
luego de la insta!aci6n. Las pequefias partes 
restantes luego de la insta!aci6n podrian 
ocasionar riesgo de obstrucci6n. 
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DESINFECTE EL SUAVIZANTE DE AGUA/ 
DESINFECTE LUEGO DEL SERVICIO 
1. Abra la tapo dei agLuei-o de sai, retire ia topa del 

pozo de salmuera y vierta airededor de 3 oz. (6 
cucharones) de blanqueador· de hogm en el pozo 
de salrnuera del suavizante. Reemploce la tapa 
del pozo de soimuera. 

2. Asegurese de que la v61vula!s) de desviaci6n este 
en la posici6n de "servicio·· (abierto). 

3. Cornience una recarga (regeneraci6n). Consuite 
"iniciar uno Recorga" en lo P6gino 58. 

4. Una vez completoda !a recorgo, abrn totolmente 
un ~rifo de aguo fria, haga que co1rn el agua 
desde el suo11izante, y deje que 50 galones corrnn 
a trnves de! sistemo. Esto debei-fo tomm por lo 
menos 20 minutos. Cierre el grifo. 



Programaci6n de/ Suavizante de Agua. 

Solt Level 

Clock 
Hardness 
Recharge 

Cuando el transformador esta enchufado en el 
tomacorriente electrico, un c6digo de modelo 
y numero de evaluaci6n !ejemplo: J3.4 & H45) 
aparecen en !a pantaila. Luego, "12:00 PM" 
comienza a titilar. Una flecha 'ill aparece junto a 
CLOCK (Relojl en lo colcomanfa de la ploca. 

FUNCIONAMIENTO DEL CONTROL: 
"CONFIGURACIONES DE CONTROL REQUERIDAS 

en lo instaiaci6n iniciol y iuego de un corte de 
co1·riente prolongado. 

" Use el bot6n MODE/SET (Modo/ Configuracionl 
para mover la flecha a la configuraci6n de la 
funci6n del conti-ol deseada. 

" Una vez seleccionado ei modo, use ios botones 
UP (Arriba) ..6.. y DOWN (Abajo) V porn 
cambim las configuraciones del control. 

" Presione el bot6n MODE/SET (Modo/ 
Configuraci6nl para aceptar los cambios. 

" Un "pitido" suena al presionar los botones para 
!a programaci6n de! control. Un pitido senala 
un cambio en la pantalla de control. FJitidos 
r·epetidos indican que el control no aceptarci 
un combio desde el bot6n que pr·esion6, y que 
deberfo seleccionor otro bot6n. 
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CONFIGURE LA HORA DEL DIA 
1. Presione ei bot611 MODE/SET {Modo/ 

Configuracion) hasta que la flecha ~ apunte a 
CLOCK {Relojl. 

2. Presione los botones UP (Arr·iba) ..6.. o DOW/~ 
(Ab0Jo) V parn con-figurar la hora actual. UP 
(f\rriba) ..6.. mueve lo pcmtollo hacia odeiante; 
DOWN !f.,bojo) V configurn ei tiempo hacio 
atn'ls. Asegurese de que AM y PM esten 
correctos. 

Salt Level 
Clock 

Hardness 
Recharge 

~ 
B:Y2 

PM 

NOTA: Presione ios botones y rcipidomente 
libe1·e porn avonzar lentornente por la pontalla 
un numero a lo vez. Sostengo los botones para 
avanzar de forma rapida. 

3. Cuando se muestre la hora con·ecta en 
la pontalla, presione MODE/SET !Modo/ 
Configuroci6nl para aceptar. 



Programaci6n del Suavizante de Agua. 

CONFIGURE EL NUMERO DE DUREZA DEL 
AGUA 
l. Presione el bot6n MODE/SET (Modo/ 

Configuracion) hasta que la flecha '41 apunte a 
HARDNESS !Durezal. Un 25 titilante aparecera 
en la pantalla. 

Solt Level 
Clock 

Hardness ~ 
Recharge 

2. Presione los botones UP (Arriba) .A. o DOWN 
(.A.bojo) poro conflgurar el numero de durezo del 
ogua. 

NOTA: Si el surninistro de aguo contiene hierro, 
compense e! mismo valor numerico a lo durezo 
del cigua. Por ejernplo: suponga que el agua 
tiene uno dureza de 20 gpg y que contiene 
hierro de 2ppm. Agregue 5 ol 11i.:1mero de dureza 
por coda l ppm o hierro. En este ejemplo: el 
n(irnero de dureza que usarfa es 30. 

20 gpg hardne55 
2ppmironx5= 10 +10 

(times) 30 HARDNESS NUMBER 

3. Cuando lo pantolla muest1·e la du1·eza del aguo 
(en gronos poi- gal6n), presione MODE/SET 
(Modo/ Configuroci6nl para aceptm. 

Puede conocer la dureza de su suministro de 
agua en granos por galon (gpgl a troves de 
un laboratorio de cmalisis del agua. Si recibe 
un suministro municipal, comuniquese a su 
departamento de agua local. O Ila me a Legend 
Technical Services (Servicios Tecnicos Legendl. 
un loboratorio independiente, para solicitor 
un kit de evaluaci6n de la dureza del agua 
al 1.800.949,8220, Opci6n 4. Si su informe 
muestro uno dureza en portes por millon {ppm) 
o miligramos por litro (mg/II. simplemente 
divida esto por 17.1 para obtener el numero 
equivalente en granos por galon. 
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CONFIGURACION DEL TIEMPO (INICIAU DE 
RECAR GA 
l. Presione ei bot6n MODE/SET {Modo/ 

Configuracionl hasta que lo flecha ~ apunte a 
RECHARGE (Recargarl. 

Solt Level 
Clock 

Hardness 
Recharge ~ 

2.nn AM 

·UU 

NOTA: En la pantallo se deberfa visualizor 
2:00 l'.I.M titiiando (pm ornisi6n de fabrico). Este 
es un buen mornento para que la recargo se 
inicie (torna aproximadamente 2 horns) en la 
moyorfo de los hogares, porque el ogua no esta 
en uso. El AGUA DURA es desviada a los g1·ifos 
de lo cosa duronte lo recorgo. 

Si no es necesorio ningun cambio, vayo al 
paso 3. rJara cambior ei tiempo de inicio de la 
recarga, siga el paso 2. 

2. Presione el bot6n U~1 (Arriba) .A. o DO\NN 
(Abojo) "111111" porn configurnr el tiempo de 
recmga inicial deseado. Asegurese de obse1·var 
el AM o FJM corno hizo al configuror la hora del 
dia. 

3. Presione el bot6n MODE/SET !Modo/ 
Configuracionl para aceptar. 
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CONFIGURE EL NIVEL DE SAL 
1. Presione el bot6n MODE/SET (Modo/ Configuraci6n) 

hasta que la flecha <llll apunte a SALT LEVEL (Nivel 
de Soll. 

Salt Level ~ n. n 
Clock 

1 
__ 1oo1_1oo1 ____ _ 

Hardness 

Recharge 

2. Determine el nivel de sol en el tanque de salm1;era 
usando la escalo numerada cil costado del pozo de 
salrnuera, dentro de! tanque de salrnuera (vea !a 
Figura 15). 

3. Presione UP (Arriba) A o DOWN (.Abajo) '1111111"' para 
configurar e! NIVEL DE SAL, de modo que coincida 
con el nivel de la escala numerica de! tanque de 
salmuero. 

Salt Level .. 1 Y.S Clock 

I 

Hardness 

Recharge 

NOTA: Cada vez que se presiona un bot6n se 
cambia el nivel por incrementos de 0.5 hasta 8.0. 
f~ustor el nivel de sol por debojo de cero hoce que el 
indicodor de SALT LEVEL (Nivel de Soll quede en OFF 
(Apagado). 

4. Presione el bot6n MODE/SET (Modo/ Configuroci6nl 
para oceptar. La ponto!lo muestra e! hora actual del 
dfa y DAYS TO EMPTV (Dias Hastci Vociarsel. 

l'M 

21 Days to Empty 

Figure 15 

DiAS HASTA VACIARSE 
Los polabras DAYS TO EMPTY (DIAS H,C\STA VAC!ARSE) 
y un numero se muestran en la mitad inferior 
de la pantalla. Esta informaci6n aparece en el 
funeionomiento normal de !a pontol!o. Es para informer 
a! usuorio el m'.irnero de dfos antes de que el nivel de sol 
en el tanaue de solmuero olconce el ~Jivei 0. Quedor6 
sol en el tanque de sol. pero no ser6 suficiente para 
recargar comp!etamente e! sistema. La sol se deberfo 
agregor en este memento para evitar la formoci6n 
de agua dura. El valor es actualizado diariamente 
y siempre que el valor de SALT LEVEL (Nivei de Sall 
cornbie. 

AM 

j I U Doys to Empty 
I I I 

NOTA: Durante las primeras semanos de 
funcionomiento, DAYS TO EMPTY (Dias Hosta Vociarsel 
podrci tener un funcionrnniento errcitico. Por ejernplo: 
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lo luz lndicodora azul podrci titiiar, rnostrando que se 
necesita mas sol cuando el nivel de sol rea! en el tanque 
est6 muy por encima de! J\livel 0. En olgunos casos, 
DAYS TO EMPTY !Dfos Hosto Vociorsel podrci incluso 
incrementarse duronte un periodo de varies semonas. 

El suovizonte de agua tordo un por de meses en 
incorporcir su patron de uso del oguo. Uno vez que hoce 
esto, determina de formo precisa el patron de uso de 
sol reaL Durante este prirner perfodo, controle el nivel 
de sol cuando !a luz azui indicadora titile. Si el nivel de 
sol en el tanque est6 en e! f\livel l o mas, deje que el 
sistemo foncione . .t1segurese de reinicior el indicador dei 
nivel de sol codci vez que cigregue sol al sistemo. 

INICIE UNA RECARGA 
Montenga presionado el bot6n RECHARGE (Recargal 
por tres segundos, hosta que "RECHARGE ~JOW" 
(Recorgor r;horo) cornience ci titilor en lo pontollo, 
iniciondo lo recorgo. Esto recorgo oplico ei blonqueodor 
desinfectonte a troves dei suavizante de oguo. 
Cuolquier resto de aire en el suovizonte de aqua es 
purgcido en el drenaje. Durante este tiempo, controle 
peri6dicamente q1;e no hayo goteos. 

NOTA: Al igual que con otras aplicaciones dei sistema 
de og1;a, se pueden prnd1;cir 9oteos. Es posible que los 
aoteos no se veon de forma inmediato. \/1;eivo a hacer 
un control 24 horos despues de que el primer ciclo de 
recorgo este cornpleto. 
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CONFIGURACIONES OPCIONALES DEL CONTROL 
La pcmtaila de! controlodor cuenta con varios opciones y 
funciones. 

ALARMA DE SAL BAJA 

Una vez octivado LOW SALT [B 
.AU\RM (Alarrno de Sol Baja), 
sonar6 el pitido cuando el valor 
de DAYS to EMPTY (Dfos Hosta 
\iaciarsel sea de 15 dfas o menos. ~ 
Pora rnmbiar esto configuraci6n, 
mantengo presionado el bot6n 
MODE/SET (Modo/ Configuraci6n) 
durante unos 3 segundos o 
escuche el pitido. or>J (Encendido) 
(por omisi6n de fabrica) u 
OFF (Apagado) titilar6n en lo 
pcmtaila. Presione ios botones 
UP (Arriba) ..A. o DOWN 
(Abaja) "111111" para pasar esta 
funci6n de O~J (Encendido) a OFF 
(.qpagodo). Presione el bot6n 
MODE/SET (Modo/ Configuraci6n) 
para aceptar. y la pantal!a se 

On 

moverci o PRERINSE cm/OFF (Pre Enjuogue Encendido/ 
r;pagado). Presione ios botones UP (r;rriba) ..A. o DOWN 
(Abaja) "111111" para encender u opagor el pre erJuague. 

PRE ENJUAGUE 
Si el agua contiene sedimentos. lo 
funci6n de pre e1~uague eliminar6 
los sedimentos del fondo de 
resina antes de la regeneraci6n. 

Presione el baton MODE/SET 
(Modo/ Configuraci6nl y !a 
pantaila se rnover6 al modo 
Prerinse Time (Tiempo de Pre 
Enjuogue). En esta pontalla. 
puede ojustar la duraci6n del 
pre enjuogue presionondo ios 
botones UP (Arriba) ..A. o DOWN 
(Abajol "111111" l. Presione el baton 
MODE/SET (Modo/ Configurcici6n) 
pma cJCeptm. y !a pantalici se 
rnover6 o Back \A/ash (Lavada 
Regresivo). 

l 
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LAVADO REGRESIVO Y ENJUAGUE RAPIDO 
Si siente que el sobor del agua es solado luego de la 
regeneraci6n, es posibie que necesite incrementar las 
tiempos del lavado regresivo y de er~uague rcipido. 
Los tiempos de !as cicios durante las regenerociones 
son determinodos par el controlodor eiectr6nico 
del suavizante. Sin embargo, puede incrementar los 
tiempos del lavado regresivo y enjuague rapido. Puede 
agregar hosta 10 minutos. 

Para Backwash (Lavada 
Regresivo), puede agregar hasta 
10 minutos por incrementos de 
J. minuto, presionando el baton 
UP (Arriba). ..A. o restar tiernpo 
presionando e! bot6n DOWN 
(Abojo)"IIIIII". 

Para Fast Rinse (Eryuague 
R6pidoJ. presione el botan MODE/ 
SET (Mode/ Conflguroci6nl y la 
pontalla se mueve a la funcion 
de agregar tiempo de enjuague 
r6pido. Puede ogregar hasta 
10 minutos por incrementos 
de 1 minuto. presionondo el 
bot6n UP (Arriba). ..A. o restor 
tiempo presionando el bot6n 
DOWN (.t1bajo) "111111" Presione 
el bot6n MODE/SET {Modo/ 
Conflguroci6nl para aceptar. y lo 
pantalla se mover6. o Run Display 
(Mover Pontailai. 

AHORRO DE SAL 

bR a Mirr 

Rdd 

Fr D Min 

Rdd 

Cuando esto funci6n este en ON (Encendido). el 
suovizonte de aauo funcionar6 con un nivei de 
eficiencio de !a i:'al de 4000 gronos de d1;rezo par !ibra 
de sol o mas. (Se podr6 recargar con mayor trecuencia 
usando dosis de sCJI inferiores o menos aguo). El 
sucivizcmte se envia con esta funci6n configuradci en 
OFF LApogadol. 

En el estado de California: Debera co!ocar la Funcion 
de Ahorro de Sal en ON (Encendido). [sto oodr6 iniciar 
recargas mas frecuentes. Sin embargo, ftincionar6 en 
4,000 gronos por iibru de soi. 

Para co/ocar el Alwrm de Sal 
en ON {Encendido} Presione el 
bot6n Solt Save1· (Ahorro de Sal) 
una vez hasta que la luz azul de 
estado sobre el bot6n este en ON 
(Encendido). 
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FUNCION: PANTALLA DE OTROS DATOS 
Estos modelos tienen una opci6n para que la pantalla indique 
informaci6n diferente. La informaci6n mostrada en la mitcd 
superior de la pantailc puede ser modificado a una de ias 
siguientes presionando los botones UP !Arriba) A o DOWN 
[Abajo)."9': 

• CAPACIDAD RESTANTE 
-- Este es el porcento_je de capacidod 
restante oaro suavizor el ciquo. 
De forma' inrnediata luego de una 
regeneroci6n. se rnuestro el 100%. 
A medido que se usa ei agua. e! 
porcentaje se reducir6 hasto ia 

Y 5 % P.ernctining 

! b Dciys to Empty 

~~~fg~;fe 

siguiente regeneraci6n. Durante las regeneraciones, e! 
porcentcje se incrementc hacic crriba. 

Cucindo se muestre el tiernpo presente, presione el bot6n 
DOvVN (Abajo)T; % Remaining!% Restcnte) ciporeceril 
en la panta!la. El valor mostrado est6 entre O y 100 por ciento. 
El valor se bosa en la capacidod de funcionarnierrto octuoL 
Presionar el bot6n ur> (Arriba). A hara que se regrese a ia 
pontclla anterior. 

& PROMEDIO DE GALONES 
DIARIOS - La figura mostrodo 
es el promedio de galones de agua 
usodos en el hogar coda dfa durcmte 
el perfodo de las (lit!rnos siete dfas. 

I f 2 6 Avernge Dor!y ! f Go!lons 

i g 3 Days to Empty 

! Recharge I Tonight 

Presione el bot6n DOWN (Abajo) "9' nuevmnente porn 
mostrar /.\verage Dialy Gallons (Promedio de Galones Diarios). 
Avernge Daily Gallons (Promedio de Gaiones Dimios) 
oparecer6 en lo pontalla. Este voior es actualizado coda dfa 
o medionoche. Presionor el bot6n UP (Arriboi A button wiil 
return the screen to the previous disp!oy. 

• INDICE DE FLUJO, GPM 
-- Al usar ague; suave. esta pantolla 
rnuestra el fndice de fluja que peso 
par el suavizante (en galones por 
minuto). Cera muestra si ei agua no 
est6 pascndo por el suavizante. 

Presione el bot6n DOWN (Abcjo} 

I Y.S c,nons/Min 

131 Days to Empty 

"'111111"' nuevamente para mostrm e! fndice de fluio. Gollons/ 
Min ((iolones/ Mfn.i opmecer6 en !o pontolla. Este valor es 
actualizcido code; 11.2 segundo. Presionor el bot6n UP IA.r;-ibiJ) 
,A button will return the screen to the previous display. 
hara que se regrese a lo pontallo anterior. Presionor ei bot6n 
DOWN (Abajo) "'111111"' hor6 que se re,yese a la parrtolla del 
tiempo actual. 
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REAJUSTE A FALTA DE FABRICA 
Para reiniciar el controlador electr6nico de todas las 
configuraciones al ajuste de f6brica por omisi6n (hora, 
dureza, etc.) 

1. Mantenga presionado el bot6n MODE/SET !Modo/ 
Configuraci6nt hasta que la pantalia cambie dos 
veces y muestre el c6digo del modo titilante. 

[odE 
SoS 

2. Presione el baton UP (Arriba) A para mostrar un 
"SoS" titilante. 

3. Presione el bot6n MODE/SET !Modoi Configuraci6nl y 
el controlador electr6nico se reiniciar6. 

4. Config1;re la hora act1;al, la dureza, etc., se9un 
se describe en la secci6n de Proqramaci6n del 
Suavizante de ,'l.gua. -
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MEMORIA POR CORTE DE CORRIENTE 
Si se corta io corriente del suavizante de agua. 
la "memoria" incorpornda en los circuitos 
del temporizador montendr6n todos las 
configurociones durante hosto 24 horns. Mientrns 
lo corriente este cortado, !a pontaiio quedm6 en 
blonco y el suovizante de agua no se regenerar6. 
Cuando lo cori·iente electrico sea restablecida, 
ocurrir6 !o siguiente. 

Reinicie ia horo octuai solo si lo pantolla est6 
titilando. HARDNESS (Durezo) y RECHARGE TIME 
(Temporizador de Recorga) nunca r·equieren 
una r·econfiguraci6n, a menos que se desee 
hacer una modificaci6n. lncluso aunque el reloj 
este incorrecto luego de un corte de corriente 
prolongado, ei suavizante funciona como deberfo 
porn mantenei- el agua suave. Sin embargo, las 
regenerociones se pod1·6n producir en lo hora del 
dfo equivocado hasta que reinicie e! reloj en la 
hora c:01-recta del dfa. 

NOTA: Si el suavizante de agua se estabo 
regenerando cuando se prodLijO e! corte de 
corriente, ohora fina!izara el ciclo. 

LUZ AZUL INDICADORA 
Lo luz azul parejo indico que la unidod est6 
funcionondo correctamente. Lo luz titila cuondo la 
unidad necesita otenci6n pm parte de! usuario. 
e Lo luz tmnbien titiim6 hosto que el encendido 

se hoya interrumpido. Contrnle ia configurnci6n 
de PRESENT TIME {Hora Actual). 

e La luz titila y DAYS TO EMPTY !Dios Hosta 
Vaciorsel titila - contrnle el nivel de sol y 
ag1·egue sol segun se requiem 

• Lo luz titilo y E1-r opmece en lo pontollo -
prob!emo eiectrico con e! sistema. 
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SENAL DE NIVEL DE SAL BAJO 
Cuando ia funci6n DAYS TO EMPTY (Dios Hosta 
Vaciarsel cae a 15, lo luz ozul indicadora y DAYS 
TO EMPTY (Dias Hasta vaciarsel en lo pantollo 
titilaran coda un segundo y io alarma emitir6 un 
pitido coda 30 segundos (de 8:00 AM a 8:00 PM), 
o fin de notificar a! usumio que lo unidod est6 
funcionando con un nive! de so! bajo. Tan pronto 
como se presione cuaiquier bot611, io olarmo 
dejara de sonar. Lo luz azui indicodora y DAYS 
TO EMPTY !Dias Hasta Vaciarsel continua ran 
titilando. Una vez que se ogregue sai ol tanque 
de solmuern y SALT LEVEL {Nivel de Sall seo 
reiniciodo. la funci6n DAYS TO EMPTY {Dias Hasto 
Vaciarsel sei-6 reiniciado. 

SENALES DE ERROR 
Si se detecto un c6digo 
de error. la luz azui 
indicadora titilar6 4 
veces por segundo, en 
lo pantalla titiior6 Err 

Err I 
Call for Service 

ailii) 

y lo olarma sonarci coda 30 segundos (de 8:00 
AM o 8:00 PM) para senoior que el suovizonte 
requiere el servicio. La alarma se puede apagm 
pr-esionando cualquier bot6n, pero la luz azui 
indicadora y la pantalio continuar6n titilando, 

Desconecte el trnnsformador dei tomocoi-riente 
de pared de formo momentaneo, y vuelva a 
conectar el mismo . .A.pmecer6 ia pantalla normal. 
El motor podr6 funcionar por varios minutos, a 
medida que la unidad se reinicia, Si el problemo 
no es corregido, el c6digo de error volver6 a 
apmecer en 8 minutos. Consulte la secci6n 
Antes de Llamar a! Sei-vicio Tecnico para recibir 
asistencia sobre la soiuci6n de problemos con el 
suovizante de agua. 



Cuidado y limpieza. 
AJUSTE DE LA DUREZA DEL AGUA 
La perilla de ajuste de rnezcla !Figura 16) ie da ia posibilidad 
de ctjustm finarnente la dureza del aguo tratoda, dejando 
el suavizante de ogua. Sise desea un ogua un poco mas 
dura que aquella normalrnente prnvista por el suavizante 
de agua, la perilla de ajuste de mezcla puede desviar un 
pequefio flujo de agua dura y mezclar esta con el agua 
suave que entra al hagor. La cantidad de aguo dewiado es 
controioda girando una per!lla de ajuste de rnezcla en la 
topo de la cana de la vciivulo. 

NOTA: Para obtener el rendimiento cornpieto del suavizonte 
de agua, deje la v61vula de rnezcla en la posici6n cerrada 
configurada de fobrica. 

Pam hacer ajustes sobre la dureza del agua: 
l. Sostenga la manija de desviaci6n para evitor que ia 

cana de la v61vula rote !lea la figura 16). Afloje la tuerca 
hexogonal en la peri!la de ajuste de mezcla girando la 
tuerrn hexagonol en con1rn de ios ogujas del reloj. 

2. PARA !NCREMENTAR LA DUREZA: Con la desvioci6n 
en lo posici6n dei servicio (leci lo figuro 161. sostenga 
la rnonija para evitar que la crn'\a de lo valvula 
rote, y gire !o perillo de ojuste de rnezdo en contra 
de las agujas dei re!oj hasta 2 vueltas desde la 
posici6n cerrada. Se recorniendo hacer ajustes por 
incrementos de un cuarto durante varias sernonas. 
haste que se iogre el nivel de dureza deseado. NOTA: 
Una vez que se reaiizo un ojuste sabre la periila de 
la valvula de rnezcla, es posible que lleve vorios dias 
observar el cambio en la dureza del aaua en los 
grifos o !as flores del hogar. Esta demora se debe a 
las grandes cantidades de aguo ya acondicionoda 
en las tuberfos y el calentodor de agua. que se debe 
cambiar antes de que se observe una rnodificoci6n 
en lo dureza. Solicite que se evaiC1e el aguo para 
determiner su nivel de dureza. 

3. PARA REDUCIR LA DUREZA: Con la desviaci6n en 
la posici6n del servicio (vea la figura 16). sostenga 
lo manijo para evitor que la crn1a de la valvula rote. 
y gire !a peri!lo de ojuste de rnezcla a favor de las 
CJgujas dei reioj. Cuondo lo periila yo no gire, el agua 
dura ya nose est6 rnezclando en ei cigua suave. 

4. Uno vez que se logre la dureza deseado, ojuste una 
tuerca hexagonal lvea la figura 16) en direcci6n de las 
ogujas del reloj, hasta que entre en contacto con la cana 
de desviaci6n. 
NOTA: Para curnplir con las e$pecificaciones de 
rendimiento del suavizante de agua >1 los reclarnos 
sabre la reducci6n de bario y radio, la funcion de ajuste 
de lo dureza se deberc\ mantener en la posici6n "OFF" 
ICerrada"). La posici6n cerrada se logro cuondo la peri!la 
de ajuste de mezcla se rota completarnente en direcci6n 
de !as agujas del reloj hasto que se detiene. 

POSICION DEL SERVICIO 
!Funcionamiento Normal del Suavizcmte) 

Agur; Suave 
Manija de Empuje 

Hacia Uno 

r'.fuera Agua Dura 

Sa!ido de !a 
Vtl!vu!a d ., 
Suav!~~ante 
Agua Durn Desvillda Entrada de 

IContro!oda por la perilla la v,,lvula de! 
de r;juste de la mezcia) Sulwizante 

Figura 16 

Adentro 

Gire en direcciOn contraria a las 
agujc;,s del re!oj poro incremen
tar !a durezo del r;gua trr;tado 
len direcd6n de las r;gujas de! 

re[oj para reducir lo dureza) 

POSICION DE LA DESVIACION 
Agua Durn 

Afuero 

Tuerca Meimgonal 
Gire en direcci6n de bs 

aguja$ del reloj porn blo
quem la perilla de ojuste 
de la mezcio ien contro 
de las agujas de[ reloj 

Si usar6 el suavizante de agua, 
gire a favor de las agujas del 

Figura 17 reloj tanto corno se puedo. 

A}PRECALJCf QN! Si el suavizante 
de agua sera reparado o desconectado de la 
v61vula de desvioci6n, la perillo de ojuste de la 
mezdo debera ser girnda completomente en 
direcci6n de las ogujas del reloj porn ce1-rar el 
comino de desviaci6n y evitar goteos de ogua 
de io entrnda de la desviaci6n de la valvula del 
suavizante . 
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CONTROL DEL NIVEL DE ALMACENAMIENTO 
DE SAL y RECARGA 
la saimuera (sal disueito en agua) es necesaria 
en coda recarga. El aguo para hacer salmuera 
es medido en el 6reo de aimacenrnniento de sal 
por la valvulo del sistema suovizcmte de ogua y 
el controi. Sin embargo, se debera mantener el 
tanque suministrado con saf. 

AGREGADO DE SAL 
Levante la topa del ogujero de sol y controle 
el nivel de aimocenamiento de sai de fom1a 
frecuente. Si ei suavizonte de oguo uso toda lo 
sol antes de recargar la mismo, obtendrci agua 
dura. Hosto que hoya estobiecido uno rutino de 
r·ecarga, controle la sol coda dos o tres semanas. 
Siempre agregue sal cuando !a contidad sea 
infe1·ior a %. 1'.\.segurese de que lo tapa del pozo de 
salmuera este coiocada. 

NOTA: Si usora cloruro de potasio (KCI), no supere 
el nivel 4 de lo etiqueta de! pozo de solmuem 

NOTA: En areas humedas, es meior mantener 
el nivel de almocenamiento de soi ba_jo, y hocer 
recargas mos frecuentes para evitar "puentes" de 
sol. 

Sal Recomendada: Pepitas, bolitos o sol soiar 
gruesa con menos de! 1% de impurezas. 

Sal No Recomendoda: Sol en rnco, alto en 
impurezas, en bloque, gronulado de mesa. 
derretida en hielo, para hocer helado, etc. 

A,.PRECAUCION: 
Sal para s11avizante de agua con 
aditivos para eliminar hierro: 
Algunas sales cuentan con un aditivo para 
oyudar ol sistema suavizante de aguo a 
eliminar el hierro del suministro de aguo. 
Aunque este aditivo puede ayudor a montener 
limpio la resino del sistemo suovizante de 
ogua, tombien puede liberar gases corrosivos 
que debiliton y ocortan la vido util de olgunos 
partes de! sistemo suavizante de agua. 

UMPIEZA DEL HIERRO DEL SISTEMA 
SUAVIZANTE DE AGUA 
Su sistema suavizante de agua eiimina los 
minerales duros (colcio y magnesia) del ogua. 
.A.demos, puede controlor parte (leo la secci6n 
de Pautos de Especificoci6n) del hierro del "agua 
potable". Con el hierro de! agua potable, el agua 
de un g1·ifo es potable cuondo se coloca po, 
primera vez en un vaso. Luego de entre 15 y 30 
minutos, el ogua comienzo a enturbiarse o torr.or 
un color 6xido. Un sistema suavizante de agua 
no eiiminor6 ningCm hierro que enturbie el agua 
o !a oxide al salir del grifo (iiomodo hierro de 
aguo roja). Paro quitar el hierro del aguo roja de! 
aguo, o el m6;<imo de hierro del aguo potable. es 
necesario un filtro de hierro u otro equipamiento. 

GE recoiniendo el uso de Super Iron Out® pmo 
limpiar el !echo de resina si el contenido de hiem, 
es aito. Use Super Iron Out® con coda bolsa 
de soi de 40 !b. como medida preventivo contra 
la acumulaci6n de 6xido. Limpie ei !echo por io 
menos coda seis meses, o con maym frecuencia si 
aparece hierro en el aguo blando entre limpiezas. 

IMPORTANTE: Es importante mezclar ei limpiador 
de! fondo de resino con agua (siguiendo las 
instrucciones del fabricante), vei-ter la misma en 
el pozo de salmuero (vea !a Figurn 9) y recargm 
el suavizante de forma inmediota r\lo vierta el 
limpiador de! fondo de resino con la sol. yo que 
no serci tan efecti110 en !a limpiezo de io 1·esina, y 
podrci ocasionm donos oi suavizonte si se dejo en 
el tanque de salmuera por un perfodo extendido 
debido o los gases corrosivos que se forman. 
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Rutina de Mantenimiento. 

UMPIEZA DEL ENSAMBLE DE LA BOQUILLA Y 
El VENTURI 
Una limpie-.i:a de la boqui//a y el venturi es necesaria para 
que el sistema suavizante funcione de forma correcta. 
Esto pequerio unidad hoce que lo succi6n mueva la 
whnuero de! area de olmacenamiento de sol al tanque de 
resina durante io recarqo. Sise topa con arena, 1:ierrn, etc., 
el sistema suovizante Je agua no ·funcionara y se generara 
agua dura. 

Para lieger a la boquillo y ei venturi, retire lo 1:apa superior 
del si$temo suovizante de agua. Aseg1.'.irese de que el 
sistemo suavizante de agua este en el ciclo del servicio lsin 
presi6n de agua en la boquilla y el venturi). Lue go, mientras 
sostiene la caja protectora de la boquillo y ei venturi con 
una rmmo, retire lo tapa. L.evante el soporte y la pantolio, 
y luego la boquilia y el venturi. Love y enjuogue la$ piezos 
con agua tibia hasta que esten limpias. De ser necesario, 
use un pince! pequerio para retirar el hierro o ia suciedad. 
Tambien controle y limpie la junta. 

NOTA: /-\igunos rnodelos cuentan con un enchufe de 
flujo pequeno ubicado en la boquilla y el venturi, y/o una 
pequena pantalla con forma c6nica en la caja protectora. 
Asegurese de controlor y limpiar estos pmtes, si su rnodelo 
cuenta con este equiparniento. 

Con cuidado. reemplace todas las piezas en el orden 
correcto. Levemerrte lubrique el selio del anillo o con grasa 
de silicona limpia o voselina y coloque el mismo en su 
posic:i6n. lnsta/e y ajuste ia tupa, solo en forma munuaL 
No ajuste la tapa en exceso. 

ROTURA DE UN PUENTE DE SAL 
A veces se fonna uno costra dura o un puente de sol en el 
area de olmacenarniento de sal. Normcilmente es rnusoda 
por el alto nivel de humedod o un tipo de sal inodecuado. 
Cuando se form an puentes de sal, se genera un espacio 
vado entre el agua y la soi. Luego !a sol nose disuelve en e! 
agua para formar salrnuera. 
Si el tanque de salmuern esta lleno de sol, es dificil decir 
si $e form6 un puente de sol. Lo sol est6 flojo en la parte 
superior, pero el puente est6 debajo de esta. l.a siguiente 
es la mejor forrno de controlar !a formaci6n de un puerrte 
de sol. 
Lo soi deberia estar suelto hasta el fondo del tanque. Tome 
un mango de escobo o una herramienta similar, y con 
cuidado empuje la misma en la soi, trabajando hacia arriba 
y abajo. Si !o herromienta golpea un objeto duro lasegurese 
de que no sea lo parte inferior ni ios costados del tanquei, 
es muy probable que seo un puente de soi. Con cuidado 
rompo el puente con ia herramienta. No golpee la$ paredes 
del tanque. Para ayudar a disolver el puente de sal, vierta 
un gal6n de agua tibia (no caliente) en el tanque. 
Si el puente se form6 con el tipo de sol inodecuado, 
ret[reio. l.uego Ilene ei tanque con sol en pepitas o boiitas 
unicarnente. En areas h,.'.Jmedas, es mejor llenar el tanque 
con rnenos soi, con mayor frecuencia para evitar la 
forrrnlci6n de un puente de sai. 
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Sello del aniilo o ---..(!) 
Soporte de la ~~l 

pantulla ~'3:? 

Puntalla ---!II>-. 
*Enchufe de! flujo lil> ~ 

Boquilla y Venturi --i,,. ~ ~Pantalla 

Junta ---J11,> (§;' ) ' 
*Enchufe lil> ~ .,/ 

de! flujo 

IMPORTANTE: Ase9urese de que las pequenos agLJeros de 
la junta estt?n centrndos d!rectmnente sobre !os agujeros 
pequenos en lo rnjo protectora de lo boquillo y el venturi. 
'lnstale con ei !ado nurnerodo hilcici mribc, y el lildo 
c6ncovo hocia abajo. 

Marca 
de lcipiz 

~kmgo,de )l,ijil 
!O escooa l 

Sal 

~Jive! del agua 



Antes de solicitar el servicio tecnico. 
iLos Consejos poro fa Sofucion de Prob/emas le Permiten Ahorrar tiempo y dineroi Lea primero el 
cuadro que aparece en esta p6gina y es posib/e que no necesite solicitor ei servicio tecnico. 

NO HAY AGUA SUAVE - Problemas Mas Comunes: 
Rea/ice el control antes de fiomor al sewicio tecnico: 
• No hay suficiente sol - deber6 estar en por lo menos 1/3. 
• V61vula de desvioci6n en la posici6n "Desviaci6n" -· la manija deberia estar en l,1 posici6n '"OUT" (F·uero) lservicio). 
• Configuroci6n de dureza demasiado bqj,1. Controle la configuraci6n de la durezo y haga un ojuste. Verifique la 

durezo del agua suministmd1J - de la empres1J de agua local, evaluaci6n del 1Jgu1J o !lame o GE ,~nswer Center 
1800-952-5039 en EE.UU). 

• Puente de Sal - la sol se solidifirn sabre el nivel del c1gut1 de rnodo que el agua con salrnuera no entre en contacto 
con la sa!. Consulte lo secci6n Roturo de un f)uente de Sal 

Causa Posible 

El grifo o el occesorio donde lo 
muestra fue tornado no cuenta con el 
sistema suaviztrnte de agua. NOTA: 
Aseq/Jrese de que Jo rnuestrcr sea de un 
grifo que no mezcio ogua suave y aguo 
dura. Par ej2mpio: un grifo de cocina 
de uno pofonco, si el /ado frio est6 
conectado para aguo dura. 

No hay sal en el tongue de salmuern a 
hay puentes de sal 

Suministro de corriente extern a 
desenchufoda del tamacorriente de 
pared o el cable de corriente no estii 
conectado al suavizante. Fusible 
quemado o explosion clel clisyuntor en 
el circuito al tomacorriente electrico. 
Tomacorriente electrico en un circuito 
que puede ser apagada de form a 
continua. 

Valvulo de desviaci6n manual en la 
posici6n de desv10 

Valvuio de mezdo en lt1 posicion 
obierta 

Lo v6lvult1 de la manguern de drenaje 
esta pinzadt1, obstruida, demasiado 
elevada ode alg(m modo restringicla 

Suciedod, ensamble incorrecto o dano 
en la boquillo y el venturi 
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hacer 
• Ptirn conse1·var la sol, es posible que el instalt1do1· 

haya aislado algunos accesorios (gr·ifos exteriores, 
inodoros, etc.) ciel aguo suove. Des de la solid a del 
sistema suavizante de oaua. trace e! carnino de! fluio 
de aguo. en lo plomeria del hogor. Si el aguo suave· 
no es dirigido o un grifo o occesorio al cuoi se deseo, 
consulte a un plornero. 

• Controle que no hoya un puente de solo, si el tonque 
estc'i vacio, vuelva a llenarlo con la sol recomendodo. 
Presione (durante 3 segundos) el bot6n RECHARGE 
(Recargo) porn cornenzar um1 recarga de inrnediuto 

restublecer el surninistro de suave. 

• Contro!e que no haya pfrdida de corriente elfctrico 
en el sisternc., suovizante de a9ua, debido a cualqui
ern de estos condiciones y hogo correcciones segun 
sea necesario. Con el suministro de corriente restobl
ecido, observe lo pantalla de tiempo de lo ploco y lea 
!a secci6n f)rogramaci6n del Control. NOTA la conex-
i6n del suavizante al tomacorriente electrico deberci 
ser directa de rnodo que no se pueda desconectar 
de forma accidental. 

41 AsegiJrese de que !o cana de !a v6ivula de desviaci6n 
este correctarnente posicionoda, con la rnanijc., en lo 
posici6n OUT !Afuera). 

o Gire !a v6!vu!o de mezc!a en favor de !os agLtjos de! 
hasta k1 pos!ci6n cerrada. 

• Cuoiquier restricci6n en !o rnanguera de drenaje 
podra impedir un funcionrnniento correcto de la 
boquilla '/venturi'/ reducir o impedir el ingreso de 
solrnuera duronte la recargo. 

~ Consulte las instrucciones de Liinpieza del Ensamble 
de ia Boquilla '/ el Venturi. Con lo presi6n de agua 
ol sistema suavizonte de aguo cerrada, separe 
el ensemble de la boquilla. lnspeccione, limpie '/ 
haga reernpk.1zos segUn sea necesorio. Cualquier 
partfcula(s) extroila, ra~1ones. rnellas, etc. en los 
pasc.,jes pueden irnpedir el funcionarniento. Aseg
tJrese de que los agujeros de la junta esten cent.ro
dos sabre ios ogujeros de lo cojo protectoro. 



Antes de solicitar el servicio tecnico. 

ifil-¥#$#%@]$ ) Uso de ogua caliente mientras el 
I sistema suaviztrnte de agua se esta 

) regenerando 

Que fwcer 
• Evite user ogua caliente duronte la recarga del 

sisterna suavizante de aguo. ya que el calentador 
de ogua se vo!verrj o llenor con oguo duro. Consulte 

····················································································-· -----------------~-:-~-~-~-~i_;_n_d_e_,_je_s_v_·ia_c_.ia_· n_. _d_e_l i'_ig_t_m_D_u_rn_D_u_rn_n_,t_e_la __ I Configurm:ion del numero de control • Presione el bot6n MODE/SET {Modo/ Canflouraci6n) 
) de DU REZA demosiado bojo hasto que lo f!echo sefiale hacia HARDNESS {Du1·ezo). 

i 1•,.. _________________ j_!_·~_i_f_t_;t_,~_!_~_;_I_~_t_I_~-~-:;_,r_;_t;_t~_I_:~-~~_-t:_~_l_!_~_l

0

_:i_f_
1

:_:f_i0_~_:_

0

_ 

f Los granos de dureza en el suministro 
f de agua se incrementaron 

f(@@@@'Mifi J Ausendo de minernles con dureza 
t@.!Wi~MW@)i@lit( 
1wwmd&i if&@®it? 
MiiffiMiffi® > 
iJ®fiWM\ifi\ijg/ji{ )} El sistemo suovizante de agua es una 

\ifli{Wiiik:s.if? :c:c:c:c:c:c:,:c:c:,:c:c: unidad de "demanda" 

• La dureza del ague puede crnnbiar con el pasa de! 
tiempo, especialmente con oguo de pozo. Para 
controlor esto, solicite que el oguo sea evoluoda 
a troves de un analisis de laboratorio o liarne a su 
departarnento de abastecirniento de agua local. 
f\iuste lo confr~uraci6n de! nUrnero de Durezo segUn 
sea necesrn-io. 

41 Esto es norrnai. Lo durezo de! aqua !e da una sen
saci6n abrasive; a la cual usted se puda haber acos
turnbrado. La sensc.,ci6n resbaloso es la sensoci6n 
puro del ogua suave. 

• Consulte la secci6n .4juste de lo Dureza del .4guo. 

• No utiliza mucho sal para lo regeneroci6n - muy 
eficiente 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,... ------------------------------------
) Pasible puente de sol • Consulte !a secci6n Roturo de un Puente de Sa!. 

;'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c';'c',.., -------------------------------------1 Pasible atascamiento de la boquilla y 
) el venturi 

.......................................... 

f(@@@ij~@/Mi Agut1 acida en la piomeria de cobre 

IIBw!fll 
f@i@'@iffei: ) 

fftJi&fi@WJ@@@{ Atascamiento dei contador de la 
®M:$.lli!Mt~ ) turbina 

• Consulte la secci6n Lirnpieza del Ensemble de !a 
Boqui!la y el Venturi 

• Solicite que el ague sea eva!uada de inrnedioto. 

• Porn rea!izm los procedirnientos de soiuci6n de 
problernas, consulte lo secci6n de Diagn6stico de 

····················································································-· ----------------·-LL_;~o-~_:_p_i_:~-~~-~t_;_~~_i:_;1;_ti_~~-~6-i~-~c-·.o_s_1_n_ic-ia_d_o_s_r_v1_a_nu_·a_1_m_e_n_t_e._ J ~i~~~
0
1el sensor no enchufodo en el 0 Para realizar !os procedimlentos de soluci6n de 

problemas. consulte la secci6n de Diagn6stico de 

....................................................................................... ----------------·-L c_10o_r~_K_f_~'_r:_ee_;;t_v~_~_i;_';_J_1_~0-i;_~c-t-';s_1_n_ic-ia_d_o_·s_f""_:_a_nu-·o-:l_rr_1e_n_t_e._ 

I No hay corriente en la uni dad 
-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: 

I Defecto mecanico 

W&Jwi@iMiiJ@fo' / Combinacion de agua suave y dema
@(#fil#@@~Wffeflfl / siada detergente 
!ffej@@t@ffi;§@ ) 
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• Controle el disyuntor o las fusibles .. 

• I.lame a! servicio tecnico. 

• Esto se !lama aguofuerte y· es permonente. Para evi
tar que esto suceda, use menos detergente si cuenta 
con agua suave. L.ave la cristalerfa en el ciclo mas 
co;to en que puedo quedar iirnpio. 



Antes de solicitar el servicio tecnico. 

M@@MM%i&MW} Lo valvula de la rnanguern de drem1je 
@i@:@:#/#ffl[W@} est6 pinzada, atascada, demosiado 

)ii~@®ti~) :}:}:}:}:}:}\ elevada ode olgun modo restringido 

Que !weer 
• Cuolquier restricci6n en lo monguero de drenr_~e 

podrci impedir un funcionrnnient.o correcto de !a 
boquilla y el venturi y reducir o irnpedir el ingreso de 

],_: -----------------'-'a_l_m_u_e_ra_d_u_ra_n_t_e_la_re_c_a_rg_o_. ________ _ 

f Suciedad, ensamble incorrecta a dm'io • Consulte los instrucciones de Umpieza del Ensornble 
f en la boquiiia y el venturi de la Boquilla y el Venturi. Con la presi6n de ogua 

al sisterna suavizante de aguo cerrada, separe 
el ensarnble de la boquilla. !nspeccione, limpie y 
haga reernpkizos segun sea necesorio. Cua!quier 
porticulals) extrrnia, rayones, rnelios. etc. en los 
pascsjes pueden irnpedir el funcionomiento. Aseg
urese de que las agujeros de la junta esten centro
dos sabre los agujeros de la cajo protectora. 

• Complete los Procedimientos de Desinfecci6n. 
• Al cornpletm el ciclo de recargo {oprox. 2 horns), deje 

correr el agua en los grifos porn purgar el agua 
solada. 

Controle la presi6n: 

I 1•,.. ________________ :_:t_:1_~_;f_~r_i,_i_t_::_I_/:_1_i_i_I_l_i_rr_o s_:~_1e_·:_,.~,-~a-· l_:_r:_.~e_i:_::_5:_·e-db-ee_b_:e_·r_,e_r_ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Mt1nguera de drenaje restringida 

@@@bfoMi@@ ? La unidad estuvo detenida par un 
J~#tNMffi/M ) perioda de tiernpa 

:@riW$iimhiiitR4? } Agua que carre de lt1 unidad a un 
wi@@j ? drenaje durnnte la recorga 

@ifil¥lifo@fij@{ Aire en el sistema luega de lt1 insta-
@1@4¥MMi~Wfa ?• laci6n 
fofN# r·· 

.......................................... 

¢t@ii®]J~M@l#iJ] El control se debert1 program or !es 
ii&Hei#iWiM'Miiif? posible que haya habido un corte de 

J• corrientet 

$0@m@JqWMIDM! J Nivel de sol bt1jo, menos de 15 dios 
Im'& Hit#iV:filit&'M.K• 
#U#&:@l@ ? 
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• Lirr1pie v vueiva a conector la rnanguera. 
• Cont.role que no hay·a vueltas en lo lineo de drenaje. 

41 Complete !os Procedirnientos de Desinfecci6n. 

• Controle que el suavizonte de la plomerfa "IN & OUT" 
sea correcto. 

• Uame al servido tecnico. 

• Esto es norrnol. 

41 Desaparecer6 !uego de correr por un perfodo de 
tiempo .. 

• Consulte la secci6n de Progrornoci6n del Control 

41 Llene con saL 
• Reinicie el nivel de sol. 



Antes de solicitor el servicio tecnico. 

@M:@@MliiiWM@ Es posibie que el cableado se haya 
@iilf@ J aflojado en el control 

........................................... l;TiiliBI Problemo electrico con el sisterna 
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Que tweer 
• Desenchufe el suministro de corriente externo. 
• Retire lo topa del control, libere los sujetodores ol 

costado. 
• Controle que no hoyo conexiones de cables sueltos/ 

incorrectas ol tablero electr6nico o interruptor: 
Vueh10 u conectar segun se requiem 

• Vuelva a ensamblar lo tapa del control. 
• Enchufe el Transformodor. 
e Espere 8 rninutos hasto que vue!va a oporecer Error 

Code IC6digo de Error). 
• Si vuelve o opmecer C6digo de Errnr, llome al servicio 

tecnico . 

e Uame a! servicio tecnico. 



Soluci6n de problemas avanzados para el servicio tecnico. 
DIAGNOSTICO ELECTRONICO AUTOMATICO 
Este suovizar,te de agua cuenta 
con uno funcion de auto 
diognostico del sistemo electric 
(excepto para la corriente 

C Err I 
Cail for Service 

11111)) 

y.fo el medidor de ague). El 
suavizante de oguo monitorea 
que las componentes y 
circuitos electronic as furicionen Fsg urn 18 
correctamente. Si se produce 
un mal funcionilmiento, se visualizor6 un c6diqo de error en 
la pemtolla. -
Mientras aparece el codigo de error en la pantoila, ningun 
boton estora en funcionomiento excepto e! boton MODE/SET 
/Modol Configurocion! ). MODE/SET /Modol Configurocion! 
contin1Jo funcionando de modo que lo persono del servicio 
tecnico pueda realizer Diognosticos Manuales Avonzodos. Lea 
a continucci6n porn cislcr eim rnfr; el problemc. 
Procedimiento porn eiiminm el codigo de error 
de la po nto ilo: 
1. Desenchufe el transforrnacior del tomacorriente electrico. 
2. CorrUa el problema. 
3. Enchufe en el trarisformador. 
~- Espere 8 minutos. El c6digo de error se volvera a visuolizor 

si el psoblemo no fue co~regido. 
OIAGNOSTICO ELECTRONICO MANUAL INICIADO 
Use las siguientes procedimientos para hocer ovanzar el 
suavizante de oguo o troves de los ciclos de regeneracion para 
controlm el funcionmniento. 
Levante la Tapa de! Agujero de Sal. retire la topo superior 
desbloqueando las lenguetos en la parte trasera y ogitando 
hacio ode!onte. para observer el funcionamiento de lo levo y el 
interruptor durante lo rotacion de lo valvula. 
1. Mantengei presionado el baton MODE!SET/Modo/ 

Configuraci6n} por '.\ segundos hasto que se visuaiice !o 
pontallo Configuror la a!orma de nivel de so! bajo, luego 
presione el boton MODE/SET /Modo/ Configumcioni cinco 
veces hasto que "000'' se visuolice en lo pontallo. y luego 
l1bere el m,smo. Vea lo Figura 19. 

2. Los 3 dfgitos indicmon el funcionamiento del medidor de 
agua de la siguiente monero: Si nose visuoliza una lectura 
en la pantolla, con el grifo obierto, ernpuie hocia usted el 
sensor del puerto de sillido de la v61vLilci: Pase un irrn\n 
pequeno hocia 
atr,1s y adelonte 
frente o! sensor-. 
Deberio visualizar 
una lectura en la 
Pilntallo. Si visualizo 
ima lectura, cierre el lnterruptor; 
sum1rnstro de aqua, de posiciori 
desengilnche lei , 
plorr;ierfa de entrodo Conexi6n I 
y sa,1do y corrtrole de saliclo 
que no hoyo de la 
otoduras en viilvula 
!a turbina. 
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3. Los sfmbolos en la oarrtolla indicon el funcionamiento de! 
interruptor de POSICION. Vea la Figura 19 

Switch is open Switch i closed 

ODD ODD 
Figure 19 

4. Use el bot6n RECHARGE !Recargol pora hacer avilnzor 
la vr1ivula manualmente en coda ciclo y controle el 
funcionarniento correcto del interruptor. NOTA: Aseg1'.!rese 
de que el ague este en contacto con lo sol. y que no este 
seporoda por un puente de sol (consulte la secci6n Rotura 
de un Puente de Sal). 

5. Mientros este en esto pemtilllci de diagnostico, la siguiente 
informccicm esta disponible y podr6 ser beneficiosa oor 
diferentes razones. Esta inforrnaci6n es retenida por '10 
cornputodora desde la primera vez que el encendido 
electrico es aplicado al controlador electr6nico. 
Cl. f)resione el boton A. UP 111.rriba) pore mostrar la 

contidod de dfos que se op!ico corriente electrico sabre 
este control electronico. 

b. Presione el bot6n '11111111" DOV.IN (Abajo) para mostrar 
e! numero de regenerociones iniciadas por el control 
electr6nico desde que el codigo numerico fue 
ingresado. 

6. Mantenga presionado el bot6n MOOE!SH/Modo/ 
Configuracion} hostel que el codigo del rnodo 11-140 pilra 
GX'.>H40V o H45 porn GXSH45V) aparezco en lo pontollo. 
Este codigo identifica e! modo del suavizonte. Sise muestro 
un codigo de modo incorrecto, el suovizante funcionara 
sobre dotos de c.onfiguraCiones incorrectos. 

[odE 
HYO 

7. f)ora cambior el numero del c6digo, presione el bot6n UP 
(Arriba) A.o DOWN [Abajol ?hostei que se visualice el 
c6digo correcto. 

8. Para regresar a lo pontalla de lo hora actual, presione el 
boton MOOE/SET /Modo/ Configuracion/. 

9. r>resione el boton MOOE/SET /Modal Configurocion), 
poro regresor a la pantallo de lo hora actual. Si el c6digo 
fue modificado. realice todas los configurociones de! 
ternporizodor. NOTA: Si el control queda en una panta/ia de 
diagnostico o una panta!la titi.lante ai configurar horar.ios o 
la dureza, la hora actual autornaticamente rearesa si nose 
presiona un baton dentro de los cuatro minutos. 



Soluci6n de problemas avanzados para el servicio tecnico. 
Servicio: Control de Recarga A vanzado en form a Manual 

NOTA: Lo pantalla de control debe mostrar el horario de 
manera fija (no titiiandol. 

1. Presione el bot6n RECHARGE !Recorgol y montengaio 
presionodo por tres segundos. RECHARGE (Recargol 
comienza a titilar a medida que ei. sistema s1;avizante 
ingresa ai ciclo de llenado de la recarga. Retire ici tapo 
de! pozo de sairnuera y, usando uno iinterna, observe 
el agua ai ingresar al tanque de salmuera. Si el agua 
no ingresa a! tanque, busque una obstrucci6n en ia 
boqui!la, ei venturi, el enchufe de flujo de ilenado o la 
tuberfa de la salmuero. Consulte la secci6n Cuidodo y 
Limpieza del Sistemo Suavizante de Agua. 

2. Luego de observar el lienado, presione el bot6n 
RECHARGE [Recargol para que el sistemo suavizante 
de agua pose ai. agregodo de salrnuera. Cornenzor6 
1;n flujo lento de 091;0 hasta el drenaje. Verifiq1;e el 
ingreso de salrnuerci desde ei tanque de sairnuera 
iiuminando con unci linterna el pozo de salmuera y 
observando un descenso notorio del nivel de ifquido 
durante un perfodo de tiernpo prolongado (hasta 20 
rninutos). 

NOTA: AsegCll'ese de que un puente de sol no este 
irnpidiendo que el agua tenga contacto con la sol. 
Consulte la secci6n Cuidado y Limpieza del Sistema 
Suavizante de Agua. 

Si ei sistema suavizante de agua no hace que ingrese 
saimuera, contro/e: 

• Suciedad o defectos en la boquilla y/o el venturi. 

·• Defecto en el seliado de la boquilla y el venturi. 

• La boquiila y el venturi no est6n correctamente 
sellados en la junta. 

·• Otro defecto de la v61vuia interna (sellado del rotor, 
rotor y disco, orandela onduiada, etd 

ii Drenaje restringido (controie el occesorio y lo 
manguera de drenajel. 

NOTA: Si el sistema de presi6n del agua es bojo, 
1;no rnanguera de drenaje ei.evado podr6 ocasionar 
presi6n trasero. deteniendo el ingreso de salmuera. 

3. Nuevamente. presione ei. bot6n RECHARGE (Recorgol 
para pasor del sistema suavizante de agua al i.avodo 
regresivo. Busque un flujo r6pido de agua desde lo 
manguero de drenaje. Un fiujo lento indico que hay 
un distribuidor superior, uno tapo de fiujo de iavado 
regresivo o una manguera de drenaje atascados. 

4. Presione el bot6n RECHARGE !Recargol para poser 
ei sistemci suavizonte de agua ai enjuague rcipido. 
Nuevamente bosque un fiujo de drencije r6pido. Deje 
que el sisterna suavizante de agua se erJuague por 
unos minutes para descargar cualquier resto de 
solrnuera en ei tanque de resina de la evaluaci6n del 
ciclo de agregado de salmuera. 

5. Para hacer que ei sistema suavizante de agua vuelvo 
a funcionar, presiane el baton RECHARGE (Recargal. 

Leva 

Figura 21 

Posiciones de la Valvula: 

Posici6n Funci6n 

s Servicio 

F Llenado 

BR Llenado de 
Sairnuera 

BW Lavado Regresivo 

R Enjuogue 
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Vista Expandida. 
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Ustado de Piezas. 

G G 
X X 
s s 
H H 
4 4 
0 5 
V V 

REF. NO. GE PART NO. PART DESCRIPTION (OOI IOOl 

0002 1NS31X10051 SOPORTE, PLAC!'. 1 
0003 WS35X10001 Kil DE SEcL,i\DO DE Ar"ILLOS 0 1 
OOOif VVS3,\Xl0023 CALCOMANiA. PLACA 1 
0005 \NS07X10004 rv1ANGUERA, DRENr',JE, 20 PIES 1 
0006 V,../S31.><10044 PANTALc/\ DE FiU'RO 
0007 WS11fX10002 DISTRIBUIDOR, SUPERIOR 1 
0008 1NS14X10001 D!STRIBUIDOR, :NFER:OR 1 
0009 WS01X10009 RESI!~/\, 1 PIE CUBICO l 
00:10 VVS32X100U TNJQUE, R::SINA 9X40 1 
0010 \NS3ZX10018 TANQUE, i!ESIN.', 10><40 
0011 1NS3 D<10052 TAP/\, SUPERIOR 
0012 1NS31fX10021 PLACA 
0013 1NS21X10054 CONTROL 
0016 WS26X100l3 SUMif,iSTRO DE CORRiE!~TE EXTERf,,\ 

SIN CABLE DE CORRIENTE 1 
0017 VVS31X10053 TAPA, ,l\GUJE"O DE S1\L 

CON cTiQUET/\S 1 1 
0019 1NS33X10010 30RDE 1 1 
0020 \NS31X 1002 4 Tr'.l,Pr'.l,, POZO DE Si\LMUERA 1 1 
0022 WS32X100l7 POZO DE SAcMUER,\ l 1 
0023 VVS02X10088 KIT DE TORNILLOS. TANQUE DE SALMUERA 1 1 
0024 \NS32.X10032 TANQUE, SALMUER,\ 1 1 
0026 \NS22.X10063 KIT DEc 1'.\D,WT.'\DOR P.i\RI'.\ DES BORDES 1 1 
0028 1NS35X10035 KIT DEL SU_iETADOR. CON CON EX ION A TIERRA 1 1 
0029 Vv'S15X10077 ENS1\MBLE DE LA VAL.VLH ... A DE SALMUEf~,t\ 1 1 
0030 WS35X10053 eLOTADOR, C/\NA Y' GUI/\ l 1 
0056 VVS28X10078 KIT DE LA CLAVIJA DEL CUELLO DEL TANQUE 1 1 
0101 \NS02.X10023 TORNILLO 2 2 
0103 \NS21.X10003 !NTERRUPTOR 1 1 
0105 WS02X10024 TOR NIL.LO 8 8 
0106 1NS31X10013 Tr'.l,Pr'.l,, VALVULA 1 1 
0107 WS03X10034 i\R/\NDELA ONDULAD/\ l 1 
0108 VVS26X10010 Ef,SAMBL.E DE ROTOR Y DISCO 1 1 
0109 \NS19.X10004 TAPA, VENTUR! 1 1 
0110 \NS03.X10011 SELLO, Ar"ILLO 0 1 1 
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Listado de Piezas. 

REF. NO. GE PART NO. 

0111 \NS 19.)<10005 
0112 \VS03X10013 
0113 WS22X10034 
0113 WS22X1003G 
0111, WS08XJ.0006 
0115 VVS03XJ.0015 
0116 INS22.)(10021 
0117 \VS03X10017 
0118 WS15X10034 
0119 WS03X10018 
0120 WS03XJ.0019 
0121 VVSJ.SXJ.0025 
0122 INS03.)(10020 
0123 \VS22X10022 
012l1 WS15X10027 
0124 WS15X1003G 
0125 WS03XJ.OOl,3 
0130 VVS35XJ.0020 
0132 INS22.)(10065 

0136 WS26X10008 
0137 WS26X10009 
0138 WS26XJ.0023 
0139 VVSOZXJ.0028 
0140 INS26.)(10021 
011+1 \VS02X100S8 
01l13 WS60X10011 
0145 WS60X10008 
OJ/f6 WS28XJ.0018 
01A8 VVS26XJ.0030 
0151 INS15.)(10026 
0152 \VS03X10072 
0998 WS35X10049 
0999 49·-50283·-2 

G 
X 
s 
H 
4 
0 
V 

PART DESCRIPTION [OOt 

PANTAU.A D!: SOPORT!: 

ENCHUFE DEL FLU.JO, .J.O GPM 
rnCHUFE DEL ~LUJO, .15 GPM 
JUNT1\ BOQUiLLA/ vrnTILAC'ON l 
PAlslTAL.LA CC)N!CA 1 
!:NCHUF!:, FLUJO DE LcENADO .30 GPM 1 
TLJERC.4 DE REFUERZO 1 
CUERPO DE BOQU!LLA Y V::NTURi 1 
D!SPOSITi\/0 D!: RETrnc16N l 
SELLO, A~JILL.O O 1/1," X 3/8" 2 
CU::RPO. VALVULA 1 
R!:SORTE 1 
!:~iCH UF!:, SEU.O DEL DR!:~iA.J!: 1 
ENSAM3LE DE BOQU!l.LA Y VENTURI 1 
rnsAMSLE DE BOQUiLcA y vrnTUR! 
CO.Ji N!:TE O~JDU LADO l 
KIT DE SELL.ADO, 1" 1 
KIT DEL 1'.\D,WT/\DOR DE LA MANG,\ 
DE DRtr,AJE 
LEVAY ENGRANAJE 
COJIN!:TE l 
PLACA, MOTOR l" l 
TORN!U.O, #6-20 X 3/8" 3 
!:NSAM8LE DEL MOTOR 1 
TORl~iLLO, #8-32 X 1" 2 
ADAPTADOR - ROSCA NPT - VALVULA DE 1" 2 
SUJEMDOR 4 
CABLE DEL HARNES, ENSAMBLE DE SENSOR, 1" l 
TURBINA Y SOPORTE ASM.* 1 
!:NSAM8LE DE D!:SVIACIO!~ 1 
SEL.LO, Al~IL.LO O ,). 
KIT DE INSTAL.ACION 1 
MANUAL DEL PROP!ET!'.\RiO 1 

* l~JCLINE 2 del r, 0 de REF. 145 (G.i\NCHO) y N° de REF. 152 (Ar,ll.LO EN 0) 
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Garantia def Sistema Suavizante de Agua de GE.rPara c!ientes en EE.UU) 

• 

T?d~ el servicfo de garantia _e? provisto p~r ,7yes_tro5,,Centros ~e Servicio d~. Fabri~aci6r~. o_:10 
tecnrco outonzado. Para so/rc,tar et se1v100 recn1co, uame al numero graturw 1-800-95,::-5039. 
Cuando !lame para so!icitar ei servicio, tenga /os numeros de serie y modeio disponib!es. 

•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•'. 

Por el Periodo de: Reemplazaremos: 

UnAiio Cua/quier pieza dei Sisterna Suavizante de Agua que fa lie debido a un defecto en 
Desde la fecha de ios materiales o la fobricaci6n. Durante esta garantia fimitada de un aiio, GE tarn-
compra original. bien proveer6. sin costo, todo el trabajo 11 el servicio relacionado con el reernplazo 

de lo parte que presente defectos. 

Tres Anos El monitor eleetronirn, si foilora debido o un defocto en los rnoterioles o lo fobri--
Desde la fecha de caci6n. Durante esta garantia limitada de tres aiios, usted ser6 responsable por 
cornpro original. cualquier trobajo o costos relacionados con el servicio tecnico. 

DiezAfios Un tanque de resina de reemplazo, si folio a defoctos de rnoterioles o en lo 
Desde la fecha de fobricoci6n. Durcmte este perfodo de diez aiios de garontia lirnitodo, usted sera 
compra original. responsabie por cualquier mono de obro o costos de servicio relacionado. 

Que No Esta Cubierto: 

11111 Viajes del tecnico del servicio a su hogar para 
ensenarle sobre como usar el producto. 

11111 lnstalacion, entrega o rnantenimiento 
inodecuados. 

11111 Fallas de! producto en caso de abuso, mal uso, 
alterocion, uso comercial o uso para propositos 
diferentes al original. 

11111 Uso de este producto donde el agua que no sea 
microbiol6gic:amente seguro o sea de colidod 
desconocida sin una desinfeccicm adecuada, 
antes o despues, del sistema. 

11111 Reemplazo de fusibles de lo casa o reinicio de 
disyuntores. 

B1111 Daf\os ocasionados sobre el producto por 
accidente, incendio, inundaciones o catastrofes 
naturales. 

11111 Danos consecuentes o incidentales causados 
por posibles defectos sobre este producto, su 
instalacion O reparacion. 

11111 Producto no accesible para brindar el servicio 
requerido. 

111111 Si este elec:trodomestico se usa con propositos 
que exceden el uso familiar, la garcmtfa de las 
piezas, el monitor electronico y la garantia del 
tanque de resina se oplica solo durante 90 dias 
desde la fecha de adquisici6n. 

EXCLUSION DE GARANT/AS IMPLfCfTAS-Su (mica y excfusiva altemativa es fa reparacion 
de/ producto, como se indica en la Garantia Limitada. Las garantias implicitas, incluyendo 
gClrantias implicitas de comercicibilidCld o conveniencia sobre un proposito particular, se !imitan 
a un ailo o Cl/ periodo mas corto permitido por fa fey. 

Esta garantia se extiende al comprador original yo cua!quier dueiio subsiguiente de productos comprados pora uso 
hogarefio dentro de EE.UU. Si el producto se encuentra en un area donde nose encuentra disponib!e un Proveedor 
Autorizado de Servicio Tecnico de GE, usted sera responsable por el costo de un viaje o se podr6 requerir que traiga 
el producto a una Ubicacion de! Servicio Tecnico de GE Autorizado para recibir e! servicio. En Alaska, !a garantia 
exc!UlJe el costo de envio o 1/amadas de/ servicio a su hogcrr: 
Algunos estados no perrniten io exclusion o limitcrcion de dafios fortuitos o consecuentes. Esto gcrrantia le do 
derechos iegales especificos yes posib/e que tenga otros derechos legales que varion entre un estodo y otro. Poro 
conocer cu6/es son sus derechos legaies, consult:e c; lo oficino cle osuntos def consumidor locai o estatol o ai Fi,cal 
de su Estodo. 

Garante: General Electric Company. Louisville, KY 40225 
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Garantia del Sistema Suavizante de Agua de GE.rPara Clientes en Canada) 

/'·'-':'::::':':::····-,-, Toda el servicio de garantia es provisto por nuestros Centros de Servicio de Fabricaci6n, o un 

• 

tecnico autorizado. Para so!ici'tar el servicio tecnico, /lame al numero gratuito 1-865-777-7627. 
Cuando /lame para solicitor el servicio, tenga !os numeros de serie y modelo disponib/es. 

···················' 

Por el Periodo de: Reemplazaremos: 

Un Ano Cualquier pieza dei Sistema Suavizante de Agua que fa lie debida a un defecta en 
Desde la fecha de ios moterioles o la fabricoci6n. Durante esta garantia fimitada de un aiio, GE tam-
compra original. bien proveer6, sin costo, todo el trabajo y el servido rei.acionado con el reemplazo 

de lo porte que presente defectos. 

TresAiios El monitor e/ectrbnico, si foilora debido a un defecto en ios materiales o la fabri-
Oescie la fecha de caci6n. Durante esta garantia limitada de tres aiios, usted ser6 responsable por 
compra original. cua!quier trabajo o costos reiacionados con el servicio tecnico. 

DiezAfios Un tanque de resina de reemplazo, si folio a defectos de materiales o en io 
Oesde lo fecha de tabricoci6n. Durante este perfodo de diez aiios de garantia Hmitoda, usted sera 
compra originol. responsoble por cualquier mono de obro o costos de servicio relacionado. 

Que No Esta Cubierto: 

1111 Viajes del tecnico del servicio a su hogar para 
ensenarle sobre c6mo usar el producto. 

11111 lnstalaci6n, entrega o mcmtenimiento 
inadecuados. 

1111 Fallas del producto en c:aso de abuso, mai uso, 
alteracion, uso comerciai o uso para propositos 
diferentes al original. 

11111 Uso de este producto donde el agua que no sea 
microbiologicamente segura o sea de calidad 
desconocida sin una desinfecc:ion adecuada, 
antes o despues, dei sistema. · 

1111 Reemplazo de fosibles de la casa o reinicio de 
disyuntores. 

1111 Danos ocasionados sobre el producto por 
accidente, incendio, immdaciones o cat6strofes 
naturaies. 

11111 Danos consecuentes o incidentales causados 
por posibles defectos sobre este producto, su 
instalacion O reparacion. 

1111 Producto no accesible para brindar el servicio 
requerido. 

11111 Si este electrodomestico se usa con prop6sitos 
que exceden el uso familiar, la garantio de las 
piezas, el monitor eiectronico y la garcmtia del 
tanque de resina se apiica solo durante 90 dias 
desde la fecha de adquisicion. 

EXCLUSION DE GARANT/AS /MPLICITAS-Su {mica y exclusiva altemativa es la reparacion 
def producto, como se indica en fa Garantia Limitada. Las garantias implicitas, inc/uyendo 
g(lrantias implicit(IS de comerciabilidcid o conveniencia sobre un proposito porticulor; se limitan 
a un aiio o a! periodo m{is corto permitido por la fey. 

Esta garantia se extiende al comprador original ya cua/quier dueno subsiguiente de productos comprados para 
uso hogareno dentro de Canada. El servicio tecnico hogarefio de !a garantia ser6 brindado en areas donde Mabe 
se encuentre disponibley lo considere opropiodo. 

EL GAHANTE NO ES RESPONSABLE POR CUALQU/ER DANO CONSECUENTE. 

Garante: MABE CANADA INC. 
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Certificado de California. 

after the system. 

State of California 
Department of Public Health 

Water Treatment Device 
Certificate Number 

11-2108 
Date Issued: September 16,201 ·1 

SOLO PARA USO EN IOWA 

Todos !as ventos en Iowa requieren la siguie11te firrno antes de !a consumoci611 de lo venta_ Est.as firmas 
deber6n ser conservodos por el vendedor/ arrendotmio por un minirno de 2 a nos 

Comprodor/ Arrendotorio __________________________________________________________________________________________________ Fecho --------------------------------------

Vendedor Fe cha 

Domicilio del Vendedor __________________________ _ 

N° Telef6nico del Vendedor 

Model GXSH40V or Model GXSH45V 
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Certificado de California. 

State of Ca!ifornia 
Department of Public Health 

Water Treatment Device 
Certificate Number 

11 ·· 2109 

Date lssued: September 16, 2011 

Do not use with water that is mic roli161i~~~~~~~~!;;J. fojijf})\i;rthout. adeq,.1atedisl11fec.tion before or 
after the system, 
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Soporte al Consumidor. 

I! c::,. 

.................... 

o' · 1'V • d G~A r , ogma v eo e t pp11ances GEAppliances.com 

LTiene olguna preguntci sobre su electrodornestico? jPruebe lo pcigina Web de l:iE r;ppliances 24 horas 
al dio. cuoiquier dfa del ano! Para mayor conveniencio y servicio mas r6.pido. yo puede descargor los 
Manuales de los Propietarios o pedir piezas en linea . 

Solicite una reparaci6n GEAppliances.com 

El servicio de expertos GE est6. a ton solo un paso de su puerta. Uorne al BOO.GE.CARES (800.432.2737) 
durante horas normales de oficina para solicitor su reparoci6n. 

Reai Life Design Studio 
'/:· d' . ,. - I ·,..,1 ') /,_stu, 10 de rnseno para 10 ViliO real GEApp!icmces.com 

GE opoyo el concepto de Diseno Universal-productos. servicios y ornbientes que pueden usar gente de 
todos las edodes. tomofios y copacidades. Reconocemos la necesidad de diserior para una gron gamo 
de habilidades y dificultodes ffsicos y mentales. Para mas detalles cobre ios opiicaciones de GE Diseno 
Universal, incluyendo ideas de diser,o para la cocina para personos con discapocidodes. mire nuestra 
p6gino \Neb hoy mismo. Para personas con diticultades @ditivas. fovor de llarnor a! 800.TDD.GE.tiC 
(800.833.43221. 

Garantfos ampfiadas GEAppliances.com 
Compre una garontfa arnplicida y obtenga detalies sobre descuentos especiales disponibles mientras su 
garantfa est6 aun activa. Puede comprar!a en !fnea en cuolquier rnomento, o llornar al (800.626.2221f) 
duronte horas normales de oficino. GE Consumer Horne Services estar6 aun ahi cuondo su gorontfa 
termine. 

Piezas y accesorios GEAppliances.com 

/l.que!los individuos con la calificaci6n necesario para reporar sus propios electrodomesticos pueden 
pedir que se les manden las piezas o accesor1os directarnente a sus hogares (aceptamos las torjetas 
ViSA. MasterCard y Discover). Haga su pedido en lfneo hoy, 24 horns coda dfa o Hamor por te!efono ai 
800.626.2002 durnnte horas normciies de oficina. 

Las 1nstrucciones descr1tas en este manuo! cubren los procedimientos o seguk por cuolquier usuario. 
Cuaiquier otra repmaci6n deberfa, por regla general. referirse a persona! colificado autor1zado. Debe 
ejercerse precouci6n yo que las reparociones incorrectas pueden cousar condiciones de funcionorniento 
inseguras. 

P6ngase en contacto con nosotros GEApp!icmces.com 
Si no est6 satistecho con el servicio que recibe de GE. p6ngase en contacto con nosotros en nuestra 
pagina Web indicando todos los deto!les asf como su numero de telefono o escnbanos a: 

Genernl Mcinager. Customer Reia1ions 
GE Appiiances. Applicince Pork 
Louisville, KV 40225 

Registre su e!ectrodomestico GEApplicmces.com 

iRegistre su nuevo e!ectrodomestico en lfneo---cuando usted prefiera! El registrar su producto a tiempo 
ie proporcionm6, si surgiero la necesidcid, una mejor comunicaci6n y un servicio mas r6pido bojo los 
tenninos de su garantfo. Tambien puede env1ar su tarjeta de regis1ro pre--impresci que se 1ncluye en el 
materioi de ernbalaje. 
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Consumer Support 

••••••••• ~ 

GE Appiiances Website GEAppliances.com 

Have a question or need assistcince with your appiiance? Try the GE .tlppiiances Website 24 hours a dciy, 
any day of the yearl For greater convenience and faster service, you can now download Owner's 
Manua!s or order parts oniine. 

Schedule Service GEAppliances.com 
Expert GE repair service is on!y one step away from your door. Schedule your service at your 
convenience by calling BOO.GE.CARES (800A32.2737l during normal business hours. 

Real Life Design Studio GEApplicmces.com 

GE supports the Universal Design concept-prnducts, services and environments that can be used by 
people of all ages, sizes and capabilities. We recognize the need to design for a wide range of physical and 
mental abilities and impairments. For details of C:iE's Universal Design applications. including kitchen design 
ideas for people with disabilities. check out our Website today. For the heoring impaired. please call 800. 
TDD.GEAC (800K:S34::S22l 

Extended Warranties GEAppliances.com 
Purchase a l:iE e;'.tended warranty and lecirn about specicil discounts that are avciilable whiie your 
warranty is stil! in effect You can purchase it on-line anytime, or call 800.626.2221+ during normal business 
hours. GE Consumer Home Services will sti!I be there after your warrant11 expires. 

Parts and Accessories GEA licmces.com 
individuals qualified to service their own appliances can have parts or accessories sent directly to their 
homes (VISA, MasterCard and Discover cards ore accepted I Order on-line today, 24 hours every day or 
by phone at 800.626.2002 during normal business ho1;rs. 

instructions contoined in this manual cover procedures to be performed by any user. ()ther servicing 
generally should be referred to quoiified service personnel. Caution must be exercised. since improper 
servicing may rnuse unsafe opercition. 

Contact Us GEAppliances.com 

if you ore not satisfied with the service you receive from GE, contact us on our VJebsite with all the detoi!s 
including your phone number. or write to: General Manager. Customer Relations 

C:iE Appliances, Appliance Park 
Louisvilie, KY lf0225 

Register Your Appliance GEAppliances.com 

Register your new appliance on-iine-ot your convenience! Timely prnduct registrntion wiil allow for 
enhanced communication and prompt service under the terms of 11our warranty. should the need arise. 
You moy olso mail in the pre .. printed re;'jistration card included in the packing moterial. or detach ond 
use the form in this Owner's Manual. 
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10 Year Limited Warranty 
• 
To Whom Warranty Is Extended 

This warranty is issued to the original owner at the original 
location site and is not transferable to other sites or to 
subsequent owners of the system. 

TO PLACE THE EQUIPMENT UNDER WARRANTY, THE 
WARRANTY REGISTRATION CARD MUST BE COMPLETED 
AND RETURNED BY THE ORIGINAL OWNER TO 
WaterBoss® WITHIN 30 DAYS OF INSTALLATION. 

Coverage 

This limited warranty covers the WaterBoss® system delivered 
to the original owner at the original location when the system is 
purchased for personal, family, or household use. It is intended 
to cover defects occurring in workmanship or materials or both. 

Warrantor's Performance and Length of Limited Warranty 

WaterBoss® warrants that upon receipt from the original owner 
of any mechanical or electronic part which is found to be 
defective in materials or workmanship, WaterBoss® will repair 
or replace the defective item for 3 years from date of original 
installation. Filter media is not warranted. 

WaterBoss® further warrants that upon receipt from the original 
owner of any WaterBoss® media tank/valve body, brine cabinet, 
found to be defective in material or workmanship, WaterBoss® 
will repair or replace the defective item for 10 years from date of 
original installation. 

All defective parts must be returned, along with the equipment 
serial number and date of original installation, to WaterBoss® 
PREPAID, and replacement parts will be returned by 
WaterBoss® to the original owner FREIGHT COLLECT. 

Further Exclusions and Limitations on Warranty 

THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES OTHER THAN THOSE 
DESCRIBED IN THIS WARRANTY INSTRUMENT. 

This warranty does not cover any service call or labor costs 
incurred with respect to the removal and replacement of any 
defective part or parts. WaterBoss® will not be liable for, nor will 
it pay service call or labor charges incurred or expended with 
respect to this warranty. 

In the event the water supply being processed through this 
product contains sand, bacterial iron, algae, sulphur, tannins, 
organic matter, or other unusual substances, then, unless the 
system is represented as being capable of handling these 
substances in the system specifications, other special treatment 
of the water supply must be used to remove these substances 
before they enter this product. Otherwise, WaterBoss® shall 
have no obligations under this warranty. 

WaterBoss Filter Owner's Manual 

This warranty does not cover damage to a part or parts of the 
system from causes such as fire, accidents, freezing, or 
unreasonable use, abuse, or neglect by the owner. 

This warranty does not cover damage to a part or parts of the 
system resulting from improper installation. All plumbing and 
electrical connections should be made in accordance with all 
local codes and the installation instructions provided with the 
system. The warranty does not cover damage resulting from use 
with inadequate or defective plumbing; inadequate or defective 
water supply or pressure; inadequate or defective house wiring; 
improper voltage, electrical service, or electrical connections; or 
violation of applicable building, plumbing, or electrical codes 
laws, ordinances, or regulations. 

THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER INCIDENTAL, 
CONSEQUENTIAL, OR SECONDARY DAMAGES. 

ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES ON THE PRODUCT 
DESCRIBED IN THIS WARRANTY WILL NOT BE EFFECTIVE 
AFTER THE EXPIRATION OF THIS WARRANTY. 

No dealer, agent, representative or other person is authorized to 
extend or expand this limited warranty. 

Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied 
warranty lasts or the exclusion or limitation of incidental or 
consequential damages, so the above limitations and exclusion 
may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal 
rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state 
to state. 

Claims Procedures 

Any defects covered by this warranty should be promptly 
reported to: 

WaterBoss® 
4343 South Hamilton Road 
Groveport, Ohio 43125 

When writing about the defects, please provide the original 
owner's name, telephone number, and original address, serial 
number and model number of the product, and date of 
purchase. (This information should be listed in General 
Information at the front of this manual.) WaterBoss® reserves 
the right to replace defective parts with exact duplicates or their 
equivalent. 

Call the Helpline, 1-800-437-8993, for Return Information 
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST. The Helpline fax number is 
(614) 836-9876. 
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General Information 
• 
Con@mtu.\w%.Hw on choosing a superior WaterBoss® water treatment appliance! Soon you and 
your family will be enjoying clean, clear water. Use this guide to attain the maximum benefit from 
your appliance. Keep it handy for a reference guide and service log. If you have trouble with the 
operation of your appliance, see Troubleshooting in the back of this manual or contact the 
Helpline: 1-800-437-8993 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST. The Helpline fax number is (614) 836-9876. 
Help is also available on the WaterBoss website: www.waterboss,com. 

The Helpline is available to answer questions about specific water problems, appliance installation, 
and operation. When calling the Helpline, please have this guide and the serial number of your 
appliance available. 

WaterBoss® 
4343 S. Hamilton Rd. 
Groveport, OH 43125 

Warning: This appliance must be applied to potable water only. 

Note: The manufacturer reserves the right to make specification and product changes without prior notice. 

This manual is for installation, operation, and maintenance of the following water conditioning appliance 
models: 

~ WaterBoss® 9001F 
~ WaterBoss® 900CF 
* WaterBoss® 900NF 

Date of Installation: 

Model Number: 

Serial Number1: 

Hardness: 

Iron: 

pH: 

Water Pressure: 

Water Temp: 

Returned Warranty Card Date2: 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1 The serial number is located underneath the valve cover. 
2 Completely fill out the Warranty Card and return it by mail to ensure that the appliance is registered with the factory and the warranty 
becomes validated. 
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Getting Maximum Efficiency From the Appliance 
• 

To achieve the maximum benefit and performance from this appliance, familiarize yourself with this manual and 
the appliance. 
·i .. Should your electricity be off for any reason, check your controller for the correct time and reset as 

necessary (See Setting the Controller). 
2. Program the appliance to regenerate at a time when the water is not being used. If there is more than one 

appliance, allow two hours between each regeneration. For optimum performance, program the water 
softener to regenerate first followed by any filter. 

J If dirt, sand, or large particles are present in the water supply, the appropriate WaterBoss® filter can 
eliminate this problem. 

{. Protect the appliance, including the drain line, from freezing. 
tl. The bypass valve (located on the main control valve) enables you to bypass the appliance if any work is 

being performed on the appliance, well pump, or plumbing. See Bypass Valve. Use Bypass position also 
for watering plants or lawns with untreated water. 

6 Before putting the appliance back in service after work has been performed, turn on the nearest cold water 
tap until water runs clear. 

,·. Adhere to all operational, maintenance, and placement requirements. 
8. Potassium permanganate will need to be added periodically to any iron filter. 
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Checklist Before Installation 
• 

Refer to this checklist before installation. 

D Water Quality-If the water supply contains sand, sulfur, bacteria, iron bacteria, tannins, algae, oil, acid, or 
other unusual substances, consider pre-treating the water to remove these contaminants before the water 
supply enters the appliance, unless the appliance is represented as being capable of treating these 
contaminants in its specifications. 

The appropriate WaterBoss® Water Filter can address these water shortcomings. 
* Model 9001F (Iron Filter)-Reduces iron, manganese, hydrogen sulfide, and iron bacteria. 
~ Model 900CF (Carbon Filter)-Reduces chlorine taste and odor. 
* Model 900NF (Acid Neutralizing filter)-Adjusts low pH water to a non-corrosive state. 

A WaterBoss® Water Softener Model 700 or 900 is highly recommended when using a WaterBoss® filter. 

D Iron-A common problem found in many water supplies is iron. It is important to know what type of and how 
much iron is in the water supply. 

Ferrous Iron (sometimes 
called clear water or 
dissolved iron) 

Ferric Iron 

Organic Iron or Bacterial 
Iron 
Colloidal Iron 

Only type of iron that can be treated with a water softener 

Insoluble and the particles can eventually foul a resin bed. It should be filtered out before 
the water reaches the softener 
Attached to other organic compounds in the water. Additional treatment is needed to 
remove this type of iron 
Not dissolved, yet stays in suspension. A softener cannot remove this type of iron 

D Water Characteristics-Model 9001F Iron Filter requires a pH of 7 or above to function properly. An iron test to 
determine iron levels is also necessary. The 900NF Acid Neutralizing Filter adjusts pH levels of 6.3 or above. 

D Water Pressure-Not less than 30 psi or greater than 120 psi (2.1-8.4 bar) constant for WaterBoss® filters. If 
water pressure exceeds 70 psi (4.8 bar), a pressure regulator is recommended. 

D Water Supply Flow Rate-A minimum of 5 gallons per minute or equal to the backwash flow rate of the 
particular model is recommended. For the purposes of plumbing sizing, only the rated service flow rate and 
corresponding pressure loss may be used. Prolonged operation of a water filter at flow rates exceeding the 
tested service flow rate may compromise performance. 

D Water Temperature-Not less than 40° or greater than 120°F (4°-49°C). For 9001F Iron Filter, do not exceed 
80°F (27°C). 

D Drain-Drain the appliance to an appropriate drain, such as a floor drain or washer drain that will comply with 
all local and state plumbing codes. To prevent back-siphoning, provide an adequate air gap or a siphon break. 
See Installation Steps and Starl-Up Procedures. 

D Electricity-The transformer supplied is for a standard 120 volt, 60-cycle AC outlet for locations in North 
America or 220 volt, 50-cycle AC outlet for locations outside North America. 

If you have any questions, call the Helpline. See General Information at the front of the manual for information 
about the Helpline. 
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Precautions 
• 

l Comply with all state and local, building, plumbing, and electrical codes. 
2. Test your water quality with the strips, if provided. Optionally, obtain a report on your water's quality. 
3. Install the appliance before the water heater. 
{ Install the appliance after the pressure tank on well-water installations. 
5 Examine the inlet line to ensure water will flow through it freely and that the inlet pipe size is sized correctly. 

For well water with iron, the recommended minimum inlet pipe size is 3/4-inch I.D. and for municipal water 
the recommended minimum inlet pipe size is 1/2-inch I.D. 

6. Install a pressure-reducing valve if the inlet pressure exceeds 70 psi (4.8 bar). 
?. Install a gravity drain on the cabinet. 
a. Secure the drain line on the appliance and at the drain outlet. See Installation Steps and Starl-Up 

Procedures. 
9. Allow a minimum of 8 to 10 feet (2.4 to 3.0 m) of 3/4-inch pipe from the outlet of the appliance to the inlet of 

the water heater. 

1. Do not install if checklist items are not satisfactory. See Checklist Before Installation. 
2. Do not install if the incoming or outlet piping water temperature exceeds 120°F (49°C) for models 900CF 

and 900NF or 80°F (27°C) for model 9001F. See Specifications. 
3. Do not allow soldering torch heat to be transferred to valve components or plastic parts when using the 

optional copper adapters. 
,\ Do not overtighten the plastic fittings. 
Z). Do not plumb the appliance against a wall that would prohibit access to plumbing. See Installation Steps 

and Starl-Up Procedures. 
i). Do not install the appliance backward. Follow the arrows on the inlet and outlet. 
, . Do not plug the transformer into an outlet that is activated by an On/Off switch. 
:5 Do not connect the drain and the overflow (gravity drain) lines together. 
9. Do not use to treat water that is microbiologically unsafe or of unknown quality without adequate 

disinfection before or after the appliance. 
·w Do not allow your appliance or drain line to freeze. 
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Installation Steps and Start-Up Procedures 
• 

The water filter is capable of treating a combination of undesirable constituents (such as iron, dirt, sediment, 
and chlorine) in water. See Specifications for the capabilities of your appliance. Install, set up, and use the 
appliance within the operating limits outlined in this manual. Failure to comply with these specifications may 
decrease the effectiveness of the backwash and cause control valve malfunction. The water filter, like any other 
appliance, requires correct installation and setting for optimum performance. 

Each water treatment appliance includes water test strips, eight feet of drain line, and a drain fitting. 

--~ Prepare the Placement Area ·~ i-· 

A, Make sure the placement area is clean. 
R Turn off the electricity and water supply to the water heater. For gas water heaters, turn the 

gas cock to "Pilot." 
C.. Examine the inlet plumbing to ensure that the pipe is not plugged with lime, iron, or any 

other substance. Clean or replace plugged plumbing. 
Note: A minimum 3/4-inch pipe is required between the pressure tank and the appliance for 
the appliance to function properly. 

Wel!Watel 

D. Make sure the inleUoutlet and drain connections meet the applicable state and local codes. 
E Check the arrows on the bypass valve to ensure that the water flows in the proper direction. 

See Bypass Valve. 
Caution: Do not plumb the appliance in backward. 

F, Place the appliance in the desired location using Figure 1 as a guide. The diagram in 
Figure 1 applies to basement, slab, crawl space, and outside installations. 

H:tm'lW~terT<i 
Outs!~ Fau®ta 

E'.:::::::~:::::::::::'""'·:·:·#.!. , .. ~ ... ~ ~-~= 

: ' 

StMOlf 
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Figure 1: Appliance Placement 
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Installation Steps and Start-Up Procedures, Cont. 
• 

zt For most installations, install the appliance after the pressure tank or water meter and before 
the water heater unless otherwise recommended. When installing the 900CF Carbon Filter 
for well water, place the filter after any water softener appliance unless otherwise 
recommended. Contact the Helpline for further assistance in determining the proper 
installation sequence. 
Water Heaters: If less than 10 feet (3.0 m) of pipe connects the water treatment appliance(s) 
to the water heater, install a check valve between the water treatment appliance and the 
water heater as close to the water heater as possible. Ensure that the water heater has an 
adequately rated temperature and pressure safety relief valve. 

M, For outside installations, the appliance should be enclosed so it is protected from the 
weather. 

~,-~ Test Your Water ~ 
.A, Contact your water treatment specialist or obtain a report on your water's quality. Optionally, 

use the test strips provided. 

- Turn Off Water Supply 
/t Turn off the water supply. 
R Open the hot and cold water taps to depressurize the lines. 

~~~ ~ Connect Water lines 
Qest fittings are provided to facilitate installation, but their 
use is not required. Be sure to read the Plastic 
(PVCICPVC) Pipe Joining Procedure, if using PVC/CPVC. 
Step 4A: Using Qest Fittings 
A, Lift and remove the valve cover. (Lift back first) 
EL Install Qest fittings. Qest connection fittings are 

provided with your appliance. Qest fittings provide a 
convenient, easy-to-use three-piece assembly for 
3/4-inch copper plumbing or 3/4-inch CTS CPVC 
plastic tubing (copper is shown in Figure 2). Ensure 
that the three components (1: collar, 2: metal retaining 
ring, and 3: nylon sleeve) are correctly installed in 
sequence on the pipe. (See Figure 2.) 
Note: Teflon tape or plumber's putty is NOT necessary 
and should NOT be used with Qest fittings. 

C, Attach the water lines to the appliance in compliance 
with all applicable building, plumbing, and electrical 
codes. (See Figure 3.) Do NOT overtighten the 
connections on the plastic threads. 

D, Check the arrows on the bypass valve to ensure that 
the water flows in the proper direction. 
Caution: Do NOT plumb your appliance in 
backward. 
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Figure 3: Connect Water Lines. 
Note the Bypass Valve. 
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Installation Steps and Start-Up Procedures, Cont. 
• 

Step 48: (Optional) Hard Plumbing With Copper 
Fittings 
When preparing the male threaded fittings of the 1/0 
adapter, use the following guidelines to avoid damage to the 
plastic pipe threads. 
/t Wrap the threads three times with 1/2-inch (2.5-cm) wide 

Teflon tape. Place each consecutive wrap on top of the 
previous wrap. 

EL To prevent tearing of the tape, use Teflon paste on the Teflon Tape 

first two male threads only. The paste lubricates the tape Figure 4: Plumbing Connections 
and fills the small void areas that might exist between the 
threads. When the joint is complete, there will be a small 
bead of sealant at the fitting interface, which indicates a 
properly joined connection. 

C, Use a union with a threaded connection to facilitate repair of potential leaks in soldered 
joints. 

D, Prepare the copper tail assemblies in advance to enable them to cool prior to final assembly. 
Advance preparation and cooling will prevent heat damage to the plastic pipe threads of the 
adapter. 

L Ensure that the copper tube is at least 4 inch (10 cm) long. 
F, Turn the fitting counterclockwise until you feel the threads engage and then tighten to 

prevent cross threading. Do NOT overtighten the fittings. 
Caution: Do NOT allow heat from the torch to transfer to the plastic valve component, 
which could be damaged. 
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Installation Steps, Cont. 
• 

Plastic (PVC/CPVC) Pipe Joining Procedure 
To ensure reliable joint integrity when using solvent cement for PVC/CPVC plumbing, follow 
these recommendations: 
/t Cutting-The pipe must be cut square to allow for the proper interfacing of the pipe end and 

the fitting socket bottom. Use a wheel cutter, miter saw, or a ratchet shear for best results. 
Et Deburring and Beveling-Use a knife, plastic pipe deburring tool, or a file to remove burrs 

from the end of the pipe. Be sure to remove all burrs from the inside as well as the outside of 
the pipe. Remove all loose plastic debris since it could clog the injector. All pipe ends should 
be beveled to permit easier insertion of the pipe into the fitting. Failure to bevel the pipe end 
may cause a "wiping" effect in the fitting where the cement is forced to the end of the fitting 
socket. This creates a weak joint. 

C, Test Dry Fit of the Joint-Tapered fitting sockets are designed so that an interference fit 
should occur when the pipe is inserted about one-third to two-thirds of the way into the 
socket. Occasionally, when pipe and fitting dimensions are at the tolerance extremes, it will 
be possible to fully insert dry pipe to the bottom of the fitting socket. When this happens, a 
sufficient quantity of cement must be applied to the joint to fill the gap between the pipe and 
fitting. 

L Inspection, Cleaning, and Priming-Inspect the inside of the pipe and fitting sockets and 
remove dirt, grease, or moisture with a clean dry cloth. If wiping fails to clean the surfaces, 
use a chemical cleaner. Check for possible damage such as splits or cracks and replace if 
necessary. Use purple primer to penetrate and soften the bonding surfaces of the PVC or 
CPVC pipe and fittings. Proceed without hesitation to the cementing procedure while the 
primed surfaces are still wet. 

L Application of Solvent Cement-Apply the solvent cement evenly and quickly around the 
outside of the pipe while the primer is still wet. Apply a light coat of cement evenly around the 
inside of the fitting socket. Do not allow excess cement to "puddle" in the fitting. Apply a 
second coat of cement to the pipe end. 

F, Joint Assembly-Working quickly, insert the pipe into the fitting socket and give a 1 /4-turn 
of the pipe or fitting while pushing toward the fitting stop. This action will evenly distribute the 
cement. Do NOT continue to rotate the pipe or fitting after the stop has been reached. Hold 
the joint tightly together for about 15 seconds to prevent the pipe from "creeping" out of the 
fitting. A good joint will have sufficient cement to make a small bead all the way around the 
outside of the fitting hub. The joint should not be disturbed immediately after the cementing 
procedure. Allow adequate time for the joint to cure properly. Exact drying time is hard to 
predict because of environmental variables. Follow the recommended joint curing times on 
the primer and cement container labels. 
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Installation Steps and Start-Up Procedures, Cont. 
• 

- Connect Gravity Overflow Connection 

The overflow line drains away excess water should the 
tank fill with too much water or the appliance 
malfunction. 
/t Attach the overflow connection and check that it is 

in the down position. (See Figure 5.) 
Et Connect 1/2-inch (12.7 mm) I.D. tubing (size cannot 

be reduced) between the overflow connection and a 
suitable floor drain, laundry tub, or other suitable 
waste receptor. This tubing is not supplied with the 
appliance. Ensure that the overflow line ends at a 
drain that is at least 3 inches (76 mm) lower than 
the bottom of the overflow fitting. Maintain a 
minimum of 2-inch (50-mm) air gap. The gravity line 
cannot be run overhead. 

~ Connect Drain Line 
The drain line carries away the backwash water as 
part of the regeneration cycle. 
A, Connect the drain line to the drain end cap 

(See Figure 6) with a minimum 5/8-inch I.D. tubing 
(supplied). The size cannot be reduced. 
Note: Screw the drain fitting into the drain end cap. 

Et Route the drain line to a floor drain, laundry tub, or 
other suitable waste receptor. Maintain a minimum 
2-inch (50-mm) air gap between the drain line and 
the flood level rim of the waste receptor to prevent 
back-siphoning. This drain line should make the 
shortest run to the suitable drain. 

C, The drain line may be elevated up to 8 feet (2.4 m) 
from the discharge on the appliance as long as the 
water pressure in your system is 40 psi (2.8 bar) or 
more. 

Ct If the drain line is 25 feet (7.6 m) or longer, increase 
the drain line to 3/4-inch (19-mm) I.D. The end of 
the drain line must be equal to or lower in height 
than the control valve. All overhead drains for filter 
installations must be 3/4-inch (19-mm) I. D. 
Caution: The drain line must not be kinked, 
crimped, or restricted in any way. 
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Installation Steps and Start-Up Procedures, Cont. 
• 

--~ Flushlines ~ 
/t Place the appliance in the Bypass position. 

(See Figure 7.) The bypass valve can isolate the 
appliance should the system malfunction or leak. 
The bypass valve enables you to use untreated 
water for watering plants, shrubs, or lawns. To 
engage the bypass 
1. Locate the dial-shaped knob located on the 

rear of the main control valve. 
2. Turn the knob counter-clockwise until it stops 

and the arrow points to "Bypass." The 
appliance will be bypassed, and all water to 
the home is raw, untreated water. 

R Turn on the main water supply. 
C, Open the nearest cold water faucet to flush the 

plumbing of any excess soldering flux, air, or any 
other foreign material. 

[t Return the appliance to Service position. Turn the 
knob clockwise until it stops and the arrow points 
to "Service." (See Figure 8.) 
Note: To prevent untreated water from entering 
your home, avoid using water inside your home 
when the appliance is in Bypass position. 
Remember to return the appliance to Service 
position when you have finished using untreated 
water. 

~ CheckrorLeaks 
A, Close all faucets. 
R Check all lines and connections for leaks. If leaks 

are found: 
1. Turn off the main water supply. 
2. Open a cold water faucet to depressurize the lines. 
3. Close the faucet to eliminate any siphoning action. 
4. Repair all leaks. 

Figure 7: Bypass Position 

Figure 8: Service Position 

5. Place the appliance in the Service position to slowly fill the media tank. (See Figure 8.) 
6. Open a cold water faucet to purge air out of the media tank. 
7. Close the faucet and recheck for leaks. 

G .. Replace valve cover. (Hook front first, then push down back to lock in place.) 
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Installation Steps and Start-Up Procedures, Cont. 
• -~, ~ Complete the Installation 

.A, Connect the transformer power cord to the back of the controller. 
R Ensure that the appliance is in the Service position. See Figure 8. 
C .. Ensure the water supply is on. 
L Turn on the electricity and water supply to the water heater. For gas water heaters, return the 

gas cock to "On." 
E Open a cold water tap and allow the appliance to flush for 20 minutes or until approximately 

72 gallons have passed through the appliance. This procedure is required to meet NSF 
requirements. Verify the flow rate on the controller, which indicates water flow. See Figure 9. 

F. Replace the cabinet cover. 

Note: The next step is Start Up. Start-up procedures are provided for each of the following appliances: 
* 9001F Iron Filter 
~ 900CF Carbon Filter 
~ 900NF Acid Neutralizing Filter 

Be sure to follow the Start-Up Procedure for your specific appliance. 
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Start-Up Procedures-900CF Carbon Filter 
• 

Important 

The WaterBoss® 900CF Carbon Filter is capable of treating a combination of undesirable constituents 
(chlorine, taste, and odor) in water. Install, set up, and use the filter within the operating limits outlined in this 
manual. Failure to comply with these specifications may decrease the effectiveness of the backwash and cause 
control valve malfunction. 

~ Soak the Carbon Filter Media 

The granular activated carbon in the filter has been shipped dry. The filter media must soak for 
24 hours to prevent media loss to the drain during backwash. To soak the filter media, wait for 
24 hours after completing the eight-step installation procedures as described in Installation 
Steps before you plug in the transformer or use the appliance. 

~ Plug in the Transformer 
/t After 24 hours, plug the transformer into an appropriate outlet. The 

transformer is 120 volt, 60 cycle AC for locations in North America or 
220 volt, 50 cycle AC for locations outside North America. 

R Ensure that the outlet selected is NOT operated by an On/Off switch. 

'9 Program the Regeneration Cycle 
To ensure reliable performance and optimum efficiency, program the regeneration cycle 
(backwash) to occur every one to four days based on local conditions. On the controller, set the 
frequency and time of day for regeneration to occur. Follow the instructions provided in Setting 
the Controller. 

~ Start the Regeneration Cycle 
A, Press and hold the Regenerate button until the controller indicates 01 (flashing).The 

regeneration cycle begins. 
8.- Regeneration is complete after seven minutes and the appliance is returned to Service 

position. The controller will display 01 to 04. This number is the days until the next 
regeneration. 
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Start-Up Procedures-900NF Acid Neutralizing Filter 
• 

Important 
The WaterBoss® 900NF Acid Neutralizing Filter is capable of elevating a low pH condition (acid) in your water. 
Install, set up, and use the filter within the operating limits outlined in this manual. Failure to comply with these 
specifications may decrease the effectiveness of the backwash and cause control 
valve malfunction. 

~~~ ~ Plug in the Transformer 
A, Plug the transformer into an appropriate outlet. 
8.- Ensure that the outlet selected is NOT operated by an On/Off 

switch. 

--~ "---ram the Rpneneration ru,.le ·~ . ·-:,· -::,· -.r·· 
To ensure reliable performance and optimum efficiency, program the regeneration cycle 
(backwash) to occur every one to two days based on local conditions. On the controller, set the 
frequency and time of day for regeneration to occur. Follow the instructions provided in Setting 
the Controller. 

- Start the Regeneration Cycle 
Before placing the filter in service, backwash the filter to remove fine media particles in the filter 
bed. To backwash the filter, start the regeneration cycle as follows: 
A. Press and hold the Regenerate button until the controller indicates 01 (flashing). The 

regeneration cycle begins. 
R Regeneration is complete after seven minutes, and the appliance returns to Service position. 

The controller will display a 01 or 02. This number is the days until the next regeneration. 

--~ Adiust Water Softener Hardness Settin'7 ~ :,• ::, 

Typically, hardness will increase by two to four grains after passing through the neutralizing filter 
(0.13-0.26 grams). If you have a water softener, after implementing the start-up steps for the 
acid neutralizing filter: 
A, Test the hardness of the water before it enters the water softener. 
B. Reset the hardness setting appropriately on the water softener. 

Note: The appliance requires periodic (annual) replenishment of the neutralizing media that 
adjusts the pH level of the water. See 900NF Acid Neutralizing Filter Replenishment Procedure. 
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Start-Up Procedures-9001F Iron Filter 
• 

Important 
The WaterBoss® 9001F Iron Filter is capable of treating a combination of undesirable constituents (iron, 
manganese, and/or hydrogen sulfide) in water. Install, set up, and use the filter within the operating limits 
outlined in this manual. Failure to comply with these specifications may decrease the effectiveness of the 
backwash and cause control valve malfunction. 

Water Testing-The 9001F Iron Filter, like any other appliance, requires correct installation and setting for 
optimum performance. To ensure proper settings, you need to have a sample of your untreated water tested for 
iron and pH. To find a facility to test your water sample, check your Yellow Pages under Water Analysis or 
Water Testing or contact the company below to conduct a test for you. 

WATERSCREEN 
National Testing Laboratories, Inc. 
1-800-458-3330 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST 

A pH of seven or above is necessary for the appliance to function properly. 

'9 Plug in the Transformer 
/t Plug the transformer into an appropriate outlet. 
Et Ensure that the outlet selected is NOT operated by an On/Off 

switch. 

--~ AddWater ~ 
A, Slowly fill the media tank until water flows steadily to service. 
R Once filled, turn off water and allow the appliance to sit for 10 minutes. 
G .. After 10 minutes, press and hold the Regenerate button until the controller indicates 01 

(flashing). The regeneration cycle begins. 
L Wait for at least 30 seconds. 
E .. Unplug the transformer. 
F, Allow the appliance to sit for 25 minutes. 
rt Replug in the transformer. 
K Quickly advance through the regeneration cycle until the Home position is reached. 

.. Add Potassium Permanganate 
/t Open the port lid and add 3 gallons (11 liters) of water. 
Et Slowly add 3 lb (1.4 kg) of potassium permanganate (KMn04). (P/N 97804). 

Caution: Use care when handling potassium permanganate. Refer to the product label for 
further operating and handling instructions. 

G, Thoroughly mix with a clean wooden paint paddle. (Do NOT use plastic.) Stir the potassium 
permanganate until the color is a dark walnut. 
Note: Stir the potassium permanganate and water mixture every two weeks. If the water is a 
pink color, add another 3 lb (1.4 kg) of potassium permanganate. Potassium permanganate 
will last approximately three to six months. 

D .. Wait 15 minutes after adding potassium permanganate before starting the regeneration cycle. 
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Start-Up Procedures-9001F Iron Filter, Cont. 
• 
~~~ ~ Start the Regeneration Cycle 

A, Press and hold the Regenerate button until the controller indicates 01 (flashing). The 
regeneration cycle begins. During regeneration, water bypasses the appliance to allow iron 
and sediment to wash down the drain through the following six-step process: 
1. First Upflow Backwash-A rapid upflow of water flushes out the media bed. 
2. Regeneration-Regenerant is drawn out of the solution cabinet and up through the 

media tank, cleaning the media bed and releasing accumulated iron and hydrogen 
sulfide. 

3. Slow Rinse-A slow upflow rinse process that flushes out the regenerant and iron. 
4. Second Upflow Backwash-This upflow backwash flushes out any remaining 

regenerant and sediment from regeneration. 
5. Downflow Clean Water Refill-Filtered water is directed to the solution cabinet to 

prepare the regenerant for the next regeneration sequence. 
6. Return to Service-Regeneration is complete after approximately 45 minutes and the 

appliance is returned to Service position. The controller will display a number between 
01 to 14. This number is the days to next regeneration. 

'9 Program the Regeneration Cycle 
.A, To ensure reliable performance and optimum efficiency, program the regeneration cycle to 

occur every one to fourteen days. Use the following worksheet to determine the appropriate 
frequency for scheduling the regeneration cycle for your appliance. Use the example as a 
guide. 

EL On the controller, set the frequency and time of day for regeneration to occur. Follow the 
instructions provided in Setting the Controller. 

Total Iron __ ppmx 1 = _ppm 2.4 ppm X 1 = 2.4 ppm 
+ Manganese* __ ppmx3= _ppm 0.2 ppm X 3 = 0.6 ppm 
+ Sulfur __ ppmx5= _ppm _1Q_ ppm X 5 = 5.0 ppm 
= Total compensated ppm _ppm 8.0 ppm 

x Gallons per day for one person E._gal E._gal 
= ppm per person per day = _ppm 600 ppm 

x Number of people in household _people ]_ people 
= Daily ppm capacity _ppm 1800 ppm 

Iron filter capacity = 5600 ppm 5600 ppm 

4 Daily ppm capacity = _ppm 1800 ppm 

= Frequency of regeneration _days J.j_ days 
Set regeneration frequency @ _days 3 days 

*If manganese is unknown, multiply the iron and sulfur total by 1.15 to adjust total compensated ppm. 
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Setting the Controller 
• 

This appliance features a four-button controller with an LCD display. The 
controller can be used to view the appliance's status, perform regenerations, 
and change settings. The controller must be set up correctly for the appliance 
to perform properly. 

Note: Ensure that the bottom of the controller is firmly locked onto the four 
tabs on the top of the drive end cap assembly. See Cabinet and Cover 
Assemblies diagram later in this manual. 

To ensure that your appliance operates properly, set the controller as follows: 

Figure 9: Four-Button Controller 

.. Set Frequency of Regeneration or Backwash 

A.. Press and hold the Set button for three seconds. When "01" displays, release the Set button. 
Et Press and release the Change button until the desired frequency number displays. 
C, Press the Set button to return to the main screen. The number you selected will be 

displayed. This number indicates the number of days until the next regeneration or 
backwash. 

~ Set Time Format 
Press and hold the Set and Change buttons at the same time for 3 seconds. Display reads "12" 
if the controller is set to display English units or "24" if it is set to display metric units. 
To Set Time Format 
A, Press Change to toggle between 12 and 24. This controls the selection of a 12-hour (AM/PM) 

or 24-hour clock. If 24-hour clock, OO=midnight. 
Et When the desired time format is displayed, press Set. 

~ Set Time of Day 
Display reads "Set Time" and "12" (or "24"). 
To Change Time of Day 
/1.,, Press Change until the current time is displayed. Default is 12 p.m. 

Note: Set time to the nearest hour. 
8.. When the desired time is displayed, press Set. 

--~ Set R,:,,neneration Time ~ -=,· 

Display reads "Set Reg. Time" followed by the current regeneration time that is set (02). 
To Change Regeneration Time 
A.. Press Change. Default is 2 AM. 
Et When the desired regeneration time is displayed, press Set. 

Note: If you have a softener installed with the filter, stagger the regeneration times. Set the 
softener to regenerate first, followed by the filter. 

Note: Whenever you experience an electrical outage, check your controller for the correct time. 
Make any necessary corrections. 
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900NF Acid Neutralizing Filter Replenishment Procedure 
• 

The neutralizing media that adjusts the pH level of the water must be refilled periodically (annually). Typically, 
this media is calcite and is available from WaterBoss®. To refill the neutralizing media, measure the appliance's 
media bed depth upon installation (factory freeboard). Use this measurement to determine the amount of media 
to add to maintain optimum performance of the 900NF. 

The following tools and materials are needed to replenish the neutralizing media: 
* Analog scale (do not use digital) * 1/2-inch (1.3 cm), 4-ft (1.2 m) siphon hose 
~ Steel tape measure * Funnel with 1-inch (2.5 cm) fill tube 
* 5-gallon (18.9 liters) bucket with handle * 36-inch (1 meter) wooden ruler or dowel rod 
* Replacement media (P/N M050) * 3/4-inch (19-mm) socket with ratchet 

The replenishment procedure is as follows: 

'9 Turn Off the Water 
A, Turn off the water to the appliance. 
R Open a tap to depressurize the appliance. 
G, Close the tap. ~~-·'~ tl:l-~~- Remove Water From Media Tank 

~ 
.A, Use the 3/4-inch (19-mm) socket to 

remove the fill plug from the media tank. 
f-11! P!t<,J --....,, " fi!c«Si,i"';fl.~::~::1 

. \·~1~1. "' ~7~~:1 
Et Insert the siphon hose into the fill port. 
G, Siphon the water into the bucket until the 

media level in the tank is reached. 
~~, 
~ calculate Amount of Media 

to Replenish 

Example: 

A, Measure the freeboard distance from the 
top of the tank to the media. 
See Figure 10. 
Note: The recommended freeboard 
distance is 6.5 inches (16.5 cm). 

Et Add 4.5 lb (2 kg) of media per inch below 
6.5 inches (16.5 cm). 

Measured freeboard 8.5 inches (22 cm) 
Minus factory freeboard - 6.5 inches (16.5 cm) 

Equals Adjusted freeboard 2.0 inches (5 cm) 

-----,-1 ------,---.-.,-1 -----,-l '·'·"' . 

IS,·H:!0
' 

f'IIS.l>~ml 
~.1{2' 

tncmi 
7.11,1• 

{1~ ,;.rnj 

l ........ 1 ........ 
,'i,skH.S lb.._ (.' k!,!} 

Figure 10: Maximum Freeboard Amount 

Replenishment equals approximately 4.5 lb (2 kg) of media x 2.0 inches (5 cm) (adjusted freeboard) = 9 lb (4 kg). 
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900NF Acid Neutralizing Filter Replenishment Procedure, Cont. 
• 
~~~ ~ Add Replenishment Media 

A, Weigh the replenishment media on the analog scale. 
EL Place the funnel into the tank. 
C, Pour the media into the funnel to fill the tank with the measured amount of media. 

'9 Fill the Tank With Water 
A, Open the main water valve and slowly fill the tank with water up to the bottom of the fill port. 
R Turn off the water. 
G .. Make sure the threads of the fill port are clean and replace the fill plug. 

Caution: Do NOT over-tighten the fill plug. 

- Checkforleaks 
A .. Turn on the water to re-pressurize the appliance. 
Et Check for leaks. (See Check for Leaks on page 13.) 
C, Fix any leaks. 

'9 Backwash Neutralizer 
A, Press the Regenerate button. 
8.. When the controller reads "01", slowly rotate the bypass knob clockwise to displace air until 

the drain runs steady. Fully rotate the bypass knob clockwise to place the appliance in the 
Service position. Let the appliance finish the backwash cycle and return to service. 
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Assembly and Parts 
• 

7 

2 

3 

4 

Figure 11: Cabinet and Cover Assemblies 

54306 Salt Port Lid 
2 54324 Valve Cover Assembl 
3 54540-IF Com uter Control Assembl -Model 9001F 

54540-CF Com uter Control Assembly-Model 900CF 
54540-NF Com uter Control Assembl -Model 900NF 

4 54310 Brine Well Cover 
5 93245 12V Transformer/Power Cord 
6 54303 Cabinet 
7 54305 Su ort Panel 

,£.,,...-------.....,~,., 

~ """"" ____ . I ncorreet 

-
. 

i 
I ! li 

~lJ ~---/· Correct 
(\ 

/' 

Figure 12: Controller Tab Lock Detail 

8 97506 Media tank, empty, fill plug-Models 9001F and 900NF 
97509 

Caution: Be sure the controller is firmly locked onto the drive end cap assembly. The four tabs on top of the 
drive end cap will allow the clips on the bottom of the controller case to lock onto the end cap tabs. Press down 
on the controller and pull toward the valve body. Check to ensure that all four tabs are engaged. If all of the 
tabs are not fully engaged ("clicked" into place), the controller will not function properly. 
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Assembly and Parts, Cont. 
• 

Figure 13: Cabinet and Assemblies 

1 C0700A Overflow Elbow 1 
2 54523 1 
3 93838 2 
4 93281 1 
5 93272 1 
6 90819 2 
7 90828 0-Rin 1 
8 54520* Drive End Ca Assembly-Model 9001F 1 

95302T-BWO* BWO-Models 900CF and 900NF 
9 93870 Screw 4 
10 93504 Injector Assembly 1 
11 93835 Sleeve 2 
12 90614-5.0 Drain End Ca Assembl -Models 9001F and 900NF 1 

90614-3.0 Drain End Ca Assembly-Model 900CF 
13 93809 Screw 2 
14 V185 Drain Fittin , 1/2-inch MNPT x Barb 1 
15 93842 Drain Line 1 

* Excludes drive motor and magnetic disk. 
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Assembly and Parts, Cont. 
• 

2 

3 
4 

93223 Injector 
Throat 

53224 Injector 
Nozzle with 

Figure 14: Injector Assembly 

93223 Injector Throat-Model 900CF 

~-INSERT WITH RIB 
AT9 O'CLOCK 

POSITION 

93223-Red ln'ector Throat-Models 9001F and 900NF 
53224 ln'ector Nozzle with Over-Mold Gasket-Model 900CF 
53224-Red Injector Nozzle with Over-Mold Gasket-Models 9001F and 900NF 
93806 0-Rin 
53235 
93504 all of the above arts -Model 900CF 
93504-Red all of the above arts -Models 9001F and 900NF 

In conjunction with the Injector Nozzle (53224) it creates the vacuum that draws the brine solution 
from the brine cabinet. The center hole should be clear of debris, round, and undamaged. The 
Throat should be pressed flush into the opening in the valve. If the Throat is removed, it must be 
replaced with a new one. 
Together with the Throat (93223) creates the vacuum that draws the brine solution from the Brine 
Cabinet. The small hole in the Injector Nozzle (53224) is the one that creates the 

Over-Mold Gasket "injection-stream" that enters the Throat. It is important that this hole is round, undamaged, and 
clear of debris. If this hole becomes "clogged," do not use anything (such as metal objects) to 
clear this opening. Damage may occur. Use a clean cloth and flush with water. If necessary, a 
wooden toothpick may be used. When assembling to the Valve, the Nozzle hole should line up 
with the Throat. Flush screen with water to clean. The over-mold gasket seals between the 
Injector Nozzle and the Injector Cap. 

53235 Injector Cap Holds the injector assembly together and seals the assembly to the Main Valve Body. 
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Assembly and Parts, Cont. 
• 

(Available as assembly only.) 

Figure 15: Bypass Assembly 
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Assembly and Parts, Cont. 
• 

Figure 16: Drive End Cap Assembly* 

1 90802 Screw, self-ta ping 2 
2 90217 Drive Motor 1 
3 93891 1/4-inch Hex Nut 2 
4 93238 Drive Gear 1 
5 90809 Screw, self-ta in 2 
6 93219 Piston Slide Cam Cover 1 
7 93217 Piston Slide Cam 1 
8 93583 Drive End Ca 1 
9 54202 Piston Slide 1 
10 90818 Screw, self-ta ping-Model 9001F Only 2 
11 54521 Brine Valve Assembl -Model 9001F Onl 1 
12 90821 0-Rin -Model 9001F Onl 1 
13 54502KIT Magnet Disk Assembly 1 
14 90828 0-Rin 1 
15 90819 0-Rin 1 
16 53322 Drive Piston Assembly 1 
17 93839 Drain Gasket 1 

54520 Entire Assembl all of the above 
* Drawing shows Drive End Cap assembly for 9001F Iron Filter. It has a brine valve. 
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Assembly and Parts, Cont. 
• 

90217 Drive Motor The Motor is held in place by two, 1/2-inch self-tapping screws. The screws should be "snug." The 
brass pinion gear on the Motor should engage the plastic Drive Gear (93238). The wires should 
be securely fastened to the Controller. 

93238 Drive Gear The Drive gear is assembled to the Slide Cam by means of a "keyed" opening, which transfers the 
"torque" generated by the Motor to the rest of the drive system. If the drive system becomes 
jammed, this opening can become "rounded" causing the gear to turn, but not the Piston Slide 
Cam. If this occurs, clear the jam and replace the Drive Gear (93238) and Piston Slide Cam 
(93217). 

93219 Piston Slide The cover secures the Piston Slide Cam (93217) in place and acts as a bushing for the Cam 
Cam Cover Shaft. 
93217 Piston Slide This is the "heart" of the drive system. There is a threaded stainless steel shaft that runs through 
Cam the main drive axle. The Drive Gear (93238) is attached at the short end and the Magnet Disk 

(54502) at the other end. The Slide Cam is assembled inside of the Piston Slide (54202). This 
Cam Shaft should turn freely before the Motor is assembled. 

93583 Drive End Cap Seals the two openings on the Main Valve Body. The larger diameter opening is sealed with an 
0-Ring used as an axial or "face" seal. The 0-Ring sits in a groove in the End Cap. This groove 
must be free of defects such as pits or scratches and also free of debris. The smaller diameter 
seal is accomplished with an 0-Ring used as a radial seal. The 0-Ring should be placed on the 
male boss on the End Cap. When assembling the End Cap to the Valve Body, care should be 
taken to make sure the small 0-Ring is aligned with the opening in the Valve Body and that the 
large 0-Ring stays in the groove in the End Cap. If misaligned, the 0-Rings can become pinched 
and leak. 

54202 Piston Slide The Slide should move freely inside the End Cap Housing. 
53322 Drive Piston The Drive Piston attaches to the Piston Slide (54202) by placing the "slot" of the Piston onto the 
Assembly matching flat of the Slide. To remove Piston, rotate Piston 90° counterclockwise. To replace 

Piston, rotate 90° clockwise until you hear an audible "click." See reference drawings below. 

Position Piston Assembly (53322) Vertical Slide Piston Assembly Onto Piston Slide. 
Push Toward End Cap to Stop. 

Rotate The Piston Assembly 90 Degrees 
Clockwise Until You Hear An Audible Click 
As It Snaps Into Place 
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Assembly and Parts, Cont. 
• 

93281 Fill Plug 

Figure 17: Fill Plug Assembly 

The Fill Plug (93281) seals the media access ports in the Media Tank. Care should be taken that 
the 0-Ring seal area is kept clean and free of debris. Also, the 0-Ring should be in the proper 
location in the groove. Do not overtighten the Fill Plug when assembling. When the flange comes 
into contact with the Media Tank, stop tightening. A 3/4-inch socket is recommended for 
assembly. 
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Assembly and Parts, Cont. 
• 

Static 0-Ring 

Figure 18: Brine Valve Housing Assembly 

1 53511 Brine Piston Assembly 1 
2 90821 0-Rin 1 
3 53510 Hou sin 1 
4 90843 0.5 gpm Flow Control 1 
5 93805 0-Rin 1 
6 54314 Brine Valve Housin 1 
7 90818 Screw, self-tapping 2 
8 54315 Brine Valve Elbow 1 
9 90828 0-Rin 1 

54521 arts 

53511 Brine The Piston should have an 0-Ring on the shaft side of the flange and a spring pressed onto a boss on 
Piston Assembly the other side. The 0-Ring should be free of defects such as cuts or debris on the shaft side. 
53510 Housing Just inside the entrance hole for the Brine Piston (53511) is a concave seat area that must be free of 

defects such as nicks, indentations, or debris. This seat area ensures a leak-free seal for the static 
0-Ring on the Brine Piston. If any defects are detected by visual inspection, repair or replace as 
needed. 

90843 0.5 gpm The Flow Button has two distinct and different sides. One is "flat"; the other is "concave." The button 
Flow Control should be centered in the housing opening with the four locator "ribs" with the concave side facing the 

Brine Valve Housing End Cap (54314). 
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Assembly and Parts, Cont. 
• 

1 
2 * 
3 * 
4 * 
5 * 
6 10700-IF 
7 54191 
8 * 
9 H4656 

54534 
*Included with 54226 
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Figure 19: Safety Shutoff Assembly 

3/8" Retainer Sleeve 
3/8" Plastic Gri er 
3/8" Nut 
Wrist Pin 
Float Assembly 
Air Check Assembl 
3/8" Nut 
1/2" x 3/8" Sleeve Gripper Set 
Safety Shutoff Assembly all of the above parts 
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Assembly and Parts, Cont. 
• 

3/8-inch Retainer Sleeve 

3/8-inch Plastic Gripper --

3/8-inch Nut--+ 

3/8-inch Plastic Gripper 3/8-inch Nut 

Wrist Pin 

' 

~ w] 
,. Air Check/Draw Tube 

3/8-inch Plastic Tube 

3/8-inch = 10 mm 
1/2-inch = 13 mm 

Figure 20: Safety Shutoff Valve Elbow Installation 

The nut, gripper, and retainer sleeve are a three-piece assembly that can come apart if removed from the elbow 
body. Parts must be reassembled exactly as shown to function properly. 

When connecting the 54315 Brine Valve Elbow 3/8-inch (10-mm) plastic tube, first assemble the nut, gripper, 
and retainer sleeve on the tubing. Then screw the nut on the elbow body. With a wrench, tighten the nut 
securely to create a water-tight connection. 
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Troubleshooting 
• 

No read-out in display 

Appliance stays in 
regeneration 

Excess water in 
regenerant cabinet. 
Should be approximately 
3-4 inches (8-10 cm) 

Not regenerating in 
proper sequence 

WaterBoss Filter Owner's Manual 

Electric cord is unplugged 
No electric power at outlet 

Defective transformer 

Defective circuit board 

High ambient room temperature. If the 
temperature exceeds 120°F (49°C), the 
display will blank out. This does not affect the 
operation of the controller 

Controller not attached properly 

Defective magnet disk 
Foreign object in valve body 

Broken valve assembly. Motor running 
Restricted, frozen, or pinched drain line 

Plugged regenerant line, regenerant line flow 
control, or air check/draw tube 

Plugged injector assembly 

Sticking regenerant refill valve 
Magnet disk defective 
Defective controller 

6/13/2012 

Plug in the transformer 
Check power source. Make sure outlet is not 
controlled by a switch 
Test with volt meter for 12 VAC at control. If 
less than 10 VAC or greater than 14 VAC, 
replace the transformer 
With 12 VAC present at controller, replace 
the controller 
No action necessary 

Make sure the controller is pushed all the 
way onto the drive end cap 

Replace magnet disk 
Remove foreign object(s) from the valve 
body 
Repair the drive end cap 

Remove restriction, thaw, or straighten drain 
line 
Clean flow control, air check/draw tube, and 
regenerant line 

Clean or replace injector. Replace throat if 
removed 
Remove valve. Check for obstruction 
Replace magnet disk 
Replace controller 
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Troubleshooting, Cont. 
• 

Salty water (or purple 
water-iron filter) 

Controller error 
messages 

WaterBoss Filter Owner's Manual 

Plugged injector 
Low water pressure 
Drain line or flow control is restricted 
Regenerant line restricted or crimped 
Intermittent pressure drop from feed source 

Excessive regeneration 
"E1" Home not found 

"E2" Motor error 

"E3" Home offset 

"E4" Home latched 

"E5" Memory Error 

6/13/2012 

Replace injector screen, nozzle, and throat 
Maintain minimum pressure of 20 psi 
Remove restriction 
Remove restriction, replace if crimped 
Install check valve on the inlet water line to 
the appliance (Check local plumbing 
codes first) 
Reprogram iron filter regeneration frequency 

Cycle power by unplugging the transformer 
and plugging it back in. It will look for Home 
again. Make sure the controller is pushed all 
the way onto the drive end cap 
Plug motor in and cycle power. If it is already 
plugged in, then motor wiring or the motor 
plug is defective 

Disk did not start in proper home location. 
Controller will automatically try to reset itself 
by finding Home and continuing the 
regeneration. Make sure the controller is 
pushed all the way onto the drive end cap 
Gear teeth are not engaged, gear is stripped, 
or something is jammed in the valve. Cycle 
the power to reset 
Replace controller 
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Filter Specifications 
• 

Capacity (gallons) 700/regen 75,000 20,000 
Max compensated hardness (ppm) 

15 NA NA [iron, manganese, and hydrogen sulfide] 
Minimum pH (standard units) 7 NA 6.3 
Media type and amounts Greensand-0.7 cu.ft. Carbon-0.7 cu.ft. Calcite/Corosex-0.7 cu.ft. 
Regenerant used 2.8 oz. Potassium 

No regenerant No regenerant 
permanganate per 

(Backwash only) (Backwash only) 
re eneration 

Max water temperature (°F) 80 120 120 
Media tank size (inches) Dia. x Ht. 10.51.0. X 26 10.51.0. X 26 10.5 1.0. X 26 
Peak flow rate (gpm) @ 15 psi drop 7 7 6 
Pressure drop at service flow rate of 4 gpm 2 2 2 
Max flow rate to drain during regeneration 

5.0 5.0 5.0 (Backwash gpm) 

Water pressure (min-max psi) 30/120 30/120 30/120 
Minimum water volume required for 

5 5 5 backwash (gpm) 

Controller type 4 Button 4 Button 4 Button 
Regeneration/backwash time (minutes) 43.5 7 7 
Water volume per regen. (gallons) 66 35 35 
Frequency of regeneration (days) 1-14 1-4 1 or 2 
Potassium permanganate (KMn04) storage Up to 10 lb NA NA 
Height (inches) 30.75 30.75 30.75 
Footprint (inches) 14. 75 X 18.75 14. 75 X 18.75 14.75 X 18. 75 
Electrical rating 12 VAC, 1 phase 60 Hz 12 VAC, 1 phase 60 Hz 12 VAC, 1 phase 60 Hz 

Plumbing connections 1-inch MNPT 1-inch MNPT 1-inch MNPT 
Shipping weight (lb) 115 75 125 

Note: The iron filter operates in the same manner as the WaterBoss® Softeners, but with manganese greensand in place of the super 
fine mesh media. The iron filter uses a potassium permanganate (KMn04) solution for regeneration instead of salt regenerant. In 
service, the filter media aids in oxidizing the iron, manganese, and/or hydrogen sulfide to solid particles, trapping the particles in the 
filter bed. 

WaterBoss® Model 9001F Iron Filter automatically reduces iron and hydrogen sulfide. Install before your water softener. 

WaterBoss® Model 900CF Carbon Filter with the activated carbon filtering bed, reduces chlorine taste and odor. Install before your 
water softener. 
Note: This filter can be installed after a water softener in special situations. Call the Helpline for specific applications. 

WaterBoss® Model 900NF Acid Neutralizing Filter adjusts low pH water. This adjustment will increase the water hardness by two to 
four grains. Install before your water softener. 

Operational, maintenance, and replacement requirements are essential for the product to perform to specification. 
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WaterBoss® 
has these third-party listings: 

~~ 

In Business Since 1956 
www.waterboss.com 

4343 South Hamilton Road, Groveport, OH 43125 

LITHO USA ©2012 F93966FIL2 RV0612B 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Harvey, 

Gerald Ambrose <gambrose@cityofflint.com > 
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:43 PM 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Byrne, Randall (Treasury); Koryzno, Edward (Treasury) 
Water - fixed charges 

Fixed charge calculationl.docx; EM Statement on Water 3.24.2015.pdf 

You had requested additional information on the fixed charges used in Flint's water rates. Hopefully the 
attached helps. I have also included some additional information showing that that many of the recent increases 
in rates were done prior to the EM being appointed. And also, a reminder that the system was in a deficit 
position when the EM came on board, making additional increases necessary. 

While the system is now solvent, it is not as strong as it once was. And the real challenge for all of is to figure 
out how to get rates down to an affordable level. But is cannot be done by simply reducing rates! 

I am sure you are aware that the Council voted last night to "do everything in their power" to return to the 
Detroit system. I am attaching my statement in response. 

Call if you have questions. 

Jerry 



RESIDENTIAL WATER/SEWER RATES - FIXED AND COMMODITY CHARGES 

General statistics indicate that the average person uses between 80 and 100 gallons of water per day, or between 2,400 and 3,000 gallons per 

day. The City's general estimate for the average residential bill is based on consumption of approximately 5,200 gallons per day (7 units* 745 

gallons. So the average we use is not out of line if the average number of users in a residence is around 2. 

At $149 average costs per month, Flint's charges are very high in comparison to other systems, and an issues which must be addressed. 

Unfortunately, the Flint system, which has the capacity to serve a population of more than 200,000, now serves a population of approximately 

100,000. The system, as currently configured today, needs between $65 million and $70 million in revenues annually to operate. One cannot 

simply reduce rates without affecting the ability of the system to operate. 

Like many systems, Flint charges both a fixed charge and a commodity charge to generate revenues. The concept of the fixed charge is that there 

is a certain amount of the utility system which must operate regardless of how much of the commodity is used. Operation and maintenance of 

the system, including building, treatment, and distribution infrastructure, as well as debt service, are examples. 

On the other hand, chemicals, utilities, and staffing to a certain extent vary with the amount of the commodity and can thus be linked to usage. 

In Flint, the total fixed charge for the water and sewer bill accounts for approximately 40% of the average residential users bill. The amounts 

determined to be "fixed charges" were established many years ago, and the water rate study done for the City in 2014 made no 

recommendations for change. 

The Flint system, which more than 10 years ago was very stable financially, had declined into a deficit financial position by June 30, 2012. 

Significant rate increases, many of which were enacted before the State assigned an Emergency Manager in late 2011, were necessary to 

stabilize the financial position of the system. Other decisions, including the decision to partner with Genesee County in the KWA, and the 

decision to utilize the Flint River for an interim period, were made with the goal of stabilizing rates and moderating future increases. Safety, 

quality, and affordability are the key priorities going forward. 

Following is the detail of the water and sewer rate components. 

WATER/SEWER RATES 

Average Residential User 



WATER SEWER 
COMMODITY Water Service COMMODITY 
CHARGE PER Charge* 5/8" CHARGE 

UNIT remote PER UNIT 

$ 

AVERAGE 
RESIDENTIAL 

UTILITY 

CHARGE 

Sewer 
Service 
Charge 

Fixed 
Charge 
Commodit 
y_ 

Units 
for 

Ave. WATER 
Bill COMMODITY 

RECENT RATE INCREASES 

Service 
Charge* Sewer I Total 

5/8" SEWER Service 
remote COMMODITY Charge 

$22.90 $34.48 

Overall cost to residential users for water and sewer have increased significantly since 2003 - almost three-fold. Note, however, that much of 

the recent increases were made prior to the appointment of an EM ... 



Increases 
Enacted by EM 

EM 

Aug 
2014 

$149.01 

July 
2012 

$140.02 

$8.99 $28.66 

6% 26% 

Increases Enacted Prior to 
EM 

July 
2011 

$111.36 

PRE-EM 

Jan 
2011 

$82.49 

$28.87 $25.42 

35% 45% 

Oct 
2003 

$57.07 

Change in the Financial Position of the Water and Sewer System 

The financial position of the water and sewer system in 2003 was strong. However, by 2011 the financial position had declined to the point 

where the system was in deficit. In spite of increases made prior to the appointment of an Emergency Manager, the utility system was still in a 

deficit position in 2012. While the financial position of the system is now positive, it is still less strong than in 2003: 

Water and Sewer (Assets in 
Millions} 



Capital Assets 
Restricted 

Unrestricted 

2003 2011 
Status Pre EM 

$82,288 $65,877 
$0 $0 

$53,076 ($423) 

2012 2013 2014 
Status under EM 

$84,182 $78,066,635 $76,670 
$5,585 $4,385 $5,847 

($8,459) $8,817 $13,552 



For Immediate Release 

Jason Lorenz 
Public Information Officer 

(810) 237-2039 
i!orenz@cityofflintcom 

Emergency Manager Statement on Water: Spending Extra $12 Million 
on Detroit Water "Incomprehensible" When Flint Water Just as Safe 

Flint, Michigan- March 24, 2015- At the City Council meeting held on Monday, March 23, 

2015, Flint City Council made a motion to "do all things necessary" to return to using water 

purchased from Detroit and discontinue use of the Flint River as a water source. The 

following statement from Emergency Manager Gerald Ambrose addresses that point: 

"Flint water today is safe by all EPA and MDEQ standards and the City is working daily 

to improve its quality. Users also pay some of the highest rates in the state because of 

the decreased numbers of users and the age of the system. 

"It is incomprehensible to me that 7 members of the Flint City Council would want to send 

more than $12 million a year to the system serving southeast Michigan, even if Flint rate 

payers could afford it. Water from Detroit is no safer than water from Flint. 

"If $12 million annually were available for discretionary use, it would be far better spent 

reducing rates paid by Flint customers and/or modernizing the City's system." 

-Gerald Ambrose, 

Flint Emergency Manager 

-END-

City Hall 
1101 S. Saginaw Street - Flint, Michigan 48502 

810-766-7346 FAX: 810-766-7218 www.cityofflint.com 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Morgan, 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Wednesday, April 29, 2015 12:26 PM 
Bedan, Morgan (GOV) 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Flint Briefing 
Flint Emergency Management and Water Briefing .docx 

Please let us know if you need anything else. 

Stacie 



To: Governor Snyder 

From: Harvey Hollins 

Date: 29 April 2015 

Subject: Briefing on the City of Flint 

I. Flint Emergency Management 

Before 2011 

Flint has been devastated by decades of plant closings and mass layoffs in the auto industry. In 1970, GM 

employed 82,000 workers in the city. Now, there are less than 8,000. Over the same four decades, the 

population has gone from 193,000 to just over 100,000. 

In 2002, the city of Flint attempted to avoid emergency management, by cutting $12 million, including closing a 

north side police precinct and halting ambulance service. However, the review team determined that a fiscal 

emergency existed in Flint; former Gov. John Engler later declared a financial emergency and the city was placed 
under state receivership. Governor Engler appointed Ed Kurtz, former president of a private business college, as 
emergency financial manager to oversee Flint's finances. A city audit five months into Kurtz's tenure revealed a 

$26.6 million deficit. 

Before Kurtz was appointed, the city had eliminated its ambulance and housing services. The cuts Kurtz initiated 
included: closing the city's recreation centers, cutting mayor and council pay, raising water bills 11%, and 

eliminating 54 jobs. 

In 2004, Governor Granholm removed the emergency manager, but continued oversight through January 2006. 

EM Administrations and governing public acts: 

0 Ed Kurtz 

0 Michael Brown 

0 Ed Kurtz 

0 Michael Brown 

0 Darnell Early 

0 Gerald Ambrose 

Emergency Management after 2011 

Achieved Benchmarks: 

2002-2004 

2011-2012 

2012-2013 

2013 
2013-2014 

2015 

PA 72 

PA 4 (PA 4 was suspended in 2012) 
PA72-PA436 

PA436 

PA436 

PA436 

• Complete elimination of operating deficits through cost reductions and the implementation of financial 

best practices 

• General Fund accumulated deficit reduction from 19.1 million in 2012 to approximately $7 million 
currently 

• Flint City Lockup reopens for the first time since 2008. It can house up to 110 inmates for up to 72 hours 
and costs $2.1 million annually to operate. 
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• Workforce and employee compensation both have been reduced by 20% 

• $850 million in unfunded OPEB liabilities has been reduced to $240 million 

• A qualified city administrator has been hired. 

• Consolidation of the city-funded 681
h district court into the county funded 671

h district court creating 

$800k in annual savings. 

• Consolidation of 911 dispatch services into the county system. More than $1 million in annual savings. 

• The City has adopted its first Master Plan since the 1960s. 

• The City adopted a new Capital Improvement Plan. 

• The City implemented a new methodology for blight. 

• The City will request a $7 million emergency loan to fully eliminate its remaining General Fund 
Accumulated deficit. 

Remaining Challenges: 

• OPEB reductions are subject to a federal lawsuit. Loss of this legal action means an additional $Smillion 
annual OPEB expense. 

• Future expense reductions are necessary to balance multi-year projections. 

• The transition to KWA and maintenance of the aging water distribution infrastructure are important 

challenges which require significant funding and continued leadership. 

• The City must reappraise all of the real property in the City prior to the 2018 Assessment Roll. This will 
be a costly, but necessary undertaking. 

II. Flint Water 

In November 2012 the Department of Treasury commissioned the firm of Tucker, Young, Jackson & Tull, Inc. 

(TYJT) to analyze options for the City of Flint to either remain a customer of the Detroit Water & Sewer 
Department (DWSD) or to join the Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) in Genesee County. The purpose of this 
study was to provide objective analyses to the State Treasurer and Flint's Emergency Financial Manager (EFM) in 

order to secure future potable drinking water for the City. 

In December 2012, staff from TYJT met with representatives from the Department of Treasury and the City of 

Flint to provide a preliminary report on their findings. At this meeting, options presented were: 1) Flint Water 

Plant will provide 100% water, 2) 100% provision of untreated Lake Huron Water by KWA, 3) 100% provision of 

treated drinking water by DWSD, or 4) provision of variable amounts of water from DWSD using a combination 

of blended DWSD water and Flint River water. 

The Flint EFM eliminated all options except the 100% DWSD option or joining KWA, deciding later to join KWA. 

On April 25, Flint officially ended nearly SO-years of using DWSD to supply water. 

The city currently uses the Flint River until the Karegnondi Water Authority pipeline is built, which will bring 

untreated Lake Huron water to Genesee County. KWA should be operational by winter 2016. 

The Flint River water is harder than DWSD. A number of residents are experiencing discoloration and order with 

the water. In addition there have been a number of citations largely around heightened levels of Total 

Trihalomethanes (TIHM). 
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Given water quality concerns, suggestions have been made that the City of Flint should return to using water 

purchased through the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD). For many reasons, financial and 

otherwise, the City of Flint can ill-afford to switch courses at this point. The estimated cost to go back to the 

water provided by the DWSD is approximately $1 million per month and the City expects to be using the 

Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) Lake Huron water within or before the l 51 quarter of 2016. 

The City of Flint is proceeding with a series of actions to ensure the continued safety of Flint drinking water is 
maintained and that issues of discoloration and odor continue to be addressed. Most notably, the installation of 

a Granulated Active Charcoal filter (GAC) at the Water Treatment Plant is expected to be authorized this week 

by Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose. 

The introduction of the GAC to the treatment process at Flint's plant will absorb or reduce the chemical 
precursors which will block or eliminate the formation of TIHM during the filtration process. Engineering and 
design are underway and installation of the GAC is targeted for completion by mid-July. Cost of this 

improvement is projected at $1.5 million and will be paid for by the proceeds from the state approved 
restructuring of the City's Drinking Water Revolving Fund loans. 

In addition to the installation of the GAC, the City of Flint is undertaking a number of other improvements to the 

water system in the coming months, including a water leak detection monitoring, completion of the hydraulic 

model and subsequent targeted hydrant flushing program, and the replacement of two miles of water main pipe 

in a critical area of the city. All of these improvements scheduled to occur within the next six months. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Wednesday, July 29, 2015 2:01 PM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: FW: Water Filter 

Importance: High 

Where do I tell them to ship? Is there someone in Flint I need to contact? 

Stacie 

From 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:56 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We are actually good to go and ready to ship vice copie~ the VP over the area and my assistant. 

Just let us know the "ship to" and we are on our way. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 1:47 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <c1aytons3(a).rnichigan._gov> wrote: 

Hi 

I hope you are doing well and enjoying your summer. Please let me know a convenient 
time for a phone call with you so we can discuss the water filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
Glaytons3@rnid1iGan.qov 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 

Best, 



Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh@;rnichigan.gov> 
Date: July 27, 2015 at 8:42:42 AM EDT 
To: 
Cc: "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<nmd:11:n_o-1Td(g}m_i~~hi_gi'11:tg_Q_y>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente(a>michigan. gov> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

Thank you. We will work with-to identify the appropriate entity to receive 
the filters for Flint residents. In addition, we'll keep you out the public eye on 
this. 

Please know, however, how much we appreciate-and most importantly you 
for doing this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 27, 2015, at 7:44 AM,•••••••• 
wrote: 

Harvey -

We are all set. can serve as liaison on this one. The 
merchant team can source 1,500 filters. We will get them to the 
community at cost. My guess is this will be $20k or so, but the 
team will give you a final number. 

Because we don't want to be a state vendor, we won't sell them to 
you. -.Vill work out logistics of whether we make a donation 
of gi~to the state that you use to purchase them, or whether 
there is some other entity to which we can give them. 

Given all the circumstances, we are not interested in any 
publicity. We want it to be clear that the state is providing these, 
not 

Thanks for reaching out. 
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-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) [JJJJtiltQJtQlfo_l\h@xni~'.higmLgQ_y] 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 12:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you. 

-----Original Message-----

From: 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 10:57 AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Will get back soon. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) [n_wi_HQJ_liJlljxrnl_l(q}JJij_Qhigiu_t_gQ_y] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 12:17 PM 

To: 

Subject: Water Filter 

Per our last conversation, I expressed that we were interested 
acquiring and distributing 1500 water filters to Flint residents to 
assist with the quality (perceived or real) of their drinking water 
until the KW A pipeline comes online. 

A few weeks ago, you asked me to send you the product ID 
number so you could check with your suppliers regarding price. I 
apologize for taking long to send you product ID; a number of 
conversations needed to occur in Flint before we could proceed. 

The product ID for a Brita Filter for kitchen faucets is: 

Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 
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Thank you for taking the time to look into this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, Director 

Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 

313.456.4994<td_J__l} __ J~(:)_J22':t> (office) 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files transmitted with it 
are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
message in error, any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
distribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are not 
the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original message. Unless expressly 
stated in this e-mail, nothing in this message should be construed 
as a digital or electronic signature or writing. 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files transmitted with it 
are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
message in error, any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
distribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are not 
the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original message. Unless expressly 
stated in this e-mail, nothing in this message should be construed 
as a digital or electronic signature or writing. 
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From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 5:24 PM 
To: 
Cc: Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you, -for the quick response. Harvey does have an additional question. Is the plan for 
the state to purchase the filters or is onating them? The former is fine and the 
latter is great. If we purchase them we ave o e ermine e process. If they are donated, I will 
identify the location in Flint where they will be shipped. 

Stacie 

From 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:56 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We are actually good to go and ready to ship vice copied ~he VP over the area and my assistant. 

Just let us know the "ship to" and we are on our way. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at I :47 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <claytons3ig;michigan.gov> wrote: 

Hi 

I hope you are doing well and enjoying your summer. Please let me know a convenient 
time for a phone call with you so we can discuss the water filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
Q!f1Y.tQH§.~@.ffl!fh.lmFJ.,99.Y 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 



Best, 
Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <ri_g_lhmib{q)gliJ;J1jgf!n,gQ_y> 
Date: July 27, 2015 at 8:42:42 AM EDT 
To: 
Cc: , "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<muc morec 1g)m1c 1gan_gov>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente(ff)xnichigan.gov> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

an you. e w1 wor with-to identify the appropriate entity to receive 
the filters for Flint residents. In addition, we'll keep you out the public eye on 
this. 

Please know, however, how much we appreciate ~nd most importantly you 
for doing this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

Harvey -

We are all set. can serve as liaison on this one. The 
merchant team can source 1,500 filters. We will get them to the 
community at cost. My guess is this will be $20k or so, but the 
team will give you a final number. 

Because we don't want to be a state vendor, we won't sell them to 
you. will work out logistics of whether we make a donation 
of gift cards to the state that you use to purchase them, or whether 
there is some other entity to which we can give them. 

Given all the circumstances, we are not interested in any 
pub licit . We want it to be clear that the state is providing these, 
not 
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Thanks for reaching out. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) [mf1i_ln:i_JtQ_ll_i_11_~l:t@1JJj_0h_igm1,_gQy] 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 12:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 10:57 AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Will get back soon. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) [JJJJtiltQJtQlfo_l\h@xni~'.higmLgQ_y] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 12:17 PM 

To: 

Subject: Water Filter 

Per our last conversation, I expressed that we were interested 
acquiring and distributing 1500 water filters to Flint residents to 
assist with the quality (perceived or real) of their drinking water 
until the KW A pipeline comes online. 

A few weeks ago, you asked me to send you the product ID 
number so you could check with your suppliers regarding price. I 
apologize for taking long to send you product ID; a number of 
conversations needed to occur in Flint before we could proceed. 

The product ID for a Brita Filter for kitchen faucets is: 
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Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 

Thank you for taking the time to look into this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, Director 

Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 

313.456.4994<tel:313.456.4994> (office) 

Cell) 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files transmitted with it 
are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
message in error, any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
distribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are not 
the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original message. Unless expressly 
stated in this e-mail, nothing in this message should be construed 
as a digital or electronic signature or writing. 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files transmitted with it 
are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
message in error, any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
distribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are not 
the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original message. Unless expressly 
stated in this e-mail, nothing in this message should be construed 
as a digital or electronic signature or writing. 
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From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Cc: 

Wednesday, July 29, 2015 5:28 PM 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Water Filter 

They are actually being donated. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:23 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <claytons3<q)michigan.gov> wrote: 

Thank you,- for the quick response. Harve does have an additional question. Is 
the plan for~te to purchase the filters or is onating 
them? The former is fine and the latter is great. If we purchase them we have to 
determine the process. If they are donated, I will identify the location in Flint where they 
will be shipped. 

Stacie 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:56 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie {GOV) 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We are actually good to go and ready to ship vice copied-the VP over the area and my 
assistant. 

Just let us know the "ship to" and we are on our way. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 1:47 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <c1aytons3@michigan.gov> wrote: 

I hope you are doing well and enjoying your summer. Please let me know 
a convenient time for a phone call with you so we can discuss the water 
filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 



3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
claytons3@michigan.gov 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 

Best, 
Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov> 
Date: Jul 27 2015 at 8:42:42 AM EDT 
To: 
Cc: , "Muchmore, 
Dennis (GOV)" <rn.w:;JJJ11.o.r:td/@.mid1igfl,J1,go.v>, "Clement, 
Elizabeth (GOV)" <clemente@michigan.gov> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

Thank you. We will work with ~o identify the appropriate 
entity to receive the filters for Flint residents. In addition, we'll 
keep you out the public eye on this. 

Please know, however, how much we appreciate -and most 
importantly you for doing this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

Harvey -

We are all set. can serve as liaison on 
this one. The merchant team can source 1,500 
filters. We will get them to the community at 
cost. My guess is this will be $20k or so, but the 
team will give you a final number. 
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Because we don't want to be a state vendor, we 
won't sell them to you. ~ill work out 
logistics of whether we make a donation of gift 
cards to the state that you use to purchase them, or 
whether there is some other entity to which we can 
give them. 

Given all the circumstances, we are not interested in 
any publicity. We want it to be clear that the state 
is providing these, not 

Thanks for reaching out. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
[rnailto: hollinsh<i:~michigan.gov] 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 12:20 PM 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you. 

-----Original Message-----

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 10:57 AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Will get back soon. 

-----Original Message----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
[ rnaiho: hol!insh@Jrnichigan.gov] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 12:17 PM 
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Subject: Water Filter 

Per our last conversation, I expressed thaCwe were 
interested acquiring and distributing 1500 water 
filters to Flint residents to assist with the quality 
(perceived or real) of their drinking water until the 
KW A pipeline comes online. 

A few weeks ago, you asked me to send you the 
product ID number so you could check with your 
suppliers regarding price. I apologize for taking 
long to send you product ID; a number of 
conversations needed to occur in Flint before we 
could proceed. 

The product ID for a Brita Filter for kitchen faucets 
1s: 

Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 

Thank you for taking the time to look into this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, Director 

Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 

313 .456.4994<td;}_U_,_4)_(:'i/1:'224> (office) 

Cell) 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files 
transmitted with it are confidential and intended 
solely for the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
message in error, any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, distribution or copying of this message 
is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. Unless 
expressly stated in this e-mail, nothing in this 
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message should be construed as a digital or 
electronic signature or writing. 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files 
transmitted with it are confidential and intended 
solely for the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
message in error, any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, distribution or copying of this message 
is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. Unless 
expressly stated in this e-mail, nothing in this 
message should be construed as a digital or 
electronic signature or writing. 
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From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Sent: 

To: 
lllllilillillli' 2015 5:32 PM 

Cc: ••••••••••• ; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Excellent! I will have the shipping address for you tomorrow. Have a great evening. 

Stacie 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 5:28 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Cc: Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

They are actually being donated. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:23 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <clavtons3<i:~michigan.gov> wrote: 

Thank you,-for the quick response. Harvey does have an additional question. Is 
the plan for the state to purchase the filters or is -donating 
them? The former is fine and the latter is great. ~e have to 
determine the process. If they are donated, I will identify the location in Flint where they 
will be shipped. 

Stacie 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

W~ are actually good to go and ready to ship vice copied-the VP over the area and my 
assistant. 

Just let us know the "ship to" and we are on our way. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 1 :47 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <claytons3(a;michigan.gov> wrote: 

Hi 



I hope you are doing well and enjoying your summer. Please let me know 
a convenient time for a phone call with you so we can discuss the water 
filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
claytons3(@rnid1i9an.gov 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 

Best, 
Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov> 
Dat 
To: 
Cc: , "Muchmore, 
Dennis (GOV)" <rnuchrnored(a)michigan.gov>, "Clement, 
Elizabeth (GOV)" <r,:l.Q.m~nw@.mkhig~_11,go.v> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

Thank you. We will work with-to identify the appropriate 
entity to receive the filters for Flint residents. In addition, we'll 
keep you out the public eye on this. 

Please know, however, how much we appreciate --nd most 
importantly you for doing this. 

Best, 
Harvey 
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Harvey -

We are all set. an serve as liaison on 
this one. The merchant team can source 1,500 
filters. We will get them to the community at 
cost. My guess is this will be $20k or so, but the 
team will give you a final number. 

Because we don't want to be a state vendor, we 
won't sell them to you. ~ill work out 
logistics of whether we make a donation of gift 
cards to the state that you use to purchase them, or 
whether there is some other entity to which we can 
give them. 

Given all the circumstances, we are not interested in 
any publicity. We want it to be clear that the state 
is providing these, not 

Thanks for reaching out. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
[rnailto: hollinsh<i:~michigan.gov] 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 12:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you. 

-----Original Message-----

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 10:57 AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 
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Will get back soon. 

-----Original Message----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
[ mail to :hollinshlg;michigan.gov] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 12:17 PM 

To: 

Subject: Water Filter • 

Per our last conversation, I expressed that we were 
interested acquiring and distributing 1500 water 
filters to Flint residents to assist with the quality 
(perceived or real) of their drinking water until the 
KW A pipeline comes online. 

A few weeks ago, you asked me to send you the 
product ID number so you could check with your 
suppliers regarding price. I apologize for taking 
long to send you product ID; a number of 
conversations needed to occur in Flint before we 
could proceed. 

The product ID for a Brita Filter for kitchen faucets 
1s: 

Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 

Thank you for taking the time to look into this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, Director 

Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 

313 .456.4994<te1:313 .456.4994> (office) 

Cell) 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files 
transmitted with it are confidential and intended 
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solely for the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
message in error, any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, distribution or copying of this message 
is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. Unless 
expressly stated in this e-mail, nothing in this 
message should be construed as a digital or 
electronic signature or writing. 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files 
transmitted with it are confidential and intended 
solely for the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
message in error, any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, distribution or copying of this message 
is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. Unless 
expressly stated in this e-mail, nothing in this 
message should be construed as a digital or 
electronic signature or writing. 
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From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 3:04 PM 
To: 
Cc: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you, again. Below is the address for delivery of the water filters. Is it possible for me to 
receive a notice when they are shipped and a tracking number? That way I can ensure someone is 
at the church the day of delivery. 

Deliver to: 

Pastor Allen Overton 
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church 
1610 West Pierson Road 
Flint, Ml 48504 
810.397.0219 

Please let me know if you need anything else from me. 

Stacie 
313.456.4994 (office) 
claytons3@michigan.gov 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 6:58 PM 
To: 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); 

Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We cannot express how much we appreciate this. Thank you!! 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:27 PM 

They are actually being donated. 

wrote: 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:23 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <clavtons3@michigan.gov> wrote: 

Thank you, - for the quick response. Harvey does have an additional 
question. Is the plan for the state to purchase the filters or is 

donating them? The former is fine and the latter is great. If 
we purchase them we have to determine the process. If they are donated, 
I will identify the location in Flint where they will be shipped. 



Stacie 

We are actually good to go and ready to ship vice copied- the VP over the 
area and my assistant. 

Just let us know the "ship to" and we are on our way. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 1:47 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <clavtons3@michigan.gov> 
wrote: 

Hi 

I hope you are doing well and enjoying your summer. Please 
let me know a convenient time for a phone call with you so 
we can discuss the water filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
Q!f1Y.tQH§.~@.ffl!fh.lmFJ.,99.Y 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 

Best, 
Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" 
<hollinsh@michigan.gov> 
Date: July 27, 2015 at 8:42:42 AM EDT To:••••t: 
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Cc: 
"Muchmore, Dennis ( 
<m_m:krn_lQr_~~1@1_ni_\";hig_:,m_._gQ_y>, "Clement, Elizabeth 
(GOV)" <_,;Jtm~mt(g}m_i~~hi_gi'111g_o_y> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

Thank you. We will work with to identify 
the appropriate entity to receive the filters for Flint 
residents. In addition, we'll keep you out the public 
eye on this. 

Please know, however, how much we appreciate 
~nd most importantly you for doing this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 27, 2015, at 7:44 AM, 

wrote: 

Harvey -

We are all set. can 
serve as liaison on this one. The 
merchant team can source 1,500 
filters. We will get them to the 
community at cost. My guess is this 
will be $20k or so, but the team will 
give you a final number. 

Because we don't want to be a state 
vendor we won't sell them to 
you. ~ill work out logistics of 
whether we make a donation of gift 
cards to the state that you use to 
purchase them, or whether there is 
some other entity to which we can 
give them. 

Given all the circumstances, we are 
not interested in any publicity. We 
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want it to be clear that the state is 
providing these, not 

Thanks for reaching out. 

-----Original Message----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
[ maillo_:hollinsh(qpnichigan._gov] 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 12:20 
PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you. 

-----Original Message-----

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 10:57 
AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Will get back soon. 

-----Original Message----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
[ mailto:hollinsh@michigan. gov] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 
12:17PM 

To: 

Subject: Water Filter 

Per our last conversation, I expressed 
that we were interested acquiring and 
distributing 1500 water filters to 
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Flint residents to assist with the 
quality (perceived or real) of their 
drinking water until the KW A 
pipeline comes online. 

A few weeks ago, you asked me to 
send you the product ID number so 
you could check with your suppliers 
regarding price. I apologize for 
taking long to send you product ID; a 
number of conversations needed to 
occur in Flint before we could 
proceed. 

The product ID for a Brita Filter for 
kitchen faucets is: 

Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 

Thank you for taking the time to 
look into this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, Director 

Governor's Office ofUrban 
Initiatives 

313 .456.4994<tel:31_3 .456.4994> 
(office) 

---·(Cell) 

NOTE: This electronic message and 
any files transmitted with it are 
confidential and intended solely for 
the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you 
have received this message in error, 
any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, distribution or copying of 
this message is prohibited. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please 
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contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original 
message. Unless expressly stated in 
this e-mail, nothing in this message 
should be construed as a digital or 
electronic signature or writing. 

NOTE: This electronic message and 
any files transmitted with it are 
confidential and intended solely for 
the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you 
have received this message in error, 
any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, distribution or copying of 
this message is prohibited. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original 
message. Unless expressly stated in 
this e-mail, nothing in this message 
should be construed as a digital or 
electronic signature or writing. 
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From: 

Sent: To: 
Cc: 

Thursday, July 30, 2015 5:03 PM 
Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Water Filter 

I will pass on to-and copy all. 

Thanks, 

On Jul 30, 2015, at 3:04 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <clavtons3@michigan.gov> wrote: 

Thank you, again. Below is the address for delivery of the water filters. Is it possible for 
me to receive a notice when they are shipped and a tracking number? That way I can 
ensure someone is at the church the day of delivery. 

Deliver to: 

Pastor Allen Overton 
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church 
1610 West Pierson Road 
Flint, Ml 48504 
810.397.0219 

Please let me know if you need anything else from me. 

Stacie 
313.456.4994 (office) 
claytons3@michigan.gov 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 6:58 PM To:······ Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We cannot express how much we appreciate this. Thank you!! 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:27 PM, wrote: 



They are actually being donated. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:23 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <c1avtons3@.rnichigan.gov> 
wrote: 

Thank you,-for the quick response. Harvey does have 
an additional question. Is the plan for the state to purchase 
the filters or is-donating them? The 
former is fine ~f we purchase them we 
have to determine the process. If they are donated, I will 
identify the location in Flint where they will be shipped. 

Stacie 

Cc: 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We are actually good to go and ready to ship vice copied 
the VP over the area and my assistant. 

Just let us know the "ship to" and we are on our way. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 1:47 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
<c1aytons3@michigan.gov> wrote: 

Hi 

I hope you are doing well and enjoying your 
summer. Please let me know a convenient time 
for a phone call with you so we can discuss the 
water filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
claytons3(@rnid1i9an.gov 
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From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 

Best, 
Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" 
<hQl_l_in_~h(g}m_i~~higi'ln,go_y> 
Date: July 27, 2015 at 8:42:42 AM 
EDT 

"Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<muchrnored(a;michigan.gov>, 
"Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clernente(a).mi chigan _gov> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

T an you. We w1 wor wit 
- to identify the appropriate 

entity to receive the filters for Flint 
residents. In addition, we'll keep you 
out the public eye on this. 

Please know, however, how much 
we appreciate~nd most 
importantly you for doing this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 27, 2015, at 
7:44 AM, 
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Harvey -

We are all set. 
-can serve as 

liaison on this 
one. The merchant 
team can source 1,500 
filters. We will get 
them to the 
community at 
cost. My guess is this 
will be $20k or so, but 
the team will give you 
a final number. 

Because we don't 
want to be a state 
vendor, we won't sell 
them to you.
will work ou~ 
of whether we make a 
donation of gift cards 
to the state that you 
use to purchase them, 
or whether there is 
some other entity to 
which we can give 
them. 

Given all the 
circumstances, we are 
not interested in any 
publicity. We want it 
to be clear that the 
state is providing 
these, not 

Thanks for reaching 
out. 

-----Original 
Message-----
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From: Hollins, 
Harvey (GOV) 
[rnailto:hollinsh(a),mic 
higan.gov] 

Sent: Thursday, July 
23, 2015 12:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Water 
Filter 

Thank you. 

-----Original 
Message-----

Sent: Thursday, July 
23, 2015 10:57 AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Water 
Filter 

Will get back soon. 

-----Original 
Message-----

From: Hollins, 
Harvey (GOV) 
[ mail to :hollinsh(mmi c 
hhran .gov] 

Sent: Wednesday, 
July 22, 2015 12:17 
PM 

To 

Subject: Water Filter 

Per our last 
conversation, I 
expressed that we 
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were interested 
acquiring and 
distributing 1500 
water filters to Flint 
residents to assist 
with the quality 
(perceived or real) of 
their drinking water 
until the KW A 
pipeline comes 
online. 

A few weeks ago, you 
asked me to send you 
the product ID 
number so you could 
check with your 
suppliers regarding 
price. I apologize for 
taking long to send 
you product ID; a 
number of 
conversations needed 
to occur in Flint 
before we could 
proceed. 

The product ID for a 
Brita Filter for 
kitchen faucets is: 

Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 

Thank you for taking 
the time to look into 
this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, 
Director 

Governor's Office of 
Urban Initiatives 

313.456.4994<tel:3_13 
.456.4994> (office) 
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(Cell) 

NOTE: This 
electronic message 
and any files 
transmitted with it are 
confidential and 
intended solely for the 
use of the individual 
or entity to whom 
they are addressed. If 
you have received this 
message m error, any 
unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, 
distribution or 
copying of this 
message is prohibited. 
If you are not the 
intended recipient, 
please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies 
of the original 
message. Unless 
expressly stated in 
this e-mail, nothing in 
this message should 
be construed as a 
digital or electronic 
signature or writing. 

NOTE: This 
electronic message 
and any files 
transmitted with it are 
confidential and 
intended solely for the 
use of the individual 
or entity to whom 
they are addressed. If 
you have received this 
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message m error, any 
unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, 
distribution or 
copying of this 
message is prohibited. 
If you are not the 
intended recipient, 
please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies 
of the original 
message. Unless 
expressly stated in 
this e-mail, nothing in 
this message should 
be construed as a 
digital or electronic 
signature or writing. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Thanks, Harvey. 

Thursday, September 03, 2015 9:43 AM 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

RE: Filters for Flint 

Lel rne knov,1 in the future if there's anything else we can do to assist. 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) Ll:.~_Htr.h.0.U.05t~@.r0.\r;h/_g?n,K~?:!.l 
Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2015 3:41 PM 
To: 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: Filters for Flint 

All, 

On behalf of the Governor's Office, please accept this email as a thank you to for 
the donation of 1500 kitchen water filters for Flint residents. I am aware you do not want any publicity 
or credit for the donation, but it is important for you to know the added comfort these filters will 
provide to the recipients as the water issue is resolved. 

The Flint Concerned Pastors organization held an event yesterday to give away the filters. Residents 
were invited to come to a central location to pick up their filter. The Concerned Pastors targeted low 
income Flint residents and more than 1500 households showed up. They exhausted the donated 
supply in 4 hours with 200 people still waiting to get a filter. 

Again, we appreciat 
and Safe Labor Day Weekend. 

Best, 
Harvey 

for being good corporate citizens. I wish all of you a Happy 



Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Harvey: 

Etue, Kriste (MSP) 

Tuesday, October 06, 2015 10:28 AM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
FW: Flint Water Issue Update 
Flint Filters Press Release 10515.pdf; FLINT WATER MEETING CTOBER 5 2015.pdf 

Here is Capt. Chris Kelenske's update frorn yesterda,r 

I think the EM part of this is being monitored very vvell. 

Let rne know if you hear or need anything. 

From: Kelenske, Chris (MSP) 
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2015 5:55 PM 
To: Etue, Kriste (MSP); Gorski, Gary (MSP); Sands, Thomas (MSP); Smith, Paul (GOV) 
Cc: Klotz, Josephine (MSP); Higgins, Lori (MSP); Artibee, Sally (MSP) 
Subject: Flint Water Issue Update 

District Coordinator, Lt. Roach, attended meetings today at Genesee Co DHHS and Genesee Co Untied Way referencer 
the continuing problem with Flint's water. The first meeting consisted of DHHS, Genesee County Community Action 
Resource Department {GCCARD), Dept. of Human Services, Genesee CO Health Dept., Commission on Aging, Genesee 
County EM Jen Boyer, and a few other county depts. The distribution of filters was the main topic of conversation. Lt. 
Roach learned that so far 20,000 Britta faucet filters were purchased from Home Depot with the million dollars the state 
provided. The filters are in Flint and will be housed at the GCCARD warehouse awaiting distribution. Genesee Co Public 
Health Dept is taking the lead on public messaging/press releases. 

Overall, it was a fairly productive meeting. Everyone from this meeting headed over to the next meeting at the United 
Way in Flint. Reps from the United Way ran the meeting which also included reps from the school district, public 
housing, and one rep, Sean Kammer, Asst to the City Administrator at the City of Flint. Unfortunately, Sean left early 
and requested he be emailed the information. Once again, a fairly productive meeting with distribution being the main 
topic of conversation, the use of volunteer groups to help install filters for elderly clients, school distribution, and public 
education/messaging. Much was worked out for distribution with it starting with priority groups. Attached is a 
summary of the meeting. 

Today, 1800 filters were being distributed to Flint Public Housing including Section 8 housing with the agreement their 
building maintenance will install the filters for those who cannot. Other priority groups should start in the morning. It 
was also requested the UPC codes be blacked out so returns could not be made to Home Depot. Zero Water is providing 
filtered cups for after school activities and athletes. All classrooms will get filtering units with a 24 cup capacity. There 
are talks of filters for all drinking fountains. For those who cannot attach a regular filter to their faucet, Zero Water 
filtered pitchers are going to be supplied. United Way ordered some today and may be in this week. Under sink filters 
will not be purchased due to cost and potential installment issues. Brita filter pitchers do not meet lead standards so 
they will not be used. 

Jen Boyer has reached out to volunteer groups (CERT, VDF) for help with installments of filters for elderly or special 
needs people. There are also talks by the City of Flint water dept. of connecting outdoor faucets so people can go fill 
jugs for free. This may be decided by the end of the week. This water is good since it isn't going through any 



distribution pipes. Lt. Roach advised there were talks of military water buffalos were brought up for water distribution 
for possibly the next week while the city works on getting their outdoor faucets figured out. I believe there may be 
other alternatives before we do this but I will get the NG as the water buffalos and any water distribution from them 
would need to be certified and that may take a couple days. 

Genesee Co Public Health Dept is taking the PIO lead with help from the PIO from the United Way, Tom 
Wickersham. Tom is a PIO for GM and volunteers for the United Way. 211 will be used as well as some websites to 
advise of distribution points and as well as education. Right now 4 points will be used :2 DHHS offices, and 2 GCCARD 
locations. The Genesee County Community Action Resource Department {GCCARD) is an organization of individuals 
whose overall goal is to eliminate barriers and level the playing field for the poor, seniors, children and the hard to serve 
population of Flint and Genesee County. These opportunities may include pre-school training through our Head Start 
department for the young; receiving additional and/or job training in order to find a permanent job; seeking and finding 
of adequate housing if displaced; receiving of nutritional meals delivered on a daily basis, or receiving home 
improvement repairs when necessary. 

A few areas of concern: lack of participation by the City of Flint government. The representative for Flint left early 
today with really not contributing anything to the effort while he was there. Ginna Holmes (DHHS) knows the Flint 
Mayor and is reaching out to him today ref this issue. The other area is people in the group expecting the state, namely 
Emergency Management, to run the meetings and the event. Lt. Roach explained we will not be running either but will 
participate and be a resource as much as possible. This is a local EM/public health issue unless it is determined we are 
taking the lead. Lt. Roach believes the Co Public Health Dept is going to take a lead role with help from others. Ginna 
Holmes and Jen Boyer will work closely with them along with DHHS. They have another meeting scheduled for Thursday 
at 10:00am at the United Way in Flint and Lt. Roach will be there and we will stay engage to assist. The United Way has 
done a tremendous job so far with this incident according to Lt. Roach. 

Below are some notes on the attached press release reference the filters: 

• Free water filters will be available to current Michigan Department of Health and Human Services clients and 
Flint residents at four locations beginning Tuesday, October 6, at 9 a.m. through a partnership between the 
MDHHS and the Genesee County Community Action Resource Department. Free National Sanitation Foundation 
certified water filters are being provided to Flint residents as part of the administration's comprehensive 
approach to addressing water concerns in the area. 

• Current MDHHS clients are encouraged to visit either the 125 E. Union St. or 4809 Clio Road MDHHS office 
location to obtain a free, certified home water filter. Residents who are not currently enrolled in MDHHS 
assistance programs should visit the Genesee County Community Action Resource Department offices located at 
2727 Lippincott and 601 North Saginaw in Flint. Staff will be onsite at all four locations from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., 
Monday through Friday, to distribute filters and assist residents who have questions about proper installation. 

• MDHHS clients in the city of Flint who are active Family Independence Program (FIP), Food Assistance Program 
(FAP), Child Development and Care (CDC), State Disability Assistance (SDA), or Social Security Insurance (SSI) 
recipients should bring valid identification and a copy of their water bill to their local MDHHS office to receive 
their filter free of charge. Flint residents who are not active MDHHS clients should bring identification and their 
water bill to the GCCARD location. 

• Free water filters will be available to current Michigan Department of Health and Human Services clients and 
Flint residents at four locations beginning Tuesday, October 6, at 9 a.m. through a partnership between the 
MDHHS and the Genesee County Community Action Resource Department. Free National Sanitation Foundation 
certified water filters are being provided to Flint residents as part of the administration's comprehensive 
approach to addressing water concerns in the area. 
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• Current MDHHS clients are encouraged to visit either the 125 E. Union St. or 4809 Clio Road MDHHS office 
location to obtain a free, certified home water filter. Residents who are not currently enrolled in MDHHS 
assistance programs should visit the Genesee County Community Action Resource Department offices located at 
2727 Lippincott and 601 North Saginaw in Flint. Staff will be onsite at all four locations from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., 
Monday through Friday, to distribute filters and assist residents who have questions about proper installation. 

• MDHHS clients in the city of Flint who are active Family Independence Program (FIP), Food Assistance Program 
(FAP), Child Development and Care (CDC), State Disability Assistance (SDA), or Social Security Insurance (SSI) 
recipients should bring valid identification and a copy of their water bill to their local MDHHS office to receive 
their filter free of charge. Flint residents who are not active MDHHS clients should bring identification and their 
water bill to the GCCARD location. 

Chris 

Capt. Chris A. Kelenske 
Deputy State Director/Commander 
Emergency Management and Homeland Security Division 
Michigan State Police 
4000 Collins Road 
Lansing, Ml 48910 
(517) 333-5042 

"A PROUD tradition of SERVICE through EXCELLENCE, INTEGRITY, and COURTESY." 
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RICK SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
LANSING 

NICK LYON 
DIRECTOR 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
October 5, 2015 

CONTACT: Jennifer Eisner 
(517) 241-2112 

Water filters available for MDHHS clients in Flint beginning Tuesday 

LANSING, Mich. - Free water filters will be available to current Michigan Department of Health 
and Human Services clients and Flint residents at four locations beginning Tuesday, October 6, at 
9 a.m. through a partnership between the MD HHS and the Genesee County Community Action 
Resource Department. Free National Sanitation Foundation certified water filters are being 
provided to Flint residents as part of the administration's comprehensive approach to addressing 
water concerns in the area. 

Current MDHHS clients are encouraged to visit either the 125 E. Union St. or 4809 Clio Road 
MDHHS office location to obtain a free, certified home water filter. Residents who are not 
currently enrolled in MDHHS assistance programs should visit the Genesee County Community 
Action Resource Department offices located at 2727 Lippincott and 601 North Saginaw in Flint. 
Staff will be onsite at all four locations from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, to distribute 
filters and assist residents who have questions about proper installation. 

"Ensuring that families in the Flint area have access to resources that will help reduce the potential 
for lead exposure is our top priority," said Nick Lyon, director of the MDHHS. "I want to thank 
our partners who have mobilized to make water filters available - a point that highlights the 
importance of continued collaboration at the local, state and federal level as we move forward." 

MD HHS clients in the city of Flint who are active Family Independence Program (FIP), Food 
Assistance Program (FAP), Child Development and Care (CDC), State Disability Assistance 
(SDA), or Social Security Insurance (SSI) recipients should bring valid identification and a copy of 
their water bill to their local MD HHS office to receive their filter free of charge. Flint residents 
who are not active MD HHS clients should bring identification and their water bill to the GCCARD 
location. 

Although blood lead levels throughout the city of Flint have remained steady, last week, MD HHS 
data was found to be consistent with a recent Hurley Children's Hospital study indicating 
increased blood lead levels in children residing in two Flint ZIP codes after a 2014 change in water 
source. While lead paint remains the number one cause of lead poisoning in Michigan, the recent 
data prompted MD HHS to take action to reduce potential lead exposures through water sources. 

MD HHS is urging parents in Flint and throughout the state to do their part in preventing elevated 
blood lead levels in children. For more information about steps you can take now, visit 
www.michigan.gov/lcad, or contact your local health department. For updates on Flint water and 
available resources, visit www.rnichigang.gov/i1intwater. 

### 

201 TOWNSEND STREET• LANSING, MICHIGAN 48913 

www.michigan.gov/mdhhs • 517-373-3740 



stribution Schedule - Google Docs 

Water Filter Distribution 

Funding Availability 

$100,000 - CS Mott Foundation 

$225,000 - private funding and grant requests to UWGC 
$1,000,000 - from DHHS for filter purchase 

$250,000 - from Community Foundation (not public yet) 

Filters 

• 1,500 were distributed through Concerned Pastors - Harvey has list 

10/-:;-{ ? ?.i ,~ 

• 4,000 given to Health Department will be distributing to special populations, started 
Saturday. There are 1,000 left. Working with Hurley to distribute through Healthy Start 
programs. IT will be taking spreadsheet to see who has already received this. 

• Do not get Brita pitchers - they are not lead compliant 
• 2,500 pitchers will be purchased by UWGC today 

Public Housing is automatically going to get filters dropped today. Call Frank Woods to ask 
questions. 

• Howard - 96 units 
• Aldridge - 93 units 
• River Park - 188 units 
• Atherton - 192 units 

• Scattered Sites - 68 units 
• Garland - 40 units 
• Forrest Park - 19 units 
• Richert Manor - 132 units 
• KMS - 159 units 

• Centerview - 90 units 
• Mince - 11 O units 

20,000 units through DHHS - housed at GCCARD 
• Can be given to all residents 

• 1,800 will be sent to Housing commission (section 8) today 
• Veterans - there is a community department for veterans, these filters would secure 

through GCCARD. 

• Health Dept needs some for their WIC department and wellness clinic and kidney 
dialysis centers. DHHS will supply filters to health dept to fill this need. 

• Senior Citizens - Meals on Wheels - 653 households, will be distributed through 
GCCARD filters 

• Family Service agency - 800 seniors are helped through this program, GCCARD will 
reach out and make sure there is not a duplication with Meals on Wheels. This group of 
residents a special plan will be put together for install through seniors homes. 

ps ://docs. google.com/document/d/1 flrwt_ s Whk90c5 uDKEp8fRz6ulPjc-FGpIDv3 t3 HS xc/ edit?invite=CKK92 ... 

Pagel o 
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stribution Schedule - Google Docs 

• Senior Resident Communities - can we give filters to these housing facilities and can 
their maintenance person install. Health Dept will get those contacts to GCCARD. 

• 20,000 vouchers will be distributed through case workers - vouchers will be received at 
DHHS today. 

• DHHS clients will be able to receive their filters from either office as early as tomorrow. 
GCCARD will be available in those lobbies as well for non clients. 

• Home Depot can deliver for FREE water filters to site 

5,000 donated to UWGC from Zero Filter for after school and UWGC is purchasing one picture 
for every classroom at cost from Zero Filter to Flint Community Schools - we are also looking at 
purchasing one filter for every faucet, those filters are $250 each. UWGC will order today and 
they should be delivered by Wednesday. 

City of Flint Water Dept - we have asked city to allow residents to come to the City of Flint Water 
plant and fill jugs of water. City of Flint plans to have a plan put together by week end. 

UWGC has requested the state to appoint a full time emergency person to convene these 
meetings. 

October 3, 2015 Distribution 
Lead Agency - Genesee County Health Department 
Distribution Site - University of Michigan-Flint Recreation Center 
Requirements 

• Live within zip codes 48501-48507 
• Currently pregnant, breastfeeding or formula feeding an infant 
• Have a chi Id between the ages of 0-5 

One filter will be given per household 

Filter name and model being given - Pur Ult Vert Mount Water Filter System 
Quantity of filters being given - 4,000 

Contact - Tamara Brickey 810.257.2629 

2-1-1 will be phone number for residents to call 
Site can be setup within 24 hours. 
Distributions Points 
Information that can be shared to public 
Eligibility for filters - open distribution within zip codes 
Questions - health specific (ex. can my child take a bath, how do I install filter, filter type or 
intake type, (filters will be faucet and pitchers only) 

Central Website -

ps://docs.google.com/document/d/lflrwt_sWhk90c5uDKEp8fRz6u1Pjc-FGpIDv3t3H5xc/edit?invite=CKK92 ... 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Brian Larkin < blarkin@flintandgenesee.org > 
Wednesday, October 07, 2015 3:38 PM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Flint City Council KWA Vote 

Still waiting on hearing back from the city to get the original resolution but here are the mlive pieces that covered it 
from March until July. The meeting when the vote was held was March 25, 2013 

March 25th 2013 Flint council supports buying water from Lake Huron through KWA 
http:/ /v,1ww.rnlive.rnrnir12ws/ffnt/index,ssf/20B/03/flint city council ag;.iin deby,htrnl 
The Flint City Counci] voted 7-1 to get 16 million gaHons per day from the Karegnondi Water Authority. 

th Ward councilperson Dale Weighill was absent 
3rd Ward councilperson Bryant Nolden opposed 
The rest vvere in favor. 

March 25th, 2013 Flint City Council approves resolution to buy water from Karegnondi, state approval still needed 

http://ww1,'\Lmllv~u:om/rsews/fllnt/lndmcssf/20H/03/fllnt dty t:mmdl cipprnves rn,html 
Under the proposal, Flint would get 16 mil1ion gallons per day of raw water from Lake Huron, pipe it to Flint 
for treatment and then sen it to customers throughout the City. Another 2 million gaHons per day would come 
from the Flint River and 'v'lrill be treated in Flint. DEQ told the city it needed to get 18 million gallons per day or 
there would have to be additional work done at Flint's water plant. Flint's water plant and the Flint River is 
currently the backup for Flint and Genesee County, however, the plant only operates four times per year. 

April 12th State gives Flint OK to join Karegnondi Water Authority project, hut Detroit gets to 
make final offer 

The city of Flint has the state's blessing to join in construction of the planned Karegnondi \\Tater 
Authoritypipeline project once it reviews a final offer from the city of Detroit on Monday, April 15. 

April 19th Governor steps into water war; set to meet with Genesee, Flint, Detroit today 

http://\v-ww.rntivccom/ncNslflint/Ind(=;x.siof/20n/o4/governor ::;teps lnto 'N,:Jter ·war.html#Inc,:Jrt dver de 
fault 



The meeting comes in the same week that the Flint and Genesee County rejected a final offer to 
continue buying water from Detroit and two days after Detroit gave Flint a notice of termination of its 
1965 water contraet. 

April 19th Detroit gives notice: It's terminating ·water contract covering Hint, Genesee County in 
one year 

http://\v-ww,rntivccom/ncNslflint/Ind(=;x,siof/20n/o4/det.roH. grves notice hs tcrrnLbtrn[ 

The city of Detroit has given notice that it's terminating a nearly 50-year-old contract for selling water 
to Flint and the county next year. 

.July 23rd Flint River nm,v an option for drinking ,,vater follo-..ving Detroit's termination of 

contract 

The Flint River was not a viable option to provide drinking ·vvater to city residents 'vvhen the water 

relationship between Flint and Detroit was stable. But river water might be used temporarily as the 

city's water supply now that Flint signed an agreement \,Vith the Karegnondi vVater Authority and 1.vill 

get up to 18 million gallons per day of raw water in 2016 from Lake Huron. The Flint River hadn't 

been an option, city officials previously said, because upgrades to Flint's 'vvater plant ·vvould be too 

expensive, the river didn't provide enough capacity to serve Flint residents' ·water needs and the 

Michigan Department of Environmental Quality would not allmv it 
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Brian Larkin 

Director. Core Initiatives 

Flint K Genesee Chamber of Cornrr,erce 

519 S. Saginaw Street"' Suite 7..00"' Flint, ~;11 48502 

U:'l 810.600.1406 "UJ 810.600.1461 

www. Fl i ntandGenesee.org " f.L?:<.f.~i.0.@.f.!.\nt?:<.0.0.0.f!J?:\f?,.0tg 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
This email message and any accompanying data or files is confidential and may contain privileged information intended only for the named recipient(s). If you are not 
the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that the dissemination, distribution, and or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message 
in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please notify the sender at the email address above, delete this email from your computer, and destroy any copies in any 
form immediately. Receipt by anyone other than the named recipient(s) is not a waiver of any attorney-client, work product, or other applicable privilege. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

fyi 

From: Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Saxton, Thomas (Treasury) 

Tuesday, September 29, 2015 11:54 AM 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

FW: KWA & Water Quality Chronology Timeline 

KWA & Water Quality Chronology Timeline.09-28-15.docx 

High 

Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:57 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Khouri, Nick (TREASURY) <KhouriN@michigan.gov>; Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) <WorkmanW@michigan.gov>; 
Stanton, Terry A. (Treasury) <StantonT@michigan.gov>; Wurfel, Brad (DEQ) <WurfelB@michigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: KWA & Water Quality Chronology Timeline 
Importance: High 

Dennis- attached is a first draft of a timeline. We 1Nill refine it tomorrow. We rec'd some info from Brad that we might 
need to incorporate, And Terry & '1Nayne's staff are still coming up with dates/events. Please let us know if this is what 
you had in mind, 

Terry found these links; including an article when City Council approved the n-1ove/switch. There are sorne noteworthy 
quotes. 

http://blrn;;_. m live.corn/newsnow .. Jm pact/print. htm I ?entrv~/20J.1/01/fl int .. dtv...councii ... a,:mmves .. re. htm I 

http://www.mlive.com/news/flintjindex,ssf/2012./10/construction ... Rermit ___ approved ... s.html. 

Flint City Council approves resolution to buy water from Karegnondi, 

state approval still needed 

Dominic Adams I d~d,urn;:5@m!iv~.mm By Dominic Adams I d~d~mtJ:5(0.:m!iv~,rnm The Flint Journal 

Follow on Twitter 

on March 25, 2013 at 10:45 PM, updated March 26, 2013 at 1:28 AM 



FLINT, MI - Flint is one step closer to getting its water from Lake Huron as part of the Karegnondi Water Authority. 

ffle votet approved 7: .. 1 at the Flint CityJt:o:uncil:,meeting,,,,Mo:nday;;:,,:M,ar:£h)IS,mmayJtave,,,,s.etJr:tmbt1on)th:e,,,eodJto 

EUt!MP:ii!¥hM1did:liM!HWWii!t.trnfrn!ttmW:1U@i~:; 

Under the proposal, Flint would get 16 million gallons per day of raw water from Lake Huron, pipe it to Flint for 

treatment and then sell it to customers throughout the city. Another 2 million gallons per day would come from the 

Flint River and will be treated in Flint. 

m:ayt1,r:,:Qa:y.n~!t,wa1,11n:g,,,sau:tt1te,,,,11epa,wm1:nt,,,er:,,envh:::onoo1ntat,Qua,11tf:::::must,,,appr::eve::::1n1nes,,,g1:m1ng:::::bttt11:11:on,,,gauensq;,:e,r 

day/·ffum·-tfot·m-1nt··R1vew 

Tuesday's meeting followed weeks of discussions and special meetings surrounding the resolution. 

There were more than 50 people at Monday's meeting. 

"Gp1n:g::::w.ith::::IQ:i)::SQ*lPM:h1S:::thed!$St;J;le¢ISi:On:dW¢df:'iSV¢H!H!j:::t):p:Mi:on:::nn:::the::::S¢(;l:nO:n:l:1¢S:::O:f::th1:;J;lm:t:ISi:O*l;:%Sa#!ld~ieb1:sea 

fM!iW1i!AA!!nt:R!Ygrn\%1!!ttmhMdtPi!li!W!PnJ!Ml:M!d!Y~!tlktt.~9N "If we start drawing water out of the Flint River, we are at 

risk of having to start releasing water from our reservoirs." 
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Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright said the decision must still be approved by a county water and waste 

advisory board. The KWA board will then be reconvened for final approval. 

Wright said construction could start in May. 

State:tr.easuppn~ffitudsrstHkmust:::,appmve:,:tlhms1ty::munsWsn:m0:ven»:e:causedl:1ntdia:s:,an:,:,~nner.ge,rn:::~nffitH:n:1c1a:bmana:g:em 

AUJ:!it1MW'iditUr:Q$::::O:t,$rn$50/000dti#St4MIH!lPPtiN.ed:~ 

Genesee County Drain Commissioner Jeff Wright has said that Flint would pay roughly $6.4 million annually for water 

service if it joined the pipeline - a nearly $4 million savings on what it pays Detroit for water . 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

r!It(s::,a:JU:sffir::i:e::::nigl@::Jodlbe#llity:::pf:::f:U:nt/M.Ma:11:lmg:::s:a:ltk@]h:e::::savlogs::::wJlkl!i!hless::::w.:itl!hth:e:::mpa:dty.dev:ek:appr:oV:ed:::by::::ei@ 

totitmihbeeause,:,tbem,:::v.ot:1:lktieAtm:teas&l:,:traatr:nertbt®bfotdbe:::tMMA?ot:atetdr 

He said the DEQ told the city it needed to get 18 million gallons per day or there would have to be additional work 

done at Flint's water plant. 

Flint's water plant and the Flint River is currently the backup for Flint and Genesee County, however, the plant only 

operates four times per year . 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

ttt:,:w.as,:,a:,:pmtesbvote/frNohiler:msaidillIAfr1ewdtiew,hact:,:em!lugfov.0:tes,ntdusb@etlike:,:the,JmitbRl:tet4s::::out:,:tiesbo.pt1on/t 

Karengnondi is the regional water authority that includes Genesee, Lapeer and Sanilac counties and the cities of Flint 

and Lapeer. 

******************** 

Massive Karegnondi water project 
m.oving forward after state OKs 
pipeline tap into Lake Huron 
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Print 

[·3y Ron fonger I rt<mger1@mlh1e,com T,,e r:·lint Jouma, 

on Ocwber 01, 20"12 at 700 AM, updated October 01, 20"12 at 732 AM 

0 
Redd it 
Email 

Jeff \/Vnf~ht 

GENESEE COUNTY, MI --The state has approved a critical permit that allows the Karegnondi 

VVater Authority to tap into Lake Huron 'vvith a 1.5-mile underground intake. 

But water authority oi11cials are still waiting for Flint to decide if it will be part of it 

Construetim:1 nn the intake -- estimated to cost $27 million -- might mark the no-turning-back 

point for the massive project, and county Drain Commissioner Jeff ·wright said other developments 

make it necessary Flint to make a final decision on its involvement in the next fe'vv months. 

As control of Flint has shifted from mayors and city councils to emergency managers, the city has 

never committed to buying a minimum volume of water from the K\VA. 

"The only question at this point really is whether Flint is going to be a partner,'' said vVright, who has 

met with emergency financial manager Ed Kurtz and \vants to resolve the question before Kurtz 

leaves his position -- something likely to happen soon after the November election. 

"I'd say 'vve have a couple of months here," \Vright said of Flint's deadline. He described Kurtz as 

positive about the city's potential involvement but said, "There's still some questions Flint is working 

on with Detroit and Lansing." 

Kurtz said he can't predict what -vv:ill happen. 

"vVe're looking at all our options," Kurtz said Friday. 

County Commissioner Ted Henry, D-Clayton Tv,,p., said regardless of the city's participation, the 

pipeline can be built by the remaining partners: Genesee, Sanilac and Lapeer counties and the city of 

Lapeer. 

"The answer is yes," Henry saido "It will be a little different but it can go," 
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The drain commissioner said construction of the pipeline intake, which has already been designed, is 

expected to start this year, after the job is put out for bids and borrovving is authorized by the county 

Board of Commissioners. 

Building the intake vvi11 be specialized ,,vork, part of which must be done from a barge, and vvill require 

building tunnels bekrw the sand bottom of the lake and laying an 84-inch pipe below the surface of 

the water. 

In addition to the state Department of Environmental Quality permit to build the intake, the K\VA 

also needs approval from the U.S .. Army Corp of Engineers, \'Vright said. 

i\ 45-day public comment period on the intake permit has passed and county officials said they expect 

the permit to be approved 'vvithin two weeks . 

. Among other recent developments in the pipeline project: 

s The Genesee County \,V ater and vVaste Advisory Committee, made up of elected and appointed 

city, tovvnship and village officials, has voted unanimously to set a date for accepting public 

bids to build the intake. 

s The same committee has approved negotiating a contract with vVade Trim to act as program 

manager for the pipeline project once all necessary permits have been received. 

s The county has revised its estimate on the cost of the intake portion of the pipeline from $40 

million to $27 million. 

·wright said his oi11ce is ready to negotiate a contract for \\Tade Trim to oversee the pipeline work, and 

said he expects six or seven engineering and surveying companies to assist in getting the job done. 

County officials count those jobs among the 1,000 that they say will be created by building the 

pipeline. 

"I ·want to use loeal (people) ·wherever possible and keep the money here," vVright said. 

The drain commissioner said the selection of\Vade Trim is important to the city of Flint because it 

signals the start of engineering, which includes decisions about the size of pumps, motors and pipes 

that vvill be used to build the pipeline. 

Flint officials have options, including the use of Flint River vvater, or continuing to purchase water 

from the city of Detroit. 
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\Vright said the only choice for the rest of the county is build the pipeline or sign a 30-year contract 

vvi th Detroit. 

A KvVA study claims that continuing to buy water from Detroit will cost the region $2.1 billion during 

the next 25 years. By building a pipeline, that cost 'vvould be $1.9 billion over the same period, the 

K\VA vVeb site says" 

i\fter the initial 25-year period, the cost of water would be less than 25 percent of the projected cost of 

water form Detroit, according to KWA 

Ron Fonger can be reached at 810-347-9963. You can also follow him on T1-vitter @ronfonger or 

subscribe on Faceboolc 
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4425 (Rev. 04-15) 

RICK SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 
LANSING 

Flint Water Timeline (09-28-15) 

NICK A. KHOURI 
STATE TREASURER 

June 26, 2012 - Letter from Flint EM Mike Brown to DWSD for permission to begin blending 
Flint River water with treated water from DWSD. The letter indicates that the DEQ is supporting 
this option and its implementation would save the City between $2M and $3M annually. 

September 20, 2012 - Letter from Flint EM Ed Kurtz to DWSD requesting written permission 
e blendin proval is req d by Octo 

0 

Fe es a fina 
Water Authority (KWA) and DWSD. 
option for the City of Flint. 

March 2013 - DWSD contacts the City of Flint to begin direct negotiations on a contract 
extension. Multiple options are provided to the Flint Emergency Manager (EM) Ed Kurtz. 

March 26, 2013 - The Flint City Council endorses joining KW A 

April 11, 2013 - State Treasurer Andy Dillon authorizes Flint EM Ed Kurtz, pursuant to Section 
12(3) of P.A. 436 of 2012, to enter into a contract with KWA if a final offer from DWSD is 
either not received for rejected in good faith based upon specific objections. 

April 15, 2013 - DWSD provides a best and final offer to the City of Flint. Analyses by Flint 
EM Ed Kurtz, the Department of Environmental Quality and Treasury's Office of Fiscal 
Responsibility independently conclude that the KW A option is cheaper for the City of Flint. 

April 16, 2013 -Flint EM Ed Kurtz informs the State Treasurer that the City will join KW A 
This decision was officially announced May 1, 2013. 

April 17, 2013 - DWSD transmits a letter to Flint EM Ed Kurtz terminating service to the City 
ofFlint, effective April 17, 2014. 

P.O. BOX 30728 • LANSING, MICHIGAN 48909-8228 
www.michigan.gov/treasury • 517-373-3227 
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June 2013 - Groundbreaking for the Karegnondi Water Authority. Flint also requests full time 
use of the Flint Water Treatment Plant with Flint River water as a source. 

June 28, 2013 - Financing Contract between the City of Flint and KW A is approved. Effective 
September 1, 2013. This document was signed by EM Mike Brown. 

February 19, 2014 - The KWA Board of Directors adopts Resolution 2014-01, authorizing 
KW A to bond for water line construction on-behalf of the City of Flint. 

April 17, 2014 - Water service from DWSD officially ends. The City of Flint also conducts two 
separate public forums regarding the use of Flint River water, upgrades to the City's water 
system and the overall cost of the switch to KW A 

April 25, 2014 - City conducts public event marking the transition to the use of Flint River 
water. DEQ information shows that transition complete by May 2015. 

March 3, 2015 - Flint EM Jerry Ambrose provides a memorandum to Deputy State Treasurer 
Wayne Workman stating that a reconnection to DWSD will cost the City $IO. IM/year and that 
water purchases could be as high as $ IM/month. 

March 12, 2015 - The City of Flint hires Veolia to conduct an operational evaluation of the 
City's water system. 





From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

Harvey, 

Murray, David (GOV) 

Friday, October 02, 2015 8:49 AM 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

FW: HIGH PRIORITY: Updated Flint water action plan 

NR 151002 - Flint water action plan.docx; Infographic - Flint Water Action Plan 

10-2-15.pdf; Infographic - Flint water tips 10-2-15.pdf; Flint water - talking points 

(draft 151001).docx 

High 

I wanted to make sure you had all of these··· especially the talking points. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2015 11:42 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <r-rn.Jchr-r10red(::i:irnichigan,gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <dernente(&rnichigan,gov>; 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <holiinsh~'ilrnichigan,gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(&rnichigan,gov>; Posthumus, Dick (GOV) 
<Posthunwsd(&rnichigan,gov>; Walsh, John (GOV) <Wc1ishJ(Wmichigan,gov>; Priest, Chris (GOV) 

<PriestCl(@michigan,gov>; Ackerman, Darin (GOV) <c1ckemwnd3(@rnid1igan,gov>; Lange, Michelle (GOV) 

<Langefv13(Wmichigan,gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <rncbrideb(@michigan,gov>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 

<BrownElS~i::michigan,gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr(i.Drnichigc1n.gov> 
Cc: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <v,Jisniewskiw(i.Drnichigan,gov>; Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <claytons3Q'0rnid1igan,gov>; Murray, 

David (GOV) dJ1urrny01(Wmichigan.gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) <KennedvJ4(::i:irnichigan,gov>; Brown, Jessica (GOV) 

<BrownJ53~'ilrnichigan,gov>; Paciorek, Josh (GOV) <Pacioreki(@rnichigarLgov> 

Subject: HIGH PRIORITY: Updated Flint water action plan 

Importance: High 

Hi all-

Attached are several items pulled together to help announce the new comprehensive action plan related to Flint water 

tomorrow. This build upon past efforts and as aimed to be a real collaborative effort with local, state and federal 
agencies, along with city and community leaders. These items are: 

• News release 

• lnfographics - one to summarize action plan and one to help highlight the tips for Flint residents 

• High level points 

The Governor, along with Dan Wyant, Nick Lyon, and Dr. Eden Wells are slated to do an embargoed media conference 

call with select reporters at 11:15 a.m. tomorrow. 

This will be followed by a 1:30 p.m. press conference in Flint led by Directors Wyant and Lyon, moderated by Harvey, 
and including Dr. Wells and Flint Mayor Dayne Walling. EPA Region 5 Administrator Susan Headman dropped out late 

today due to some pending litigation. It's possible that Cong. Kildee and/or State Sen. Anaich and State Reps. Neely and 
Phelps may be participating as well. 



There will also be a clearinghouse of Flint water information available at a new web site -
wwv,1,r-r1ichigcm.gov/FlintWc1tef'. It will be live at 1 p.m. tomorrow. 

Please review and let us know of any Qs, concerns, last edits, of if anything else is needed at all. 

They are going through last review and refinement now. Please do not share materials until we know they are final. 

Thanks much, 
SW 

Sara Wurfel, APR 
Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
'Nurfels@rnichigan.gov 
517-335-6397, office 

-,mobile 
Twitter:@SaraLW 
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RICI< SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

CONTACTS: 
Sara Wurfel or Dave Murray 
Governor's Office: 517-335-6397 

Brad Wurfel , 517-284-6713 
or Karen Tommasulo , 517-284-6714 
Department of Environmental Quality 

Jennifer Eisner, 517-230-9804 

STATE OT' MICHIGAN 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE 
Li\NStNO 

Department of Health and Human Services 

BRIAN CALLEY 
L'J'. OOV!ERNOR 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Friday, Oct. 2, 2015 

Gov. Rick Snyder: Comprehensive action plan 
will help Flint residents address water concerns 
Collaborative effort with state, federal and city leaders focuses on testing, assistance 

FLINT, Mich. - Flint residents need to have access to safe, clean, water now and long into the 
future, Gov. Rick Snyder said, announcing a comprehensive action plan created with state, 
federal and city leaders to address concerns about drinking water. 

The water leaving Flint's drinking water system is safe to drink, but some families with lead 
plumbing in their homes or service connections could experience higher levels of lead in the 
water that comes out of their faucets. 

The action plan focuses on increasing water testing, offering additional precautions for families 
with lead plumbing in their homes, and providing long-term solutions to address the city's water 
infrastructure challenges. The plan was created at Snyder's direction by the Michigan 
Departments of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and Health and Human Services (DHHS), the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and the city of Flint. 

"We are focused on helping ensure safe, clean, accessible drinking water and addressing and 
mitigating concerns and protecting public health," Snyder said. "Today's action plan builds upon 
ongoing work with local, state and federal agencies and our partnership with city and community 
leaders. Together, we are working to ensure that all Flint residents have accurate information 
and know that help is available to address potential problems." 

The city and the state also are working together to gather more data to ensure the water that 
leaves the treatment plant as well as the water that arrives in Flint homes is safe for all 
residents. The plan includes: 

• Testing in Flint public schools immediately to ensure that drinking water is safe, with 
testing also available at no cost to any other school in Flint. 

• Offering free water testing to Flint residents to assure their drinking water is safe. 
• Providing free water filters to residents with concerns or who are included in state 

assistance programs. 
• Expanding health exposure testing of individual homes. 



• Accelerating corrosion controls in the Flint drinking water system. 
• Accelerating water system improvements to address replacing lead service lines. 
• Expediting the completion of the Karegnondi Water Authority pipeline. 
• Expanding a Safe Drinking Water Technical Advisory Committee to ensure the best 

technology, practices and science are being followed by adding an expert from the 
Environmental Protection Agency's Office of Research and Development to the group. 

• Naming Dr. Eden Wells, chief medical executive for the Michigan Department of Health 
and Human Services, as the Flint drinking water public health adviser. 

• Boosting a comprehensive lead education program to make sure residents have detailed 
information about how to protect themselves and their homes. 

Residents can have their water tested by calling 810-787-6537 and pressing 1, or emailing 
flintwater@cityofflint.com. The DEQ is covering the cost of this testing. 

State leaders have been working closely with state and federal lawmakers to tap resources at 
all levels of government to address concerns. 

State health experts said there has been an increase in elevated childhood blood lead levels in 
some specific communities. Initial analysis of MDHHS data found that blood lead levels of 
children in Flint have followed an expected seasonal trend. While this analysis for Flint as a 
whole remains true, a comprehensive and detailed review breaking down data by ZIP codes 
with the city revealed that MDHHS data is consistent with a study presented recently by Hurley 
Children's Hospital. 

"While we cannot conclusively say that the water source change is the sole cause of the 
increase, this analysis supports our efforts as we take active steps to reduce all potential lead 
exposures in Flint," MDHHS Director Nick Lyon said. "As part of this, we are working closely 
with our public and private partners to provide Flint residents on MDHHS assistance programs 
with free water filters and inform families about the steps they can take to reduce all lead 
exposures in their home." 

As a part of the action plan, MDHHS is making National Sanitation Foundation certified water 
filters available to clients who are active Family Independence Program, Food Assistance 
Program, Child Development and Care or Social Security Insurance recipients. 

"This action plan offers concrete steps we will take in a local, state and federal partnership to 
ensure all Flint residents have safe water to drink," DEQ Director Dan Wyant said. "The DEQ 
will work closely with the city to gather further data to ensure the water that leaves Flint's system 
as well as the water that arrives in Flint homes is safe to drink." 

Additional information is available at www.michigan.gov/flintwater. 

#"It# 
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Flint Drinking Water Action Plan 
Talking Points 

Overall Messaging 
• Repeated testing shows the water leaving Flint's drinking water system is safe to 

drink and meets all federal guidelines, including lead. 
• After the switch the Flint River, the compliance testing protocol yielded results of 

6 ppb in December 2014 and 11 ppb in June 2015. Both results were below the 
federal action level of 15 ppb. 

• However, we recognize some residents experience higher levels of lead in the 
water that comes out of their faucets because of lead plumbing in the home, and 
that's a concern. 

• Out of an abundance of caution, we want to address the needs of all Flint 
families, and so we have developed an action plan that includes both short- and 
long-term solutions. 

• The state plan focuses on increasing water testing, offering additional 
precautions for families, and providing long-term solutions to address the city's 
water infrastructure. 

Messaging regarding the action plan 
The city and the state are working together to gather more data to ensure the water that 
leaves the treatment plant as well as the water that arrives in Flint homes is safe for all 
residents. 

• Immediately test Flint public schools to ensure that drinking water is safe. 
Testing will also be available at no cost to any other school in Flint. 

o Although Flint's drinking water meets all federal requirements, the state 
wants to take extra steps to ensure that drinking water is safe for the city's 
children. 

o The state will fund this testing (about $30,000) at no cost to the city or the 
local schools, and make the results publicly available. 

• Expand health exposure testing of individual residences. 
o To double-check its data as well as provide residents with an additional 

layer of assurance, the DEQ will conduct more tests at Flint properties. 
o The Technical Advisory Committee will determine the scope of this 

expanded testing. 

• Offer water testing at no cost to Flint residents to assure water is safe. 
o Although all testing indicates water in the city of Flint meets all federal 

standards, we understand some residents are concerned. 
o To ensure water in individual homes is safe, free water testing is available 

to all Flint residents. 
o We encourage anyone with a concern to get their water tested. 
o Contact the city water department to have your water tested. 

• Accelerate optimizing corrosion controls in the Flint drinking water system. 



o A fully optimized corrosion control system can help coat the inside of pipes 
to minimize the amount of lead that enters the drinking water after it 
leaves the treatment plant. 

o This is a helpful step that can help minimize lead system-wide, and we're 
pleased the city is moving to take this step. 

o If asked: This was not initially required because a fully optimized corrosion 
control system is not federally required in many water systems. Even 
today, since Flint is meeting all federal standards, this fully optimized 
system is not required. However, to address public concerns and ensure 
every possible precaution is taken, the city is moving forward with 
installing this corrosion control system. 

• Expand the "Safe Drinking Water Technical Advisory Committee" to 
ensure the best technology, practices and science are being utilized, and 
add an expert from the EPA's Office of Research and Development to the 
group. 

o The Safe Drinking Water Technical Advisory Committee will meet Oct. 7 to 
discuss fully optimizing the corrosion control system, expanding testing of 
at-risk properties, and other topics. 

o Tom Burke, the Deputy Assistant Administrator of EPA's Office of 
Research and Development as well as the EPA's Science Advisor, will 
participate on the committee. Prior to joining EPA, he held prominent 
positions at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and 
founded the Johns Hopkins Risk Sciences and Public Policy Institute. He 
brings substantial expertise, and we're pleased he is able join the 
committee. 

• Accelerate water system improvements to address replacement of lead 
service lines. 

o Regardless of the drinking water source -whether it be DWSD, the Flint 
River or Lake Huron - the only permanent fix for lead is to replace all 
18,000 of the private lead service lines in the city. These are the lines on 
private property that lead from the curb to individual homes. 

o This is a problem in communities statewide, and one we want to address 
with a long-term solution. 

o The state and EPA are working together to find a way for the city to 
access Drinking Water Revolving Loan funds for the work. 

• Expedite completion of Karegnondi Water Authority. 
o The move to the Flint River was always a temporary measure until the 

connection to the 't<M/A and to Lake Huron was completed. 
o This is the ultimate goal of the venture, and the state and locals will work 

together to speed up completion of the connection. 
0 

• Name Dr. Eden Wells as Flint Drinking Water Public Health Advisor. 
o Dr. Wells is the Director for the Preventive Medicine Residency at the 

University of Michigan School of Public Health in Ann Arbor as well as the 
Chief Medical Executive for MDHHS. 



o She brings years of experience in epidemiology and preventative medicine 
to the issue, and we're thrilled to have her expertise. 

o Dr. Wells will coordinate with Hurley Medical Center to share data on 
blood lead levels in children, as well as address other emerging issues. 

• Provide water filters to residents of Flint. 
o As an additional precaution, water filters will be available to low-income 

families. 
o This provides another safeguard to ensure everyone in the city of Flint has 

access to clean drinking water that they feel confident drinking. 

• Expand a comprehensive lead education initiative. 
o Lead plumbing is common in homes built prior to 1986, and anyone in the 

state with lead pipes in their home can take some extra precautions to 
minimize lead in their drinking water. 

o It takes time for lead to accumulate in drinking water from plumbing, and 
so flushing your pipes prior to using them can minimize your exposure. 

• To flush your pipes, run the water until it's as cold as it will go. This 
can take as little as 5 to 30 seconds if you have recently flushed the 
toilet or otherwise used water in your home, or as long as 2 to 5 
minutes if you have not used any water in hours. 

• In the city of Flint, running the water for 5 minutes only costs about 
3-16 cents, depending on your faucet. 

o Additionally, more lead gets into hot water than cold water. Use only cold 
water for drinking, cooking and making baby formula. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Wednesday, April 29, 2015 12:11 PM 
'Clayton, Stacie (GOV)' 

20150429_Flint Emergency Management and Water Briefing.docx 
20150429_Flint Emergency Management and Water Briefing.docx 



Flint Emergency Management Briefing 

Before 2011 

Flint has been devastated by decades of plant closings and mass layoffs in the auto industry. In 1970, 
GM employed 82,000 workers in the city. Now, there are less than 8,000. Over the same four decades, 
the population has gone from 193,000 to just over 100,000. 

In 2002, the city of Flint attempted to avoid emergency management, by cutting $12 million, including 
closing a northside police precinct and halting ambulance service. However, the review team 
determined that a fiscal emergency existed in Flint, former Gov. John Engler later declared a financial 
emergency and the city was placed under state receivership. Governor Engler appointed Ed Kurtz, 
former president of a private business college, as emergency financial manager to oversee Flint's 
finances. A city audit five months into Kurtz's tenure revealed a $26.6 million deficit. 

Before Kurtz was appointed, the city had eliminated it's ambulance and housing services. The cuts Kurtz 
initiated included: closing the city's recreation centers, cutting mayor and council pay, raising water bills 
11%, and eliminating 54 jobs. 

In 2004, Governor Granholm removed the emergency manager, but continued oversight through 
January 2006. 

EM Administrations and governing public acts: 

0 Ed Kurtz 
0 Michael Brown 
0 Ed Kurtz 
0 Michael Brown 
0 Darnell Early 
0 Gerald Ambrose 

Emergency Management after 2011 

Achieved Benchmarks: 

2002-2004 
2011-2012 
2012-2013 
2013 
2013-2014 
2015 

PA 72 
PA 4 (PA 4 was suspended in 2012) 
PA72-PA436 
PA436 
PA436 
PA436 

• Complete elimination of operating deficits through cost reductions and the implementation of 
financial best practices 

• General Fund accumulated deficit reduction from 19.1 million in 2012 to approximately $7 
million currently 

• Flint City Lockup reopens for the first time since 2008. It can house up to 110 inmates for up to 
72 hours and costs $2.1 million annually to operate. 

• Workforce and employee compensation both have been reduced by 20% 

• $850 million in unfunded OPEB liabilities has been reduced to $240 million 

• A qualified city administrator has been hired. 
• Consolidation of the city-funded 681h district court into the county funded 6th district court 

creating $800k in annual savings. 

• Consolidation of 911 dispatch services into the county system. More than $1 million in annual 
savings. 

• The City has adopted its first Master Plan since the 1960s. 

• The City adopted a new Capital Improvement Plan. 



• The City implemented a new methodology for blight. 

• The City will request a $7 million emergency loan to fully eliminate its remaining General Fund 
Accumulated deficit. 

Remaining Challenges: 

• OPEB reductions are subject to a federal lawsuit. Loss of this legal action means an additional 
$Smillion annual OPEB expense. 

• Future expense reductions are necessary to balance multi-year projections. 

• The transition to KWA and maintenance of the aging water distribution infrastructure are 
important challenges which require significant funding and continued leadership. 

• The City must reappraise all of the real property in the City prior to the 2018 Assessment Roll. 
This will be a costly, but necessary undertaking. 

Flint Water Briefing 

In November 2012 the Department of Treasury commissioned the firm of Tucker, Young, Jackson & Tull, 
Inc. (TYJT) to analyze options for the City of Flint to either remain a customer of the Detroit Water & 
Sewer Department (DWSD) or to join the Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) in Genesee County. The 
purpose of this study was to provide objective analyses to the State Treasurer and Flint's Emergency 
Financial Manager (EFM) in order to secure future potable drinking water for the City. 

In December 2012, staff from TYJT met with representatives from the Department of Treasury and the 
City of Flint to provide a preliminary report on their findings. At this meeting, options presented were: 
1) Flint Water Plant will provide 100% water, 2) 100% provision of untreated Lake Huron Water by KWA, 
3) 100% provision of treated drinking water by DWSD, or 4) provision of variable amounts of water from 
DWSD using a combination of blended DWSD water and Flint River water. 

The Flint EFM eliminated all options except the 100% DWSD option or joining KWA, deciding later to join 
KWA. 

On April 25, Flint officially ended nearly SO-years of using DWSD to supply water. 

The city currently uses the Flint River until the Ka regnondi Water Authority pipel ine is bui lt, which wil l 
bring untreated Lake Huron water to Genesee County. KWA should be operational by winter 2016. 

The Flint river water is harder than DWSD. A number of residents are experiencing discoloration and 
order with the water. In addition there have been a number of citations largely around heighten levels 
ofTotal Trihalomethanes (TIHM). 

Given water quality concerns, suggestions have been made that the City of Flint should return to using 
water purchased through the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD). For many reasons, 
financial and otherwise, the City of Flint can ill-afford to switch courses at this point. The estimated cost 
to go back to the water provided by the DWSD is approximately $1 million per month and the City 
expects to be using the Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) Lake Huron water within or before the 151 

quarter of 2016. 



The City of Flint is proceeding with a series of actions to ensure the continued safety of Flint drinking 
water is maintained and that issues of discoloration and odor continue to be addressed. Most notably, 
the installation of a Granulated Active Charcoal filter (GAC) at the Water Treatment Plant is expected to 
be authorized this week by Emergency Manager Jerry Ambrose. 

The introduction of the GAC to the treatment process at Flint's plant will absorb or reduce the chemical 
precursors which will block or eliminate the formation ofTIHM during the filtration process. 
Engineering and design are underway and installation of the GAC is targeted for completion by mid-July. 
Cost of this improvement is projected at $1.5 million and will be paid for by the proceeds from the state 
approved restructuring of the City's Drinking Water Revolving Fund loans. 

In addition to the installation of the GAC, the City of Flint is undertaking a number of other 
improvements to the water system in the coming months, including a water leak detection monitoring, 
completion of the hydraulic model and subsequent targeted hydrant flushing program, and the 
replacement of two miles of water main pipe in a critical area of the city. All of these improvements 
scheduled to occur within the next six months. 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 

Recurrence: 
Recurrence Pattern: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Ken Sikkema 
Senior Policy Fellow 
Public Sector Consultants 

Flint Water Advisory Task Force 
Conference Call 

Wed 12/16/2015 9:30 AM 
Wed 12/16/2015 12:00 PM 

Weekly 
every Wednesday from 9:30 AM to 12:00 PM 

Accepted 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 



Ken Sikkema 

Senior Policy Fellow 

Public Sector Consultants 



To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

1. Review Agenda 9:30-9:35am 

Flint Water Advisory Task Force 

January 6, 2016 

9:30am-12:00pm 

Michigan Environmental Council 

602 W. Ionia, Lansing, MI 48933 

Call In Number: 

Access Code:•••• 

2. Brief Update since sending the Second Letter to Governor 9:35-9:SOam 

3. Task Force Work Plan 9:50-11:30am 

a. FWATF Workplan Update 

b. Status of Interviews 

C. Report Outline 

d. Major Next Steps 

e. Press Interactions 

f. U.S. Attorney Investigation 

4. Harvey Hollins Report 11:30-11-4Sam (unless already covered in earlier discussions) 

a. Update on proposed FWIACC 

b. Meeting between Mayor and Governor 

5. "Round Robin"-lssues Task Force Members Want to Raise-11:45-11:SSam 

6. Task Force Logistics-11:55-12:00pm 

a. Next Meetings 



i. January 14, 2016--PSC 



To: 

Ken Sikkema 

Senior Policy Fellow 

Public Sector Consultants 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 



To: 

Ken Sikkema 

Senior Policy Fellow 

Public Sector Consultants 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

lv1L Baird and all the other guys, 

Mona Hanna-Attisha 
Monday, December 14, 2015 7:02 PM 
Baird, Richard (GOV); Laurence Reynolds; Matthew M. Davis; Chris Kolb; Ken Sikkema; 
Chris De Witt; 'Eric Rothstein'; Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
RE: Meeting with Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha and Flint Water 
#flintwatercrisis Secondary Prevention Recommendations 121415.pdf 

It w;;:; a plea,;ure meeting everyone and a privilege to present to you alL As; said 1 we have an incredible and unique opportunity ::o 
mitigate the irnp;Kt of this population-wide exposure. If we act now, proactivelv, we can buffer our kids from the life-;~ltering 
impacts of lead poisoning. 

F-lint h;~s m;rny claims to fame (vve put the world on wheels, we birthed ,1/lr. Hai rd! .. etc); ;rnd now, with your le;3dership, we can 
continue to build generations of strong, smart, and healthv children. 

If I can be of any further assbtance, please don't hesitate t.o contact me. Email or cell-

Thanks ;:_,g;:_,in, Mona 

Progran, Director Pediatric Residency 
Hur!ey Chi!dren's Hospital at. Hurley f,Jiedical Center 
~11ichigan St~ite un:vers:tv CcHege nf Hurn~in r-.11:eiik!ne 

Department of ~'ec:iatrics and Human Deve!opment 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) [bairdr@michigan.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 2:27 PM 
Required: Baird, Richard (GOV); Laurence Reynolds; Matthew M. Davis; Chris Kolb; Ken Sikkema; Chris De Witt; 'Eric 
Rothstein'; Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS); Mona Hanna-Attisha 
Subject: Meeting with Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha and Flint Water 
When: Monday, December 14, 2015 11:00 AM-12:00 PM. 
Where: Governor's Conference Room, 2nd Floor Romney Building, 111 S. Capitol Ave., Lansing, MI 48933 

Good Morning, 

This is to confirm the meeting with Rich Baird on Monday, December 14 at 11:00 a.m. in the Governor's Conference 
room, second floor Romney Building, 111 S. Capitol Ave. Lansing, Ml 48933. 

We are located at the George W. Romney Building, 111 S. Capitol Avenue, Lansing. The Romney Building is located 
directly across the street (Capitol Avenue) from the Capitol Building. There is some metered parking around the 
building. The closest parking facility is one block south at the corner of Capitol Avenue and Allegan Street (enter the 

parking facility from Capitol Avenue). t.ttP:~.J!.'!YY!.Y!.:P.~rlr:'.!i~:J/?!:T!Lm/']}!\P}tqy1.?1::.r.?t\i.0kU:<.0JP..+in~i.02.:1T.\ 

You will also want to have a picture I.D. handy for security in the Romney Building. Please let security know who you 
have a meeting with, they will call me and then send you up to the second floor. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 



Thank you! 

Virginia Manolakoudis 
Executive Assistant for Richard Baird 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
(517) 241-5621 
ManolakoudisV(d:.>rnichig:;.in,gov 
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I) Flint Water Timeline 

1: Lead Facts 

I' Hurley Research Findings 

I' Introduction to Toxic Stress 

1° Next steps- Secondary Prevention 



l11 Financial Emergency Managers 
ll1Water switch to Flint River (April 2014) 
l11 Fecal coliform and boil advisories *3 (Sept 

2014) 
~,

1GM stopped using Flint water- corroding 
parts (Oct 2014) 

l11 Disinfectant byproducts TTHM (Jan 2015-Sept 
2015) 



I) Perfect storm for lead leaching 
It Flint water more corrosive 

It Lack of corrosion control 

Ir Aging infrastructure (lead plumbing) 

St Decreased water use - population loss, high water 
rates 



1° High lead levels detected, EPA 
contacted (February 2015) 

ll0 Leaked EPA memo (June 2015) 
•I:· LeeAnn Walters WLL 13,200 ppb {toxic waste} 

a, Dr Marc Edwards, Virginia Tech 
Research (Aug 2015) 

•I'• Flintwaterstudy.org 

I' Corrosion & water lead 

It Hurley Research (Sept 2015) 



~
1 Lead is a potent neurotoxin with lifelong, 

multigenerational impacts 

·a·· Blood lead levels (BLL) 5 ug/dl or more 
considered elevated blood lead levels (EBLL) 

a, Just a few years ago (2012), 10 ug/dl was cutoff 
a· NO safe blood lead level 
a· Disproportionately impacts low income and 

minority children 



=}= "Because no measurable level of blood lead is 
known to be without deleterious effects, and 
because once engendered, the effects appear to 
be irreversible in the absence of any other 
interventions, public health, environmental and 
housing policies should encourage PREVENTION 
of all exposure to lead." 



?= Vast evidence supports increased likelihood of: 
=:=: Decrease in IQ 

'"' An increase in BLL from 1 to 4 ug/dl, drops mean IQ -3. 7 points 

=:=: Small change in mean IQ, shifts entire population IQ 
distribution 

,:;: Reduces high achievers IQs (>130) and increases kids with low 
IQs (<70) 

===· Implications for early intervention, special education services, 
employment, incarceration, life achievement, etc 



':} Increased likelihood of: 
·=::' ADHD behaviors 
:::: Delinquent behaviors and arrests 
?= Total arrests and increased rates of arrests involving 

violent offenses 

} Other health effects: hematologic, cardiovascular, 
immunologic, endocrine, etc 



''==' "For childhood lead poisoning, $5.9 billion in medical care 
costs, as well as an additional $50.9 billion (sensitivity 
analysis: $44.8-$60.6 billion) per year in lost economic 
productivity resulting from reduced cognitive potential from 
preventable childhood lead exposure." 

""' "The present value of Michigan's economic losses 
attributable to lead exposure in the 2009 cohort of 5 year
olds ranges from $3.19 (using U.S. blood lead levels) to 
$4.85 billion (using Michigan blood lead levels) per year in 

I I 



a, Not what medicine/public health used to 
St Lead paint obsessed 

8° "drinking through a lead painted straw" 

a: Soluble metal - ingestion via particulate or 
dissolved in water 

a: Drinking and cooking risks 



81 Disproportionally impacts developmentally
vulnerable formula-fed infants 

•I:•· For about 25% of infants drinkingformula made from tap 
water at 10 ppb, blood lead would rise>= 5 ug/dl 

a: Significant risk to unborn babies 
~·· Increase in fetal deaths and reduced birth weights 



Hurley Children's 
RESEARCH 

I I 



·~· HMC IRB approved 
·~· Data from all blood lead levels processed at Hurley 

Medical Center 
~~ ZIP code based 
·~·· Two periods of comparison (same seasons): 

t· PRE-SWITCH: January 1, 2013 - September 15, 2013 

t POST-SWITCH: January 1, 2015 - September 15, 2015 

> Analyzed 0/o Elevated Blood Lead (EBLL) 



i'= Zip code based (in media) 



:::: N= 1473 for Flint water children (pre n=736, post n=737) 
"" N= 2202 for non-Flint water children (pre n=1210, post n=992) 

Flint results for children 5 years and under: 
')= PRE-SWITCH 0/o EBLL: 2.4o/o 
?= POST-SWITCH 0/o EBLL: 4.9o/o 
"'' p < 0.05; STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT CHANGE 



l~'&tUi::t'&tt rn.t, M"l>ll:d mi, 
<:)tdi~~fy' Ki'l{liti~ 
~~-s:s~l~{i~fa~.s,! ,\;.-!Ml{\<l~ 

• 

• 

Focus on high WLL 
wards (5, 6, 7); ie., those 
with high water lead 
levels 

Note: Hot spots 
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, 
0/o of children with EBLL in Flint zips increased 

······ Most striking increase in areas with highest water lead 
levels 

) Results significantly underestimate exposure: 
······ Infants not screened for lead 
······ BLL may have peaked before being measured (blood 

half life 20-30 days) 
? Kids exposed in different settings throughout city 

liWidened disparities 



81Sept 25 City of Flint Lead Health Advisory 
81Sept 29 GCHD Health Advisory 
810ct 1 GCHD Public Health Emergency 
810ct 2 State filter program, increased water 

testing, expedited corrosion control 
I Oct 3 First filter distribution 

,,
10ct 8 Three schools toxic WLL, announced 
reconnection to DWSD 
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I) Preventable population-wide exposure 

1: Community traumatized 

I' Loss of trust in government and agencies 
8i In 2015, in the middle of the great lakes, no 

guarantee of safe drinking water 

1° Ongoing public health emergency 



a, Currently identifying/labeling exposed 
population 

8° Cohort includes all children less than 6 years 
who at any time lived in Flint water limits 
(geocoded) from April 2014 to end date 
unknown (extend 9 months for fetal exposure). 

8° Per census data, approx. 8,000-9,000 children 



Quick Introduction to 
AC Es/Toxic Stress ••. 



-
• ~~:;tri:, ~~:ig~i:~¥e~t~uo~a~~ca~he~~~ ~:t l~~~i~;~e 
,~, Also referred to as toxic stress or childhood trauma. 
•: As number of ACEs increase, the risk for health 

problems increase in a strong and graded fashion. 
•' An ACE score of 6 or more results in a 20 year 

decrease in life expectancy . 

• , CDC ACE stud 
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ii Many chronic diseases/disparities in 
adults are determined decades earlier, by 
experiences in childhood (0-6 critical) 

ii Lead exposure is an ACE/toxic stress 





ff Now what can we do??? 



• Assess the impact of the exposure 
·~·· Health impact 

·~· BLL 
·~· Longitudinal neurodevelopmental f/u 

·~· Cord blood Pb, brain injury markers, epigenetics 

·I:· Retrospective fetal deaths, IUGR 

•I:·· Nutrition imp act 

a Psychosocial impact 

I:• Water quality/infrastructure impact 



8Unique opportunity to be proactive, to 
regain public trust, and to buffer impact 
of exposure 
&Sh tT \,:,,::: or I er m 
&L T \,:, .. J ong I erm 



I) Consistent, coordinated, multi-method, trusted 
messaging/education/risk comm u n ication/PSAs 

1: Need for central command/hub/emergency 
response 



1° Water still not safe (public health emergency) 

St Corrosion control optimization 

It Ongoing risk from scale disruption 

81' Door to door filter/replacement distribution 
·I:•· # filters distributed approx 1/3 of homes 

St Public education re water precautions (filters, 
flushing, cold water, cooking, infants, etc) 

1· Lead plumbing 



Secondary Prevention 
Evidence Based 
I i 
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Ecology Siot~y 



L,1 Medical/Health 

81 Nutrition 

9, Education 

9: Caregiver capacity 

9: Water quality 



·mi•· Support and education for primary care providers regarding 
aggressive long-term neurodevelopmental screening & testing 

mi Improve access to Developmental and Behavioral (DBP) specialists, 
pediatric psychologists, pediatric psychiatrists 

·~· Preemptive referral to mental health/toxic stress screening 

·~· Support capacity building and/or incentivize recruitment to allow Genesee 
Health System {CMH} to build this capacity which is currently needed and 
lacking 

·~·· Increase recognition and education regarding trauma informed 
care, social determinants of health (SDOH) 



I) Expand state-funded Genesee Health System 
(CMH) services 
8° Infant Mental Health (30 capacity) 

Ir Child case management 
ti H b d . >:,Y ome- ase services 

8 1 Trauma informed care - trauma focused CBT 



1° Role of Medicaid HMO plans: 

81' Support to drive patients to medical home: 
enhanced transportation, case management, 
HEDIS monitoring, pt incentives, mental health 
access, etc 

Ir Reimbursement for integrated social work, 
registered dietician, mental health services, OT/PT 

• services 

II Encourage collaboration/mandate support of .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
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1, Short-term mitigation/protection 
1° Promotion/education of Iron, Calcium, Vit C diets 

ll0 Promote enrollment and participation in pre-existing 
nutrition resources (WIC, SNAP, DUFB, MTA) 

JI: Expand WIC eligibility, access (co-locate with PMD), 
benefits 



1, Improve food access/security efforts 
11 Subsidies, pilots-grocery stores, mobile groceries, urban 

farming, etc 

1, Invest in breastfeeding promotion, education, and 
support services 



8° Subsidize quality childcare options 

1° Automatic referral/assessment by Early Intervention 
(Early On) 

1° Enroll all in early head start, head start 
1: Universal Pre-school/Flint Pre-Promise 

8° Strengthen special education capacity/trained 
personnel 



lt= Invest in school health/wellness/behavioral health 
It School nurse:student ratio - Ml ranked worst in country 
~· 1 750 d d :::::. : recommen e 
,,i 1 6 500 Fl. t ~: : I In 

I= Place MDHHS employee at every school 

lt= Model lead safe school campaigns 
It Proactive water testing, lead plumbing investigations 

I:= Lead mitigating school nutrition 





I) Toxic stress and resilience 

,,,11 ''S f d/ I d 
•

1 trong, requent, an or pro onge 
activation of the body's stress-response 
system in the absence of the buffering 
protection of a supportive, adult 
relationship." 



8) Need to support parents and programs to 
improve parenting skills 

8° Evidence-based parenting programs 
·~· Incredible Years {HCH AAP Grant} 

·~· Triple P 

·~· Everyday Parenting 

·~· Adventures in Parenting 

·~· Home visiting programs 

·~· Strengthening Families Framework 

..................................... I ........ Materna.1 .. 1.nfa.nt .. Healt.h .. Program .. {MI.HP} ..... . 



• 56% reduction in emergency room visits for accidents and 
poisonings in the second year of the child's life 

·~·· 50% reduction in behavioral problems when the children enter 
school. 

9 48% reduction in state-verified reports of child abuse and 
neglect by child age 15 

·8:•· 39% fewer healthcare encounters for injuries or ingesions in the 
first two years of life 

9 Increase in language scores 



a, Increase support for state-funded NFP, Healthy 
Start and MIHP 
8° Hurley-run NFP capacity for 100 



a, Opportunity to model best practices for lead in 
water monitoring to protect public health rather 
than a focus on minimum compliance 
8 1 EPA Flint Safe Drinking Water Taskforce 

8° Flint will change water source and treat water 
again once connected to KWA (2016), should 
not be rushed 

,, F~111~9q pl~OJl:>iog r~pl9c::~0J~ot (c::90 l:>~ 



•

1 Primary prevention failed 
l 1 Preventable population-wide exposure 

•
1secondary prevention must be priority 

•
1 1nvest and prioritize in evidence based 
interventions that mitigate exposure and build 
childhood resilience 
l 0Ages Oto 6 years critical for life course trajectory 



1. Support for emergency response 

2. Increase funding/capacity for home visiting 
maternal-infant support programs 

3. Guarantee Flint Pre-Promise (3-5 year quality 
early education) 

4. Fund RN in every Flint school 

5. Encourage innovative Medicaid HMO plan and 



It's easier to build strong children 
than to repair broken men. 



l'Harvard Center for Developing Child 
~·· http://developingchild.harvard.edu/ 

l'AAP Toxic Stress Resources 
I:•·https://www.aap.org/en-us/advocacy-and-policy /aa p-hea Ith

in itiatives/E BCD/Pages/Pu blic-Hea Ith-Approach .aspx 

l'Strengthening Families: A Protective Factors 
Framework 

I:•· http://www.cssp.org/reform/strengtheningfamilies 

l'CDC ACE Study 
1:, http://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/acestudy/ 

8°Pediatrics articles 



... 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Tuesday, December 15, 2015 6:26 AM 
Mona Hanna-Attisha 

Cc: Baird, Richard (GOV); Laurence Reynolds; Matthew M. Davis; Chris Kolb; Ken Sikkema; 
Chris De Witt; Eric Rothstein; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Meeting with Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha and Flint Water 

Thank you for the presentation and your approach to this. When you can please share a version of the presentation I can 
pass in to Sue, Eden and the others in my Population Health area. 

Nick 

> On Dec 14, 2015, at 7:05 PM, Mona Hanna-Attisha < 
> 
> 
> Mr. Baird and all the other guys, 

> 

wrote: 

> It was a pleasure meeting everyone and a privilege to present to you all. As I said, we have an incredible and unique 
opportunity to mitigate the impact of this population-wide exposure. If we act now, proactively, we can buffer our kids 
from the life-altering impacts of lead poisoning. 

> 
> Flint has many claims to fame (we put the world on wheels, we birthed Mr. Baird!, etc); and now, with your leadership, 
we can continue to build generations of strong, smart, and healthy children. 

> 
> If I can be of any further assistance, please don't hesitate to contact me. Email or eel 

> 
> Thanks again, Mona 

> 
> Mona Hanna-Attisha MD MPH FAAP 
> Program Director Pediatric Residency 
> Hurley Children's Hospital at Hurley Medical Center Michigan State 
> University College of Human Medicine Department of Pediatrics and 
> Human Development 

> 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

> From: Baird, Richard (GOV) [bairdr@michigan.gov] 
> Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 2:27 PM 
> Required: Baird, Richard (GOV); Laurence Reynolds; Matthew M. Davis; 
> Chris Kolb; Ken Sikkema; Chris De Witt; 'Eric Rothstein'; Lyon, Nick 
> (DHHS); Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS); Mona Hanna-Attisha 
> Subject: Meeting with Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha and Flint Water 
> When: Monday, December 14, 2015 11:00 AM-12:00 PM. 
> Where: Governor's Conference Room, 2nd Floor Romney Building, 111 S. 
> Capitol Ave., Lansing, Ml 48933 

> 
> Good Morning, 

> 



> This is to confirm the meeting with Rich Baird on Monday, December 14 at 11:00 a.m. in the Governor's Conference 
room, second floor Romney Building, 111 S. Capitol Ave. Lansing, Ml 48933. 

> 
>Weare located at the George W. Romney Building, 111 S. Capitol 
> Avenue, Lansing. The Romney Building is located directly across the 
> street (Capitol Avenue) from the Capitol Building. There is some 
> metered parking around the building. The closest parking facility is 
> one block south at the corner of Capitol Avenue and Allegan Street 
> (enter the parking facility from Capitol Avenue). 
> https://ww'N.parkrne.corn/lot/93032./tower-parldng-ramp-lansing-rni 
> 
> You will also want to have a picture I.D. handy for security in the Romney Building. Please let security know who you 
have a meeting with, they will call me and then send you up to the second floor. 

> 
> Please let me know if you have any questions. 

> 
> Thank you! 

> 
> Virginia Manolakoudis 
> Executive Assistant for Richard Baird 
> Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
> (517) 241-5621 
> ManolakoudisV@michigan.gov<rnailto:ManolakoudisV@rnichigan.gov> 

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> <#flintwatercrisis Secondary Prevention Recommendations 121415.pdf> 

2 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Mona Hanna-Attisha 

Tuesday, December 15, 2015 7:40 AM 
Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 

Cc: Baird, Richard (GOV); Laurence Reynolds; Matthew M. Davis; Chris Kolb; Ken Sikkema; 
Chris De Witt; Eric Rothstein; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

RE: Meeting with Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha and Flint Water 

#flintwatercrisis Secondary Prevention Recommendations 121415.pdf 

attached 

-----Original Message-----
From: Lyon, Nick(DHHS)[mailto:LyonN2@rnichigan<gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2015 6:26 AM 
To: Mona Hanna-Attisha 
Cc: Baird, Richard (GOV); Laurence Reynolds; Matthew M. Davis; Chris Kolb; Ken Sikkema; Chris De Witt; Eric Rothstein; 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: Re: Meeting with Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha and Flint Water 

Thank you for the presentation and your approach to this. When you can please share a version of the presentation I can 
pass in to Sue, Eden and the others in my Population Health area. 

Nick 

> On Dec 14, 2015, at 7:05 PM, Mona Hanna-Attisha < 
> 
> 
> Mr. Baird and all the other guys, 

> 

wrote: 

> It was a pleasure meeting everyone and a privilege to present to you all. As I said, we have an incredible and unique 
opportunity to mitigate the impact of this population-wide exposure. If we act now, proactively, we can buffer our kids 
from the life-altering impacts of lead poisoning. 

> 
> Flint has many claims to fame (we put the world on wheels, we birthed Mr. Baird!, etc); and now, with your leadership, 
we can continue to build generations of strong, smart, and healthy children. 

> 
> If I can be of any further assistance, please don't hesitate to contact me. Email or cell 

> 
> Thanks again, Mona 

> 
> Mona Hanna-Attisha MD MPH FAAP 
> Program Director Pediatric Residency 
> Hurley Children's Hospital at Hurley Medical Center Michigan State 
> University College of Human Medicine Department of Pediatrics and 

> Human Developmentlll······················· 
> 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

> From: Baird, Richard (GOV) [bairdr@michigan.gov] 



> Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 2:27 PM 
> Required: Baird, Richard (GOV); Laurence Reynolds; Matthew M. Davis; 
> Chris Kolb; Ken Sikkema; Chris De Witt; 'Eric Rothstein'; Lyon, Nick 
> (DHHS); Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS); Mona Hanna-Attisha 
> Subject: Meeting with Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha and Flint Water 
> When: Monday, December 14, 2015 11:00 AM-12:00 PM. 
> Where: Governor's Conference Room, 2nd Floor Romney Building, 111 S. 
> Capitol Ave., Lansing, Ml 48933 

> 
> Good Morning, 
> 
> This is to confirm the meeting with Rich Baird on Monday, December 14 at 11:00 a.m. in the Governor's Conference 
room, second floor Romney Building, 111 S. Capitol Ave. Lansing, Ml 48933. 

> 
>Weare located at the George W. Romney Building, 111 S. Capitol 
> Avenue, Lansing. The Romney Building is located directly across the 
> street (Capitol Avenue) from the Capitol Building. There is some 
> metered parking around the building. The closest parking facility is 
> one block south at the corner of Capitol Avenue and Allegan Street 
> (enter the parking facility from Capitol Avenue). 
> https://www,parkme.com/lot/93032/tower-parldng-rarnp-lansing-rni 

> 
> You will also want to have a picture I.D. handy for security in the Romney Building. Please let security know who you 
have a meeting with, they will call me and then send you up to the second floor. 

> 
> Please let me know if you have any questions. 

> 
> Thank you! 

> 
> Virginia Manolakoudis 
> Executive Assistant for Richard Baird 
> Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
> (517) 241-5621 
> ManolakoudisV@michigan.gov<rnailto:ManolakoudisV@michigan.gov> 

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> <#flintwatercrisis Secondary Prevention Recommendations 121415.pdf> 
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I) Flint Water Timeline 

1: Lead Facts 

I' Hurley Research Findings 

I' Introduction to Toxic Stress 

1° Next steps- Secondary Prevention 



l11 Financial Emergency Managers 
ll1Water switch to Flint River (April 2014) 
l11 Fecal coliform and boil advisories *3 (Sept 

2014) 
~,

1GM stopped using Flint water- corroding 
parts (Oct 2014) 

l11 Disinfectant byproducts TTHM (Jan 2015-Sept 
2015) 



I) Perfect storm for lead leaching 
It Flint water more corrosive 

It Lack of corrosion control 

Ir Aging infrastructure (lead plumbing) 

St Decreased water use - population loss, high water 
rates 



1° High lead levels detected, EPA 
contacted (February 2015) 

ll0 Leaked EPA memo (June 2015) 
•I:· LeeAnn Walters WLL 13,200 ppb {toxic waste} 

a, Dr Marc Edwards, Virginia Tech 
Research (Aug 2015) 

•I'• Flintwaterstudy.org 

I' Corrosion & water lead 

It Hurley Research (Sept 2015) 



~
1 Lead is a potent neurotoxin with lifelong, 

multigenerational impacts 

·a·· Blood lead levels (BLL) 5 ug/dl or more 
considered elevated blood lead levels (EBLL) 

a, Just a few years ago (2012), 10 ug/dl was cutoff 
a· NO safe blood lead level 
a· Disproportionately impacts low income and 

minority children 



=}= "Because no measurable level of blood lead is 
known to be without deleterious effects, and 
because once engendered, the effects appear to 
be irreversible in the absence of any other 
interventions, public health, environmental and 
housing policies should encourage PREVENTION 
of all exposure to lead." 



?= Vast evidence supports increased likelihood of: 
=:=: Decrease in IQ 

'"' An increase in BLL from 1 to 4 ug/dl, drops mean IQ -3. 7 points 

=:=: Small change in mean IQ, shifts entire population IQ 
distribution 

,:;: Reduces high achievers IQs (>130) and increases kids with low 
IQs (<70) 

===· Implications for early intervention, special education services, 
employment, incarceration, life achievement, etc 



':} Increased likelihood of: 
·=::' ADHD behaviors 
:::: Delinquent behaviors and arrests 
?= Total arrests and increased rates of arrests involving 

violent offenses 

} Other health effects: hematologic, cardiovascular, 
immunologic, endocrine, etc 



''==' "For childhood lead poisoning, $5.9 billion in medical care 
costs, as well as an additional $50.9 billion (sensitivity 
analysis: $44.8-$60.6 billion) per year in lost economic 
productivity resulting from reduced cognitive potential from 
preventable childhood lead exposure." 

""' "The present value of Michigan's economic losses 
attributable to lead exposure in the 2009 cohort of 5 year
olds ranges from $3.19 (using U.S. blood lead levels) to 
$4.85 billion (using Michigan blood lead levels) per year in 

I I 



a, Not what medicine/public health used to 
St Lead paint obsessed 

8° "drinking through a lead painted straw" 

a: Soluble metal - ingestion via particulate or 
dissolved in water 

a: Drinking and cooking risks 



81 Disproportionally impacts developmentally
vulnerable formula-fed infants 

•I:•· For about 25% of infants drinkingformula made from tap 
water at 10 ppb, blood lead would rise>= 5 ug/dl 

a: Significant risk to unborn babies 
~·· Increase in fetal deaths and reduced birth weights 



Hurley Children's 
RESEARCH 

I I 



·~· HMC IRB approved 
·~· Data from all blood lead levels processed at Hurley 

Medical Center 
~~ ZIP code based 
·~·· Two periods of comparison (same seasons): 

t· PRE-SWITCH: January 1, 2013 - September 15, 2013 

t POST-SWITCH: January 1, 2015 - September 15, 2015 

> Analyzed 0/o Elevated Blood Lead (EBLL) 



i'= Zip code based (in media) 



:::: N= 1473 for Flint water children (pre n=736, post n=737) 
"" N= 2202 for non-Flint water children (pre n=1210, post n=992) 

Flint results for children 5 years and under: 
')= PRE-SWITCH 0/o EBLL: 2.4o/o 
?= POST-SWITCH 0/o EBLL: 4.9o/o 
"'' p < 0.05; STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT CHANGE 



l~'&tUi::t'&tt rn.t, M"l>ll:d mi, 
<:)tdi~~fy' Ki'l{liti~ 
~~-s:s~l~{i~fa~.s,! ,\;.-!Ml{\<l~ 

• 

• 

Focus on high WLL 
wards (5, 6, 7); ie., those 
with high water lead 
levels 

Note: Hot spots 
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, 
0/o of children with EBLL in Flint zips increased 

······ Most striking increase in areas with highest water lead 
levels 

) Results significantly underestimate exposure: 
······ Infants not screened for lead 
······ BLL may have peaked before being measured (blood 

half life 20-30 days) 
? Kids exposed in different settings throughout city 

liWidened disparities 



81Sept 25 City of Flint Lead Health Advisory 
81Sept 29 GCHD Health Advisory 
810ct 1 GCHD Public Health Emergency 
810ct 2 State filter program, increased water 

testing, expedited corrosion control 
I Oct 3 First filter distribution 

,,
10ct 8 Three schools toxic WLL, announced 
reconnection to DWSD 
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"A team of researchers at W 
State University have d" ayne 
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I) Preventable population-wide exposure 

1: Community traumatized 

I' Loss of trust in government and agencies 
8i In 2015, in the middle of the great lakes, no 

guarantee of safe drinking water 

1° Ongoing public health emergency 



a, Currently identifying/labeling exposed 
population 

8° Cohort includes all children less than 6 years 
who at any time lived in Flint water limits 
(geocoded) from April 2014 to end date 
unknown (extend 9 months for fetal exposure). 

8° Per census data, approx. 8,000-9,000 children 



Quick Introduction to 
AC Es/Toxic Stress ••. 



-
• ~~:;tri:, ~~:ig~i:~¥e~t~uo~a~~ca~he~~~ ~:t l~~~i~;~e 
,~, Also referred to as toxic stress or childhood trauma. 
•: As number of ACEs increase, the risk for health 

problems increase in a strong and graded fashion. 
•' An ACE score of 6 or more results in a 20 year 

decrease in life expectancy . 

• , CDC ACE stud 





;9.:ii~pti(>rt .... ..... ·························· 
···················· ·· Me~h1nism1 by Which .,Adv~rti1 ChHdhot1d E1peri~n1es •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

,tllt.tfrt,, ~~~ltb ~gc:t ~,11~~figg Jbr,~sb,ijt J~~ ~1,,,,,1:1 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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ii Many chronic diseases/disparities in 
adults are determined decades earlier, by 
experiences in childhood (0-6 critical) 

ii Lead exposure is an ACE/toxic stress 





ff Now what can we do??? 



• Assess the impact of the exposure 
·~·· Health impact 

·~· BLL 
·~· Longitudinal neurodevelopmental f/u 

·~· Cord blood Pb, brain injury markers, epigenetics 

·I:· Retrospective fetal deaths, IUGR 

•I:·· Nutrition imp act 

a Psychosocial impact 

I:• Water quality/infrastructure impact 



8Unique opportunity to be proactive, to 
regain public trust, and to buffer impact 
of exposure 
&Sh tT \,:,,::: or I er m 
&L T \,:, .. J ong I erm 



I) Consistent, coordinated, multi-method, trusted 
messaging/education/risk comm u n ication/PSAs 

1: Need for central command/hub/emergency 
response 



1° Water still not safe (public health emergency) 

St Corrosion control optimization 

It Ongoing risk from scale disruption 

81' Door to door filter/replacement distribution 
·I:•· # filters distributed approx 1/3 of homes 

St Public education re water precautions (filters, 
flushing, cold water, cooking, infants, etc) 

1· Lead plumbing 



Secondary Prevention 
Evidence Based 
I i 
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Ecology Siot~y 



L,1 Medical/Health 

81 Nutrition 

9, Education 

9: Caregiver capacity 

9: Water quality 



·mi•· Support and education for primary care providers regarding 
aggressive long-term neurodevelopmental screening & testing 

mi Improve access to Developmental and Behavioral (DBP) specialists, 
pediatric psychologists, pediatric psychiatrists 

·~· Preemptive referral to mental health/toxic stress screening 

·~· Support capacity building and/or incentivize recruitment to allow Genesee 
Health System {CMH} to build this capacity which is currently needed and 
lacking 

·~·· Increase recognition and education regarding trauma informed 
care, social determinants of health (SDOH) 



I) Expand state-funded Genesee Health System 
(CMH) services 
8° Infant Mental Health (30 capacity) 

Ir Child case management 
ti H b d . >:,Y ome- ase services 

8 1 Trauma informed care - trauma focused CBT 



1° Role of Medicaid HMO plans: 

81' Support to drive patients to medical home: 
enhanced transportation, case management, 
HEDIS monitoring, pt incentives, mental health 
access, etc 

Ir Reimbursement for integrated social work, 
registered dietician, mental health services, OT/PT 

• services 

II Encourage collaboration/mandate support of .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
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8:: Transportation 
g;: Social work 
8 1 WIC RD/Nutrition 
lt ....... Peds ... Psycho.l ogy ...... . 
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1, Short-term mitigation/protection 
1° Promotion/education of Iron, Calcium, Vit C diets 

ll0 Promote enrollment and participation in pre-existing 
nutrition resources (WIC, SNAP, DUFB, MTA) 

JI: Expand WIC eligibility, access (co-locate with PMD), 
benefits 



1, Improve food access/security efforts 
11 Subsidies, pilots-grocery stores, mobile groceries, urban 

farming, etc 

1, Invest in breastfeeding promotion, education, and 
support services 



8° Subsidize quality childcare options 

1° Automatic referral/assessment by Early Intervention 
(Early On) 

1° Enroll all in early head start, head start 
1: Universal Pre-school/Flint Pre-Promise 

8° Strengthen special education capacity/trained 
personnel 



lt= Invest in school health/wellness/behavioral health 
It School nurse:student ratio - Ml ranked worst in country 
~· 1 750 d d :::::. : recommen e 
,,i 1 6 500 Fl. t ~: : I In 

I= Place MDHHS employee at every school 

lt= Model lead safe school campaigns 
It Proactive water testing, lead plumbing investigations 

I:= Lead mitigating school nutrition 





I) Toxic stress and resilience 

,,,11 ''S f d/ I d 
•

1 trong, requent, an or pro onge 
activation of the body's stress-response 
system in the absence of the buffering 
protection of a supportive, adult 
relationship." 



8) Need to support parents and programs to 
improve parenting skills 

8° Evidence-based parenting programs 
·~· Incredible Years {HCH AAP Grant} 

·~· Triple P 

·~· Everyday Parenting 

·~· Adventures in Parenting 

·~· Home visiting programs 

·~· Strengthening Families Framework 

..................................... I ........ Materna.1 .. 1.nfa.nt .. Healt.h .. Program .. {MI.HP} ..... . 



• 56% reduction in emergency room visits for accidents and 
poisonings in the second year of the child's life 

·~·· 50% reduction in behavioral problems when the children enter 
school. 

9 48% reduction in state-verified reports of child abuse and 
neglect by child age 15 

·8:•· 39% fewer healthcare encounters for injuries or ingesions in the 
first two years of life 

9 Increase in language scores 



a, Increase support for state-funded NFP, Healthy 
Start and MIHP 
8° Hurley-run NFP capacity for 100 



a, Opportunity to model best practices for lead in 
water monitoring to protect public health rather 
than a focus on minimum compliance 
8 1 EPA Flint Safe Drinking Water Taskforce 

8° Flint will change water source and treat water 
again once connected to KWA (2016), should 
not be rushed 

,, F~111~9q pl~OJl:>iog r~pl9c::~0J~ot (c::90 l:>~ 



•

1 Primary prevention failed 
l 1 Preventable population-wide exposure 

•
1secondary prevention must be priority 

•
1 1nvest and prioritize in evidence based 
interventions that mitigate exposure and build 
childhood resilience 
l 0Ages Oto 6 years critical for life course trajectory 



1. Support for emergency response 

2. Increase funding/capacity for home visiting 
maternal-infant support programs 

3. Guarantee Flint Pre-Promise (3-5 year quality 
early education) 

4. Fund RN in every Flint school 

5. Encourage innovative Medicaid HMO plan and 



It's easier to build strong children 
than to repair broken men. 



l'Harvard Center for Developing Child 
~·· http://developingchild.harvard.edu/ 

l'AAP Toxic Stress Resources 
I:•·https://www.aap.org/en-us/advocacy-and-policy /aa p-hea Ith

in itiatives/E BCD/Pages/Pu blic-Hea Ith-Approach .aspx 

l'Strengthening Families: A Protective Factors 
Framework 

I:•· http://www.cssp.org/reform/strengtheningfamilies 

l'CDC ACE Study 
1:, http://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/acestudy/ 

8°Pediatrics articles 



... 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Mona Hanna-Attisha < 

Tuesday, December 15, 2015 1:56 PM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Laurence Reynolds; Matthew M. Davis; Chris Kolb; Ken Sikkema; Chris De Witt; Eric 
Rothstein; Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Meeting with Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha and Flint Water 

FYI secondary prevention 

http:/ I stateofopportunity .michiganradio. org/post/±lint-pediatrician-out-'Nater-crisis-opportunity 

Mona Hanna-Attisha MD MPH F AAP 
Director, Pediatric Residency Program 
Hurley Children's Hospital 
Michigan State University 

On Dec 15, 2015, at 11 :53 AM, Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr(rjjrnichigan.gov> wrote: 

DL Mona: 

It was a real pleasure meeting you and thank you for the incredible work you are doing on behalf of the 
children in my native city. We are committed to v,t0rking with you on all fronts to make the way forward 
the best it could be. Also, I want to let you know that I did follov,1 up on whether the former DEO. 
department leader was still working on water related issues. To n1y surprise you vvere correct. VJhen 
additional schools needed to be tested she was added to help with the vvorkload. I am told she did not 
supervise, conclude on testing, or anything of that nature but they needed help and the director of DEQ 
did approve a limited role for her. He is going to be n1eeting with the Tr- tomorrovv to discuss actions 
underway. I apologize for asserting otherwise as I had not been avvare. 

Please call rr,e if I can assist in any way. 

Rich 

From: Mona Hanna-Attisha [rnailto 
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2015 7:02 PM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV); Laurence Reynolds; Matthew M. Davis; Chris Kolb; Ken Sikkema; Chris De Witt; 
'Eric Rothstein'; Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha and Flint Water 

Mr. rJaird and all the other guys, 

It was a pleasure meeting everyone and a privilege to present to you all. As I said, we have an incredible and 
unique opportunity to mitigate the iff,pact of this population-wide exposure. If we act nm,v, proactivelv, we can 
buffer our kids from the life-altering impacts of lead poisoning. 

Flint has many claims to fame (we put the \Morici on 1,vheels, we birthed ~vlr. Baird!, etc); and now, with your 
leadership, we um continue ::o build generntions cf strnng, smart, and healthy children. 



If! c;:.m be of any further assistance, ple;:_,se don't hesitate to contact me. Email or cell 243--884-2393. 

Thanks again, Mona 

Mmrn Km-irn, .. Ar.thrw MD MPH FAAP 
Program D:rector ~'ediatric f~esidency 

Hurley Childi-en's Hospitai at Hurley r-Mdical Center 

rv:ich1g;:_,n State University Coliege of Hwnan ,vledicine 
DqJ;;inrnent of P,~d,atr·ic,; ;:1nd Hurn<:n De11doprnen:: 

From: Baird, Richard (GOV) Lbf!)rctr@.rnirb_i_g_g.lJ,.QQ.V.] 
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 2:27 PM 
Required: Baird, Richard (GOV); Laurence Reynolds; Matthew M. Davis; Chris Kolb; Ken Sikkema; Chris 
De Witt; 'Eric Rothstein'; Lyon, Nick (DHHS); Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS); Mona Hanna-Attisha 
Subject: Meeting with Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha and Flint Water 
When: Monday, December 14, 2015 11:00 AM-12:00 PM. 
Where: Governor's Conference Room, 2nd Floor Romney Building, 111 S. Capitol Ave., Lansing, MI 
48933 

Good Morning, 

This is to confirm the meeting with Rich Baird on Monday, December 14 at 11:00 a.m. in the Governor's 
Conference room, second floor Romney Building, 111 S. Capitol Ave. Lansing, Ml 48933. 

We are located at the George W. Romney Building, 111 S. Capitol Avenue, Lansing. The Romney 
Building is located directly across the street (Capitol Avenue) from the Capitol Building. There is some 
metered parking around the building. The closest parking facility is one block south at the corner of 
Capitol Avenue and Allegan Street (enter the parking facility from Capitol 

Avenue). http~j/:-!.,{.\f.{Y!!.,Pf:1.r.~.0:1?,.(0.0Jf.\qt}]}Q}?:!.t0.'!'.1.f:.f.~P.?rk.(ng~x.~D)P:.\?!.05!.0f:;:.0Ji 

You will also want to have a picture I.D. handy for security in the Romney Building. Please let security 
know who you have a meeting with, they will call me and then send you up to the second floor. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you! 

Virginia Manolakoudis 
Executive Assistant for Richard Baird 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
(517) 241-5621 
Mc1noiakoudisV(Wrnichigan.gov 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Thursday, December 24, 2015 9:54 AM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: BRIEFING: Auditor General answers on Flint water situation 

I was totally off base yesterday in my understanding that only Ananich would be privy to the results. Sorry for the 
misstatement of fact. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Calley, Brian (GOV)" 
Date: December 24, 2015 at 8:02:11 AM CST 

To: "Holland, Meegan (GOV)" <.tl5J!?.D.0.\:F@.0:1i.1,t:[gf:'_0_,ggy> 
Cc: "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" <AgenNvmichigcm.gov>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bi.lirdr(&rnk:higarLgov>, 
"Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh~vmichigcm.gov>, "Walsh, John (GOV)" <Wc1!shJ(Wmich!gan.gov>, 

"Snyder, Rick (GOV)" "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<der-;-ienteQ'ilrnk:higarLgov>, "Scott, Allison (GOV)" <srnttc112~vmichigan.gov> 

Subject: Re: BRIEFING: Auditor General answers on Flint water situation 

We should ask that it be released soon. It's hard to explain why it would not be made public just as 
other actions from the Auditor are. 

On Dec 24, 2015, at 8:38 AM, Holland, Meegan (GOV) <HolbndM2@mich!f:Jn.i;;_ov> wrote: 

It was provided to Sen. Ananich c1t dose of business day yesterdi.ly. We're ',Naiting to see 

what Sen. Anc1nich does with the letter. I don't know if the Auditor General will actually 

release it, since it was a response to Sen. Ananich's questions. 

Regards, 

Fv1eegan 

From: Calley, Brian (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, December 24, 2015 8:36 AM 
To: Holland, Meegan (GOV) <Holland~v12(i.Drnich!gan.gov> 

Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <.AgenJ(Wmichigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) 
<bairdr(i.Drnich!gan.gov>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hol!insh~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Walsh, John 
(GOV) <WalshJ(@michigi.ln.gov>; Snyder, Rick (GOV) 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <dernenle(Wrr:ich!gan.gov>; Scott, Allison (GOV) 
<scotti.l12(d:.>rnichigan.gov> 

Subject: Re: BRIEFING: Auditor General answers on Flint water situation 

Great summary. Thank you. 

Is this on publicly released yet? 



On Dec 24, 2015, at 8:07 AM, Holland, Meegan (GOV) <HohindfvP(:i>rnichig;_in,gov> 

wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Here is a summary of answers from the Office of the Auditor General in 
response to questions mostly posed by Sen. Jim Ananich's office (the 
auditor added a few questions in the 11-page report). The questions 
came as the OAG conducts an audit of the Office of Drinking Water and 
Municipal Assistance's handling of the Flint water crisis. 

Conclusions: 

While the City Council voted in March 2013 to move to the KWA 
pipeline, it didn't designate the Flint River as an interim water source. 
But the DEQ had approved the river as a backup source for emergency 
purposes in 2006. The treated water met safety standards in quarterly 
tests by the Flint WTP, but Flint had never tested its effect on the 
distribution system. 

In an email review of key DEQ managers to determine if there was an 
effort to conceal information, only one email exchange raised red flags. 
The EPA had asked DEQ in February 2015 if Flint had a corrosion control 
program; the DEQ responded the city had an optimized program in 
place. But in April the EPA asked again, and the DEQ said that the Flint 
Water Treatment Plant (WTP) was not doing corrosion control. DEQ 
later explained that its first response referred to its program to monitor 
a new water source (in this case, the Flint river) for lead/copper for two 
consecutive six-month periods to determine optimal corrosion 
treatment. The report says there's no reason to believe that DEQ 
willfully misrepresented information to the EPA. It also concludes that 
ODWMA employees appeared to have notified management properly 
about the unfolding Flint water situation. 

DEQ did not consult with the EPA on how best to apply the Lead and 
Copper Rule (LCR) monitoring practices after the switch to Flint water, 
but from past experience, DEQ believed it was doing so correctly by 
doing two rounds of six-month monitoring on the new water source 
before determining optimal corrosion control. The EPA disagreed with 
DEQ's interpretation of the LCR, but later stated that the LCR was open 
to interpretation. It then clarified the rule; the upshot: corrosion 
controls already in place when Flint was on Detroit water should have 
been maintained after the switch. 

DEQ should have notified the Flint WTP to start corrosion controls once 
the first round of six-month sampling results arrived in late March 2015 

and showed the water exceeded acceptable lead levels. 

DEQ doesn't oversee the Flint WTP so it doesn't have any accountability 
measures to ensure the WTP is collecting water samples from tier 1 
homes, i.e., residences with lead service lines, soldering or plumbing. 
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Instead, DEQ relies on Flint's certification of sample sites. The auditor 
suggests DEQ should consider an independent verification of the 
sampling pool or Flint's certifications. In November 2015, Flint admitted 
that it had no way to ensure the sites were all tier 1. Water samples 
came from 175 randomly distributed testing bottles. DEQ has asked 
Flint to verify its prior samples by this Wednesday (12/30). 

There's been controversy that DEQ dropped two sampling sites with 
high lead levels from its second six-month review. It was appropriate for 
DEQ to do so because those sites did not meet federal criteria. It was 
also appropriate for DEQ to require flushing taps the night before 
sampling to ensure faucets didn't contain overly stagnant water. 

Charts show that most water samples were taken in the sixth month of 
the six-month testing period. The report said it's tough to determine if 

the lateness of the sampling affects the accuracy. 

The report ends with an excellent timeline. I have attached the report in 
case you want to review the timeline on page 11. 

Meegan Holland 
Director of Communications for Gov. Rick Snyder 
Office: 517-335-6397 
Mobile: 
Twitter: @meholland 

<Auditor General Letter - City of Flint Drinking Water (002).pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Wednesday, December 30, 2015 8:56 PM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Fwd: RE: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

He's right. We need local engagement but the politics and "other agenda" leave no room at the top for a local in 
my view. If we are going to be accountable for making this work without being political the only folk I trust are 
you and him. 

,5entfrom my Verizon FVireless 4G LTE DROID 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Kelenske, Chris (MSP)" <KelenskeC@michigan.gov> 
Date: Dec 30, 2015 8:38 PM 
Subject: RE: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 
To: "Creagh, Keith (DNR)" <creaghk@michigan.gov>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <bairdr@michigan.gov> 
Cc: "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" <AgenJ@michigan.gov>,"Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<clemente@michigan.gov>, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov>, "Holland, Meegan (GOV)" 
<HollandM2@michigan.gov>,"Murray, David (GOV)" <MurrayDl@michigan.gov>,"Redford, James (GOV)" 
<RedfordJ@michigan.gov>,"Becker, Timothy (DHHS)" <beckertl@michigan.gov>,"Roberts, John (DTMB)" 
<RobertsJ9@michigan.gov>, "Etue, Kriste (MSP)" <EtueK@michigan.gov>, "Lyon, Nick (DHHS)" 
<LyonN2@michigan.gov> 

The concern I have '.Vith having a local as a vice chair is that this is being pushed to the state level to 
fix. Similar to an ernergency that reaches the state level, we need to have one lead to rnove this fonvard and 
that should be at the state level. I have run numerous state and foderal disasters in this manner. The locals are 
pushing the request fbr resources to the state so this is them saying they cannot do anything more and handing 
this off to the state. This is one of the areas I mentioned that needs m stay consistent with the Emergency 
]\:fanagemem Act and ho1.v ,;ve nmnage incidents. 

Locals still have a voice in this (one 1.vay is that they are generating the requests for resources to assist). 

Chris 

From: Creagh, Keith (DNR) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 8:15 PM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Kelenske, Chris (MSP); Holland 
Meegan (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Becker, Timothy (DHHS); Roberts, John 



(DTMB); Etue, Kriste (MSP); Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Subject: Re: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. I agree with Jim that it would be good to have a local entity at least be a 
co vice chair if possible. I would question statement of need wording and ask that it be reflect of the need for 
additional resources, integrated approach, additional professional expertise, enhanced 
communication,coordination and connection ... you get the gist. Rich I would be happy to discuss at your 
convenience if appropriate. This would appear consistent with the request from Flint. Also in my limited ( and I 
stress limited) discussions today I asked what success looked like and it included many of the suggested 
components. The individual I was speaking with wanted to further explore: 

Increased funding/focus for Head start to get ahead of the curve 

School nutrition and distribution systems (year around) 

Fresh produce/local foods 

Individual health screening 

Infrastructure improvements 

I know most if not all are identified in the outline but might want to further explain the nutrition component if 
the Docs in the group say it might be beneficial for those involved. 

Thanks again-Keith 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 30, 2015, at 6:57 PM, Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@rnichigan.gov> wrote: 

Team: 

Today Harvey and I met with the Flint Water Task Force. It was a good meeting. People were 
pleased with the G's statement from the prior day. Captain Kelenske joined us and we had a 
very good discussion about moving forward with the creation of the Flint Water Crisis Agency 
Coordinating Committee (FIACC). Tim Becker and Captain Kelenske provided me with a fair 
amount of input. I also read the City of Flint Incident Action Plan for a State of Emergency 
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which Chris received today ( enclosed for those who wish to read it as well). I have distilled all 
of this into a two page plan that I want your edits and comments on and a one page 
organizational chart (now presented in the "governor's colors" according to our fine people in 
Communications). Spoiler alert-I made Captain Kelenske Vice Chair of the whole shebang 
(with the Colonel's blessing) so Harvey wouldn't get lonely. 

Here is my ask of you: 

1) Within 24 (sooner if you can) hours give me your comments and input 

2) Tomorrow I will turn around a final document for Jarrod to review with the Governor either 
New Year's Day or Saturday 

3) Ideally, Governor will approve Harvey sending it to Mayor Weaver Saturday (Sunday latest) 

4) Mayor needs to know that this is what the Governor wishes to discuss at the meeting January 7 
along with financial resources that we still need some estimates on cost from DHHS for 

5) Meegan and Dave need to noodle how best to get out front with this and change the narrative 
focus on Monday's Genesee County declaration of emergency 

I know we are all working way too hard for what should be a rest and recharge period but I do 
appreciate everyone's efforts and I know the Boss really does as well. 

Regards, 

Rich 

<A Proposal to Create the Flint Water Inter.docx> 

<IA Coord Com Org Chart.jpg> 

<IAP Flint Water 2015-12-29.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:17 PM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

I know ... but the FWTAF is correct about having local engagement on this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Dec 30, 2015, at 8:55 PM, Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov> wrote: 

He's right. We need local engagement but the politics and "other agenda" leave no room at the 
top for a local in my view. Ifwe are going to be accountable for making this work without being 
political the only folk I trust are you and him. 

5ient.from my Verizon FVireless 4G LIE DR.DID 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Kelenske, Chris (MSP)" <K&LQn'?};g_C_@.mk1_liwrn,gg_y_> 
Date: Dec 30, 2015 8:38 PM 
Subject: RE: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 
To: "Creagh, Keith (DNR)" <creaghk<i:~michigan.gov>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" 
<bairdr@rnichigan. §:Ov> 
Cc: "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" <AgenJ(a>michigan.gov>,"Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<(._krrig_r1JQ@n1i_0h_ig_qn._gQy>, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <lwl_l_i11.~h(g}m_i~~hi_gfm,g_g_y>, "Holland, 
Meegan (GOV)" <Ho11andM2@michigan.gov>,"Murray, David (GOV)" 
<ry[µr:niyPJ@1J.liJ;_bigf!1J.,gQ_y>, "Redford, James (GOV)" <RfdfordJ@.mkl_liwrn,gg_y_>, "Becker, 
Timothy (DHHS)" <bg_0kQI1J@mi_0bigm1,_gQy>, "Roberts, John (DTMB)" 
<RobertsJ9@michigan.gov>, "Etue, Kriste (MSP)" <EtueK@;rnichigan.gov>, "Lyon, Nick 
(D HHS)" <tsQ1_(;-{2_@.mk1_liwrn,go_v> 

The concern l have ,;vith having a local as a vice chair is that this is being pushed to the state 
level to fix. Sirnifar to an emergency that reaches the state level, we need to have one lead to 
move this fonvard and that should be at the state level. I have nm nun1erous state and federal 
disasters in this manner. The locals are pushing the request for resources to the state so this is 
them saying they cannot do anything more and handing this off to the state. This is one of the 
areas I mentioned that needs to stay consistent v-vith the Emergency J\fanagement Act and how 
we rnanage incidents. 

Locals still have a voice in this (one way is that they are generating the requests for resources to 
assi!:lt). 



Chris 

From: Creagh, Keith (DNR) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 8:15 PM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Kelenske, Chris 
(MSP); Holland, Meegan (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Becker, 
Timothy (DHHS); Roberts, John (DTMB); Etue, Kriste (MSP); Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Subject: Re: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. I agree with Jim that it would be good to have a local 
entity at least be a co vice chair if possible. I would question statement of need wording and ask 
that it be reflect of the need for additional resources, integrated approach, additional professional 
expertise, enhanced communication,coordination and connection ... you get the gist. Rich I would 
be happy to discuss at your convenience if appropriate. This would appear consistent with the 
request from Flint. Also in my limited ( and I stress limited) discussions today I asked what 
success looked like and it included many of the suggested components. The individual I was 
speaking with wanted to further explore: 

Increased funding/focus for Head start to get ahead of the curve 

School nutrition and distribution systems (year around) 

Fresh produce/local foods 

Individual health screening 

Infrastructure improvements 

I know most if not all are identified in the outline but might want to further explain the nutrition 
component if the Docs in the group say it might be beneficial for those involved. 

Thanks again-Keith 

Sent from my iPad 
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On Dec 30, 2015, at 6:57 PM, Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov> wrote: 

Team: 

Today Harvey and I met with the Flint Water Task Force. It was a good 
meeting. People were pleased with the G's statement from the prior day. Captain 
Kelenske joined us and we had a very good discussion about moving forward 
with the creation of the Flint Water Crisis Agency Coordinating Committee 
(FIACC). Tim Becker and Captain Kelenske provided me with a fair amount of 
input. I also read the City of Flint Incident Action Plan for a State of Emergency 
which Chris received today ( enclosed for those who wish to read it as well). I 
have distilled all of this into a two page plan that I want your edits and comments 
on and a one page organizational chart (now presented in the "governor's colors" 
according to our fine people in Communications). Spoiler alert-I made Captain 
Kelenske Vice Chair of the whole shebang (with the Colonel's blessing) so 
Harvey wouldn't get lonely. 

Here is my ask of you: 

1) Within 24 (sooner if you can) hours give me your comments and input 

2) Tomorrow I will turn around a final document for Jarrod to review with the 
Governor either New Year's Day or Saturday 

3) Ideally, Governor will approve Harvey sending it to Mayor Weaver Saturday 
(Sunday latest) 

4) Mayor needs to know that this is what the Governor wishes to discuss at the 
meeting January 7 along with financial resources that we still need some estimates 
on cost from DHHS for 

5) Meegan and Dave need to noodle how best to get out front with this and change 
the narrative focus on Monday's Genesee County declaration of emergency 

I know we are all working way too hard for what should be a rest and recharge 
period but I do appreciate everyone's efforts and I know the Boss really does as 
well. 

Regards, 
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Rich 

<A Proposal to Create the Flint Water Inter.docx> 

<IA Coord Com Org Chart.jpg> 

<IAP Flint Water 2015-12-29.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:22 PM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Please don't confuse engagement with leadership. We will guarantee engagement and partnership. We do not 
to syndicate leadership. If we need to talk real time let me know. We are in listen mode right now. But I can 
assure you, we are going to be held accountable and that means we get to retain leadership that ensures 
engagement AND action. Trust me on this amigo. 

Sent.from my v"erizon 'Wireless 4G LTE DROID 
On Dec 30, 2015 9: 17 PM, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hollinsh@michigan.gov> wrote: 
I know ... but the FWTAF is correct about having local engagement on this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Dec 30, 2015, at 8:55 PM, Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@}rnichigan._gov> wrote: 

He's right. We need local engagement but the politics and "other agenda" leave no room at the 
top for a local in my view. Ifwe are going to be accountable for making this work without being 
political the only folk I trust are you and him. 

Sentfi·om 111.y Verizon Wireless 4G LIE DROID 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Kelenske, Chris (MSP)" <K_i,J~:_tt,'ilsi,~C(q}l_ni_ghig_~n._gQ_y> 
Date: Dec 30, 2015 8:38 PM 
Subject: RE: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 
To: "Creagh, Keith (DNR)" <gr_Q1·ml:tk@1:ni_g_li_ig_~n._gQy>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" 
<bairdr(a;michigan.gov> 
Cc: "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" <,'\gQ1_1J@n1iJ;_bigmLgQ_y>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" 
<r,:lg_m~nW(f;.mkhi_gi'111go_y>, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <l}p_Ui_rrnb@i:ni_g_li_ig_~n._gQy>, "Holland, 
Meegan (GOV)" <Holland:t,...tf2(a>michigan. gov>, "Murray, David (GOV)" 
<M_miflYP.Lq;1xii~:b1gm1g1y>, "Redford, James (GOV)" <RQ_dfo.rdJ@1_ni_ghig_~n._gQ_y>, "Becker, 
Timothy (DHHS)" <beckertl((l;michigan.gov>,"Roberts, John (DTMB)" 
<RobertsJ9(a)michigan. gov>, "Etue, Kriste (MSP)" <EtueK@.rnichigan .gov>, "Lyon, Nick 
(DHHS)" <LvonN2@rnichiPan uov> ·----,/----------------,~_,,_-~--------------W--------,:;;:i ..... . 

The concern I have with having a local as a vice chair is that thi!:l is being pushed to the state 
level to fix. Similar to an emergency that reaches the state leveL we need to have one lead to 
move this frin.vard and that should be at the state level. l have run numerous state and foderal 
disasters in this manner. The locals are pushing the request for resources to the state so this is 
them saying they cannot do anything more and handing this off to the state. This is one of the 
areas I mentioned that needs to !:ltay consistent '<Vith the En1ergency Management Act and ho\v 
we manage incidents. 



Locals still have a voice in this (one ,vay is that they are generating the requests for resources to 
assist). 

Chris 

From: Creagh, Keith (DNR) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 8:15 PM 
To: Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Kelenske, Chris (MSP); 
Holland, Meegan (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Becker, Timothy (DHHS); Roberts, 
John (DTMB); Etue, Kriste (MSP); Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 
Subject: Re: Attorney Client Work Product (Draft), Privileged and Confidential 

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. I agree with Jim that it would be good to have a local 
entity at least be a co vice chair if possible. I would question statement of need wording and ask 
that it be reflect of the need for additional resources, integrated approach, additional professional 
expertise, enhanced communication,coordination and connection ... you get the gist. Rich I would 
be happy to discuss at your convenience if appropriate. This would appear consistent with the 
request from Flint. Also in my limited ( and I stress limited) discussions today I asked what 
success looked like and it included many of the suggested components. The individual I was 
speaking with wanted to further explore: 

Increased funding/focus for Head start to get ahead of the curve 

School nutrition and distribution systems (year around) 

Fresh produce/local foods 

Individual health screening 

Infrastructure improvements 

I know most if not all are identified in the outline but might want to further explain the nutrition 
component if the Docs in the group say it might be beneficial for those involved. 

Thanks again-Keith 
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Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 30, 2015, at 6:57 PM, Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr(rjjrnichigan.gov> wrote: 

Team: 

Today Harvey and I met with the Flint Water Task Force. It was a good 
meeting. People were pleased with the G's statement from the prior day. Captain 
Kelenske joined us and we had a very good discussion about moving forward 
with the creation of the Flint Water Crisis Agency Coordinating Committee 
(FIACC). Tim Becker and Captain Kelenske provided me with a fair amount of 
input. I also read the City of Flint Incident Action Plan for a State of Emergency 
which Chris received today ( enclosed for those who wish to read it as well). I 
have distilled all of this into a two page plan that I want your edits and comments 
on and a one page organizational chart (now presented in the "governor's colors" 
according to our fine people in Communications). Spoiler alert-I made Captain 
Kelenske Vice Chair of the whole shebang (with the Colonel's blessing) so 
Harvey wouldn't get lonely. 

Here is my ask of you: 

1) Within 24 (sooner if you can) hours give me your comments and input 

2) Tomorrow I will turn around a final document for Jarrod to review with the 
Governor either New Year's Day or Saturday 

3) Ideally, Governor will approve Harvey sending it to Mayor Weaver Saturday 
(Sunday latest) 

4) Mayor needs to know that this is what the Governor wishes to discuss at the 
meeting January 7 along with financial resources that we still need some estimates 
on cost from DHHS for 

5) Meegan and Dave need to noodle how best to get out front with this and change 
the narrative focus on Monday's Genesee County declaration of emergency 

I know we are all working way too hard for what should be a rest and recharge 
period but I do appreciate everyone's efforts and I know the Boss really does as 
well. 
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Regards, 

Rich 

<A Proposal to Create the Flint Water Inter.docx> 

<IA Coord Com Org Chart.jpg> 

<IAP Flint Water 2015-12-29.pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Wayne, 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Saturday, January 02, 2016 2:46 PM 
Wayne Workman (WorkmanW@michigan.gov) 
Recommendations for the Revision of City of Flint EM Orders 3 and 20 
EM Order #3 City of Flint.docx; EM Order #20 City of Flint.docx 

Per our conversation, I took the liberty of editing Orders 3 and 20. Please note the attached documents are still in 
tracking mode so you can see the edits. We would like to proceed fairly quick on revising these orders. The Governor 
meets with the Mayor on the th, and I would like to inform him about the progress of these revisions. When we last 
spoke, you also mentioned Order #10; however, that order deals only with city council meetings. If there are other 
things you need to amend in order to make this happen, I trust that you will do so. I am asking Stacie to schedule a call 
with you on Monday. 

Thank you very much in advance. Have a great weekend. 

Best, 
Harvey 



IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

The City Administrator shall serve as the City's Chief Administrative Officer at the 
pleasure of the Mayor, City Council and Emergency Manager or Receivership Advisory 
Transition Board (hereinafter "Board"), in accordance with the provisions of her contact 
with the City of Flint dated February 23, 2015, and is charged with implementing 
executive and legislative directives and policies of the Mayor and City Council, subject 
to oversight of the Board, including strategic planning and budgeting, and with directing 
the management of day-to-day-administrative activities, and appointed staff officials.lo_ 
consultation with the Mayor. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit the Mayor, City Council, State or Federal entities from 
having direct and independent discussions with any representative of city government. 

Consistent with the City Administrator Employment Agreement and Position Description, 
and subject to the approval and directives of the Board, the City Administrator shall 
have the following authority, duties and responsibilities notwithstanding any provision of 
the City Charter or Code of Ordinances: 

1. Serve, advise and report to the Mayor with respect to the Mayor's executive 
functions, as set forth in Charter §4-101. 

2. Serve and advise the Council with respect to the Council's legislative functions, 
as set forth in Charter §3-101. 

3. Serve, advise and report to the Emergency Manager, as required by Public Act 
436, so long as an Emergency Manager is in place. 

4. Serve, advise and report to the Board, including: 

a. Advise and report to the Board as required by Public Act 436; 
b. Fully comply and assist the Board in meeting all duties assigned to it by 

the governor pursuant to MCL 141.1563(h); 
c. Provide all budgetary information requested by the Board; 
d. Serve as the primary contact between the Board and the City, inoluding 

any department heads, offioers, attorneys, aooountants, employees, and 
any other oontraotors or oonsultants hired by the City to assist the City 
Administrator or the City in the disoharge of powers, duties, funotions, and 
responsibilities ; 

e. Promptly and effectively communicate with the Board regarding any 
matter that may have a significant financial impact on the City. 

5. Review and approve all financial and management information Direct City 
department heads in carrying out the daily activities of the City, in the assembly 
of finanoial and management information; and in the gathering and assembly of 
pertinent data and information and recommendations sent to:fo!: the Mayor and 
City Council from City Department heads for'-s consideration in making executive 
determinations and policy. 



6. Translate executive decisions and policies of the Mayor into administrative 
procedures for the cost effective and efficient operation of the City. 

7. Implement legislative aotion of the City Counoil. 

~7 . Monitor and manage the administrative inter-activity of the City 
departments so the delivery of public services represents an efficient, effective, 
and coordinated effort. 

~ 8. Interact with other governmental agencies as requested by the Mayor or 
City Council. 

10. Prepare and review correspondence, reports , speeches, resolutions, and other 
material for publio relations purposes. j\n_s~•,_e!~ §i!i?EH1 ~n9 _o_ffi~i~l_ir1gLJi~i131, £E39c!r9Ln_g ___ _ 
City polioy matters. 

consultation collaboration with the Mayor, direct the assembly of 
information and items for consideration by the Council, and provide them to the 
City Clerk for inclusion on the appropriate agendas. 

1.Q,_Regularly consult with the Mayor in the development of actions with respect to 
the Mayor's executive functions, and with matters relating to the daily 
administrative functions of the City, including the evaluation of the performance 
of department heads, and the resolution of customer service issues. 
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4b 11 . Establish a new performance evaluation system of department heads to 
enhance employee engagement. high performance. accountability and 
succession planning . 

~~Except to the extent prohibited by or in material conflict with applicable 
laws and authorities, the City Administrator or designee shall attend all meetings 
of the City Council, both public and closed, with the exception of those closed 
meetings devoted to the consideration of any action or lack of action on, or 
pursuant to, this Agreement, or any amendment thereto, or the City 
Administrators evaluation. The City Administrator shall advise members, and 
make recommendations consistent with policy objectives, strategic planning and 
administrative activities. 

44,R_Attend public meetings and events; as directed by the Mayor. give 
presentations and information to the public regarding matters of City business. 

~ .Manage.,_ -aoo-oversee and provide an annual written performance evaluation for 
the followingatt department heads and the &,division heads, managers and non-
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ftC. Planning and Development Director .• This shall inolude an annual ~ J _ - q Formatted: Font (Default) Arial, 12 pt 

•,witten performanoe evaluation of all department heads, inoluding those 
identified in paragraphs 15, 16 and 17. 

4-5-,-Recommend, subject to the Mayor's approval, the following appointments: 
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B7a. Fire Chief 
-------- -------------

~b . Director of Finance; 
~ Planning & Development Director~ 

16. Approve all candidates for the following appointments: 
a. Fire Chief; 
b. Director of the Department of Public Works; 
c. Chief Legal Officer; 
d. Chief Personal Officer.-;-

e. Direotor of Department of Publio Works; 
f . Chief Legal Offioer; 
g. Chief Personnel Offioer. 
A--, 

17. Recommend, subject to the Council's approval, the following appointments: City 
Clerk and City Auditor. 

18. With the exception of those positions set forth in paragraphs 1.§_, 16 and 17, 
appoint all department heads, division heads and management positions, 
including the City Treasurer, Purchasing Director and the City Assessor, subject 
to any collective bargaining agreement(s) that may be applicable. 

19. Ensure that all appointment processes, whether by the Mayor, Council or City 
Administrator, are open, competitive, and administered by the Human Resources 
Department or a qualified recruitment firm, with selection of the most qualified 
candidate to be based on defined education, experience, and professional 
standards appropriate to the position. 

20. All appointments made pursuant to paragraphs 15_,--1-e-and 17 shall serve at the 
pleasure of the City Administrator based on performance review. 

21. Review current and potential litigation and labor disputes with the City Attorney 
and Mayor, and as needed the Board, and have complete decision making 
authority on behalf of the City, on all matters of litigation and labor disputes, 
including the ability to settle or initiate lawsuits and resolve labor disputes. The 
Mayor and City Council shall be consulted on such matters prior to 
implementation. 

22. Negotiate, in consultation with the Mayor, -all collective bargaining agreements 
on behalf of the City. 

23. Work collaboratively with the City Council, the Mayor, other City or State officials 
and the Board to successfully transition to the termination of receivership for the 
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City by supporting, implementing, and maintaining the financial and operating 
plans and the reforms instituted by the City's emergency managers, including but 
not limited to, the financial and operating plan for the city under Section II Act 
436, and by providing appropriate training and explanation of City operations. 

24--cServe as an official City representative before the Board, State departments and 
agencies, and the Michigan Legislature, 'Nith assistance from the Finance 
Director and the Mayor. 

·~~---- responsible for and vested with full authority necessary to effectively 
direct and supervise the day-to-day operations of the City by seeing that all laws 
and ordinances are faithfully executed, preparing the proposed annual budget as 
recommended by the Finance Director and any accounting firm retained by the 
City, and supervising the expenditures of all sums appropriated to and the 
attainment of all objectives established for departments of the executive branch 
of the City and working collaboratively with all officers and officials to effectively 
execute daily operations. 

~~Ensure that a rolling six-year capital improvement plan is annually 
prepared in accordance with applicable law and the City's Code of Ordinances. 
Coordinate with the Mayor on the annual preparation of a rolling two-year budget 

27c~Review, approve and co-sign with the Mayor all contracts on behalf of and 
entered into by the City and modify or terminate any current contract with the 
City. 

&ZL_Approve all financial policies, City policies and procedures, job 
descriptions and personnel policies for the City, after consultation with the Mayor 
and City Council. 

2fh~Designate check signers on all City bank accounts. 

City Council communications to the appropriate City employee or 
investigate such matter(s) and inform the City Council of the results of such 
efforts. Provided, however, when responding to City Council referrals, the City 
Administrator shall have discretion to utilize the personnel and resources the City 
Administrator deems reasonable and so as to avoid unnecessary interruption of 
services or incurrence of unnecessary costs. 

investigation by the City Council, as contemplated by Charter §3-205 
and §3-206, including the power to subpoena witnesses, shall be subject to the 
City Administrator's review and approval, so as to avoid unnecessary interruption 
of services or incurrence of unnecessary costs. 

~ _In the event the Mayor or Council fails to perform lanyl_ d_u_ty _o_r !a_k_e_ ,u1y_ ~e_q_uJr_e9 ___ / 
action after having been afforded a reasonable opportunity to do so, the City 
Administrator may perform the duty or function of the Mayor or Council upon 
approval of the Board. 
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This Order may be amended, modified, repealed or terminated by any subsequent 
Order issued by the Emergency Manager. 

Dated: 
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EMERGENCY MANAGER 

CITY OF FLINT 

GENESEE COUNTY, MICHIGAN 

ORDERN0.20 

Pursuant to Public Act 436, the Emergency Manager has broad powers in receivership to rectify the 
financial emergency and to assure the fiscal accountability of the City of Flint and its capacity to provide 
or cause to be provided necessary services essential to the public health, safety and welfare; and 

Pursuant to Public Act 436, the Emergency Manager acts in place of local officials, specifically the 
Mayor and City Council, unless the Emergency Manager delegates specific authority; and 

Pursuant to Public Act 436, the Emergency Manager has broad power to manage the local government, 
and may issue orders to elected and appointed officials necessary to accomplish the purpose of the Act; 
and 

Pursuant to Public Act 436, the Emergency Manager is issuing this order to rectify the Financial 
Emergency and allocate responsibilities in the event of the appointment of a Receivership Transition 
Advisory Board: 

1. The purpose of PA 436, which became effective on March 28, 2013, is to safeguard and ensure the 
financial accountability of local units of government; to preserve the capacity of local units of 
government to provide or cause to be provided necessary services essential to the public health, safety, 
and welfare; to provide for review, management, planning, and control of the financial operation oflocal 
units of government and the provision of services by local units of government; to authorize a declaration 
of the existence of a financial emergency within local units of government; to prescribe remedial 
measures to address a financial emergency within local units of government; to provide for the 
appointment and to prescribe the powers and duties of emergency managers for local units of 
government; and to provide for the termination of a financial emergency within a local unit of 
government. 

2. Section 23 of PA 436 authorizes the Governor, before removing a local government from receivership, 
to appoint a Receivership Transition Advisory Board (Board) to monitor the affairs of the local 
government until the receivership is terminated. 

3. By letter dated April 28, 2015, I recommended that Governor Snyder appoint a Receivership Transition 
Advisory Board for the City. 

4. In the event that the Governor appoints a Receivership Transition Advisory Board (Board), this Order 
is issued to facilitate the effective and efficient operation of the City for the duration of the period that the 
Board is monitoring the affairs of the City and the City remains in receivership. City officials shall be 
governed by and perform the duties and functions set forth as follows: 

a) The Mayor and City Council shall implement all of the following financial best practices within 
the City and do all of the following: 

1) Safeguard the financial stability of the City by seeking out, approving, and implementing 
cost-saving measures recommended by the City Administrator, the Board, or both. 

2) Work with the City Administrator and other City or State officials to successfully 
transition the City from receivership and eliminate financial stress within the City. 



3) Ensure that the City makes annually required contributions to the City's pension funds. 
Any changes to the City's pension plans, including an annual contribution which is less 
than is actuarially determined, may only be made with the approval of the Board and the 
State Treasurer. 

4) The City Council shall not interfere with the employees of the City. rfhe City 
Admm1strator and Mayor shall be the authorized management contact for all employees-L ~ 

5) Fill within 120 days and with the approval of the Board, any vacancy in the Office of 
City Administrator with an individual that meets qualifications outlined in the job 
position description and established by the Board. Upon such a vacancy the City shall 
engage a Board-approved and professionally recognized search firm to identify and 
locate qualified candidates. Without the approval of the Board, neither the City Council 
nor the Mayor may terminate the City Administrator, or any other City officer or 
employee. 

6) Shall observe the budgetary process as detailed in ordinance. Any budget adoption or 
subsequent amendment must be submitted for Board approval prior to implementation. 
The City shall comply with the two-year budget, which the Emergency Manager adopted 
pursuant to §21(1) of PA 436; however the two-year budget may be amended by approval 
of the Board and State Treasurer. Proposed budget amendments must be submitted to the 
Board at the next Board meeting that follows the event or discovery that necessitates the 
amendment. 

7) Adopt ordinances and resolutions not inconsistent with this Order and Michigan law. 
Ordinances and resolutions are subject to approval of the Board before taking effect, 
except as otherwise directed by the Board, including but not limited to, ordinances or 
resolutions providing for the appointment or reappointment of individuals to City offices. 

8) Issue or otherwise incur debt with the approval of the Board. As used in this paragraph, 
"debt" means that term as defined under the Revised Municipal Finance Act, 2001 PA 
34, MCL 141.2101 to 141.2821. 

9) Post City Council meeting agendas on the City's website no less than 24 hours prior to 
each meeting. 

10) Document all of the City's outstanding liabilities, including payables and debt 
obligations. The City shall provide a report on the liabilities to the Board upon request. 

11) Adopt or alter policies and procedures for conducting the operations of the City Council, 
as needed, subject to approval by the Board. 

12) Verify the qualifications and eligibility of any individual being considered for 
appointment or reappointment to the City Council or any other City board, commission, 



or committee prior to said appointment or reappointment. An individual not eligible for 

appointment or reappointment shall not be approved. 

13) Review not less than annually an inventory of City assets. 

14) Review not less than annually a report on business licenses issued by the City. 

15) Review licensing fees and all other City fees on an annual basis and make 
recommendations for any adjustments, subject to approval by the Board. 

16) Annually review the status of tax collections and outstanding property taxes owed to the 
City and report findings to the Board. The City must maintain adequate assessment 
records in compliance with state statute, State Tax Commission rules and guidelines, and 

implement any corrective actions necessary. The City shall implement a full reappraisal 
within a time frame agreed to with the State Tax Commission. 

17) City owned parcels shall be appraised prior to sale and sold by a sealed bid process 
absent approval by the Board to sell by another method. 

18) Review election precinct sites and approve expenses associated with elections, consistent 
with the budget then in effect for the City. 

19) [Review and act by resolution on proposed economic or redevelopment projects 

recommended for approval by the Mayor and City Admmistrator. ln the event that the 
City Council fatls to approve such a recommended act10n, the Councll shall record the 
rat10nal for its disapproval in writing and submit this document to the Board within 14 

days of the council meeting in which the economic or redevelopment proJect was voted 
upon The Board shall then evaluate the City i\drninistrator's recommendation for the 

economic or redevelopment project and the City Council's rational against it The Board 
shall select the course of action which, in the Board's sole discretion, best serves the 
interests of the citizens of the City of Fhnt If the Board endorses the proposed economic 

or redevelopment project, the City shall implement it promptly without Council approval.I 

20) Review and act by resolution on proposed intergovernmental agreements or service 

consolidation plans recommended by the City Administrator. In the event that the City 
Council fails to approve such a recommended action, the Council shall develop and 
submit an alternate proposal which achieves equal or greater savings to the Board within 

14 days of the council meeting in which the proposed intergovernmental agreements or 
service consolidation plan was voted upon. The Board shall then evaluate the City 
Administrator's recommendation and the City Council's proposal and select the course of 

action which best serves the interests of the citizens of the City of Flint. That proposal 

shall be implemented without Council approval. 
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any changes to the job description of the City Administrator, any 
contract with the City Administrator, and any policies or procedures applicable to the 
City Administrator with the approval of the Board. 

(b) The City Administrator shall implement all of the following financial best practices 

within the City and do all of the following: 

1) Fulfill the responsibilities and duties of Emergency Manager Order Number 3, dated 
April 10,2015. 

2) Be responsible for effectively overseeing the day-to-day operations of the City, oonsi-ste-m 
with-11s defmed_in_Emergency Manager Order3_s. 

3) Be the sole authority concerning modifications to compensation, including appointed 
officers and other City employees. This provision does not apply for elected officers 
within the City. 

4) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 20 ofEmergency Manager Order No. 3 
(issued April 10, 2015), termination of any department head shall require the approval of 
the Board. 

5) Negotiate in consultation with the Mayor, and recommend approval to the Board 
proposed collective bargaining agreements, subject to limitations on collective bargaining 
underMCL 141.1567(3). 

6) Submit regular reports to the Mayor, City Council, and Board regarding the overall 
operation and direction of the City and regularly report on his or her activities to the 
Mayor, the City Council, and the Board. 

7) Serve as the official City representative to the Board on behalf of the Mayor and the City 
Council. 

8) Work with the City Council, the Mayor, and other City or State officials to successfully 
transition the City from receivership and eliminate financial stress within the City. 

9) Ensure that the City is in full compliance with Public Act 436, all Emergency Manager 
Orders, local ordinances, and applicable state and federal laws. 

10) The City Administrator may be removed only in accordance with the provisions set forth 
by Emergency Manager Orders and the City Administrator's Employment Agreement. 
Complaints or grievances against the City Administrator from the Mayor or City Council 
shall be provided to the City Administrator in writing. The City Administrator may not be 
terminated, suspended, or placed on administrative leave without the approval of the 
Board. 

11) Shall observe and comply with the Purchasing Ordinance, Ordinance #3865 However in 
the event that the Board documents abuse of the process outlined in ordinance, the Board 



may resolve to review all purchases over $15,000.00. If this occurs, Board approval is 
required in addition to approvals required by ordinance. 

12) Provide to the Mayor, City Council, and the Board by the 20th calendar day following the 
end of each month, or when directed by the Board, monthly budget-to-actual reports, 
balance sheets, and a cash balances report by fund and by bank account, as prepared by 
the Finance Director. These reports are to be reviewed monthly with the Mayor. 
Additionally, if requested by the Board, monthly reports shall be submitted to the Board 
which detail all of the overtime expenses that the City has incurred during the previous 
30 days. 

13) Provide the Board with a plan to address and resolve all deficiencies reported in the most 
recent audited financial statements. 

14) ~erve as the primary contact between theMayer,-C1ty Council, and the employees of the 
City. ] ___________________________________________________ _ 

15) Faithfully execute the duties of the City Administrator as defined in the Emergency 
Manager Order 3. 

(c) The Mayor, City Administrator, and City Council shall implement all of the following financial best 
practices within the City and do all of the following: 

1) Comply with all financial policies and ordinances, including but not limited to, the 
development and update of the Strategic Plan, Ordinance #3854; Development and 
Adoption of Biennial Budgets and Three-Year Financial Forecasts, Ordinance #3855; 
Amendment of Adopted Budgets, Ordinance #3856; Fund Balance Policy, Ordinance 
#3851; Budget Stabilization Fund, Ordinance #3853; Other Post-Employment Benefits, 
Ordinance #3852; and the Purchasing Ordinance, Ordinance #3865. Additionally, 
continue to adopt, subject to Board approval, any policies and procedures necessary to 
implement best financial practices by the City. 

2) Work with the Board to successfully transition the termination of receivership for the 
City by supporting, implementing, and maintaining the financial and operating plan and 
the reforms instituted by the City's emergency managers, including but not limited to, the 
financial and operating plan for the City and by providing appropriate training and 
explanation of City operations. 

3) Provide to the Board, in a timely manner, any documents, records, or other information 
requested by the Board or its staff. Appear before the Board to provide testimony, 
documents, records or other information when requested by the Board or its staff. 

4) Per previously adopted Orders, continue to develop and maintain a rolling five-year 
financial operations plan, in coordination with the City Administrator and City Finance 
Director, and ensure that the financial operations plan is prepared in accordance with 
applicable law. The five-year financial operations plan and any subsequent amendments 
are subject to Board approval. 



5) Per previously adopted Orders, continue to develop and maintain a rolling six year 
Capital Improvements Plan (CIP), in coordination with the City Planning Commission 
and ensure that the CIP is prepared annually in accordance with applicable law. The CIP, 
and any subsequent amendments, are subject to approval by the Board. 

6) Annually budget for and receive training on the Open Meetings Act, effective meeting 
management and parliamentary procedures, council-manager relations, analyzing 
financial statements, and reports from professionally recognized organizations. The City 
will pay for training costs. Budget for and ensure that all planning commissioners, zoning 
board of appeals members, and members of the board of review annually receive proper 
training to assist them in the fulfillment of their roles and responsibilities and remove 
members who fail to receive adequate training. 

7) Annually review, upon preparation and adoption of the budget, all fees and make 
recommendations subject to approval of the Board. Should the City Council fail to adopt 
a budget by the first (1st) Monday in June, fail to approve a proposed budget amendment 
in a timely manner, or fail to ratify a fee schedule recommended by the City 
Administrator, the City Administrator shall present such budget, budget amendment, or 
fee schedule to the Board for approval, and the Board may approve the budget, budget 
amendment, or fee schedule on behalf of the City. 

8) Continue to implement any steps necessary to successfully complete the district court 
consolidation process. 

9) Take all steps necessary to successfully establish, develop, and complete the Karegnondi 
Water Authority (KWA) project. 

10) Take action at the same meeting on all items duly submitted by the City Administrator to 
the City Council agenda unless the City Administrator agrees that the items should be 
postponed to the next subsequent meeting. 

11) All City elected officials, officers, and employees shall abide by all State regulations and 
statutes. 

(d) Limitations upon the City Council, Mayor, and the City Administrator: 

1) The City Council, Mayor, or City Administrator shall not revise any Order that was 
implemented by the Emergency Manager during his or her term prior to one year after the 
termination of receivership. Amendments to Emergency Manager Orders may be made 
pursuant to the procedures identified in Section 5. 

2) There shall be no funding for the Office of the Ombudsman or the Civil Service 
Commission. 

5. Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, the power to rescind or amend any order issued by the 
Emergency Manager shall rest solely with the Board, with approval by the State Treasurer, to the extent 
permitted under PA 436. This Order may be amended, modified, repealed, or terminated by a subsequent 
Order issued by an Emergency Manager. 

6. This Order amends all previous Emergency Manager Orders to the extent that they are inconsistent. 



7. This Order shall have immediate effect. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Saturday, January 02, 2016 8:17 PM 
Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 

Subject: RE: Recommendations for the Revision of City of Flint EM Orders 3 and 20 
EM Order #3 City of Flint.docx; EM Order #20 City of Flint.docx Attachments: 

Ill resend. If you have l\~icrosoft iA/ord on your !Pad vou should see it in tracking mode. 

From: Workman, Wayne (TREASURY) 
Sent: Saturday, January 02, 2016 3:14 PM 
To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hollinshQ'ilrnid1igan.gov> 
Subject: Re: Recommendations for the Revision of City of Flint EM Orders 3 and 20 

I can't see any changes on my I Pad but I assume they will show up on my computer on Monday. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 2, 2016, at 2:46 PM, "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <holiinsh(&rnichigan,gov> wrote: 

Wayne, 
Per our conversation, I took the liberty of editing Orders 3 and 20. Please note the attached documents 
are still in tracking mode so you can see the edits. We would like to proceed fairly quick on revising 
these orders. The Governor meets with the Mayor on the 71

h, and I would like to inform him about the 
progress of these revisions. When we last spoke, you also mentioned Order #10; however, that order 
deals only with city council meetings. If there are other things you need to amend in order to make this 
happen, I trust that you will do so. I am asking Stacie to schedule a call with you on Monday. 

Thank you very much in advance. Have a great weekend. 

Best, 
Harvey 

<EM Order #3 City ofFlint.docx> 

<EM Order #20 City ofFlint.docx> 



IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

The City Administrator shall serve as the City's Chief Administrative Officer at the 
pleasure of the Mayor, City Council and Emergency Manager or Receivership Advisory 
Transition Board (hereinafter "Board"), in accordance with the provisions of her contact 
with the City of Flint dated February 23, 2015, and is charged with implementing 
executive and legislative directives and policies of the Mayor and City Council, subject 
to oversight of the Board, including strategic planning and budgeting, and with directing 
the management of day-to-day-administrative activities, and appointed staff officials.lo_ 
consultation with the Mayor. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit the Mayor, City Council, State or Federal entities from 
having direct and independent discussions with any representative of city government. 

Consistent with the City Administrator Employment Agreement and Position Description, 
and subject to the approval and directives of the Board, the City Administrator shall 
have the following authority, duties and responsibilities notwithstanding any provision of 
the City Charter or Code of Ordinances: 

1. Serve, advise and report to the Mayor with respect to the Mayor's executive 
functions, as set forth in Charter §4-101. 

2. Serve and advise the Council with respect to the Council's legislative functions, 
as set forth in Charter §3-101. 

3. Serve, advise and report to the Emergency Manager, as required by Public Act 
436, so long as an Emergency Manager is in place. 

4. Serve, advise and report to the Board, including: 

a. Advise and report to the Board as required by Public Act 436; 
b. Fully comply and assist the Board in meeting all duties assigned to it by 

the governor pursuant to MCL 141.1563(h); 
c. Provide all budgetary information requested by the Board; 
d. Serve as the primary contact between the Board and the City, inoluding 

any department heads, offioers, attorneys, aooountants, employees, and 
any other oontraotors or oonsultants hired by the City to assist the City 
Administrator or the City in the disoharge of powers, duties, funotions, and 
responsibilities ; 

e. Promptly and effectively communicate with the Board regarding any 
matter that may have a significant financial impact on the City. 

5. Review and approve all financial and management information Direct City 
department heads in carrying out the daily activities of the City, in the assembly 
of finanoial and management information; and in the gathering and assembly of 
pertinent data and information and recommendations sent to:fo!: the Mayor and 
City Council from City Department heads for'-s consideration in making executive 
determinations and policy. 



6. Translate executive decisions and policies of the Mayor into administrative 
procedures for the cost effective and efficient operation of the City. 

7. Implement legislative aotion of the City Counoil. 

~7 . Monitor and manage the administrative inter-activity of the City 
departments so the delivery of public services represents an efficient, effective, 
and coordinated effort. 

~ 8. Interact with other governmental agencies as requested by the Mayor or 
City Council. 

10. Prepare and review correspondence, reports , speeches, resolutions, and other 
material for publio relations purposes. j\n_s~•,_e!~ §i!i?EH1 ~n9 _o_ffi~i~l_ir1gLJi~i131, £E39c!r9Ln_g ___ _ 
City polioy matters. 

consultation collaboration with the Mayor, direct the assembly of 
information and items for consideration by the Council, and provide them to the 
City Clerk for inclusion on the appropriate agendas. 

1.Q,_Regularly consult with the Mayor in the development of actions with respect to 
the Mayor's executive functions, and with matters relating to the daily 
administrative functions of the City, including the evaluation of the performance 
of department heads, and the resolution of customer service issues. 
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4b 11 . Establish a new performance evaluation system of department heads to 
enhance employee engagement. high performance. accountability and 
succession planning . 

~~Except to the extent prohibited by or in material conflict with applicable 
laws and authorities, the City Administrator or designee shall attend all meetings 
of the City Council, both public and closed, with the exception of those closed 
meetings devoted to the consideration of any action or lack of action on, or 
pursuant to, this Agreement, or any amendment thereto, or the City 
Administrators evaluation. The City Administrator shall advise members, and 
make recommendations consistent with policy objectives, strategic planning and 
administrative activities. 

44,R_Attend public meetings and events; as directed by the Mayor. give 
presentations and information to the public regarding matters of City business. 

~ .Manage.,_ -aoo-oversee and provide an annual written performance evaluation for 
the followingatt department heads and the &,division heads, managers and non-
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elected City employees under them: _________________________________ __ - ff Formatted: Font (Default) Arial, 12 pt 

a. Chief of Police; ~- - -1 Formatted 
b. Finance Director; ~---- ----- ---~ 



ftC. Planning and Development Director .• This shall inolude an annual ~ J _ - q Formatted: Font (Default) Arial, 12 pt 

•,witten performanoe evaluation of all department heads, inoluding those 
identified in paragraphs 15, 16 and 17. 

4-5-,-Recommend, subject to the Mayor's approval, the following appointments: 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "': ) ( - -( Formatted: Font (Default) Arial, 12 pt 
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B7a. Fire Chief 
-------- -------------

~b . Director of Finance; 
~ Planning & Development Director~ 

16. Approve all candidates for the following appointments: 
a. Fire Chief; 
b. Director of the Department of Public Works; 
c. Chief Legal Officer; 
d. Chief Personal Officer.-;-

e. Direotor of Department of Publio Works; 
f . Chief Legal Offioer; 
g. Chief Personnel Offioer. 
A--, 

17. Recommend, subject to the Council's approval, the following appointments: City 
Clerk and City Auditor. 

18. With the exception of those positions set forth in paragraphs 1.§_, 16 and 17, 
appoint all department heads, division heads and management positions, 
including the City Treasurer, Purchasing Director and the City Assessor, subject 
to any collective bargaining agreement(s) that may be applicable. 

19. Ensure that all appointment processes, whether by the Mayor, Council or City 
Administrator, are open, competitive, and administered by the Human Resources 
Department or a qualified recruitment firm, with selection of the most qualified 
candidate to be based on defined education, experience, and professional 
standards appropriate to the position. 

20. All appointments made pursuant to paragraphs 15_,--1-e-and 17 shall serve at the 
pleasure of the City Administrator based on performance review. 

21. Review current and potential litigation and labor disputes with the City Attorney 
and Mayor, and as needed the Board, and have complete decision making 
authority on behalf of the City, on all matters of litigation and labor disputes, 
including the ability to settle or initiate lawsuits and resolve labor disputes. The 
Mayor and City Council shall be consulted on such matters prior to 
implementation. 

22. Negotiate, in consultation with the Mayor, -all collective bargaining agreements 
on behalf of the City. 

23. Work collaboratively with the City Council, the Mayor, other City or State officials 
and the Board to successfully transition to the termination of receivership for the 
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City by supporting, implementing, and maintaining the financial and operating 
plans and the reforms instituted by the City's emergency managers, including but 
not limited to, the financial and operating plan for the city under Section II Act 
436, and by providing appropriate training and explanation of City operations. 

24--cServe as an official City representative before the Board, State departments and 
agencies, and the Michigan Legislature, 'Nith assistance from the Finance 
Director and the Mayor. 

·~~---- responsible for and vested with full authority necessary to effectively 
direct and supervise the day-to-day operations of the City by seeing that all laws 
and ordinances are faithfully executed, preparing the proposed annual budget as 
recommended by the Finance Director and any accounting firm retained by the 
City, and supervising the expenditures of all sums appropriated to and the 
attainment of all objectives established for departments of the executive branch 
of the City and working collaboratively with all officers and officials to effectively 
execute daily operations. 

~~Ensure that a rolling six-year capital improvement plan is annually 
prepared in accordance with applicable law and the City's Code of Ordinances. 
Coordinate with the Mayor on the annual preparation of a rolling two-year budget 

27c~Review, approve and co-sign with the Mayor all contracts on behalf of and 
entered into by the City and modify or terminate any current contract with the 
City. 

&ZL_Approve all financial policies, City policies and procedures, job 
descriptions and personnel policies for the City, after consultation with the Mayor 
and City Council. 

2fh~Designate check signers on all City bank accounts. 

City Council communications to the appropriate City employee or 
investigate such matter(s) and inform the City Council of the results of such 
efforts. Provided, however, when responding to City Council referrals, the City 
Administrator shall have discretion to utilize the personnel and resources the City 
Administrator deems reasonable and so as to avoid unnecessary interruption of 
services or incurrence of unnecessary costs. 

investigation by the City Council, as contemplated by Charter §3-205 
and §3-206, including the power to subpoena witnesses, shall be subject to the 
City Administrator's review and approval, so as to avoid unnecessary interruption 
of services or incurrence of unnecessary costs. 

~ _In the event the Mayor or Council fails to perform lanyl_ d_u_ty _o_r !a_k_e_ ,u1y_ ~e_q_uJr_e9 ___ / 
action after having been afforded a reasonable opportunity to do so, the City 
Administrator may perform the duty or function of the Mayor or Council upon 
approval of the Board. 
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This Order may be amended, modified, repealed or terminated by any subsequent 
Order issued by the Emergency Manager. 

Dated: 

+~ ~ ~ i Formatted: Normal 



EMERGENCY MANAGER 
CITY OF FLINT 
GENESEE COUNTY, MICHIGAN 
ORDERN0.20 

Pursuant to Public Act 436, the Emergency Manager has broad powers in receivership to rectify the 
financial emergency and to assure the fiscal accountability of the City of Flint and its capacity to provide 
or cause to be provided necessary services essential to the public health, safety and welfare; and 

Pursuant to Public Act 436, the Emergency Manager acts in place of local officials, specifically the 
Mayor and City Council, unless the Emergency Manager delegates specific authority; and 

Pursuant to Public Act 436, the Emergency Manager has broad power to manage the local government, 
and may issue orders to elected and appointed officials necessary to accomplish the purpose of the Act; 
and 

Pursuant to Public Act 436, the Emergency Manager is issuing this order to rectify the Financial 
Emergency and allocate responsibilities in the event of the appointment of a Receivership Transition 
Advisory Board: 

1. The purpose of PA 436, which became effective on March 28, 2013, is to safeguard and ensure the 
financial accountability of local units of government; to preserve the capacity of local units of 
government to provide or cause to be provided necessary services essential to the public health, safety, 
and welfare; to provide for review, management, planning, and control of the financial operation oflocal 
units of government and the provision of services by local units of government; to authorize a declaration 
of the existence of a financial emergency within local units of government; to prescribe remedial 
measures to address a financial emergency within local units of government; to provide for the 
appointment and to prescribe the powers and duties of emergency managers for local units of 
government; and to provide for the termination of a financial emergency within a local unit of 
government. 

2. Section 23 of PA 436 authorizes the Governor, before removing a local government from receivership, 
to appoint a Receivership Transition Advisory Board (Board) to monitor the affairs of the local 
government until the receivership is terminated. 

3. By letter dated April 28, 2015, I recommended that Governor Snyder appoint a Receivership Transition 
Advisory Board for the City. 

4. In the event that the Governor appoints a Receivership Transition Advisory Board (Board), this Order 
is issued to facilitate the effective and efficient operation of the City for the duration of the period that the 
Board is monitoring the affairs of the City and the City remains in receivership. City officials shall be 
governed by and perform the duties and functions set forth as follows: 

a) The Mayor and City Council shall implement all of the following financial best practices within 
the City and do all of the following: 

1) Safeguard the financial stability of the City by seeking out, approving, and implementing 
cost-saving measures recommended by the City Administrator, the Board, or both. 

2) Work with the City Administrator and other City or State officials to successfully 
transition the City from receivership and eliminate financial stress within the City. 



3) Ensure that the City makes annually required contributions to the City's pension funds. 
Any changes to the City's pension plans, including an annual contribution which is less 
than is actuarially determined, may only be made with the approval of the Board and the 
State Treasurer. 

4) The City Council shall not interfere with the employees of the City. [rhe City 

Admmistrator and Mayor shall be the authonzed management contact for all employees L ~ _ ~ -

5) Fill within 120 days and with the approval of the Board, any vacancy in the Office of 
City Administrator with an individual that meets qualifications outlined in the job 
position description and established by the Board. Upon such a vacancy the City shall 
engage a Board-approved and professionally recognized search firm to identify and 
locate qualified candidates. Without the approval of the Board, neither the City Council 
nor the Mayor may terminate the City Administrator, or any other City officer or 
employee. 

6) Shall observe the budgetary process as detailed in ordinance. Any budget adoption or 
subsequent amendment must be submitted for Board approval prior to implementation. 
The City shall comply with the two-year budget, which the Emergency Manager adopted 
pursuant to §21(1) of PA 436; however the two-year budget may be amended by approval 
of the Board and State Treasurer. Proposed budget amendments must be submitted to the 
Board at the next Board meeting that follows the event or discovery that necessitates the 
amendment. 

7) Adopt ordinances and resolutions not inconsistent with this Order and Michigan law. 
Ordinances and resolutions are subject to approval of the Board before taking effect, 
except as otherwise directed by the Board, including but not limited to, ordinances or 
resolutions providing for the appointment or reappointment of individuals to City offices. 

8) Issue or otherwise incur debt with the approval of the Board. As used in this paragraph, 
"debt" means that term as defined under the Revised Municipal Finance Act, 2001 PA 
34, MCL 141.2101 to 141.2821. 

9) Post City Council meeting agendas on the City's website no less than 24 hours prior to 
each meeting. 

10) Document all of the City's outstanding liabilities, including payables and debt 
obligations. The City shall provide a report on the liabilities to the Board upon request. 

11) Adopt or alter policies and procedures for conducting the operations of the City Council, 
as needed, subject to approval by the Board. 

12) Verify the qualifications and eligibility of any individual being considered for 
appointment or reappointment to the City Council or any other City board, commission, 
or committee prior to said appointment or reappointment. An individual not eligible for 
appointment or reappointment shall not be approved. 



13) Review not less than annually an inventory of City assets. 

14) Review not less than annually a report on business licenses issued by the City. 

15) Review licensing fees and all other City fees on an annual basis and make 

recommendations for any adjustments, subject to approval by the Board. 

16) Annually review the status of tax collections and outstanding property taxes owed to the 
City and report findings to the Board. The City must maintain adequate assessment 

records in compliance with state statute, State Tax Commission rules and guidelines, and 
implement any corrective actions necessary. The City shall implement a full reappraisal 
within a time frame agreed to with the State Tax Commission. 

17) City owned parcels shall be appraised prior to sale and sold by a sealed bid process 
absent approval by the Board to sell by another method. 

18) Review election precinct sites and approve expenses associated with elections, consistent 
with the budget then in effect for the City. 

19) [Review and act by resolution on proposed economic or redevelopment projects 
recommended for approval by the Mayor and City Admimstrator. In the event that the 
City Council fails to approve such a recommended action, the Council shall record the 

rational for its disapproval in writmg and submit this document to the Board withm 14 
days of the council meeting in which the economic or redevelopment project was voted 
upon. The Board shall then evaluate the City AdmiRistratOF' s recommendation for the 

economic or redevelopment project and he City Council's rational against it. The Board 
shall select the course ofact1on which, in the Board's sole discretion, best serves the 

interests of the citizens of the City of Flint. If the Board endorses the proposed economic 

or redevelopment project, the City shall implement it promptly without Council approvaLj _~ ~ ~ 

20) Review and act by resolution on proposed intergovernmental agreements or service 
consolidation plans recommended by the City Administrator. In the event that the City 
Council fails to approve such a recommended action, the Council shall develop and 

submit an alternate proposal which achieves equal or greater savings to the Board within 
14 days of the council meeting in which the proposed intergovernmental agreements or 
service consolidation plan was voted upon. The Board shall then evaluate the City 
Administrator's recommendation and the City Council's proposal and select the course of 

action which best serves the interests of the citizens of the City of Flint. That proposal 
shall be implemented without Council approval. 

m_ Comply with local ordinance concerning the purchase of and contract for goods and 

services. 
._ 
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(b) The City Administrator shall implement all of the following financial best practices 

within the City and do all of the following: 

1) Fulfill the responsibilities and duties of Emergency Manager Order Number 3, dated 
April 10,2015. 

2) Be responsible for effectively overseeing the day-to-day operations of the City, oonsisre-m 
with-as defm~<Lin_Emergency Manager Order3_s. 

3) Be the sole authority concerning modifications to compensation, including appointed 
officers and other City employees. This provision does not apply for elected officers 
within the City. 

4) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 20 ofEmergency Manager Order No. 3 
(issued April 10, 2015), termination of any department head shall require the approval of 
the Board. 

5) Negotiate in consultation with the Mavoi:,_and recommend approval to the Board 
proposed collective bargaining agreements, subject to limitations on collective bargaining 
underMCL 141.1567(3). 

6) Submit regular reports to the Mayor, City Council, and Board regarding the overall 
operation and direction of the City and regularly report on his or her activities to the 
Mayor, the City Council, and the Board. 

7) Serve as the official City representative to the Board on behalf of the Mayor and the City 
Council. 

8) Work with the City Council, the Mayor, and other City or State officials to successfully 
transition the City from receivership and eliminate financial stress within the City. 

9) Ensure that the City is in full compliance with Public Act 436, all Emergency Manager 
Orders, local ordinances, and applicable state and federal laws. 

10) The City Administrator may be removed only in accordance with the provisions set forth 
by Emergency Manager Orders and the City Administrator's Employment Agreement. 
Complaints or grievances against the City Administrator from the Mayor or City Council 
shall be provided to the City Administrator in writing. The City Administrator may not be 
terminated, suspended, or placed on administrative leave without the approval of the 
Board. 

11) Shall observe and comply with the Purchasing Ordinance, Ordinance #3865 However in 
the event that the Board documents abuse of the process outlined in ordinance, the Board 
may resolve to review all purchases over $15,000.00. If this occurs, Board approval is 
required in addition to approvals required by ordinance. 



12) Provide to the Mayor, City Council, and the Board by the 20th calendar day following the 

end of each month, or when directed by the Board, monthly budget-to-actual reports, 
balance sheets, and a cash balances report by fund and by bank account, as prepared by 

the Finance Director. These reports are to be reviewed monthly with the Mayor. 
Additionally, if requested by the Board, monthly reports shall be submitted to the Board 
which detail all of the overtime expenses that the City has incurred during the previous 

30 days. 

13) Provide the Board with a plan to address and resolve all deficiencies reported in the most 
recent audited financial statements. 

14) ~erve as the primary contact between the Mayer,City Council, and the employees of the 
City ] ___________________________________________________ _ 

15) Faithfully execute the duties of the City Administrator as defined in the Emer_gencv 
Manager Order 3. 

(c) The Mayor, City Administrator, and City Council shall implement all of the following financial best 
practices within the City and do all of the following: 

1) Comply with all financial policies and ordinances, including but not limited to, the 

development and update of the Strategic Plan, Ordinance #3854; Development and 
Adoption of Biennial Budgets and Three-Year Financial Forecasts, Ordinance #3855; 

Amendment of Adopted Budgets, Ordinance #3856; Fund Balance Policy, Ordinance 
#3851; Budget Stabilization Fund, Ordinance #3853; Other Post-Employment Benefits, 
Ordinance #3852; and the Purchasing Ordinance, Ordinance #3865. Additionally, 
continue to adopt, subject to Board approval, any policies and procedures necessary to 
implement best financial practices by the City. 

2) Work with the Board to successfully transition the termination of receivership for the 

City by supporting, implementing, and maintaining the financial and operating plan and 
the reforms instituted by the City's emergency managers, including but not limited to, the 
financial and operating plan for the City and by providing appropriate training and 

explanation of City operations. 

3) Provide to the Board, in a timely manner, any documents, records, or other information 

requested by the Board or its staff. Appear before the Board to provide testimony, 
documents, records or other information when requested by the Board or its staff. 

4) Per previously adopted Orders, continue to develop and maintain a rolling five-year 
financial operations plan, in coordination with the City Administrator and City Finance 
Director, and ensure that the financial operations plan is prepared in accordance with 
applicable law. The five-year financial operations plan and any subsequent amendments 

are subject to Board approval. 

5) Per previously adopted Orders, continue to develop and maintain a rolling six year 

Capital Improvements Plan (CIP), in coordination with the City Planning Commission 



and ensure that the CIP is prepared annually in accordance with applicable law. The CIP, 
and any subsequent amendments, are subject to approval by the Board. 

6) Annually budget for and receive training on the Open Meetings Act, effective meeting 
management and parliamentary procedures, council-manager relations, analyzing 
financial statements, and reports from professionally recognized organizations. The City 
will pay for training costs. Budget for and ensure that all planning commissioners, zoning 
board of appeals members, and members of the board of review annually receive proper 
training to assist them in the fulfillment of their roles and responsibilities and remove 
members who fail to receive adequate training. 

7) Annually review, upon preparation and adoption of the budget, all fees and make 
recommendations subject to approval of the Board. Should the City Council fail to adopt 
a budget by the first (1st) Monday in June, fail to approve a proposed budget amendment 
in a timely manner, or fail to ratify a fee schedule recommended by the City 
Administrator, the City Administrator shall present such budget, budget amendment, or 
fee schedule to the Board for approval, and the Board may approve the budget, budget 
amendment, or fee schedule on behalf of the City. 

8) Continue to implement any steps necessary to successfully complete the district court 
consolidation process. 

9) Take all steps necessary to successfully establish, develop, and complete the Karegnondi 
Water Authority (KWA) project. 

10) Take action at the same meeting on all items duly submitted by the City Administrator to 
the City Council agenda unless the City Administrator agrees that the items should be 
postponed to the next subsequent meeting. 

11) All City elected officials, officers, and employees shall abide by all State regulations and 
statutes. 

(d) Limitations upon the City Council, Mayor, and the City Administrator: 

1) The City Council, Mayor, or City Administrator shall not revise any Order that was 
implemented by the Emergency Manager during his or her term prior to one year after the 
termination of receivership. Amendments to Emergency Manager Orders may be made 
pursuant to the procedures identified in Section 5. 

2) There shall be no funding for the Office of the Ombudsman or the Civil Service 
Commission. 

5. Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, the power to rescind or amend any order issued by the 
Emergency Manager shall rest solely with the Board, with approval by the State Treasurer, to the extent 
permitted under PA 436. This Order may be amended, modified, repealed, or terminated by a subsequent 
Order issued by an Emergency Manager. 

6. This Order amends all previous Emergency Manager Orders to the extent that they are inconsistent. 

7. This Order shall have immediate effect. 





From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 

Best, 
Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <hoUinsh(a)michigan.gov> 
Date: July 27, 2015 at 8:42:42 AM EDT 
To: 
Cc: , "Muchmore, Dennis (GOV)" 
<mu~~l11:nm:td(gJrn_i_;;;bigm1,g_Qy>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <d_•,mwntr@mi_(Jijg_gxi_,gp_y> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

Thank you. We will work with -to identify the appropriate entity to receive the filters for 
Flint residents. In addition, we'll keep you out the public eye on this. 

Please know, however, how much we appreciate-and most importantly you for doing this. 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 27, 2015, at 7:44 AM, 

Harvey -

We are all set. an serve as liaison on this one. The merchant team 
can source 1,500 filters. We will get them to the community at cost. My guess is 
this will be $20k or so, but the team will give you a final number. 

Because we don't want to be a state vendor, we won't sell them to you. -will 
work out logistics of whether we make a donation of gift cards to the state that 
you use to purchase them, or whether there is some other entity to which we can 
give them. 



Given all the circumstances, we are not interested in any publicity. We want it to 
be clear that the state is providing these, not 

Thanks for reaching out. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) [rnailto:ho!linsh@.rnichigan .gov] 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 12:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you. 

-----Original Message-----

From: 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 10:57 AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Will get back soon. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) [mailto:hollinsh(Zz)rnichigan.gov] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 12:17 PM 

To 

Subject: Water Filter 

-Per our last conversation, I expressed that we were interested acquiring and 
distributing 1500 water filters to Flint residents to assist with the quality 
(perceived or real) of their drinking water until the KW A pipeline comes online. 

A few weeks ago, you asked me to send you the product ID number so you could 
check with your suppliers regarding price. I apologize for taking long to send you 
product ID; a number of conversations needed to occur in Flint before we could 
proceed. 

2 



The product ID for a Brita Filter for kitchen faucets is: 

Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 

Thank you for taking the time to look into this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, Director 

Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 

313 .456.4994<te1:313 .456.4994> (office) 

(Cell) 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files transmitted with it are confidential 
and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. If you have received this message in error, any unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy 
all copies of the original message. Unless expressly stated in this e-mail, nothing 
in this message should be construed as a digital or electronic signature or writing. 

NOTE: This electronic message and any files transmitted with it are confidential 
and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. If you have received this message in error, any unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this message is prohibited. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy 
all copies of the original message. Unless expressly stated in this e-mail, nothing 
in this message should be construed as a digital or electronic signature or writing. 
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From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 6:58 PM 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV); 

Re: Water Filter 

We cannot express how much we appreciate this. Thank you!! 

Best, 
Harvey 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:27 PM, 

They are actually being donated. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 5:23 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <c1aytons3@michigan.gov> wrote: 

Thank you, -for the quick response. Harvey does have an additional 
question. Is the plan for the state to purchase the filters or is the Meijer 
Foundation donating them? The former is fine and the latter is great. If 
we purchase them we have to determine the process. If they are donated, 
I will identify the location in Flint where they will be shipped. 

Stacie 

Subject: Re: Water Filter 

We are actually good to go and ready to ship vice copied-the VP over the 
area and my assistant. 

Just let us know the "ship to" and we are on our way. 

On Jul 29, 2015, at 1:47 PM, Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <clavtons3_<i:~michigan.gov> 
wrote: 

Hi 



I hope you are doing well and enjoying your summer. Please 
let me know a convenient time for a phone call with you so 
we can discuss the water filters. 

Thank you, 
Stacie 

Stacie Clayton, Assistant Director 
Harvey Hollins Ill, Director 
Governor's Office of Urban Initiatives 
3044 West Grand Boulevard, Ste. 14-650 
Detroit, Ml 48202 
313.456.4994 (office) 
claytons3@rnichiqan.qov 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 1:43 PM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

Subject: Fwd: Water Filter 

Best, 
Harvey 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" 
<hollinsh(ff)J11ichigan.gov> 
Date: July 27, 2015 at 8:42:42 AM EDT 
To: 
Cc: 
"Muc more, enms 
<muchmored(~michigan.gov>, "Clement, Elizabeth 
(GOV)" <dg_rn~nw@.mk1_1iwrn,go_v> 
Subject: Re: Water Filter 

Thank you. We will work with-to identify 
the appropriate entity to receive the filters for Flint 
residents. In addition, we'll keep you out the public 
eye on this. 

Please know, however, how much we appreciate 
--nd most importantly you for doing this. 

Best, 
Harvey 
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On Jul 27, 2015, at 7:44 AM, 

rote: 

Harvey -

We are all set. can 
serve as liaison on this one. The 
merchant team can source 1,500 
filters. We will get them to the 
community at cost. My guess is this 
will be $20k or so, but the team will 
give you a final number. 

Because we don't want to be a state 
vendor, we won't sell them to 
you. ~ill work out logistics of 
whether we make a donation of gift 
cards to the state that you use to 
purchase them, or whether there is 
some other entity to which we can 
give them. 

Given all the circumstances, we are 
not interested in any publicity. We 
want it to be clear that the state is 
providing these, not 

Thanks for reaching out. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
[1nailto:hol1insh@michigan.gov] 

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 12:20 
PM 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Thank you. 
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-----Original Message-----

Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 10:57 
AM 

To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Water Filter 

Will get back soon. 

-----Original Message----

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
[ mailto :hollinsh(ff)J11ichi gan. gov] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 
12:17PM 

To: 

Subject: Water Filter 

Per our last conversation, I expressed 
that we were interested acquiring and 
distributing 1500 water filters to 
Flint residents to assist with the 
quality (perceived or real) of their 
drinking water until the KW A 
pipeline comes online. 

A few weeks ago, you asked me to 
send you the product ID number so 
you could check with your suppliers 
regarding price. I apologize for 
taking long to send you product ID; a 
number of conversations needed to 
occur in Flint before we could 
proceed. 

The product ID for a Brita Filter for 
kitchen faucets is: 

Product ID 3176421 

UPC 7-23987-0078 
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Thank you for taking the time to 
look into this. 

Best, 

Harvey Hollins III, Director 

Governor's Office ofUrban 
Initiatives 

313.456.4994<tel:313_4.56_4994> 
(office) 

(Cell) 

NOTE: This electronic message and 
any files transmitted with it are 
confidential and intended solely for 
the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you 
have received this message in error, 
any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, distribution or copying of 
this message is prohibited. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original 
message. Unless expressly stated in 
this e-mail, nothing in this message 
should be construed as a digital or 
electronic signature or writing. 

NOTE: This electronic message and 
any files transmitted with it are 
confidential and intended solely for 
the use of the individual or entity to 
whom they are addressed. If you 
have received this message in error, 
any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, distribution or copying of 
this message is prohibited. If you are 
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not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original 
message. Unless expressly stated in 
this e-mail, nothing in this message 
should be construed as a digital or 
electronic signature or writing. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Yes I have them. Thank you. 

From: Murray, David (GOV) 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Friday, October 02, 2015 9:23 AM 
Murray, David (GOV) 
RE: HIGH PRIORITY: Updated Flint water action plan 

Sent: Friday, October 02, 2015 8:49 AM 
To: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <holl=nsh@michigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: HIGH PRIORITY: Updated Flint water action plan 
Importance: High 

Harvey, 

I 'Nanted to make sure you had all of these - especially lhe la I king points. 

From: Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2015 11:42 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <dernenle(Wmichigan,gov>; 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV) <hol!insh@rnichigan,gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ@michil;;an.gov>; Posthumus, Dick (GOV) 
<Poslhumusd0Jmichif'an.f'OV>; Walsh, John (GOV) <\fJa!shJ@rnichigan.gov>; Priest, Chris (GOV) 
<P(:estC1@rn,chig;;in.gov>; Ackerman, Darin (GOV) <ackerrnand3(0Jmichi2an.f'OV>; Lange, Michelle (GOV) 
<LangefvlJ@rnich,g.:::n.gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <rncb(:deb@m=chig;;in.fov>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 
<i:kov\tntl5@rnichigan,gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <bairdr@michigan.gov> 
Cc: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisnk:wskivv@mich,gan.gov>; Clayton, Stacie (GOV) <dc1vtons3@michig;;in.fov>; Murray, 
David (GOV) <Mum1vD1@rnich,gan.gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) <l<ennedyJ4@michigc1n.gov>; Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
<i:kov\tnJS3@rnichigan,gov>; Paciorek, Josh (GOV) <Pc1cimeki@michifan.f;ov> 
Subject: HIGH PRIORITY: Updated Flint water action plan 
Importance: High 

Hi all-

Attached are several items pulled together to help announce the new comprehensive action plan related to Flint water 
tomorrow. This build upon past efforts and as aimed to be a real collaborative effort with local, state and federal 
agencies, along with city and community leaders. These items are: 

• News release 

• lnfographics - one to summarize action plan and one to help highlight the tips for Flint residents 

• High level points 

The Governor, along with Dan Wyant, Nick Lyon, and Dr. Eden Wells are slated to do an embargoed media conference 
call with select reporters at 11:15 a.m. tomorrow. 

This will be followed by a 1:30 p.m. press conference in Flint led by Directors Wyant and Lyon, moderated by Harvey, 
and including Dr. Wells and Flint Mayor Dayne Walling. EPA Region 5 Administrator Susan Headman dropped out late 



today due to some pending litigation. It's possible that Cong. Kildee and/or State Sen. Anaich and State Reps. Neely and 
Phelps may be participating as well. 

There will also be a clearinghouse of Flint water information available at a new web site -
wwv,1,r-r1ichigcm.gov/FlintWc1tef'. It will be live at 1 p.m. tomorrow. 

Please review and let us know of any Qs, concerns, last edits, of if anything else is needed at all. 

They are going through last review and refinement now. Please do not share materials until we know they are final. 

Thanks much, 
SW 

Sara Wurfel, APR 

Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
'Nurfels@rnichigan.gov 
517-335-6397, office 

••••• mobile 
Twitter:@SaraLW 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Tuesday, January 05, 2016 1:14 PM 

Murray, David (GOV) 

Holland, Meegan (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Flint Talking Point 

imageOOl.jpg Attachments: 

Thank you. 

Best, 

Harvey 

On Jan 5, 2016, at 1:09 PM, Murray, David (GOV) <Mi!.f.f.?VPJ@.mi<tgf:1.r\gqy> wrote: 

Hello Harvey, afler consulting with Jirn Redford, we developed this short statement: 

We will cooperate fully with any requests frorn the U.S. Attorney's Office as it looks into Flint's 'Nater 

challenges. Gov. Snyder has appointed an independent panel that is reviewing all state, local and federal 

actions related to the situation, and we are fully cooperating with any requests made by that panel as 

welL We are committed to v,10rking with Mayor Karen Weaver and county leaders as vve focus on 

protecting the health of Flint residents and all Michiganders. 

Dave Murray 
Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
MurrayDl@michigan.gov 
517-335-6397, office 

mobile 
Twitter:@michigandmurray 

<imageOOLjpg> 

From: Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 1:07 PM 

To: Baird, Richard (GOV) <bc1irdr(::i:>rnichig0n,gov>; Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <.AgenJ(Wmichigan,gov>; Holland, 

Meegan (GOV) <HollandM2Q'ilrnk:higan.gov>; Murray, David (GOV) dJ1urrny01(Wmichigan.gov>; Redford, 
James (GOV) <RedfordJ@n1,chigan.gov> 

Subject: Flint Talking Point 

All, 

Do we have a talking point for the US AG's investigation: 

httg.//www.detroitnews.com/stmv/news/michioan/2016/01 /05/flint~water~ 
probe/?'i:nG 7142/ 

Harvey 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Murray, David (GOV) 
Friday, December 11, 2015 2:58 PM 
Snyder, Rick (GOV); Calley, Brian (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth 
(GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Baird, 
Richard (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Mcbride, Bill (GOV); Holland, Meegan (GOV); 
Forstner, Nathaniel (GOV); Brownfield, Michael (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV) 
Scott, Allison (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
New release on blood lead level testing in Flint. 

Good afternoon Governor and team, 

Just wanted to give you a heads up about a release DHHS is issuing today with updated 

blood lead level testing. About 500 more people have been tested since the last release, 

and eight more people had elevated levels. 

The format and information is similar to the previous release. DHHS plans to issue such 

updates every three weeks for the time being to show transparency, remind people that 

testing is available if they are concerned, and that free filters and replacement cartridges 

are available. 

I've pasted the release below. 

Have a nice weekend, 

Dave 

December 11, 2015 

MD HHS releases latest round of Flint blood lead level data 

LANSING, Mich. -The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services today issued 
its newest summary report on lead testing in Flint. According to preliminary data, 39 of 
1,836 adults and children tested had elevated blood lead levels since Oct. 1. 

"As testing continues, our focus remains on helping families reduce all potential exposures 
to lead," said Dr. Eden Wells, MDHHS chief medical executive. "We are working closely 
with the Genesee County Health Department to provide information and offer tools in the 
community, and encourage families to explore the resources that are available to them." 

Both capillary and venous blood tests are included in the report, and people who have had 
multiple tests are counted only once. Tests and their results cover the time since the state 
action plan was put in place on Oct. 2, and capture the number of elevated blood lead 
levels greater than 5 micrograms per deciliter. 



MDHHS is working closely with local partners to offer resources and distribute important 
lead testing and prevention information. Additional state funding has allowed for Genesee 
County Health Department (GCHD) nurses to work with families when an elevated blood 
lead level is detected. These families can also choose to have the nurse coordinate an 
environmental health investigation in their home to identify lead exposures, which could 
be lead from paint, soil, plumbing, and other sources. 

To support these efforts, the state is coordinating with its Medicaid health plans and 
provider communities on enhanced screening and testing. In addition to mandated testing 
at ages one and two for the Medicaid population, MD HHS has recommended blood lead 
testing for any child younger than six years of age in Flint who has not previously been 
tested. The state, in coordination with GCHD, developed and issued a Health Alert 
Network (HAN) notification for local providers to help ensure consistent messaging and 
protocols among primary care providers. 

Free water filters and replacement cartridges are still available to Flint residents. For a full 
list of locations and hours of distribution, or to view the full blood lead level report, visit 
\V' ... vv:.rr1ichLgangov/:fiint'Nater. The summary will be updated as more data becomes 
available. 

To help residents properly install water filters, and to demonstrate how to replace the 
original when it expires, MDHHS has created an instructional video on its YouTube 
;h?JUJ~_l_. For this and other updates, visit )>c::'...Y.Y(_m_i_;:,~l}igg._n_,g_Q_y/thntlY_?Jf;J:. 

Dave Murray 
Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
:V1 u crayD1@1:1ichigan .gpv 
517-335-6397[ office 
•••• 1mobile 
Twitter:@michigandmurray 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Colleagues: 

Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
Thursday, December 24, 2015 8:08 AM 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); 
Calley, Brian (GOV); Snyder, Rick (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Scott, Allison (GOV) 

BRIEFING: Auditor General answers on Flint water situation 
Auditor General Letter - City of Flint Drinking Water (002).pdf 

Here is a summary of answers from the Office of the Auditor General in response to questions mostly posed by Sen. Jim 
Ananich's office (the auditor added a few questions in the 11-page report). The questions came as the OAG conducts an 
audit of the Office of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance's handling of the Flint water crisis. 

Conclusions: 

While the City Council voted in March 2013 to move to the KWA pipeline, it didn't designate the Flint River as an interim 
water source. But the DEQ had approved the river as a backup source for emergency purposes in 2006. The treated 
water met safety standards in quarterly tests by the Flint WTP, but Flint had never tested its effect on the distribution 
system. 

In an email review of key DEQ managers to determine if there was an effort to conceal information, only one email 
exchange raised red flags. The EPA had asked DEQ in February 2015 if Flint had a corrosion control program; the DEQ 
responded the city had an optimized program in place. But in April the EPA asked again, and the DEQ said that the Flint 
Water Treatment Plant (WTP) was not doing corrosion control. DEQ later explained that its first response referred to its 
program to monitor a new water source (in this case, the Flint river) for lead/copper for two consecutive six-month 
periods to determine optimal corrosion treatment. The report says there's no reason to believe that DEQ willfully 
misrepresented information to the EPA. It also concludes that ODWMA employees appeared to have notified 
management properly about the unfolding Flint water situation. 

DEQ did not consult with the EPA on how best to apply the Lead and Copper Rule (LCR) monitoring practices after the 
switch to Flint water, but from past experience, DEQ believed it was doing so correctly by doing two rounds of six-month 
monitoring on the new water source before determining optimal corrosion control. The EPA disagreed with DEQ's 
interpretation of the LCR, but later stated that the LCR was open to interpretation. It then clarified the rule; the upshot: 
corrosion controls already in place when Flint was on Detroit water should have been maintained after the switch. 

DEQ should have notified the Flint WTP to start corrosion controls once the first round of six-month sampling results 
arrived in late March 2015 and showed the water exceeded acceptable lead levels. 

DEQ doesn't oversee the Flint WTP so it doesn't have any accountability measures to ensure the WTP is collecting water 
samples from tier 1 homes, i.e., residences with lead service lines, soldering or plumbing. Instead, DEQ relies on Flint's 
certification of sample sites. The auditor suggests DEQ should consider an independent verification of the sampling pool 
or Flint's certifications. In November 2015, Flint admitted that it had no way to ensure the sites were all tier 1. Water 
samples came from 175 randomly distributed testing bottles. DEQ has asked Flint to verify its prior samples by this 
Wednesday (12/30). 

There's been controversy that DEQ dropped two sampling sites with high lead levels from its second six-month review. It 
was appropriate for DEQ to do so because those sites did not meet federal criteria. It was also appropriate for DEQ to 
require flushing taps the night before sampling to ensure faucets didn't contain overly stagnant water. 



Charts show that most water samples were taken in the sixth month of the six-month testing period. The report said it's 

tough to determine if the lateness of the sampling affects the accuracy. 

The report ends with an excellent timeline. I have attached the report in case you want to review the timeline on page 
11. 

Meegan Holland 
Director of Communications for Gov. Rick Snyder 
Office: 517-335-6397 
Mobile: 
Twitter: @meholland 
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OAG~ Auditor (-,-eneral 

201 N. Washington Square, Sixth Fioor • Lansing, Michigan 4891.3 • Phone: (517) 334-8050 • www.audgen.michigan.gov 

The Honorable Jim Ananich 
Senate Minority Leader 
State Capitol, Room S-105 
Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Senator Ananich: 

December 23, 2015 

Enclosed are answers to the questiQ:Q§._you posed in y·;::~:~111111~::ber 20, 201 5 letter to our 
office regarding the audit we are coomJltin.g of the Office d(Jffltpking Water and Municipal 

~;~~!:~nc:ti~~~~t~:~i~e~;r~~~~1\1111:
1

!fllii;~::~~~a~~~;-~~-t;:r:.,~:~~~~~o~a/eqaiestions 
we developed that are relevant to the'ij~f)9sues;-·=·=a~fagj)~Yilh. five exhlbi'ts: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

~ ;:~ :~ :~~;s=~gher 
Two c.t.1:iiMtiiF=shdWJfu?LJhe numbeij\pj)\!iafr1ples by time period and zip code . 
A timiif]frfo of the l:lnbt water reJHi.wL 

We appreciai
1

illll~ll:;;:ppportun_i,1Jllll~~{i.i§0~t you\!j~lllll~?wering questions regarding this topic. If 
you have furthef\ijµ\~§tion.~t:iilM\i==Ye'qtl¥i.t:J:pr otn\@)services, please do not hesitate to 
contact our office·: \J})\,/f})?('' 

Doug Ringler 
Auditor General 



10AG~ 
01: How does ODWMA ensure the data it receives is accurate? 

A: With regard to the United States Environmental Protection Ag,$.p.cy (EPA) Lead 
and Copper Rule (LCR) monitoring requirements, DEO relie~Ai~f)he following key 
controls to ensure the accuracy of test results: .·.·.·.·.·.·.· ............ 

• State-owned laboratories test water sample$./J/:::iilllllllllllllililil:i:;:::: 

• State-owned laboratories send test resultiidl~~!j~=:·ly ·:~tllak 
• ;:~i:~i~~:~~; :a:~\i!~e=!~i~~,lint WTP) cer~ther 

The cu;ren~a:~;~;::sL~hRe sF~:::Ver lead and :~ 
2. The Flint WT.ffilt;r,,q,ines the poo;=<~i~:lll~jlltl sites for sampling. 

3. The Fl int WT;I]1~'~
1
¥

1

il::llililj!i:~,,I,~. 

4. The Flint WTP sJ{~ij~,. out sa~:@IJii:®§!JiH:19 inst~'Gctions to residents for 
co.11.~.cting water sa:m:tJes. ./}:}:}?' 

5.:() 1111:1aill:t$.)eave sa~11,:1~t::1111
1

::::;=;=:ned sa~,:~ling forms outside their front 
.. ,,,=::::::::,=,=:::: doors.···=,::=:=,=,=·=·=·=··· ····························· < The Fli,L£,mploy1s up samples and forms from residents. 
~:~ ::~:a::::et:o::s ;::t:~o:;::eness 

All!lll7'~ ,~~aboratories test samples and provide results directly to 
1 0. lib. receives water lead and copper sample results, which include 

)iJ@f following information: date collected, date received, address 
,,j]]i*.Here collected, type of residence (e.g., single family or apartment), 

.... :: s:::~:, pao~:tf~~l:~sk::~;~::~:s
0

:r:,a::~o:~ms~::lof samples 
'Q collected by the Flint WTP to help ensure that the required minimum 

number of samples are collected by the monitoring period deadline. 

Single-family or multiple-family residence with lead service line, lead solder copper piping 
constructed after 1982, or lead plumbing. 
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02: 

03: 

1 2. The Flint WTP submits lead and copper report to DEO that certifies 
whether sample sites meet tier 1 criteria. 

1 3. DEO prepares the LCR 90th percentile calculation report. 

During our review, we noted two potential improvements for the Flint WTP 
sampling process (see Question 5 of the additional questions answered by the 
OAG regarding tier 1 sample validity): 

• 

• 

DEO could verify that the sampling pool was limite.g/t.11111
1
h1y tier 1 sample 

sites to ensure that the Flint WTP is in complianG..ti/W.Jfh the LCR 
(Title 40, Part 141, section 86(a)(3) of the Co.d.lJfi#X/iedera/ Regulations [CFRJ). .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ........ 

DEO could independently verify the val.(pit=,illlg:~?:·amp·=;=:\ll~IIt~rtifications . 

What accountability measures are in place~MA staff who I~ data 
verification protocols? .·.·.·.·.·.·.·............ ..... ................... . 

A: ~!~ ~~~sh~~: ~~otiic~:~,~~~~~ ~=~ ~ip?;f c:~r::~ 
verification protocols. DEO 's data verificatf&ijfafffi,focol for lead and copper 
water sampling is limited .. JJt..verification that tR®.%.i\§[P certifies samples 

:~:;/i~:~~Ptt~~~~~~·~-·,~~~:~ ~~r ~~'~1li:(:;,e:b~:e:i~ ~:n~i~ ~~~ 
identify any instances in 0vb.J¢.h 0'6\W:M\it§Jaff failed f&]/it~Uy that submitted 
samples were certified by if~!iiflint WTi#jJJ})\,... ..... ........... ..... 

:i~:!p~~~~s~;~~e~taff who lie or 
A: A~::::iilij~J:=;-1 classifl~llllllr:iwloyees,===:::111~MA staff must adhere to the rules and 

~~~i~i'.~~f~~J~i!~:~JI:~l~.::r,hey 
.. ,.,='=:':t/(/\\9,ppointing'<'''.'.:'.'.(~§prity to discipWRijJah employee for just cause up to and including 

.. ,,,tJ]]]J!}JJ][!ijJiW:,§.Sal. ··==:==:=']ibt.not aware of ·any DEO-established measures that are in 
.. ,,,J?J??'='·· addJ-fitfrtto the··= =4i.~::::Service Rules. < ;;;~e~::~ ~Omo~~~oi~i;:i ,0 :nk;~,~:~ k;:~·i~m~1's\~~i? 
··===(]]]),,,.. extending 1j\ijjk to January 1, 201 3. We did so to identify the key decision 

··===(]]]/),,,.. points and}i,ffijwersations that occurred leading up to and through the situation in 
··==,,::\\)/(]]/),,,, .. Flint. Ou~{rifiew was also intended to determine whether State, Flint, or other 

··===t)J)QJficials,:::,~pted to conceal key test results or other information. 

¥;:~;~~;~~~~~~f e~c~~;~(;:!i~~ !~i~~J~~~i;~ ~~f I~I:~~n :~~ a 
type of optimized corrosion control treatment the Flint WTP was using. DEO 
responded on February 27, 2015 that the city had an optimized corrosion 
control program in place, but DEO did not provide any program details. DEO 
informed us that the Flint WTP corrosion control program included performing 
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04: 

lead and copper monitoring for two consecutive six-month periods to determine 
whether corrosion control treatment would be necessary in the future. 
However, it appears the EPA interpreted corrosion control program to mean that 
corrosion control treatment was being performed. 

On April 23, 2015, the EPA again inquired as to what the Flint WTP was doing 
for corrosion control treatment. DEO responded on April 24, 201 5 that the Flint 
WTP was not practicing corrosion control treatment. 

Based on our review of this and other e-mails, we have nq(Mllt
1
l'tic reason to 

believe that DEO willfully misrepresented the informaticwf]g:ffhe EPA 

What policies do DEO and ODWMA have in place t~fractions up 
the chain of command? ................. ..... .................. . 

A: We did not note any instances of major ir.i&fi,ll~jlg:~s (i.e., intenti~,,~!!i~lllli!:~r@gard of 
policies, laws, regulations or specific dtr~tl:Bhs) committed by DEO ·wM]f\ouring 
the course of our review. DEO does.112.f/ffave a formaJ,:;policy or procediUi!I!n 
place to escalate major infractions peftil#:med by OD,~ employees; hoWi.v'er, 
our review of DEO correspondence con'firDQ the_J,jjjfation of key issues up the 
chain of command related to the Flint sitJatWh.f,tffitYstated that its informal 
policy is for staff to notify the proper level dl\imf:J'gement of infractions to 
determine necessary ....................... . 
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10AG~ 
Application of the LCR 

Q 1 : How did the Flint WTP become the primary water supplier for th~tCity of Flint? 

02. 

A: Upon notification of the City of Flint's plans to switch to .. Jtiilllllll!i~·egnondi Water 
Authority (KWA) in April 2013, the Detroit Water and .~Fage Department 
(DWSD) submitted a letter to the City of Flint stating{ffl!tl]tt\(IIOUld terminate its 
agreement to provide water services on April 1 7, .. :.?.PWJ=:==·· ....................... . 

According to DEO management, the Flint WlJ}A:l.;~i)!~'~ted t~\~jllii~ne with the 
DWSD to maintain it as the City of Flint w 9ti:ifjtipplier; however'}iifi~{ 
negotiations were unsuccessful, the CityA~ffFHnt notified DEO throdl!Nt=:Permit 
request of its intent to operate the FliQ.dWJ='P full time using the Flint "l'~J}i\iih,, 
Although the Flint City Council voted(JiiiJlfarch 2013 [p(§.upport of movihlj]d:t,,the 
KWA pipeline, the vote was silent on··:ihiiEw.§e of th~:tE!JrfiVHiver as a tempo'hfry 
drinking water source. ··==<\jjjjjjjjjjjjj!Jt, f,f]]]]]]]jjj])J?' 

The Flint River was approved by DEO in 20.6
1
@:il:iililii?~ackup source of water for 

emergency purposes priqf\t~hlhe switch from tHl{QWSD WTP to the Flint WTP. 
On a quarterly basis, th;{ijlra!i!MWFR..tested the tre'a=tiiIFlint River water at the 
Flint WTP, which met w1lii.i.tc{&ai!ij\b~iit.Qdards; hov,/iihl~blhe Flint WTP did not 
test the water's effect on ',tm~Ldisfrfbillffiim:wv,2tem at cBijjµ:mer tap locations. 

Did DEQ cont!!lffll!ii!h}he EPA ·~~o a:ply the LCR? 

A: ~~~111,t~~,:~f~!
4
lt~:hc~~i~eE:1~1;=~~; ~~n~f tr\~~h;e~~~P~~o;h~ Flint WTP 

··===(/(]]//),,,.. According'(ilithe LCR, a water system can achieve optimized corrosion control if 

··===\\i::11111111111111:it:::t, .. ~~~~:ii~g~·i1~~i~ti~~ :C~:;t~b~~i~i;~nTe~~~st.w~oc~~~:~~~v;a~i:;~;s~:hm that 
··=\@j]}h.as optiruil!.ld corrosion control, and which has treatment in place, should 

v::::::: :~:, :::~t:i~ :::,:
1
.::::::~,::~:

0

~1:::i::,"~ater as a 
new system, but as a new source. DEO further stated that because the Flint 
River was a new water source and there was a change in chemicals needed to 
treat the new source, a corrosion control study was needed to determine the 
impact on the water distribution system. Therefore, it was DEO's interpretation 
that two rounds of six-month monitoring were still needed to evaluate the water 
quality and determine optimal corrosion control treatment. 
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04: 

The Flint water system had optimal corrosion control treatment when the DWSD 
WTP was the water supplier. Based on our review of notes from a July 21, 
2015 EPA and DEO conference call on DEO's implementation of the LCR 
regarding whether the Flint WTP should have continued to maintain corrosion 
control treatment, it appeared that the EPA did not agree with DEO's 
interpretation of the LCR. Region 5 EPA staff explained that they would talk to 
the EPA headquarters about the interpretation of regulations and believes that 
systems that have been deemed optimized need to "maintain" ... corrosion control. 
The Region agreed to provide supporting regulatory citatiOn$.,A9'tJhe language 
about maintaining corrosion control. .·.·.·.·.·.·.· ............ 

On November 3, 2015, the EPA issued a memorandqooti~II~):~'~ that the LCR had 
differing possible interpretations; however, the EPA.JffliijchJiltthat it is 
important for large water systems to take the StE}:~j/j,fcess'Mw]l.tQ,, ensure that 
appropriate corrosion control treatment is mair:):tairt¥8 at all ti~il!M:ius ensuring 
that public health is protected. Based on th.\$(¢.l)i!uification, it apfl-~tJhat 
corrosion control treatment should have o.e.id:Jf{aintained. ..... ................... . 

Should DEQ have required the Flint WTL pursui'6timized co~ 
control treatment after the first round of sl'ktlmJth s~umllhg results were above the 
lead action level of 5 parts per billion (ppb)? ··===(]J/\\/f]JJ?t'=' 

A: Yes. According to DEO'§Jijpplication of the·::;;~/all~llll~ithin six months after the 
end of the monitoring p~~ioo!@]rlJ!Y..~ich the water]'.i!rniPI~ results exceeded the 
acceptable lead level, DE(Mifi@::l.]g/1.)~w.e required the\i.ti.lntWTP to start pursuing 
optimized corrosion contrq{jt~a{rh\iifaf.d):t,':::,,... ..... .................. . 

·················· ··-:·==:=r:========·=·=·=········· 

The LCR states that the le~'aii:iletion lev·;:~1::J:l:ii:~ed if ~=~=e lead level, as 
determined.J:nr:c:t.h.e 90th perc~o.:~ii~ ca.J¢.».l.1gt1hn·;·=::yM:::irlher than 1 5 ppb. If the 

~ec~1o~~~)iili~,,~11111.,i:t~~;~h,1111::1,~:t1::~ ~~q~:~~~i~~ ~~ee~~~i:e~la~s 
COIT.l:JTI.id2Tng lead ·~tii\ice line rep!iji;l.~ment if the water system has already 
insdltie8 corrosion cdhtrol and/or s&dke water treatment. However, for water 
syi\limitJhat hav~fmi:iI!itdrnP1emJ:mii.tJ corrosion control treatment, they can be 
deerrMijrn;:p,,,,.hav.,:r:~ii@IHWi&ij]~J.iQ.u.9sior/@ihtro1 without installing treatment if they 
can derh':\'.(iit~,jffl)ifad levei"'s\ijiJili.:w.. 5 \>pb for two consecutive six-month periods . 

.. ,<=iJJ[[[j[j[jjjjjjjjiiiiiiii:i:ii:!il:~4jrst r:
1

~!::::i:i:!!!
1
11111'-t,.six-month :=::!jj~:;=;'·ng results was received in late March 2015. 

Efo@iil~~, the rei''''':'\jf~kvvere 1 ppb over the lead action level of 5 ppb, DEO would 
not tM(]i;~ to ac·==,==11=Jwo consecutive six-month periods below 5 ppb. 

;~~~e:i~rl~t~of~~~~m.t~~~ ni~::ee\~eD~~tw~~=d t~~t~f ~~~u::i~~~ ~~~i:z:t 
sampling ~~:,completed (June 30, 2015) to assess whether water sample 
results imp]i,fed. 

·························· /{{:::::::::· 

~=:~~hat only tier 1 sample sites were selected by the Flint WTP in the 
two ro ··======:'\:ts of six-month samples? 

A: DEO did not verify that only tier 1 sample sites were selected. DEO relies on 
the Flint WTP's certification of sample sites and does not perform any 
independent verification of those certifications. 
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In a November 19, 2015 Flint Journal article, the Flint WTP indicated that it did 
not have the ability to ensure that all sites were tier 1 . In fact, water samples 
came from the random distribution of 1 75 testing bottles without regard for 
whether the homes were at risk for high lead levels. DEO issued a formal 
memorandum on November 9, 2015 requesting that the Flint WTP verify the 
classification of all prior sample items. The results are due back from the Flint 
WTP on December 30, 2015. 

DEQ dropped two water sampling sites from its second six-m.,.1.lll~~mple 
(January 1, 2015 through June 30, 2015). Was this apprqmlti{? 

A: Yes, it was appropriate for DEO to drop these two .. ,,wi.l~::iill~ling sites. Federal 
regulation 40 CFR 141 .86(a) states: .·.·.·.·.·.·.·............ ..... .................. . 

II, , , each water system shall complE;}t$:i::,:::-~::=:erials ev·::::c:l(tm.\ 
of its distribution system in order t.oJ!d!htify a pool of target!dt:==,,,, 
sampling sites that meets the reqµJfij#fants of this section . :·===)]]]),,, 
All sites from which first draw.,,,,§ifffl51es are colle_,cted shall be ·.···· 
selected from this pool ... S-attHifirg sites ma,y;@jqt include 
faucets that have point-of-use Bt(p/gjpt-of-e11tr¥.!Itr=eatment 
devices designed to remove inorg'aMJtfai:;:orrta.i/tiWi'ants. 11 

··:::::::::::::::::::::::: .. ,,f:::::::::::•:•:•:·····:·· 

This regulation also requires that a water s;~1ill~i:===;argeted sampling pool 
consist of only tier 1 sa .. !J.m.~[M;tSites if an adequ'a(tHoomber is available to meet 
monitoring requirements\J]])(\J?'t,,,,.,.. ..... .................. . 

According to federal regui'ijfj~;;)~j~!i!::111::@f4,,
1
J36(f), the'<ijjj[te may invalidate a 

water sample if it determinej\jpat the s·a.:mP.i:iJ&.@.;:; takertlrom a site that did not 
meet the site selection criterliI]tA san.m@.;]HVIl!!ifl;.(per this regulation does 

~o:e~i~~:J,llffu~\~;e:~:;i;::::11i~ir~11~:~t;?th?percentile levels or toward 

DE .. Qfijl~Jig/~=:d on·:::::11~~er sample\1~~111:;;Jom its 90th percentile calculations 

~1,11lit!~=i~~~:?ill.i1.lll::~;µ~~~il~''ll;:~:s~~!nnc~t. ~ehe: !:~ot~8; ;a~~l~ir:i:ents 

~;~~i ~f ?rn:'~=~~~:~1:!~:~,r:;~f f ~r~~~=[~1~i~:: 
<I:.i.i,l,l,.l,.l,,l,.l,,l,.l,,l,.l,,l,.l,,l,.l,,., .• ,,., .• ,,.,.10..1.1,1:1.1·1=1·1.1

7

• ... =~ents ~~lidating samples per federal regulation 40 CFR 141. 86. 

Was flus~
1i1~11111ltJhe t·::: 1111111~~~ night before drawing a sample an appropriate sample 

methodologv'Jiiiii:i:i::::\ 

··===<\:i:11111111111:::ltA: Yes. The 0.Gm requires that samples be a first draw of water after six hours of 
··===(jj]/),,,,.stagnatio.ri)]]fhe LCR does not indicate whether or not the water line should be 

··===()J]/f!l;J.shec:l.Jm]j:fVto collecting the sample. In the sample instructions, DEO required 
··==<m:ri:U!:lml.}ITTJ to ensure that sampled faucets were not stagnant for an excessive 

:IJ:~n~~~a~eii;: i~~et~~~e~~de~~::~i~sp~~i;d ~r~~e~rd faucets or when a 

The LCR requires six hours of stagnation; however, it does not preclude DEO 
from instructing residents to flush prior to stagnation. 
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10AG~ 
In calendar year 1992, the Flint WTP established a tier 1 sample site pool for LCR 
monitoring. With the change to the Flint River water, the Flint WTP neecJed to increase the 
pool of sample locations because of additional sampling requirements ... ,JI§~ following 
exhibit documents the 2014 and 2015 sample locations for LCR mo.nfilfhg. Based on the 
data obtained during our review, we could not determine how the.JQimiH'ons were selected 
or whether they were properly classified as tier 1 sample sites ... ,,,,j}]]]]\,,, 

As noted in Question 5 of the additional questions answeregJl:ilil:fih
1:<al@.:kPEO has 

requested the Flint WTP to verify the tier 1 classification _._oflii,!Ff5rior sarh@.!iht~ms. 

Source: The OAG prepared this map using data obtained from DEQ and ©QpenStreetMap contributors 
(opendatacommons.org). The sample locations are approximate. 
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10AG~ 
.... ,-- ., , . ,. ,··· , 5 Parts Per Bdlmn or Higher (Exh1b1t #2) 
\) 3.:~J i: :S;.': ~~:t t,~} S;,.~ .f ts.~ ~-1 ~ t:::..~~:· :::...~-: S:.':~~ t':~·::.:::.t '-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-~ 

This exhibit documents the 2014 and 2015 sample locations with lead counts of 5 ppb or 
higher. This information is used in aggregate by DEO to determine if has optimized 
lead levels. 

Source: The OAG prepared this map using data obtained from DEQ and ©QpenStreetMap contributors 
(opendatacommons.org). The sample locations are approximate. 
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,QAG~ 
.<,-- · ., , . ,, · ,··· · ·, Time Period and Zip Code (Exhibit #3) 
\) 3.:~J i: :S;.': ~~:t t,~} S;,.~ .f ts.~ ~-1 ~ t:::..~~:· :::...~-: S:.':~~ t':~·::.:::.t '-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-~ 

This chart expands on Exhibit #1 to show a summary by zip code and time of selection 
within the sampling period. Based on the data obtained during our reviev.y, we could not 
determine if the lateness of selection within the monitoring period affe.Gtffitthe 
appropriateness of the sample items. ············· 

37 
llll!4BS32 

:::: , 
I I m48SG,t ---------·.~ 

t---------------'@@@r-----~ 
~48503 

llll! 4BS02 1---------"wffi~~wffi~-------"¥-ffi~--~ 
20 

15 ~/, .,.,~·'---·· ----

ID 

5[J~~ .. ~~~ 
O ' ..lanu~ry 20 ;·~\t:l:l~~yarv ;u)i~li:::l:i: M,1nc:h 20 '5 ' April 7.015 May 7.015 .Jum, 2015 

\:::::::::-:-:-:-·-

So.J%i~::!Itrn.e OAG prepar~@IiHis chart using data obtained from DEQ. 
·-························ -~===-:-:-:-·-········ 
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,QAG~ 
,<,-- · ., , , ,, · ,-·, · ·, Time Period and Zip Code (Exhibit #4) 
\) 3.:~J i: :S;.': ~~:t t,~} S;,.~ .f ts.~ ~-1 ~ t:::..~~:· :::...~-: S:.':~~ t':~·::.:::.t '-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-~ 

This chart expands on Exhibit #1 to show a summary by zip code and time of selection 
within the sampling period. Based on the data obtained during our reviev.y, we could not 
determine if the lateness of selection within the monitoring period affe.Gtffitthe 

appropriat_e_n_e-ss~o-f_t_h_e_s_a_m_p-le~it_e_m_s_·~~~~~~~~~~~~·-Y~~~~~~ 

,-/' 1485321 ' 

94 100 

::::!4850:l I 
~4Hfi0fi i-! -----------~-----------

::::::.::::1------.. '\\-]]t:::-,\}<f-:]]~j]]illlllllll'-'-): -•. . 
~ 4Bt}D:~ i 

~ 4St)O? i-1 ------~-)-f(-1?:-::::=:--.-.. -----""--=m::(;,;;,\)(jw.:iillll.""'l.1,l,i,.1,.i,,i,,-i,,.:,,.\,,.,\,,.\,,.~:,:-f,,:~'::~:,:~'::',,:~'::':,:,-,=,:·=,:,'=,.'=:,'=:'=.,-'=.':,':'.,'.:,:-,.,. ---
::::r:::::!i!i!i!]ii:!:??':':':>,. •CCCCCCCCCC' 

60 

............................. 

I 

So·:=;@ijlillllltht OAG prepar,,,,ll~~:is chart using data obtained from DEQ. 

V 
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Flint City Council voted 7-1 to 
join Karegnondi Water Authority 
(KWA). 

City of Flint emergency 
manager Ed Kurtz signs 
agreement to switch from 
Detroit Water and Sewerage 
Department (DWSD) water 
source to KW A. 

DWSD said it will stop selling 
water to the City of Flint in 
April 2014. 

DEQ begins the first six-month Flint 
lead/copper monitoring period. 

City of Flint switches to Flint 
River water. 

I~ ~cyµ~cy' 1. ~91§ i 
! DEQ begins the second six-month ! 
I Flint lead/ooppec monltoclng peclod. I ' 

DWSD offers the City of Flint a 
waiver of the $4 million 
reconnection fee to switch back to 
Detroit water. 

! City of Flint emergency manager.... ! ! DEQ notifie?{ii.::Flint wtfM[}=''· ·.,! 

l :::,A:u":e~~:;:,~:y'J 

Sa~'JijJJ.@\ts from the 
residend!Mfuted with high levels 

Jm._February 26, 2015 show 
J~ij)evels look good after a 
·--;:;& copper service line 
installation. 

i ;~~~~~~~;~: J1 

t lij~Jt ~, gqj ~ ] 
! Virginia Tech researcher notifies ! 
! DEQ that he will begin a study of ! 
! the City of Flint water quality. ! 
~ ! 
\ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ,· 

~ 

t §~ij~r1. ~Pi~ : 
0 Michigan Department of 

Health and Human Services 
confirms results of Hurley 
Medical Center study. 

~ City of Flint urges residents 
to not drink water. 

! City of Flint develops plan to ! 
! reconnect to DWSD. ! 
( . 
~ : 
\.~~~~~~~~~~~~~:-.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 

I 

rn qg9t;, 1§. gp1§ ~! 
I City of Flint reconnects to DWSD. ! 
l i 

DEQ Director Dan Wyant states: 
" ... staff made a mistake while 
working with the city of Flint. 
Simply stated, staff employed a 
federal [corrosion control] protocol 
they believed was appropriate, 
and it was not." 

I 
I 
I 
I 

::::::: 2015 ..... 

rn:::~14~:l:::""~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~:;~;;;~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;; 
b~~~~iE::i ;;~;;;:~~~:, l I §§:;~~f c~ ;~~, ~ I 

l issues. ! 
~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ J 

:~~;flfi~,,:~~~;=;!!~t~la,, .. 
replace wasteW.iihncineratoi: 

/Jhe, EPA discusses a r$.~mht's 

''''!ll~i~:::s:~,i-~n;ii~h 
wate'ft()}:"o .·.·.·.·.·.· . ....-...... 

~ 

I 
I 

Virginia Tech researcher claims 
that the corrosiveness of the Flint 
water is causing lead to leach into 
residents' water. 

I 

IL §~m~tihl' ~4. i1§ u1 i Hurley Medical Center study l 
! issued showing high blood lead ! 
! levels in City of Flint children. l 
l ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................... J 

1 
( 
( 
( 

i N~v~mij~r~.g91$ ]! 
t ! l The EPA indicates differing ! 
l possible interpretations of the LCR ! 
l with respect to how the LCR's ! 
t ! l optimal corrosion control ! 
l treatment procedures apply to this ! 
t ! l situation (new water source/new ! 
l water treatment). ! 
t ! 
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J 

Source: The OAG prepared this time line using data (e-mails, meeting notes, and letters) obtained from DEQ, newspaper and press release articles, the Flintwaterstudy.org, and the Hurley Medical Center survey results. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Calley, Brian (GOV) 
Thursday, December 24, 2015 8:36 AM 
Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); 
Snyder, Rick (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Scott, Allison (GOV) 

Subject: Re: BRIEFING: Auditor General answers on Flint water situation 

Great summary. Thank you. 

Is this on publicly released yet? 

On Dec 24, 2015, at 8:07 AM, Holland, Meegan (GOV) <H.0.U:H1~if:!.F@T0.\hi.s?n,g;?Y.> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Here is a summary of answers from the Office of the Auditor General in response to questions mostly 
posed by Sen. Jim Ananich's office (the auditor added a few questions in the 11-page report). The 
questions came as the OAG conducts an audit of the Office of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance's 

handling of the Flint water crisis. 

Conclusions: 

While the City Council voted in March 2013 to move to the KWA pipeline, it didn't designate the Flint 
River as an interim water source. But the DEQ had approved the river as a backup source for emergency 
purposes in 2006. The treated water met safety standards in quarterly tests by the Flint WTP, but Flint 
had never tested its effect on the distribution system. 

In an email review of key DEQ managers to determine if there was an effort to conceal information, only 
one email exchange raised red flags. The EPA had asked DEQ in February 2015 if Flint had a corrosion 
control program; the DEQ responded the city had an optimized program in place. But in April the EPA 
asked again, and the DEQ said that the Flint Water Treatment Plant (WTP) was not doing corrosion 
control. DEQ later explained that its first response referred to its program to monitor a new water 
source (in this case, the Flint river) for lead/copper for two consecutive six-month periods to determine 
optimal corrosion treatment. The report says there's no reason to believe that DEQ willfully 
misrepresented information to the EPA. It also concludes that ODWMA employees appeared to have 
notified management properly about the unfolding Flint water situation. 

DEQ did not consult with the EPA on how best to apply the Lead and Copper Rule (LCR) monitoring 
practices after the switch to Flint water, but from past experience, DEQ believed it was doing so 
correctly by doing two rounds of six-month monitoring on the new water source before determining 
optimal corrosion control. The EPA disagreed with DEQ's interpretation of the LCR, but later stated that 
the LCR was open to interpretation. It then clarified the rule; the upshot: corrosion controls already in 
place when Flint was on Detroit water should have been maintained after the switch. 

DEQ should have notified the Flint WTP to start corrosion controls once the first round of six-month 
sampling results arrived in late March 2015 and showed the water exceeded acceptable lead levels. 



DEQ doesn't oversee the Flint WTP so it doesn't have any accountability measures to ensure the WTP is 
collecting water samples from tier 1 homes, i.e., residences with lead service lines, soldering or 
plumbing. Instead, DEQ relies on Flint's certification of sample sites. The auditor suggests DEQ should 
consider an independent verification of the sampling pool or Flint's certifications. In November 2015, 
Flint admitted that it had no way to ensure the sites were all tier 1. Water samples came from 175 
randomly distributed testing bottles. DEQ has asked Flint to verify its prior samples by this Wednesday 
(12/30). 

There's been controversy that DEQ dropped two sampling sites with high lead levels from its second six
month review. It was appropriate for DEQ to do so because those sites did not meet federal criteria. It 
was also appropriate for DEQ to require flushing taps the night before sampling to ensure faucets didn't 
contain overly stagnant water. 

Charts show that most water samples were taken in the sixth month of the six-month testing period. 
The report said it's tough to determine if the lateness of the sampling affects the accuracy. 

The report ends with an excellent timeline. I have attached the report in case you want to review the 
timeline on page 11. 

Meegan Holland 
Director of Communications for Gov. Rick Snyder 
Office: 517-335-6397 
Mobile: 
Twitter: @meholland 

<Auditor General Letter - City of Flint Drinking Water (002).pdf:> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
Thursday, December 24, 2015 8:39 AM 
Calley, Brian (GOV) 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); 
Snyder, Rick (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Scott, Allison (GOV) 

Subject: RE: BRIEFING: Auditor General answers on Flint water situation 

It was provided to Sen. Ananich at dose of business day yesterday. we··re v,;aiting to see what Sen. /\nanich does with 
the letter. I don··t know if the Auditor General will actually release it, since it was a response to Sen. /\nanich's questions. 

Regards, 
~;1eegan 

From: Calley, Brian (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, December 24, 2015 8:36 AM 

To: Holland, Meegan (GOV) <_tg_t)_~.IJ.\i.V?@!I!.\:;h}_g_~.IJ,2.0Y.> 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <Ag?:n}.®.!T.\:;hi2?!\K\?Y.>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <h.?iX.0X.@.0JithiMtJW?1.>; Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
<J:?.!i.(n~b.@T.rd.(0.\R~.0.,g.0y>; Walsh, John (GOV) <.W?)A).@.0JithiMtJW?1.>; Snyder, Rick (GOV) 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <:;_\·.0J.f!Jt?®.!T.\rh}_@.1J,_g_q_v.>; Scott, Allison (GOV) <y-;qtt~}?.@r.rd.(0.\ii?!.D.,gqy> 
Subject: Re: BRIEFING: Auditor General answers on Flint water situation 

Great summary. Thank you. 

Is this on publicly released yet? 

On Dec 24, 2015, at 8:07 AM, Holland, Meegan (GOV) <H.0t?n~JM?@T0.\)Jig?n,g;?Y.> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Here is a summary of answers from the Office of the Auditor General in response to questions mostly 
posed by Sen. Jim Ananich's office (the auditor added a few questions in the 11-page report). The 
questions came as the OAG conducts an audit of the Office of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance's 

handling of the Flint water crisis. 

Conclusions: 

While the City Council voted in March 2013 to move to the KWA pipeline, it didn't designate the Flint 
River as an interim water source. But the DEQ had approved the river as a backup source for emergency 
purposes in 2006. The treated water met safety standards in quarterly tests by the Flint WTP, but Flint 
had never tested its effect on the distribution system. 

In an email review of key DEQ managers to determine if there was an effort to conceal information, only 
one email exchange raised red flags. The EPA had asked DEQ in February 2015 if Flint had a corrosion 
control program; the DEQ responded the city had an optimized program in place. But in April the EPA 
asked again, and the DEQ said that the Flint Water Treatment Plant (WTP) was not doing corrosion 
control. DEQ later explained that its first response referred to its program to monitor a new water 
source (in this case, the Flint river) for lead/copper for two consecutive six-month periods to determine 



optimal corrosion treatment. The report says there's no reason to believe that DEQ willfully 
misrepresented information to the EPA. It also concludes that ODWMA employees appeared to have 
notified management properly about the unfolding Flint water situation. 

DEQ did not consult with the EPA on how best to apply the Lead and Copper Rule (LCR) monitoring 
practices after the switch to Flint water, but from past experience, DEQ believed it was doing so 
correctly by doing two rounds of six-month monitoring on the new water source before determining 
optimal corrosion control. The EPA disagreed with DEQ's interpretation of the LCR, but later stated that 
the LCR was open to interpretation. It then clarified the rule; the upshot: corrosion controls already in 
place when Flint was on Detroit water should have been maintained after the switch. 

DEQ should have notified the Flint WTP to start corrosion controls once the first round of six-month 
sampling results arrived in late March 2015 and showed the water exceeded acceptable lead levels. 

DEQ doesn't oversee the Flint WTP so it doesn't have any accountability measures to ensure the WTP is 
collecting water samples from tier 1 homes, i.e., residences with lead service lines, soldering or 
plumbing. Instead, DEQ relies on Flint's certification of sample sites. The auditor suggests DEQ should 
consider an independent verification of the sampling pool or Flint's certifications. In November 2015, 
Flint admitted that it had no way to ensure the sites were all tier 1. Water samples came from 175 
randomly distributed testing bottles. DEQ has asked Flint to verify its prior samples by this Wednesday 
(12/30). 

There's been controversy that DEQ dropped two sampling sites with high lead levels from its second six
month review. It was appropriate for DEQ to do so because those sites did not meet federal criteria. It 
was also appropriate for DEQ to require flushing taps the night before sampling to ensure faucets didn't 
contain overly stagnant water. 

Charts show that most water samples were taken in the sixth month of the six-month testing period. 
The report said it's tough to determine if the lateness of the sampling affects the accuracy. 

The report ends with an excellent timeline. I have attached the report in case you want to review the 
timeline on page 11. 

Meegan Holland 
Director of Communications for Gov. Rick Snyder 
Office: 517-335-6397 
Mobile: 
Twitter: @meholland 

<Auditor General Letter - City of Flint Drinking Water (002).pdt> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Colleagues: 

Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
Thursday, December 24, 2015 8:41 AM 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Walsh, John 
(GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Calley, Brian (GOV) 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV) 
Please provide feedback: Governor's statement on Flint water crisis 

Many of us have reached the conclusion that our messaging on the Flint water crisis has room for improvement. We 
haven't conveyed to citizens the depth of our concern over the situation. I've crafted a statement to be made by the 
Governor, and would like you to review it. 

This statement is meant to manage expectations on the timing of concrete conclusions (the task force report may not 
come out for another month at least) and to signal that action may come sooner than that (we plan to reach out to 
Mayor Weaver, for example, and perhaps hold a press conference with her in January announcing some next steps). 

Here is the statement: 

"I've been briefed on the recent meeting of the task force studying the Flint water situation and I've read the report 
from the Office of the Auditor General on the processes used by DEQ to monitor Flint water. 

"No matter what the testing requirements were, they were not enough to prevent this crisis. I want Michigan to be the 
state that is known for the safest water in the nation. 
"I'd like to thank the task force for keeping me apprised of their continuing investigation. As they uncover more facts, it's 
clear to me we can do better. The report may take another month or so, but if we need to make changes more swiftly, I 
plan to take immediate action. 

"The bottom line is we'll take responsibility for our part in Flint's water crisis. I'm committed to partnering with all of the 
stakeholders who are as concerned about public health as I am. I vow to make sure that Flint citizens will have safe 
drinking water. And I'm so very sorry that this happened. 

"But I know an apology isn't enough. We've already allocated $10 million to test the water, distribute water filters, and 
help in other ways. On Thursday, I called Flint Mayor Karen Weaver, and we're going to sit down in the next week to 
discuss other ways the state can offer assistance. 

"What happened in Flint is inexcusable. I want to assure residents there that we will work hard to make things right." 

Thank you, 
Meegan 

Meegan Holland 
Director of Communications for Gov. Rick Snyder 
Office: 517-335-6397 
Mobile: 
Twitter: @meholland 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Calley, Brian (GOV) 

Thursday, December 24, 2015 9:02 AM 

Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); 

Snyder, Rick (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Scott, Allison (GOV) 

Subject: Re: BRIEFING: Auditor General answers on Flint water situation 

We should ask that it be released soon. It's hard to explain why it would not be made public just as other actions from 

the Auditor are. 

On Dec 24, 2015, at 8:38 AM, Holland, Meegan (GOV) <H.0.U:H1~if:!.F@T0.\hi.s?n,g;?Y.> wrote: 

It was provided to Sen. Ananich at close of business day yesterday. We're vvaiting to see what Sen. 
Ananich does v,1ilh the letter. I don'l know if the Auditor General will actually release it, since it was a 
response to Sen. Ananich's questions. 

Regards, 
Meegan 

From: Calley, Brian (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, December 24, 2015 8:36 AM 
To: Holland, Meegan (GOV) <}·1olL:mdM2@n1,chigan.gov> 
Cc: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <Ai;:enJ@n1ichigan.gov>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <b~drdr(8Hriichi,;,an.,:,ov>; Hollins, 
Harvey (GOV) <holl=nsh@rnich,gan.gov>; Walsh, John (GOV) <\.'ValshJ(6Jmichi2an.f'1w>; Snyder, Rick 

(GOV) Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente@rnkhigan.gov>; Scott, Allison 
(GOV) <scolta12@rnid1igan.gov> 
Subject: Re: BRIEFING: Auditor General answers on Flint water situation 

Great summary. Thank you. 

Is this on publicly released yet? 

On Dec 24, 2015, at 8:07 AM, Holland, Meegan (GOV) <HollandMH6Jmichi2an.f'1w> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Here is a summary of answers from the Office of the Auditor General in response to 
questions mostly posed by Sen. Jim Ananich's office (the auditor added a few questions 
in the 11-page report). The questions came as the OAG conducts an audit of the Office 

of Drinking Water and Municipal Assistance's handling of the Flint water crisis. 

Conclusions: 

While the City Council voted in March 2013 to move to the KWA pipeline, it didn't 
designate the Flint River as an interim water source. But the DEQ had approved the river 
as a backup source for emergency purposes in 2006. The treated water met safety 
standards in quarterly tests by the Flint WTP, but Flint had never tested its effect on the 

distribution system. 



In an email review of key DEQ managers to determine if there was an effort to conceal 
information, only one email exchange raised red flags. The EPA had asked DEQ in 
February 2015 if Flint had a corrosion control program; the DEQ responded the city had 
an optimized program in place. But in April the EPA asked again, and the DEQ said that 
the Flint Water Treatment Plant (WTP) was not doing corrosion control. DEQ later 
explained that its first response referred to its program to monitor a new water source 
(in this case, the Flint river) for lead/copper for two consecutive six-month periods to 
determine optimal corrosion treatment. The report says there's no reason to believe 
that DEQ willfully misrepresented information to the EPA. It also concludes that 
ODWMA employees appeared to have notified management properly about the 
unfolding Flint water situation. 

DEQ did not consult with the EPA on how best to apply the Lead and Copper Rule (LCR) 
monitoring practices after the switch to Flint water, but from past experience, DEQ 
believed it was doing so correctly by doing two rounds of six-month monitoring on the 
new water source before determining optimal corrosion control. The EPA disagreed 
with DEQ's interpretation of the LCR, but later stated that the LCR was open to 
interpretation. It then clarified the rule; the upshot: corrosion controls already in place 
when Flint was on Detroit water should have been maintained after the switch. 

DEQ should have notified the Flint WTP to start corrosion controls once the first round 
of six-month sampling results arrived in late March 2015 and showed the water 

exceeded acceptable lead levels. 

DEQ doesn't oversee the Flint WTP so it doesn't have any accountability measures to 
ensure the WTP is collecting water samples from tier 1 homes, i.e., residences with lead 
service lines, soldering or plumbing. Instead, DEQ relies on Flint's certification of sample 
sites. The auditor suggests DEQ should consider an independent verification of the 
sampling pool or Flint's certifications. In November 2015, Flint admitted that it had no 
way to ensure the sites were all tier 1. Water samples came from 175 randomly 
distributed testing bottles. DEQ has asked Flint to verify its prior samples by this 
Wednesday (12/30). 

There's been controversy that DEQ dropped two sampling sites with high lead levels 
from its second six-month review. It was appropriate for DEQ to do so because those 
sites did not meet federal criteria. It was also appropriate for DEQ to require flushing 
taps the night before sampling to ensure faucets didn't contain overly stagnant water. 

Charts show that most water samples were taken in the sixth month of the six-month 
testing period. The report said it's tough to determine if the lateness of the sampling 

affects the accuracy. 

The report ends with an excellent timeline. I have attached the report in case you want 
to review the timeline on page 11. 

Meegan Holland 
Director of Communications for Gov. Rick Snyder 
Office: 517-335-6397 
Mobile: 
Twitter: @meholland 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Thursday, December 24, 2015 9:53 AM 
Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Walsh, John 
(GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Calley, Brian (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 

Subject: Re: Please provide feedback: Governor's statement on Flint water crisis 

This is the best narrative I have seen that actually describes how we feel about the situation and our resolve to make 
things right. A few thoughts: 

We might think about a "lead in" to your second para in the statement. Something like "The bi-partisan task force has 
worked tirelessly to interview Flint, Genesee County, State and Federal officials and complete an independent fact based 
analysis. They have reviewed hundreds of documents at all levels of government and from the public health science 
community and continue to do so. 

Para 3 might unintentionally suggest that there are public health stakeholders who are not as serious as the 
governor. This may be an overreach, but may I suggest 

"When it comes to matters of health and quality of life, there is simply no room for error in testing for lead and other 
toxins. I understand there can be disagreements within the scientific community. That is why I have directed my 
Directors of M DEQ and DHHS to invite every external scientist who has worked on the Flint water issue to the state 
laboratory facilities to work as partners with us. Together, we should be able to affirm that every testing protocol and 
conclusion validates that Flint citizens will have safe drinking water, and that we are doing everything possible to ensure 
proper monitoring and remediation of blood levels and physical or neurological impacts over the long term. And I want 
the Flint community and all citizens of Michigan to know how very sorry I am that this has happened." 

Nick and Dan might not like the "invite" but I spoken with them both and they of course will support whatever the Boss 
decides. 

Thanks, 

Rich 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 24, 2015, at 7:41 AM, Holland, Meegan (GOV) <Hohindfv12(::i:>rnichig;_in,gov> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Many of us have reached the conclusion that our messaging on the Flint water crisis has room for 
improvement. We haven't conveyed to citizens the depth of our concern over the situation. I've crafted 
a statement to be made by the Governor, and would like you to review it. 

This statement is meant to manage expectations on the timing of concrete conclusions (the task force 
report may not come out for another month at least) and to signal that action may come sooner than 
that (we plan to reach out to Mayor Weaver, for example, and perhaps hold a press conference with her 
in January announcing some next steps). 



Here is the statement: 

"I've been briefed on the recent meeting of the task force studying the Flint water situation and I've 
read the report from the Office of the Auditor General on the processes used by DEQ to monitor Flint 
water. 

"No matter what the testing requirements were, they were not enough to prevent this crisis. I want 
Michigan to be the state that is known for the safest water in the nation. 
"I'd like to thank the task force for keeping me apprised of their continuing investigation. As they 
uncover more facts, it's clear to me we can do better. The report may take another month or so, but if 
we need to make changes more swiftly, I plan to take immediate action. 

"The bottom line is we'll take responsibility for our part in Flint's water crisis. I'm committed to 
partnering with all of the stakeholders who are as concerned about public health as I am. I vow to make 
sure that Flint citizens will have safe drinking water. And I'm so very sorry that this happened. 

"But I know an apology isn't enough. We've already allocated $10 million to test the water, distribute 
water filters, and help in other ways. On Thursday, I called Flint Mayor Karen Weaver, and we're going 
to sit down in the next week to discuss other ways the state can offer assistance. 

"What happened in Flint is inexcusable. I want to assure residents there that we will work hard to make 
things right." 

Thank you, 
Meegan 

Meegan Holland 
Director of Communications for Gov. Rick Snyder 
Office: 517-335-6397 
Mobile 
Twitter: @meholland 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Calley, Brian (GOV) 
Thursday, December 24, 2015 10:06 AM 
Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Subject: 

Holland, Meegan (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Redford, 
James (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
Re: Please provide feedback: Governor's statement on Flint water crisis 

I totally agree with going so far as to specifically apologize. I also like Rich's suggestions. The statement should convey 
three main points: 1) very sorry with no excuses 2) open and transparent 3) urgency in action steps going forward. 

I think this statement accomplishes those goals. 

On Dec 24, 2015, at 9:53 AM, Baird, Richard (GOV) <t.~}.r.f:l.r.@T0.\r;bi.s?n,g;?Y.> wrote: 

This is the best narrative I have seen that actually describes how we feel about the situation and our 
resolve to make things right. A few thoughts: 

We might think about a "lead in" to your second para in the statement. Something like "The bi-partisan 
task force has worked tirelessly to interview Flint, Genesee County, State and Federal officials and 
complete an independent fact based analysis. They have reviewed hundreds of documents at all levels 
of government and from the public health science community and continue to do so. 

Para 3 might unintentionally suggest that there are public health stakeholders who are not as serious as 
the governor. This may be an overreach, but may I suggest 

"When it comes to matters of health and quality of life, there is simply no room for error in testing for 
lead and other toxins. I understand there can be disagreements within the scientific community. That is 
why I have directed my Directors of MDEQ and DHHS to invite every external scientist who has worked 
on the Flint water issue to the state laboratory facilities to work as partners with us. Together, we 
should be able to affirm that every testing protocol and conclusion validates that Flint citizens will have 
safe drinking water, and that we are doing everything possible to ensure proper monitoring and 
remediation of blood levels and physical or neurological impacts over the long term. And I want the 
Flint community and all citizens of Michigan to know how very sorry I am that this has happened." 

Nick and Dan might not like the "invite" but I spoken with them both and they of course will support 
whatever the Boss decides. 

Thanks, 

Rich 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 24, 2015, at 7:41 AM, Holland, Meegan (GOV) <H.\?).\f:1.fi0.f\'.?@.0Ji<tgf:i_r\gqy> wrote: 

Colleagues: 



Many of us have reached the conclusion that our messaging on the Flint water crisis has 
room for improvement. We haven't conveyed to citizens the depth of our concern over 
the situation. I've crafted a statement to be made by the Governor, and would like you 
to review it. 

This statement is meant to manage expectations on the timing of concrete conclusions 
(the task force report may not come out for another month at least) and to signal that 
action may come sooner than that (we plan to reach out to Mayor Weaver, for example, 
and perhaps hold a press conference with her in January announcing some next steps). 

Here is the statement: 

"I've been briefed on the recent meeting of the task force studying the Flint water 
situation and I've read the report from the Office of the Auditor General on the 
processes used by DEQ to monitor Flint water. 

"No matter what the testing requirements were, they were not enough to prevent this 
crisis. I want Michigan to be the state that is known for the safest water in the nation. 
"I'd like to thank the task force for keeping me apprised of their continuing 
investigation. As they uncover more facts, it's clear to me we can do better. The report 
may take another month or so, but if we need to make changes more swiftly, I plan to 
take immediate action. 

"The bottom line is we'll take responsibility for our part in Flint's water crisis. I'm 
committed to partnering with all of the stakeholders who are as concerned about public 
health as I am. I vow to make sure that Flint citizens will have safe drinking water. And 
I'm so very sorry that this happened. 

"But I know an apology isn't enough. We've already allocated $10 million to test the 
water, distribute water filters, and help in other ways. On Thursday, I called Flint Mayor 
Karen Weaver, and we're going to sit down in the next week to discuss other ways the 
state can offer assistance. 

"What happened in Flint is inexcusable. I want to assure residents there that we will 
work hard to make things right." 

Thank you, 
Meegan 

Meegan Holland 
Director of Communications for Gov. Rick Snyder 
Office: 517-335-6397 
Mobile: 
Twitter: @meholland 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Colleagues, 

Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
Monday, December 28, 2015 2:09 PM 
Calley, Brian (GOV); Snyder, Rick (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); Redford, James (GOV); 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Posthumus, Dick 
(GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Scott, Allison (GOV) 
Update on OAG letter and our statement 

The Office of the Auditor General has released the letter. We've developed a statement, based on the 
summary you read the other night, that spells out how things came down. We hope media will pick up on the 
fact that the DEQ was largely following protocols, or in one case, an ambiguous one that EPA later clarified. 

FYI - Sen. Ananich has released the following in regard to the OAG letter: "The Auditor General has provided 
an important piece of this puzzle and I'm sure the extended report they are working on will reveal additional 
information," said Ananich. "What's clear is that corrosion control should have been used and there are 
serious failings in our system that must be addressed. Between the FOIA emails released recently and these 
findings, it's obvious that legislative oversight is the best way to see how all of these pieces fit together. I 
expect holding hearings to be high on the agenda when the Legislature returns." 

On Tuesday, we plan to release this statement by the Governor. It's been tweaked slightly since our review the 
other night, thanks to feedback from the Governor, Jim Redford and others. 

"I've been briefed on the recent meeting of the task force studying the Flint water situation and I've read the 
report from the Office of the Auditor General on the processes used by DEQ to monitor Flint water. 

"The bi-partisan task force has worked tirelessly to interview Flint, Genesee County, state and federal officials 

to complete its independent analysis. They are reviewing hundreds of documents at all levels of government 
and from the public health science community. 

"I'd like to thank the task force for keeping me apprised of their continuing investigation. As they uncover 
more facts, it's clear to me we can do better. Their report may take another month or so, but if we need to 
make changes more swiftly, I plan to take immediate action. 

"No matter what the testing requirements were, they were not enough to prevent this crisis. 

"When it comes to matters of health and quality of life, we're committed to doing everything we can to 

protect the well-being of our citizens. 

"I understand there can be disagreements within the scientific community. That is why I have told my 

directors at MDEQ and DHHS to invite every external scientist who has worked on the Flint water issue to the 
state laboratory facilities to work as partners with us. Together, we should be able to affirm that we're using 
the very best testing protocols to ensure Flint residents have safe drinking water and that we're doing proper 
monitoring and remediation of blood levels and other health impacts over the long term. 



"I want the Flint community and all citizens of Michigan to know how very sorry I am that this has happened. 

"But I know an apology isn't enough. We've already allocated $10 million to test the water, distribute water 
filters, and help in other ways. On Thursday, I called Flint Mayor Karen Weaver, and we're going to sit down in 
the next week to discuss other ways the state can offer assistance. 

"I want to assure residents there that we will work hard to make things right." 

Meegan Holland 
Director of Communications for Gov. Rick Snyder 
Office: 517-335-6397 
Mobile: 
Twitter: @meholland 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
Tuesday, December 29, 2015 1:21 PM 
Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); 
Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Scott, Allison (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Calley, Brian 
(GOV); Redford, James (GOV) 

Flint water statement 

Here is a statement from the Governor that will go out around 2-2:30 p.m. to the media. We'll also give a heads up to 
executive staffers and some others. - Meegan 

When I became aware that the city of Flint's water showed elevated lead levels and that the state's handling of the 
situation was being questioned, I requested funding to switch the source back to the Great Lakes Water Authority and 
appointed an independent task force to identify possible missteps and areas for improvement. 

The task force has done an exceptional job, reviewing stacks of documents and interviewing scores of Flint, Genesee 
County, state and federal officials. 

Although the task force's final report is not yet completed, it has made me aware of some interim findings and 
corrective steps that I have decided to take immediately in order to restore trust in how the state keeps its citizens safe 
and informed. 

We'll continue to work with the community members to make sure we hear and respond to their concerns. 

In addition, MDEQ Director Dan Wyant has offered his resignation, and I've determined that it's appropriate to accept it. 
I'm also making other personnel changes at MDEQ to address problems cited by the task force. 

But changes in leadership and staff are not enough. I understand there can be disagreements within the scientific 
community. That is why I have directed both the departments of Environmental Quality and Health and Human Services 
to invite every external scientist who has worked on this issue to be our partners in helping us improve Flint water. Let's 
share research on water and blood lead level testing so we can arrive at accurate and mutually supported 
conclusions. Together, we should work to affirm that we're using the very best testing protocols to ensure Flint 
residents have safe drinking water and that we're taking steps to protect their health over the short and long term. 

I want the Flint community to know how very sorry I am that this has happened. And I want all Michigan citizens to know 
that we will learn from this experience, because Flint is not the only city that has an aging infrastructure. 

I know many Flint citizens are angry and want more than an apology. That's why I'm taking the actions today to ensure a 
culture of openness and trust. We've already allocated $10 million to test the water, distribute water filters, and help in 
other ways. Last week, I called Flint Mayor Karen Weaver, and we're going to meet soon to discuss other ways the state 
can offer assistance. 

These are only initial steps - we fully expect to take more actions following the recommendations of our task force. 
When it comes to matters of health and quality of life, we're committed to doing everything we can to protect the well
being of our citizens. 

Meegan Holland 
Director of Communications for Gov. Rick Snyder 



Office: 517-335-6397 
Mobile: 
Twitter: @meholland 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Good afternoon, 

Biehl, Laura (GOV) 

~2016 3:50 PM 
- Forstner, Nathaniel (GOV); Scott, Allison (GOV); Muchmore, 
Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); 
Emmitt, Beth (GOV); Mcbride, Bill (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Posthumus, Dick 
(GOV); Redford, James (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV) 

Murray, David (GOV); Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
FYI- Release going shortly re: Flint Emergency Declaration 

Just wanted you all to know that we're issuing the following press release shortly regarding the Governor declaring an 
emergency in Genesee County and activating the State Emergency Operations Center. The declaration will be attached 
with it. 

Thanks! 

Gov. Snyder declares emergency for Genesee County 
State Emergency Operations Center activated to assist with relief efforts 

LANSING, Mich. - Gov. Rick Snyder today declared a state of emergency for Genesee County 
due to the ongoing health and safety issues caused by lead in the city of Flint's drinking water. 

By declaring a state of emergency, Snyder has made available all state resources in cooperation 
with local response and recovery operations. The declaration authorizes the Michigan State 
Police, Emergency Management and Homeland Security Division (MSP/EMHSD) to coordinate 
state efforts. 

"The health and welfare of Flint residents is a top priority and we're committed to a coordinated 
approach with resources from state agencies to address all aspects of this situation," Snyder said. 
"Working in full partnership with the Flint Water Advisory Task Force, all levels of government and 
water quality experts, we will find both short-term and long-term solutions to ensure the health and 
safety of Flint residents." 

In addition to the emergency declaration, Snyder activated the State Emergency Operations 
Center to coordinate state response and recovery activities. State agencies will report to the 
center to coordinate resources, assess the situation and begin providing assets to assist with local 
relief operations. 

"Our staff recognizes the urgency of this situation and is already working closely with local 
officials," said Capt. Chris A Kelenske, Deputy State Director of Emergency Management and 
Homeland Security and commander of the MSP/EMHSD. "We will continue to collaborate with 
state, city and county leaders to coordinate relief efforts, streamline communication and use all 
available resources to help residents." 

On Jan. 4, Genesee County declared a "local state of emergency," which activated local 



emergency response and recovery plans. By requesting a governor's declaration, the county has 
determined local resources are insufficient to address the situation and state assistance is 
required to protect public health, safety and property to lessen or avert the threat of a crisis. 

The city of Flint has been under a local emergency declaration since Dec. 14, 2015. 

The SEOC is the emergency operations center for the state of Michigan. Located in Lansing, the 
center is overseen by the MSP/EMHSD and coordinates response and recovery efforts by state 
agencies and local government. The SEOC is staffed by members of state agencies and other 
partners for decision making and information coordination during disasters or emergencies in the 
state of Michigan. 

Laura BkH 
Ue;:;,Jty Pn::ss Secretary 
L\,,xuLve Office of Michigan Cinv. Rick Snyder 
Ce::::rg,:: 1..t,1, =~o='rinev Bjlding 
El S, Capitol Ave. 
l. .. 2nsing, f\/11 48931 
Dffk:e: 517-:135-S?,97 

### 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Ellison, Melanie (GOV) 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 1:52 PM 
Hall, Jean (GOV); Emmitt, Beth (GOV) 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Larkin, Brian 
(GOV) 

RE: Water Meeting Tomorrow 
Flint Background for Governor.pdf 

I have attached the general Flint update from Treasury. There is a brief paragraph about the water issue, but we are 
looking for a briefing specifically on the water issue. 

The Governor has a meeting in the morning with the Mayor, EM, City Administrator, and President of City Council where 
the water issue may be brought up. However, Col. Etue will also be attending so they will be discussing other topics 
concerning Flint (which is why I have the general update from Treasury). MSP is getting me a general update too. 

Brian Larkin is working on the agenda and a briefing for the couple morning meetings in Flint. 

For the afternoon meeting - we need a briefing on the combined Flint/Detroit water issue. 

Please let me know if you have further questions. 

Thank you, 

Melanie 

-----Original Message----
From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 1:46 PM 
To: Emmitt, Beth (GOV) 
Cc: Ellison, Melanie (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Water Meeting Tomorrow 
Importance: High 

O.K. I was confused- Bill is working on one for Flint, but can also do one for the Detroit meeting if needed. He is working 
with Brom at Treasury on the Flint briefing. HOWEVER, he thought Wendy may have also requested something from 
Treasury for tomorrow's Detroit meeting since Dennis set it up. Staci do you have anything to add to this? 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
(517) 241-5493 
Hall i16(!.vmichigan.gov 

-----Original Message-----



From: Emmitt, Beth (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 1:41 PM 
To: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Cc: Ellison, Melanie (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Water Meeting Tomorrow 

Ok - I wanted to see if Treasury was sending something too. Is Bill working with them directly? 

-----Original Message----
From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 1:40 PM 
To: Emmitt, Beth (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Water Meeting Tomorrow 

Bill is working on it -knows the deadline is 4 p.m. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
(517) 241-5493 
Ha11i16@michigan.gov 

-----Original Message----
From: Emmitt, Beth (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 1:37 PM 
To: Hichez, Amy (Treasury) 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Ellison, Melanie (GOV); Rustem, William (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Subject: Water Meeting Tomorrow 

Are we going to have a briefing on this tonight from Treasury? 
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89 (Rev. 02-11) 

RICK SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 
LANSING 

ANDY DILLON 
STATE TREASURER 

Date: 

To: 

From: 

April 18, 2013 

Andy Dillon 
State Treasurer 

Roger Fraser 
Deputy State Treasurer 

Subject: City of Flint Background Information 

Pursuant to your request I am providing a status report regarding important issues facing the city. 

BUDGET 
The administration anticipates the FY 2013 budget will remain balanced through the end of 

the fiscal year. 
The current budget reduced the City's workforce by 150 positions (20 percent). 
The City's five year deficit elimination plan anticipates an emergency loan application of $12 
million to address the $19.3 million accumulated deficit. The remainder of the unrestricted 
accumulated general fund deficit will be eliminated through $7 .1 million in reductions. 
The administration anticipates the FY 2014 will be balanced by making $3 million of 
reductions despite a 14% loss in taxable value. 
70% of the General fund expenses are for Police, Fire, 911 and the Court. 
Ernst & Young will assist the EM is preparing a 5 year financial plan in accordance with 
the DEP. 

POLICE 

FIRE 

Voters approved a 6 mill public safety millage in November and 6 police officers have been 
hired to date and 5 positions still remain to be filled. 
Reorganization of the FPD has reduced response times and increased the rate of solving 
homicides to 70%. 
City successfully allowing out-county units to use the city's lock up. 
MSP continues to provide 24/7 support to the city and will increase staffing from 18 to 25. 

Average number of fires per day 5-7. 
New Fire Chief hired, former Flint fire employee. 
False alarms are down 75% after EM began billing alarm companies for false alarms 

BLIGHT 
The city has 9,000 vacant structures 
Over 600 structures have been demolished 
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City is losing demolition money because Consumers Power cannot provide adequate 
manpower to cut & cap due to union issues. 
MSHDA is applying for $100 million in demolition funding for 5 local units including 
Flint. Anticipate work beginning this summer if grant application is successful. 

WATER 
EM signed a resolution to enter into and sign a contract with KW A. 
Water theft is a significant issue and administration plans to address it in the next 90 
days. 
Water rates have been raised 118 % over the past 2 years and is an issue with residents 
Effective 7/1/13 EM will eliminate the "readiness to serve charge" ($53) for any water 
customer who meets the state poverty exemption requirements. 
DWSD attempting to cancel current contract with Flint and institute increased charges to 
the city during construction of KW A. 

PENSION 
Overall annual contribution is $17.4million, which has increased as work force has been 
reduced. 
General fund annual contribution is approximately $8 million. 

SOLID WASTE COLLECTION 
City outsourced collection of solid waste during March 2013, the low bidder hired 20 
former DPW employees and the transition has been seamless. The firm will provide 
recycling this summer. 

OPEB LAWSUIT 
A Federal District Judge recently granted (6 retirees) plaintiffs' motion for a preliminary 
injunction in response to changes implemented to retiree healthcare by the former EM. This 
action stops the modifications to the City of Flint's retirees' health care benefits from going 
into effect. 

MAYOR AND COUNCIL 
The EM has restored the Mayor's salary and intends to reinstate the salary of city council. 
Council's restoration will be predicated upon complying with certain criteria (training, 
active cooperation with the EM and consideration of major city initiatives i.e. master 
plan, KWA). 
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Short-term fiscal changes 
The City of Flint has made many fiscal changes to balance the 
budget and reduce the deficit including: 

• lncreasin~ c;rtain taxes and fees to cover the operating 
costs of Fl int s core services 

• Reducing headcount 
• Working with labor and sharing sacrifice across pension 

and h:althc~re benefits to generate savings 
• Updating IT 1nfr~structure as well as reviewing back-office 

and shared services to drive efficiency 

Long-term reinvestment for sustainable future 
The City's 5-year plan must now turn towards sustainability to 
e~~ure the long-term plan will be in the best interest of the 
citizens 
• What levels of reinvestment in infrastructure and 

community development will attract jobs and population 
growth? 

• When and how should capital be deployed to maintain 
fiscal stability and foster change 

• What additional changes can be made to provide the 
necessary capital for reinvestment? 

Public/private partnerships 
Leveraging State and Federal mechanisms 

in an improve quality of life ("QOL") for citizens 

Investing for a sustainable future 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Team: 

Ellison, Melanie (GOV) 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 4:20 PM 
Tedder, Greg (GOV); Brader, Valerie (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Clayton, Stacie 
(GOV); Larkin, Brian (GOV) 
Rustem, William (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Flint Water System 
Memo Flint Water System 130418 (3).pdf 

Attached is a memo from Bill Rustem regarding the Flint Water System. Because there are outside departments included 
on the calendar appointment, this will only be in the Governor's briefing tonight so we wanted to make sure you had it 
as well. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Melanie Ellison 
Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
0: 517-373-0504 



TO: Governor Snyder 
CC: Dennis Muchmore, John Roberts, Harvey Hollins, Allison Scott 

FROM: Bill Rustem 

SUBJECT: Flint Water System 

DATE: April 18, 2013 

Governor, this information was compiled by the Department of Treasury. 

Summary 

In November 2012 the Department of Treasury commissioned the firm of Tucker, Young, Jackson & Tull, 
Inc. (TYJT) to analyze options for the City of Flint to either remain a customer of the Detroit Water & 
Sewer Department (DWSD) or to join the Karegnondi Water Authority (KWA) in Genesee County. The 
purpose of this study was to provide objective analyses to the State Treasurer and Flint's Emergency 
Financial Manager (EFM) in order to secure future potable drinking water for the City. 

In December 2012, staff from TYJT met with representatives from the Department ofTreasury and the 
City of Flint to provide a preliminary report on their findings. At this meeting, five options were 
presented: These options ranged from the Flint Water Plant providing 100% water, to 100% provision of 
untreated Lake Huron Water by KWA, to 100% provision of treated drinking water by DWSD, or 
provision of variable amounts of water from DWSD using a combination of blended DWSD water and 
Flint River water. 

From the presentation of the preliminary report in December 2012 to the submission of the final report 
by TYJT in January 2013, a number of developments made arriving at a final decision very difficult. 

• DWSD provided the City of Flint with at least two modified proposals to consider. 

• A debate ensued between TYJT and KWA's principal engineering firm regarding the others' 
conclusions and estimates for construction of the KWA pipeline. 

• The Flint EFM eliminated all options except the 100% DWSD option or joining KWA. 

In January 2013, the Office of Financial Review (OFR) provided a comprehensive report to the State 
Treasurer analyzing three questions: 1) The projected construction costs and why Treasury believed the 
projections provided by Flint/KWA were acceptable; 2) Identification of the construction contingencies; 
and 3) Identification of the options Flint will utilize in the event of a construction cost overrun or a delay 
in construction. At the end of this report, the OFR recommended to the State Treasurer that KWA 
presented the best future option for future potable water. The OFR also concluded that KWA appeared 
to be the cheaper option; the quality of water would improve; Genesee County appeared willing to 
assist the City in securing the financing for their portion of the project; the KWA project could signify the 
beginning of better collaboration between the City of Flint and Genesee County; and the KWA project 
had both political and popular support. 
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Between January and April, intense scrutiny of the various proposals was undertaken by Treasury and 
Flint officials. Treasury officials met with officials from Genesee County to gain a better understanding of 
the KWA project. In February 2013, Genesee County opened bids for construction of the Lake Huron 
intakes. This bid opening represented the first meaningful step toward commencing construction of the 
KWA system. The bid was $3-million less than projected. 

In March 2013, Treasury was notified that DWSD had contacted Flint to negotiate with the City to retain 
them as a customer. On April 12, 2013, the State Treasurer authorized the Flint EFM to join KWA, 
pending review of any final offer from DWSD. A final offer was received from DWSD on April 15, 2013. 

DWSD's final offer provided two options. The first option was for a "supply only" rate schedule. Only 
water treatment costs would be recovered and DWDS would absorb all other delivery costs. Capital and 
operating revenue charges would be calculated based upon KWA's usage relative to the entire demand 
upon DWSD's Lake Huron WTP. KWA would also have the ability to construct and own its own 
transmission lines. 

The second option was a "full service" rate option. DWSD would provide all production and transmission 
services. Transmission rates would be calculated only on those costs necessary to supply KWA and no 
additional transmission rates would be charged. Capital and operating revenue charges would be 
calculated based upon KWA's usage relative to the entire demand upon the Lake Huron WTP. 

Independent analyses of DWSD's final offer by the OFR, the Flint EFM, and the Department of 
Environmental Quality (DEQ) generally reached the same conclusions: 

• DWSD's offer was a framework subject to negotiations and was not a firm offer. 

• The offer provided by DWSD was incomplete. 

• DWSD's offer did not include a guaranteed rate beyond year one, nor did it limit maximum 
annual rate increases. 

• The DWSD scenarios were based on 40 MGD of service capacity. However, the KWA project provides 
60 MGD of initial capacity with potential expansion to 75 MGD. 

• DWSD indicates that Flint/ Genesee County would be given "broadened representation," it is 
unclear exactly what this means in terms of actual control in the decision making processes. 

• The DWSD offer relies on a single transmission system and would require the City of Flint to 
maintain its WTP for emergency purposes. In addition, it would leave Genesee County without an 
adequate backup supply to meet their needs. 

• DWSD's offer included an attachment that listed the rank-ordered options (from cheapest to most 
expensive). DWSD Scenario 2 is listed as the least expensive option (but it is unclear how the total 
cost of this option was arrived at). DWSD Scenario 1 was not listed. 

• DWSD provided a summary table of their unit costs but how these figures are arrived at was not 
clear, so analysis proved difficult. 

Without specific details from DWSD on this proposal, a true comparative analysis is difficult to provide. 
As such the Flint EFM rejected the DWSD proposal and agreed to join KWA. 

If further information on this issue is needed, please let me know. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ellison, Melanie (GOV) 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 4:24 PM 
Hall, Jean (GOV) 

RE: Flint Water System 

Thanks! Minus Harvey they will all gel the briefing tonight but the others won't so I wanted them to have it too ft 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 4:24 PM 
To: Ellison, Melanie (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Flint Water System 

FYl..,.I also sent them rn21110 to Dennis Muchmore, John Roberts, Harvey and Allison --- since they were cc'd@ 

Jean Ha!! 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
(517) 24"!--5493 
Halli16@michigan.gov 

From: Ellison, Melanie (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 4:20 PM 
To: Tedder, Greg (GOV); Brader, Valerie (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Larkin, Brian (GOV) 
Cc: Rustem, William (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Subject: Flint Water System 

Team: 

Attached is a memo from Bill Rustem regarding the Flint Water System. Because there are outside departments included 
on the calendar appointment, this will only be in the Governor's briefing tonight so we wanted to make sure you had it 
as well. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Melanie Ellison 
Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
0: 517-373-0504 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 
Required Attendees: 

Optional Attendees: 

RDS/GT/VB - KWA & DWSD (Water) Meeting 
Governor's SE Ml Office 

Fri 4/19/2013 3:00 PM 
Fri 4/19/2013 4:30 PM 
Tentative 

(none) 

Not yet responded 

GovCalendar 
Hichez, Amy (Treasury); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Rustem, 
William (GOV); Brader, Valerie (GOV); Tedder, Greg (GOV) 
Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ) 

Host: 1111- SClayton to dial in as Host 

Attendees: 
RDS/GT in person, Val Brader by phone 
Mr. Orr by phone 
Harvey Hollins by phone or in person 
Attending from DWSD: Jim Fausone, Sue McCormick (Director), Nikki Bateson (CFO) 
Attending from Flint: Ed Kurtz and Flint Mayor Dayne Walling 
Attending from Treasury: Andy Dillon, Amy Hichez 
Attending from DEQ: Dan Wyant 
George Karmo from Tucker Young Jackson Tull Inc 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

yes 

Michele Vansickle 

Vansickle, Michele (GOV) 

Monday, October 12, 2015 2:47 PM 
Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV) 

RE: Flint next steps meeting 

Executive Assistant for Richard Baird and Mike Finney Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

vansicklem2@rnichigan.gov 

-----Original Message-----
From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2015 2:38 PM 
To: Vansickle, Michele (GOV) <vansicklem2@rnichigan.gov>; Hall, Jean (GOV) <halli16@michigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: Flint next steps meeting 

Can you guys hold 11:30 a.m. on Wednesday for this while I find out if it works for Nick & Dan 

-----Original Message----
From: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2015 2:05 PM 
To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisniewskiv,1@michigan,gov> 
Cc: Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clemente@michigan.gov> 
Subject: Flint next steps meeting 

Wendy, 

Can we arrange a meeting in next couple days to discuss next steps with Flint and the after action report for water 
testing. 

Need to have Dennis, Beth, and me (or two of the three). 

Rich 
Dan Wyant 
Nick Lyon 
Harvey 
Walsh 
Wurfel/Murray 
Redford 
Dick 

Thanks 
Jarrod 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Team, 

Murray, David (GOV) 

Wednesday, October 21, 2015 1:00 PM 

Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Baird, 

Richard (GOV); Calley, Brian (GOV); Forstner, Nathaniel (GOV); Saunders, Kelli (GOV); 

Redford, James (GOV); Mcbride, Bill (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV) 

Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Scott, Allison (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy 

(GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Please review: Flint Water Task Force release 

Here's the release announcing the Flint Water Task Force. Members met this morning and had considerable 
input in this. Our plan is to issue the release around 2:30 p.m. Please let me know if you have suggested 
changes. 

Thank you! 

Dave 

Gov. Rick Snyder announces Flint Water Task Force to review state, federal 
and municipal actions, offer recommendations 

Experts in public health, water management, environmental protection to focus on steps to 
protect residents 

LANSING, Mich. - Gov. Rick Snyder today announced the creation of an independent advisory task force 
charged with reviewing actions regarding water use and testing in Flint and offer recommendations for future 
guidelines to protect the health and safety of all state residents. 

Task force members include experts in public health and medicine, water management, and environmental 
protection from both sides of the aisle, and will be co-chaired by Ken Sikkema of Public Sector Consultants 
and Chris Kolb, of the Michigan Environmental Council. Also serving will be Dr. Matthew Davis of the 
University of Michigan Health System, Eric Rothstein, of the Galardi Rothstein Group and Dr. Lawrence 
Reynolds of Mott Children's Health Center in Flint. 

"Transitioning back to the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department-Great Lakes Water Authority is a good first 
step to protecting public health in Flint, but it's not the last step," Snyder said. "Bringing in outside experts to 
evaluate our actions and help monitor and advise on potential changes to law, procedures and practices will be 
key to continuing work on the comprehensive action plan and ensuring safe drinking water for all the residents 
in Flint and all of Michigan." 

Snyder said the administration will fully cooperate with task force members, saying he wants an unbiased 
report focusing on steps taken in the past and recommendations that could improve practices to ensure all 
residents have access to safe, clean water. 



Ken Sikkema is a senior policy fellow at Public Sector Consultants, where he specializes in public finance, 
environment, and energy policy. Prior to joining the firm, Sikkema served in both the Michigan House and 
Senate, culminating with four years as Senate majority leader. He has also served as both an adjunct and 
visiting professor at Grand Valley State University. 

Chris Kolb is president of the Michigan Environmental Council, a statewide coalition of 70 environmental, 
public health and faith-based nonprofit groups. Before joining the MEC, Kolb represented Ann Arbor in the 
state House for six years and served six years on the Ann Arbor City Council. He has been president of the 
MEC for six years. 

Matthew Davis, M.D., M.A.P.P., is professor of pediatrics and internal medicine at the University of Michigan 
Health System and professor of public policy at the Gerald R. Ford School at the University of Michigan, having 
joined the faculty in 2000. Davis also is a professor of health management and policy at the School of Public 
Health. He previously served as the chief medical executive of the Michigan Department of Community 
Health/Department of Health and Human Services. 

Eric Rothstein is a national water issues consultant and principal at the Galardi Rothstein Group. He served 
as an independent advisor on the creation of the Great Lakes Water Authority. Rothstein also has served as 
Jefferson County, Alabama's rate consultant and municipal adviser for litigation related to the county's 
bankruptcy and issuance of $1. 7 billion in sewer warrants and led strategic financial planning for the City of 
Atlanta's Department of Watershed Management. He has more than 30 years of experience in water, 
wastewater and stormwater utility finance and rate-making assessments. 

Lawrence Reynolds, M.D., is a pediatrician in Flint who serves as president of the Mott Children's Health 
Center. He received his medical degree from Howard University College of Medicine and has been in practice 
for 36 years. He has served as president of the Genesee County Medical Society and the Michigan Chapter of 
the American Academy of Pediatrics. He has been honored for his humanitarian and advocacy efforts on 
behalf of children from the Community Foundation of Greater Flint. 

Snyder has said reconnecting with the authority is a critical step to resolving water quality issues and 
addressing related health concerns. It will not immediately resolve the city's problem with lead service lines or 
aging infrastructure. It will take time for pipes in Flint to become coated with the phosphate corrosion control. 

To best protect public health, state and local authorities will continue to carry out steps outlined on Oct. 2 in a 
comprehensive action plan, including continued testing, the use of faucet filters and providing residents with 
accurate information about steps to eliminate lead exposure. The Michigan Departments of Environmental 
Quality and Health and Human Services are continuing to provide free water filters, free lead testing through 
the state laboratory for Flint water customers, and hiring additional staff to conduct health exposure monitoring 
for lead in drinking water. 

Dave Murray 
Deputy Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
:v1 u :ravD1@) rnichigan ,~ov 
517-335-6397, office 

mobile 
Twitter:@michigandmurray 

#"It## 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Brownfield, Michael (GOV) 

Wednesday, November 04, 2015 7:58 AM 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Looks fine to me, but given the subject matter I think you probably want to get a sign off from someone who has been 
plugged into this issue (Beth or Jarrod, I guess.) 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Mcbride, Bill (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV) 
Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Khouri, Claire (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Brown, Eric (GOV); 
Blackwell, Rob (GOV); Arwood, Cheri (GOV); Hansen, Rachel (GOV); Taylor, Nicole (GOV); Brownfield, Michael (GOV); 
Redford, James (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Thomet, Ruth (GOV); Stoken, Laura (GOV); Kennedy, Jordan (GOV); 
Lukasik, Liz (GOV); Weber, Travis (GOV); Ayers, Angela (GOV) 
Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

.Ha!l[l.6@rnichi£an.f;ov 
517-241-5493 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

Wednesday, November 04, 2015 8:11 AM 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Beth hasn't been involved in Flint \vater at aH Just Dennis and Jarrod 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 8:04 AM 

To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <2tif.L~.D.lf:'.Yi.~L[Y!..@D:.[::.b}B.JD,.KQ.V.>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) <Kf:'.G.G.?:.0Y[9:@.H:.[f.bi.g::1D,£.QY.> 
Subject: FW: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Good Morning! 

Can you please make sure Jarrod and Beth look at this? See Mike's comments belov,1, 

Thanks! 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

.i:1.?.!.!i.}.f!.@.0J!.(0.[R?.D.,R0.Y. 
517-241-5493 

From: Brownfield, Michael (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 7:58 AM 

To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <b.JJ.UL§@m[rb.[&J:J,B.Q:~'.> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Looks fine to me, but given the subject matter I think you probably want to get a sign off from someone who has been 
plugged into this issue (Beth or Jarrod, I guess.) 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Mcbride, Bill (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV) 
Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Khouri, Claire (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Brown, Eric (GOV); 
Blackwell, Rob (GOV); Arwood, Cheri (GOV); Hansen, Rachel (GOV); Taylor, Nicole (GOV); Brownfield, Michael (GOV); 
Redford, James (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Thomet, Ruth (GOV); Stoken, Laura (GOV); Kennedy, Jordan (GOV); 
Lukasik, Liz (GOV); Weber, Travis (GOV); Ayers, Angela (GOV) 
Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Hello All, 



DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

.HFliHJf?.@.mirhifi?n,g;?; 
517-241-5493 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ok 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Mcbride, Bill (GOV) 

Wednesday, November 04, 2015 8:57 AM 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 
RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <[:J.~!tt:~rn.QLf:.~l.@n1tt:~[g0.c-.,&f::Y>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <ro.;l;g:L~l.f:.Q@D:.[rb.l8.JEL8.Q.V.>; Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV) <{\g_fn:!@J0.(:;h}g~.1J,.R0.V.>; Walsh, John (GOV) <Wil\bJ@.mi.,:"Ji[f:;f:'.0.,gqy> 
Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV) <y-:Q.tt~.P@rr!.lrb.\R~.0.,ggy>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <r)?.0Y,".Gtf:".@.r:J.\hif@!lg;?y>; Khouri, Claire 

(GOV) <\b.\?.~0{;@.m.\hiM!l@Y.>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\V1t:f.th@!Tt[rb.(g~_0,.R0Y>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 

<f\U?'.'!Y.!Jf)5@.r:'.!.\hig?n,g;?Y.>; Blackwell, Rob (GOV) <B.\f:1.f:hY.tJ)x?@.mi.,;Ji[f:;f:'.0.,gqy>; Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 
<!'.\E.V.(0.0.0(@.mi<tgf:1.r\gqy>; Hansen, Rachel (GOV) <hlG~?:n1:2@.1:r,.(:;h}_@.IJ,.R0.V.>; Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 
<T~vl.wN7.@rr.\:;h}_@.IJ,.R0.V.>; Brownfield, Michael (GOV) <f\U?'.'!Y.!Jf.Lf).0.\:F@.01/b.(g1.0.,gqy>; Redford, James (GOV) 

<f.t".r.J.f.q.r.0J.@.0Ji<tgf:i_U,gqy>; Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <:<!Y.h?i[?Y.!.\t[:-r.{@.01/b.(g1.0.,gqy>; Thomet, Ruth (GOV) 

<Tb.Q.0J.ftR.@!Td.(b.(g1.0.,gqy>; Stoken, Laura (GOV) <~.t.0t?:nl.@.mitL[gf:'_0_,gqy>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 

<KtDUf:".0.Y.:H@rr.\:;h}_@.IJ,.R0.V.>; Lukasik, Liz (GOV) <L.~*1-~JtL.@!Td.(b.(g1.0.,g.0y>; Weber, Travis (GOV) 

<\V.?f?.t:f.17..@.mi<tgf:'.0.,gqy>; Ayers, Angela (GOV) <AY..f!:~A@.r:J.\hiMG,W?-!.> 
Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 



Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

HaililG(::i:>rnichigartgov 

517-241-5493 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dennis is ol.;,: ,vith this 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

Wednesday, November 04, 2015 10:07 AM 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <[:J.~!tt:~rn.QL?:.~l.@.01tt:~[g0.c-.,&Q.Y.>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <ro.;l;g:L~l.?:.Q@Jl:.[rb.l8.JEL8.Q.V.>; Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV) <{£.?:DL@rn.[::.b}B.J.IJ,.8.Q.V.>; Walsh, John (GOV) <W?L~.bJ@!.ml.r;:t:~[g0.c-.,&Q.Y.> 
Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV) <f?tQ.ttJJ?.@m[rb.l8.J.IJ.,8.Q.Y.>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <;J.?:.IJl?Jltf:'.@.[:J_\b]DJJl,fs!2?-!.>; Khouri, Claire 

(GOV) <.!5.b.0.~!EJ.r@.m.\b]DJJl,fs!2?-!.>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <WJJ.1:f.?:.l~@m[rb.l8.J.IJ,.8.Q:~'.>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 

<f:\J::2l".!.Df:)5.@.rn.\b]DJJl,fs!2?-!.>; Blackwell, Rob (GOV) <\?.lJ.fhV.?:':ll.LZ.@!.mtt:~[g.0.c-.,&Q.Y.>; Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 

<!:\L'-!.'[.Q.Q.Q[.@.mtl:d?J.t:u~Q.~(>; Hansen, Rachel (GOV) <b?Jl~f:JlJJ.@.rn.[::.b}B.J.IJ,.8.Q.V.>; Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 

< I1.v.J.<2LNJ.@D:.[::.b}B.J.IJ,B.Q.V.>; B rownfi el d, Mi ch a e I (GOV) < f:\J::2l".!.Df.L?:J.Q.M?.@mltl:.[&J.D.,8.Q.Y.>; Redford, Jam es (GOV) 

<Rtf:l.f.QX.0J@.mtl:d?JD,gQ.y>; Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <l".!.l.?D[?Y!.~h[?-t.i{.@.IJlLfl:.[&J.D.,8.Q.Y.>; Thomet, Ruth (GOV) 
<Il:.'.?.GJ.?:!;fi@mL.;:t:.[&J.D.,8.Q.Y.>; Stoken, Laura (GOV) <~_tQ.~f:JlhS!.mtt:~[g0.G.,&Q.Y.>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 

<Kf:'Dt:~f:'.0.Y.,[1.@D:.[::.b}B.J.IJ,.8.Q.V.>; Lukasik, Liz (GOV) <l:EtJ.iLtl,@mltl:.[8.J.IJ.:8.Q:~'.>; Weber, Travis (GOV) 

<\V.?f?.f:':f.I7..@.mi<tgf:'_0_,g~r!>; Ayers, Angela (GOV) <AY..f!:~A@.r:J.\hig;ln,Wt-!.> 
Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 
Importance: High 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 



HaililG(::i:>rnichigartgov 

517-241-5493 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Alreadv in CTS too. (~! 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

Wednesday, November 04, 2015 10:14 AM 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 10:08 AM 

To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <2tif.L~.D.lf:'.Yi.~L[Y!..@D:.[::.b}B.JD,.KQ.V.> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 

Executive Assistant 

Office of Strategic Policy 

Executive Office of Governor Hick Snyder 
Hailj16{arnk:h1;zan.gov 
517-241-5493 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 10:07 AM 

To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <b.JJ.U}.§@m[rb.[RJ:J,B.Q:~'.> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Dennis is ok with this 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <r-rn.Jchr-r10red(::i:irnichigan.gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <rncbrideb(@rnid1igan.gov>; Agen, 

Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(@rnk:higarLgov>; Walsh, John (GOV) <Wc1ishJ(Wmichigan.gov> 

Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV) <scotla12(@rnid1igan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clern0nte~i::michigan.gov>; Khouri, Claire 
(GOV) <Khouriq'ilmichigan.gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfob(@mid1igan.gov>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 

<BrnwnElS~i::michigan.gov>; Blackwell, Rob (GOV) <f:l.lackwdlr2(Wmichigan.gov>; Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 
<,ts,r,,voodC(oJmichi23ti.f'<W>; Hansen, Rachel (GOV) <h;;insemJ@rnich,gan.gov>; Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 

<lay"io(f·{/@rnich,gan.gov>; Brownfield, Michael (GOV) <Brnwnflddfv12@rnichigan.gov>; Redford, James (GOV) 

<R0dfordJ(6Jmichi23ti.f'<W>; Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisni0,,;skiw@rnichigan.gov>; Thomet, Ruth (GOV) 

<lhomern@rnichigan.gov>; Stoken, Laura (GOV) <Stokenl@michif;an.gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 

<l<2nnedyJ4@rnich,gan.gov>; Lukasik, Liz (GOV) <LukasikL@rnichigan.gov>; Weber, Travis (GOV) 
<Wd:,2r'TJ0Jmichii;,aru'ov>; Ayers, Angela (GOV) <AyersA@n-1,chig;;in.fov> 

Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Hello All, 



DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

.HFliHJf?.@.mirhifi?n,g;?; 
517-241-5493 

2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hi Jean····· 

Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 

Wednesday, November 04, 2015 2:04 PM 
Hall, Jean (GOV) 

RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

I guess I need a little caffeine. I accidental Iv typed rny name in the approval box and entered it for this one before doing 
Bill's name correctly. Sorry for the double approval t 

Thanks! 

Nicole Taylor : State of Michigan··· Washington, O.C. Office of the Governor I 2.02.62.4.5840 

From: Mcbride, Bill (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 8:57 AM 
To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <hallil6~vmichigcm.gov> 
Cc: Taylor, Nicole (GOV) <Tavlor"f\J?(::i:irnichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

ok 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored~'ilmichigan.gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <rncbrideb~vrnichigan.gov>; Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(i.Dmichigan.gov>; Walsh, John (GOV) <VJaishJ(&rnichigan.gov> 
Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV) <scotta12(i.Drnichigcm.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <demente(@michigi.ln.gov>; Khouri, Claire 
(GOV) <Khouf"iC(::i:irnichigi.ln.gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\1\!urfels~vmichigcm.gov>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 
<BmwnE15(@michigi.ln.gov>; Blackwell, Rob (GOV) <Black'iNellr2(&rnichigan.gov>; Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 
<An1voodC(@rnichigan.gov>; Hansen, Rachel (GOV) <hansenr3(Wmichigan.gov>; Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 

<"favlorrU(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Brownfield, Michael (GOV) <BmwnfieldM2~'ilmichigan.gov>; Redford, James (GOV) 
<RedfordJ(@rnichigan.gov>; Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisniewskiw~'ilmichigan.gov>; Thomet, Ruth (GOV) 
<ThornelR~vr-nichigan.gov>; Stoken, Laura (GOV) <Stokenl(&rnichigan.gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 
<KennedvJ4(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Lukasik, Liz (GOV) <l.JlkasikL~vr-nichigcm.gov>; Weber, Travis (GOV) 
<WeberT7(&rnichigan.gov>; Ayers, Angela (GOV) <AversA(@michigan.gov> 
Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 



USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
HaililG(::i:>rnichigartgov 

517-241-5493 

2 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Valerie, 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Thursday, April 18, 2013 7:57 AM 
Brader, Valerie (GOV) (braderv@michigan.gov) 
Simons, Samantha (GOV) 
FW: Flint Water Treatment 

If at all possible, Bill would like to talk to you about this, this morning? He has so time between 9 and 10 a.rn. and 11 
and 1 p.rn. 

Please let rne know and thank you. 

Jean Ha!! 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
(517) .24"1~5493 
H..9.lLl.1.!?.@rn.[Q.b).Q.@JL.Q.QY. 

From: Ellison, Melanie (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 5:10 PM 
To: Rustem, William (GOV) 
Cc: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Subject: Flint Water Treatment 

Hi Bill, 

Per the Scheduling meeting this afternoon - I was hoping you could put together some information about the water 
treatment system before the Governor's meeting in Flint on Friday. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Melanie Ellison 
Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
0: 517-373-0504 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 1:59 PM 
Bill Rustem (rustemw@michigan.gov) 

FW: Water Meeting Tomorrow 
Flint Background for Governor.pdf 

Some clarification as to what is needed. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
(517) 241-5493 
Hall i16(!.vmichigan.gov 

-----Original Message----
From: Ellison, Melanie (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 1:52 PM 
To: Hall, Jean (GOV); Emmitt, Beth (GOV) 
Cc: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Larkin, Brian (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Water Meeting Tomorrow 

I have attached the general Flint update from Treasury. There is a brief paragraph about the water issue, but we are 
looking for a briefing specifically on the water issue. 

The Governor has a meeting in the morning with the Mayor, EM, City Administrator, and President of City Council where 
the water issue may be brought up. However, Col. Etue will also be attending so they will be discussing other topics 
concerning Flint (which is why I have the general update from Treasury). MSP is getting me a general update too. 

Brian Larkin is working on the agenda and a briefing for the couple morning meetings in Flint. 

For the afternoon meeting - we need a briefing on the combined Flint/Detroit water issue. 

Please let me know if you have further questions. 

Thank you, 

Melanie 

-----Original Message----
From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 1:46 PM 
To: Emmitt, Beth (GOV) 
Cc: Ellison, Melanie (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Water Meeting Tomorrow 



Importance: High 

O.K. I was confused- Bill is working on one for Flint, but can also do one for the Detroit meeting if needed. He is working 
with Brom at Treasury on the Flint briefing. HOWEVER, he thought Wendy may have also requested something from 
Treasury for tomorrow's Detroit meeting since Dennis set it up. Staci do you have anything to add to this? 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
(517) 241-5493 

Ha11i16@michigan.gov 

-----Original Message----

From: Emmitt, Beth (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 1:41 PM 
To: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Cc: Ellison, Melanie (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Water Meeting Tomorrow 

Ok - I wanted to see if Treasury was sending something too. Is Bill working with them directly? 

-----Original Message----

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 1:40 PM 
To: Emmitt, Beth (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Water Meeting Tomorrow 

Bill is working on it -knows the deadline is 4 p.m. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
(517) 241-5493 

Hallj16@michigan.gov 

-----Original Message----

From: Emmitt, Beth (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 1:37 PM 
To: Hichez, Amy (Treasury) 
Cc: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Ellison, Melanie (GOV); Rustem, William (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Subject: Water Meeting Tomorrow 

Are we going to have a briefing on this tonight from Treasury? 

2 



89 (Rev. 02-11) 

RICK SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 
LANSING 

ANDY DILLON 
STATE TREASURER 

Date: 

To: 

From: 

April 18, 2013 

Andy Dillon 
State Treasurer 

Roger Fraser 
Deputy State Treasurer 

Subject: City of Flint Background Information 

Pursuant to your request I am providing a status report regarding important issues facing the city. 

BUDGET 
The administration anticipates the FY 2013 budget will remain balanced through the end of 

the fiscal year. 
The current budget reduced the City's workforce by 150 positions (20 percent). 
The City's five year deficit elimination plan anticipates an emergency loan application of $12 
million to address the $19.3 million accumulated deficit. The remainder of the unrestricted 
accumulated general fund deficit will be eliminated through $7 .1 million in reductions. 
The administration anticipates the FY 2014 will be balanced by making $3 million of 
reductions despite a 14% loss in taxable value. 
70% of the General fund expenses are for Police, Fire, 911 and the Court. 
Ernst & Young will assist the EM is preparing a 5 year financial plan in accordance with 
the DEP. 

POLICE 

FIRE 

Voters approved a 6 mill public safety millage in November and 6 police officers have been 
hired to date and 5 positions still remain to be filled. 
Reorganization of the FPD has reduced response times and increased the rate of solving 
homicides to 70%. 
City successfully allowing out-county units to use the city's lock up. 
MSP continues to provide 24/7 support to the city and will increase staffing from 18 to 25. 

Average number of fires per day 5-7. 
New Fire Chief hired, former Flint fire employee. 
False alarms are down 75% after EM began billing alarm companies for false alarms 

BLIGHT 
The city has 9,000 vacant structures 
Over 600 structures have been demolished 

P.O. BOX 30716 • LANSING, MICHIGAN 48909 
www.michigan.gov/treasury • (517) 373-3200 



Page2 

City is losing demolition money because Consumers Power cannot provide adequate 
manpower to cut & cap due to union issues. 
MSHDA is applying for $100 million in demolition funding for 5 local units including 
Flint. Anticipate work beginning this summer if grant application is successful. 

WATER 
EM signed a resolution to enter into and sign a contract with KW A. 
Water theft is a significant issue and administration plans to address it in the next 90 
days. 
Water rates have been raised 118% over the past 2 years and is an issue with residents 
Effective 7/1/13 EM will eliminate the "readiness to serve charge" ($53) for any water 
customer who meets the state poverty exemption requirements. 
DWSD attempting to cancel current contract with Flint and institute increased charges to 
the city during construction of KW A. 

PENSION 
Overall annual contribution is $17.4million, which has increased as work force has been 
reduced. 
General fund annual contribution is approximately $8 million. 

SOLID WASTE COLLECTION 
City outsourced collection of solid waste during March 2013, the low bidder hired 20 
former DPW employees and the transition has been seamless. The firm will provide 
recycling this summer. 

OPEB LAWSUIT 
A Federal District Judge recently granted (6 retirees) plaintiffs' motion for a preliminary 
injunction in response to changes implemented to retiree healthcare by the former EM. This 
action stops the modifications to the City of Flint's retirees' health care benefits from going 
into effect. 

MAYOR AND COUNCIL 
The EM has restored the Mayor's salary and intends to reinstate the salary of city council. 
Council's restoration will be predicated upon complying with certain criteria (training, 
active cooperation with the EM and consideration of major city initiatives i.e. master 
plan, KWA). 
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. from converting the pr bJ'ect to the temporary inJ - t· ,rogA,MoocyS.m= 1,.,_ 
$

4 million savings hanges are su "'""'" ~ . Advantage (these c Medicare 



-----~"'--,---~ ~·································· 
- .lI····,···· 
- :;:~!:'!';''!:lf!t!'.~ 

While leadership has implemented changes that will be in to sha . , . · ............................... ,, =============·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·= 

to determine required levels of reinvestment resulting~ . pe Fdlmt s ~uture,. a long-term view must be canvassed 

Short-term fiscal changes 
The City of Flint has made many fiscal changes to balance the 
budget and reduce the deficit including: 

• lncreasin~ c;rtain taxes and fees to cover the operating 
costs of Fl int s core services 

• Reducing headcount 
• Working with labor and sharing sacrifice across pension 

and h:althc~re benefits to generate savings 
• Updating IT 1nfr~structure as well as reviewing back-office 

and shared services to drive efficiency 

Long-term reinvestment for sustainable future 
The City's 5-year plan must now turn towards sustainability to 
e~~ure the long-term plan will be in the best interest of the 
citizens 
• What levels of reinvestment in infrastructure and 

community development will attract jobs and population 
growth? 

• When and how should capital be deployed to maintain 
fiscal stability and foster change 

• What additional changes can be made to provide the 
necessary capital for reinvestment? 

Public/private partnerships 
Leveraging State and Federal mechanisms 

in an improve quality of life ("QOL") for citizens 

Investing for a sustainable future 

...................... )'l 

/_ •..... / 
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Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 

FW: Internal Flint Water Meeting 
Executive Conference Room, 2nd Romney 

Wed 1/28/2015 10:00 AM 
Wed 1/28/2015 11 :00 AM 
Tentative 

(none) 

Not yet responded 

Posthumus, Dick (GOV) 

-----Orig i na I Appointment----
From: Posthumus, Dick (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2015 8:59 AM 
To: Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); Wisniewski, 
Wendy (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV); Pleyte, Beth (Treasury); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Hollins, 
Harvey (GOV); Murray, David (GOV) 
Subject: Internal Flint Water Meeting 
When: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 10:00 AM-11:00 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Executive Conference Room, 2nd Romney 

Attending: 
Dick Posthumus 
Dennis Muchmore 
John Walsh 
Beth Clement 
Tom Saxton 
Harvey Hollins 
Dave Murray 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

John, 

11:30 
1:00 
2.:30 

Jean Hall 

Executive Assistant 

Office of Strategic Policv 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Friday, January 30, 2015 10:53 AM 
Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV); Brown, 
Jessica (GOV) 
RE: Flint Conference Call 

Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

Hall i16(!.vmichigan.gov 
51/--241-5493 

From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 10:44 AM 
To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV); Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
Cc: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) 
Subject: Flint Conference Call 

Greetings All, 

Harvey would like to schedule a brief conference call today regarding next steps on Flint water 
matters. Please let me know DM. EC, JW, DP and DM availability for a call: 

11 :30am 
12:00pm 
1 :OOpm 
1 :30pm 
2:00pm 
2:30pm 
3:00pm 

Thank you, 
Stacie 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Friday, January 30, 2015 10:55 AM 
Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV); Brown, 

Jessica (GOV) 

RE: Flint Conference Call 

If 1:30 is the only time that ',Norks, I can try to change a rneeting. Please let rne know asap. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policv 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
Halli16(!.vrnichigan.gov 
517-·241-5493 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 10:48 AM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV); Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
Cc: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) 
Subject: RE: Flint Conference Call 

1 :30 and 3:00 are the only times that work for both Dennis & Beth 

From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 10:44 AM 
To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV); Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
Cc: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) 
Subject: Flint Conference Call 

Greetings All, 

Harvey would like to schedule a brief conference call today regarding next steps on Flint water 
matters. Please let me know DM. EC, JW, DP and DM availability for a call: 

11 :30am 
12:00pm 
1 :OOpm 
1 :30pm 
2:00pm 
2:30pm 
3:00pm 

Thank you, 
Stacie 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

I moved John's meeting. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Friday, January 30, 2015 11:01 AM 

Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
RE: Flint Conference Call 

Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
Ha11i16@michigan.gov 

51/--241·5493 

From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 10:56 AM 
To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Cc: Hall, Jean (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV) 
Subject: RE: Flint Conference Call 
Importance: High 

Thank you, everyone. 

We are going with 1 :30pm. I'll send the appointment now. 

Stacie 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 10:48 AM 
To: Clayton, Stacie (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV); Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
Cc: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) 
Subject: RE: Flint Conference Call 

1 :30 and 3:00 are the only times that work for both Dennis & Beth 

From: Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 10:44 AM 
To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Hall, Jean (GOV); Rospond, Laurie (GOV); Brown, Jessica (GOV) 
Cc: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) 
Subject: Flint Conference Call 

Greetings All, 

Harvey would like to schedule a brief conference call today regarding next steps on Flint water 
matters. Please let me know DM. EC, JW, DP and DM availability for a call: 

11 :30am 



12:00pm 
1 :OOpm 
1 :30pm 
2:00pm 
2:30pm 
3:00pm 

Thank you, 
Stacie 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi Dennis, 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Wednesday, October 14, 2015 9:24 AM 
Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 
Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Today's Flint Next Steps Meeting 

John asked me to let you know that he has a House meeting on DPS this morning at 10:30 a.m. at the Capitol. He most 
likely won't make it back for the Flint meeting and he has asked Ari to cover it for him. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
H;;i!lil6@n1,chigc1n.gov 

517-241-5493 



Subject: 
Location: 

Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 

FW: DM/EC/JA/RB/JW/JR/HH/SW/DM/DW/NL/GL/DP or DA or ML re Flint next steps 
Governor's Conference Room - 2nd Floor Romney (call in number below) 

Wed 10/14/2015 11 :30 AM 
Wed 10/14/2015 12:00 PM 
Tentative 

(none) 

Not yet responded 

Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 

-----Original Appointment----
From: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2015 4:12 PM 
To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Baird, Richard (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV); 
Redford, James (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Murray, David (GOV); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Lyon, Nick 
(DHHS); Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS); Posthumus, Dick (GOV); Ackerman, Darin (GOV); Lange, Michelle (GOV); Rospond, 
Laurie (GOV); Thomet, Ruth (GOV); Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ); Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS); Hall, Jean (GOV); Vansickle, 
Michele (GOV); Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 
Cc: Wells, Eden (DHHS) 
Subject: DM/EC/JA/RB/JW/JR/HH/SW/DM/DW/NL/GL/DP or DA or ML re Flint next steps 
When: Wednesday, October 14, 2015 11:30 AM-12:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Governor's Conference Room - 2nd Floor Romney (call in number below) 

MDHHS Action Plan 
Flint EBL. DO ... 

Conference Number -
Access Code -
Host Code 



Michigan Department of Community Health (MDHHS) Flint Water Action Plan 

Action Local Lead MD HHS Tasks 
Lead 

Filter/Water Tamara Brickley Sheryl - Coordination of distribution (GCHD) 

Distribution (Genesee County Thompson, - Identify at-risk sub-groups (GCHD) 

Health MDHHS - Tracking filters- uniform registry held by 

Department-GCHD) GCHD 
- Ordering filter replacements (MDHHS) 

Blood Testing Tony LaRocco Dr. Eden - Test all 

(GCHD) Wells/ 0 Students 0-16 

Possible partners: Nancy 0 Priorities: 
- Hurley Peeler • 3 schools 
- Great Flint (CLPPP) • 2 zip codes 

Health • ages 0-15 

Coalition - Convene meeting with GCHD and all 
- MIHP potential partners (MDHHS) 
- LHD 0 Partner with schools-
- Schools information about testing sites 

options distributed through 
school districts to parents 

0 Partner with Great Flint Health 
Coalition-network to develop 

testing sites and information 

about testing to healthcare 

providers 

0 Partner with 

Hurley/McClaren/Genesys 

0 Partner with MIHP/Home 

Visiting Program 
- Confirm that the state lab has capacity 

to handle increase in tests- CON FRI MED 

Case Tony LaRocco Eden - Identification of all current positives-

Management (GCHD) Wells/ confirmatory testing for > 5 mcg/dl (as 

Follow Up Nancy of April 2014) 

Peeler - Maintain registry of all tests performed 

(CLPPP) (-/+) 
- Follow-up all cases >5 mcg/dl with the 

CLPP Case Management protocol 

Elevated Blood Dawn Hallwood Linda - Secure financial resources necessary to 

Level (GCHD) Dykema support environmental health response 
Investigations( - Follow-up CLPPP to see if immediate 

all > 5 mcg/dl) funds available 
- Recommendation to contract with Lead 

Investigation company thru SEMHA-



licensed investigators 

Communications Hilda Mcshane Geralyn - Daily MDHHS and GCHD phone calls 
(GCHD) Lasher (3PM) 

- Provide provider education- links sent 

for Governor's site to GCHD 10/12 
- Provide public education 
- Provide risk education 
- Provide links with lead prevention 

information to Flint 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Good Morning! 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Wednesday, November 04, 2015 8:04 AM 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 

FW: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Can vou please make sure Jarrod and Beth look at this'? See rv1ike's comments below. 

Thanks! 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policv 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
H;;i!lil6@n1,chigc1n.gov 

From: Brownfield, Michael (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 7:58 AM 
To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <hallil6~vrnichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Looks fine to me, but given the subject matter I think you probably want to get a sign off from someone who has been 
plugged into this issue (Beth or Jarrod, I guess.) 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Mcbride, Bill (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV) 
Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Khouri, Claire (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Brown, Eric (GOV); 
Blackwell, Rob (GOV); Arwood, Cheri (GOV); Hansen, Rachel (GOV); Taylor, Nicole (GOV); Brownfield, Michael (GOV); 
Redford, James (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Thomet, Ruth (GOV); Stoken, Laura (GOV); Kennedy, Jordan (GOV); 
Lukasik, Liz (GOV); Weber, Travis (GOV); Ayers, Angela (GOV) 
Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 



USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
H2!l\lG@rnk:hig2n,gov 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Wednesday, November 04, 2015 8:14 AM 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Thanks. So I guess just Dennis and Jarrod should sign off . 

..... that rv1ike BrmNnfield ..... 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 

Office of Strategic Policv 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
Hail i16~'ilrnichigan.gov 
517--241-5493 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 8:11 AM 

To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <hallil6~vmichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Beth hasn't been involved in Flint \vater at all Just Dennis and Jarrod 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 8:04 AM 

To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <2tif.L~.D.lf:'.Yi.~L[Y!..@D:.[::.b}B.JD,.KQ.V.>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) <Kf:'.G.G.?:.0Y[9:@.rn.l~.bJ.g::1D,£.QY.> 
Subject: FW: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Good Morning! 

Can you please make sure Jarrod and Beth look at this? See Mike's comments belov,1, 

Thanks! 

Jean Hall 

Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

.i:1.?.i.!i.}.f!.@.0J!.(0.[R?.D.,R0.Y. 
517-241-5493 

From: Brownfield, Michael (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 7:58 AM 

To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <b.JHJL§@m[rb.l&J:J,B.9:~'.> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 



Looks fine to me, but given the subject matter I think you probably want to get a sign off from someone who has been 
plugged into this issue (Beth or Jarrod, I guess.) 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Mcbride, Bill (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV) 
Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Khouri, Claire (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Brown, Eric (GOV); 
Blackwell, Rob (GOV); Arwood, Cheri (GOV); Hansen, Rachel (GOV); Taylor, Nicole (GOV); Brownfield, Michael (GOV); 
Redford, James (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Thomet, Ruth (GOV); Stoken, Laura (GOV); Kennedy, Jordan (GOV); 
Lukasik, Liz (GOV); Weber, Travis (GOV); Ayers, Angela (GOV) 
Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
H2i Ii 16{a rnich1;z211 ,gov 
517-241-5493 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 

Office of Strategic Policv 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Wednesday, November 04, 2015 10:08 AM 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

Hail i16~'ilrnichigan.gov 
517--241-5493 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 10:07 AM 

To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <hallil6~vmichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Dennis is ol.;,: ,vith this 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <t:'.tKt:~rn.QL?:.~l.@n1tt:~[g1E.:.,&Q.Y.>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <ro.;l;g:L~l.?:.Q.@Jl:.[rb.lRJ!'.1:.8.Q.V.>; Agen, 

Jarrod (GOV) <{£.?:DL@rn.[::.b}B.J.IJ,.8.Q.V.>; Walsh, John (GOV) <W?L~.bJ@!.ml.r;:t:~[g0.c-.,&Q.Y.> 
Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV) <f?tQ.ttJJ?.@m[rb.lRJ:J.,8.Q.Y.>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <;J.?::Jl?Jltf:'.@.[:J_\b]DJJl,fs!2?-!.>; Khouri, Claire 

(GOV) <.!5.b.0.~!EJ.r@xo.\b]DJJl,fs!2?-!.>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <WJJ.1:f.?:.l~.@.r.n[rb.l8.J:J,.8.Q:~'.>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 

<f:\J::2l".!.Df:)5.@.rn.\b]DJJl,fs!2?-!.>; Blackwell, Rob (GOV) <\?.lJ.fhV.?:':ll.LZ.@!.mtt:~[g0.c-.,&Q.Y.>; Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 

<!:\L'-!.'[.Q.Q.Q[.@.mtl:d?J.t:u~Q.~(>; Hansen, Rachel (GOV) <b?Jl~f:Jl!J.@.rn.[::.b}B.J.IJ,.8.Q.V.>; Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 

< I1.v.J.<2LNJ.@D:.[::.b}B.J.IJ,.8.Q.V.>; B rownfi el d, Mi ch a e I (GOV) < f:\J::2l".!.Df.L?:J.Q.M?.@n1L.;:t:.[&J.D.,8.Q.Y.>; Redford, Jam es (GOV) 

<E\t9.f.QX.0J@.mtl:d?JD,gQ.y>; Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <l"f.L?D[?Y!.~h[?-t.i{.@.Qlltl:.[&J.D.,8.Q.Y.>; Thomet, Ruth (GOV) 

<Il:.'.?.GJ.?:!;fi!:{P..r.nL.;:t:.[&J.D.,8.Q.Y.>; Stoken, Laura (GOV) <~_tQ.~f:JlhS!.mtt:~[g0.G.,&Q.Y.>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 
<Kf:<DUf:".0.Y.H@!I!.\:;.b}_g_~.IJ,.RQ.V.>; Lukasik, Liz (GOV) <L\*ft{lL.@ffd.(t}.(g~_0_,g_gy>; Weber, Travis (GOV) 

<\V.?f?.t:r.17..@.mi<tgf:'_0_,gqy.>; Ayers, Angela (GOV) <AY..f!:~A@.r:J.\hig;ln,Wt-!.> 
Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 



USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
H2!l\lG@rnk:hig2n,gov 
517-241-5493 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

You're on iL 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policv 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Wednesday, November 04, 2015 10:21 AM 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
Hail i16~'ilrnichigan.gov 
517-·241-5493 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 10:14 AM 

To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <hallil6~vmichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Alreadv in CTS too. (~! 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 10:08 AM 

To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <2tif.L~.D.lf:'.Yi.~L[YL@D:.l::.b}EJD,.KQ.V.> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 

Office of Strategic Policy 

Executive Office of Governor Hick Snyder 

.i:1.?.i.(i.}.f!.@tE!.(0.(R?.D.,R0Y 
517-241-5493 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 10:07 AM 

To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <b.JHJL§@m[rb.l&J:J,B.9:~'.> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Dennis is ok with this 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rrn.Jchr";"10red(::i:irnichigan.gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <n1ebrideb(@rnichigan.gov>; Agen, 

Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(@rnichigan.gov>; Walsh, John (GOV) <WaishJ(Wmichigan.gov> 



Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV) <scotla12Q'ilrnid1igan,gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <cl2rn0nte~i::r-r1ichigan,gov>; Khouri, Claire 
(GOV) <Khouriq'ilmichigan,gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfob(@mid1igar1-gov>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 

<BrownElS~i::michigan,gov>; Blackwell, Rob (GOV) <f:l.lackwdlr2(Wmichigan.gov>; Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 
<;'\rv,1oodC(i.Dmichigan,gov>; Hansen, Rachel (GOV) <hmsenr3(;'Drnk:higar1-gov>; Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 

<Taylod'{7(@rnk:higan.gov>; Brownfield, Michael (GOV) <BrownfieldfvP(::i:irnichigan,gov>; Redford, James (GOV) 

<R0dfof'dJ(i.Drnichigan,gov>; Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisni0wskiw(::i:irnichigan,gov>; Thomet, Ruth (GOV) 

<ThornetR(@michigan.gov>; Stoken, Laura (GOV) <Stokenl(Wmichigan,gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 

<K0nnedyJ4(@rnk:higan,gov>; Lukasik, Liz (GOV) <LukasikL(@michigan.gov>; Weber, Travis (GOV) 

<Wd:i0rT7(Wmichigan,gov>; Ayers, Angela (GOV) <AversA~i::michigcm,gov> 
Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to DL Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5_ The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force_ 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter_ The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know_ 

Thank you_ 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

Hc1il i16~'ilmichigan,gov 
517-241-5493 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

No worries at all! 

Jean Hall 

Executive Assistant 

Office of Strategic Policv 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Wednesday, November 04, 2015 2:15 PM 

'Taylor, Nicole (GOV)' 

RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

Hc1!1i16~'ilrnichigan.gov 
517--241-5493 

From: Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 2:04 PM 

To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <hallil6~vmichigc1n.gov> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Hi Jean ..... 

I guess I need a little caffeine. I accidentc1llv typed rnv name in the approval box cmd entered it for this one before doing 
Bill's name correctly. Sorry for the double approval! 

Thanks! 

Nicole Taylor : State of Michigc1n ... Washington, O.C. Office of the Governor I 2.02.62.4.5840 

From: Mcbride, Bill (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 8:57 AM 

To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <hallil6~vmichigc1n.gov> 
Cc: Taylor, Nicole (GOV) <Tavlor'f\J?(::i:irnichigan.gov> 

Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

ok 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <rncbrideb~vrnichigan.gov>; Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(i.Dmichigan.gov>; Walsh, John (GOV) <VJaishJ(&rnichigan.gov> 

Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV) <scotta12(i.Drnichigcm.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <deniente(@michigan.gov>; Khouri, Claire 

(GOV) <Khouf"iC(::i:irnichigan.gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\1\!urfols~vmichigc1n.gov>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 

<BmwnE15(@michigan.gov>; Blackwell, Rob (GOV) <Blach,vellr2(&rnichigan.gov>; Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 

<An1voodC(@rnichigan.gov>; Hansen, Rachel (GOV) <hansenr3(Wmichigan.gov>; Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 

<favlorrU(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Brownfield, Michael (GOV) <BmwnfiddM2~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Redford, James (GOV) 

<RedfordJ(@rnichigan.gov>; Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisniewskiw~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Thomet, Ruth (GOV) 

<ThornetR~vrnichigan.gov>; Stoken, Laura (GOV) <Stokenl(&rnichigan.gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 



<KennedyJ4(@rnk:higarLgov>; Lukasik, Liz (GOV) <Luh.isikL(@michigan,gov>; Weber, Travis (GOV) 

<WeberT7(WmichigarLgov>; Ayers, Angela (GOV) <AversA~vr-r1ichigcm.gov> 

Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 

Executive Assistant 

Office of Strategic Policy 

Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

Hc1! Ii 16~'il michigan.gov 

517-241-5493 



From: Walsh, John (GOV) 

Sent: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 12:36 PM 
To: 
Subject: 

Holland, Meegan (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 

Fwd: Update on OAG letter and our statement 

So as not to clog the email waves, just checking in with you 3 - statement looks good. I could be a two handed lawyer 
and argue both ways as to release - but in this case I am personally comfortable with a quicker release. 

BTW - our van is packed and the Walsh Detroit to Dallas or Bust trip is about to begin! Will be reachable by phone, and 
will check emails when I am not driving. 

Go State! 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hollins, Harvey (GOV)" <holiinsh(&rnichigan,gov> 
Date: December 28, 2015 at 4:06:35 PM EST 
To: "Holland, Meegan (GOV)" <HoliandM2~'ilrnichigan,gov>, "Calley, Brian (GOV)" 
< , "Snyder, Rick (GOV)" , "Walsh, John (GOV)" 
<WalshJ(i.Dmichigcln.gov>, "Redford, James (GOV)" <RedfordJ(WmichigclrLgov>, "Agen, Jarrod (GOV)" 
<AgenJ(&rnichigan,gov>, "Baird, Richard (GOV)" <l:nirdr(@michig0n.gov>, "Posthumus, Dick (GOV)" 
<Posthumusd(@michig0n.gov>, "Clement, Elizabeth (GOV)" <d0nwnte(@michig0rtgov>, "Scott, Allison 
(GOV)" <scotta12~'ilrnichigan,gov> 
Subject: RE: Update on OAG letter and our statement 

~"1eegan-attached are a couple edits to the statement. 

From: Holland, Meegan (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, December 28 2015 2:09 PM 
To: Calley, Brian (GOV) Snyder, Rick (GOV) 

gen, 

Jarrod (GOV) <!:'\??:'.HL@.rn.\b]DJH,fs!2?-!.>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <.~:JlLQ.GS!.rrU.;l:d?0.G.,gQ~(>; Hollins, Harvey 
(GOV) <h:2LUm.b.@mtt:~[g_0.c-_,g_r::y>; Posthumus, Dick (GOV) <P.:2}1D!,1D:.!J~f:L@D:.[rb.l&0.Q,B.Q:~'.>; Clement, 
Elizabeth (GOV) <j_f:D:.f:'.G.t~.@.mttdg0.G.,&f::Y>; Scott, Allison (GOV) <f,f:!2.Ei\L?:c@.rn.\b]DJH,KQY.> 
Subject: Update on OAG letter and our statement 

Colleagues, 

The Office of the Auditor General has released the letter. We've developed a statement, based 
on the summary you read the other night, that spells out how things came down. We hope 
media will pick up on the fact that the DEQ was largely following protocols, or in one case, an 
ambiguous one that EPA later clarified. 



FYI - Sen. Ananich has released the following in regard to the OAG letter: "The Auditor General 
has provided an important piece of this puzzle and I'm sure the extended report they are 
working on will reveal additional information," said Ananich. "What's clear is that corrosion 
control should have been used and there are serious failings in our system that must be 
addressed. Between the FOIA emails released recently and these findings, it's obvious that 
legislative oversight is the best way to see how all of these pieces fit together. I expect holding 
hearings to be high on the agenda when the Legislature returns." 

On Tuesday, we plan to release this statement by the Governor. It's been tweaked slightly since 
our review the other night, thanks to feedback from the Governor, Jim Redford and others. 

"I've been briefed on the recent meeting of the task force studying the Flint water situation and 
I've read the report from the Office of the Auditor General on the processes used by DEQ to 
monitor Flint water. 

"The bi-partisan task force has worked tirelessly to interview Flint, Genesee County, state and 

federal officials to complete its independent analysis. They are reviewing hundreds of 
documents at all levels of government and from the public health science community. 

"I'd like to thank the task force for keeping me apprised of their continuing investigation. As 
they uncover more facts, it's clear to me we can do better. Their report may take another 
month or so, but if we need to make changes more swiftly, I plan to take immediate action. 

"No matter what the testing requirements were, they were not enough to prevent this crisis. 

"When it comes to matters of health and quality of life, we're committed to doing everything 
we can to protect the well-being of our citizens. 

"I understand there can be disagreements within the scientific community. That is why I have 
told my directors at MDEQ and DHHS to invite every external scientist who has worked on the 
Flint water issue to the state laboratory facilities to work as partners with us. Together, we 
should be able to affirm that we're using the very best testing protocols to ensure Flint 
residents have safe drinking water and that we're doing proper monitoring and remediation of 
blood levels and other health impacts over the long term. 

"I want the Flint community and all citizens of Michigan to know how very sorry I am that this 
has happened. 

"But I know an apology isn't enough. We've already allocated $10 million to test the water, 
distribute water filters, and help in other ways. On Thursday, I called Flint Mayor Karen Weaver, 
and we're going to sit down in the next week to discuss other ways the state can offer 
assistance. 

"I want to assure residents there that we will work hard to make things right." 

Meegan Holland 
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Director of Communications for Gov. Rick Snyder 
Office: 517-335-6397 
Mobile: 
Twitter: @meholland 

<20151228_0AG Response.docx> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Jean, 

Shaler, Karen (DEQ) 
Tuesday, November 03, 2015 10:51 AM 
Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Sygo, Jim (DEQ); Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ) 
Request for DEQ Point of Contact Designation Letter Signed by Governor Snyder 
Information Transmittal USEPA Task Force 11-3-15.pdf; Governor Signature Request 
Form 11-3-15.pdf; USEPA Task Force - Sygo Appointment 11-3-15.docx 

Michigan needs to send a letter signed by Governor Rick Snyder to Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), Region 5, to designate a 
DEQ point of contact for the USEPA's Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

Attached are: (1) a PDF of our Information Transmittal and Request for Governor's Action signed by 
Director Dan Wyant, along with a copy of its attached October 21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan 
Update regarding the conference call with USEPA requesting a letter and USEPA's October 16 press 
release regarding the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted text in both 
attachments); (2) a completed Governor Snyder - Signature Request Form; and (3) the Word version 
of the draft letter. 

Please let me know when the letter is ready to be picked up. Thank you! 

Karen Shaler, Management Assistant to 
Chief Deputy Director Jim Sygo 

Department of Environmental Quality 
Constitution Hall, 6th Floor South 
Phone: 517-284-6709 
Fax: 517-241-7 401 
shalerk(i::Qmichigan.gov 



DEu 
MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

EXECUTIVE DIVISION 

INFORMATION TRANSMITTAL AND REQUEST FOR GOVERNOR'S ACTION 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Governor Rick Snyder via Jean H~II \ 

Dan Wyant, Dir~(l;v \}-J 
November 3, 2015 

SUBJECT: Task Force Point of Contact Designation Letter to Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, United States Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5 

D Printed Material (for Governor's signature - attached) 

D Proclamation Request (for Governor's signature - draft attached) 

D Telephone Call (for Governor's information - explanation given under "Situation 
Descri tion") 

D Other: 

Governor's Action Requested By: November 16, 2015 

Situation Description: During an October 20 conference call between the USEPA and 
DEQ regarding USEPA's establishment of the Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force, the 
USEPA requested that Governor Snyder designate a DEQ point of contact for the Task 
Force. Attached are a draft letter to be signed by Governor Snyder, the October 21 Flint 
Drinking Water Action Plan Update regarding the conference call, and USEPA's 
October 16 press release regarding the establishment of the Task Force. Please contact 
Karen Shaler, Executive Division, DEQ, at shalerk@michigan.gov when the letter is ready 
to be picked up. Thank you . 

Contact Person's Name: Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director 
DEQ Division/Office: Executive Division 
Telephone: 517-284-6709 
E-Mail Address: sygoj@michigan.gov 

Governor's Response (for Governor's Office use only): 

EQ0111 (05/2014) 



Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update 

FOIA EXEMPT AND ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE 

• Action Step #1 has been incorporated into the After Action Plan (Action Step #4). 

• It was determined that the information in Action Step #10 would be 
communicated better in person and has, therefore, been incorporated into Action 
Step #13. 

• DEQ staff has tentatively identify the week of October 26 to meet with 
representatives from the remaining 10 locations in the Flint Community Schools 
who were not present at the October 16 meeting at the Superintendent's office. 

• DEQ staff has contacted DHHS to request a meeting regarding lead education 
materials for schools. 

• The first plumbing assessment has been scheduled for Friday, October 23. The 
subsequent sampling of the first facility has been scheduled for Saturday, 
October 24. This decision was made jointly among DEQ, DLARA, and DHHS in 
an effort to ensure that sampling staff could properly evaluate the sampling 
protocol without the added pressure of completing the sampling process before 
students arrived on-site. 

• The DEQ Laboratory has created a fillable PDF form for use in the school 
sampling protocol. This form was created to streamline the information gathering 
process. The form was submitted for review by staff in DEQ, DHHS, and 
DLARA, and comments were subsequently incorporated. The form is now 
complete and ready for use. 

• The corrosion control treatment plan (CCTP) and permit application were 
received late last Friday, October 16, and were reviewed. Our review comments 
were provided to Flint's consultant [Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam, Inc. (LAN)]. 
The CCTP was forwarded to EPA on October 16, and their comments were 
received on October 19. A conference call was held on October 20 between our 
staff and Darren Lytle and Michael Schock of EPA to discuss the main comments 
(EPA's and DEQ's) to confirm that both agencies concur with the design and 
proposed corrosion control dosages. We are currently preparing a revised set of 
comments, based on our discussion with EPA. The revised comments will be 
sent to EPA to confirm concurrence before sending to LAN. 

• An Act 399 permit will be issued to the city of Flint to install corrosion control 
treatment following receipt of revised plans, specs, and - as needed - a permit 
application that addresses the revised review comments. 

• DEQ staff has contacted DHHS to schedule a meeting to discuss the 
development of childcare facility guidance. This guidance will be similar in nature 
to what is being done in schools but will be tailored to address the specific 



FOIA EXEMPT AND ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE 
Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update 
Page 2 

concerns with younger children and the smaller plumbing infrastructure of typical 
childcare facilities. 

Additional Actions: 

• Standing meetings with the city of Flint have been scheduled for Fridays at 
10:00 a.m. These meetings have been scheduled through December 18. In 
addition, a tour of the Flint Water Treatment Plant has been scheduled for 
October 23. The DEQ be taking video footage of the tour, showing the 
coordinated efforts being taken by the city of Flint, DEQ, DHHS, and DLARA. 
Genesee County Health Department (GCHD) has been invited to the Friday 
meetings as well as the tour, and GCHD is in the process of determining if they 
can participate. 

• A meeting was held between staff from the DEQ, DLARA, and DHHS to discuss 
details regarding the flow and coordination of efforts for the school sampling 
protocol. It was mutually agreed that it was best to only do one school at first so 
that we can ensure that the process runs smoothly from partner to partner. The 
first plumbing evaluation will be done at Freeman Elementary School on Friday, 
October 23. Steve Busch of the DEQ will accompany staff from DLARA to 
answer questions they might have during their plumbing evaluations. The 
subsequent water sampling effort will take place the next day, on Saturday, 
October 24. It was agreed that taking the samples on Saturday would allow staff 
to be able to evaluate the sampling process without the added pressure of 
ensuring that the sampling was complete before students arrived at the building. 

• DEQ Director Dan Wyant, Jim Sygo, George Krisztian, and Karen Tommasulo 
held a conference call with Dr. Susan Hedman, EPA's Regional Administrator, 
and other representatives from EPA to discuss the EPA's formation of the Flint 
Safe Drinking Water Task Force. The purpose of the Task Force is to provide 
one-stop shopping for technical assistance for the optimization of corrosion 
controls for the switch from Detroit Water and Sewerage Department to the 
Karegnondi Water Authority. EPA requested a point of contact for the DEQ, and 
Director Wyant suggested Chief Deputy Director Jim Sygo. EPA agreed that this 
was an appropriate choice and requested a formal letter indicating Chief Deputy 
Director Sygo as the point of contact. 

• DHHS has indicated that the total water filter/pitcher distribution for the period of 
October 6 through October 20 was 9,373 units. 

Prepared by: George Krisztian, Flint Action Plan Coordinator 
Laboratory Director 
Department of Environmental Quality 
Tele hone: 517-284-6719 



Shaler, Karen (DEQ) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

FYI. 

Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ) 
Friday, October 16, 2015 5:40 PM 
Krisztian, George (DEQ); Sygo, Jim (DEQ); Shekter Smith, Liane (DEQ) 
Shaler, Karen (DEQ); Devereaux, Tracy Jo (DEQ) 
FW: EPA Establishes Safe Drinking Water Task Force to Provide Expertise to MDEQ and 
City of Flint 

From: Josh Singer [ rnail!o: r:oreglx-subscrkJ!ions@epa.gov] 
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2015 12:18 PM 
To: Olszewski, Rosemarie (DEQ) 
Subject: EPA Establishes Safe Drinking Water Task Force to Provide Expertise to MDEQ and City of Flint 

Contact Information: Anne Rowan, rowan.anne@epa.gov 312-353-9391 

For Immediate Release No. 15-0PA160 

EPA Establishes Safe Drinking Water Task Force to Provide Technical Expertise to MDEQ and City of Flint 

Task Force providing technical assistance on reconnecting the Flint drinking water system to a new source 

CHICAGO (October 16, 2015) - Today U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 5 Administrator Susan Hedman 
established the Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force to provide the Agency's technical expertise through regular 
conversations with designated officials from Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) and the City of Flint. 
The Task Force will be led by the Region 5 Deputy Regional Administrator and will assist with developing and 
implementing a plan to secure water quality, including measures to optimize corrosion control. Task Force members will 
be available to consult with MDEQ and the City of Flint on site in Flint. The Task Force will also coordinate as necessary 
with federal, state and local public health agencies to assist with protection of public health. 

Specifically, the Task Force will provide technical assistance to the MDEQ and the City of Flint to reconnect the Flint 
system to a new source of drinking water (to be supplied by the Great Lakes Water Authority) and to optimize corrosion 
control for the Flint system, starting in October 2015. The Task Force will also provide technical assistance to the MDEQ 
and the City of Flint, as needed, in advance of and following connection of the Flint water system to a new source of 
drinking water (to be supplied by the Karegnondi Water Authority) and to optimize corrosion control for the Flint system, 
starting in 2016. 

"EPA is committed to working with our state and local partners to ensure a safe and reliable drinking water supply for the 
residents of Flint, Michigan," Hedman said. "The formation of this task force continues our commitment to providing 
technical assistance to the City of Flint and the State of Michigan." 

The Task Force will be comprised of scientists and technical experts from the EPA Region 5 officejn Ghica:90, 
the. f\Jatiqna1 .. 13isktv,c1nc1gernent.13e~earch. LalJ. i n.Gincinnati. ancl. the. EPA drinking. i,vaterprogrc1rn. IQ ~qqifiq@ gp,t\ y@I ~§k 
t@@ ($9\i@rh@fitq 9@$igQ~t@ ~ @Qg@ qffiqi~i $.hqth@ M@YPf PfrlihftP Q@§@h@t@ @ @itf Pffi@i@l,Jq $@Qi@ $$ pqifit$ Qfqqri~qf torme mask ffiOrce> · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
............................................. 



Governor Snyder - Signature Request Form 
The Governor's office requires a two-week advance notice to review and prepare letters. 

*Expedited requests should be requested on a limited basis* 

Requestor's Contact Information: Name/Title: Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director 

Department: Department of Environmental Quality 

Phone: (517) 284-6709 

Email: sygoj@michigan.gov 

Date of Request: _1_11_3_12_0_15 _________ Date Needed: _1_11_1_61_2_01_5 _________ _ 

Purpose of letter? (Brief Description) 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), Region 5, established a Flint Safe Drinking Water 
Task Force and requested that Governor Snyder designate a DEQ point of contact for the Task Force. 

Is your Group Executive aware and supportive of this request? 
Yes. See attached Information Transmittal and Request for Governor's Action. 

Letter Recipient Contact Information: Name (include title): Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional Administrator 

Agency: USEPA, Region 5 Mailing Address: 77 w. Jackson Blvd. (R-19J), Chicago, IL 

Email: hedman.susan@epa.gov Phone: (312) 353-5697 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Please ensure the recipient's position coincides with the level of Governor. (i.e., the Agency 
Secretary/Director, rather than the Grants Program Manager). If documents need to be mailed or emailed 
directly to the recipient, please provide appropriate contact information (for those cc'd as well). 
Prepare prepare one signed original as the letter will be sent via U.S. Mail. 

If this is an expedited request, provide reason: 

If this letter can be prepared before November 16, that would be great as the USEPA is awaiting receipt of this point 
of contact designation. In the meantime, the Task Force has been in contact with Jim Sygo as needed. 

What is the federal funding source (if any)? _N_IA ___________________ _ 

What is the State Financial investment (if any)? _N_IA __________________ _ 

List any Michigan Stakeholders supporting/opposing this request (if applicable, attach their letters of 
support/opposition): 
N/A 

Please attach final draft of letter language in a word document (if applicable). If possible, goal should be 
one page, (accounting for letterhead). Has the draft letter been thoroughly proofed for grammar, correct 
spelling of names and correct addresses? 
Yes. 

Attach any additional background information that may be useful (ex: grant narrative, other letters of 
support, etc). 

Submit request to: Jean Hall at hal!i16@mjchigan.gov (241-5493) 
Please make sure you receive a confirmation email indicating your request was received. 

Departments will be contacted when the document(s) are ready. They can be picked up at the Romney 
Building, 2nd Floor, main reception desk. 
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Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional Administrator 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Region 5 
77 West Jackson Boulevard (R-19J) 
Chicago, Illinois 60604-3507 

Dear Dr. Hedman: 

This letter is being sent in follow up to an October 20, 2015, conference call 
between the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), Region 5, and 
the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ). The purpose of that call 
was to discuss Region S's Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force (Task Force) that was 
established to provide the USEPA's technical expertise to the MDEQ and the city of 
Flint, Michigan. 

During that call, it was requested that the State of Michigan provide the USEPA 
with an MDEQ point of contact for the Task Force. This is to inform you of the 
designation of Mr. Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ, as that point of contact. 
Mr. Sygo may be reached at 517-284-6709; sygoj@michigan.gov; or MDEQ, P.O. Box 
30473, Lansing, Michigan 48909-7973. 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter as we work together to ensure a 
safe and reliable drinking water supply for the city of Flint. 

Sincerely, 

Rick Snyder 
Governor 

cc: Mr. Robert Kaplan, Deputy Regional Administrator, USEPA, Region 5 
Mr. Dan Wyant, Director, MDEQ 
Mr. Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

My Job here is done. @ 

From: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

Thursday, November 05, 2015 8:52 AM 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

FW: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 8:35 AM 

To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <2tif.L~.D.lf:'.Yi.~L[Y!..@D:.[::.b}B.JD,.KQ.V.> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

/\pp roved 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 10:13 AM 

To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) </\&?:.DJ@!.mtt:~[g0.c-.,g.r::y> 
Subject: FW: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Dennis signed off on this but I didn't know if you vianted to sign off too. 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <r-rnJchr-r10red(::i:irnichigan,gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <rncbrideb(@rnid1igan.gov>; Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(@rnk:higarLgov>; Walsh, John (GOV) <Wc1ishJ(Wmichigan,gov> 

Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV) <scotla12(@rnid1igan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clern0nte~i::michigan.gov>; Khouri, Claire 
(GOV) <Khouriq'ilmichigan.gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfob(@mid1igan.gov>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 

<BrownElS~i::michigan.gov>; Blackwell, Rob (GOV) <f:l.lackwdlr2(Wmichigan,gov>; Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 
<;'\nr,1oodC(i.Dmichigan,gov>; Hansen, Rachel (GOV) <hmsenr3(;'Drnk:higan.gov>; Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 

<Taylod'{7(@rnk:higan.gov>; Brownfield, Michael (GOV) <Brownfieldfv12(::i:irnichigan,gov>; Redford, James (GOV) 

<R0dfmdJ(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisni0wskiw(::i:irnichigan,gov>; Thomet, Ruth (GOV) 

<ThornetR(@michigan.gov>; Stoken, Laura (GOV) <Stokenl(Wmichigan,gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 
<K0nnedyJ4(@rnk:higan.gov>; Lukasik, Liz (GOV) <LukasikL(@michigan.gov>; Weber, Travis (GOV) 

<W0b0rT7(Wmichigan.gov>; Ayers, Angela (GOV) <AversA~i::michigcm.gov> 
Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 



USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
H2!l\lG@rnk:hig2n,gov 
517-241-5493 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Not yet ('",;! 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

Thursday, November 05, 2015 9:07 AM 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 8:54 AM 
To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <v,1=sniewskiw(0Jmichi23r:.f',W> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Yes. Let's go out somewhere Ct. Do you have our schedule yet for lhe beer festivals? 

.Jean Hall 

Executive /\ssistant 

Office of Strategic Policy 

Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

.Hail[l.6@rnichiJ;an.,:;;ov 
517-241-5493 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 8:52 AM 

To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <rdlil6@michig;;in.fov> 
Subject: FW: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

tviy job here is done. C:t 

From: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 8:35 AM 
To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <v,1isniewskiw(i.Drnichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Approved 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 10:13 AM 

To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <!\R?.Dl@.0Ji.1:-:h[gf:'_0_,gqy> 
Subject: FW: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Dennis signed off on this but I didn 't know if you \vanted to sign off too. 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 



To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rrn.Jchr-r10red(::i:irnichigan,gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <rncbrideb(@rnid1igan,gov>; Agen, 

Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(@rnk:higarLgov>; Walsh, John (GOV) <Wc1ishJ(Wmichigan,gov> 

Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV) <scotla12(@rnid1igan,gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clern0nte~i::michigan,gov>; Khouri, Claire 

(GOV) <Khouriq'ilmichigan,gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfob(@mid1igan,gov>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 

<BrownElS~i::michigan,gov>; Blackwell, Rob (GOV) <f:l.lackwdlr2(Wmichigan,gov>; Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 
<;'\rv,1oodC(i.Dmichigan,gov>; Hansen, Rachel (GOV) <hmsenr3(;'Drnk:higarLgov>; Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 

<Taylod'{7(@rnk:higan,gov>; Brownfield, Michael (GOV) <BrownfieldfvP(::i:irnichigan,gov>; Redford, James (GOV) 

<R0dfon;;J(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisni0wskiw(::i:irnichigan,gov>; Thomet, Ruth (GOV) 

<ThornetR(@michigan,gov>; Stoken, Laura (GOV) <Stokenl(Wmichigan,gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 

<K0nnedyJ4(@rnk:higarLgov>; Lukasik, Liz (GOV) <LukasikL(@michigan,gov>; Weber, Travis (GOV) 

<Wd:,2d/0Jmichif'i.lr:.f'ov>; Ayers, Angela (GOV) <AversA@rn,chig;;in.fov> 
Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 

Executive Assistant 

Office of Strategic Policy 

Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
H;;i!lil6@n1,chigc1n.gov 

517-241-5493 

2 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Brownfield, Michael (GOV) 

Wednesday, November 04, 2015 7:58 AM 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Looks fine to me, but given the subject matter I think you probably want to get a sign off from someone who has been 
plugged into this issue (Beth or Jarrod, I guess.) 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV); Mcbride, Bill (GOV); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Walsh, John (GOV) 
Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Khouri, Claire (GOV); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Brown, Eric (GOV); 
Blackwell, Rob (GOV); Arwood, Cheri (GOV); Hansen, Rachel (GOV); Taylor, Nicole (GOV); Brownfield, Michael (GOV); 
Redford, James (GOV); Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV); Thomet, Ruth (GOV); Stoken, Laura (GOV); Kennedy, Jordan (GOV); 
Lukasik, Liz (GOV); Weber, Travis (GOV); Ayers, Angela (GOV) 
Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

.Ha!l[l.6@rnichi£an.f;ov 
517-241-5493 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hi Jean····· 

Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 

Wednesday, November 04, 2015 2:04 PM 
Hall, Jean (GOV) 

RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

I guess I need a little caffeine. I accidental Iv typed rny name in the approval box and entered it for this one before doing 
Bill's name correctly. Sorry for the double approval t 

Thanks! 

Nicole Taylor : State of Michigan··· Washington, O.C. Office of the Governor I 2.02.62.4.5840 

From: Mcbride, Bill (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 8:57 AM 
To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <hallil6~vmichigcm.gov> 
Cc: Taylor, Nicole (GOV) <Tavlor"f\J?(::i:irnichigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

ok 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored~'ilmichigan.gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <rncbrideb~vrnichigan.gov>; Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(i.Dmichigan.gov>; Walsh, John (GOV) <VJaishJ(&rnichigan.gov> 
Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV) <scotta12(i.Drnichigcm.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <demente(@michigi.ln.gov>; Khouri, Claire 
(GOV) <Khouf"iC(::i:irnichigi.ln.gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\1\!urfels~vmichigcm.gov>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 
<BmwnE15(@michigi.ln.gov>; Blackwell, Rob (GOV) <Black'iNellr2(&rnichigan.gov>; Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 
<An1voodC(@rnichigan.gov>; Hansen, Rachel (GOV) <hansenr3(Wmichigan.gov>; Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 

<"favlorrU(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Brownfield, Michael (GOV) <BmwnfieldM2~'ilmichigan.gov>; Redford, James (GOV) 
<RedfordJ(@rnichigan.gov>; Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisniewskiw~'ilmichigan.gov>; Thomet, Ruth (GOV) 
<ThornelR~vr-nichigan.gov>; Stoken, Laura (GOV) <Stokenl(&rnichigan.gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 
<KennedvJ4(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Lukasik, Liz (GOV) <l.JlkasikL~vr-nichigcm.gov>; Weber, Travis (GOV) 
<WeberT7(&rnichigan.gov>; Ayers, Angela (GOV) <AversA(@michigan.gov> 
Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 



USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
HaililG(::i:>rnichigartgov 

517-241-5493 

2 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

No worries at all! 

Jean Hall 

Executive Assistant 

Office of Strategic Policv 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Wednesday, November 04, 2015 2:15 PM 

'Taylor, Nicole (GOV)' 

RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 

Hc1!1i16~'ilrnichigan.gov 
517--241-5493 

From: Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 2:04 PM 

To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <hallil6~vmichigc1n.gov> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Hi Jean ..... 

I guess I need a little caffeine. I accidentc1llv typed rnv name in the approval box cmd entered it for this one before doing 
Bill's name correctly. Sorry for the double approval! 

Thanks! 

Nicole Taylor : State of Michigc1n ... Washington, O.C. Office of the Governor I 2.02.62.4.5840 

From: Mcbride, Bill (GOV) 

Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 8:57 AM 

To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <hallil6~vmichigc1n.gov> 
Cc: Taylor, Nicole (GOV) <Tavlor'f\J?(::i:irnichigan.gov> 

Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

ok 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <muchmored~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <rncbrideb~vrnichigan.gov>; Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(i.Dmichigan.gov>; Walsh, John (GOV) <VJaishJ(&rnichigan.gov> 

Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV) <scotta12(i.Drnichigcm.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <deniente(@michigan.gov>; Khouri, Claire 

(GOV) <Khouf"iC(::i:irnichigan.gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <\1\!urfols~vmichigc1n.gov>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 

<BmwnE15(@michigan.gov>; Blackwell, Rob (GOV) <Blach,vellr2(&rnichigan.gov>; Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 

<An1voodC(@rnichigan.gov>; Hansen, Rachel (GOV) <hansenr3(Wmichigan.gov>; Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 

<favlorrU(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Brownfield, Michael (GOV) <BmwnfiddM2~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Redford, James (GOV) 

<RedfordJ(@rnichigan.gov>; Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisniewskiw~'ilrnichigan.gov>; Thomet, Ruth (GOV) 



<ThornetR(@michig;_in,gov>; Stoken, Laura (GOV) <Stokenl(Wmichigcln,gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 
<KennedyJ4(@rnk:higarLgov>; Lukasik, Liz (GOV) <Luk0sikL(@michig;_in,gov>; Weber, Travis (GOV) 

<WeberT7(Wmichig3n,gov>; Ayers, Angela (GOV) <AversA~vr-r1ichigcm.gov> 

Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
Hc1! Ii 16~'il michigan.gov 

517-241-5493 

2 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Thursday, November 05, 2015 8:54 AM 

'Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV)' 

RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Yes. Let's go out somewhere C:t. Do you have our schedule yet for the beer festivals? 

Jean Hall 

Executive Assistant 

Office of Strategic Policv 

Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
Haili16~'ilmichigan.gov 
517--241-5493 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 8:52 AM 

To: Hall, Jean (GOV) <hallil6~vmichigan.gov> 
Subject: FW: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

My Job here is done. @ 

From: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 

Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 8:35 AM 

To: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <2tif.L~.D.lf:'.Yi.~L[YL@D:.l::.b}EJD,.KQ.V.> 
Subject: RE: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

/\pp roved 

From: Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 10:13 AM 

To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) </\&?:.DJ@!.mtt:~[g0.cu?;.r::y> 
Subject: FW: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Dennis signed off on this but I didn't know if you vianted to sign off too. 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 
To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <rrnJchr-r1ored(::i:>rnichigan.gov>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <n1ebrideb(@michigan.gov>; Agen, 
Jarrod (GOV) <AgenJ(@michigan.gov>; Walsh, John (GOV) <WaishJ(Wmichigan.gov> 

Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV) <scotla12(@michigan.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <clernente~vmichigan.gov>; Khouri, Claire 
(GOV) <Khouriq'ilmichigan.gov>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <Wurfob(@michigan.gov>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 

<BrownElS~vmichigan.gov>; Blackwell, Rob (GOV) <f:l.lackwdlr2(Wmichigan.gov>; Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 
<;'\nr,1oodC(i.Dmichigan.gov>; Hansen, Rachel (GOV) <hmsenr3(&michigan.gov>; Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 

<Taylod'{7(@michigan.gov>; Brownfield, Michael (GOV) <Brownfieldfv12(::i:>rnichigan.gov>; Redford, James (GOV) 

<RedfmdJ(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisniewskiw(::i:>rnichigan.gov>; Thomet, Ruth (GOV) 



<ThornetR(@michig;_in,gov>; Stoken, Laura (GOV) <Stokenl(Wmichigcln,gov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 
<KennedyJ4(@rnk:higarLgov>; Lukasik, Liz (GOV) <Luk0sikL(@michig;_in,gov>; Weber, Travis (GOV) 

<WeberT7(Wmichig3n,gov>; Ayers, Angela (GOV) <AversA~vr-r1ichigcm.gov> 

Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 

For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
Hc1! Ii 16~'il michigan.gov 

517-241-5493 

2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Importance: 

Hi /\llison, 

Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Thursday, November 05, 2015 11:10 AM 

Scott, Allison (GOV) 

Hansen, Rachel (GOV) 

FW: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC -

NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

11.2.15 DEQ US EPA Flint Water Task Force.doc; Information Transmittal US EPA Task 

Force 11-3-15.pdf 

High 

Approvals are in place for the attached letter. Please let me know if you have any concerns, othervitise I will plan to 
auto-pen torr1orrow rr1orning. 

Thank you . 

.lean Hall 
Executive /\ssistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
Hail11G(::i:>rnichigartgov 
517-241.,5493 

From: Hall, Jean (GOV) 

Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2015 4:44 PM 

To: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <fft1!.:;bD):H?:':0.8:T0.\:;bi.R?D,K\?Y.>; Mcbride, Bill (GOV) <.0:1:;.t!_(f:l.f:".\?.@.0Jithigf:1.f\W?t>; Agen, 

Jarrod (GOV) <i\Rf:".0:!.@.mi<tgf:i_r\gqy>; Walsh, John (GOV) <'N?.!.~h}.®.!T.\:;hi.R?D,K\?Y.> 
Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV) <~~r;mtf:i.P.@.0Jithig;ln,g;?-!>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <_(\?m?.Dtf.@Dtfb.\MD.,g.0y>; Khouri, Claire 

(GOV) <KLP\!.f.[(.@_0t.\t(g?.0.,g.0y>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <.W.\!t.f?:h@.r:'.!ithiMtJW?-!>; Brown, Eric (GOV) 
<fx.0.t.1.0.f.\\@m/0.\g?.0.,g.0y>; Blackwell, Rob (GOV) <_F,\)_?_(~.\>'.{.f).\r?@.1:-0.\r;bi.R?D,g?y>; Arwood, Cheri (GOV) 

<Ar.'r.Y.:H?.r.J{@!!:"0.\:;h}_@.D,2.0.V.>; Hansen, Rachel (GOV) <t?.D,\f:".D.Ll.@.mVhfgf:i_n,gqy>; Taylor, Nicole (GOV) 

<IFJ.Y.\:r:N.7..@.0Ji<tgf:i_r\gqy>; Brownfield, Michael (GOV) <f.f.0.t.1.0.Et.\~Jf:!.F@T0.\)jg;Htg;?y_>; Redford, James (GOV) 
<Redfon.:U(i.Drnichigan.gov>; Wisniewski, Wendy (GOV) <wisniewskiw(::i:irnichigartgov>; Thomet, Ruth (GOV) 

<ThornetR(@michigartgov>; Stoken, Laura (GOV) <Stokenl(WmichigarLgov>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 

<KennedyJ4(@rnk:higan.gov>; Lukasik, Liz (GOV) <LukasikL(@michigan,gov>; Weber, Travis (GOV) 

<WeberT7(Wmichigan.gov>; Ayers, Angela (GOV) <AversA~vr-r1ichigc1n.gov> 
Subject: DEQ Seeks Gov. Signature- Letter to EPA - Flint Safe Drinking Water POC - NEEDED BY Tues. 11.10.15 

Importance: High 

Hello All, 

DEQ is seeking the Governor's signature on the attached letter to Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, USEPA, Region 5. The letter designates Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ as 
the DEQ point person for the USEPA - Region 5 Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force. 



For your reference, DEQ provided the attached Transmittal Form , along with a copy of the October 
21 Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update which includes a summary about the conference call with 
USEPA and MDEQ where the USEPA requested this letter. The attachment also includes the 
USEPA's October 16 press release about the establishment of the Task Force (see yellow highlighted 
text in both attachments) 

Your approval, input, and/or changes are needed by EOB by Tues. 11.10.15. 

If you have any questions or need additional background information, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Jean Hall 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Strategic Policy 
Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
H;;i!lil6@n1,chigc1n.gov 

517-241-5493 
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RICK SNYDER 
GOVERNOR 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE 
LANSING 

November 2, 2015 

Dr. Susan Hedman, Regional Administrator 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Region 5 
77 West Jackson Boulevard (R-19J) 
Chicago, Illinois 60604-3507 

Dear Dr. Hedman: 

BRIAN CALLEY 
LT. GOVERNOR 

This letter is in follow up to a conference call on October 20, 2015 between the 
United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), Region 5, and the Michigan 
Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ). The purpose of that call was to discuss 
Region S's Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force (Task Force) that was established to 
provide the USEPA's technical expertise to the MDEQ and the city of Flint, Michigan. 

During that call, it was requested that the State of Michigan provide the USEPA 
with an MDEQ point of contact for the Task Force. This letter is to inform you of the 
designation of Mr. Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ, as that point of contact. 
Mr. Sygo's contact information is below: 

Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 
P.O. Box 30473 
Lansing, Ml 48909-7973 
sygoi@michigan.gov 
517-284-6709 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter as we work together to ensure a 
safe and reliable drinking water supply for the city of Flint. 

Sincerely, 

Rick Snyder 
Governor 

cc: Mr. Robert Kaplan, Deputy Regional Administrator, USEPA, Region 5 
Mr. Dan Wyant, Director, MDEQ 
Mr. Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director, MDEQ 

GEORGE W. ROMNEY BUILDING • 111 SOUTH CAPITOL AVENUE• LANSING. M ICHIGAN 48909 

www.michigan.gov 



DEu 
MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

EXECUTIVE DIVISION 

INFORMATION TRANSMITTAL AND REQUEST FOR GOVERNOR'S ACTION 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Governor Rick Snyder via Jean H~II \ 

Dan Wyant, Dir~(l;v \}-J 
November 3, 2015 

SUBJECT: Task Force Point of Contact Designation Letter to Susan Hedman, Regional 
Administrator, United States Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5 

D Printed Material (for Governor's signature - attached) 

D Proclamation Request (for Governor's signature - draft attached) 

D Telephone Call (for Governor's information - explanation given under "Situation 
Descri tion") 

D Other: 

Governor's Action Requested By: November 16, 2015 

Situation Description: During an October 20 conference call between the USEPA and 
DEQ regarding USEPA's establishment of the Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force, the 
USEPA requested that Governor Snyder designate a DEQ point of contact for the Task 
Force. Attached are a draft letter to be signed by Governor Snyder, the October 21 Flint 
Drinking Water Action Plan Update regarding the conference call, and USEPA's 
October 16 press release regarding the establishment of the Task Force. Please contact 
Karen Shaler, Executive Division, DEQ, at shalerk@michigan.gov when the letter is ready 
to be picked up. Thank you . 

Contact Person's Name: Jim Sygo, Chief Deputy Director 
DEQ Division/Office: Executive Division 
Telephone: 517-284-6709 
E-Mail Address: sygoj@michigan.gov 

Governor's Response (for Governor's Office use only): 

EQ0111 (05/2014) 



Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update 

FOIA EXEMPT AND ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE 

• Action Step #1 has been incorporated into the After Action Plan (Action Step #4). 

• It was determined that the information in Action Step #10 would be 
communicated better in person and has, therefore, been incorporated into Action 
Step #13. 

• DEQ staff has tentatively identify the week of October 26 to meet with 
representatives from the remaining 10 locations in the Flint Community Schools 
who were not present at the October 16 meeting at the Superintendent's office. 

• DEQ staff has contacted DHHS to request a meeting regarding lead education 
materials for schools. 

• The first plumbing assessment has been scheduled for Friday, October 23. The 
subsequent sampling of the first facility has been scheduled for Saturday, 
October 24. This decision was made jointly among DEQ, DLARA, and DHHS in 
an effort to ensure that sampling staff could properly evaluate the sampling 
protocol without the added pressure of completing the sampling process before 
students arrived on-site. 

• The DEQ Laboratory has created a fillable PDF form for use in the school 
sampling protocol. This form was created to streamline the information gathering 
process. The form was submitted for review by staff in DEQ, DHHS, and 
DLARA, and comments were subsequently incorporated. The form is now 
complete and ready for use. 

• The corrosion control treatment plan (CCTP) and permit application were 
received late last Friday, October 16, and were reviewed. Our review comments 
were provided to Flint's consultant [Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam, Inc. (LAN)]. 
The CCTP was forwarded to EPA on October 16, and their comments were 
received on October 19. A conference call was held on October 20 between our 
staff and Darren Lytle and Michael Schock of EPA to discuss the main comments 
(EPA's and DEQ's) to confirm that both agencies concur with the design and 
proposed corrosion control dosages. We are currently preparing a revised set of 
comments, based on our discussion with EPA. The revised comments will be 
sent to EPA to confirm concurrence before sending to LAN. 

• An Act 399 permit will be issued to the city of Flint to install corrosion control 
treatment following receipt of revised plans, specs, and - as needed - a permit 
application that addresses the revised review comments. 

• DEQ staff has contacted DHHS to schedule a meeting to discuss the 
development of childcare facility guidance. This guidance will be similar in nature 
to what is being done in schools but will be tailored to address the specific 



FOIA EXEMPT AND ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE 
Flint Drinking Water Action Plan Update 
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concerns with younger children and the smaller plumbing infrastructure of typical 
childcare facilities. 

Additional Actions: 

• Standing meetings with the city of Flint have been scheduled for Fridays at 
10:00 a.m. These meetings have been scheduled through December 18. In 
addition, a tour of the Flint Water Treatment Plant has been scheduled for 
October 23. The DEQ be taking video footage of the tour, showing the 
coordinated efforts being taken by the city of Flint, DEQ, DHHS, and DLARA. 
Genesee County Health Department (GCHD) has been invited to the Friday 
meetings as well as the tour, and GCHD is in the process of determining if they 
can participate. 

• A meeting was held between staff from the DEQ, DLARA, and DHHS to discuss 
details regarding the flow and coordination of efforts for the school sampling 
protocol. It was mutually agreed that it was best to only do one school at first so 
that we can ensure that the process runs smoothly from partner to partner. The 
first plumbing evaluation will be done at Freeman Elementary School on Friday, 
October 23. Steve Busch of the DEQ will accompany staff from DLARA to 
answer questions they might have during their plumbing evaluations. The 
subsequent water sampling effort will take place the next day, on Saturday, 
October 24. It was agreed that taking the samples on Saturday would allow staff 
to be able to evaluate the sampling process without the added pressure of 
ensuring that the sampling was complete before students arrived at the building. 

• DEQ Director Dan Wyant, Jim Sygo, George Krisztian, and Karen Tommasulo 
held a conference call with Dr. Susan Hedman, EPA's Regional Administrator, 
and other representatives from EPA to discuss the EPA's formation of the Flint 
Safe Drinking Water Task Force. The purpose of the Task Force is to provide 
one-stop shopping for technical assistance for the optimization of corrosion 
controls for the switch from Detroit Water and Sewerage Department to the 
Karegnondi Water Authority. EPA requested a point of contact for the DEQ, and 
Director Wyant suggested Chief Deputy Director Jim Sygo. EPA agreed that this 
was an appropriate choice and requested a formal letter indicating Chief Deputy 
Director Sygo as the point of contact. 

• DHHS has indicated that the total water filter/pitcher distribution for the period of 
October 6 through October 20 was 9,373 units. 

Prepared by: George Krisztian, Flint Action Plan Coordinator 
Laboratory Director 
Department of Environmental Quality 
Telephone: 517-284-6719 
Cell: ·n{-:v~J ~1ur11t)(}f) 

October 21, 2015 



Shaler, Karen (DEQ) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

FYI. 

Thelen, Mary Beth (DEQ) 
Friday, October 16, 2015 5:40 PM 
Krisztian, George (DEQ); Sygo, Jim (DEQ); Shekter Smith, Liane (DEQ) 
Shaler, Karen (DEQ); Devereaux, Tracy Jo (DEQ) 
FW: EPA Establishes Safe Drinking Water Task Force to Provide Expertise to MDEQ and 
City of Flint 

From: Josh Singer [ rnail!o: r:oreglx-subscrkJ!ions@epa.gov] 
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2015 12:18 PM 
To: Olszewski, Rosemarie (DEQ) 
Subject: EPA Establishes Safe Drinking Water Task Force to Provide Expertise to MDEQ and City of Flint 

Contact Information: Anne Rowan, rowan.anne@epa.gov 312-353-9391 

For Immediate Release No. 15-0PA160 

EPA Establishes Safe Drinking Water Task Force to Provide Technical Expertise to MDEQ and City of Flint 

Task Force providing technical assistance on reconnecting the Flint drinking water system to a new source 

CHICAGO (October 16, 2015) - Today U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 5 Administrator Susan Hedman 
established the Flint Safe Drinking Water Task Force to provide the Agency's technical expertise through regular 
conversations with designated officials from Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) and the City of Flint. 
The Task Force will be led by the Region 5 Deputy Regional Administrator and will assist with developing and 
implementing a plan to secure water quality, including measures to optimize corrosion control. Task Force members will 
be available to consult with MDEQ and the City of Flint on site in Flint. The Task Force will also coordinate as necessary 
with federal, state and local public health agencies to assist with protection of public health. 

Specifically, the Task Force will provide technical assistance to the MDEQ and the City of Flint to reconnect the Flint 
system to a new source of drinking water (to be supplied by the Great Lakes Water Authority) and to optimize corrosion 
control for the Flint system, starting in October 2015. The Task Force will also provide technical assistance to the MDEQ 
and the City of Flint, as needed, in advance of and following connection of the Flint water system to a new source of 
drinking water (to be supplied by the Karegnondi Water Authority) and to optimize corrosion control for the Flint system, 
starting in 2016. 

"EPA is committed to working with our state and local partners to ensure a safe and reliable drinking water supply for the 
residents of Flint, Michigan," Hedman said. "The formation of this task force continues our commitment to providing 
technical assistance to the City of Flint and the State of Michigan." 

The Task Force will be comprised of scientists and technical experts from the EPA Region 5 officejn Ghica:90, 
the. f\Jatiqna1 .. 13isktv,c1nc1gernent.13e~earch. LalJ. i n.Gincinnati. ancl. the. EPA drinking. i,vaterprogrc1rn. IQ ~qqifiq@ gp,t\ y@I ~§k 
t@@ ($9\i@rh@fitq 9@$igQ~t@ ~ @Qg@ qffiqi~i $.hqth@ M@YPf PfrlihftP Q@§@h@t@ @ @itf Pffi@i@l,Jq $@Qi@ $$ pqifit$ Qfqqri~qf torme mask ffiOrce> · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
............................................. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Kelenske, Chris (MSP) 

Monday, September 28, 2015 5:57 PM 
Etue, Kriste (MSP); Gorski, Gary (MSP); Smith, Paul (GOV) 
Katarsky, Anthony (MSP); Leix, Ron (MSP); Banner, Shanon (MSP); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); 

Murray, David (GOV) 
RE: Flint Water Issue - Rep. Kildee Letter Received By Federal Agencies 

Flag for follow up 
Flagged 

I just caught this ... the photo and the scenario in the ppt are HYPOTHETIU\L. I have staff following up with the Genesee 
County EM. 

Chris 

From: Kelenske, Chris (MSP) 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:43 PM 
To: Etue, Kriste (MSP); Gorski, Gary (MSP); Smith, Paul (GOV) 
Cc: Katarsky, Anthony (MSP); Leix, Ron (MSP); Banner, Shanon (MSP); Wurfel, Sara (GOV); Murray, David (GOV) 
Subject: Flint Water Issue - Rep. Kildee Letter Received By Federal Agencies 
Importance: High 

Attached are two documents for your information: 1) A letter from US Representative Kildee to Craig Fugate of FEMA, 
HHS, EPA, and CDC and 2) a PowerPoint on Flint water concerns. Essentially, Representative Kildee is requesting FEMA 
take action to resolve potable water quality issues associated with the Flint water system. 

This is the first we heard of the letter and I actually found out from the FEMA Region V Director when he called me 
about an hour ago. He and I discussed a few things on this and he will respond advising they need to work through the 
local EM system in Ml (engaging the local EM and then EMHSD). They also are working through the local health 
department as I confirmed with Dr. Scott from DHHS. If Flint needs water or want water the first step is to handle it 
locally (at least on the EM side and then push up any gaps they cannot fill to us). We are not aware of any work the local 
EM has done in this regard. I will be with the FEMA Region V Director as well as the FEMA Administrator, Craig Fugate, 
this week if they have questions. 

I have advised Dr. Jackie Scott from DHHS and will be sending her the letter and ppt. 

Chris 

Capt. Chris A. Kelenske 
Deputy State Director/Commander 
Emergency Management and Homeland Security Division 
Michigan State Police 
4000 Collins Road 
Lansing, Ml 48910 
(517) 333-5042 

"A PROUD tradition of SERVICE through EXCELLENCE, INTEGRITY, and COURTESY." 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

From: Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) 

Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 

Tuesday, September 15, 2015 9:57 AM 
Clayton, Stacie (GOV) 

FW: Follow up to previous email 

Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 9:57:10 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: Khouri, Nick (TREASURY); Saxton, Thomas (Treasury); Workman, Wayne (TREASURY); Wyant, Dan (DEQ); Roberts, 
John (DTMB) 
Cc: Wurfel, Brad (DEQ); Agen, Jarrod (GOV); Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Hollins, Harvey (GOV) 
Subject: Follow up to previous email 

Flint asks Snyder for $30M to upgrade water system 
Associated Press 7:52 a.m. EDT September 15, 2015 



~ ~ 
Water from the Flint River rushes into the Flint water treatment plant in Flint.(Photo: File photo) 
I CONNECTT\l/EETLIN-x.EDIN 2 COMMENTEMAILMORE 
Flint- The mayor of Flint is asking Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder for $30 million to help upgrade the city's 
water system and replace lead service pipes. 
The_Flint_Journal_reports Mayor Dayne Walling announced his request while speaking Monday to the City 
Council. The request was made that day in a letter to Snyder. 
The funds sought by Walling include $10 million to replace lead service lines and plumbing that can leach lead 
into drinking water. Virginia Tech researchers testing Flint's water have said residents shouldn't drink or cook 
with city water without flushing lines or using a filter. 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency says Flint's water is within levels allowed for lead. The agency has 
said it would help the city in its efforts to reduce lead. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

From: Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) 

Lyon, Nick (DHHS) 

Monday, January 04, 2016 3:20 PM 

Baird, Richard (GOV) 

Clement, Elizabeth (GOV); Creagh, Keith (DEQ) 

FW: PRESS RELEASE: GENESEE COUNTY COMMISSIONERS DECLARE EMERGENCY 

Sent: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:11 PM 

To: Lyon, Nick (DHHS) <LyonN2@michigan.gov>; Becker, Timothy (DHHS) <beckert1@michigan.gov>; Granger, Patricia 

(DHHS) <GrangerP(d)michigan.gov>; Grijalva, Nancy (DHHS) <GrijalvaN(Wrnichigan.gov>; Hertel, Elizabeth (DHHS) 

<HertelE(!.vmichigan.gov>; Wells, Eden (DHHS) <VVellsE3@lrnichigan.gov>; Moran, Susan (DHHS) 

<MoranS(i.i:imichigan.gov>; Dykema, Linda D. (DHHS) <DvkemaL@lrnichigan.gov> 

Cc: Minicuci, Angela (DHHS) <MinicuciA(Wrnichigan.gov>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) <EisnerJ@michigan.gov> 

Subject: FW: PRESS RELEASE: GENESEE COUNTY COMMISSIONERS DECLARE EMERGENCY 

From: Kristin Moore [rnailto:krnoore@cityofflint.corn] 

Sent: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:03 PM 

Subject: PRESS RELEASE: GENESEE COUNTY COMMISSIONERS DECLARE EMERGENCY 

Kristin Moore 

Public Relations Director, City of Flint 

kmoore@dtyofflint.com 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

GENESEE COUNTY COMMISSIONERS DECLARE EMERGENCY 

Flint, MI -- January 4, 2016 - During their first board meeting of the year, Monday morning, Genesee County 
Commissioners declared a state of emergency in Genesee County. The move a sign that county leaders support 
Flint Mayor Dr. Karen Weaver and her efforts to get resources and relief to the residents suffering from the 
ongoing water situation in the city. 

Mayor Weaver declared a state of emergency in Flint last month to raise awareness about the severity of the 
problems surrounding the water situation that continues to effect residents. The problems a result of the man
made disaster caused by the city switching to the Flint River as a water source in 2014. 

Following the board's vote today, Genesee County Commission Chairperson, Jaime Curtis said, "This is a state, 
man-made disaster and we're going to ask the state to fix their disaster. Curtis also said, "Genesee County is the 
fifth largest county in Michigan and we will not be ignored." 



Mayor Weaver hopes the county's show of support will convince the Governor to provide the City of Flint with 
financial support to help leaders address immediate infrastructure needs. Those needs include more than $45 
million to replace every identified lead pipe in the city, reimbursement of the $2 million spent to switch back to 
the Detroit Water Sewerage Department, $6 million to help with the transfer to the Karegnondi pipeline and 
additional resources to support the city's Heath Initiative to assist affected adults and children in Flint who have 
consumed water contaminated with lead. 

In an interview with media after the board's emergency declaration Mayor Weaver said, "It's a victory and a 
step in the right direction." The mayor plans to meet with Governor Snyder in Lansing Thursday of this week to 
discuss the state's response and next steps. 

### 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Bedan, Morgan (GOV) 
Tuesday, October 13, 2015 4:25 PM 
Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 

Subject: RE: Flint Timeline 

\Nill do. 

From: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2015 4:14 PM 
To: Dickinson, Sarah (GOV) <DickinsonS@michif;an,gov>; Bedan, Morgan (GOV) <8edan1V1@rnich=gan.gov> 
Cc: Scott, Allison (GOV) <scott:i12@michig;;in.gov>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) <deniente@rnichigan,gov>; Muchmore, 
Dennis (GOV) <rnuchrnmed@michig;;in.fov> 
Subject: Flint Timeline 
Importance: High 

Can vve put into Gov's briefing tonight? 

Kurtz was EM at time of final decision/move to switch to KWA., Earley was EM at time of switch to Hint River water. 

Flint EM dates {financial emergency declared in December 2011) 

Mike Brown, apptd 12-1-11 (when fin emer declared under PA 4 of 2011) 
Ed Kurtz, apptd 8-8-12 (when PA4 was repealed in Aug 2012, Brown couldn't serve as EM, PA 72 back in 
effect) 
Mike Brown, apptd 7-4-13 (Kurtz retired; PA436 in effect) 
Darnell Earley, apptd 10-8-13 (Brown resigned) 
Gerald Ambrose, apptd 1-13-15 (Earley appointed DPS EM) 

Financial Emergency resolved, 4-29-15 (RTAB apptd) 

Other dates 

June 26, 2012 - Letter from EM Brown to DWSD seeking permission to blend river water with DWSD 
water (attached). 

Sept. 20, 2012 - Letter from EM Kurtz to DWSD requesting written permission to implement blending 
(attached). 

March 25, 2013 - The Flint City Council endorses joining KWA (see url below) 
http://blog.mlive.com/newsnow impact/print.html?entry=/2013/03/flint city council approves re.ht 
ml 

April 11, 2013 - Treasurer Dillion sends letter to EM Kurtz (attached) noting conditional approval of 
move to KWA (pursuant to PA436), pending a review of DWSD's last, best offer. 

April 16, 2013 - EM Kurtz informs Treasury that the City will join KWA (attached). 



April 17, 2013 - DWSD transmits letter to EM Kurtz terminating service to Flint, effective April 17, 2014 
(attached). 

April 17, 2014- Water service from DWSD officially ends. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

*KNOCK ON WOOD* 

Angela 

From: Murray, David (GOV) 

Minicuci, Angela (DHHS) 
Wednesday, October 07, 2015 6:29 PM 
Murray, David (GOV) 
RE: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 6:27 PM 
To: Minicuci, Angela (DHHS) <MinicuciA@michigan.gov> 
Subject: RE: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

You are aweson1e, /\ngela ! Thank you for the help. 

I think there is light at the end of the tunnel. 

From: Minicuci, Angela (DHHS) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 6:27 PM 

To: Murray, David (GOV) <M.WE::1?1.f:!J@_o:(L,;:[::_[g_§.DJIQ.Y.> 
Subject: RE: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

Looks good on n1y encL 

Angel;; 

From: Murray, David (GOV) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 6:12 PM 

To: Agen, Jarrod (GOV) <{\fsf:Hl@.rn.l~.bJ.g::1D,£.QY.>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) <WJJ.d?:.l~@mltl:.[&i!:J.JIQ.Y.>; Biehl, Laura (GOV) 
<f.\th!L@.0Ji<tgf:i_r\gqy>; Heaton, Anna (GOV) <.tl.??:<.t0.DA@!I!.trh.\g_~.IJ,.RQ.V.>; Kennedy, Jordan (GOV) 
<.K.?:.1J.1J.?:;h'./.:H0?.0Ji<tgf:i_r\gqy>; Brown, Jessica (GOV) <.?!_~_\?.V.0Jli~@!I!.th.\g_~_0,.R0Y>; Paciorek, Josh (GOV) 
<.P.?r\:r:t}l@T0.\hi.s?n,g;?y_>; Lasher, Geralyn (DHHS) <(?:<5twrn.@.0Ji<tgf:i_r\gqy>; Minicuci, Angela (DHHS) 
<.UH.0.\(.\!t[f\@.0Ji<tgf:i_r\gqy>; Eisner, Jennifer (DHHS) <f.\~!Y,~r}.®.!T.\:;hi.R?!J,g?y>; Wurfel, Sara (GOV) 
<.W.i!X.f.?:h@.C-'.!.\hi.sFln,g;?-1>; Tommasulo, Karen (DEQ) <T0.0JD)?:'51!.!.\?.\.@.0:1/h.\ii?!.D_,g_q_y.>; Clement, Elizabeth (GOV) 
<t!?:!T.?:.D.t.?:.@.0L0t;?!.D.,g_0_y.>; Muchmore, Dennis (GOV) <mi!<E0.0.f.?:.0.@.mi<tgf:'_0_,gqy>; Posthumus, Dick (GOV) 
<_P._0,~.thi!.DJ\!Yi.@.mi<tgf:'_0_,gqy.>; Baird, Richard (GOV) <.~:F{Uir..@.0:1J.,;Ji[R1.D_,gg_y.>; Calley, Brian (GOV) 

· Forstner, Nathaniel (GOV) <f.0L~.tD.?:t0.\@.0:1i.1:-:L[gf:'_0_,gqy.> 
Subject: URGENT review please -- Draft Flint water release 

Team, 

Please review this draft press release for the Thursday announcement in Flint. This incorporates some suggested edits to 
the strong draft from DEQ earlier today. 

Thank you very much. 



Gov. Rick Snyder: Move back to Detroit water provides 
best protection for public health in Flint 

State, Mott Foundation and city form partnership to fund switch 

FLINT, Mich. - Flint families and children will be better protected by reconnecting with the Great Lakes Water 
Authority as the source of the city's drinking water, Gov. Rick Snyder said. 

Snyder said Thursday that he will request the state Legislature to provide a portion of the $12 million needed to 
reconnect with the authority, with the Flint city government providing $2 million and the Charles Stewart Mott 
Foundation donating $4 million. 

The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of Environmental Quality today 
also committed an additional $3.5 million for water filters, free lead testing through the state laboratory for Flint 
water customers, and hiring additional staff to conduct health exposure monitoring for lead in drinking water. 

Flint city leaders requested the state's help to fund the reconnection after a Wednesday meeting of Flint's 
Technical Advisory Committee. Flint's move to the Great Lakes Water Authority is expected to cost about $1.3 
million per month until the Karegnondi Water Authority is completed next summer. 

"All Flint residents need clean, safe drinking water," Snyder said. "The technical experts helping the city on its 
water advisory all agree this move back to the Great Lakes Water Authority provides the best public health 
protection for children and families. This effort today is the result of people coming together to solve a problem. 
I appreciate Detroit's willingness to reconnect with Flint, the Mott Foundation's generous donation, and the 
dedication of all parties to come together to protect Flint families and children." 

The move to Detroit water, which is drawn from Lake Huron, carries many public health benefits. As large 
bodies of water, the Great Lakes are naturally prone to fewer problems from large rain events and other runoff 
issues that can be present in shallower rivers. Additionally, the Great Lakes Water Authority has already fully 
optimized its corrosion control, using phosphates to help coat the insides of pipes and prevent lead from 
leaching into the water. 

However, reconnecting with the authority will not completely resolve the city's problem with lead service lines 
or aging infrastructure. It will take time for pipes in Flint to become coated with the phosphate corrosion control. 
Additionally, some households in the city could experience lead in their drinking water until all lead pipes and 
plumbing are replaced. 

To best protect public health, Snyder said state and local authorities will continue to carry out steps outlined on 
Oct. 2 in a comprehensive action plan, including continued testing, the use of faucet filters and providing 
residents with accurate information about steps to eliminate lead in water. 

Free filters are available for current MDHHS clients at the 125 E. Union St. or 4809 Clio Road MDHHS office 
locations. 

For residents who are not currently enrolled in MDHHS assistance programs, free filters are available at the 
Genesee County Community Action Resource Department offices at 2727 Lippincott and 601 North Saginaw in 
Flint. Staff will be at all four locations from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, to distribute filters and 
assist residents who have questions about proper installation. 

At the Lippincott location only, extended hours will be offered this weekend, including until 7 p.m. on Thursday 
and Friday and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturday. 
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Other good practices for residents concerned about lead include turning on the cold water tap and running the 
water until it's as cold as it will go. Additionally, only use cold water for cooking, drinking and especially mixing 
baby formula. 

School test results released; more investigation planned 

The state today also released the first results from its lead screening program in schools and homes. Of 37 
total samples taken at 13 buildings, four samples spread over three buildings exceeded the federal action level 
of 15 parts per billion. 

However, this sampling provides only an initial screen, and the state is committing to further testing water and 
inspecting plumbing at these schools. Until testing is complete, schools are advised to continue using bottled 
water and filtration as a precaution to protect children. 

In addition, free testing is still available for any other Flint school, including daycares and Head Starts. Free 
testing is also available for any Flint resident. 

Additional information, including more detailed lead screening results, is available at 
www.michiaan.qov/flintwater. 

Dave Murray 
Deputy Press Secretary I Executive Office of Governor Rick Snyder 
,v1urrayD1@rnichigan.gpv 

-

517-335-6397 office 

mobile 
Twitter:@michigandmurray 
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